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PREFACE.

SOME affect to despise all etymological researches, because of their uncertainty. But 
many other branches of science are equally liable to this objection. Was it a clear proof 
of the wisdom conferred on our common parent, that he gave names to all the inferior 
creatures, according to their peculiar natures ? And may we not discern a considerable 
vestige of his primeval state, in the propriety of many of the names imposed on 
things, even in modern languages ? An inquiry into the reasons of these is not, there 
fore, a matter of mere unprofitable curiosity. It is no contemptible mean of investi 
gating the operations of our intellectual powers.

The structure of language is, indeed, one important branch of that philosophy which so 
nearly interests man,—the philosophy of his own mind;—a branch which, although less 
attended to than many others, and often more obscured, than elucidated, by system, 
extends its influence through all nations; is, practically at least, as well known to the pea 
sant as to the prince, to the savage as to the man of letters; in the most lively manner, in 
many instances, delineates the objects with which we are conversant, exhibiting to others a 
faithful copy of the impressions which these make on our own minds; forcibly illustrates, 
as far as the oblique signification of words are concerned, the singular associations of
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ideas; appears, by its striking analogies, as a grand link among the various individuals of 
the same species, how remote soever from each other as to situation; frequently affords a 
proof of the near affinity of particular nations; and, by the general diffusion of certain 
primitive terms, or by certain rules of formation universally adopted, assigns a common 
origin to mankind, although scattered "on the face of the whole earth."

Since the union of the kingdoms, how beneficial soever this event has been in other 
respects, the language of Scotland has been subjected to peculiar disadvantages. No 
longer written in public deeds, or spoken in those assemblies which fix the standard of 
national taste, its influence has gradually declined, notwithstanding the occasional efforts 
of the Muse to rescue it from total oblivion.

This decline may be traced sflll fifrthfcr bade. *Th£Uinio& of the crowns, although an 
event highly honourable to Scotland, soon had an unfavourable influence on the ancient 
language of the country. She still indeed retained her national independence; but the 
removal of the court seems to have been viewed as an argument for closer approximation, 
in language, to those who lived within its verge. From this time forward, as living authors 
in general avoided the peculiarities of their native tongue, typographers seem to have 
reckoned it necessary to alter the diction even of the venerable dead. In thus accommo 
dating our ancient national works to the growing servility of their times, they have in 
many instances totally lost the sense of the original writers.

In this manner, even the classical writings of our ancestors have been gradually ne 
glected. The alterations, occasionally nrad<e by editors^ although sufficient to -disfigure 
ihern> were not carried so far as to keep pace with the ideal refinement of their contem 
poraries.

It is surprising, that no one has ever attempted to rescue the language of the 
country from oblivion, by compiling a Dictionary of it. Had this been done a century 
ago, it would most probably have been the meads of preserving many of our literary pro 
ductions, which it is to be feared are now lost, as well as the meaning of many terms now 
left to conjecture.—Till of late, even those who pretended to write Glossaries to the Scot 
tish books which they published,.generally explained the terms which almost every reader 
understood, and quite overlooked those that were more ancient and obscure. The Glos 
sary to Douglas's Virgil formed the only exception to this observation.

Within these few years, a taste for Scottish literature has revived both in Scotland and 
England. Hence the want of an Etymological Dictionary has been felt more than ever, 
.aud it may well be supposed, that all who possess a genuine taste for the literary produc 
tions of their country, must feel disposed to encourage a work which is necessary, not
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merely for illustrating their beauties, but in many instances even for rendering them intek 
ligible. The use of such a work is not confined to our edited books, but may in a great 
measure prove a key to our ancient MSS. It must facilitate the progress of those, whose 
studies or employments lay them under the necessity of investigating the records of anti 
quity ; and who, especially in their earlier years, are apt to be disgusted at their profes 
sions, from the frequent occurrence of terms, at the meaning of which they can only guess.

It is undeniable, indeed, that from the strange neglect of our vernacular language, the 
signification of some of our law terms is already lost; and that the meaning of others, on 
the interpretation of which not only private property, but public justice depends, is so 
doubtful, as to leave room for almost endless litigation.

Even these invaluable remains of antiquity, which record the valiant deeds of our an 
cestors, delineate their manners, or exhibit their zeal for religion, excite little interest in 
but* time, because they are in a great measure unintelligible.

Those who possess old libraries, that have been handed down, perhaps through many 
generations, must be convinced of the necessity of a work of this kind; because the books 
which were perfectly familiar to their fathers, and which communicated instruction to their 
minds, or kindled up the flame of patriotism in their breasts, are now nearly as completely 
locked up to them, as if they were written in a foreign tongue.

Such a work is necessary for preserving, from being totally lost, many ancient and 
emphatic terms, which now occur only in the conversation of the sage of the hamlet, or 
are occasionally mentioned by him as those which he has heard his fathers use. It may 
also serve to mark the difference between words which may be called classical, and others 
merely colloquial; and between both of these, as far as they are proper, and such as belong 
to a still lower class, being mere corruptions, cant terms, or puerilities.

Many ancient customs, otherwise unknown or involved in obscurity, come also to be 
explained or illustrated, from the use of those words wrhich necessarily refer to them. The 
importance of any thing pertaining to the manners of a nation, as constituting one of the 
principal branches of its history, needs not to be mentioned : and, as the knowledge of an 
cient manners removes the obscurity of language ; by a reciprocal operation, ancient lan 
guage often affords the best elucidation of manners.

Such a Dictionary, if properly conducted, should not only throw light on the. ancient 
customs of Scotland, but point out their analogy to those of other Northern nations. So 
striking indeed is the coincidence of manners, even in a variety of more minute instances, 
between our ancestors and the inhabitants of Scandinavia, as marked by the great simila 
rity or absolute sameness of terms, that it must necessarily suggest to every impartial in-
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quirer, that the connexion between them has been much closer than is generally sup 
posed.

Language, it is universally admitted, forms one of the best criterions of the origin of a 
nation; especially where there is a deficiency of historical evidence. Our country mustf 
ever regret the want, or the destruction, of written records. But an accurate and compa 
rative examination of our vernacular language may undoubtedly in part repair the loss; as 
well as throw considerable light on the faint traces which history affords, with respect to 
the origin of those, who for many centuries have been distinguished from the Celtic race, 
as speaking the Scottish language.

I do not hesitate to call that the Scottish Language, which has generally been consider 
ed in no other light than as merely on a level with the different provincial dialects of the 
English. Without entering at present into the origin of the former, I am bold to affirm, 
that it has as just a claim to the designation of a peculiar language as most of the other 
languages of Europe. From the view here given of it to the public, in the form of an 
ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY, it will appear that it is not more nearly allied to the Engr 
lish, than the Belgic is to the German, the Danish to the Swedish, or the Portuguese to 
the Spanish. Call it a dialect, if you will; a dialect of the Anglo-Saxon it cannot be; for, 
from the Dissertation prefixed to the Dictionary, it must appear to the unprejudiced 
reader, that there is no good reason for supposing, that it was ever imported from the 
southern part of our island.

How far the work proposed possesses the requisites mentioned above, the public must 
judge. I shall only say, that I have still kept these things in view, as necessary recom 
mendations of a work of this kind. Particularly, as far as my opportunities led me, I 
have paid attention to the more ancient terms used in our laws; without unnecessarily en- 
cumbering the work with many words of Latin origin, as to the meaning and derivation of 
which there can be no difficulty.

Many of our nation, not only in the higher, but even in the middle, ranks of life, now 
aftect to despise all the terms or phrases peculiar to their country, as gross vulgarisms. This 
childish fastidiousness is unknown not only to intelligent foreigners, but to the learned in 
South Britain. Well assured that the peasantry are the living depositaries of the ancient 
language of every country, they regard their phraseology nearly in the same light in which 
they would view that of a foreign people.

A learned and elegant writer of our own country seems to regret that the language of 
Scotland has been so much neglected. " If the two nations," he says, " had continued 
distinct, each ipight have retained idioms and forms of speech peculiar to itself;
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rendered fashionable by the example of a court, and supported by the Authority of writers 
of, reputation, might have been considered in the same light with the varieties occasioned 
by the different dialects in the Greek tongue; might have been considered as beauties; 
and, in many cases, might have been used promiscuously by the authors of both nations. 
But, by the accession, the English naturally became the sole judges and lawgivers in lan 
guage, and rejected, as solecisms, every form of speech to which their ear was not accus 
tomed." Robertson's Hist of Scotland, B. viii. ad. fin.

Our best writers have felt the disagreeable conssequences of the national servility. No 
man, educated in Scotland, can entirely divest himself of its peculiar idioms. Even the 
learned writer quoted above, Hume, and many others, who have justly acquired celebrity 
in other respects, have not escaped censure, because they have been found guilty of using 
national barbarisms. . .

In consequence of the late publication of a variety of curious works of Scottish antiqui 
ty, and of some modern works of genius in this language, the English literati are now con 
vinced, that a more extensive acquaintance with it is necessary for understanding many 
terms in their own ancient writings, which have formerly been common to both countries, 
but have become obsolete in South-Britain.

Even before the revival of a taste for Scottish antiquities, the great Lexicographer of 
England, although.not partial to our country, expressed his wish foi* the preservation of its 
language. Boswell gives the following account of what Dr Johnson said to him on this 
subject, " October 19? (1769)——he advised me to complete a dictionary of words pe 
culiar to Scotland, of which I shewed him a specimen. ' Sir, (said he,) Ray has made a 
a collection of north-country words. By collecting those of your country, you will do a 
useful thing towards the history of the language." Life of Dr Johnson, II. 86—87. 
Lond. edit. 1804.

It must be evident to every person of ordinary reflection, that a native of any. country, 
or one at least who has long resided in it, .can alone be qualified to compose a Dictionary 
of its language. There is a copiousness in the Scottish, of which the native of another 
kingdom can scarcely form an idea. Although I have spent my time in this quarter of 
the island, and devoted no inconsiderable attention to this subject; I find it necessary to 
acknowledge, that I have met with a variety of words and" phrases, which, although in 
common use, I find it extremely difficult to explain.

On every word, or particular sense of a word, I endeavour to give the oldest printed or 
MS, authorities. I have had the best opportunities of doing so, not only from the kindr 

of rny literary friends, but from the access I have had, in consequence of the liberali-
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ty of the Faculty of Advocates, to their valuable Library, which contains a variety of Scot 
tish books and MS3. not to be found elsewhere. I am not so fastidious, however, ^is to 
reject every word that cannot be supported by written authority. In this case, many of 
our most ancient and expressive terms would be for ever buried. Having resided for 
many years in the county of Angus, where the Old Scottish iii spoken with as great purity 
as any where in North-Britain; I collected a vast number of words unknown in 
the Southern and Western dialects of Scotland. Many of 'these I found to be classical 
terms in the languages; of Iceland, Sweden, and Denmark. I have also endeavoured, 
as far as I could, to collect the terms belonging to the different provinces of Scotland* 
It could not be expected that literary men would use such diligence, in preparing the 
way for a Scottish* Dietionapy, as was used with^a view to the publication of the Voca- 

bulario della Crusca; when books were composed, containing such words as had former 
ly occurred only in conversation, for the express purpose of supplying the compilers of 
that celebrated work with written authorities. - I have therefore been obliged to give these 
words, as I found thenij on the authority of the nation at large, or of particular provinces. 
This, I humbly ajpprefeeftd, is fully as good authority as that of a variety of later writers, 
\vhose works have scarcely had any other claim to the attention of their countrymen, than 
as they tended to Reserve-the vernacular tongue. If the first compilers of Dictionaries 
had rejected all the terms which they did not find written, many that now pass for classi 
cal wduld never have appeared in print to this day.

This work is not priofessedly a Dietion&ry of old English words. But such as occur in 
Scottish works, or seem to ha^e been «ommon to-both nations, are explained, as well as 
those that are peculiar to the North; while their sense is illustrated by references to the 
most ancient English '-writers, or to Vocabularies of Provincial terms. Notwithstanding 
the length of time that I have been habituated to researches of this kind, I do not, by 
reason of my Ibfial situation; think myself qualified to give a complete Dictionary of all the 
old words used by English writers, or of those that belong to different Provinces of Eng 
land. I have endeavoured to compress the work as much as I could, without injur 
ing it: 1 yet; froifi the great variety of terars, either peculiar to the Scottish, or common 
to it tfith the English, had I pretended to give a complete view of all the ancient and 
provincial words of both languages, it must have far exceeded any reasonable bounds. 
The words explained, where it could be done with any degree of certainty, are exhibited 
in their relation to those which are aHied to them,' whether in the ancient or in the modern 
dialects of the Gothic, in the Latin, or in the languages derived from it. The correspon 
dence of otters with similar words occurring in the Welsh, Armorican, Gaelic or Irish, is
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also pointed o**t. l fcafe <KX#6ienally, a}&ough sparkigly, made etya^ological references 
to, tbe Greek, and even to spmeof the ^rppi^Uaiiguagefe. ;- :

I have beea engaged in this work, often (as a relaxation (mm fw^ssion^J. labours, 
or studies ctf greater importance, for yearly twenty years. During Ishis period, it has 
almost imperceptibly swelled far beyoiad any idea I had originally forced with respect to 
its size, • „ l r * - .

When I first engaged in this investigation, it was not with the remotest idea of publica- 
.tion, Even after proposals tod been made to m'e on this head, I designed to keep the 
.work on a small scale, and had therefore, in my notes in general, merely mentioned the 
name of the author who uses any word in a particular sense, withput referring to the place. 
It was afterwards suggested, that the work would be less useful, if it did not contain au 
thorities for the different significations; and less acceptable to the public, as they would 
have no criterion for judging, whether the sense of the writers referred to had been rightly 
understood or not. Fully convinced of the justness of this remark, I subjected myself to 
the drudgery of going over the same ground a second, and in various instances, a third 
time. After all my labour, I have not been able to recover some passages to which I had 
formerly referred; and have therefore been obliged merely to mention the name of the 
writer.

I have often quoted books which have neither acquired, nor have any claim to celebri 
ty, and given extracts which, in themselves, scarcely merit, quotation. But from the plan 
adopted, I was under a necessity of doing so, or of leaving many wrords without any autho 
rity whatsoever.

I may have frequently erred with respect to provincial terms; in giving those as such, 
which are perhaps pretty generally used, or in assigning to one county, or district, 
what more properly belongs to another. The following rule has been generally ob 
served. The county or district is referred to, in which, according to personal know 
ledge, or the best of my information, any term is used; while, in many instances, the 
reference is not meant to be understood exclusively.

There is reason to fear, that I may also have often erred even as to the sense. This can 
hardly occasion surprise, when it is stated, that words, to which I was a stranger, have 
been often explained to me in a variety of ways, and some of these directly opposed to 
each other; and that many, which are commonly used, are interpreted very differently, 
according to the peculiar ideas which are attached to them, from the humour or fancy of 
individuals, and in consequence of that indefinite character which marks terms only or 
principally oral.
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I present this work, therefore, to the public, fully convinced that it has many of the 
imperfections which must necessarily attend a first attempt of this kind. At the same 
time, I flatter myself, that these will be viewed with a candid eye; and am assured, that 
I shall meet with the greatest share of indulgence from those, who from literary habits of 
a similar description, have learned the difficulty and labour inseparable from such multi 
farious investigation, in which the mind derives neither support nor animation from unity, 
but every distinct word appears as a new subject.

In case another edition of this work should ever be called for, I will reckon myself pe 
culiarly indebted to any of my readers, who will take the trouble of pointing out any ma 
terial errors into which I have fallen, or of transmitting to me such ancient national terms 
as may have been omitted, with the proper explanations.

To all, who have encouraged this work, some of them indeed in the most liberal manner, 
I owe a tribute of gratitude. My friends, who, in the progress of it, have favoured me 
wkh their advice, or assisted me by their communications, will be pleased to accept of my 
sincere acknowledgments. Some of the latter stand so high in the lists of literary fame, 
that their names, if mentioned, would do honour to the work. But lest I should subject 
myself to the charge of ostentation, or seem to seek a veil for covering my own defects, or 
wound the delicacy of any to whom I have thus been indebted; I shall rest in this 
general testimony of my sense of obligation.
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Scottish History, 8vo. Edin. 1705.
——————— (Sir David, Lord Hailes) Annals of 

Scotland, 2 Vol. 4to. Edin. 1776.
_____ , — Ancient Scottish Poems, 12mo. Edin. 

1770; quoted in Dictionary by the 
name of Bunnatyne Poems.

——————— Specimen of Godly and Spiritual Sangs, 
8vo. Edin, 1765.

Dalrymple's (Sir D.) Specimen of a Scottish Glos 
sary, printed, but not published. 

Dalyell's Fragments of Scotish History, 4to. Edin.
1798. 

D'Arsy, Dictionaire Fran^ois-Flaman, 4to. Amst.
1694. 

Davies, Antiquae Linguae Britannicae Dictionari-
um, Fol. Lond. 1632. 

Diallog betuix ane Clerk and ane Courteour, 8vo.
Adv. Lib. car. titulo.

Discipline (Buiks of); in Dunlop's Collection. 
Douglas's (Gawin, Bishop of Dunkeld) Virgil's Ae.

neis, Fol. Edin. 1710, finished by the author A.
1513. It is compared, in several places, with two
MSS. in the Library of the University of Edin. 

Douglas's (Alex.) Poems, chiefly in the Scottish
Dialect, 12mo. Cupar-Fife, 1806. 

Dunlop's Collection of Confessions of Faith, 2 VoL 
. 8vo. Edin. 1722.

E.
Edda Saemundar Hinns Froda, 4to. Hafniae, 1787.
Egeir (Sir), Sir Graham, and Sir Gray-Steel, (His 

tory of); from an imperfect printed copy in 8vo. 
In some instances, I have quoted from a modern 
MS. copy in the possession of Walter Scott, Esq.

Eliotae Bibliotheca, Fol. Lond. 1552.
Ellis's Specimens of the early English Poets, 3 Vol. 

8vo. Lond. 1803.
Encyclopaedia Britannica, 4to. 18 Vol. 1797.
Epistle of a Christian Brother, 8vo. A. 1624.
Erskine's Institute of the Law of Scotland, FoL 

Edin.
Exhortation, Kirks of Christ in Scotland to their 

Sister Kirk in Edinburgh, 8vb. 1624.

F.
Falls (The) of Clyde, or, The Fairies, a Scottish

Dramatic Pastoral, 8vo. Edin. 1806. 
Fea's Grievances of Orkney and Shetland, 8vo.

Edin. 1750. 
Ferguson's (David) Collection of Scottish Proverbs,

printed about 1598, reprinted Edin. 1785. 
Fergusson's (of Kilwinning) Exposition of the 

Epistle to the Ephesians, 8vo. Edin. 
1659.

——————- (Robert) Poems, 2 Vol. 12mo. Perth,
1789. 

Festi (Pompei) De Verborum Significatione Libri
xx. a£. Auctores Latinae Linguae, fyc. Fol. S.
Getvas. 1602. 

Flacii Lllyrici Catalogus Testium Veritatis, 2 Tom.
4to. Lugdun. 1597. 

Fleming's Fulfilling of the Scripture, Fol. Lond.
1726.

Forbes's (Bp.) Eubulus, a Dialogue, 4to. Aberd. 
-1627.

————— Defence of the Lawfull Ministers of Re 
formed Churches, 4to. Middelburg, 
1614.

————— Commentarie upon the Revelation, 4to.
Middelburg, 1614. 

Forbes's Dominie Depos'd. V. Poems in the Buch-
an Dialect.



Fordun ( Joannis de) Scotichronicon, cura Goodall,
2 Vol. Fol. Edin. 1759. 

Fountainhall's Decisions of the Lords of Council
and Session, 2. Vol. Fol. Edin. 1759.

G.
Gale et Fell Rerum Anglicarum Scriptores, 3 Vol.

Fol. 1684, et 1691. 
Gale's Court of the Gentiles, 2 Vol. 4to. Oxon.

1672. 
Galloway's (Couper, Bp. of) Dikaiologie, in reply

to Hume of Godscroft, 4to. Lond. 1614. 
Galloway's (Robert) Poems, 12mo. Glasg. 1788. 
Garden's (Alexander) Theatre of the Scottish Kings,

4to. car. titulo. 
Garnett's Observations on a Tour through the High 

lands, &c. 2 Vol. 4to. Loud. 1800. 
Gawan and Gologras ; written about 1450, printed

Edin. 1508 : Sir Gawan and Sir Galaron of Gallo 
way ; supposed to be written about 1440. Both
are in Pinkerton's Scotish Poems Reprinted. 

Gellii(Auli) Noctes Atticae, 8vo. Colon. 1533. 
Gibson, Chronicon Saxonicum, 4to. Oxon. 4692. 
Glanville's Sadducismus Triumphatus, 8vo. Lond.

1726. 
Gloucester's (Robert of) Chronicle, 2 Vol. 8vo.

Oxf. 1724., quoted as R. Glouc. It is supposed 
that this work was completed, A. 1280. V. El- 
lis's Spec. I. 97.
Godwin's Life of Chaucer, 4 Vol. 8vo. Lond. 1804. 
Gordon's Itinerarium Septentrionale, Fol. Lond.

1726.
Gower's Confessio Amantis, Fol. Lond. 1532. 
Grose's Military Antiquities, 2 Vol. 4to. Lond.

1801.
. ———— Provincial Glossary, 8vo. Lond. 1790. 
———— Classical Dictionary of the Vulgar Tongue,

8vo. Lond. 1796. 
Gudmundi Andreae Lexicon Islandicum, 4to. Hav-

niae, 1683. 
Gunnlaugi (Sagan af) Ormstungu oc Skalld-Rafni,

4to. Hafniae, 1775. 
Guthrie's Trial, 8vo. Glasgow, 1755.

H.
Hamiltoun's (Abp. of St. Andrews) Catechisme, 

and Treatise on " the Seuin Sacramentis," 4to. 
Prentit at Sanct Androus, A. 1552. sometimes 
improperly quoted as 1551, which is the year 
mentioned in the Title.

Hamilton's ( Jhone) Facile Traictise, 12mo. Lovan, 
1600.

(William) Life of Sir William Wallace,
8vo. Glasgow, 

Hardyng's(Jhon)Chronicle, Grafton's Edition, 4to.
Lond. 1543. 

Harris's Voyages and Travels, 2 Vol. Fol. Lond.
1764. 

Hei-fts Kriugla,|jSive HistoriaRegum Norvegicorum,
a Snbrrio Sturlae Filio, 3 Tom. Fol. Havniae,
1777. When the page is quoted, Peringskiold's
Edit., 2. Vol. 1697, is referred to. 

Herd's Collection of Ancient and Modern Scottish
Songs, Heroic Ballads, &c. 2 Vol. 12mo. Edin.
1776.

Herodiani Historiarum Libr. viii. Fol. Paris, 1581.
Hickesii Linguarum Veterum Septentrionalium The 

saurus, 2 Vol. Fol. Oxon. 1705.
———— Institutiones Grammaticae Anglo-Saxoni- 

cae, 4to. Oxon. 1689.
Hieronymi Opera, 9 Tom. Fol. Basil. 1537.
Higden's (Ranulph) Polycronicon, Fol. West- 

minstre, 1485.
Highland Society (Transactions of) 3 Vol. 8vo, 

Edin. V. Y.
Histoire Pitoyable du Prince Erastus^ 8vo. Lyons, 

1564.
Historiae Augustae Scriptores Sex, cum Notis Sal- 

masii et J. Casauboni, Fol. Par. 1620.
Historic and Life of King James the Sext, 8vo. 

Edin. 1804. '
Hoccleve's Poems, 4to. Lond. 1796.
Holland's Houlate, (written about 1450) in Pin 

kerton's Scotish Poems Reprinted, corrected 
from the Bannatyne MS.

Howie's Biographia Scoticana, 8vo. Glasgow, 1781.
Hudson's Historie of Judith, 4to. Lond. 1611.
Huloeti (Richardi) Abcedarium Anglico Latinum, 

Fol. Lond. 1552.
Hume's (of Godscroft) History of the Houses of 

Douglas and Angus, Fol. Edin. 1644.

James's (King) Daemonologie and other Works,
Fol. Lond. 1616. 

Jamieson's (Robert) Popular Ballads and Songs,
2 Vol. 8vo. Edin. 1806. 

Ihre Glossarium SuioGothicum, 2 Tom. Fol. Up-
sal. 1769. 

Innes's Critical Essay on the Ancient Inhabitants
of Scotland, 2 Vol. 8vo. Lond. 1729. 

Johnson's Dictionary of the English Language, 2
Vol. 4to. Lond. 1785. 

Johnstone, Antiquitates Celto,Scandicae ct Celto-
Normannicae, 2 Vol. 4to. Hafniae, 1786.

————— 5 Lodbrokar-Quida, or, The Death-Song
of Lod^roc, 8vo. 1782. 

Jonae (Runolph.) Dictionariolum Islandicum, 4to.
Oxon. 1688. 

Jornandes de Origine Actuque Getarum, Fol.
Basil. 1531. 

Journal from London to Portsmouth, printed with
Poems in the Buchan Dialect. 

Isidori (Hispalensis Episcopi) Originum Libri xx.
Fol. S. Gervas. 1602. » 

Islands Landnamobok, Liber Originum Islandiae,
4to. Hafniae, 1774. 

Junii Etymologicum Anglicanum,Fol. Oxon. 1743.
——— Gothicum Glossarium, 4to. Amstel. 1684.

K.
Keysler, Antiquitates Selectae Septentrionales, 8vo.

Hanov. 1720. 
Kelly's Collection of Scotish Proverbs, 8vo. Lond.

1721. 
Kennedy's(Abbot of Crosraguel) Compendius Trac-

tiue conforme to the-Scripturis, &c. 4to. 1558. 
Kiliani Etymologicon Teutonicae Linguae, 8vo.

Ultraj. 1632. 4to. curante Hasselto, Ibid. 1777.



King's Munimenta Antiqua, 3 Vol. Foh Lond.
1799, &c. 

Knox's Historic of the R<?formatioun, &c. Fol.
Edin. 1732. compared with two MSS. ^encs Auct.

——— Edit. Lond. 1644.
Kristni-saga, sive Historia Religionis Christianae in 

Islandiam Introductae, 8vo. Hafniae, 1773.

L.
Laick's (W.) Answer to the Scots Presbyterian

Eloquence, 4to.
Lambardi Archaionomia, sive De priscis Angloriim 

Legibus, 4to. Lond. 1568.
————— Wheloci, Fol. Cantab. 1644.
Lambe's History of the Battell of Floddon, 12mo. 

Berwick, 1774.
Lamentatioun of Lady Scotland, (by P. R.) 8vo. 

Sanctandrois, 1572.
Ledwich's Antiquities of Ireland, 4to, Dublin, 1790.
Leibnitz Opera, Cura Dutens, 6 Tom. 4to. Geriev. 

1768.
Leland's Collectanea, 6 Vol. 8?o. Lond. 1770.
Leslaeus de Origine, Moribus et Rebus Gestis Sco- 

torum, 4to. Romae, 1675.
Lesley's Title of Succession to the Croun of Eng 

land, 8vo. 1584.
Lhuyd's Archaeologia Britannica, Fol. Oxf. 1707.
—————— Letter to the Scots and Irish, translated

by Mr Malcolme, Edin. 1739. 
Lye Dictionarium Saxonico et Gothico-Latinum,

2 Tom. Fol. Lond. 1772.
Lightfoot's Flora Scotica, 2 Vol. 8vo. Lond. 1792. 
Lindenbrogi Codex Legum Antiquarum, cum Glos-

sario, Fol. Francof. 1613. 
Lyndsay's (Sir David) Warkis, 4to. Edin. 1592.
—————— Squyer Meldrum, 4to. Ibid. 1594. 
Lindsay's (of Pitscottie) History of Scotland, Fol.

Edin. 1728. 
Linnaei Flora Suecica, 8vo. Stockholm. 1755.
———— Faunae Suecicae, Pars Prima, 8vo. Lips.

1800. 
Loccenij Historia Suecana, 4to. Francof. 1676.
—————— Antiquitates Sueo-Gothicae, Ibid.
————-— Sueciae Leges Provinciates et Civiles, 8vo.

Lond. Scan. 1675. 
Lockhart's (of Carnwath) Memoirs of Scotland,

8vo. Lond. 1714. 
Lucian's Works, translated by Franklin, 4 Vol.

8vo. Lond. 1781. 
- Lundii Notae in Lexicon Vcrelii, Fol. Upsal.

1691. 
Lutheri Biblia Germanica, Fol. Bremen, 1686.

M. 
Macneill's Poetical Works, 2 Vol. 12mo. Lond.

1801. 
Macpherson's (John) Critical Dissertations on the

Ancient Caledonians, 8vo. Dublin, 1768. 
Macrobii Saturnalia, 8vo. Lugd. 1560. 
Majoris Historia Britanniae, 4to. Paris, 1521. 
Mallet's Northern Antiquities, 2 Vol. 8vo.. Lond.

1770.
Malleus Maleficarum, 2 Tom; 4to. Lugd. 1669. 
Manwood's Treatise and Discourse of the Lawes of

the Forrest, 4to. Lond. 1598,

Marshall's Economy of Yorkshire, 2 Vol. 8vo. 
Lond. 1796.

———————————— of Glocester, 2. Vol. 8vo. 
Gloc. 1789.

———————————— of the Middle Counties, 2 Vol.
8vo. Lond 1790. 

Martin's Description of the Western Islands of
Scotland, 8vo. Lond. 1716.

————— Voyage to St. Kilda, 8vo. Lond. 1753.
also 1st Edit. Lond. 1698. 

Massey's Ovid's Fasti, 8vo. Lond. 1757. 
Massinger's Works, by Gifford, 4 Vol. 8vo. Lond.

1805. 
Meagher's Popish Mass celebrated by Heathen

Priests, 8vo. Limerick, 1771. 
Melvii's (Sir James) Memo-ires, Fol. Lond. 1683. 
MellvilPs (Mr James) Memoirs, entitled, Historic

of the Life of J. M. MS. Fol.
Menage Dictionaire Etymologiquc, Fol. Paris, 1!694. 
Messinghami FJorilegium Insulae Sanctorum, Fol.

Paris. 1654.
Meston's Poetical Works, 12mo. Edin. 1767. 
Michaelis' Introductory Lectures to the New Tes 

tament, 12mo. Edin. 1779. 
Minot's Poems, (written about 1352,) 8vo. Lond.

1795.
Minsheu's Guide to the Tongues, Fol. Lond. 1627. 
Minucii Felicis Octavius, 8vo. Lugd. Bat. 1672. 
Monro's (Dean of the Isles) Description of the

Western Isles of Scotland called Hebrides, 12mo.
Edin. 1774. 

More's (Sir William, of Rowailane) True Crucifixe
for True Catholickes, 8vo. Edin. 1629. 

Morison's Poems, chieily in the Scottish Dialect^
8vo. Montrose, 1790.

Moryson^s (Fynes) Itinerary, Fol. Lond. 1617. 
Mortrayes Travels, 3 Vol. Fol. Lond. 1723 and

1730. 
MS. Royar College of Physicians Edin. Fol. about

— the age of Robert Bruce.
Murray's (of Glendook) Laws and Acts of Parlia 

ment, Fol. Edin. 1681.
Muses Threnodie, by H. Adamson, in Cant's His 

tory of Perth.

N. 
Neill's (P.) Tour through some of the Islands of

Orkney and Shetland, Svo. Edin. 1806. 
Nicol's (Alexander) Poems, Nature without Art,

12mo. Edin. 1739.
———— (Rev. J.) Poems chiefly in the Scottish

Dialect, 2 Vol. 12mo. Edin. 1805. 
Nimmo's History of Stirlingshire, 8vo. Edin. 1777.

O, 
O'Brien's Irish-English Dictionary, 4to. Paris,

1768. 
Olai Magni Historia, De Gentium Septentrionalium

variis conditionibus, &c. Fol. Basil. 1567. 
Olavii (Magni) Specimen Lexici Runici, Fol. Hav.

niae, 1650. 
Orkneyinga Saga, sive Historia Orcadcnsiutn, 4to.

Hafniae, 1780. 
Orosii (Pauli) Ad versus Pagan os Historiarum Lu

bri Septem, 8vo. Colon. 1582.
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Gvidti Opera, Cnippingii, 3 Tom. Amstel. 1683.

P.
Palice of Honour be M. Gawine Dowglas, Bischop 

of Dunkeld, 4to. Edin. 1579. also in Pinkerton's 
S. Poems Reprinted.

Palsgraue, Leclaircissentent de la Langue Fran- 
$oyse, Lond. Fol. 1530.

Patten's Account of the Late Expedicioun in Scot 
land, ap. Dalyell's Fragments.

Pennant's Tour in Scotland, 1769, and 1772, 3 
Vol. 4to.

• Tour in Wales 1773, Sfo. Dublin, 1779.
• British Zoology—of Birds, 2 Vol. 8vo.

Warrington, 1776.
of Fishes, 8vo. Ches 

ter, 1769. 
Pennecuik's Description of Tweeddale, and Sco-

tish Poems, 4to. 1715. 
Percy's Reliques of Ancient English Poetry, 3 Vol.

12mo. Dublin, 1766.
Peringskioldi Monuffienta Uplandica, Fol. Stock 

holm. 1710. 
Pezii Thesaurus Anecdotorum, seu Veterum Monu-

mentorum, 6 Vol. Fol. Aug. Vindel. 1721—
1728. 

Phillips' New World of Words, edited by Kersey,
Fol. Lond. 1706. 

Philonis Judaei Opera, Fol. Colon. Allobrog.
1613. 

Pinkerton's Enquiry into the History of Scotland,
2 Vol. 8vo. Lond. 1789.

——————— History of Scotland, 2 Vol. 4to. Lond. 
1797.

——————— Select Scotish Ballads, 2 Vol. 8vo. 
Lond. 1783.

Ancient Scotish Poems, 2 Vol. 8vo.
Lond. 1786. quoted in Diet, by the name of 
Matt land Poems.

—— Scotish Poems Reprinted, 3 Vol. 8vo.
1792. quoted S. P. R. or Repr.

Essay on Medals, 2 Vol. 8vo. Lond.
1789.

Pitscottie. V. Lindsay.
Plinii Historiae Mundi, 4 Vol. 16mo. Lugd. 1561.
Ploughman's (Piers) Vision, 4to. [ascribed to Rob. 

de Langland, and supposed to have been written 
between A. 1384 and 1390.] Edit. 1550 is 
generally quoted; sometimes that of 1561.

Poems, chiefly in the Broad Buchan Dialect, Ajax's 
Speech to the Grecian Knabbs, Ulysses' Answer, 
&c. 12mo. Edin. 1785.

Polidore Vergile's Notable Woorke (Abridgement 
of) by Thomas Langley, 8vo. Lend. 1546.

Porteous of Noblencs, 4to. Edin. 1508. Adv. Libr.
Potter's Archaeologia Graeca, 2 Vol. 8vo. Lond. 

1751.
Priests of Peblis, (written before 1491) in Pinker- 

ton's S. Poems Reprinted.
Payee's Archaeologia Cornu-Britannica, or Cornish 

Vocabulary, 4to. Sherborne, 1790.
Procopius de Rebus Gothicorurn, Persarunij et 

Vandaloru r, Fol. Basil. 1531.
Ptolemaei Geographia, FoL Basil. 1552.

Q.
Quarles» Divine Fancies, 4to. Lond. 1633.

R. 
Ray's Philosophical Letters, 8vo. Lond. 1718.
——— Collection of English Words, 12mo. Lond.

1691. 
Ramsay's Evergreen, 2 Vol. 12mo. Edin. 1724.
—————— Poems, 2 Vol. 8vo. Lond. 1800.
————— Tea-Table Miscellany, 2 Vol. 12mo. 

Edin. 1793.
Scots Proverbs, 12mo. Edin. 1776.

Ratnus,, Commentaries of the Ciuill Warres of 
Fraunce, 3 Vol. 4to. Lond. 1574.

Rastell's Collection of Statutes, 4to. Lond. 3559.
————— Exposition of Terms of the La we, 8vo. 

Lond. 1579.
Regiam Majestatem, The auld Lawes and Constitu 

tions of Scotland, Fol. Edin. 1609. 
The same in Latin, Fol. Edin. 1609.

Renuel's Geographical System of Herodotus, 4to. 
Lond. 1800.

Richards' English and Welsh Dictionary, 2 VoU 
12mo. Lond. 1798.

Ritson's Scotish Songs, 2 Vol. 12mo. Lond. 1794.
Ancient [English] Songs from the time 

of K. Henry III. 8vo. Lond. 1790.
Pieces of Ancient Popular Poetry, 8vo.

Lond. 1791.
———— Ancient English Metrical Romances, 3 
Vol. 8yo. Lond. 1802.- quoted as E.M.Rom, 
or R.

— Robin Hood, 2 Vol. 8vo. Lond. 1795.
Roberts' Treatise of Witchcraft, 4to. Lond. 1615. 
Robertson's History of Charles V. 4 Vol. 8vo. 

Lond. 1772.
•——————— (W.) Index to Records of Charters, 

4to. Edin. 1798.
Rollocke's Lectures upon the History of the Pas 

sion, &c. 8vo. Edin. 1616.
Rommant de la Rose, Fol. Paris, 1531.
—————— Glossaire de, 12mo. ibid. 1735. 
Rosini Antiquitates Romanae, 4to. Amst. 1686. 
Ross's Helenore, or The Fortunate Shepherdess*

8vo. Aberd. 1789, Third Edit. 
Rudbeckii Atlantica, 2. Vol. Fol. Upsal. 1689. 
Ruddiman's Introduction to Anderson's Diplomata,

12mo. Edin. 1773.
RussePs Conveyancing, 8vo. Edin. 1788. 
Rutherford's Religious Letters, 8vo. Glasgow,

1765. 
Rymbegla, sive Annales Veterum Islandorum, &c,

4to. Havniae, 1780.

S.
Saker's Narbonus, 2 Parts, 4to. Lond. 1580. 
Savage's History of Germany, 8vo. Lond. 1702. 
Saxonis Grammatici Hist. Danira, Fol. Franc. 1576. 
Schedii(Eliae) De Dis Germanis Syngiammata^Svo,

Amstel. 1648. 
Schilferi Tiiesaurus Antiquitatum Teutonicarum,

3 Tom. Fol. Ulmae, 17^28. 
Scotch Presbyterian Eloquence, SYO, Lond. 1719.
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Scot's (Reginald) Discovery of Witchcraft, 4to.

Lond. 1584. 
Scotish Poems of the Sixteenth Century, 2 Vol.

12rao. Edin. 1801. 
Scott's Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border, 3 Vol.

8vo. 2d. Edit. Edin. 1803.
———— Lay of the Last Minstrel, 8vo. Edin. 1806. 
Second Sight (Treatise on the) 12mo. Edin. 1764. 
Seldeni Fleta, sen Commentarius Juris Anglican!,

4to. Lond. 1685.
Senecae Opera, 8vo. Amstel. 1634. 
Serenius, English and Swedish Dictionary, 4to.

Nykoping, 1757.
————— De Vetcrum Sueo-Gothorum cum Anglis

Usu et Cominercio, 4to. Hamburg. 1734. 
Servii Notae in Virgilium, Fol. Venet. 1514. 
Sewcl's English and Dutch Dictionary, 4to. Amst.

1727. 
Shaw's Gaelic and English Dictionary, 2 Vol. 4to.

Lond. 1780.
Shirrefs' Poems, 8vo. Edin. 1790. 
Sibbaldi Scotia lllustrata, Fol. Kdin. 1684. 
Sibbald's (Sir R.) History of Fife and Kinross, 8vo.

Cupar-Fife, 1803. *
————— (James) Chronicle of Scottish Poetry, 

(quoted Chron. S. P.) with Glossary, (quoted 
Gl. Sibb.) 4 Vol. 8vo. Edin. 1802. v

Sigeberti Gemblacensis Chronicod ab anno 381 ad 
1113, 4to. Paris, 1513.

Sinclair's (Sir John) Statistical Account of Scotland, 
21 Vol. 8vo. Edin. 1791—1799.

————— Observations on the Scottish Dialect, 8vo.
Lond. 1782. 

Sinclair's (George) Satan's Invisible World Dis-
tcovered, l2mo. Glasgow, 1769. 

Skene's Lawes and Actes of Parliament, Fol. Edin.
1597. 

<———— De Verborum Significatione, Fol. Edin.
1599. 

Skinner, Etymologicon Linguae Anglicanae, Fol.
Lond. 1671.

Smith's Gaelic Antiquities, 4to. Edin. 1780. 
———— Life of St. Columba, 8vo. Edin. 1798. 
Solini Historia, 8vo. Lugd. 1560. 
Spalding's History of the Troubles in Scotland from

1624 to 1645, 12mo. 2 Vol. Aberd. 1792. 
Spanhenui Historia Sacra atque "Ecclesiastica, Fol.

Lugd. Bat. 1701. 
Speculum Regale (sive Kongs-Skugg-Sio) Isl. Dan.

et Lat. 4to. Soroe, 1768. 
Spelmanni Glossarium Archaiologicum, Fol. Lond.

1687. , 
Spenser's (Edmund) Works, by Rev. H. I. Todd,

8 Vol. 8vo. Lond. 1805. 
Spotswood's History of the Church of Scotland,

Fol. Lond. 1655. 
Stair's (Lord) Institutions of the Law of Scotland,

Fol. Edin. 1759. 
Stephani (Rob.) Dictionarium Latinog&lliciim, Fol.

Paris. 1538. 
Stewart's (of Parddvan) Collections concerning the

Worship, &c. 
Edin. 1709.

of the Church of Scotland, 4to.

Stillingfleet's Origines Britannicae, FoL Lond,
1685.

Stockii Clavis Linguae Sanctae, 8vo. Lipsiae, 1753. 
Strutt's Glig-Gamena Angel-Theod, or Sports'and

Pastimes of the People of England, 4to. Lond.
1801.

Stuart (Mary), a Historical Drama, 8vo. Lond. 1801. 
Stukeley's Medallic History of Carausius, 2 Vol.

4to. Lond. 1757. 
Suetonius Tranquillus, cura Graevii, Amstel. 1697.

T.
Taciti Annales, cura Brotier, 4 Tom. 4to. Edin.

1796.
Terhilliani Opera, FoL Paris. 1616. 
Thierry, Dictionaire Frangois-Latin, par Jean le

Frere, FoL Paris, 1573. 
Thorkelin's (Grimr J.) Fragments of English and

Irish History, 4to. London. 1788. 
Thwaites, Hcptateuchus, &c. Anglo-Saxonice, 8vo.

Oxon, 1698. 
Tyndale's Obedyence of a chrysten man, 4to. Lond.

without date. 
Tyrie's Refutation of ane Ansuer made be Schir

Johne Knox, 8vo. Paris, 1573. 
Tyrwhitt's Glossary. V. Chaucer. 
Tytler's Poetical Remains of James the First, 8vo.

Edin. 1783.
Toland's Nazarenus, 8vo. Lond. 1718. 
Tooke (Home) Diversions of Purley, ,Vol. I. and 
, II. 4to. Lond. V. Y. 
Torfaei Orcades, Fol. Hafoiae, 1697. 
Tragedie (Ane), in forme of ane Diallog betuix Ho 

nour, Gude Fame, and the Author, 8vo. Edin.
1570. 

Trevoux (Dictionnaire Universel Francois et Latin
de), 7 Tom. Fol. Paris, 1752. 

Tristrem (Sir), by Thomas of Ercildoune, called the
Rhymer, edited by Walter Scott, Esq. 8vo. Edin.
1804; supposed to have been written about 1250. 

TroiPs (Von) Letters on Iceland, 8vo. Dublin,
1780.

V, U.
Vallancey's Prospectus of the Language of the An-

cient Irish, 4to. Dubl. 1802.
Vegetius de Re Militari, 12mo. Lugd. Bat. 1644. - 
Veneroni Dictionaire Italien et Francois, &c. 2

Tom. 4to. Lyons, 1707. 
Verelii Index Linguae Veteris Scytho-Scandicaesive

Gothicae, Fol. Upsal. 1691.
-———— Notae in Hervarar Saga, Fol. Upsal. 1671.
•———— Manuductio ad Runographiam Scandicam

Antiquam. Fol. Upsal. 1675. 
Verstegan's Restitution of Decayed Intelligence,

8vo. Lond. 1673. 
Vidalini, De Linguae Septentrionalis Appellatione,

Donsk Tunga, Commentatio, 4to. Hafniae, 1775. 
Vitringa in Jesaiam, 2 Vol. Fol. Basil. 1732. 
Ulphilae Quatuor Evangeliorum Versio Gothica,

cum Vers. Anglo-Saxonica, 4to. Amstel. 1684. 
Universal (Ancient) History, 21 Vol. 8vo. Lond.

1747.



Usserii Britannicarum Ecclesiarum Antiquitates, 
4to. Dublin, 1639.

W.
Wachteri Glossarium Germanicum, 2 Vol. Fol.

Lips. 1737. ' 
Wallace's Life, by Blind Harry, 3 Vol. 12mo.

Perth, 1790, corrected from the MS.
of 1489, Advocate's Library. Bl.
Harry wrote, according to some, A.
1446, according to others in 1470.

—————— 8vo. Edin. 1648.
————— 12mo. Edin. 1673,
————— 4to. Edin. 1758. This Edition, I am 

assured, as well as that of Bruce^ was printed 
A. 1714 or 1715, by R. Freebairn, his Ma. 
jesty's Printer ; but, as he engaged in the rebel 
lion, they were not published. Having been 
suffered to lie, from that time, in a bookseller's 
warehouse, both were published A. 1758, with 
false dates.

Wallace's Account of the Islands of Orkney, 8vo. 
Lond. 1700.

Ware's Antiquities of Ireland, by Harris, 2 Vol. 
Fol. Dublin, 1762.

Warton's History of English Poetry, 3 Vol. 4to. 
Lond. 1774.

Watson's (R.) Historical Collections of Eccesiasti- 
cal Affairs in Scotland, 8vo. Lond. 
1657.

—j———— (James) Choice Collection of comic and
serious Poems, 8vo. Edin. 1706. 

Westmorland Dialect, in four Familiar Dialogues,
with Glossary, Lond. 1802.

Whitaker's History of Manchester, 2 Vol. 8vo. 
Lond. 1773.

—————— Genuine History of the Britons assert.
ed, 8vo. Lond. 1773. 

Wiclif's Translation of the New Testament (made
about 1370), V. Lewis's Hist. p. 6); Fol.Lond.
1731. 

Widegren, Suenskt och Engekkt Lexicon, 4to.
Stockholm, 1788. 

Wodrow's History of the Sufferings Of the Church
of Scotland, 2 Vol. Fol. Edin. 1721. 

Wolff, Dansk og Engelisk Ord-Bog, 4to. Lond.
1779. 

Wolfii Curae Philologicae et Criticae in Nov. Test.
5 Tom. 4to. Hamb. 1733. 

Wormii (Ol.) Fasti Danici, Fol. Hafniae, 1643.
———— Literatura Runica, Fol. ibid. 1651.
———— Monumentorum Dauicorum Libri Sex, ibid. 

Fol. 1643.
———— Museum, Fol. Amstel. 1655.
Wyntown's (Andrew of) Cronykil of Scotland, 

written between 1420 and 1424; edited by Mr 
D. Macpherson, 2 Vol. 8vo. Lond. 1795.

Y.
York-shire Ale, (Praise of), York-shire Dialogue, 

with Clavis, 8vo. York, 1697.



LIST OF SUBSCRIBERS.

Those whose Names arc marked with an Asterisk, haw died since the Subscription
commenced.

The Duke of Argyll
The Duke of Atholl
The Marquis of Abercorn
Viscount Arbuthnot
Lord Ashburton
Lord Armadale
Right Hon. Lord Advocate for Scotland
William Adam Esq., Attorney General to H. R. H.

the Prince of Wales
Lieut. J. G. Alder, 8th Regt. Inf. Bengal 
Rev. A. Alison, Prebendary of Sarum 
Mr John Allan, Paradikes
* Alien Esq. 19 Northumberland Street,

Strand, Lond
John Andersen, Esq. of Inchyra 
Samuel Anderson, Esq. Banker, Edinr 
David Anderson, Esq. of St. Germains 
Mr John Anderson, Bookseller, Edinr, 6 Copies
*, Merchant, Do. 
William Arbuthnot, Esq. Secretary of Board of 

Trustees

The Duke of Buccleuch
The Earl of Bridgewater
Lord Chief Baron of England
Lord Chief Baron of Scotland
Right Hon. Sir Joseph Banks, Bart. K.B.
Mr Bagster, Bookseller, London, 3 Copies
Matthew Baillie, M. D. London
William Baillie, Esq. Cornet 4th Cavalry, Bengal
Rev. George, Baird, D. D. Principal Univ. Edinr
Mr E. Balfour, Bookseller, Edin*, 6 Copies
Mr Ballantyne, St. John's Street, Edinr
Dr Barclay, Edinr
Mr W. Bayne, Bookseller, London, 2 Copies
John Barker, Esq., Middle Temple, London
George Bell, Esq., Surgeon, Edirir
Messrs Bell and Bradfute, Booksellers, Edinr, 6

Copies
Mr Joseph Bell, Bookseller, Lond. 2 do. 
Mr Andrew Black, do. Edinr , 2 do. 
Rev. David Black, Dunfermline. 
Mr Thomas Blackwood, Merchant, Edmr 
Mr William Blackwood. Bookseller, Edinr, 3 Copies 
Alexander Blair junr., Esq. Lond.
* John Bonar, Esq. Solicitor of Excise 
Andrew Bonar, Esq. Banker, Edinr 
Alexander Bonar, Esq. do. 
Alexander Boswell, of Auchinleck, Esq.
* Rev. Jonathan Boucher, Vicar of Epsom
* Rev. John Brand, M. A. Secretary to the Society 

of Antiquaries, Lond.

Messrs Brash & Reid, Booksellers, Glasgow, 6
Copies 

James Brown, Esq. St. Alhans, Harts
* Geo. Brown, Esq. Board of Excise
Mr Waiter Brawn, Merchant, Edinr
Mr Alex. Brown, Bookseller, Aberdeen, 2 Copies
James Bruce, Esq. Excise, Edinr
Mr George Brunton, Merchant, Ediar
Patrick Brydone, Esq. Lennel House,
James Buchan, Esq. W. S.
* Mr John Buchanan, Merchant, Glasgow 
Mr P. G. Buchanan, Bookseller, Edinr 
Robert Burns, Esq. Merchant, Glasgow- 
John Euro side, Esq. Merchant, Glasgow

The Archbishop of Canterbury
The Earl of Carlisle
Lord Viscount Cathcart
Lord Frederick Campbell
Lord Cawdor
Lord Craig
Lord Cullen
Sir George Clerk of Pennycuick, Bart.
* Sir James Colquhoun, of Luss, Bart.
Sir Wm Augustus Cuninghame, of Livingstone, Bart.
Hon. Mr C. Clifford
Benjamin Bond Cabbell, Esq. Lesson Green, Lond.
Messrs Caddell and Davies, Booksellers, Lond. 4

Copies
Mr G. Caldwell, Bookseller, Paisley, 2 Copies 
Alex. Campbell, Esq. 
John Campbell,'tertius, Esq. W. S. 
Alex. Campbell, Esq. Lieut. Bengal Inf. 2 Copies 
Adam Lawson de Cardonnel, of Charleton, Esq. 
Mr James Carpenter, Bookseller, Lond. 6 Copies 
David Cathcart, Esq. Advocate 
Mr Cawthorn, Bookseller, Lond. 3 Copies 
R. Hodshon Cay, Esq. Judge Admiral, Scotland 
George Chalmers, Esq. Board of Trade 
Messrs Chapman and Lang, Booksellers, Glasgow 
Miss Charles, York Place, Edinr 
George Cheape, of Wallfield, Esq. 
Mr Cheyne, Bookseller, Edinr 
Rev. Hugh Chblmondeley, Dean of Chester 
Mr Christie, Bookseller, Lond. 
Capt. R. Clarke, Bengal Cavalry 
J. Clarke, Esq. Lieut. Bengal Inf. 
Rev. T. Clarke, Prebendary of Hereford 
James Clarke, Esq. Dublin 
Mrs Cleghorn, Kenleith 
John Clerk, of Eldin, Esq. 
John Clerk, Esq. Advocate



t
Messrs Clerk & Sons, Booksellers, Lond. 2 Cop*
John Cochrane, Esq. Merchant, Glasgow
David CockbuMi, Esq. Civil Service, Madras, 6 Cop.
Mr W. Coke, Bookseller, Leith, 3 Cop.
Messrs A. Constable & Co» Booksellers, Edin. 12

Cop. 
Rev. Edward Copleston, Fellow of Oriel College,

Oxford
John Coventry, of Devonshaw, Esq. 
Alex. Cowan, Esq. Valleyfield 
John Craig, Esq. Glasgow 
John Crawford, Esq.
W. Creech, Esq. Bookseller, Edin. 12 Cop. 
Rev. Dr Cririe, Dalton 
Alex. Cunningham, Esq. Edin.
* Dr Currte, Liverpool
Messrs Cuthell & Martin, Booksellers, Lond. 6 Cop.

Lady Douglas, Botliwell Castle
The Earl of Dartmouth
Lard Dundas
The Bishop of Dromore
Lord Dunsinnan
Right Hon. William Drummond, K. C.
Right Hon. Robert Dundas Saunders, of Melville
Right Hon. William Dundas
Hon. R. P. Burrel Drummond, Drummond Castle
* David Dale, Esq. Glasgow
Henry Davidson, Esq. Fen church Buildings, Lond.
John Dent, Esq. M. P. May fair, London
Mr Thomas Dickie, Bookseller, Lond. 2 C6p.
John Dillon, Esq. Writer, Edin.
James Dobie, Esq. Crane Court, Lond*
* Humphrey Donaldson, Esq.
John Donaldson, Esq. W. S,
Francis Douce, Esq. Lond.
Robert Douglas, Esq.
John Douglas, Esq. Glasgow
Rev. Mr Dow, Methven

©———Berkley Drummond, Esq. Lond.
Mr Archibald Duncan, Writer, Edin*
Messrs J. &• A, Duncan, Booksellers, Glasg. 3 Cop.
Robert Dundas, of Blair, Esq.
James Dundas, Esq. W. S.
John Dundas, Esq. W. S.
George Dunlop, Esq. W. S-
Robert Dunlop, Esq. Carliebar, Nielstott
JVIr James Dunlop, Merchant, Glasgow
Mr William Dunn, Engineer, Do.
Rev. Mr Dutens

The Earl of Eglinton
Lord Elphinstone
Sir Archibald Edmonstone, of Duntreath, Bart.
Mr T. Egerton, Bookseller, London, 4 Copies.
John Elder, Esq. Register Office,
George Ellis, Esq. Sunninghill, Berks
John Ellis, Esq. Portland Place
J. F. Erskine, of Mar, Esq.
William Erskine, Esq. Advocate
Mr R. H. Evans, Bookseller, Lond. 3 Copies
George Eyre, Esq. Lyndhurst, Hants

* Sir William Forbes, of Pitsligo, Bart.

Hon. Archibald Fraser, of Lovat 
C. C. Faithful, Esq. Lieut. 4th Bengal N. Inf. 
Mr Faulder, Bookseller, Lond. S Copies 
Charles Ferguson, Esq. Civil Service, Bengal 
Robert Ferguson, younger of Raith, Esq. 
Mr Jqhn Finny, Swanston 
Archibald Fletcher, Esq. Advocate 
Rev. John Fleming, Collington 

.Mr Floyer, Bookseller, Lond. 
Frederick Fotheringham, Esq. one of the Commis*

sioners of Excise^ Edinr
John Fordyce, Esq. Surv. Gen. of Crown Lands 
A. Dingwall Fordyce, Engineers Bengal, 2 Copies 
David Forbes, Esq. Cumberland Street, Lond. 
George Foulis, Major Bengal Inf. 2 Copies 
George Foy, Esq. Hamburgh 
Major General Fraser, Bengal 
Major General Mackenzie Fraser 
Capt. Fraser, A. D. C. Bengal 
Alexander Fraser, Secretary to the Highland Socie*,

ty of Lond. 
ttev. Hugh Fraser, M. A. Woolwich
* William Fullefton of Carstairs, Es<J.

The Duke of Gordon
Earl Gower
Lord Glenbervie, 2 Copies
General Lord Gage
Right Hon. Thomas Grenville
Lord Glenlee
John B. Gait, Esq. Lond.
Dr M. Gartshore, Lond. F. R. S. and S. A.
Lieut. Colonel Qerard, Adj. General, C. T. Bengal
Rev. C. Gerard, Br-omptori
Mr Henry Gib, Merchant, Dunfermline
James Gibb, Assistant Surgeon, Bengal /
James Gibson, Esq. W. S.
Archibald Gibson, Esq. Edinr
John Gibson, Esq. Merchant, Hamburgh
Dr John Borthwick Gilchrist, late Professor of

Hindostanee, Calcutta 
Octavius Gilchrist, Esq., Stamford 
Richard Gillespie, Esq. Glasgow, 2 Copies 
John Gillies, L. L. D. Lond. 
Adam Gillies, Esq. Advocate 
Joseph Gillon, Esq. Edinr 
Lieut. W. Gith,er, Bengal Inf. 
Joseph Gordon, Esq. of Kintradtfrell 
James F. Gordon, Esq. W. S. 
Robert Graham, of Fintry, Esq. one of the Com*

missioners of the Board of Excise, Edinr 
Colonel Graham, of Balgowan 
John Graham, Esq. of Gartur 
Robert Graham, Esq. of Whitehill 
Charles Grant, Esq. M. P.
* Grant, Esq. Coventry 
Capt. James Grant, of his Excellency's Guard, 

Madras, 12 Copies
* James Gray, Esq. Writer, Edinr
Charles Gray, of Carse, Esq.
Mr William "Gray, Rector of the Academy, Had.

dington
Rev. Samuel Greathead, Newportpagnol 
Messrs Greenland & Norris, Booksellers, Lond. £

Copies
George Greenlaw, Esq. W. S. 

d
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Mr William Griffith, Merchant, Edinr 
Alexander Guild, Esq. Writer, Edinr 
G. D. Guthrie, Esq. Civil Service, Bengal, 2 Cop. 
Messrs Guthrie & Tait, Booksellers, Edinr 3 Copies 
Mr Alexander Guthrie, Bookseller, Edinr

The .Earl of Haddington
Lord Holland
Lord Archibald Hamilton
Hon. William Herbert, Temple, Lond.
Sir Charles Halkett, of Pitfirrane, Bart.
Sir James Hall, of Dunglass, Bart.
Baron Hepburn
Henry Hallam, Esq. Inner Temple, Lond.
Robert Hamilton, Esq. Advocate, Prof. Law of

Nature and Nations, Univ. Edinr 
• Mr D. Handyside, Edinr

* Mr Adam Harper, Merchant, Edinr
Mr T. Hart, Merchant, Leith
James Haworth, M. D. Lincolns Inn Fields, Lond.
Richard Heber, Esq. of Hodnet Hall, Salop
Rev. II. Heugh, Stirling
Mr P. Hill, Bookseller, Edinr, 6 Copies
Mr Thomas Hill, Bookseller, Perth, 2 Copies
Thomas Hill, Esq. Queenhithe
Henry Hobhouse, Esq. Temple, Lond. ,
Mr Hookham, Bookseller, Lond. 2 Copies
Francis Horner, Esq. M. P. Lond.
Richard Hotchis, Esq. W. S.
Rev. William Howley
George Hume, of Paxton, Esq.
James Hunt, Esq. Dunfermline
* Charles Hunter, of Burnside, Esq.
Alexander G. Hunter, younger, of Blackness, Esq.
Robert Hunter, Esq. of Luna, Shetland
Licut. Hunter, 16th Regt. Bengal Inf.
Lieut. General Hussey
Gilbert Hutcheson, Esq. Advocate
Lieut. Colonel Hutton, Woolwich

Rev. Cyril Jackson, D. D. Dean of Christ Church,
Oxford

Dean and Chapter of Christ Church 
Rev. William Jackson, D. D. Reg. Prof, of Greek,

& Canon of Christ Church, Oxford 
John Jameson, Esq. Alloa 
Robert Jamieson, Esq. senr. W. S. 
Thomas Jameson, Esq. Leith 
Henry Jardine, Esq. of the Exchequer 
Christophe Idle, Esq. Lond. 5 Copies 
Mr Edward Jeflery, Bookseller, Lond. 3 Do. 
Robert H. Inglis, Esq. Lond. 
Gilbert Innes, of Stow, Esq. 
Capt. Johnstone, A. D. C. Bengal 
Mr Alexander Johnston, Gilmerton 
Messrs Jordan & Maxwell, Booksellers, Lond. 2

Copies 
Alexander Irvine, Esq. Advocate, Professor of Civil

Law, Univ. Edinr 
William Irvine, Esq. Merchant, Glasgow

Lord Kinnaird
Alexander Keith of Ravelston, Esq.
Mr Robert Kemp, Edinr
William Ken rick 5 Esq. Temple, Lond.

J. Ker, Lieut. 8th Regt. N. I. Bengal
William Kerr, Esq. Secretary General Post Office,

Edinr
Charles Kerr, Esq. Abbotrule 
Robert Kerr, Esq. Berwickshire 
George Kinnear, Esq. Banker, Edinr 
David Kinnear, Esq. Banker, Edinr 
John Kinnear, Esq. Glasgow 
James Knox, Esq. Glasgow 
Mr John Rnox, Merchant, Glasgow

Lady London and Moira
Earl of Leven and Melville
General Viscount Lake'
The Bishop of London
Messrs Lackington, Allan, & Co. Booksellers,

Lond. 6 Copies 
Malcolm.Laing, Esq. M. P. 
Gilbert Laing, Esq.
Mr William Laing, Bookseller, Ediur 6 Copies 
Lieut. Colonel Lake, &c. &c. Bengal 
Capt. Robert Latter, 8th Regt. N. J. Bengal 
Mr Lawrie, Bookseller, Edinr 
R. Leny, Esq. Surgeon, Bengal 
M. G. Lewis, Esq. 
R. Lindsay, Esq. Glasgow 
Mr Lindsell, Bookseller, Wimpole Street, Lond. 2

Copies
Daniel Lister, Esq. Hackney, Lond. 
Messrs Longman & Co. Booksellers, Lond. 6 Cop. 
Adam Longmore, Esq. Exchequer, Edinr 
Richard Lowndes, Esq. Red Lion Square, Lond.
— Andrew Lumisden, Esq.
J. R. Lumley, Capt. 8th N. I. Bengal
James Lumsden, Esq. Cornet N. Cavalry, Bengal,

2 Copies
Mr G. Lumsden, Bookseller, Glasgow 
George Lyell, Esq. of Kinneff 
Rev. David Lyell, Carestone 
Library, University of Edinr
————— Do. of Glasgow
————— Do. of St. Andrews
————— Marischal College, Aberdeen
————— King's College, Do.
————— Magdalene College, Oxford

Oriel College, Do.
— Brazen Nose College, Do.
— Faculty of Advocates
— Royal College of Physicians, Edinr
— Court of Exchequer, Scotland
— Hon. Board of Trustees
— Society of the Writers to the Signet
— Highland Society of Scotland
— Speculative Society, Edinr
— London Institution
— High School of Edinburgh
— Alloa Subscription Society
— CuparFife Do.
— Edinburgh Do.
— Forfar Do.
— Glasgow Do.
— Halifax, Nova Scotia Do.
— Kirkaldy Do.
— Liverpool Do,
— New York Do,



Library, Paisley Subscription Society
————— Perth Do.
———— Stirling's Do. Glasgow

Earl Moira
Lord Minto, Governor General of Bengal
Lord James Murray
* Lord Methven
Hon. William Ramsay Maule, of Panmure
Sir George Mackenzie, of Coull, Bart.
Sir Alexander Muir Mackenzie, of Delvin, Bart.
Sir Patrick Murray, of Auchtertyre, Bart. M. P.
Lieut. Colonel Kenneth M'Kenzie
R. JVlacan, Colonel Command. Bengal Cavalry
Lieut. Colonel Maucauley, Madras Inf. 2 Copies
K. Maucauley, Esq. Assistant Surgeon, Bengal Inf.

3 Copies
K. Macaulay, Esq. Assistant Surgeon, Madras Inf. 
Hugh M'Corquodale, Esq. Liverpool 
William Macdowell, of Garthland, Esq. M. P. 
Mr Macgowan, Bookseller, Glasgow 
J. M'Gregor, Lieut. Colonel, 4th Regt. Cavalry,

Bengal
Rev. Dr J. Maclntyre, Glenorchey 
Mr James Macintyre, Merchant, Edinr 
John Mackenzie, of Applecross, Esq. 
Colin Mackenzie, Esq. one of the Principal Clerks

of Session
* John Mackenzie, Esq. Secretary Highland Society

Lond.
Kenneth Mackenzie, Esq. Basing-hall Street, Lond. 
John Mackenzie, Esq. Upper Guilford Street, Lond. 
Alexander Mackenzie, Esq. Mincing Lane, Lond. 
Archibald Mackinlay, Esq. Merchant, Edinr 
Rev. Thomas Macknight, Edinr 
John Macleod, Fonior, Esq. Newcastle 
Edmund Malone, Esq. East Q. Anne Street, Lond. 
A. C. Maitland, of Clifton Hall, Esq. 
Capt. Henry Manley, 8th Regt. Native Inf. Bengal 
Messrs Manners and Miller, Booksellers, Edinr 6

Copies
James Mansfield, of Midmar, Esq. 
William Marsden, Esq. Admiralty 
G. B. Martin Esq. Lieut. 8th Regt. N. Inf. Bengal 
R. Martin, Esq. Civil Service Bengal, 2 Copies 
Rev. J, Mason, New York 
James Masterton, of Braco, Esq. 
Messrs Matthews & Leigh, Booksellers, Lond. 3 Cop. 
Patrick Maxton, Esq. Banker, Edinr 
Jaim'S Maxwell, of Brideland, Esq. 
Mr J Mawman, Bookseller, Lond. 6 Copies 
James Mayne, of Powis, Esq. 
John Mayne, Esq. Carey Street, Lond. 
Capt. Menzies, B. M. Bengal 
Dr .Meyer, Winchester-Street, Lond. 
Mr William Miller, Bookseller, Lond. 4 Copies 
Andrew Mitchell, Esq. Writer, Glasgow 
John Monteath, Esq. Glasgow 
Henry Monteith, Esq. Glasgow 
Stewart Moodie, Esq. Advocate 
John Shank More, Esq. Advocate 
Mr W. Morison, Bookseller, Perth, 2 Copies 
Mr William Morison, Merchant, Edinr 
Capt. Morrison, A. D. C. Bengal 
Messrs Mundell & Co. Booksellers, Edinr 6 Copies 
Patrick Murray, of Simprim; Esq.

William Murray, Esq. Garden Court, Temple, Lond. 
Mr John Murray, Bookseller, London, 6 Copies

Lord Newton
Hon. Frederick North
Sir James Nasmyth, Bart.
Rev. Robert Nares, of the British Museam
S. Nation, Esq. Lieut. 8th Native Regt. Bengal
Messrs G. & J. Nicol, Booksellers to his Majesty ̂

6 Copies
Mr David Niven, Bookseller, Glasgow, 3 Copies 
Messrs Nornaville & Fell, Booksellers, Lond. 
Mr Nunn, Bookseller, Lond. S'Copies

Sir Walter Ogilvie, of Invercarity, Bart.
Mr Ochterlony
Adam Ogilvy, of Branksome, Esq.
Mr John Ogle, Bookseller, Edinr 6 Copies
Mr R. Ogle, Bookseller, Lond. 3 Copies
Mr. M. Ogle, Bookseller, Glasgow, 2 Copies
Messrs Oliphant and Brown, Booksellers, Edinr 2f

Copies
G. Ormerod, Esq. M. A. Rossendale 
James Oswald, of Shielhall, Esq. 
R. A. Oswald, Esq. 
Lieut. John Owen 8th Regt. Native Inf. Bengal

Count Purgstall, Vienna
Lord Polkemmet
Thomas Parke, Esq. Hampstead
Mr John Park, Bookseller, Edinr 2 Copies
* Mr George Paton, of the Customs^ Edinr
Andrew Paton, Esq. Old Gravel Lane, Lond.
W. Pattle, Esq. Cornet, 1st Native Cavalry, Bengal
Robert Patullo, of Bouffie, Esq.
Mr T. Payne, Bookseller, Lond. 6 Copies
Messrs Payne and Mackinlay, Booksellers, Lond. 3

Copies
R. Pepper, Esq. Lieut. 1st Native Cavalry, Bengal 
James Perry, of Merton, Esq. 
Louis Hayes Petit, Esq. 9 New Square, Lincoln's

Inn, Lond.
John Delafield Phelps, Esq. 11 New Square, do. do. 
John Pinkerton, Esq. Lond. 
Messrs J. & R. Priestley, Booksellers, Lond. 2

Copies
Mr George Priestley, Bookseller, Lond. 
James Pringle of Whitebank, Esq. 
John Pringle, Esq. one of the Principal Clerks of

Session 
Lieut John L. Purves, Bengal Inf.

* The Duke of Roxburgh, 2 Copies
Lord Rollo
The Bishop of Rochester
Sir James M- Riddell, Bart.
Sir John Buchanan Riddell, Bart.
Mr James Rae, Writer, Edinr
Rev, Matthew Raine, D. D. Charter house, Lond. >
Jonathan Raine, Esq. M. P. Bedford Row, Lond.
* William Ramsay, of Barnton, Esq.
David Ramsay, of Craigleith, Esq.
Stephen Reid, Esq. 4th Cavalry, Bengal
Mr William Reid, Bookseller, Leith, 3 Copies
John Rennie, Esq. 27 Stamford Street, Blackfriars^

Lond. 
Mr Reynolds, Bookseller3 Lond.
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John Richardson, Esq. Back Court, Temple, Lond. 
Alexander Riddell, Esq. Lond.
* J. Ritson, Esq. Lond.
Messrs Rivington, Booksellers, Lond. 3 Copies
M. C. Roberts, Esq. Lieut. Bengal Cavalry
R. Robertson, Esq. Ass' Surgeon, Bengal, 2 Cop.
* Dr John Robison, Prof. Nat. Phil. Univ. Edinr
Adam Holland, Esq. Advocate
Hercules Ross, of Rossie, Esq.
Mr R. Ross, Bookseller, Edinr 2 Copies
Rev. Dr Routh, President Magdalene Coll. Oxford
Claudius Russel, Esq. Civil Service, Bengal.
George Russel, Esq. W. S.
Major Rutherford, of Edgerstone

The Duke of Somerset
The Marchioness of Stafford, 2 Copies
The Marquis of Stafford
The Earl of Selkirk
Earl Spencer
The Earl of Stair
Lord Seaforth
Hon. Wortley Stuart
* Lady Strange
Sir John Sinclair, of Ulbstef, Bart.
Sir Alexander Seton, Knight
Major Salkield, Deputy Qr. Mr. Gen. Bengal
Rev. Bishop Sandford, Edinr
* David Scott, of Dunninald, Esq. M. P. 
John Corse Scott, of Sinton, Esq. 3 Copies 
Walter Scott^ Esq. one of the principal Clerks of

Session 
Hugh Scott, of Harden, Esq.
William Scott, Esq. Civil Service,. Bengal, 2 C

do. d(

pies 
ow

David Scott, Esq. d,o.
——— Scott, M. D. Fifeshire
ArchibaldSeto», Esq. Civil Service, Bengal, 2 C«
Messrs J*. & J. Scrymgeour, Booksellers, Glas^
C. K. Sharpe, younger of Hoddam, Esq.
Lieut. E. H. Simpson, Bengal Inf.
Mr James Simson, Bookseller, Edinr 3 Copies
George Skene, of Skene, Esq.
Archibald Smith, of Jordanhill, Esq.
Rev. William Smith, Bower, Caithness
Mr John Smith, Bookseller, Glasgow, 2 Copie
H. Smyd, Esq. 1st Cavalry, Bengal
Miss Maria Solly, Walthamstow
John Somerville, Esq. London
Mark Sprott, Esq. London
Mr J. Steill, Bookseller, Glasgow
Robert Stein, of Kilbagie, Esq.
John Stenhouse, younger, of Fodd, Esq.
# Robert Stewart, of Binuy, Esq.
William Stewart, Esq. Perth
J. D. Stewart, Cornet 1st Cavalry, Bengal
Mrs Moray Stirling, of Abercairney
Rev. John Stonard, Kent
James Stormont, of Lednathie, Esq.
J. Clark Stoughton, Esq. Wymondham, Norfolk
James Strange, Esq. Madras
Du^ald Stuart, Esq. Prof. Moral Phil. Univ. Edinr
Dr Charles Stuart, Edinr
John Stuart, of Allanton, Esq.
W. Swinton, Esq, Lieut. 21st Bengal Inf.
James Sword, Esq. Aanfield, Glasgow

pies

Robert Sym, Esq. W. 3.
Mr W. D. Symonds, Bookseller, Lond, 6 Copb0
John Tawse Esq. Writer, Edinr
John Taylor, Esq. Exchequer, Edmr
Mr Charles Taylor, London Library »
Mr Robert Taylor, younger, Dunfermliue
Thomas Telford, Esq. Shrewsbury
William Tennent, Esq. Belfast
Thomas Thomson, Esq. Advocate, 2 Copies
Dr Thomas Thomson, Edinr
Rev. James Thomson,, Girvan
Mr Thomsdn, Bookseller, Edinr 2 Copie*
William Thorburn, Esq. Leith
Robert Thornton, Esq. M. P.
Alexander Tilloch, Esq. Carey Street, Loud.
Rev. Henry J. Todd, M* A. James's Street, West.

minster
Lieut.-Colonel William Tome, 1st Cavalry> Bengal 
Rev. Dr Trail
T. Turnbull, Esq. Lieut. 8th Native Regt. Bengal 
William Tytler, Esq. Lieut. Madras Inf. 2 Copies

Lieut. Colonel Vandeleur, Bengal 
Messrs Vernor, Hood & Sharpe, Booksellers, Lond» 

6 Copies

The Earl of Wemyss, 10 Copie*
Lord Woodhouselee
Alexander Wallace, Esq. Banker, Edinr
John Watson, Esq. Writer, Edinr
Alexander Watson, Esq. Madras
Capt. Archibald Watson, 1st Regt. Cavalry, Bengal 

4 Copies
* Lieut. Alexander Watson, Bengal Inf. 2 Copies
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DISSERTATION

ON THE

ORIGIN

OF THE,

SCOTTISH LANGUAGE.

AT is an opinion, which has been pretty generally received, and perhaps almost taken 
for granted, that the language, spoken in the Lowlands of Scotland, is merely a corrupt 
dialect of the English, or at least of the Anglo-Saxon. Those, who have adopted this 
idea, have assigned, some one era, some another, for the introduction of this language 
from the South; each preferring that which seemed to have the most plausible claim, 
without entertaining a single doubt as to the solidity of the hypothesis, which rendered it 
necessary to fix such an era. Having long adhered to this hypothesis, without any par 
ticular investigation, it is probable that I might never have thought of calling it in ques 
tion, had I not heard it positively asserted, by a learned foreigner, that we had not 
received our language from the English; that there were many words in the mouths of 
the vulgar in Scotland, which had never passed through the channel of the Anglo-Saxon, 
or been spoken in England, although still used in the languages of the North of Europe; 
that the Scottish was not to be viewed as a daughter of the Anglo-Saxon, but as, in 
common with the latter, derived from the ancient Gothic; and that, while we had to 
regret the want of authentic records, an accurate and extensive investigation of the lan 
guage of our country might throw considerable light on her ancient history, particular 
ly as to the origin of her first inhabitants.

This assertion seemed to merit a fair investigation. On this I entered, prepossessed 
with an opinion directly the reverse of that which I now embrace as by far most tenable,

a
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I am far from saying, that it is attended with no difficulties. These I mean to submit 
to the public, in all the force which they appear to have; while at the same time I shall 
exhibit a variety of considerations, which, if they amount not to full proof, seem to afford 
as much as can well be expected on a subject necessarily involved in such obscurity, 
from the distance of time, and from the deficiency of historical testimony.

The learned Camden, Father Innes, and some other respectable writers, have viewed 
the Picts as Welsh; and have argued, of consequence, that their language must have 
been a dialect of the Celtic. I will not contend about the name of this people; although 
there is sufficient evidence, that it was written corruptly by the Romans. What particu 
larly demands our attention, is the origin of the people themselves; and also their 
language, whether it was Gothic, or Celtic.

It would serve no good purpose, to enter into any disquistion as to the supposed time 
of their arrival in this country. As this dissertation is intended merely in subserviency 
to the following work, it will be enough, if it appear that there is good reason to view 
them as a Gothic race.

I. HISTORICAL EVIDENCE.—The testimony of venerable Bede has been universally 
respected, except in as far as his credulity might be viewed as influenced by ecclesiastical 
attachment It has been supposed, indeed, that many of the legendary stories, now 
found in his history, were not written by him; as, in a variety of instances, although 
they appear n the A. S. translation, they are wanting in the original. Being the earliest 
historian of this island, he must have been best qualified to give a, just account of the 
Picts; and although we should suppose him to have been under ecclesiastical influence 
in matters of religion, he could have no end to serve in giving a false account of the 
origin of this people. Yet, on this subject, even the testimony of Bede has been treated 
as unworthy of regard ; because it is' directly eversive of system.

He says; Cum plurimam insuiae partem, incipientes ab austro, possedissent [Brit- 
tones], contigit gentem Pictorum de Scythia, ut perhibent, longis navibus non multis 
oceanuin ingressam, &c. Lib. i. 1. " When they [the Britons], beginning at the South, 
had made themselves masters of the greatest part of the island, it happened that the na 
tion of the Picts, coming into the ocean from Scythia, as it is reported, in a few long 
ships," &c. After giving an account of their landing in Ireland, and of their being ad 
vised by the Scots of that country to steer towards Britain, he adds; Itaque petentes 
Britanniam Picti, habitare per septentrionales insuiae partes coeperunt: nam austrina 
Brittones occupaverunt; Ibid. " The Picts accordingly sailing over into Britain, began 
to inhabit the northern parts .of it, for the Britons were possessed of the southern."

There is not the slightest reason to doubt that, by the Britons, he means the Welsh; as 
this is the name by which he designs this people. It is well known, that Scandinavia had 

_ been called Scythia by Jornandes^ two centuries before Bede's time. De Orig. Get. p. 
595—597. Is it said that Bede lived too long after the settlement of the Picts, to know 
any thing certain as to their origin? It is sufficient to reply, that he undoubtedly gives 
the received belief of his time, which had been transmitted from preceding ages, and

1
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which no writer, for nearly nine hundred years after him, ever ventured to controvert. If 
Bede could not know whence the Picts came, it can hardly be supposed that tee should 
have superior means of information.

Bede was certainly well acquainted with the Britons, or Welsh. Now, although it 
should be supposed, that he had been misinformed as to the origin of the Picts, his asser 
tion amounts to a full proof that they were quite a different people from the former. For 
had they been Welsh, or indeed Celts of any description, the similarity of language 
could not have entirely escaped his observation. If an intelligent Highlander can at this 
day, after a national separation of nearly fourteen hundred years, make himself under 
stood by an Irishman ; it is totally inconceivable, that the language of the Picts, if Bri 
tish, should have so far lost its original character ill a far shorter period.

An attempt has lately been made, by a learned writer, ta set aside this testimony of 
Bede, who, it is admitted "was contemporary with the Pictish government." " He 
speaks," it is said, " doubtfully, of the Picts, as the second people, who came into this 
island, from Scythia ; first to Ireland; and thence to North-Britain. But though Bede 
states all this, rather as what he had heard, than as what he Knew, his authority has de- 
laded many writers, who did not inquire whether what he had said modestly could pos 
sibly be true." Caledonia, p. 199- N.

But why is it said, that Bede speaks doubtfully, or, as it is afterwards somewhat soften 
ed, modestly, of the Picts? There can be no other reason for this assertion, than that he 
uses the phrase, ut perhibent. lie therefore states all this, rather as what he had heard, 
than as what he Knew. Doubtless, he could not Knew it, but by some kind of relation. 
For although " contemporary with the Pictish government," it has never been supposed 
that he could have ocular demonstration as to the landing of this people. Is it meant to 
be objected, that Bede does not quote his authorities, or that he refers only to traditio 
nary testimony? In a matter of this kind, would it be surprising, that he could hav€ re 
ferred to nothing else ? Viewing it in this light, there is not the least evidence that it 
was not the general belief. Had it been merely the report of some, opposed by a diffe 
rent account of the origin of this people, he would in all probability have said,—ut non- 
nulli perhibent. Had ha known any argument against this account, one, for example, 
from the diversity of language, would he not naturally have stated this?

But must perhibent necessarily be restricted to mere report? Has it never been 
used to denote historical narration ? Or, as it occurs in the language of Bede, may it not 
rather be viewed as respecting the more circumstantial account which follows, concerning 
the size and number of the ships,—(ut perhibent, longis, navibus non multis,) than as re 
specting what precedes, in regard to the migration of the Picts from Scythia ? It is a sin 
gular circumstance, that Bede uses the very same verb with respect to the chiefs of the 
Anglo-Saxons. Duces fuisse perhibentur eorum primi duo fratres Hengist et Horsa. Lib. 
i. c. 15. Could Bede be in any doubt, whether these were the leaders of his ancestors, 
little more than 200 years before his own time?

If, however, Bede wrote doubtfully, how could his authority " delude many wrkers ?" 
If he indeed mentions this only as a modest opinion, as a matter of mere hearsay, as ^
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thing about which he was himself in hesitation; whence is it, that none of these 
" many writers," during nearly-ten centuries, ever adverted to this till now? Were they 

' all, without exception, so very prone to delusion ? This is undoubtedly the conclusion we 
are left to deduce. They were so blind as to mistake mere doubt for authority; and 
therefore " they did not inquire whether what he had said modestly could possibly be 
true." Here the secret breaks out Bede must necessarily be viewed as writing doubt 

fully, because he could not possibly be writing the truth. For although neither Bede, 
nor his followers, did inquire, " we now know, from more accurate examination, that the 
Picts were certainly Caledonians; that the Caledonians were Britons ; and that the Bri 
tons were Gauls ; it is the topography of North-Britain, during the second, and first cen 
turies, as it contains a thousand facts, which solves all these doubts? and settles all contro 
versy about the lineage of the Picts." Caled. ut sup-

Although Bede knew somewhat about the names of places in North-Britain, we, in the 
nineteenth century, can form a far more certain judgment: and so powerful is this single 
argument from topography, as to invalidate all other evidence arising from direct histori 
cal testimony.

Nennius, who wrote about the year 858, informs us, that " the Picts came and occu 
pied the islands called Orkneys, and afterwards, from the adjacent islands desolated 
many large regions, and took possession of those on the left, i. e. the north, coast (sinis- 
trali plaga) of Britain, where they remain even to this day." " There," he adds, 
" they held the third part of Britain, and hold it even until now." Cap. 5. ap. Gale,
I. 99-

Mr Pinkerton has made a remark, the force of which cannot easily be set aside, that
both Nennius and his coadjutor Samuel " were Welch," and that '• therefore their testi 
mony is conclusive that the Piks were not Welch, for they speak of the Piks, while the 
Pikish name was in full power." Enquiry, II. 161.

That the Picts were not Welsh, appears also from the testimony of Gildas, an earlier: 
British writer, who calls them a transmarine nation, who came, ab aquitone, from the
north. Ap. Gale, I. IS.

The Saxon Chronicle, which seems to have been begun about the year 1000, perfect 
ly concurs with these testimonies. The account given of the Picts is so similar to that of 
Bede, that it would almost seem to have been copied from his history. It is more 
minute in one point; as it is said that they came, ex Australi parte Scythiae, " from the
south of Scythia."

The northern origin of the Picts seems to have been admitted by Roman writers. I 
shall not urge the well-known testimony of Tacitus, with respect to the striking resem 
blance of the Caledonians to the Germans ; for, notwithstanding the partiality of former 
ages for this ancient writer, as an accurate investigator and faithful historian, we are now 
told, that " Tacitus talked about the origin of the Caledonians, and Germans, like a man 
who was not very skiljul in such investigations; and who preferred declamation to inqui 
ry,'1 Caled. p. 202, N.
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The testimony of Claudian, who was coeval with the emperor Valentinian I., deserves 
our attention.

-Maduerunt, Saxone fuso,
Or cades. Incaluit Pictorum sanguine Thule.

X3oodall, in his Introduction to Fordun, observes on this passage, that although the Ro 
mans slew the Saxons in the Orkneys, it does not follow that they were either the inhabi 
tants of the Orkneys, or of Britain. But one consequence is unavoidable;—that even in 
this early period the Saxons were acquainted with the Orkneys. Hence, also, it seems 
highly probable, that they were in a state of confederacy with the Picts, as being a kin 
dred race.

Stillingfleet's reasoning, concerning the testimony of Eumenius, is very strong. " In 
his Panegyrick," says the Bishop, " he takes notice of the different state of the Britons, 
when Caesar subdued them, from what they were in Constantius his time. © Then/ saith 
he, c they were a rude, half-naked people, and so easily vanquished; but now the Britons 
were exercised by the arms of the Picts and the Irish.' Nothing can be plainer, than that 
Eumenius here distinguishes the Picts from the Britons, and supposes them to be enemies 
to each other. Neither can we reasonably think this a name then taken up to distinguish 
the barbarous Britons from the Provincial.. For that distinction had now been of a very 
long standing; and if it had been applied to that purpose, we should have met with it 
in Tacitus, or Dio^ or Herodian, or Zozimus, who speak of the Extra provincial Bri- 
tain$y under no other name but of Britains* Orig. Britann. p. 241.

It has indeed been said, that " the Picts of the third century—appeared to Romarr 
eyes, under new aspects, and to the Roman understanding, under more formidable 
shapes." Caled. p. 215. By the reference to B. i> c. 6., the author seems to respect 
" their peculiar seclusion from the Roman provincials, on the south of the walls;" p. 191. 
But this gives no sort of satisfaction to the mind, as a reason for a new designation. Were 
they not formerly extra-provincial, as much as in the time of Eumenius? Did they as 
sume a warlike aspect formerly unobserved? Was not their character, in this respect,, 
abundantly well known to Agricola? The idea of Stillingfleet, that the ancient Caledoni- 
nians, although of Gothic origin, were about this time joined by a new colony from the 
continent, is at least worthy of mature consideration. V. Orig. p. 246.

Ammianus Marcellinus having said, Pictos Saxonasque, et Scottos et Attacottos, Bri- 
tannos aerumnis vexasse continuis; Goodall observes, that " it cannot be inferred that 
the Saxons were Scots or Picts, because these are spoken of as different nations." But 
from the classification observed by Marcellinus, Pictos Saxonasque, he seems to have 
viewed these as only different names given to contiguous and kindred nations.

I might refer to the general persuasion of Northern writers, that the Picts were Goths. 
Vidalinus, in his work, De Linguae Septentrionalis Appellatione, "Donsk Tunga, affixed: 
to Gunlaug. Saga, h^s cited Torfaeus, Sen Reg. Dan. p. 200—203. Pontopiddan. Gest 
Ban. T. 2. c. 2. p. 226. 227. Schoning, Norveg. Reg. Hist. Torfaeus, Hist. Norv. T»,
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3. p. 525. Run. Jonas, Element. Ling. Septent. Bussaeus, Vit. Arii Polyhist. c. 5. &c. 
V. Gunnlaug. Sag. p. 26«3.

But I shall not urge this as an argument; as it may he said, that these writers were all 
too late to know with certainty the origin of the Picts. While, however, we are assured 
that the Scandinavians \yere early acquainted with the northern parts of our island, and 
made frequent descents on them; it must appear singular indeed, had we reason to be 
lieve that they were universally mistaken with respect to the origin of the inhabitants. 
Had they spoken a dialect of the Celtic, it would have afforded sufficient evidence that 
there was no national affinity with their invaders.

Nor would it be less remarkable, if almost all our. own ancient writers had been grossly 
mistaken as to the origin of a people, who make so distinguished a figure in our history, 
and who so long occupied by far the greatest part of Scotland. The general persuasion 
of the old English writers was the same with theirs.

But the learned gentleman, formerly referred to, views every species of evidence a? of no 
weight whatsoever, when opposed to that of a topographical kind, arising from the names 
of places in the first and second centuries; especially as tliese are found in the work of 
Ptolemy the Geographer. It was my original intention, in this preliminary dissertation, 
to throw together, as briefly as possible, the various circumstances which indicate the 
Gothic origin of our ancestors, without entering into the wide field of controversy. Bjut 
however unpleasant this task, with a gentleman especially, whose abilities and indefatig 
able industry I am bound to acknowledge, and who, whatever may be his mistakes, de 
serves well of his country for the pains he has.taken to elucidate her ancient history; yet 
I find it indispensably necessary to investigate the grounds on which he proceeds, as other 
wise any thing here exhibited, under the notion of argument, might be viewed as; already 
invalidated.

In order to erect or support his system, that the Picts were Britons, or the same people 
with the Welsh, and that no language was spoken in Scotland, before the introduction of what 
is called therScoto-Saxon, save the Celtic; the learned writer finds it necessary to assume 
certain data of a singular description. He either takes for granted, or flatters himself that 
he has proved, that, till a late period, there were none but Celts in Germany; that the 
Roman historians are not worthy of credit, in as far as they insinuate any thing opposed to 
this hypothesis; that the Goths were different from the Scythians; that the Belgic was 
merely a dialect of the Celtic; and that the stone monuments to be found in Britain were 
all constructed by Celts.

He assumes, that there were none but Celts-in Germany, till a late period. Hjs does 
not indeed fix the time of the first migration of the Goths into that country; but seems to 
think that it was scarcely prior to the Christian era. For, *as far as I can perceive, the 
only proof which he appeals to, is that of there being " only two tongues (except the 
Greek) heard on the western side of the Euxine, the Getic, and the Sarmatic," when Ovid 
was banished to Tomi by Augustus. But, because there was a body of Goths at this time 
residing on the Euxine, it cannot amount to a proof, that none of this race had previously 
settled in Germany, cr in the northern countries. The Suevi, who certainly were not
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Celts, were inhabitants of Germany in the time of Julius Caesar, possessing the country 
now called Mecklenburg, and some neighbouring districts. The Clmbri extended to the 
Baltic. By many, indeed, they have been viewed as Celts. But the writers of the Uni 
versal History, whom Mr Chalmers often quotes with respect, observe on this head; " The 
learned Grotius, and after him Sheringham, and most of the northern writers, maintain, 
with arguments which have not yet been confuted, that the Cimbrians, Getes and Goths 
were one and the same nation; that Scandinavia was first pfeopled by them, and that from 
thence they sent colonies into the islands of the Baltic, the Chersonesus, and the adjacent 
places, yet destitute of inhabitants." Vol. XIX. 254.

A very able and learned writer, who has paid particular attention to the subject, con 
tends that " the Cimbri, who, injunction with the Teutones, invaded Italy, and were de 
feated by Marius," were Goths. " The country/' he says, " whence they proceeded, their 
close alliance with a Gothic tribe, and the description given of them by the Greek and 
Latin historians, who appear to have considered them of the same race with the Teutones,- 
clearly prove them to have been of German origin. (Pint, in Mario. Livy, Epit. L. 68. 
Percy's Preface to Mallet's North. Antiq. p. 38. Mallet, Vol. I. 39.) To these consi 
derations it may be added, that the name of their leader Bonorlv i$ evidently of Gothic 
structure; and that Tacitus, who, in his description of Germany, particularly and express 
ly marks the few tribes who appeared not to be Germans, is entirely silent respecting the 
Celtic origin of the Cimbri; and in his account points out no difference between them and 
the other inhabitants. Tacit. Germ. 37." Edin. Ilev. for July 1803, p. 367. 368.

The Suiones have never been viewed as Celts, but generally acknowledged as the more 
immediate ancestors of the Swedes, although some say, of the Danes. The Sitoms, also 
a Scandinavian nation, were settled in these northern regions before the time of Tacitus. 
Caesar testifies, that the Teutones and Cimbri, before his time, patrum nostrorum memoria, 
after harassing all Gaul, had attempted to enter into the territories of the Belgafc. Gall.
Lib. ii. c. 4.

But when ancient writers insinuate any thing unfavourable to our author's hypothesis, he 
refuses to give them credit. We have seen with what freedom Tacitus is treated on 
another point. Here he meets with the same treatment, although in good company. 
" When J. Caesar, and Tacitus, speak of Celtic colonies proceeding from Gaul into Ger 
many, they only confound those recent colonies with the ancient people, who appear to 
have been unknown to those celebrated writers. Strabo, who was not well informed, with 
regard to Western Europe, acquaints us, indeed, that the Daci ab antiquo, of old, lived to 
wards Germany, around the fountains of the Danube. Vol. I. 446. If his notion of an 
tiquity extended to the age of Herodotus, we might learn, from the father of history, that 
the Danube had its springs among the Celtae." Caled. p. 15. N.

Respectable as the testimony of Herodotus is, it cannot, in this instance, be preferred to 
that of Strabo; for it is evident that he knew very little of the Celts, and this only by re 
port. The accurate and intelligent Rennell does not lay much stress on the passstge refer 
red to. " Our author," he says, " had heard of the Celtae, who lived beyond the columns 
of Hercules, and bordered on the Cynesiae or Cynetae, the most remote of all the nations,
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who inhabited the western parts of Europe.—Who the latter were intended for, we know 
not." Geog. Syst. of Herod, p. 41. 42.

If the ancient inhabitants of Germany were unknown to Caesar and Tacitus, with what 
consistency is it said, only in the page immediately preceding, where the writer speaks of 
Mascou's work on the ancient Germans, that " the Gothic people," whom he " considers 
as the first settlers of his country,——obviously came in on the Celtic aborigines ; as tve 
learn from J. Caesar and Tacitus?" Cafed. p. 14. N. -Could these celebrated writers 
acknowledge the Celts as aborigines, although " the ancient people" who inhabited Ger 
many, u appear to have been unknown to" them?

He also takes it for granted, that the Goths were a different people from the Scythians.
" Every inquiry," he observes, " tends to demonstrate, that the tribes who originally 

came into Europe, by the Hellespont, were remarkably different, in their persons, 
their manners, and their language, from those people, who, in after ages, migrated 
from Asia,, by the more devious course, around the northern extremities of the Euxine, 
and its kindred lake. This striking variety must for ever evince the difference between the 
Gothic and the Scythic hords, however they may have been confounded, by the inaccuracy 
of some writers, or by the design of others." Ibid p. 15.

This assertion seems to have at least the merit of novelty. It is probably hazarded 
by our author, because he wishes it to appear,—that the Goths did not enter Europe so 
early as he finds the Scythians did; and also, that the former were never so powerful a 
race as to be able to people a great part of Europe. But we need not spend time on it; 
as this passage contains all the proof that is exhibited I shall only add, that, according 
to Rennell, the Scythia of Herodotus answers generally to the Ukraine,—its first river on 
the west being the Danube." Geog. Syst. p. 50. Our author admits, that, during the 
fifth century before our common era, the Goths " inhabited the western shores of the 
Euxine, on the south of the Danube." Caled. p. 12. 13. He places them so nearly on 
the same spot with Herodotus, that he cannot easily prove that those, whom he calls 
Goths, were not the same people whom " the father of history" calls Scythians.

The accurate Reviewer, formerly quoted, has shewn that, according to Diodorus Siculus, 
the Scythians settled beyond the Tanais, on the Borders of Thrace, before the time of 
Sesostris, who, it is supposed, flourished about 1400 A. C. Hence he considers the opi 
nion, independently of its direct evidence, that " 500 A. C., they had advanced to the 
western extremity of Gaul, as by no means absurd or improbable." Edin. Rev. ut sup.
p. 358.

He afterwards shews, that Strabo (Lib, vii. p. 295, Causab.) " evidently considers the 
Getae as a Scythian tribe;" adding, " Pliny says, ' From the Borysthenes, over the whole 
adjoining country, all are Scythian nations, different tribes of whom dwell near its banks: 
in one part the Getae, whom the Romans call the Dad! Hist. Nat. Lib. iv. c. 12. Za- 
molzis is mentioned by Herodotus, Melp. p. 289 5 and by Strabo [ut sup.] as worshipped 
by the Getae; and the authors of the Etymol Mag., and Suidas, (in voc. Zamolzis) un 
derstand the Getae of Herodotus, whom they quote, to be Scythians." Ibid. p. 359-
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Perhaps Hie strangest foundation >of Mr C.fe theory, is his opinion with respect to 
the language of the Belgae. He is well aware, that if it appear from ancient -history, thfct 
$faeir spa&da ifcas Gothic, his wfe0te¥&biic tt&ist Ml to the ground; because it is tmdeni- 

that Bdgic colonies wera settited<% Britain before the invasion fcy Julias Caesar. To 
the existence -of the Bdgae in Biitato, nvhen it w&s first visitck! by the Romans, had al- 

appeared an irrefragable fwoof, that the Gothic language was very early spoken, if 
«rot in.the northern, at feast in the southern, parts of oar island; and of itself a sfrong pre 
sumption, that k was pretty generally extended Mong the eastern coast. But otof (author 
feddty cute the Gerdian knot; fiadfegit Easier, doubtless, to do 60 than to loose it.

" The British Bdgae," he sajs, *'were of a Celtic lineage.*——" This inquiry Hvith re 
gard, fecrih to Iheiimeage and colonization of the Belgae, in Britain, has arisen, by infer 
ence, rattier than % direct informatiofcy from J* Caesar, whefc he speaks of the Belgae, as 
<tecu|3yiag one thisd of Gaid, and as «sin^; a diffemu tongue, fram the otfier Gauls. De 
Bd, Gal. L a. c. 1. Yet from the iiiti*n«ions &£ Livy, aiwl Strabo, Pliny, and Lucati, \vt 
may infer, that X Caesar meant diakcty when he spoke of language. He ought to be al 
lowed to explain his own meaning, by his context. He afterwards says, © that the Belgae 
were chiefly descended from the Germans; and, passing the Rhine, in ancient times, seiz 
ed the nearest sountry of the Gauls/ Ibid. Lib. ii. c. 4. But Germany, as we h&ve seen, 
was possessed by tbe Celtae, in ancient times" Set. Gated, p. 16. N.

It is evident, that the learned writer, notwithstanding the force of historical evidence to 
toe contrary, is extremely unwilling to admit any distinct migration of the Belgae to Bri 
tain. For he adds; " It is even probable, that the Belgae of Kent (Cantae) may have 
obtained from their neighbours, the Belgae of Gaul, their Gaelic name; and even derived 
such a tincture, from their intercourse, both in their speech, and in their habits, as to ap 
pear to the imdistinguishing eyes of strangers, to be of a doubtful descent"

It is asserted, that Caesar gives no direct information as to the Belgae using a different 
tongue froip the other Gauls. He does not, indeed, give any information of this kind. 
For, although he uses the common name for the country, into which the Belgae had forced 
their way, calling it Gallia, he expressly distinguishes them from the Gauls. With respect 
to the difference of the language of this different people, he gives the most direct informa 
tion. So little ground is there for the most remote idea, that he meant only a peculiar 
dialect, that he uses all those distinguishing modes of expression, which could be deemed 
necessary for characterizing a different race. He marks this difference, not merely -in lan 
guage, but in customs and laws. Hi omnes lingua, iiastitutis, legibus inter se differunt. 
Lib. i. c. 1. After the lapse of many centuries, every traveller observes the strong attach 
ment of the Celts, not only to their language, but to their customs; and can it be suppos 
ed, that they were so thoroughly changed by residing a few centuries in Belgium, although 
surrounded by kindred tribes? Caesar does not speak like a man who was only throwing 
out a vague opinion. For he elsewhere informs us, that, in consequence of particular inquiry, 
which he personally made at the deputies of the Rhemi, who of the Bdgae were most Con 
tiguous to Gaul, " he found that the greatest part of the Belgae were sprung from the 
Germans, and that they had anciently crossed the Rhine, and taken up their abode

^ b
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because of the fertility of the country, and expelled the Gauls who inhabited these places/ 
Lib. ii. c. 4.

Is it not evident from this language, that> not only Caesar considered the Gauls as a dif 
ferent race from the Germans, but that these deputies were fully persuaded of the same 
thing? Had they known, or even suspected, that the inhabitants of Germany w^re origi 
nally the same people with the Gauls, would they not naturally have said, that they had 
sprung from the Gauls of Germany, and not from those of Gallia? Does not the term 
ortos properly refer to the people or kindred, and not to any former place of residence?

If a single doubt can remain, with respect, to the certainty of the migration of*the Bet- 
gae to Britain, after it had been possessed by the Celts, it must be removed by attending 
to what the same historian says in another place. " The interior part of Britain is inha 
bited by those, who, according to tradition, were the aborigines; the maritime parts, by 
those, who, for the sake of war and spoil, passed over from Belgia, who are almost all de 
nominated from these states from which they had their origin; and who began to culti 
vate the lands which they had conquered. The number of men is infinite," &c. Lib. v.> 
c. 12.

An attempt is made to avoid the force of Caesar's testimony, concerning the origin 
of the Belgae from the Germans, when it is said; " But, Germany, as we have seen, 
was possessed by the Celtae, in ancient times." This, however, is fairly to beg the ques 
tion. Mr Chalmers may persuade himself that he has seen this; but, to others, the 
proof must appear extremely deficient. Although Caesar asserts, that the Belgae differed 
from the Celts in language, customs and laws; yet we must believe that he meant nothing 
more than that there was some slight difference in dialect. Although he asserts, that they 
were mostly sprung from the Germans; we must believe, that by them he either meant 
Gauls, or was not acquainted with his subject. The reader may take his choice; for, iu 
the course of two pages, both these assertions are made.

The learned gentleman seems, indeed, to have overlooked an historical fact, of the 
greatest importance in tins inquiry, which has been stated in the clearest light by a well- 
informed writer, to whom I have had occasion to refer more than once. This respect» 
the application of the name Celts, as used by ancient historians.

" The Greek authors appear to use Xtx-m* and Faxaraia, and the corresponding names 
of the inhabitants, as strictly synonymous: they apply them sometimes to Gaul in general^ 
at other times the context proves that they are used in their original sense. But Belgic 
Gaul and its inhabitants are most frequently denoted by the words, Kt\m»f and Kt\ra/. 
The Belgae appear to have attracted most of the attention of these historians; and their 
description of them is so uniform and accurate, that no doubt can be entertained that they 
mean the Belgic Gauls, although they call them Ke\r«/. Strabo, speaking of the inhabi 
tants of Britain, says, ' The men are taller than the Gauls (rw Kex™x), and their hair less 
yellow.' Lib. iv. p. 1<J4. 200. In his description of Germany, © Immediately beyond the 
Rhine, to the east of the Celts, the Germans live, differing little from the Celtic race (™ 
KtAT/xy), in their savageness, tallness, and yellowness of hair r; and with respect to features, 
customs, and modes of life, very like the G^uls («* Kiwi) whom we have already descrij>
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«d: wherefore it is our opinion that the Romans have given them very properly the name 
Germani, implying the common origin of the Gauls (raxarac) and them.' Lib. viu p. 290. 
The faithfulness and exfcct information of this author are well known: we may, therefore, 
consider his description of the Gauls as accurate: but it will apply only to the German or 
Belgi^ Gauls. Yellow or red hair distinguished a German tribe. There was no resem 
blance between the Celts and Germans. Diodorus Siculus gives a very particular descrip 
tion of Gaul (r*A*Tceia, KiXTiw); aiad it is evident, that these terms are frequently employ 
ed, when he is speaking of that part which Caesar, from whom he has taken his descrip 
tion, says was inhabited by the Belgae. He also expressly says—' The Gauls (r*xara/) 
are tall, fair skinned, and naturally yellow haired.' Lib. v. p. 212. Polybius, our author 
asserts, describes the Gauls, who pillaged Rome under Brennus, as Celts: he certainly 
calls them Celts (r«*ofloi, Ktxra/); but his enumeration and description of their different 
tribes puts it beyond 41 doubt that they were German Gauls. He particularly names and 
describes the Veneti, Semnones, and Boii. Lib.iL p. 42. Edit* Bdfe. 1549. We have 
the express testimony of Strabo, that the first were German Gauls, Lib. iv. p. 194.; and 
the others are enumerated by Tacitus among the tribes of Germany; Tacit. Germ. c. 38. 
39. f It may be objected, that Polybius mentions the Gauls as coming from a country very 
remote from any assigned to them by Tacitus and Strabo. But, in the time of the first 
historian, the Romans were entirely ignorant of Germany, and knew very little of Transal 
pine Gaul, and therefore could not mention the names or situation of the country whence 
the invaders originally came. Polybius says, they proceeded into Italy from the adjoining 
territory on the north: this would be directly on their rout from Germany: and as they 
had most probably occupied it for some time, Polybius, both from this circumstance and 
his want of information, would consider it as their original or permanent residence, Lon- 
golius, in his edition of Taciti Germania, shews that the appellations, Semnones and Boii, 
are evidently derived from the Gothic, and particularly applicable to the situation and 
manners of those tribes. Tacit. Germ. edit. Longol. c. 38. 39- Pausanias calls both the 
Celtic and Belgic inhabitants of Gaul, Taxitlai and Kex1«/; but as his authority is less im 
portant, and his descriptions not so full and definite, we shall only refer to him. Pausani 
as, Lib. i. p. 16. 62. 66. Lib. x. p. 644, &c. IJdit. Sylbur. Hanov. 1613.

" It is still more evident that the terms Gallia and Galli are frequently employed by the 
Latin authors, when their observations and descriptions are applicable only to Belgic Gaul 
and its inhabitants. We need not illustrate this point by the examination of any particu 
lar passages, as it is generally admitted, and easily proved." Edin. Rev. ut sup. p. 366.
367.

But the assumptions of the learned writer, which we have considered, are merely pre 
paratory to the etymological evidence, from TOPOGRAPHY, which he views as an irrefrag 
able proof of his hypothesis. We shall first advert to what is said, in order to shew that 
the Belgae were Celts.

" The topography of the five Belgic tribes of Southern Britain," he observes, " has been 
accurately viewed by a competent surveyor, [Whitaker, Genuine Hist, of Britons, p. 
83—145.] and the names of their waters, of their head-lands, and of their towns, have
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been faq$dh by his inquisitive inspection, to be only sigaUkaat, in tiie Celtic tongue, 
Caled.. p.;i6.

Contour inquires, that it should be adajaitted» thafc the Geltk dialects seem, to ex ccj the 
Gothic^ in expressive names of a topographical ki»cL Ths Celts baFQ uastoufctedjlyr dis 
covered greater warmth of fancy, ap&a more natural veia for ppstical description* thairtha 
Gothic or Teutonic tribes. Thek nomenclatures araasJt were pietuce$ of. tb^ countries, 
which, they inhabit. But at the saroe time, their explanation, musk be< viewed, wifeb *e* 
serve, mot poly because of the vividr ciwActer off their inaagteutipnj but oa aceoimtf o£ thfe 
extreme ductility of their language, which, from the great changes whicb ifc^ubnite in & 
state of construction, has a fa.r more apiple range thau any ofi tke (Uotshie diale^te Henee,, 
aii ingenious, Celt, without the appearance of much violence, could dterive almost; any word 
from his motiher-tongue. Our author has very properfy referred to Btittefc's Dictakmaaire^ 
in proof of " the great variety of the Celtic tongue;" Caled. -.p*, 22 L For my o»e,, what 
consuks that work,, must sw what unc0rtaini ground he treads on, in; the pursuit of Celtic 
etymons. • » • .

The learned gentleman asserts, that the. names iathe five Belgie provinces ctf Sou& Brit- 
tain are " only significant in the Cekie tongue," I dare not pretpnd to say, that I c.aa 
give the true meaning,- ofi aiyy .of .ttomy: in, another laaaguage; because &ere i^littJe more 
than cofeature on either sidte; But if it oan^be proved^ that they «lay, haye a sigiificatioji,, 
in the Gothic or Teutonic, as weU as, in the Celtic; and one -at least fully as probnble; 
this argument must appear inconclusive.

" The Belgic Cantaey < in Kent," he says, " derived their significant i 
districts which they inhabited ; being the British Caint, signifying tfrfc open wwtiy} 
observation he applies, and k must apply equally well, to " the Gant#e ia Nort 
p. 17- By the Way,f it maybe observed, that this is a description afi which 
seams peculiarly fond; although it is of a very, general, nature, For, as he^says^, p* 201.,. 
that the Piets^ received, from the British provincials, the descriptive appellatian oS Peitk&\> 
wlu^la " denqted th^3 people of tfaopm country^ An the very same page, exjd^ijiin^^^^ 
tl)a naip£ of a tczvn, he derives it from a British gwent, which^. b c(Mn^ppaitipft^ i3 wenfa 
signifying the open country" This; also Shews the flexibility ofi the. language j ^. the same 
wqrd m^y be-eith^fi comt> gwent*. ortwnt. But might not the Cantat receive thek name 
from AJem. andGarm> kant, aa e^tmmity, a cocner; mango, extremitas, angulu^? Doea 
not, this :mpre partiqul^l^ ^oribe the si&iation? Schilter^ Lfind, vo. Kant> has naade tba^ 
same. obs.eimitio^^Jlichihad oceii0?ech to me^ He refer&to Gae^r, who indeed describes 
Kent, as if he had viewed the name as descriptive of its situation ; Cujus unum latus est 
contra GiiUi&rn : hujttft lateris alter angulw — est ad Cantium. Bell. Gall. Lib. V5. 13. It 
is also far more desoriptiyei than- Brit, gpwnt^ of the situation of the Cantae in North Bri 
tain, who inhabited the- East of R0s$*shirer; and whose country, as* our authon 
66., " ran out eastward into the narrow point" now called Tarbet-ness. These 
©ne river in Ken% the. naine of which* is not British* This is the Mtdwwfr A. S* Mzd- 
W&eg j i. e^ the river which run$-, through the middle of the country, on holds the 
It is; ̂ probable tfoa^ this wa^ the Belg, nairie, which th^ A^-Saxons r^toifled» becawsie
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Welsb eatt Maids&me, C^ Medwag, L e. the city on Medway* V. Camden. The terna. 
Wa*g 0tf way appeacs kdeed in tlie nanae give» to il im the Itinerary pf Anto&ifce, Fag-

Mr Chalmcrs «ferivea the name of the Thames from Brit. T(m^ Tom, &c. " signifying 
what expand^ or spreads, or what is calm.'* Ibis river, which is one of the boundaries of 
Kent, has also been- explained as sigmficmt m a Goth* dialect, by a writer who had na 
interest in the* present question* " There are two rivers in England^" he says, " of whicb 
the one is vfcry rapid, snd is? called Tifatr, whence  t tif-fy praeceps ire.: the'otiier Temsa, 
which is almost stfagaate, whence at temm. Be explains eg teim-a, paululum meveon, 
G. Audn ^ #37.

In Kent, aecordittg fe> Atttonwie's Itiuemry, three towns1 have Dur as tfae initiai ^ylfeWe; 
Durovernum, Bwrolewurn, and Dhrobrwi, or asCa-mden says, more correctly, Bfar6&r&va& 
Dttr, it ha& bcfen said; in British» tod Iriah^ si^^es water ; Cafed. p; 17; N. But flie 
idea is too general and indefinke, to haw givere rise5 to^so memy nannfes, as, in different 
counties, exhibit this as a component tern* ; as- B&favoduntm, & Belgic town, now Dur- 
stede, &e. Schilter has observed^ that, in eomp©skion> kvsignif4es a door or mouth* osti- 
urn. New, atthougb the word occurs ia> Celtic cwnpoBitions^ it seems originally Teatenig;: 
The primary idfea is- JBnua, a dow, whkh sense it still retains in almost all the dialects of 
this language: Brit, dor has the same meaning. But the Teut term is for more general*.

The Regni of Sussex were another Belgic tribe. Bfexter says j that Ptolemy wrote Reg^ 
m for jRfewd; and derive» the name from G. B. rheng, qirivis^ Ibngus^ ordoj as : lying along 
the coast. Bfe adhiits thatBelg^ renc has^the same meaning^ erdo, series; also, ftexus, 
flexus viarum^ &a; Kilmir. It has therefore at least, an equd^ claim with the British» 
The only city mentioned by Ptolemy in this district is Nouiomagw* Magus, according to< 
Wachter, is a Celt, word signifying a fieldj dso ^ colony or town ii* a field It frequent 
ly occurs in* the composition of continental names, en being used for the Lat termination 
us. Btit although magm should' be originally Gelt, the name seems to have been formed 
by a Teutonic people, nouio being evidently Teut meuw, new. C. B. netvydfc is synon., 
but mere remote. This name is the very sd&e with the ancient one of Nimegwn, 'Jeut. 
Nictwvmegen. This is Novtomagm, i; e. the new colony or town.

The proper Belgae possessed at least part of Somersetshire, besides Hampshire and Wilt 
shire. Bat h was the B&diza, or as Baxter reads, the Badixa of Stephanus. This ttie 
British call Caer budon. But it is evident, that the name is not Brit but Belg.. Germ, 
Franc, Belg. bad, A. S. bttftk> Alem.pad, balneum; Alem. Franc. b*d-m> Germ, bad-en, 
A. S; baetfaan, lavare. Ptoleaay mentions Uzella aestuarium, which, Camden says, is now 
called Eud-mouth. Now Goth. o& signifies the mouth of a river. Thus Uzella would 
seem exactly- to correspond to the modern name ; q. os-euel, the mouth of the Euel. Ta 
this day, Oyse in Shetland, where- the Celtic never entered, signifies "an inlet of the sea;5* 
Brand^ Descr. p. 70.

As the names of many of the Belgie towns end in Dun or Dinum, Mr Chalmers at 
tempts to shew that the Belgae must have been Celts, because " Dunum and Dinum are 
the latinized form of Dun, and Dm, which, in the British, and Irish^ as wdl as in the an*
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dent Gothic, signify a fortified place;" Caled* p. 17. N. But if dun has this*signification 
in the ancient Gothic, the argument proves nothing. From what he has stated, the pre 
sumption is, that it was originally a Goth, and not a Celt. term. For, as he says, that 
" Dunum is the name of the chief town of the Caud in Ireland, which is asserted to be a 
Belgic tribe;" it is questionable if any of the other towns, having this termination, were 
Celtic. Londinum and Camelodunum were Belgic towns, being situated in the territories 
of the Trinovantes. Maridunum, according to Baxter, who reads Margidunum, is from 
Teut. maerg marl, which is copiously found in the neighbourhood, and dun town. He says 
that, in the modern British, mer signifies medulla. But in the old Brit, the term for marl 
is the same with that now used in English. It may be added, that Germ, dun, as signify 
ing, civitas, urbs, is only the term, properly signifying an inclosure, locus septus, used in a 
secondary sense. It is derived from tyn~en sepire. V. Wachter, vo. Dun.

It has been asserted, that " there is a radical difference, in the formation of the (Celtic* 
and Gothic names, which furnishes the most decisive test, for discriminating the one lan 
guage from the other, in topographic disquisitions; and even in the construction of the two 
tongues: such vocables as are prefixed, in the formation of the British, and Gaelic names, 
ate constantly affixed, in the composition of the Gothic, the Saxon, and English names.— 
Those tests are so decisive, as to give thq means of discriminating the Celtic from the Sax 
on, or Gothic names, when the form of the vocables compounded are nearly the same.'* 
Caled. p. 491. Without disputing the propriety of this position, it is sufficient to ob 
serve, that, if this be so decisive a test, although the names of places terminating in Dun, 
Dunum, &c. are elsewhere (p. 17.) claimed as Celtic, it must be evident that the claim is 
unjust. Londinum, Findonum, Mihidunum, Camelodunum, Rigadunum, Maridunum, &c. 
must all be Gothic names.

It is a strong assertion, which the learned writer has made, that " the topography of 
Scotland, during the two first centuries of our common era——contains not a particle of 
Gothicism;" p. 231. The Carnabii, Damnii, and Cantae, of Scotland are granted to have 
been Belgic tribes;" Ibid. p. 16. 17. N. The Ctfrnabii, or with greater approximation 
to the orthography of Ptolemy, C0rnabii, hale been supposed to receive their name from 
the three great promontories which they possessed in Caithness, Noss-Head, Duncansby- 
Head, and the Dunnet-Head. For corn in Brit, is said to signify a promontory. But the 
name might be derived, in the same sense, from Belg. koer, specula, a watch-tower, and 
nebbe a promontory; q. the people who looked attentively from the promontories. Or, if 
it should be Ctfmabii, it may be from O. Goth, kar a man, whence Su.G. karl, A. S. ceorl, 
id. V. Karl, Ihre, and Verel. Ind. This most probably gives us the origin of a number 
of names, beginning with Car, which Mr Pinkerton has mentioned, without adverting to 
the use of the term in Gothic, (Enquiry, I. 226.); as the Careni and tamonacae of Scot 
land, the Cflrini of ancient Germany, the Ctfrbilesi and Ctfrbiletae of Thrace, the C#mi, 
&c. &c. The latter part of the word may be from Nabaei or Navaia, the river Navern. 
Yirvedr-um, Duncansby-head, may be composed of IsL tw, ora, and yedr tempestas, q. the 
stormy coast.
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Concerning Berubium, Noss-head, it has been said, that " the word Bery would seem to 
have been a common appellation to such places, as Dungisbay Head, at those times [when 
Ptolemy wrote]. At this day, a similar promontory in the island of Walls in Orkney, is 
termed the Eery. The word is clearly of Norwegian derivation. It signifies a place of 
observation; or a principal station, for discovering the approach of an enemy by sea, when 
at a great distance." P. Canisbay, Statist. Ace» viii. 163. By mistake, however, the 
writer applies the name Berubium to Dungisbay Head. He says, that " there is not a 
place throughout the parish, whose name indicates the least affinity to" the Gaelic, 
Tarvedr-um may be from taer-a atterere, and vedr, tempestas; the promontory where the 
storm rends or tears ships.

We have already adverted to the meaning of the name Cantae. In the territory of this 
tribe was the Vara Aestuarium, or Murray Frith, into which runs the river Beaulie, anci 
ently called Farar. Isl. vara, vocr in Genit. varar, signifies ora, portus, a harbour, ubi ap 
pellant naves; G. Andr. p. 247. Loxa, the name given by Ptolemy to the Murray Fritlv 
'may be allied to Isl. loka, a small harbour, porta parva; Verel. These etymons have at 
least as much probability as those of Baxter; who deduces Varar from C. B. gtvar ar isc, 
maris collum, the neck of the sea, and Loxa from ad osc, supercilium aquae, the brow of the 
water. Mr Chalmers says, that the latter " obviously derived its name —— from the Bri 
tish Llwch, with a foreign termination, signifying an inlet of the sea, or collection of water;* 
p. 66. N. But the Goth, dialects exhibit this word with far greater variety of use; Su.G. 
A. S. Alem. log, laga a lake, Isl. kg, laug, lug, a sea, a collection of waters; Su.G. loeg- 
a, profluente \jnda vel mare se proluere; Isl. log-ast, fluvium vel aquam tranare; Alem. 
lauche, collectio aquarum, &c. &c.

He thinks that the Catini, whose name is retained in Caithness, " probably derived 
their appellation from the British name ©f the weapon, the Cat, or Catai, wherewith they 
fought," q. clubmen ; p. 67. But the Cateia was a weapon of the ancient Germans. If 
the testimony of Virgil merits regard, it belonged not to a Celtic but to a Teutonic people»

Teutonico ritu soliti torquere cateias. Aen. Lib. vii.

For this reason, the Cateia was also called Teutona* Hence Aelfric in his A. S. Gl. 
says, Clava vel Cateia, vel Teutona, annes cynnes gesceot, i. e. " a javeline of the same 
kind." Servius informs us, that spears were called Cateiae in the Teutonic language." 
Wachtersays; " It is properly a javelin, denominated from katt-en, i. e. because of its 
being thrown.©9

This etymon pretty clearly indicates that they were Belgae. They might perhaps be 
the same people with the Catti, a German nation mentioned by Tacitus. Their name, 
according to Wachter, signifies warlike, from the Celt, word cat, war.

In the specimens which our author has given of the names of Promontories, Rivers, &c. 
in North Britain, it is granted that many are undoubtedly Celtic. It is not, however, a 
satisfactory proof of the British origin of the Picts, that many British names are yet 
retained in the country which they possessed. For, while it is said that the Scoto-Saxoa 
afterwards prevailed over the Gaelic, it is admitted that the Celtic names of places, whe-r
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ther British or Gaelic, still kept their ground. It is also well kaowa, that in various parts 
®f England, where the descendants of the A^lo-jSaxons have resided for upwante oftiak* 
feen centuries, the names of some rivers and raomataias are still British. Lhuyd <even 
goes so far as to assert, that the immes of different rivers are not Weteh or Aata&rican, but 
of Irish or Gaelic origin; whence he infers, that those, who aow speak the Irish laagtaage, 
possessed the southern parts of Britain before the Welsh, and that the latter were ®aly ft 
secondary colony from Gaul. Now, if this be the case as to the Welsh, who have posses 
sed that country for nearly two thousand years, might not the some thing faappea m tbe 
northern part of the island? V. Lbuyd's Lett, to the Welsh, TransL p. 1«. 17.

The very same process passes before our own eyes; Do not the British settlers in Ame* 
fiea rery generally retain the Indian nanaes of rivers, bays, anouitfains, villages, &c. May 
it therefore be justly inferred* a thousand yeara faeoce; that the British were an Indiail 
people?

The author of Caledonia observes, p. >22 I. " In the subsequent progress of the Gothic 
tribes over Europe, wherever they occupied countries, which had been previously oc* 
cupied by the Celts, the Gothic intruders not only adopted the names of the rivers, moun 
tains, and other places, that the more lively genius of the Celts had imposed, from a more 
energetic and descriptive speech; but, the Gothic colonists borrowed nmny terms from 
the more opulent language of their Celtic predecessors.-^The Saxons, who settled in 
Britain, were prompted, by the poverty of their speech, to follow the example of their 
Gothic fathers."

Is not this sufficient to invalidate the argument, in favour of the British origin of the 
Picts ? If Goths, it is natural to suppose that, like the rest of their brethren, they would 
retain the Celtic names.

This assertion, however, must not be carried too far. For, notwithstanding the conces 
sion frequently made by Schilter gtnd Wachter, that words, retained in Germany, to which 
they could not assign a Gothic origin, are Celtic; other learned writers have viewed the 
matter in a different light. Leibnitz concludes, from Boxhonfs Brit. Diet., that the 
Welsh have borrowed a great deal from the German. Oper. Vol. IV. P. I. Hist. p. ly3. 
The truth seems to be, as Ihre candidly acknowledges, that some of the most ancient and 
primitive terms, common to the Gothic and Celtic dialects, are so nearly allied, that it is im 
possible to determine with certainty to which of them they have originally belonged.

Many of the words, indeed, which the learned writer has selected as exclusively British, 
appear in the Goth, dialects. Cove, it is said, signifies a creek, from C. B. cof, a hollow 
trunk, a cavity, a belly. But A. S, cofe, IsL and Germ, kofe, seem to give the proper 
sense; spelunca, a cave. Co^-haxbour, (St Vigeans, P, Forfars.) 13 mentioned as con 
firming the other sense. But its proper name is Easfrhaven. The coves in its vicinity, 
are not creeks, but caves. Kyle, p. 34, a strait, is not confined to Celt. V. Diet, in vo. 
Heugh, p. 35, a height on the sea-coast, is traced to C. B. ueh, high, &c. But the term 
is strictly Goth. V. Diet. The words having port, a harbour, in their composition, are 
very oddly claimed as C. B. Forth^ it is said, p. 36- JST.f is merely C. B. porth, a haven, 
being " the great haven of Edinburgh," Far more accurately might it be deduced from

1
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Isl.Jiord, Sn.G.jiaerd, a firth. But more probably, the frith took the name of the river, 
a name which it bears far above Stirling. There is no necessity that Ram, as signifying a 
point, in a variety of names (p. 36.) shoitld be traced to ram high, or in C. B. what pro 
jects. Su.G. and Germ, ram will answer fully as well; ora, margo; terminus. Rin, 
Mynd, Rhind, denoting a> point, may be all traced to Isl. rind-a protrudo, whence rind-ung, 
j>rotrusk>; or may be the same with Alem. rin, terminus, limes, finis, from rin*en, se- 
parare. Ross, a promontory, p. 37», may be allied to Teut. roetse, rootse, rupes, petra, 
sive moos praeruptus; Franc, roz, id. Although C. B. trwyn signifies a nose, a snout, 
and Corn, trm, a nose, a promontory; they seem originally the same with Isl. triona, 
rostrum porrectuiri.

Among the Rivers, &c., p. 37., the first mentioned are White Adder, and Black Ad 
der, the lerm being traced to C. B. atveddur, running water. But although written, in 
some of the Statist. Accounts, Whittader and Whittafer, the vulgar pronunciation is merely 
given. In four instances, where the first of these denominations is explained, it is re 
solved, as all the South of Scotland knows it ought to be, into White water. Allan, Alwen, 
Elwin, and Aln, p. 38., are claimed as of Brit, origin. Alem. eltende denotes impetus, 
from ell-en, festinare, Sw. elf, however, signifies a river; in its inflected form, elftven or 
then. Hence, as has been supposed, the Elb in Germany, Lat. Alb-is. Air is traced 
to C. B. air, brightness, or aer violence. Isl. aer corresponds to the latter, furious; aer- 
M&t, to rage, aer-a, to raise to fury. Awn, a river, may be allied to Su.G. aa, water, in 
general, a river, which assumes the inflected form of aan. V. Rudbeck. Atlant. II. 52. 
Bannocbum does not appear to be a dimin. from Gael, ban, as in p. 39., hut a Goth, name: 
V. BANNOCK in Diet. Bello (C.B. bellaw a tumultuous raging stream): Isl. belt-a to be 
-driven with noise, and aa water. The name Bran, (O. Gael, a stream, C.B. what rises 
over, p. 39), may originate from its lucidity; Germ, brand, clear, bright.

The rivers, which have the name Calder, are derived from Brit, caleddur, the hard water, 
or cell-dzvr, Ir. coill-dur, the woody water, p. 40. The latter is most natural; because, 
when this name was given, it must be supposed that the country was almost one wood. Isl. 
kaelda signifies an impure spring of water, or living water in putrid and marshy ground. V. 
G. Andr. The Dean, (p. 41,) might properly enough be traced to Germ, dien-en humilia- 
re, as it is a very flat stream, that creeps along through Strathmore; as den, a small 
dale, seems to acknowledge the same origin, q. locus depressus. Don and Doon derived 
from C. B. down, Ir. don, dark, dusky, or douin deep, may be from Goth, don-a strepe- 
re, to make a noise. Eden (deduced from C. B. eddain, a gliding stream, p. 43), might 
be traced to A. S. ea, water, a river, and den a vale. The very prevalent name of Esk, 
notwithstanding its evident affinity to O. Gaul, esc, wysc, C. B. vvysg, Is. ease, msg, water, 
a streauyia river, cannot reasonably disclaim all Goth, affinity. For Isl. wass is the geni 
tive ofwattn, water, G. Andr. p. 248. 249, the form of which is retained in Germ; wasser, 
aqua, fluvius. Wachter observes, that Belg. esch or asch denotes a stream. This he indeed 
views as formed from Celt. isca. But this is at least very doubtful; for this good reason, 
that the Goth, dialects retain the obvious origin of the name for water, as well as the 
primary idea, in vos, perfusio aquae, &c, V. Diet. vo. WEEZE, 0. For, as the learned

c
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Hyde says, the reason why water has received this name, is plainly because it ouseth out. 
Hence he expl. Oxford, q. ouse-fort, either the ford, or the castle, on the water. Even 
the designation Car-leon-ur-usc, i. e. the city of the Legion on the river, is not exclu 
sively Celt. For Wormius, in like manner, thus explains Dan. os or ois; Ostium flumi- 
nis, vel sinum maris notat; Monum. Dan. p. 195. 196. The Runic letter O, or Oys, is 
thus defined; Sinus maris promontoriis acutioribus excurrentibus, nautis infestis: vel 
etiarn ostium maris portum navibus praebens. Literat. Run. c. xvi. p. 87. V. also 
Jun. Gl. Goth. p. 22. To this day, Isl. aros signifies the mouth of the river; Verel.

Nothing can be inferred from Ey9 in Eymouth, &c. p. 44. For it is unquestionably 
Goth. If it appears in Celt, in the forms of aw, ew, ea, ey, a river, we find Su.G. a, 
Su.G. Isl. aa, A. S. ea, pi aea, Alem. aha, id. Germ, ache elementum aquae, MoesG. 
aquha, id. V. Ihre, vo. Aa, amnis. Garry, (derived from C. B. garw, Ir, garbh, 
what is rough, a torrent,) may be'resolved into A. S. gare, geanv, expeditus, and ea, 
aqua, q. the rapid stream, S. the yare stream. Lyne, (C. B. what is in motion, what 
flows, p. 46.) may be allied to Isl. lin-ur, Germ, lind, mild, gentle. Lunan, is traced to 
Celt, lun, Ion, lyn, what flows, water, a lake, a pool. Isl. Ion, stagnum, lacuna. Now, 
it is admitted, that " the Lunan in Angus, from its tranquil flow, settles into a number 
of small pools." There is no necessity for deriving Lid, which indeed seems the pro 
per name of the river vulgarly called Liddal or Liddell, from C. B. llid, " a violent ef 
fusion, a gush;" or " O. Gaulish lid hasty, rapid," p. 47. It may be traced to Teut. Iyd9 
transitus, lyd-en, to glide; to Alem. lid liquor; to Jsl. lid, a bending; lid-a to hasten, to 
pass with flight; or to A. S. hlld, hlyd tumult, noise, like Lid in Devonshire, whence 
Lid-ford, A. S. hlyda-ford, which Somner thinks denominated from its noisy motion. Nid 
is derived from C. B. nidd, neth, " a stream that forms whirls or turns," p. 47- A. S. 
nithe is used in a similar sense, nithe cue genibus flexis, with bent knees, from nith-an 
deorsum. Nethy and Nethan are said to be diminutives of the C. B. word. But Neth* 
an is probably from A. S. neothan, downwards, q. what descends; and Nethy may be 
q. neoth-ea, the water which descends, or the stream that is lower, in respect of some 
other. On Orr in Fife, and Orr, Urr, in Galloway, Mr C. refers to C. B. or cold, wyr, 
signifying a brisk flow, Basque ura, water, a river, p. 48. Su.G. ur denotes stormy wea 
ther ; Alem. ur a river, because by inundation it lays waste like a wild beast; Isl. orra, 
Harris impetus. Pool, in several compound words, is referred to C. B. pooll, Arm. poutt, 
Gael, poll, a ditch, a pool; and it is said that A.S. pol is from the C. B., this word being 
" in all the dialects of the Celtic, but not in any of the pure Gothic dialects;" p. 48. 
But Teut. poel is palus, lacuna, stagnum; Su.G.poel, Isl. poel-a, and Germ, pful, id. Tay 
and Tiviot are both derived from C. B. to, taw, " what spreads or expands; also tran 
quil." Isl. teig-ia also signifies to extend. G. Andr. deduces Tif-r, the name of a very 
rapid river, from tyf-a, praeceps pedare; Germ, tav-en, diffluere, to flow abroad. 
Tweed,——" C. B. tuedd, signifies what is on a side, or border; the border or limit of a 
country;" p. 49. This etymon is pretty consonant to modern ideas. But when the name 
was imposed, Tweed did not suggest the idea of a border any more than Tay, &c. Allied 
perhaps to Isl. thwaette, twaetta to wash, from twaa, id., as a river is said to wash a
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country. A. S. twaede signifies double, and may denote something in reference to the 
river. This name being given to it in Annandale, we cannot well suppose it to originate 
from the junction of the Tiviot, and what is called Tweed; although these rivers are so 
nearly of a size, that one might be at a loss to say which of the names should predomi 
nate. Tyne,——" C. B. tain, a river, or running water". Isl. tyn-a> to collect, q. the 
gathering of waters. Hence perhaps Teut. tyne, lacus.

Yarrowi p. 50, to which the same origin with Garry is ascribed, may have been formed 
from gearw, as above; or from ge the A. S. prefix, and aretva, an arrow, as denoting its 
rapidity. According to Wachter, Germ, arf, id. is used in this figurative sense. For he 
says that Arabo, a river which joins the Danube, has its name from arf, an arrow, be 
cause of its rapid motion. Ythan, the Ituna of Richard, is deduced " from Brit, eddain, 
or ethain, which signifies gliding," as being " a slow running stream." Might it not be 
traced to A. S. yth, unda, yth-ian, to flow ?

Among the names of Miscellaneous Districts, appears Dal, as signifying a flat field, or 
meadow, from Brit dol, Ir. dal, id. p. 53. But this term appears in all the Goth, dia 
lects, for a valley; MoesG. dalei, A. S. dael, Su.G. Belg. dal, Isl. dal-ur, Alem. tal, tuol, 
&c. Besides, this is the precise sense of C. B. dol, as given by Lhuyd, vallis; and Ir. 
dal has no affiuity, as explained by Obrien. For it signifies a share, a portion, evidently 
the same with Teut. deel, Su.G. del, &c. Nothing can be inferred from the names in 
cluding Eagles., or Eccles, which our author derives from Brit, eglwys, Ir. eaglais, &c. a 
church. For they are merely the corruptions of the Lat. name, imposed by the monks. 
Thus the proper writing,—of one of the names mentioned is not JEccfcs-Magirdle, but 
Eccte'tf-Magirdle. Nothing is done, unless it can be proved that the Gr. word exxxw* 
was borrowed from the Celtic. If Fordun Kincardines., and Forden, Perths. be properly 
derived from Brit, ford, a passage, a road, the Goth, would have an equal claim ; A. S. 
ford, a ford, fore iter, Su.G.^/kre, viae facilitas.

Rayne, Aberd. is traced to C. B. rhann, Ir. rann, rain, " a portion, a division, a divi 
sion of lands among brothers ;" p. 56. Isl. ren signifies the margin or border of a field; 
whence rend, ager limitatus; Verel.

Here I shall only add, that the learned writer goes so far as to assert that the very 
" name of the Belgae was derived from the Celtic, and not a Teutonic origin." " The 
root," he adds, " is the Celtic Bel, signifying tumult; havock, war; Bela, to wrangle, to 
war; Belac, trouble, molestation; Belawg, apt to be ravaging; Belg, an overwhelming, 
or bursting out; Belgiad, one that outruns, a ravager, a Belgian; Belgws, the ravagers, 
the Belgae;" p. 17.

This, although it were true, would prove nothing as to the origin of the Belgae. For 
we might reasonably enough suppose that the name had been *given them by the neigh 
bouring Celts, who had suffered so much from them, as they invaded and took possession 
of part of their territories. But as our author commends the Glossaries of Schilter and 
Wachter as elaborate, p. 16. N. (b), as he justly acknowledges the writers to be " vastly 
learned" p. 12., their sentiments merit some regard. Schilter says; " That the 
name of he Belgae is German, certainly hence appears, that this people were of a
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German origin, and having crossed the Rhine, vanquished the Gauls in these lands which 
they occupied." He then cites the passage from Caesar, formerly considered, adding j 
" This migration took place before the irruption of the Cimbri and Teutones, which was 
A. Ill, before Christ; because Caesar says that this was, Patrum'mernoria nostrum, but 
the other must have been long before, because he uses the term antiquitus" He derives 
the name from Alem. belg-en, to be enraged, a term used by Notker, and still in Alsace 
and Belgium. Thus Melgae is explained as equivalent to, indignabundi et irritabiles.

Wachter seems to-give the same etymon, vo. Balgen. He observes, that ancient writera 
every where mark the wrathful disposition of the Belgae; and particularly Josephus, An- / 
tiq. L. xix. c. 1. Bell. Jud. c. 16., when he calls the Germans " men naturally irrasci* 
ble," and ascribes to them " fury more vehement than that of wild beasts."

II.—But besides the evidence arising from history, it certainly is no inconsiderable 
proof, that tl|3 northern parts of Scotland were immediately peopled from the North of 
Europe, by a Gothic race, that otherwise no satisfactory account can be given of the iiv 
troduction of the VULGAR LANGUAGE.

It has been generally supposed, that the Saxon language was introduced into Scotland 
in the reign of Malcolm Canmore, by his good queen and her retinue; or partly by meana 
of the intercourse which prevailed between the inhabitants of Scotland, and those of Cum 
berland, Northumberland, Westmoreland, and Durham, which were held by the kings of 
Scotland as fiefs of the crown of England. An English writer, not less distinguished for 
his amiable dispositions and candour, than for the cultivation of his mind, has objected 
to this hypothesis with great force of argument.

" This conjecture/' he says, " does not seem to be perfectly satisfactory; nor are the 
causes in themselves sufficient, to have wholly changed the language of the country. If, 
at the present moment, the Celtic language prevailed over the whole of Scotland, instead 
ef being confined to the Highlands, such a testimony would compel us to admit, either 
that the Saxons and Danes had been prevented by some unaccountable cause, from at 
tempting to form a settlement on the northern shores of this island; or that their attempts 
had been rendered abortive Jby the superior bravery and skill of the inhabitants. But, as 
the same Teutonic dialects are found to form the basis of the language, both in England 
and in the Lowlands of Scotland, Mr Hume has been induced, and apparently with great 
reason, to infer, from this similarity of speech, a similar series of successive invasions; al<- 
though this success is not recorded by the historians of Scotland.

" If this conclusion be admitted, it is evidently unnecessary to refer us to the much 
later period of Malcolm's reign; or to seek in his marriage with an English princess, in 
his distributions of lands among his follower, or in,the policy which induced him to change 
his place of residence, for the establishment of a language, which the Saxons and Danes 
could not fail of bringing with them; and which, if it had not been thus introduced, the 
inhabitants of the plains would probably have rejected as obstinately as those of the moun 
tains." Ellis's Spec. Anc. Engl. Poet. I. 226, &c.
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To suppose, indeed, that a few foreign adherents of a court, received :as refugees, could 
change the language of a country, is to form the idea of something which would appear 
in history as a fact completely insulated* Whether the same elegant writer be right or 
not in his opinion, that William the Conqueror did not think of eradicating the Saxon 
language, his reasoning, abstractedly viewed, is certainly just. " William must have 
known that the Franks who conquered Gaul, and his own ancestors who subdued 
Neustria, had not been able to substitute the Teutonic for the Romance language, in their 
dominions; that the measure was not at all necessary to the establishment of their power; 
and that such an attempt, is in all cases, no less impracticable than absurd; because the 
patient indocility of the multitude must ultimately triumph over the caprice of their armed 
preceptors." Ibid. $. 38. 3&

It is undeniable, indeed, that the Norman-French, although it had every advantage,, 
and retained its ascendancy at court for several ages, was at length even there borne 
dbwn by the Saxon, which had still been spoken by the vulgar: The Romans, although 
they conquered the South-Britains, civilized them in a considerable degree, and introduced 
the knowledge of arts among them, seem scarcely to have made any impression on their 
language. The Goths, who subdued the Romans, and seated themselves in Italy, were 
in their turn subdued by the very people to whom they gave laws, as receiving their lan 
guage from them. For it is well known, that, although a variety of Gothic words are re 
tained in the Italian, by far the greatest proportion is Roman.

Can it be supposed, then, without directly contradicting universal experience, that a 
few Saxons, who were not conquerors, but refugees, could give language to the nation that 
afforded them protection? Has any change similar to this, taken place among the 
Welsh, who are viewed as the same people with the Picts; notwithstanding their inter 
course with the English, during several centuries, since the cessation of national hostili 
ties? Have the Celts of Ireland renounced their language, in compliment to the English 
of the Ptf/e, as they have been called, who, in proportion, were certainly far more nume 
rous than the Saxons belonging to the court of Canmore ? Few nations have been more 
tenacious of the cutoms and language of their ancestors than the Celtic inhabitants of 
Scotland. We know how little progress has been made, for more than half a century 
past, in diffusing the English tongue through the Highlands; although not only the arm 
of power has been employed to dissolve the feudal attachments, but the aid of learning 
and religion has been called in. The young are indeed taught to read English, but often, 
they read without understanding, and still prefer speaking Gaelic.

Had the Saxon found its way into Scotland, in the manner supposed, it would necessa 
rily have been superinduced on the Gaelic. This has always been the case, where one 
language prevailed over another; unless the people, who spoke the original language, were 
either completely or nearly exterminated. Thus was the Norman gradually incorporated 
with the Saxon, as the Prankish had been with the Latinized Celtic of France. But the 
number of Gaelic words, to be found in what is called the Broad Scots, bears a very smalL 
proportion to the body of the language.
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It is well known, that in many places, on the borders of the Highlands, where accord 
ing to the hypothesis controverted, the one language should appear as it were melting into 
the other, they are kept totally distinct. This is particularly remarked in the accouitf of 
the parish of Dowally in Perthshire. " It is a curious fact, that the hills of .King's &eat 
and Craigy Barns, which form the lower boundary of Dowally, have been for centuries 
the separating barrier of these languages. In the first house below them, the English is, 
and has been spoken; and the Gaelic in the first house, (not above a mile distant), above 
them." Statist. Ace. xx. 490. In some instances a rivulet forms as effectual a bounda 
ry, in this respect, as if an ocean intervened.

Malcolm Canmore, according to the testimony of Simeon of Durham and Brompton, in 
his incursions into England, carried so many captives with him, that they were afterwards 
seen, not only in every village, but in every house. Had this been literally the case, his 
army must have borne some resemblance to that of Xerxes. But although this had been 
literally the case, would captives or slaves overpower the language of their masters ? Is it 
not admitted, at any rate, that after the death of Malcolm, they " were driven away by the 
usual enmity of the Gaelic people;" that u the Celtic inhabitants would not submit to" the 
authority of Duncan, till he had agreed never again to introduce Normans, or English, 
into their country; that " this jealousy of strangers continued under Donal Bane;" and 
that it " occasioned insurrections under William the Lyon ?" Caled. p. 498.

It is evident that some Saxon Barons, with their followers, received lands in Scotland, 
during some of the succeeding reigns. But a few individuals could not produce greater 
effects in Scotland, than all the power of the Norman barons in England. It seems also 
undeniable, that the foreigners of distinction who settled in Scotland, particularly in the 
reign of David I., were mostly Normans, and therefore could not introduce the Saxon. 
According to Lesley, Hist. Scot Lib. vi. p. 201., this was the case even in the time of 
Canmore.

It is very questionable, if, even during the reign of Edward the Confessor, French 
was not the language principally spoken at court. It has been asserted, indeed, that dur 
ing this reign, " the Anglo-Saxon had ceased to be cultivated." V. Ellis's Spec. I. 39» 
Camden has said, that Edward the Confessor " resided long in France, and is charged by 
historians of his time to have returned from thence wholly Frenchified." Remains, 
p. 210.

It has been supposed, that this unparalleled change was partly owing to occasional in 
tercourse with the northern counties of England, which were subjected to the Scottish 
crown. But this intercourse was by far too limited to have any influence in completely 
changing a language. It would be more natural to invert the idea; and to suppose that 
the inhabitants of these countries had received the peculiar terms, which they retain in 
common with the vulgar of Scotland, from the residence of the Scots among them, while 
the heir apparent of our crown was Prince of Cumberland.

It is certain that Domesday-book, a work compiled by order of William the Conqueror, 
from an actual survey of the whole of England, does not include any of the counties lying

1
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to the North of the Humber; which is a proof, that, in that age, these counties were con 
sidered as belonging to Scotland.

Hardyng acknowledges, that all the country to the North of the Humber once pertain 
ed to Scotland. " He made the bye ways throughout Britain, and he founded the arch- 
flarnynes, at London, one for Logres, another at Yorke for Albanye, that nowe is Scot- 
lande; for that time from Humber north that was that tyme Scotland; and the thyrd at 
Carleon in Wales, for al Wales." Chron. Rubr. of c. 33. Fol. 29- a.

This indeed refers to a period long prior to the Christian era; and the account is evi 
dently fabulous. But I mention it, because here it is admitted by the Chronicler, hostile 
as he was to the independence of Scotland, as a circumstance which could not be denied, 
that, in former times, the country to the North of the Humber was viewed as a part of 
Scotland.

But there is still a more natural account of the great similarity of language between 
Scotland and the North of England. To me it appears, that Mr Pinkerton has proved 
from undoubted testimony, that the Picts had possession of the North of England, for 
more than a century before that Ida founded the kingdom of Bernicia; and that, although 
for a time they were subjected to the power of the Angles, they afterwards regained their 
authority in this quarter. V. Enquiry, I. 321—335.

It may be viewed as a confirmation of this account, that, in the North of England, th 
is often changed into d. " In the N.," says Lambe,———" th is frequently changed into 
d; as, for father, we s&y,fader; for girth, gird; for Rothbury, a town in Northumber 
land, Rodbury ; for Lothian, Loudon." Notes to the Battle of Floddon, p. 80.

This is a distinguishing characteristic of the dialect of Angus, which was undoubtedly a 
part of the Pictish territory. For baith, both, they still say baid, for skaith, injury, skaid, 
for maith, a maggot, maid, &c. Now, it is well known, that this is a peculiarity of the 
ancient Scandinavian. The Icelanders, at this day, pronounce the th as if it were d; they 
often, indeed, write d, where th occurs in A. S. and in the German dialects.

It has also been supposed, that the Flemings, a considerable number of whom occasion 
ally settled in Scotland, contributed to the change of language. But, from all the evi 
dence that we have of a Flemish colonization, the effect is evidently by far too great for 
the cause. Whatever influence, as tradesmen, they might be supposed to have in towns, it 
must have been very inconsiderable in the interior parts of the country. As it is said that 
—" Aberdeenshire was particularly distinguished, in early times, for considerable colonies 
of Flemings ;" it has been inferred, that " we may thus perceive the true source, to which 
may be traced up the Teutonic dialect of Aberdeenshire, that is even now called the 
Broad Buchan? Caled. p. 603. 604. But it will appear, from the following Dictionary, 
that many of these words are not Teutonic, but Scandinavian. At any rate, the fact is 
undeniable, that many of the terms common in S., and especially in the North, are not to 
be found in any Anglo-Saxon, Flemish, or Teutonic Lexicon, but occur in those of Ice 
land, Sweden, or Denmark. Were there only a few of this description, it might be sup 
posed that they had found their way into our language by commercial intercourse, or by
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some straggling settlers. But their number is such, that they cannot be ascribed to any 
adventitious cause.

Here I might refer the reader to the following words, under one letter only; Bar, Bar- 
gane, t>. and &. Barrat, Bathe, Bauchle, Beik, Beild, w. and s. Beirth, Bene, a. 
Beugh, Bike, Bilbie, Billie, Bismar, Blait, Blout, Bludder, Boden, Boldin, Boo, Boun* 
Brachen, Brade, v. and s. Brag, Braith, Brash, Break, v. Bree, s. 2. Brent, a. 
Breth, Brim, Broche, Brod, v. and $. Brogue, Broukit, Sutler, v. and «y. Burde. ;I 
might also refer to Dorder-meat, Emmis, Gleg, Ithand, (ddent), Stanner$, and to a 
thousand of the same description.

Here I might also mention the remarkable analogies of idea, displayed in very singular 
figures, or modes of expression, common to our language with those of the North of Eo- . 
rope; even where the words themselves are radically different. Many of these occur if* 
this work, which cannot reasonably be considered as merely casual, or as proceeding front 
any intercourse in later ages; but, in connexion with other evidence, may well be viewed 
as indications of national affinity. I may refer to the articles, LOUN'S PIECE, and 
POCJCSHAKINGS, as examples of this coincidence.

One thing very remarkable is, that, among the vulgar, the names of herbs, in the North 
of S., are either the same with those still used in Sweden and other northern countries, or 
nearly allied. The same observation applies, pretty generally through S., to the names 
©f quadrupeds, of birds, of insects, and of fishes.

The circumstance of the Scottish language bearing so striking a resemblance to the 
English, in its form, which has been undoubtedly borrowed from the French, and particu 
larly in its becoming indeclinable, has been urged as a powerful proof that we borrowed 
our language from our southern neighbours. But Mr Ellis has manifested his judgment, not 
less than his candour, in the solution of this apparent difficulty. He shews, that " at the era 
assigned for the introduction of A.-Saxon into Scotland, as indeed it had not been previously 
mingled with Norman, although it had, the Saxon refugees would never have wished to 
introduce into that countiy, which afforded them an asylum, a language which they must 
have considered as the badge of their slavery." He also shews, that as the " influx of 
French words did not be^in to produce a sensible change in the language of England, till 
the beginning, or perhaps the middle, of the thirteenth century, its importation into Scot 
land ougtit to be capable of being distinctly traced; and that, as the improvements of the 
common language would pass, by slow gradations, from the original into the provincial idi 
om, the compositions of the English bards would be clearly distinguished by superiority of 
elegance. He denies, however, that this is the c^se, quoting the elegiac sonnet, on the 
death of Alexander III., as superior to any English composition of that early period.

Upon>the whole, he is disposed to conclude, that " our language was separately form 
ed in the two countries, and that it has owed its identity to its being constructed of similar 
materials, by similar gradations, and by nations in the same state of society." He thinks 
that the Scots borrowed tlje French idioms and phrases, like the English, from the Nor* 
n*an Romance, " the most widely diffused and most cultivated language, excepting the 
Italian, of civilized Europe." He also ascribes a considerable influence to the early and
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close union between the French and Scots, justly observing, that any improvements, bor 
rowed from the former, would not be retarded in Scotland, as they were in England, by a 
different language being spoken in the country from that which was spoken at court; be 
cause " the dialect of the Scottish kings was the same with that of their subjects." Spec. 
I. 226.—233.

As it is evident, that the language could not have been imported into Scotland, by the 
Saxon refugees, with its French idioms; it is equally clear, that these were not borrowed 
from the English. For, in this case, the language in Scotland, must, in its improvements, still 
have been at least a century behind that of England. Although this had been verified by fact, 
it would scarcely have been credible, that our fathers had been indebted to the English for 
these improvements. The two nations were generally in a state of hostility; and it is never 
during war, that nations borrow from each other refinements in language, unless a few mili 
tary terms can be viewedin this light. Too few of our early writers resided long enough in 
England, to have made any material change on the language of their country, when they 
returned. Besides, we have a great variety of French terms and idioms, that have been 
early introduced into our language, which do not seem to have been ever known in Eng 
land.

Here, also, a circumstance ought to be called into account, which seems to have been 
hitherto overlooked on this subject. Many families are mentioned by our historians, as 
having come out of France and settled in Scotland, at different periods. It appears, in 
deed, that many families, of French or Norman extraction, had come into Scotland during 
the reign of Malcolm Canmore. Sub haec etiam tempora, (says Lesley) Freser, Sanchir, 
Monteth, Montgomery, Campbell, Brise, Betoun, Tailyefer, Bothuell, ingens denique no- 
bilium numerus, ex Gallia venit. De Reb. Scot. Lib. vi. p. 201. It is natural to sup 
pose that these would introduce many French terms and idioms; and, as Mr Ellis ob 
serves, the same language having been spoken at the court and in the country, there would 
be no resistance to them.

Here, perhaps, it may be proper to take notice of another objection to the derivation of 
our language from Scandinavia. This is its great affinity to the A.-Saxon.. But this is of 
no weight. For, although it appears that a variety of terms were used in the Scandinavi 
an dialects, which had not passed into the A.-Saxon and other Germ, dialects, the struc 
ture of both was so much the same, that ancient writers speak of them as one language, in 
the time of Ethelred the son of Edgar. Ilia aetate eadern fuit lingua Anglica, Noi wegica 
et Danica; mutatio autem facta est, occupata per Wilhelmum Nothum Anglia. Gunn- 
laug. Sag. p. 87. V. Peringskiold. Moniment. Upsal. p. i82. Seren. De Vet. Sueo- 
Goth. cum Anglis Usu. p. 14. 15.

Some have affected to view the celebrated Odin, as a fabulous character. The more in 
telligent northern writers indeed acknowledge that he, to whom great antiquity is ascribed, 
and who was worshipped as a god, must be viewed in this light. Yet they admit the existence 
of a later Odin, who led the Scandinavians towards the shores of the Baltic \\ hile it is a 
presumption in favour of the existence of such a person, it is a further proof that, in 
an early age, the Saxons and Scandinavians were viewed as the same people; that both

d
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Bede, and the northern writers, trace the lineage of Hengist and Horsa, the chiefs wha 
conquered England, to Odin. Peringskiold has given the genealogy of Hengist, as the 
twelfth from Odin, which he collected from the most ancient documents, partly printed^ 
and partly in MS. Bede acknowledges thfe same descent, Hist. Lib. xv. although he 
shortens the line by several generations.

HI.—The Scandinavian origin of the Picts is illustrated by the history of the ORKNEY 
ISLANDS. We have seen, that, according to some ancient accounts, they first took posses 
sion of these. That they were, in succeeding ages, inhabited by Picte, is acknowledged 
on all hands.

Wallace published an authentic Diploma, concerning the succession of the Earls of 
Orkney, digested A. 1403, not only from the relation of their " faythfull antecessors and 
progenitors," but from books, writings and chronicles, both in the Latin, and in the Nor 
wegian language; and attested by the Bishop, clergy, and all the principal people of these 
islands. In this they inform Eric, king of Norway, that, when the Scandinavians took 
possession of these islands, (which was in the ninth century) they were inhabited by twa 
nations, the Peti and Pap6; and that the country was not then called Orkney, but the 
land of the Pets; as yet appears from the name given to the sea that divides Orkney from 
Scotland, which is called the PetlandSea" V. Wallace's Account, p. 129. This indeed 
is still called, in the Icelandic histories, Petland Fiord.

There is not the least ground to doubt that the Picts are here designed Peti. This is 
the name given, by Scandinavian writers, to the Picts. Saxo Grammaticus, who flourish 
ed in the twelfth century, calls Scotland Petia; Lib. ix. p. 154. It has been conjectured,, 
with great probability, that the Pape, of Papae, were Irish priests; who, speaking a dif 
ferent language from the Pets, were viewed by the Norwegian settlers as constituting a 
different nation, although acting only in a religious character. For it appears from Arius 
Frode, that some of these Papae had found their way to Iceland, before it was discovered, 
by the Norwegians.

It has been said, indeed, that " there is reason to believe that the Orkney islands were 
planted, during early ages, by the posterity of the same people^ who settled Western Eu 
rope," i. e. by Celts; Caled. p. 261. The only proof offered for this idea is, " that Druid 
remains, and stone monuments exist; and that celts and flint arrow heads, have been 
found in the Orkney islands; while none of these have ever been discovered in the 
Shetland islands." "This," it is added, "evinces, that the Celtic people, who colonized 
South and North Britain, also penetrated into the Orkney, but not into the Shetland^ 
islands ; and this fact also shews, that those several antiquities owe their origin to fche Celts,, 
who early colonized the Orkney islands alone, and not to the Scandinavians,, who equally 
colonized both the Orkney, and the Shetland, islands;" Ibid.

Whether what is here asserted, as to " Druid remains, &c." be true, I do not presently 
inquire. Let it suffice to observe, that such is the mode of reasoning, adopted by the 
learned gentleman, as plainly to shew how much he is here at a loss for argument This
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is indeed a complete specimen of what is called reasoning in a circle. The existence of 
some monuments in Orkney, contrasted with the want of them in Shetland, evinces that 
" the first settlers in Orkney were Celts; and also shews that these stone monuments were 
Celtic."

It is admitted, that " scarcely any of the names of places in Orkney.or Shetland, are 
Celtic." " They are all," it is said, " Teutonic, in the Scandinavian form;" Ibid, Now, 
this is a very strong fact. We may, indeed, lay aside the limitation. For the most com 
petent judges have not found any. If the Picts, who inhabited the Orkney islands, were 
Celts, whence is it that not a single vestige of their language remains ? To this query, which 
so naturally arises on the subject, it is by no means a satisfactory answer, that, " owing 
probably to some physical cause, the original people seem to have disappeared, in some 
period of a prior date to our era." What could possibly give birth to so strange a conr 
jecture? It is the solitary testimony of one writer, who lived in an age in which nothing 
could have been written that was not true, because it would not have been received had 
it been false. " During the intelligent age of Solinus, those islands were supposed to be 
uninhabited; and to be ' only the haunt of seals, and ores, and sea mew's clang;" 
Ibid.

Are we then to view this as the physical cause of the disappearance of the original peo 
ple? Were these Celts so harrassed by " seals and ores, and sea-mews," that they 
forsook their abodes, and sought a place of repose on the continent ? Or did these 
troublesome animals in fact swallow up the wretched inhabitants of Orkney?

But can this dream of Solinus be seriously mentioned ? Or can it be received in an 
*' intelligent age?" Ere this be the case, some cause, whether physical or moral, which has 
at least some degree of plausibility, must be assigned for the supposed disappearance of a 
people, who had been so regularly settled as to have stone monuments and buildings, and 
scf well versed in the art of war as to be acquainted with the use of celts. But it is evi 
dent, that Solinus was very ill informed concerning the Orkney islands; as .he says, they 
were only three in number. And in what he asserts as to tlieir being uninhabited, (va 
cant homine), he gives not the remotest hint that the contrary had ever been the case; 
but seems indeed to consider them as uninhabitable; Lib. 25.

Since, then, the account given by Solinus is so directly contrary to all probability, to 
what purpose grasp at it? The reason is obvious. The great topographical test, of the 
genealogy of nations, is here pointed directly against the learned writer. He must either 
part with this, or devote all the Celts of Orkney to destruction. It is only by some such 
supposition as that which he makes, that any reason can» be given, why the names of 
places in Orkney are all Teutonic As the stone buildings must necessarily be ascribed to 
Celts f wrhence comes it, that there is not one topographical vestige of this race in Ork 
ney, although the names imposed by the British, in Scotland, remained long after the 
people were lost? It is supposed, that the " original people" totally disappeared 
in some unaccountable manner; and of course, that their possessions were, for centuries 
perhaps, uninhabited.
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But that no argument may be founded on the Teutonic names in Orkney, we are in 
formed, that " the topography of Orkney, Shetland, and Cathness, is completely dif 
ferent from the Saxon topography of Scotland, which does not exhibit one Scandinaviaa 
name, that is distinct from the Northumbrian Dano-Saxon;" that " of the Scandinavian 
names in Orkney, and in Cathness, the great body terminates, according to the Gothic 
construction, in Blister, signifying a dwelling-place, in Ster, denoting a station or'settle 
ment, and in Seter, a seat, or settling-place.—But there is not a single instance of the 
Bitster, the Ster, or Seter, in the topography of proper Scotland." Caled. p. 489-

Three terms are here mentioned, which do not occur, as far as I know, to the south of 
Caithness. They are most probably Norwegian; although perhaps it may be doubted, if 
they are to be accounted among the most ancient Scandinavian terms. G. Andreae is re 
ferred to : but I can find none of these terms in his Lexicon. Nor does it appear, that 
they are common in Orkney. Brand mentions Kebister in Shetland, p. 110. But a va 
riety of other terminations, common to Orkney and Shetland, and to Scotland, are quite 
overlooked by the author of Caledonia; as Dale, Ness, JVick, Head, Ton, Bye, so common in 
the South of S. 5 and Burgh. V. Brand, and Statist. Ace. Bow, which is undeniably Scan^ 
dinavian, is the name given, in Orkney, to the principal house on a farm, or on an estate. 
That this was not unknown in Scotland, appears from what is said in Diet. vo. Boo.

IV.—A pretty certain test of the affinities of nations, is their ARCHITECTURE. A 
variety of circular buildings in Scotland, and in the Orkney islands, are, traditionally as 
cribed to the Picts. They are found in different parts of the country, and are of two 
kinds. One of these is above ground, the cither almost entirely under it. The first in 
cludes their circular spires and castles; as the spires of Abernethy and Brecliin, and the 
castles of Glenbeg in Inverness-shire. V. Gordon's Itin. p. 1 66. Their subterranean build 
ings, or those which are nearly so, externally exhibiting the appearance of a tumulus or 
mound, are still more numerous. Many of these are described by Pennant, in his Tour, 
and by the writers of the Statistical Accounts.

These are almost universally ascribed to the Picts, whether appearing in the Lowlands, 
in the Highlands, or in the Islands of Orkney. In some instances, however, they are 
called Danish or Norwegian. Even this variation, in the voice of tradition, may per 
haps be viewed as a proof of the general conviction, which, from time immemorial, has 
prevailed in this country, that the Picts were originally a Scandinavian people.

They are by far most numerous in those places where we are certain that the Scandi 
navians had a permanent abode; as in Sutherland and Caithness, on the coast of Ross- 
shire, on the mainland, and in the Orkney and Shetland islands. In Sutherland, there 
are three in the P. of Kildonan, Statist. Ace. iii. 410; six in the P. of Far, Ibid. p. 
543; almost every where in the P. of Rogart, Ibid. p. 567- There is a chain of Pictish 
buildings on each side of Lech Brura, P. of Clyne Ibid. x. 304. In Caithness, JA of 
Olrick, there are six or seven, Ibid. xii. 163, a number in Wick, and " throughout the 
country in general," Ibid. x. 32; in Dunnet, &c.
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The names of these buildings claim peculiar attention. It would appear that they are 
all Gothic. In the Orkneys they are called Burghs or Brughs. This word cannot rea 
sonably be claimed as Celtic. Nor is it confined to the islands. It is given to one of 
these structures in Caithness, called the Bourg of Dunbeth. Pennant's Tour, 1769, p. 
195. There is an evident affinity between this name, and that imposed on a fortifica 
tion, in Angus, which tradition calls a Pictish camp. V. Diet. vo. BKUGH. As the 
Burians in the South of S. are generally viewed as Pictish, although the term may be 
rendered burying-places, it is not improbable that some of them were erections of the 
same kind with the Burghs. V. Diet. vo. BUHIAN.

They are denominated Picts houses^ Now, as the Picts certainly had names for their 
fortresses in their own language, had this been Celtic, it is most natural to think that, in 
some instances, these names would have been preserved, as well as the Celtic designations 
of rivers, mountains, &c. ascribed to this people.

They are also called Duns. This term is mentioned as equivalent to the other two.. 
" There is a range of watch-houses,-^-and many remains of burghs, duns, or Picts' 
houses." P. Northmaven, Orkney, Statist. Ace. xii. 365. Another name is also given to 
them by the vulgar. V. Diet. vo. HOWJE, CASTLE-HOWIE.

Even in those places where Gaelic is now spoken, they seem to have a Gothic designa 
tion. The valley in which Castle Troddan, Chalamine, &c. have been erected, is called 
Glen-fag". The final syllable does not seem Gaelic. It is probably corrupted from Goth. 
bygg-a to build, bygd, pagus; q. the glen of the buildings or houses. The Pictish castle, in 
the P. of Loth, Sutherland, is in like manner called Loth-beg, q. the building situated on the 
river Loth. The signification littk, cannot well apply here. For what sense could be made 
of the little Loth ? They are indeed, in one place, called Uags. " In Glenloch," says Mr 
Pope, " are three [Pictish buildings], ———— called by the country people Uags." Pen 
nant's Tour, 1769. Append, p. 338, This may be from Gael, uaigh, " a den, grave, 
cave;" Shaw. In the P. of Liff, they have the synonymous designation of Weenis or 
caves. But these are obviously names imposed by the ignorant people; because they 
knew neither the use, nor the origin, of these buildings.

I am informed, «that in Inverness-shire, the foundations of various houses have been 
discovered, of a round form, with spots of cultivated ground surrounding them ; and that 
when the Highlanders are asked to uhom they belonged, they, say that they were the 
houses of the J)rinnich or Trinnkh, i. e. of the labourers, a name which they give to 
the Picts. By the way, it may be observed, that this implies, that, according to the tradi 
tion of the country, the Picts were cultivators of the soil, while the Celts led a wandering 
life. This seems to, confirm the sense given of the name Cmithntack, imposed by the 
Irish on the Picts, q. eaters of wheat.

. It has always appeared to me a powerful proof of the Gothic origin of the Picts, that 
they had left their names to structures apparently unknown to the Celtic inhabitants of 
Britain. Eut, of late, this argument has been pointed the other way. Mr King, a writer 
of c'jiiojde^tble celebrity, contends that all these are Celtic monuments. The proof he 
gives, is the existence of some buildings of a similar kind in Cornwall and South Wales.
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It appears, however, that the remains of what are accounted similar buildings, in 
South-Britain, are very scanty. " There are still some vestiges" he says, " to ascertain 
the fact. For in the parish of Morvah in Cornwall, are the remains of a most remark 
able structure, called Castle, Chun, that, as it appears to me, cannot well be considered in 
any other light, than as one of the first sort of very rude imitations of the mode of build 
ing round castles, according to hints given by the Phenicians, and before the Britons 
learned the use of cement. It bears a no small resemblance to the Duns, near Grianan 
Hill in Scotland, and in the Isle of Hay.

" It consisted of a strong wall of stones without cement, surrounding a large oval area, 
and having the interior space evidently divided into several separate divisions, ranging 
round the inside, leaving an open oval space in the centre. It wa3 even much larger than 
the two great Duns just referred to in Scotland ; the'area being 125 feet, by 110; and it 
was moreover surrounded, on the outside, by a large deep ditch, over which was a zig 
zag narrow passage, on a bank of earth, with a strong rude uncemented wall on each 
side.

" From the largeness of the area within, it seems exceeding probable, that (whilst the 
surrounding walled divisions served for stores) the more interior oval space was for habi 
tation, like that in a Dun, supplied with floors of timber, supported by posts near the mid 
dle, but yet leaving still a smaller open area in the centre of all.

" Dr Borlase conceived that this, with some other hill-fortresses, which are continued , 
in a chain in sight of each other, must have been Danish" Munim. Antiq. iii. 204, 205. 

But this fort, from the description given of it, appears to differ considerably from those 
called Pictish. It more nearly resembles the hill-forts, such as Finhaven, and that called 
The Laws in the P. of Monifieth, both in Forfarshire. Almost the only difference is, that^ 
from whatever cause, they retain indubitable marks of vitrification. In the latter, the ves 
tiges of a variety of small buildings, between the inner and outer wall, are perfectly dis 
tinct.

It is no inconsiderable argument against Mr King's hypothesis, that Dr Borlase, who 
was thoroughly acquainted with the Welsh Antiquities, saw no reason to think that these 
buildings were British.

Besides, it would be natural to conclude that, if the Picts were originally what are now 
called Welsh, and had learned this mode of building from their ancestors in South Bri 
tain, such remains would be far more generally diffused in that part of the island. It is 
evident, indeed, that these structures were unknown to the Britong in the time of Julius 
Caesar. In the description of their civitates, there is not a hint of any thing that has the 
least resemblance. Nor are they mentioned by succeeding Roman writers.

The learned writer, probably aware of this important objection, brings forward a very 
strange hypothesis, apparently with the design of setting it aside. He thinks that the 
Picts, who penetrated as far as London, while Theodosius was in Britain, saw the British 

•fortresses, and on their return imitated them, Munim. Antiq. iii. 187- But this theory 
is loaded with difficulties. Although it were certain that the Picts had penetrated as far 
as London, there is no evidence that they ever were in Cornwall or South Wales. Be-
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sides, although they had seen such buildings; the South Britons, long before this time, hav 
ing been completely brought into a provincial state by the Romans, they must necessarily 
have become acquainted with a stile of architecture far superior to that of the subter 
ranean description. We certainly know, that it was because they were enervated by lux 
ury, that they became so easy a prey to the Picts and Scots. Now, if the Picts were so 
prone to imitate their enemies, a rare thing, especially among savage nations, would they 
not have preferred that superior mode of architecture, which they must have observed 
wherever they went? Did they need to go to London, to learn the art of building dry 
stone walls; when, for more than two centuries before this, so many Roman castdla had 
been erected on their own frontiers ?

If it should be supposed, as this theory is evidently untenable, that the ancient Celts 
brought this mode of building into Scotland with them ; whence is it, that the Irish Celts 
of this country universally ascribe these forts to a race of people different from them 
selves ? As they were undoubtedly of the same stock with the Welsh, and seem, in com 
mon with them, to have had their first settlement in South Britain; how did the Irish 
Celts completely lose this simple kind of architecture? Did they retain the Abers and 
the Duns, &c., the names of rivers and mountains, which had been imposed by the Picts, 
because their language was radically the same; and yet perceive no vestiges of na 
tional affinity whatsoever, in the wry mode of defending themselves from their enemies, 
from wild beasts, or from the rage of the elements ? He, who can suppose, that the 
Celts of Scotland would thus renounce all claim to the architecture of their ancestors, as 
cribes to them a degree of modesty, in this instance, unexampled in any other.

Mr King admits, that one example of this mode of building has been described as ex 
isting near Drontheim in Norway. It may be observed, that the name is the same as in 
Orkney. It is called Suals^rg'A. He reasons as if this were the only one knowni n 
the North of Europe; and makes a very odd supposition, although consistent with the 
former, that the Danes imitated this mode of building, in consequence of their incursions 
into Scotland. V. Munim. iii. 107- 108. But another has been described by Dal- 
berg, in his Suecia, called the castle of Ymsburg, which is situated in Westrogothia. V. 
Barry's Orkn. p. 97. It is probable, that there aue many others in these northern regions, 
unknown to us, either because they have not been particularly described, or because we 
are not sufficiently versant in Northern topography. ' What are called Danish forts, in 
the Western Islands, bear a strong resemblance of these Pictish buildings. V. Statist. 
Ace. (P. Barvas, Lewis,) xix. 270. 271.

It is well know% that there are round towers in Ireland, resembling those at Brechin 
and Abernethy, and that some intelligent writers ascribe them to the Danes, although Sir 
James Ware claims the honour of them to his own country-men; Antiq. I. 129, The 
Dams-Raths, as another kind of building is denominated in Ireland, are evidently the 
same with the Picts' houses. Their description exactly corresponds; Ibid. I. 137. 
138. These Ware acknowledges to be Danish; although his editor Harris differs from 
him, because Rath is an Irish word. Dr Ledwich, who contends for the Danish 
origin of these forte, expresses his " wonder at Mr Harris, who inconsiderately argues for
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the Celtic original of these forts, and that solely from their Irish -appellation^ Rath, which, 
though it figuratively imports a fortress, primarily signified security." He adds; " In my 
opinion it is doubtful, whether Rath is not a Teutonic word; for we find, in Germany, 
Junkerra^, ImmemiAf, Raht-vorw&ld, &c. applied to artificial mounts and places of de 
fence, as in Ireland," Antiq. of Ireland, p. 185. Perhaps his idea is confirmed by the 
use of A. S. wraeth. Although it primarily signifies a wreath, or any thing plaited, it lias 
been transferred to a fortification; sustentaculum, munimen. 'Burh wrathum werian; 
Urbem munimine defendere; Caed. p. 43. 21. Lye. Most probably, it was first appli 
ed to those simple inclosures, made for defence, by means of wattles, or wicker-work.

It may be*added, that to this day the houses of the Icelanders, the most unmingled colo 
ny of the Goths, retain a striking resemblance of the Pictish buildings. They are in a 
great measure under ground, so as externally to assume somewhat of the appearance of 
hillocks or tumuli.

The author of Caledonia frequently refers to " the erudite Edward King," praising him 
as " a profound antiquary." " After investigating," he says, " the stone monuments, the 
ancient castles, and the barbarous manners of North Britain, he gives it as his judgment, 
* that the Picts were descended from the aboriginal Britons;" Caled. p. £33.

But the learned gentleman has not mentioned, that one of the grounds on which Mr 
King rests his judgment is, that " the Pictish buildings, or those so c&lled, resemble the 
British remains in Cornwall and South Wales." It is singular, that while both lay down 
the same general principle, as a powerful argument in proof of the Celtic origin of the 
Picts, the one should attempt to prove that these structures are Celtic, and the other 
strenuously contend that they are Scandinavian, and that the Picts had no hand in their 
erection.

The chief reason assigned for the latter hypothesis is, that " those Burgs, or strengths, 
only exist in the countries where the Scandinavian people erected settlements/' being " on 
ly seen in the Orkney and Shetland islands, in Cathness, on the coast of Sutherland, and 
4n the Hebrides, with a few on the west coasts of Ross, and Inverness;" Caled. p. 342.

But in a work of such extent, and comprising so many different objects, it is not surpris 
ing that the various parts should not be always consonant to each other. The author has, 
in one place, referred to the subterraneous buildings in the parish of Liff, as of the same 
kind with those existing in Orkney; to a w0rk of the same kind in Alyth parish; to seve 
ral subterraneous works in the parish of Bendothy, expressly called Pictish buildings, 
Statist. Ace. xix. 359. to a considerable number of these in the parish of Kildrumrny, 
Aberd. " Similar buildings," he adds, " have,been discovered in several parts of Kircud- 
bright Stewartry;" Caled. p. 97. N. None of these places are within the limits assign 
ed for the Scandinavian settlements.

Several others might have been mentioned. Some, in the neighbourhood of Perth, have 
been described. V. Pennant's Tour, III. Apend. p. 453. In the parish of Stonykirk, 
Wigton, are some remains of Druid temples and Pictish castles; Statist. Ace. ii. $6. Ed 
win's hall, parish of Dunse, Berwicks., corresponds to the account given of the Castles in 
Glenbeg. " It is supposed to have been a Pictish building;" Ibid. iv. 389« 390. The
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Round-about* in the parish of Castletown, Roxburghs., " are commonly called Picts 
Works;" Ibid. xvi. 64. It appears, then, with what propriety it is said, that " the recent 
appellation of Pictish castles, or Picts houses, has only been given to those in Orkney and 
Shetland, in Cathness, and in Sutherland." Caled. p. 343.

Mr Chahners has given such an account of the remains of one of these forts, in the 
. parish of Castletown, as plainly to sfyew that it corresponds to those which he elsewhere 
calls Scandinavian. " There are two of those forts near Herdshouse, two on the farm of 
,Shaws, one on Toftholm, one on Foulshiels, one on Cocklaw, one on Blackburn, and one 
on Shortbuttrees. When the ruins of this fort were lately removed, there was found, on 
the South side of it, a place, which was ten feet wide, and twenty feet longhand was paved 
with flat stones, and inclosed by the same sort of stones, that were set on edge; and there 
was discovered,-within this inclosure, what seems to intimate its culinary use, ashes, and 
burnt sticks." Caled. p. 94.

It is also urged, that " not one of these strengths bears any appellation from .the Pictish, 
or British language;" and that they " have no similarity to any of the strengths — of the 
genuine Picts, or British tribes in North-Britain;" Ibid. p. 343. 344. But, as all the force 
of these arguments lies in what logicians call a petitio principiiy no particular reply is re 
quisite,

It is said, that many of these edifices, u in the Orkney and Shetland islands, and in 
Cathness, have been erroneously called Pictish castles, Pictish towers, and Picts houses, 
from a fabulous story, that attributes to Kenneth Macalpin the impolicy of driving many 
of the Picts into the northern extremity of our island; whence they fled to the Orkney and 
Shetland isles." But it has been seen, that these designations are not confined to the dis 
tricts mentioned. Besides, to suppose such a mode of denomination, is entirely opposite 
to the analogy of tradition. For it is almost universally found, that the works of an early 
age, instead of being given to the more ancient people, to whom they really belong, are 
ascribed to those of a later age who have made some considerable figure in the country. 

.Thus, in many places in Scotland, camps, undoubtedly Roman, are vulgarly attributed to 
Danes. Nor is it at all a natural supposition, that, in those very places, said to have been 
occupied by Scandinavian settlers, their descendants should be so extremely modest as to 
give away the merit of these structures, which they continue to view with wonder and ve 
neration, from their own ancestors, to an earlier race with whom they are supposed to have 
been in a state of constant hostility, and whom they either expelled or subdued.

The idea, that these designations originated from " the fabulous story" of the Picts be- 
itig driven to the northern extremity of our island, has no better foundation than what has 
been already considered. The general opinion was entirely different from this. For it 
was " asserted by ignorance, and believed by credulity, that Kenneth made so bad an use 
of the power, which he had adroitly acquired, as to destroy the whole Pictish people, in the 
wantonness of his cruelty;" Caled. p. 333.

I shall only add, that it is not easy to avert the force of Mr King s argument against these 
being viewed as Danish works. They are to be seen in parts of the country into which 
the Danes never penetrated. He refers to that, called Black Castle, in the parish of

e-
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Moulin, in that division of Perthshire called Athole; Munim. IIL 199- In the Statist 
Ace. it is said; " The vestiges of small circular buildings, supposed to have been Pictish 
fonts, are be seen in different parts of the parish." P. Moulin, v. 70. Mr King, after 
Pennant, also mentions one on the hill of Drummin, opposite to Taymouth; another, with 
in view of that, above the church of Fortingal; a third, opposite to Alt-mhuic in the neigh 
bourhood of Killin; a fourth, under the house of Cashly; a fifth, about half a mile west, 
£c. &c. V. Pennant's Tour, 1772, p. 50—53. " Most of these," says Mr King, " lie 
in Glen Lion: and they shew how numerous these kind of structures were in what was 
once the Picts country."

It has also been asserted, that " the same Celtic people, who colonized South and 
North Britain, penetrated into Orkney, but not into the Shetland islands." The reason, 
for this assertion is, " that no stone monuments nor " flint arrow heads" have " ever 
been discovered in the Shetland islands;" Caled. p. 261. N.

But obelisks, or standing stones, are found even in the Shetland islands, into which the 
Celts never penetrated. Contiguous to one of the Burghs in Walls, " there is a range of 
Inrge stones, that runs across the neck of land, and may have been intended to inclose the 
spot, as a place of burial, which the building does not occupy." Statist. Ace. xx. 113. 
In Bressay, &c. are " several perpendicular stones, about 9 feet high, erected, no doubt, 
for the purpose of commemorating some great event, but of which we have no account." 
Ibid. x. 202. In Unst, " two ancient obelisks remain; one near Lund, a thick and 
shapeless rock; the other near Uy a Sound, seems to have been a mark for directing into 
that harbour, and is ten and a half feet higRf Ibid. v. 201. Whether flint arrow heads 
have ever been discovered in Shetland, I cannot well say; but I have seen knives, made 
of a kind of agate, which were found in one of the Burghs ; and am certainly informed, 
that stone hatchets are frequently met with, of the same kind with those found in Cairns 
in Scotland.

V.—The absurd idea, of the extermination of the Picts by the Scots, as well as that of 
their expulsion, is so -generally exploded, that it is unnecessary to say any thing on the 
subject. It is incredible, that a people, who seem to have been far less powerful than the 
Picts, should have been able either to exterminate, or to expel them. Could we suppose 
either of these events to have taken place, what must have been the unavoidable conse 
quence? Either that the extensive country, called Pictland, must have remained in a 
great measure desolate, or that the country of the Scots must have been deserted. For it 
cannot reasonably be supposed, that the Scots, all at once, especially after a succession of 
bloody wars with the Picts, should so increase in numbers, as to be able to people, and 
still less, to defend the whole of Scotland and its adjacent islands,

The only reasonable position therefore is, that the Picts in general remained in their 
former seats. Now,.if it appear that the people, presently inhabiting these districts, retain 
the NAMES which belonged to the Picts; it is a strong proof that they are the lineal de 
scendants of this people. If it further appear, not only that these names are not Celtic, 
but that they are the same or nearly so, with those of the Scandinavians^ as they are trans-
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mitted to us in their piost ancient monuments, it must amount to a proof that the Picls had 
a Gothic origin.

Residing in the county of Angus, which all allow to have been a part of the Pictlsh do 
minions, I had many years ago employed this as a test of the origin of the people. I was 
induced to make this trial, from the circumstance of finding many words commonly used, 
there, which I had not found any where else, and which upon examination, appeared to be 
the same with those that are still used in Iceland and other (jothic regions.

The multitude of monosyllabic names must strike every one who passes through that 
part of our country. Now, it is well known, that this forms a distinguishing character in 
the nomenclature of Scandinavia; that the names, universally admitted to be most ancient, 
generally consist of one syllable.

Upon comparing many of the names in Angus, whether of one or njor^ syllables, ^vith 
those in the Monumenta Danica of Wormius, in Frode's Scheda, and especially in that 
singular work, the Landnamabok, which gives an account of the different families that 
settled in Iceland, about the middle of the ninth century; it appeared that many of them 
must have been originally the same.

They are such as do not occur, as far as I have observed, in any memorials off tf*e 
Anglo-Saxons. Although a greater analogy were observable here, it could only be set 
down to the account of the common origin of the various Gothic tribes. For the names, 
in Angus, could not reasonably be ascribed to Saxon settlers, unless it were supposed that 
the country had in great part received its population from England. They cannot be ac 
counted for, on the idea*of any Scandinavian settlement in the middle ages; for it is uni 
versally admitted that no such settlement extended farther southward than Ross-shire. 
. A writer of great research, to whom we have had occasion frequently to refer, has 
indeed lately attempted to shew that all the names of the Pictish kings are British. 
" The names of the Pictish kings," he says, " have not any meaning in the Teutonic ; 
and they are, therefore, Celtic." They are not " Irish; and consequently, they are Bri 
tish ;" Caled. p. 207. Here I must make the same observation as before, with respect to 
the topography. I cannot pretend to give the true meaning of these names; as there is 
no branch of etymology so uncertain as this. But if I can give a meaning, and one 
which is at least as probable as the other; it must appear that the Teutonic, as far as 
names can go, has as good a claim to the royal line of the Picts as the British. These 
names vary considerably, in the different chronicles. Where any name is given ac 
cording to a different reading from that adopted in Caled. p. 206., it is printed in Ita 
lics. Where there is a blank in the middle column, no British etymon has been given in 
that work.

Pictish Names. British Etymon, CALED. Teutonic Etymons.
1. Drust, trwsty din. Su.G. troest, dristig^ Germ, dreist, A.

lem. gi-4rost, daring, 
son of Erp ; Isl. erp-r, species gulonis} arf, an ar*

row \ arfe an heir, 
eg
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Pictish Names.
2. Talorc,

Son of Aniel;

3. Necton Morbet;

DISSERTATION ON THE ORIGIN

British Etymons, CALED.
? harsh-fronted; ^ 

talorgan, splendid frnoted. 
anwl openness»

nwython, a person full of €ncr- 
S7-

4. Drest, Gurthinmoch; V. Drust.

5. Galanau Etelich;

. Dadrest; godrwstj beginning of tumult.

7. Drest,
son of Girom;

8. Gartnach, or 
Gartnaif,

9. Gealtraiui;

10. Talorg, son of
Muirchoiiaich, or 
Mordeleg;

11« Drest,
son of Munait, or 
Moneth;

It. Gaiam, or
Gttfan, with 
Aleph;

conveying the idea of 
stooping.

of an ardent tern. 
per; gwrchnwd, an ardent 
leap ; gwrthnaid, an opposing 
leap.

gziltrain, one that prowls about.

Teutonic Etymons.
Isl. tola number or tale, and org jurgi. ; 

um, or orkan vires, strength.
Su.G. aenne front, «7, Isl. ely iclj a 

storm, q. stormy-fronted.
Isl. neck-a incurvare, tanne dens, q. 

crooked.tooth; or neck-ia humiliare, 
ton vox, q. low-sounding.

Su.G. moer famous; bet-a vibrare, q. 
' famous in brandishing the sword.

Germ, gurt-en to gird, moge powerful, 
q. with the strong girdle ; Pink. Enq. 
ii. 298.

Isl. galenn rabidus, furiosus; Su.G. ga- 
len vitiosus.

Su.G» aettlaegg prosapia, or its cognate 
aedel noble, and M like. Germ. ade~ 
lich noble, q. aettalich, from aette fa 
ther, and lich like, similis.

Isl. daa, a very ancient Goth, particle, 
signifying, in composition, skilful, 
excellent, worthy, like Gr, w; and 
Germ, dreist daring, Alem. droes a 
strong or brave man, vir potens, for* 
tis. V. Drust, No. 1.

Su.G. omgaer-a perdere, (inverted), q. 
the destroyer; orgeir military instru. 
inents, and om round about, q. sur* 
rounded with armour.

Su.G. gard, Alem. garte> a guard, and 
Su.G. natt night, or nog enough, or 
naegd, neighbourhood ; q. a night- 
guard, a sufficient guard, or one at 
hand.

Su.G. gaettt sonus, ram robustus, q. 
loud-souivding.

V. Talorc, No. 2.
Su.G. murk dark, and laega snare; q. 

insidious; or moerd-a to kill, to mur 
der, and laega, q. preparing murder* 
4us snares.

V. Drust, No. 1.
Isl. mun mouth, and aet-a to eat, q. vo-
* racious mouth. Many Germ, names

are compounded with mund, id. 
A. S. flrtn homo, and ttxth, eth9 facilis ;

^. a man of an easy temper. 
Isl. gall fel, and ame noxa, odium; q. 

having hatred like gall. Or,jpo//, vi. 
tium, and an sine, q. without defect. 

1
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Pictish Names.

13. Bridei,
perhaps rather Brude 
mBrude; Brude-us^ 
Adomnan, Vit. Co. 
lumb. L ii. c. 17. Bed. 
1. iii. c. 4. 
Son of Mailcon, 
Meilockon9 
Mailcom;

British Etymons,

bradw treacherous,, brad treach. 
ery.

Muelgwn^ a common 
name, implying the origin of 
good.

14. Gartnaich, son of 
Domekh,—or 
Dvmnack ;

Neetu, the nephew of 
Verb, mere common, 
ly

Ctneoch, or Ciniod^ 
son of

Luthrin;

cynog, a forward per.
SOB.

17. Garnard, son of gwrnavth, masculine strength;

18. Bridei, the son of Wid.
19. Talqrc; 
10. Talorgan,

Teutonic Etymons.
Isl. al-a saginare, and eyfe exuviae ; q.

fattened with spoil. Or V..Elpi/ij
No. 2 . 

Isl. briddi eminebat, Verel.; breid-a to
extend, and Su.G. e law, q. one who
extends the law, who publishes it. 

Su.G. brud a bride, and e Uwful, q.
born p£ wedlock, as opposed to has-
tardy. Or brodd sagitta, and ey insu-
la, q. the arrow of the island. 

Isl. meij puella, lockun seductio, Q. tho
seducer of virgins; ar, waek speepli,
and kutin-a to know, q. eloquent. 

Su.G. maela tribute,, S, mcz/, ^4 komm-
«, to come, q. one employed fpr lift»
ing the royal taxes, 

V. No. 8. 
A.S. dom judgment, and elc every one,

q. appointed as a judge in the king.
dom. Or, from nach, vicinus; q. a
judge who Is nigh. 

Apparently corr. of Necton, No. 3. 
Germ, werb-en ire, q. the walker; or

werb-en ambire, whence werb^en a
procurer. 

Isl. verpi verp-a jacere, q. one who
knows, casts, or slings. 

Su.G. kin kind, and oek-a to increase, q.
having a numerous offering. V. No.
30. 

Germ, laut, Alem lut, sonorus, and rinn
torrens, q. having the sound of 3, tor.
lent. Or M ^fcMfi^ aad rfon-en to
walk, q. like Ganga Rolf, famous for
walking. Lut occurs in this sense, in
a great many Alem. and Teut. names.
V. Wachter, Kilian,&c. Or, AleraJw/,
and hrein purus, castus, q. the chaste. 

Su.G. giaern cupidus, and art, Belg,
aardt, natura, Males; %. of M
or perhaps, of a cowtpHs, 

Isl. vezd-a, Sw. ved-a to hunt, q. the
hunter. Or the same, WW# yith that
of Odin, rt'<fctfr, », A^t $i e. furu
ous. Sw. vaed) a pledge. 

Su.G. /oerf-d, alere, q. one who feeds
others, the 

V. Nos. 1

V. No. 2.
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Pictish Names.

«on of Enfret;

British Etymons, CALED,

21. Gartnait, son of 
Donnall;

22. Drest.
23. Bridei, Bredei, son of 

Bili; or Bile, Bily, 
Innes, p. 111. 112.

24. Taran, Tharan;
4

25. Bridei, son of 

Dereli.

26. Nechton, «on of Derelf;
27.

dyvnwal) of the weaned couch.

29. Bridei, son of Urguis.
30. Ciniod, son of

Wredech,
Viredeg.

31. Elpin, son of Bridei*
32. Drest, son of Talorga*.

2, a common name, bdlico- 
suS) warlike. 

taran, thunder.

elfin, the same as Eng. elf.

28, Ungus, Unnusty son of

Urguis, or Fergus*,• gorchest, great achievement; or 
g&yr, in composition wyr^ a 
man.

Gwriad) a common name.

Teutonic Etymom.
Jsl. an, Alem. en, negative particle, and 

frid peace, q. without peace. Perhaps
the same with Ansfrid, gloriosa pax;
Wachter, vo. Frid. Or from Su.G.
en intensive, (V. £»#, Ihre) aad/roet»
a to eat, q. to destroy. 

V. No. 14. 
Su.G. don din, noise, and wal slaughter,

Or dofn stupid, and wald power, q. un 
der the power of stupor. 

V. Drust, No. 1. 
V. No. 13. 
Su.G. billig equal; Isl. byla an axe, bil-r

a whirlwind. 
Isl. torunniH) expugnatu difficilis: thor-

an, audacia, boldness. 
V. No. 13. 
$u.G. daere fatuus, or Isl. dyry earns,

and elia pellex; q. infatuated, or be.
loved, by a concubine. 

V. Nos. 3. and 25. 
This equally applies to A. S. Su.G. aelf,

Alem. alp, nanus, daemon. Alf, &
Scandinavian proper name, Worm.
Monum. p. 194.; also Alfwin, Gunn-
laug. S. p. 92. Su.G. win amicus, q.
a friend of the fairies. A. S. ivyn sig-

Xifies joy- 
Su.G. ung, young, and wis denoting

manner or quality, as reht-oJiV right.
eous. Or unn-a cupere and est amor, 

' q. desirous of love. 
Alem. ur beginning, gus, gusse, Germ.

gussy Teut. guyse, a river. Oi4 Su.G.
warg a robber, and wts; Wargus, an
exile, Salic Law. MoesG. wair, A. S.
wer, Su.G. waer, Isl. ver, a man; and
gust-r ventus rigid us; q. the man of
storm. , 

V. Nos. 13. and 28. 
Su.G. kyn a family, and oed possession,

q. of a wealthy or noble race^ 
Su.G. wred enraged, with the common

termination ig. Or waer, Isl. ver9
vir, and deig-r moll is, q. a soft or in".
active man. 

V. Nos. 27. and 13. 
V. Nos. Land2.
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Pictish Names.
33. Talorgan, son of Ungus.
34. XJanaul, son of

Tarla;

35. Costantin, Cuastain;

36\ Ungus, son of Urguis. 
37. Drest, and Talorgan, 

son of Wthod;

33. Uuen, Uven;

39. Wred, Feredech, son of 

Bargoit;

4©. Bred;

British Etymons, CALED.

cynwyl conspicuous; torlu oath- 
breaking, or turlla a heap.

a name appearing among the re- 
guli of Strathcluyd;

il) same as the common 
name Ithel, signifying, kuit. 
brow.

the well-known name of Owain, 
signifying, apt to serve.

like Wredech, No. 30.;

Bargozt, or Bargod, a name 
mentioned in the Welsh Triads*

krid, brad, treachery., bradog 
treacherous.

Teutonic Etymons.
V. Nos. 2. and 28.
Isl. kiaen scitus, and wal slaughter, q.

skilful in destruction : or Su.G. kann
possum, and Isl. aitl, ale, powerful in
drinking. 

Su.G. Tor, the god Thor, and laug law.
Thorlaug, a common Isl. name, 

apparently borrowed from the Romans.

V. No. 28.

Isl. u negative, and thole, tolero, q. im 
patient.

Isl. u, Su.G. 0, negative, and Isl. vaen, 
Su.G. waen, beautiful, q. not hand, 
some. Owaen, an adversary. 

Su.G. wred, A. S. wraeth, iratus; Belg. 
wreed austerus. Or V. No. 30.

Germ, bar bare, naked, and got good; 
or Su.G. berg-oed, one who defends 
his possessions, from berg-a, biarg-a, 
to defend, and od, oed, property.

Su.G. braade rash, sudden, quick; 
braede, rage; or bred latus, broad, a 
term common to all the Northern 
tongues.

The preceding list includes these names only, of Tictish kings, which are reckoned well 
warranted by history. There is a previous list, also contained in the Chronicon Pictorum, 
which has not the same authority. But although there may not be sufficient evidence that 
such kings existed, the list is so far valuable, as it transmits to us what were accounted 
genuine Pictish names. Here I shall therefore give the whole list of kings, with similar 
names from the Landnamabok, that Icelandic record which refers to the middle of the ninth 
century; adding such names, as still remain in Angus, or in other counties, which resem 
ble them or seem to have been originally the same. A, added to the word, denotes 
Angus. Where the name, given in the middle column, is from any other authority than 
the Landnamabok, it is marked.

Pictish Names.
1. Cruidne;
2. Circui, pron. Kirkui;
3. Fidaich;

Landnamab. Scottish Names.
Cruden, A. 
Kirk, A. 
Fettie.
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Isl LandncMidb.

Gaut-r, Goti.

Kadall;

Godi. V. Pink. £114. II. 38ft.;

Broddi, Brodd-r; Bruthu, Worm.
Mon. p. \m. 

Gyda, Gydia J 
Thorarinn, Thoraraa; Thoron5 a Sw.

name, Ihre, vo. Ton

Dallakoll.
Eirik-r, genit. Eirikis.

Blig, Blaka;

40

Pictish Names.
4. Fortreim;
5. Flocteicl;
6. Get;
7. Ke;
8. Fivaid;
9. Gedeol,—Gudach;

10. Denbecan.
11. Olfinecta;
12. Guidid;
13. Gestgurtich;
14. Wurgest;
15. Brudi;

16. Gede, or Gilgidi;
17. Tharan;

18. Morteo.
19. Deofcil;
20. Khnoiod, son of Arcois;
21. Deoord;
22. BHki Blitkth;
23. Dectoteric, or 

Deotheth,

brother of Diu;
24. Usconbust, or Combust.

25. Carvorst.
26. Deoar Tarois;
27. Uist.
28. Rue;
29. Garnait, or Garnaird ;
30. Vere;
31. Breth;
32. Vipoignamet;
33. Canut, (Ulac-hama;) a common Dttn. name. V. Pink, ut

sup, p. 293.
34. Wradecn Vechla, or Vechta; 

expl. the rthite, as hi one 
Chrda. it is rendered Albtos* "•

35. Garnat di uber, GarnaUdives, Expl. the rich, from Goth. Germ, di 
in another Chron. the, and uber nota abandantiae;

Pink. Ibid.
36. Talorc, Talore.
37. Drust, son of Ecp; Throst-r; Drusta, Worm. Mon. pf

277. Erp-r.
38. Talorc, son of Amyle;
39. Necton, son of Merbet;

Scottish Nams.

Flockatt. 

Kay, A. 

Cadell, A.

Affleck, A. 
Goudie. 
Gatgirth. 
Fergus* 

diB) A.

Gedde, S. B. 
Torn, A.

Camus, a Danish general. V. 
H. Boet. Hist. CCL.

Darri, p. 374. Diri, p. 149. 

Roe, 7th Khig of Denmark ;

Breid-r, Bmtt-r.

Durie.
Blaikie.
Dogherty, S. B.
Duguid; also Dalgity,

Degitie^ A. 
Dow, A.

Dewar; Daer, also Deer, A.

Rue, A.
Garner. 
Weir, A.

Heddoch.

Imlay, Imlach, A. 
Naughton, A.
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Pictish Names. Isl Landnamab. Scottish Names.
48. Galam, Galan, with Aleph; Geallande; Alof; same as Olof, Olaf, Callum, A.

Olave.
50. Gartnaich, son of Domnech ; * Dimmock. 
53. Garnat, son of Wid, Vaid, or Vadi; Waith, Wade; Fod, A.

Fode;
59. Bredei, son of Bili; Braidie; Bailiie, A. 
61. Derili; Doral, Worm. Mon. p. 194. signify 

ing, devoted to Thor. 
64. Oengus, son of Tarla; Thorlaug; Angus, A.
70. Canaul. " Connal.
71. Castantin, Cuastain^ Constantine, corr. Cous*

tainy was the proper 
name of P. Adamson 
Abp. of St Andrews in 
Ja. VI.'s reign.

76. Bred; Braid, A.

* Among other Pictish names, the following occur in our hiftory.

Pictish Names. Names in Angus.
4

Brand, Pink. Enq. I. 311. also Isl. Gudmundr sun Brands, filius Brandij Brand.
Kristnisag.;

Bolge, Pink. I. 310.; - Boag, Boog; Bulk.
Finleich, Ibid. 305.; Finlay.
Rikeat, Ibid. 305.; Ricart.
Fenten, Ibid. 448.; Fenton, pron. Fenten.
Baitan, Ibid. Beaton; Beattie.
Muirethach, Ibid. Murdoch] Murdie.
Thana, (residing at Meigle, A. 841.) Pink. I. 461. Thain.
Cait, a Pictish name; Kid.
Fennach, Ibid. Finnic. 
Fachna, Fordun. I. 189. Pink. I. 301. Phiachan, Ibid. 310. * Faichney.
Maicerce5 Ibid. 444. Muckarsie, Fife.

The following names, which are most probably Pictish, have great affinity to those of 
Iceland and Denmark. They almost all belong to the vicinity of Forfar, or to the parish 
of Brechin.

Names in Angus. Isl and Dan. Names.
Jarron; Simon. Jorundar-sun, Jorundr filius, Kristnisag. p. 116. Jorund-r, Ar.

Frode, p. 76. 
Kettle; Keteilj Thorsteins sun. Kristnisag. 118.
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Names in Angus.
Mar;
Saamond;
Ivory;
Durward, pron. Dorat;
Annan;
Thorburn;
Esten;

Keill; 
Herill; 
Osburn;
Thorn, pron. Tom; 
Riddell; 
Suttie;
Teuk; but, perhaps erro 

neously, written Cook; 
Ivie; 
Buill; 
Ball; 
Ireland, pron. Erland;

Gouk;
Mauns;
Grubbe;
Hackney;
Renne; elsewhere Ren-

wick; 
Tyrie;

Rait;
Hobbe;
Bowie;
Carr, Ker;
Sword;
Douthie;
Duffus;
Binnie;
Udney, (Aberd.)
Skea;
Stot;
Birse;
Laidenhead;
Grim;
Elrick;
Collie;
Hepburn;
Birnie;
Dakers:

Isl and Dan. Names.
Haflid Marssun, Maris filius, Ibid. 122.
Saeinund, Ibid. 124.
Irar, Ibid. 126.
Thorvard, Ibid. A. 981.
Onund-r, Ibid. A. 981.
Thorbiorn, i. d. the bear of the god Thor.
Ystin, Worm. Mon. p. 191. Asten^ Ibid. 316. Su.G, Astwin, amasius,

Ihre, vo. Ast amor. 
Kield, Worm. Mon. p. 184. 
Harald, Ibid. 186. Heriolf-r, Landnam. pass* 
Osburn, Kristnisag. p. 188. Osbiurn, p. 195. 
Tume, Ibid. 
Rudl, Ibid. 196. 
Suti, Ibid. 240. 
Tuke, Ibid. 196.

Yfa, and Ebi, Ibid. 286.
Biola, Landnamab. p. 22. Bolli, Ibid. 339.
Dalla, Ibid. 266.
Arland, Worm. Mon. p. 458, Erland, the name of an Earl of Orkney, &

Norwegian, A. 1126. Johnst. Antiq. C. Scand. p. 244. 
Gauk-r, Landnam. p. 365.
Magnus, a common Isl. and Dan. name, pron* Mauns, Orkney. 
Grubbe, Worm. Mon. Addit. p. 16. 
Hacon, Ibid. 498. 
Ranvaug, Ibid. 503. Rannveig, Landnam. p. 99.

Derived perhaps from the name of the god Tyr, as Torn from Thor, and
Wood from Woden. 

Rete, Worm. Mon. Addit. p. 10. 
Ubbe, Ibid. 14.
Bui, Johnst. Antiq. C. Scand. p. 76. 77. 
Kari, Ibid. 110., &c. (Rare, Ar. Frode.)
Siwurd, Sigurd, Norweg. name in Sutherland, A. 1096. Ibid. 251. 
Dufthak-r, Landnam. 13. 15. ? &c. 
Dugfus, Ibid. 140.
Buna, Ibid. 19. % 
Oddny, Ibid. 263.
Skagi, Skeggi, Ibid. 253. 245.^ from skaegg^ hair. 
Stoti, Ibid. 72. 88. 
Bersi, Ibid. 60. 170. 
Lodinhofd, (shaggy head) Ibid. 284. 
Isl. Grim-r, (severus) Ibid. 39.
Alrek-r, Ibid. 274. ' Alrec-r, 76. A. S. Aelfric, Aelric. 
Isl. Kolla, Ibid. p. 36. - 
Hallbiorn, Ibid. pass. 
Biarna, Riarni, 277. 346. 
Dalkr, Ibid.
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Names in Angus.
Hood;

Arnot;
Marr;
Mann, vulgarly Mannie;
Stein;
Tait;
Hislop;
Guthrie;

Haldane;
Rollock ;
Halley;
Hedderwick, Hiddrick;
Hairs tanes;
Orme;
Swine;
Alston;
Graeme;
Sheer is;
Craig;.
Skeir;
Crabb;
Silvie;

IsL and Dan.
Aud-ur, (rich) Ar. Frode, 13. 75. Odda, Kristnis, 124. Aod, Pictisfe

name, Pink. Enq. i. 311. 
Aruald, Frode, 70. 
Maur, Ijbid. 64. 66. 
Mani, Ibid. 30. 31. 
Steinn, Ibid. 53. 
Teit-r, Ibid. 
Isleif, Ibid. 
Godrod-r, Ibid. Gudraud-r, Gudrid-r, Landnam. Gauter, Worm. Mon.

511.
Halfdane, Ibid. Haldan.r, Hervarar S. 
Hrollaug-r, Ar. Frode, 76. 
Helgi, Ibid. 
Heidrek-r, Heryarar S. 
Herstein, Ar. Frode, 27. 
Orm-r^ Hervarar S. 
Sweyn, Ibid. 
Hallstein, Ibid. 
Grjm-r, (severus) Ibid.
Skiria, a man's name, Johnst. Antiq. C. Scand. p. 3. 
Kragge, Worm. Mon. 164. 
Skardi, Landnam.v64. 
Krabbe, a Danish name. 
Sylfa, Worm. Mon. 123.

It is most probable, that the following names should be viewed as belonging to the 

same clasa. Craik, (Su.G. kraka a crow); Lounie, Dundarg, Mikie, Gorthie, Fitchit, 

Don, Gall, Daes, Linn or Lind, Low, (Su.G. logo, flamma); Deuchar, Bunch, Bawd; 

Boath, Darg, Dargie, Bean, Strang, Cudbert, Couttie, Coutts, Shand, Cobb, Neave, Tar- 

bat, Storrier, Candle, Duguid, Broakie, Proffit, Eaton, Fands, Croll, Kettins, Porris, 

Pressok, Myers, Byers, Neish, Towns, Hillocks, Hearsel, (Su.G. haer, exercitus, and^e// 

socius, a companion in warfare); Glenday, Mearns, Kermach, Leys, Dormont, Crockat, 

Leech, Emslie, Mug, Livy, Geekie, Legge, Craw, Stool, Machir, Goold, Herd, Lum- 

gair, Laird, Rind, Annat, Elshet, Pyat, Pet, Stark, Sturrock, Mamie, Grig, Rough, 

Doeg5 Pron - Doug> Cossar^ Prosser^ Torbet, Logie, &c. &c.

yj _ The analogy of ancient CUSTOMS also affords a powerful test of the affinity of na 

tions. I need scarcely mention the almost inviolable attachment manifested to these, 

when transmitted from time immemorial, especially if connected with religion, or upheld 

by superstition.
The Celtic inhabitants of this country observed one of their principal feasts on Hallow- 

eve, which is still called SamKm. , V. SHANNACH. But there is no memorial of any fes 

tival at the time of the winter solstice. The names which they have given to Christmas,
/2
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Corn. Nadelig, Arm. .Nadelek, Gael. Nollig, Fr. Noel, Notiel, are all evidently formed 
from Lat Natal-is, i. e. dies natalis Christi. In Corn, it is sometimes more fully expres 
sed, Deu Nadelig, literally, God's birth-day. In Ir. it is called Breath-la, Breith-la; but 
this meafes nothing more than birth-day.

Thus it appears, that the Celts have not, like the Goths, transferred the name of any 
heathen feast to Christmas ; which nearly amounts to a proof, that they previously cele 
brated none at this season. The matter is indeed more directly inverted between the 
Goths and the Celts. The former,.observing their principal feast in honour of the Sun, at 
the winter 'solstice, transferred the name of it to the day on which it is supposed our Savi 
our was born; and adopted the Christian designation, such as Christianity then appeared, 
of Korss-maessa, or Rood-day, for the day celebrated in commemoration of the pretended . 
Invention of the Cross. On the other hand, the Celts, continuing to observe their great 
annual festival, also originally in honour of the Sun, in the beginning of May, retained 
the pagan designation of Beltane, with most of its rites, while they adopted the Christian 
name of the day observed in commemoration of the birth of our Saviour. This diffe 
rence is observable in our own country, to this very day. In those counties, of which the 
Picts were the permanent inhabitants, especially beyond Tay, Yule and Rood-day are the 
designations still used; while Beltane is unknown, and Christmas scarcely mentioned. 
But in those belonging to the Celtic territories, or bordering on it, particularly in the West 
of Scotland, Yule and Rood-day are seldom or never mentioned.

This of itself affords no contemptible proof, that the Picts were a Gothic nation, and 
that they still exist in those districts which were possessed by their ancestors; especially, 
when viewed in connexion with the great similarity between the rites, still retained in the 
North of Scotland, and those formerly common throughout the Scandinavian regions, in the 
celebration of Yule. The analogy must forcibly strike any impartial reader, who will take 
the trouble to cohsult this article in the Dictionary. Had the Picts been exterminated, or 
even the greatest part of them destroyed, and their country occupied by Celts; it is im 
probable, that the latter would have adopted the Gothic designation of Yule; and quite 
inconceivable, that they would have totally dropped the term Beltane, used to denote the 
most celebrated feast of their forefathers. Why should this be the only term used in 
those places formerly under the Celtic dominion, and totally unknown in Angus, Mearns, 
and other counties, which their language, after the subjugation of the Picts, is supposed to 
have Overrun? Did they borrow the term, Yule, from a few straggling Saxons? This is 
contrary to all analogy. Did the Saxons themselves adopt the name given by their Nor 
man conquerors to Christmas ? Gehol was indeed used in A. Saxon, as a designation for 
this day; but rarely, as it was properly the name of a month, or rather of part of two 
months. The proper and ecclesiastical designation was Mid-winter-daeg, Midwinter-day. 
Had any name been borrowed, it would have been that most appropriated to religious use. 
This name, at any rate, must have been introduced with the other, but we have not a 
vestige of it in Scotland. The name Yule is indeed still used in England. But it is in 
the. northern counties, which were jiossessed by a people originally the same with those 
who inhabited the lowknds of Scotland.
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Here I might refer to another singular custom, formerly existing among our ancestors, 
that of punishing female culprits by drowning. We observe some vestiges of this among 
the Anglo-Saxons. Although it prevailed in Scotland, I can find no evidence that it was 
practised by the Celts. It is undoubtedly of German or Gothic origin. V. PIT and 
GALLOWS, Diet.

VII.—A variety of other considerations might be mentioned^ which, although they do 
not singly amount to proof, yet merit attention, as viewed in connexion with what has been 
already stated.

As so great a part of the eastern coast of what is now called England was so early 
peopled by the BELGAE, it is hardly conceivable, that neither so enterprising a people, nor 
any of their kindred tribes, should ever think of extending their descents a little farther 
eastward. For that the Belgae, and the inhabitants of the countries bordering on the Bal 
tic, had a common origin, there seems to be little reason to doubt. The Dutch 'assert that 
their progenitors were Scandinavians, who, about a century before the common era, left 
Jutland and the neighbouring territories, in quest of new habitations. V. Beknopte His-. 
torie van't Vaderland, I. 3 4. The Saxons must be viewed as a branch fram the sama 
stock. For they also proceeded from modern Jutland and its vicinity. Now, there is no 
thing repugnant to reason, in supposing that some bf these tribes should pass over directly 
to the coast of Scotland opposite to them, even before the Christian era. For Mr 
Whitaker admits that the Saxons, whom he strangely makes a Gaulic people, in the 
second century applied themselves to navigation, and soon became formidable to the Ro 
mans. Hist. Manch. B. I. c. 12. Before they could become formidable to so powerful 
a people, they must have been at least so well acquainted with navigatton, as to account 
it no great enterprise to cross from the shores of the Baltic over to Scotland, especially if 
they took the islands of Shetland and Orkney in their way.

As we have seen, that, according to Ptolemy, there were, in his time, different tribes of 
Belgae, settled on the northern extremity of our country, the most natural idea undoubted 
ly is, that they came directly from the continent. For had these Belgae crossed the Eng 
lish Channel, according to the common progress of barbarous nations, it is scarcely sup- 
poseable, that this island would have been settled to its utmost extremity so early as the 
age of Agricola.

There is every reason to believe, that the Belgic tribes in Caledonia, described by Ptolemy, 
were Picts. For as the Belgae, Picts, and Saxons, seem to have had a common origin, it is 
not worth while to differ about names. These frequently arise from causes so trivial that 
their origin becomes totally inscrutable to succeeding ages. The Angles, although only 
one tribe, have accidentally given their name to the country which they invaded, and to 
all the descendants of the Saxons and Belgae, who were by far'more numerous.

It is universally admitted, that there is a certain NATIONAL CHARACTER, of an exter 
nal kind, which distinguishes one people from another. This is often so strong, that those 
who have travelled through various countries, or have accurately marked the diversities of 
this character, will scarcely be deceived even as to a straggling individual. Tacitus long
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ago remarked the striking resemblance between the Germans and Caledonians, fivery 
stranger, at this day, observes the great difference of features and complexion between the 
Highlanders and Lowlanders. No intelligent person in England is in danger of confound 
ing the Welsh with the posterity of the Saxons. Now, if the Lowland Scots be not a 
Gothic race, but in fact the descendants of the ancient British, they must be supposed to 
retain some national resemblance of the Welsh. But will any impartial observer venture 
to assert, that in feature, complexion, or form, there is any such similarity, as to induce^ 
the slightest apprehension that they have been originally the same people?

A. nor.
Adj.

Alem.
Arm,
A.S.
Belg.
C.B.
Celt.
Chauc.
Comp.
Conj.
Contr.
Corn.
Corr.
Cumb.
Dan.
E.
Ed. Edit. 
Expl. 
Fr. 
Franc.

Fris.
Gael.
Germ.
Gl. Gloss.
Goth.
Gr.
Heb.
Hisp.
Imper.
Ir.
hi.
ItaL
Jun.

An Explanation of the Contractions used in this Work.
Anglia Borealis, North of England. L. B.
Adjective. Metaph.
Adverb. MoesG.
Alemannic language.
Armorican, or language of Bretagne. Mod.
Anglo-Saxon language. 0.
Belgic language. Part. pr.
Camtfro-Britannic, or Welsh langnage. —— pa.
Celtic. Pers.
Used occasionally for Chaucer. PL
Compounded. Precop.
Conjunction. Prep.
Contracted, or Contraction. Pret.
Cornish, or language of Cornwall. Prow.
Corrupted, or Corruption.
Cumberland. Q. 

, Danish language. Qu. 
«English language, q. v.
Edition. Rudd.
Explain, explained.
French language. S.
Frankish, Theotisc, or Tudesque lan 

guage, *$.
Frisian dialect of the Belgic S. A.
Gaelic of the Highlands of Scotland. S. B.
German language.
Glossary. S. 0.
Gothic. s.
Greek language. Su.G.
Hebrew language.
Spanish language» Sw.
Imperative. T.
Irish language. Term.
Islandic (or Icelandic) language. V.
Italian language. v.
Sometimes for Junius. ' vo.
Latin language. IVacht.

Barbarous Latin.
Metaph or. Metaphorical.
Moeso-Gothic, as preserved in Ulphi. 

lus Version of the Gospels.
Modern.
Old.
Participle present.
————— past.
Persian language.
Plural.
Precbpensian dialect of the Gothk.
Preposition.
Preterite.
Pronoun; also. Pronounce, pronun^ 

elation,
Quasi.
Query..
Quod vide..
Ruddiman's Glossary to Douglas's 

Virgil.
After Islandic quotations, denotes Sa 

ga.
Scottish, Scotland.
Scotia Australia, South of Scotland.
Scotia Borealis, North of Scotland; 

also Northern Scots.
Scotia Occidentalis, West of Scotland»
Substantive.
Suio-GothiCj or ancient language of 

Sweden,
Swedish language, (modern.)
Tomus; sometimes Title.
Termination.
Vide, see; also, Volume.
Verb.
Voce.
Sometimes for Wachter.Lat.

The contractions of some other names will be learned from the Account of Edition» 
of books quoted.



AN

ETYMOLOGICAL DICTIONARY.

A
THIS letter, in our language, has four different 

sounds:
1. A broad, as in E. alt, wall, U is often added, 

as in cold, written also cauld. In the termina 
tion of a word, when an inverted comma is 
subjoined, as a', it is meant to intimate that 
the double / is cut off, according to the pro 
nunciation of, Scotland. But this is merely of 
modern use. W is sometimes used for // by 
old writers, as aw for all.

2. A, in lak, maJs, tak, Scottish, as in last, past, 
English.

3. Ay in lane, alane, mane, S. like bane, fane, 
E. The -monosyllables have generally, al 
though not always, a final e quiescent.

4. A, in dad, daddie, and some other words, 
S. as in read, pret. ready, E.

A is used in many words instead of o in E.; as 
one, bone, long, song, stone. These we write 
one, bane, lang, sang, stane. For the Scots 
preserve nearly the same orthography with 
the Anglo-Saxons, which the English have 
left; as the words last mentioned correspond 
to the A. S. an, ban, lang, sang, stan. In 
some of the northern counties, as in Angus 
and Mearns, the sound of ee or el prevails, in 
stead of at, in various words of this formation. 
They pronounce ein, bein-, stein, after the man 
ner of the Germans, who use these terms in 
the same sense.

Mr Macpherson has attempted to fix a standard 
for the pronunciation of words in which this 
letter is found, marking the a with an oblique 
stroke above it, when it should be sounded ae 
or ai. But any attempt of this kind must fail. 
For it is probable that, in the course of cen 
turies, there has been a considerable change in 
the pronunciation of this letter. In some in 
stances, the rule does not apply in our own 
time. Although the prep, signifying from, is

generally pronouncedy/w, yttfra is also used 
in some parts of Scotland. Na is most gene 
rally pronounced as written. It is probable 
that ga, to go, was formerly pronounced in the 
same manner, although now gae ; because the 
part, retains this sound. Ma, more, although, 
now pronounced like may, in the reign of Mary 
must have had the broad sound. For Skene 
writes maa. The phrase ane or maa frequently 
occurs ; De Verb. Sign. vo. Eneya.

Where o occurs in modern E. we frequently use 
cm ; as auld, bauld, fauld, instead of old, bold, 
fold.

A is sometimes prefixed to words, both in S. and 
O. E., where it makes no alteration -of the 
sense ; as abade, delay, which has precisely the* 
same meaning with bade. But in the ancient 
Gothic dialects, it was used as an intensive par 
ticle. Thus it is still used in Isl., as afall^ 
impetus, from folia, cadere. Naud, without 
the prefix, signifies evil; anaud, great eviL 
G. Andr. Lex. p. 4.

Ihre has made the same observation with re 
spect to this letter in Su.G., giving alik as an 
example, which he renders, valde similis. It 
occurs in many A. S. words, in which there 
seems to be no augmentation. Wachter, however, 
mentions abaer-ian, denudare, as a proof of its 
intensive power; Proleg. sect. v. I am in 
clined to think, that some traces of this may 
yet be found in the English language. One 
would almost suppose that adown were more 
forcible than the simple term down ; and that 
it had been originally meant to express a con 
tinuation in falling, descending, or in being 
carried downwards, or a prolongation of the act.

A occurs occasionally as a terminative particle; 
as in allya, alliance. By the Anglo-Saxons it 
was used as a termination both to adjectives 
and substantives.

A

r in



ABA
A sometimes signifies on ; as aside, on side, a- 

grufe, on the grufe. In this sense are IsL a 
and Su.G. aa used. The very instance given 
by G. Andr. is a grufu, cernue^ prone, Ad 
liggia a grufu, id est, in faeiem ct pectus ac ven- 
trem prostratus cubare^ Johnson thinks that a, 
in the composition of such English words as 
asidey afoot, asleep, is sometimes contracted 
from at. But there is no reason for the sup 
position» These terms, arc plainly equivalent 
ta on foot, on side, on sleep. Thus on* field is 
used in the same sense with modern afield ; 

Ane fair sweit May of mony one 
Scho went onfeild to gather flouris.

MaMand Poems, p. 190.,
A is used, by our oldest writers, in the sense of 

one. The signification is more forcible than 
that of a in E. when placed before nouns 
in the singular number. For it denotes, not 
merely one, where there may be many, or one, 
in particular; but one, exclusively of others, 
in the same sense in which ae is vulgarly used.

A fyscher quhilum lay 
Besid a ryver, for to get 
Hys nettis that he had thar set:— 
A nycht, his nettis for to se, 
He rase \ and thar well lang duelt he.

Harbour, xix* G57. MS. 
i. e. " one night."

He him beheld, and said syne to himsell. 
Her is inerwaill, quha likis it to tell. 
That a person, be worthines of hand, 
Trowys to stop the power of Ingland.

Wallace, v. 363. MS. 
Thus also, where it is printed in Perth Edit.

Bot hys awn strength mycht nocht again yai be. 
In MS. it is,

Bot his a strength inycht nocht again thaim be.
Ibid. x. 335. 

The Brows Robert 
A Byschape favoryd and Erlys twa, 
Of Glasgw5 Athole, and Mare war tha.

Wyntown, viii. 11. 173. 
It is sometimes improperly written ea.

" For suppose Christ be ea thing in himselfe; yit 
the better grip thou have of him, thou art the 
surer of his promise." Bruce's Serm. on the Sacr. 
Sign. D. 8. a.

" Sometimes they gave it ea name and somtimes 
ane vther." Ibid. E. 5. b.

This, as we learn from Ihre,. is a Su.G. idiom. 
A5 he says, in pluribus SuioGothiae partibus, Dale- 
karlia, Westrobothnia, Gothlandiaque unitatis no- 
ta est: ut a man vir unus.
ABAD, ABASE, ABAID, s. Delay r abiding, tar 

rying j the same with Bad, bade. 
Bischop Synclar, with aut langar dbaid, 

Met thaim atGlammyss, synefurth with thaim he raid.
Wallace, vii. 1032. MS. 

The fader of hauinnis Portunus al the gate, 
With his byg hand schot the schip furth hir went, 
That swyfter than the south wynd on scho sprent \

ABA
Or as ane fleand arrow to land glade, 
And in the depe porte enterit but abade.

i. e. without delay. Doug. Virgil, 135, 42. 
Abaid occurs, ibid. 152, 38. A. S. abid-an, ma*- 

nere.
ABAID, part. pa. Waited, expected. 

This sail be ouer tryumphe now lang 
To se thy awin son on this bere tre laid.

Doug. Virgil, 361, 29.
A. S. abad, expectatus. The latter is the very 

word used by Virgil. 
To ABAY, ABAW, v. a. To astonish-. Abayd,

part. pa. astonished.
6 Yeild yow, madame,' on hicht can Schir Lust say: 
A wourde scho culd not speik scho was so abayd.

K. Hart, i. 48.
Many men of his kynde sauh him so abaued, 
For him thei fauhfwith mynde, & oft so was he

saued. R. Brunne, p. 210. 
Chaucer uses abawed in the same sense. Abaw 

has been viewed as having a common origin with 
abays. But the fprmer, as Tyrwhitt has observed,- 
is certainly from Fr. esb.ah-ir; the phrase. Moult 
rtfesbahy de la merveille, being thus used in the ori 
ginal, Rom. Rose; where Chaucer uses abawed. A*. 
bay is undoubtedly the same word, slightly altered. 
To ABAYS, v. a. To abash, to confound; Fr. 

abass-ir, id.
Abaysyd of that sycht thai ware. 
Bot had thai knawyn the caus al! 3 
That gerris swylk eclippis fall, 
Thai suld noucht have had abaysyng.

Wyntown^ viiu 37. 74. 
ABAITMENT, s. Diversion, sport- 

For quha sa list sere gladsum gamis lere, 
Ful mony mery abaitmentis followis here.

Doug. Virgil, 125, 55.
Rudd. says, * f. from abate, because they abate 

the weariness and uneasiness we are under by our se 
rious occupations; for which cause they are also 
called diversions, because they divert our caretf 
and anxieties." Lye, however, has observed on this 
word, that Arm. ebata is ludere, and ebat ludus ; 
concluding that this is the origin; Jun. Etym. AngL 
He is certainly right. For the term appears in a 
variety of forms. Besides these two Arm. words, 
Bullet mentions ebad, pleasure, diversion ; and e» 
bater, which he renders badin; as indeed most 
probably F. badin, and badinage, may be traced 
to this source. O. Fr. ebaudir is rendered recre- 
are, relaxare, laetari, terme populaire, qui signifie 
se rejouir ; also, tresaillir de joie, voluptati indul- 
gere.

Le jour s'est ebaudis, belle est la matinee 
La5 Solaine est leve, qui abat la rousee.

Guyot de Nanteuil.
O. Fr. ebaudi, hilaris; ebaudise, humeur gaie; 

ebaudissement, joie, rejouissance. The following 
words are still in use ; ebat, diversion, recreation, 
and ebattement, id. the very word in question 3 passe 
temps, recreatio animi. Diet, de Trev. 
ABAK, adv. Back, behind. 
And quhen thay by war runnyng, thare hors they 

stere,



ABA
And turnis agane incontinent at commandis, 
To preif thare hors, with jauillingis in thare handis. 
Syne went abak in sounder ane fer space, 
Ilkane at uther rynnyng with an race.

Doug. Virgil, 147, 8.
Tyrwhitt calls this word, as used by Chaucer, in 

the same sense, Sax. But on baec is the A. S. 
phrase corresponding to retrorsum, a being often 
substituted for A. S. and O. E. on. In this sense 
MoesG. ibukaisiiid ibukana are used, and Isl.aabak, 
retrorsum; G. Andr.
ABANDON. In abandoun, adv. at ran 

dom.
He-bad thaim gang to bykker syne
The Scottis ost in abandoun y
Thai gerd thaim cum apon thaim doun;
For mycht thai ger thaim brek aray.
To haiff thaim at thair will thoucht thai.

Barbour, xix, 335. MS.
One might suppose that the second and third lines 
should have the following punctuation:

The Scottis ost; in abandoun
Thai gerd thaim cum apon thaim doun: 

They caused them to come upon their enemies at 
full speed. In edition 1620 it is thus expressed,

The Scottish oast in a randoun. 
At abandoun is also used.

J3ot sone eftre that pryme wes past,
The Scottis men dang on sa fast.
And schot on thaim at abandoun,
As ilk man war a campioun.
That all thair fayis tuk the flycht.

Barbour, xv. 59. MS. 
All tha alsua of the town

Ischyd to fecht at abandown.
Wyntown, ix. 8 ? 24.

The phrase, as thus used, conveys the idea of great 
violence. Fr. Metter tout a Vabandon, to put every 
thing in disorder, to leave all to be pillaged. Mettre 
sa forest en abandon, to lay the forest open, to make 
it common to all men. Cotgr. Abandon is used in 
Rom. de la Rose, to signify, at discretion. Its most 
common modern meaning is, at large, at random, at 
will.

Some suppose that this term is composed of these 
three Fr. words, a, ban, and don-ner, q. to give up 
to interdiction ; that is, to expose any thing to the 
discretion of the public. Du Cange derives it from 
a and bandon, q. res posita in bannum, vel in ban-, 
dum missa, i. e. proscripta; bandum being used, 
L. B. for bannum. But Wachter's conjecture is 
more probable than either. He derives Fr. aban- 
donner from the ojd Gothic word band a standard. 
This term seems to have been used by the Longo- 
bardi; as MoesG. bandwo denotes a sign, Mar. 
14, 44. Gaf sa lewjands im bandwon ; The traitor 
gave them a sign; which term, as has been observ 
ed, could easily be transferred to a military sign or 
standard. Et hue etiam, says Wachter, referri po- 
test dictio Gallica s'abandonner, emancipare se ali- 
cui; et quasi sub vexillum ejus se tradere, si com- 
ponatur a band et donner; vo. Band. V, Spelm. 
vo. Banda. Hence the word has come to signify 
free will, that is, according to the original idea, the
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will or pleasure of that person under whose stand, 
ard another enlisted himself. This idea is retained 
by Chauc. in the use of the word ban don.

Grete loos hath largesse, and grete prise;
For bothe the wise folke and unwise
Were wholly to her bandon brought.
So well with yeftis had she wrought.

Rom. Rose, v. 1163. 
In the original it is A son bandon. V. BANDOUNE.
To ABANDON, v. a. i. To bring under ab 

solute dominion.
Oftsyss quhen it wald him lik, 

He went till huntyng with his menye. 
And swa the land abandownyt he, 
That durst nane warne to do his will.

Barbour, IT. 391-
Hence dbandonit is used as signifying, < c brought into 
subjection to the will of another." 
Abandonit will he noght be to berne that is borne. 
Or he be strenyeit with strenth, yone sterne for to

schore, 
Mony ledis sal be loissit, and Urns forlorne.

Gawan and GoL i. 12.
1. e. he will never give allegiance to any chieftain 
born of woman. Fr. Abandonner sa liberte, et se 
rendre serf; gratificare libertatem suam alicujus 
potentiae. Thierry.
2. To let loose, to give permission to act at plea 

sure.
The hardy Bruce ane ost abandownyt! , 
xx thowsand he rewllyt be force and wit, 
Wpon the Scottis his men for to reskew ; 
Serwyt thai war with gud speris enew.

Wallace, x. 317. MS. 
Fr. Abandonner, to give over, to leave at random.

3. To destroy, to cut off.
Quhen Wallace saw quhen thir gud men was gayn5 
Lordis, he said, quhat now is your consaill ? 
Twa choyss thar is, the best I rede ws waillj 
Yondyr the King this ost abandonand, 
Heyr Bruce and Beik in yon battaill to stand.

Wallace, x. 259. MS.
The meaning is, that King Edward was destroying 
the Scottish army under The Stewart. This is only 
an oblique sense of the term as last explained; de 
struction, whether of persons or things, being the 
natural consequence of their being given up to the 
will of an exasperated soldiery.
ABANDONLY, adv. At random, without re 

gard to danger.
He tuk the strenth magre thar fayis will; 
Abandonly in bargan baid thar still.

Wallace, iv.. 670, MS. 
Abandounly Cambell agayne thaim baid, 
Fast ypon Aviss that was bathe depe and braid.

Ibid. yii. 653* MS.
ABASIT, part. pa. Confounded, abashed. 
Aboue all Ttheris Dares in that stede 
Thame to behald abasit wox gretumly.

Doug. Virgil, 141, 13. V. ABAYS. 
ABATE, s. Accident; something that surprises 

one, as being unexpected.
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And therewith kest I doun myn eye ageyne, 

Quhare as I saw walkyng under the toure, 
Full secretely, new cumyn hir to pleyne,

The fairest or the freschest young floure 
That ever I saw, methoucht, before that houre, 

For which sodayne abate, anon astert 
The blude of all my body to my hert.

King's Quair, ii. 21.
Perhaps from Fr. abbat~ir, a fall, or wind-fall; 

or abbattre, to daunt, to overthrow: or rather from 
abet-ir, hebetem, stupidum reddere; abet-i, hebes: 
stupefaction being often the consequence of an un 
expected event. It may deserve notice, however, 
that Isl. by d-d, Su.G. biud-a^ signify 5 accidere \ and 
bud, casus fortuitus. 
ToABAW. V. ABAT. 
ABBEIT, s. Dress, apparel.

This nycht, befoir the the dawing cleir, 
Methocht Sanet Francis did to me appeir^ 
With ane religious abbeit in his hand, 
And said. In this go cleith the my servand. 
Refuse the warld? for thou mon be a freir.

Bannatyne Poems , p. 25.
This is evidently a corruption of habit, the h being 
thrown away ; in the same manner as in Arm., abyt, 
ubyta, aud abitua are used in the sense of habitus, 
dress. 
A quest than wild he tak of the monke that bare the

coroune, 
His abite be gau forsake^ his ordre lete alle doune.

jR. Brunne^ p. 172.
ABBACYr ABBASY, s. " An abbey; dbatia, 

Low Latin." Sir J. Sinclair, p. ill. 
" And attour that thair be na vnionis nor annexa- 

tiounis maid in tyme to cum to Bischoprikis, Ab- 
baseis, norPryoreis of ony benefice." Acts Ja* III. 
1471. c. 54. Edit. 1566.
ABBOT of VNRESSOUN, a sort of histrionic 

character, anciently used in Scotland; but af 
terwards prohibited by Act of Parliament. 
u It is statute and ordanit that in all tymes 

dimming, na maner of persoun be chosin Robert 
Hude, nor Lytttl Johne, Abbot of Vnressoun, 
Querns of Maii, aor vtherwyse, nouther in Burgh 
nor to landwart, in ony tyme tocum. And gif 
ony Prouest, Baillies, counsall, and communitie, 
chesis sic ane Personage,—within Burgh, the ches- 
aris of sic sail tyne thair fredome for the space of 
fyue yeiris, and vtherwyse sal be punist at the 
Quenis grace will, and the acceptar of siclyke of. 
fice salbe banist furth of the Realme. And gif ony 
src persounis—beis chosin outwith Burgh, and 
vthers landwart townis, the chesaris sail pay to our 
souerane Lady, X. pundis, and thair persounis put 
in waird, thair to remane during, the Quenis grace 
plesoure." Acts Marie, 1555, c. 40. Edit. 1566.

The particular reason of this prohibition is not 
mentioned It does not appear to have been the 
effect of the Protestant doctrine. For as yet the 
Reformation was strenuously opposed by the court. 
It was most probably owing to the disorders carried 
on, both in town and country, under the pretence 
of innocent recreation. The following sentence of 
the Act of Parliament implies something of this na-
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ture. ' Gif ony wemen or vthers about simmer 
6 treis [perhaps May-poles] singand, makis pertur- 
6 batioun to the Quenis liegis in the passage throw 
; Burrowis and vthers landwart townis, the wemea 
^ perturb at our is for skafrie of money, or vtherwyse, 
* salbe takin, handellit, and put vpone the Cuk* 
4 stulis of euerie Burgh, or towne.' V. SCAFRIE. 
and CUCK-STULE.

One uther day the same Freir maid ane uther 
sermone of the Abbote Unreassone, unto whom? 
and quhais lawis he compairit Prelatis of that age; 
for thai was subdewit to na lawis, na mair than was 
the Abbote Unreasoned Knox's Hist. p. 15.

There is an allusion to the same sport in Scot'a 
Poem on May.

Abbotis by rewll, and lordis but ressone.
Sic senyeoris tymis ourweill this sessone, 

Vpoun thair vyce war lang to waik;
Quhais falsatt, fibilnes and tressone, 

Has rung thryis cure this zodiak.
Scott, Ever-Green, ii. 187. MS".

Here, while the poet insinuates that such games 
had formerly been customary in the beginning of 
May, he beautifully alludes to the disordered state 
of society in his own time; declaring that the season 
allotted for the games did not suffice for those who 
really acted the part of Abbots by, i. e. against 
Rule, and Lords without Reason; as they greatly 
owerweiled, or exceeded the proper time. There 
would be a great walking or vacation, did others 
wait till they had finished their vyce, or part in the 
play. Perhaps, indeed, he uses vyce in the same 
manner in which he has used by, as capable of a 
double sense, and signifying that theirs was truly a> 
vicious part. V. OURWEILL.

A similar character was well known in England. 
In an old memoir of shews and ceremonies exhibited 
at Christmas, in the reign of Henry Vlf. in the pa 
lace of Westminster, A. 1489, it is said; < This 
Christmas I saw no disguysings, and but right 
few plays. But there was an Abbot of Misrule^ 
that made much sport, and did right well his of 
fice." Warton's Hist. Eng. Poetry, i. 239. At 
Cambridge, this character was called Imperator, or 
Emperor. One of the Masters of Arts was placed 
over the juniors every Christmas, for the regulation 
of their games and diversions during this season of 
festivity. The Latin comedies and tragedies, as 
well as shews and dialogues, were to be under his 
authority and direction. His power continued for 
twelve days; and it was renewed on Candlemas day. 
In the colleges of Oxford they had a temporary officer 
of the same kind, who was called Princeps Natali- 
cius, Christmas Prince, or Lord of Misrule.

It seems uncertain whether our ancestors borrow 
ed their Abbot of Un-reason immediately from the Eng 
lish, or from the French. For the latter also had their 
AbbedeLiesse, or Abbot of Joy, Abbas Laetitiae— 
Du Cange. V. Warton's Hist. E. Poet. ii. 378, 381.

Polydore Virgil says, that sa early as the year 
1170, it was th'e custom of the English nation to ce 
lebrate their Christmas with plays, masques, and the 
most magnificent spectacles; together with games at 
dice and dancing. This practice, he adds, was not 
conformable to the usage of most other nations^ who
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permitted these diversions, not at Christmas, but a 
few days before Lent, at the time of Shrove-tide. 
Hist. Angl. lib. xiii. fol. 211. ap. Warton, iii. 307. 
The same writer observes, that the Christmas Prince, 
or Lord of Misrule, is almost peculiar to the Eng 
lish. 6 The Christenmasse lordes,' he adds, ' that 
be commonly made at the nativitie of the Lorde, 
to whom all the household and familie, with the 
master himself, must be obedient, began of the 
equalitie, that the servauntes had with their masters 
in Saturnus feastes, that were called Saturnalia; 
wherein the servauntes have like authoritie with 
their masters, duryng the tyine of the said feastes." 
V. Pol. Virg. deRer. Inventor. Translat. B. 5. ch. 2.

But notwithstanding the testimony of this re. 
spectable writer, these revels seem to have prevail, 
ed as early in France. For we learn from Beletus, 
who flourished in the church of Amiens, A; 1182, 
that the Feast of Fools was observed in his time; 
and that, during this season, there were some churches, 
in which it was customary for even the Bishops and 
Archbishops to engage in sports, in the monasteries. 
With their underlings, and demean themselves so far 
as to play at the ball. De Divin. Omc. cap. 120. 
The letters of Peter of Capua, Cardinal Legate in 
France, A. 1198, are still extant; in which he 
commands Odo, Bishop of Paris, and all the clergy 
of his church, utterly to abolish the Feast of Fools^ 
which prevailed in the church of Paris as in other 
churches.

The Abbot of Unreason or Misrule, and the 
Boy Bishop, so well known both in England and 
in France, although different characters, were elect, 
ed in the same manner, and for the same lu. 
dicrous purposes. We have seen that, in a later 
period, an election of this kind took place at an 
university. But the custom had been immediately 
borrowed from the Cathedrals and Monasteries. For, 
in these, the younger clergy (clericuli) amused them 
selves in this manner. So strong was the attach 
ment to this kind of diversion, that notwithstanding 
the prohibition of the Cardinal Legate, already re 
ferred to, it still continued in France. For we find 
it interdicted by the Council of Paris, A. 1212, 
and afterwards by other councils. Nor need we 
wonder, that Popes and Councils interposed their 
authority, as the mimic prelate and his attendants 
introduced the very service of the church into their 
sports, in such a manner as must have directly tend 
ed to turn the whole into ridicule.

This festivity was called the Liberty of Decent- 
ber, as being observed towards the close of that 
month. Beletus, formerly mentioned, as well as 
Polydore Virgil, traces it back to the time of hea 
thenism. " This liberty," he says, u is called that 
of December, because it was in former times cus 
tomary among the heathen, that in this month both 
male and female bond-servants, as well as shepherds, 
had a kind of liberty granted to them, and enjoyed 
a sort of equality with their masters, being admitted 
to the same festivities, after the harvest was gather 
ed in." Some of the customs observed at this time 
plainly declare a heathen origin. From the decrees 
of the Council of Rome, A. 1445, we learn that in 
the Ludi Fatuorum, the actors appeared larvatis

S) with masks; and this is assigned as one 
reason of their being prohibited. We shall have 
occasion to attend more particularly to this custom, 
under the article GYSAR, q. v.

It has been seen that the Act of Parliament makes 
mention of a wemen or uthers singand" so as to 
a make perturbatioun to the Quenis liegis." This 
seems more immediately connected with the cha 
racter of Quenis of May. It is probable, how 
ever, that a custom of this kind had been attached 
to the festivities of the mock abbot. For the Theo 
logical Faculty of Paris, in a circular letter sent 
to the Bishops of France, A. 1444, complained that 
the priests and clergy themselves, having created a 
Bishop, Archbishop, or Pope of Fools^ during the 
continuance of his office, " went about masked, 
with monstrous aspects, or disguised in the appear 
ance of women, of lions, or of players, danced, and 
in their dancing sung indecent songs," in choro can 
tilenas inhonestas cantabant. This was not all. . 
* ; They eat fat viands near the horns of the altar, 
hard by the person who was celebrating Mass; they 
played at dice, (taxiilorum), in the same place ; they 
incensed with stinking smoke from the leather of 
old soles; they run and danced' through the whole 
church," &c. Du Cange, vo. Kalendae^ p. 1666.

Thus, although the grounds on which our Parlia 
ment proceeded in passing this act, are not particu 
larly pointed out, we may conclude from analogy, 
that the abuses which had prevailed in our own 
country in the celebration of these sports, had been 
such as to merit the attention of the legislature.

The following account is given of the election of 
a Lord of Misrule ̂ among the vulgar in England ; 
and of the abuses committed on this occasion.

" First of all, the wilde heades of the parish, 
flocking togither, chuse them a graund captaine of 
mischiefe, whom they innoble with the title of Lord 
of Misrule ; and him they crowne with great solem 
nity, and adopt for their king. This king annoynt- 
ed chooseth forth twentie, fourty, threescore, or an 
hundred, like to himself, to waite upon his lordly 
majesty, and to guarde his noble person. Then 
every one of these men he investeth with his liveries 
of greene, yellow, or some other light wanton co 
lour, and, as though they were not gawdy ynough, 
they bedecke themselves with scarifies, ribbons and 
laces, hanged all over with gold ringes, pretious 
stones and other jewels. This done, they tie aboute 
either legge twentie or fourtie belles, with riche 
handkerchiefes in their handes, and sometimes laide 
acrosse over their shoulders and neckes. Thus all 
thinges set in order, then have they their hobby 
horses, their dragons, and other antickes, together 
with their baudie pipers, and thundring drummers, 
to strike the devil's daunce with all. Then march 
this heathen company towards the church, their 
pypers pyping, their drummers thundring, their 
belles jyngling, their handkerchiefes fluttering 
aboute their heades like madde men, their hobbie 
horses and other monsters skirmishing amongst the 
throng: and in this sorte they go to the church 
though the minister be at prayer or preaching, 
dauncing and singing with such a confused noise 
that no man can hear his own voyce: and thus these
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terrestrial furies spend the sabbath day. Then they 
have certaine papers, wherein is painted some ba- 
belerie or other of imagerie worke, and these they 
call my Lord of Misrule's badges or cognizances. 
These they give to every one that will give them 
money to maintain them in this their heathenish de- 
vilrie; and who will not show himself buxoine to 
them and give them money, they shall be mocked 
and flouted shamefully; yea, and many times car 
ried upon a cowlstafte, and dived over heade and 
eares in water, or otheiwise most horribly abused." 
Stubs, Anatomic of Abuses, 1595. V. Godwin's 
Life of Chaucer, i. 161—163.
ABEE. To let alee, to let alone, to bear with,

not to meddle with, S. 
Ha'd your tongue, mither, and let that a bee, 
For his eild and my eild can never agree: 
Theyll never agree, and that will be seen; 
For he is fourscore, and I'm but fifteen.

Ritson'sS. Songs, i. 176, 177.
" O. E. abye, Chaucer Speght," Gl. Lyndsay. 

This word, however, is not in Speght's GL; nor 
have I observed that it is used by Chaucer in any 
similar sense. Let a bee is merely a corr. of E. let 
be, used precisely in the same manner. 
ABEECH, ABIEGH, adv. Aloof, « at a shy di 

stance ;" chiefly used in the West of S. Stand
abeigh, keep aloof.

When thou an' I were young and skeigh, 
An' stable-meals at fairs were^dj-eigh, 
How thou wad prance, an' snore, an' skricgh.

An' tak the road!
Town's bodies ran, an' stood abeigh, 

An' ca't thee mad.
Burns, iii. 142. V. SKEICH.

This may i>e viewed as a corr. of abak; un 
less we should suppose, from the form of the word, 
that it is more immediately allied to Alem. bah, Germ. 
bach, the back. Isl. a bue, however, is used in a 
sense pretty much allied, as corresponding to abroad, 
afield. Heima skal hestfeita, enn hund a bue ; The 
horse must be fattened at home, the dog afield; foris, 
Tel rure, Havamaal. G. Andr. p. 40. 
ABERAND, part.pr. Going astray, E. aber-

ring.
" Als sone as the Saxonis had conquest Britane 

on this manner, thay vsit the cursit ritis of pagauis, 
dberand fra the Cristin faith, & makand odora- 
tioun to ydolis, as thay wer institute in thair first 
errouris." Bellend. Cron. B. viii. c. 19. 
To ABHOR, v. a. To fill with horror.

It wald abhor thee till heir red,
The saikles blude that he did sched.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 79. 
To ABY, v. a. To suffer for.

O wrechit man! O full of ignorance!
All thy plesance thow sail right deir aby.

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 135.
Lord Hailes renders it buy. But, although 

I see no other origin than A. S. byg-an, emere, 
the E. verb does not explain it, unless it be used 
in a highly metaphorical sense. It is certainly 
#he same word which occurs in Chauc. under the

different forms of abegge, abeye, able, rendered by 
Tyrwhitt as above.

For if thou do, thou shalt it dear abie.
Chan. Yemane^sProl. v. 16612. 

Gower uses abeye.
But I was stowe, and for no thynge 
Me lyste not to loue obeye 
And that I nowe full sore abeye.

Conf. Am. F. 70. b* 
It occurs in an older work.

So it may betide, thei salle dere abie 
My that thei hide, my men in prison lie.

R. Brunne, p. 159. 
i. e. mme, my property.

It seems to be used nearly in the sense of Lat. 
luo. In one place where Virgil use» pendo, Dougla» 
translates it aby.

O ye wrechit pepyl! gan he cry, 
With cruell pane full dere ye sail aby 
This wilful rage, and with your blude expres 
The wrangis of sic sacrilege redres.

Virgil, 228, 41- 
ABIL,*#. Able.

He wes in his yhowthede 
A fayre, swete, plesand chyld;—• 
At all poynt formyd in fassown; 
Abil; of gud condityowne. >

Wyhtoun, vii. 6. 344.
Johnson derives this from Fr. hubile, Lat. habil-is. 

But there are various jterms to which it may more 
properly be traced; C. B. abl, Belg. abel. id«j 
Mr Macpherson has mentioned Isl. and Su.G. ajl, 
strength. To this may be added Isl. bell-a, Su.G. 
baell-a, posse, valere; baelle, potentia. MrChalmers 
in his Gl. refers to A. S. abel, whence, he says, 
E. able. But there is no A. S. adj. of this signi 
fication. The s. bal indeed signifies strength, also 
craft, wisdom.
ABIL, adv. Perhaps. V. ABLE. 
ABYLL, adj. Liable, apt.

u This woman knawing hir hous mony dayis 
afore abyll to be segit, send to kyng Edward, and 
desirit rescours." Bellend. Cron. B. xv. c. 9. Per 
haps from Fr. habile, fit, apt. 
ABITIS, s. pi. Obits, service for the dead. 

Thay tyrit God with tryfillis tume trentalis, 
And daisit him with [thair] daylie dargeis, 
With owklie Abiti$- to augment thair rentalis, 
Mantand mort-munuhigis, mixt with monye leis.

Scott, Bannatyne Poems, p. 197. 
Lat. obit-us, death; used in the dark ages for the 
office of the church performed for the dead. Anni- 
versarium, dies obitus quotannis recurrens, officium 
Ecclesiasticum. Du Cange.
ABL AC H, s. u A dwarf; an expression of con 

tempt," Gl. Shirr. S. B. Gael, alhach, id. 
ABLE, ABLE, ABLIS, ABLINS, adv. Perhaps, 

per ad venture.
Bot thay that hes ane conscience large. 
And thinkis thay haue na mair ado? 
Bot only preiching to luke to, 
And that but perfunctorie, 
Anis in four oulkis, and able ma,
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Perchance threttene or thai cum thair, 
God wait sa weill that flock will fair.

Diall. Clerk and Courteour^ p. 16. 
The man may ablins tyne a stot, 

That cannot count his kinsch.
Cherry and Slae^ st. 79. 

Ablins is still used, S.
To lat you gae, gin she speared, what'H ye give me, 
I've ablins said, that I sail tak you with me.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 101» 
But spare to speak, and spare to speed j

She'll aiblins listen to my vow : 
Should she refuse, I'll lay my dead 

To her twa een sae bonny blue,
Burns., iv. 299,

A. Bor. Yeable-sea^ according to Ray, from 
A. S. Geable potens, (a word- 1 cannot find in any 
lexicon.) Proinde Yeable-sea, sonat ad verbuin 
Potest ita se habere,
ABLINS, adv. V. ABLE:
ABQWYNE, ABONE, ABOW, prep. l. Above,

as signifying higher in place j aboon, S. Gl.
Yorks. Westmorel.

the towne, apon the southpart sid, 
Thar Wallace wald and gud Lundy abid.

Wallace, viii. 746. MS. 
Obowen is used in this sense in O. E. 

Bot in the yere after, obowen Grimsby 
Eft thei gan aryue thorgh sonde prieuely. 
Thorgh fals Edrike, that tham thider hasted.

R. Brunne^ p. 42. 
He also writes abouen and abowen^ p. 82.
2. Superior to, S.

Se quhat he dois, that swa fowlly
Fleys thus for his cowardy ;
Bath him and his wencusyt he,
And gerris his fayis abowyne be,

Barbour, ix. 94. MS;
Sa knychtlyk apon athir sid,
Giffand and takand rowtis roid,
That pryme wes passyt, or men mycht se,
Quha mast at thar abow mycht be,

Barbour^ Xv. 56. MS.
i. e. who they were that had most the superiority 
there.

What part soonest abone should be.
Edit. 1620, p. 277.

A. S. Abufan, id. Junius thinks that A. S. bu- 
fan is from be ufan^ which he derives from ufer, 
super, as binnan is from be innan. Alem. ufy id. 
would have been a more natural etymon for ufan.

Su.G. an is a particle added to words, which often 
denotes motion towards a place. V. OWE. 
To ABREDE, v. a. To publish, to spread

abroad, Gl. Sibb. A. S. dbraed-an^ propalare. 
To ABREDE, v. n. To start, to fly to a side.

And thare I founde aftir that Diomede
Receivit had that lady brycht of hewe,
Troilus nere out of his witte abrede. 
Henry sone's Test. Creseide, Chron. S. P. L 158.

Chaucer dbraide^ id. V. BRADE, v. 1.
ABRE1D, adv. Abroad, at large,

The story of Achilles stout
With gold was browdered there abreid.

BureVs, Entr. Queen. Watson's Coll. ii. 3.
This may be derived from A. S. abred-an, exten- 

dere. The Isl. however affords a far more natural 
derivation. In this language, braut signifies road, 
way; which G. Andr. derives from T&r#, frango, 
because in making a road, it was necessary to break 
down woods and remove other obstacles. A braut , 
or brautU) corresponds to E. abroad* Thus At 
ganga a braut, fara a braut^ rida brutt^ abire, dis~ 
cedere. Exiles were anciently designed brautur- 
gaungumenn^ q. men who went abroad. Dan. borte^ 
bort. The vulgar S. phrase is similar. Of one who 
flies for debt, or to escape justice, it is said, " He 
has tane the road," or "gate." 
ABSTINENCE, s. A truce, cessation of arms.

" It was the 27 of September, some days before 
the expiring of the Abstinence, that the Noblemen 
did meet (as was appointed) to consult upon the 
means of a perfect peace." Spotswood's Hist. p. 263.

L. B. Abstinentia^ id. Ab armis cessatio. GalL 
olim abstinence. Avons accorde etaccordons que la 
souffrance, ou 1' Abstinence de guerre, soit eloignee. 
Rymer, T. ii. 800. V. Du Cange. 
AB-THANE, ABTHANE. V. THANE. 
ABULYEIT, ABULYIEH, ABILYEIT, l. Drest,

apparelled.
With the blesand torche of day, 
Abulyeit in his lemand fresche array, 
Furth of his palice riall ischit Phebus.

Doug. Virgil, 399, 39..
2» Equipped for the field.

" And thay that ar neir hand the Bordowris ar. 
ordanit to haue gude hooishaldis and weill abilyeit 
men, as effeiris." Acts Ja.' II. 1455, c. 61. Edit. 
1566. abuilyied) Skene, c. 56.

Fr. Habiller^ to clothe.
ABULIEMENT, s. Dress, habit, S.

44 He despited his company, and took pnrpose to 
humble himself, and come in a vile abuiliement to the 
King, and ask pardon for the high offence that he 
had committed.'' Pitscottie, p. 45.

It is most commonly used in the plural number^ 
and signifies dress in general.'

u Thay auld faderis war geuyn to imitatioun of 
Crist in pouerte;—nocht arraying thaym with gold,- 
syluer, nor precious abulyementis." Bellend. Cron. 
B. xiii. e. 11. Vesteque precioso, Boeth. V. also 
Quon. Attach, c. 21.

Although this is plainly from Fr. habiliment^ 
Skinner inclines to view it as corrupted from abel-* 
lishments, and connected with embellish. 
AC, EC, con/. But, and.

Tristrem, for sothe to say, 
Y wold the litel gode;

Ac Y the wraied never day.—
Ae thei ich wende to dye, 

Thine erand Y schal say.
Sir Tristrem) p. 119] 12O* > 

Barbour uses ec for and^ or also.
The gud King upon this maner,
Comfort thaim that war him ner ̂
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And maid thaim gamyn ec solace.

The Bruce, iii. 465, MS. 
R. Glouc. uses ac in the same manner. 

At Londone he was ibore, ac an eldore brother ther
was. Chron. p. 468,

A. S. aec, eac, MoesG. auk, Alem, auk, Su.G. 
och, ock, Belg. ook, id. This seems the imper. of the v. 
signifying to add, A. S. eac-Qn, Moesg. auk»an, &c. 
Lat. «c corresponds.
To ACHERSPYRE, v. n. To sprout, to g?er-

minate.
This term is used concerning barley, when in the 

state of being made into malt. It has been generally 
understood as applicable to the barley, when it shoots 
at both ends. But as the word is still .commonly 
used in Scotland, I am informed by those who 
should be best acquainted with it, that the barley 
is said to acherspyre not when it shoots at both 
ends, but when it shoots at the higher extremity of 
the grain, from which the stalk springs up ; as it is 
the acherspyre that forms the stalk. When the seed 
germinates at the lower end, from which the root 
springs, it is said to come. V. COME. In the opera, 
tion of malting, the barley invariably observes the 
natural course. It shoots first at the lower "end, a 
considerable time before it acherspyres. Ere this 
take place, the roots are sometimes about an inch 
in length. As soon as the acherspyre appears, the 
malt is reckoned fit for the kiln. The maltsters do 
not wish the stalk-germ to appear even above the 
point of the seed, lest it should be too much weak 
ened. Hence the following complaint against those 
•who had been careless in this respect:

a They let it acherspyre, and shute out all the 
thrift and substance atbaith the ends, quhere it sould 
come at ane end onely." Chalmerlan Air, ch. 26.

From the mode of expression here used, the term, 
which properly denotes one germination only, has 
been understood as including both; especially as 
acherspyring is the last of the two. For the grain, 
when allowed to acherspyre to any considerable de 
gree, indeed " shutes out all the thrift and substance 
at baith ends," because k has formerly come a-t the 
lower end. I strongly suspect indeed that the word 
come, as used by Skene, is to be understood at least 
in the general sense of springing.

Skinner supposes that the word is compounded of 
A. S. aecer, corn, and E. spire, a sharp point. As 
A. S. aechir signifies an ear of corn, (spica, Lye), 
the word may have been formed from tjiis, or Su.G. 
aakar corn, and spira, which denotes the projection 
of any thing that is long and slender. Douglas uses 
echeris for ears of corn. In the Lyfe of St Wer- 
burge, spyre occurs in the sense of twig or branch. 
Warton's Hist. P. II. 183. Ackerprit, a potatoe 
with roots at both ends; Lancash. Gl. A. Bor, 
Y. ECHER. 
ACHERSPYRE, s. The germination of malt at

that end of the grain from which the stalk
grows, S. V. the v.

ACHIL, adj. Noble. V. ATHIL.
To ACQUEIS, v. a. To acquire,

No swaging his raging
Micht mitigate or mete:

ACT
Sic badness and madness, 
Throw kind, he did ticquets.

BurePs Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 19* 
Formed from Fr. acquis, acquise, part. Lat. acgui* 
situs, acquired.
ACQUART, AIKWERT, adj. Cross, perverse» 

Dido aggreuit ay, quhil he his tale tald 
Wyth acquart luke gan toward him behald, 
Rollyng vmquhile hir ene now here now thare, 
Wyth sycht vnstabill wauerand ouer al quhare: 
And all enragit thir wordis gan furth brade.

Doug. Virgil, 112, 2&>
The word here used by Virgil is aversus. Ac- 
quart is still used in this sense, S. as is aukward in 
E., and has been derived from A. S. acwerd, aversus^ 
perversus. 
To ACRES, v. n. To increase, to gather strength.

Ay the tempest did acres, 
And na was lykin to grow les 

Bot rather to be mair.
BureVs Pilg. Wateorfs Coll. ii. 31. 

Fr. Accrois+tre, id. accroist, increase. Lat. accre. 
scere.
ACTON, j. A leathern jacket, strongly stuffed, 

anciently worn under a coat of mail. 
Our historian Lesly describes it as made of leather. 

Lorica hamis ferreis conserta muniebantur, hanc tu- 
nicae coriaceae non minus firmae, quain eleganti 
(npstri Acton dicunt) superinduerunt. De Orig. 
Mor. et Gest. Scot. Lib. i. p. 53. According to 
Caseneuve, the auqueton was anciently a doublet stuff 
ed with cotton, well pressed and quilted, which mili 
tary men wore under their coats of mail; and, in 
latter times under their cuirasses, for more effectu 
ally resisting the stroke of a sword or lance. Grose 
says that it was u composed of many folds of linen, 
stuffed with cotton, wool, or hair quilted, and com 
monly covered with leather made of buck or doe 
skin.*' Milit. Antiq. ii. 248.

" It is statute, that induring the time of weir, 
that ilk laiek landed man haueand ten punds in 
gudes and geir, sail haue for his bodie, and for de 
fence of the Realme, ane sufficient Acton, ane bas 
net, and ane gloue of plate, with ane speare and 
sword. Qiiha hes not ane Acton and basnet; he sail 
haue ane gude habirgeon, and ane gude irn Jak for 
his bodie; and ane irn knapiskay, and gloues of 
plate. 1. Stat. Rob. L ch. 26.

Fr. Hoqueton ; O. Fr. auqueton, haucton; Germ. 
hockete; L. B. Aketon, acton. Matthew Paris calls 
it Alcalto. Caseneuve contends that its proper 
name is alcoto, which he whimsically supposes to 
be formed of Arab, al and coto cotton; adding, 
that auqueton anciently signified cotton, for which 
he quotes various authorities. Du Cange inclines 
to derive the term from C. B. actuum, given by 
Boxhorn, as signifying, lorica dupla, duplodes. But 
the most probable derivation is that of M. Huet, 
mentioned Diet, de Trev. He views Fr. hoqueton as a 
diminutive from hoque and hougue, which occur in 
Monstrelet. Cos grands clercs a ses rouges huques. 
Huque, he supposes, was used for huche, which de 
noted a piece of female dress. The word, he adds, 
is Flemish. Belg. huyk is an old kind of cloak,
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which lii-former times was worn by wofcien. Most 
probably, however, the word was not restricted to 
female dress. For Kilian renders huycke toga, pal. 
lium ; q. d. hoedke, ab hoeden, i, e. a tuendo, sicut 
toga a tegendo. What favours this etymon from 
huycke, is that Fr. hoqueton is defined by Cotgr. 
" a short coat, cassock or jacket without sleeves, 
and most in fashion among the country people:" 
—Colobion, sagum, Diet, de Trev. In the XVth 
century, according to Lobineau, hocquet signified 
cotte d'armes. Thus, huyk denoting a cloak or 
mantle; its diminutives hoquet and hoqueton may 
have been primarily used to signify the jacket or 
short coat worn by peasants, and, in a secondary 
sense, a stuffed jacket for the purpose of defence. 
The phraseology used by French writers shews that 
the hoqueton was properly a piece of common dress. 
For Cotgr. calls " a souldier's cassock, or horse, 
man's coat-armour," hoqueton de guerre. 
ACTUAL, adj. An actual minister, sometimes 

an actual man ; a phrase, still used by the vul 
gar, to denote one who is ordained to the of 
fice of the ministry, as distinguished from one 
who is merely licensed to preach ; S. 
u The Bishop hath presented an actual minister, 

Mr George Henry, fit and qualified for the charge, 
now being, according to .the Act of Parliament, 
fallen into his hand, *jure dcvoluto." Wodrow's 
Hist. i. 181.

Q. in actu ; L. B. actus, officium, ministerium; 
Du Cange. 
ADDETTIT, part, pa. Indebted.

*——. I that was by enuy and haitrent 
Of myne awne pepil with thare hale absent 

» Expellit from my sceptre and any ryag, 
, And was addettit for my misdoing 

Unto our cuntre to haue sufferit pane.
Doug. Virgil, 351, 7.

1. e. I owed it, debueram, Virg. Fr^ endebte^ id. 
ADEW, gone, departed, fled.

And like as that the wyld waif iii* his rage, 
Knawand his recent fait and grete outrage, 
Quhen that he has sum young grete oxin slanc, 
Or than werryit the nolthird on the plane, 
Tofore his fais with wapinnis him persew, 
Anone is he to the hie mont adew^ 
And hid him selfe ful fer out of the way.

Doug. Virgil, 394, 37.
Used as an adj. in an oblique sense, from Fr. adieu, 

which sometimes approaches pretty near to this. 
Adieu est aussi un terme de commandemeiit, de 
chagrin, ou de refus, lorsqu'on chasse, ou congedie 
quelqu' un. Apage te. Diet de Trev. 
ADEW, part. pa. Done.

On Kertyngaym a straik chosyn he hais 
In the byrnes, that polyst was full brycht; 
The punyeand hed the plattys persit rycht, 
Throuch the body stekit him but reskew; 
Derffly to dede that chyftane was adew ; 
Baithe man and horss at that strak he bar down.

Wallace, vii. 1199. MS.
This is not, like the preceding, a figurative use of 

Fr. adieu; but from A. S. adoa, facere, adon, tol- 
lere; Godthanon ado to heora agnum landej*Go&

ADR
thenceforth tpok away their own land» Oros. iii.
5. ap. Lye.
ADREILL, x. That district in S. now called 

Athol. This is the old orthography.
• "... I wate weilc 

That thar the erle wes of AdheilL
Barbour, iv. 62.

The same in MS. In Wallace it is Adell. Accord.
ing to Garnett, u Adh signifies happiness or plea.
sure, and oil great (as Blair a plain clear of woods),
so that Blair-Adh-oll," the name of the fine valley
extending from Blair Castle to Dunkeld, " pro.
bably means the great pleasant plain; which is very
descriptive of it." Tour, II. 44.
A DILL, ADDLE, s. 1. Foul and putrid water. 

A s on the altaris, birnand full of sence^ 
The sacrifice scho offerit, in hir presens, 
Ane grisly thing to tell, scho gan behald 
In blak adill the hallo wit watter caJd . 
Changit in the altare, fnrth yet wynis gude 
Anone returnit into laithlie blude.

Doug. Virgil, 115, 51. 
Latices nigrescere sacros. Virg.

2. The urine of black cattle, Renfrews. Hence, To
addle^ v. a. to water the roots of plants with the
urine of cattle, ibid.

E. addle occurs only as an adj., " originally applied 
to eggs," says Dr Johnson, u and signifying such as 
produce nothing." He derives it from A. S. adel, a 
disease. But A. S. adl has also the sense of tabum, 
filthy gore; Teut. adel, filth, mire. The same 
word, among the Ostrogoths, and in other parts of 
Sweden, denotes the urine of cattle. Ihre observes, 
that C. B. addail signifies faeces : and, according to 
Davies, C. B. Tiadl is marcidus, putris. 
To ADORNE, v. a. To worship, to adore.

". Bot vtterly this- command forbiddis to mak 
yirtagis to that efFeck, that thai suld be adornit & 
wirschippit as goddis, or with ony godly honour, 
the quhilk sentence is expremit be thir wordis; Non 
adorabis ea neque coles; Thow sail nocht adorne 
thame nor wirschip thame as goddis." Arbp. Ha- 
miltoun's Catechisme, Fol. 23, b. 
ADIST, frep. On this side*

" I wish you was neither adist her, nor ayont 
her." S. Prov. " Spoken to them who sees you 
with some woman that you have an aversion to." 
Kelly, p. 399.

It might seem allied to Germ, diss, hoc, with a 
prefixed, as equivalent to on; thus signifying,, on 
this (supply) side. 
ADRAD,/>0r*./>a. Afraid, Gl. Sibb.

Chaucer, adrad, adradde, A. S. adraed^an, timere. 
ADRED, adv. Downright, from Fr. adroit, or

droit, and this from Lat. directus, Rudd. 
ADREICH, adv. Behind, at a distance. To 

follow adreich, to follow at a considerable
distance, S. B.
" The more he standis a dreich fra it, he heris 

ay the better." Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 6. Remot- 
issiine, Boeth.

Skinner mentions adrigh, quoting these 
although without any reference ; 

B
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« The King's Daughter, ^hich this sigh, 
For pure abas he drew her adrigh." 

They occur in Gower's Conf. Fol. 70, It is evidently 
the same wx>rd, explained by Skinner, Prae mero metu 
Se e conspectu subduxit. He erroneously derives it 
from A. S. drif-an, adrif-an, pellere, V. DREictf, 
ADREID, conj. Lest.

•*—-And tho for feir I swet 
Of hir langage : bot than anone said schd, 
List thou se far lies, behald thame yonder lo, 
Yit studie nocht ouir mekill adreid thow warie, 
For I persaue the halflings in ane farie.

Police of Honour, iii. st. 65. 
Mr Pinkerton in his Gl. renders warie in the two 

sejises of get worse and curse. Adreid is undoubtedly 
the imperat. of A. S, adraed-an, timere, used as a 
conj. Reed is used in the same sense, S. B, V. 
REED, v. and conj.
ADRESLY, adv. With good address. 

Of gret pepil the multitude 
On ilke sid, that thare by stud, 
Commendyt heily his affere, 
His aporte, and his manere, 
As he hyin hawyt adresly, 
And his court taucht sa vertuously, 
As he resemlyd a Lord to be 
Of hey state and of reawte.

Wyntown, ix. 27, 317. 
AE, adj. One, S.

Ah, chequer'd life ! Ae day gives joy, 
The niest our hearts maun bleed.

Ramsay''s Poems, i. 180. V. the letter A, 
AER, s. Oar.

" Na man sail buy herring, or any fish, quhilk is 
brocht in the shippe to the towne, before the ship 
ly on dry land, and put forth an aer." Stat. Gild, 
ch. 22. s. 1. V. AIR.
To AFAYND, v. a. To attempt, to endeavour, 

to try.
Warly thai raid, and held thar horss in aynd, 
For thai trowide weyll Sotheron wald afaywjl 
With haill power at anys on thaim to sett: 
Bot Wallace kest thair power for to lett,

Wallace, v. 874. MS. Perth Edit. id. 
But in Edit. 1648, it is changed to offend. A.S. 
afand-ian, tentare, to prove or make trial; Somn. 
R. of Brunne uses feende in the same sense; imme 
diately from A.S. fand-ian, id. 
AFALD, AFAULD^ AEFAULD, adj. 1. Honest, 

upright, without duplicity. 
Tharefore, my derest fader, I the pray, 
Bo al sic doutis of suspitioun away; 
Gif ony sic thochtis restis in thy mynd, 
And traistis wele Enee of old and kynd.

Doug. Virgil, 471, 39.
u It isauisit and senespeidfull, that the said coun- 

sall now chosin in this present Parliament besworne 
in the Kingis presence & his thre Estatis, to gif his 
hienes a trew and afald counsajl in all maters con 
cerning his Maiestie and his Realme." Acts Ja. IV. 
1489, c. 28. Edit. 1566.

" We faithfullie and solemnelie swear and promeis, 
to tak a trew aefauld and plain pairt with His Ma- 
jestie and amangis oure selfis, for diverting of the
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appearand danger threatned to the said religion, and 
His Majesties estate and standing depending thair* 
upon.*' Band of Maintenance^ ColL of Conf. ii. 
109, 110.
2. It is used to denote the unity of the divine 

essence in a Trinity of persons. 
The afauld God in Trenyte 
Bring ws hey till his mekill blis ; 
Quhar alwayis lestand liking is.

Barbour, xx, 618. MSu 
Afald Godhede, ay lesting but discrepance, 
In personis thre, equale of ane substance, 
On the I cal with humyl hart and milde.

boug. Virgil, 11.27.
The term is still commonly used in the first sense, 

and pronounced as if written aefald, S. From a 
one, and fald fold. V. the letter A. This compo 
sition, in the same sense, is common in the Northern 
languages; MoesG. ainfalth, simplex, Matt. 6, 22, 
Isl. einfauld; Sw. enfaldig, A. S» anfeald, Alem. 
and Franc, einfalta, einfaltihho, Germ, einfalt, 
Belg. eenvoudig, (vouw, a fold); q. having only 
onefold. The formation of Lat. simplex differs, 
as denying the existence of any fold, sine plica» 
V. ANEFALD. 
AFFi ado. Off.

But thinkna, man, that I'll be set qffs&e, 
For I'll hae satisfactio'n ere I gae.

Ross's Helenore, p. 81*
As to this particle, the S» corresponds with most of 
the Northern dialects; MoesG., Su.G. ? and Isl. «/, 
Alem. ab, Dan. af, Belg. af, id. G. Andr. and Jun. 
derive it from Gr. XTTO, which, before a word be^ 
ginning with an aspirate, is «<p*. Ihre observes from 
Prisciarius, that in Old Lat. af was used for ab, as 
in the Laws of the Twelve Tables. Sei Pater filioin 
ter venum duit, af patre liber estod.

Aff at the knot, lunatic, S. B. Gl. Shirr., per. 
haps from the idea of a joint being dislocated.

Aff or on. It is desired that one should be either 
aff or'on, that he should determine one way or ano 
ther ; as in merchandise, that he should either strike 
the bargain, or entirely break it off. Aff and on. 
Those who lodge on the same floor are said to be 
aff and on. A sick person is also said to be aff and • 
on as he was, when there is no discernible difference 
in his situation. Su.G. af och on is used in a dif 
ferent sense, as denoting an unsettled state, ultro 
citroque, Ihre, 
AFFCAST, s. A castaway.

" In the minde, in the hart and conscience of 
him that hes sa s mo red and oppressed his faith, it 
wilfc oft times come to pas in his awin judgement, 
hauing his eies fixt on him self onlie; that he will 
thinke him to be a reprobate, to be ane offcast, and 
neuer able to recouer mercie." Bruce's Serm. on 
the Sacr. 1590. Sign. T. 4, b. 
AFFCOME, s. The termination of any busi 

ness, the reception one meets with; as, u I had 
an ill affcome7' I came off with an ill grace, 
I was not well received. It is also sometimes 
used in the sense of escape; S. 

Su.G. Afkomst, reditus; from af of, and komm-q, 
to come.
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AFFERD, part. pa. Afraid»

Thare is na drede that sail mak rs afferd.
Doug. Virgil, 30, 17.

Chaucer, offered, aferde. A. S. afaered, id. The 
word is still used by the vulgar in E.
AFFERIS, EFFEIRS, v. impers. i. Becomes, 

belongs to, is proper or expedient. 
The kynryk yharn I nocht to hare, 
Bot gyff it fall off rycht to me: 
And gyff God will that it sa be, 
I sail als frely in all thing 
Hald it, as it afferis to king; 
Or as myn eldris forouch me 
Hald it-in freyast rewate,

Barbour, L 162. MS.
In the same sense this term frequently occurs in 

laur laws.
a It is sene speidfull, that restitutipun Jbe maid of 

victuallis, that passis to Berwyk, Roxburgh, and 
Ingland vnder sic pan is, as effeiris. Acts Ja/lV. 
1456. c. 67. Edit. 1566. V. ABULYEIT. 
2. It i^ sometimes used as signifying what is pro 

portional to, S.
" That the diet be deserted against all Resetters, 

they taking the Test, and such as will not,—that 
these be put under caution under great sums effeir- 
ing to their condition and rank, and quality of their 
crimes, to appear before the Justices at particular 
diets." Act Council, 1683. ap. Wodrow, ii. 318.

Rudd. thinks that it may be derived from Fr. «/- 
faire, business, work. But it is evidently from 
O. Fr. affiert, an impersonal v. used precisely in 
sense first. V. Cotgr. Affierta, conviendra; ri* 
affiert, ne convient pas; il vous affiert, il vous con- 
vient. Rom. de la Rose. The author of the Gl. 
to this old book says, that the term is still used in 
Flanders. " Afferir, vieux mot. Appartenir.' On 
a dit, Ce qui lui affiert, pour dire, Ce qui lui convient. 
Diet. Trev. It needs scarcely be added, that the 
Fr. v. has evidently been derived from Lat. affero, 
from ad and fero. Accords is now frequently used 
In the same sense in law-deeds. V. EFFEIR, v. 
AFFECTUOUS, adj. Affectionate.

" We aucht to lufe our self and sa our nichtbour, 
with ane qffectuous & trew lufe vnfenyetly." Abp. 
Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1551, Fol. 39., b. V. 
EFFECTUOUS.
AFFER, AFEIR, EFFEIR, EFFERE, s. i. Con- 

dition, state.
Quhen the King left had the spering, 
Hys charge to the gud King tauld he. 
And he said, he wad blythly se 
Hys brothyr, and se the offer 
Off that cuntre, and of thar wer.

Barbour, xvi. 27. MS. 
—Fele tymes in haisty effere for drede 

The portis vesy thay, gif ocht war nede.
, Doug. Virgil, 280, 38. 

2. Warlike preparation, equipment for war. 
To Schortwode Schawe in haist thai maid thaim boun, 
dhesyt a strenth, quhar thai thar lugyng maid: 
IB gud affer a quhill thar still he baid.

Wallace, iv. 514. MS. Effeir, Edit. 1648. 
Erll Patrik, with xx thousand, but lett,
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Befor Dunbar a stalwart sege he sett.— 
Thai tald Wallace off Patrikis gret offer. 
Thai said, Forsuth, and ye inycht him our set, 
Power agayne rycbt sone he mycht nocht get.

Wallace, riii. 166, M9..
3. Appearance, show.

And syne to Scone in hy raid he,
And wes maid king but langer let,
And in the klngis stole wes set:
As in that tyme wes the maner.
Bot off thair noble gret offer,
Thar seruice, na thair realte,
Ye sail her na thing now for me.

Barbour, ii. 182. MS.
It has perhaps the same sense, as restricted to mili 
tary appearance, in the following passage:

Earnest on horss in to thair armour cler,
To seik Wallace thai went all furth in feyr;
A thousand men weill garnest for the wer,
To wart the wode, rycht awfull in offer.

Wallace, iv. 528. MS.
4. Demeanour, deportment.

That fre answerd with fayr afeir,
And said, " Schir, mercie for your mycht I
Thus man I bow and arrowis beir,
Becaus I am ane baneist wycht."

Murning Maiden, Maitland Poems, p. 207.
This word seems to have no affinity with the pre 

ceding v., and as little with Fr. affaire, business. 
It is to all appearance radically the same with Fairy 
fere, q. v. 
AFFHAND, used as an adj. Plain, honest,

blunt, given to free speaking, S. j ajjin-band%
Ang. From off^and hand.
This word is also used adverbially in the same 

sense with E. off hand, without premeditation.
Wer't my case, ye'd clear it up aff-hand.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 154* 
—Ah! Symie, rattling chiels ne'er stand

To cleck, and spread the grossest lies aff-hand.
Kid. p. 88. 

AFFLUFE, AFF LOOF, adv. i. Without book,
offhand. To repeat any thing afflufe, is to de 
liver it merely from memory, without having
a book in one's hand, S. 

2. Extempore, without premeditation, S.
How snackly could he gi'e a fool reproof,
E'en wP a canty tale he'd tell affloof!

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 11, 
AFFPUT, s. Delay, or pretence for delaying, S, .

Affputtingy Delaying, trifling, dilatory,, putting
off,§. . 

AFFRAY, s. Fear, terror.
Stonayit sa gretly than thai war,
Throw the force off that fyrst assay.
That thai war in till gret affray.

Barbour, ix. 605. MS.
Chaucer, id. Pr. Affre, effroys, a fright; evL. 

dently of Gothic origin. 
AFFROITLIE, adv. Affrightedly, Rudd.

Fr. Effroyer, to frighten. 
AFFSET, s. l. Dismission, the act of putting

away, S* MoesG. afsat-jan, amovere.
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2. An excuse, a pretence, St

But words J. winna langer using be, 
Nor will sic offsets do the turn with me,

Ross's Helenore, p, 85,
AFFSIDE, s. The further side of any object, S. 

Su.G- qfsidcS) seorsum ; from of off, and sida 
side.

AFLOCHT, AFLOUGHT, fart. pa. Agitated, in 
a flutter, S.
" Al this ^lay and nicht bygane my mynd and 

body is qflocjit, specially sen I hard thir innocent 
men sa cruelly tormentit." Bellend. Cron. B. ix. 
ch* 29. Nulla quies detur, Boath. V. FLOCHT. 
AFORGAYN, prep. Opposite to.

•——Aforgayn the schippis ay 
As thai sailyt, thai held thair way.

Barbour, xvi. 555. MS.
This may be from A. S. ofer over, and gean, 

agen, contra; or, by an inversion of Su.G. gent- 
o/wer, gen or gent signifying contra, and ofwer 
trans. Or it may have the same origin with FORE.
ANENT, q. V., also FoilEGAl-NST.'
AFORNENS, prep. Opposite to.

The castelle than on Twed-mowth made,— 
Set cwyn a-for-nens Berwyke, 
Wcs tretyd to be castyn down.

Wyntown, vii. 8, 899*
V. FORE-ANENT.

AFTEN, adv. Often, S.
Thus when braid flakes of snaw have cled the green,
Aften I have young sportive gilpies seen,
The waxing ba' with meikle pleasure row,
Till past their pith it did unwieldy grow.

Ramsay 1 s Poems, i. 322.
Lye views A. S. aeft, iterum, as the origin of E. 

oft. 
AFTER ANE, adv. Alike, in the same man.

ner, in one form, S. i. e. after one. Belg. by
een is used in the same sense. 

^AFTER-CLAP, s. Evil consequence. Gl.
Sibb. 

AFTERHEND, adv. Afterwards, V. EF-
TIRHEND.

AFTERINGS, AFT'RINS, s. pi. The last milk
taken from a cow, S. Lancash. Derbysh. id.
A. S. aefter, post.

Stane still stands hawkie, he her neck does claw, 
Till she'll frae her the massy afPrins draw.

j^orisori*» Poems, p. 185. 
AGAYNE, AGANE, prep. Against.

The kyng of Frawns that tyme Jhon
Agayne hym gadryd hys ost anon.

Wyntown, viii. 43, 10.
With thir agane grete Hercules stude he.

Doug. Virgil, 141, 25. 
O. E. agen.

Agen that folc of Westsex hii nome an batayle.
R. Glouc. p. 240.

A. S. gean, agen, ongean, Su.G. gen, igcn, Isl. 
gegn, g-ew, Germ, gegen, id. MrTooke " believes 
it to be a past participle, derived from the same verb> 
from which comes the collateral Dutch verbjege- 
nen, to meet, rencontrer, to oppose." 
AGAIT, adv. On the way or road.

A & -G
A strenth thar was on the wattir off Cre,
With in a roch, rycht stalwart wrocht off trej
Agait befor mycht no man to it wyn,
But the consent off thaim that duelt within.
On the bak sid a roch and wattir was,
A strait entre forsuth it was to pass.

Wallace, vi. 802, MS.
This has hitherto been printed as two words, a 
gait; but it is one in MS.; from a in the sense of ony 
and gait way. A. S, and Isl. gatd. V. GAIT.
AGATIS, adv. In one way, uniformly. 

Ane off thaim is Astrologi, 
Quhar clerkys, that ar witty, 
May knaw conjunctions off planetis, 
And quhethir that thar courss thaim settis 
In soft segis, or in angry ; 
And off the hewyn all halyly 
How that the dispositioun 
Suld apon thingis wyrk her doun, 

. On regiones, or on climatis, 
That wyrkys nocht ay quhar agatis, 
Bot sum quhar less, and sum quhar mar, 
Eftyr, as thair bemys strekyt ar, 
Othir all ewyn, or on wry.

Barbour, iv. 702. MS»
This passage, having been- misunderstood, has been 
rendered in Ed. 1620;

That all where worketh not all gaites: 
whereas the meaning is, " that worketh not every 
where in one way." From a one, and gatis, which 
may be either the plur. or the gen. of A. S. gat, 
gata. V. GAIT. 
AGEE, A-JEE, adv. 1. To one side, S.; from

a on, and jee^ to move, also to turn or wind. 
He kames his hair, indeed, and gaes right snug, 
With ribbon-knots at his blue bonnet lug; 
Whilk pensylie he wears a thought a-jee.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 75, 76* 
Tod Lowrie slee, wi' head agee,

Despis'd baith Pitt and Hood man, 
And Cecil Wray, and a' his fry; 

He kent his friends were gude, man.
R. Galloway's Poems, p. 208» 

To look agye, to look aside; Gl. Yorks^. V. 
JEE, v. 
2. A-jar, a little open, S»

But warily tent, when ye come to court me, 
And come nae, unless the back-yett be a-jee ; 
Syne up the back-style and let nae body see, 
And come as ye were na comin to me.

. Burns, iv. 98* 
To AGGRISE, v. a. To affright, to fill with

horror.
Wyth fyre infernale in myne absence also 
I sail the follow, and fra the cald dede 
Reyf from my membrys thys saul, in euery stede^ 
My goist sail be present the to aggrise, 
Thou sal, ynwourthy wieht, apoun thys wise 
Be punyst wele.——•

Doug. Virgil, 113, 17.
This word is nearly allied to S. grouse, to shudder* 

Agrise, as used by Chaucer, signifies both to shud^ 
' der, and to make to shudder. In the last sensej it is 

said;
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Sj I coude have told you (quod this frere) 

Swiche peines, that your hertes might agrise,
Sompn. ProL v. 7231, 

A. S. agrys-an horrere. V. GRYIS. 
AGLEY, A-GLY, adv. Off the right line, ob* 

liquely, wrong, S.
But} mousie, thou art no thy lane, 
In proving foresight may be vain r 
The best laid schemes o' mice an' men 

Gang aft a-gly.
Burns, iii. 148. V. GLEY.

AGRUFE, adv. Flat or grovelling. V. GRUFE. 
AGWET, the name anciently given to the hill

on which the castle of Edinburgh stands. 
Such, at least, is the account given by John Hard- 
yng. Speaking of Ebranke, king of Britain, he says; 

He made also the may den castell strong. 
That men nowe calleth the castel of Edenburgh, 
That on a rock standeth full hye out of throng, 
On mount Agwet, wher men may see out through 
Full many a toune, castel and borough, 
In the shire about. It is so hye in syght, 
Who will it scale, he shall not find it light.

^Chron. Fol. 20. b.
This perhaps is a corr. of the name which is said 

to have been imposed on this hill, in the language of 
the ancient Britons; Mynyd Agned^ mount Agned, 
whence it is pretended the fortress was called Ca^telh 
wynyd Agned ; Arnot's Edinburgh, p. 3. H. Boece 
calls the town itself Agneda. Hist. Fal. 12, 58. 
AHIND, AHINT, prep. Behind, S.

It seems that lad has stown your heart awa', 
And ye are following on, wi' what's ahind,

Ross's llelenore, p. 68. 
Bat fat did Ajax a' this time ?

E'en lie like idle tike; 
He steer'd na' sin Sigeia's hill, 

Bat slipt akint the dyke.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 22. 

A. S. hindan, post; MoesG. hindana, hindar^ 
Shall we suppose that there is any affinity with Isl. 
hinna^ immoror ? 
AICH, s. Echo; pron* as «# in Gr. n^s, vox.

This is the only term used in Angus to denote the 
repercussion of sound. la the Gothic dialects, 
Echo has had no common appellation. It is evident 
that our forefathers have originally considered it as 
something supernatural. For it has received a va 
riety of personal designations. In A. S. it is called 
Wudu-maere^ or the woodland nymph; muere not 
being confined to the night-mare, but used as a ge 
neric term. The Northern nations give it the name 
of Diserga-mal) or the speech of the Fairies, Pigmies, 
•or Droichs, (for our word Drojch acknowledges the 
same origin) which were supposed to inhabit the 
rocks. The Celtic nations seem to have entertained 
a similar idea. For echo in.Gael. is Mactuluh, i. e. 
u the lone son of the rock."
AIGARS, s. Grain dried very much in a pot,

for being ground in a quern or hand-mill, S. B.
Ulphilas uses MoesG. akran to denote grain of any

'kind. As in S. all grain was anciently ground m
this way; the w©*d, originally applied te grain ia
'general, might at length, when new modes of prepa-

A I L
ration were introduced, be restricted in its meaning, 
as denoting that only which was prepared after th$ 
old form. Aigar-meal is meal made of grain dried 
in this manner; and aigar.brose, a sort of pottage 
made of this meal, V. BROSE. Su.G. aker^ Isl. o- 
kur, corn, seges, Ihre; A. S. aecer^ achyr ; Germ. 
aehr, Alem. ahfr9 spica; Franc, uu&char, fructus 
autumnales, wackarhafr, f^rtilis. Some have dc* 
rived these words from MoesG. auk-a; Alem. auch- 
on; Belg. ack-en, &c. augere, as denoting the in* 
crease of the field; others, from ek, egy ech, aeies, be- 
eaui^ of the grain being sharp-pointed. Perhaps 
MoesG. akrS) a field, may rather be viewed as the 
origin; especially as Su.G. aker denotes both th« 
field itself, and its produce.
To AIGH, v. a. To owe, to be indebted, Aigly* 

and) owing. S. B,
Su.G. aeg-a, id. lag aeger honom saa mycket; 

Tantum illi debeo; Ihre. Isl. eig-a. But as the pri* 
mary sense of these verbs is, to possess, we may view 
ours as also allied to MoesO. aig-an, A. 8. ag-an 
habere, possidere. Thus a transition has been made 
from the idea of actual possession, to that of a right 
to possess: and the term, which primarily signifies 
what one has, is transferred to what he ought to 
have. Gr. g#-ft», habeo, seems to have a common o» 
rigin.
AIGHINS, s. pi. What is owing to. one ; espe 

cially used as denoting demerit. When one 
threatens to correct a child, it is a common ex 
pression, *P11 gie you your aigbinsS S. B» 

Our word, in form, closely corresponds to MoesG. 
aiginS) possessio, Aagiez^ in O. Fr. signifies debts ; 
Rom. de la Rose. 
AIGLET, s. A tagged point.

Fr. esguilettC) q, d. aculeata. It is also explain» 
ed a jewel in one's cap. Gl. Sibb. 
AIK, AYK, s. The oak, S,

Bot yone with cpuerit hedis by and by, 
With ciuile crownis of the strang aik tre, 
Sail beild and found to thy honour, quddlie? 
Nomentum ciete, and Gabios the toun.

Doug. Virgfy 193, 1.
Plur. akiS) Doug. Virg., 169, 18. \ A.*S. &c, aec; 
Alem. eih) eiche; Su.G. ek; Isl. eik; Germ; eiche; 
Belg. eike^ id.
AIKERIT, adj. (pron./«/^rf). Eared; weil 

aikerit) having full ears j applied to grain. 
Tweedd. V. AIGARS.

AIKRAW, s. The Lichen scrdbieulatns, Linn. 
This is only a provincial name confined to the 
South of S. V. STANERAW, 

AYLE, s. 1, A projection from the body of a
church ; one of the wings of the transept. 

2. An inclosed and covered burial place, adjoining 
to a church, though not forming part of it, S. 
It has received this designation, as being origi* 
nally one of the wings, or a projection. 
MoesG. «/A, temptam.; A. S. alh, id. as used by 

CaecLmoin. *V. Jun. Goth. Gl. Hence perhaps bj 
transposition, A. S. heall, Su.G. and E, hatt. 
AILICKEY, s. The bridegroom's rnanforhe whp' 

attends on the bridegroom at a wedding*
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This is the only word used in Ang,, although in 

other parts of S. he who holds this place is called the 
best man.

This word is most probably very ancient; as com. 
pounded of Su.G. e, Germ, ehe, A. S. aewe, marri 
age, and Sw. lackay, Germ, lakei, a runner, explain 
ed by Wachter, cursor, servus a pedibus; from Su.G. 
lack-a; Germ, lack-en, leck-en, currere. This name 
might be very properly given; as he to whom it be- 
longs not only -serves the bridegroom, but is general. 
ly sent to meet and bring home the bride. Wachter 
observes, that the word lak has been ^diffused, by 
the Goths, through France and Spain, to which Ita 
ly may be added. For hence Fr. lacquay ; His p. 

Jacayo; Ital. lacch/; Eng. lacquey. The v. lak 
and lacka, are traced both by Wachter and Ihre, to 
Gr. **g, a term applied to the feet, TTV| *«< A«g, mani. 
bus pedibusque; and by the former, viewed as re. 
lated to E. leg, Su.G. laegg, Isl. legg-r^ and Ital. 
laeca.
A1N, adj. Own. V. AWIN. 
AYND, END, s. Breath.

With gret payne thiddir thai him broucht; 
He wes sa stad, that he ne mocht 
Hys dynd bot with gret paynys draw; 
Na spek bot giff it war weill law.

Barbour, IT. 199. MS, 
This say and with richt hand has scho hynt 
The hare, and cuttis in tua or that scho stynt, 
And thare with all the naturale hete out quent, 
And with ane puft of aynd the lyfe out went.

Doug. Virgil, 124, 55.
O. E. onde breath. It also signifies vehement fury. 
Seynt Edward the yonge martir was kyng of Eng.

elonde: 
Yong y marterid he was thbrw trecherie and onde.

MS. Lives of Saints, Gl. R. Brunne, in vo. 
Leulyn had despite of Edwarde's sonde, 
Bot werred also tite on him with nyth & onde.

R. Brunne, p. 237.
€i with the utmost malice and vehemence;" Gl. Hearne 
adds, u It is a French word, signifying a wave which 
goes with force." But it is merely a metaph. use of 
the word primarily signifying breath, spirit. Isl, 
onde, ond; Su.G. ande; A. S. ond. G. Andr. de- 
rives the Isl. word from Heb. nwc, anahh, suspiravit, 
gemuit, Lex, p. 12. 
To AYND, v. a. To breathe upon.

u Gif thay fynd thair eggisqyndit or twichit be 
men, thay leif thaym, and lay is eggis in ane othir 
place." Bellend. Descr. Alb. ch. xi. Ejus anhelitu et 
afflatu vel leviter imbuta, Boeth.

u Efter his resurrectioun—he eandit on thameand 
said :—-Ressaue ye the haly spreit." Abp. Ha* 
miltoun's Catech. FoK 133, b.

Hence aynding breathing; and aynding stede, a 
breathing- place.

The donk nicht is almaist rollit away, 
And the feirs orient wil that I withdraw; 
I feile the aynding of his horsis blaw.

Doug. Virgil, 152, 34.
Thare may be sene ane throll, or aynding stede, 
Of terrfbil Pluto fader of hel and dede.

Jbid, 227,41. Spiracula, Virg.

A I R
Isl. dnd-a, Su.G. and-as, respirare. Ihre views 
the verb as formed from the noun; and it is evident 
that the latter is much more frequently used with us 
than the former. Su.G. and-as often signifies to die» 
Hence are formed Isl. andlat exspirare, and Su.G. 
aendalykt. V. INLAKE.
AYNDLESSE, adj. Breathless, out of breath. 

-——- Quhile to quhile fra,
Thai clamb into the crykys sua, >
Quhile halff the crag thai clumbyn had ;
And thar a place thai fand sa brad
That thai mycht syt on anerly.
'And thai war handles and wery:
And thair abad thair aynd to ta.

Barbour, x. 609. MS.
But in edit. 1620, instead of handles it is aynd- 

lesse, which is undoubtedly the true reading, for the 
sense requires it, as well as the connexion with the 
following line. The effect of climbing up a steep 
rock, that on which the castle of Edinburgh stands, 
is here expressed. It may be observed, that there 
are various evidences that the edit. 1620 was printed 
from a MS. different from that written by Ramsay, 
and now in the Adv. Library.
A1NS, adv. Once. V. ANIS. 
AIR, AYR, AR, ARE, adv. 1. Before, formerly* 

In Sanct Jhonstoun, disgysyt can he fair 
Till this woman the quhilk I spak of ayr*

Wallace, iv. 704. MS. 
. The Cliffurd, as I sade ar, 
And all his rout, rebutyt war.

Barbour, 12, 335. MS. 
Thare was ane hidduous battall for to sene, 
As thar nane vthir bargane are had bene.

Doug. Virgil, 53, 45. 
O. E. are, before, R. Glouc., R. Brunne. 
2. Early. Very air, very early in the morning, S. 

Airer, and airest, are used as the comp. and 
superl.

Of this assege in thare hethyng 
The Inglis oysid to mak karpyng ;— 
c Come I are, come I late 
* I fand Annot at the yhate.'

Wyntown, viii» 33, 143, 
Are morrow, early in the morning. 

I irkit of my bed, and mycht not ly, 
Bot gan me blis, syne in my wedis dressis: 
And for it was are morow or tyme of messis 
I hint ane scripture, and my pen furth tuke; 
Syne thus began of Virgil the twelt buke.

Doug. Virgil, 404, 34.
i. e. " about the time of prayer or saying mass." 
A. S. On aer morgen, primo mane, Bed. 5, 9* 
MoresG. air; A. S. aer; Alem. 'er y Belg. eer; 
E. ere, ante, prius. MoesG. air, and Isl. aart 
aur, also signify tempus matutmum. Ulph. Filu air 
this dagis, Mark. 16, 2. valde mane, or in S. Fell 
air in the day: Junius conjectures that MoesG* 
air had been formed, and had borrowed its mean, 
ing, from Gr. u$, diluculum, tempus matutinum; 
so that it might originally signify the first part of the 
natural day, and be afterwards extended to denote 
any portion of time preceding another; Gl. Goth. 
But there is no occasion for having recourse to the



AIR
Gr. for the root. Su.G, ar signifies the beginning, 
jnitium, principium ; which is a radical idea.

Ar war allda, tha ecki var ;
Principium erat aevi, quum nihil esset.

Voluspa, Str. 3.
Franc., Alem., and Germ, ur, although now only 

used in composition, has precisely the same meaning; 
as in urbild, imago primitiva, uranen, proavi, ur- 
sache, principium, causa originis. It is often used 
as synon, with Germ, vor, before.
AIR,*#. Early, S.

6 You wou'd na hae kent fat to mak o' her, un 
less it had been a gyr-carlen, or to set her up amon* 
a curn air bear to fley awa' the ruicks.' Journal 
from London, p. 2. i. e. ' early barley,' that which 
is sown so early in the season as to be soon ripe. 
AIR, s. Expl. " hair, used for a thing of na 

value.'*
Ferme lure, for favour, feir, or feid, 
Of riche nor pur to speik suld sgair. 
For luve to hienes hes no heid, 
Nor lychtleis lawlines ane air, 
But puttis all personis in compair.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 192.
Lord Hailes has most probably given the proper 

sense of the word. But it may deserve to be men. 
tioned, that Isl. aar denotes the smallest object ima 
ginable. Primitivum minutissimum quid) et TO drop** 
significans; G. Andr. 
AIR, AIRE, AYR, AR, s. An oar.

A hundreth shippis, that ruther bur and ayr, 
To turss thair gud, in hawyn was lyand thar.

Wallace, vii. 1066. MS. 
Then schippyt thai, for owtyn mar, 
Sum went till ster, and sum till ar, 
And rowyt be the ile of But.

Barbour, iii. 576. MS.
O. E. are, Ritson's A. M. Rom. A. S. and 

Alem. are; Isl. aar; Dan. aare; Su.G. «r«, id. 
Some derive this term from Su.G. «r-#, to plough; 
as sailing is often metaphorically called, ploughing 
the waters.
AIR, AIRE, AYR, s. An heir. 

O And quhen it to the king wes tauld
Off Ingland, how thai schup till hauld
That castell, he wes all angry;
And callyt his sone till hym in hy,
The eldest, and aperand ayr^
A young bacheler, and stark, and fayr,
Schir Eduuard callyt off Carnauerane.

Bar hour, iv. 71. MS.
Bot Bruce was knawin weyll ayr off this kynrik, 
For he had rycht, we call no man him lik.

Wallace, ii. 355. MS; 
Hence ayrschip^ inheritance. 
* Anent the ayrscliip of mouabill gudis, that the 

airis of Barronis,. gentilmen, and frehalders sail 
haue, It is statute and ordanit, that the saidis airis 
sail haue the best of ilk a thing, and efter the statute 

- of the Burrow Lawis.' Acts Ja. III. 1474, c. 66. 
edit. 1566.

MoesG. arbi; Isl. and Su.G. arf; Alem. erbe, 
erve; A. S. yrf; Belg. oor; Lat. haer-es. The 
Su.G. word primarily signifies, terra^ arv-um; and.

AYR
in a secondary sense, the goods of the soil, fun. 
dus una cum aedificiis, et quicquid terrae adhaeret; 
Ihre. Thus it has been originally applied to landed 
property, descending by inheritance; as the terriP 
heritage, which, in our laws, is still opposed to move- 
able property, extends not only to the land itself,» 
but to all that adheres to the soil.
AIR, AIRE, AYR, s. An itinerant court of

justice, E. Eyre.
That gud man dred or Wallace guld be tane;
For Suthroun ar full sutaille euir ilk man.
A gret dyttay for Scottis thai ordand than ^
Be the lawdayis in Dunde set ane Ayr.
Than Wallace walcji na langar sojorne thar.

Wallace , i. 275. MS.
a About this time the King went to the south land" 

to the Airs, and held justice in Jedburgh." Pits- 
cottie, p. 135.

The judges of such courts are L, B. sometimes 
called Justitiarii itinerantes. • Roger of Hoveden" 
writes, A. 1176, that Henry II, of England ap 
pointed tres Justitiarios itinerantes. They are also; 
called Justitiarii errantes; Pet, Blesensis, Ep. 95; 
sometimes Justitiarii itineris, as in Trivet's Cnron. 
A. 1260, Justitiarius itineris de Corona. ByKnygh- 
ton, A. 1353, they are designed, Justitiarii super la 
Eyre. V. Du Cange. In the laws of Rob. III. of 
Scotland, it is ordained, that the Lords, having 
courts of regality, should hold, twice a year, itinera 
Justitiarii. c. 30, 33.

Skene derives this from Iter, which indeed is the 
Lat. word used in our old laws, and translated Aire* 
Skinner pi-efers Fr, erre, a way. It would appear 
that we have borrowed the term from the English; 
and that they had it immediately from the Fr. For 
we find it in use among them from the time of the 
Conquest. Pur ceo que la com men fine et amerce- 
ment de tout le countie en eire dez justices pur faux. 
jiigementz,&c. Will. I. ca, IQ.Rastelf, F61.238, b. 
AIRT, ART, ARTH, AIRTH, s. Quarter of the-

heaven, point of the compass. 
Maistres of woddis, beis to us happy and kyndj 
Releif our lang trauell, quhat euer thow be. 
And under quhat art of the heuin so hie, 
Or at quhat coist of the warld final-f 
Sail we arriue, thow teich .us by and by**

Doug. Virgil, 23, 22:.
In this sense we commonly say, " What airVs the * 

wind in ? i. e. From what point does it blow ? Air?*' 
is the general.pronunciation in the West of S. 5 airtk 
in the Eastern counties.. 
2. It is used, .by a slight deflection from what may

be accounted its primary sense, to denote a par-
ticular quarter of the earth, or one place as dis 
tinguished from another.
Thus in the passage already quoted, ^ coist of the 

•warld," or earth, is distinguished from " art of the 
heuin." It often occurs in this sense.

Wallace ansuerd, said, Westermar we will.
Our kyne ar slayne, and that me likis ill;.
And othir worthi mony in that art;
Will God I leiffe, we sail us wreke oa part. o

Wallace, i. 309.
Yit, for the lytle quaatance that we had,



AIR.
Sen that I se the in sturt sa straightly stad, 
Quhairever.thow ga, in eird or art, 
With the, my freind, yet sail I never part. 

* Priests of Peblis, p. 48. 
Thow suld have sene, had thou bidden in yone airt, 
Quhat wise yon hevenlie company conversit. 

•— I purpoisit ever till have duelt in that art.
Palice of Honour, iii. st. 83, 91, 

On every art is sometimes used in the same sense 
in which we say, on every hand, or on all sides. 
Thair is within anile inuironit on athir part. 
To breke the storme, and wallis on euery art, 
Within the wattir, in ane bosom gais.

Doug. Virgil, 18, 7.
" This Donald gathered a company of mischievous 

cursed limmers, and invaded the King in every arth, 
wherever he came, with great cruelty." Pitscottie, 
p. 55.

" We expect good news from that airth." Bail. 
lie's Lett. ii. 55.

Hardyng is the only E. writer, who, as far as I 
have observed, uses this word. Nor is it unlikely 
that he learned it from the Scots, during his resi 
dence among them. For it seems very doubtful, 
whether we ought to lay more stress on his using 
this term, as a proof of its being old E., than on his 
testimony with respect to the many vouchers he 
pretended to have found in this country,, of its being 
all along dependent on the English crown. But let 
us hear John himself:

This Galaad then rode forthe, with his route,
At euery way he made a knyght for to departe,
To tyme thei were al seuerally gone out,
And none with hym; so eche one had theyr part:
And gif any met another at any arct,
Hys rule was so, he should his felowe tell
His aduentures, what so that hym befell.

Chronicle, F. 69. b.
The singular orthography of the term might of itself 
induce a suspicion, that the use of it was an inno 
vation.

This word has been generally derived from Ir, 
and Gael, aird, quarter, cardinal point, a coast; as 
on aird shoir, from the Eastern quarter. Thus, Sir 
J. Sinclair says^ u The verb art, is probably de 
rived from the Gaelic aird, a coast or quarter. 
Hence th,e Scots also say, What jprt? for What 
quarter does the wind blow from?" Observ. p. 26. 
Arctus being the name given in Lat. to the two fa. 
mous constellations, called the bears, near the North 
Pole, which is designed Polus Arcturus ; this might 
seem to be the origin of our word. This being also 
that quarter to which the eye of the astronomer or 
traveller is directed, it might be supposed that this 
at length gave name to all the rest. It might seem 
to confirm the conjecture, that C. B. artk signifies 
a bear, (Lhuyd;) and to complete the theory, it 
might also be supposed that tfee Provincial Britons 
borrowed this designation from the Romans.

The Gothic, however, presents clahns nearly equal. 
G erm. ort, place; die 4 orte oder gegenden des Erd- 
bodens, the four regions or parts of the earth. Wart 

•alsohas the sense of locus; warts, werts, versus lo 
cum. Wachter derives ort, as signifying towards, 
from werts, which has the same sense. Verel. ren*

A I 3
ders Isl. vart, versus plagas orbis; Nordan-vart,, 
versus Septentrionem. Belg. oorde, a place or quar 
ter. These are ail evidently allied to MoesG. wairths,. 
versus; ut, Orientem, Occidentem versus; in con 
nexion with which Junius mentions A. S. eastweard, 
west-wear d; Goth. Gl.

The Isl. employs another word in the sense of 
airth or quarter, which can scarcely be thought to, 
have any affinity, unless it should be supposed that 
r has beers softened down in pronunciation. This is. 
aet, att, plur. after; attha aetter, octo plagae; i 
sudur aett, to the south ; i nordri aett, towards the 
North.
To AIRT, ART, t/. a. 1. To direct; to mark out 

a certain course ; used with respect to the wind^ 
as blowing from a particular quarter, S.
a That as to what course ships or boats would 

take to proceed up the river, would, in his opinion, 
depend upon the mode by which their progress was 
actuated, either by pulling, rowing, or sailing, and 
as the wind was airted." State, Fraser of Fraser- 
field, 1805. p. 192.
2. To give direction, or instruction, in order to 

find out a certain person or place, or any other 
object. It properly respects the act of pointing 
out the course one ought to hold, S.
u To art one to any thing ; to direct or point out 

any thing to one/' Sir J. Sinclair, p. 26.
As the verb is not used by our ancient writers, it 

has certainly been formed from the noun. Art oc 
curs as a v. in O. E.; and might at first view be con 
sidered as the same with this. But it, is quite dif 
ferent, both as to meaning and origin. 

. My poore purs and peynes stronge 
Have artid me speke, as I spoken have. 
•— Ncede hath no lawe, as that the Clerkes trete: 
And thus to crave artith me my neede.

Hoccleve, p. 53, 56».
When I was young, at eighteene yeare of age, 
Lusty and light, desirous of plesaunce, 
Approching on full sadde and ripe courage, 
Loue arted me to do my obseruance,* 
To his estate, and done him obeisaunce, 
Comraaunding me the Court of Loue to see, 
Alite beside the mount of Citharee.

Chaucer, Court of Love, i. 46. 
Tyrwhitt renders the word, constrain, which indeed 
seems to be its natural meaning in all the three pas 
sages quoted; from Lat. arcto, id. To these we 
may add another in prose.

6 In France the people .salten but little meat, ex 
cept their bacon, and therefore would buy little salt; 
but yet they be artyd (compelled) to buy more salt 
than they would.' Fortescue on Monarchy, ch.'lO. 
V. Ellis, Spec. E. P. i. 314. 
AIRT and PART. V. ART. 
AISMENT, AYSYAMENT, s. Used in the same 

sense with E. easement, as denoting assistance, 
accommodation.
" Nane of them sail freelie giue, or for anie price 

sell, or transport, or carie bowes, arrowes, or anie 
kind of armour3 or horse, or other aismentis to the
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«ommon enemies of our Realme.* 2. Stat. Rob. I. 
Tit. 2. c. 33. Fr. aisement, commodum, Diet. Trey. 
AISLAIR, adj. Polished, S.

a A mason can nocht hew ane euin aislair without 
directioun of his rewill." Abp. Hamiltoun's Cate- 
chisme, Fol. 5, a.
AIT, Oat or Oaten ; for it may be viewed either 

as a s. in a state of construction, or as an adj. 
I the ilk vmquhilis that in the small ait rede 
Toned my sang, syne fra the woddis yede^ 
And feildis about taucht to be obeysand, 
Thocht he war gredy, to the bissy husband, 
Ane thankfull werk made for the plewmans art, 
Bot now the horrible sterne dedis of Marte.

Doug. Virgil^ 12, 20. 
AITS, s. pL Oats, S.

The corns are good in Blainshes; 
Where aits are fine, and said by kind,

That if ye search all thorough 
Mearns, Buchan, Mar, nane better are 

Than Leader Hatighs and Yarrow.
Ritson's S. Songs, ii. 121, 122. 

A. S. ata, ate, id. Hafre is the word used, in the- 
same sense, in the Germ, and Scandinavian dialects. 
One might almost suppose, that as this grain consti 
tuted a principal part of the food of our ancestors, it 
had hence received its name. For Isl. at signifies the 
act of eating, and the pi. aete, food in general, pa- 
bula, praeda, G. Andr. A. S. aet has the same mean 
ing ; edulium, Lye. It has the diphthong, indeed, 
whereas ate, avena, is without it. But this is not 
material; as a and ae are commonly interchanged in 
A. S.
Wild aits,, bearded oat-grass, S. Avena fatua, 

Linn.
The beard of this plant, I am informed, is exqui 

sitely sensible to moisture; and hygrometers are of 
ten constructed of it. 
AITEN, adj. Oaten, S.

Pan playing on the alien reed
And shepherds him attending, 

Do here resort their flocks to feed, 
The hills and haughs corn mending,

Ritson's S. Songs, ii. 120. 
AITH, AYTHE, s. Oath. V» ATHJE. 
AITH, or AIFTLAND, s. That kind of land 

called infield, which is made to carry oats a se 
cond time after barley, and r^s received no 
dung, Ang. Perhaps from A. S. aeft, iterum. 

AITH-HENNES, s.pL seems to signify heath- 
hens, as being bred on the heath. 
u Na man sail sell or buy any——Murefowles, 

Blackcocks, Aith-hennes, Termiganes,—[or] any 
sio»kinde of fowles commanlie vsed to be chased with 
Hawks, vnder the paine of an« hunder pounds to 
be incurred, alswell be the buyer as the seller." 
Ja. VI. Parl. 16. c. 23. Skene's Pec. Crimes, tit. 3. 
c. 3.
AYSYAMENT. V. AISMENT. 
AIZLE, s. A hot ember. V. EJZEL» 
AKYN, adj. Oaken. '

———Bessy with wedgeis he 
Stude schidand ane fouresquare akyn tre.

Doug. Virgil, 225; 27.

ALA
ALAIS, s. pi. Alleys.

Fortrace and Werk that was without tne tout, 
Thai brak and brynt and put to confusioun: 
Hagis, dials, be lawbour that was thar, 
Fulyeit and spilt, thai wald no froit spar*

Wallace, ii. 21. MS.
ALAK, Wallace, viii. 1407. V. LAK. 
ALAGUST, s. Suspicion. V. ALLAGUST. 
ALAMONTI, s. The storm-finch, a fowl, Orkn. 

u The storm-finch (procellaria pelagica, Linn, 
Syst.) our alamonti, is very frequently seen in the 
friths and sounds." Barry's Orkney, p. 302.

The name seems of Ital. extract, from ala a wing, 
and monte, q. the bird that still mounts, or keeps on 
its wing, agreeing to a well-known attribute of this 
animal-.

" For trial sake chopped straw has been flung 
OTer, which they would stand on with expanded 
wings; but were never observed to settle on, or 
swim in the water." Penn. Zool. p. 553, 554. V»- 
ASSILAG, the name of this bird in St Kilda,-
ALANE, ALLANE, adj. Alone.'

Hys Douchtyr succede sail in his sted*, 
And hald hys herytage hyr alane.

Wyntown, VIII. 4. 323,
This, as Mr Macpherson has observed, is equiva 

lent' to her lane, in modern S.-
——Quhat wene ye is thar nane, 

That euiris worth bot he allane?
harbour, XT. 414. MS.

u Commonlie, gif ar man sleepis in sinne, and rysi$ 
not in time, ane sinne will draw on another: for 
there is neuer a sin the alane: but ay themair greate 
and heinous that the sinne be, it hes the greater and 
war sinnes following on it." Bruce's Serin, on the 
Sacrament, 1590. Sign.. O. 8. b.

Alem. alain; Germ, allcin; Belg. alleen; Su.G. 
allena, adv. alone. The word, however varied in 
form, is evidently from all and am, ein, een, one; q. 
entirely one, one and no more. Wachter has justly 
observed, that in the ancient dialects, the same word 
denotes one and alone, without any difference. Thus 
in Gloss. Keron., einer occurs in the sense of unus, 
einera for sola, and einen solum. We may add, 
that MoesG. ains signifies both unus and solus.
ALANERLIE. V. ALLANERLY., 
ALAREIT. V. LAREIT, 
ALARSj Alarsyet.

—Vapours hote ticht fresche and weill ybet; 
Dulce of odouu, of flu our maist fragrant, 
The siluer droppis on daseis distillant : 
Quhilk verdour branches ouir the alars yet,. 
With smoky sence the mystis reflectant.

Palice of Honour, ProL St. 2. edit. 1579. 
This may signify, the yet or gate overspread with 

the branches of the alder; or the gate made of this 
tree: A. S. air; Su.G. al; Alem. elira, id.; Su.G. 
alar, of or belonging, to the alder-tree. I suspect,, 
however, that it is not the alder, but the elder that 
is meant. For as the elder or bore-tree is still by 
the superstitious supposed to defend from witchcraft, 
it was formerly a common custom to plant it in gar 
dens. In many it is preserved to this day. It i& 
probable, therefore, that the allusion is to this tree r 
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and that fot greater security, the trunk of it might 
be used for supporting the garden-gate, if this itself 
was not also made of the wood. Belg. holler, id. 
I dare not assert, however, that alars may not here 
signify cymmon or general, q. the gate whjch opened 
into the whole garden. In this case; it would be the 
same with allaris, q. v. 
ALAWE, adv. V. LAWK. 
ALBLASTRIE, s.

There sawe I dresse him, new out of hant, 
The fere tigere full of felony,—

The clymbare gayte, the elk for alblastrye.
King's Quair, c. v. st. 5;

" What the meaning of the quality expressed by 
alblastrye is, I cannot find out. The colour of this 
animal is dark grey ;" Tytler. Alblastrye seems to 
signify the exercise of the cross-bow. Can tJie ex 
pression refer to the chace of the elk, or the arrows 
of a larger kind, as those shot from the cross-bow, 
employed by its pursuers for killing it? V. Aw*
BLASTER.

ALCOMYE, s. Latten, a kind of mixed metal 
still used for spoons. 
E. alchymy; accomie spoons, spoons made of al-

chymy, S. Bor.
From thens vnto his chalmer went he syne, 
About his schulderis assayis his hawbrek fyne, 
Of burnist male, and shynand rychely 
Of fy iiest gold and quhitly alcomye. 

I. e. of a whitish colour.
Doug. Virgil, 409, 28.

It has received this name, as being the result of a
.chemical preparation. V. LATTOUN.
ALD, ALDE, AULD, adj. Old, S. Yorks. 

Westmorel.
Bot as I fynd Phylip the aide
Wes the Emperoure, that tuke
Fyrst Crystyndome? as sayis oure buke.

Wyntown, v. 9. 14.
Furth of the chyn of this ilk hasard auld^ 
.Grete fludis ischis, and styf iseschokillis cauld, 
Poune from his sterne and grisly berd hyngis.

Doug. Virgil, 108, 29-
Aid is used by R. Brunne in ,the same sense. 

A. S. eald; Alem,, Franc., Germ, and Prccop. 
alt. ^ •

Mr Tooke derives E. eld^ old, from A. S. yld- 
nn, ild-an, to remain, to stay, to continue, to last, &c. 
Divers. Purley, ii. 198, 199. The v. is also written 
aeld-ian. It would seem, however, that the etymon 
ought to be inverted. Alem. alt-en corresponds to 
A. S. eald-ian, and signifies prolongare ; as if formed 
from the idea of age or long life. The primitive sense 
of Alem. alt is cretus, adultus, denoting a person 
grown-up, or come to maturity; being merely the 
part, past of al-en, to grow, crescere. V. Wachter. 
in vo. This is undoubtedly the same with Isl. al-a, 
to nurse, also to fatten; enutrire, saginare. Hence 
Verel. derives qld-r proles, liberi, and MoesG. aids, 
generatio, aetas.
To ALEGE, v. a. expl. " To absolve from alle 

giance." Fr. alleg-er.
——-All his liegis of alkyn greis, 

Conditiownys, statis, and qualiteis,

A L H
Lerlt, and lawit, tdegit he 
Of alkyn aith of fewtei

Wyntown, ix. 20. 67* 
ALEUIN, a#. Eteren.

u Quhen ye hef veil socht the verite, ye sal fyncj 
that it is the false blude that discendit of Sergeste* 
and Engestes (Hengist) quhilk var tua Saxons that 
cam vitht aleuin thousand Saxons fra thair auen cun- 
tra, to support and supple the kyng of Grit Ber- 
tanye, quhilk is nou callit Ingland, quha vas opprest 
foe cruel ciuii veyris." Compl. Scot. p. 133.

u It is sen the tyme of Hierome aleuin houndreth 
threttie sax yeris." Kennedy, Commendatar of 
Crosraguell, p. 76.

It needs scarcely be observed, that the vowels are 
frequently interchanged ; or, that in old writing u is 
most frequently used where we employ v. 
ALGAIT, ALGATE, ALGATIS, adv. Every 

way.
O Latyne pepil, forsoith I wald algait, 
And so had befte fer bettir, wele I wate, 
Full lang or now auisit had we be, 
Twichiag the commoun wele and materis hie.

Doug. Virgil, 372, 30. 
2. At all events, by all rbeans.

Beseik him grant vntill his wretchit lufe 
This lattir reward, sen all gatis he wyl fle 
Tary quhyil wind blaw soft, and stabyl se.

Doug. Virgil, 114, 51.
Tyrwhitt evidently mistakes the sense of this 

word, as used by Chaucer; when he renders it always. 
He quotes the following passages in support of this 
sense.

My lord is hard to me and dangerous. 
And min office is ful laborious ; 
And therfore by extortion I leve, 
Forsoth I take all that men wol me yeve» 
Algates by sleighte or by violence 
Fro yere to yere I win all my dispence.

Freres T. v. 7013.
Misquoted in Gloss, as if 7031 : i. e. I acquire my 
sustenance, every way, whether it be by fraud or by 
force. This exactly corresponds to the first sense. 

I damned thee, thou must algate be ded : 
And thou also must nedes lese thyn hed.

Sompn. T. v. 7619.
If the poor fellow, in consequence of being condemn 
ed, lost his head, he would certainly from that time 
forward alzvays&e dead • as after such a loss it is not 
likely that he would come alive again. But would v 
Chaucer be chargeable with so ridiculous a truism ? 
This seems rather to correspond to the second sense, 
than to the first; q. d. u It is a done cause with 
thee; thou must at all events lose thy life." The 
expression literally means all ways, from all and gait, 
way, q. v.

Hearne explains it properly as used in this sense;
" To London he wild alle gate. 19 

R. Brunne; " to London he would (go) by all 
means." 
ALHALE, ALHALELY, ad®> Wholly, entire-

!y-
His nauy loist reparellit I but fale, 
And his feris fred from the deith alhale.

Doug. Virgil, 112; 52.
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From all and hail, hale, whole, <j. T, 

ALIENARE, s, A stranger,
Gyf that them sekis ane alienare
To be thy maich or thy gud sone»in-iaw,—•
Here ane lytil my fantasy and consate.

Doug. Virgil, 219> 32.
Lat. alien-us.

ALYA, ALLIA, ALLYA, s* Alliance, 
Sexte full sone Schyr Johne [Menteth] gert dycht 
Offhys awn kyn, and off alya was born. 
To this tresoun he gert thaim all be suora.

Wallace•, ii. 991. MS.
The name Menteth^ however, is supplied from edi. 

tions. Fr. alliey id. The word, as used in this pas- 
sage in Wallace, seems properly to denote alliance by 
marriage.

4<\He [Darius] hed of strangearis that vkrhis frendis, 
and of his allya, to the nummer of thre hundretht 
thousand men!" CompL S. p. 121. It has been just 
ly observed, that " the Saxon termination a is fre~ 
quently given to a word of Latin origin, which the 
English has received through the medium of the Sax 
on ;" as adagia, an adage, agonia, agony. See GL 
Compl. S. The same observation is applicable to 
some Lat. words immediately borrowed from the 
Fr.
2. An ally.

u Our said soveraine Lorde hes bene diverse times 
ttrooved be his dearest brother, cousing, and allia^ 
the King of Denmark, and his Embassadoures, in his 
name, sent in this realme; that the said Morning gift 
might be maid gude, to the Quecnes Hienesse, and 
she entred in reall possession thereof, to her awin 
proper use." Acts Ja. VL 1593. c. 191. Murray.
3. It is some times used as a plural noun, signify 

ing allies,
" Incontinent all his attia and freindis ruschit to 

harnes." Bellend. Cron. b- vi. c. K 
ALYAND,j£>ar*.jbr. Keeping close together. 

Thar leyff thai laucht, and past, but delay, 
Rycht far alyand^ in a gud aray; 
To Stirlyng com, and wald nocht thar abyd; 
To se the north furth than can he ryd.

Wallace, ix. 1965. MS,
i. e. right fairly keeping in a compact body. Fr. 

alli-er, to join, to knit, to confederate \ jungere, 
conjungere, sociare» Diet. Trev, 
To ALYGHT, «. a. To enlighten,

The nixt day following, with his lamp bricht 
As Phebus did the ground or erth alicht,— 
Full cuill at eis quhen Dido on this kynd 
Spak to her sister, was of the samyn mynd.

Doug. Virgil, 99, 2ff,
A. S. aliht-an, illuminare> alyhtnysse, illumina* 

fio.
ALIST, To come alist, to recover from faintness 

or decay ; applied both to animals and vegeta 
bles. The expression is used ' with respect to 
one recovering from a swoon, S. Bor. 
I bade you speak, bnt ye na;e answer made; 
And syne in haste I lifted up your head : 
But never a sinacle of life was there; , 
And I was just the neist thing to despair.

ALL
But well*» »y heart that ye kre some <

Ross's Jfelenore, p. 15,
Isl. aliast denotes the dawn of day, diluculum jarcl 

invalens, G. Andr.; from #, corresponding to on, 
and lioS) light. Whether there be any affinity, is 
uncertain. A word, originally denoting the return 
of day, might without a violent transition be used to 
denote the revival of (decayed objects, 
ALYTE. adv. A little.

Yit will the Deith alyte withdpaw his dart,
All that lyis in my memoriall,
I sail declair with trew vnfenyeit hart.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 416.. 
It is also used in O. E. V. AIUT, v~ and LITE.
ALLAGRUGOUS, adj. Grim, ghastly, S. B, 

" She looked sae allagrugous that a body wou'dim
hae car'd to meddle wi' her." J ournal from Lon-
don, p. 7» *

This might be formed from all or MoesG.
and gruous, q. all ghastly. In the West of S,
grugous is used in the same sense, q. v.-
ALLAGUST, j, 1. Suspicion.

u Fan they saw us a' in a bourach, they had
Some allagust that some mishanter had befain us.' 7*
Journal from London, p. 5^
?, Disgust, Gl. Shirr.
Qu. q. all agast? or, as Fr. goust, gout, is used'
metaphorically in the sense of existimatio, judicium f
it may be from the phrase a le goust, h^ a taste 01»
smack of any thing,-
To ALLAY A, v. a. To ally.

u Than throcht that grit benefice that ye hef 
schauen to them of ther free vil & vitht ane guide 
mynde, thai vil allaya them vitht you, quhilk sal- 
cause fepme and perpetual pace to be betuix Rome 
and Samnete."' Compl. S* p. 156. Fr. a//?-er, id. 
ALLANE&LIE, ALANERLY, ALLENARLY, adv,

Only, S.
——— " Thti precius germe of your nobilite, 

bringis nockt furtht, alanerly, branchis ande ten- 
dir leyuis of * vertu: bot as veil it bringis furtht 
salutiifere & hoilsum frute of honour." Compl. 
S. p. 1.

" Deforcement in poynding, and the pleyes of 
the Crowne, perteines to the King's court allaner- 
tie." Reg. Maj. B. 4. c, 27. Tit,

" It per.tains to God allenarlie to know the in 
ward thoughts and hearts of men," Pitscottie, 
p, 58,

The ingenious author of the GL to Compl. S. 
says, " quas. alcmely." But the word is comp. 
of all and anerly, only, q. v. This, accordingly, 
had at times been anciently written as two words j 
as in the following passage i

Men sayis that ma schippis than sua
Pressyt that tym the toun to ta :
Bot for that thar wes brynt bot aner
And the engynour tharin wes tane ;
Her befor mentioun maid I
Bot off a schip all anerly.

Barb our, xvii. 470* 
This is printed according to the MS. 
ALL ANYS, adv.^ Together, in a state of union.



ALL
Kyndnes said, Yha, thai ar gud Scottisme».
Than Will said, Nay ; weryte thou may ken ; 

* Had thai bene gud, all anys we had beyn;
Be res on heyr the contrar now is seyn.

Wallace, x. 225. MS. 
Edit. 1-648, 

All in one we had been,
All anys seems literally to signify, all of one; 

from A. S. ancs, the genit. of an, unus. 
ALLARIS, ALLJERIS. Common, universal, an

old genit. used adjectively.
The lordis gawe assent thare-til,

And ordanyt with thaire allaris will,
That Inglis suld the Scottis prys,
And thai thaim on the samyn wys.

Wyntown, viii. 35. 178.
Thus argewe thai ernistlye wone oftsiss;
And syn to the samyn forsuth thai assent hale;
That sen it nychlit Nature, thair cttleris maistris,
Thai coud nocht trete but entent of the temperale, 

Houlate, i. St. 22. MS.
Instead of offis, as in Ed. Pink, it is oftsiss in 

MS. u Thair alleris maistris" is literally, the 
mistress of them all. From A. S. allera, genit. plur, 
of all, omnis; Gloss. Keron. allero, alleru, om. 
ilium ; Belg. oiler, id.

Aller, or alre, is used in old E. with more pro- 
priety than allaris, and in the same sense. It is said 
of Erie Godwin, that he

—Let si^yte of her alre heuedys, & made a reufol
dom;

i. e. he caused them all to be beheaded. R. 
Glouc. p. 327.

———Ye be but members, and I aboue al, 
And sith I am your allerhede, I am your allerhele.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 111. a. 
u As I am the head of you all, I am your com- 

jnon health, or the source of your prosperity." V. 
ALLER.
ALLA-VOLIE, ALLE-VOLIE, adv. At random. 

Ane faith pcrfumit with fyne folie, 
And mony vain word alla-volie; 
Thy prayer is not half sa holie, 

IIouser lurdane, as it semis.
Philotus, st. 111.

^ I spake it quite allevolie," S. I spoke it at ran, 
dom. It is sometimes written entirely in the Fr* 
form.

u This again increased the numbers of the peo. 
pie in arms at the meetings: and warm persons 
coming in among them, projects were spoke of A la 
voice, and some put upon courses they at first had 
no view of, nor design to come to." Wodrow's 
Hist. ii. 41.

On the voley, O. E. id.
What we speak on the voley begins to work ; 

We have laid a good foundation.———
" A literal, translation of the French phrase h la 

volee, which signifies at random, or inconsiderately." 
Note, Massinger, III. 181.
ALLA-VOLIE, ALLEVOLIE, aJj. Gidiy, vo- 

ktile, " An atte-volie chield," a volatile fel* 
IQW, S. V. the preceding word.

ALL
ALLE-MEN, adj. Common, universal. 

A bastard shall cum fro a forest,
Not in Yngland borne shall he be, 

And he shal wyn the gre for the best,
Alle men leder of Bretan shal he be. 

True Thomas, Jamieson's Popul. Ball. ii. 38. 
That this is the sense appears from what follows : 

Truly to wyrke he shalbe boune,
And all leder of Bretans shal he be. 

i. e. universal leader.
This mode of expression is common in Su.G. Al 

mena riksens kacr ; Regni communis querela; Chron. 
Rhythm, p. 181. Ther hyllade honom alle i maen ; 
There all gave him homage; ibid. p. 202. ap. Ihre 
TO. Men, publicus. A. S. maene, Alem. meen, 
communis. Teut. alle man, omnis homo, al-ghem£yn9 
universus. 
ALLAR, ALLER, s. The alder, a tree. S.

u In this stratum many roots of large trees are to 
be found, principally allar (alder) and birch." P. 
Longforgan, Perths. Statist. Ace. xix. 557.
ALLER, adv. Wholly, entirely, altogether. 

In this inaner assentyt war 
The Barounis as I said yow ar. 
And throuch thar oiler hale assent, 
Messingeris till hym thai sent, 
That was than in the haly land, 
On Saracenys warrayand.

Harbour, i. 137. MS.
This is merely Allaris, alleris, used adverbi 

ally, without the unnecessary and anomalous use of 
the termination is, borrowed from the genit. sing., and 
affixed to the plur. in the same case. Alder fre 
quently occurs in R. Brunne's Chron.; as alder best% 
test of all, alder next, next of all.

Aller is here used nearly in the same manner as in 
other Northern languages. u To the superlative," 
says Sewel in his Belg. Grammar, u is often pre 
fixed alder or aller, the more to heighten its super 
lative sense; as aller-verstandigst, the most under 
standing of all;" p. 81. To the same purpose Ki- 
lian. Alter, Omnium. Superlativis pulchre prae- 
ponitur, eorumque'significationem adauget haec dic- 
tio ; ut allerbcste, atlerkleynste, allermecste. Om 
nium optimus, minimus, maximus. Germ, aller* 
hochste, the most High ; allergelehrtevfe, the most 
learned. Sw. aldra is also used as a note of the su 
perlative ; as, den aldrasakraste utvaag, the securest 
way; den aldraskonarte Jlicka, the most beautiful 
girl; Widegren. Aller hale is a pleonasm : as hale 
or whole necessarily includes the idea of all. V. 
ALLARTS.
ALLERIS, j. pi. " Allies, confederates," 

Rudd. But I have observed no passage in 
Doug. Virgil that can authorise this explana 
tion. Perhaps the learned glossarist mistook 
the sense of the following : 

Lat Latyne pepill sitting by to se, 
How myne allane with swerde, in thare presens, 
I sail reuenge and end our alleris offence.

P. 406» 1.
This Rudd» might view as signifying u the offence 

given; or injury done; Jo our allies." But it lin-



doubtedly means, " our general offence/ the injury 
done to all;79 commune, Virg. The ingenious edi 
tor of the Poems of James I. has fallen into the same 
mistake, when explaining the following passage : 

I will that Gud Hope seruand to the be, 
Youre alleris frende, to let the to murn.

King's Quatrain. 40. 
<i Your ally, associate, or confederate." N. V. AL-
1.ARIS.
ALLEVIN, part. pa. Allowed, admitted. 

In haly legendis have I hard allemn, 
Ma sanctis of bischoppis, nor freiris, be sic sevin; 
Of full few freiris that has bene sanctis I reid.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 25.
Mr Pinkerton explains this as above, Maitl. P. p. 
536, and it is certainly the sense. The origia is 
A. S. alef-an, concedere, permittere. 
ALLIA. V. ALTA. 
ALLYNS.
Than thay buskyt to the bynke, beirnis of the best; 

The king crounit with gold; 
Dukis deir to behold ; 
Allyns the banrent bold 
Gladdit his gest.

Gawan and Gol. i. 16.
Mr Pinkerton interrogatively explains this always. 

But it seems to signify altogether, thoroughly; Su.G. 
alleingis, allaengis, A. S. allinga, eallenga, MoesG, 
allis, id. omnino, prorsus. V* Ihre, i. 82. 
ALLKYN, ALKYN, adj. All kind of. 
They still say, aw kyn kind, S. Bor. A. S. call» 
cyn, omnigenus, all kind. V. KIN. 
ALL OUT, adv. In a great de.gree, beyond 

comparison.
Allace ! virgin, to mekill, and that is syn 5 
To mekil all out sa cruel punyssing 
Has thou suiferit certis for sic ane thing.

Doug. Virgil, 395, 49.
Rudd. renders this/w%. But this does not pro. 

perly express the meaning, as appears from the fol 
lowing passages:

And with that word assemblyt thai. 
Thai wer to few all out, perfay, 
With sic a gret rout for to fycht.

Barbour, xv. 146. MS.
Sixty men against four thousand were fully too few. 

Quhen that Schyr Jiion Wallace weyll wndirstud. 
Do away, he said, tharoiF as now no mar : 
Yhe did full rycht; it was for our weylfar. 
Wysar in weyr ye ar all out than I, 
Fadyr in armess ye ar to me for thi.

Wallace, v. 981. MS.
All out, q. omne extra, every thing else exclud 

ed ; nearly the same in sense as utterly. 
To ALLOW, v. a. To praise, to commend. 

An one quhen this aimable had endit her speche, 
Loud lauchand the laif allowit her meikill.

Dunbar, Maitland P°emjf ?• 53. 
Chaucer uses aloue in the same sense. fJ^ds word 

may Jiave been immediately formed from Fr. allou» 
er, to approve; which Menage derives from Lat. a/. 
iaud-o. But the true origin is certainly to be sought 
in the Gothic. V.

ALL
ALLPUIST, APIEST, APIECE, conj. Although,,

S. B.
" The third'was an auld, wizen'd, haave colour 

ed carlen ;— we had been at nae great tinsel apiest* 
we had been quit o' her." Journal from London,, 
p. 2. Perhaps corr. from albeit. 
ALLRYN, adj. Constantly progressive.

For in this warld, that is sa wyde5
Is nane detennynat that sail
Knaw thingis that ar to fall,
Bot God, that is of maist poweste,
Reserwyt till his maieste,
For to knaw, in his prescience,
Off allryn tyme the mowence.

Barbour, i. 134. MS. 
From all and A. S. rinn-an, to flow, to run.
ALLSTRENE, adj. Ancient.

Suppois I war ane aid yaid aver,
Schott furth our cleuchs to squishe the clevis;
And hed the strenthis of all strene bevis,
I wald at Youl be housit and staid.

Maitland Pogms, p. 112.
Probably from A. S. old, old, and strynd, gene- 
ratio, stryn^an, gignere ; perhaps the same as Aus- 
trene, q. v. For clevis and bevis^ read clevir and 
bevir.
ALLTHOCHTE, conj. Although.

The sonnys licht is nauer the wers, traist me, 
Allthochte the bak his bricht beames doith fie.

Doug. Virgil, 8. 49.
Mr Tooke derives E. though from A. S. tha/-ian. 

thaf-igan, to aUow. But there is not the same evi 
dence here, as with respect to some other conjunc 
tions illustrated by this acute and ingenious writer. 
It certainly is no inconsiderable objection to this 
hypothesis, that it is not suppxnfed by analogy, in 
the other Northern languages. In A. S. theah sig 
nifies though, Alem. thach, Isl. O.Sw. tho, id. I 
shall not argue from MoesG. thauh in thauhjaba, 
which Jun. views as synon. with though; because 
this seems doubtful. In O. E. thah was written 
about 1264. V. Percy's Reliques, ii. 2, 10. In 
Sir Tristrem, thei occurs, which nearly approaches 
toA.S. theah. V. THEI.

Instead ofthoch, in our oldest MSS. we generally 
find thocht, althocht. This might seem allied to Isl. 
thoctt quamvis ; which, according to G. Andr. is per 
syncop. far tho at, from tho licet, etsi; Lex. p. 266. 
But it is more probable that pur term is merely A. S. 
thohte, MoesG. thaht-a, cogitabat; or the part. pa. ot 
the v. from which E. think is derived ; as, in latter 
times, provided, except, &c. have been formed. Re 
solve althocht, and it literally signifies, " all being 
thought of, "^ or u taken into account;" which is the 
very idea meant to be expressed by the use of the 
conjunction. Indeed, it is often written all thocht. 

All thocht he, as ane gentile sum tyme vary, 
Ful perfytelic he writis sere mysteris fell.— 
All thocht our faith nede nane authorising 
Of Gentilis bukis, nor by sic hethin sparkis, 
Yit Virgill writis mony iust clausis conding.

Doug.'Virgil, Prol. 159, lo, 15, 
The synon, in Germ, exhibits some analogy^
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Dachte being the imperf. and part. pa. of denk-cn; 
dock, although, may have been formed from the same 
verb. V. THOCHT.
ALLUTERLIE, ALUTTERLY, adv. Wholly, en 

tirely.
All thocht that women brocht thame to foly, 
Yit halt thay not wemen alutterly.

Doug. Virgil, 279, 32.
Tyrwhitt derives utterly from Fr. oultree. But 

it is evidently from A. S. utZr, utter, exterior, (from 
ut extra ;) Su.G. yttre, yttrelig, id. 
ALL-WEILDAND, adj. All-governing. 

Than said he thus, All-iseildaiid God resawe 
My petows spreit and sawle amang the law : 
My carneill lyff I may nocht thus defend.

Wallace, ii. 173. MS,
According to Wachter, allwalt and allwaltig are 

Very ancient compounds, although now obsolete; 
sometimes applied to God, as expressive of his om 
nipotence, and sometimes to princes, to denote the 
greatness of their power ; Franc, aluualt, omnipo 
tent. He derives the word from all and wait-en 
posse. Isl.*all-vald-ur, id. Our term comes im* 
mediately from A. S. weald-an, imperare. 
ALMAN1E WHISTLE ; a flagelet of a very 
small size, used by children. Aberd.

The name intimates, that whistles of this kind 
had been originally imported into Scotland from 
Germany ; and that they had been early imported, 
before this country was known by that designation, 
which has been adopted, or rather revived, in later 
times. It is singular, that to this day the most of 
our toys are brought from the Low Countries bor 
dering on Germany.

The Alamanni, according to Wachter, were a 
mixed race of Germans and Gauls; from which cir 
cumstance they received their name; not q. all men, 
©nines homines, but from all, el, alms, alien us, q. 
homines peregrini, strangers. The Marco-manni 
having left the country lying between the Danube 
and the Rhine, and gone into Bohemia, a fe\* un 
settled Gauls entered into their former territories. 
They were soon after joined by many Germans, 
and formed between them what was called the Al- 
larnannic nation. They were long considered as dis 
tinct from the Germans. But at length this mongrel 
race gave their name to the country, hence called 
L. B. Alzmannia; Fr. Allemagne ; O. E. Almaine; 
S. Almanie. V. Cellar. Geogr. i. 386, 387.
ALMASER, ALMOSEIR, s. An almoner, or dis 

penser of alms.
Then cam in the maister Almaser, 
Ane homelty-jomelty juffler.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 94» 
Gude Hope remains euer among yone»sort, 
A fine minstrail with mony mow and sport, 
And Peitie is the kingis almoseir.

Pa/ice of Honour , iii. 60*
Fr. aulmosnier; Tent, allmoessenier, id. The 

word, however, seems immediately formed from Al 
mous, q. v.
ALMERIE, ALMORIE, s. Anciently a place 

alms were deposited, or distributed* In

later tiiries it has been used to denote a press 
or cupboard, where utensils for housekeeping 
are laid up ; pron. as E. ambry.

Go clois the burde; and tak awa the chyre,
Aud lok in all into yon almorie.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 7cL
— Ay his e was on the almerie.

Ibid. p. 77.
" Nevertheles, in certain cases, the wife sould be 

answerable, that is, gif the thing stollen is found and 
apprehended within her keyes, quhilk she hes in her 
cure and keiping, as within her spense, her arke or 
almerie; and gif the thing stollen be found within 
her keyes : she as consentand with her husband, sail 
be culpable, and punished." Quon. Attach, c. 12, 
s. 7. A. S. almerige, repositorium, scrimum, aba 
cus ; O. Fr. aumaire. 
ALMOUS, ALMOWS, t. Alms, S. 

He wes a man of almows grete> 
Bath of mone, and of mete, 
like nycht in priwate 
He wald wyte the necessyte 
Of all, that nede had nere him by.

Wyntown, vi. 2. 67. 
Wyte, i. e. make himself acquainted with, know.

" In thir wordis almychty God expresly pro- 
missis sufficient welth & fouth of warldly geir to 
all thame, quhilk for his sake blythly giffis almous 
to the puir peple." Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 
1551, fol. 64, a.

The silly Frier behuifk to fleech 
For almous that he assis.

Spec. Godly Ballads, p. 36.
Chaucer, almesse ; A. S. almes, almesse ; Sw. «/- 

mosa, id. Lat. eleemoxyna, Gr. iAg»^o<r«v«, mercy. 
ALPE, s. An elephant.

Thai made hir bodi bio and blae, 
That er was white so alpes bon • 
Seththen seyd he to his men 
Prisouns hir swithe anon.
Legend St. Katerine, MS. Gl. Compl. p. 332* 

Alpes bon is ivory. A.S. elp, yip, elephas ; ra 
dically the same with IIeb. f|lb>J, aluph, bos- 
ALQUHARE. ALL QJJHARE, adv. Every 

where.
——— The large hald here and thare 

Was fillit full of Grekis ouer alquhare.
Doug. Virgil, 55, 31.

Full slyd sche slyppys hyr membris ouer alquhare.
Ibid. 218, 54.

The Quene Dido, excellent in bewte, 
To tempill cummis with ane fare menye 
Of lusty youngkeris walking hir about, 
Like to the goddes Diane with hir rout, 
Endlang the flude of Ewrote on the bra? 
Or vnder the toppes of hir hill Cynthia, 
Ledand ring dancis, quhamfollowis ouer all quhare 
Ane thousand nymphis flokand here and thare.

* Ibid. 28, 42. 
This term must be substituted for Dguhare in 

The Houlate.
The Dowglas in thay dayis, duchtye a/quhare, 
Archibald the honorable in habitationis;
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WeddR that wlowk wicht, worthye of ware,
With rent and with riches. ——

Partii. st. 19. MS.
i. e. " every where brave," or u powerful in war." 
From all and qukare, where; MoesG. and Su.G. 
hizaT) A. S. liwaer^ Franc, and Alem. uuar. Germ. 
war) Belg. wacr. The word is formed like Alem. 
cocouuerti) similar in sense, ubique, omni loco, from 
coco all, and uuart place. Wachter thinks that uuart) 
locus, is merely a derivative from uuar, ubi, by the 
addition of £,-in which manner derivatives are fre 
quently formed. One would almost suspect, how 
ever, that hwaT) uuar, had originally been a noun 
signifying place. Douglas uses it as if it still were 
so; by prefixing the prep, oner, over; ouer all 
quharC) q. over every place. It may perhaps de 
serve to be mentioned, that MoesG. hwar seems 
nearly allied to hwarb-an ire, a v. denoting motion 
towards a place; and Su.G. hwarf~wa, reverti, abire, 
expressing change of place.
ALRY, adj. For its different senses, V. EL- 

RISCHE.
ALRYNE, s.

Thy tour, and fortres lairge and lang,
Thy nychbours dois excell.
And for thy wallis, thik and strang,
Tho%r justlie beirs the bell.—
Thy work to luik on is delyite, *
So clein, so sound, so evin.
Thy alryne is a mervall greit,
Upreiching to the hevin.

Maitland Poems , p. 255.
This apparently signifies a watch-tower, or the 

highest part of a castle. The passage forms part of 
the description of the ancient castle of Lethingtoun. 
Su.G. hall or hald signifies a tower, from ha/la to 
defend ; thence hallarC) which, as occuring in Chron. 
Rhythm., is rendered by Ihre, praesidium: the 
watchmen are designed hallarena. Ren, Teut* 
reyri) signifies termination. Thus it may here sig 
nify the highest point or pinnacle. Ir. rin is synon.^ 
denoting a summit. 
ALS, conj. As.

Thus Wallace ferd als fers as a lyoun.
Wat/ace, ii. 113. MS.

Bower thus records the language of a very simple 
and laconic charter of K. Athelstane, which must 
have given fully as good security for the property- 
disposed, as the multiplied tautologies of a modern 
deed.

I kyng Adelstane
Gifiys here to Paulan
Oddam and Roddam,
Ala gude and als fair,
As evir thai myn war:
And tharto witnes Maid my wyf.

Fvrdwn. Svotichron. L. xix. c. 51. 
The phraseology is undoubtedly modernised. In 
R. Glouc. it occurs in the sense of as.

Als was generally employed in the first part of a 
comparison; as appears from the authorities al 
ready quoted. Mr Tooke has girefl another from 
Douglas*

ALS
_ Sche ——

Glidis away vnder the fomy seis,
Als swift as ganye or fedderit arrpw fleis.

Virgil, 323, 46,
" Ah," says this acute writer, a in our old English 
is a contraction of Al) and es or as: and this Al) 
(which in comparisons used to be very properly 
employed before the first es or as) but was not em 
ployed before the second) we now, in modern Eng 
lish suppress."—"As is an article; and (however 
and whenever used in English) means the same as 
It) or That, or Which. In the German, where it 
still evidently retains its original signification and 
use (as so also does) it is written, Es." Hence he ' 
resolves the quotation from Virgil in this manner i 
" She glides away (with) all that swiftness (with) 
which feathered arrows fly." Divers» Purley, i. 
274—277.

This is extremely ingenious, and it must be ac 
knowledged that the resolution of the passage cor 
responds to its meaning* But it does not appear 
that als is formed from al and as. This supposition 
is contrary to the analogy of the language. It 
might be traced to A. S. ealleS) omnino, omnimodis, 
Lye; penitus, plenarie, fully, absolutely, perfectly; 
Somn. This is used in conjunction with swa^ so $ 
Na ealles swa^ non ita penitus, not wholly or alto 
gether so. As we have seen that Alter^ cdlartS) aU 
/em, is the gen. plur. of eall) all) omnes; eatles, 
omnino, seems to be merely the gen. sing, used ad 
verbially. MoesG. allis has the same sense. Thus 
the passage might be resolved:

Altogether swift as ganye, &c.
But I prefer deriving it from A. S. eall and swct., 

so. Thus eall swa is used in comparison; eall swa 
eft) tarn saepe, Lye, als oft ; and eall swa myceleS) 
tantidem. The latter seems to be the very phrase 
which so commonly occurs in our old laws. V. 
ALSMEKLE.

Germ, als is used as a particle expressive of com 
parison, als wi€) tanquam; sowal ah) tain quam. 
Wachter observes that this is the same with Germ, 
also) sic, ita; and formed from it per apocopen. Of 
the latter he gives the following account: Ortum 
a simplici SO) sic, ut; et praefixo *z//, quod rursuS 
seasum intendit.
ALS, ALSE, adv. Also, in the same manner. 

I can a/s tell how othyr twa 
Poyntis that weile eschewyt wer 
With fyfty men, and but wer.

Barbour, xvi. 498. MS. 
My faithfnll fadyr dispitfully thai slew, 
My brothir als) and gud men mony ane.

Wallace^ ii*JL93. MS.
" Ande alse the prudent due Perecfes, quha hed 

the gouerning of the comont veil of Athenes xxxri 
yeiris, yit in his aige of Ix yeiris, he left the glorius 
stait of Athenes, & past to remane in ane litil village 
quhar he set his felicite to keip nolt and scheip." 
Compl. S. p. 69.

This is evidently an abbrev. of A. S. eall swa^ id. 
Tha cwaeth he eall swa to tham othrum ; Then said 
he also to the second^ Matt. 21. 30. Add alswa 
ae/swa, item; etiam* According te the learned au*
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fhor of EKI* Tlrt^tflet, " the German so and the Eng. 
lish so (though in one language it is called an Adverb 
or Conjunction; and in the other, an Article or Pro» 
noun)) are yet both of them derived from the Gothic 
article sa, so: and have in both languages retained 
the original meaning, viz. It or That. i. p. 274."

But some difficulties occur here, which, as they 
could scarcely escape the penetrating eye of this 
writer, he ought at least to have mentioned. What 
good reason can be assigned for deriving Germ. 
and E. so from MoesG. sa, so, signifying it or that, 
rather than from szca and sice, two particles used in 
the same MoesG., and at the very same period of its 
existence, precisely in the sense of the Germ, and E. 
terms ? If our modern particles must be traced to 
MoesG. sa, so, it might be supposed that the latter 
were used, in the language of Ulphilas, in the sense 
of theformer. Buttbere is not theleast evidence of this. 
It must at any rate be supposed, if this be the proper 
origin of our so, that the Goths had formed their 
particles, bearing the same meaning, from their arti 
cle. But how can it be accounted for, that, in an 
age in which both were equally in use, there should 
be such a difference in form ? Sa must have been 
unnecessarily transformed into swa; and so, perhaps, 
still more varied, by appearing as sice. If, however, 
there be no affinity between these particles and the 
demonstrative article or pronoun, in MoesG.; how 
can it reasonably be supposed that the Germ, and E. 
would form their so from the MoesG. article, rather 
than from one of two words formed to their hand in 
that language, and bearing the very sense they wish 
ed to express ? Were they under a necessity of do 
ing that, which the Moeso-Goths did not find it neces 
sary to do for themselves ? Or had the Goths so far 
deviated from a fundamental principle in grammar, 
well-known to the Germans and English, that the 
latter spurned their spurious adverbs, and proceeded 
de novo on the proper ground ? It must be evident 
that our author can assert, with still less propriety, 
that E. so is derived from the MoesG. sa, so ; when 
it is recollected that A. S. swa occurs times innumer 
able, as signifying sic, ita. It appears unquestion 
able, indeed, that E. so is derived from MoesG. swa, 
through the medium of the A* S. particle perfectly 
corresponding both in form and sense. The descent 
may indeed be traced. MoesG. and A. S. swa is re 
tained in our old writings; sometimes appearing as 
sua. It was gradually softened into sa; and in 
more modern writings into sae, S. E. so is nothing 
else than MoesG. and A. S. swa, with w thrown out, 
and a, as in a thousand instances, changed into o. 
V. SUA, ALSUA. 
ALSAME, adv. Altogether.

And here ful oft at burdis by and by, 
The heres war wount togydder sit alsame, 
Quhen brytntt was, efter the gyse, the rame* 

Doug. Virgil, 211, 14.
From A. S. all, call, all, and same, together. 

ALSMEKLE, adv. As much.
" That all men Secularis of the Realme be wefll 

purvait of the said harnes and wapinnis,—vnder the 
painis followand; that is to say, of ilk gentilman;—~

A M A
at the thridedefault x. pund, and alsmekle&\% oftymej 
as he defaltis effcerwart." Acts Ja. I. 1425. c. 67»
Edit. 1566. V. ALS, conj.
ALSQNE, adv. As soon.

And alsone as the day wes clear. 
Thai that with in the castell wer 
Had armyt thaim, and maid thaim boun.

Barbour, xv. 131. MS.
It seems to be properly als sone, from als con|» 

q. v. and A. S. sona, soon. 
ALSUA, adv. Also.

And the treis begouth to ma 
Burgeans, and brycht blomys alsua.

Barbour, v. 10. MS.
Than Venus knawing hir spech of fcnyeit myud, 
To that effect, scho mycht the Trojaae kynd 
And weris to cum furth of Italy alsua 
Withhald, and kepe from boundis of Lybia, 
Auswerd and said.——i

Doug. Virgil, 103, 2"* 
A. S. alswa, id. V. ALS, adv. 

ALSWYTH, adv. Forthwith. 
Bot a lady off that cuntre, 

That wes till him in ner degre 
Off cosynage, wes wondir blyth 
Off his ary wyng ; alswyth 
Sped hyr til him, in full gret hy, + 
With fourty men in cumpany.

* Barbour, v. 130. MS. V. SwiTrf. 
ALWAIES, AL.WAYIS, conj\ Although; not* 

withstanding, however.
" Alwayis Makdowald wes sa invadit, that it wes 

necessar to him to gif battal to Makbeth." Bellend. 
Cron. b. xh. c. 1.

u The kind and maner of this disease is conceited, 
alwaies it may be gathered of the penult verse of the 
chapter.'' Bruce's Serm. 1591. Sign. B. fol. 1. It 
is rendered although in the Eng. ed. 1617.

" The remonstrants, with all their power, would 
have opposed it, [the coronation of Charles II.}, 
others prolonged it as long as they were able. Al- 
ways, blessed be God, it is this day celebrated with 
great joy and contentment to all honest-hearted men 
here." BailhVs Lett. ii. 367. It also frequently 
occurs in Spotswood's Hist.

This may be viewed as a Fr. idiom, as it resembles 
toutesfois, which literally signifies all times, but is 
used in the sense of although. It seems questionable, 
however, if this be not merely a kind of translation 
of the more ancient term algates, which, as has been 
seen, occurs in a sense nearly allied, signifying at 
all events.
AMAILLE, s. Enamel.

About hir neck, quhite as the fyre amaiHe,
A gudelie chyne of small orfeverye 

Quhare by there hang a ruby, without faille^
Like to ane hert schapin verily, 

That, as a sperk of lowe so wantonly 
Semyt birnyng upon hir quhite throte.

King's Quair, ii. 29.
" White as the enamel produced by means of the 

fire." Tytler conjectures that u the two last words 
hare been erroneously transcribed;" and that " tb*
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original probably is, Quhite as the fayre anamulll, or 
enamelL" But Fr. email is used in the same sense; 
also Dan. amel, Belg. malie, email. Junius, vo. 
Enamel, refers to Teut. maelen, pingere, A.S. mae/, 
imago ; and seems to think that the root is MoesG. 
mel-jan, scribere. " The Jyre amaille," is an ex. 
pression highly proper. It corresponds to the Lat. 
name encaustum ; encaustus, enamelled, q. burnt-in, 
wrought with fire. It is, however, fayre anmaille ; 
Chron. S. P. i. 21.
AMAIST, adv. Almost, S.; outcast. West- 

morel.
Ere ye was born, her fate was past and gane, 
And she amaist forgot by ilka ane.

Ross's Helenore, p. 126. 
A. S. ealmaest; Belg. almeest, id. 

AMANG, AMANGIS, prep. Among. 
This prerogatywe than 
The Scottis fra the Peychtis wan ; 
And was kepyd welle alwayis 
Amang the Peychtis in thare dayis.

Wyntown, iv. 19. 40. 
The lave, that levyt in that cuntre, 
Banyst fra thame a gentyl-man, 
That duelland amangys thame wes than.

Wyntown, ii. 9. 32. 
Amang) S. Westmorel.
This, as has been very justly observed concerning 

the E. word, is from the idea of mixture; A. S. meng- 
an, ge-meng-an, Su.G. maeng-a, Isl. meng-a, mis- 
cere. But Wachter derives Germ, meng-en to mix, 
from maengd multitudo ; to which corresponds Isl. 
menge turba, colluvies hominum, G. Andr. It may 
therefore be supposed that amangmeans, inthecrowd. 
The idea of its formation from maeng-a miscere, might 
seem to be supported by analogy ; Su.G. ibland, a. 
mong, being formed in the same manner from bland, 
a to mix. It is to be observed, however, that bland 
signifies a crowd, as well as Isl. menge. Ihre ac 
cordingly resolves ibland, inter, by in turba ; from i 
prep, denoting in, and bland, mixtura, turba. In 
like manner, Gael, measg, among, is evidently from 
measg-am to mix, to mingle. V. MENYIE. 
2. It seems used adverbially as signifying, at in- 

tervals, occasionally.
It wes gret cunnandnes to kep 

Thar takill in till sic a thrang; 
And wyth sic wawis; for ay amang, 
The wawys reft thair sycht off land.

Barbour, iii. 714. MS.
AMBASSATE, AMBASSIAT, s. This term is 

not synon. with embassy, as denoting the mes 
sage sent; nor does it properly signify the per- 
Sons employed, viewed individually : but it re- 
spects the same persons considered collective.
*7-
Than the ambassiat, that was returnit agane, 

From Diomedes ciete Etholiane, 
He bad do schaw the credence that they brocht, 
Perordoure alhale thare answere, faland nocht.

Doug. Virgil, 369, 33. 
In this sense it is used in O. E. 

The kynge then gaue unto that hye ambassate 
Full riche giftes and golde enoughe to spende;

AMY
And bad theim geue their lordes, in whole senate, 
His letters so, whiche he then to hym sende.

Hardynge*s Chron. Fol. 74. b. 
Fr. ambassade, id.

To AMEISE, AMESE, AMEYSS, v.a. To miti 
gate, to appease.

Bot othyr lordis, that war him by 
Ameissyt the King in to party.

Barbour, xvi. 134. MS. 
i. e. in part assuaged his indignation. In edit. 1620,

Hes meased, &c. 
-——He message send 

Tyl Arwyragus, than the Kyng,-— 
For til amese all were and stryfe.

Wyntown, v. $. 49*
This has no connexion with Fr. emmat-ir, cohibe-^ 

re, reprimere, to which Rudd. inclines to trace it. 
Mr Macpherson mentions C. B. masw, soft. This 
Ihre considers as derived from Su.G. mas-a, to 
warm; masa sigfoer elden, ante focum pandicularL 
But the origin undoubtedly is Germ, mass-en mode, 
rari, teinperare, mitigare; Franc, mezz-an, id. Germ. 
maess-igen, is now most generally used. Wachter 
traces these terms to Germ, mass, Alem. mez, modus. 
The v. Meis, q. v. is used in the same sense with Ameis. 
AMENE, adj. Pleasant.

For to behald it was ane glore to se 
The stabillyt wyndys, and the calmyt se, 
The soft sessoun, the firmament serene, 
The loune illuminate are, and firth amene.

Doug. Virgil, 400, 4. 
Lat. am,oen-us, id.

AMERAND, adj. Green, verdant. 
I walkit furth about the feildis tyte, 
Quhilkis tho replenist stude ful of delyte, 
With herbis, cornes, cattel and frute treis, 
Plente of store, birdis and besy beis, 
In amerand medis fleand est and ^est.

Doug. Virgil, 449, 13.
From the colour of the emerald, Fr. emeraud. 

AMERIS, AUMERS, s.pl. Embers. 
The assis depe, murnand with mony cry, 
Doun did thay cast, and scrappis out attanis 
The hete ameris, and the birsillit banys.

Doug. Virgil, 368, 27. 
Lurid and black, his giant steed 

Scowl'd like a thunder-cloud; 
Blae as the levin glanst his mane; 

His een like aumers glow'd.
Jamieson's Popul. Ball. i. 243. 

This, I apprehend, is the pron. of Moray. A. S. 
aemyria, Belg. ameren, Su.G. morja; Isl. eimyria, 
favilla; which some derive from eimur tenuis fumus, 
Dan. em, jem, favilla. 
AMYRALE, s. An admiral.

Of Frawns thai tuk wp all of were,—. 
And slwe the Amyrale of that flot.

Wyntown, vii. 9. 99.
Fr. amiral; Belg. ammirael; Ital. ammiraglio, L. B. 

admiralius. Kilian refers to Arab, ammir, rex, impe- 
rator; more properly, amir, a prince, a lord. Hence, 
it is said, among the Saracens and Turks, the satrap of 
a city, or prefect of a province, had the title ofAmira 
and Amiral. According to Du Cange, he who had
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the command of a fleet was also, among the Saracens, 
called AmiraL Admiralius is mentioned by Matt. 
Paris, as a Saracen designation, A. 1272. According 
to Mr Ritson, the original Arabic is ameer al omrahy 
or prince of the princes ; Gl. E. Met. Rom. 
To AMIT, v. a. To admit.

Quhat will ye mar ? this thing amittyt was, 
That Wallace suld on to the lyoun pas.

Wallace, xi. 235. MS. 
Amit my asking, gif so the fads gydis.

Doug. Virgil, 154, 46. 
AMMELYT,/*r*. pa, Enamelled. 

Sum stele hawbrekis forgis furth of plate, 
Birnyst flawkertis and leg harnes fute hate, 
With latit sowpyl siluer weil amme/yt.

Doug. Virgil, 230, 26.
Fr. emaill-er; L. B. amay/are ; Belg. emailer-en ; 

Dan. ameler-er, id. V. AMAILLE. 
To AMMONYSS, v. a. To admonish, to coun 

sel, to exhort.
And quhen Schyr Aymer has seixe 
His men ileand haly bede», 
Wyt ye weil him wes full way. 
Bot he moucht nocht ammonyss sway, 
That ony for him wald torne again.

Barbour, viii. 349. MS.
i. e. " admonish so, or in such a manner." He 

also uses amonessing for admonishing. V. MONES- 
TYNG.
AMORETTIS, s. pL Loveknots, garlands. 

And on hir hede a chaplet fresch of hewe,
Of plumys partit rede, and quhite, and blewe : 

Full of quaking spangis brycht as gold, 
Forgit of schap like to the amorettis.

King's Quair, ii. 27, 28. 
Not yclad in silk was he,

But all in flouris and flourettis, 
Ypainted all with amorettis.

Chaucer, Rom. Rose.
Fr. amourettes, love-tricks, dalliances, Cotgr. 

To AMOVE, AMOW, v. a. To move with 
anger, to vex, to excite.

The Kyng Willame nevertheles 
Heyly amowit thar-at wes, 
And stwde this gud man hale agayne 
In fawour of hys awyne chapyllayne.

Wyntown, vii. 8. 278. 
For thoucht our fayis haf mekill mycht, 
Thai have the wrang and succudry \ 
And cowatyss of senyowry 
Amowys thaim, for owtyn mor.

Harbour, xiL 299. MS. 
Amove is used in O. E. Fr. emouv-oir, id. 

AMOUR, s. Love.
———Of hete amouris the subtell quent fyre 
Waystis and consumis merch, banis and lire.

Doug. Virgil, 102, 3. 
Fr. amour, i»at. amor. 

AMSCHACH, x. A misfortune, S. B.
-——-But there is nae need, 

To sickan an amshach that we drive our head, 
As lang's we're sae skair'd frae the spinning o't. 

Song, Row's Helenore, p. 135. 
Jr, and Gael, anshogh, ad?ersity? misery.

' A N
AMSHACK, s. « Noose, fastening," GL Sibb.

This seems the same with Ham-shackel^. v. 
AN. IN AN, adv. V. IN. 
To AN, v. a.

Wist ye what Tristrem ware,
Miche gode y wold him an ; 

Your owhen soster him bare.
Sir Tristrem, p. 42. st. 66. 

Y take that me Gode an.
Ibid. p. 144.

u To owe, what God owes me, i. e. means to send 
me;" Gl. I apprehend that the v. properly sig 
nifies, to appropriate, to allot as ones own; not as 
immediately allied to A. S. ag-an, Su.G. aeg-a possi- 
dere; but to egn~a, proprium facere, Germ, eigen- 
en, eign-en, id. from Su.G. egen, Germ, eigen, pro- 
prius, one's own ; as A. S. agn-ian, agn-igean, possi- 
dere, are formed from agen proprius, a derivative 
from ag-an, whence E. owe. Thus an, to which the 
modern own corresponds, is related to ag-an, only in 
the third degree.

It seems, however, to be also- used improperly in 
the sense of owe, or am indebted to.

Sir King, God loke the, 
As y the love and an, 

And thou hast served me.
Ibid. p. 47* 

AN, AND, conj. If.
We ar to fer fra hame to fley. 
Tharfor lat ilk man worthi be. 
Yone ar gadryngis of this countre ; 
And thai sail fley, I trow, lychly, 
And men assaile thaim manlyly.

Barbour, xiv. 282. MS.
Luf syn thy nychtbouris, and wirk thame na vnricht^ 
Willing at thou and thay may haue the sicht 
Of heuynnys blys, and tyist thame nocht therfra; 
For and thou do, sic luf dow nocht ane stra.

Doug. Virgil, 95, 54.
And thow my counsal wrocht had in al thing, 
Ful welcum had thou bene ay to that King.

Priests of Peblis, p. 44.
And is generally used for if throughout this Poem. 

At thir wordis gud Wallace brynt as fyr; 
Our haistely he ansuerd him in ire. 
Thow leid, he said, the suth full oft has beyn, 
Thar and I baid, quhar thou durst nocht be seyn, 
Contrar enemys, na mar, for Scotlandis rycht, 
Than dar the Howlat quhen that the day is brycht; 
That taill full meit thow has tauld be thi sell. 
To thi desyr thow sail me nocht compell.

Wallace, x. 146. MS. 
There have I bidden, where thou durst not be seen.

Edit. 1648. p. 269.
It must be observed, that if and here signify if, it 

must be viewed as in immediate connexion ^ith these 
words,

That taill full meit &c.
In this case, Wallace, instead of absolutely assert, 
ing, only makes a supposition that he appeared where 
Stewart durst not shew his face; and on the ground 
of this supposition applies Stewards tale concerning 
the Howlat to himself. If this be not the connexion, 
which is attest doubtful, and is here used in a sin.
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gular sense. It might, in this case, signify, truly, in 
deed ; analogous to Isl. enda, quidem, G. Andr. p. 
61.

It is frequently used by Chaucer in the sense of if.
Fayn wolde I do you mirthe, and I wiste how.

Canterbury T. v. 768. 
For and I shulde rekene every vice. 
Which that she hath, ywis I wer to nice.

Ibid. v. 10307.
An, as far as I have observed, appears to be the 

more modern orthography, borrowed from vulgar 
pronunciation.

u If, and An, spoils many a good charter." S. 
Prov. Kelly, p. 209.

Dr Johnson has observed, that u an is sometimes, 
in old authors, a contraction of andif;" quoting, as 
a proof, the following passage from Shakespeare.

* ————He must speak truth, 
An they will take it, so; if not, he's plain. 

But this conjecture has not the slightest foundation. 
Su.G. aen is used in the same sense with, our an. 
Particula conditionalis, says Ihre, literarum elemen- 
tis et sono referens Graecorum tav, si. He adds, that 
it is now almost obsolete, although it occurs very 
frequently in the ancient laws of the Goths. j*En 
faejiogher, si pecus transilierit; " an the fe fle," S. 
Leg. Westg.

Mr Tooke derives an from A. S. an-an dare; as 
synon. to if, gif, from gif-an, id. Somner indeed 
renders An as equivalent to do vel dono, I give or 
grant; quoting this instance from a testamentary 
deed in A. S., although without mentioning the place, 
JErest that ic an minum hlaforde, &c. Primum 
quod ipse tlonavi Domino meo. Lye translates An, 
indulgeat, largiatur, Caedm. 41, 4. As and seems 
to be the old orthography of this word, Mr Tooke 
might probably view it as from the same origin with 
and, used in its common sense, et; which he derives 
from An-an-ad, dare congeriem. But as Su.G. aen 
has not only the signification of si, but also of et, 
in the old laws of the Goths ; ajid as Isl. end has the 
same meaning; it does not appear probable that the 
A. Saxons would need to clap two words together, 
in order to form a conjunction that was every mo 
ment in their mouths.
To ANALIE, v. a. To dispone, to alienate; a

juridical term.
" Prelats may not analie their lands, without the 

Kings confirmation." Reg. Maj. B. ii. c. 23. Tit.
" The husband may not analie the heretage, or 

lands pertaining to his wife." Quon. Attach, c. 20.
In both places alienare is the term used in the Lat. 

copy. In the first passage, although analie occurs 
in the Title, dispone is the term used in the chapter. 
This is also the case, Ibid. c. 20. The word is evi 
dently formed from the Lat. v. by transposition.
ANALIER, s. One who alienates goods, by tran 

sporting them to another country. 
•——a The Kings land and realme is subject to 

weirfare; and therefore sould not be made poore by 
analiers & sellers of gudes and geir transported 
furth of the realme." 1 Stat. Rob. I. c. 23. § 1. 
Alienators, Lat. copy. V. the ».

A N E
To ANAME, v. a. To call over names, to mus* 

ter.
——~In the abbay of Hexhame 

All thare folk thai gert aname ; 
And in-til all thare ost thai fand 
Of men armyd bot twa thowsande.

Wyntown, viiL 40^ 104*
To ANARME, ANNARME, v. a. To arm.

" Ilk burges hauand fyftie pundis in gudis, salba 
haill anarmit, as a Gentilman aucht to be." Acts 
Ja. I. 1429. c. 137. edit. 1566.
ANCLETH, HANCLETH, s. Ankle, GL Sibb. 
AND, conf. If. V. AN. 
ANE, adj. One.

The Kingis off Irchery
Come to Schyr Eduuard halily,
And thar manredyn gan him ma ;
Bot giffit war ane or twa.

Barbour, xvi. 304.AtS.
As the signes in the sacraments are not alwayis ane; 

sa the same in baith, are not of ane number: For in 
baptisme, wee haue but ane element, into this sacra, 
ment wee haue twa elements." Bruce's Serm. om 
the Sacrament, 1590. Sign. F. 2. b.

MoesG. ain; A. S. an, ane; ane. Su.G. an; mod. 
Su.G. en; Alem., Germ., and Isl. ein ; Belg. eenj 
Gael, aon, id.
ANE, article, signifying one, but with less em 

phasis.
Mr Macpherson justly observes, that this is,pro. 

perly the same with the adjective. " In Wyntown's 
time/* he adds, " it was rarely used before a word 
beginning with a consonant, but afterwards it was 
put before all nouns indifferently. V. Douglas and 
other later writers." Barbour, who preceded Wyn- 
town, uses it occasionally before a wqrd beginning 
with a consonant, although rarely. 

In till his luge a fox he saw, 
That fast on ane salmound gan gnaw.

Harbour, xix. 664. MS. 
TO ANE, v. n. To agree, to accord. 

Swa hapnyde hym to ta the Kyng 
And dnyd for hys rawnsownyng 
For to gyf that tyme hym tyle 
Schyppys and wyttayle til his wylle.

Wyntown, iii. 3, 42.
Germ, em-en, id. Sensu forensi est concordare, 

convenire; sich vereinen, pacisci. Wachter. This 
seems to be merely an oblique sense of ein-en, sta- 
tuere, synon. with Su.G. en-a, firmiter sibi aliquid 
proponere. Isl. eining, unio; Su.G. enig, Germ, 
einig, concors. I need scarcely observe, that all 
these evidently refer to Ane, en, one, as their ori 
gin. 
ANEABIL, s. An unmarried woman.

" Bot gif he hes mony sonnes, called Mulierati 
(that is, gotten and procreat vpon ane concubine, or 
as we commonlie say, vpon ane ANEABIL or singill 
woman, whom he maries therafter, as his lawfull 
wife) he may not for anie licht cause, Without con. 
sent of his heire3 giue to the said after-borne sonne,
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anie parte of his heretage, albeit he be weill willing 
to doe the samine." Reg. Maj. B. ii, c. 19. s. 3.

Anable is an old FT. word, signifying, habile, ca 
pable. The Scots, according to Menage, have for. 
med from it the forensic term inhabilis^ to denote a 
man who is not married. C'est un vieux mot qui se 
trouve sauvent dans les vieilles Chartes. Aptus, ido- 
neus. Diet. Trev. This may be the origin of Ane- 
abil as signifying a woman who, being single, is not 
legally disqualified, or rendered unfit for being 
married. 
ANEDING, s. Breathing.

On athir half thai war sa stad, 
For the rycht gret heyt that thai had, 
For fechtyn, and for sonnys het, 
That all thair flesche of swate wes wete. 
And sic a stew raiss out off thaim then, 
Off aneding bath offhorss and men. 
And off pawdyr; that sic myrknes 
In till the ayr abowyne thaim wes, 
That it wes wondre for to se.

Barbour, xi. 615. MS.
This word is printed as if it were two, edit. Pink.

But it is one word irr MS. Thus it has been read by
early editors, and understood in the sense given a-

-fcove. For in edit. 1620, it is rendered breathing y
p. 226. V. AYND, v.
ANEFALD, adj. Honest, acting a faithful part. 
And farthermare, Amata the fare Quene, 
Quhilk at al tymes thine one fald freynd has bene, 
Wyth hir awne hand dois sterue lyggand law. 
And far effray hir selfe has brochi of daw.

Boug. Virgil, 435. 15.
Fidelissima, Virg. Here it is- printed, as if the 

two syllables formed separate words.
This is evidently the same with of aid, with this dif 

ference only, that in the composition of it a, as sig 
nifying, one, is used; and here ane, in the same 
sense. 
ANELIE, adv. Only.

" Wee are conjoined, and fastned vp with ane 
Christ, bee the moyan (sayis hee) of ane spirite; not 
bee ane carnal band, or bee a,ne grosse conjunction ; 
but anelie be the band of the halie spirite." Bruce's 
Serm. on the Sacrament, 1590; Sign. I. 3. b, 
ANELYD,/ar/./0. Aspired; literally,.panted 
• for.

Eftyr all this Maximfane 
Agayne the Em pyre wald have tane; 
Arid for that eaus in-tyl gret stryfe 
He lede a lang tyme of hys lyfe 
Wyth Constantynys Sonnys thre, 
That anelyd to that Ryawte.

Wyntown, v. 10. 480. V. Also viii. 3«. 23U 
Mr Macpherson has rightly rendered this a aspi 

red, ;" although without giving the etymon. Sibb. 
explains anelyd, incited,, excited; from A. S. anael- 
an, incitare. But the origin of the word, as used by 
Wyntown, is Fr. anhef-er, u to aspire unto with great 
endeavour;" Cotgr. Lat. anhe/-o; L. B. ane!-o.
ANENS, ANENST, ANENTjj&n^. Over against, 

opposite to, S.
—.*—Thare was unoccupyid,

ANE
Lyandvbe-yhond an arme of se 
Anens thame, a gret cuntre.

Wyntown, iv. 19. 12- 
Tharfor thair ost but mar abaid 
Buskyt, and ewyn anent thaim raid.

Barbour, xix. 512. MS* 
With that ane schip did spedely aproche, 
Ful plesandly sailing vpon the deip ; 
And sine did slack hir saillis, and gan to creip 
Toward the land anent quhair that I lay.

Lynds&y's Warkis, 1592. p. 256. 
Anent, id. Lancash. GL Some derive thfc from 

Gr. otvatfl^ oppositunu Skinner prefers A. S^ nean y 
near. The Gr. word, as well as ours, together with 
MoesG. and, Alem. andi, Su.G. and, anda, contra, 
seem all to claim a common origin. But I suspect 
that anens is corr. from A. S. ongean, ex adverse.
V. FORE-ANENT.
ANENT, ANENTIS, prep* Concerning, about, 

in relation to.
u Anent Hospitallis that ar fundat of Almous 

deidis, throw the kingis to be vphaldin to pure folk 
and seik, to be vesyit be the Chancella^, as thay haue 
bene in tlie kingis progenitouris tyme." Acts Ja. I. 
1424. c. 30. edit. 1566.

u Anentis Heretickis and Lollardis, that ilk Bis. 
hope sallgar inquyre to the Inquisitioun of Heresiey 
quhair ony sic beis fundin, and at thay be punisit as 
Law of halie kirk reojuyris." Ibid. c. 31.

" Anent the petitioun maid anent the debtis con 
tracted be the Frenche men of Weir in this cuntre, 
the saids concordit, that the King and Quein salt 
caus restoir all that quhilk happenis to be found 
gevin and granted to the Kingis Lieuetenent and his 
Captanes, - and utheris officiaris, for the nurischmcnt, 
sustentatioun, and maintenance of the said Frenche. 
men, or that quhilk beis found aucht be the JLieute. 
nent for service of his Majesty, that may appeir be 
writ, or confessioun of parties." Knox's Hist. p. 230. 

Perhaps this is merely an oblique sense of the term 
which signifies opposite to. It might originate from 
the mode of stating accounts, by marking the sum due 
over against the name of the debtor; or rather from 
the manner in which it was customary to answer pe 
titions, by marking thereply to each particular clause, 
directly apposite ta the clause itself, on the margin. 
Hence the term might be transferred to whatsoever 
directly referred to any person or business.

Wiclif uses anentis in the sense of with, according 
to. " Anentis men this thing is impossible] but anen-* 
tis God alle thingis ben possible;" Mat. 19. 
To ANERD, ANNERE. V. ANHERD. 
ANERLY, ANYRLY> adv. Only, alone, singly* 

Strange wtrageouss curage he had,
Quhen he sa stoutly, him a/lane,
For litill strenth off erd, has tane
To fecht with twa hunder and ma!
Thar with he to the furd gan ga. 

And thai, apon the tothyr party,
That saw him stand thar anyrly,
Thringand in till the wattyr rad,
For off him litill dout thai had ;
And raid till him, in full gret hy.

TI. 132. MS»



A N E
In edit. 1620 it is rendered allanerlie, the latter 

being more commonly used and better understood, 
when this edit, was published. 

Ne wald I not also that I suld be 
Caus or occasioun of sic dule, quod he, 
To thy maist reuthfull moder, traist, and kynd, 
Quhilk anertie of hir maist tendir mynd, 
From al the vthir matrouns of our rout, 
Has folio wit the hir louit child about, 
Ne for thy saik refusit not the se, 
And gaif n& force of Acestes ciete.

Doug. Virgil, 282. 47.
From A. S. anre, tan turn, only. This may be a de 

rivative from an used in the sense ®f solus, alone. Hence 
Lye gives an and anre as equally signifying, tantum, 
TO. An. Anre is also nearly allied to the Alem. adj, 
ewer, eineru, solus, sola. But I am much inclined to 
think that, although somewhat altered, it is the same 
with Su.G. enkvar, Isl. ein hvor, quisque; especial, 
ly as this is a very ancient word. Ulphilas uses ain~ 
hvaria in the. sense of quilibet ; hence the phrase, 
j4inhvarjaneh ize kanduns analangjands / unicuique 
velsingulis illorum maims imponens ; laying his hands 
on every one of them, Luk. 4. 40. It confirms this 
hypothesis, that A. S. anra gehwylc signifies unusquis- 
que, every one. Mat. 26. 22. This, although obvi 
ously the origin of allanerly^ seems to have been 
entirely overlooked. „ It is merely q. a// a/one^ or . 
singly.
AFERLY, ANEJILIE, adj.. Singlevsolitary, .only.» 

" Yit for all that, thair wald nane of thame cum 
to Parliament, to further thair-desyre with ane aner- 
/zcf vote." Buchanan's Admon. to Trew Lordis, p. 19. 

It occurs in Pinkertpn's" Edit, of The Bruce. 
And. quhen the Kmg Rober,t, that was k 
Wyss in his dejd and anerly,* 
Saw, his men sa rychtr douchtely . 
The peth apon thair fay is ta ; 
And saw his fayis defend thaim sa; 
Than gert he all the Irschqry 
That war in till his company, 
Off Arghile, and the His alsua, - 
Speid thaim in gret hy to the bra.

Barb,our, xviiL 439. 
But it must,be read, as in MS., auerty* 
ANETH,/r^. Bdneath,^.

As he came down by MerriemaSj
And in by the benty line, 

There has he espied a deer lying, 
Aneath a bush of ling.

Minstrelsy Border, i. 77* 
Then sat she down_,aneth a birken shade, 
That spread aboon her, and hang o'er her head: 
Cowthy and .warm, and gpwany the^green, , 
Had it,, instead of night, the day time been.

Ross's He/enore, p. 62«,
A. S. neothan, Su.G. ned, Isi, nedan, Belg. we- 

den, id. The termination an properly denotes mo*, 
tion from a place; Ihre, vo. An,, p. 87« J 
ANEUCH, adv. Enough, S.

Quhat cir scho thocht, scho wist it war in vane. 
Bot thai war glad aneuch. •——-

Dun bar, Maitland Poems, p. 80. 
It appears that the synon. term O. E. was an- 

ciently pron. with a guttural sound.

A N H
Whan thei had so robbed, that tham thouht tnouhy 
Thei went ageyn to schip, & saile vp drouh.

R. Brunne, p. 59.
This also appears from A. S. genog, genoh, satis. 

Mr Tooke views the A. S. adv. as the part. pa. 
(Genoged), of A. S. Genogan, multiplicare. Divers. 
Purl. p. 472, 473. Perhaps it is more natural to de 
rive it from MoesG.janoh, multi, many. 
ANEW, plur. of ANEUCH, s. Enow»

On kneis he faucht, felle Inglismen he slew. 
Till hyni that socht may fechtars than anew. 

Wallace>., i. 324, MS. V.JEwE 
ANEWIS, /.//.

A chapellet with mony fresch aneicis
Sche had upon hir hede, ami with this hong
A mantill on hir schuldries large and long.

Kings Quatr, v. <J.
Mr Tytler renders this "budding flawers." But I 
have met with no cognate term ; unless it be a me* 
taph. use of Fr. anneau, a ring j q. a chaplet com. 
posed of various rings of flowers in fnll blossom. 
ANGELL HEDE, s. The hooked or barbed

head of an arrow..
A bow he bair.was byg and weyll beseyn, 
And arrouss als, bath lang and scharpe with all, 
No man was thar that Wallace bow mycht dralL 
Rycht stark he was, and into souir ger, 
Bauldly, [he] schott amang thai men of wer. 
Ane fwgellhede to the hukis he drew, *, 
And at a schoyt the formast sonc he sleiu-- ,

Wallace, iv-. 554. MS".
A. S., Dan., and.Germ. angel^ a hook, an angle;, 

Teut. anghel. * Belg. angel, as denoting a sting, 
seems to be merely the same word, used- in a dif. 
ferent and perhaps more .original sense; as, angel, 
der by en, the sting of bees. Kilian mentions Teut. 
anghel-ctij as an old. word . signifying to sting. 
Hence the E. term to angle, to fish. Wachter de 
rives our theme from ank-en to fix, whence anker^. 
an anchor.
ANGIR, s. Grief, vexation. .,

Thare-wyth thai tyl the Kyng ar gane$ 
And in-to cumpan-y wyth thame has tane •/ 
The Frankis men in thare helpyng., 
And knelyd all foure be-for the Kyng, 
And tald, qwhat ese.of pes mycht rys, . 
And how that angry s mony f wys /. 
In-til all tyine mycht rys of were.. •

Wyntqwn, ix. 9. 104. .
Mr Macpherson derives this from Gr. «fy^» 

This, indeed, .is mentioned by Siifdas and Phavori- 
nus^ as signifying grief, .But it is more immediately 
allied to Isl. angr, dolor, moeror, G. Andr. Su.G. 
and Isl. angra, dolore afficere, to vex; which Ihre 
deduces from Su.G. aang-a, premere, arctare. 
MoesG. angvu, Alem. engi, Germ, and Belg. eng, 
as well as C. B. ing, all correspond to Lat. ang-ustus^ 
and convey the idea of straitness and difficulty. To 
these may be added Gr. «JJ^; V. Ihre, v. Aanga. 
To ANHERD, ANERD,, ANNERE, ENHERDE, v.^ 

To consent, to adhere.
———. In ArgyJe wes a Barown 

That had a gret aifectyown 
To this, Stwart the yhyng Roberd;



ANY A N L
Audals hys wil wes til enherde 
Td the Scottis mennys party.

Wyntown, viii. 29. 164.
Thare anerdis to our. nobill to note, quhen hym nedis, 

Tuelf crounit Kingis in feir, 
With all thair strang poweir, 
And meny wight weryer 
Worthy in wedis.

Gawan and Go/, ii. 8. 
Anlierd hereto ilk man richt fauorably, 
And hald your pece but outhir noyis or cry.

Doug. Virgil^ 129, 43. 
Juno annerdit, and gaif consent thareto.

Ibid. 443, 19.
a —Scho gat finalie ane sentence aganis King Da- 

tiid to annere to hir as his lawchful lady and wyffe." 
Bellend. Cron. B. xv. c. 16.

This has been traced to O. Fr. aherd-re id. But 
without the insertion of a letter, it may be viewed as 
derived, by a slight transposition, from A. S. an- 
hraed, anraed, constans, concors, unanimis; which 
teems to be composed of an, one, and raed, counsel, q. 
of one mind. It can scarcely be imagined that Su.G. 
enhaerde, obstinacy, enhaerdig, obstinate, are al 
lied ; as being formed from hadrd, durus.
ANYD,/>ntf. Agreed. V. ANE, v. 
ANYNG, s. Agreement, concord.

—•— Antiochus kyng 
Wyth the Romanis made anyng.

Wyntown, iv. 18. Tit, 
ANIS, ANYS, AINS, adv. Once.

And thocht he nakit was and vode of gere, 
Na wound nor wappin mycht hym amjs effere.

Doug. Virgil, 387, 20.
" Yee haue in Jvde 3, that faith, is ains giuen to 

the saints: ains giuen : that is, constantly giuen, 
neuer to bee changed, nor vtterlye tane fra thame." 
Bruce's Serm. on the Sacr. 1590. Sign. T. 4, a. 

Mr Macptierson says, but without the least rea 
son, that this is a u contr. of ane syis. It is
merely the genitive of*an one, A. S. anes, also ren 
dered seme/; q. actio unius temporis. Pron. as 
ainze, or yince, S. eenze, S. B.

ANYS also occurs as the gen. of ANE. 
Bere your myndis equale, as al anys, 
As commoun freyndis to the Italianis.

Doug. Virgil^ 457, 15. 
i. e. as all of one.

It is also commonly used as a gen. in the sense of, 
belonging to one; anis hand, one's hand, S.
ANIS, ANNIS, s. pi. Asses.

•—— So mony anis and mulis 
Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 42.
The word, however, is here used metaph. as in 

most other languages. It also occurs in the literal 
sense.

The muill frequentis the annis^ 
And hir aw in kynd abusis.

Scott, Chron. S. P. iii. 147. 
Su.G. asna, Isl. esne, Fr. asne, Gr. o»-0$, Lat, 

asin-us, id.
ANKER-SAIDELL, HANKERSAXDLE^. A her- 

mit, an anchorite.

Throw power I charge the of the paip, 
Thow neyther girne, gowl, glowme nor gaip, 
Lyke anker-saidell, lyke unsell aip? 

Like owle nor alrische elfe.
Philotus, st. 124. Pink. S. P. Repr. iii. 46, 

O ye hermits and hanker saidlis, 
That takis your penance at your tables^ 
And eitis nocht meit restorative,—- 
The blest abune we sail beseik 
You to delyvir out of your noy.

Dunbar, Chron. S. P. i. 235. 
This seems to be merely a corrupt use of A. S. 

ancer-setle, which properly signifies an anchorite's 
cell or seat, a hermitage ; Somn. Germ, einsidler 
denotes a hermit, from ein alone, and sidler, a set 
tler ; qui sedem suam in solitudine fixit, Wachter. 
Not only does A. S. ancer signify a hermit, and 
O. E. anker, (Chaucer, Rom. Rose, 6348), but 
Alem. einchorancr, C. B. anker, Corn, ankar, and 
Ir. angkaire; all from Lat. anachorefo} Gr. #*#- 
^(jy^jjrtjj, from ctva%6>(>eiv, to recede. 
ANKERSTOCK, s. A large loaf, of a long 

form. The name is extended to a wheaten 
loaf, but properly belongs to one made of rye, 
S. It has been supposed to be so called, q. an 
anchorite's stock, or supply for some length 
of time ;" or, more probably, " from some 
fancied resemblance to the stock of an anchor." 
Gl. Sibb.

ANLAS, J. w A kind of knife or dagger usu 
ally worn at the girdle;" Tyrwhitt. This is 
the proper sense of the word, and that in which 
it i& used by Chaucer.

At sessions ther was he lord and sire. 
Ful often time he was knight of the shire. 
An anelace, and a gipciere all of silk, 
Heng at his girdel, white as morwe milk.

Canterbury, T. Prol. 359. 
But we find it elsewhere used in a different sense. 

His horse in fyne saudel was trapped to the hele. 
And, in his cheveron biforne, 
Stode as an unicorne, 
Als sharp as a thorne, 
An anlas of stele.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 4. 
Here the term signifies a dagger or sharp spike 

fixed in the forepart of the defensive armour of a 
horse's head. Bullet renders it petit couteau, deriv 
ing it from an diminutive, and Arm. lac, lacquein^ 
to strike. This word is found in Franc, anelaz^ 
analeze, adlumbare, vel adlaterale telum; which 
has been derived from lez, latus, ad latus, juxta. 
C. B. anglas signifies a dagger. Anelace, according 
to Watts, is the same weapon which Ir. is called 
skein. The word is frequently used by Matt. Paris. 
He defines it; Genus cultelli, quod vulgariter Ane- 
lacius dicitur; p. 274. Lorica erat indutus, gestana 
Anelacium ad lumbare; p. 277. 
ANMAILLE, s. Enamel. V. AMAILLE. 
To ANORNE, v. a. To adorn.

Wythin this place, in al plesour and thryft 
Are hale the pissance quhilkis in iust battell 
Slane in defence of thare kynd cuntre fel: 

— And thay quhilk by thare craftis or science fyne^



ANT
Fand by thare subtel knawlege and ingyne,
Thare lyfe illumynyt and anornit clere.

Doug. Virgil', 188, 24.
Perhaps corr. from L. B. inorn-are, ornare; used 

by Tertullian. 
ANSE, ANZE,ENSE, conj. Else, otherwise. Aug.

It can scarcely be supposed that this is a corr. of 
E. else. I recollect no instance of / being changed, 
in common use, into n. It is more probably allied 
to Su.G. annars, id. As E. else, A. S. ellis, Su.G. 
aeljes, Dan. ellers, are all from the old Goth, el, 
other; Su.G. annars, Germ.-and Belg. cinders, else, 
are derived from Su.G. annan, andre, MoesG. an- 
thar, Alem. ander, IsL annary also signifying alius^ 
other.
To ANTER, v. n. I. To adventure, S. B. 

•—— But then
How anter'd yc a fieldward sae your lane ?

Ross's Helenore) p. 3K
2. To chance»

But tho' it should anter the weather to bide, 
With beetles we're set to the drubbing o't. 
And then frae our fingers to gnidge aft' the hide, 
,With the wearisome wark of the rubbing o't.

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 135* 
" We cou'd na get a chiel to shaw us the gate al- 

puist we had kreish'd his lief wi' a shillin; bat by 
guid luck we anter'd browlies upo' the rod." Jour 
nal from London, p. 6.
3. It occurs in the form of a part., as signifying 

occasional, single, rare, Ane antrin ane^ one of 
a kind met with singly and occasionally, or 
seldom, S.

Cou'd feckless creature, Man, be wise, 
The summer o' his life to prize, 
In winter he might fend fu' bauld, 
His eild unkend to nippin cauld. 
Yet thir, alas ! are antrin fock, 
That lade their scape wi' winter stock.

Ferguson's Poems, ii. 31» 
It is certainly the same with AUNTER, q. v. 

ANTERCAST, s. A misfortune, a mischance, S. B. 
Probably from anter, aunter, adventure, and cast, 
a throw ; q. a throw at random. 
Up in her face looks the auld hag forfairn, 
And says, Ye will hard-fortun'd be, my bairn; 
Frae fouks a fieldward, nae frae fouk at hame, 
Will come the antercast ye'll hae to blame.

Rosa's Helenore, p. 61.
ANTETEWME, s. " Antetune, antiphone, re 

sponse ;" Lord Hailes. 
Protestandis takis the freiris auld antetewme^ 
Reddie ressavaris, bot to rander nocht; 
So lairdis upliftis mennis leifing ouir thy rewme, 
And ar rycht crabit quhen thay crave thame ocht.

Bannatyne Poems, 199. st. p. 19. 
ANTYCESSOR, ANTECESSOWR, ANTESESTRE, 

s. Ancestor, predecessor. 
Our Antecessowris, that we suld of reide, 
And hald in mynde thar nobille worthi deid, 
We lat ourslide, throw werray sleuthfulnes, 
And castis ws euir till uthir besynes.

Wallace, i. 1. MS.

A P A
« Etierie man is oblist to deffenfl the ginSs, he- 

retagfrand possessions that his antecestres and for- 
bearis hes left to them; for as Tucidides hes said in 
his sycond beuk, quod he, it is mair dishonour til 
ane person to tyne the thyng that his antecestrea 
and forbeajris hes conqueist be grite laubours, nor it 
is dishonour quhen he failyeis in the conquessing of 
ane thing -that he intendit tyl haue conquesit fra his 
mortal enemye." Compl. S. p. 291.

Lat. antecessor, one that goes before; formed as pre- 
decessor, and corresponding in signification. Hence 
E. ancestor, through the medium of Fr. anceslre. 
APAYN, part. pa. Provided, furnished.

For thi, till that thair capitane
War coweryt off his mekill ill,
Thai thoucht to wend sum strenthis till*
For folk for owtyn capitane^
Bot thai the bettir be apayn,
Sail nocht be all sa gud in deid,
As thai a Lord had thaim to leid.

Barbour, ix. 64. MS.
This word is left by Mr Pinker ton as not under 

stood. But the sense given aboye agrees very Avell 
with the connexion, and the word may have been 
formed from Fr. appan-e, id., which primarily sig 
nifies, having received a portion or child's part; 
appan-er, to give a younger son his portion; L. B. 
apan-are. Hence apanagium, appanage, the portion 
given to a younger child. Fr. pain or Lat. pan-is 
is evidently the original word. For, as Du Cangc 
justly observes, apanare is merely to malte such 
provision for the junior members of a family, that 
they may have the means of procuring bread.

In Edit. 1620, it is in paine. But this, as it op- 
poses the MS., is at war with common sense.
APAYN, adv. 1. Reluctantly, unwillingly; 

sometimes distinctly, a payn*
And thoucht sum be off sic bounte, 
Quhen thai the lord and his menye 
Seys fley, yeit sail thai fley apayn ; 
For all men fleis the deid rycht fayne.

Barbour, ix. 89. MSL
1. e. " They will fly, however reluctantly, bemuse 
all men eagerly desire life." The play upon the 
verb,/^ gives an obscurity to the passage.
2. Hardly, scarcely.
The haill consaill thus demyt thaim amang ; 
The toun to sege thaim thocht it was to lang, 
And nocht a payn to wyn it be no slycht.

Wallace, viii. 910. MS.
Although the language is warped, it most probably 
signifies, a that they could hard/y win it by any 
stratagem."

Fr. apeine, " scarcely, hardly, not without much 
ado;" Cotgr.
3. It seems improperly used for in case. 
To gyff battaill the Idrdis couth nocht consent, 
Less Wallace war off Scotland crownyt King. 
Thar consaill fand it war a peralous thing : 
For thocht thai wan, thai wan bot as thai war; 
And gyff thai tynt, thai lossyt Ingland for euirmar, 
A payn war put in to the Scottis hand. ,

Wallace, viii. 629. MS.



APE
In case it were put, &c. in some copies. A payn^
however, may signify as soon as. This is another
sense of Fr. 4 peine; Presq' aussi tot, ubi, statim
atque, Diet. Trev.
4. Under pain, at the risk of.
AVith a bauld spreit gud Wallace blent about,
A preyst he askyt, for God that deit on tre.
JKing Eduuard than cummandyt his clerge,
And said, I charge, apayn oft' loss off ly we,
Nane be sa bauld yon tyrand for to schry we :
He has rong lang in contrar my Menace.

Wallace, xi. 1313. MS.
In editions, it is on pai/n. Fr. a peine is also 

used in this sense. V. also Wall: vi. 658, and viii. 
1261. 
A PER SE, " an extraordinary or incomparable

person ;—like the letter A ly itself, which has
the first place in ihe alphabet of almost all
languages." Rudd.

Maist reuerend Virgil, of Latin e poetis prince, 
Gem of ingyiie, and flude of eloquence;— 
Lanterne, lade sternc, myrrour arid A per se, 
Maister of maisteris, swete sours and springand well, 
Wide quhare ouer all ringis thyne heuinly bell.

Doitg. Virgil^ 3. 11,
Henrysone uses the same mode of expression. 

O fair Creseide, the flour and A per se 
t)f Troie & Grece, how were thou fortunate, 
To chaunge in filth al thy feminfte, 

1 And be with fleshly lust so maculate?
Testament of Creseide, v. 78.

Junius has observed that this metaphor nearly ap 
proaches to that used by the Divine Being, to ex. 
press his absolut^perfection, when he says, u I am 
Alpha and Omega," Rev. i; 8. But there is no pro. 
priety in the remark. ' For the force of the one me. 
taphor lies in^the use of A by itself; of the other, in 
its being connected with Omega, as denoting Him, 
who is not only the First, but the Last. He ob 
serves, with more justice, that this mode of expres- 

• sion was not unusual among the Romans. For Mar. 
tial calls Codrus, j4lphapenulatorum,\. e. the prince 
of paupers ; Lib. ii. ep. 57.
APERSMAR, APIRSMART, adj. Crabbed, ill- 

' humoured ; snell, calschie, S. synon.
Get vp, (scho said) for schame be na cowart; 
My heid in wed thow hes ane wyifes hart, 
That for a plesand sicht was sa mismaid! 
Than all in anger vpon my feit I start. 
And for hir wordis war sa apirsmart, 
Unto the nimphe I maid a busteous braid.

Palicc of Honour, iii. 73. p. 63. edit. 1579. 
j4persmar Juno, that with gret vnrest 
Now cummeris erd, are, and se, quod he, 
Sail turne hir mind bettir wise, and with me 

^Foster the Romanis lordes of all erdlye gere.
Doug. Virgil, 21, 36.

Rudd. conjectures that it may be from Lat. asper ; 
as others from Fr. aspre. But it seems rather from 
A. S. afor, afre, rendered both by Somner and Lye, 
bitter, sharp; or rather Isl. apur, id. (asper, acris, 
as-apurkylde, acre frigus, G. Andr.) and A. S. 
smevrte, Su.G. smarta, Dan. and Belg. smerte^
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pain, metaph. applied to the mind. dper smart 
seems to be the preferable orthography, 
APERT, adj. Brisk, bold, free. 

And with thair suerdis, at the last, 
Thai ruschyt amang thaim hardely. 
For thai ott' Lome, full manlely, 
Gret attdcipert defens gan ma.

Barbour, x. 73. MS, 
It occurs in R. Brunne, p. 74.

William alle apert his ost redy he dyght. 
Fr. appert, expert, ready, prompt, active, ninw 

ble, Cotgr. The origin, of this word, I suspect, is 
Lat. apparat-us, prepared, appar-o. 
APERT. In apert, adv. Evidently, openly. 

And mony a knycht, and mony a lady, 
Mak in apert rycht ewill cher.

Barbour, xix. 217. MS,
Fr. apert, appert, open, evident, in which sense 

Chaucer uses the term; 11 apert, it is evident; aper* 
te, openly. Appar-oir, to appear, is evidently the 
immediate origin of the adj., from Lat. appar-eo. 
APERTLY, adv. Briskly, readily. 

Bot this gude Erie, nocht forthi, 
The sege tuk full apertly: 
And pressyt the folk that thar in was 
Swa, that nocht ane the yet durst pass.

J^arbour, x. 315. MS. V. APERT, adj.
APIEST, APIECE, conj. Although. V. ALL-

PUIST. 
APILL RENYEIS, s. pi. A string or necklace

of beads.
Sa mony ane Kittie, drest up with goldin chenyes, 
Sa few witty, that weil can fabillis fenyie, 
AVith apill renyeis ay shawand hir goldin chene, 
Of Sathanis seinye; sure sic an unsaul nienyie 
Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 45.
Q. a rein or bridle of beads, formed like apples. 

Lord Hailes observes, that as " the Fr. phrase, 
pomme d'ambre, means an amber bead in shape and 
colour like an apple, whence E. pomander, it is rea 
sonable to suppose that, either by analogy, or by 
imitation, apil, apple, had the same sense with us." 
Note, p. 257, 258. Perhaps it is a confirmation of 
this idea, that, in our version of the book of Pro 
verbs, we read of " apples of gold." Wachter and 
Ihre have observed that the golden globe, impressed 
with the figure of the cross, and presented to the 
emperors on the day of their coronation, is called 
Germ, reichsapfel, Su.G. riksaple, literally, (( the 
apple of the empire or kingdom." This the By. 
zantine writers called pyXov ; and he, who bore it 
before the emperor was designed iwhofygof* or the 
apple-bearer. V. APPLERINGIE. 
APLIGHT.

Crounes thai gun crake, 
Mani, ich wene, aplighty

Saunfayl;
Bituene the none, and the night, 

Last the batayle.
Sir Tristrem, p. 49.

" At once, literally,*0ne,ply," Gl. Hearne, (Gl. R. 
Glouc.) renders it " right, compleat;" Ritson5 com-
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plete, perfect. The latter observes, that the ety. 
mology cannot be ascertained.

Whon the kyng of Tars sauh that siht 
Wodde he was for wraththe apliht, 

In hond he hent a spere.
Kyng of Tars, Ritsotfs E. Rom. i. 164. 

So laste the turnement apliht, 
Fro the morwe to the niht.

Ibid, p. 178.
A. S. pliht, periculum, pliht-an, periculo objicere 

se; as perhaps originally applied to the danger to 
which persons exposed themselves in battle, or in 
single combat.
APON, APOUN, prep. Upon. 

And gyff that ye will nocht do sua, 
Na swylk a state apon yow ta, 
All hale my land sail youris be, 
And lat me ta the state on me.

Barbour, i. 426. MS. 
Constanstyne a-pori this wys 
Tyl Rome come, as I yhow dewys, 
And tharc in-to the lepyr felle. 
And helyd wes, as yhe herd me telle.

Wyntown, v. 10. 375. 
Ane Ersche mantill it war thy kynd to wer, 

x A Scotts thewttil wndyr thi belt to ber, 
Rouch rowlyngis apon thi harlot fete.

Wallace, i. 219. MS. 
King Eolus set heich apoun his chare.

Doug. Virgil, 14. 51.
Su.G. A, ane. af is used in the same sense. Upp-a 

frequently occurs in that language, which nearly 
corresponds to the vulgar pron. of the prep, in this 
country. As, however, A. S. ufa signifies above, 
and MoesG. ufar, higher; it is very probable, as 
Mr Tooke supposes^ Divers. PurL p. 451, fhat we 
are to trace this prep, to an oldnou/n signifying high; 
especially as ufar has the form of the comparative. 
APORT, APORTE, s. Deportment, carriage. 

Be wertuous aporte, fair having 
Resemyl he couth a rnyehty King.

Wyntown, ix. 26. 75.
This is merely Fr. apport used -metaph. from ap- 

yort-er, to carry; from Lat. ad and porto. 
To APPAIR, v. a. To injure, to impair.

a Bot in Setounis hous were sa mony commo 
dious opportuniteis for hir purpois, that how sa 
euer hir gud name wer thairby appairit, scho must 
nedis ga thither agane." Detectioun Q. Mary, S. 
Edit. 1572. Sign. B. V. a. Appeared, Eng. Edit. 
1571.

For our state it apeires, without any reson, 
& tille alle our heires grete disheriteson.

R. Brunne, p. 290. 
It is a sin, and eke a gret folie 
To apeiren any man, or him defame.

Chaucer, Cant. T. 3149. 
Fr. empir-er id. V. PARE, v. 

APPARALE, APPARYLE, APPARAILL, s. Equi 
page, furniture for war, preparations for a siege, 
whether for attack or defence; ammunition. 

Jhone Crab, a Flemyng, als had he. 
That wes of sa gret

A P P
Till ordane, and mak apparaill^ 
For to defend, and till assaill 
Castell of wer, or than cite, 
That nane sleyar mycht fundyn be.

Barbour, xvii. 241. MS.
—— Baronys als of mekill mycht. 

With him to that assege had he. 
And gert his schippis, by the se, 
Bring schot and other apparaill, 
And gret warnysone of wictaill.

Ibid. 293. MS.
Fr. appareil, provision, furniture, is also used to 

denote preparations for war. Tout cet appareil 
etoit contre les Arabes. Ablam; Diet. Trev. 
APPIN, adj. Open, S.

a Ther is ane eirb callit helytropiuni, the quhilk 
the vulgaris callis soucye; it hes the leyuis appin as 
lange as the soune is in our hemispere, and it closis 
the leyuis quhen the soune passis vndir our orizon." 
Compl. S. p. 86.

Dan. aaben, id. The other Northern languages 
preserve the 0. On this word Lye refers to Isl* 
opna, op) foramen. Ihre derives it from Su.G. upp^ 
often used in the sense of opening; as we say, to 
break up. In like manner, Wachter derives Germ. 
offen, id. from auf, up; adding, that A. S. yppe 
signifies apertu*. 
APPLERIN.GIE, s. Southernwood, S. Ar-

ternisia abrotoaum, Linn.
Fr. apile, strong, and auronne, southernwood, from 
Lat. abrotonum, id. I know not if this has any 
connexion with Apill renyeis, q. v. 
To APPLEIS, v. a. To satisfy, to content, to

please.
•——• Of manswete D*aae fast thereby 

The altare eith for tyl appleis vpstandis, 
Oft ful of. sacryfyce and fat oiferandis.

Doug. Virgil, 236, 2& 
Gif thou wald cum to h.evynis bliss, 
Thyself applets with sobir rent.

Bannatyne Poems, p. ISQ. 
Than thankit thai the Queyn for her trawaill, 
Off hyr ansuer the King applessit was.

Wallace, viii. 1490, MS,
One would suppose that there had been an old Fr. 

verb, of the form of Applaire, whence this had been 
derived. 
APPLY, s. Plight, condition.

Unto the town then they both yeed, 
Where that the knight had left his steed $ 
They found him in a good apply^ 
Both hay, and corn, and bread him by.

Sir Egeir, p. 43*
This might seem allied to Dan. pley-er, to use, to 

be accustomed; or to tend, to take care of; Su.G. 
pleg-en, Belg. plegh-en, id. But it is rather from Fh 
V. PLY.
To APPORT, *. n. To bring, to conduce; Fr* 

apport-er9 id,
66 Qf this opposition, wee may gather easilie,

quhat the resurrection and glorification apports to
the bodie. Shortly, bee thame we see, that the bo-
die is onely spoiled of corruption, shame5 tnfirmjtie,
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naturalitte, and mortal!tie."* Bnice's. Serm. on the
Sacr. 1590. Sign. M. 3. 3.
To APPREUE, APPRIEVE, v. a. To approve.

So that Acest my souerane that appreue
Be not efferd, Darqs^ na thing the greue.

Doug. Virgil, 141. 33. 
Fr. approuv-er.,

AR, AR, adv^ Formerly j also, early.. V. AIR. 
To AR, ARE, ERE, v. a.. To ear, to plough, to

till.
Oner al the boundis of Ausonia
His fiue flokkis pasturit to and fra;
Fine bowis of ky unto his hame reparit,
And with ane hundreth plewis the land he arit.

Doug. Virgil, 226. 34.
The folk Auruncane-and of Rutuly
This ground sawis, full vuthriftely,
Wiith scharp plewis an 4 steill sokkis sere
Thay hard hillis hirstis for tillere.

Ibid. 373. 16.
M,oesG. ar-ian, Su.G. aer-ia, Isl.,er-ia, A. S^er- 

tan, Alem. err-e_n, Germ, er-en, Lat. ar-are^ Gr. 
*£-«v, id.. Ihre views Ileb. yiK, aretz,t as the foun 
tain £ which, he says, is. preserved in Gr. ty*, and 
Celt. ar.. S,
ARAGE, ARRAGE, ARYAGE, AUARAGE^ AVE 

RAGE, s> Servitude due by tenants, in men
and horses, to their landlords. This custom
is not entirely abolished in some parts^of S.
" Arage, vtherwaies Average,—signifies service, 

quhilk the tennent aucht to his master, be horsey or 
carriage of horse*" Skene, Verb. Sign, in TO.

u Ther is nay thing on the lauberaris of the 
grond to buztht and-laiid hot arrage, carage, taxa- 
tionis,, violent spulye, and al vthyr sort is of aduer- 
site, quhilk is onmerdfully exsecut dalyj' Compl. 
S. p.,l<J2.

—" That he should pay a rent of 201. usual mony 
of the realm ; 4 dozen poultrie^, with all aryage and 
carriage^ and do service use and wont." MS. Re 
gister Office, dateda.538. Statist..Ace: xin. 535, N.

" Arage and carriage," is a phrase still commonly 
ustil in leases.

This word has been obscured by a variety of de 
rivations.. Skene traces it to L» B. averia, "quhilk 
signifies ane beast." According to Spehn. the 
Northumbrians caU a horse «-aver, or afer," vo. 
Affra. S. avery eavzr, q. v. \Ihre derives averia 
from OvEr- ovre, now oeuvre, work; as the word 
properly signifies a beast for labour. H.e observes 
that avaiTj in Fr. anciently denoted possessions, 
wealth, va. Haftcor. Elsewhere, (vo. Hof, aula,) 
he says that, in Scania^ hofwera denotes the work 
done by peasants to the lord of the village; wbich 
they also call-ga til hofwa. *

The authors of Diet. Trev., taking a different plan 
from Ihre, derive the old Fr. word avoir, opes, di- 
vitiae, from averia. Ce mot en ce sens est venu de 
avcra, ou averia, mot de la, basse latinite, .quron a 
dit de toutes sortes de biens, et sur-tout de meubles, 
des chevaux, etde bestiaux qui servent au labourage. 
They add, that the Spaniards use averias in the same 
sense.

Skene; although not the best etymolog&t ii* the
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world, seems to adbpt the most natural plan of de* 
rivation here. The term has been derived, indeetfj 
from the v. dr, are, to tiH. " Arage,' r it has been 
said, " is a servitude of men and horses for tillage, 
imposed on tenants by landholders." It has been 
reckoned improbable, that this word should ^owe its, 
origin to L. B. averia, K as it is often opposed to 
car age, a servitude in carts and horses for carrying 
in the landholder's corn at harvest home, and con 
veying home his hay, coals, £c." GI. Compl. S. 
It is certain, however, that in L. B. aragium never 
occurs, but averagium frequently; and it can be 
easily supposed, that average might be changed into- 
arage or arrage; but the reverse would by m> 
means be a natural transition. Besides the oldest 
orthography of the term is auarage.

" It is statute and ordanit,—that all landis, rentis, 
custumis, burrow maillis, fermes, martis, muttoun, 
pultrie, auarage, cariage, and vther dewteis, that war 
in,the handis of his Progenitouris and Father, quhome 
God assoryie, the day of his deceis ; notwithstanding 
quhatsumeuer assignatioun or gift bemaid thairvpone 
under the greit seilfi, preuie seill, or vthers, be al- 
lutertfe cassit and annullit: swa that the haill pro- 
fitis and rentis thairof may cum to our souerane 
Lord." JFa. IV. A. 1489, c. 24. Edit. 1566.

It may be added, that the money paid for being 
freed from the burden of arage was called aver penny 
in the E. laws. " Averpenny, hoc est, quietum esse 
(to be quit) de diversis denariis, pro averagio Do 
mini Regis [Rastall] ;—id est, a vecturis regiis, quae a 
tenentibus Regi praestantur. Tributum, quod prae- 
statur pro iminunitate carroperae, seu vecturae. Du 
Cange, vo. Awrpeny.

Nor is there any evidence that ^ arage is op. 
posed to> carage." They are generally conjoined in 
S., but rather, by a pteonasm common in- owrkn- 
guage, as terms, if not synonymous, at least of simi 
lar meaning. Carriage may have toeeu added,, to 
shew that the service required was extended to the 
use of cars, caarts, waggons, and other implements 
of this kind, as well as of horses and cattle. For 
Skene seems rightly to understand arage, as denot 
ing service, a be horse, or carriage of horse." But 
when it is recoilected that, in former times, as in some 
parts of S. still, the greatest part of cariage was. on 
the backs of horses ;. it will appear probable, that it 
was afterwards found necessary to add this term, as 
denoting a right to the use of all such vehicles as 
w,e«j employed for, this, purpose^ especially when 
these became more common. The phrase,^ cum 
auaragiis et caragiis, is quoted by Skene, as occur 
ring in an Indenture executed at Perth, A. 1371, 
betwixt Robert Stewart, Earl^of Menteith, and Isa- 
bell Countess of Fife, resigning the Earldom of 
Fife into the King's hands? in favour of the said 
Earh

By Du Cange, Cariagium is rendered, vectura cunt 
tarro, quam. quis domino praestare debct; nostris 
chartage. As, however, this word is not restricted 
to carriage by means of cars, wains, &c. it seems at 
times in our ojd laws to have denoted the work of 
men employed as porters. Hence one of the u ar 
ticles to be inquyred by secret inquisition, and pu 
nished be the law;" is; " of allowance made &
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given to the Baillics of the burgh (in (heir cfanptes) 
and not payed to the pure, for cartage and doing 
of other labours," Chalmerlan Air. c. 39. s. 42.

This corresponds to the account given in our Sta 
tistics. " On other estates, it is the duty of ser 
vants to carry out and spread the dung for manur 
ing the proprietor's land in the seed time, which fre 
quently interferes with his own work of the same 
kind. It is also the duty of the tenants to fetch 
from the neighbouring sea-ports all the coal wanted 
for the proprietor's use. The tenants are also bound 
to go a certain number of errands, sometimes with 
their carts and horses, sometimes a-foot; a certain 
number of long errands, and a certain number of short 
ones, are required to be performed. A long errand 
is what requires more than one day. This is called 
Carriage." P. Dunnichen, Forfar, i. 433.

Averagium is explained by Spelm. with such la 
titude as to include all that is signified by the S. 
phrase, arage and cartage. Opus, scilicet, quod 
averiis, equis, bobus, plaustris, curribus, aiit Regi 
perficitur ratione praedii aut aliter, alterive domino.

Ihre supposes, with considerable probability, that 
hofer, among the Germans, formerly signified a horse; 
as St Stephen's day, called Hafer-weike, was other 
wise denominated in the same sense der grosse 
Pferdstag, or the great horse-day. He also thinks, 
that oats, anciently in Sw, called hacstakorn, i. e. 
horse-corn, was for the same reason designed hafre- 
Jcorn, and compendiously hafre; vo. Hafra.

I shall only add, that, although it seems to me 
most probable, that arage is derived from averia, a 
beast for work, it is not at all unlikely that the 
origin of this is O. Fr. ovrc, work ; especially as 
Spelm. informs us, that according to the customs of 
Domesday, avera was the work of one day, which 
the king's tenants gave to the viscount. The term 
avera, as denoting work, might very naturally be 
transferred to a beast used for labour, as we still 
say in S., a wark-beast. V. AVER.
To ARAS, ARRACE, v. a. 1. To snatch, or 

pluck away by force.
Alysawndyr than the Ramsay 
Gert lay hym down for-owtyn lete; 
And on his helme his fute he sete, 
And wyth gret strynth owt can aras 
The trownsown, that thare stekand was.

Wyntown, viii. 35. 127. 
That notabill spous furth of hir lugeing place 
The mene sessoun all armour did arrace y 
My traisty swerd fra vnder my hede away 
Stall scho, and in the place brocht Menelay.

Doug. Virgil, 182. 23.
It is sometimes used by Doug. for emovere, and at 
other times for diripere, in the original.

Fr. arrach-er, to tear, to pull by violence; to 
pull up by the roots, from Lat. eradic-o. 
2. To raise up.

Before thame al maist gracius Eneas • 
His handis two, as tho the custume was, 
Towart the heuin gan vplyft and arrace ; 
And syne the chyld Ascaneus did enbrace.

Doug. Virgil, 456. 20.
This sense is so different from the former, that one 
would think it were put for arraise^ q. to raise up.

ARC
ARB Y-ROOT? s. The root of the sea-pink, or

Statice armeria, Orkney. 
ARCH, ARGH, AIRGH,£RGH,(gutt.)0d)'. Averse,

reluctant; often including the idea of timidity as
the cause of reluctance, S. 

The pepil hale grantis that thay wate 
Quhat fortoun schawis, and in quhate estate 
Our matteris standis; but thay are arch to schaw, 
Quhisperand amangis thame, thay stand sic aw. 
Bot caus him gif thame liberte to speik, 
Do way his boist, that thair breith may out breik, 
I mene of him, be quhais vnhappy werde, 
And fraward thewis, now dede on the erde 
Sa mony chief chiftanis and dukis lyis; 
Forsoith I sail say furth all myne auise.

Doug. Virgil, 374. 24, 
2. Apprehensive, filled with anxiety, S, 

Ochon! it is a fearfu' nicht!
Sic saw I ne'er before;

And fearfu' will it be to me,
I'm erch, or a' be o'er.

Jamieson's Popul. Ball. I. 233.
Chaucer uses erke for weary, indolent.

And of that dede be not erke^ 
But ofte sithes haunt that werke.

Rom. R. v. 4856.
In the cognate languages, this word is used to express 

both inaction and fear; the former, most probably, as 
proceeding, or supposed to proceed, from the latter, 
and among warlike nations accounted a strong indi 
cation of it. Sometimes, however, the word varies 
its form a little, as used in these different senses. 
A» S. earg, desidiosus, iners, slothful, sluggish; earh, 
(J&lfric. Gram.) fugax, timorous, and ready to run 
away for fear; Somn. It is also used in the same 
sense with earg. Isl. arg-ur, reformidans; argr, 
piger, deses, G. Andr. p. 16. arg, Carm. Lod&rog, 
st. 22. Su.G. arg, ignavus; oarg, intrepiclus. 
Lappon. arge, timid; arget, fearfully; argo, ti- 
meo; Leem. Vossius refers this word to Gr. #gy-«s 
for <*igy-«$, from a priv. and egyov opus.

It is well known, that as among the ancient Goths 
the highest praise was that of warlike glory, in. 
activity in military exercises was a great reproach. 
One of this description was called argur, or in L. B. 
arga. According to an ancient ordinance, Thraelt 
ei thegar hefnir, enn argur alldre ; a ihrall or slave 
was to be avenged only late, but an argur never; 
Gretla. c. 13. ap. Ihre. It came to be used, in heat 
of temper, as a term of reproach, apparently of the 
same meaning with poltroon or coward in modern 
language. Si quis alium Argam per furorem clama- 
verit, &c. Leg. Longobard. Lib. 1. Tit. 5.; Du Cange. 
And in those ages, in which the most exalted virtue 
was bravery, this must have been a most ignominious 
designation. He who submitted to the imputation, 
or who was even subjected to it, was viewed in the 
same light with one in our times, who has been legal- 
ly declared infamous. Hence we find one comman 
der saying to another; Memento, Dux Fredulfe, 
quod me inertem et inutilem dixeris, et vulgar! ver- 
bo, arga, vocaveris. Paul. Diacon. Lib. 6. c. 24. 
It has also been explained by Boherius, Spelman^ &c. 
as signifying, in these laws, a cuckold whq tamely 
bore his disgrace. V. ERGH, 9. 
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To ARCH, ARGH, v. n. To hesitate, to be reluc 

tant, S. V. ERGH, ^. 
ARCHNES, ARCHNESS, s. Reluctance, backward 

ness*
66 If, says he, our brethren, after what we have writ 

to them and you, lay not to heart the reformation of 
their kirk, we are exonered, and must regret their 
archness (backwardness) to improve such an oppor 
tunity." Wodrow's Hist. i. xxxii,
To AREIK, ARREIK, *>. a. To reach, to extend*
Thay elriche brethir, with thair lukis thrawin, 
Thochtnocht awalit, thare standing haue we knawin ; 
An horribil sorte, wyth inony camschol beik^ 
And hedis semand to the heuin wreik.

Doug. Virgil^ 91. 19. V. MAW, v. 
A. S. arecc-an, assequi, to get, to attain, to reach, 

to take ; Somn. V. REIK. 
AREIR, adv. Back.

Bot wist our wyfis that ye war heir, 
Thay wold mak all this town on steir» 
Thairfoir we reid yow rin areir 
In dreid ye be miscaryit.

Lindsay, S. P. R, ii. 2H.
Fr. arrtere, backward ; Lat, a retro. To rin a- 

jreir, to decline, synon. with miscary.

An harpour made a lay,
That Tristrem aresound he ; 

The harpour gede oway,
— " Who better can lat se."—

Sir Tristrem, p. 34. st. 51.
** Criticized," Gl. Perhaps rather, derided; from 

Lat. arrideoj isum, to laugh atj or arrisio.
Areson is used by R. Brunne in the sense of per- 

suctde, or reason with.
Yit our messengers for Gascoyn were at Rome, 

Foure lordes fulle fers, to here the pape's dome, 
Ther foure at Rome war to areson the pape, 
The right forto declare, & for the parties so schape, 
To whom the "right suld be of Gascoyn euer & ay.

Chron. p. 314.
ARETTYT, part, fa* Accused, brought into

judgment.
And gud Schyr Dawy off Brechyn 
Wes off this deid arettyt syne.

Barbour^ xix. 20. MS.
i. e. his treason against K. Robert. Edit. 1620, ar- 

vested. But by this change, as in a great variety of 
instances even in this early edit., the meaning is 
lost.

The term is from L. B. rect-are, ret-are, rett- 
are, arett-are, explained by Du Cange, accusare, in 
jus vocare; also, more strictly, reum ad rectum faci 
endum submonere. Arretati de crimine aliquo ; For- 
tescue, de Leg» Angl. c. 36. It is not quite un 
known in our law.

" Gif ane Burges is challenged to doe richt for ane 
trespasse, and detained be his challengers within 
burgh, and offers ane pledge for him: gif he is taken 
in time of day, his challengers sail convoy him to the 
house quhere he sayes his pledge is." Burrow Lawes, 
c. 80. s. 1. In the Lat. copy it is, Si quis fuerit ir- 
rztitus de aliquo. malefacto; &c. In the margin, Al.
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i. yocatur in jus, ut rectum faciat, to do 
richt.

These barbaric terms seem sometimes to include 
the idea of conviction, and subjection to punish 
ment, or to make the amende honorable. Perhaps 
the word is used in 'this sense by Barbour. Du 
Cange views arretare as the origin of Fr. arreter, to 
arrest.

Su.G. raet, jus, not only denotes compensation, 
but frequently, capital punishment ; hence afraetta, 
to behead, and raetta, to judge, also to punish capi 
tally ; Germ, richfan, to punish, to take vengeance» 
Ihre remarks the resemblance between the sense of 
the Su.G. terms, and Fr.justicier, L. B. justiciare* 
V. JUSTIFY.
ARGENT CONTENT,, Ready money.

a King Wyllyam sal pay ane hundreth thousand 
poundis striueling for his redemption, the tane half 
to be payit with argent content. And for sickir 
payment of this othir half, he sal geif Cumber, Hun- 
tingtoun and Northumbirland vnder ane reuersioun, 
ay and quhil the residew of his ransoun war payit to 
the kyng of Ingland." Bellend. Chron. b. xiii. c. 5» 
Partein unam praesentem, Boeth. Fr. argent comp* 
tant, id.
To ARGH. V. ERGH, v.
ARGIE, s. Assertion in a dispute, side of a 

question which one takes. He is said to keep 
bis ain argie, who, whatever be said to the con 
trary, still repeats what he has formerly asser 
ted, S. Bor. ; synon. with keeping ones aih 
threap.
This word might at first view seem to be corr. for 

med from the E. v. argue. But Su.G. iergais used 
in the same sense, semper eadem obgannire, ut solent 
aniculae iratae ; Ihre. Isl. iarg-r, keen contention*
To ARGLE-BARGLE, v. n. To contend, to 

bandy backwards and forwards, S. *durgk~ 
largin, Loth.

But 'tis a daffin to debate,
And aurgle-bargin with our fate.

Ramsay* s Poems, i. 335.
This may be referred to the same fountain as the 

last word. Besides the terms mentioned, we may add 
Isl. arg, enraged ; jarga, to contend. In Gl. Ram 
say, however, eaggle-bargin is given as synon. If 
this be well authorised, the term may properly signi 
fy to haggle in a bargain.

1« To argue, to contend by argument.
Than said the Merle, Myne errour I confes ^ 
This frustir luve all is bot vanite ; 
Blind ignorance me gaif sic hardines, 
To argone so agane the varite.

Bannatyne Poems , p. 92.. 
2. To censure, to reprehend, to chide with. 

Than knew thai weille that it was he in playne, 
Be horss and weide, that argownd thaim befor* 

Wallace, iv. 83. MS.
Ane argwnde thaim, as thai [went] throuch the toun^ 
The starkast man that Hesylryg than knew, 
And als he had off lychly wordis ynew.

Wallace, Ti, 18«. MS.



ARK
jfrgzce is used in the same sense by Wyntown and 

Douglas.
As in oure matere we precedej 

Sum man may fall this buk to rede? 
Sail call the autour to rekles, 
Or argwe perchans hys cunnandnes.

Cronykil, v. 12. 280*
Not you, nor yit the Kyng Latyne but leis. 
That wont was for to reyng in plesand pece? 
I wyl argew of thys maner and offence. 
Forsoith I wate the wilful violence 
Of Turnus al that grete werk brocht about,

Doug. Virgil, 468. 54. 
Fr. argu-er, Lat. argu-o.

ARGUESYN, s. The lieutenant of a galley; 
he who has the government and keeping of the 
slaves committed to him.
u Soneefter thair arry veil at Nances [Nantz,] thair 

grit Salve was sung, and a glorious painted Ladie 
was brocht in to be kissit, and amongest utheris was 
presented to one of the Scottis men then chainyeid. 
He gentillie said, Truble me not; suche an idolle is 
accursit; aud thairfoir I will not tuiche it. The 
Patrone, aud the Arguesyn, with two Officiers, ha 
ving the cheif chairge of all suche matters, said, Thow 
sail handle it. Arid so they violentlie thruist it to 
his faice, and pat it betwix his-hands, who seing the 
extremitie, tuke the idollc^ ,and advysitlie luiking a- 
bout, he caist it in the fever, and said, Lat our Ladie 
now save hirself; sche is lycht aneuche, lat hir leirne 
to swyme. Efter that was no Scottis man urgit with 
that idolatrie." Knox, p. 83. MS. i. id. Arguiser^ 
MS. ii. arid London edit.

I have given this passage fully, not only as en- 
tertaining, but as shewing the integrity and undaun 
ted spirit of our Scottish Reformers, even in the 
depth of adversity, when in the state of galley- 
slaves. Knox does not mention the name of this 
person. But the story has strong traits of resem 
blance to himself.

Fr. argousin, id. Satelles remigibus regendis ac 
custodiendis praepositus. Diet. Trev. 
To ARGUMENT, v. a. To prove, to shew.

a Treuth it is, the kirk testifeis to the congrega 
tion & certifiis, quhilk is autentik scripture, quhilk 
is nocht: quhilk argumentis nocht that the scripture 
takis authoritie of the kirk." Kennedy, Crosra- 
guell, p. 109.
ARK, s. A large chest, especially for holding 

corn or meal; S. Lancash. 
—Ane ark, ane almry, and laidills two.—

Bannatyne Poems, 159. st. 4. 
Behind the ark that hads your meal 
Te'll find twa standing corkit well.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 527.
The word is also used in old deeds, for that kind 

of box used in lakes, ponds, &c. for catching eels. 
This is called an eel-ark.

A. S. arce, erce, a coffer, a chest; Alem. area; 
Su.G. ark; Lat. area. In John, xii. 6. where 
we read, " He had the bag," the word arka is used 
by Ulphilas, as denoting a chest or casket for con- 
taining money. Gael, arc, id.
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ARK of a mill, s. The place in which the -centre

wheel runs, &. 
ARK-BEEN, s. The bone called the ospubv*

S. B. 
To ARLE, <u. a. 1. To give an earnest of any

kind, S.
2. To give a piece of money for confirming a bar 

gain, S.
-3. To put a piece of money into the hand of a sel 

ler, at entering upon a bargain, as a security that 
he shall not sell to another, while he retains this 
money, S.
u The schireffe suld escheit all gudes, quhilkis ar 

forestalled, coft, or arled be forestallers, and in-bring 
the twa p&rt thereof to the Kingis vse, and the thrid 
part to himselfe." Skene. Verb. Sign. R. 1. a.

As arled is distinguished from coft, the meaning 
would seem to be, that the goods may; be escheated, 
although not actually purchased by a forestaller, tf 
the vender be in terms with him, or so engaged thaft 
he must give him the refusal of the qommodjbty.

L. B. arrhare, arrhis sponsam dare \ Du Cang^.
Subarrare was used in the same sense. Si qujis de-
ponsaverit uxorem, vel snbarraverit*—Julian. Ppn-
tif. Deer. Salmas. Not. in Jul. Capitol. 254. Fr;
arrlier, arrer, to give an earnest. Diet. Trev. Arr/,
" bespoken, or for which earnest has been given,'*
Cotgr. V. thes. . ^
ARLES, ERLIS, ARLIS, ARLIS-PENNIE, AI-RLE-

PENNY, s. l. An earnest, of whatever kind ^
a pledge of full possession.

This was hot erlys for to tell 
Of infortwne, that eftyr fell.

Wyntown, viii. 27. 21. 
Of his gudnes the eternal Lord alsorie 
Restoris the merite with grace in erlis of glore. 

Doug. 7irgil, 357. 20.
" The heart gets a taist of the swetnes that is m 

Christ, of the joy whilk is in the llfe^eue,rlastiog> 
quhilk taist is the only arlis-pcnny of that full aud 
perfitejoy, quhilk saull and bodie in tha-t life shall 
enioy. And the ar.lis-pennie (as'yeq l£naw) m;aim 
be a part of the sowme, and of the nature of the .rest 
of the sowme.'' Brucevs Serm. on the Sacrament^ 
1590. Sign, S. 2. a. b. ; - : . . 

Here tak' this gowd, and neTer want 
Enough to gar you drink and rant; : ' 
And this is but an arte-penny 
To what I afterward design-ye.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. $"61.
The word arles is still usetl, in this general sense^ 

in vulgar conversation. S. • • *
2. A piece of money given for confirming a bar 

gain, S. This is evidently a more restriete4 
use of the term; although that in which it ge 
nerally occurs, in its simple sJate^in our .-old 
writings. ' * 
" And that thay -diligentlie inquyre, gif ony maner 

of persoun gens arlis or money on ony maner of 
fische, that cummis to the mercat, to the effect, that 
the samin may be sauld upone ane hiear price. Act* 
Ja. IV. 1540. c. 78. edit. 1566.
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cc The" buying and selling is effectuallie and per- 

fitelie compleit, after that the contractors are agreid 
anent the price;—quhen the arlis (or Gotfspennie) 
is given be the buyer, to the seller, and is accepted 
be him." Reg. Maj. b. iii. c. 10. s. 2. 4.

u Quhen arles are given and taken; gif the buyer 
will passe fra the contract, he may doe the samine 
with tinsell of his arles." Ibid. s. 6.

Both arles and arles-penny are used in this sense, 
A. Bor. The latter is denned bj Phillips, " a word 
used in some parts of England, for earnest-money 
given to servants."
3. A piece of .money, put into the hands of a sel 

ler, when one begins to cheapen any commodi 
ty ; as a pledge that the seller shall not strike a 
bargain with another, while he retains the arles 
in his hand, S.
The'word is used in this sense, most commonly in 

fairs or public markets, especially in buying and sel 
ling horses or cattle. Where a multitude are assem 
bled, this plan is adopted for preventing the interfe 
rence of others, who might incline to purchase, while 
the buyer and seller were on terms. The general 
rule, indeed, is, that no other interferes, while he 
knows that the vender retains the arles ; but waits 
till he see whether the bargain be concluded or brok 
en off. V. the v.

This word is evidently derived from Lat, arrhabo, 
which the Romans abbreviated into arrha. It de- 
.noted an earnest or pledge in general. It was very 
often used to signify the earnest, which a man gave 
to the woman whom he espoused, for the confirma 
tion of the contract between them. This, as we 
learn from Pliny, was a ring of iron. For the an 
cient Romans were long prohibited to wear rings 
of any other metal. Hist. L. 33. c. 2. In the 
middle ages, the term seems to have been princu ' 
pally used in this sense. V. Du Cange, v. Arra.

The term was employed with respect to contracts
, ef any kind. When a bargain was made, an earnest,
Carrha, or- arrhabo) was given. But this, it has
.been said, was not to confirm, but to prove the obli-

. gation. V. Adams' Rom. Antiq. p. 236.
The custom of giving arles, for confirming aT>ar- 

gain, has prevailed pretty generally-among the Go 
thic nations. It is still preserved in Sweden. That 
money is called frids schilling, which, after the 
purchase of houses, is given to the Magistrates, as 
an earnest of secure possession; Christopher, ap. 

' Ihre,- vo. Frid. The term/rid seems here to signify 
privilege, security. Loccenius says, that whatever 
o.ne has' bought, if the bargain be confirmed by an 
earnest (arra), it cannot be dissolved; Suec.Leg. Civ. 
P. 60* Other Swedish writers give a different account 
of this matter. It is said,- in one of their laws, " If 
the vender has changed his mind, let him restore the 
idouble of that which he has received, and repay the 
earnest;" Jus Bircens. c. 6. In our own country, 
a servant who has been hired, and has received arles, 
is supposed to have a right to break the engagement, 
if the earnest be returned within twenty-four hours. 
.This, however, may have no other sanction than that 
j>f custom.

A R L
Aultis Geliius has been understood as if he iiad 

viewed arrhabo u as a Samnite word." But his 
language cannot by any'means bear this construc 
tion. Cum tantus, inquit, arrabo penes Sairinites 
Populi Rhomani esset: Arrabonem.dixit DC obsides, 
et id maluit quam pignus dicere, quoniam vis hujus 
vocabuli in ea seritentia gravior acriorque est. Sed 
nunc arrabo in sordidis verbis haberi cceptus, ac 
multo rectius videtur arra; quanquam arram quo- 
que veteres saepe dixerunt. Noct. Attic. Lib.>17. 
c. 2. Ed. Colon. 1533. In this chapter he gives 
some quotations, which he had noted down in the 
course-of reading, from the first book of the Annals 
of Q. Claudius ; for the purpose of marking the sin 
gular woBds^em ployed by that historian,'or the pecu 
liar senses in which he had used those that were com* 
inon. Among these he mentions arrhabo. a When, 
the Samnites, he says, were in possession of so great 
an arrabo of," or "from the Romans."— These 
are the words of Claudius, and all that Geliius quotes 
from him. Then follows his own remark on this 
use of the term. u He has called the six hundred 
hostages an arrabo, choosing rather to do so, than 
to use the word pignus; because therTorce of this 
term (arrabo) in that connexion, is much greater, 
But now men begin tOTiew it as rather a, low word^ 
&c.

It is evident fliat neither Claudius, nor Geliius, gives 
the mQst distant hint as to arrhabo being of Samnite 
origin. Both refer to that disgraceful agreement 
which the Romans, under the consulate of T. Vetu. 
rius and Sp. Posthumius, after their army had been 
inclosed near the Caudine Forks, made with the 
Samnites, when they delrvered up six hundred knights 
as hostages. Liv. Hist. Lib. 9. c. 5. They assert 
that the Samnites were in possession of an arrabo, 
not literally however, but more substantially, when 
they had so many honourable hostages.

The Romans, it would appear, borrowed this 
term immediately from the Greeks, who used xftc&uj 
in the same sense. They also probably borrowed 
Trom the 'Greeks the custom of giving a ring as a 
sponsal pledge. This custom prevailed among the 
latter Greeks at least. For Hesychius gives the de-

•signation of «££«£«»/««#, to x.oe.fa^tx, ^KO^», and Tei^fa* 
~f£«r*, which weie different kinds of rings, commonly 
given as pledges. V. Casaubon. Not. in Capitolin. 
187. So close is the connexion between the Gr. 
term and Heb. 3p"itf, arbon, that we can scarcely 
'Tiew it as the effect of mere accident. This is the 
word used to denote the pledge given by Judali to 
Tamar, in token of his determination to fulfil his en 
gagement to her; Gen. xxxviii. 17, 18, 20. It 
may also be observed, that the first thing she asked 
in pledge was his signet. The word is from.^-jj*, 
arab,* negotiator est, spopfcndit, fidejussit, fidem in- 
terposuU.

jLrles is -a diminutive from Lat. arra, formed, as 
in many other cases, by adding the termination le,

• q. v. Fr. arrcs, erres, id. acknowledges the same 
origin ; as well-as Su.G. ernest, Dan. ernitz, C. B. 
em, ernes, Ir. airneigh, although rather more vari 
ed. Shaw indeed mentions iarlus as a Gael, word, 
signifying, an earnest-penny. But it seems very
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doubtful if it be not a borrowed term; as there ap 
pears no vestige of it in Ir., unless airleac-aini) to 
lend or borrow, be reckoned such.

In Sw. an earnest is also called faestepening, from 
faesta, to confirm, and pening, (whence our penny); 
and Gudzpening) as in Reg. Maj. God's penny. It 
receives this name, according to Loccenius, either be 
cause the money given was viewed as a kind of reli 
gious pledge of the fulfilment of the bargain, or ap 
propriated for the use of the poor. Antiq. Su.G. 
p. 117. The last is the only reason given by Ihre, 
and the most probable one. In the same sense he 
thinks, that A. S. Godgyld^ was used, an offering to 
God, money devoted to pious uses; Germ. Gottes 
geld, Fr. denier de Dieu^ L. B. denarius Dei. V. 
Du Cange.

In Su'.G. this earnest was also denominated lith» 
kop) lidkopi (arra, pignus eintionis, Ihre;) Germ. 
lit/cop, leykauf; from lid^ sicera, strong drink; 
MoesG. leithuy id. and kop, emtio; q. the drink 
taken at making a bargain. This term, Ihre says, 
properly denotes the money allotted for compotation 
between the buyer and setler. We thid it used in a 
passage formerly quoted. When it is required, that 
he who changes his mind as to a bargain, .should u re 
pay the earnest," the phrase is, giaelde lithkopit; 
Jus. Bircens. ubi; sup. In S. it is still very common, 
especially among the lower classes, for the buyer and 
seller to drink together on their bargain; or, as they 
express it, to the luck of their bargain. Nay, such < 
a firm hold do improper customs take of the mind, 
that to this day many cannot even make a bargain 
without drinking; and would scarcely account the 
proffer serious, or Hie bargain valid, that were ma^e 
otherwise.
ARLICH, ARLITCH, adj. Sore, fretted, painful, 

S. B. Perhaps- from Su.G. arg, iratus, nrga^ 
laedere. It may be derived, indeed, from aerr, 
cicatrix, whence aerrad, vulneratus-j Dan. ar- 
rig, .grievous, troublesome. V. ARR. 

ARLY, adv. Early.
— He wmbethinkand him, at the last, 
In till his hart gan wndercast, 
That the King had in custome ay 
For to ryss arly ilk day,. 
And pass weill far fra his menye.

Barbour^ v. 554. MS.
Isl. aarla^ mane, G. Andr. p. 14. But this is ra 

ther from A. S. arliee^ id. 
ARMYN, ARMYNG, .s. Armour, ^rms. , 

Berwik wes tane, and stuffyt syn, 
With men, and wittaill of armyn*

Barbour, xvii. 26£. M& 
Fourtene hundyre hale armyngis 
Of the gyft of his lord the Kyngis— 
He browcht ——* Wyntown, ix. 6. 23, 

ARN, s* The alder; a tree* S., pron. in some 
counties, q. arin.
" Fearn is evidently derived from the arn or alder 

tree, in Gaelic Fearnn." P.. Fearn, Ross. Statist. 
Acct. iv. 288.

66 The only remedy which I have found effectual 
in this disorder is, an infusion of arn or alder-bark 
in milk." Prize Essays, Jlighl. Soc. S, II. 216.
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C. B. tfern.) guernen. Arm. vern, guern; Germ. 

erlen-baum ; Fr. aulne; Lat. alnus. It seems the 
same tree which in the West of S. is also called eller 
and aar.
ARN, if. subst. Are ; the third»pets. plur. 
Thus to wode arn thei w&it, the whmkest in wedes j 

Both the Kyng and the Quene: 
And all the douchti by dene.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gat. i. 1.
Women arn borne to thraldom and penance.

Chaucer) Man of Lawes T. 4706.
A. S. (iron^ sunt. 

ARNS, s.pL The beards of corn, S. B. synon.
awns. Franc, arn, id. 

ARNUT, LOUSY ARNOT, s. Earth-nut (whence
corr.). or pig-nut; Bunium bulbocastanum, or
flexuosum, Linn. 

ARR, s. A scar. Poc£-arrs, the marks left by
the small-pox, S*, also, Lancash. Su.G. aer^r,
Isl. aer, or, A. Bor. arr9 id. 

ARRAN-AKE, s. The speckled diver, Mergut
siellatus, BrunnichrfP. Luss, Dunbartons. Statist.*.
Ace. xvii. 251. 

ARRED, adj. Scarred, having the marks of a
wound or sore, S. Dan. arred, id. Hence
pock-arred) marked by the small pox; Su.G.
koppaerig, id. variolis notatam habens faciem^
kopp being used* by transposition, for pok ; Dani
kop-arred.

To ARRACE. V. ARAS. 
ARRONDELL, s. The swallow* a bird. - 

The Arrondell) so swift of flight, 
Down on the land richt law did Ikhtj. 

So sore hewus oppress.
Burel's Pi!g. Watson's Coll. ii. 62.

Fr. arondelk) harondclie^ hfrondelle ,• from Lat. 
hirundO) id. 
ARSECOCKLE, s. A hot pimple on the face

or any part of the bodyr S. B. .
The word seems to have been.originaHy confined to- 

pimples on the hips. These may .have beea^thus de 
nominated, because of their, rising in the form of a 
cockle or small shell; in the same manner as pirn» 
pies on the face are by Chaucer called, whelkes white* 
Tout, aers-bleyne, tuberculus in ano, Kilian.
ARSEENE, s, A quaiL

Upoun the sand that I saw, as the sanrare taner -
With grene awinons - on hede? -Sir Gawane the 

Drake ;
The Arseene that <wir man ay prichand in plane,
Corrector of Kirkine was clepit the Cl&ke.

• Houlate, \. 17.
But the passage -has been very inaccurately tran* 

scribed. It is thus in Bann. MS.
Upon the sand yit- 1 saw, as theswrare tane,
With grene-awmons on hede? Sir Gawane the 

Brafce;
The-Arseene that ourman ay prichand, &c;
Atomvns might be read awmouss. Ourman is 

one word,. L e. over-man or arbiter, which corres 
ponds to the office assigned to the Claik in the fol 
lowing line.

A. S. aerschen, coturnixj Aelfric. Glossv also
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kenn, Psa. 104. 38. from ersc and henn, *q. gallina

ARSfeLINS, adv. Backwards, Clydes. S. B.
Then Lindy to stand up began to try ;
Biit — he fell arselins back upon his bum.

Ross's Helenore^ip. 43. V. DIRD.
Belg. aerselen, to go backwards ; aerseling, re. 

ceding ; aerselincks, (Kilian) backwards. 
ARSOUN, s. Buttocks.

With that the King come hastily,
And5 in till hys malancoly,
With a trounsoun in till his new
To Schyr Colyne sic dusche he gewe?
That he dynnyt on his arsoun.

Harbour, xvi. 131. MS. 
ART, ARD. This termination of many words,

denoting a particular habit or affection, is ana 
logous- to Isl. and Germ, art, Belg. aart, na 
ture, disposition; as E. drunkard^ bastard ; Fr.
babillard, a stutterer ; S. bombard^ bumbart, a-
drbne, stunkart, of a stub'born disposition ; kast- 

. ard^ hasty, passionate,
ART and PART. Accessory to, S.

The phrase is thus defined by the judicious Er- 
tfkine. " One may l>e guilty of a crime, not only 
by perpetrating it, but by being accessory to 5 or 
abetting it ; which is called in the Roman law, ope 
et consilio, and in ours, art and part. By art is un 
derstood, the mandate, instigation, or advice, that 
may have been given towards committing the crime ; 
part expresses the share that one takes to himself in 
it, by the aid <OF assistance which he gives the cri 
minal in the commission of it." Institute, B. iv. 
T. 4. s. 10.

Wyntown seems to be the oldest writer who uses 
this phrase.

Schyr Willame Besat gert for-thi
Hys Chapelane in hys chapell
Denwns cursyd wyth buk and bell
All thai, that had part
Of that brynnyn, or ony art.
The Byschape of Abbyrdene alsua
He gert cursyd denwns all tha
That [othir] be art QI part, or swike, 

- Gert bryn that tyme this Erie Patryke.
Cron. vii. 9. 535, &c.

Swike, as denoting fraud, or perhaps merely con 
trivance, seems to be added as expletive of art.

" Quhen he (Godowyue) hard the nobillis lament 
the deith of Alarude the Kingis brothir, he eit ane 
pece Of brede, & said, God gif that breid wery me, 
gif evir I wes othir art or part of Alarudis slauch. 
ter : and incontinent he fell down weryit on the 
breid. Bellend. Cron. B. xii. c. 8. Ita me superi 
pane hoc strangulent, inquit, ut me authore Alaru. 
dus veneno necatus est ; Boeth.

u Bot gif the other man alledges that he is arte and 
parte of that thift, and will proue that, conforme to 
the law of the land ; he quha is challenged, sail de 
fend himselfe b*e battell, gif he be ane frie man." 
Reg. Maj. B. iv. c. 14, s. 4. — Dicat quod iste artem 
et partem habuit ; Lat. copy.

Concerning Ja. IV. it is said ; " He was moved 
to pass to the Dean of the said Chapel Royal,, and
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to hare his counsel, how he might be satisfied, in hi» 
own conscience, of the art zndpart of the cruel act 
which was done to his father." Pitscottie, p. 95.

Partaker is sometimes substituted for part.
" Gif his maister or sustenar of this thief or 

reuar refusis to do the samin, [i. e. to deliver him 
up] : he salbe haldin airt & partakar of his euill 
deidis, and salbe accusit thairfoir, as the principall 
theif or reifar." Acts Ja. V. 1515. c. 2. Ed. 1566.

The phrase is sometimes partly explained by a 
pleonasm immediately following.

" The committer ^f the slauchter, bloud or inva 
sion, in maner foresaid ; or being airt, part, red or 
counscll thereof,—sail be condemned." Ja. VI. 
Parl. 14. c. 219. A. 1594. Murray.

In the London edit, of Buchanan's Detection, the 
phrase. Act and Part occurs twice in the indictments. 
£This is one proof among many, that this translation, 
was made by an Englishman.] Arte is substituted 
hi the Scottish edit, of the following year.

This phrase, as Erskine says, expresses what is 
called in the Roman iaw, ope et consilio. It must 
be observed, however, that the language is inverted. 
Whence the expression originated, cannot be well 
conjectured. It cannot reasonably be supposed 
that the word art has any relation to the v. Airt, to 
direct. For besides that this verb does not appear 
to be ancient, it would in this case be admitted, that 
those who used the Lat. phrase formerly quoted*, 
artcm et partem, misunderstood the proper sense of 
S. art. The phraseology does not -seem to have 
been used, even in the middle ages. The only si 
milar expression I have met with is Sw. raad och 
daad. Tien a nagon med raad och daad, to assist 
one with advice and interest; Widegr. Lex. i. e. red 
and deed.
ARTAILYE, s. Artillery; applied to offensive 

weapons of whatever kind, before the intro 
duction of fire-arms.
The Sotheron men maid gret defens that tid, 
With artailye, that felloune was to bid, 
With awblaster, gaynye, and stanys fast, 
And hand gunnys rycht brymly out thai cast.

Wallace, vii. 994. MS.
V. AllTILLIED.

ARTATION, -s. Excitement, instigation.
a Attour his (Macbeth's) wyfe impacient of lang 

tary (as all wemen ar) specially quhare thay ar de- 
sirus of ony purpos, gaif hym gret artation to per. 
sew the thrid weird, that scho micht be ane quene, 
calland him oftymes febyl, cowart, & nocht de. 
sirus of honouris, sen he durst not assailye the thyng 
with manheid & curage quhilk is offerit to hym be 
beniuolence of fortoun." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. 
c. 3. Instigabat—incitat; Boeth. L. B. artatio, 
from arto used for drcto, are,'to constrain. 
ARTILLIED, part. pa. Provided with ar.

tillery.
" He was so well artillied and manned, that 

they durst not mell with him." Pitscottie^ p. 124. 
Fr. artill-er, to furnish with ordinance.
ARTHURYS HUFE. The name given by 

Douglas to the constellation Arcturus.
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Of euery sterne the twynkling notis he, 
That in the stil heuin moue cours we se, 
Arihurys hufe, and Hyades betaiknyng rane, 
Syne Watling strete, the Home and the Charle wane.

Virgil, 85. 42.
In giving it this name, the translator evidently al 

ludes to that famous building which in later times has 
been called Arthur's Oon. It appears from Juvenal, 
that, among the Romans in his time, Arcturus was 
imposed as a proper name, from that of the constel 
lation.

This, then, being the origin of the name Arthur, 
as used among the Latins, Douglas, when he meets 
with this star, makes a transition to that celebrated 
British prince who, at least in writings of romance, 
bore the same name ; at once a compliment to Ar 
thur, and to his own country. By a poetical li 
berty, which he claims a right to use even as a trans 
lator, he gives the British prince a place in the 
heavens, along with Julius and other heroes of an 
tiquity. He gives him also a hoif or sacellum there; 
in allusion, as would seem, to that fine remnant of 
antiquity, which about this time beg-an to be ascrib 
ed to Arthur. V. HOIF.
ARTOW, Art thou ; used interrogatively. ' 

Hastow no mynde of lufe, quhare is thy make ! 
Or artow seke, orsmyt with jelousye ?

King's Quair, ii. 39. 
To him I spak ful hardily. 
And said, What ertow, belamy ?

Ywaine and Gawin, v. 278. E. M. Rom. 
Still used in some parts of S. 
Isl. ertuy id. The verb and pron* are often con 

joined in S. in colloquial language, as in Germ, and 
Isl. 
AS, conj. Than, S.

u Better be sansie [sonsie], as soon up;" S. 
Prov. " That is, better good fortune,than great in 
dustry ;» Kelly, p. 55.

" As in Scotch," he subjoins, u in comparison an 
swers to than in English." N.

I have only observed another proof of this ano 
malous use of the particle; u Better be dead as out 
of the fashion ;" Ferguson's S. Prov. p. 9.

Nor is far more frequently used in this sense. 
AS, Ass, ASSE, ALSE,, s. Ashes; pi. As sis. 

Remember that thou art bot as, 
And sail in as return agane.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 87. 
Eftir all was fallin in powder and in as, 
And th,e grete hete of flambis quenchit was, 
The reliquis and the drery ameris syne 
Thay sloknit. and gan weschin with sueit wyne.

Doug. Virgil, 170, 52.
O ye cauld assis of Troy, and flambis bayth^ 
And extreme end of cuntre folkis, here I 
Drawis you to witnes.——- Ibid» 53, 25. 
u I sal speik to the Lord, quhou be it I am bot 

puldir ande asse. It is vrytin in the 17 cheptour of 
Ecclesiasiicus, Omnes homines terra et cinis, al men 
ar eird and alse." Compl. S. p. 238.

Ass, S. In some counties pron. aiss; A. Bor. ass, 
MoesG. asja, Alem. asca, Germ, and Belg. asche, 
Su.G. and Isl. aska. Some trace these terms to Gr. 
M£X, pulvis; others to Heb. U;K aesh, ignis / ashes be-

ASK
ing the substance to which a body is reduced by 
fere. Hence,
ASSHOLE, s. The place for receiving the ashes 

under the grate. Isl. ausgrua; Sw. aslkegrafy 
q. the grave for the ashes.

ASCHET, s. A large flat plate on which meat 
is brought to the table, S. Fr. assiette^ " a 
trencher-plate," Cotg. 

ASYNIS, s.pL Asses.
" Thair hors ar litill mair than asynis" Bellend. 

Descr, Alb. c. 15. Fr. asne, Lat. asin-us, id. 
ASK, AWSK, s. Eft, newt; a kind of lizard, S. 

asker^ Lancash.
Be-west Bertane is lyand
All the landys of Irlande:
That is ane lande of nobyl ay re,
Of fyrth, and felde, and flowrys fayre :
Thare nakyn best of wenym may
Lywe, or lest atoure a day ;
As ask, or eddyre, tade, or pade,
Suppos that thai be thiddyr hade.

Wyntown, i. 13» 55.
—Scho wanderit, and yeid by to an elriche well. 
Scho met thar, as I wene, 
Ane ask rydand on a snail 1, 
And cryit, " Ourtane fallow haill!"

Pink. S. P. Repr* iii. 141. also Bann. MS. 
Awsk is used improperly as a translation of Lat. 

aspis, in a curious passage in Fordun's Scotichron. 
The unlatit woman the licht man will lait, 
Gangis coitand in the curt, hornit like a gait:— 
With pryk youkand eeris as the awsk gleg.

Vol. II. 376. V. LAIT,< v. 
Dispone thyself, and cum with me in hy, 
Edderis, askis, and wT ormis meit for to be.

Henrysone^ Bannatyne Poems , p. 135. 
It seems to be a general idea among the vulgar, 

that what we call the ask is the asp we read of in 
Scripture and elsewhere. This notion must have 
arisen from the resemblance of the names; and has 
very probably contributed to the received opinion of 
the newt being venomous.

A. Bor. asker; Germ, eidechs, eidex; Franc. 
edehsa, egidehsa; A.S. athexe^ Belg. egdisse^ haag- 
disse^ Isl. ethla^ Su.G. odla^ Fr. ascalabe^ id« 
Wachter derives the Germ, term from ey, eg, ovum 
and tyg-en, gignere; q. produced from an egg.
ASKLENT, ASCXENT, ASKLINT, adv. Oblique 

ly, asquint, on one side, S. Aslant, E. 
" Vnder the second sort, I comprehend al mo 

tions, cogitations, and actions of our whole life, 
whereby we decline neuer so litle, and go asclent 
from that perfect duty, quhilk we aught to God and 
to our neighbour." Bruce's Eleven Serin, 1591. 
Sign. N. 5. 2.

Maggie coost her head fu* high, 
Look'd asklent and unco skeigh.

Burns, iv. 26.
Let then survivors take the hint3 
Read what they can in fate's dark print; 
And let them never look asklint, 

On what they see.
R. Galloway's Poems, p. 102* 

Skinner, Johnson, and Lemon, all derive E. 
F
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aslant, from Belg. slanghe, a serpent; without ob 
serving that the very word is preserved in Sw. slant^ 
id. from slind, latus. Thus aslant is literally, to 
one side.
ASPECT, s. The serpent called the asp, or aspik. 

Thair wes the Viper, and th' Aspect, 
With the serpent Cheliderect, 

Quhois stink is felt afar.
BureVs Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 21. 

Fr. aspic , id.
ASPERANS, adj. Lofty, elevated, pompous; 

applied to diction. 
I yow besek, off your beneuolence, 
Qnha will nocht low, lak nocht my eloquence. 
It is weill knawin I am a bural man ; 
For her is said as gudly as I can. 
My spreyt felis na termys asperans.

Wallace, xi. 1463.
In Perth edit, aspriance. But here it is given as 

in MS. Fr. aspirant, Lat. aspirans, part. 
ASPERT, adj. Harsh, cruel.

Though thy begynyng hath bene retrograde, 
Be froward opposyt quhare till aspert, 
Now sail thai turn, and luke on the dert.

King's Quair, v. 19.
If this be the sense, the term is probably from Fr. 

aspre, Lat. asper, id. 
ASPYNE, s. Fastening, tackling of a ship.

——» The gynour 
Hyt in the aspyne with a stane, 
And the men that tharin war gane 
Sum ded, sum dosnyt, come doun wynland.

Barbour, xvii. 719. MS.
Su.G. haspe, Isl. hespa, Germ, hespe, A.S. haepse, 

fibula. Wachter views heb-en, tenere, as the root. 
ASPRE, adj. Sharp.

Sagittarius with his aspre bow,
By the ilk syng weryte ye may know
The changing courss quhilk makis gret deference,
And lewyss had lost thair colouris of plesence.

Wallace, iv. 5. MS. V. ASPERT. 
ASPRESPER, s.

Compleyne also, yhe worthi men of wer, 
Compleyne for hym that was your aspresper, 
And to the dede fell Sothron yeit he dicht : 
Compleyne for him your treumphe had to ber.

Wallace, ii. 230. MS.
I find nothing, in,the Goth, dialects, allied to 

aspre; unless it be supposed that this was a spear 
made of poplar, from A. S. aspe, id. This passage 
may perhaps receive a gleam of light from L, B. as- 
par, asparis, ubi lanceae tenentur; Du Cange. It 
must be admitted, however, that Harry the Minstrel 
also uses the phrase aspre bow. V. ASPRE. This 
would indicate, that the term rather respects the qua- 
lity bf the instrument.
ASPRIANCE. V. ASPERANS. 
To ASS, v. a. To ask.

O mercy, lord, at thy gentrice I ass.
Henry sone, Lyon and Mous, st. 21. 

The silly ^Freir behuifit to fleech 
For almous that he assts.

Spec. Godly SangSj p. 36. 
Germ, eisch-en, Franc, eisc-on, id.

ASS
ASS, s. Ashes. V. As.
To ASSAILYIE, v. a. To attack, to assail. 

A fell bykkyr the Inglissmen began, 
Assailyeid sayr with mony cruell man.

Wallace, xi. 406. MS. 
Fr. assaill-ir, id. Menage wildly derives this

from Lat. afflare. But it is evidently from L. B.
adsal-ire, assal-ire, invadere, aggredi. In via adsa-
lire, villam adsalire; Leg. Salic, pass. V. Du
Cange.
ASSAYIS, s. Assize, convention. 

In this tyrawnd alsa fast 
Agayne till the Assayis than past, 
And askyd thame, how thai had dwne.

Wyntown, viii. 5. 158.
ASSEDATION, s. Assessment.

u Gif any Baillie in the as sedation of the King's
rents, is ane partaker thereof.—Gif there be ane
gude assedation, and vptaking of the common gude
of the burgh ; & gif faithful compt be made therof
to the community of the burgh." Chalmerlan Air.
c. 39. s. 37. 45.

L. B. assed-are, assid-ere, censum describere,
taxare, imponere, peraequare: talliam, sive imposi.
turn vectigal vel tributum cum aequalitate singulis
viritim taxare; Du Cange. Fr. asseoir, id. Skinner
derives Assedation from ad and sedes.
To ASSEGE, v. a. To besiege. 

Hym-self thare than dwelland, 
Lyncolne hys ost wes assegeande.

Wyntown, vii. 9. 76.
Fr. assteg-er. L. B. assid-iare, obsidere. Assi- 

diaverunt castrum Montissilicis. Murat. T. 8. col. 
434 ; Du Cange. From Lat. ad and sedeo. 
ASSEGE, s. Siege.

The assege than [thai] scalyd swne.
Wyntown, vii. 9. 87.

To ASSEMBLE, v. n. To join in battle. 
.—— Wyth als few folk, as thai ware, 
On thame assembled he thare. 
Bot at the assemblyng he wes there 
In-til the mowth strykyn wyth a spere, 
Qwhill it wp in the harnys ran.

Wyntown, viii. 33. 38. 
— By Carhame assemblt/d thai: 

Thare wes hard fychtyng, I harde say.
Ibid, ix. 2. 25.

Fr. assembl-er, from Su;G. saml-a, Germ, saml- 
en, Belg. zamel-en, id. These verbs are formed 
from Su.G. and Germ, sam, a prefix denoting asso 
ciation and conjunction, MoesG. saman, in compo 
sition sama, una, cum ; A, S. and Isl. sam. Lat. 
simul, Gr. <rvv, rvp, ap#, have been viewed as cognate 
particles. From sam Ihre derives sams concors, and 
samja, unio ; although it is not improbable that the 
first of these may have been the radical word. 
ASSEMBLE, s. Engagement, battle. 

Than bathe the fyrst rowtis rycht thare 
At that assemble wencust war.

Wyntown, viii. 40. 192. 
ASSENYHE, s. The word of war. 

And quhen the King his folk has sene 
Begyn to faile; for propyr tene,



ASS
Hys assent/he gan he cry,
And in the stour sa hardyly
He ruschyt, that all the semble schuk.

Barbour, ii. 378. MS. 
This word is corr. from ENSENYIE, q. v.

ASSILAG, s. The stormy petrel, a bird ; Pro*
cellaria Pelagica, Linn.
" The assilag is as large as a linnet.—It comes 

about the twenty second of March, without any re 
gard to winds." Martin's St Kilda, p. 63.
'" It presages, bad weather, and cautions the sea. 

men of the approach of a tempest, by collecting un 
der the sterns of the ships ; it braves the utmost 
fury of the storm." Penn. Zool. p. 553, 554.

" The seamen call these birds Mother Carey's 
chickens." Sibbald's Fife, p. 111. N.

The term has perhaps a Gael, origin, from eascal^ 
Ir. eashal, a storm, and some other word, forming 
the termination, as ache danger, or aighe stout, vali 
ant ; q. braving the storm. Several of its names have 
a similar reference; Germ. storm-Jinck, Sw. storm- 
ivaders vogel, Lat. procellaria^ «fee* 
ASSILTRIE, 4. Axle-tree.

Out of the sey Eous lift up his heid,.
I inene the horse, whilk drawis at device
The assiltrie and goldin chair of price,
Of Titan ——

Pal. lion, Prol. 4. Asstitre, Virg. 155, 46.
Fr. asseul) Ital. assile, id.

To ASSYTH, ASSYITH, SYITH, SITHE, v. a. To
make a compensation, to satisfy.
" Gif thay be conuict of sic trespas, that thay be 

punist, and find borrowis till assyth the King and 
the partie compleinand." Acts Ja. i. c. 7. A. 1424. 
Edit. 1566. ^ssyith, Skene.

The Byschapryke of Dunkeldyn swne
Fell vacand, and the Pape gave that
Til this Jhon Scot. Fra he it gat,
Assythyd in sum part than wes he.

Wyntown, vii. 8. 359.
Douglas, in his Virgil, uses syith in the same sense; 

but I have omitted to mark the place.
a Yit the Kyng was nocht full sithit with his jus 

tice, bot with mair rigoure punist Mordak to the 
deith, because he was alliat to the sayd Donald, & 
participant with hym in his treason." Bellend. Cron. 
B. ix. c. 28.

Syith) sithe, is evidently the oldest term; from 
which assyth has afterwards been formed in our 
courts of law, which is not yet quite obsolete.

Skinner derives the word from Lat. ad and A.S. 
sithe vice. But the origin is Su.G. and Isl. saett-a, 
conciliare; and in a passive sense, reconciliari. Saett 
maal och boett, is a common phrase in the Gothic 
laws; denoting an action for which a fine is paid, 
and hostages are given. This corresponds to what 
is expressed in the statute quoted above, being "pu 
nished, and finding borrowis (or sureties) till assyth 
the King," &c. The Su.G. phrase in S. would li 
terally be, " Syth in maill and bote;" i. e. satisfy 
by paying a certain sum as reparation. V. SYTH and 
BOTE. Ihre, under Saetta^ mentions assith and 
assithment, as cognates; although by mistake he

calls them E. words. Aseeth and asseth are indeed 
used by O* E. writers in the sense of satisfaction. 
V. the s. Ihre refers to A. S. sett-an, as haying the 
sense of componere. But Somner explains this Lat. 
term only by these E. words " to make, to com 
pose, to devise, to write. 7 ' Germ, setz-en, indeed, 
signifies, inimicitias deponere; sich mil iemand setzen^ 
reconciliari cum aliquo. This is given by Wachter 
as only a figurative sense of setzen y ponere.. Al 
though Ihre hesitates as to the origin o£ the Su.G. 
word, this analogy renders it highly probable, that 
saettd) conciliare, is in like manner merely the v. 
saetta, ponere, used figuratively, like Lat. com» 
ponere. Ir. and Gael, sioth-am also signifies, to 
make atonement. 
ASSYTH, ASSYTHMENT, SYTH, SITHEMENT, S.

Compensation, satisfaction, atonement for an
offence. Assythment is still used in our courts
of law.

And quhen that lettyr the Kyng had serre, 
Wyth-owtyn dowt he wes rycht tene, 
And thowcht full assyth to ta. 
And vengeance of the Brwis allsua.

Wyntowri) viii. 18. 105.
•" Gif ane man rydand, slayes ane man behinde 

him, witb the bender feit of his horse; na assythment 
sail be given for his slauchter, bot the fourt feit of 
the horse, quha with his hieles did straik the man, or 
the fourt part of the price of the horse." Reg. Mag. 
B. iv. c. 24. s. 2.

a The freir Carmelite (quhilk wes brocht as we 
haue writtin) be King Edward to put his victory in 
versis wes tane in this feild, & coinmandit be King 
Robert in sithement of his ransoun to write as he 
saw." Bellead. Cron. B. xiv. c. 11.

Ye Ismalites, with scarlat hat and gowne, 
Your bludie boist na syth can satisfie.

Spec. Godly Ballads , p. 1.
This seems to refer to the anathema pronounced 

by the Pope, his legate, or any of the cardinals; or 
to a papal interdict.

Thus aseeth is used by Wiclif. « And Pilat 
willynge to make aseeth to the puple lefte to hem 
Barabas and bitooke to hem Jhesus betun with 
scorgis to be crucified;" Mark xv. Asseth in ano«. 
ther MS.

Su.G. saett, reconciliation, or the fine paid in or. 
der to procure it. V. the c. and SA.UCHTV.
To ASSOILYIE, <o..a. 1. To acquit, to free

from a charge or prosecution; a forensic term
much used in our courts of law.
u The malefactour assoilyied at the instance of the- 

par tie, may be accused by the King." Reg. Maj* 
B. iv. c. 28, Tit.

The apothecary Patrick Hepburn his son being 
pursued as successor titulo lucrative^ for a debt of his 
father's upon that ground ; and though "the Right of 
Lands granted to him by his father was before the 
debt, yet it was revocable, and under reversion to,, 
the father upon a Rose noble, when he contracted.the 
debt lybelled.

The Lords assoilyied from the passive title foresaid; 
but reserved reduction.

Dirletotfs Decisions* No 184* 
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ASS
2. To absolve from an ecclesiastical censure; as 

from excommunication.
u Sic thingis done, Kyng Johne and his realme 

wes assoylyeit fra all censuris led aganis thaym." 
Bellend. Cron. B. xiii. c. 10. Joannes excommuni 
cation e solutus est^ et Angliae regnum ab interdicto 
levatum; Boeth.

The Archebyschape of Yhork that yhere,
Be autoryte and powere
Of the Pape, assoylyd then
Alysawndyr our Kyng, and his lawd men.
Bot the Byschapys and the clergy
Yhit he leit in cursyng ly.
All bot of Saynct Andrewys Se
The Byschape Willame———

Wyntown, vii. 9. 159.
Asoil, asoilen, asoul, in O. E. denote the absolu 

tion given by a priest.
«• He asouled al thys folc, tho he had all thys y told. 

R. Glouc. p. 173. In a later MS. it is asoilede. 
To be cursed in consistory, she counteth not a beane, 
For she copeth the comissary, and coteth his clarkes, 
She is assoyled as sone as her selfe lyketh.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 13. b.
i. e. she gives a cope as a bribe to the commissary, 
and furnishes coats to the clerks of the Bishop's 
court, that she may be absolved from the sentence of 
excommunication. V. Cowel. 
3. To pronounce absolution from sin, in conse 

quence of confession.
u Quhairfor, O christin man & woman, accor 

ding to the doctrine, ordinatioun and command of 
God and haly kirk, cum to confessioun, seik for ane 
lauchful minister, quhilk may pronunce the wordis 
of absolutioun to the and assolye the fra thi synnis, 
and ken that he occupies the place of God, thairfor 
bow doune thi self to mak thi confessioun to him." 
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, Fol. 155. a.

This term occurs in a passage which deserves to be 
transcribed, not only as giving a just picture of the re 
laxed morality of the Church of Rome, but as afford 
ing a proof of the freedom and severity with which 
she was lampooned by early poetical writers in Eng 
land, as well as in other countries. Money is per 
sonified under the name of Mede or Reward. 

Than came ther a confessor, copid as a Frier, 
To Mede the mayd, he mellud thes wordes, 
And sayd full softly, in shrift as it were; 
Though lewd men & lerned men had lien by the

bothe
And falsenes had yfouled the, all this fifty wynter, 
I shal assoyle the myselfe, for a seme of whete; 
And also be thy bedman, and beare wel thy message 
Amongest knightes & clerks, conscience to turne. 
Then Mede for her misdedes to that man kneled, 
And shroue her of her shroudnes, shameles I trow 
Told him a tale, and toke him a noble 
For to be her bedman, and her broker also. 
Than he assoyled her sone, and si then he say do ; 
We haue a window in working, wil set vs ful high ; 
Woldest thou glase the gable, & graue therin thi

name, 
Seker shoulde thy soule be, heauen to haue.

P. Ploughman's Vision, Fol. 12. a. b.

ASS
Here the word denotes absolution from guilt, where 

no censure was in force, but as connected with auri. 
cular confession. The phrase, toke him a noble, means 
gave or reached to him a piece of money of this de 
signation. A. S. bctaec-an, tradere, conimittere. Our 
old writers use beteach, betaught, in a similar sense.
4. To absolve from guilt one departed, by saying 

masses for the soul; according to the faith of 
the Romish church.

Thai haiffhad hym to Dunfernlyne, 
And him solemply erdyt syne 
In a fayr tumb, in till the quer. 
Byschappys and Prelatis, that thar wer, 
Assoilyeit him, quhen the serwice 
Was done as thai couth best dewiss.

Bar hour, xx. 289. MS.
This is sometimes represented as the act of God, 

in consequence of the prayers of men.
u The haill thre Estatis of the Realme sittand in 

plane Parliament,—hes reuokit all alienatiounis, als- 
weill of landis and of possessiounis, as of mouable 
gudis, that war in his Fathers possessioun, quhame 
God assolyie, the tyme of his deceis, geuin and maid 
without the auise and consent of the thre Estatis." 
Acts Ja. II. 1437. c. 2. edit. 1566.
5. Used improperly, in relation to the response of 

an oracle; apparently in the sense of resolving 
what is doubtful.

Bot than the King, thochtfull and all pensiue 
Of sic monsteris, gan to seik beliue 
His fader Faunus oratoure and ansuare 
Quhilk couth the fatis for to cum declare; 
And gan requiring responsiouns alsua 
In the schaw vnder hie Albunea.— 
Thidder hail the pepill of Italia, 
And all the land eik of Enotria, 
Thare doutsum asking tursis for ansuere 
And thare peticiouns gettis assoilyet here.

Doug. Virgil, 207. 43.
The word is evidently corr. from Lat. absolv-ere, 

which was not only used as a forensic term, but in 
the dark ages bore that very sense in which it occurs 
in the passage quoted from Barbour. Absolvere De- 
functos, est dicere collectam mortuorum; Absolve, 
Domine, animos fidelium defunctorum. Sacerdotes 
audito parochianorum suorum obitu, statim absolvant 
eos cum Psalmis pro defunctis, et Collecta; Odo 
Episc. Paris, in Praecept. Synodal. § 7; Du Cange. 
O. Fr. absould-re is thus defined; E reis violatae 
religionis et pietatis pro nihilo habitae eximere; ab- 
souls, absolntus ; Le Frere. But it seems to have 
been immediately derived from the Lat. liturgy. Of 
this the following passage aifords a proof, as well as 
a further illustration of sense 3.

66 This powar and auctoritie [to forgeue synnis] 
the preist, as the minister of Christ vsis & exicutis 
quhen he pronuncis the wordis of absolutioun, say- 
and thus : Ego absoluo te a peccatis tuis, In nomine 
patris, etfilii, et spiritus sancti. Amen. I assoilye 
the fra thi synnis, In the name of the father, the 
somie, and the haly spreit. Amen." Abp. Hamil 
toun's Catechisme, Fol. 151. b.
To ASSONYIE, ESSONYIE, v. a. To offer an 

excuse for absence from a court of law.
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" Gif ane man is essonyied at the fourt day, be reason 

of seiknes or bed evill, or being beyond Forth : he 
sail have res pit, or ane continuation of fourtie dayes." 
Stat. K. Will. c. 26. s. 1.
2. Actually to excuse; the exsuse offered being 

sustained.
" He cannot be essonyied, bot be these lawfull 

essonyies." Quon. Attach, c. 57. s. 5.
" For quhatsoever will essonyie any partie, a- 

gainst the soyte of any man,—itbehoues the essonyier 
to name hisawin name.—Baron Courts, c. 40. s. 2.

As used by Barbour, it is nearly equivalent to #c- 
quitted.

I wald blythly that thow war thair, *
Bot at I nocht reprowyt war.
On this maner weile wyrk thou may;
Thow sail tak Ferrand my palfray.
And for thair is na horss in this land
Swa swycht, na yeit sa weill at hand,
Tak him as off thine awyne hewid,
As I had gevyn thairto na reid.
And gyff hys yhemar oucht gruchys,
Luk that thow tak hym magre his.
Swa sail I weill assonyeit be.

Barbour, ii. 125. MS,
3. To decline the combat, to shrink from an ad 

versary.
Wallace preyst in tharfor to set rameid.
With a gud sper the Bruce was serwyt but baid;
With gret inwy to Wallace fast he raid :
And he till him assonyeit nocht for thi.
The Bruce him myssyt as Wallace passyt by.

Wallace, x. 365. MS.
i. e. although Bruce was so well armed, Wallace 

did not practically excuse himself from fighting.
R. Glouc. uses asoyned for excused. Essoine, a 

legal excuse, Chaucer, Persone's T. v. 150.; essonye, 
Gower.

He myght make non essonye.
Conf. Am. Fol. 17. b.

Fr. essoyn-er^ exon-ier, a to excuse one from ap 
pearing in court, or from going to the wars, by oath 
that he is impotent, insufficient, sick or otherwise 
necessarily employed ;" Cotgr.

It can scarcely be doubted that this word has had 
a Gothic origin. As Su.G. son-a, foer-son-a^ and 
Germ, sun-en, signify to reconcile, to explain ; the 
latter also denotes judgment in whatever way. 
MoesG. sun-jan is still nearer in sense. For it 
means, to justify. Gasunjoda warth handugei, wis 
dom is justified ; Luk. 7. 35. Junius, in his Goth. 
Gloss., refers to sunjein^, good, as probably the 
root. The idea is not unnatural. For what is jus 
tification, but a declaration that one is good or 
righteous in a legal sense : or what is it to reconcile, 
to appease; but, bonum vel propitium reddere ? 
The derivation may however be inverted. The adj. 
may be from the verb. V. ESSONYIE, s.
ASSURANCE, s. " To take assurance of an

enemy ; to submit, or do homage, under the
'condition of protection." Gl. Compl.
u Sum of you remanis in youre auen housis on the

Inglis mennis assurance.—As sune as the Inglis men
drey mis that ye liaue fail yet to them, than thai repute
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you for there mortal enemeis far mair nor thai repute 
ony Scottis man that vas neuyr assurit." CompU 
S. p. 114.

Fr. asseurement was used nearly in the same sense. 
Donner asseurement, fidem dare. C'est un vieux 
mot qui se disoit autrefois pour assurance, &c. V. 
Diet. Trev. These writers derive it from assecurare, 
from ad and securus, q. rendre sur. V. L. B. Asse- 
curare, and Assecuramentum, Du Cange. 
ASTALIT, part. pa. Decked, or set out. 

His hors he tyit to ane tre treuly that tyde ; 
Syne hynt to ane hie hall 
That wes astalit with pall: 
Weill wroght wes the wall, 
And payntit with pride.

Gawan andGol. i. 5. 
Fr. estail-er, to display, to shew, 

To AST ART, ASTERT, v.n. I. To start, to fly 
hastily.
For quhilk sodayne abate anon astert 
The blude of all my body to my hert.

King's.Quair, ii. 21. 
2. To start aside from, to avoid.

Giff ye a goddesse be, and that ye like 
To do me payne, I may it not astert.

Ibid. ii. 25.
Here it is used in an active sense. Germ, starz-en^ 
to start up, O. Teut. steert-en, to fly. 
ASTEER, adv. In confusion, in a bustling state, 

q. on stir, S.
My minny she's a scalding wife, 

Hads a' the house asteer.
Ritsotfs S, Songs) i. 45. 

ASTRE, s. A star, Fr.
.——-The glistering wires bright, 

Quhilk all the night were cleare, 
Offusked with a greater light, 
Na langer dois appeare.

Hume, Chron. S. P. iii. 386. 
AT, conj. That.

And quhen Ferandis modyr herd 
How hyr sone in the bataill ferd, 
And at he swa wes discomfyt; 
Scho rasyt the ill spyryt als tyt: 
And askyt quhy he gabyt had 
Off the ansuer that he hyr mad ?

Barbour, iv. 288. MS.
It is frequently used by Barbour in the same 

sense.
And for the woice in euiry place suld bide, 
At he was ded, out throuch the land so wide, 
In presence ay scho wepyt wndyr slycht; 
Bot gudely meytis scho graithit him at hir mycht. 
And so befel in to that sainmyn tid, 
Quhill forthirmar at Wallas worthit wycht.

Wallace, ii. 282. 286. MS. 
Thai dowtyd at hys senyhourry 

Suld tharae abawndown halyly.
Wyntown, ii, 9. 36.

It is sometimes used by the Bishop of Durikeld. 
V. IRNE. It also occurs in our old acts of Parlia 
ment. V. ANENT, prep. LTTSTAR, &c.

It has been observed in a note prefixed to the 
Gl. to Wallace, Perth edit., thac at is to be consi-
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diered a.s a contraction for that, a which the writer 
of the MS. had made use of for his'awn convenien- 
Cy." But this is a mistake. For it is the same with 
Dan. at. Jcg troer at hem vil kom ; I believe that he 
will come. Jn Isl. ad is sometimes used ; and also 
at. Their spurdu at; audiverunt quod; they were 
informed that; Kristnis. p. 52. Sw. at, id. Ho 
aest du, at wi maage gifwa dem swar; Who art thou, 
that we may give an answer; Joh. i. 22. Su.G. att, 
a conj. corresponding to Lat. ut. lag will att tu gor 
thet; I incline that you do this ; Ihre.

Nor was it quite unknown to old E. writers. 
Of Nebuchadnezzar, Gower says;

-——Lyke an oxe his mete 
Of grasse he shall purchace and ete, 
Tyll at the water of the heuen 
Hath wasshen hym by tymes seuen.

Conf. Am. Fol. 23. b, 
AT, pron. That, which.

——Lordingis, now may ye se, 
That yone folk all, throw sutelte*, 
Schapis thaim to do with, slycht, 
That at thai drede to do with mycht.

Barbour, ii. 325. MS. 
I drede that his gret wassalage, 
And his trawaill, may bring till end 
That at men quhile full litill wend.

Barbour, vi. 24. MS.
———Claudyus send Wespasyane 

Wytht that Kyng to fecht or trete, 
Swa that for luwe, or than for threte, 
Of fors he suld pay at he awcht.

Wyntown, v. 3. 89.
Thair man that day had in the merket bene; 
On Wallace knew this cairfull cass so kene. 
His mastyr speryt^ quhat tithingis at he saw.

Wallace, ii. 29g. MS.
This is undoubtedly the meaning of at that, R. 
Brunne, p. 74. although expl. by Hearne, as many 
as, adeo ut forsitan reponendum sit, al that. 

William alle apert his oste redy he dyght. 
At that thei mot fynd, to suerd alle thei yede. 

This mode of expressing the prow, seems to have 
been borrowed from the similar use of the conj.
AT ALL, adv. " Altogether," Rudd. perhaps, 

at best, at any rate.
—Thi scharpe fygurate sang Virgiliane, 
So wisely wrocht vithoutyne word in vane, 
My wauering wit, my cunning febill at all, 
My mynd misty, ther may not mys ane fall.

Doug. Virgil, 3. 34.
ATANIS, ATTANIS, ATANYS, ATONIS, adv. At 

once ; S. at ainze.
Tharto also he ekit and gaif vs then 
Gen til hors, and pillotis, and lodismen : 
Hes suppleit vs with rowaris and marineris, 
And armour plente atanis for al our feris.

Doug. Virgil, 84. 4. 
Schir Wawine, wourthy in wail. 
Half ane span at ane spail, 
Quhare his harnes wes hail, 
He hew it attanis.

Gawan and Got. iii. 26. 
ATCHESON, ATCHISON, s. A billon coin, or

rather copper washed with silver, struck in the
reign of James VI., of the value of eight pennies
Scots, or two thirds of an English penny*.
" I should think that these atchisons approached

the nearest to the black coin of James III. which we
have mentioned before; for the first whitish colour,
which discovers itself in these atchisons, seems to in,
dicate, that they are mixed with a little silver, or laid
over with that metal.'* Rudd. Introd. to Anderson's
Diplom. p. 137.

" They will ken by an Atchison, if the priest will 
take an offering;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 72.

u An Atchison is a Scotch coyne worth fower 
Bodies;" Gl. Yorks.

Bp. Nicolson writes Atcheson, and erroneously 
supposes this coin to be the same as that kind of 
black money coined by James III. Scot. Hist. Lib. 
p. 314. But it would appear that Rudd., when ad- 
verting to the mistake of Nicolson, falls into another 
still greater. For he says, u It is incredible, that 
a coin, which was in value the fourth part of a pen 
ny, in the time of James III. should thereafter rise 
to eight entire pennies, that is, thirty-two times the 
value ;" Ibid. But the accurate Rudd. has not ob 
served, that the penny mentioned in Acts Ja. III. c. 
9., to which four of these copper coins are reckoned 
equal, is a silver penny, although perhaps of inferior 
quality. For then the mode of reckoning by pennies 
Scots, as referring to copper coin, had not been in 
troduced. The Atcheson, however, was only equal 
to eight of these copper pennies.

This coin received its denomination from one At- 
kinson, an Englishman, or, as his name was pron. in 
S., Atcheson. He was assay-master of the Mint at 
Edinburgh, in the beginning of the reign of James VI. 
Mr Pfnkertorv calls the coin Atkinson, Essay on 
Medals, ii. p. 111. But it was always pron. as above. 
This coin bore the royal arms crowned, Jacobus D. 
G. R. Sco. R. Oppid. EdinK; A leaved thistle 
crowned. V. Cardonnel, Billon Coins; Plate i. 
Fig. 21.
ATHARIST, Houlate iii. 10. V. CITHARIST. 
ATHE, AITH, s. Oath ; plur. atbis. 

—All the Lordis that thar war 
To thir twa wardanys athis swar, 
Till obey thaim in lawte, 
Giff thaim hapnyt wardanys to be.

Barbour, xx. 146* MS. 
He swore the gret aith bodely,. 
That he suld hald alle lelely, 
That he had said in-to that quhile> 
But ony cast of fraud or gyle.

Wyntown, ix. 20. 85.
" We remember quhat ay the we have maid to our, 

eomoun-welthe.—Knox's Hist. p. 164.
MoesG. aith, Precop. eth, A. S. ath, Isl. aed, Su.G., 

ed, Dan. Belg. eed, Alem. Germ, eid, id. V. Ed; Ihre. 
ATHER, conj. Either.

" This kind of torment quhilk I call a blind tor 
ment, ather it is intended in ane high degree, or then 
it is remitted that they may suffer it." Bruce's 
Eleven Serm. 1591. Sign. Z. 2. a. 
ATHIL, ATHJLL, HATHILL, adj. Noble, illus 

trious.
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The Paip past to his place, in his pontificate, 
The athil Emprour annon nycht him neir. 
Kings and Patrearkis, kend with Cardynnallis'all, 
Addressit thame to that dess, and Dukis so deir,

Houlate, iii. 4. 
It also occurs in the form of achil, achilL

Thairfore thai counsell the Pape to wryte on this
wys, 

To the achil Emprour, souerane in sale.
Ibid. i. 22.

Thair was the Egill so grym, grettest on ground is, 
Achill Emproure our all, most awfull in erd.

Ibid. ii. 1. 
But in both places it is athill in Bannatyne MS.

It is also used as a substantive; sometimes aspira 
ted, hathill, hathel, plur. hatheles; elsewhere with 
out the aspirate, achilles, plur. for athilles. 

His name and his nobillay wes noght for to nyte: 
Thair wes na hathill sa heich, be half ane fute hicht. 
s Gawan and Go!, iii. 20. 

With baith his handis in haist that haltane couth hew, 
Gart stanys hop of the hathill that haltane war hold.

Ibid. 25.
Thus that hathel in high withholdes that hende. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii, 28. 
" Hathel in high," very noble person. 

The birdes in the bowes, 
That on the goost glowes, 
Thai skryke in the skowes, 
That hatheles may here.

Ibid. i. 10.
All thus thir achilles in hall herlie remanit, 
With all welthis at wiss, and wirschip to waill.

Houlate, iii. 17. athilles, MS.
The letter t has been mistaken for c, from the great

similarity of their form in the Bann. and other MSS.
It is, indeed, often impossible for the eye to discern
any difference.

Mr Pinkerton inquires if achill means high ? He 
has nearly hit on the signification; but has not ad 
verted either to the origin, or to the true ortho 
graphy, which might have led him to the other.

This word, whether used as an adj. or ,9. is evi 
dently the same with A. S. aethel, nobilis. Hence 
the designation, Aetheling, a youth of the blood roy 
al, as Edgar Atheling ; and the phrase mentioned 
by Verstegan, aethelboren man, a man nobly born, 
also, a gentleman by birth. Lord Hailes has justly 
observed that u the Anglo-Saxons, as wrell as other 
nations, formerly used the word Aetheling, to denote 
men of the noble class, although it may by degrees 
have been appropriated to the sons of the royal fa 
mily." Annals, i. 7. That it was at length appro 
priated in this manner, seems pretty clear. Geonga 
aetheling is equivalent to, regius juvenis, Bed. 3.12; 
3. 21.

Su.G. adel also signifies nobilis, as well as praeci- 
puus, praestans. Ihre derives it from aedel, edel, 
which, equally with its ally aett, in the ancient dia 
lects of the Gothic, denoted kindred, as did also C. 
B. eddyL He founds this derivation on the follow^ 
ing circumstance;—that those who were not noble, 
or free, were not considered as having any pedigree;
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just as slaves, among the Romans, were supposed to 
propagate, not for themselves, but for their masters. 
As Goth, and C. B. edel corresponds to Lat. gens^ 
cognatio; it is thought to confirm this derivation, 
that Fr. Gentilhomme, E. Gentleman, consonant to 
bethel, adel, have their origin from Lat. gens, gen* 
tilis. Hisp. hidalgo, a gentleman, has been render, 
ed q. hyo de algo, i. e. the son of some one. But 
Camden observes with more probability, when speak- 
ing of Etheling ; " Hence also the Spaniards, which 
descended from the German-Goths, may seem to 
have borrowed their Idalguio, by which word they 
signify their noblest gentlemen." Remains, Names, 
vo. Ethelbert. According to an author quoted by 
Ihre, among the Goths in the middle ages, heden, 
as synon. with gentilis, was often used to denote a 
nobleman or gentleman.

Loccenius thinks that this term may owe its origin^ 
either to adel, odul, proper or hereditary possession; 
or to attel, att, kind, generation ; Antiq» SueoGoth. 
p. 63.

Wachter derives Germ, adel from aette, father, 
For what, says he, is nobility, but illustrious ances 
try ? Hence, he observes, among the Romans those 
were accounted noble, whose forefathers had dis 
charged the higher offices of the state. Thus, they 
were designed patres, and patricii.

Isl. audling, rex, and audling-ur, optimatum 
unus, are evidently from the same source. These, 
however, G. Andr. derives from aiidr, riches; aud- 
ga, to become rich; audgur, rich, anciently haudur, 
also held. Hence, he says, a king is called audling, 
from the abundance of his riches, a copia opum et 
census; Lex. p. 19.

Su.G. adling, juvenis nobilis, corresponds to A. S. 
aetheling, eadling; L. B. adeling-us; as these are 
synon. with L. B. domicellus, clito, abridged from 
inclytus, and Su.G. juncker, i. e. young lord. On 
ly, the terms allied to aetheling were not so much 
restricted in any dialect as in A. S.

Various theories have been given as to the forma- 
of the term aetheling or adding. Spelman says that 
the Anglo-Saxons used the termination ling to denote 
progeny, or as signifying younger. It has been also 
supposed, that ling, in this composition, has the sense 
of imago, q. the image of a noble person. To both 
these, Lord Hailes prefers the hypothesis of Pape. 
broch, Vit. S. Marg. that " ling is the mark of the 
adjective in the Northern languages; as Nortling, 
borealis, ostling, orientalis. "Adel," he adds, "is 
the noun, and ling the adjective. Hence Edgar 
Aedeling, is Edgar the noble. There are many ex, 
amples of this in modern English. Thus, from the 
noun hire, merces, is formed the adjective hireling, 
mercenarius." Annals, ubi sup.

The learned writer is undoubtedly mistaken, in 
saying that ling is the mark of the adjective in the 
Northern languages. For it is indeed the mark of 
a peculiar class of substantives. When this termi 
nation is affixed to a n. s., it forms a personal de 
signation, expressing the subject denoted by the noun, 
as far as it is applicable to a person. Thus the A. 
Saxons called a husbandman eorthling, because of 
his labour in the earth ; an oppressor nidling, from
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nid force; one who received wages hyrling, from 
hyr merces. The very term, mentioned by Lord 
If ailes as an example, is properly a substantive used 
adjectivcly. This termination also converts an ad* 
jective into a substantive, possessing the quality 
which the adjective signifies; as Germ, fremdling^ 
a stranger, fromfremd) strange; jangling^ a youth, 
fromjmig) young.

Somner denies that ling denotes offspring or de 
scent. Wachter adopts the opposite hypothesis, 
and gives a variety of proofs. But there seems to 
t>e no satisfactory etymology of the word as used in 
this sense. /While some deduce it from ling^ imago, 
and others from C. B. Hun, effigies; Wachter traces 
it to /angen, tangere, because a man's offspring are 
so near to him, that they may be compared to ob 
jects whicji are in a state of contact. This etymo 
logy, however, is greatly strained.

It deserves observation, that there is no evidence 
of ling occurring in this sense in Su.G. The inha 
bitants of the East are denominated oesterlaenrnngar^ 
and oestcrlig is eastern. Ing, denoting a son, is in 
Su.G. the termination which marks descent. This 
Ihre views as allied to C. B. engi, to bring forth, to 
be born. The proper origin of this termination most 
probably is Su.G. wige^ often written ing, ynge, 
young. Thus Ihre says, that Adting is, juvenis no- 
bilis ; as Germ, ing is juvenis, and, in patronymics, 
equivalent to son. From this termination, as used 
by the Germans, the descendants of Charlemagne 
were called Carolingi. In the same manner were 
the terms Meromngi^ Artingi, &c. formed. There 
can be no doubt that ing is the proper termination 
in aetheling) as the radical term is aethel. Shall we 
suppose that ling is merely this termination, occa 
sionally a little altered,, for making the sound more 
liquid ; especially as the letter /, in the Gothic 
dialects, is, as Wachter observes, a very ancient note 
of derivation and diminution ?

I shall only add, that the A. Saxons formed their 
patronymics by the use of the termination ing. Thus 
they said, Conrad Ceoldwald-mg, i.e. Conrad the soa 
of Ceolwald; Ceoldwald Gulh-ing^ Ceolwald, the son 
of Cuth ; Cuth Cuthwin-ing, Cuth the son of Cuth- 
win. V. Camden's Remains, Surnames, p. 132. 
William of Malmesbury observes, that the son of 
Eadgar was called Eadgaring; and the son of Ed 
mund, Edmunding. Hickes has given various in 
stances of the same kind; as Pudding, the "son of 
Putta; Bryning, the son of Bryna, &c. &c. Dissert. 
Ep. ap. Wachter, vo. Ing. V. UDAL LANDS. 
A THILL, HATHILL, s. A priace, a nobleman,

an illustrious personage. V. the adj. 
ATH1R> ATHYR, pron. 1. Either, whichso 

ever.
The justyng thus-gate endyt is, 
And athyr part went hame wyth pris.

Wyntown, viii. 36. 2U 
2. Mutual, reciprocal.

" Oftymes gret feliciteis cumis be contentioun of 
unhappy parteis invading othir with athir injuries, 
as happinnit at this tyme be this haisty debait rising 
,betuix Duk Mordo and his sonnis." Bcllcnd. Cron. 
B. xvi. c. 20.
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Athir uthir^ one another^ each other. 

How that Eneas wyth hys fader met, 
And athiv vthir wyth freyndly wourdis gret.

Doug. Virgil, 189, 3. Rubr. 
Mony a wycht and worthi man? 
As athir apon othyr than, 
War duschyt dede? douu ta the ground.

Barbour, xvi. 164. MS. 
With strookes sore, ayther on other bet.

Hardyng's Chr. Fol. 38, a.
A. S. aegther^ uterque. We find a phrase some 

what similar in Oros. 2? 3. Heora aegther otherne 
ofsloh; Eorum uterque alterum occidebat. V. EITHER.
ATHORT, prep. Through, S., athwart, E.

" This coming out to light, posts went forth 
athort the whole country, with an information writ 
ten by Mr Archibald Johnston ; for to him the prior 
informations, both from court and otherways, oft 
after midnight, are communicated." Baillie's Lett. i. 
32. V. THORTOUR, adj. 
ATHORT, adv. Abroad, far and wide.

u There goes a speech athort; , in the name of the 
Duke of Lennox, dissuading the King from war 
with us." Baillie's Lett. i. 83.
ATIR, EATIR, s. Gore, blood, mixed with 

matter coming from a wound.
Of his E dotpe the flowand blude and atir
He wosche away all with the salt watir.

Doug. Virg. 90. 45.
Cruorem, Virg.
A. S. ater, aetter,, aettor, Alem., eitir, Isl., and 

Germ, eiter^ Su.G. etter, venenum. But Belg. 
eyter signifies pus, sanies. It seems to be generally 
admitted by philologists, that Alem. tit-en^ to burn, 
is the root; because the most of poisonous sub 
stances are of a hot and burning quality. Hence 
Su.G. etternassla^ urtica urens, or burning nettle., 
Alter still signifies purulent matter, Lincolnsh.
ATO, adv. In twain. 

To the stifles he gede, 
And even ato herii schare.

Sir Tristreni) p. 3:1. st. 45.
A. S. on twa^ in duo. 

ATOUR, *.
The schipmen, with gret apparailf,
Come with thair schippis till assaill ;t
With top castell warnyst weill.
Off wicht men armyt in to steill.
Thair batis wp apon thair mast
Drawyn weill hey, and festnyt fast.
And pressyt with that gret atour,
Towart the wall: bot the gynour
Hyt in the aspyne with a stane.——-

Barbour^ xvii. 717. MS.
Early editors have taken the liberty of substitut 

ing auenture. But gret atour seems synon. with 
gret apparaill) ver. 711. O. Fr. atour , attire. Sig- 
ninoit autrefois tout ce xjui servoit a orner et a 
parer une femme. Ornatus, mundus muliebris,; 
Diet. Trev. 
ATOUR, ATT017RE, prep. 1. Over, S.

Wallace in fyr gert set all haistely,
Brynt wp the kyrk, and all that was tharin;



A T R
At our the roch the laiff ran with gret dyn.

Wallace, vii. 1051. MS. 
2. Across* S.

Scho tuk him wp with outyn wordis mo,
And on a caar wnlikly thai him east:
Atour the wattir led him with gret woo,
Till hyr awn houss with outyn ony hoa.

Wallace, ii. 263. MS. 
$. Beyond, as to time; exceeding.

« Gif—the King possesse the lands perteining to 
the manslayer, in respect of the minority of the over 
lord, attour the space of ane year and a day; and 
happin to giue and dispone the lands as escheit, to 
any man : he, to quhom they are given, sail possesse 
them, sa lang as the man-slayer lives." Quon. Att. 
c. 18. s. 4. 
4. Exceeding, in number.

——— Thai ware twenty full thowsand,
That come in Scotland of Inglis men ;
And noucht attoure aucht thowsand then
Of Scottismen to-gyddyr syne
Agayne thame gaddryd at Roslyne.

Wyntown, viii. 16. 234.
Skinner derives this from Fr. A tour, en tour, 

moBe commonly a Ventour, circum. But according 
to Diet. Trev., alentour is now obsolete, and instead 
of it autoiir is used as a prep, in the same sense. 
It seems doubtful, however, whether it is not imme 
diately of Goth, origin. We might suppose it comp. 
of Su.G. at, denoting motion towards a place, and 
ofwer over ; or perjiaps, notwithstanding the change 
of the vowel, from A. S. ute and ofer. 
ATOUR, ATTOUR, adv. 1. Moreover.

" Attour, the King shall remain in thy govern, 
ment and keeping, till he come to perfect age." 
Pitscottie, p. 13.

Attour, behald to athir Decius,
And standyng fer of tua that hait Drusus.

Doug. Virgil, 195. 11.
In the same sense by and attour often occurs in 

our laws. 
2. Out from, or at an indefinite distance from the

person speaking, or the object spoken of. 
Bpt gif my power not sufficient be, 
Or grete yneuch, quhy suld I drede or spare 
To purches help forsoith attour alquhare ?

Doug. Virgil, 217. 1.
Attour alquhare is meant to give the sense of us* 

quam. In this sense it is still used. To stand at~ 
tour, is to keep oif; to go attour, to remove to 
some distance, S. 
ATRY, ATTRIE, adj. 1. Purulent, containing

matter j applied to a sore that is cankered.
S.
" The kinde of the disease, as ye may gather out 

of that verse, was a pestilentious byle,—ane attrie 
kind of byle, stryking out in many heades or in 
many plukes; for so the nature of the word signi- 
fieth." Bruce's Eleven Serm. Fol. 1, b. This is ren 
dered matterie, in the Eng. edit.

Belg. etterig, full of matter; eiter-en, to suppu 
rate. As we have here the phrase,, ." ane attrie 
kind of byle," it corresponds to. Su.G. etterbold, 
ulcus urens ; Ihre, vo. Etter.

ATT
2. Stern, grim.

Black hairy warts, about an inch between. 
O'er ran her airy phiz beneath her een.

Ross's Helenore, p. 35. 
An' bein bouden'd up wi' wrath,

Wi' atry face he ey'd 
The Trojan shore, an' a' the barks

That tedder'd fast did ly 
Alang the coast»——

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 1. 
Attern, fierce, cruel, snarling, ill-natured; Glou. 

cest. Grose's Prov. Gl.
This might seem more allied to Lat, ater, gloomy; 

stormy, raging* But perhaps it is merely a metaph. 
use of the term as used in sense first; as we speak 
of an angry sore. 
ATRYS, s.pl.

In a satire on the change of fashions, written 
perhaps towards the middle of the seventeenth cen 
tury, we have a curious list of articles of female 
dress.

My lady, as she is a woman, 
Is born a helper to undo man.— 
For she invents a thousand toys, 
That house, and hold, and all destroys ; 
As scarfs, shephroas, tuifs and rings, 
Fairdings, facings and powderings; 
Rebats, ribands, bands and ruffs, 
Lapbends, shagbands, cuffs and muffs, 
Folding outlays [ourlays?] pearling sprigs, 
Atrys, vardigals, periwigs; 
Hats, hoods, wires, and also kells, 
Washing-balls, and perfuming smells; 
French-gows cut out, and double-banded, 
Jet rings to make her pleasant-handed. 
A fan, a feather, bracelets, gloves, 
All new come-busks she dearly loves. 
For such trim bony baby-clouts 
Still on the laird she greets and shouts; 
Which made the laird take up more gear, 
Than all the lands or rigs could bear.

Watson's Coll. i. 30.
The only word which seems to have any resem 

blance is Fr. atour, a French hood; Chauc. attour. 
V. ATOULR, s.
ATRYST, j» Appointment, assignation.

He is sa full of jelosy, and ingyne fals;
Ever imagining in mynd materis of ewill,
Compassand and castand castis ane thowsand,
How he sail tak me with ane trew atryst of ane 

uther.
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 49.

Same as TRYST, q. v. 
ATTAMIE, s. Skeleton. S.

Abbreviated from Fr. anatomic, which not only 
denotes dissection, but the subject; " a carcasse cu t 
up," Cotgr. 
ATTEILLE, ATTEAL^ s. This species of duck

seems to be the wigeon, being distinguished from
the teal.
44 They discharge any persons quhatsomever, with 

in this realme in any wyse to sell or buy any_ 
Termigants, wyld Dukes, Tellies, Atteittes, Gold- 
ings, Mortyms, Schidderems, Skaildraikj Herron, 

G



ATT
Butter, or any sik kynde of fowlles, commonly used 
to be chased with Halkes, under the paine of ane 
hundreth pounds to be incurred alswell by the buyer 
as the seller." Acts Ja. VI. 1600. c. 23. Murray.

u Last Sept. Widgeons or atteillis 2; wild duckis 
4." Dyet Buik of the Kingis hous at Falkland, 
Edin. Mag. for July 1802,. p. 35.

The name is still retained in Shetland. " There 
is a large species called the Stock-duck, and smaller 
species called teales and attiles." P. Dunrossness, 
Statist. Ace. vii. 394.

Dr Barry seems mistaken, therefore, when, speak 
ing of the Teal, he says, that of this the u Atteal is 
perhaps only a variety." Hist. Orkney, p. 300. He 
makes the wigeon. a different bird ; ibid? p. 301.

Sir R. Sibb. inquires, if the Anas circm, or Summer 
Teal, be what our forefathers called the Ateal? 
Prodr. p. 2* lib. 3. 21. But Pennant suspects that 
the bird, called the Summer Teal, is merely the fe 
male of the Teal. ZooL ii. 607.

The teal, according to Pennant, is called, u dm- 
bris, Atteling-And," ibid. 606. In Isl. the turdus 
marinus is denominated Tialldr; G. Andr.
ATTELED, fret. Aimed. Sir Gawan and

Sir Gal. ii. 26. V. ETTLE. 
ATTEMPTAT, s. Attempt.

u Yit nocht saciat by thir attemptatis they brak 
downe the wal of Adryane." Bellend. Cron. B. viii. 
c. 5. This is the word which he still uses. Fr. at- 
tent at) id.
ATTER-CAP, ATTIRCOP, s. 1. A spider. S. 

The pratling pyet matches with the Musis, 
Pan with Apollo play is, I wot not how ; 
The attircops Minerva's office usis. 
These be the greifs that garris Montgomrie grudge. 
That Mydas, not Mecaenas, is our judge.

Montgomery, MS. Chron. S. P. iii. 505. 
2. An ill-natured person ; one of a virulent or ma 

lignant disposition. S.
Northumb. attercop^ id. Cumb. attercob^ a spi 

der's web. A. S. atter coppe^ Aelfr. atter-coppa^ 
aranea; evidently from atter ̂ venenum, and copp, 
calix; receiving its denomination partly from its 
form, and partly from its character; q. a cup of 
venom. In Aelfric's Gjoss. we ftn&Jleonde naeddre, 
i. e. a flying adder, given as synon. with atter coppe. 
For the word adder is merely atter^ aetter^ venenum, 
used as a designation for that species of serpent. 
Hence the same term is explained by Somn. adder 
and poysat*. In Isl. the name of a serpent is form 
ed in the same manner as that of a spider in A. S. 
This is eitr-orm^ a poisonous worm. It does not 
appear that in A. S. aetter was used in composition 
with wyrme) worm. We find, however, a synon. 
designation for a serpent in old E. which has been 
overlooked by both Skinner and Junius. This is 
wyld worme.

I se the sunne, & the se, and the sonde after, 
And wheire that byrdes & beastes makes they

yeden; ' 
Wyld wormes in woodes, & wonderful fowles 
Wyth flaked fathers, and of fell colours.

P. Ploughman, Fol, 58. a.

A V A
If the epithet wyld were not reckoned sufficient 

to determine the sense, it would be confirmed by the 
circumstance of their being mentioned as inhabitants; 
of woodes. But the writer afterwards alludes to the 
noxious quality of these worms.

-~- Wild, worms in woods by winters yow greuith, 
And maketh hem welnyghe meke & milde for de-

faute,
And after thou sendest hem soiner, that is his 

souerayn ioye.
Fol. 73, a.

The idea is, that the cold of winter, and want of 
fqod, have such an effect even on serpents as nearly 
to change their nature.

Although worm be here used, in this sense, as well 
as in Isl., in connexion with a word expressive of 
quality, it may be observed that MoesG. waurm 
simply signifies a serpent. " -Atgaf izvis valdufni 
trudan ufaro waurme, I have given you power ta 
tread upon serpents, Luke x. 9. Su.G. and Dan. 
orm has the same signification. A. S. wurm gome- 
times occurs in this sense. At other times it has an 
epithet conjoined, asfahwyrm, the variegated worm^ 
wyrm-throwend) the convolvent worm.

It appears that the term in some parts of S. still, 
retains this sense.

u Above the south entrance of the ancient parish 
church of Linton, in Roxburghshire, is a rude piece 
of sculpture, representing a knight, with a falcon 
on his arm, encountering with his lance, in full 
career, a sort of monster, which the common people 
call a worm, or snake*" Minstrelsy Border, ii. N. 
p. 98, 99. V. also p. 101. 
ATTOUR, prep. V. ATOUR. 
ATWEESH, prep. Betwixt. 

——— As far as I ween, 
They'll nae be angry they are left alane. 
Atweesh themselves they best can ease their pain; 
Lovers have ay some clatter o' their ain.

Shirrefo* Poems , p. 33.
Mr Tool^e observes that E. betwixt u is the im 

perative be, and the Gothic [i. e. MoesG.] twos^ 
or two." Divers, Purley, i. p. 405.

Twos is the accus. of twa, twai. But the ter 
minations of the A. S. synonymes, betweohs, be- 
tweox, betwux, betwyx^ have no relation to twegen, 
two, in its state of declension. Wachter views Germ. 
zwischen, between, as formed from zwi, two, by 
the intervention of sche, a particle used in deriva 
tion. Thus, he says, from kutt-en^ to cover, kutsche^ 
vehiculum, is formed, &e. V. Proleg. sect. 6. This, 
idea might seem to have some collateral support from 
Franc, tuisc, entuischan, Belg. tuschen, between. 
AVA', adv. At alL

She neither kent spinning nor carding, 
Nor brewing nor baking ava.*

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 145» 
Corr. from of all.

AVAILL, s. Abasement, humiliation. 
The labour lost, and leil service;; 
The lang availl on huinil wyse, 
And the lytill rewarde agane, 
for to considder is ane pane.

r^ Maitland Poems^ p. 115.



A U C
This term is used to denote the humiliation neces 

sary in serving, and in expecting favours at court. 
Fr. aval-er, avall-er, to fall down, to be brought 
low; aval) down; perhaps from Lat. ab alto. Ital. 
avale're, to serve, seems nearly to express the idea 
contained in the passage. 
To AUALE, v. n. To descend,

Thare was na strenth of vailyeant men to wale, 
Nor large fludis on yet that mycht auale.

Doug. Virgil, 150. 44. V. AVAILL. 
AUANT, AWANT, s. Boast, vaunt. 

Agyt men of the ciete Aurunca 
Wyth grete auant forsqith than hard I sa; 
Of this cuntre Schir Dardanus ybore, 
Throw out the se socht fer and ferthermore.

Doug. Virgil, 212. 30.
Skinner mentions a conjecture, which has consi 

derable probability; that this word has had its ori 
gin from Fr. avant, before; as denoting the conduct 
of a man who prefers his own works to those of ano 
ther. It would seem, indeed, that there had been an 
old Fr, verb of this form, as Chaucer writes avaunt 
for boast. Gower does the same.

Whereof to make myn avaunt 
It is to reason accordant.

Conf. Am. F. 21. a. b. 
He there also speaks of

The vyce called avaunlance,
1. e. boasting, in like manner designed avauntry. 
AVANTCURRIERS, s. pi. Forerunners of an 

army, perhaps what are now called picquet 
guards.
" The avant curriers of the English hoast were come 

in sight, whilest the Scots were some at supper, and 
others gone to rest." Hume's Hist. Doug. p. 99.

Fr. avant-coureur; from avant before, and courir 
to run. 
AUCHINDORAS, s* A large thorn-tree, at the

end of a house ; Fife.
AUCHLIT, s. Two stones weight, or a peck 

measure, being half of the Kirkcudbright bu 
shel ; Galloway.

AUCHT, AWCHT, pret. of Aw. 1. Possessed. 
The barnage of Scotland at the last 
Assemblyd thame, and fandyt fast 
To ches a Kyng thare land to stere, 
That of auncestry cummyn were 
Of Kyngis, that aucht that reawte, 
And mast had rycht thare kyng to be!

Wyntown, viii. 2. 9.
It is used in this sense by R. Brunne, p. 126. 

In his sextend yere Steuen that the lond auht, 
Maid scho died here, hir soule to God betauht.
2. Owed, was indebted.

———For lawe or than for threte, 
Of fors he suld pay at he aucht.

Wyntown, v. 3. 89.
It also occurs in this sense, R. Brunne, p. 247. 
The dettes that men tham auht, ther stedes & ther

wonyng,
Were taxed & bitauht to the eschete of the kyng. 

AUCHT, v. imp. Ought, should.
Audit thou yit than leif this welfare and joy. 
And in sic perell seik throw the sey to Troy ? 

! Doug. Virgil, 110. 33.

A U C
This is originally the pret. of Aw, q. v. It is 

sometimes used in a different form.
• Weill auchtis the to glore and magnifie*

Police of Honour, Prol. st. 10. 
i. e. It becomes thee well.

Aucht en is used in a similar sense. 
Wele auchten eldaris exemples vs to store 
Til hie curage, al honour til ensew, 
Quhen we consider quhat wourschip thereof grew.

Doug.,Virgil, 354. 9.
It seems to be from A. S. ahton, the third p. plur. 

pret. of A. S. Ag-an. 
AUCHT, s. Possession, property.

And I thar statutis and sere lawis thaym taucht, 
Assignand ilkane propir houses and aucht.

Doug. Virgil, 7%. 4.
Here the word strictly denotes that property which 

is defined by law, as exclusively one's own; corre 
sponding to, Jura domosque dabam. Virg. Lib. 3. 
v. 139.

Ane evill wyfe is the werst aucht,
That ony man can haif; 

For he may nevir sit in saucht, 
Onless he be hir sklaif.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 176. st. 6. 
The term is still commonly used, nearly in the 

same manner. / haif na a bawbee in aw my aucht, S. 
I have no money in my possession.

A. S. acht, id. MoesG. aigin, aihn, peculiaris ac 
propria possessio; both from their respective verbs.,. 
ag-an, and aig-an.
AUCHT, adj. Eight; S.

And thai for gret specyalte 
Rade wyth hym forthwart apon way 
Hym til Berwyk til conway 
Wyth aucht hundyre speris and ma.

Wyntown, ix. 4. 57* 
Auhte, id. O. E. 

The date was a thousand & fourscore & auhte.
R. Brunne, p. 84.

MoesG. ahtau, A.S. eahta, Germ, aht, Belg. acht, 
Isl. Su.G. atta, Gael, ocht, id.

To this word we must, in all probability, refer 
a passage in one of Dunbar's poems, left by Mr 
Pinkerton as not understood. It is impossible,' in 
deed, to understand it, as it appears in the poem. 

Kirkmen so halie ar and gude, 
That on their conscience rowne and rude 
May turn aucht opin and ane wane; 
Quhilk to considder is ane pane.

Maitland Poems, p. 116.
The first line is evidently the language of irony> 

Aucht cannot be meant in the sense of any thing, 
E. aught ; for it is not used in this sense by our old 
writers. Opin can as little signify open; for then 
the passage would be without meaning. It must 
certainly be viewed as an error of some transcriber 
for ousen. Making this supposition, the sense is 
obvious. The conscience of a churchman, in .tfeat 
age of darkness, was so round, or perhaps rowme, 
large, and so rude, of such hard materials, that eight 
oxin, with a wain, might turn on it. A carriage, 
called a wain, drawn by six or eight oxen^ is still 
much in use in the Northern parts of S. 
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A V £
AUCHTAND,.AUCHTEN, adj. The eighth. 

The prolong of the auchtande buk 
In-to this chapter now yhe hike.

Wyntown^ viii. Rubr. 
Unto Enee gcuis the auchten buke 
Baith fallowschip and armoure, tjuha list luke.

Doug. ¥irgil, 12. 43.
This does not correspond to the ordinal numbers 

used in MoesG. and A. S., ahtuda and eahteotha. 
But Mr Macpherson refers to Isl. aatunde, id. Su.G. 
fitting is the eight part of*any thing. 
AVENAND, adj. Elegant in person and man 

ners.
Than Schir Gauane the gay, grete of degre, 
And Schir Lancelot de Lake, withoutin lesing, 
And avenand Schir Ewin thai ordanit; that thre 
To the schore chiftane chargit fra the kyng.

Gawan and Got. ii. 3. 
He wes yhoung, and avenand) 

And til all lordis rycht plesand.
Wyntown, vi. 13. 161.

Fr. advenant, avenant, handsome; also, courteous. 
A VENTURE, s. V. AUNTER. In aventure, 

adv. Lest, perchance.
" The medcinaris inhibit thir displesouris to be 

schawin to the Kyng; in aventure he tuk sic malan- 
coly thairthrow, that it mycht haisty him to his 
deith." Bellend. Cron. B. xi. c. 4. Ne forsitan, 
Boeth. Fr. a Vaventure, d'aventure, perchance. 
AVER, AVIR, AIVER, s. i. A horse used for 

labour, a cart-horse, S.
u This man wyl not obey my chargis, quhill he be 

riddin with ane mollet brydyl. Nochtheles, I sail 
gar hym draw lik an avir in ane cart." Bellend. 
Cron. B. xii. c. 6.
2. An old horse, one that is worn out with labour, 

S. This, although now the common significa 
tion, is evidently improper; as appears from 
the epithet auld being frequently conjoined.

Suppois I war ane aid yaid aver, 
Schott furth our cleuchis to squishe the clevir,— 
I wald at Youl be housit and staid.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 112. 
Yet aft a ragged cowte's been known

To mak a noble aiver: 
So, ye may doucely fill a throne, 

For a' their clish-ma-claver.
Burns, iii. 96.

" An inch of a nag is worth a span of an aver. 79 
Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 14.

L, B. afferi, affri, jumenta vel cavalli colonici,— 
eqm agriculturae idonei: unde forte quaevis bona 
off aria dicta sunt; quae vox traducta ad negotia, 
Gallis affaires. Averia, averii, equi, boves, jumen 
ta, oTes, ceteraque animalia, quae agriculturae inser- 
viunt. Du Cange. Hence, as would seem, O. E. 
auere was used to denote riches.

The maistir of ther pedaile, that kirkes brak &
brentv— 

In suilk felonie gadred grete auere.
R. Brunne, p. 124. 

V. ARAGE.
9. This name is given, in Sutherland, to a gelded 

goat».

A U I
<c Horses, of the best kind, draw frohi L.4 to 

L. 6 Sterling;—goats with kid, 5s.; yell goats, from 
3s. to 4s.; avers, i. e. gelded he-goats, ff**m 5s. 6d. 
to 6s. 6d." P. Kildonan, Statist. Ace. iii. 408.
AVERIL, S.

Thou scowry hippit, ugly averil, 
With hurkland banes ay howkand throu thy hide.

Dunbar, Evergi een, ii. 57. St. 18. 
Ramsay renders this " senseless fellow," as if it 

were haveril, from haver, q. v. Had Dun bar heard 
his language explained in this manner, he would un 
doubtedly have returned the gloss to the critic with 
full interest. From the rest of the description, it is 
evident that this is a diminutive from aver, a beast 
for labour. The first epithet, conjoined with averil^ 
refers to a horse whose hinder quarters are become 
lank from hard work. 
AVER1LE, AVYRYLE, s. April. 

In the moneth of Avyryle syne 
Nest eftyr the battayle of Duplyne, 
Fra Schyr Andrew of Murrawe wes tane. 
And all his menyhe hame had gane, 
Set he wes takyn a-pon cas, 
Yhpldyn to na man yhit he was, 
Quhill he wes browcht in-til presand 
To the Kyng Edward of Ingland»

Wyntown^ viii. 27. 3.
AVERIN, AVEREN, AIVERIN, s. Cloudberry 

or knoutberry, S. rubus chamsemorus, Linn, j 
eaten as a desert in the North of S. 

She wins to foot, and s wavering makes to gang, 
And spies a spot of averens ere lang.

Ross's Helenore, p. 2ft.
a Hence let them bend their course to Lochnachat, 

—picking up here and there a plant of the rubus 
chamaemorus, (the averan or Highland oidh'rac)9 
and if its fruit be ripe, they will find k very refresh^ 
ing." P. Clunie, Perths. Statist. Ace. ix. 23t.

Its Gael, name is also written Oirak. Aver in, per 
haps from Germ, aver, wild, and en, which may an. 
ciently have signified a berry in general, as in Su.G. 
it now denotes that of the jumper. 
AVIL, s. The second crop after lea or grass;

Galloway. V. AWAT. 
AVILLOUS, adj. Contemptible, debased. 

In avillous Itatie, 
To compt how ye convers^ 
I tig for villanie, 
Your vycis to reherss.

5co«, Chron. S. P. iii. 147. 
Fr. avili, ie, in con temp tionefn adductus, Diet. 

Trev. From avilir, vilescere. 
AUISE, s. Advice.

Herk, I sal schaw myne auise, quod he.
Doug. Virgil, 381. 53. 

So thay quhilkis are desyrit peace and rest, 
And for the commoun wele thocht it was best, 
To mak end of the bargane on this wyse, 
Ar alterit halely in ane vthir auyse.

Ibid. 416. 38. 
The king at his avys sent messengers thre.

R. Brunne. 
Chaucer, avte, id. Fr. avisy counsel, advice.



A U L
AVYSE, A WISE, s. Manner, fashion.

Apoun his stryngis playit he mony ane spring; 
Layes and rymes apoun the best wwiee, 
And euermare his manere -and his gyse 
Was for to sing, blasoun, and discriue 
Men and stedis, kniehthede, were, and striae.

Doug. Vvfgil, 306. 9.
" He cdmmandit be general proclamationis al fen- 

sabyl men to be reddy in thayr best avyse to resist 
thair ennymis." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 8. a.

From A. S. wisa, wise, Alem. uuis, tcuisa, Belg. 
wijse, mode, manner; a being prefixed, which is 
common in A. S. 
AUISION,^ Vision.

—To the goddes of Vildettres, as is vsit, 
Quhilk Hamadriades hait, I wotirschip maid,— 
Beseiking this auision worth happy, 
And the orakil prosperite s-uid signify.

Doug. Virgil, 68. 19. 
Chaucer, id.

AWKWART* AUKWART, prep. Athwart, a- 
cross.
As he glaid by, aukiffart he couth hym ta, 
The and arson in sondyr gart he ga.

Wallace, iii. 175. MS. 
Ane othif awkwart a large straik tuk thar, 
Abown the kne, the bayne in sondir schar.

Ibid. ii. 109. MS.
WaJlas Was glad, and hynt it sone in hand, 
And with the suerd awkwart he him gawe 
Wndyr the hat, ?ais crage in sondir drawe.

Ibid. i. 402. MS. 
AULD, s. Age. .

64 Mairxmir, ane eml teung, specially of ane euil 
gi&n ceirasellour, fa-Is prechour or teChar, may ken- 
dil the hartis of men and wemen to ;heresie and vthir 
synnis, and thairin to remain© fra the tyme of thair 
youthede, to the tyme of thair (mid, sa mekil euil 
may spring out fra ane euii toung." Abp. Ha- 
mftteira's Catedhisme, 1551. Fel. 69. a.

A. S. aeld, senectus, MoesG. aids, aetas. V. EILD. 
AULD, adj. Old. V. ALD. 
AULD-FAR RAN, adj. Sagacious, S.

These people, right auld-farran, will be laith 
To thwart a nation, wha with ease can draw 
Up ilka sluice they have, and drown them a'.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 55. 
For there's ay something sae auld-farran, 
Sae slid, sae unconstfain'd, and darm, 
In ilka sample we have seen yet, 
That little better here has befen yet.

Ibid. ii. 361.
" Ye're o*er auld-farran to be fley'd for bogles." 

Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 84.
As applied to children, it denotes that they have 

sagacity and discretion beyond their years.
A. Bor. aud-farand, id. Awdfarrand? grave and 

sober, GI. Yorks. Ray seems to view farand as 
expressive* of a particular humour, rendering A. * 
Bor. Fighting-far and, " in a fighting humour.' 3 
Becausejfarcmd man denoted a traveller, Lord Hailes 
renders auldfarand literally, an old traveller, but 
figuratively, a person sharp or versatile; Annals, 
ii. 282. It has also been expl., " beseeming, be- 
coming, behaving ;" from Sw.fara, used in the sense 
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of agere ; " Fara ilia, To behave ill." But it corre 
sponds better with Fara, experiri. Hence wel or» 
thum farm, eloquent, bene in loquendo peritus; 
lag-faren, skilled in law, juris peritus; forfarenhet, 
experience; Ihre. Isl. ordi farinn, facundia prae- 
stans, Ol. Trygguas. -S. c. 89. Belg. aervaaren, 
haviiig experience, skilful; Germ./are?/, erfahren, 
experiri. All these words exhibit only a secondary 
sense offar-a, far-en, ire, profisisqi. Tliis secon 
dary idea, of experience, attached to the v. pri 
marily signifying to go, is very natural; as it is ge 
nerally supposed, that those, who have travelled far, 
if they have enriched themselves in no other respect, 
have at least brought home with them a considerable 
stock of experience.
AULD-MOU'D, ad/. Sagacious in discourse; some 

times implying the idea of craft; S. Bor.
———She looks ill to ca', 

And o'er auld-motfd, I reed is for us a'.
Ross's Helenore, p. 89.

Auld and mow, mouth. Several proper names, of 
a similar formation denoting mental qualities, occur 
in Willeram ; as Drudmunt, verum os, Fridemunt, 
pacificum os, Helidmund, strenuum os. Junii Obs. 
ad Wilier, p. 5. ap. Wachter. 
AULD-FATHER, s. Grandfather j a term used 

by some in the West of S. 
A. S. eald-faeder, Teut. oud-vader, id.; avus, 

Kilian. V. ELD-FABER. 
AULD-WARLD, adj* Antique, antiquated, S. 

They tell me, Geordie, he had sic a gift, 
That scarce a starnie blinkit frae the lift, 
But he wou'd some auld world name for't find, 
As gart him keep it freshly in his mind.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 8.
AULIN. Scouti-attUnr Dirty Aulin, the Arctic 

Gull. Orkn. Loth.
66 An Arctic Gull flew near the froat. This is the 

species that persecutes and pursues the lesser kinds, 
till they mute through fear, when it catches their 
excrement ere they reach the water: the boatmen, 
on that account, styled it the dirty Aulin." Pen. 
nant's Tour in S. 1769. p. 78.

He speaks of the passage at Queensferry» 
V. SCOUTIAULIN, & SKAITBIRD.

AULTRAGES> AULTERAGE,* s. pi. The emo* 
luments arising from the offerings made at an 
altar, or from the rents appointed for the sup 
port of it» 
—That—Annuities, Avdtrages, Obits and other

duties pertaining to priests, be employed to the same
use, and to the upholding of schools in the places
where they lie/' Spotswood, p. 109. See also p. 209.
L. B. altaragium, alteragiunt, obventio altaris j Du
Cange*
AUMERS, s. pi. Embers. V. AMERIS.
To AUNTER, AWNTYR, v. a. To hazard, to 

put into the power of accident.
At the last thair traiss fand thai, 

That till the uiekill moss thaim haid, 
That wes swa hidwouss for to waid, 
That awntyr thaim tharto durst nane; 
Bot till thair ost agayne ar gane.

xix. 76I.MS.
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Awentur, Pink. edit. This verb frequently oc 

curs in O. E. It is used by Chaucer and Gower. 
Though euery grace aboute hym sterte, 
He woll not ones stere his fote. 
So that by reason lese he mote. 
That woll not aunter for to wynne.

Conf. Am. Fol. 64. b. col. 2. 
Here it is used in a neut. sense. 
Fr. Aventur-er, risquer, mettre au hazard; Diet. 

Trev. V. ANTER, v. 
AUNTER, s. Adventure.

Thus to forest they fore, 
Thes sterne Knights on store. 
In the tyme of Arthore 
This aunter betide.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 29. 
He sende the quene ys dogter word, wuche is antres

were.
i. e. what were his adventures. Rob. Glouc. p.- 35. 
A. Bor. anawntrins, if so be; perhaps from an, 

if, and auntrins, corr. from aunter s, which, accor 
ding to Ray, is also used in the sense of, peradven 
ture. In the same sense, in aunter is used by Gower. 

Myn hert is enuyous with all; « 
And euer I am adradde of gyle, 
In aunter if with any wyle 
They myght her innocence enchaunte.

. Conf. Am. F. 30. a. c. 1.
Aunterous, adventurous, Gl. Sibb. Fr. aventure, 

auentwre, abbreviated to auntre. 
To AVOKE, v. a. To call away, to keep off.

u All were admitted to every consultation there- 
anent; yet the absence from the weightiest consulta 
tions of prime noblemen and barons, and all ministers 
but two, was not much remarked, nor their presence 
sought, if their negligence, or ado's, or miscontent, 
did avoke them." . Baillie's. Lett. i. 183. 

Lat. avoc-o, id.
AVOW, AVOWE, s. 1. Vow. 

•——-With wourdis augural, 
Eftir thare spaying cerymonis diuina], 

> Vnto the flude anone furth steppis he, 
, And of the stremys crop ane litil we 
The wattir liftis up into his handis; 
Ful gretumlie the goddis, quhare he standis, 
Besekand til attend til his praier, 

.The heuinnys chargeing with fele auowyis sere. 
Doug. Virgil, 274. 19.

Chaucer, id. Doug. also uses the verb in the same 
form.

" Fr. avouer now signifies to confess; although 
most probably it formerly denoted vowing.
2. Discovery, declaration; in mod» language, a- 

vowal. 
At kirk and market when we meet,

We'll dare make nae avowe, 
But—" Dame, how goes my gay goss hawk ?" 
" Madame, how does my dow ?"

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 86.

AVOUTERIE, ADVOUTERIE, s. Adultery, Gl.
Sibb.
I have not observed this word in any of our S. 

works, But it is used by O. E. writers.

A W
a Of the herte son out yvel though tis5 

sleyngis, avoutries,'*-——Wiclif, Matt. 15.
O. Fr. avoutrie, id. 

AUSTIE, 'adj. " Austere, harsh."
The Wolf this saw, and carpand come him till
With girnand teeth, and angry austie luke,
Said to the Lamb, Thou catyve wrechit thing,
How durst thou be so bald to fyle this bruke,
Quhair I suld drink, with thy fowll slavering ? 

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 116.
Lord Hailes and others have viewed this as a corr. 

of austere. A. S. ostige is knotty, from ost, Teut. 
oest, a knot, properly in wood. If we had any evi* 
dence that ostige had been used metaphorically, as 
we use knotty, or knotted, applied to the brow, to 
express a sullen or severe look; we might suppose 
this the origin. But as austere has been corr. in dif 
ferent ways, this may be only one variety. V. Aw- 
STRENE. 
To AW, AWE, v. a. To owe.

I mak yow wyss, I aw to mak na band,
Als fre I am in this regioun to ryng,
Lord off myn awne, as euyr was prince or king» 

Wallace, viii. 26. MS.
i< e. I am under no obligation.
u That nane—tak vpone thame to be collectouris 

to the Sege of Rome, of na hiear nor greater taxatioun 
of Bischoprikis, Abbaseis, Pryoreis, Prouestreis, 
,na vther beneficis, that awe taxatioun, bot as the vse 
and custume of auld taxatioun hes bene of befoir, as 
is contenit in the Prouinciallis buik, or the auld tax 
atioun of Bagimont," Acts Ja. III. 1471. c. 54. 
edit. 1566.

" The secund command is of the lufe, quhilk we 
aw till our nychbour." Abp. Hamiltoun's Gate- 
chisme, 1551. Fol. 38. a.

Isl. aa, atte, debeo, debuit; A. S. ag, ahte, Su.G. 
a. The word appears in its earliest form in MoesG. 
aih, habeo, (imperf. aiht-a), which seems to have 
been used only in the primary sense of possession. 
V. AIGH, AUCHT. 
Aw sometimes occurs as the third pers. sing, of

the v. ; signifying, owed, ought.
This man went doun, and sodanlye he saw, 

As to hys sycht, dede had him swappyt snell; 
Syri said to thaim, He has payit at he aw.

Wallace, ii. 250. MjS. Also, v. 331.
Douglas uses it in the same sense. Virg. 361. 21. 

Here the present is improperly used for the past.
It is also irregularly used for the second pers. sing. 

Thow aw this Dog [of] quhilk the terme is gone.
Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 110. 

To AUCHT, AWCHT, AUGHT, v. a. To owe,
Madcm, he said, and verite war seyn
That ye me luffyt, I awcht you luff agayn.

Wallace, viii. 1404. MS.
The gud wyf said, Have ye na dreid,
Ye sail pay at ye aucht.

Peblis to the Play, st. 11. 
i. e. that which ye owe.

" We remember quhat aythe we have maid to our 
comoun-welthe, and how the dewtie we aucht to the 
sam compellis us to cry out." Knox's Hist. p. 164.

« He told them roundly^ that they were cfughtm
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us the redemption of their liberties, estates, religion, 
and laws." Baillie's Lett. i. 25$.

This v. is evidently from the pret. of Aw.
AW, used for All; S.

And he hes now tane, last of aw, 
The gentill Stobo and Quintene Schaw, 
Of quhome all wichtis hes pitie.

Heth of the Makkaris, Bannatyne
Poems, p. 77.

It is, Gude gentill Stobo, £c. Edin. edit. 1508. 
He writhis and enforcis to withdraw 
The schaft in brokin, and the hede wyth aw.

Doug. Virgil, 423. 19. 
i. e. withaL

AW A, adv. Away. The general pron. in S.,
used by Doug., as would appear, metri causa. 
——The ilk sorrow, the samyn swerd baith tua, 

And the self houre mycht haif tane us awa.
Doug. Virgil, 124. 4.

This metaph. use of the word, in relation to death, 
i> very common among the vulgar; S.

It is used by Dunbar without regard to the rhyme. 
Go clois the burde; and tak awa the chyre.

Maitland Poems, p. 173. 
To AWAILL, AWAILYE, y. n. To avail. 

We find both in one passage.
———Till swylk thowlesnes he yeid, 

As the courss askis offyowtheid ; 
And wmquhill into rybbaldaill; 
And that may mony tyme awailL 
For knawlage off mony statis 
May quhile awailye full mony gatis.

Barbour, i. 337. 339. MS. 
This is very loose morality. But Barbour wished 

to make some apology for Douglas, whom he here 
characterises.
To AW AIL, AWAL, v. a. 1. To let falL 

And alsone as the day wes cler, 
Thai that with in the castell wer 
Had armyt thaim, and maid thaim boun, 
And sone thair brig awalyt doun, 
And ischit in till gret plente.

Harbour, xv. 134. MS~ 
i. e. let fall their drawbridge. 

2. To descend; used in a neut. sense.
The swete wapour thus fra the ground resourss; 
The humyll breyth doun fra the hewyn awaill, 
In euery meide, bathe fyrth, forrest and daill.

Wallace, viii. 1186. MS. 
Thai saw thare fais riere cummand, 
Owte-oure a bra downe awalaud, 
That delt ware in batallis twa : 
The Percy had the mast of tha.

Wyntown, ix. 8. 141.
" Seems," according to Mr Macpherson, " riding 

or galloping down the hill, as if tumbling. Fr. 
aval-er to go, or fall, down. Belg. vall-en, to fall, 
rush." But the meaning is merely, descending, as 
in the last extract; from Fr. aval-er, which not on,, 
ly signifies to let fall, but to descend. Aval-er, v. 
ach Abaisser.—Les bateaux aval-ent quand ils de- 
scendent suivant le cours de la miere. Diet. Trev. 
Teut. af-vall-en^ decidere.

AWA
AWAY. This word seems to have been occa 

sionally used as a verb.
———Men on ilk sid gadryt he; 
I trow ii M. thai mycht be; 
And send thaim for to stop the way, 
Quhar the gud behowyt away.

Barbour, x. 16. MS. 
i. e. by which the goods must pass.

Quhar the gud King behowyt to gay.
Edit. Pink.

The same expression occurs, Barbour, xi. 361. 
MS.

And in a plane feld, be the way, 
Quhar he thoucht ned behowyd away 
The Inglis men, gif that thai wald 
Throw the park to the castell hald, 
He gert men mony pottis ma, 
Off a fute breid round; and all tha 
War dep wp till a mannys kne; • 
Sa thyk, that thai mycht liknyt be 
Till a wax cayme, that beis mais. 

In edit. Pink., it is to gay; in edit. 1620, have 
way. V. also v. 285.—xiv. 108.

A. S. aweg, away, may be viewed as the imperat. 
of awaeg-an, to take away, or awegg-an, to depart. 
I suspect, however, that the verb has been formed 
from the noun ; as the original composition evident, 
ly is a privative, and weg, way. Now, the noun 
weg being the root, it is most natural to suppose that 
the primary compound was the noun with the prep* 
prefixed. 
AWAYMENTIS, s.pL

This dwne, and the awaymentis 
Consawyd full in thare intentis, 
Owt of the kyrk this Kyng gert pas 
All, bot thai, that sworne than was 
Til that Assyse: and thai gert he 
Stratly and welle kepyd be.

Wyntown, viii. 5. 113v
" Unless this be corr. for awysmentis, (consulta 

tions) I know nothing of it." Gloss. Wynt. But 
there is no necessity for supposing a corruption. 
The idea of preparations or preliminaries corres 
ponds fully better than that of consultations. For 
the Assise had not entered on their deliberations. 
They had been only selected and sworn. Thus the 
origin will be O. Fr. avoy-er, to put in train, to 
settle preliminaries. Vieux mot. Mettre en bon 
vote, en bon chemin. Diet. Trev.
AW ALT SHEEP, one that has fallen back 

ward, or downhill^ and cannot recover itself $. 
Gl. Sibb. V. AWAIL. 

To AWANCE, v. a. To advance.
Bot gud serwice he dide him with plesance>( 
As in that place was worthi to azvunce.

Wallace, i. 366. MS. 
Fr. avanc-er.

AW AT, s. Ground ploughed after the first 
crop from lea. The crop produced is called 
the Awat-crop ; Ang.
One might suppose that this were from A. S. afed, 

pastus, Isl. af-at, depastus (Verel.) q. what had 
been pasture land, were it not that this is not the 
first crop after grass. Shall we5 therefore, rather.
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refer it to SiuG. awat, also afat, deficiens, as being 
inferior to the first crop ? Instead of awat, ami is 
used in Galloway, aewall, Clydes. This, for the 
same reason, may be traced to Teut. af-val diminu- 
tio. According to the latter etymon, both awat and 
a-cil are rad. ^he same with Await, explained above. 
AWAWARD, 3. Vanguard.

His men he gert thaim wele aray.
The awaward had the Erie Thomas ;
And the rerward Schyr Eduuardis was.

Barbour, x,iv. 59. MS. 
Fr. Avant-garde.

AWBYRCHOWNE, AWBERCHEOU*, s. Ha-
bergeon.
Willame of Spens percit a blasowne
And throw thre fauld of Awbyrchowne
And the Actown throw the thryd ply
And the arow in the body, 

• Quhill of that dynt thare deyd he lay.
Wyntown, viii. 33. 22.

u The haubergcon," says Grose, u was a coat 
composed either of plate or chain mail without 
sleeves." u The hauberk was a complete covering 
of mail from head to foot. It consisted of a hood 
joined to a jacket with sleeves, breeches, stockings 
and shoes of double chain mail, to which were added 
gauntlets of the same construction. Some of these 
hauberks opened before like a modern coat, others 
were closed like a shirt." Ant. Armour, Mil. IJist. 
ii. 245, 246.

Jlaubergeons in S. seem to have been generally 
of chain mail. Hence the Prov. mentioned by 
Skene ; u Many mailyies makes ane haubergioun."

Dr Johnson defines habergeon, a armour to co 
ver the neck and breast." Now, this definition, al 
though it does not apply to the habergeon as used 
in later times, seems fairly to exhibit the original de 
sign of this armour. For hauberk, whence haber 
geon, is undoubtedly Franc, halsberge, Isl. hah- 
btorg, Teut. hals-bergh, a little changed. This is 
rendered by Ihrc, collare chalybeum, q. a steel 
collar; comp. of hals the neck, aud berg-a to de 
fend. Hence L. B. halsberga, Fr. haubert, a coat 
of mail; haubergeon, a small coat of mail. Kilian 
gives ringh-kraeghe as synon., q. a ring for the throat.

The Goths, in the same manner, denominated 
greaves bainberga, defences for the legs, (bam, 
cms.) Isl. nefbiorg is tlikt part of the helmet 
which protects the nose. Perhaps it should be nes- 
biorg; and fingerborg is a covering for the fingers, 
made of metal, used by spinners. V. Ihre, vo. 
J3erga. 
AWBLASTER, j f 1. A cross-bowman.

This is evidently the meaning of the term aw- 
blasters, left by Mr Pink, for explanation. 

The gud Stewart off Scotland then 
Send for his frendis, and his men, 
Quhill he had with him but archeris, 
And but burdowis, and awblasteris, 
V hundre men, wycht and worthi, 
That bar armys of awncestry.

Barbour, xvii. 236. MS.
AlUastere and Arblaste are used in the s,ame 

sense, O. E.

A W I
R. com ouer uere, |he ca$telle to aspie,
That sauh an alblj^jere, a qiiarelle le,te he flic,
£ smote him in the schank.—

R. Brunne, p. 205*
•So gret poer of thulke lond & of France he nome 
Myd hym in to Engelond of knygtes & of squyers, 
Spermen auote & bowmen, £ al so arblastes, 
That them thogte in Engelond so muche folc neuerc 

nas. Rob. Glouc. p. 378'. 
In another MS, it is abblastres.

2. A crossbow.
The Sotheron men maid gret defens that tid, 
With 9,1-tailye, that felloune was to bid, 
With awblaster, gaynye, and stanys fast, 
And Uan.A gjuun^s rycht brymly ®ut thai cast.

Wallace, vii. 994. MS.
Fr. arbelcstier, L. B. arcubalisla, arhaltsta^ a 

cross-bowmatt. When the term is applied to the 
bow itseM, it is improperly. For the word ought 
to be awbl&ste, from Fr. arbaleste. Bullet mentions 
as Celtic words, albras, a warlike engine for throw 
ing stones ; and albraswr, albrysiwr, the person wha 
wrought this engine. But they are most probably 
corr. from th<3 Lat.
AWCY, s.

That is luf paramour, listis and delates, 
That has me light, and laft logh in a lake. 
Al the welth of the workl, that azvcy wites, 
With the wilde wermis that worche me wrake.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. L 17. 
Perhaps pain, torment, A. S. ace, aece, dolor; 

q. That suffering, (of which you have ocular de 
monstration,) lays the blame on worldly wealth.
AWEDE.

Tristrem in sorwe lay.
For thi wald Ysonde awede.

Sir Tristrem, p. 181.
I am under a necessity of differing from my friend 

the very ingenious editor, who views this as signify 
ing swoon, and seems to think that it is allied to S. 
weed, a species of sickness to which women in 
childbed are most subject. It certainly signifies, to 
be in a state appproaching to insa'nity; A. S. awed- 
an, aw&ed-an, insanire.
To A WENT, -y. a. To cool or refresh by ex 

posing to the air.
Thai fand the King syttand allane, 
That off hys bassynet has tane, 
Till awent him, for he wes hate.

Barbour, vi. 305. MS. 
In edit. 1620, p. 112, it is rendered, 

To take the aire, for he was heat. 
It occurs also B. xii. 145. A. S. awyndwian, ven- 

tilare ; from wind, ventus.
AWERTY, AUERTY, adj. Cautious, expe 

rienced.
With him wes Philip the Mowbray, 
And Ingram the Umfrawill perfay, 
That wes both wyss and awerty, 
And full of gret chew airy.

Barbour, ii. 213. MSv 
——— The King Robert, that was 

Wss in his deid and auerty.
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Saw his men sa rycht d^achtely 
The peth apon thair fayis ta.

Barbour, xviii. 439. MS.
In Pink. edit, it is anerty, which mars the sense. 

It is used by R. Brunne, p. 260.
The rcspons were redy, that Philip did tham bere,
A knyght fulle auerty gaf tham this ansuere. 

Fr. averti, warned, advertised. 
AWIN, AWYN, AWNE, adj. Own, proper, S-

awne, GL Yorks. id.
This is the common pron. of the south of S., in 

other parts, am.
And mony ma, that lang had beyne ourthrawin,
Wallace thaim put rychtwisly to thair aw in.

Wallace, vii. 942. MS.
The gud thai tuk, as it had beyn thair awyn. *

Wallace, ix. 1192.
It is often used, strictly in the sense of proper, 

with the article prefixed.
" The honour, authority and dignitie of his saidis 

three Estaites sail stand, and continew in the awin 
integritie, according to the ancient, and lovabill 
custom by-gane, without ony alteration or diminu 
tion." Acts Ja. VI. Parl. 8. e. 130. Murray.

And our ain lads, although I say't mysell,
But guided them right cankardly and snell.

Ross's Helenore, p. 69.
MoesG. aigin, aihn ; according to Jun., Gothis 

est proprius ; item, peculiaris et propria possessio; 
Gl. Goth. A. S. agen, Germ, eighen, Belg. eyghen, 
Su.G. egen, id. all from their respective verbs which 
denote right or property.
AWISE, s. Manner, fashion. V. AVYSE. 
AWISE, AWYSEE, adj. Prudent, considerate,

cautious.
——— Als thai haid

A lord that sa suete wes, and deboner,
Sa curtaiss, and off sa fayr effer,
"Sa blyth, and als sa weill bourdand^
And in bataill sa styth to stand,
Swa wyss, and rycht swa awise,
That thai had gret causs blyth to be.

Barbour, viii. 385. MS.
Nixt s chair p Mnestheus, war and awysee,
Vnto the heid has halit vp on hie
Baith arrow and ene, etland at the mark.

Doug. Virgil, 144. 41.
Fr. avise, prudens, cautus, consideratus; Diet. 

Trev. The editors observe, that this word is form 
ed from the Goth wis-an, A. S. vts-an, with «</,(ra 
ther a) prefixed. Hence, 
AWISELY, adv. Prudently, circumspectly. .

Quhen this wes said thai saw cummand
Thar fayis ridand, ner at the hand>
Arayit rycht awisely,
Willfull to do chewalry.

Barbour, ii. 344. MS.
AUMON, HEWMON, s. A helmet, Gl. Sibb. 
AWMOUS, s. A cap, or cowl; a covering for

the head.
This seems to be the reading, in MS., of the word 

printed awmons, Houlate, i. 17.
Upoun the sand yit I saw, as thesaurare tane, 

With grene awjnous on hede; Sir Gawane the Drake.

A W S
The poet alludes to the beautiful green feathers on 

the heads of some species of ducks, and perhaps to 
some badge of office anciently worn by the treasurer 
of Scotland. L. B. almucia, O. Fr. aumusse, from 
Germ, mutze, id. S. mutch, q. v. If it should be read 
awmons, it may refer to a helmet. V. AUMON. 

'AWNER, s. An owner.
u All thay that fyndis ony tynt geir, gold, syluer, 

or ony vther thyng, and knawis or may knaw with 
diligent spering quhay awe the same tynt geir, and 
wyl nocht restore it, & gyf it agane to the travv 
awner, thay ar theiffis £ braikis,this command." 
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1551, Fol. 60, b. 
AWNIE. adj. Bearded, S.

Let husky wheat the haughs adorn, 
And aits set up their awnie horn—

Burns, iii. 13. V. next word. 
AWNS, s. pi. Beards of corn.

Dr Johnson gives the word anes a place; but it 
seems to be rather a provincial term. It was viewed 
as such by Ray. Bar awns, the beards of barley; 
Ang. Perths.

MoesG. ahana, chaff, Su.G. agn, Gr. a%va, M%W, 
id. Alem. agena not only signifies chaff, but is 
rendered festuca, a shoot or stalk. Wachter views 
aegg, a sharp point, as the root of the Northern terms. 
AWP, WHAUP, s. Curliew; a bird, S. GL

Sibb. V. QUHAIP.
AWORTH, adv. " Worthily," Tytler. 

He makith joye and confort that he quitis 
Of theire unsekir warldis appetitis, 
And so aworth he takith his penance, 
And of his vertew maid it suffisance.

King's Quair, i. 6.
Perhaps allied to A. S. awyrth-ian, glorificare. If 

so, it may signify that he gloried in his sufferings. 
AWRO.

Maiden mergrete, 
Went the dragoun fro ; 
Sche seize a wel fouler thing 
Sitten in awro: 
He hadde honden on his knes? 
And eize on euerich to ; 
Mizt ther neuer lother thing 
Opon erth go.

Legend St Margrete, MS. 
V. Gloss. Compl. p. 309. .st. 4. 
The language of this poem has more of the E. 

than S. dialect. But I quote the passage to suggest 
that most probably it should he a wro, i. e. a cor- , 
ner, as synon. with an him, st. 1. 

Maiden mergrete tho . 
Loked hir biside; 
And seize a lothlich dragoun 
Out of an him glide. 

Su.G. wra, angulus.
AWS, AWES of a mill-wheel^ s. pL The buckets

or projections on the rim which receive the
shock of the water as it falls, S.
u The water falls upon the awes, or feathers of 

the tirl, at an inclination of between 40 and 45 de 
grees." P. Unst, Shetland, Statist. Ace. v. 191.

Can this have any connexion/with Su.G. a, Germ. 
ach, water ? or with MoesG. ahs spica, Mark 4. 28 ?



BAB
AWSK, s. Newt, eft. V. ASK. 
AWSTRENE, adj. Stern, austere.

This awstrene greif answerit angirly ;
For thy cramping thow salt baith cruke and cowre, 

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 132.
This is undoubtedly the same with asterne, Doug. 

Virgil, corr. either from Lat. austerus, or A, S. 
styrn, id. 
AWTAYNE, adj. Haughty.

All he mad of Inglis men, 
That was dyspytwows and awtayne then.

Wyntown, *viii. 17. 24. 
AWTER, s. ALTAR.

He mysdyd thair gretly but wer, 
That gave na gyrth to the awter.

Barbour, ii. 44. MS.
i. e. Who did not consider the altar as a sanc 

tuary. Chaucer, id. O. Fr. autier, id. Diet. Trev. 
Lat. alt are. 
To AX, v. a. To ask, S. Rudd.

The kyng lette bryng ther aftur Hengist bi fore
hym sone,

And asched at erles & barnes, wat were raid hym 
to done.

R. Glouc. p. 141. 
In another MS. it is axede.

BAG
— What thynge the feynge hym axe wofdfc.

Gower, Conf. Am. F. $5. a*
tfc The twelve that weren with him axiden him to 

expowne the parable." Wiclif, Mark iv.
Chaucer, id. *A. S. ahs-ian, ax-ian. 

AXIS, ACKSYS, s. pi. Aches, pains.
Bot tho began myn axis and turment I
To sene hir part, and folowe I na mycht;
Methoucht the day was turnyt into nycht.

King's Quair, ii. 48.
Sibb. writes it also acksys, rendering it ague; Gl. 

" Axis is still used by the country people in Scot* 
land for the ague or trembling fever." Tytl. N.

In the former sense, evidently from A. S. aece, 
dolor; in the latter, either from this, or egesa, hor 
ror, MoesG. agis, terror, whence Seren. derives E. 
ague. 
AX-TREE, s. Axle-tree. S.

A. S. eax, ex; Alem. ahsa, Germ, nchse, id* 
Perhaps the radical word is Isl. ak-a, to drive a cha 
riot or dray ; G. Andr. 
AYONT, prep. Beyond, S.

A burn ran in the laigh, ayont there lay
As many feeding on the other brae.

Ross's Helenore, p. 47.
A. S. geond, ultra, with a prefixed; or on, as 

afield, originally on field. V. YOUND,

BAACH, adj. 
BAUCH.

Ungrateful to the taste. V.

BABIE, BAWBIE, s. A copper coin equal to a
halfpenny English. S.
" As to hir fals accusatioun of spoilye, we did 

remit us to the conscience of Mr Robert Richart- 
soun Maister of the Cunye Hous, quha from our 
handis reteaved Gold, Silver, and Mettall, alsweill 
cunyeit as uncunyeit; so that with us thare did not 
remane the valowof a Babie." Knox's Hist, p* 151. 
Bawbee, Lond. Ed. 161.

According to Sir James Balfour, babees were in 
troduced in the reign of James V.; Rudd. Intr. to 
And. Diplom. p. 148. The value of the bawbte was 
not uniformly the same. Sir James Balfour says 
that, at the time referred to, it was "worth three 
pennies." In the reign of James VI. it was valued 
at six: and this continued its standard valuation in 
the succeeding reigns, while it was customary to 
count by Scottish money. -The British halfpenny is 
still vulgarly called a bawbee.

As this coin bore the bust of James VI, when 
young, some have imagined that it received its de 
signation, as exhibiting the figure of a baby or thild. 
But this is a mere fancy. For the name, as well as 
the coin, existed before his reign. We must there-

Tore rest satisfied with Mr Pinkerton's derivation* 
" The billon coin," he says, " worth six pennies 
Scotish, and called bas-piece, from the first question 
able shape in which it appeared, being of what the 
French call bas-billon, or the worst kind of billon, 
was now (in the reign of James VI.) struck in cop 
per, and termed, by the Scotish pronunciation, baw 
bee." Essay on Medals, ii. 109. 
BABIE-PICKLE, s. The small grain, which lies

in the bosom of a larger one, at the top of a
stalk of oats. S.
From Babie, a child, an infant, and pickle, or 

puckle, a grain. V. PICKLE. I need scarcely say, 
that this designation, as it is perfectly descriptive, 
contains a very beautiful allusion. 
To BACHLE. V. BAUCHLE. 
BACK, s. An instrument for toasting bread a-

bove the fire. It resembles a girdle in form ;
but it is much thicker, and made of pot-metal.
S. Germ. Belg. back-en, to bake. 

BACKBREAD, s. A kneading-trough. Belg.
back, id. 

BACK, s. A large vat used for cooling liquors. S.
" That they had also at work ten wash-&0c/r,y, 

each containing from 10,000 to 14,000 gallons.
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That the backs were about 120 inches deep." State, 
Leslie of Powis, &c. 1805. |>. 166. 168.

Belg> bak) a trough*
BACK, BACKING, s. A body o£ followers, or 

supporters.
" Thereafter Mr Pym went up, with a number 

at his back to the higher house; and did accuse 
Thomas Earl of Strafford, Lord Lieutenant of Ire 
land, of high treason: and required his person to 
be arrested till probation might be heard; so Mr 
Pym and his back were removed." Baillie's Lett. i. 217. 
From A.S. bac, baec, Su.G. bak^ tergum. V. BAVARD. 
BACKCAST, s. A relapse into trouble ; or some 

thing that retards the patient's recovery. S. 
BACKCAW, s. The same as backcast. S. Only 

the latter is formed by means of the v. cast, 
the other by that of caw, q. v., 

BACKLINS, adv. Backwards 5 as, to gae, backlins^ 
to go with the face tuqied opposite to the 
course one takes ; S. A. S. baecling, Isl. lack- 
lengis, Su.G. baeklaenges, id. V. the termina 
tion Ll^O.

BACK-SEY, s. V. SEY.
BACKSET, s. Whatsoever causes a relapse, or 

throws one lac'k in any course. S. 
u It may be well known to you from scripture, 

that the people of God have got many backsets one 
after another; but the Lord ha» waited for their ex» 
tremity, which he will make his opportunity." 
Wodrow's Hist. ii. 555.

In sense it is nearly allied to Teut achterstel,' re. 
mora, achterstell-en^ postponere., remorari, literally, 
to put back.
B'ACKSPANG, jv A triek, or legal quirk, by 

which one takes the advantage of another, after 
the latter had supposed every thing in a bar 
gain or settlement to be finally adjusted, from 
back and spang, to spring.^

To BACKSPEIR, v. a. To inquire into a report 
or relation, by tracing it as far back as possi 
ble ; also, to cross-question, to examine a wit 
ness with a retrospective view to his former 
evidence, S. from back, retro, and speir. V. 
SPERE.

BACKSPRENT, s. The back-bone, S. from back, 
and sprent, a spring ; r in allusion to the elastic 
power of the spine. 

BACKE, s. The bat. V. BAK. 
BACKINGS, s. pi. . Refuse of wool or flax, or 

what is left after dressing it, S. Sw. bakla ////, 
to dress flax.
a The waft was chiefly spun by old women, and 

that only from backings or nails , as they were not 
able to card the wool. Statist. Ace. (Aberdeen) xix. 
207.

In the manufacture of flax^itis properly the tow, 
that is thrown o-if by ,a second hackling, which is de 
nominated backings. This is sometimes made into 
sail-cloth, after being beaten in a mill and carded. 
BADE, pret. of Bide, q. v.
BABE, BAID, s. 1. Delay, tarrying. , But 

^ without delay, i, e, immediately.

BAD
He straik the fyrst but laid in the blasoune, 
Quhill horss arid man bathe flet the wattir doune.

Wallacd, v. 267, MS. 
With outyn bald, Ibid, vii. 818, MS. 

Thus said the Kyng, and Ilioneus but bade 
Vnto his wordis thys wyse ansuere made. .

Doug. Virgil, 215. 43. 
Als sone as scho beheld Eneas clething, 
And eik the bed bekend, ane quhile weping, 
Stude rausing in her mynd, and syne but bade 
Fel in the bed, and thir last wordis said.

Ibid. 122. 55. V. BIDE.
2. Place of residence, abode. Gl. Sibb.
BADDERLOCK, BADDERLOCKS, s. A spe 

cies of eatable fucus, S. B .F ucus esculentus, 
Linn. 
The fisherwomen go to the rocks, at low tide,

and gather fucus esculentus, badderlock." P. Nigg,
Aberd. Statist. Ace. vii. 207.

" Eatable Fucus, Anglis, Badderlocks, Scotis."
Lightfoot, p. 938.

It is also called Hensware: In autumn this spe 
cies of sea-weed is eaten both by men and cattle, in
the north of S.
BADDOCK, s. A'name apparently given to the 

coalfish, or Gadus. carbonarius, Linn. Aberd. 
u There are great varieties of gray fish, called

seaths, podlers and baddocks^ which appear to be of
one species." Aberd. Statist. Ace. xvi. 551.
BADDORDS, s. pi. This term seems to sig 

nify low raillery, or what is vulgarly called 
lathers, S.
" Ye may be stown't'awa* fraeside some lad, 
u That's faen asleep at wauking of the fau'd." 
'Tis nae sic thing, and ye're but scant of grace. 
To tell sic baddords till a bodie's face.

Ross's Helenore, p. 57,
I scarcely think it can be viewed as the same with 

Bodeword, q. v.
BADLYNG, s. " Low scoundrel." Pink. 

A wregh to were a nobill scarlet goun. 
A badtyng) furryng parsillit wele with sable ;— 
It may wele ryme, bot it accordis nought.

Pinkerton's S. P. Repr. iii. 125. 
A. S. Baedting signifies u a delicate fellow, a ten 

derling, one that lieth much in bed." Somn. This 
must therefore be rather referred to Franc, baudelin^ 
casarius, a cottager, from bodel, a cottage.
BADNYSTIE, s.

Thow bar rant wit ouirset with fantasy is,
— Schaw now thy schame, schaw now thy bad- 

nystie^
Schaw now thy endite reprufe of rethoryis.

Police of Honour y. i. 1.
This word, which Mr Pink, has left for explana 

tion, is perhaps a eqrr. of Fr, batfmage, badinerie, 
trifles, silly stuff; from badin a fool, badzner, to 
trifle. G, B. baw.ddyn, homme.de neant; Bullet. 
The sense of badinage agrees perfectly well with 
the rest of the stanza. 
BADO€H, *.

Badoch avis marina magna nigricans. Sibb. 
p. 22.
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BADRANS, BATHRONS, s. A name for a cat. S. 

But Badrans be the back the uther hint.
Henrysone, Evergreen, i, 52. 

Bathrons for grief of scoarched members. 
Doth fall a ftiffing, and meawing, 
While monkeys are the chesnuts chewing.

GolviVs Mock Poem, P. i. p. 56. 
To BAE, v. n. To bleat, to cry as a sheep, S.

Baa, E.
BAE, s. The sound emitted in bleating, a bleat, 

S. Baa, E.
And quhen the lads saw thee so like a loun, 
They bickert thee with mony a bae and bleit.

Evergreen, ii. 28, st. 20. 
Harmonious music gladdens every grove. 
While bleating lambkins from their parents rove. 
And o'er the plain the anxious mothers stray. 
Calling their tender care with hoarser bae.

Ramsay''s Poems, i. 203.
According to Bullet, bee, in the language of 

Biscay, signifies bleating. He views it as a word 
formed from the sound. Fr. bee, id. 
To BAFF, v. a. To beat, to strike, V. BEFF, v. 
BAFF, BEFF, s. A blow, a stroke, S. B. , 

The hollin souples, that were sae snell, 
His back they loundert, mell for mell; 
Mell for mell, and baff for baff, 
Till his hide flew about his lugs like caff.

Jamiesotfs PopuL Ballads, ii. 382. 
Expl. in Gl. u a heavy stroke." 

Ye've set auld Scotia on her legs. 
Lang had she lyen, with beffs and flegs 

Bumbaz'd and dizzie.
Dr Beattie's Address, Ross's Helenore, vi. 

2. A jog with the elbow, S. B.
Fr. buffe, a stroke; Sw.G. baefw-a, Isl. btf-a, 

to move or shake, bifan concussion.
BAGENIN, s. The name given to that inde 

licate toying which is common between young 
people of diSerent sexes on the harvest field,Fife.

Probably of Fr. origin; as allied to bagenaud-er
to trifle, to toy, to dally with.
BAGATY, BAGGETY, s. The female of the 

lump or sea-owl, a fish, S.
" Lumpus alter, quibusdam Piscis Gibbosus dic-
tus. I take it to be the same which our fishers call
the Hush-Padle or Bagaty ; they say it is the female
of the former." Sibb. Fife, p. 126.

" The fish caught here are, cod, whiting, flounder,
mackerel, baggety, sand-eel, crabs, and lobsters."
Dysart, Fife, Statist. Ace. xii. 521.

The name of hush seems allied to the Germ, name
given it by Schonevelde seehaess ; which appears to be
the same with Teut. hesse, felis, q. sea.cat. By the
Greenlanders they are called Nipisets or Catfish.
Pennant's Zool. iii. 103, 104.
BAG-RAPE, s. A rope of straw or heath, 

double the size of the cross-ropes used in fast 
ening the thatch of a roof. This is kwched to 
the cross ropes, then tied to what is called the 
pan-rape, and fastened with wooden pins to the 
easing or top of the wall on the outer side; Ang. 
Isl. bagge, fascis ?

B A I
BAGREL, j. A child; Dumfr.

Su.G. bagge, puer; wall-bage, puer qui gregem 
custodit, a herd-boy. V. BAICH.
BAY, j. A term applied to the sound caused by 

the notes of birds.
And forthermore, to blasin this new day, 
Quhay micht discryue the birdis blisful bay $ 
Belyue on wing the bissy lark vpsprang, 
To salute the bricht morow with hir sang.

Doug. Virgil, 452, 5. V. also 403, 17. 
Rudd. has overlooked this word. It can have no

proper-connexion with bae, bleating. Yet I hare
observed no word more nearly allied.
BAICH, BAICHIE, s. A child. The term ra 

ther betokens contempt. 
The crooked camschoch croyl, unchristen, they

curse;
They bad that batch should not be but 
The Glengore, Gravel, and the Gut, 
And all the plagues that first were put

Into Pandora's purse.
PolwarVs Flyting, Watson's Colt. P. iii. 13. 

Baichie is still used in this sense, Perths. It was 
formerly used in Clydes. but is now nearly obso 
lete. It may be allied to Gael, biagh, love, affec 
tion, or C. B. bachgen, a boy. But it seems to have 
greater affinity to Teut. bagh, id. Puer; per con- 
temp turn dicitur, Kilian. Germ, balg, an infant^ 
wechsel balge, a supposititious child. Verel. explains 
Isl. baelg-mord, as denoting the murder of a child 
in the womb of its mother, the destruction of the 
foetus in the uterus. V. WACHTER. 
To BAICHIE, v. a. To cough, S. B. 
BAIKIE, BAKIE, s. The stake to which an ox 

or cow is bound in the stall i Ang. 
This term occurs in S. Prov.; u Better hand 

loose, nor bound to an ill bakie." Ferguson, 
p. 8.

Sw, paak, a stake, Seren.
BAIKIE, s. A square vessel made of wood, for 

carrying coals to the fire; S. backet. Loth. 
I know not, if this can have any affinity to Isl. 

baeki, a vessel or cup, ol-baeki, a cup of beer. 
What originally signified a vessel for the use of 
drinking, might afterwards be used with greater lati 
tude.
BAIL, BAILE, BAYLE, BALL, BELE, BELLE, s. 
1, A flame, or blaze of whatever kind, or for 

what purpose soever.
And pyk, and ter, als haiff thai tane; 
And lynt, and herdis, and bryntstane; 
And dry treyis that weill wald brin; 
And mellyt athir othir in : 
And grct fagaldis tharoff thai maid, 
Gyrdyt with irne bandis braid. 
The fagaldis weill mycht mesuryt be 
Till a gret townys quantite. 
The fagaldis brynnand in a ball, 
With ihair cran thoucht till awaill; 
And giff the Sow come to the wall 
To lat it brynnand on hyr fall.

Barbour, xvii. 619. MS. 
Baill, edit. 1620, p. 344. This is evidently meant.
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IF or the rhyme requires that the word be sounded as 
baill. Townys is here substituted from MS. for 
towrys ; edit. 1620, tunnes, i. e. the size or weight 
of a tun. 

v 2. A bonfire.
Ther folo me a ferde of fendes of helle. 

They hurle me unkendeley, thai harme me in hight. 
In bras, and in brymston, I bren as a belle.

Sir Gawan and GaL i. 15.
I can scarcely think that the allusion is to a funer 

al pile.
In the same sense are we to understand that passage: 

When thay had beirit lyk baitit bullis. 
And brane-wode brynt in bailis.

, Chr. Kirk, st. 23.
Mr Ty tier hits the general sense, explaining in bails 

as equivalent to " in flame;" though it seems imme 
diately to mean boncfires. V. BEIR, v.
3. A fire kindled as a signal.

a It is sene speidfull, that thair be coist maid at 
the eist passage, betuix Roxburgh & Berwyk. And 
that it be walkit at certane fuirdis, the quhilkis gif 
mister be, sail mak taikningis be bailis birning & 
fyre.—Ane bail is warning of thair cumming, &c. 
Acts Ja. II. 1455. c. 53. edit. 1566.

——The taikynnyng, or the bele of fyre
Rais fra the Kinges schip vpbirnand schire.

Doug. Virgil, 47. 30.
4. Metaph. for the flames of love, or perhaps for those 

irregular desires that do not deserve this name. 
At luvis law a quhyle I thenk to leit,— 
Of manage to mell, with mowthis meit, 
In secret place, quhair we ma not be sene. 
And so with birds blythly my bailis beit: 
O yowth, be glaid in to thy flowris grene.

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 132. 
It ought to be observed, however, that the same 

expression occurs in O. E. where balys denotes sor 
rows.

Her, he seyde, cornyth my lemman swete, 
Sche myghte me of my balys bete, 

Yef that lady wold.
Launfal, Ritsotfs E. M. R. i. 212. 

A. S. bael, Su.G. baal, denote a funeral pile; 
A. S. bael-fyr, the fire of a funeral pile ; bael-blyse, 
the flame or blaze of a funeral pile. But Isl. baal 
signifies, not only rogus, but flamma vehemens, a 
strong fire in general; and bael-a, to bnrn. Odin 
is called Baleikur, rogi auctor, which G. Andr. con 
siders as equivalent to, fulminum moderator. If 
Odin, as this writer asserts, be the same with Ju 
piter ; this character must be parallel to that of 
Jupiter Tonans. V. next word. 
BAYLE-FYRE, s. A bonfire. 
Than thai gart tak that woman brycht and scheyne, 
Accusyt hir sar of resett in that cass : 
Feyll syiss scho suour, that scho knew nocht Wal 

las.
Than Butler said, We wait weyle it was he. 
And bot thou tell, in bayle fyre sail thou de.

Wallace, iv. 718. MS.
This is the very phrase in Su.G., used to denote ca 

pital punishment by burning. / baale brenna, sup- 
plicii genus est in nostris legibus occurrens; quo

BAY
noxii ultricibus flamrnis comburendi dedebantur; 
Ihre.

Hence, by a change of the letters of the same or 
gans, our banefire and E. bonfire , which Skinner 
wildly derives from Lat. bonus, or Fr. bon, q. d. 
bonus, vel bene ominatus, ignis ; Fr. bon feu. A. S. 
bael-fyre originally denoted the fire with which the 
dead were burnt; hence it gradually came to signify any 
great fire or blaze. As MoesG. balw-jan signifies to 
torment, Luk. xvi. 23.; the Scripture still exhibiting 
the sufferings of the eternal state under the idea of 
fire; Junius conjectures, with great probability, that 
there had been some word in MoesG. corresponding 
to A. S. bael, rogus, incendium. Baelfyre is the 
very word used by Caedmon, in expressing the com 
mand of God to Abraham to present his son as a 
burnt offering. The same writer says, that Nebuchad 
nezzar cast the three children in bael-blyse.

It is evident that the custom of burning the dead 
anciently prevailed among the Northern nations, as 
well as the Greeks and Romans. The author of 
Ynglinga Saga, published by Snorro Sturleson in his 
History of the Kings of Norway, ascribes the intro 
duction of this practice to Odin, after his settlement 
in the North. But he views it as borrowed from 
the Asiatics. " Odin," he says, '" enforced these 
laws in his own dominions, which were formerly ob 
served among the inhabitants of Asia. He enjoined 
that all the dead should be burnt, and that their good» 
should be brought to the funeral pile with them ; 
promising that all the goods, thus burnt with them, 
should accompany them to Walhalla, and that there 
they should enjoy what belonged to them on earth. 
He ordered that the ashes should be thrown into the 
sea, or be buried in the earth; but that men, remark, 
able for their dignity and virtue, should have monu 
ments erected in memory of them; and that those, 
who were distinguished by any great action, should 
hare gravestones, called Bautasteina." Yngl. Sag. 
c. 8.

Sturleson speaks of two distinct ages. " The 
first," he says, u was called Bruna-aulla (the age of 
funeral piles), in which it was customary to burn all 
the dead, and to erect monuments over them, called 
Bautasteina. But after Freyus was buried at Up- 
sal, many of the great men had graves as well as mo. 
numents. From the time, however, that Danus 
Mikillati, the great king of the Danes, caused a tomb 
to be made for him, and gave orders that he should 
be buried with all the ensigns of royalty, with all his 
arms, and with a great part of his riches, many of 
his posterity followed his example. Hence, the age 
of Graves (Haugs-olld) had its origin in Denmark. 
But the age of Funeral piles continued long among 
the Swedes and Normans." Pref. to Hist. p. 2.

According to the chronology prefixed to Sturle- 
son's history, Freyus was born A. 65 before Christ. 
He is said to have been one of those appointed by 
Odin to preside over the sacrifices, and in latter times 
accounted a God. Ynglinga Sag. c. 4. Danus 
Mikillati was born A. D. 170.

The same distinction seems to have been common 
among the Norwegians in ancient times. Hence we 
find one Atbiorn, in an address to Hacon the Good, 
on occasion of a general convention of the people^
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dividing the time past into the age of Funeral 
and that of Graves. Saga Hakonar. c. 17.

Of Nanna, the wife of Balder, it is said, Far lion 
borin a balit ok degit i elicit; Edda Saemund. " She 
was borne to the funeral pile, and cast into the fire." 
It is a fact not generally known, that the inhuman 
custom, which prevails in Hindostan, of burning 
wives with their husbands, was common among the 
Northern nations. Not only did it exist among the 
Thracians, the Heruli, among the inhabitants of Po 
land and of Prussia, during their heathen state, but 
also among the Scandinavians. Sigrida was unwil 
ling to live with Eric, King of Sweden, because the 
law of that country required, that if a wife survived 
her husband, she should be entombed with him. 
Now she knew that he could not live ten years long 
er ; because, in his combat with Styrbiorn, he had 
vowed that he would not ask to live more than ten 
years from that time, if he gained the victory ; Oddo, 
Vit. Olai Trygguason. It appears, however, that 
widows were not burnt alive : but that, according to 
the custom of the country, they previously put them 
selves to death. The following reason is assigned 
for the introduction of this horrid law. It was be 
lieved, that their nuptial felicity would thus be conti 
nued after death in Walhalla, which was their heaven. 
V. Bartholin. de Causis Contempt. Mortis. 506; — 
510.
BAILCH, /. Ross's Helenore. V. BELCH. 
BAILLE, s. A mistress, a sweetheart. 

And other quhill he thocht on his dissaiff, 
How that hys men was brocht to confusioun, 
Throw his last luif he had in Saynct Jhonstoun. 
Than wald he think to liffand lat our slyde : 
Bot that thocht lang in hys mynd mycht nocht byd. 
He tauld Kerle off his new lusty bailie, 
Syne askit hym off his trew best cousaill.

Wallace, v. 617. MS.
Fr. belle, id. It does not, however, appear quite 

certain, that bailie may not here be a metaphorical 
use of the word signifying a blaze ; as in modern 
times a lover speaks of hisjlame. 
BAILLIE, BAILIE, BAILYIE, i. A magistrate, 

who is second in rank in a royal burgh, S, 
synon. with alderman, E,

Thair salbe sene the fraudfull failyeis ' 
Of Schireffis, Prouestis, and of Bailyeis.

Lindsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 166. 
2. The Baron's deputy in a burgh of barony; cal 

led baron-bailie, S.
u I find no vestiges of any magistrates which have 

been invested with the powers of the burgh, except 
the bailiff of barony ; who, in former times, before 
the hereditary jurisdictions were taken away, had an 
extensive jufisdiction both in criminal and civil cases. 
We have still a baron-bailie, who is nominated by 
the lord of the manor. But the power of life and 
death is not now attached to any barony. He can, 
within the bounds of his jurisdiction, enforce the 
payment of rents to any amount, and decide in dis 
putes about money aifairs, provided the sum do not 
exceed L. 2 Sterling. The debtor's goods may be 
distrained for payment, and, if not sufficient, he may 
be imprisoned for one month. He can> for small of-

fences, fine to the amount of 20s,, and put 
quents into the stocks in the day-time for the space 
of three hours." P. Falkirk, Stirl. Statist. Ace. 
xix. 88.

Baly in O. E. denotes government. 
Sir Jon of Warrene he is chef justise, 
Sir Henry Percy kepes Galwaye. 
Thise two had baly of this londes tueye.

R. Brunne, p. 280.
Our term is evidently from Fr. bailie, an officer, 

a magistrate ; L. B. baliv-us. As bajul-us and bail- 
us denote a judge or praetor, it has been supposed 
that bailivus and baitti are to be traced to this origin. 
V. Diet. Trev. vo. Bailli.
BAILLIERIE, BAYLLERIE, BAILIARY, s. The 

extent of a baillie's jurisdiction. 
u And do hereby grant full power and commission 

to the sheriff-principal of Air and his deputies, the 
Bailie-Depute of the Bailiary of Cuningham, and 
commanding officers of the forces, — to meet upon 
the place, and to enquire into the said violence." 
Wodrow, ii. 236.
2. Sometimes the extent of the jurisdiction of a 

Sheriff.
— " That ilk schiref of the realme sould gar vra-- 

pinschawing be maid foure tymes ilk yeir, in als 
mony places as war speidfull within his Baillierie." 
Acts Ja. I. 1425. c. 67. edit. 1566. 
BAYNE, BANE, adj. 1. Ready, prepared; 

Moray.
Scho ansuerd him rycht resonably agayne, 
And said, I sail to your seruice be bayne, 
With all plesance, in honest causs haill, 
And I trast yhe wald nocht set till as&aill, 
For your worschipe, to do me dyshonour.

Wallace, v. 686. MS. 
Bane, edit. 1648. f

O ye doure pepill discend from Dardanus, 
The ilke ground, fra quham the first stok came 
Of your lynnage, with blyith bosum the same 
Sail you ressaue, thidder returnyng agane 
To seik your auld moder mak you bane.

Doug. Virgil, 70. 32. 
Quhen I bid stryk, to seruice be thow bane.

Wallace, ix. 131, MS, 
Thair fure ane man to the holt?

And wow gif he was fane ! 
He brankit like ane colt ; 

For wowand he was bane.
Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. i. 343. 

" Bound, ready," Gl.
In this sense the word occurs in Ywaine and 

Gaicin.
Thai soght overal him to have slayn 
To venge thair lorde war thai ful bayn.

V. 766. Ritsotfs E. M. R. i. 33. 
2. Alert, lively, active. 
The renk raikit in the saill, riale and gent, 
That wondir wisly wes wroght, with wourschip and

wele, 
The berne besely and bane blenkit hym about.

Gawan and Gol. i. 6.
Ane Duergh braydit about, besily and bane, 
Small birdis on broche, be ane brigh fyro.

Ibid. st. 7,
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u e. A dwarf diligently and cleverly turned a spit. 
In both these places, however, the word is used 

adverbially; as in the following passage. 
Be that his men the tothir twa had slayne; 
Thar horss thai tuk, and graithit thaim full bayne 
Out off the toune, for dyner baid thai nayne.

Wallace, v. 766. MS.
Rudd., vo. Bane, says ; " Perhaps for boun, metri 

causa." But the word retains its proper form, as 
well as its original signification. Isl. bein-a, expe- 
dire, alicujus negotiuni vel iter promovere; Landnam. 
Gl. But although not changed from boun, it is un 
doubtedly allied to it; as originating from Su.G. bo, 
anciently bu-a, preparare, of which the part, is 
boen, whence our boun. V. BENE. 
BAYNLY, adv. Readily, cheerfully.

All Scottis we ar that in this place is now, 
At your commaund all baynly we sail bow.

Wallace, xi. 690. MS. 
Perth edit, playnly ; edit. 1648, boldly. 

BAYNE, « Forte, a kind of fur," Rudd. 
The burges bringis in his buith the broun and the

blak, 
Byand besely bayne.) buge, beuer and byce.

Doug. Virgil, 238. b. 12.
It seems very doubtful, however, if this be not 

merely the phrase quoted above under the adj., with 
out the conj. q. besely and bayne. 
BAIR, BARE, s. A boar.

" He (Alexander I.) dotat the kirk of Sanct An- 
dros with certane landis namit the Bairrink, because 
ane bair that did gret iniuris to the pepyll was slane 
in the said feild." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. c. 15. 
Apricursus ab apro immensae magnitudinis ; Boeth. 

The quhethir he had thair, at that ned, 
Full feill that war douchty of deid ; 
And barownys that war liauld as bar.

Barbour, ii. 233. MS. 
Fed tuskit baris, and fat swyne in sty, 
Sustenit war be mannis gouernance!

Doug. Virgil, 201. 32.
What Bellenden calls the Bairrink is by Wyntown 

denominated the Barys rayJc. V. RAIK, s. Not 
race, as the term is explained Gl. Wynt. For 
this does not correspond to rayk. Mr Macpherson 
has gi-ven the true sense of the term Elsewhere, 
" courses-range ; >J from Su.G. raka, cursitare; reka, 
racka, to roam.

A. S. bar, Germ, bner, Lat. verr-es, id. 
As our ancestors called the boar bare, by a curi 

ous'inversion the bear is universally denominated by 
the vulgar a boar, S. Shall we view this as a vestige 
of the ancient Northern pronunciation? Su.G. biorn, 
Isl. beorn, usus. Ihre observes, that the inhabitants 
of the North alone retain the final n in this word. 
BAIRD, s. A poet or bard; in our old laws 

contemptuously applied to those strolling rhy 
mers who were wont to oppress the lieges* 
—u That sik as makes themselves Fules and ar 

Bairdes, or uthers siklike runners about, being ap 
prehended, be put in the Kingis waird or Irenes, sa 
lang as thay have ony gudes of thair awin to live on." 
Acts Ja. VI. 1579. c. 74. 

C. B. bardh, bardd, Gael, and Ir, bard, id,; Ir. bar»
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das a satire, a song; Arm. bardd, a comedian, Lat. 
bard~us, a poet among the Britons or Gauls. Germ* 
bar is a provinc. term for a song; bar-en, cantare, a 
general term. Wachter derives it from baer-en, at- 
tollere. But more probably it has been left by the 
Gauls, or borrowed from tHem.

From this word, or E. bard, a dimin. has been 
formed by later writers, bardie ; but without any 
sanction from antiquity.
BAIRMAN, s. A bankrupt, who gives up all 

his goods to his creditors; synon. with Dyvourj 
Skene; Ind. Reg. Maj.
" He quha sould be made Bairman, sail swere in 

court, that he hes na gudes nor gere, attour fiue 
schillings and ane plak. And that he sail nocht re- 
ten e to him self, of all his wonning, and profite fra 
that day, in anie time coming, bot twa pennies for 
his meat and claith : and he sail giue ilk third pennie 
for payment of his debt." Stat. William, c. \7. § 1. 

Apparently fiom bare, q. bonis nudatus; although 
Skene says that, according to Alciatus, one of this 
description was obliged to sit naked on " ane cauld 
stane;" vo. Dyvour* Barey S. and old E., is used 
for poor ; as in Germ, bar,
BAIRN, BARNE, s. A child; not only denoting 

one in a state of childhood, but often one advan 
ced in life; as implying relation to a parent j S.

———Na lust to liiFe langare seik I,— 
Bot for an thraw desyre I to lest here, 
Turnus slauchter and deith with me to bere, 
As glald tythingis vnto my child and barne9 
Amang the goistis law and skuggis derne.

Doug. Virgil, 367. 13.
" Barnis (sais Sanct Paul) obey your father and 

mother in all pointis, for this is Gods -command." 
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1651. Fol. 44. b.

It occurs in O, E. 
The barne was born in Bethlem, that with his blode

shalsaue 
Al that liue in faith, & folowe his felowes teching*

P. Ploughman, F. 93. a* 
Thider he went way, to se hir & hir barn.

JR. Brunne, p. 310.
MoesG. barn, Alem. Germ. id. from bair-any 

ferre, gignere, procreare; A. S. beam. V. BERN. 
BAIRNHF.ID, s. Childishness.

Quhen udir folk is dois flattir and fenye, 
Allace! I can bot ballattis breif; 
Sic bairnheid biddis my brydiil renye; 
Excess of thocht dois me mischeif,

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 65. V. HEID.
BAYRNIS-BED, j, " The matrix. Similar phrases

in common uae. are, caffs-bed, lambs led" Gl.
Compl, S* *
u I sau muguart, that is gude for the suffocatione

of ane vomans bayrnis hed." Compl. S. 104. But
the author of the Gloss, thinks it should be bed.
Bayrnis hed, he says, u may possibly have been used
to denote child-bed.—In the Legend of St Margrete,
childe-hed occurs in this sense, if it be not an error
of the copyist." The following is the passage refer»
red to.

There ich finde a wiif, 
That lizter is
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Y com ther also sone?
As euer ani arn:
Zif it be unblisted,
Y crokc it fot or arm;
Other the wiif her selueu
Of childehed be forfarn.

GL p. 311.
i. e. She dies in consequence of child-bearing. 

This seems to be merely an improper use of A. S. 
cild-had) infancy. In A. S. the matrix is called cild- 
hama, that is, the covering of the child.
BAIRNLT, s. Childish, having the manners of a

child; S. 
With such brave thoughts they throng in through the

port.
Thinking the play of fortune bairnety sport; 
And as proud peacocks with their plumes do prank? 
Alongst the bridge they merche in battle rank.

Muses Thren. p. 116. 
Sw. barnslig) id.

BAIRNLINESS, s. Childishness. S. 
B AIRNTYME, B ARNE-TEME, s. Brood of children, 

all the children of one mother; S. A. Bor. 
Haill! Blessit mot thou be 
For thy barne teme.

Hou/ate iii. 7. MS. 
And Oh! how well I thought if a»

Was wair'd, as well I might, 
While wij my bonny bairntime I

Seemed a' his heart's delight. 
Lady Jane, Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. ii. 81* 

Thae bonie bairntime^ Heav'n has lent,
Still higher may they heeze ye 

In bliss, till fate some day is sent 
For ever to release ye

Frae care that day.
Burns, iii. 96.

R. Brunne uses team by itself, p. 20. 
After Edbalde com Ethelbert his earn, 
AdeLwolfe's brother, of Egbrihte's team. 

A. S. beam-team, liberorum sobolis procreatio; 
Scotis, says l^ye, bearntime^ posterity; from A. S. 
beam ehild^ and team offspring. 
BAIRNS-WOMAN, s. A child's maid, a dry nurse; S. 
BAIS, adj. Having a deep or hoarse sound j E. 

base.
The bats trumpet with arie bludy soun 
The signe of batel blew ouer all the toun*

Doug. Virgil^ 380. 20.
Buccina rauca, Virg. Literally it signifies low, 

Fr. bas.
Her nose baas, her fcrowes hye.

Gower, Conf. Am. F. 17. a.
B AISDLIE, adv. * In a state of stupefaction or 

confusion»*
Amaisdlie and baisdlie, 
Richt bissilie thay ran.

BureVs Pilg., Watson's Coll. ii. 20. V. BAZED. 
BAISE, s. Haste, expedition, S. B. Su.G.

bas-a^ citato gradu ire, currere, Ihre. 
To BAISS, v. a. To sew slightly; S.

This is merely a corr. of E. baste,, from Fr. bastir, 
to make long stitches.

B A K
To BAIST, v. a. To defeat, to overcome, S. B» 

As the same word has the sense of E. baste , 
to beat, instead of deriving it as Johns, does, from 
Fr. bastonrier^ I would trace it directly to Isl. beyst~ 
#, baust-a^ id, caedere, ferire; from Su.G. bas-a^ id.
BAIST, s. One who is struck by others, espe 

cially in the sports of children j S. B. 
The Isl, phrase has considerable analogy; Beria 

oc bey stay serviliter tractare; Verel. 
BAISTIN, s. A dmbbing> S. from E. and S.

baste, to beat.
BAIT, s. A Boat. V. BAT. 
To BAYT, v. n. 1. To feed, to pasture; Gl.,

Sibb. 
2. In an active sense, to give food to.

————The King, and his menye^ 
To Wenchburg all cummyn ar, 
Thar lychtyt all that thai war, 
To bayt thar horss, that war wery., 
And Douglas, and his cumpany, 
Raytyt alsua besid thaim ner.

Barbour, xiii. 589. 591. MS.
Dr Johnson strangely derives the v. Bait from abate ;, 

whereas it is evidently from A. S. bat-an 9 inescare. 
But perhaps we have the word in a more original 
form in Isl. beit-a^ to drive cattle to pasture, pas- 
turn agere pecus, G. Andr.: whence belt) feeding^ 
pasture; hrossabeit, the baiting of a horse.

By the way, I. may observe that Johnson also er 
roneously derives Bait^ to set dogs on, from Fr. batt* 
re ; while the word is retained in the very same sense 
in Isl. beit-ci) incitare, ad beit-a hundana^ instigare 
canes.
BAITTLE, adj. Rich with grass, affording ex 

cellent pasturage; Ettrick Forest. 
This seems merely a derivative from the preceding 

V. Isl. beit signifying pasture,, baittle, q. beittle, 
may have been formed by /e, a note of derivation. 
V. Wachter, Proleg. Sect. 6. 
BAIVEE, s. A species of whiting.

66 Assellus argentei coloris, squamosus, Whiting» 
major; our fishers call it the Baivee." Sibbald^ 
Fife, 123. Gadus Merlangus, 2. Linn. 
BAK, BACKE, BAKIE-BIRD, s. The bat, S* 

Vp gois the bak with hir pelit leddren flicht, 
The larkis discendis from the skyis hicht.

Doug. Virgil, 449. 37*
The sonnys licht is nauer the wers, traist me, 
Allthochte the bak his bricht beanies doith fle.

Ibid. 8. 49.
Vespertilio, Virg, Douglas has a similar allu 

sion elsewhere.
For to behald my sicht micht not indure, 
Mair nor the bricht sone may the bakkis ee.

Police of Honour , i. 37.
" The storke also, the heron after his kinde, and 

the lapwing, and the bake." Lev. xi. 19. Bassan. 
dyne's Bible, 1576.

The modern name in S. is backie-bird. Su.G. 
nattbacktt) nattbaka^ id. from natt night, and backa. 
Dan. aften bakke^ from aften evening. As this ani 
mal is in E. denominated the rearmouse^ one might 
suppose, from the apparent analogy, that backe were 
to be understood in the sense of retro. But the bat
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-seems to be called in A. S. hrere-mus, from hrer-an, 
agitare; as equivalent to another of its names, Jlitter^ 
mouse.
-BAKGARD, s. A rear-guard.

The Erie Malcom he bad byd with the staill,
To folow thaim, a bakgard for to be.

Wallace, ix. 1742. MS. 
BAKIE, s. The black headed gull, Larus mari»

nus, Linn. Orkn. and Shetland. 
BAKIE, s. The name given to one kind of peat,

S.
u When brought to a proper consistence, a wo* 

man, on each side of the line, kneads or bakes this 
paste, into masses, of the shape and size of peats, and

-spreads them in rows, on the grass.—From the man. 
ner of the operation, these peats are called BakiesS* 
Br Walker, Prize Essays, Highl. Soc. S. ii. 121.
BAKIE, s. A stake. V. BAIKIE. 
BAKIN-LOTCH, s. Some sort of bread, most 

probably of an enticing quality.
For there was nowther lad nor loun 
Micht eat a bakin-lotch.

Evergreen, ii. 180. st. 11. 
Teut. lock-en, to entice, lock-aes, a bait.

BAKSTER, BAXSTER, 's. A baker, S.
" Baksters, quha baikes bread to be sauld, sould 

make quhite bread, and well baiken, conforme to the 
consuetude and approbation of honest men of the 
burgh, as the time sail serve." Burrow Lawes, c. 
£7. Baxster, c. 21.

" Syne there were,proper stewards, cunning bax-
-ters, excellent cooks and potingars, with confections 
and druggs for their deserts." Pitscottie, p. 147, 
quoted by Pennant, as " Sir David Lindsay of the 
Mount." Tour in S. 1769, p. 120, 121. V. BROW-

/STER.
BAKMAN, s. Follower, a retainer. 

Sen hunger now gois up and down. 
And na gud for the jakmen; 
The lairds and ladycs ryde of the toun, 
For feir of hungerie bakmen.

Maitland Poems, p. 189.
From back, behind. The term backmen is used, 

i>ut in a different sense, in some of the sea ports of 
Angus, to denote those porters who carry coals a~ 
shore from the lighters on their backs. V. BACK. 
BAL, BALL, the initial syllable of a great many- 

names of places in Scotland. 
It is generally understood as signifying the place, 

or town, from Ir. and Gael, baile, ball, id. But it 
is well known, that the vowels are often changed, 
while the word is radically the same. Now, the 
Su.G. and Isl. bol has the very same meaning; do- 
micilium, sedes, villa; Ihre. Notwithstanding the 
change of the vowel, the Gothic appears to have 
the preferable claim. For ball in Ir. and Gael, seems 
to be an insulated term, not connected with any 
other, admitting of no derivation, and itself having 
no derivatives. But'Su.G. and Isl. bol is from bo, 
bo-a, bu-a, M.QG$G.-bau-an, to dwell; and has a great 
many cognates; as bo, bod^ byle, a house, or in a 
compound state, hybyle, nybyle, tibyle, id.; bo an 
inhabitant, bokarl, a peasant, bolag, society, &c.
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As theCoths could not in such circumstances be sup 
posed to borrow from the Irish or Highlanders of 
Scotland; it maybe supposed that the Irish borrow* 
ed their term from the colony of Firbolg, or Belgae^ 
who in an early pertojd settled in Ireland.
BALAS, s. A sort of precious stones, according 

to Urry, brought from Balassia in India.
————Her goldin haire and rich atyre, 

In fretwise couchit with pearlis quhite 
And grete balas, lemyng as the fyre.

King's Quair, ii. 27.
No saphire in Inde, no rube rich of price? 
There lacked then, nor emeraud so grene, 
.Bales Turkes, ne thing to my deuice, 
That may the castel maken for to shene.

Chaucer, Court of Love, v. 80. 
Fr. balais, a sort of bastard ruby. 

BALAX, s. A hatchet, Aberd.
A. S. bille, Isl. byla, Su.G. bil, bila, securis, an 

axe; properly one of a large size, such as that used 
for felling trees. Verel., however, renders Isl. bo- 
lyxe, securis major ad truncanda ligna; and Ihre 
derives Su.G : baalyxa, bolyxa, from £#«/ingens, and 
yxa securis. 
BALBEIS, s. pi. Halfpence.

The stableris gettis na stabil fies ; 
The hyre women gettis na balbeis.

Maitland Poems, p. 182. V. BABIE. 
BALD, BAULD, adj. l. Bold, intrepid, S.

Henry than Kyng of Ingland-^- 
Had a swne than Willame cald, 
That wes a stowt man and a bald,

Wyntown, vii. 5. 198. 
For mais or burdoun arrayit wele at rycht, 
Quha has thereto reddy bald sprete lat se.

Doug. Virgil, 139. 47.
This idiom, according to which the adj. has the 

indefinite article'prefixed, without the subst., which 
has been previously mentioned, is still much used^ 
especially S. B.

This is the proper and original sense of the word. 
But it is vulgarly used in several oblique senses.
2. Irascible, of a fiery temper, S.

Venus towart the Troiane side tuke tent, 
Aganis quham all full of matalent 
Saturnus douchter Juno, that full bald is 
Towart the partye aduersare behaldis.

Doug. Virgil^ 347. 4.
As there is no epithet in the-original, bald may 

perhaps signify haughty, imperious, in which sense 
it is also used, S.

Then Jeany srnil'd ; said, You're begml'd,
I canna fancy thee :

My minny bauld, she wou'd me scauld; 
Sae dinna die 'for me.

A. Nicol's Poems, p. 32. V. BARDACH.
3. Pungent to the taste, or keenly affecting the

organ of smelling, S.
In this sense mustard, horse-radish, &c. are said 

to be bauld.
4. Certain, assured.

The bevar hoir said to this berly berne, 
This breif thow sail obey sone, be thou laid. 

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 133.
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The word occurs in the same sensc9 in. Ywainc and

Gawin.
This ilk knight, that be ye balde^ 
Was lord and keper of that hald.

Ver. 169. Ritson's Metr. Rom. v. 1. 
5. It is also used, in a very o"blique sense, as sig 

nifying, bright.
u A £«/</moon, quoth Benny Cask, another pint 

quoth Lesley ;" S. Prov. u spoken when people en- 
courage themselves to stay a little longer in the ale 
house, because they have moon-light." Kelly, p. 53.

A. S. bald) beald, Alem. Su.G. G^erm. bcdd, Isl. 
bald-ur, Ital.6a/c/-o, bold; O. Fr. baulde, impudent, 
insolent, trop hardie en paroles, Gl. Rom. Rose. 
Ihre derives Su.G. bald from baelLa, valere, which 
has been viewed as the origin of E. able, q. ec baelle, 
possum. Bald, as used in the sense of assured, is a 
Germ, idiom: bald, confisns, et confidenter; Gl. 
Lips. baldo, fiducialiter; Gl. Boxhorn ? baldlihho, 
eonfidenter; Belg. bout spr.eken, cum fiducia et ani- 
mositate loqui; Wachter.

IsJ. ball-r, bald-ur, strenuus, ferox, is viewed as 
the same with Balldr, Balldur, the name given to 
Odin, one of the deities of the ancient Goths; Krist- 
ms, Gl. G. Andr. derives the latter from Baa/ or 
Belus, which signifies a friend, a lord, or husband. 
He refers to the Phenician or Hebrew. As the Cel 
tic nations had their Bel or Belus, it is not unlikely 
that the Goths might bring with them, from the 
East, the same object of idolatrous worship.

Several- of the names of Gothic deities have been 
brought into use as adjectives* Thus Od-r, the IsL 
name of Odin, signifies also furious, (S. wod,) like 
a furious Sibyk The reason of this application of 
the te*m r as assigned by G. Andr. is, that the Sibyl 
poured forth verses, under the pretended inspiration 
of Odr ? the Apollo of the Goths..

it seems uncertain, whether Frea, the wife of Odin,, 
and the Venus of the North, received this name from 
her beauty; or whether, because of her celebrity in 
this respect,, her name came afterwards to be used 
adjectively; as Germ, frey signifies pulcher^ a- 
inabilis, beautiful, lovely. 
To BALD, v. a. To imbolden.

Than schame and dolour, mydlit bayth ouer ane,
Baldis the pepil Archade euer ilkane
To the bargane aganis thare inemyes.

Doug. Virgil, 330, 25.
This verb is formed from the adj.

B ALDERRY, s. Female nanded orehisr a plantr 
S. Orchis maculata,. Linn. u Female handed 
orchis, Anglis. Balderry, Scotis." Lightfoot, 
p. 511. 

BALK and BURRAL.
u The hills and heath ground being ridged, ap~ 

pear to have been under cultivation at some former 
period, at least that partial kind of it called balk 
and burral, which consisted of one ridge very much 
raised «by the plough, and a barren space of nearly 
the same extent, alternately." P. Turreff, Aberd. 
Statist. Ace», xviii. 404..

For Balk) V. Bank, 2. The only word that re- 
sembles Burral, is Isl. alburd-ar, divisio agrorum 
inter *icino& per restim facta; Verel. q. by trans.

B A L
position, burdal; from al a thong, and perhaps 
byrd, a village, a field. 
BALDERDASH, s. Foolish and noisy talk, 

poured out with great fluency, S. 
This word is also E. and derived by Dr Johnson, 

from A. S. bald bold, and dash. I mention it 
merely to suggest, that perhaps it is allied to fsl. 
bulldur, susurronum blateratio vel sttiltorum bal 
buties, G. Andr. p. 42. 
BALEN. V. PAUIS. 
BALYE, s.

" The Lord Fleming, who commanded tbe castle 
[of Dunbarton,] hearing the tumult, fled to the 
neather Balye, (so they call the part by which they 
descend to the river) and escaped in a little boat." 
Spotswood, p. 252.

Probably from Fr. bailies^ a term used by Froiss- 
art, as signifying barricadoes. Bailies des murs, 
the curtains; Diet. Trev. It seems doubtful, in. 
deed, whether this be meant of the Bayle, u a space 
on the outside of the ditch commonly surrounded by 
strong palisades, and sometimes by a low embattled 
wall;" or the ballium, or bailey. Of these there 
were two, the inner and outer. They were pro 
perly areas, separated from each other u by a strong 
embattled wall and towered gate." The inner coin, 
monly contained the houses and barracks for the 
garrison, the chapel, stables and hospital." Grose's 
Military Antiq. i. 2, 3.
BALLANT-BODDICE, s. Boddice made of 

leather,, anciently worn by ladies in S* Fr. ba- 
lenes, " whalebone bodies, French bodies."— 
Cotgr* The term is still used by, old people^ S. B», 

BALLINGAR, BALLINGERE, s. A kind of ship. 
A baUingar off Ingland, that was thar, 
Past out off Tay, and com to Whitbe farr 
To London send, and tauld off all this cace, 
Till hyng Morton wowyt had Wallace.

Wallace, ix. 1854.
In MS. however, Whytte occurs for Whitby. 

Now is it bot ane frith in the sey flude; 
Ane radevnsikkir for schip and ballingere.

Doug. Virgil? 39. 2&-
In an old MS. belonging to the Herald's Of 

fice, quoted by Du Cange, it is said ;. L'Amiral doit 
avoir Padministration de tons vaisseaux appartenans 
a la guerre, comme Barges, Galees, Horquees, Bal- 
llnjers, et autres. Walsingham mentions them un 
der the same name ; and Froissart, who writes baJ- 
langers, vol. iii. c. 41. 
BALOW. 1. A lullaby, S.

" The editor of Select Scotish Ballads pretends^ 
that 2n a quarto manuscript in his possession—there 
are two balowes, as they are there stiled, the first,. 
The balow, Allan, the second, Palmer's Balow; 
thi» last, he says, is that commonly called Lady 
Bothwell's Lament." Ritson'S Essay on S. Song, 
p. cix. N.
%. A tel&n used by a nurse, when lulling hen 

child.,
Balow, my babe, ly stil and sleipe \ 
It grieves me sair to see thee weipe.

L. A» BothwdVs Lament
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It is supposed to be part of an old Fr. lullaby, 

£$as, le loup; or as the S. term is sometimes pro 
nounced, balililow, q* das, la le loup; "lie still, 
there is the wolf," or u the wolf is coming."

I find this written somewhat differently, as the 
name of an old S. tune. " Followis ane .sang of 
the» birth of Christ, with the tune of Baw lu la 
law" Godly Ballates, quoted by Ritson ut sup, 
p. Ivi.
BAMuLLO, BOMULLO, BOMULLOCH. To make 

one lauch Eamulloy to make one change one's 
mirth into sorrow; to make one cry. " I'll 
gar you lauch, sing, or dance, Bamullo, (for all 
the modes of expression are used), is a threat 
ening used by parents or nurses, when their 
children are troublesome or unseasonably gay, 
especially when they cannot be lulled to sleep; 
Ang. Perths. It is pron. as with an a in Ang., 
with an o Perths.
It is said to be comp. of two Celtic words. C, B. 

•bw is terror, or that which causes it. The children 
in France, if we may believe Bullet's information, 
cry bou, when they wish to affright their comrades ; 
the very sound used inS. with a similar design, pron. 
4)u, like Gr. 9. Ir. and Gael* mala, mullach, pri. 
inarily an eye-brow, is used to denote knotted or 
gloomy brows. Hence bo-muttach is equivalent to 
u the grisly ghost, the spectre with the dark eye. 
brows." To make one a sing or dance bo-mutto," 
is thus to introduce the frightful ghost as his min 
strel. It is said that the Mallochs, a branch of the 
clan Macgregor, had their name from their appear 
ance, as expressed by the word explained above. 
The Highlanders, indeed, according to my informa 
tion, call any man Malloch, who has gloomy brows. 
BANCHIS, s.pl.

Bot quhen my billis and my bandits was all selit, 
I wald na langer beir on brydil, bot braid up my 

heid.
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 57. 

This term seems to mean deeds of settlement, or 
money deeds ; as we now speak of bank-notes, from 
Ital. banco a bank. We learn from Ihre, that Su.G^ 
bankekop signifies the buying or selling of patrimo 
nial goods between husband and wife. Instead of 
<banchis, in edit. 1508 it is bauchles, which is still 
more unintelligible. 
BANCOURIS, s.pL 

Braid burdis and benkis, ou-rbeld with bancouris
of gold, 

Cled our with grene clathis.——-
Houlate, iii. 3. MS.

This seems to signify covers of gold. It may be 
a corr. of Teut. banckwerc, tapestry; also, the co>. 
Bering of a stool or bench, subsellii stragulum, Kk 
lian. Fr. banquier, u a bench-cloth, or a carpet 
for a forme or bench ;" Cotgr. %
BAND, s. Bond, obligation -, S. 

Tharc may na band be maid sa 
Than thai can make thare will thare term>'

Wyntown, ix. 25. 77. 
To mak band, to come under obligation, to

swear allegiance.

BAN
This gud squier with Wallace bound to ryd.
And Robert Boid quhklk weld no langar bide
Vndir thrillage of segip of Ingland,
To that falss King he had neuir maid band.

Wallace, iii. 54. MS, 
BAND of a bill, the top or summit.

Hiniself ascendis the hie band of the hill,
By wcritis strate, and passage scharp and wil.

Doug. Virgil, 382. 4. 
Jugum, Virg.

Germ, bann, summitas. Cluverius says; Excel* 
sarum rerum summitates dicimus pinnen, et singu- 
lari numero pin. Germ. Antiq. iib. i. p. 197. 
This word seems to be of Celtic origin ; as con 
sonant to pen, Gael. ben. From pen Wachter 
thinks that the Latins formed peninus, penninus, 
and apenninus ; whence the Apennine mountains. 
V. Wachter, vo. Pfm. 
BANDKYN, s* A very precious kind of cloth,

the warp of which is thread of gold, and the
woof silk, adorned with raised figures. • 

For the banket mony rich claith of pajl 
Was spred, and mony a bandkyn wounderly wrocht»

Doug. Virgil, 33. 15.
Rudd. supposes, that u this should be baudkyn- 

or baudekin, a kind of fine or glittering silk, which 
is mentioned, Stat. Henr. VIII." But handequin- 
us occurs in L. B. as well as baldakin-us. Dedit 
huic ecclesiae duos pannos de Uandequino optimos; 
Nov. Gall. Christ, ap. Du Cange. The term<&&lda~ 
kin^iis, or baldekin-us, occurs very frequently^ Do- 
minus Rex veste deaurata facta de pretiosissime Eal^ 
dekino—sedens. Matt, Paris. A. 1247. According to 
Du Cange, it is so called, because it was brought 
from Baldac; quod Baldaico, seu Babylone in Per- 
side, in occidentales Provincias deferretur. V. BAW- 
DEKYN. 
BANDOUNE, BANDOWN, .r, Corrraiand^ orders.

Alangst the land of Ross he roars, 
And all obey'd at his bandown,

Evin frae the North to Suthren shoars>
Battle ofHarlaw, st. 7. Evergreen, i. 8k

Till Noram Kirk he come with outyn mar,
The Consell than of Scotland meit hym thar.
Full sutailly he chargit thaim in bandoune,
As thar our lord, tHl hald of hym the toun.

Wallace, i. 63. MS.
In bandoune may signify, authoritatively, as if 

lie had actually been their sovereign. It is used in s 
the same sense O. E. V. BARRAT.

The phrase seems strictly to denote the orders is* 
sued from under a victorious standard; from Germ. 
band, vexillum. Paul. Diaconus, speaking of a stan* 
dard, says, quod bandum appellant; De Gest. Loru 
gobard. c. 20. V. ABANDON. 
BANDOUNLY, adv. Firmly, courageously.

The Sotheron saw how that so bandown/y,
Wallace abaid ner hand thair che^valry.

Wallace, v. 881. MS»
Wallace, scho said, yhe war clepyt my luff,.
Mor bandounly I maid me for to pruff,
Traistand tharfor your rancour for to slak;
Me think ye suld do sum thing for my saik. 

* Ibid. viii. 1399. MS* 
I 2
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BANDSTER, BANSTER, jv One who binds 

sheaves after the reapers on the harvest field, S. 
A. S. Germ, band, vinculum. 

At har'st at the shearing nae younkers are jearing, 
'lihejbansters are runklcd, lyart, and grey.

Ritson's S. Songs, ii. 3. 
BANE, s. Bone. S.

That pestilens gert mony banys 
In kyrk-yardis be laid at anys.

Wyntown, ix. 22. 63.
«It is ill to take out of the flesh that is bred in 

the bane ;" Ferguson's S. Prov. p. 20. 
A. S. ban, Afem; bein, Belg. been.

BANE. KING OF BANE.
« Quhair they desyir thy Graice to put at thy 

temporall lords and liegjs, becaus thay despyse thair 
yitious lyif, quhat ells intend thei but onlie thy 
deithe, as thou mayest easilie persave, suppois thay 
cullour thair fals intent and mynd, with the persute 
of Ilfresie ? For quhen thy Barounis ar put 
doun, quhat art thou bot the King of Bane, and 
thane of necessitie man be guidit be thame, and than 
no dout, quhair a blind man is guyde, mon be a fall in 
the myre." Seytoun's Lett, to Ja. V. Knox's Hist. 
p. 19. This is the word in both MSS. In Lond. 
edit. p. 20. it is « What art thou but the King of 
Land, and n.ol of men," &c.

If the latter be meant as a translation of the phraser 
it is erroneous. Its proper sense has indeed been 
misunderstood^ even so early as the time of Sir 
David Lyndsay. For, when exhorting James V. to 
attend to the interest of his subjects, and to secure 
the love of his barons, he thus expresses himself. 

Lat justice mixit with mercie thame amend., 
Haue thow thair hartis, thow lies aneuch to spend: 
And be the contrair, thow art bot king of bone, 
Era time thy heiris hartis bin from the gone.

Warkis, 1592, p. 197.
i.e. «The hearts of thy lords," or «nobles." 

The meaning of the phrase appears from what the 
learned Mr Strutt has said, when speaking of the 
King of Christmas, Lord of Misrule, &c.

« The dignified persons above-mentioned were, 
I presume^ upon an equal footing with the KING of 
the BEAN, whose reign commenced on the Vigil of 
the Epiphany, or'upon the day itself. We read that 
some time back ' it was a common Christmas garabol 
in both our, universities, and continued at the com 
mencement of the last century, to be usual in other 
places, to give the name of "king or queen to that per. 
son whose extraordinary-good luck it was to. hit 
upon that part of a divided cake, which was ho 
noured above the others by having a bean in it. r 
Bourne's Antiq. Vulg. chap. xvii. I will not pre 
tend to say in ancient times, for the title is by na 
means of recent date, that the election of this mo 
narch depended entirely upon the decision of for-, 
tune; the words of an old kalendar belonging to. 
the Romish church seem to. favour a contrary, opi 
nion ;' they are to this effect : On the fifth of f Ja- 

' i»uary, the vigil of the Epiphany, the Kings of the 
Bean are created (Reges Fabis creantur).; and on 
the sixth the feast of the kings shall be held, an^also 
$f the queen; and let the banqueting be continued.

BAN.
for many days. At court, in the eighth year of Ed 
ward the Third, this majestic title was conferred 
upon one of the king's minstrels, as we find by an? 
entry in a computus so dated, which states that 
sixty shillings were given by the king, upon the day 
of the Epiphany, to Regan the trumpeter and his' 
associates, the court minstrels, in the name of J;he 
King of the Bean, in nomine Regis de Faba." Sports*, 
and Pastimes, p. 255, 256.

Maresin, however, gives another_ reason for the 
denomination. A£ this election referred to the three 
wise men, or kings of the East, as the church of 
Rome has considered them; the person-elected, he 
says, « was called King of the Bean, having his 
name from the lot ;" Deprav. Relig. p. 143. Brand 
seems to adopt this idea; referring also, in confirma 
tion of it to the observation made in the ancient ca 
lendar already quoted ; Reges Fabis creantur. This, 
however, he renders differently ; « Kings are created 
by Beans," as if beans had been used as lots on this 
occasion. V. Brand's Pop. Antiq. Observ. on ch. 17. 

Sometimes a denarius, or silver penny, was baked'* 
in the twelfth-cake, instead of a bean. The conse 
quence of finding it was the same.

A similar custom prevails in the South of S. We 
find an allusion to it in the following lines.

To spae thair fortune, 'inang the dough 
The luckie furdin''s put in :

The scones ilk ane eats fast eneugh. 
Like onie hungrie glutton.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 28. 
« This is a favourite custom. A small lump of* 

dough, from which the [New-year] cakes have been* 
taken, is reserved; and in it a small coin, usually a- 
farthing, is put. The dough is then rolled thin, and 
cut into small round scones, which, when fired, are 
handed round the company. Not a moment must be. 
lost-in eating them; it being of vast importance to 
get the scone with .the hidden-, treasure, as it is. be-, 
lieved, that happy person shall first taste the sweets 
of matrimonial felicity." • Ibid. N.. 
BANE-FYER, s. Bonfire, S.

« Our soveraiae Lord—gives power to all schir^ 
effes—to searche and seeke the persones, passing in 
pilgrimage to pny Kirkes, Chapelles, Welles, Croces,. 
or sik uther monuments of idolatrie : as alswa the 
superstitious observeris of the festival dayes of the- 
Sanctes, sumtimes named their Patrones, quhair there 
is na publicke Faires and Mercattes, setteris out of 
Bane-fyers, singers of Carrales^ within and about 
kirkes, and of sik vthers superstitious and Papisti 
cal rites." Acts Ja. VI. 1581. c. 104. Murray. 
V. BAIL, BAYLE-FYRE.
BANNEOURE, BANEOUR, ^ A standard- 

bearer.
Than but mar bad the nobiH'King.,
Hynt fra his baneour his baner.

Barbour, vii. 588, MS.
He bad the Banneoure be a sid
Set his hannere, and.wyth it bid.

Wyntown, ix. 27. 365,,
BANERER, s. A standard-bearer; more pro 

perly, one who exhibits his particular standard* 
in the field*.
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Go tite, Volusus, to the banereris^

0f the Volscanis, and thame that standartis beris. 
Doug. Virgil, 379. 47.

As maniplis is the only word in the original, it 
seems uncertain whether Bp. Douglas means-to di 
stinguish banereru from those who standartis beris ; 
®r uses the last expression merely as a pleonasm. 
Certain it is, that the term properly denotes a per 
son of such dignity, that he had a right to appear 
in the field with his followers, fighting under his 
own standard. Bander-heer, baner-heer, ba*o, dy- 
nasta, satrapes: bandophorus, i. e. dominus bandae 
sive praecipui signi; Kilian. Thus, it does not 
merely signify " the lord of a standard," but a of 
a principal standard." Wachter observes that, ac~ 
cording to some writers, banner-herr signifies a 
chieftain who carries the badge of a^duke or leader; 
and, according to others, a baron invested with a 
military standard within his own territory. Ihre 
quotes the following passage, as illustrating this 
term, from Chronv Rhythm, p. 157. 

Aen hade the Ty^ke maangejler 
Af Hertuga^ Grefwa oeh Banerherra. 
Germani. vero adhuc plura habuere 
Ducrnn, Comitum et Vexilliferorum.

He observes, that here he is called a Banerherre, 
who, like kings and dukes, had his own standard.

The name Banneret, S. corr. Banrente, marks a 
distinction, as to dignity, in the person to whom it 
was given. As baner-heer, banerer, simply denotes 
the master of a standard; the term banneret, being 
a diminutive, and implying inferiority, intimates 
that he on whom it was conferred, although he ap 
peared under his own standard, had one inferior'to 
the other. The Banneret was always created on the 
field,- the royal standard being displayed. V. Spel-- 
man, vo. Banerettus.

According to the E. laws, a.baron was superior 
to a banneret. FOE he was scarcely accounted a 
baron, says^Spelman, who had not more than thir 
teen feudal soldiers under him. But only ten were 
required of a banneret. In Scotland, however, the 
banrente was more honourable than the baron. For 
the barons were only represented in Parliament by 
commissioners; but the banrentes were warned by 
the king's special precept to give personal attend 
ance, in the same manner as the temporal lords and 
dignitaries of the church. V. BANRENTE. * Skene 
mentions another proof of tbis superiority. The 
Banrentes had u power or priviledge graunted to them 
be the King, to rayse and lift vp ane, Baner, with ane 
companie of men of weir, either horse-men, or fute- 
n*en, quhilk is nocht lesum to ony Earle or Barroune, 
without the Kingis spedall licence, asked and ob 
tained to that effect." De Verb. Sign. vo. Banrentes.,

The reason of the difference, as to the degree of 
dignity attached to the-rank of Banneret in the two 
kingdoms, may have been,, that a greater number of- 
knights of this description had been created by the 
kings of England, than by those of Scotland. This* 
might perhaps be accounted for, from their greater 
intercourse with the continent, where the spirit of 
chivalry so much prevailed in all its forms.

It must be observed, however, that Grose gives a* 
different .account of the number of va&sals requisite*

B A N-
to give & title to the rank of banneret. He quoted 
father Daniel as mentioning two regulations respect* 
ing this. According to the one, it was necessary ta 
bring into the field, a twenty-five men at arms, each* 
attended by two horsemen, in all amounting to 
seventy-five men;" according to the other, u at 
least fifty men at arms, accompanied as before, ma 
king together one hundred and 'fifty men." Milit, 
Hist. i. 180.
BANERMAN, s. Standard-bearer- 

His Banerman Wallace slew in that place. 
And sone to ground the baner doun he race.

Wallace, x. 669, MS. -
a At last quhen he wes cumyng to Spay, & fand 

his ennimes of greter power than he m.ycht resist, he* 
espyit his baner man for feir of enimes trimbland, & 
not passand so pertlie forwart as he desyrit. Incon 
tinent he pullit the baner fra him, & galf it to Schir 
Alexander Carron, quhilk gat mony riche landis for 
the samyn office. Bot his name wes turnit efter to 
Skrymgeour." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. c. 11. Signi- 
fcro expavente; Boeth.

This term, entirely different from banerer, seems 
properly to denote one who bears the standard of 
another. Su.G. banersman, vexillifer.. Sancte Olof 
war banersman; Saint Olave was standard-bearer. 
Hist. S. Ol. p. 78. Ihre, vo. Baner. 
BANES-BRAKIN, s. A bloody quarrel, the 

breaking of bones. S*
That I hae at bane s-br akin been *

My skin can sha' the marks \ • 
I dinna tell you idle tales, 

See to my bloody sarks.
Poems in the Buch&n Dialect, p. 26. 

To BANGj v. r. To change place with im 
petuosity ; as to bang up^ to start from one's 
seat or bed: He banged to the door, he went 
hastily to the door. S.

Dogs barked, and the lads frae hand 
Bung'd.to their breeks like drift 

Be break of day.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 270,- 

— Blythly wald I bang out o'er the brae, 
And stend o'er burns as light as ony rae.

Ibid* ii. 3&3.
Ajax bang'd up, whase targe was shught 

In seven fald o' hide.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 1. 

The rerb bang, in E. signifies to beat; Isl. bang-ar 
id. Dr Johnson, however, who is often very un 
happy in his etymons, derives it from Belg. vengelenr 
which is only a derivative, corr. in its form. Isl. 
bang-a is itself derived from ban-a, pulsare, per- 
cutere; whence also Su.G. banka, id. and baen§el, a- 
staff, a eudgel.

The verb, as here used, is more immediately allied* 
ttx Su\G.~ baang, tumult, violence, which Ihre in 
deed traces to Isl. bang-a, percutere. For a tu 
mult suggests the idea, both of violence, and of rapi 
dity in operation*.
To BANG out, v. a* To draw out hastily, S. 

Then I'll bang out my beggar dish. 
And stap it fou of meal.

p.



BAN
BANG, s. 1. An action expressive of haste t as, He

came with a bang, S. In a bang^ suddenly. 
He grants to tak me ? gin I wad work for't; 
Gin sae I did, that I sud gang alang, 
And syne be married with him in a bang.

Ross's Helenore, p. 695 70* 
2. A great number, a crowd, S. 

Of customers she had a bang ; 
For lairds and souters a* did gang, 

To drink bedeen.
Ramsay's Poems , i. 216. 

—— « My boding thought 
A bang of fears into my breast has brought.

Ibid, ii, 15.
To BANG, ^.«r. 1. A term used in salmon-fishing, 

as signifying that the fishers push off with their 
boats at random, without having seen any fish 
in the channel j Aberd.
44 Being asked, whether when they are deprived 

of sight, and can only fish by banging, they do not 
catch fewer fish than when they have sight ? depones., 
that they do so, and that if they wanted sights, they 
would want their best friend." State, Leslie of 
Powis, 1805, p. 102. V. SHOT, s. 
BANGEISTER, BANGSTER, BANGISTER, s. — 

1. A violent and disorderly person, who regards 
no law but his own will.

For gif this sait of justice sail not stand, 
Then eyerie wicked man, at his awrn hand, 
Sail him revenge as he sail think it best. 
Ilk bangeister, and limmer, of this land 
With frie brydil sail ,[quham thei pleis molest.]

Maitland Poems, p. 337» 
Adieu ! fair'Eskdale up and doun, 

Where my puir friends do dwell ; 
The bangisters will ding them doun, 

And will them sair com pell.
Minstrelsy Border ', i. 223*

I hesitate if this should be viewed as a different 
sense ; although the term is explained by the editor, 
u the prevailing party."
2. A braggart, a bully," S* 

'But we have e'en seen shargars gather strength, 
That seven years have sitten in the net, 
And yet have bangsters on their boddom set.

Ross*s Helenore, p. 89.
3. A loose woman, Clydes.

This word might seem analogous to Su.G. baang- 
contumacious, from bang tumultus, and

ferox. But it is formed, I suspect, rather by the 
termination ster^ q. v. From the more primitive v, 
Isl. ban-a, to strike, also to kill, some nouns have 
been formed, which are allied in signification; as 
banastryd) agon, wrestling, playing for a prize, 6a- 
nantadr^ percussor,*auctor caedis, a striker, one who 
•commits slaughter. 
BANGSTRIE, s. Strength of hand, violence to

another in his person or property.
- — u Persones wrangeouslie intrusing themselves 

in the rowmes and possessiones of utheris, be bang" 
atrie and force, being altogidder unresponsal them 
selves, mainteinis their possession thereof." Acts 
Ja. VI. 1594, c, 217. Ed. Murray.

This term is evidently derived from bangster*

BAN
BANKERS, s.pl.

The King to sou per is set, served in hall.
Under a siller of silke, dayntly dight;
With al worshipp, and weie, mewith the walle;
Briddes branden, and brad, in bankers bright.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. K
This, I apprehend, should be on bankers. It is 

most probably the same word with Bancouris^ q. v, 
V. also BRIDDES. 
BANKROUT, s. A bankrupt.

u In Latine, Cedere bonis, quhilk is most com. « 
monly vsed amongst merchandes, to mak&13ank~rout) 
Bankrupt^ or Bankrompiw ; because' the doer there 
of, as it were, breakis his bank, stall or seate, quhair 
he vsed his trafficque of before," Skene, Verb. Sign, 
vo. Dyour, Dyvour.

Fr. banquerout) Ital. bancorvtto^ Teut. banck- 
ro/e, id. This word was borrowed from the Ital 
ians. As they formerly did business in a public 
place, and had coffers in which they counted their 
money, when any of the merchants found his af 
fairs in disorder, and returned not to the place of 
business, it was said that his banco, or coffer was 
rotto, broken, from Lat. niptus ; Diet. Trey.
BANNOCK, BONNOCK, s. A sort of cake. The 

bannock is however in S. more properly distin 
guished from the cake $ as the dough, of which 
the former is made, is more wet when it is 
baked. It is also toasted on a girdle ; whereas 
cakes are generally toasted before the fire, af* 
ter having been laid for sometime on a girdle, 
or on a gridiron, S. A. Bor. Bannock^ as de 
scribed by Ray, " is an oatcake kneaded with 
water only, and baked in the embers." 

The latter definition corresponds to the explanation 
given of the term by Nimmo.

u This brook [Bannock-burn] is said to have de 
rived its name from a custom, of old much practised 
in Scotland, viz. that of toasting their bread under 
ashes ; the cakes so prepared were called bannocks^ 
and sundry milns having been early erected upon 
that stream to grind the grain, of which that bread 
is composed, gave rise to the name." Hist, of Stir» 
lingshire, p. 441, 442.

Thir cur coffeis that sailis oure sone
And thretty sum about ane pak,
With bair blew bonnattis and hobbeld schone,
And beir bonnokis with thame thay tak.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 171. st. 4. 
And thare will be lang-kail and pottage, 

And bannocks of barley meal»
Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 208, 209. 

It may be observed that this is still the most ge 
neral use of the word, bear-bannocks, i. e. bannocks 
made of barley-meal. S.

Ir. bunna, a cake, Lhiiyd, boinneog, a cake or 
bannock, Obrien; Gael, bonnach. 
BANNOCK-FLUKE, j, The name given to what 

is said to be the genuine turbot; that com 
monly so called being halibut, S. 
" The fish on this part of the coast, are cod, 

skate, mackerel, hollybot, here called turbot, sea. 
? some tnrbotj called bannakfluke^ and had-



BAR
docks," P. StVigeans, Forfars, Statist, Ace, xiL 
117, N.

It is most probably denominated from its flat form. 
BANNOCK-HIVE, s. Llorpulency, induced by eat 

ing plentifully.
When he, who retains a good appetite, complains 

of want of health, especially of any thing that might 
indicate a dropsical habit, it is sometimes sarcasti 
cally said, that he seems to have the bannock-hive, S. 
from bannock and hive, swelling,

How great's my joy ! its sure beyond compare! 
To see you lo#k sae hale, sae plump an 7 square. 
However ithers at the sea'inay thrive, 
Ye've been nae stranger to the bannock hive.

Morisotfs Poems, p. 177, 178. V. HIVE, z>,
BANRENTE, s. Banneret,

In the tyme of Arthur, as trew men me tald ? 
The king turnit on ane tyde towart Tuskane, 
With banrentis, baron is, and bernis full bald, 
Biggast of bane and blude, bred in Britane.

Gawan and GoL i. I.
u All Bischopis, Abbottis, Pryouris, Dukis, 

Erlis, Lordis of Parliament, and Banrentis, the 
quhilkis the King will be ressauit and summound 
to Counsall and Parliament be his speciall precept." 
Acts Ja. I. A, 1427, c. 112. Edit. 1566. V. 
BANERER.
BANSTICKLE, s. The tfiree-spined stickle 

back, a fish, S. Orkney ; in some parts of S» 
lantickle*
" The three-spined stickleback, (gasterosteut 

aculeatits, Lin. Syst.), which we distinguish by the 
name of banslickle, is found in every small running 
brook or loch that has any communication with any 
piece of fresh water." Barry's Orkney, p. 389.

From Willoughby it would appear, that the name 
banstickle is used in some parts of E. 
BAP, s. A thick cake baked in the oven, ge 

nerally with yeast;. whether it be made of oat 
meal, barley-meal, flower of wheat, or a mix 
ture, S.

There will be good lapperd-milk kebbucks, 
And sowens, and fardles, and baps.

Ritsorfs S. Songs, i. 211.
BAR, s. The grain in E. called barley,. S. B. 

Bar-meal, meal made of this grain ; bar-bread, 
bar-bannocks, &c. In other parts of S., bear, 
bear-meal.

MoesG. bar, hordeum. Goth, bur, fructus quicun- 
que, (Seren.Ji; Heb. *D, bar, grain of every kind 
for bread. ^
BAR, s. BOAR. V. BAIR. 
To BAR.

It occurs in a foolish Envoi/. 
——— Tak tent, and prent the wordis 
Intill this bill, with will tham still to faccy 
Quhilkis ar nocht skar, to bar on far fra bowrdis, 
Bot leale, bot feale, may haell avaell thy Grace.

Eannatyne Poems, p. 201. st. 27.
Lord Hailes gives this passage as not understood»

And indeed, I can offer only a conjecture as to the
meaning, which is so much disguised by a silly jingle
and violent alliteration. The writer, addressing Q*
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BAR
Mary, desires her to imprint in her mind the words 
of this poem, with a design to have them still in her 
eye; as they are nofc such as might cause her to 
startle, and bar on far fra bourdis, or keep her at a 
distance from jesting or sport; but on the contrary, 
true, honest, and such as might be profitable to her 
Majesty. The allusion seems to be to an object that 
frightens a horse, and makes him start aside. V. 
SKAR. Bar may be used in the sense of Fr. barr~ 
er, E. bar, to keep one at a distance; as is done by 
bolts, or by barriers erected for this very .purpose. 
BARBAR, BARBOUR, adj. Barbarous; savage.

The first word is us,ed by Bellenden in his Cron. 
pass.; Fr. barbare. Gael, borb, id.

u Albeit the sayingis be harbour, and commoun, 
the rycht vnderstanding of the samyn seruis mekle 
for men vnlearnit, lyke as the wrang ledis mon,y in 
thir dayis in gret errouris." Kennedy, of Crossra- 
guell, Compend. Tractiue, p. 50.
BARBER, s. The barber of any thing, is a 

phrase used by the vulgar to denote the best, or 
what is excellent in its kind ; S. 
Isl. baer is an adj.. expressing abundance, and 

marking quality ; of baer, praestans. Su.G. bar-ay 
baer-a, illustrare- But the origin is quite obscure. 
BARBLES, s. pi.

This seems to be the disease, which the Fr. call 
barbes, thus expU by Cotgr. u Pushes, or little « 
bladders, under the tongues of horses and cattell, the 
which they kill if they be not speedily cured. Bar 
bes aux teaux. The barbies; a white excrescence 
which, like the pip in chickings, growes under the 
tongues of calves, and hinders them from sucking." 

The Botch and the Barbies———
Polwarfs Flyting, p. 13. V, CLEIKSV 

BARBLYT,/anf. pa. Barbed.
And with wapnys, that scharply sehar, 
Sum in the ford thai bakwart bar: 
And sum, with armys barblyt braid, 
Sa gret martyrdome on thaim has maid, 
That thai gan draw to woyd the place.

Bar hour, viii. 57. MS.
Armys barblyt braid signifies, arms well barbed^ 
Fr. barbele, id. Fleche barbelee, a barbed arrow* 

To BARBULYIE, v. a. To disorder, to trouble. 
——Every thing apperit twae

To my barbulyeit brain. 
Cherrie and Slae, st. 17. Evergreen., iu 109. 

Lat. vers. turbatum caput.
u Youth is abusit and corruptit: the author and 

his warkis schamefullie blottit and barbulyeit.^— 
H. Charteris, Pref. to Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. A. 
5. a.

Fr. barbouille, confusedly jumbled or huddled to 
gether. This is probably from Arm. barboell, comp. 
of bar without, and poell^ in composition boell, 
stop.
BARDACH, BARDY^ adj. 1. " Stoirt, fearless^. 

positive.' 7
Thus Bardach is defined, Gl. Ross, S. B, 

But a' thing grew black and eery like.— 
And tho' she was right bardach on day-light. 
She was as fly'd as ony hare at night.

Ross's Helenore) p» 5&*



BAR
She never minds her, but tells on her tale, 

^flight bauld and bardach, likely-like and hail/
• Ibid. p. 81. 

And bald and bardach the gude-wife
Sae derf couth wield her gude brown spear; 

To fecht for her country and gude-man, 
Could Scotswoman own a woman's fear ?

Jamieson's Popular Ball.\\. 176. 
It is rendered " forward," GI. 

2. It is undoubtedly the same word that in the 
South and West of S. is pron. bardy ; and signifies 
that the person, to whom it is applied, is not only 
irascible and contentious, but uncivil and perti 
nacious in managing a dispute. This term is 
generally appropriated to female petulance. 

A maid of sense be sure to wale,
Who times her wards with easy care:— 

But shun the pert and bardy dame,
Whose words run swiftly void of sense, 

A stranger she to wit and shame. 
And always sure to give offence.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 202. 
It sometimes expresses the bitterness of a our. 

J was a bardy tyk and bauld.
W&tsorfs Coll. i. fi9.

It can scarcely be doubted that this word is nearly 
allied to Isl. barda, pugnax, bardagi, Su.G. bardaga, 

, praelium, from baer-ia, to fight; pret. hard-a. For 
it retains the original idea, with this difference only, 
thatwhat primarily respected the hands is now transfer 
red to the tongue, a member not less unruly. If I inis- 
take*not, it is still occasionally applied in its primary 
sense to a dog, as denoting that he is staunch in fight. 
This is probably implied in the line above quoted; 
especially as bardy is conjoined with bauld. Hence, 
BARDILY, adv. i. Boldly, with intrepidity. 

r£^j,,bardily, and hardily,
Fac'd home or foreign foe; 

Though often forfoughten, 
They never grudg'd the blow.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 64. 
2. Pertly j S. V. BARDACH. 
BARBIE, s. A gelded cat; Ang. 
BARDIS, s.pl. Trappings.

Ouer al the planis brayis the stampand stedis, 
Ful galyeard in thare bardis and werely wed is, 
Apoim thare strate born brydillis brankand fast.

Doug. Virgil, 385. 34.
Phalerae, Vir^. See the description of a barded 

horse in Grose's~Milit. Antiq. i. 103, 104. He de 
rives barded from Fr. barde, covered.

But as bardis is here conjoined with werely wedis, 
or warlike dress, it is most probable that it original 
ly denoted the pikes or spears fixed in their trappings. 
For Goth, bard, O. Teut. barde, Germ, hart, is a 
pole-ax. Hence those Goths, who gave their name 
to Lombardy, were called Longobardi, not from 
wearing long beards, but long pole-axes or spears, 
(Loccen. Antiq. Sueo-Goth. p. 120.); and the en 
sign of their kingdom was a lion erected on a lance. 
Hence, also, the origin of halberd, Fr. hallebard, 
from hall, a hall, and bard, a battle-ax; because 
such axes were wont to be carried on poles, by those 
who guarded the hall or palace of a prince. A ves-

B A Tl
tige of this ancient badge of dignity still exists in our 
royal boroughs, in the processions of the Magistrates, 
when battle-axes are carried Jbef ore them by their 
Mctors.

The word, in what we reckon its secondary sense, 
occurs in various languages : Teut. barde van peer- 
den, phalerae, Fr. bardes, L. B. bard-a, ephippium, 
Du Cange. Teut. barder-en, phalerare, phaleris or- 

Fr. bard-er*
BARDYNGIS, s. pi. Trappings of horses.

u At last be cumyng of Welchemen & Cornwal, 
sa huge nois rais be reird^& sowne oM)elIis that hang 
on thair bardyngis, that the ennymes war affray t, 
and finaly put to tlycht." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 25. 
b. This is evidently of the same signification with 
BARDIS, q. v. 
BARDISH, adj. Rude, insolent in language.

" The rest of that day, and much also of posterior 
sessions, iverc mispent with the altercation of that 
bardish man Mr D. Dogleish, and the young con 
stable of Dundee." Baillie's Lett. i. 311.

This seems the same with bar die ; unless we should 
suppose it to be formed from bard, S. baird, a min 
strel. During the time that the feudal system was 
in full power, the bard was a person of great conse 
quence with the chieftain, whose warlike deeds he 
celebrated, and transmitted to succeeding genera 
tions. This order of men being admitted to such fa 
miliarity in great houses, would retain their petulant 
manners, even after their consequence was gone. 
BARE, adj. Lean ; 3. evidently an oblique 

sense of A. S. bare, baer^ nudus, q. having the 
bones naked.

To BARGANE, v. n. To fight, to contend. 
Wallace, he said, it prochys ner the nycht, 
Wald thow to morn, quhen that the day is lycht, 
Or nyn of bell, meit me at this chapell, 
Be Dunypass I wald haiff your counsell. 
Wallace said, Nay, or that ilk tyme be went, 
War all the men hyn till [the] orient, 
In-till a will with Eduuard, quha had suorn^ 
We sail bargan be ix houris to morn.

Wallace, x. 516. MS.
Su.G. baer-ia, biargli-a, ferire, pugnare. Hwar 

sum biarghis um Pasca dag; Qui verbera dederit 
die Paschatos. Leg. Westgoth. Ihre, vo. Baeria* 
B ARCANE, s. Fight, battle, skirmish. 

And mony tymys ische thai wald, 
And bargane at the barraiss hald; 
And wound thair Jay is oft andsla.

Barbour, iv. 96. MS. 
Ha, lugeing land, battal thou vs portendis, 
Quod my father Anchises, for as, weil kend is^ 
Horssis ar dressit for the bargane fele syis 
Were and debait thyr steidis signifyis.

Doug. Virgil, 86. 33.
Su.G. bardaga, Isl. bardagi, praelium. V. the 

verb.
BARGANER, s. A fighter, a bully.

Than Yre com on with sturt and stryfe ; 
His hand wes ay upoun his knyfe,

He brandeist lyke a beir. 
Uostaris, braggaris, and barganeris^



BAR
Eftir him passit into pairis,

AH fbodiu in feir of weir. 
Dun bar, Bannttyne Poems, p. $g. st. 4. 

i. e. after Yre, here persootied. 
BARGANYNG, s. Fighting.

This Eneas, wytfe fcydduotts barganyng) 
In I4ale thrawart pepill «all doim tbring.

Doug. Virgil^ 21. 9. 
He thocht w-eill he wes worth na seyle. 
That mycht of nane anoyis feyle; 
And als for till «scheve gret thingis, 
And hard trewalys, and bargwyingis, 
That swld ger his pi-ice dowblyt be.

EwboW) i. 300. MS.
Wor4s of this form are evidently verbal nouns, re- 

sembling the gerund in Lat., as coming, beginning, 
&c. E.

Su.G. b&rdagama-d-ur, praeliator, is equivalent; 
q. a fighting man, one gives to bwrgangng.
To BARK, v. a. To tan leather.

" Sorters sould be challenged, that they barjc 
lether, and makes shoone otherwaies than the law 
permittee ; that is to say? of lether quhere the horne 
and the eare are of ane like lenth. They make 
shoone, buites, and other graith, before the lether is 
barked." Chahnerlan Air, c. 22.

—Twa buttis of barkit blasnit ledder.—
Bwnnatyne Poems^ p. 160. st. •%. 

i. e. two bits or pieces.
Su.G. bark-a, id. barka hiwlar, to tann hides. 

Tanning is thus dej^oHuaated, because the bark of 
trees is the great article used ia this operation. 
To BARKEN, v* w. To cM, to become hard; 

Used with respect to any substance that hath 
been m a liquid sta^e, as bloo^ or mire. S. 
The part, occurs as to both in Douglas. 

—He vmquhUe after the cart was r^ent 
With barknyt blude, and powder.——

Virgil, 4«. 3.
Rudd. derives this from bank, a which cloarths the 

tree, and is geaerally very hard»" I cannot substi 
tute any thing better.
BARKIN-G and FLEEING, a phrase used concerning 

one who spends his property in a prodigal way, 
and is believed to be on the eve of bank 
ruptcy ; S.
It has been supposed that this contains an allusion 

to the barking of dogs, and the flight of birds, in 
consequence of the alarm given. It would be fully 
as natural to view it in reference to trees casting their 
bark, and to its being carried away by the wind. It 
maybe observed, however, that, according to Ihre, 
in some parts of Sweden, the v. &«r&~a signifies to 
fly, to run quickly; vo. Bark9 cortex.
BARLA-BREIKIS, BARLEY-BRACKS, s. pL

A game generally played by young peoplfc in a 
eorn.yard. Hence called Barla-bracks ubout the 
stacks^ S. B. One stack is fixed on as the dule or 
goal; and one person is appointed to catch the rest 
qf the company, who run out from the dule. He 
does .not leave it, till they are all out of his sight. 
Then he sets oft* to catch them. Any one, who is 
taken, cannot run out again with his former associ 
ates, being accounted a prisoner -9 but is obliged to

BAR
assist his captor in pursuing the rest. When all are 
taken, the game is finished ; and he, who was first 
taken, is bound to act as catcher in the next game. 
This innocent sport seems to be almost entirely for. 
gotten in die South of S. it is also falling into 
desuetude in the North.

In May gois dammo&elLU and dammis, 
In gardyngis gr,ene to play lyk lajounis ; — 
Sum rynais at barlabreikis lyk rammis,

Sum round abowt the standaad pilleris, 
Scott, on May, Bannatyne MS. V. Ever-green, ii.

188. Chrou. S. P. iii. 162.
Perhaps from barley and break, q. breaking of the 

parley ; because, after SL certain time allowed for 
settling preliminaries, on a cry being given, it is the 
business of one to catch as many prisoners as tie can. 
Did we suppose it to be allied to bur Law, tills game 
might be viewed as originally meant as a sportive re. 
presentation of the punishment of those who broke 
the laws of the boors. Analogous to this were the 
plays of the Boy-bishop, the Abbot of Unreason, 
Robin-Hude, Robbers, &c.

This game was well known in England» It is 
mentioned by W. Browne in his Britannia's Pasto 
rals, published about 1614*

At doore expecting him fefc mother sate, 
Wondring her «boy would stay fro» her so late ; 
Framing for him u»to herselfe excuses : 
And with such thoughts gladly herself abuses : 
As that her sonne, since 4ay grew okie and weake, 
Staide with the maides to runne at b&rtibreake. 

Book i. Song 3. p. 76.
It is mentioned by Massinger, and much later by 

Buxton.
" Let them freely feast, «ing, dance, have puppet- 

plays, hobby-horses, takers, crowds, and bagpipes, 
— play at foaM and bariey&rakes." Anatomy of Me 
lancholy, ap. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, 'IntroiL 
xviii.

This sport, like t^at of the Boy -bishop as manag 
ed in England, must have hail a very bad in 
fluence era the young mind, as directly teoding to ex. 
pose the awful doctrine of the eternal state to ridi 
cule. One of the compartments of the ground was 
called hell. V. Massinger, c. i. 104, 105. Note. 
BARLA-FUMMIL, BARLAFUMBLE, " an ex- 

clamation for a truce by one who has fallen 
down in a wrestling or play."

Thoch he wes wight, he wes nocht wyiss
With sic jangleurs to jummil, 

For fra his thowme thay dang ajne sklyss, 
Quhill he cryit Barlafummil!

Chr. Kirk^i. 16.
2. It is also used, perhaps improperly, for a fell. 

When coachmen drinks, and horses stuitthle, 
It's hard to miss a btNrla-fumble.

Colvifrs Mock Poem, P. ik p. 12. 
Rudd. derives this word from bark oar banto, in 

the seuse of parley^ and fummil, used -in Afrerd. 
for whwnmil) a fall or trip; vo. Fumler. But the 
rest of this poem is not in the Aberd. dialect, ffhis 
derivation is therefore contrary to analogy. £&rten-. 
der, giving the same origin to barla, seeks that of 
fummil in Su.G. famla> to stretch the hands hither 

K



BAR
and thither, as one does when groping in the dark. 
What affinity this has to a parley, I cannot discern. 
The whole term might be viewed as Fr.; q. Parlez, 
foi melez, " Let us have a truce, and blend our 
faith," i. e. grant mutual security. This, however, 
is still mere conjecture.
BARLEY, s. A term used in the games of chil 

dren, when a truce is demanded; S. 
I have been sometimes inclined to think, that this 

exclamation might originally have a reference to 
Burlaw, byrlaw, q. v. Germ, bauerlag, as if the 
person claimed the benefit of the laws known by this 
designation. But perhaps it is more natural to view 
the word as originating from Fr. Parlez, whence E. 
Parley.
BARLEY-MEN. V. BURLAW. 
BARLEY-BOX, s. A small box of a cylindrical 

form, made as a toy for children, 8» 
It may have received its name as having been for 

merly used by farmers for carrying samples of barley 
or other grain to market.
B ARLE Y-BREE, s. Ale, S. q. the juice or broth 

of Parley.
When neebours anger at a plea, 
An' just as wud as wud can be, 
How easy can the barley-bree 

Cement the quairel!
Burns, iii. 16.

B ARLIKHOOD, s. A fit of obstinacy, or violent 
ill humour, S.

Instead then of lang days of sweet delyte, 
Ae day be dumb, and a* the rest he'll flyte: 
And may be, in his barlichoods, ne'er stick 
To lend his loving wife a loundering lick.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 79.
In Gl. Rams, the term is expl. as if the per. 

verse humour, expressed by~ it, were occasioned by 
the use of barley or malt, when reduced to a bever 
age ; u a fit of drunken angry passion." I find bar- 
He mood used as synon.

—Hame the husband comes just roarin' fu'; 
Nor can she please him in his barlic moody- 
He cocks his hand and gi's his wife a thud.

MorisonV Poems, p. 151.
I have sometimes been disposed to view the first 

part of the term as formed from A. S. bera ursus, and 
lie similis, q. resembling a bear, savage, brutal.
BARME HORS.

Thare deyde Schyre Jhone than the Mowbray:
And Alysawndyre the Brws wes tane.
Bot the Ballyol his gat is gane
On a barme hors wyth leggys bare:
Swa fell, that he ethchapyd thare.
The lave, that ware noucht tane in hand, *
Fled, qwhare thai mycht fynd war rand.

Wyntown, viii. 26. 367.
u Q. if a horse used to carry barm (yest), or a 

small sorry horse ?" Gl. Wynt. " Probably a horse 
for carrying out dung to the field;—vulgarly, a muck 
horse, Teut. barme, faex, sanies ;".G1. Sibb.

But the phrase is still used in Angus, where a barme 
horse signifies a horse without a saddle ; "to ride a 
barme horse," to ride without a saddle. This sense

BAR
agrees with the rest of the description. As an armed 
company came on Edward Baliol, and those that were 
with him at Annan, unexpectedly at the dawn of the 
day, they had not time to dress themselves. Baliol 
accordingly fled, not only with his legs bare, but 
without waiting to get his horse saddled. This also 
corresponds to the language used by Fordun. Ead. 
wardus in fugam est conversus et fugatus super sim- 
plicem equum, carentem freno et sella, una tibia ca- 
ligatus, alteraque nudatus. Scotichron. L. xiii. c. 
25. The only difference is, that Fordun mentions 
only one leg as bare, and that in the idea of simplex 
equus he includes the circumstance of a bridle, as well 
as a saddle, being wanting.

The etymon is not so clear as the signification; 
but most probably it is a derivative from Su.G. 
Germ, bar, nudus; especially as the common epithet 
for a horse without a saddle is bare-baekit; S.

I find that the explanation given above exactly a- 
grees with the circumstances stated by Hume of 
Godscroft, and conclude that the word must for. 
merly have been used in the same sense in the South 
of S. *

—" He escaped very narrowly, being halfe naked 
(not having leisure to put on his cloaths) and riding 
upon a barme horse unsadled, and unbridled, till he 
came to Carlile." Hist. Doug. p. 55.
* BARMY, adj. l. Volatile, giddy; a metaph. 

sense. ' / ;
Hope puts that haist into your held,

Quhilk boyls your barmy brain; 
Howbeit fulis hast cums huly speid, 

Fair hechts will mak fulis fain.
Cherrie and Sloe, st. 92. 

2. Passionate^ 'choleric. *' A barmy quean," a
passionate woman; S.

BARMKYN, BERMKYN, s. The rampart or outer 
most fortification of a castle.

Fehew him self lap rudly fra the hycht, 
Throuch all the fyr can on the barmkyn lycht. 
With a gud suerd Wallace strak off his hed.

Wallace, viii. 1067.
Rudd. derives it, in his Addenda, from Norm. 

Fr. barbycan, Fr. barbacane; Ital. barbicano, Hisp. 
barbacana, propugnaculum ant emu rale. Ballet de 
duces barbacana from Celt. b~ar, before, and bach, an 
iriclosure, dacha to inclose. If not a corr. of barby 
can, it may be from Teut. barm, bearm, berm, a 
mound or rampart; and perhaps, kin, a mark of di 
minution.
BARNAGE> s. 1. Barons or noblemen, collec 

tively viewed.
Eduuarde Langschankis had now begune hys wer 
Apon Gaskone, fell awfull in effer.— 
Fra^tyme that he had semblit his damage, 
And herd tell weyle Scotland stude in sic cace, 
He thocht till hym to mak it playn conquace.

Wallace, i. 58. MS.
O fader, suffir the fey Troiane barhage, 
To seik agane, quhat hard myschance befallis, 
To Troy or Ilioun with thare brokin wallis.

- Doug. Virgil, 314. 48.



BAR
2. A military company; including both chieftains 

and followers.
Alhale the barnage flokkis furth attanis,
Left vode the toun, and strenth wyth waisty wanis.

Doug. Virgil, 425. 44.
Douglas, as Junius has observed, uses this term for 

militia, agmen, phalanges, and turmae in the origi 
nal. The same learned writer says, that Douglas 
seems to have viewed this word as derived from barne, 
soboles, proles; as where Virgil uses proles, we find 
barnage in the version.

Doun beting war the barnage of Archadis.
Doug. Virgil, 331. 46.

O. Fr. barnage, id. Vieux mot Francois, qui 
, signifioit le Grands, les Seigneurs, les Gentils-hommes 
qui composcnt la cour du Prince. Aulici, Palatini, 
Proceres, Nobiles; Diet. Trev. V. BAUNE. 
BARNAT.

Our barnat land has beyn our set with wcr, 
With Saxonis blud that dois ws mekill der: 
Slayn our eldris, distroyit our rychtwyss blud, 
Waistyt our realm off gold and othir gud.

Wallace, ix. 366. MS.
In edit. 1648, and in posterior editions, barren is 

the word used. Rut the Minstrel would hardly pay 
so poor a compliment to his country. In MS. it is 
barnat, which seems to mean native, from barn, a 
child.

In Germ., nouns are sometimes formed from verbs, 
and abstracts from substantives, by tlje termination 
at; as monat, month, from mon, moon; heimat, 
country, from heim, home; zeirat, an ornament, 
from zeir-en, to adorn. Heit is also a termination 
very much in use, denoting quality, condition ; and 
corresponding with A. S. had, instead of which hood 
is used in modern E., and heid, Jiede, in S. and Belg. 
Barnat therefore seems equivalent to barnheid, bairn» 
heid, q. v. " Our barnat landj" the land of our na 
tivity*
BARNE, j. The same with barnage. 

Now agayne to the King ga we; 
That on the morn, with his barne, 
Sat in till his parleament.

Barbour, ii. 50. MS.
O. Fr. barnez, " the nobility, or barons," 

Cotgr.
BARNE, j. A child. V. BAIRN. 
BARNE, s.

Of Eolus north blastis hauand na drede, 
The sulye spred hir brade bosum on brede, 
Zephyrus confortabill inspiratioun 
For tyll ressaue law in hir barne adoun.

Doug. Virgil, 400. 26.
This word, which is overlooked by Rudd. should, 

I suspect, be barme, bosom or lap, as synon. with 
bosum, v. 24. In this sense it is used in Lybeaus 

• Disconus.
That oon held yn hys barme 
A mayde yclepte yn hys arme, 

As bryght as blosse on brere.
Ritson's E.M. R. ii. 25. 

It occurs also in Chaucer.
MoesG., Suite., Alem., Dan., barm ; A. S. barme^

BAR
bearm, id. Hence Su.G. barmherztg9 misericors ; 
Chaucer, bar me-cloth ̂ an apron.
BARRAGE, BARRAS, BARRES, BARROWIS, s. 

1. A barrier, an outwork at the gate'of a castle.
The Inglis ischeyd to ma debate/ 

To thaire barras, and faucht fast; 
Bot thai war drevyn in at the last.

Wyntown, viii. 31. 135.
2. An inclosure made of felkd trees, for the de 

fence of armed men. 
Off hewyn temyr in haist he gert thaim tak 
Syllys off ayk, and a stark barres mak, 
At a foyr frount, fast in the forest syd, 
A full gret strenth, quhar thai purpost to bid; 
Stellyt thaim fast till treis that growand was, 
That thai mycht weyll in fra the barres pass^ 
And so weill gratthit, on athir sid about, 
Syn com agayn, quhen thai saw thaim in dout. 

Wallace, ix. 828. MS. Barrace, v. 927.
3. Bounds, or lists for combatants. 
We pingyl not for spede na cours to ryit, 
Bot we debait suld this barres within, 
With wappinnis kene and with our birnist brandis*

Doug. Virgil^ 445. 25.
" He (Macbeth) deuisit ane subtell slicht to bring 

all uciysdoaris and brokin men to his justice, & solistit 
syndry his liegis with large money to appele the 
theuis (quhilkis opprest thame maist) in barras aganis 
ane prefixit day. And quhen thir theuis war enterii 
in barras (quhare thai suld haue fouchtin aganis thair 
nichtbouris) thay wer all takin be armit men and 
hangit on jebatis according iustly to thair dementis." 
Bellend. Cron. b. xii. c. 4. Ad singulare provoca- 
verit certamen, publicoforo decernendum.—Ubi in 
forum descendissent, &c. Boeth.

Frak ferce gallandis for feild gemis enfors ;
Enarmit knychtis at listis with scheild and speir,.
To fecht in barrowis bayth on fute and hors.

Scottj Bannatyne Poems, 200. st. 23.
We still speak of " a cock in a barrace," in al 

lusion to a cock-pit, S.
Rudd. and other Glossarists have conjoined this 

word with Fr. barrere, barrier e, as if they were the 
same. But although from a common root, they are 
different words. Barras is O. Fr. barres, palaestra, 
Thierry; Decursio palaestrica, Diet. Trev.; the pi. 
of barre, a stake. Cotgr., however, defines barres, 
" the martial space called barriers." L. B. barrae 
is used to denote the barricadoes employed for the 
defence of towns and castles, in the same sense in 
which barres occurs in Wallace.

——Barras, gaudete Quirites,
Fregimus, in manibus sunt barrae denique nostris. 

Gul. Brit. Philipp. L. 3. ap. Du Cange. 
BARRAT, j. l. Hostile intercourse, battle»

In Inglissmen, allace, quhi suld we trow,
Our worthy kyn has payned on this wyss ?*
Sic reulle be richt is litill allow;
'Me think we suld in barrat mak thaim bow
At our power, and so we do feill syss.

Wallace, ii. 237. MS*
In editions, barrace.
It is used in the sense of hostility, O. E. 

Sone thei reised strif, brent the kynge's tounes* 
K2



BAR
& his castle? tok, held tham IK they bamdoun.— 
In alle this bccrette the kyage ami Sir Symon 
Tille a lokyng tham sette, of the prince suld it be 

don. ft, Brunne, p. 216. 
i. e. Entered into a cognizance.

2. Contention, of whatever kind.
It, that ye eafl the blist band that bmdis so fast, 
Is bair of blis, and baleful, and greit barrat wirk! 

Dunbaf, Mainland Poems, p. 46, 
There n' is baret^ nother strife, 
N' is there no death, as ever life.

Land of Cockaigne^ Ellis Spec. i. 86.
3. Grief, tnexatiofy trouble. 
And other bernys, for barrat, blakynnit th&ir ble: 
Braithly Urundun in baill, thai* breistis war blent.

G&w&ft and Got. it. st. 11.
Dunbar, describing the effects of drunkenness, says; 

Quhilk brews richt aieikle barret to thy bryd. 
Evergreen, ii. 57. st. 18.

Because the werd brews is here used, although evi 
dently in a metaphorical sense, Ramsay, with sur 
prising inadvertence, renders barret a u sort of 
liquor."

Sn.G. Isl. bar&tta, praelium, Ihre derives this 
from baer*ia, pugnare, combined with aega, atte, 
which, he says, among other sensts, has that of con- 
te&dere; vo* Bweria. The Ital. retains baratta^ in 
the same^ense, as a remnant of the Gothic.
B ARRATRIE, s. A species of simony ; or, as 

defined by Erskine, 4* the crime of clergymen 
who went abroad to purchase benefices from the 
see of Rome with money/* Inst. B. 4. T. 4. 
§ 30.
" Gif ony—makis Barratrie, fra it be kend with 

sufficient & gude document, that he vnderly the sta 
tute maid agane thame that hes money out of the 
realme. And that this statute be not allanerlie ex- 
tendit to thume that dois barratrie in tymes to come, 
but als to thame outwith the Realme now, that beis 
eonuict of barratrie." Ja. 1.1427. c. 119. edit. 1566. 

The person chargeable with this crime was called 
barrctfoure.

" And als the king forbiddis, that ony of his liegis 
send ony ex'pensis till onybarratoure, that is now out 
with the Realme, or gif thame help,or fauoure, in 
quhat degre that euer thay attene to, qtihil thay cum 
hatfte in the Realme, rnder the pane of the breking 
of the Act of Parliament." Ibid.

Erskine mentions L. B. baratria as denoting the 
crime of exchanging justice far money; and derives 
it from Ital. barattare to4 trock or barter. The ori 
gin seems rather O. Ft. barat, deceit, bar&t-er, to 
ch^at, bmruteur, a deceiver; Arm. barat, bar&d, 
ffaus, pfoductio; burster•, proditor. 
BARREL-FERRARIS. V. FERRARIS. 
BARREL-FEVERS, s. pL A term used, by the vul 

gar, to denote the disorder produced iti the 
body by immoderate drinking, S. The Dutch 
have a similar designation; kelder-koorts, the 
cellar-ague.

B ARRIE, s. A kind of half-petticoat, or swad 
dling cloth of flannel, in which the kgs of an 
infant are wrapped for defending them from the

BAR
cold, S.; perhaps from A,S. Su,G. &ar, nudus, 
because it goes next to the body.

BARTANE, s. Great Britain.
Than wald sum reiith within yow rest 

For saik of hir, fairest and best, 
In Bartane syn hir tyme began.

Maitland PovmS) p. 120. 
—All the claith in France and Bartane 
Wald not be to hir leg a gartane.

Bannatyne Poems, 147. st. 7. 
Lord Hailes understands Bretagne as meant; but 

this is written Bartanye, q. v. His mistake is evi 
dent from another passage in the same poem, st. 10. 

Worthie King Arthour and Gawane, 
And mony a bawld berne of Bartane^ 
Ar deid, and in the weiris ar slane,

Sen I cowld weild a speir.
This is merely a corr. of Britain, in the same man. 

ner as the name of the castle, anciently called Dunbri- 
ton, was afterwards changed to Dumbertane^ Dvm- 
bart&n. I shall not enter into any dicusskm on the 
origin of the name Britain. As the Greeks called it 
BpsTtfuiu], Bo chart views the term as derived from two 
Phenician or Syriac words Barath*an&c, the land of 
Tin. Geograph. Sac. P. ii. Lib. i. c. 39. Gea, 
Vallancey gives it as Ir. Bruit-t<w, having the same 
meaning. Pref. to Prospectus, Ixvii.
BARTANYE, BERTANYE, j-. Brittany.

44 Quhen Swetonius had dantit the lie of Man in 
this maner, he was aduertyst that France was rebel- 
lit. And thairfore to peacyfy this trubyll he pullyt 
tp salis and arryuit in Bartahye. Bellend. Cron» 
B. iv. c. 4.

" Sone efter his coronation he past in Bert any e, 
& left behynd hym his gud fader Dioneth with ane 
legion of pepyl to gouerne Britane." Ibid. B. vii. 
c. 12. Armoricam Provinciam, Boeth.

Bertonaris, and Bertaneris, denote the inhabitants 
of Bretagne.

u Fynaly he dantit the Bertonaris with sic impor- 
tabyl affliction, that they wer randerit to his domi 
nion." Ibid.
BARTIZAN, BARTISENE, j-. A battlement, on 

the top of a house or castle, or around a spire 5 S.
u That the morn afternoon the town's colours be 

put upon the bertisene of the steeple, and that at three 
o'clock the bells begin to ring, and ring on still, till 
his Majesty comes hither, and passes on to Anstru- 
ther." Records Pitteiiweem, 1651, Statist. Ace. 
iv. 376.

This seems to be derived from O. Fr. bretesche, 
which primarily signifies wooden towers by which 
towns were fortified; hence transferred to a conspi 
cuous situation in market places from which public 
edicts or denunciations were promulgated. This 
has been traced, with evident propriety, to Ital. 
bertesca, " a kind of,rampart or fence of war made „ 
upon towers, to let down or up at pleasure, a block 
house;" Altieri, The term also signifies a rail. 
L. B, bretaschia€) bertef>cue^ &c. castellae ligneae ; 
Du Cange. But there is reason to believe that the 
Italians received the term from the Goths ; and that 
it is allied to Su.G., berg-a, anc. byr-ia, biarg-a^ to
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build; to protect, to cover. Hence bargastad-ur, 
munimentum.
BASE DANCE» a kind of dance slow and for- 

mal in its motions; directly opposite to what is 
called the high dance. Fr. basse-danse, id. 
" It vas ane celest recreation to behald ther lycht 

lopene, galmouding, stendling bakoart & forduart, 
dansand bate dancis, paitnans, galyardis, turdions, 
braulis and branglis, boffons, vitht mony vthir lycht 
daneis, the quhilk a* ouer prolixt to be rehersit." 
Compl. S. p. 102. 
BASING, s. A bason 5 pi. basingis.

u Hergest dotat this kirk with cow pis, challicis, 
basingis, lawaris." Bellend. Cron. B. vi. c. 15. Pel- 
vibus, Boeth. Fr. bassin, id. 
BASS, s. A mat laid at a door for cleaning one's 

feet; applied also to a mat used for packing 
bales of goods, S.
The word is E.; but the sense is confined, accor 

ding to Johns., to a mat used in churches. Junius 
derives it from some C. B. word signifying a rush ; 
Johns, from Fr. bosse, a bunch. But I am informed, 
that it properly signifies bast, or the bark of lime- 
tree, of which packing mats are made; Teut. bast, 
cortex.
BASSIE^ s. A large wooden dish used for car 

rying meal from the girnal to the bake-board, or 
for containing the meal designed for immediate 
use; S. B..

Her mither says till irer, Hegh lassie,
He's the wisest I fear of the twa ; 

Ye'11 hae little to pit in the bassie, 
Gin ye be sae backward to draw.

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 146. 
i.e. to spin; the phrase, draw a thread, being often 

used in this sense.
Su.G. bos$a, byssa, a box of any kind. But the 

ward seems more nearly allied to Fr. bassin, L. B. 
bacin^us, a bason. The Fr. word is used to denote 
a bowl in which the blind receive the alms given 
them. L. B.. bassm-us, pelvis. It may be added, 
that Fr. bassier is the tub which holds tap.droppingg, 
the lees of iwine, £c. Cotgr. 
BASSIE, s. An old horse ; Clydes. Loth. V.

BAWSAND.
BASSIL, s. A long cannon, or piece of ordi 

nance.
" She bare many canans, six on every side, with 

three great bassils, two behind in her dock, and one 
before." Pitscottie, p. 107, 108.

This word is undoubtedly abbreviated from Fr. 
basilic; le plus gros des canons, qui porte jusqu' 
a 160 livres de balle; mais il n'est plus de service. 
Diet. Trev.
BASSIN, adj. Of or belonging to rushes. 

Turnand quhelis thay set in, by and by, 
Under the feit of this ilk bysnyng jaip ; 
About the nek knyt mony bassin raip.

Doug. Virgil, 46. 38.
Rudd. expl. it, a rope of hards, or coarse hemp." 

This excellent linguist has been misled from the idea 
of Doug. giving this as the literal translation of stupea 
vincula, Virg» But the Bishop refers to that kind

B A T
of ropes that probably was best known in his own 
time. This is properly derived from Teut. biese, 
juncus, scirpus, Gl. Sibb. L. B. basse is used for a 
collar for caat-horses made of flags; Du Cange.
BASSNYT, adj. White-faced, Gl. Sibb. V.

BAWSAND* 
BASTAILYIE, s. A bulwark, a blockhouse.

" Sone efter he gat syndry craftismen to clenge 
the fowseis and to repair the said wall in all partis 
with touris and bastailyies rysyng in the strange»! 
maner that mycht be deuisit." Bellend. Cron. B. 
v. c. 9. Propugnaculis, Boeth.

Fr. bastillcy a fortress, a castle furnished with 
towers. 
BASTILE, BASTEL, s. A fortress, principally

meant for securing prisoners, S. A.
" The last mentioned vestige of feudal antiquity 

was that of the bastiles. Those prisons, having a 
Norraan name, denote their introduction, or their 
more frequent erection, by the conqueror. They 
were more numerous on the marches of the borders 
than any where else, for obviou.s reasons, and they 
were also much stronger.—These edifices nat only 
served the purposes of prisons, but—taken together 
with the castles or tower-houses of the chieftains, near 
which they always stood, they constituted a chain of 
fortresses, running partly on Whittadder and on 
Blackadder banks, from almost the one. end of the 
county to the other/ Thus, we can reckon aline of 
them at short distances, in this neighbourhood, viz. 
Kello-£0,9te/, in Edrom parish; the Barfel dikes 
here; Foulden-^tftfte/, &c. P. Chirnside, Berw. 
Statist. Ace. xiv. 35. 37.

This is radically the same with the preceding word, 
and perhaps merely an abbrev. of it. 
BASTOUN, s. Heavy.staff, baton.

——Quha best on futecan ryn lat se;—
Or like ane douchty campioun in to fycht
With btistuous bastoun darren stryffe, or mais. 

Ihug. Virgil, 129. 39.
Fr. baston, baton, id. 

BAT, s. A staple, a loup of iron ; S. 
BATAILL, s. l. Order of battle, battle array. 

And in bataill, iu gud aray, 
Befor Sanct Jbonystoim com thai, 
And bad Scbyr Amery isch to*fycht.

Barbour, ii. 249. MS.
2. A division of an army, battalion.

— Scaffaldis, leddris and couering, 
Pikkys, howis, and with staff slyng, 
To ilk lord, and his bataill, 
Wes ordanyt, quhar he suld assaiJL

Barbour, xvii. 345. MS.
3. It seetns also to signify military equipment, 

Quhan he wald our folk assaill, * 
Durst nane of Walis in bataill ride, 
Na yhet fra ewyn fell abyd 
Castell or wallyt toune with in, 
That he ne suld lyff and lymmys tyne.

Barbour, i. 105. MS.
Fr. batattle, order of battle; also, a squadron, 

battalion, or part of an army. Wachter views 
Germ, batt^en, caedere,. as the root of battalia



BAT
which he calls a Burgundian word; A. S. bectt-
an, id.
BATE, BAIT, 5-. Boat.

— He, with few men, in a bate • 
Wes fayne for till hald name his gate.

Barbour, xiii. 645, MS. 
Bot thar about na bait fand thai 
That mycht thaim our the watir ber.

Barbour, iii. 408. MS.
A. S., Alem. Isl. Su.G. bat, C. B., Jr., bad, id. 

BATHE, BAITH, BAYTH, BAID, adj. Both. 
Thus said sche, and anone therwith bayth tway 
Gan walkin furth throw out the dern way.

1 Doug. Virgil,, 187, 5.
It is sometimes applied by our old writers, as Mr 

Macpherson observes, to more than two. 
Bathe scepter, swerd, crowne, and ryng, 
Fra this Jhon, that he made kyng, 
Halyly fra hym he tuk thare.

Wyntown, viii. 12. 23.
In Angus it is pronounced baid, or with a kind 

of half-sound between d and £/ as are skaith, paith, 
(a path-way) and most other words of a similar ter. 
mination.

MoesG. ba, bat, bagoth; A. S. ba, ba twa, butu; 
Alem. bedia, bedu, beidu; Isl. Su.G. bade; Dan. 
baade; Germ.beide; Belg. beyde. 
B ATIE, BAWTY, s. A name for a dog, with 

out any particular respect to species. It is ge 
nerally given, however, to those of a larger 
size, S.

" Bourd not with bawty lest he bite you;" Kelly. 
Bat gin wP Batie ye will bourd,

Come back, lad, to yon place; 
Lat Trojans an' your wonted fears 

Stand glowrin P your face.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 9. 

In the Gl. to these poems it is expl. u mastiff." 
From Lyndsay's u Complaint and publick Con 

fession of the King's old Hound, called Bash, di 
rected to Bawty, the King's best beloved Dog," it 
would appear to have been a name commonly given 
to a dog in the reign of James V. 
2. It is used metaph. like E. dog, as a term of

contempt for a man.
Thus, in an illiberal translation of the Latin epitaph 
on the celebrated Sir John Graham, who was killed 
at the battle of Falkirk, it is introduced, perhaps 
fully as much for the sake of the rhyme, as from 
the nationality of the writer.

Here lies the gallant Grahame, Wallace' true
Achates,

Who cruelly was murthered by the English baties.
Watson's Coll. ii. 59.

Perhaps from O. Fr. baud, a white hound, same as 
soiiillard, @otgr. According to Bullet, this dog is 
excellent at the chace, and baud-ir signifies to excite 
dogs to the chace. Espece de chieri courant, qui a 
eu ce nom a cause de sa race, qui vient de Barbaric 
cl'une chienne nomine* Baude ; Diet. Trev. 
BATIE, BAWTIE, adj. Round and plump, ap 

plied either to man or beast, Clydes. 
BATIE-BUM, BATIE-BUMMIL, s. A simple 

ton ; an inactive fellow.

BAT
With pacience richt ferine I wald overcum,

And uther mens infer mi ties endure; 
Bot thane am I comptit ane batie-bum ; 

And all men thinks a play me till injure.
Maitland Poems, p. 153. 

Heich Hutchoun, with ane hissil ryss,
To red can throw thame rummil; 

He muddlit thame doun lyk ony myss, 
He was na batie-bummil. 
• Chr. Kirk, st. 16. Chron. S. P. ii. 367. 

Probably from batie, a dog, and the v. bum, to 
make a buzzing noise as a drone, or Teut. bomm-en 
resonare, bommel, a drone : q. he could not be 
compared to a cur, who is a mere drone; who barks, 
but does nothing more. It is, however, also written 
Blaitiebum, q. v. and Bummle. 

BATS, s. pi. 
The blearing Bats, and the Bean-shaw.

PolwarVs Flyting. V. CLEIKS. 
This in S. is the term commonly used to denote 

that disease in horses called the botts, E. From the 
epithet con joined, bleiring, it seems doubtful if this 
be meant. It may indeed denote the effect of the 
pain occasioned by this disorder, in making the pa- 
tient groan or cry out, from Teut. blaer-en boare, 
mugire. But as Teut. botte is rendered papula, 
which signifies a swelling with many reddish pimples 
that eat and spread, and blare denotes a pustule; 
the term bleiring may be used to specify that kind 
of botts which produces such pimples. 
BATTALLING, BATTELLING, s. A battle* 

ment.
— Like ane wall thay vmbeset the yettis— 

Thare left hand hie abone thare hede gan hald, 
And oft with thare rycht hand grip the battalling 

wald. Doug. Virgil, 53. 55, 
Skarsement, reprise, corbell, and battellingis.

Palice of Honour, iii. 17.
Douglas also uses batellit, signifying, surrounded 

with battlements.
Fr. bastille, balille, id. Garni de tours, ou for- 

teresses. Turriculis fastigiatus; Diet. Trev. V. 
SKARSEMENT. 
BATTAR-AX, s. Battle-ax.

This to correct, they schow with mony crakkis, 
But littil effect of speir or battar-ax.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 43. st. 8. 
Fr. battre, Ital. battere, to strike; also, to fight. 

Ir. bat, bata, a baton, a mace, such as was anci 
ently used in battle. It may, however, be an error 
of an early transcriber for battal, q, battle-ax. 
To BATTER, v. a. To paste, to cause one 

body to adhere to another by means of a vis 
cous substance, S.

BATTER, s. A glutinous substance, used for pro 
ducing adhesion; paste, S.

To BATTER, v. a. To lay a stone so as to make 
it incline to one side; or to hew it obliquely ; 
a term used in masonry, S. 
This is only an active sense of the E. v. given by 

Johnson, but omitted in the abridgement of his 
work. Fr. battre, to beat. 
BATTILL GERS.
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Vnto ane plesand grund cumin ar thay, 
With battill gers, fresche herbis and grene swardis. 

Doug. Virgil, 187. 17.
This Rudd. renders, " thick, rank, like men in 

order of battel." But more probably, q. bottel- 
gers; as Teut. bottel, and bottel-boom, denote the 
arbutus, or wild strawberry tree. 
BATWARD, s. Boatman; literally, boaU 

keeper,
Bot scho a batward eftyr that
Til hyr spowsyd husband gat,
And of land in heritage
A peys til hyr and hyr lynage :
Eftyr that mony a day
The Batwardis land that callyd thai.

Wyntown, vi. 16. 63.
From bate, a boat, q. v. and Isl. vard, vigil ; Sw. 

ward, custodia.
BAVARD, adj\ Worn out, in a state of bank 

ruptcy.
u He [Hamilton] Antrim, Huntly, Airley, Nid- 

disdale, and more, are ruined in their estates. Pub. 
lick commotions are their private subsistence. A- 
gainst this dangerous evil a convention of estates 
was a sovereign remeid.—The Bavard Lords came 
with great backs, and none greater than Carnwath ; 
but at ouce Fife, and the west gentlemen, came in 
so thick, that the backs of the other were oversha 
dowed and evanished." Baillie's Lett. i. 366,

We still use baiver, as a term of contempt, and 
baiver-like, as signifying shabby in dress and ap 
pearance, S. Fr. bavard, baveur, a driveller ; also, 
a babbler. V. BEVAR, s.
BAUBLE, s. " A short stick, with a head 

carved at the end of it, like a poupee or doll, 
carried by the fools or jesters of former times. 
Babiole, Fr. See Malone's Shakespeare, iii. 
455." Spec. Gl. Lord Hailes. 

BAUCH, BAUGH, BAACH, (gutt.) adj. 1. Un 
grateful to the taste. 
Thy inward parts to purge and secure, 
Take thee three bites of an black Howre,

And Ruebarb baach and bitter. 
Polwart's Flyting, Watson's Coll. P. iii. 10. 

In this sense we now use waugh, q. v.
2. Not good, insufficient in whatever respect, S.

It is a baugh brewing that's no good in the new. 
ing." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 43. A bauch trades 
man, one who is far from excelling in his profession. 
A horse is said to be bauch-shod, or his shoes arc- 
said to be bauch, when they are much worn, S.
3. Indifferent, sorry, not respectable, S.

-——i Without estate, 
A youth, tho' sprung frae kings, looks baugh and

blate. Ramsay's Poems, ii. 5. 
In the same sense it is said ; " Beauty but boun 

ty's but bauch." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 18.
4. Not slippery. In this sense ice is said to be 

bauchy when there has been a partial thaw. 
The opposite is slid or gleg, S. 
Isl. bag-ur, reluctans, renuens, protervus, per- 

o vicax; bage, jactura, nocumentum (offals;) baga, 
bardum et insulsum carmen; bag-a, baeg-ia, obesse, 
noccre. C. B. baw, dung, filth. Hence,
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BAUCHLY, adv. Sorrily, indifferently, S, 

To rummage nature for what's braw, 
Like lilies, roses, gems, and snaw, 
Compar'd with hers, their lustre fa',

And banchly tell 
Her beauties, she excels'them a*.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. £97. 
BAUCHNESS, s. Want, defect of any kind, S. 
To BAUCHLE, BAWCHYLL, BA<MLE,^ (gutt.J 

BASHLE, v. a. l. To'wrench, fo distort, to 
put out of shape ; as, to bachle shoon, to wear 
shoes in so slovenly a manner, as ,to let them 
fall down in the heels; to tread them awry, S. 

" I did na care to stilp upo' my queets, for fear o' 
the briganers; an', mair attour, I did na care to 
bachle my new sheen" [shoes]. Journal from Lon 
don, p. 6.

Isl.baekell, luxatus, valgus (shambling) G. Andr. 
Bashle is used in the same sense, S. This, how 
ever, would seem rather allied to Fr. bossel-er, " to 
bruise, to make a dint in a vessel of metal, or in a 
piece of plate ;" Cotgr. The v. Bauchle, perhaps, 
is merely a diminutive from the adj. bauch, q. to use 
a thing contemptuously or carelessly, as being itself 
of little value.
2. To treat contemptuously, to vilify. 

Wallace lay still, quhill xl dayis was gayn, 
And fyve atour, bot perance saw he nayn 
Battaill till haiff, as thair promyss was maid. 
He gert display agayne his baner braid; 
Rapreiffyt Eduuard rycht gretlye of this thing, 
Bdwchyllyt his seyll, blew out on thatfals King, 
As a tyrand ; turnd bak, and tuk his gait.

Wallace, viii. 7<23. MS. 
BAUCHLE, BACHEL, (gutt,) 1. An old shoe,

used as a slipper, S.
2. Whatsoever is treated with contempt or disre 

gard. To mak a bauchle of any thing, to use 
it so frequently and familiarly, as to shew that 
one has no respect for it. This language is 
employed, not only as to a name, a word, a 
phrase, 8tc. but also a person. One who is set 
up as the butt of a company, or a laughing 
stock, is said to be made a bauchle of. 

Of a proud man, it is said, " He has na that bachel 
to swear by ;" Ferguson's S. Prov. p. 18.
B AUGIE, s. An ornament -, as a ring, a bra 

celet, Sec.
——— Androgeus cristit helme 

He hint in hy, and ouer his hede can quhehne 
His schinyng scheild, with his baugie tuke he, 
And hang ane Gregioun swerde doun by his the.

Doug. Virgil, *S2. 13. 
Insigne, Virg. This is in O. E. bighe. 

I haue sene segges, quod he, in the city of London, 
Beare bighes ful bright about their neckes, 
And some colers of crafty werke, vncoupted they

went. P. Ploughman, Sign. A. iii. a. 
Isl. baug-r, a ring; whence baugeid-ur, an oath, 

from baugr and eidur, an oath, S. aith, because it 
was customary, says G. Andr. to swear solemnly by 
the golden ring consecrated to the gods ; and bang- 
skioldum, a shield, round like a Ting; Worm. Liter.
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Run. Teut. bagge, $eKuna, lapis pretk>sn*; Alem. 
boug ; A. S, boag ; Fr. bague, Ital. bagua, L. B. 
baca, boca, a ring, bang a, a bracelet. In Gl. Edd. 
Saemund. b angr h derived from biug-r curvus, bey tr 
io, curvare, flectere, to bend.
BAUK, BAWK, 9. E. balk, which Johnson de 

fines, *4 a great beam, such as is used in build 
ing." This is very indefinite. The bauks, S. 
are the woss-beams in the roof of a house, 
which uaite and support the rafters. 

A hawk was knyt all full of rapys keyne. 
Sic a towboth sen syne was neuir seyne,— 
Schir Ranald fyrst to inak fewte for his land, 
The knycht went in, and wald na langar stand : 
A rynnand cord thai slewyt our his hed, 
Hard to the bawk, and hangyt him to ded.

Wallace, vii. 204. MS.
Germ, balk, Belg. balck, a beam.; Dan. bielke, id. 

2. The beam by which (scales are suspended, in 
a balance. Teut. balck waegbe, a balance. We 
invert the phrase, making it weigb-bau&s, q. v. 

BAUK, BAWK, s. E. balk, « a ridge of land 
left -unploughed," Johnson; as used in S., a 
strip two or three feet in breadth. 

u Make nae bazvks of good beer land;" Ferguson's 
S. Prov. p. 25.

44 There are a great number of bawks in this pa 
rish which remain untouched ; 30 years ago, on an 
estate within a mile of the town of Peterhead, I am 
informed it was an article in the leases of the tenants, 
not to break them up." P. Peterhead, Aberd. 
Statist. Ace. xvi. 570.

A. S. 5 C. B. bale, Su.G. balk, porca, signifying 
a ridge of land lying between two furrows. But 
Isl. baulk-ur more exactly corresponds to the S. 
word. For G. Andr. defines it, lira in agro, vel 
alia soli eminentia miftar, i. e. a smaller eminence 
than what is properly called a ridge. Perhaps it is 
merely an oblique use of Su.G. balk, a beam ; as 
denoting something that is interposed between the 
ridges, and keeps them distinct, as a beam in a house 
between the rafters. 
BAUKIE, s. The raxorbill, Orkn.

44 The Auk, (alca tcrrda, Lin. Syst.) the same 
with OUT baukie, comes Either in March, and with 
out delay takes possession of almost all the high 
rocks on the headlands, where it lays only one large 
egg in the shelve of a bare rock, exposed to the 
heat of the sun, which probably assists ia hatching 
it." Barry's Orkney, p. 305. 
BAUSY, adj. Big, strong.

Ane pyk-thank in a prelots cfeayse, 
With his wawil feit, and virrek tats, 
With hoppir hippis, and benches narrow, 
And bawsy hands to her a barrow.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 110. 
Su.G. basse, vir potens. If we ctaild suppose 

that .this term -respected the colour of 'the hands, it 
might be traced to A. S. bewu, 'bcteswi, of or belong 
ing to purple; as denoting that they were so coarse 
and red, as to indicate the rustic work in which they 
had formerly been employed. But the farmer sense 
seems preferable.

Phillif>s gives bawsin as an old E. word, signify-
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ing gross, big. Chatterton uses bawsint in the sense 
of 44 large, huge;" as t4 £he fowmwrfelefwit," the huge 
elephant. A. Bor. bashy, fat, swelled J Gl. Grose. 
To BAW, v. a. To hush, to lull.

They grap it, they grip it, it greets and they grain; 
Th«y bed it, they d«w i*, they hind it, they brace it.

Watson's Coll. iii. 21. 
Fr. bus, low. V. BA.LOW. 

BAW, s. 1. A ball, S.
Driving their bows frae whin or tee, 
There's no nae gowfer to be seen.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 205.
2. Money given to school-boys by a marriage 

company, to prevent their being maltreated. 
If this was withheld, the boys claimed a right 
to cut the bride's gown, S. The gift was thus 
denominated, as being designed for the pur 
chase of a ball, most probably a foot-ball, as 
being much more commonly used in former 
times.
This custom, as we learn from Brand^ is retained 

in Newcastle upon Tyne.
44 At present a party always attend here at the 

church gates, after a wedding, to demand of, the 
bridegroom money for a foot-batl. This claim ad 
mits of no refusal. Coles, in his Dictionary, men 
tions the Ball money, which he says was given by a 
new bride to her old play-fellows." Popular An- 
tiq. p. 337.
BAW AW, s, An oblique look, implying con 

tempt or scorn.
But she was shy, and held her head askew :—• 
Looks at him with the baw-waw pf her ee, 
As dram and dorty as young miss wad be 
To country Jock, that needs wad hae a kiss, 
Nolens or volens, frae the dainty miss. .

Ross's ftelenore, p. 82. 
BAWBIE, j. A halfpenny. V. BAIUE. 
BAWBURD, s. The larboard, or the leftside 

of a ship*
On bawburd fast the inner way he lete slip, 
And wan before the formest schip in hy.

Doug. Virgil^ 133. 12.
Rudd. derives this from Fr. bas-bord, id. as star 

board, he says, is from Fr. stri-bord. It is most 
probable, however, that both the French and we 
have had these terms transmitted froift the Gothic. 
For as Isl. stiornborda signifies the right side .of the 
ship, bagborda is the left or larboard side ; G. Andr. 
p. 226. Su.G. styrbord from styre, the'hehn, and 
lord, side : for, according to Ihre, the helm was not 
anciently placed behind, but on one side off theship. 
Ideo dicitur, quod olim gubernaculum, lateri navis 
affixum, ultimam ejus partem non constituit, u<t do- 
cent gemmae antiquae nummique; vo. Bord. Su.G, 
bakbord is the larboard side, which he derives from 
bak, retro, behind, and bord, latus^ the side* Sw. 
babord, id. Widegren. 
BAWD, j. A hare.

Ye little had to crack upo% 
Tbo' yeM cry'd, Arm you, lads I 

I saw (an* shame it wis to see) o 
You r^n awa' like bawds.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect^ p* ,23.
1
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This is the common name for a hare, Aberd. If are- 
soup is also called bawd's bree, i, e. broth. V. BREE. 

As Ir. and Gael, miot denotes a beast of what 
ever kind, miol bhuide or boide is a hare, which 
seems to signify, a yellow beast, from^baidhe, yel 
low. A hare is likewise called Pata in both lan 
guages. Can Badrans, q. v. have any affinity ? 
BAWDEKYN, s. Cloth of gold. 

Ane-othir chesybil he gave alsua; 
Of sylvyr the holy wattyr fate. 
The styk of sylvyr he gave to that; 
An ewar of sylvyr than gave he; 
Of gold bawdekynnys he gave thre; 
Twa brade ewaris of sylvyr brycht.

Wyntown, ix. 6, 160.
Mr Macpherson understands the term as here sig 

nifying " a bodkin, pointed instrument.'* But it 
is undoubtedly the cloth called baudekyn, Fr. bal 
dachin, baldaquin, baudequin. It is said to be of 
gold, because made of gold tissue. Borel temoigne 
que Baldachinum est un vieux mot Francois, qui 
signifioit la plus riche des etoffes qui etoit tissue de 
fil d'or. Diet. Trev.

A couple of bodkins would not have been an ap 
propriate gift, for the use of the church, in any part 
of her service.

Phillips mentions E. baudekyn, as bearing the same 
sense. V. BANDKYN. 
To BAWME, v. a. l. To embalm. 

That ilk hart than, as men sayd, 
Scho bawmyd, and gert it be layd 
In-til a cophyn of evore.

Wyntozsm, viii. 8. 18. 
2. To cherish, to warm.

We sort our airis, and chesis rowaris ilk dele. 
And at ane sound or coist we likit wele 
We strike at nicht, and on the dry sandis 
Did bawme and beik oure bodyis, fete and handis.

Doug. Virgil, 85. 31.
From Fr. em-baum-er, to embalm. Hence trans 

ferred to fomentation, from its balsamic influence in 
restoring the limbs when stiffened with cold or fa. 
tigue.
BAWSAND, BASSAND, BAWSINT, adj. Hav 

ing a white spot in the forehead or face ; a 
term applied to a horse, cow, &c. S. 

Apoun ane hors of Trace dappill gray 
He raid, quhais formest feit bayth tway 
War mylk quhyte, and his creist on Jiicht bare he, 
With bawsand face ryngit the forthir E.

Doug. Virgil, 146. 36. 
The stirk that stands i' the tether.

And our bra' basin?'d yade, 
Will carry you hame your corn.

Ritson's S. Songs) i. £06. 
They tell me ye was in the ither day, 
Andsauld your crummock, and he* bass and qiiey. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 87.
In this sense, as Rudd. observes, " bow sand fatfd 

is an usual phrase in S." It is strange tliat Sibb. 
should be so far led astray bj mere similairty of 
letters, as to derive this u from 0. E. bauson, a 
badger." Fr. bdzan, balsan, a hwrse that ha» a
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•white mark on the feet. This Menage derives from 
Ital. balzano; others, from Lat. balius, and this 
again from Gr. /8**««$, which denotes a horse that 
has a white mark either on the forehead or feet. But 
both the Fr. word and ours seem to have the same 
Gothic origin. Germ, blaesse, Su.G. blaes, denote 
a white mark on the forehead of a horse; blaesot, a 
horse marked in this manner. Widegren defines Sw. 
blaesa, u white brow, or forehead of a horse, or 
ox." This is most probably the origin of the E, 
noun blazon; especially as it is used to denote the 
artificial ornament worn by carriage horses on their 
foreheads. Blaze, indeed, has the same sense with 
Sw. bluesa, as appears from the E. Prov. " If the 
mare have a bald face, the filly will have a blatt." 
V. Kelly, p. 302.

Bassie, a term used to denote an old horse, Loth, 
is most probably a corr. of bawsint, as originally ap 
plied to one with a white face. 
BAWSY-BROWN, s. A hopgoblin. This

" seems to be the English Robin Goodfellow,
known in Scotland bj the name of Brownie ;n
Lord Hailes.

Than all the feynds lewche, and maid gekks, 
Black-belly and Bawsy-brown.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 27. st. 3.
The term might seem to express the supposed 

strength of-this sprite, from Su.G. basse, vir po- 
tens, corresponding to A. S. beorn. V. BAUSY. 
Or it might be viewed as allied to Su.G. bu$e, spec, 
trum, monstrum, which Wachter derives from Germ. 
butz, larva; although Ihre seems inclined, with more 
propriety, to invert the derivation; as those who 
put on masks and disguise themselves wish to exhibit 
the appearance of spectres and bugbears. But most 
probably it is merely an inversion of A.S. brun-basu, 
ostrifer, (ostriger, Lye,) " that bringeth forth or 
beareth purple colour," Somn.; from brim brown, 
and basu purple. V« BROWNIE. 
BAXTER, s. A baker, S.

a Ye breed of the baxters, ye loo your neigh- 
hour's browst better than your ain batch ;" Ram 
say's S. Prov. p. 80. V. BAKSTER.
BAZED, BASED, BASIT, />«m/w*. Confused, 

stupid, stupified; dased, synon. S. , 
Then was this beast so sare amazed, 
Into his face she glour'd and gazed. 
And wist not well, she was so hazed, 

To what hand for to turn her.
Watsorts Coll. i. 47. 

The bernis both wes fasit #f the sicht, 
And out of inesour marrit in thair mude.

King Hart, i. 22. Maitland foems^ p. 10, 
66 The Jews thought they durst neuer haue pre 

sumed to haue opened their mouthes againe to speake 
of the name of Christ: for they thought they were 
all but silly based bodies, who fled away when tfaeir 
master was taken, and wete offended at his ignomi 
nious death." Rollooke on the Passion, p. 575.

Teut. bae$-en, delirare; Belg. tyse, fyysqn9 tur*
batus; verbaas-en, to astonish, to stupify, part.
verbaasd. Sw. be$-a is used to denote the state of
animals" so stung by insects, that they are drivenL "•*< -
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hither and thither by the force of pain. Fr. bez-er, 
id. u A cow to runne up and downe holding up 
her taile, when the brizze doth sting her;" Cotgr. 
V. BUMBAZED.
BE, prep. 1. By; as denoting the cause, agent, 

or instrumeni, S.
WaJys ensample mycht have bein
To yow, had ye it forow sein,
That be othir will him chasty,
And wyss men sayis he is happy.

Barbour, i. 121. MS.
• This is the common orthography in old writings : 
and the word, thus written, is used in all the ordi 
nary senses of E. by. Be occurs in the same sense 
in O. E.; A. S. id. MrTooke views be, by, as form 
ed from byth, the imperative of A. S. beon, to be. 
Divers. Purley, i. 402. Byth^ however, is properly 
the third person sing. Fut. and Optat. Instead of 
si, esto, beo and byth are sometimes used. But 
whether either of these be the root of be, by, seems 
extremely doubtful.
2. Towards, in composition ; as be-east, toward5 

the East; be-west, towards the West, S.
Be-west Bertane is lyand 
All the landys of Irlande.

Wyntown, i. 13. 4°. 
By is used in this sense by later writers. 
u The English,* about twelve of the day, drew 

up eleven troops of horse in the hollow a little by- 
east the ford, where they stood in order till two in 
the afternoon." Baillie's Lett. i. 22.

There is a similar idiom in Belg. ; he-oost, id. 
bewesten, westward.
3. BE occurs rather in an uncommon sense in the 

following passage :
Stewart tharwith all bolnyt in to baill: 
Wallace, he said, be the I tell a taill. 
Say furth, quoth he, off the farrest ye can.— 
That taill full meit thou has tald be thi sell.

Wallace, x. 130. .149. MS.
In edit. Perth instead of be, v. 149, off is sub, 

stituted.
Here it evidently means, of, concerning. A. S. be 

is sometimes ilsed in the same sense. Farath and 
axiath eornlice be tham cilde; Go and inquire dili 
gently of, or concerning, that child; Matt. ii. 8.
4. By the time that.

Be we had ridden half ane myle, 
With myrrie inowis passing the quhyle, 
Thir twa, of quhome befoir I spak, 
Of sindrie purposis did crak.

Diallog, sine Tit. p. 1. Reign of Q. Mary. 
BE THAN, by that time.

Sternys, be than, began for till apper.
Wallace, v. 135. MS. 

And first Eneas gan his feris command 
Thare baneris to display, and follow at hand;— 
For he be than his Troianis mycht behald.

Doug. Virgil, 324. 18. 
BE, part. pa. Been. '.

Ane huge horss like ane grete hill in hy 
Craftely thay wrocht in wourschip of Pallas, 
Of sawing biche the ribbis forgeit

B E A
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Fenyeand ane oblatione, as it had be
For prosper returnyng hame in thare cuntre. -

Doug. Virgil, 39. 10. 
ToBEAL. V. BEIL.
BEANSHAW. V. BENSHAW. 
To BEAR, BER, BERE, v. a. To bear on hand, 

to affirm, to relate.
This passyt noucht, I trow, thre yhere, 
Syn the Balliol aud his folk were 
Arywyd in-to Scotland, 
As I hare herd men bere on hand.

Wyntown, viii. 33. 64. 
Bot Malcom gat wpon this lady brycht 
Schir Malcom Wallas, a full gentill knycht, 
And Wilyame als, as Conns Cornykle beris on

handy 
Quhilk eftir wes the reskew of Scotland.

Wallace, i. 37. MS. 
In till this tyme that Umphraweill, 
As I bar yow on hand er quhill, 
Come till the King of Ingland, 
The Scottis messingeris thar he fand, 
Off pess and rest to haiff tretis.

Barbour, xix. 142. MS.
To BEAR UPON, v. a. To restrain one's self. 

And sae for fear he clean sud spoil the sport, 
Gin anes his shepherdess sud tak the dort, 
He boore upon him, and ne'er loot her ken, 
That he was ony ways about her fain.

Ross*s Helenore, p. 33.
BEAR, BERE, s. Barley, having four rows of

grains, S. Hordeum vulgare, Linn.
u A boll of bear in grain sold formerly at 7s.; 

it now sells at 13s." P. Lethnot, Foifars. Statist. 
Ace. iv. 15.

Of all oorne thare is copy grete, 
Pese? and atys, bere, and qwhet.

Wyntown, i. 13. G.
A. S. bere, MoesG. bar. V. BAR. 

BEAR LAND. Land appropriated for a crop of
barley.

/ gaed through the bear land with him, is a 
phrase used by a peison who has gone through all 
the particulars of a quarrel with another, or told 
him all the grounds of umbrage at his conduct, S. The 
phrase is probably borrowed from the difficulty of 
walking through land prepared for barley, as it is 
more thoroughly tilled than for most other crops; 
or it may refer to the pains taken, in preparing it 
for this crop, to remove all the weeds. 
BEARIS BEFOR. Ancestors.

Yhit we suld thynk one our bearis be/or.
Wallace, 1.15. MS.

This is equivalent to our antecessowris, mentioned 
v. 1. It is merely the old S. word forebears re 
solved, and used precisely in the same sense. Ulph. 
uses berusjos for parents, Luke ii. 2,7. Joh. ix. 23» 
from bmr^an, generare, progignere; Su.G. baer-a, 
id!<•• Vi FOREBEAR. 
BEAT, s. A stroke, a blow, a contusion, S.B.

This seems to be the same with fyt9 used by
Douglas. V. CABIR.
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To BEBBLE, v. a. 1. To swallow any liquid 

in small, but frequent draughts, S. The term 
is used in this sense, whether the liquor be in 
toxicating or not. S.

2. To tipple, v. n. " He's ay bebbling and drink 
ing ;" He is much given to tippling, S. 
It seems to be formed from Lat. bib-ere to drink, 

in the same manner as bibulus, soaking, drinking^ 
or taking it wet; and L. B. bibula, a name for 
paper, quod humorem bibat; Isidor. p. 959.
BECHT. part. pa. Tied; Gl. Rudd. If this 

word be in Doug. Virgil, I have not observ 
ed it. Germ, bieg-en, flectere, is probably the 
origin.

To BECK, BEK, <u. s. To make obeisance, to 
cringe. S.
" He (Hardy Canut) maid ane law, that euery 

Inglis man sail bek & discouer his heid, quhen he 
met ane Dane." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. c. 8. Aper- 
to capite ac inclinato to to in cum cor pore dominum 
salutaret; Boeth.

Thay lute thy lieges pray to stokkis and stanes, 
And paintit paiparis, wattis nocht quhat thay

meine; 
Thay bad thame bek and bynge at deid mennis

banes: 
Offer on kneis to kiss, syne saif thair kin.

Bannatyne Poems, 198. st. 11. 
u A great deal of becking zyid beenging," is a 

phrase still used among the vulgar, to denote much 
ceremony at meeting, among persons of rank, or 
those who would wish to be thought such.
2. To curtsy ; as restricted to the obeisance made 

by a woman, and contradistinguished from 
bowing.

Isl. beig-a, Germ, bieg-en, to bow. 
BECK, BEK, s. A curtsy, S. 
Weil couth I claw his cruik bak, and kerne his cowit

nodil;— 
And with ane belt gang about and blier his auld ene.

Haitiand Poems, p. 54.
BEDD Y, adj. Expressive of a quality in grey 

hounds; the sense unknown.
But if my puppies ance were ready, 
They'l be baith clever, keen and beddy,

And neer neglect
To clink it like their ancient deddy, 

The famous Heck.
Watson's Coll. i. 70.

It may signify, attentive to the cry of the hunts- 
man. Fr. baude, " a cry as of hounds, Breton ;" 
Cotgr. Baudir, en termes de chasses, ce dit lors 
qu'on parle aux chiens, ou qu'on les excite a la course. 
Excitare, stimulare, incendere. Diet. Trev.

It may, however, be the same word which occurs 
Jn the S. Prov.; " Breeding wives are ay beddie /" 
Kelly, p. 75. u Covetous of some silly things ;" N. 

In this sense it is probably allied to Isl. beid-a, 
A. S. bidd-an, MoesG. bid-jan. Belg. bidd-en, to 
ask, to supplicate, to solicit.
BEDE, pret. Offered; from the v. bid.

BED
He talkes touard the King, on hie ther he stode, 
And bede that burly his bronde, that burnesshed 

was bright.
Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 24. 

Chaucer uses the v. bede as signifying to offer; 
A. S. baed, obtulit, from beodan. 
BEDELUIN,/>0rf ./>«. Buried, hid under ground. 

I haue ane house richt full of mobillis sere, 
Quharin bedeluin lyis ane grete talent, 
Or charge of fyne siluer in veschell quent.

Doug. Virgil, 336. 22.
A. S. bedel/en, sepultus, infossus; bedelf-an, cir- 

cumfodere.
BEDENE, BY DENE, adv. 1. Quickly, forth 

with.
And quhen Schyr Amer has sene 
The small folk fle all bedene ; 
And sa few abyd to fycht; 
He releyt to him mony a knycht.

Barbour, ii. 399. MS.
2. It seems also to signify, besides, moreover; in 

addition, as respecting persons.
——— Frenyeis of fyne silk frettit full fre, 

With deir diamonthis bedene, that dayntely wes
diclit.

The king cumly in kith, coverit with croune, 
Callit knichtis sa kene, 
Dukis douchty bedene ; 
u I rede we cast us betuene 
" How best is to done."

Gawan and Gol. ii. 1.
Thus to wode arn thei went, the wlonkest in wedes, 

Both the Kyng, and the Quene: 
And all the douchti by dene.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 1. 
It may admit the sense of besides, where Mr Ritson 

views it as signifying. u one after another."
——- Take thy leve of kinge and quene,v 
And so to all the courte bydene.

Squyr Lowe Degre, v. 272. 
In Ywaine and Gawin, it frequently signifies, to- 

gether; as in the following passage : 
Al a sevenight dayes bedene 
Wald noght Sir Gawayn be sene.

v. 3395. E. M. R. i. 142.
3. It undoubtedly signifies, in succession, or w one

after another," in the following passage. 
The King faris with his folk, our fir this and fellisj 
Feill dais or he fand of flynd or of fyre ; 
Bot deip dalis bedene, dounis, and del Us, 
Montains5 and maresse, with mony rank myre.

Gawan and Gol. i. 3.
Elsewhere it seems to signify, still, always, as con 

veying the idea of uninterrupted succession. 
Next the souerane signe wes sickerly sene^ 
That fermit his serenitie ever formable, 
The armes of the Dowglasses duchty bedene, 
Knawin throw all Christendome be cognoscence

hable. Houlate, ii. 6. MS.
Ir. dian is quick, nimble. But the prefix points

out a Gothic origin. As belyve, very similar in
sense, is undoubtedly the imperat. of belif-an, q.
wait, stay; bedene may have been formed in the same
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manner, from Germ, bedien-en, to serve, to obey; 
as a word originally addressed to inferiors, and re 
quiring prompt service. In the latter senses, how 
ever, it seems mere allied to Germ, den-en^ to extend. 
BEDIS, s.pl. Prayers.

My bedis thus with humble hert entere,
Deuotly 1 said on this manere.

King's Quatr. C. ii. st. 43.
From MoesG. bid-jan, A. S. bid-an, Alem. bet- 

ari) Germ, bed-en, Isl. bid-ia,. Belg. bidd-en, Dan. 
bed-er, to pray; Germ, ge-bet, prayer. Hence 
O. E. bidde, and the phrase, to bidde prayers, to 
ask, to solicit them.

In familiar language it is common to speak of 
" counting one's beads," when one goes to prayer, 
S. There is here an allusion to the popish custom 
of running over a string of beads, and at the same 
time repeating Paternosters and Ave-Marias over 
them, according to a fixed rule, as the particular 
beads are meant, by their colour, form, or place, to 
represent to the mind this or that mystery, benefit 
or duty. 
BEDE-HOUSE, s. A term used for an alms»

house, S. B.
" There is a bede-house still in being, thongh in 

bad repair ; and six bede-men on the establishment, 
but none of them live in the house. P. Rathven, 
Banns. Statist. Ace. xiii. 412. 
BEDEMAN, BEIDMAN, s. A person who resides

in a bede-house, or is supported from the funds
appropriated for this purpose, S.
" They have also four beidmen, established on 

the precept of Messmdew, in their gift.—The ma 
gistrates have built, and kept in repair, a house for 
lodging four beidmen ; and give each of them four 
bolls of bear yearly, with a gown, and a small piece 
of garden ground." P. Elgyn, Statist. Ace. v. 14.

In the Court of Exchequer, this term is nsed to 
denote one of that class of paupers who enjoy the 
royal bounty. Each of these beidmen, annually, on 
his Majesty's birth-day, receives a blue great-coat, 
or gown, as it is denominated, (whence they are 
vulgarly called Blue-gowns), with a badge, which 
marks their privilege of begging; and at the same 
time, a loaf of bread, a bottle of ale, a leathern 
purse, and in it a penny for every year of the 
king's life. Every birth-day, another beidman is 
added to the number, as a penny its added to the 
salary of each of them.

This designation has originated from some reli 
gious foundation, in times of popery; according to 
which a certain number of individuals had received a 
stated donation, on condition of offering up prayers 
for the living, or saying masses for the dead. This 
is confirmed by the sense of E. beadsman, as used 
by Spenser. Johnson explains it, " a man employ 
ed in praying for another." It seems to be a ves 
tige of this custom, that in Edinburgh the Beadmen 
are bound to attend a sermon, on the king's birth 
day, preached by his Majesty's Almoner.

That this was the origin of the designation, in 
oth^r places, is undeniable.

" Rothsan, John Bisset gives to God, aad the 
ehurch of St Peter's of Rothsan, for sustaining

BEE
seven leprous persons, the patronage of the kirk of 
Kyltalargy, to pray for the souls of William and 
Alexander, kings of Scotland, and the souls of his 
ancestors and successors, about the year 1226; Char- 
tulary of Moray." Spottiswood's Ace. Relig. 
Houses. Statist. Ace. xiii. 412.

Bedman occurs in O. E. V. ASSOILYIE, sense 3.
The origin is A. S. bead, a prayer. Hence, says 

Verstegan, the name of Beads, " they being made 
to pray on, and Beadsman." It cannot reasonably 
be supposed that the name was transferred from the 
small globes used by the Romanists, in their devo 
tions, to the prayers themselves. For it has been 
seen that the s. is formed from the v. 
BEDYIT, fart. fa. Dipped. 

Your ai-ris first into the Secil se 
Bedyit weil and hendit oft mon be.

Doug.Tirgil, 81. 3.
A. S. deag-an, tingere. 

BEDOYF, part. pa. Besmeared, fouled,
His face he schew besmottrit for ane bourde,
And all his membris in mutle and dung bedoyf. 

Doug. Virgil, 139, 31.
Su.G. doff, dupt, pulvis ; or A. S. bedof-en, sub- 

mersus, dipped. 
BEDOWIN, part. pa.

The wynd maid waif the rede wede on the dyk ;
Bcdoizin in donkis depe was euery sike.

Doug. Virgil, 201. 10.
Rudd. expl. bedowyne, besmeared, deriving it from 

Belg. bcdauwen, to bedew, or sprinkle. Here the 
word seems to retain this very sense, as more con» 
sonant to the description than that of besmeared. 
BEDRAL, s. A person who is bedrid. V. OR-

PHELIN.
BEDREL, adj. Bedrid, Galloway.

Bot this Japis, for to prolong perfay
His faderis fatis, quhilk as bedrel lay
Before his yet, of his liffe in dispare,
Had leuer haue knawin the science and the Iare?
The micht and fors, of strenthy herbis fyne,
And all the cunning vse of medicyne.

Doug. Virgil, 423. 39.
Co IT. perhaps from A. S. bedrida, id.; Teut. 

bedder, clinicus, Germ, bed-reise. 
BEDUNDER'D, fart. fa. Stupified, confound 

ed, S, q* having the ear deafened by noise; Su.G. 
dundr-a, Belg. donder-en, tonare, to thunder. 

BEE, s. The hollow between the ribs and hip 
bone of a horse, S. B. Perhaps from A. S. 
bige, byge, flexus, angulus, sinus j big-an^ byg- 
ean, flectere, curvare.

BEE-ALE, s. A species of beer, or rather mead, 
made from the refuse of honey; S. B. This 
in Clydes. is called swatf.

BEE-BREAD^ s. The substance that goes to 
the formation of bees; S. A. S. beo-bread 
signifies honey-comb.

BE-EAST, Towards the East. V. BE, prep. 
BEELDE, BELD, s. " Properly an image.— 

Model of perfection or imitation." GL Wynt. 
Blessyde Bretayn beelde sulde ber 
Of all the ilys in the se;
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Quharc flowrys are fele on feldys fayr€, * 
Hale of hewe, haylsum of ayre.

tVyntown',\. 13. 1. 
He wes the held of all hys kyn : 
With wertu he supprysyd syn.

Ibid. vii. 6. 15.
A. S. bilith, bild, Belg. beeld, held, Sw. bild. 

To BEENGE, BYNGE, v. a. 9 To cringe, in the 
way of making much obeisance ; S. V. BECK. 

In her habuliments a while 
Ye may your former sell beguile, 
An' ding awa' the vexing thought 
O' hourly dwyning into nought, 
By been g ing to your foppish brithers, 
Black corbies dress'd in peacocks' feathers. 

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 33.
This is undoubtedly from A. S. bens-ian^ also 

written boens-ian^ to ask as a suppliant; supplici- 
ter petere, orare; bensiende, supplicans. We might 
suppose that this v. were allied to Su.G. benaeg-eri) 
inclinatus; Arm. benigh-en^ beniz-ien, Ir. beannach- 
im, to bless, to salute; or that it were a derivative 
from A. S. bcnd-an, to bow. But A. S. ben^ bene, 
which signifies supplication, precatio, deprecatio^ 
pieces, seems to be the radical word.

Yone kriicht to scar wyth skaith ye chaip nocht but
scorne.

It is full fair for to be fallow, and feir, 
To the best that has been beevit you beforne.

Gawan and Gol. i. 22.
This is left by Mr Pinkerton for explanation. 

The meaning of the rest of the passage seems to be, 
that the knight, " although not to be provoked with 
out loss, was fit to be a companion to the best that 
had ever been beevit before Arthur.'* Beforne 
may either mean, in the presence of Arthur, or be. 
fore his time ; and beevit may signify, installed as a 
knight, girt with a sword, from A. S. befeht^ cinc- 
tus, girded, Somn. V. FALOW. 
To BEFF, BAFF, v. a. To beat, to strike; S. 

Beft, beaten^ pret. wn&part.pa.
Bot the wrath of the goddis has doun beft, 
The cietie of Troy from top vnto the ground. 

Doug. Virgil, 59. 9.
It is used more simply, as referring to the act of 

beating with strokes ; applied to metal.
Mony brycht armoure richely dycht thay left, 
Cow pis and goblettis, forgit sare, and beft 
Of massy siluer. Hand here and thare.

Doug. Virgil, 288. 45. 
Doun beft signifies, beat down, overthrown. 

BEFF, BAFF, s. A stroke. V. BAFF. 
BEFORN, prep. Before.

The consaill mett ryeht glaidly on the morn; 
Bot fell titfeingis was brocht Persie beforn.

Wallace, iv. 110. MS.
Til Alysawndyie the thryd oure Kyng beforn 
Ane fay re sone that yhere was borne 
In-til Gedworth.— Wyntown^ vii. 10. 235. 
This is equivalent to u our late king." It oc 

curs also in O. E.
Richaid was Roberd father, the duke that died be 

forn. R. Brunne, p. 52, 
A. S. beforaHj ante 3 coram.

BEG
BEFOROUTH, adv. Before, formerly. 

And syne all samyn furth thai far, 
And till the park, for owtyn tynseill, 
Thai come, and herbryit thaim weill 
Wp on the watrc, and als ner 
Till it as thai bejorouth wer.

Barbour, xix. 502. MS. V. FOROWTH. 
REFT, part. pa. Beaten. V. BEFF. 
To BEGARIE, v. a. 1. To variegate, to deck 

with various colours. 
Mak rowm, Sirs I heir that I may rin. 
Lo see how I am neir com in. 
Begareit all in sundry hewis.

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 103,
2. To stripe, to variegate with lines of various 

colours, to streak. Begaryit^ striped,part*pa. 
All of gold wrocht was thare riche attyre, 
Thai purpoure robbis begaryit schynand brycht. 

Doug. Virgil, 267. 15. Virgatus, Virg.
3. To besmear; to bedaub, to bespatter. " S. fc- 

garied, bedirted j" Rudd. vo. Laggerit* 
The imagis into the kirk 
May think of thair syde taillis irk : 
For quhen the wedder bene maist fair 
The dust fleis hiest in the air, 
And all thair facis dois begarie. 
Gif thay culd speik, thay wald thame warie.

Lyndsatfs Warkis, 1572. p. 307. 
And Rob who took in hand to guide him, 
O'er both the lugs he fell beside him; 
Then sta away for shame to hide him, 
He was so well begarried.

Watson's Coll. i. 48. 
Some Whalley's Bible did begarie^ 
By letting flee at it canarie.

ColviWs Mock Poem, P. i. p. 59. 
This v. has an evident affinity to our Gair^ g&re^. 

a stripe of cloth, and Gaired^ gairy^ q. v. But all 
these terms exhibit strong marks of propinquity to 
some other Gothic words of a more simple significa 
tion. Rudd. derives begaried from A. S. gara gur- 
ges. To the same class belong Isl.^fler, colluvies a- 
vium voracium in mari; G. Andr. A. S. geres^ gy- 
res, marshes. V. GAAR.

To a barbarous people, indeed, no mode of ex. 
pressing any thing striped or streaked, would be sa 
natural, as to employ the term used to denote the 
streaks of dirt with which they were bedaubed in 
travelling.

The word is immediately allied to Fr. begarr-ery 
to diversify; begarre^ of sundry colours, mingled. 
BEGAIRIES, s.pL Stripes or slips of cloth sewed 

on garments, by way of ornament, such as are - 
now worn in liveries; pessments^ S» synon. 
^ That nane of his Hienes subjectes, man or wo 

man, being under the degrees of Dukes, Earfes, 
Lordes of Parliament, Knichtes, or landed Gentil- 
menr that hes or may spend of frie yeirlie rent twa 
thousand markcs, or fifty chalders of victual! at least, 
or thewr wives, &onnes or douchteris,. sail after the 
first day of May nixt-to-cum, use or weare in their 
cleithing, or apparell, or lyning thereof, onie claith 
of gold,'or silver, velvet, saline, damask^ taffataes, 
or ony begairics: frenyies., pasments; or broderie of
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gold, silver, or silk : nor yit layne, ranimcrage, or 
wooll MI cldilh, maid and brocht from onie foreine 
cuntries." Acts Ja. VT. 1581. c. 113. Murray.

The General Assembly 1575, in regulating the 
dress of Ministers, say; u We think all kind of 
broidering unseemly, all begairiei of velvet in gown, 
hose or coat; all superfluous and vain cutting out, 
steeking with silks; all kind of costly sowing, 
on of pasments, or sumptuous and large steeking 
with silks; all kind of costly sowing or variant hewes 
in shirts ; all kind of light and variant hewes of clo 
thing, as Red, Blue, Yellow, and such like, which 
declare the lightness of the minde." Caldcrwood's 
Hist. p. 823. V. PASMENTS.
BEGANE, part.pa. Covered; Gold fcegane, over-* 

laid with gold.
With this thay enterit in the hallo wit schaw 
Of the thrinfald passingere Diane, 
And hous of bricht Apollo gold begetne.

Doug. Virgil, 162. 45.
Aurea tecta, Virg. According to Rudd. q. gone 

over. Chanccr uses the phrase, With gold begon, 
Rom. Rose, 943., u painted over with gold," Tyrwh.
To BEGECK, BEGAIK, BEGEIK, v. a. To de 

ceive ; particularly by playing the jilt, S. B. 
Wysc wemen hes wayis, and wounderful gydingis, 
With greit ingyne to begaik thair jeleous husbandis. 

Dunbar, Malt land Poems, p. 61, 
For haleumly to take me he did bind, 
And hae 'in I will, there's nae a word ahind. 
But Colin says, What if he dinna like you ? 
Ye'd better want him than he sud bcgeck you. 

ROM'S Hclenore, p. 85.
Tcut. gheck-en, dcriderc, ludibriohabcre. V. GECK. 

BEGEIK, BEGINK, BEGUNK, s. 1. A trick, or il 
lusion, which exposes one to ridicule, S. 

Now Cromwell's gane to Nick, and ane ca'd Monk 
Has play'd the Rumple a right slee begun/c.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 88.
2. It often denotes the act of jilting one in love; 

applied either to a male, or to a female, S. 
Begeik is the more common term, S. B. 

Our sex are shy, and wi' your leave they think, 
Wha yields o'er soon fu' aft gets the begink.

Morison's Poems, p. 137.
BEGES, BEGESS, adv. By chance, at random. 

Thou lichtlies all trew properties
Of luve express,

And marks quhen neir a styme thou seis, 
And hits begeas.

Scott, Evergreen, i. 113. 
I hapnit in a wilderness 
Quhair I chanst to gang in beges, 

By ganging out the gait.
Bfirel's Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 30. 

From be, by, and gess, guess, Belg. ghisse.
BEGGER-BOLTS, s. pi. « A sort of darts or 

missile weapons. The word is used by James 
VI. in his Battle of Lepanto, to denote the 
weapons of iheforceats, or galley-slaves." Gl. 
Sibb. Hudson writes beggers* bolts. 

A packe of-what ? a packe of countrey clownes, 
(Quoth Jlolopbcrn) that them to battel bownes.

With beggcrs"* bolts, and levers to arrest 
My warriours strong.— Judith, p. 14* 15. 

The word may have originated from contempt of 
the persons, who used these arms, q. bolts of beggars. 
Or, for the same reason, has it any reference tp-ItaL 
bagordarc, hastis ludicris ex cquis pugnare; l/agordo, 
L. B. bagorda, ludi publici, Fr. behourt, bohourt, 
whence bourd, a jest ;• as if the fighting of such mean 
persons could only b£ compared to the tournaments 
of others ?
BEGOUTH, BEGOUDE,/™?*. Began. 

The West Kynryk begouth to rys, 
As the Est begouth to fayle.

Wyntown, v. Prol. 27. 
The grctest oratoure, llioneus, 
With plesand voce begouth his sermon thus.

Doug. Virgil, 29. 26.
Begoud is now commonly used, S. A. S. Gynn- 

an, beginn-an, seem to have had their pret. formed 
like eode, from gan, ire: Beginnan, bcgcode. 
BEGRAUIN,/flnf./>tf. Buried, interred. 

Be this war cummin fra Kyng Latynis ciete 
Kmbassiatouris, wyth branche of olyue tre, 
Bosekand fauouris and beneuolence, 
That he wald suffir to be caryit from thence 
Thay corpis dede.——— 
To suffir thame begrauin for to be.

Doug. Virgil, 363. 48.
A. S. graf-an, fodere; Teut. be-graven, sepelire. 

BEGRETTE, fret. Saluted. 
The teris lete he fall, and tendirly 
With hertlie lufe begrette hir thus in hy.

Doug. Virgil, 17Q. 44.
Rudd. renders this regrate; for what reason I 

know not. The word used by Virgil is affatus. 
A. S. gret-an, Belg. be~groet-en, salutare. 
BEGRUTTEN, part. pa. Having the face dis* 

figured with weeping; S. 
Sw. begratande, bewailing. V. GREIT. 

BEGUILE, s. A deception, trick, the slip; 
sometimes, a disappointment; S.

For Lindy sure I wad mak ony shift, 
And back again I scours, what legs cou'd lift; 

. Kre i came back, and well I wat short while 
Was I a coming, I gets the beguile. 
Nae thing I finds, seek for him what I list, 
But a toom hale, and sae my mark I mist.

Ross's Helenore, p. 70.
To BEHALD, v. a. 1. To behold, S. belaud. 

In this chapitere behald and Ink 
The Froloug of the ferde buk.

Wyntown, iv. Prol. Rubr.
2. To have respect to, to view with favour or 

partiality.
Saturnus douchter Juno, that full bald is, 
Towart the partye aduersare behaldis.

Doug. Virgil, 347. 5. 
Spectat, Vir^. A. S. beheald-an.

3. To wait, to delay; q. to look on for a while, 
S» used both as an active, and as a neuter verb. 

———" The match is feer for feer." 
u That's true," quo' she, u but we'll behad a wee. 

She's but a tangle, tho' shot out she be,"
Ross's Helenprcy p, 21.
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Behold occurs in the same sense.
u In this, it was said, nought could be done in the 

Provost of Edinburgh's absence; for he, of purpose, 
with the clerk, and some of his faction, had gone off 
the place to behold the event of that meeting." Bail- 
lie's Lett. i. 24. 
BEHAUYNGIS, s. pi. Manners, deportment.

u The Scottis began to rise ylk day in esperance 
of better fortoun, seyng thair kyng follow the be- 
hauyngis of his gudschir Galdus, and reddy to reforme 
al enormyteis of his realm." Bellend. Cron. B. Y. 
c. 2. Mores, Boeth. V. Havingis. 
To BEHECHT, v. n. To promise. 

Dido heyrat comouit I you behecht, 
For hir departing followschip redy made.

Doug. Virgil, 24. 25.
Here it has an oblique sort of sense, in which pro 

mise is also used; q. I assure you of the truth of 
what I say. Chaucer, behete. A. S. bekaet-an, id. 
R. Glouc. behet; R. Brunne, be hette, promised. 
BEHECHT, BEHEST, BEHETE, s. i. Promise.

" Now ye haue experience, how facill the Britonis 
bene to moue new trubill, so full of wyndis and vane 
behechtis." Bellend. Cron. B. viii. c. 6. Infmitis 
prope pollicitationibus, Boeth. Chauc. beheste, id.
2. Engagement, covenant.

The goddis all vnto witnes drew sche, 
The sternes and planetis gidaris of fatis. 
And gif thare ony deite be that watis^ 
Or persauis lutikris inequale of behest, 
To haue in memor hir just caus and request» 

Doug. Virgil, 118. 21* 
Non aequo foedere amantis. Virg.

3. Command.
Said Jupiter : and Mercury, but areist, 
Dressit to obey his grete faderis behest.

Doug. Virgil, 108. 8, V. the v. 
BEHO, BOHO, s. A laughing-stock. " To mak 

a boho" of any thing, to hold it up to ridicule j 
S. B. Alem. huohe, ludibrium. 

To BEHUFE, v. n. To be dependent on. 
- Of Bereeynthial, the mother of the gods, it is said ; 

Alhale the heuinly wychtis to her behufe, 
And all that weildis the hie heuin abufe.

Doug. Virgil, 193. 33.
A. S. behof-ian, Belg. behoev-en, to stand in need 

of, egere, opus habere.
BEJAN CLASS, a designation given to the Greek 

class in the Universities of St Andrews and Aber 
deen; as, till of late, in that of Edinburgh. Hence 
tbe students in this class are denominated Bejans. 
This is properly the first or lowest class in the 

Philosophical course; that of Humanity not forming 
a branch of the original institution, but being added 
afterwards, for bringing forward those, who having 
come to attend the university, were found deficient 
in the Latin tongue. The Greek being originally 
the lowest class, as it was supposed that the term 
bejan included some idea of this kind, it was general, 
ly derived from Fr. bas gens, q. people of the lower 
order. But I am indebted to a learned friend, late 
ly deceased, who, with great credit to himself, and 
much usefulness to others, long had the charge of 
the class last mentioned in one of our universities,
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for pointing out to me Fr. bejaune, as the true 
origin of this term. It signifies a novice, an appren 
tice, a young beginner in any science, art, or 
trade; whence bejaunage, bejaunerie, bejaunise, 
simplicity, want of experience, the ignorance of a 
young untutored mind. Cotgr. derives bejaune from 
becjaulne, literally a yellow beak or bill. In Diet. 
Trev. it is said, that bejaune itself is a term in Faul- 
conry, used concerning birds that are very young, 
and cannot do any thing; because the greatest part 
of birds have a yellow beak before they are fledged. 
Pttllus recentior. I need scarcely add, that, having 
explained the metaph. sense "of the word, they give 
the same etymon as Cotgr. Du Cange observes that 
L. B. Bejaun-us signifies a young scholar of an uni 
versity, and bejaunium the festivity that is held oil 
his arrival.

The term is thus very emphatic, being primarily 
used in relation to a bird newly hatched, whose beak 
is of a deep yellow. The natural mark of imbecilli- 
ty among the feathered tribes is, by a beautiful and 
expressive figure, transferred to the human race, as 
denoting a state of mental weakness or inexperience. 
Another phrase of the same kind is used in Fr. Blanc- 
bec, i. e. a white beak, signifies a young man who has 
neither a beard nor experience. It also denotes a sim 
pleton, or one who may be easily gulled. The phrase 
evidently alludes to birds, although it immediately 
refers to the appearance of a young face.

Sn.G. golben, novitius, as has been observed by 
Ihre, is perfectly analogous to Fr. bee j aim e. He 
is at a loss to say, whether bee has in pronunciation 
been changed into ben, or whether the latter be a 
corr. of the Fr.. phrase, or of the Lat. The first syl 
lable is gul, gol, yellow* The entertainment, which 
a novice or apprentice gives to his companions, is 
called golbens kannc. V. Ihre, vo. Gul. 
To BEJAN, v. a. When a new shearer comes 

to a harvest-field, he is initiated by being lifted 
by the arms and legs, and struck down on ,a 
stone on his buttocks ; Fife. Tbis custom has 
probably had its origin in some of our universi 
ties. It is sometimes called horsing. 

BEIK, s. A hive of bees. V. BYKZ:. 
To BEIK, BEKE, BEEK, v. a., To bask, S. ,

And as thai ner war approchand, 
Ane Inglis man, that lay bekand , 
Him be a fyr sid, till his fep; 
" I wat nocht quhat may tyd ws her. 
" Bot r) cht a gret groWyng me tais : 
" I drcd sar for the blak Douglas."

Barbour, xix. 552. MS. :
I suspect that, instead of fyr sid, till, it had been 

originally fyr, said till.
—In the calm or loune weddir is sene 
Aboue the fludis hie, ane fare plane grcne, 
Anestandyng place, quhar skartis with thare bekkis,' 
Forgane the son gladly thaym prunyeis and bekis.

Doug. Virgil, 131. 46.
—Recreate wele and by the chyinnay bektt, 
At euin be tyme doun in ane bed me strekit.

Ibid. 201» 43*, 
2. To warm, to communicate heat to.
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Then fling on coals, and ripe (he ribs, 
And beck the house baith but and ben.

Ramsay's PoemS) i. 205. 
3. It is often used in a neuter sense, S. 

That knyght es nothing to set by 
That leves al his chevalry, 
And ligges bekeand in his bed, 
When he haves a lady wed.

YwainC) v. 1459. E. M. R. 
Against Love's arrows shields are vain.

When he aims frae her cheek ; 
Her cheek, where roses free from stain, 

In glows of youdith bcek.
Ramsay's Works, i. 117. 

She and her cat sit beeking in her yard.
Ibid. ii. 95.

Belg. backer-en is used in the same sense; backer - 
en een kindt) to warm a child. We say, To bcik in 
the sun ; so, Belg. backer en in de sonne. But our 
word is more immediately allied to the Scandinavian 
dialects; Su.G. bak-a) to warm. Kongur bakade 
sicr vit eld) The king warmed himself at the fire. 
Heims Kring. T. ii. 450. Isl. bak-ast, id. bakeldur) 
ignis accensus enm in finem ut prope eum calefiant 
homines, Olai Lex. Run.; from bak-a and cld-ur, 
fire.

Germ, back-eii) torrere. This Wachter views as 
only a secondary sense of the verb, as signifying to 
bake. But Ihre, with more probability, considers 
that of warming or basking as the primary idea. He 
gives the following passage, as a proof that the opera, 
tion of baking received its designation from the ne 
cessary preparative of warming the oven : Baud han 
ambatt sinni, at hon skylldi baka oc ellda ofn; 
Heims Kr. T. ii. 122.—" The King ordered his maid, 
servant to warm the oven or furnace." Ihre derives 
bak-a from Gr. /3a>, calere. E. bask is undoubtedly 
from the same origin with beik, although more 
changed in its form. 
BEIK, adj. Warm.

He-saw the wif baith dry and clene, 
And sittand at ane fyre, beik and bawld.

Bannatyne PoemS) p. 215. st. 2. 
BEIK, s. 1. This word, primarily signifying the 

beak or bill of a fowl, is M sometimes used for 
a man's mouth, by way of contempt;" Rudd.

Of the Cyclops it is said;
Thay elriche brethir, with thair lukis thrawin, 
Thocht nocht awalit, thare standing haue we knawin; 
An horribil sorte, wyth mony camschol beik, 
And hedis semand to the heuin arreik.

Doug. Virgil, 91. 18.
2. It is used, as a cant word, for a person; u an 

auld bait," " a queer beik," &c. S. 
Belg, biek) Fr. bee, rostrum. It may be observed 

that the latter is metaph. applied to a person. V. 
BEJAN.
To BEIL, BEAL, v. s. 1. To suppurate, S. 
Now sail the byle all out brist that beild has so 

lang. Maitland Poems, p. 50. 
For, instead of beried, Pink, edit., beild occurs 

edit. 1508.
~2. To swell or rankle with pain, or remorse 5 

metaph. applied to the mind, S. B.
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Her heart Tor Lindy now began to beal, 
And she's in swidder great to think him JeaL 
But in her breast she smoor'd the dowie care. 

Ross's HelenorC) p. 70.
a This resolution [of employing the Highland 

Host'] seems to be gone into, as many of the violences 
of this period, with out any express orders from court, 
whatever hints there might be before or after this, of 

. which I am uncertain, but have been informed, that 
Lauderdale, when afterwards taxed with this severi 
ty, was heard to wish " the breast it bred in to beat 
for his share." Wodrow's Hist i. 457.

Belg. buyl-en, protuberare? Hire derives Su.G. 
bold) a boil, from Isl. bolg-a, intumescere. 
BEILI^, s. A suppuration, S. 
BEILD, s. 1. Shelter, refuge, protection, S. 

He wourdis brym as ane bair that bydis na beild. 
Gawan and Gol. iii. 14.

" He waxes fierce as a boar, that waits for no 
shelter."

Hcccuba thidder with hir childer for leild 
Ran all in vane and about the altare swarmes.

Doug. Virgil, 56. 20. 
In one place it is used in rendering venia. 

Bot of ane thing I the beseik and pray; 
Gif ony plesure may be grantit or beild, 
Till aduersaris that lyis vincust in feild.

-Doug. Virgil, 353.20.
" Every man bows to the bush he gets foe/dfrae;" 

Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 25. i. e. Every man pays 
court to him who gives him protection. A. Bor. 
beild) id.
2. Support, stay, means of sustenance. S. 

His fader erit and sew ane pece of feild, 
That he in hyregang held to be hys beild.

Doug. Virgil^ 429. 7. 
For fude thou gettis nane vther beild) 
Bot eit the herbis vpon the feild.

Lyndsay's JVarkis, p. 30. 1592.
3. A place of shelter; hence applied to a house,

a habitation; S.
My Jack, your more than welcome to our beild; 
Heaven aid me lang, to prove your faithfu' chield. 

Morison's Poems) p. 177.
This word does not seem to have been commonly 

used in O. E. But it is certainly in the first sense 
that Hardyng uses beld.

Sir Charles, the brother of Kyng Lewes doubtles 
Kyng of Cisile, of noble worthines, 
By the Soudan was chased without beld, 
Whom prince Edward socoured, and had the feld.

Chron. F. 155. a.
It is a strange fancy of Rudd., that beild may per. 

haps be " from buildings which are a shelter to the 
inhabitants." As buildings are a shelter, it would 
have been far more natural to have inverted the sup. 
position. For I apprehend, that this is the real origin 
of the modern word, or at least, that it has a common 
o'rigin with beild^ a shelter. Accordingly we find 
beyld used by Harry the Minstrel for building. 

Hym self past furth to witt off Wallace will, 
Kepand the toun, quhill nocht was lewyt mar, 
Bot the woode fyr, and beyldis brynt full bar. 

Wallace) vii. 512, MS. 
In edit. 1648 and 1673, changed to diggings.
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Beilding also occurs, where it seem» doubtful 

whether buildings or shelter be meant. 
The king far is with his folk, our firthis and fellis;— 
Withoutin beilding of blis, of bern, or of byre.

Gawan and Gol. i. 3. 
This may signify " any blissful shelter," 
Isl, baele denotes both a bed or couch, and a cave, 

a Lurking place; cubile, spehmca, latibulum praedo- 
nrnn ; Olai Lex. Run. Vikinga baele, a nest of 
pirates, Verel. Su.G. spillwirkia baele, a den of 
robbers. It is highly probable, that baele is ra 
dically the same with Isl. boele, domicilium, ha- 
bitatio : sambyle, cohabitat'io; Su.G. bol, byle, a 
house, geting-byle, a nest of hornets ; from bo, to 
build, to inhabit. A. Bor, bield, shelter; Grose.
To BEILD, v. a. 1. To supply, to support. 

The hawin thai haiff and schippis at thair will, 
Off Ingland cummys enewch off wittaill thaim till. 
This land is purd off fud that suld us beild, 
And ye se weill als thai forsaik the feild.

Wallace, xi. 43. MS. 
Fyfty damacellis tharin seruit the Quene, 
Quhilkis bare the cure eftir thar ordoure hale, 
In puruiance of houshald and vittale, 
To graith the chalmeris, and the fyris beild.

Doug. Virgil, 35. 35.
This verb, it would seem, has been formed from 

the noun, q. v., or has a common origin with Isl. 
bael-a, used to denote the act of causing cattle to lie 
down, adbaelafie, pecudes ad recubandum cogere ; 
G. Andr. p. 39.
2. In one passage it seems to signify, to take re 

fuge ; in a neuter sense.
Beirdis beildit in blisse, brightest of ble.

Gawan and Gol. iv. 12. V. BIRD. 
In Ywaine and Gawin, it signifies to help, to pro- 

tect.
None es so wight wapins to welde, 
Ne that so boldly mai us belde. V. 1220. 

BEILDY, adj. Affording shelter.
We, free frae trouble, toil, or care, 
Enjoy the sun, the earth, and air, 
The crystal spring, and greenwood schaw, 
And beildy holes when tempests blaw.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 485. v. BEILD, s. 
BEILD, adj. Bold.
Sperk Halkis, that spedely will compas the cost, 
Wer kene Knychtis of kynd, clene of maneiris, 
Blyth bodeit, and beild, but barrat or bost, 
With ene celestiall to se, circulit with sapheiris.

Houlate, ii. 2. MS. 
i. e. a bold, without contention or threatening,"

A. S. beald, id. A. S. Alem. belde, audacia. 
BEILL, s.

Welcum, illustrate Ladye, and oure Quene;— 
Welcum, oure jem and joyfull genetryce, 
Welcum, oure belli of Albion to beir.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 194.
" Probably bell, to bear the bell;" Lord Hailes. 

Were it not for the verb conjoined, one might view 
beill as the same with beild, support. Can belli sig 
nify care, sorrow, q. baill? 
BEIN, s. Bone, Ang. One is said to be aw
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frae the lein^ all from the bone, when proud, 
elevated, or highly pleased; in allusion, as would 
seem, to the fleshy parts rising from the bone, 
when the body is swollen. 

BEIN, BEYNE, adj. BEINLIER. V. BENE. 
BEIR, BERE, BIR, BIRR, s. i. Noise, cry, roar. 

u There eftir I herd the rumour of rammasche 
foulis ande of beystis that maid grite beir, quhilk 
past besyde burnis & boggis on grene bankis to seik 
ther sustentatioune." Complaint S. p. 59. 

And oft with wylde scryke the nycht oule, 
Hie on the rufe allane, was hard youle, 
With langsum voce and ane full pietuous bere. 

Doug. Virgil, 116. 11. 
The word is used in this sense by R. Glouc. 

Tho gryslych yal the ssrewe tho, that gryslych was
ys bere.

p. 208. i. e. " Then the cruel giant yelled so horri 
bly, that he made a frightful noise." 
2. Force, impetuosity ; often as denoting the vio*

lence of the wind. S. Vir, mrr, Aberd. 
.——* The anciant aik tre

Wyth his big schank be north wynd oft we se, 
Is vmbeset, to bete him doun and ouerthraw, 
Now here now thare with the fell blastes blaw? 
The souchand bir quhisland amang the grants, 
go that the hiest bransches all attanis 
Thair croppis bowis towert the erth als tyte, 
Quhen with the dynt the master stok schank is smyte.

Doug. Virgil, 115.26. 
King Eolus set heich apoun his chare,— 
Temperis thare yre, les thai suld at thare will 
Bere with thar bir the skyis, and drive about 
Erde, are and seye, quhen euer thay list blaw out.

Ibid. 14. 54.
Thou that should be our true and righteous king, 
Destroys thy own, a cruel horrid thing. 
But 'gainst the Suthron I must tell you, Sir, 
Come life, come death, I'll fight with all my birr. 

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 283. 
But I, like birky, stood the bruht?

An' slocken'd out that gleed, 
Wi' muckle mrr.—

Wi' vir I did chastise the lonns, 
Or brought them a' to peace; 

Wi' sugar'd words, fan that wad dee, 
I made their malice cease.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 2. 24. 
O. E. bire, byre, bir re.
" And thei geden out and wenten into the swyn, 

and lo in a grete bire al the drove wente heedlyng in 
to the see." Wiclif, Matt. 8.

Chesh. beer or birr, Ray. Rudd. hesitates whether 
he should view this word as derived from Lat. vires, 
or as formed from the sound. But neither of these 
suppositions is natural. The term, especially as used 
in the second sense, seems nearly allied to Isl. byre 
(tempestas), Su.G. boer, the wind; which seem to ac 
knowledge byr-ia, boer-ia, surgere, as their root. 
Bere and bir are used in senses so nearly allied, that 
they most probably hare the same origin. Bere, as 
denoting noise, includes the idea expressed by bir. 
For bere is properly the noise occasioned by impetiL- 

M
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osity of motion. It is the noise made by an object 
that moves with bir. Hence, what has been given as 
the secondary sense, may perhaps be viewed as the 
primary one.
To BEIR, BERE, v. j. To roar, to make a noise. 

The pepill beryt like wyld bestis in that tyd, 
Within the wallis, rampand on athir sid, 
Rewmyd in reuth, with mony grysly grayne; 
Sum grymly gret, quhill thar lyff dayis war gayne.

Wallace, vii. 457. MS. 
Quhyn thay had beirit lyk baitit bullis, 
And brane-wode brynt in bailis, 
Thay wox als mait as ony mulis, 
That mangit wer with mailis.

Chr. Kirk, st. 22. Chron. S. P. ii. 366. 
Improperly printed beirt, Callender's edit. He 

undoubtedly gives the true sense of the word, ren 
dering it roared: and he seems to be the first who has 
done so.

Brane-wod has been rendered brain-mad. But 
how does this agree with brynt in bailis 2 There is 
no reason to suppose that these revellers made bon- 
lires of each other. As Mr Pink, justly observes, 
" all grammar and connexion forbid" this interpre 
tation. He views the term as signifying " a kind of 
match-wood of the decayed roots of certain trees, 
which kindles easily,.and burns rapidly." But it is 
not likely, that, in the heat of fight, they would set 
to work and kindle bonfires. May not berit apply 
both to bullis and brane-wode? They made a noise 
like baited bulls, and also like wood when rent by 
the violent heat of a bonfire.

With skirllis and with skrekis sche thus beris, 
Filling the hous with murnyng & salt teris.

Doug. Virgil, 61. 36.
It sometimes denotes the noise made by a stallion in 

neighing with great eagerness. Berand, Bannatyne 
Poems, p. 129.

Teut. baeren, beren, is expl. by Kilian; Fremere, 
sublate et ferociter clamare more ursorum. The 
learned writer s6ems thus to view it as a derivative 
from baere, here, a bear. Wachter, however, gives 
bar-en, clamare, as a Celt. word. Lye, in his Addit. 
to Jun. Etym., mentions Ir. baireah as signifying 
fremitus; and bair-im, fremere; TO. Bere. But I 
am much inclined to suspect that, in this instance, 
the verb is formed from the noun, q. v. V. BIRR, v. 
BEIRD, s. A bard, a minstrel. 
The railyeare rekkinis na wourdis, bot ratlis furth

ranys,— 
Geuis na cure to cun craft, nor comptis for na

cryme,
Wyth beirdis as beggaris, thocht byg be thare 

banys. Doug. Virgil, 238, b. 25. V. BAIRD. 
BEYRD, pret. Laid on a here.

Welcum be weird, as ever God will, 
Quhill I be beyrd, welcum be weird; 
Into this erd ay to fulfill.

Maitland Poems, p* 211. 
: From A. S. baer, baere, feretrum. 

'^EIRTH, BYRTHE, s. Burden, incumbrance, 
charge; Gl. Sibb. 
Dan. byrde, byrth; Isl. byrd; Su.G. boerd-a;
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Belg. borde, A. S. byrih-in; from MoesG. bair-an? 
Su.G. baer-a, to bear.
BEIS, v. s. Be, is; third p. sing. subj. S. 

Bot gif sa beis, that vnder thy requeist, 
Mare hie pardoun lurkis, I wald thou ceist.

'Doug. Virgil, 340. 55.
Here the second pers. is improperly used for the 

third. A. S. byst, sis; Alem. Franc, bist, es, from 
bin, sum ; Wachter, vo. Bin.
BEIS, BEES. One's head is said to be in the bees, 

when one is confused or stupified with drink; 
or otherwise. S.
Wha's faut was it your head was t' the bees ? 
'Twas P your power to lat the drink alane.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 40*
Teut. bies-en, aestuari, furente impetu agitari; or 

from the same origin with Bazed, q* v.
The phrase is perhaps radically different which 

Doug. uses, in such a connexion as to suggest the 
idea of a hive of bees*

Quhat bene thou in bed with lied full of bees ?
Virgil, 239, a. 24.

BEIST, BEISTYN, s. The first milk of a cow af 
ter she has calved, S. biestings, E. 
A. S. beost, byst; Teut. biest^ biest melck, id» 

(colostrum). As this milk is in such a disordered 
state as to curdle when boiled, it is not improbable 
that it received this designation from MoesG. biests^ 
fermentum, q. in a state of fermentation. 
To BEIT, BETE, BEET, v.a. 1. To help, to 

supply ; to mend, by making addition. 
At luvis law a quhyle I think to leit,— 
And so with birds blythly my bailis to beit. 

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 132. V. BAIL. 
Lord Hailes has inadvertently given two explana. 

tions of the same phrase, as used in this passage. In 
Gl. he expl. it, u supply, increase;" in Note, p. 
284, u abate my fires—^quench nay amorous flames." 
Bailis, however, does not signify fires, but sorrows, 
as used in Wallace. V. sense 3.

A similar phrase occurs in O. E. 
I am Thomas your hope, to whom ye crie & grete, 
Martir of Canterbire, your bale salle I bete.

R. Brunne, p. 148.
The v., as it occurs here, is not different from that 

rendered, to supply. It is only used in a secondary 
sense, signifying to amend, to make better; as help 
or supply is one great mean of ameliorating one's 
situation.

Belt, part. pa.
In Laglyne wode, quhen that he maid repayr^ 
This gen till man was full oft his resett; 
With stuff of houshald strestely he thaim bett. 

Wallace, u. 18. MS.
This man may beet the poet bare and clung 
That rarely has a shilling .in his spung.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 353» 
Thocht I am bair I am nocht bett; 
Thay latt me stand bot on the flure, 
Sen auld kyndnes is quyt foryett.

Bannatyne Poems, p* 184» 
i. e. ^ however poor, I receive no supply.»*



BEL
To belt thejire, or beit the ingle. To add fuel to 

the fire, S. " To beet, to make or feed a fire." Gl. 
Grose.

—Turne againe I will
To this fayr wyf, how scho the fyre culd beit. 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 70. 
" Daily wearing neids yearly betting ;" S. Prov.

1. e. the clothes that are daily worn need to be annu. 
ally replaced by others.

Hence the phrase, when any thing, for which there 
is no present use, is laid up in case of future necessi 
ty; u This will beit a mister;" and the term beit- 
mister, applied either to a person or thing found ne 
cessary in a strait; Loth.

Taxation for the beeting (reparation) of the bridge 
of Tay." Table of unprinted Acts, Ja. VI. Parl. 6.
2. To blow up, to inkindle, applied to tbe fire* 
Quhen he list gant or blaw, the fyre is bet, 
And from that furnis the flambe doith brist or glide.

Doug. Virgil, 87. 55.
3. To bring into a better state, by removing cala 

mity, or cause of sorrow. 
Allace, quha sail the beit now off thi baill! 
Allace, quhen sail off harm ys thow be haill!

Wallace,™. 1119. MS.
A. S. bet-an, ge-bet-an, to mend, to restore to the 

original state; Belg. boet-en; Isl. bet-a, Su.G. 
boet-a, id. boet-a klaeder, to repair or mend clothes. 
A. S. bet-anfyr, corresponds to the S. phrase men 
tioned above, struere ignem, focum jam deficient em 
reparare ac denup excitare; Lye. Isl. Su.G. boeta 
eld, to kindle the fire; Belg. T' vier boeten, id. 
Su.G. fyrboetare, he who kindles the fire, metaph. 
one who sows discord. That the Fr. have anci 
ently used bout-er in the same sense, appears from 
the compound boutfeu, an incendiary; Ital. butta- 
fuoco. MoesG. bot-an, to help, ga-bot-an, to re 
store. Bot, bute, advantage, is evidently to be traced 
to the same source. 
BEIT, s. An addition, a supply, S. B. V.

the v.
To BEKE, v. a. To bask. V. BEIK, 
BEKEND,jtar*. Known: S. B. bekent.

———Scho beheld Eneas clething 
And eke the bed bekend.——

Doug. Virgil, 122. 54.
Germ, bekaunt, id. Teut. be-kennen, to know; 

A. S. be-cunnan, experiri.
BELCH, BAILCH, BILCH, s. (gutt.) A monster. 

This feyndliche hellis monstour Tartareane 
Is hatit wyth hyr vthyr sisteris ilkane; 
And Pluto eik the fader of hellis se 
Reputtis that bisming belch hatefull to se.

Doug. Virgil, 217. 43.
2. A term applied to a very lusty person, S.B. 

41 A bur sen belch, or bilch, one who is breathless 
from corpulence, q. burst, like a horse that is 
broken-winded.
By this time Lindy is right well shot out, 
Tweesh nine and ten, I think, or thereabout; 
Nae bursen bailch, nae wandought or misgrown, 
But snack and plump, and like an apple round. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 16. 
Teut. Mgh) the belly; or as it is pron. bailg,

BEL
Moray, from Su.G. bolg-ia, bulg-ia, to swell ? It 
may, however, like batch, be from Teut. balgh, 
which although now applied only as a contemptuous 
term to a child, may formerly have been used more 
generally.
BELD, adj. Bald, without bair on tbe head, S. 

But now your brow is beld, John, 
Your locks are like the snaw.

Burns, iv. 302.
This is the ancient orthography. Skinner derives 

E. bald from Fr. pele, peeled. Junius refers to C. B. 
bal, praecalvus; Minsheu, to Goth, bellede^ calvus. 
Seren. derives it from Isl. bala, planities. With fully 
as much probability might it be traced to Isl. bael-a, 
vastare, prosternere, to lay flat. It occurs indeed, 
in one instance, in the form of the part. pa. of some 
v. now unknown. V. BELLIT. 
BELD, s. Pattern, model of perfection. V.

BEELDE. 
BELD, imperf. v.

It wer lere for to tell, dyte, or address, 
All thair deir armes in dolie desyre. 
But parte of the principale nevertheless 
I sail haistine to shew hairtly but hyre! 
Thair lofs and thair lordschip of so lang date. 
That ben cote armor of eld, 
Thair into herald I held; 
But sen thai the Bruce beld 
I wret as I wate. Houlate, ii. 9. MS. 

Holland here says that it would be /ere, i. e. it 
would require much learning, to give a full account 
of the armorial bearings of the Douglasses from the 
first rise of the family. For this he refers to the 
Herald's office. But he would write, as he knew, 
from the time that they beld the Bruce. By this 
term he certainly refers to the honour put on James 
Douglas, when Robert Bruce gave him the charge of 
carrying his heart to the Holy Land. It seems 
to signify, took the charge of, or protected; from 
Fr. bail, a guardian. In this sense it is nearly allied 
to. E. bailed, Fr. bailler, to present, to deliver up ; 
as Douglas engaged to present the heart of his sove 
reign, where he had intended, had he lived, to have 
gone in person.

As, however, we have the word beild, shelter, pro 
tection, beld may possibly belong to a verb corre 
sponding in sense. 
BELD CYTTES, s. pL Bald coots.

Than rerit thro membronis that mentis so he, 
Furth borne bethleris bald in the bordouris; 
Busardis and Beld tyttes, as it mycht be, 
Soldwnris and subject-men to thay senyeoris.

Houlate, iii. 1. Pink. S. P. Rep. 
The passage has been very carelessly copied. It. 

is thus in the Bann. MS.
Than rerit thir marlionis that montis so he, 
Furth borne bechleris bald in the bordouris, 
Busardis and Beld cyttes, as it mycht be, 
Soldiouris, &c.

The bald coot receives its name from a bald spot 
on its head. It is vulgarly called bell-kite, S. 
BELDIT,jtar£. fa. Imaged, formed. 
Than was the schand of his schaip, and his schroud 

schane
M2



BEL
Off all coloure maist clere beldit abone, 
The fairest foull of the firth, and hendest of hewis.

Houlate, iii. 20. MS.
Belg. beeld-en, Germ, bild-en. Sw. bild-a, for- 

mare, imaginari. A. S. bild, bilith, Germ. Sw. bild 
belaete, an image. These words Ihre derives from 
lete the face, MoesG. wlits. V. BEELDE. 
To BELE, v. s. " To burn, to blaze." 

Quhen the Kyng Edward of Ingland 
Had herd of this deid full ty'ihand, 
All breme he belydin-tQ berth, 
And wrythyd all in wedand werth.

Wyntown, viii. 11. 48.
This, however^may mean, bellowed, roared, from 

A. S. bell-an, Su.G. bal-a, id. especially as this idea 
corresponds most strictly to breme, which expresses 
the roaring of a wild beast. Chaucer uses belle in 
the same sense; House of Fame, iii. 713. 
BELE, s. A fire, a blaze. V. BAIL. 
To BELEIF, v. a. To leave ; pret. &>&//. 

Quhat may yone oist of men now say of me ?— 
Quhom now, allace! now fechtand vnder scheild 
Younder, schame to say the harme, so wikkitly 
Reddy to mischevus deith beleft haue I.

Doug. Virgil, 343. 5. Reliqui, Virg. 
A. S. be and leoj-an, linquere. 

To BELEIF, BELEWE, v. a. To deliver up. 
Unto thy parentis handis and sepultre 
I the beleif, to be enterit, quod he, 
Gyf that sic manere of tryumphe and coist 
May do thame plesure, or eis in to thy goist.

Doug. Virgil, 349. 43. Remitto, Virg. 
It is also used as a v. n. wiih the prep. of. 

Hys cunnand hes he haldyn well, 
And with him tretyt sua the King, 
That he belewyt of hys duelling.

Barbour, xiii. 544. MS.
i. e. gave up the castle of Stirling into the King's 

hands. Edit. 1620, beleft, p. 252, A. S. belaew- 
an, tradere; belaewed, traditus. 
BELEFE, s. Hope.

Ne neuer chyld cummyn of Troyane blude 
In sic belefe and glorie and grete gude 
Sal rayis his forbearis Italian is.

Doug. Virgil, 197. 36. Spes, Virg. 
To BELENE, v. s. To tarry; or perhaps, to 

recline, to rest.
———Schir Gawayn, gayest of all, 
Belenes with Dame Gaynour in grenes so grene. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 6. 
A. S. bilen-ed, inhabited. V. LEIND. Or allied 

to Germ, len-en, rccumbere.
BELEWYT, imperf. v. Delivered up. V,. BE 

LEIF, v. 2.
BELY VE, BELIFF, BELIUE, BELIFE, adv. 1. Im 

mediately, quickly. 
Belife Eneas membris schuke for cauld, 
And murnand baith his handis vp did hauld 
To wart the sternes. Doug. Virgil, 16. 4. 

Extemplo, Virg. Douglas uses it for repente^ 54. 
34. and for subito, 209. 54. 
2. By and by, S.

And than at ane assalt he was 
Woundyt sa felly in the face,

BEL
That he was dredand off his lyff ; 
Tharfor he tretit than beliff '; 
And yauld the tour on sic maner, 
That he, and all that with him wer, 
Suld saufly pass in Ingland.

B arbour, x. 481. MS. 
On this purpos than be-live, 
As wyth-in foure dais or five, 
He redy maid a hundyre men 
At all poynt wele arayt then.

Wyntown, ix. 27. 289.
This seems to be the only modern sense of the term 

in S. Hence the Prov. " Belaive is two hours and a 
haH;" — u an answer to them, who being bid to do a 
thing, say, Belaive, that is, by and by;" Kelly, p. 
69. " Within a little," N.

Belyve the elder bairns come drapping in,
At service out, amang the farmers roun', 

Some ca' the pleugh, some herd, some tentie rin 
A cannie errand to a neebor town.

BurnSy iii. 175.
3. At length.

Quhat profite has it done, or auantage, 
Of Troyis batall to haue eschaip the rage ? 
————————— gyf that thus belyue 
Troianis has socht tyll Italy, tyll upset 
Nqw Troyisr' wallys, to be agane doun bet? 

Doug. Virgil, 314. 36.
4. It is used in a singular sense, S. B. Little belivef 

or bilive.
As I cam to this warld to little 
And as little in't ha'e I got o' my ain \ 

Sae, whan I shall quat it, 
There's few will grete at it, 

And as few, I trow, will ha'e cause to be fain. 
Jamieson's Popular Ball. ii. 334. 

This seems properly to signify, a small remainder, 
as applicable to the situation of one who succeeds to 
another who has left little or no inheritance.

In O. E. it is used in the sense of, quickly. 
His gret axe he nome in hys hond, & to hym hyede

bi lyve. R. Glouc. p. 24. 
In the Gl. it is rendered, " bluff, furiously, fast." 

Chaucer belive, blive, quickly ; Go wer, blyve, id. 
And thytherwarde they hasten blyve.

Conf. Am. Fol. 53. a.
It is a curious conjecture of Ray, that this is q. 

" by the eve." Hickes mentions Franc, bilibe, as 
signifying protinus, confestim ; and Junius refers to 
Norm. Sax. bilive. This is certainly the same won} ; 
from Alem. and Franc, bilib-an, manere. It seems 
to be the imperat. of this v., q. " let him wait," or 
" let the matter rest for a while ;" Gl. Keron. pilibey 
maneat. O. E. byleue is used as a v. signifying to 
remain, to tarry ; A. S. belif-an, id. 

Heo suor, that he ssolde alygte, & byleue myd yre
al day. R. Glouc. p. 288. 

i. e. u she swore that he should alight, and remain 
with her all day." It is evidently allied to MoesG. 
lif-nan, qfltf^nan, restare, superesse; Germ, bleib-en, 
Belg. blijv~en, remanere. Its origin would indicate, 
that what appears, from our old writers, to have been 
its most common sense in their time is only a second- 
ary one ; and that its primary meaning is, by and by* 
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BEL
As used in sense 4., it has evidently a common ori 

gin with S. lave. V. LAFE. Alem. aleiba, differs 
only in the prefix. 
To BELY, v. a. To besiege.
" In the South the Lairds of Fernherst and Bacleugh 

did assail Jedburgh, a little town, .but very constant 
in maintaining the Kings authority. Lord Claud 
Hamilton belyed Paslay." Spotswood, p. 259.
TO BELL THE CAT, to contend; with one, 

especially, of superior rank or power, to with 
stand him, either by words or actions; to use 

1 strong measures, without regard to conse 
quences, S.
While the nobles were consulting, A. 1474, about 

the deposition of Cochran, who had been created 
Earl of Marr, Lord Gray related the fable of the 
mice. u When it came to be questioned,' he said, 
j" who would undertake to tie the bell about the 
cat's neck, there was never a mouse durst cheep or 
undertake.' The Earle of Angus understood his 
meaning, and what application was to be made of it; 
wherefore he answered shortly, I will Bell the Cat, 
and what your Lordships conclude to be done, shall 
not lack execution. For this answer, he was al- 
wayes after this named Archbald Bell the Cat."— 
Godscroft, p. 225, 226.

u If those were their methods with gentlemen, 
and before lawyers, we may easily guess, how little 
justice or equity poor simple country people, who 
could not bell the cat with them, had to look for." 
Wodrow's Hist. ii. 384.

The fable, to which this phrase alludes, is told by 
Langland in his Visions of P. Ploughman, fol. 3. b., 
and applied to the state of the court of England in 
his time.

Fr. Mettre la campane au chat, u to begin a quar 
rel, to raise a brabble ; we say also, in the same 
sense, to hang the bell about the cat's neck." Cotgr.
BELL-PENNY, s. Money laid up, for pay. 

ing the expence of one's funeral -9 from the an 
cient use of the passing-bell. This word is 
still used in Aberbrothick. 

BELL-KITE, s. The bald Coot. V. BELD
CYTTES. 

BELLAN, s. Fight, combat.
——— The sterne Eryx was wount 

To fecht ane bargane, and gif mony dount, 
In that hard bellan his brawnis to en brace.

Doug. Virgil, 141. 4.
Lat. bellum. This word, from the influence of 

the monks, may have been pretty much used in for 
mer times. In the vicinity of Meigle, a cairn is 
shewn, where, according to tradition, Macbeth was 
slain by Macduif; thence called Bellum-Duff. If I 
recollect right, this is the pronunciation, although 
otherwise written by Pennant. a In one place is 
shewn his tumulus, called Belly Duff, or I should 
rather call it, the memorial of his fall." Tour in S. 
iii. 175.
JBELLE, s. Bonfire. V. BAIL. 
BELLING, s. The state of desiring the fe 

male ; a term properly applied to harts.

BEL
The meik hartis in belling oft ar found, 
Mak feirs bargane, and rammys togiddir ryn*

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 94. 2ff. 
Hence belling time, the pairing season, the time 

when beasts desire to couple ; Doug.
Rudd. derives the phrase from Fr. better, a ram ; 

but perhaps it is rather from Isl. bael-a^ baul-a, 
Germ, bell-en, mugire.
BELLIS, s.pl.

Compleyne also, yhe birdis, blyth as bellisy 
Sum happy chance may fall for your behufF,

Wallace, ii. 222. MS.
Can this refer to the belling time of beasts, men. 

tioned above ? 
BELLIT, adj. Bald.

And for swet smell at thi nose, stink sail thou find; 
And for thi gay gylt girdyll, a hard strop sal the

bynd; 
And for thi crisp kell, aud fair hair, all bellit sail

thou be; 
And as for wild and wanton luk, nothing sail thou

se; 
And for thi semat semand cote, the hair sail be

unset; 
For thy pantit face and proud heart, in hell sail

be thy set.
This is Bower's version of part of Isa. itf. For- 

dun. Scotichron. ii. 374, 375. V. BELD. 
BELLY-BLIND, s. The play called Blind- 

man's buff, S. A, : Blind Harie, synon. S. 
This has been defined, but erroneously, " the name 

of a childish sport, otherwise called hide and seek." 
Gl. Sibb. This is the only name for this game, Rox- 
burghs. and the other counties on the Border. It is 
also used Clydes.

Anciently it denoted the person who was blind, 
folded in the game. 

War I ane king,— 
I sould richt sone mak reformatioun; 
Failyeand thairof your grace sould richt sonefinde 
That Preistis sail leid yow lyke arie bellye blinde. 

'Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 232. 
V. SILE, to cover.

Sum festnit is, and ma not fle ^ 
Sum led is lyk the belly-blynd 
With luve, war bettir Tat it be..

Clerk's Adv. to Luvaris, Chron. S. P. i. 369. 
In Su.G. this game is called blind-bock, i. e. blind 

goat; anil in Germ, blinde kuhe, q. blind cow. 
Wachter spurns the idea of kuhe being here used in 
its common acceptation. " For," he says, a this 
game has nothing more to do with a cow, than wTith 
a dog or a buck." He accordingly derives it from 
Gr. #«<y, capio, as if it meant, cocca captura* But 
although the reason of the phrase be lost, the ana- 
logy between the Germ, and Su.G. designations of 
this sport renders it probable that kuhe, as well as 
bock, originally referred to the animal thus denomi 
nated. Ihre, therefore, observes a wiser plan, say 
ing ; a I shall tell why this game received its name 
from the goat, when the Germans have informed us, 
for what reason they borrowed its designation from 
the cow,"



BEL
One might be led to suppose, that this game had 

been ako anciently known in S. by the name of Blind 
. buk, from a passage in one of A. Scott's poems, ad 

dressed to Cupid.
Blind buk ! but at the bound thou schutes,
And them forbeirs that the rebutes.

Chron. S. P. iii. 172.
Disguisings, we know, were common among our 

Xjrothic ancestors, during the festival at the winter 
solstice, even in times of paganism ; whence the term 
Ju/bock, the goat or; stag of Yule. Now, it may 
be conjectured that Blindman's buff was one of the 
«ports used at this time; and that anciently the per 
son, who was hoodwinked, also assumed the ap 
pearance of a goat, a stag, or a cow, by putting on 
the skin of one of these animals : or, that it received 
its designation from its resemblance to the Yule- 
games, in consequence of the use of a similar dis 
guise. Loccenius, indeed, speaks as if blinde-bok^ 
or Blind man's buff, had been the same with that 
called Julbok; Antiq. SiieoGoth. p. 23. Those, 
who may be dissatisfied with this derivation, might 
prefer the idea of the Su.G. name being composed of 
blind and bocke^ a stroke, Alem. bock-en, to strike; 
as he, who personates the blind man, is struck by 
his companions. In the same manner the Germ, 
word kuhe might be traced to kitfw-a, kug-a, which 
have precisely the same meaning. But the former 
is undoubtedly preferable.

The French call this game Cligne-musset, from 
digner^ to wink, and musse, hidden; also, Colin- 
maillard. Colin seems to be merely a popular di 
minutive - from Nicolas; terme bas et populaire; 
Diet. Trev. Mailhard, drol, espeigle; Bullet. Thus, 

, it may be equivalent to " Colrn the buffoon."
This game was not unknown to the Greeks. They

* called it xoAA«£«0/«0£, from xoAA«£*£0, impingo. It is 
thus defined ; Ludi genus, quo hie quidem manibus 
expansis ocultys suos tegit, ille vero postquam per-

* c,ussit, quaerit num verberarit; Pollux ap. Scapul. 
It was also used among the Romans. As Pilate's 
Soldiers first blindfolded our Saviour, and then struck 
him on the cheek, saying, u Prophesy, who smote 
thee;" it has been observed, that they carried their 
wanton crueltyso far as to set him up as an object

- of sport, in the same manner in which they had 
been accustomed to do by one of their companions 
in this game; and that the question they proposed,
/after striking him, exactly corresponds to the ac 
count given by Pollux. For thus his words are ren. 
dered by Capellus ; iKoAA*5<£«v, eo ludo ludere est, 
cumaliquein occultata facie percussum interrogamur,

v Quis percussit eum ? The verb used, Matt, xxvii. 67.
• is wXctQi^a.

We are told that the great Gustavus Adolphus, at 
the very time that he proved the scourge of the house

.of Austria, and when he was in the midst of his 
triumphs, tised in private to amuse himself in playing 
at Blindman's buff with his. colonels. Cela passoit, 
say the authors of the Diet. Trev., pour une ga-

Janterie admirable ; vo. Colin-Maillard.
The origin of the term Belly-blind is uncertain. 

It might be derived from Isl. bella^ cum souitu pelli, 
because the person is driven about as the sport of 
the rest. Or, as the Su.G. designation is borrowed

BEL
from the goat, the Germ, from the cow; what if 
ours should respect the bull, Isl. bael? Hence bael 
skimi) corium bovinum. As baul-a.signifies to bel 
low, baul denotes a cow; G. Andr.

It is probable, however, that the term is the sam* 
with Billy Blynde^ mentioned in the Tales of Won 
der, and said to be the name of u a familiar spirit, 
or good genius."

With that arose the Billy Blynde,
And in good tyme spake he his mind, Sec.

Willy's Lady, No. £9.
Since writing this article, I observe that my friend 

Mr Scott makes the same conjecture as to the ori 
ginal application of the name to that familiar spirit, 
which he views as 4 c somewhat similar to the Brownie." 
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 32.

This spirit is introduced in a Scottish poem lately 
published.

O it fell out upon, a day 
Burd Isbel fell asleep. 

And up it starts the Billy Blin^
And stood at her bed feet. 

* c O waken, waken, Burd Isbel j
How can ye sleep so soun*; 

When this is Bekie's wedding day.
And the marriage gaing on ?" 

—— She set her milk-white foot on board,
Cried, " Hail ye, Domine !" ' 

And the Billy Blin was the steerer o't,
To row her o'er the sea. 

Young Bekie, Jamieson's Popular Ball. ii. 
130, 131. V. BLIND HARIE.

BELLY-FLAUGHT. i. To slay, or flay, belly- 
flauglt, to bring the skin overhead, as in flay 
ing a hare, S. B.

u Within this ile there is sic faire whyte beir meil 
made like flour, and quhen they slay ther sheipe, 
they slay them belly-Jlaught^ and stuffes ther skins 

-fresche of the beir meal, and send their dew-ties be 
a servant of M'Cloyd of Lewis, with certain reistit 
mutton, and mony reistit foules." , Monroe's lies, 
p. 47.

Thay pluck the puir, as thay war powand hadder: 
And taks buds fra men baith neir and far; 
And ay the last ar than the first far war.— 
Thusjtfa thay al the puir men belly Jlaught; 
And fra the puir taks many felloun fraucht.

Priests of Peblis, p. 24.
" An'Jlae him belly-flaught, his skin wad mak a 

gallant tulchin for you." Journal from London,
P- 2-
2. It is used in Loth, and other provinces, in a 

sense considerably different; as denoting great 
eagerness or violence in approaching an object, 

i—— The bauld good-wife of Baith,
Arm'd wi' a great kail-gully. 

Came belly-Jlaught ̂ and loot an aith, 
She'd gar them a' be hooly.

Ramsay's Works, i. 260.
It is explained by the author: u Came in great 

haste, as it were flying full upon them, with her arms 
spread, as a falcon with expanded wings comes 
soussing upon her prey." Thus Ramsay seems to
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hare supposed that the word alluded to the flight of 
a bird of prey.

But the first is undoubtedly the original and pro 
per sense; q. belly flayed, or flayed as a hare is, the 
skin being brought over the belly, without being 
cut up ; Belg. vlagh.en, to flay. 
3, It is also rendered, " flat forward," in refer 

ence to the following passage : 
They met: an' aff scour'd for their fraught,

Thick darkness made them blind maist; 
Nor stapt—till beath flew, bellie-Jlaught,

P the pool!— Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 31. 
BELLY-HUDDROUN. V. HUDDROUN. 
BELLYTHRA, s. The colic.

— Rimbursin, ripples, and bellythra.
RouWs Cursing, Gl. Compl. p. 331. 

A. S. belg, belly, and thra,*affliction.. This term, 
I am informed, is still used on the Border. 
To BELL WAVER, v. n. I. To straggle, to

stroll, S.
2» To fluctuate, to be inconstant} applied to the 

mind, S.
The origin of the latter part of^ the v. is obvious ; 

either from E. waver, orL, B. wayviare, to stray. 
Perhaps the allusion may be to a ram or other ani 
mal, roaming with a bell hung round its neck. . 
To BELT, v. a. l. To gird, S.

Hence, in our old ballads belted knights are often 
introduced. 
2. To gird, metaph. used in relation to the mind. .

" Belt yow thairfore (lusty gailandis) with man. 
heid and wisdome to haue victory." Bellend* Cron. 
Fol. 78* a. Accingimini, Boeth. .

Isl. belt-a, cingere zona. . 
To BELT, v. a. To flog, to scpurge, S.

The term might hare its origin from the occasional 
use of a leathern girdle for the purpose of inflicting 
corporal discipline. Sw. bult-a, however, is used 
in the same sense.
To BELT, v. s. To eome forward with a sud 

den spring, S.
Isl. bilt-a, bilt-ast, signifies^ to tumble headlong. 

BELT, part. pa. ' Built.
The realme of Punis this is quhilk ye se, 
The pepill of Tire, and the cite but more, 
Belt fra the folk discend from Agenore.

Doug. Virgil, 23. 36. V. BEILD. 
BELTANE^ BELTEIN, s. The name of a sort 

of festival observed on the first day of May, 
O. S. ; hence used to denote the term of Whit 
sunday.

At Beltane, quhen ilk bodie bownis
To Peblis to the Play,
To heir the singin and the soundis,
The solace, suth to say,
Be firth and forrest furth they found;
Thay graythit tham full gay.

Peblis to the Play, st. 1.
" On Beltane day, in the yeir nixt followyng, 

callit the Inuentioun of thehaly croce, James Stewart 
the thrid son of Duke Mordo, mouit with gret ire, 
that his fader & brethir war haldin in captiuite, 
come with ane gret power to Dunbritane, and brint 
itj efter that he had slane Johne Stewart of Dun-
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donald, with xxxii. men in it." Bellend. Cron, . 
B. xvii. c. 2.

u And quhair it be taintit that thay [ruikis] big, 
and the birdis be flow in, and the nest be fundin in 
the treis at Beltane, the treis sal be foirfaltit to the 
King." Acts Ja. I. 1424. c. 21. Edit. 1566.

" On the first of May, O. S. a festival called 
Beltan is annually held here. It is chiefly celebrat 
ed by the cow-herds, who assemble by scores in the 
fields, to dress a dinner for themselves, of boiled 
milk and eggs. These dishes they eat with a sort of 
cakes baked for the occasion, and having small 
lumps in the form of nipples, raised ail over the 
surface. The cake might perhaps be an offering to. > 
some deity in the days of Druidism." P. Logieraitj 
Perths. Statist. Ace. v. 84.

A town in Perthshire, on the borders of the High- - 
lands, is called Tillie- (or Tullie-) beltane, i, e. the 
eminence, or rising ground, of the fire of Baal. Jre • 
the neighbourhood is a druidical temple of eight 
upright stones, where it is supposed the fire was 
kindled. At some distance from this is another tem 
ple of the same kind, but smaller, and near it a well 
still held in great veneration. < On Beltane morn 
ing, superstitious people go to this well, and drink 
of it; then they make, a procession round it, as I 
am informed, nine times. After this they in like 
manner ga round the temple. So deep-rooted is » 
this heathenish superstition. in the minds of many 
who reckon themselves good Protestants, that they 
will not neglect these rites, even when Beltane falls * 
on^Sabbatb» .

" The custom still remains [in the West of S.] f 
amongst the herds and young people to kindle fires 
in the high grounds, in honour of Beltan. Beltan, , 
which in Gaelic signifies Baal or BePsfire, was an. - 
ciently the time of this solemnity. It is now kept 
on St. Peter's day." P. Loudouii^ Statist. Ace. . 
iii. 105. -,

Bnt the most particular and distinct narration of >* 
the superstitious rites observed at this period, which 
I have met with, is in the Statist. Ace. of .the P. of 
Callande*, Perths.

" The people of this district have two customs, . 
which are fast wearing out, not only, here, but all 
over the Highlands, and therefore ought to be taken • 
notice of, while they remain. Upon the first day of 
May, which is called Beltan, or Bakiein .day, all 
the boys in a township or hamlet meet in the moors. . 
They cut a table in the green sod, of a round figure, 
by casting a trench in the ground, of such circum 
ference as to hold the whole company. They kindle 
a. fire, and dress a repast of eggs and milk in the con. 
sistence of a custard. They knead a cake of oat- . 
meal, which is toasted at the embers against a stone. . 
After the custard is eaten up, they divide the cake - 
into so many portions, as similar as possible to one 
another in size and shape, as there are persons in the 
company. They daub one of these portions all over 
with charcoal, until it be perfectly black* They put 
all the bits of cake into a bonnet. Every one, blind, 
fold, draws out a portion. He, who holds the bon. 
net, is entitled to the last bit. Whoever draws the 
black bit, is the devoted person who is to be sacru 
ficed to Baaly whose favour they mean to implore>
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in rendering the year productive of the sustenance of 
man and beast. There is little doubt of these in. 
human sacrifices having been once offered in this 
country, as well as in the east, although they now 
pass from the act of sacrificing, and only compel the 
demoted person to leap three times through the flames; 
with which the ceremonies of this festival are closed.

44 Bal-tein signifies the fire of Baal. Baal^ or 
Ball, is the only word in Gaelic for a globe. This 
festival was probably in honour of the sun, whose 
return, in his apparent annual course, they cele. 
brated, on account of his having such a visible in 
fluence, by his genial warmth on the productions 
of the earth. That the Caledonians paid a super 
stitious respect to the sun, as was the practice 
among other nations, is evident, not only by the 
sacrifice at Baltein, but upon many other occa 
sions." Statist. Ace. xi. 621. V. WIDDERSHINS.

A curious rrionument of the worship of the hea- 
renly bodies still remains in the parish of Cargill, 
Perths.

44 Near the village of Cargill may be seen some 
erect stones of considerable magnitude, having the 
figure of the moon and stars cut out on them, and 
are probably the rude remains of pagan supersti 
tion. The corn-field where these stones stand is 
called the Moon-shade [1. shed] to this day." Statist. 
Ace. xiii. 536, 537, N.

It would appear that some peculiar sanctity was
also ascribed to the eighth day of May, from the old
S. Prav. 44 You have skill of man and beast, you
was born'between the Beltans ;" i. e. 44 the first and

. eighth of May." Kelly, p. 376.
Mr Pennant gives a similar account, and with the 

addition of some other circumstances. u On the 
first of May," he says, " the herdsmen of every 
tillage hold their Bel-tern, a rural sacrifice. They 
cut a square trench on the ground, leaving the turf 
in the middle; on that they make a fire of wood, on 
-which they dress a large caudle of eggs, butter, oat 
meal and milk, and bring, besides the ingredients 
of the caudle, plenty of bear and whisky ; for each 
of the company must contribute something. The 
rites begin with spilling some of the caudle on the 

;ground, by way of libation : on that every one takes 
,a cake of oatmeal, upon which are raised nine square 
knobs, each dedicated to some particular being, the 
supposed preserver of their flocks and herds, or to 
some particular animal, the real destroyer of them : 
each person tben turns his face to the fire, breaks 
off a knob, and flinging it over his shoulders, says, 
This 1 give to thee, preserve thou my horses \ this 
to thee, preserve thou my sheep ; and so on. After 
4hat, they use the same ceremony to the ,noxious 
animals: This I give to thee, 0 Fox! spare thou my 
lambs; this to thee, O .hooded Crow! this to thee, 
O Eagle!

44 When the ceremony is over, they dine on the 
caudle; and after the feast is finished, what is left is 
hid by two persons deputed for that purpose; but 
on the next Sunday they reassemble, and finish the 
reliques of the first entertainment." Tour in Scot 

land, 1769. p. 110, 111. 4to edit.
The resemblance between the rites of different 

leathen nations is surprising, even where there is no
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evidence that these rites had the same origin. It is 
not so strange, that the same objects should excite 
their love or their fear, because men in general are 
actuated by common principles. But, it cannot 
easily be accounted for, that, when the expressions 
of these are entirely arbitrary, there should be an 
identity, or a striking similarity.

The Lemuria was a feast observed by the ancient 
Romans, during the nones of May, in order to pa* 
cify the spirits or ghosts that excited their .appre 
hension by night. These hobgoblins they called 
Lemures. Some of the Roman writers pretend, 
that this feast was called Lemuria, quasi Remuria 
from Remus, who was slain by his brother Ro 
mulus ; that it was instituted for making atonement 
to his ghost, which used to disturb the murderer; 
and that the word was gradually softened into Le- 
mitria. It seems pretty certain, that the institution 
of the Lemur ia was previous to that of the Ferialia.

According to Ovid, he who observed these gloomy 
rites, rose during the profound silence of night. To 
prevent his meeting with any of these nocturnal spi 
rits, he clapped his fingers close together, with the 
thumb in the middle; and thrice washed his hands 
in spring-water. Then turning round, he put some 
black beans in his mouth, which he threw backward, 
and said, while throwing them, These I send, by 
these beans I redeem both myself and mine. This 
he repeated nine times, without looking over his 
shoulder. For he believed that the ghost followed 
him, and gathered up the beans, while unseen by 
him. Then he poured water on a certain kind of 
brass, and made it ring, requiring the ghost to de 
part from his dwelling. Having said nine times, 
Depart, ye ghosts of my fathers! he ventured to 
look behind him, being persuaded that he had strictly 
performed all the sacred ceremonies. Fast. Lib. 5.

Nine seems to have been a sacred number with 
the-heathen. The Bel-tein cakes have nine knobs; 
and the person, who placated the nocturnal spirits, 
repeated his address to them nine times. The throw 
ing of the beans backward is similar to the custom 
of throwing the knobs over the shoulder ; the ad 
dress to the manes, These I send, by these I redeem^ 
&c. to the language used at Bel-tein in devoting the 
knobs, This I give to thee, &c. As the Romans be- 
lieved that the spirit kept behind the person who 
performed the ceremonies-already mentioned, some, 
thing of the same kind is still believed by the super 
stitious of our own country. For he who saws 
hemp seed at Ilattow-een^ believes that, by looking 
over his shoulder, he will see fhe apparition of his 
future wife.

In some circumstances, liowever, the rites ob 
served on Beltein day bear fully as much resem. 
blance to those peculiar to the Palilia, a feast cele 
brated by the ancient Romans, on the 21st of April, 
in honour of Pales the goddess of shepherds. The 
design of both seems to have been the same;—to ob 
tain protection for shepherds and their fLocks. As 
the herdsmen kindle a fire on Beltein day, we learn 
from Ovid that fires were laid in order, which were 
leapt over by those'who observed the Palilia.

Certe ego transilui positas ter in ordine flammas.
Fast. Lib. 4.
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As a cake is baked for Beltein, a large cake was pre 
pared for Pales.—

•—— Et nos faciamus ad annum 
Pastorum dominae grandia liba Pali.

Fast. Lib. 4.
The Romans had also a beverage somewhat resem 

bling our caudle; for they were to drink milk and 
the purple sapa, which, according to Pliny, is new 
wine boiled till only a third part remain.

Turn licet, apposita veluti cratere camella. 
Lac niveuin potes, purpureamque sapam.

Ibid.
. The prayer addressed to Pales is very similar to 
that idolatrously used in our own country.

Thee, goddess, O let me propitious find. 
And to the shepherd, and his sheep be kind. 
Far from my folds drive noxious things away. 
And let my flocks in wholesome pastures stray.— 
May I at night my morning's number take. 
Nor mourn a theft the prowling wolf may make.— 
May all my rams the ewes with vigour press, 
To give my flocks a yearly due increase, &c.

Fasti, Transl. by Massey, B. 4. 
Eggs always forming a part of the rural feast of 

Beltein, it is not improbable that this rite is as an- 
eient as the heathenish institution of the festval. 
As it appears that the Gauls called the sun Eel or 
Belus, in consequence of their communication with 
the Phenicians, the symbol of the egg might also be 
borrowed from them. It is well known, that they 
represented the heavenly bodies as oviform ; and 
worshipped an egg in the orgies of Bacchus, as an 
image of the world. Plut. in Sympos. Univers. 
Hist. vol. i. Cosmog. p. 34.

The Egyptians also represented Cneph, the archi 
tect of the world, with an egg coming out of his 
mouth. In the hymns ascribed to Orpheus, Phanes,
-the first-born god, is said to be produced from an 
egg. On these principles, the story of the serpen 
tine egg, to which the Druids ascribed such virtues, 
may be explained. As they were greatly attached to 
mystery, they most probably meant the egg as a 
symbol of fecundity, and in this respect might con 
secrate it in the worship of the sun, whom they 
acknowledged, in their external rites at least, as the 
universal parent.

To the same source, perhaps, may we trace the 
custom so general among children in this country, 
of having eggs dyed of different colours at the time 
of Peace, as they term it, that is, Pasch or Easter.

- A rite, allied to these, is still pretty generally 
observed throughout Scotland, by the superstitious, 
or by young people merely as a frolic ; although no 
thing can be accounted entirely innocent, which 
tends to preserve ancient superstition. Early in the 
morning of the first day of this month, they go oui, 
to the fields to gather Mag+dew; to which some 
ascribe a happy influence, others, I believe, a sort of 
medical virtue. This custom is described by the un 
fortunate Fergussou.

On May-day, in a fairy ring, 
We've seen them round St Anthon's spring^ 
Frae grass the caller dew-draps wring 

To wcct their ein,
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And water clear as crystal spring, 

To synd them clean.
Poems, ii. 41.

The first of May seems to have been particularly 
observed in different countries. There seems also 
to have been a general belief, that this was a sort of 
holiday among the inhabitants of the invisible world 
and witches. The first of May is celebrated in 
Iceland.

Although the name of Beltein is unknown in 
Sweden, yet on the last day of April, i. e. the even 
ing preceding our Beltein, the country people light 
great fires on the hills, and spend the night in shoot 
ing. This with them is the eve of WalburgVs Mess. 
The first of May is also observed.

u It is called in Sweden War Fruday ; le jour de 
notre Dame, our Lady's day. The witches are sup 
posed to take, in the night preceding that day, 
their flight to Blakulla, a famous mountain ; but it 
was formerly believed in Germany, that the witches 
travelled to the Bloxberg or Brocken, a high moun 
tain contiguous to the Hartz Forest." Von Troll's 
Lett, on Iceland, p. 24. Blaakulla, pronounced 
Blokulla, is a rock in the sea between the island 
Oeland and Smoland, which, on account of the 
many shipwrecks that happened there, was in for 
mer times believed by the vulgar to be inhabited by 
demons, who brought these calamities on mortals. 
Hence," Ihre says, " sprung another fable, that on 
the Thursday of the great week, the witches came 
hither to hold an infernal feast;" vo. Blaa. This 
Blokullais the place described in the Relation of the 
strange witchcraft discovered in the village Mohra 
in Swedland; Satan's Invisible World, p. 92, £c.

In Ireland, Beltein is celebrated on the 21st June, 
at the time of the solstice. There, as they make 
fires on the tops of hills, every member of the fa 
mily is made to pass through the fire; as they reckon 
this ceremony necessary to ensure good fortune 
through the succeeding year. This resembles the 
rite used by the Romans in the Palilia. Beltein is 
also observed in Lancashire.

The respect paid 'by the ancient Britons to Belus, 
or Belinus, is evident from the names of some of their 
kings. As the Babylonians had their Beletis, or 
Belibus, Rige-Belus, Merqdach-Baladan^ and Bel- 
shazzar ; the Tyrians their Ich-baals and Balator, 
the Britons had their Cassi-belin, and their Cuno- 
bclin.

As it has been common, in the Highlands, to kindle 
fires in the open air, on eminences, on this day, Dr 
MacPherson mentions this as one of the remains of 
heathen superstition. He thinks that our ancestors, 
like almost every heathen nation, worshipped the 
sun, under the name of Grian or Grannius. Cri 
tical Dissert, xvii. p. 286. xix. p. 319.

The Gael, and Ir. word Beat-tine or Beil-tine 
signifies Bels Fire; as composed of Baal or Belts, 
one of the naites of the sun in Gaul, and tein signi 
fying fire. Even in Angus a spark of fire is called 
a tein or teinft.

Obrien gives the following account of Beal-tine. 
" Ignis Bell Dei Asiatici: i. e. tine-Beil. May 
day, so called from large fires which the Druids were 

N - - ' ,
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used to light on the summits of the highest hills, into 
which they drove four-footed beasts, using at the 
same time certain ceremonies to expiate for the sins 
of the people. This pagan ceremony of lighting 
these fires in honour of the Asiatic god Belus, gave 
its name to the entire month of May, which is to this
day called mi na Beal-tine
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the companions of Odin in his expedition from 
Asia. V. RUDE-DAY. 
BELTH, s.

Ane narrow firth flowis baith euin and morns 
Betuix thay coistis and cieteis in sunder schortie) 
The rycht syde thareof with Scilla vmbeset is^ 
And the left with insaciabill Caribdis: 
Quharin hir fcowkit bysyme, that hellis beltb 
The large fludis suppis thris in ane swelth, 
And vthir quhilis spoutis in the are agane, 
Driuand the stoure to the sternes, as it war rane.

Doug. Virgil, 82. 15.
It is possible that this word may denote a whirl, 

pool, or rushing of waters. It has been generally - 
supposed that the Baltic, Su.G. Baelte, has been 
thus denominated, because a sea may be figuratively 
represented as & girdle to the land. But the learned 
Grotius views this, not as a proper name, but as a 
term denoting a sea of this description. For he in^ 
forms us, that Fris. belt signifies an irruption of 
waters; Proleg. ad Scriptor. Gothic, p. 4. V. Balte, 
Wachter ; Baelte, Ihre. This view of the word 
is perfectly consonant to the description gjven by 
Douglas of the strait between Sicily and Italy. 

— Thay partis vmquhile (as it is said) 
Be force of storme war in sounder rife^ 
And ane huge depe gate thay holkit belife.— 
For baith thay landis, quhen they war all ane, 
The seyis rage draif in, and maid thame twane. 
I am inclined, however, to view this term, either 

as equivalent to belch, only with a change in the ter. 
mination, metri causa; or as signifying, figure, 
image, from A. S. bilith, Alem. bilid, bileth, id» 
For the poet personifies both Scylla and Charibdis; 
the former of which is said to have the face of a beauti. 
ful virgin.

Like to ane woman her ouir portrature. 
Prima hominis facies, et pulchro pectore virgo.

Virg.
It can scarcely be supposed, that beltk has any. 

affinity to Sicamb. bele-witte, which Kilian renders 
lamia, stryx.
To BEMANG, v*a.. To hurV to injure; to 

overpower; S. B.
I, in a glint, lap on ahint,.

And in my arms him fangit;, 
To his dore-cheik I keipt the cleik ;- 

The carle was sair bemangit. 
Minstrelsy Bordw, iii. 363. V. MANG, »* 

To BEME, ?;..«* 1. To resound, to make a
noise.

Endlang the coistis the vocis and the soundis 
Rollis inclusit, quhil the meikle hillis 
Bemys agane, hit with the brute so schill is.

Doug. Virgil, 132. 31.
The skry and. clam on re followis the oist within, 
Quhil all the heuinnis bemyt of the dyn.

Ibid. 295. 2.
2.. To call forth by sound of trumpet. 

Furth faris the folk, but fenyeing or fabill, 
That bemyt war be the lord, luffsum of lait.

Gawan and Gol. iii. 8» 
Germ, bomm-en, rosonare; or A. S. beam,
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tuba. It is evident that beme is radically the same 
with bommcn, because Germ, bomme, as well as 
A. S. beam, signifies a trumpet* 
BEME^ s. A trumpet; bemys^ pi.

Thair was blauing of bemys, braging and beir; 
Bretynit doune braid wod maid bewis full bair.

Gawan mdGol. ii. 13. 
O. E. beem, id. *

He seyth whethir that I ete or drynke, 
Other do ought elles, euere me thynke, 
That the beem, that schal blowe at domeaday, 
Sowneith in myn ere, and thus say, 
44 Rys up ye that ben dede and come, 
" Un to the dredful day of dome."

MS. Tract of the Judgment, Gl. R. Brunne. 
Hearne adds that the same writer uses beom for 

trumpet^ vo. Beem. V. the Y. 
BEMYNG, t. Bumming, buzzing. 

Ane grete flicht of beis on ane -day,— 
With loud bemyng) gan alicht and repare 
On the hie top of this forsayd laurere.

Doug. Virgil, 206. 48.
BEN, adv. 1» Towards die inner apartment of 

a house; corresponding to But; S.
Lystly syne on fayre manere 

Hyr cors thai tnk wp, and bare ben^ 
And thame enteryd to-gyddyr then.

Wyntown, vii. 10. 39.
Nane vthir wise, than thocht takin and doun bet 
War all Cartage, and with intjemyis oner set, 
Or than thar uatiue cietc the toune of Tyre 
In furious flam be kendiit and bit-Rand schire, 
Spredand fra thak to thak, baith but and ben, 
Als wete ouer tempillis as housis of vthk men.

Doug. Virgil^ 123. 40.
It is also used as a prep. Gae ben the house, 

g*> into the inner apartment.
Tire terms but and ben seem to have been pri 

marily applied to a house consisting of two apart 
ments, the one of which entered from the other, 
which is still the form of many houses in the coun 
try. It is common to s.peak of one having a but 
and a ben, S. ; i. e. a house containing two rooms, 
whether the one apartment enter from the other, or 
not, the terms being occasionally used as substan 
tives : and one is said to go ben, whether he go to 
an inner apartment, or to that which is accounted 
the principal one> although equally near the door 
with the other.

u The rent of «a room and kitchen, or whatfin the 
language of the place is stiled a but and a ben, gives 
at least two pounds sterling." P. Campsie, Stirlings. 
Statist. Ace. xv. 339.
2. It is used rhetaph. to denote intimacy, favour, 

or honour. Thus it is said of one, who is ad 
mitted to great familiarity with another, who 
either is, or wishes to be thought his superior; 
He is far ben. " O^er far ben^ too intimate x)r 
familiar." Gl. Shirr.

1 was anis als/«r bin as ye are, 
And had in court als greit credence^ 
And. ay pretendit to be hiear.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p» 
Leg. as in edit. 1670; /«r ben.

B E N
There is a person well I ken, 
Might wi' the best garie right/ar ben.

Ramiay's Poems, i. 335.
A. S. binnan, Belg. binnen, intus, (within) binnen^ 

kamer, locus secretior in penetralibus domus ; Kiliaru 
Belg. binnengaan^ to go within, S. to gaeben ; binn- 
en brengen^ to carry within, S. to bring ben. It 
has been supposed, with considerable probability, 
that binnan might be comp. of the imperat. v. subst. 
be, and innan, intus, q. be in, enter. , 
BEN-E^D, s. 1. The ben-end of a house^ the inner

part of it, S.
2. Metaph., the best part of any thing; as, tie ben- 

end of one*s dinner, the principal part of it, S. B. 
BEN-HOUSE, s. The inner or princi|>al apart 

ment; S.
BENNER, adj. A comparative formed from ben* 

Inner, S. B.
Why durst Ulysses be sae baul,

Thro* a' their guards to gang;—* 
But even to their highest haas \

An ripe wP candle light 
Their benner pauntries until he 

Palladie's picture fand ?
Poems in the Buch&n Dialect, p. 33, 34» 

BENMOST is used as a superlative, signifying in» 
nermost. Teut. binnenste is sjnon. 

Ah, weePs me on youc bonny buik ! 
The bentnost pact o' my kist nook 

I'll ripe for thee.
Fergusson's Poems, ii. 44. 

BEN-INNO, prep. Within, beyond; S. B.
" He was well wordy of the gardy-chair itself or 

e'en to sit ben-inno the guidman upo' the best bink 
o' the house." Journal from London, p. 1.

From ben, q. v. and A. S. inney or innon, within | 
Alem. inna ; Isl. inne, id. 
THERE-BEN, adv. Within, in the inner apart*

ment, S. V. THAIRBEN, 
BEND, s. 1. Band, ribbon, or fillet; pi*

bendis.
Cum was the dulefull day that dois me grise, 
Quhen that of me suld be made sacrifice, 
With salt melder, as wele the gyse is kend, 
About my hede ane garland or an,e bend.

Doug. Virgil, 43. 5. Vitta, Virg. 
" Bend. A border of a woman's cap; North» 

Perhaps from band." Gl. Grose»
" Whence," says Rudd. " a bend dexter or su 

nister, in heraldry. 7 '
It is certainly the same word, although impro 

perly spelled, which occurs in the article Archery^ 
P. Kilwinning, Ayrs.
^ " The prize, from 1488 to 1688, was a sash, or 
as it was called, a benn. This was a piece of Taffeta 
or Persian, of different colours, chiefly red, green, 
white and blue, and not less in value than 201. 
Scotch." Statist. Ace. xi. 173. ; 
2. It is used improperly for a fleece* 

Of hir first husband, was ane temp ill bet 
Of marbill, and held in ful grete reuerence. 
With snaw quhite bendis^ carpettis and ensenoe.

Doug. Virgil, 116. 4. 
Velleribus niveis} Virg.

N2



BEN
A. S. bend, baende, MoesG. bandi, Germ, band, 

Pcrs. bend, vinculum; Fr. bendy band, a long and 
narrow piece of any stuff.
To BEND, i}. n. To drink hard; a cant term, S. 

Let fouth of tears drap like May dew; 
To braw tippony bid adieu.

Which we with greed 
Bended as fast as she could brew :—

But ah I she's dead.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 215. V. GAFEAW. 

BEND, s. A pull of liquor, S.
We'll nae mair o't:—come, gi's the other bend, 
We'll drink their healths, whatever Avay it end.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 116. 
BENDER, s. A hard drinker ; S. 

Now lend your lugs, ye benders fine, 
Wha ken the benefit,of wine.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 520. 
BENE, v. subst. Are.

u Thair bene certane interpretouris of the lawis, 
but quhom thay can gyf no richtwys iugement." 
Bellend. Cron. Fol. 13. b.

Of bywent perrellis not ignorant ben we.
Doug. Virgil, 29. 26.

Chaucer, ben, id. from beon, third p. pi. subj. of 
the A. S. substantive verb. 
BENE is also used for be.

——- The schip that sailith stereless, 
Upon the rok most to harines hye, 
For lak of it that suld bene her supplye.

King's Quair, i. 15.
BENE, BEIN, BEYNE, BIEN, adj. 1. Wealthy 

well-provided, possessing abundance, S.; as in 
the following beautiful passage. 

Thow hes eneuch ; the pure husband hes nocht 
Bot cote and crufe, upone a cloute of land. 
For Goddis aw, how dar thow tak on hand, 
And thou in berne and byre so bene and big, 
TO put him fra his tak, and gar him thig ?

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 120. st. 17. 
This is perhaps the most common sense of the 

term, S. Thus we say, A bene or bein farmer, a 
wealthy farmer, one who is in easy, or even in af 
fluent circumstances ; a bein laird, &c.

He sees the bites grow bein, as he grows bare.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 50. 

i. e. the sharpers wax rich.
Provision in season makes a Men house ;" Ram 

say's S. Prov. p. 59»
She little kend, whan you and I endow'd 
Our hospitals for back-gaun burghers gude$ 
That e'er our siller or our lands shou'd bring 
A gude bien living to a back-gaun king.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 87*. 
Were your bien rooms as thinly stock'd as mine, 
Less ye wad loss, and less ye wad repine.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 67. 
I name you here The Icing of Mures ; 
Yon mailins three, around your house^ 
May gar you cock fu' bien and crouse*

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 136. 
2, Warmi, genial» In this sense it is applied to a

fire, S. 
The cajlour are penetratiue and

BEN
Basing the blude in euery creature,
Maid seik warme stouis and benefyris hote.

Doug. Virgil, 201. 39.
It occurs in the comparative, as respecting cli 

mate.
— Byrdis flokkis ouer the fludis gray, 

Vnto the land sekand the nerrest way, 
Quhen tlje cauld sessoun thame cachis ouer the see. 
Into sum benar realme and warme cuntre.

Doug. Virgil^ 174. 15.
3. Pleasant.

Thir bene our setis, and beddis of fresche flouris 
In soft bene medois by clere strandis al houris 
Our habitatioun is and residence.

Doug. Virgil, 188.^45^ 
Almus, Virg.

The hie tymbrellis of thare helmes schane, 
Lyke to behald, as bustuous aikis twane, 
Beside the beyne riuere Athesis grow.

Doug. Virgil, 302. 28* 
Amoenus, Tirg.

4. Happy, blissful, S.
Or shou'd some canker'd biting show** 
The day and a' her sweets deflow'r, 
To Holyrood-house let me stray, 
And gie to musing a' the day; 
Lamenting what auld, Scotland knew^ 
Mien days for ever frae her view.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 101.
5. Splendid, showy»

His schenand schoys, that burnyst was full beyn, 
His leg harnes he clappyt on so clene.

Wallace, viii. 1198> MS.. 
It occurs in the same sense, ibid. iii. 157. 

Wallace knew weill, for he befor had seyne, 
The kings palyon> quhar it was busket beyne^

Ibid. vi. 543^
That knight buskit to Schir Kay, on ane steid broune 
Braissit in birneis, and basnet full bene.

Gawan and Gol. iii. 16*
These examples, however, may perhaps rather be 

long to BENE, adv. q. v.
6. Good, excellent in its kindi

Thair saw I Nature, and als dame Venus, Quene^ 
The fresche Aurora, and Lady Flora schene,— 
Dian the goddes chaste of woudis grene, 
My Lady Clio, that help of Makaris bene

Dunbar, Goldin Terge, st. 9. Bann. MS. 
Only in MS. the reading is, probably by some

mistake of the transcriber,
Thair saw I Nature, and Venus Quene, and Quene^
The fresche Aurora, £c.
But their stiff swords both bein and stout,
While harness dang the edges out,
Bodies they, made both black and bla*

Sir Egeir*, p. 47. 48.,
7. Eager, new-fangled* People are said to be 

bein upon any thing that they are very fond of j. 
Loth. In this sense bayne occurs in O. E. 

The duke of ExcesteTr, I understand, 
Of Huntyngdon therle was to be fayne : 
The Marques eke of Dorset was ful bayne 
Of Somerset erle agane to bene.

Hardyng's Chron.F. 197.. b».



BEN
©Been signifies nimble, clever, Lancash. Gl. Grose. 

It is used in the same sense, Yorks.
Rudd. thinks that the term- may perhaps be from 

Lat. bonus, which the ancient Romans wrote benus. 
In Gl. Sibb. it is said; " Originally perhaps well 
lodged, from Sax. bye, habitation." But neither of 
these suppositions has any probability. Isl. bein-a 
signifies to prosper, to give success to any under- 
taking.

Minar bidur ec munkareyni) 
Meinalawafor at beina.

" I pray (Christ) that he may be pleased to give 
success to my journey, without any injury." Land- 
nam. S. p. 104. Bern, as allied to this, signifies, 
hospitable; beine, hospitality, hospitis advenae ex- 
hibita fceneficentia. Thora geick sialfumm beina og 
sJceinkti hun larli og hans monnym; Thora mani 
fested herself to be hospitable, presenting gifts to>. 
the Earl and his attendants. larla Sag. Olai Lex. 
Run. G. Andr. mentions the v. beina, as signify 
ing, hospitii beneficia praestare. Beini, hospitality, 
liberality.

Now, although bene does not directly signify hos 
pitable, it very nearly approaches this sense. For 
it is common to say of one, who abundantly sup 
plies his house with meat and drink, or whatever is 
necessary, that he " keeps a6e.mhouse;" S. V. 
Gl. Rams.

There is probably some affinity between these 
terms and MoesG. ga-beigs, rich. Gabein in the 
ablative, is rendered dimtiis ; and gabignandam, 
divites. Ga is undoubtedly nothing more than the 
prefix, corresponding to A, S. ge.

As we use the term, the sense of wealthy .seems 
to be the primary, one.. The rest may all be viewed 
as oblique senses, dependent on .this. Wealth gives 
the idea of warmth, as it supplies the means of heat, 
of which the poor are destitute. Hence, in vulgar 
E. rich and warm are synon. Pleasantness, espe 
cially as to the temperature of the air and climate, 
depends much-on warmth. Splendour is properly 
the consequence of riches; and the idea of excel» 
lence has often no better origin. Even eagerness, 
although apparently the most distant, may be view 
ed as a metaph. use of the word, from its literal sig 
nification, warm.

As the adv. beinly is used in the same sense, fiein* 
Her occurs as a comparative, formed from it. 

At Martinmas, when stacks were happet, 
And the meal kist was bienly stappet, 
Nae scant o' gear, nor fash't wi' weans. 
The twa lairds took a jaunt for ance 
To Hamilton, to sell their barley.

jR. Galloway's Poems, p. 10. 
BENELY, BEINLY, adv. In the possession of full 

ness, S.
Yone carle (quod scho) my joy, dois beinly dwell^ 
And all prouisioun hes within himsell, 
In'barne, in byre, in hall, girnell and seller, 
His wyfe weiris weluot on hir gowne and coller. 

Z/, Scotland's Lament. Fol. 5. 6. 
This refers ,to our old sumptuary laws. V. BE-

G AIRIER.
Ane man of micht and welth 1 meine^r—

BEN
Ane of the potentes of the toun, 
Quhair nane may beinlier sit doun, 

This citie all within.
Philotus, st. 45. S. P. R. iii. 20. 

BENE, adv. Well; Full tene, full well,
——He—full bene

Taucht thame to grub the wynes, and al the art
To ere, and saw the cornes, and yoik the cart. 

Doug. Virgil, 475. 25.
The Knight in his colours was armed ful clene,
With his comly crest, clere to beholde;
His brene, and his basnet, burneshed ful bene. 

Sir Gawan and Sir GaL ii. 4.
This word is most probably from Lat. bene, well. 

BENJEL, s. A heap, a considerable quantity ;
as " a benjel of coals," when many are laid at
once on the fire ; S. B.
One would suppose that this were q. bingel, from 

bing, an heap., Bemil, however, is used in the same 
sense in the South and West of S. as " a bensil of 
a fire;" so that this may be the same word differ, 
ently pronounced. V. BENSELL. 
BENK, BINK, s. A. bench, a seat. It seems

sometimes to have denoted a seat of honour.
u For fault of wise men fools sit on benks /" S.. 

Prov., a spoken when we see unworthy persons in 
authority." Kelly, p. 105.

Dan*, benk, Germ, bank, scamnum; Wachter.
It seems highly probable, that the term, originally 

denoting a rising ground on the brink of a river, has 
been transferred to a seat; as from its elevation re~ 
sembling a gentle acclivity, and as affording a proper 
resting-place to the \veary traveller. It confirms 
this idea, that, as Su.G., Isl., backe signifies collis, 
ripa, the bank of a river, Su,G. baeck, Isl. beck, de 
note a, bench or seat, scamnum; retaining what is 
considered as the primitive form of the word, without 
the insertion of n. Hence Isl. brudbeck, locus con. 
viviis honoratior ubi Sponsa sedet; a more hon 
ourable bench or seat appropriated to the. bride at a 
feast; Verel. Ind. V. BINK. 
BENN,j. A sash; Statist. Ace. xi. 113. V.BEND. 
BENORTH, prep. To the Northward of; Be*

south, to the Southward of, S.
Be-northt Brettane sulde lyand be 
The owt ylys in the se.

Wyntown, i. 13. 5.
a This present act shall begin only, and take effect 

for those besouth the water of Die,, upon the tenth 
day of Februar next; and for those benorth the 
same, upon the twenty-first day of Februar nixt to 
cum." Act Seder. 10 Jan. 1650. p. 64.

u This makes me yet to stick at* Perth, not daring 
to go where the enemy is master, as he is of all Scotland 
beyond Forth, [i. e. besouth Forth], not so much by 
his own virtue as our vices." Baillie's Lett. ii. 365. 
BENSELL, BENSAIL, BENT-SAIL, j. i. Force,,

violence of whatever kind. S..
—All the sey vpstouris with an quhidder, 
Ouerweltit with the bensell of the aris.

Doug* Virgil, 268. 35.
a Canterbury will remit nought of his bensail• 

he will break ere he bow one inch; he is born it seems



«EN
for his own and Our destruction." Baillie's Lett. i. 
51.
2. A severe stroke ; properly that which one re 

ceives from a push or shove, S.
3. " A severe rebuke," Gl. Shirr. " I got a 

terrible bensell ;" I was severely scolded, S» 
This is derived from Teut. benghelen, fustigarc; 

Gl. Sibb. Rudd. deduces it from bend, tendo. 
Su.G. baengel signifies a club, also a stroke. But 
Rudd. probably hits on part of the origin. It is not 
unlikely that the word was originally bent-sail, as 
alluding to a vessel driven by the force of the winds. 
I have met with it in two instances spelled in this 
way: but as the authority is not ancient, am un* 
certain whether this orthography might not originate 
from the writer's own conjecture as to the origin of 
the word; especially as he elsewhere spells it other 
wise.

u The diligence and power, both of devils, and all 
kind of human enemies, being in their extreme bent- 
sail of opposition, either now or never to overthrow 
us, so much the more should your courage be to 
pray." Baillie's Lett. i. 453.

" I Found the bent-sail of the spirits of some so 
itmch on the engagement, that all things else were 
like to be neglected. Ibid. ii. 306. 
To BENSEL, v. a. To bang^ or beat» GL Sibb. 

" Bensel^ To beat or bang* Vox rustica. 
Yorksh." Gl. Grose.

BENSHAW, BEANSHAW, s. A disease, appa 
rently of horses.

——Bock-blood and ftenshazv, spewen sprung in the 
spald.———

Polwart, 'Watson's Coll. iii. 13. V. CLEIKS.
Benshaw, q. baneshaw, seems to be the same with

Boneshave, a bony or horny excrescence or tumour
growing out of horses heels; perhaps so called from
a distant resemblance to the substance of a bone
spavin : also, the scratches. Exmore." Gl. Grose.

Perhaps rather from A. S. ban, Teut. been os, and
lief, elevatio; q. the swelling of the bone.
BENSHIE, BENsfci, s. Expl. " Fairy's wife."

" In certain places the death of people is supposed 
to be foretold l)y the cries and shrieks of Benshi, or 
the, Fairies wife, uttered along the very path where 
the funeral is to pass." Pennant's Tour in S. 1769, 
p. 205.

Sibb. here refers to Teut. benz, diabolus, from 
tann, excommunicatus. It has been observed, that 
u this being, who is still reverenced as the tutelar 
daemon of ancient Irish families, is of pure Celtic o- 
rigin, and owes her title to two Gaelic words, Ben 
and sighcan, signifying the head'or chief of the fai 
ries," Edin. ReV. Oct. 1803, p. 203. But it seems 
rather derived from Ir. Gael, ben, bean a woman, 
feaid by Obrieh to be the root of the Lat. Venus, and 
sighe a fairy or hobgoblin. 
BENT, s. 1. A coarse kind of grass, growing

on hilly ground, S. Agrostis vulgaris, Linn.
Common hair-grass. 

£. The coarse ̂ graiss^i?owi?ng<«ifli€ sea-shore, S.

B E R
denoting the Triticum junciurn, and also the A.
rundo arenaria»
Arundo arcimria: Sea-weed grass» Anglis. Bent 

Scotis. tyghtfoot, p. 107. v
u These authors call them [windlestrays] also 

bents and bent-grass. But S. by bent we common, 
ly understand^ a kind of grass that grows in sandy 
ground on the sea-shore." Rudd. Vo. Wyndit* 
stray.

" The blowing of the sand has also spread desola 
tion over some of the most beautiful and best land, 
not only in this island [Westray], but also in San- 
day. With respect to the latter, to particular, this 
destructive effect has been evidently produced by thfc 
injudicious custom of cutting, or even pulling, for 
various purposes, a plant here named bent {arenosa 
arundo, Liri.) which seems to take delight in a soil 
of this nature. Barry's Orkney, p. 59.
3. The open .field, the plaify S. 
Bot this Orsilochus fled her in thefeyM, 
And gan to trumpe with mony afte turnyftg ^eni; 
In cirkillis wide sche draue hym on the bent, 
With many ane cours and jottk about, about; 
Qnhare eufcr he fled seine follows him ift aftd out» 

Doug. Virgil, $89. «2$. 
A laird of twa good whistles ami a kent, 
Twa curs, my trusty tenants on the btnt) 
Is all my great estate, and like to be ; 
Sae, cunning carle, ne'^r break yo«r jokes <m me.

Rammy's Poetns, ii. 120.
The open field seems to have reccivtjd this 4etK«m* 

nation, because pasture ground often abounds with 
that coarse kind of grass called Agrostis vulgarrs.
4. To^vjtf to the bent, to provide for tme's safety, 

to flee from danger, by leaving the tvatmts of 
men ; as it is-also vulgarly said, to *tak the cun+ 
trie on his back.

——And he start up an one, 
And than kit them ; syn to the bent is gane. 

Henryson&s Lyoun and Mous, Evergreen^ i. 197. 
A dyvour buys your butter, woo, and cheese, 
But or the day of payment breaks and flees ; 
With glowman brow the laird seeks in his rent, 
'Tis no to gie, your merchant's to tlie bent.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 82.
Teut. bzendse; G-erm. bintz, bins, a rush, juncus, 

scirpus. Quemadmodum l<a,tims juncus, a jungendo 
dicitur, quod aliquid eo jungi possit j ita Gerananis 
bintz a binden, vincere, quia sportas, sellas, fi seel las, 
et similia ex juncis conteximus; Wachter. 
BENTY,BENTEY,«$'. Covered with bent-grass. S. 

u Southward from Doward lyes ane ile upon the 
shore, namit Ellan Madie be the ISrishe; it is very 
guid for store, being bentey ; it pertains to M'Gilly. 
ane of Doward/' Monroe's lies, p. 22.
To BER on hand. V. BEAR.
BERBER, s. Barberry, a shrub.

Under a lorer ho was light, that lady so «mall, 
Of box, and of berber, bigged fui bene.

Sir Gawan ctnd Sir GoL i. 6. 
L. B. berberis, Sw. id.

BERE, s. Noise, also, to Eert. V. BEIR.
BERE, s. Boar.



B E R
- —— The fomy bere has bet
Wyth hys thunderand awful tuskis grete, — •
Ane of the rout the hound maist principall.

Doug. Virgil, 458. 54. 
Maffei.

BERE, j. Barky.
Of all corne thare is copy gret, 
Pese, aud atys, bere and qwhet.

Wyntown, i. 13. 6. V. BAR- 
BERGLE, BERGELL, s. The wrasse, a fish, Orkn. 

" The Wrasse (Jabrus tinea, Lin- Syst.) that has 
bere got the name of bergle, frequents such of our 
shores as have high rocks and deep water." Barry's 
Orkney, p. 389.

It is also written bergeU. V. MILD. 
From the attachment of this fish to rocks, mention 

ed also by Pennant, Zool. iii. 203. the first syllable 
of its name is undoubtedly from Isl. berg, a rock. 
Had it any resemblance to the eel, we might suppose 
the last from aal, q. the rock eeL But the propriety 
of this designation does not appear. 
BERHEDIS, s. pL Heads of hoars., 

Thre berhedis he bair, 
As his eldaris did air, 
Quhilfr beirnis in Britane wair 
Of his blude bled,

Gawan and Gal. ii, 23. ¥. BERE» 
BERIT, imperf. V. BEIR, «y. 
To BERY, BERYSS^ BJERISCH, v., a.. To inter, to 

hury.
First se that him to his lang hame thou haue, 
And as efferis gar bery him in graue.

Doug. Virgil, 168. 15.
— Our the wattyr on till hir houss him brocht, 
To beryss him als gudlye as scho mocht.

Wallace, ii. 320. MS.
K Siclyke supersticion is amang thanie, that will 

jtocht berisch or erde the bodis of thair frejndis on 
the North part of the kirk yard, trowand that thair 
is mair halynes or vertew on the South syde than on 
the North. " Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1551, 
Fol. 23, a.

A. S. byrig-an, id. This, as Junius conjectures, 
is from by rig ̂ which not only signifies a hill, but a tu 
mulus or mound, one of that description in which the 
ancients used to bury their dead. Hence he says that 
A. S. byrig-an is literally, tumulare. This is very 
plausible. It may, however, be supposed that the 
primitive idea is found in Isl. birg-ia, Franc, berg. 
an, to cover, to hide, to defend. 
BERIIS, s. Sepulture.

" The body of the quene (becaus scho slew hir self) 
wes inhibit to lye in cristin derm." Bellend. Cron. 
B. ix. c. 29. Sacra sepultura, Boeth. 

A. S. byrigels, sepuitura.
Birielis is accordingly used by Wiclif for tombs. 
" Anon a man in an unclene spirit ran out of 

birielis to him." Mark 5.
BERYNES, BERYNISS, s. Burial, interment. 

And he deyt thareftir sone ; 
Afid syne wes brocht till berynes.

r) Lv. 354. MS,

B E R
The dede bodyes out of sicht he gart casf, 
Baith in the houss, and with out at war 
V of his awne to beryniss he gart leid.

Wallace, iv. 498. MS. 
A. S. byrignesse, sepultura.

EERY BROUNE, a shade of brown approach 
ing to red.

Eery brounewes the blonk, burely and braid, 
Upone the mold quhare thai met, before the myd day..

Gawan and GoL ii. 1SU 
EousHhe stede, with ruby hammys rede, 
Abufe the seyis liftis furth his hede, 
Of cullour sore., and some dele broune as berg* 

Doug. Virgil, 399. 32.
We still say, c * as brown as a berry, 9 * S. A. SL 

beria, bacca. Sore, i. e. sorrel.
BERLE, s. Beryl,, a precious stone* 
Ilk brenche had the berle, birth burely and beild, 
Sone flurest on riall grittest of gre.

Houlate, ii. 8. MS.
From this s. Doug. forms the adj. beriall, shining 

like beryl.
—The new cullour alichting all the landis 
Forgane the stanryis schene and beriall strandis. 

Doug. Virgil, 400. 10., 
BERLY, adj.

The bevar hoir said.to this berly berne, 
This breif thow sail obey sone, be thow bald ; 
Thy stait, thy strenth, thocht it be stark and sterne,. 
The feveriS fell, and eild, sail gar the fald.

Henrysone^ Bannatyne Poems, p. 133. 
Lord Hailes overlooks this word. It is the same,. 

I suspect, with E. burly, strong; which has been 
derived from Belg. boor and lik, q. " having the- 
strength of a boor." If berly be the ancient word, 
there are two other derivations which seem to have a 
preferable claim; either from Germ, bar, vir illus- 
tris; or from baer, ursus; especially as Su.G. biorn, 
id. was metaph. used to denote an illustrious person-, 
age.
BERN, BERNE, s. i. A baron. 
The Erie off Kent, that cruel berne and bauld,. 
With gret worschip tuk ded befor the Kjng; 
For him he murnyt, als lang as he mycht ryng..

Wallace, vi, 649. MS. 
In Perth edit, it is baron bald; but erroneously.,

2. It is often used in a general sense, as denoting
a man of rank or authority, whether he he a.
baron, or a sovereign ; or one who has ,tbe ap«.
pearance of rank, although the degree of it be
unknown..

The renk raikit to the Roy, with his riche rout;— 
Salust the bauld berne, with ane blith wout, 
Ane furlenth, before his folk, on feildis sa faw.

Gawan and.GoL iv* 22*.
It is Arthur, who is here called berne..

3. A man in general. 
For he may not eschape on nowthir syde,^ 
For fere of houndis, and that awfull berne* 
Beryng shaftis fedderit with plumes of the erne..

Doug.. Virgil, 439. 22V 
^This " awfull berne" is " the hunter

mentioned, yer.,16Y



BAR
Birdis hes ane better law na bernls be meikil, 
That ilk yeir, with new joy, joyis ane make.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, ]p. 46. 
* 4 Barne or berne," Mr Pinkerton says, u at first 

was an appellation of honour, as implying a man of 
capacity; whence Baro and Baron; next, it meant 
simply a man ; and now in Scotish, and North-Eng 
lish, a child. Such is the progression of words." 
Notes, Maitland Poems, p. 388. He is certainly 
right in viewing the term as primarily a title of hon 
our; but it is very doubtful if baro and baron, the 
former especially, be from berne. Both Rudd. and 
he err in confounding this word with barn, a child. 
It is more probable that bern, as originally corre- 
gponding to vir, and secondarily to homo, is radical 
ly a different word from bern, or rather barn, as de 
noting a child. For not only is barn used in the 
latter sense by Ulphilas^ who certainly wrote before 
barne or berne was used to signify a man; but in 
A. S. while beam signifies a child, baron denotes a 
man, homo, Lye ; beorne, princeps, homo, Benson; 
a a prince, a nobleman, a man of honour and digni 
ty," Somner.

MoesG. barn, infans, is undoubtedly from bair- 
an, which not only signifies to beget, biit also to bring 
forth. Bern, as denoting a man, in an honourable 
sense, may be from A. S. bar, free, or Lat. baro, 
used by Cicero, as equivalent to a lord or peer of the 
realm. According to the ancient Scholiast on Per- 
sius, the servants of soldiers were called barones. 
Some think that bern has its origin from Isl. beam, 
beorn, Su.G. biorn, a bear; as the ancient Scan 
dinavians used to give this as an appellation of hon 
our to princes; and as it was common, in barbarous 
times, for a warrior to assume the name of some wild 
beast, to denote his courage, strength, &c. 
BERN, s. A barn, a place for laying up and

threshing grain.
The king faris with his folk, our firthis and fellis ;— 
Withoutin beilding of blis, of bern, or of byre.

Gawan and Gol. i. 3. 
On to the bern sadly he couth persew, * 
Till enter in, for he na perell knew.

Wallace, vii. 265. MS.
A.S. bern, id. Junius supposes that this is comp. 

of bere, barley, and ern, place, q. u the place where 
" barley is deposited." Gl. Goth.; vo. Barizeinans. 
Ihre gives the very same etymon; Prooem. xxvi.
BERSIS, s. " A species of cannon formerly 

much used at sea. It resembled the faucon, 
but was shorter, and of a larger calibre j" Gl. 
Compl.
66 Mak reddy your cannons, culuerene moyens, 

culuerene bastardis, falcons, saikyrs, half saikyrs, 
and half falcons, slangis, & half slangis, quartar 
slangis, hcde stikkis, murdresaris, pasuolans, bersis, 
doggis, doubil bersis, hagbutis of croche, half hag 
gis, culuerenis, ande hail schot." Complaint S. 
p. 64.

Fr. barce, berche, " the piece of ordnance called 
a base;" Cotgr. pi. barces, berches.
JBERTH, x.

Than past thai fra the Kyng in werth,

B E S
And slw, and hcryid in thare berth*

Wyntown, vii* 9. 47.
Mr Macpherson renders this rage, from Isl. and 

Sw. braede, id. This is highly probable; especially 
as the word may be transposed in the same manner as 
werth for wreth in the preceding line. 
BERTHINSEK, BIRDINSEK, BURDINSECK. The 

law of Berthinsek, a law, according to which no 
man was to be punished capitally for stealing a 
calf, sheep, or so much meat as he could carry 
on his back in a sack.
" Be the law of Birdinsek, na man suld die, or be 

hanged for the thieft of ane scheepe, ane weale : or 
for sameikle meate as he may beare vpon his backe 
in ane seek : bot all sik thieues suld pay ane schiepe 
or ane cow, to him in quhais land he is taken : and 
mair-over suld be scurged." Skene Verb. Sign, in vo. 

This in Reg. Maj. B. iv. c. 16. is called Ybur 
pananseca. This would seem to be a corr. of an 
A. S. phrase, in consequence of the carelessness of 
some early copyist, who had not adverted to the A. S. 
character which has the power of th, q. ge-burthyn 
in saeca, a burthen in a sack; or from ge-beor-a, 
portare.
BERTYNIT, BERTHYT, fret, and fart. fa. 

Struck, battered.
The Inglissmen, that won war in that steid, 
With outyn grace thai bertnyt thaim to deid.

Wallace, iv. 490. MS. 
xx and ix thai left in to that steide, 
Off Sothroun men that bertynit war to dede. 

Ibid. iii. 400. MS.
This is evidently the same with BRITTYN, q. v. 

BESAND, BEISAND, s. An ancient piece of 
gold coin, offered by the French kings at the mass 
of their consecration at Rheims, and called a 
Bysantine, as the coin of this description was 
first struck at Byxantium or Constantinople. 
It is said to have been worth, in French money, 
fifty pounds Tournois.

Silver and gold, that I micht get 
Beisands, brotches, robes and rings, 
Frelie to gife, I wald nocht let,

To pleise the mulls attour all things.
Kennedy, Evergreen, i. 116.

As only thirteen were usually struck, they would 
be accounted great rarities; and hence the term might 
come to be used as expressive of any valuable orna 
ment, especially one suspended from the neck as a 
bulla or locket. The modern Fr. name is besant; 
Chaucer, id. Rom. Rose. .

It has been supposed that the name was brought 
into Europe, or the Western parts of it, by those 
who were engaged in the crusades. R. Glouc., in 
deed, giving an account of the consequences of a vic 
tory gained by the chieftains in Palestine, says; 

Vyfty hors of prys the kyng of the londe, 
And vyfty thousend besans, he sende hern by hys 

sonde. P. 409. 
The besant, however, was known, even in Eng 

land, long before this period. The crusades did not 
commence till the eleventh century. It w*as not till 
the year 1096, that the famous expedition under 

3



B E S
Peter the Hermit was undertaken. But Dunstan, 
archbishop of Canterbury, purchased Hendon in 
Middlesex, of king Edgar, for two hundred Bizan- 
tines, as appears, according to Camden, from the 
original deed. Now, Dunstan was promoted to the 
see of Canterbury, A. 960. Hence it is not only 
evident, that besants were current in England at this 
time, but probable that they were the only gold coin 
then in use. So completely, however, was the value 
of these coins forgotten by the time of Edw. III. 
that when, according to an Act of Parliament passed 
in the reign of the Conqueror, the Bishop of Nor 
wich was condemned to pay a Bizantine of gold to 
the Abbot of St Edmoudsbury, for encroaching on 
his liberty, no one could tell what was the value of 
the coin; so that it became necessary to refer the 
amount of the fine to the will of the sovereign. 
Camden expresses his surprise at this circumstance, 
as, only about an hundred years before, " two hun 
dred thousand bizants were exacted of [by] the Sol- 
dan, for the redeeming of St Lewis of France, which 
were then valued at an hundred thousand lieurs." 
Remains, p. 235, <236.

It may be viewed, perhaps, as a proof of the un 
certainty of the value of this coin in the time of Edw. 
III. that Wiclif, who wrote towards the end of his 
reign, uses the term besaunt as equivalent to talent. 
" To oon he gaf fyve talentis.—And he that had 
fyve besaantis wente forthe and wroughte in hem, 
& wanne othir fyve." Matt. 25. 
To BESEIK, v. a. To beseech, to intreat. . 

We the beseik, this day be fortunabill 
To vs Tyrrianis, happy and aggreabill 
To strangearis cummyn fra Troy in thare vyage. 

Doug. Vwgil, 36. 34.
A. S. be and sec-an, to seek; Belg. ver-soek-en, 

to solicit, to intreat; MoesG. sok-jan, to ask, used 
with respect to prayer; Mark ix. 24. 
BESY, adj. Busy.

In besy trawelle he wes ay
Til helpe his land on mony wys
And til confounde his innymyis.

Wyntown, viii. 38. 102.
A. S. bysi) Belg. besigh, id.; allied perhaps to Teut. 

byse turbatus, bijs-en, violento impetu agitari, bijsc^ 
furens impetus aeris. 
BESYNES, s. Business,

This eldest—brodyre Karoloman 
——— drew hym fra all besynes, 
A mounk lyvand in wildyrnes.

Wyntown, vi. 4. 45. 
BESYNE, BYSENE, BYSIM, s. Expl. " whore^

" bawd," GL Sibb. V. BISYM. 
BESHACHT, part. pa. 1. Not straight, dis 

torted, Ang. 2. Torn, tattered; often including 
the idea of dirtiness ; Perths. The latter seems 
to be an oblique use. V. SHACHT. 

To BESLE, or BEZLE, v. n. To talk much at 
random, to talk inconsiderately and boldly on a 
subject that one is ignorant of; Ang. 
Belg. beuzel-en, to trifle, to fable; Teut. beitsel- 

en, naugari.
BESLE, BEZLE; s. Idle talking; Ang. 

l, id.

B E S
BESMOTTRIT, part. pa. Bespattered, fouled.

———And with that wourd 
His face he schew besmottrit for ane bourde. 
And all his membris in mude and dung bedoyf.

Doug. Virgil, 139. 30.
Skinner is at a lass whether to derive this word 

from A. S. besmyt-ari) maculare, inquinare. It is re 
motely connected with this, and with Belg. smett-en; 
but more immediately allied to Belg. besmodder-en, 
Germ, schmader-n, schmatter-n, to stain, S. to 
smadd, Su.G. smitt-a. The most ancient form in 
which the radical word appears is MoesG. bismait, 
anointed, Joh. ix. 6.
BESOUTH, prep. To the southward of. V.

BENORTH. 
BEST, part. pa. Struck, beaten.

For thai with in war rycht worthy; 
And thaim defendyt douchtely ; 
And ruschyt thair fay is ost agayne, 
Sum best) sum woundyt, sum als slayne.

Barbour, iv. 94. MS.
This word in MS! might perhaps be read beft. Ill 

edit. 1620, it is baissed* V. BAIST. 
REST, part. pa.

Thar bassynettis burnyst all [brycht]
Agayne the son gleinand of lycht:
Thar speris, pennonys, and thair scheldis,
Off lycht enlumynyt all the feldis :
Thar best and browdyn wes brycht baneris,
And horss hewyt on ser maneris.

Barbour, viii. 229.
In MS. brichl is wanting in the first line, and"a# 

added to the second.
Best seems to convey some idea nearly allied to 

that expressed by browdyn; perhaps, fluttering, or 
shaken; Isl. beyst-i, concutio. 
* BEST, s. " B.east, any animal not human," 

Gl. Wynt.
—Eftyre that he wes broucht on bere^
Til a bysynt best all lyke
Sene he wes besyd a dyke,
That nere-hand a myll wes made.
For bath hewyd and tale he had
As a hors, and his body
All til a here wes mast lykly.

Wyntown, vi. 13. 59.
The term is still used in this general sense, S. pro 

nounced q. baist) S. B.
BEST-MAN, s. Brideman; as best-maid is 

bride-maid; from having the principal offices 
in waiting on the bride; S* 

BESTIAL (off'Tre) s« An engine for a siege» 
Ramsay gert byg strang bestials off trer 
Be gud wrychtis, the best in that cuntre r- 
Quhan thai war wrocht, betaucht thaim men to Md 
The wattir doun, quhill thai come to that steid.

Wallace, vii. 976. MSL
It seems doubtful, if they were battering engines. 

From v. 986, it is probable that they were merely 
wooden towers,

A rowme passage to the wallis thaim dycht, 
Feill bestiaU rycht starkly wp thai raiss, 
Gud men off armys sone till assailye gals.

V. also xL



BET
Although in MS. bestials is the word used, it is 

bastailyies, edit. 1648. It seems uncertain, whether 
this word be formed from Lat. bestialis, as at first 
applied to the engines called rams, sows, &c., or 
from Fr. bastille, a tower ; L. B. bastillae. Beste- 
miae is expl. Troiae, Gl. Isidor. Some, however, 
read Best me Majae. 
BESTIALITE', s. Cattle.

" There he sate his felicite on the manuring of the 
corne lande, & in the keping of bestialite." Com- 
plaint S. p. 68.

L. B. bestialia, pecudes ; Fr. bestail. 
BESTREIK, part.pa. Drawn out; gold lestreik, 

gold wire or twist.
Thair girtens wer of gold bestreik ; 
Thair legs wer thairwith furneist eik.

Bur el, Watson's Coll. ii. 12. 
Teut. be-streck-en, extendere. 

BESTURTED,/>flr*./>a. Startled, alarmed, af 
frighted, S.
Germ, besturz-en, to startle; Ibesturzt seyn, to be 

startled. Hence Fr. estourdi, Ital. stourdito. Wach- 
ter derives the Germ, word from Celt, twrdd, din; 
Stadenius, from stor-en, to disturb. Hire views Isl. 
stird-r, rigid, immoveable, as the root. 
BE$WAKIT,part.pa.

—And aft besuakit with an owre hie tyde, 
Quhilk brews richt meikle barret to thy bryd: 
Hir care is all to clenge, &c.

Dunbar, Evergreen, p. 57. st. 18. 
Ramsay renders this blanched, supposing that there 

is an allusion to the steeping of malt. It refers to 
the filthy effects of drunkenness; and seems merely 
to mean soked ; Isl. sock, mergor, saukv-a, mergi. 
To BESWEIK, v. a. To allure; to beguile, to 

deceive.
This word is used by Gower in his account of the 

Syrens.
In womens voyce they synge 
With notes of so great lykinge, 
Of suche measure, of suche musyke, 
Wherof the shippes they beswyke.

Conf. Am. Fol. 10.
A. S. swic-an, beszvic-an, Isl. svik-ia. Alem. bi- 

$uich-en, Su.G. swik-a, Germ, schwick-en, id. 
BET,/»rtf. Struck. 
Thair stedis stakkerit in the stour, and stude stum-

merand,
Al to strffillit, and stonay t; the strakis war sa strang. 
Athir berne braithly bet, with ane bright brand.

Gawan and Got. ii. 25.
A. &. rb&at-(tn, Su.G. bet-a; tu bete, thou hast 

struck. 
BET, BKTT, pret. and part. Helped> supplied.

V. BEIT. 
BET, part, pa. Built, erected.

In wourschip eik, within hir palice yet, 
Of hir first husband, was ane tempill bet 
Of marbill, and hald in ful grete reuerence.

Doug. Virgil, 116. 2.
This is a secondary and obliq le sense of the v. 

Belt, q. v. As "it. properly signiiies to repair, it has 
occasionally been used for building in the way of re 
paration, and thence simply for building.

BET
BET, adj. Better.

Ye knaw the cause of all my peynes smert 
Bet than myself, and all myn auenture 
Ye may conueye, and, as yow list, conuert 
The hardest hert that formyt hath nature.

King's Quair, iii. 28. 
—Misbed non thi bond men, that better migh thou

spede, 
Though he be thi vnderling here, wel it may hap.

pen in heuen.
That he wer worthelier set, & with more blis 
Than thou, but thou do bet, and Hue as thou shoulde. 

P. Ploughman, Fol. 31. b. 
i, e. a except thou do better."

A. S. bet, Teut. bat, bet, melius, potius, magis; 
Alems bas, baz, melior, the compar. of bat, bonus. 
A. S, bet-an, emendare, and the other synon. verbs 
in thy Northern languages, have been viewed as ori. 
ginating the term. Bet, indeed, seems to be merely 
the past part., mended, i. e. made better. 
BET ANIL, part. pa.

—To the Lord oiT Lome said he; 
Sekyrly now may ye se 
Betane the starkest pundelayn 
That ewyr your lyff tyme ye saw tane.

Barbour, iii. 159. MS.
The sense of this word is very doubtful. It can. 

not mean beaten, or taken ; for neither of these was 
the case. Perhaps it may refer to the narrow place 
in which Bruce was inclosed. 

• Thai abaid till that he was 
Entryt in ane narow place 
Betwix a louch-sid and a bra; 
That wes sa strait, Ik wnderta, 
That he mycht not weill turn his sted.

Ibid. v. 107.
A. S. betien-en, betyn-an, to inclose, to shut up. 

BETAUCHT, BETUK. Delivered, committed in
trust; delivered up. V. BETECH. 

ToBETECH, BETEACH, *;.<*. To deliver up; to 
consign; betuk, pret. betaucht, pret. and part. pa. 
This word occurs in a remarkable passage concern 

ing James Earl of Douglas.
—Yeit haf Ik herd oft syss tell, 
That he sa gretly dred wes than, 
That quhcn wiwys wald childre ban. 
Thai wald, rycht with an angry face, 
Betech them to the blak Douglas.

Barbour, xv. 538. MS. 
Edit: 1620, betake; edit. Pink, beteth. 

He him betuk on to the haly gaist, 
Saynct Jhone to borch thai suld meitehaill and sound.

Wallace, v. 462. MS. 
The King betaucht hym in that steid 
The endentur, the seile to se, 
And askyt gyff it enselyt he ?

Harbour, i. 610. MS. 
Than scho me has betaucht in keiping 
Of ane sweit nymphe maist faithfull and decoir. 

Police of Honour, ii. 33.
•—In the woful batal and melle
To ane vnhappy chance betaucht is sche.

Doug. Virgil, 385. 8.
Hence u the common Scots expression, God I be- 

teach me till)" Rudd.; and that used by Ramsay,



B E V B E U
Betootch-us-to; i. e. Let us commend ourselves to 
the protection of some superior being.

Betootch-us*to! and well I wat that's true; 
Awa! awa! the deel's our grit wi' you.

Poems, ii. 120.
It is printed girt, but undoubtedly from mistake* 
O, E. bitoke, committed; also bitaughten, bitakun^ 

bitauht.
Thei custe heore dohter thare, 
Bitaughten hire God for euermo.

Kyng of Tars, v. 346.
" They kissed their daughter, and committed her 

to God," (fee.
" Mannes sone schal be bitakun to princis of 

prestis & scribis:—and they schulen bitake him to 
hethene men to be scorned, and scourged." Wiclif, 
Matt. 20.

Unto Kyngeston the first wouke of May
Com S. Dunstan, opon a Sonenday,
& of alle the lond erle & baroun,
To Eilred, Edgar sonne, bitauht him the coroun.

R. Brunne, p. 37.
A. S. betaec-an, tradere ; betaehte, tradidit. Taec- 

an,mlts simple form, signifies jubere, praecipere, Lye; 
but according to Somner, is used " as betaecan ; 
tradere, concedere, assignare, commendare; to de 
liver, to grant, to assign or appoint, to betake or re 
commend unto;" Taec-an has also the sense of E. 
take. But this is an oblique use of the term, borrow 
ed from the idea of an act of deliverance preceding. 
Should take be viewed as radically a different verb, 
it might properly enough be traced to MoesG. tek- 
art) to touch.
BETHLERIS. Leg. BECHLERIS. Bachelors. 

Than rerit thir marlionis that montis so he 
Furth borne bechleris bald in the bordouris.

Houlate, iii. 1. MS.
The poet represents hawks of this kind as knights 

bachelors. 
To BETRUMPE, v. a. To deceive.

Jupiter (quod scho) sail he depart ? ha fy J 
And lefull till ane wauyngour straungere 
Me and my realme betrumpe on thes manere ? 

Doug. Virgil^ 120. 49. -V. TRUMP.
To BETREYSS, BETRASE, v. a. To betray. 

It wes fer wer than tratoury 
For to betreyss sic a persoune, 
So nobill, and off sic renoune.

Barbour, iv. 23. MS.
Betrasit, Douglas ; betrarissed, Wallace; bet rais 

ed, Chaucer; betraist, R. Brunne, p. 49.
Whilom Eilred my lord he him betraist to yaw, 
& my sonne Edmunde thorgh treson he slouh. 

Germ, trieg-en, betrieg-en ; Fr. trah-ir, id. trahi- 
son, treason.
BETWEESH,/>n?/>. Betwixt, S. V. ATWEESH. 
BEVAR, s. One who is worn out with age. 

The bev'ar hoir said to this berly berne, 
This brief thaw sail obey sone, be thow bald. 

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 133. 
Lord Hailes overlooks this word. It is evidently 

from the same source with Bamtrd, adj. q. v.
Mr Pinkerton says that bcvis, Maitl. P. p. 112. 

ought probably to be Bevis, the hero of romance."

But it is clear, that both this word and clevis are er. 
roneously spelled. To make either rhyme or sense, 
the passage must be read thus.

Suppois I war an aid yaid aver,
Schott furth our cleuchs to squishe the clevir,
And had the strenthis of all strene bevir,
I wald at Youl be housit and staid. 

We still say a bevir-horse for a lean horse, or one 
worn out with age or hard work; S.
BEVEL, s. A stroke; sometimes^ a violent push 

with the elbow, S.
He sayes now, Is thy brother gone ?

With that Truth took him by the neck, 
And gave him their, as some suppone, 

Three bevels till he gard him beck. 
Mani/'s Truth's Travels, Pennecuik's Poems, p. 92. 
This is a derivative from Bajf, beff, q. v. 

BEVEREN, BEVERAND, part. pr. 
He glissed up with his eighen, that grey wer, and

grete; 
With his beveren berde, on that burde bright.

Sir Gaivan and Sir Gal. ri. 2. 
This is mentioned in the Gl. as not understood. 

Perhaps the phrase signifies his full or flowing beard ; 
from A. S. befer-an, circumdare; or as the same 
with beverand, which Sibb. renders u shaking, nod 
ding;" deriving it from Tent, bev-en, contremere. 
This is a provincial E. word. u Bevering, trembling. 
North." GL Grose. " Bibber, to tremble." Ibid. 
BEVIE, (of a fire) s. A term used to denote a 

great fire ;. sometimes, bevice, S. 
Perhaps from E. bavin, " a stick like those bound 

up in faggots," Johnson. It is thus used in O. E.
" Though I blazed like a bevin, yet now I lie 

smothering like wet straw." Saker's Narhonus,, 
Part II. p. 46. 
BEVIE, s, A jog, a push, S. from the same.

source with beve/. V. BAFF, s. 
BEVIS. V. BEVAR.
BEUCH, s. fgutt.) A bough, a branch, S. 

Amiddis ane rank tre lurkis a goldin beuch, 
With aureate leuis, and flexibil twistis teuch.

Doug. Virgil, 167. 41. 
A. S. boga, boh, id. from bug-on to bend. 

REUCHIT,/>0r*./>tf. Cgutt.) Bowed, crooked> S. 
—To the streme thay turnit thare fores chip, 
Kest doun thare beuchit ankeris ferme of grip.

Doug. Virgil, 162. 23. 
A. S. bug-an, curvare.

BEUGH, s. (gutt.) A limb, a leg, Border. 
Sym lap on horse.back lyke a rae,

And ran him till a heuch ; 
Says, William, cum ryde down this braer 

Thocht ye suld brek a beugh.
Scott, Evergreen, ii. 183. st» 16%. 

Who came and tuik her by the beugh, 
And with a rung both auld and teugby 
Laid on her, while she bled eneugh, 

And for dead left her lying.
Watson's Coll. i. 46*.

Isl. bog, Alem. puac, Germ, bug^ id. The term
is applied both to man and to other animals; -as IsL
vorderbug, the forequarter, hinderbug7 the hinder*
quarter. Both Ihre and Wachter view bug-en* to

O2
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bend, as the origin; as it is by means of its joints 
that an animal bends itself. It is evidently of the 
same family with Boucht, q. v. 
BEUGLE-BACKED, adj. Crook-backed. 

—Beugle-back'd, bodied like a beetle.
Watson's Cpll. ii. 54.

A. S. bug-an, to bow; Teut. boechel, gibbus. 
Germ, bugel, a dimin. from bug, denoting any thing 
curved or circular. It is undoubtedly the same word 
that is now pronounced boolie-backit, -S. 
BEUKE, pret. v. Baked.
For skant of vittale, the comes in quernis of stane 
Thay grand, and syne beuke at the fyre ilkane.

Doug. Virgil, 18. 37. 
A. S. boc, pret. of bac-an, pinsere. 

BEULD, adj. Bow-legged, Ang.; q. beugeld from 
the same origin withbeugfe, in Beugle-backed9 <±. v. 

BEW, adj. Good, honourable. Bew schyris y or 
schirris^ good Sirs. Fr. beau, good. 
Yit by wy selfe I fynd this prouerbe perfyte, 
The blak craw thinkis hir awin birdis quhyte. 
Sa faris with, me, bew schyris, wil ye herk, 
Can not persaif an fait in al my werk.

Doug. Virgil, 272. 31. 
Lo this is all, bew schirris, have gude day.

Ibid. 484. 32. 
To BEWAVE, BEWAUE, v. a. To cause to

wander or waver. 
,————Eneas the banke on hie 
Has clummyn, wyde quhare behaldand the large sie, 
Gyf ony schyp tharon micht be persauit, 
Quhilk late before the windis had bewavit.

Doug. Virgil, 18. 41. 
——Eneas, as Virgil weill discriues, 
In countreis seir was by the seyis rage, 
Bewauit oft—— Palice of Honour, ili. 39.

A. S. waf-ian, vacillare, fluctuare. 
' BEWIS, BEWYS, s. pi. Boughs. 

The place wyth flourys and garlandis stentys the
Quene, 

And crounys about wyth funeral bewys grene.
Doug. Virgil, 117. 47. V. BEUCH. 

BEWIS, s. pL Beauties. O. Fr. beau, beauty. 
Of ladyes bew tie to declair 
I do rejois to tell:— 
Sueit, sueit is thair bewis, 
Ay whil thai be contractit.

Haitian d Poems, p. 187.
BEWLTH, s. A thing which is employed as a 

substitute for another, although it should not 
answer the end so well.

This bew^th, when cunyie is scanty, 
Will keep them frae making din.

Ramsay's Works, ii. 288.
One who arrives, when the regular dinner is eaten, 

is said to get " only a bewith for a dinner," S. From 
the subst. v. conjoined with the prep., q. what one 
must submit to fora time. 
To BEWRY, v. a. To pervert, to distort. 

Than wald I knaw the cause and resoun quhy, 
That ony mycht peruert'or yit bewry 
Thy commaundementis ?———

Doug. Virgil, 313. 41. 
Vertere, Virg. Teut. wroegh^en, torquere, angere.

B Y
BY, prep. 1. Beyond, S.

" The infinite favour of God, which hath be*» 
ever ready to the just, has caused the victory to in. 
cline to us by expectation of man's engyne." Pits- 
cottie, p. 30.
2. Besides, over and above.

In this same year, [1511] the King of Scotland 
bigged a great ship, called The great Michael, which 
was the greatest ship, and of most strength, that ever 
sailed in England or France. For this ship was of 
so great stature, and took so much timber, that, 
except Falkland, she wasted all the woods in Fife, 
which was oak-wood, by all timber that was gotten 
out of Norroway. She was twelve score foot of 
length,- and thirty-six foot within .the sides. She 
was ten foot thick in the wall, outed jests of oak in 
her wall, and boards on every side, so stark and so 
thick, that no canon could go through her." Pits, 
cottie, p. 107.
3. Away from, without, without regard to, con 

trary to. 
Concerning the slaughter of Cumyn, it is said $

————The King him selft him slew 
In till Drumfress, quhar witnes was inew. 
That hapnys wrang, our gret haistin a King * 
Till wyrk by law it may scaith mekill thing.

Wallace, xi. 1188. MS. 
The mater went all set to crueltie; 
Full mony goddis and the heuynnis hie 

.To wytnes drew he, all was by his wyll: 
Bot all for nocht, nane tent was tak tharetyll. 

Doug. Virgil, 228. 36. 
The first is hardy all out by mesurej 
Of tyme nor resoun geuis he na cure.

Ibid. 354. 50.
By, as thus used, is sometimes directly contrasted 

with be, as signifying by in the modern sense of the term. 
u For I dar baldlye say, thair sal mair inconveni- 

entis follow on al thingis quhilkis ar done by ane 
ordour, nor to thole the abuse to the tyme God pro- 
uide ane remeid be ane ordour. As be exempyll, in 
cais thair be ane part of the dike quhilk is consumit, 
& seruis of not, yit euery man quhilk passis by, suld 
not cast doun the place quhilk he thynkis falteis at 
his plesour, bot suld (geue his zele be godlie) schaw 
to the gardnar to quham it appertenis to correct the 
fait. Thus suld christin men seik reformatioun (& 
that be ane offlour) and nocht plane distructioun, and 
confusioun, as men dois in thir dayis." Kennedy, 
Commendatar of Crosraguell, p. 73^74. A. 1558. 
V. Abbot of Vnressoun.

This may be viewed as an oblique sense of by as sig 
nifying beyond; perhaps in allusion to an arrow that 
flies wide from the mark. MoesG. bi, however, is used 
in the sense of contra, adversum, agreeing with Gr. 
KC&TX,. If thou remember that thy brother, iheins ha- 
baith bi tfyuk, has any thing against thee; Matt. v. 23.
BY, adv. When, after; q. by the time that.

" By thir words were said, his men were so en. 
raged, and rushed so furiously upon the English van 
guard,—that they put the Englishmen clean abak 
from their standard." Pitscottie, p. 31.

This idiom is very ancient. It does not seem to 
occur in A. S. But it is found in MoesG. Bi tlie
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gatithnn thai brotkvjus is, tkanuh gah is galaith ; 
When his brethren were gone up, then went he also 
up; Joh. vii. 1O.
BY-HAND, adv. Over, S. V. HAND. 
BY-LYAR, s. A neutral.

" Item, In caise it beis inquyred of all By-lyars, 
and in speciall of my Lord of Huntlie in the Northe. 
Ye sail answer in generall, ane gude hope is had of the 
most parte thereof." Knox, p. 222. From the v. 
To lie by, E.
BIAS, a word used as a mark of the superlative 

degree ; bias bonny, very handsome ; lias hun 
gry, very hungry, Aberd.

BIB, s. A term used to denote the stomach, Ang., 
borrowed perhaps, from the use of that small 
piece of linen, thus denominated, which covers 
th« breast or stomach of a child. 

BYBILL, s. A large writing, a scroll so exten 
sive that it may be compared to a book. 
" Excuse if I writ euill, ye may gesse the halfe of 

it, but I can not mende it because I am not weill at 
ease, and yit very glad to writ vnto you, quhen the 
rest are sleepand, sithe I can not sleipe as they do and 
as I would desire, that is, in your armes my deare 
loue, quhom I pray Grod to preserue from .all euyll 
and send you repose. I am gangand to seke myne 
till the morne, quhen I shall end my Bybill, but I am 
fascheit that it stoppies me to writ newis of my self 
vnto you, because it is so lang.—I am irkit & gang 
ing to sleipe, and yit I cease not to scrible all»thys 
paper insamickle as restis thairof." Detection Q. 
Mary, 2d Lett to Bothwell, Sign. T. i. b. Lond. edit. 

ThiS letter is evidently called a bybill^ because it 
" is so lang." According to the account which it 
contains, Mary at first did not design to end her by- 
bill, or finish her epistle, till next day; but, from the 
ardour of her affection, was afterwards induced to 
continue writing till her paper was filled up.

The word occurs in a similar sense in O. E. As 
used by Chaucer, Tyrwhitt justly renders it " any 
great book."

Yet forgate I to maken rehersaile 
Of waters corosif, and of limaile, 
And of bodies mollification. 
And also of hir induratione, 
Giles, ablusions, metal fusible, 
To tellen all, wold passen any bible, 
That o wher is; wherefore as for the best 
Of al thise names now wol I me rest.

Ghanone's Yemane's T. v. 16325. 
But nought will I, so mote I thriue, 
Be about to discriue 
All these armes that there weren, 
For to me were impossible, 
Men might make of-hem a bible, 
Twenty foote thicke as I trowe: 
For certain who so coud know. 
Might there all the armes seen, 
Of famous folke that had been 
In Affrike, Europe, and Asie, 
Sith first began cheualrie.

House of Fame, iii. 244.
It occurs in the same sense so early as the time of 

Langland.

B I C
Again your rule and religion I take record at Jesus, 
That said to his disciples, Ne sitis personarum ac*

ceptores.
Of thys mater I might make a longe byble ; 
And of curats of christen peple, as clerks bear

witnes,
I shal tellen it for truths sake, take hed who so 

lykith.
P. Ploughman's Vision, Fol. 78. b.

Zach. Boyd is, as far as I have observed, the latest 
writer who uses the term in this sense.

" I would gladlie know what a blacke bibh is that 
which is called, the Book of the wicked." Last 
Battell, 1629. p. 656.

In the dark ages, when books were scarce, those, 
which would be most frequently mentioned, would 
doubtless be the Bible and Breviary. Now, the 
word Porteous, which both in S. and E. originally 
signified a Breviary, seems at length to have denoted^ 
in a more general sense, any smaller kind of book, 
such especially as might be used as a Vademecum. 
V. PORTEOUS. In the same manner, bible might 
come to signify a book, especially one of a larger and 
less portable size; and be used at length to denote 
any long scroll.

Or, this use of the word may be immediately from 
L. B. biblus, a book, (Gr. /3<5>io$), which occurs in 
this sense from the reign of Charlemagne downwards. 
Thus the copy of the Laws and Statutes in Monas* 
teritis was called Biblus Indiculorum, because it ?';?- 
dicatedwh&t was to be done. V. Du Cange.

Tyrwhitt derives the word, as used by Chaucer, 
from the Fr.; and it is not improbable, that bible 
might be employed in the Fr. copy of the letter 
ascribed to Mary. But I have met with no direct 
proof, that the term was thus used in that language.

It deserves to be mentioned, that in the dark ages 
biblus was sometimes used simply to signify paper. 
Thus in a Gl. quoted by Du Cange, vo. Buda, it is 
said; Buda, stramentum lecti de biblo, id est, pa- 
pyro. I si. biblia, carta, liber; G. Andr. 
BICHMAN.

I gar the bichrnan obey; thar was na bute ellis* 
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 56.

In edit. 1508, it is buthman. This may be a term, 
borrowed from the profession of the person describ 
ed, as he is previously called " ane marchand;" q» 
booth-man, or one who sells goods in a booth. 
BYCHT. V. LYCHT. 
The gowk gat up agane in the grit hall,
Tit the tuquheit be the tope, and owirtyrwit his heid, 
Flang him flat in the fyre, fedderis and all.— 
Yit he lopd fra the low lycht in lyne.

Houlate, iii. 16.
This is the reading in Bann. MS. " Lycht ift 

Jyne" seems to signify, with a quick motion. V. 
LING. 
BICK, s. A bitch ; c< the female of the canine

kind."
A.S. bicca, bicce, id.; Isl. bickia, catella. It does 

not appear that the S. word has ever borne that re 
proachful and justly detestable sense, in which the 
kindred E. term is used. 
To BICKER, BYKKYR, v. a. This v., as used in

Sv does not merely signify, a to fight, to skk-
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mish, to light off and on," as it is defined in E. 
dictionaries. It also denotes, 1. The constant 
motion of weapons of any kind, and the rapid 
succession of strokes, in a battle or broil. 

Yngliss archaris, that hardy war and wicht, 
Amang the Scottis bykkerit with all thair mycht.

Wallace, iv. 556. MS. 
The layff was speris, full nobill in a neid? 
On thair enemys thai bykkyr with gude speid.

Ibid. ix. 846. MS.
2. To fight by throwing stones ; S. •
3. To move quickly ; S.
4. It expresses the noise occasioned by successive 

strokes, by throwing of stones, or by any rapid 
motion; S. 
C. B. bicre, a battle; " Pers. pykar," id. Gl.

Wynt.
BICKER, BIKERING, s. l. A fight carried an

with stones 5 a term among schoolboys, S. 
2. A contention, strife, S.

u There were many bickerings, and fear of break 
ing, about the articles of peace; but, thanks to God? 
I hope that fear be past." BailHe's Lett. ii. 7.
BICKER, BIQJJOUR, s. A bowl, or dish for con 

taining liquor; properly, one made of wood; S. 
" Tradition says, that one of the hospitable proprie 

tors, after liberally entertaining his guests in the 
easth?, was wont to conduct them to this tree, and 
give them an additional bicker there. In those days, 
it was usual with people of rank, to drink aut of 
wooden cups or bickers tipped with silver." P. 
Kilconquhar, Fife, Statist. Ace. ix. 297.

Thus we tuke in the high brow in liquor. 
And bang'd about the nectar biquour.

Evergreen, i. 224.
Iri Yorkshire the term begger is used in this sense. 

The definition given, by Dr Johnson, of E. beaker, 
by no-means corresponds to the sense of this word in 
S. and other Northern dialects^—u a cup with a 
spout in the form of a bird's beak." Similarity of 
sound had induced him to give this definition, as well 
as etymon*. He has indeed followed Skinner 'in the 
latter. But he only conjectures that such might 
l>e the form of the beaker in former times.

Germ, becker ; Isl. baukur, bikare; Sw. bagare ; 
J)an. begere; Gr. and L. B. /&**«§<, baccariurn; Ital. 
bicchiere, patera, scyphus.

The origin of the word is obscure. Some have 
supposed, fancifully enough, that it is from Bacchus, 
his image having been formed on cups, as appears 
from Anacreon. But it should also have been prov 
ed, that the ancient Greeks ar Romans had a word 
siiwrbr to bicker, used in the same sense. Isidorus 
indeed mentions bacvhut as denoting vessels first ap 
propriated ta wine, afterwards to, water. But this 
seems to be comparatively a modern word. Wacfi- 
ter derives it, with rather more probability, from 
back) a small boat. This is at least more consonant 
to analogy; as Lat. cymbium, a drinking cup, was 
formed fram cymba, a boat; Isidor.

This was the term used to denote the cup drunk by 
the ancient Scandinavians, in honour of their deceas 
ed teraes* It was nat only called Braga-full} but

B I E
BrageMkare, V. Keysler, Antiq. Septent. 352» 
354, and SKOL.

It has been often mentioned, as an evidence of the 
frugality of the ancients, and of the simplicity of their 
manners, that they used drinking vessels made of 
wood. These were often of beech, 

————Fabricataque fago- 
Pocula. Ovid. Fast. L, 3. 

V. Rosin. Antiq. Rom. 377, 378. 
To BID, v. a. 1. To desire, to pray for. 

Haif we riches, no bettir life we bid, 
Of science thocht the saull be bair and blind.

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 126» 
This sense is common in O. E.

So will Christe of his curtesye, & men cry him mercy,, 
Bath forgeue and forget, and yet byd for vs 
To the father of heauen forgiuenes to haue.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 95. a» 
2* To care for, to value.

As to the first place, now bid I not to craif it,, 
Althoch it be Mnestheus wont to have it; 
Nor I bid not to strifte and wyn the gre.

Doug. Virgil, 134. 24.
Rudd. renders it thus, " q. bide not, non moror." 

It seems, however, to be rather an oblique sense of 
the v. as signifying to desiret q. a I am not anxious 
in regard to it." From the same origin with BEDIS,, 
q. v.
To BIDE, BYDE, v. a. 1. To await, to wait for. 

" The Deel bides his day," S. Prov. " Taken 
from a supposition that the Devil, when he enters in 
to a covenant with a witch, sets her the date of her 
life which he stands to. Spoken when people de 
mand a debt or wages before it is due." Kelly, p» 
303.
2. To suffer,, to endure. " He bides a great deal 

of pain ;" S. Westmorel. id.
What my conditioun was, I canna tell
My fae let never be sae hard bestead,
Or forc'd to byde the by dings that I baid.

Ross's Helenore, p. 87*
u It will bide billinge at ^ it will bear working at> 

North." Gl. Grose.
This is only an oblique sense of MoesG» beid-an, 

A. S. bid-art) exspectare r for what is enduring, but 
waiting ? MoesG. us-beidjands, bearing long in ad* 
verse circumstances, JLuk. xviii. 7»
To BIDE be, v«n. To continue in one state, S» 

It is applied to one of an inconstant disposition» 
This phrase is variously used. Of a sick person, 

it is also said, that he does not bide be, when he seems* 
to recover the one hour, and relapses the next^ S. B fc 
BIDINGS, s. pL Sufferings» V. BIDE, v* 
BY-EAST, towards the east. V. E^fref^ 
BIERDLY, BIERLY, adj.

Then out and spake the bierdly bride.
Was a' goud to the chin; 

a Gin she be fine without," says shey 
u We's be as fine within."

Jamieson's Popular BalL ii. 133. 
O he has doen him, to his ha'

To mak him bicrly cheer» Ibid. p. 195. 
" Like one that has been well fed; stout and 

large;" Gl. It is viewed as the same with Burdly^
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q. v. But to me it seems rather to signify, fit, pro 
per, becoming, from Isl. byr-iar, ber, decet, oppor- 
tet. In the second extract this is the obvious sense. 
Bierdly seems used, in the former, somewhat oblique 
ly, q. the comely bride; or perhaps, one drest as be 
came her rank.
BIERLING, s. A galley, S. B.

" He was low of stature, but of matchless strength, 
and skill in arms; kept always a bierlin or galley in 
this place with 12 or 20 armed men, ready for any 
enterprise." P. Edderachylis, Statist. Ace. vi. 292.
BIG, BIGG^ s. A particular species of barley, 

also denominated bear, S.
u Bear or bigg (a kind of grain with four rows on 

each head) is sown from the beginning to the 20th 
of May," P. Durisdeer, Dumfr. Statist. Ace. iv. 
460.

u The vegetable productions are big, a small 
species of barley, of which meal and malt are made." 
—P. Holme, Orkney, ibid. v. 407. 
To BIG> BYG, v. a. To build 5 S., Cumb., 

Westmorel., id.
On Gargownno was byggyt a small peill, 
That warnyst was with men and wittaill wcill. 
Within a dyk, bathe closs chawmcr and hall.

Wallace, iv. 213. MS.
cc Also be bigged the great hall of Stirling, within 

the said castle." Pitscottie, p. 86.
This word occurs in O. E. 'although not very fre 

quently.
The toun he fond paired & schent, 
Kirkes, houses beten doun, 
To the kyng thei meni tham of the toun.— 
He bigged it eft that are was playn.

R. Ermine, Prof, clxxxviii.
A. S. bycg-an, Isl. bygg-ia, Su.G. bygg-a, aedi- 

ficare, instruere, a frequentative from bo, id.; as it 
is customary with the Goths thus to augment mono 
syllables in 0/ as, sugg-a from so, a sow, V. Hire, 
vo. Bygga.
BIGGAR, s. A builder, one who carries on a 

building.
" Item, to advise gif the chaplaine hes the annuell 

under reversion, and contributis with the biggar,— 
to considder how lang thereafter the annuell sail be 
unredeemable." Acts Mary, 1551. c. 10. Murray. 
BIGGING, BYGGYN, BYGGYNGE, s. A building; 

a house, properly of a larger size, as opposed to 
a cottage, S.

Thai led Wallace quhar that this byggynge wass; 
.He thocht to assaill it, ferby or he wald pass.

Wallace, iv. 217. MS. 
—Fyre blesis in his hie biggingis swakkit.

Doug. Virgil, 260. 1. 
When he come to his byggynge, 
He welcomed fayr that lady yunge.

Emare, Ritson's E. M. R. v. 769. 
Biggin, a building, Gl. Westmorel. Isl. digging 

structura.
BIGGIT, part. pa. Built. This word is used in

various senses, S.
Biggit land, " land where there are houses or 

buildings," Pink. This expression, which is still con-

BIG.
trasted with one's situation in a solitude, or far from 
any shelter during a storm, has been long used in S. 

And quhen thai com in biggit land, 
Wittail and mete yneuch thai fand.

Barbour, xiv. 383. MS.
A ueill biggit body is one who has acquired a good 

deal of wealth, S. B. 
BIGGIT.

On grund no greif quhill thai the gret ost se 
Wald thai nocht rest, the rinkis so thai ryde. 
Bot fra thai saw thair sute, and thair semblie, 
It culd thanie bre, and biggit thame to byde.

King Hart, i. 24.
Both these are given in Gl. Pink, as words not 

understood. Bre may either signify, affright, from 
A. S. breg-ean, terrere; or, disturb, from Su.G. 
bry, vexare, turbare. The sense of biggit may be, 
inclined ; from A. S. byg-an, fleptere. " It fright 
ened or disturbed them? and disposed them to stay 
back." 
B1GLY, BYGLY, adj.

Scho wynnit in a bigly bour; 
On fold was none so fair.

Bludy Serk, st. 2. S. P. R. iii. 190. 
Big, Gl. Pink. It may perhaps signify commo 

dious, or habitable, from A. S, big-an, habitarc, 
and lie, similis.

She's ta'en her to her bigly bour,
As fast she could fare; 

Arid she has drank a sleepy draught 
That she has mixed wi' care.

Gay Goss Haiek, Minstrelsy Border, ii. 11. 
O bigged hae they a bigly bour 

Fast by the roaring strand ; 
And there was mair mirth in the ladyes bour. 

Nor in a' her father's land.
Rose the Red and White Lily, Ibid. p. 68. 

This epithet frequently occurs in O. E. It is 
conjoined with hows, landys, and blys. x 

The holy armyte brente he thare, 
And left that bygly hows full bare, 

That semely was to see.
Le Bone Florence, Ritsotfs E. M. R. iii. 63. 

It cannot here signify big; for it is applied to a 
hermit's cell. It may admit of this sense in the fol 
lowing passages:

And yf thou sende hur not soone;— 
He wyll dystroye thy bygly landys, 
And slee all that before hym standys.

And lose full many a lyfe. Ibid. p. 11. 
Yf y gyltles be of thys, 
Bryng me to thy bygly blys^

For thy grete godhede. Ibid. p. 71. 
BIGHTSOM, adj. Implying an easy air, and, at 

the same time, activity, S. B.
When cogs are skim'd, an' cirn streekit. 

The yellow drops fast in are steekit; 
Plump gaes the staff, Meg views, wi' pleasure^ 
The bocking, thick'ning, yellow treasure ; 
She gies her clouk a bightsom bow. 
Up tly the knots of yellow hue.

Morison's Poems, p. 111.
Clouk denotes the hand. Perhaps q. buxom, from 

A. S. bocsum flexibilis ; byg-an, to bend. 
BIGONET, s. A linen cap or coif.
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Good humour and white bigonets shall be 
Guards to my face, to keep his love for me*

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 84.
From the same origin with E. biggin, " a kind of 

coif, or linrien-cap for & young child;" Phillips» 
Fr. beguin, id. This is derived from begue, speak 
ing indistinctly; as this is the case with children; 
when they begin to speak; Diet. Trev. 
BIGS, Barbour, xix. 392. Pink. ed. Leg* Lugis* 

Tharfor thaim alsua herbryit thai: 
And stent pailyownys in hy, 
Tentis and lugis als tharby, 
Thai gert mak, and set all on raw.

MS.; Edit, 1620, Tents and ludges. 
BYGANE, BIGANE, BYGONE, adj. Past 5 S. 

The latter is mentioned by Dr Johnson as " a 
Scotch word/*

" It is decretit be the haill Parliament, and for- 
biddin be our Souerane Lord the King, that ony 
liggis or baudis be maid amangis his liegis in the 
Realme. And gif ony hes bene maid in tyme by- 
gane, that thay be not keipit nor haldin in tyme to 
cum." Acts Ja. I. 1424, c. 33. Edit. 1566.

" When he was removed, all those who had rela 
tion to the Irish business, lighted so sharply upon 
him, that many did think their censure was not so 
much for his present behaviour, as for some by-gone 
quarrels." Bailee's Lett. i. 1&8.

c < I wrote to you at length of all our bygone pro 
ceedings." Ibid. p. 219. 
2^ Preceding ; equivalent to E. predeceased. 

Reduce ye now into your myndis ilkane 
The wourthy actis of your eldaris bigane*

Doug. Virgil, 325* 22.
BYGANES, BIGONES, used as s. pL denoting what 

is past, but properly including the idea of trans 
gression or defect* 1. It denotes offences against 
the sovereign, or the state, real or supposed. 
" —— The King took the books on himself, and 

tlischarged the bishops of all fault, condemned all 
the supplications and subscriptions, and all meet 
ings and commissions hitherto for that ead; but 
pardoned bygones, discharging all such meeting in 
time to come, under tie highest pains." Baillie's 
-Lett. i. 32.

u The King has granted them peace, oblivion for 
bygones, liberty of conscience, and all they desire 
for time to come." Ibid. ii. 22.
2. It is used in relation to the quarrels of lovers^ 

or grounds of offence given by either party, S* 
Hard by an aged tree

Twa leavers fondly stray, 
Love darts from Ketty's e'e,

More blyth than op'ning day. 
All byganes are forgot and gone, 

And Aurther views her as his own.
Mqrisotfs Poems, p» 135.

3. It often denotes arrears, sums of money for 
merly due, but not paid, S. 

" Having received HO stipend wh^n he was ejected, 
he was advised to go up to London, and apply ta 
his Majesty for a warrant to uplift what Was his 
justly, and by law; which he did :—he was tojd for 
answer, That he could have no warrant for bygsnes,
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unless he would for time to come conform to the;, 
established church." Wodrow's Hist. ii. 256". 
BIKE, BYKE, BYIK, BEIK, s+ i. A building* 

an habitation, S»
Mony burgh, mony bour^ mony big bike ; 

Mony kyririk to his clame cumly to knaw:. 
Maneris full menskf ull, with mony deip dike ; 
Selcouth war the sevint part to say at saw.

Gawan and GoL ii. 8*
It is still occasionally used in this sense, S. B. 

And naething was Habbie now scant in,
To male him as cothie's you like; 

For nocht but a house-wife was wan tin' 
To plenish his weel foggit byke.

Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. i. 293- 
This might seem a metaph. use of the word in al 

lusion to a hive, from the use of foggit. But the 
latter is equivalent to provided. 
3. A nest or hive of bees, wasps, or ants, S.

———— Wele lyke
Quhen that the herd has fund the beis bike, 
Closit vnder ane derive caueme of stanis. 
And fyllit has full sone that litil wanys, 
Wyth smoik of soure and bitter rekis stew.

Houg. Virgil, 432. 10.
Byik, 113. 50. Be bike, 239, b. 16. Beik, Ross. 

V. SMERVY.
" 1 wyl remembir yow ane fabil. Ane tod was 

ouirsct with ane byke of fleis, continewally soukand 
out hir blud." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. c. 7. Ex. 
amine muscarum oppressa; Boeth.
3. A building erected for the preservation of

grain ; Caithn.
c ' Here are neither barns nor granaries ; the corn is 

thrashed out, and preserved in the chaff in bykes, 
which are stacks in shape of bee-hives, thatched 
quite round, where it will keep good for two years.'* 
Pennant's Tour in S. 1769. p. 2O1.
4. Metaph. an association or collective body; S^ 

In that court sat come monie one 
Of the blak byke of Babylone : 
The innocent blude that day sal cry, 
Ane lowde vengence full piteously.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 167» 
O heartsome labour! wordy time and pains I 
That frae the best esteem and friendship gains : 
Be that my luck, and let the greedy bike 
Stock job the warld amang them as they like.

Ramsay's Works, ii. 321...
To skail the byke, metaph. to disperse an assem* 

bly of whatever kind; S.
Ructd. mentions A. S. bycg-an, to build, as pro 

bably the origin of this word, as denoting a hive; be 
cause of the admirable structure of the hives of these 
little animals. Shall we suppose that Douglas him-. 
self alludes to this as the origin, when he substitutes 
wanys, or habitation, for what he has already deno 
minated byke? At any rate Rudd». is right in hi& 
conjecture.

Isl. biikar indeed denotes a hive, alvear; and Teut* 
bie-bock, bie-buyck, apiarium, alvearium, Kilian. 
Yet the same learned writer explains buyckvast 
woonen, fixam sedem tenere, domicilium habere fixam 
«t stabile. The IsL word is probably from Su.Gt. 
bygg-a to build, part. pa. bygdt; q. something prepar-.
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ed or built. There seems to be no reason to doubt that 
the word, as used in sense 2, is the same with that 
denoting a habitation. Isl. bigd, indeed, is render- 
ed habitatio; Verel. And what is a hyke or bee-bike, 
but a building or habitation of bees ? 
BYK.

My maine is turnit into quhyt, 
And thairof ye hef all the wyt. 
When uthir hors hed brane to byk, 
I gat bot gress, grype gif I wald.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 112." 
This might be derived from Belg. bikk-en, to chop, 

to beat; also, to eat. Daar valt met te bikken; 
" There is nothing to eat." But most probably it 
is an error of some transcriber for byt, bite or eat. 
The rhyme evidently requires this correction. It can 
scarcely be supposed that Dunbar would write byk, 
as corresponding to quhyt and wyt. The meaning 
evidently is; " When other horses, in winter, were 
fed on bran, he had nothing but grass to nibble at, 
although at the risk of his being seized with gripes, 
from its coldness."
BYKAT, BEIKAT, s. A male salmon; so call 

ed, when come to a certain age, because of the 
leak which grows in his under jaw ; Ang. 

This is evidently analogous to Fr. becard, exph by 
Cotgr. a female salmon. But, according to others, 
the term denotes any salmon of which the beak or 
snout grows hooked, as the year advances. V. 
Diet. Trev. 
BILBIE, s. Shelter, residence; Ang.

This, I apprehend, is a very ancient word. It 
may be either from Su.G. byle habitaculum, and by 
pagus, conjoined, as denoting residence in a village ; 
or more simply, from Bolby, villa primaria, which, 
according to Ihre, is com p. of bol, the trunk, and 
by, a village; " a metaphor," he says, " borrowed 
from the human body, which contains many minute 
parts in itself. Opposed to this, is the phrase «/. 
garda by; denoting a village, the land of which is 
cultivated within the limits of another."

But besides that the metaphor is far-fetched, the 
reason assigned for the opposite designation would 
suggest, that the first syllable was not formed from 
bol truncus, but from bol praedium, which, al 
though written in the same manner, is quite a dif 
ferent word. For, according to this view, bolby 
would signify a village which has a praedium, or 
territory of its awn, annexed to it. This would 
certainly exhibit the contrast more strictly and for 
cibly than the etymon given by Ihre.
BILEFT, fret. Remained, abode. 

With other werkmen mo, 
He bileft al night 

In land.
Sir Tristrem, p. 36. st. 54. 

A. S. belif-an superesse, to remain; Alem. bilib- 
en, Franc, biliu-en, manere; Schilter. 
BILGET, adj. Bulged, jutting out. 

Anone al most ye wend to sey in fere, 
Cryis Calcas, nor Grekis instrument 
Of Troy the wallis sal neuer hurt nor rent, 
Les then agane the land of Arge be socht, 
With alkin portage, quhilk was hickler brocht

In barge, or bilget ballinger, ouer se.
Doug. Virgil, 44. 39.

Rudd. had rendered this as a s. but corrects his 
mistake in Add. He traces the word to. Germ. 
bulg bulga, of bauch venter. But it seems naturally 
allied to Su.G. bulg-ia, to swell, whence Isl. bylgia, 
a billow. Or, its origin is more immediately found 
in Isl. eg beige, curvo ; belgia huopta, inflare buc- 
cas, G. Andr. p. 25, 26.
BILLIE, BILLY, s. 1. A companion, a com 

rade.
Then out and spak the gude Laird's Jock, 

u Now fear ye na, my billie," quo' he; 
" For here are the Laird's Jock, the Laird's Wat; 

4t And Hobbie Noble, come to set thee free."
Minstrelsy Border, i. 177. 

'Twas then the billies cross'd the Tweed, 
And by Traquair-house scamper'd.

Rev. J. NicoFs Poems, ii. 7. 
When persons are in a state of familiar inter 

course, or even on fair terms with each other, after 
some coolness, they are said to be gude billies, S. B.
2. Fellow, used rather contemptuously, S. synon.

Meld, cbap.
Ye cheer my heart—how was the billy pleas'd ? 
Nae wellj I wad, to be sae snelly us'tf.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 35.
3. As a term expressive of affection and fa-

miliarity; S.
Ye cut before the point: but, billy, bide, 
I'll wager there's a mouse-mark on your side.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 119.
4. A lover, one who is in suit of a woman. 

Be not owre bowstrous to your Billy, 
Be warm hertit, not illwilly.

Clerk, Evergreen, ii. 19. 
Still used in this sense, S. Bv

5. A brother, S.
Fair Johnie Armstrang to Willie did say— 
66 Billie, a riding we will gae; 

" England and us have been lang at feid ; 
66 Ablins we'll light on some bootie."

Minstrelsy Border, i. 157. 
Billie Willie, brother Willie. Ibid. p. 156. 

6* Apparently used in allusion to brotherhood in 
arms, according to the ancient laws of chivalry. 

If I suld kill my billie dear. 
God's blessing I sail never wins,

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 99.
7. A young man. In this sense, it is often used 

in the pi. The billies, or, the young billies, S, B. 
It is expl. " a stout man, a clever fellow," Gh 

Shirr.
8. Sometimes it signifies a boy, S.B. as synon* 

\vith callan.
The callan''s name was Rosalind, and they 
Yecd hand and hand together at the play; 
And as the billy had the start of yield', 
To Nory he was ay a tenty bield.

Ross's Helenore, p. 13.
It is probably allied to Su.G. Germ, billig, Belg. 

billik, equalis ; as denoting those that are on a foot 
ing as to age, rank, relation, affection, or
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BILLIT, adj. « Shod with iron," Rudd. 

About hir went ——
— Tarpeia that stoutly turnis and swakkis 

With the wele stelit and braid billit ax.
Doug. Virgil) 388. 1.

This phrase, however, as Rudd. also hints, is per 
haps merely a circumlocution for the bipenniS) or 
large ax. V. BALAX. 
BILTER, s. A child, Dumfr.; Id. filter,

puellus. 
BIN, s. A mountain, S. O.

Here Snawdon shows his warlike brow, 
And from his height you have a view, 
.From Lomond bin to Pentland know, 

Full eighty mile.
JR. Galloway's PoeniS) p. 75. 

From Gael, ben) id., Lomond bin being synon. 
•with Benlomond.
BIND, BINDE, s. 1. Dimension, size; espe 

cially with respect to circumference. A barrel 
of a certain bind, is one of certain dimensions, 
S.; Hence Barrell bind.

" It is statute—that the Barrell bind of Salmound 
riould keip and contein the assyse and mesour of 
fourtene gallonis, and not to be mynist, vnder the 
pane of escheit of the salmound, quhair it beis fundin 
les, to the Kingis vse:—and that ilk burgh haue 
thre hupe irnis, videlicet) ane—at ilk end of the bar- 
rell, and ane in the middis, for the mesuring of the 
foarrell." Acts Ja. III. 1487, c. 131. Edit. 1566. 
c. 118. Murray.
2. It is used more generally to denote size in any

sense.
u The Swan, v. s. : The wylde Guse of the greit 

bind) ii. s." Acts Mar. 1551. c. 11. Ed. 1566.
3. Metaph. to denote ability. "Aboon my bind,"

beyond my power. This is often applied to
pecuniary ability ; S.

This use of the word is evidently borrowed from 
the idea of binding a vessel with hoops. 
BINDLE, s. The cord or rope that binds any

thing, whether marde of hemp or of straw; S. 
Su'.G. bindel) a headband, a fillet, from bind-aS) 

to bind. Thus the rope, by which a cow is bound 
in her stall, is called a bindle) S. Teut. bindel) 
ligamen; Isl. bendl-d) concatenare, bend-a cingere. 
BINDWOOD, s. The vulgar name for ivy, S. 5

Hedera helix, Linn.; pron. binwud. 
Denominated, perhaps, from the strong hold that 

it takes of a wall, a rock, trees, &c. q. the binding 
z&ood. Our term seems merely an inversion of E. 
woodbind) .which has been rendered Terebinthus, or 
the Turpentine-tree, Somner; but as Skinner ob 
serves, improperly. He expl. it as signifying the 
honey-suckle, Caprifolium, or Lonicera pericly- 
menum. He adds, however, that wude-binde " is 
not absurdly rendered by Aelfric, and perhaps ac 
cording to the use of the terra in his time, He'dertt) 
for this embraces the trees like a bandage." Etym. 
Gen.

Now, it seems evident, that Aelfric has given the 
proper definition. By hedera nigra, it appears that 
ivy is meant. The reason of the name, given by
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Skinner, applies much better to this than to honey* 
suckle. Ivy, in some parts of E., is by the pea* 
santry called bindwood.

It is probably the same which is written benwood. 
" Anciently, the opposite bank of Oxnam water, 

on the W., was covered with wood, denominated 
benwood) and is said to have been the rendezvous 
of the inhabitants, to oppose the English free 
booters, when the watchword was "a benwoody." 
P. Oxnam, Roxburghs. Statist. Ace. xi. 330, N. 
3BING, s. 1. A heap, in general.

Ye mycht haue sene thaym haist like emotis grete, 
*Quhen thay depulye the mekil bing of quhete. 
And in thare byik it caryis al and sum.

Doug. Virgil, 113. 49. 
Thair saw we mony wrangous conquerouris, 
Withouttin richt reiffaris of vtheris ringis. 
The men of kirk lay boundin into bingis.

Lyndsay's WarkiS) 1592, p. 230. 
This, as far as I know, is the only sense in whick 

it is now used S., as denoting a heap of grain.
2. A pile of wood ; immediately designed as a 

funeral pile.
——— The grcte bing was vpbeildit wele, 

Of aik treis, and fyrren schydis dry, 
Wythin the secrete cloys, vnder the sky.

Doug. Virgil^ 117. 43. Pyra, Virg.
3. *4 A temporary inclasure or repository made 

of boards, twigs, or straw ropes, for contain 
ing grain or such like." Gl. Sibb., where it is 
also written binne.
Dan. bing) Sw. binge, Isl. £ewg-r, cumulus. As 

Alem. pigct) pigO) signify acervus, and Germ, beige, 
strues, whence holz beig strues lignorum, holz 
beigen) struere ligna; Isl. Su.G. bygg*a, to build, 
is most probably the root, as conveying the same 
idea. Binne seems radically different. 
To BYNGE, v. n. To cringe. V. BEENGE.
To BINK, v. a. To press down, so as to de 

prive any thing of its proper shape. It is 
principally used as to shoes, when, by careless 
wearing, they are allowed to fall down in the 
heels; S. O. Teut. bangh-tn, premere, in an* 
gustum cogere. Sw. bank-a, to beat, seems al 
lied ; q. to beat down.

BINK, s. 1. A bench, a seat; S. B.
Want of wyse men maks fulis to sit on binkis.

Pink. S. P. Rep. iii. 133. 
Win fast be tyme; and be nocht lidder: 
For wit thou well, Hal binks ar ay slidder. 
Thairfoir now, quhither wrang it be or richt, 
Now gadder fast, quhil we have tyme and micht.

Priests of PebltS) p. 24. 
This is the common language of courtiers, and con.

tains an old proverb expressive of the uncertainty of
court.favour. V. BEN-INNO.

" Start at a straw, and loup o'er a bink." S. Prov.
Kelly, p. 288.
2. A wooden frame, fixed to the wall of a house, 

for holding plates, bowls, spoons, &c. Ang. 
It is also called a Plate-rack ; S. 

We have it in a manuscript: 
The good-man keeps it, as we think,
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Behind a dish, upon the bink.

ColvWs Mock Poem, p. 64. 
This is most probably an oblique sense of the

same term which signifies a bench. V. BENK.
BINK, s. A bank, an acclivity, S, B. 

Nae fowles of effect, now amange thae binks 
Biggs nor abides.—— Evergreen, ii. 63. 
Up thro' the cleughs, where link on binkwsis set, 
Scrambling wi' hands and feet she taks the gait.

Ross's Helenore, p. 64. 
Wachter observes that Germ, bank, Su.G. baenk,

denote any kind of eminence. This is perhaps the
origin of the application of this term to a bench, q.
a seat that is raised. V. BENK.
BINWEED. V. BUNWEDE,
BYPTICIT.

Syne in a field of siluer^ secound he beiris 
Ane Egill ardent of air, that ettiles so he ;
— All of sable the self, quha the suth leiris, 
The beke bypticit bryme of that ilk ble.

Houlate, ii. 4. MS.
" Biceps, two-headed," Pink. But a consider, 

able transposition is necessary to support this ety- 
inon; and the sense is not less dissonant. The beak 
of this eagle could with no propriety be called two» 
headed. It certainly means dipped or dyed, from 
Lat. baptizo. " The beak was deeply dyed of the 
same colour with the body of the fowl."
BIR, BIRR, s. Force. I find that Isl. byr, expl. 

ventus ferens, is deduced from ber-a ferre; 
Gl. Edd. Saem. V, BEIR. 

BIRD, BEIRD, BRIJD, BURD, s. A lady, a
damsel.

Gromys of that garisouite maid gamyn and gle: 
And ledis lofit thair lord, lufly of lyere. 
Beirdis beildk in Wise, brightest of ble.

Gawan and Gol. iv. 12.
i. e. " Ladies, the fairest of their sex, sheltered 

themselves in bliss." Similar is the phrase " beild- 
ing of biis," V. BEIJLD.

— So with birds blythly my bailis beit.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 132. V. BEIT. 

" Bride is used In Chaucer for bird, and birde 
for a mistress. In an old Scottish song, Burd Isa 
bel means a young lady named Isabella. Burd is 
still used as an appellation of complacency by supe 
riors to women of lower degree. Mersar, p. 157. 
speaks of " birdis bricht in bowris," by which he 
means young women in their chambers." Lord 
Hailes, Notes to Bann. Poems.

We may observe that James V. wrote brid for 
"bird, avis.

And ye fresch May, ay mercifull to bridis, 
Now welcum be, ye floure of monethis alK

King's Quair, ii» 46. 
Lord John stood in his stable door,

Said he was boun to ride; 
Burd Ellen stood in her bower door. 

Said, she'd rin by his side.
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 117. 

The king he had but ae daughter,
Burd Isbel was her name; 

And she has to the prison gane, 
To hear the prisoner's mane. Ibid. ii. 127.

BYE
This seems to be the song referred to by Lord 

Hailes.
As bridde is the word used by Chaucer for bird, 

it is merely the A. S. term for pullus, pullulus^ 
Somner thinks that the letter r is transposed. But 
this may have been the original form of the word, 
from bred-tm to breed. Bird, as applied to a dam 
sel, is merely the common term used in a metaph. 
sense.

Langland uses byrde.
Mercy hyght that mayde, a meke thyng wlthaHy 
A full benigoe byrde and buxeome of speche.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 98, b. 
2. Used, also metaph., to denote the young of

quadrupeds, particularly of the fox. V. TOD'S
BIRDS. 

BYRD, -z/. imp. It behoved, it becaine.
Than lovyt thai God fast, all weildand,
That thai thair lord fand hale and fer :
And said, thaim byrd on na maner
Dred thair fayis, sen thair chyftane
Wes off sic hart, and off sic mayn,
That he for thaim had wndr^tan
With swa fele for to fecht ane.

Barbour, vj. 316. MS.
In editions it is, to fecht allane. But all is 

wanting in MS. I have not observed that it oc 
curs any where else In the same sense; and am there 
fore at a loss, whether to view it as an error of th$ 
early transcriber, or as a solitary proof that ane was 
sometimes used in the sense of only, like Su.G. en, 
which not only signifies, one, but unicus, solus. 
MoesG. ains bore the same signification. Afiddia 
aftra in fairguni is ains / He departed again into a 
mountain himself alone; Joh. vi. 15. A. S. tin oc 
curs in the same sense, fits nan mann god, but- 
on God ma; There is no one good, but God-only ; 
Mark x. 18. Also Alem. and Isl. em, id.

Mr Pink, mentions Byrd, in Gl. without any ex 
planation. In edit. 1620 the phrase is altered to 

And said they would in no maner—
The sense is, u It became them in no wise to fear 

their foes." A. S. byreth, pertinet. Tha the ne 
byrede, ne woes gelaefed him to etanne ; Quos non 
licebat ei edere, Mark, xii. 4.

It occurs also in Joh. iv. 4- Him gebyrode that 
he sceoldefaran thurh Samaria-land; literally, It be 
hoved him to fare or pass through Samaria.

This imp. v. may have been formed from byr-an, 
ber-an, to carry, or may be viewed as nearly allied 
to it. Hence bireth, gestavit; gebaer-an, se ge- 
rere, to behave one's self; Su.G. baera, id., whence 
atbaerd, behaviour, deportment; Germ, berd, ge- 
baerd, id., sich berd-en, gestum facere. Wachter, 
however, derives gebaerd from bar-en ostendere, 
ostentare.

The v. immediately allied to this in Su.G. is boer-a 
debere, pret. borde, anciently boerjade and bar* 
Isl. byr-iar, decet, oportet; ber, id.; Thad ber 
Kongi ecki; Non decet regem; It does not become 
a king. V. VereK Ind. p. 33. 48.

Burd is'used in the same sense by R. Brunne. 
Then said Sir Henry, nedes burd him wende 
To France & Normundie^ to witte a 

ende. Chron. p.
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The folk was mykelle £ strong, of mete thei had

grete nede,
Tham burd departe ther throng, that londe mot 

tham not fede. Ibid. p. 280. 
To treus on alle wise him burd grant thertille.

Ibid. p. 195.
Hearne very oddly conjectures that A. S. burthen, 

onus, may be the origin. 
EIRDING, s. Burden, load.

Allace! the heuy birding of wardly gere, 
That neuir houre may suffir nor promyt 
Thare possessoure in rest nor pece to sit.

Doug. Virgil, 459. 42.
A. S. byrthen, Dan. byrde. V. BIRTH, BYIITH. 

BIRD-MOUTH'D, adj. Mealy-mouth'd, S.
" Ye're o'er bird-mouth* d ;" Ramsay's S. Prov. 

p. 86. 
BYRE, s. Cowhouse, S,

The king faris with his folk, our firthis and fellis, 
Withoutin beilding of blis, of bern, or of byre.

Gawan and Got. i. 3.
" Bring a cow to the ha', and she will rin to the 

byre;" Ferguson's S. Prov. p. 8.
The origin is uncertain. But it is perhaps allied 

to Franc, buer, a cottage; byre, Su.G. byr, a vil 
lage ; Germ, baiter, habitaculum, cavea; from Su.G. 
bo, bu-a, to dwell. Isl. bur is rendered penuarium, 
domus penuarium ; a house of provision ; G. Andr. 
Or it may be a derivative from Isl. bu, a cow; Gael. 
bo, id.
BIRK, s. Birch, a tree; S. Betula alba, Linn. 

Grete eschin stokkis tumbillis to the ground; 
With wedgeis schidit gan the birkis sound.

Doug. Virgil, 169. 20. 
A. S. birc, Isl. biorki, Teut. berck, id. 

To BIRK, *u. n. To give a tart answer, to con 
verse in a sharp and cutting way; S. 

A. S. birc-an, beorc-an, to bark, q. of a snarling 
humour. Hence,
BIRKIE, adj. Tart, in speech, S. 
BIRKY, f. 1. A lively young fellow j a per 

son of mettle; S. 
But I, like birky, stood the brunt,

An' slocken'd out that gleed, 
Wi' milckle virr; and syne I gar'd 

The limmers tak the speed.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 2. 

In days pf auld, when we had kings 
And nobles bauld, and other things, 
As camps, and courts, and kirks, and quears, 
And birkies bauld, for our forebears :— 
They fought it fairly, tho' they fell.

Galloway1 s Poems, p. 123, 124. 
2. Auld Birky, " In conversation, analogous to 

old Boy," Gl. Shirr. 
Spoke like ye'rsell, auld birky ; never fear 
But at your banquet I shall first appear.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 92.
Allied perhaps to Isl. berk-ia, jactare, to boast; 

or biarg-a, opitulari, q. one able to give assistance. 
It may deserve notice, however, that Su.G. birke 
signifies a town or city. Hence Biarkeyar riettir,

SIR
the laws of cities, as contrasted with L&nds 
the provincial laws, or those of the country. Could 
we suppose this term to have been general among the 
Gothic nations, as indeed it is evidently the same 
with A. S. byrig, whence OUT burgh, borough; it 
might naturally enough be imagined, that one, who 
had been bred in a city, would be distinguished 
by country people by some such term as this.
BIRKIN, BIRKEN, adj. Of, or belonging to 

birch; S. 
— Birkin bewis, about boggis and wellis.

Gawan and GoL i. 3* 
This is the reading, ed. 1508.

Ane young man stert in to that steid
Als cant as ony colt, 

Ane birkin hat upon his heid, 
With ane bow and ane bolt.

Peblis to the Play, st. 6.
This seems to mean a hat made of the bark of 

birch; A. S. beorcen, id.
To BIRL, BIRLE, v. a. 1. This word prima 

rily signifies the act of pouring out, or fur 
nishing drink for guests, or of parting it among 
them.

The wine thar with in veschell grete and small, 
Quhilk to him gaif Acestes his rial hoist,
— To thame he birlis, and skynkis fast but were, 
And with sic wordis comfortis thare drery chere.

Doug. Virgil, 19. 9. Dividit, Virg. 
Than young men walit, besy here and thare,
— The bakin brede of baskettis temys in hye, 
And wynis birlis into grete plente.

Ibid. 247.6. 
Bacchum ministrant, Virg.

2. To ply with drink.
She birled him with the ale and wine,

As they sat down to sup; 
A living man he laid him down,

But I wot he ne'er rose up.
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 45, 

O she has birled these merry young men
With the ale but and the wine, 

Until they were as deadly drunk
As any wild wood swine. Ibid. p. 84.

3. To drink plentifully, S This is perhaps the 
sense in the following passage.

— In the myddis of the mekill hall 
Thay birle the wine in honour of Backus.

Doug. Virgil, 79. 46.
u To birle; to drink cheerfully, to carouse." 

Sir J. Sinclair, p. 80.
4. To club money for the purpose of procuring 

drink. " Pll birle my bawbie," I will contri 
bute my share of the expence ; S. 

Now settled gossies sat, and keen
Did for fresh bickers birle ; 

While the young swa/nkies on the green 
Take round a merry tirle.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 262.
Thy soothing sangs bring canker'd carles to ease, 
Some loups to Lutter's pipe, some birls babies.

r Ibid. ii. 390.
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In Isl. it is used in the first sense; byrl-a, infun. 

tlere, miscere potum. In A. S. it occurs in sense 
third, biril-ian, birl-ian^ haurire. Hence byrle, a 
Sutler. Isl. byrlar, id. Birle, O. E. has the same 
signification.

Thus, in a poetical translation, by Layamon, of 
Wace's Brut, which is supposed to have been made 
about the year 1185, we have these lines : 

An other half, was Beduer, 
Thas kinges haeg btrle.

i. e. " On the other side was Beduer, the king's 
high butler." Ellis Spec. i. 65. Isl. byrl-a has 
been deduced from bioerr, cerevisia, also, denoting 
any liquor of a superior kind. V. Gl. Edd. This, 
again, is most probably from MoesG. bar, hgrdeum, 
the grain from which beer is made. 
To BIRLE, «y. n. V. BIRR, v.
BIRLAW-COURT,BIRLEY-COURT.V.BURLAW,
BIRLIE, s. A loaf of bread; S. B. 
BIRLEY-OATS, BARLEY-OA.TS, s.pl. A spe 

cies Of 0£tS, S-
a The tenants in those parts, however, endeavour 

to obviate these local disadvantages, by sowing their 
bear immediately after their oats, without any in 
terval, and by using a species of oats called birley. 
This grain, (which is also white), is distinguished 
from the common white oats, in its appearance, 
chiefly by its shortness. It does not produce quite 
so good meal, nor so much fodder." P. Strathdon, 
Aberd. Statist. Ace. xiii. 173.

u An early species called barley oats, has been in. 
troduced by some farmers.' ? P. Douglas, Lanarks. 
Ibid. viii. 80.

It seems to have received its name from its sup 
posed resemblance to barley.
To BIRN, <u. a. To burn. V. BRYN.
BIRN, BIRNE, s. A burnt mark ; S.

" That no barrel be sooner made and blown, but the 
coupers birn be set thereon on the tapone staff there 
of, in testimony of the sufficiency of the Tree."— 
Acts Charles II. 1661. c. 33.

Skin and Birn^ a common phrase, denoting the 
•whole of any thing, or of any number of persons or 
things; S.

" That all beif, muttoun, weill, and lyke bes- 
tiall slane or presentit to fre burrowis or fre mer- 
catis bring with thame in all tymes cummyng thair 
hyde, skin, and birne^ vnder the pane of confisca- 
tioun." Acts Marie, 1563. c. 21. Edit, 1566.

Skinner views the word as synon, with skin. But 
it denotes the burnt mark on the horn or skin of a 
beast, by which the owner could distinguish and 
claim it as his own. The phrase may have origi 
nated from the following custom. Formerly in S. 
many, who had the charge of flocks, were denomi 
nated Bow-shepherds. A shepherd of this descrip. 
tion had a free house allowed him, and a certain 
number of bolls, S. bows, of meal, according as 
he could make his bargain, for watching over the 
sheep of another. He also enjoyed the privilege of 
having a small flock of his own. All this was un 
der the express stipulation, that he should be ac. 
countable for any of his master's sheep that might 
be lost; and be obliged^ if he could not produce
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them, to give an equal number of his own in their 
stead. Those belonging to his master were all marked 
in the horn, or elsewhere, with a burning iron. The 
phrase in use was, that, at such a time, all his sheep 
were to be produced " skin and birn ;" that is, en 
tire, as they had been delivered to the shepherd, and 
with no diminution of their number.

The word is evidently from A. S. byrn, burning, 
and still occasionally denotes the whole carcase of 
an animal, S. It is, however, more commonly 
used in the metaph. sense mentioned above; as by 
Ramsay:

The smith's wife her black deary sought, 
And fand him skin and birn.

Poems, i. 276. 
BIRLIN, s. A sjnall vessel used in the western

islands.
u We had the curiosity after three weeks resid» 

ence, to make a calcule of the number of eggs be. 
stowed upon those of our boat, and the Stewart's 
Birlin, or Galley; the whole amounted to sixteen 
thousand eggs." Martin's St Kilda, p. 12.

Probably of Scandinavian origin, as Sw. bars is 
a kind of ship ; and berling^ a boat-staff, Seren,
BIRN, s. A burden, S. B.

% ——- Here about we'll bide, 
Till ye come back; your birn ye may lay down, 
For rinning ye will be the better bown.

Ross's Helenore, p. 54.
To gie one's birn a hitch^ to assist him in a strait. 

Tho' he bans me, I wish him well.
We'll may be meet again ; 

I'll gie his birn a hitch, an' help 
To ease him o' his pain.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect , p. 32. 
My birn, O Bess, has got an unco lift.

Shirrefs* Poems , p. 84.
Shall we view this as an oblique sense of birn^ ex 

plained above, as applied to a burden of any kind, 
in allusion to that of a whole beast • or consider it 
as an abbreviation of A. S. byrthen, burden ? 
BIRNIE, BYRNIE, s. A corslet, a brigandine. 

He claspis his gilt habirihone thrinfald : 
He in his breistplait strang and his birnye, 
Ane souir swerd beltis law doun by his the.

Doug. Virgil, 230. 44.
Strictly, it seems to have denoted light armour for 

the fore part of the body; as it is distinguished 
from the habirihone or coat of mail. Here indeed it 
is most probably added as expletive of breistplate.

Vossius supposes that it may also signify an hel 
met, like A. S. brynn^ galea. But of this there is 
no evidence. Neither Somner, Bens on, nor Lye, so 
much as mention A. S. brynn, galea.

A. S. byrn, byrna, Isl. bryn, brynia, brignia^ 
Franc, brun^ brunja^ Sw. bringa^ Germ, brun, L.B. 
brunia, brynia; thorax, lorica; munimentum pec- 
toris, Wachter. G. Andr. derives Isl. brlgnia from 
brun, niger, because of the dark colour of the ar 
mour; Wachter, Germ, brun from Celt, brun, the 
breast. Verel. mentions Isl. bringa, pectus ; which 
would certainly have been a better etymon for G, 
Andr. than that which he has adopted. 
BIRNS, s.pl. Roots, the stronger sterns of
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burnt heath, which remain after the smaller 
twigs are consumed; S.

Some starting from their sleep were sore affrighted. 
Others had both their sense and eyes benighted : 
Some muirland men^ they say, were scumming kirns, 
And some were toasting bannocks at the birns.

Pennecuitfs Powns, 1715, p. 25. 
When corns grew yellow, and the hether bells 
Bloom'd bonny on the ftloor and rising fells, 
Nae birns, or briers^ or whins, e'er troubled me, 
Gif I could find blae-berries ripe for thee.

Ramsay's Poems., ii, 107. 
A. S. bgrn, mcendium. 

BIRR, s. Force. V. BEIR. 
To BIRR, v. n. To make a whirring noise, espe 

cially in motion; the same with birh, S. 
Ane grete staf sloung birrand with felloun wecht 
Hynt Mezentius————

Doug. Virgil, 298. 21. V. BEIR, 9. 
Rejoice, ye birring paitricks a'; 
Ye cootie moorcocks, crousely craw ;— 
Your mortal fae is now awa%

Tarn Samson's dead. Burns, iii. 119. 
To BIRL, v. n. 1. To "make a noise like a cart 

driving over stones, or mill-stones at work." It 
denotes a constant drilling sound, S. 

And how it cheers the herd at een, 
And sets his heart-strings dirlin^ 
When, comin frae the hungry hill, 
He hears the quernie birlin.

Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. ii. 356. 
This respects the use of the hand-mill. 

The temper pin she gPes a tirl, 
An* spins but slow, yet seems to birl.

Morisotfs Poems, p. 6* 
2. Used improperly, to denote quick motion in

walking; Loth.
Flandr. borl-en signifies to vociferate; clamare, vo- 

ciferari; and brull-en to low, to bray; mugire, boare, 
rudere, Kilian. But birl seems to be a dimin. from 
the v. Birr, used in the same sense, formed by means 
of the letter I, a common note of diminution. Dr 
Johnson has observed, that " if there be an /, as in 
jingk, tingle, tinkle, &c. there is implied a frequency, 
or iteration of small acts;" Grammar E. T. We may 
add, that this termination is frequently used in words 
which denote a sharp or tingling sound; as E. whirl, 
drill ; S. tirl, skirl, dirl. 
To BIRSE, BIRZE, BRIZE, ^. a. l. To bruise, S.

——Alas, for evermair! 
That I should see thee lying there,— 
Sae bruis'd and birtfd, sae blak and blae.

Watsorts Coll. i. 65. 
He smote me doune, and brissit all my banis.

Police of Honour, iii. 71.
0' may'st thou doat on some fair paughty wench, 
That ne'er will lottt thy lowan drouth to quench i 
Till bris'd beneath the burden, thou cry, dool!

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 67.
" He that schal falle on this stoon schal be broken, 

but on whom it scha] falle it schal also brisen him." 
Wiclif, Matt. 21.

Brise is common in O. E. 
2. To push or drive j to birse 01, to push in, S*
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For they're ay birsing in their spurs 

Whare they can get them.
Shirrefs* Poems, p, 348.

A. S. brys-an, Belg. brys-en; Ir. bris+im; Fr* 
bris-er, id.
BIRSE, BRIZE, y. A bruise^ S. 
To BIRSLE, BIRSTLE, BRISSLE, v« a. i. To 

burn slightly, to broil, to parch by means of 
fire; as, to birsle pease , S.

The battellis war adionit now of new, 
Not in manere of landwart folkis bargane^
— Nor blunt styngis of the brissillit tre.

Doug. Virgil, 226. S. 
They stow'd him Up intill a seek, '

And o'er the horse back brook his neck ; 
Syne birstled they him upon the kill,

Till he was bane dry for the mill. 
i.e. as dry as bones.

Allan o' Maut, Jamleson's P&pul. Ball.ii. 238»
2. To scorch ; referring to the heat of the sun, S*

— Feil echeris of corn thick growing
Wyth the new sonnys hete birsillit dois hyng
On Hermy feiidis in the someris tyde.

Doug. Virgil, 234. 25*. 
Now when the Dog-day heats begin, 
To birsle and to peel the skin, 
May I lie streekit at my ease, 
Beneath the caller shady trees, 
(Far frae the din o> Borrowstowti,) 
Whare water plays the ha»gli« bed^wn.

Fergus son's Paem^ ii. 105^
3. To warm at a lively fire, S.

A. Bor. brusle, id. Ray demes k from Fr. 
brusler, to scorch, to burn. Bpa$ill~er, to broil, 
would have been more natural, i&it the «emmott 
origin is Su.G. brasa, a lively fire ;, whence Isl. l>rys, 
ardent heat, and bryss-a, to act with fervour,,., ec 
breiske, torreo, aduro ; A. S. ftrasit, glowing, brastl- 
ian, to burn, to make a crackling noise, which is only 
the secondary sense, although given as the primary one, 
both by Somner and Lye. For this noise is the ef~ 
feet of heat. Ihre derives Gr. /8£<*£-<y, ferveo, from 
the same Goth, source. Fr. braise, Ital. brasa^ 
burning coals. 
BIRSLE, BRISSLE, •*. A hasty toasting or scorch-

BIRS, BIRSZ, BTRSS^ Bifcssis, s. 1. A bristle,
rt a sow's birse," the bristle of a sow> S. 

Sum byts the birs ———— Evergreen, i, 119» 
The hartis than and mytrdis of Our menye 
Mycht not be satisfyit on him to luke and se, 
As to behald his ouglie ene twane, — 
The rouch birs sis on the breist and creist 
Of that monstrous half dele wylde beist.

Boug. Virgil, 250. 30.
2. Metaph. for the beard.

" Mony of thame lackit beirds, and that was the 
mair pietie [pity ;] and thairfoir could not bnckiH 
«ther be the byrss, as sum bauld men wauld have 
doite." Knox, 51. In one MS. birsis.
3. Metaph. for the indication of rage or displea 

sure. " To set up one's birss," to put one in a 
rager The birse is also said to r/W, when one's
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temper becomes warm, in allusion to animals 
fenced with bristles, that defend themselves, or 
express their rage in this way, S. 
u He was wont to profess as ordinarily hi private, 

as he spake openly in public, that he knew neither 
scripture, reason nor antiquitie for kneeling; albeit 
now his birse rise when he heareth the one, and for 
cloking the other, his pen hath changed for into 
inforce." Course of Conformitie, p. 153.

Now that I've gotten Geqrdy's birse set tip^ 
I'm thinking Bessy's pride will dree a fup.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 89. 
The sowte* gave the sow a kiss, 
Humph, quoth she, its for a birse. 

S. Prov., u spoken of those whose service we sup 
pose to be mercenary." Kelly, p. £38.

A. S. byrst, Germ, borst, burst, Su.G. bors-t, id. 
Ihre derives it from burr, a thistle. Sw. saettia up 
borsten<, to put one ia a rage, bwrsta sig^ to give one's 
-self airs, E* to bristle up. Here we have the true 
origin of E. brush, both v. and & For Sw. borst 
is a brush, borsta, to brush, from borst, seta, a brush 
being made of bristles. 
BIRSSY, adj.. 1. Having bristles, rough> S»

————Men micht se hym aye 
With birsty body porturit and visage, 
Al rouch of Jiaris.——— Doug. Virgil, 322. 4.

2. Hot-tempered, easily irritated, S*
3. .Keen, sharp; applied to the weather. "A 

birssy day," a cold bleak day, S. B.
BIRTH, BYRTH, s. Si*e, bulk, burthen, 

The bustuous targe yclepit Chimera 
Gyas wyth felloun fard furth brodit alsua, 
Sa huge of birth ane ciet6 semyt sche.

Doug. Virgil, 131. 27.
It is in the same sense that we speak of a ship of so 

many tons burden.
This is the meaning of byrtht, as used by Wyn- 

town, Cron. i. 13. 17., although expl.inGl. u birth, 
propagation of animals or vegetables."

Thare bwyis bowys all for byrtht, 
Bathe merle and maweys mellys of myrtht. 

i. e. their boughs are bowed down with the burden 
or weight.

Isl. byrd, byrth-ur, byrth+i, Dan. byrde, Su.G» 
boerd, burden; whence byrding, navis ofteraria. 
The origin is Isl. ber-a, Su.G. baer*a, A. S* ber*an, 
byr-an, portare. The term may indeed be viewed 
as the third p. sing. pr. indie, of the A. S. v. This 
is byreth, gestat, (V. Lye) ; q. what one beareth or 
carries» Birth, as denoting propagation, has the 
the very same origin; referring to the gestation of 
the parent. V. BURDING.
BIRTH, s. A current in the sea, caused by a

furious tide, but taking a different course from
it; Orkn. Caithn.
66 The master, finding the current against him, in 

the middle of the firth, when about 8 or 9 miles east 
of Dunnet Head, bore in for the shore, where he fell 
in with the last of the ebb, called by the people here 
the wester birth.—The caster birth, setting in, soon 
reached him with considerable strength," P. Dun. 
net, Caithn. Statist. Ace. xi. 247. N.

*-u These tides carry their waves and billows

BIS
high, and run with such violence that they cause a 
contrary motion hi the sea adjoining to the land, 
which they call Easier-birth or Wester-birth, ac 
cording to its course; yet notwithstanding of the 
great rapidity of these tides and births, the inhabi 
tants, daily almost, travel from isle to isle about their 
several affairs in their little cock-boats or yoals, as 
they call them." Wallace's Orkney, p. 7.

It has been supposed that birth, as here used, ad* 
mits of the same sense as w^ien it denotes sea-room 
in general. But because of the contrary motion, it 
may be allied to Isl. breit-a, mutare. It seems pre 
ferable, however, to deduce it from Isl. byrd-ia cur- 
rere, festinare, Verel.; as apparently signifying a 
strong current. 
B YRUNNING, part.fr.

-———————r—————He gayf
To the victor ane mantil brusit with gold,
Wyth purpour selua§e writhing mony fold.
And all byrunning and loupit lustelie,
As rynnis the Hude Meander in Thessalie.

Doug. Virgil, 136. 4.
" Embroidered," Rudd. But the meaning fa 

waved; corresponding to, Meandro duplicc cucurrit, 
Virg. Brusit is embroidered. MoesG. birinn-an^ 
percurrere. 
BY-RUNIS, s.pt. Arrears.

" The Maister or Lord may not recognose the 
lands for the byrunis of his fermes." Skene, In 
dex, Reg. Maj. vo. Maister.

This is formed like BY-GANES, q. v. 
BISHOPRY, s. Episcopacy, government by

diocesan bishops.
u They did protest against bishopry and bishops, 

and against the erection, confirmation or ratification 
thereof." Apologet. Relation, p. 35.

A. S. biscoprice, episcopatus. 
BISHOP'S FOOT. It is said tie Bjslop'sfoot las

been in the brotl, when they are singed, S.
This phrase seems to have had its origin in times of 

Popery, when the clergy had such extensive influence, 
that hardly any thing could be done without their 
interference. Another phrase is very similar; 
a Scarcely can any business be marred, without a 
priest, or a woman, having a hand in it,"

This phrase is also used A. Bor.
66 The bishop has set his foot in it, a saying in the 

North, used for milk that is Jaurnt-to in boiling. 
Formerly, in days of superstition, whenever a bishop 
passed through a town or vJHage, all the inhabitants 
ran out in order to receivers blessing; this frequent 
ly caused the milk on tjfc fire to be left till burnt to 
the vessel, and gave ^rigin to the above allusion." 
Gl. Grose.

This origin is rather fanciful. The French use the 
phrase pas de Clerc, literal^ the clergyman's (or 
clerk's) foot to denote a foolislKtrick, a gross over 
sight. Although this rather respects stupidity than 
evil design, it may have been the ^origin of our 
phrase.
BISM, BYSYME, BISNE, BISINE, s. Abyss, gulf. 
Fra thine strekis the way profound anone, 
Depe vnto hellis flude of Acheron, 
With holl bisme, and hidduous swelth unrude*

Doug. Virgil^ 173. 37,
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82. 15, Fr. abysme, Gr.

BISMING, BYISMING, BYISNING, BTSENING, 
BYSYNT, adj. Horrible, monstrous. 
And Pluto eik the fader of that se 
Reputtis that bisming belch hatefull to se.

Doug. Virgil, 217. 45. 
The fury Alecto is here described.

———— Ane grete spere 
At the syde of that bisning beist threw he.

Ibid. 40. 17.
Feri, Virg. K e. of the Trojan horse, as it is com- 

monly designed.
The byisning beist the serpent Lerna. —

Ibid. 173. 15. Bellua, 
But sair I dred me for some uther jaip, 
That Venus suld, throw her subtillitie, 
Intill sum bysning beist transfigurat me, 
As in a beir, a bair, ane oule, ane aip.

Police of Honour, i. 68.
Rudd. expl. the term, u gaping, swallowing, insati 

able, destroying." This explanation clearly shews 
that he has viewed it as an adj. formed from bism, an 
abyss. But from a comparison of the passages in 
which it occurs, it appears that the proper sense is 
monstrous. It is unquestionably the same with by» 
synt, used by Wyntown.

Eftyre that he wes bro-ucht on

Virg.

Til a bysynt best all lyke 
Sene he wes besyd a dyke, 
That nere-hand a rnyll wes made. 
For bath hewyd and tale he had 
As a hors, and hys body 
All til a bere wes mast lykly.

Cron. yi. 13. v. 59. V. BYSSYM. 
IISKET, s. Breast. V. BRISKET. 
BISMAR, BYSMER, s. A steelyard, or instrument 

for weighing resembling it;, sometimes bissimar, 
S. B., Orkn.
u The Bysmev is a lever or beam made of wood, 

about three feet long ; and from one end to irear the 
middle, it is a cylinder of about three- inches diame 
ter, thence it gently tapers to the other, which is no«t 
above one inch in diameter. From the middle, all 
along this smallest end, it is marked with small iron 
pins at unequal distances, which serve to point out 
the weight, from one mark to twenty-four, or a lis- 
puiwi." Barry's Orkney, p. 211.

" The instruments they have for the purpose of 
weighing, are a kind of staterae or steel-yards ; — they 
are two in number ; and the one of them is called a 
pundlar, and the other a bismar. On the first is [are] 
weighed settings and miels, and on the last marks 
and lispunds." P. Kirkwall, Orkney, Statist. Ace. 
vii. 563.

This term is commonly used ii* Angus, for a steel. 
yard.

Isl. bismari, besmar, libra, trutina minor ; Leg. 
WestGoth. bismave, Su.G. besman; Teut. bosemer, 
id. stater; Kiliait. G. Andr. derives this. word from 
Isl. bes, a part of a pound weight. Rudbeck sup 
poses that besmar is put for bysmark, q.. the mark 
used by a city, according to which the weights of 
private persons were adjusted. This conjecture, 
however, is improbable; because the word, in all the 
Northern languages, solely denotes a steel-yard^ or
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artificial instrument for weighing; in contradistine.
tion from those which give the real weight. V.
PUNDLAR.
BISMARE, BISMERE, s. 1. A bawd.

Douchter, for thy luf this man has grete diseis, 
Quod the bismere with the slekit speche.

Doug. Virgil, Pro/. 97. 1. 
2. A lewd woman, in general. 
Get ane bismwre ane barne, than al hyr blys gane is.

Ibid. 238. b. 27.
c* F. ab A. S. bismer, contumelia, aut bis- 

merian, illudere, dehonorare, polluere," Rudd.; 
u connected perhaps with Teut, baesinne, arnica;" 
Gl. Sibb.
BISMER, s. The name given to a species of 

stickle-back, Orkn.
" The Fifteen-spined stickleback (gasterosteus 

. spinachia, Lin. Syst.)—is here denominated the bis- 
mer, from the resemblance it is supposed to bear to 
the weighing instrument of that name." Barry's 
Orkney, p. 289. 
BYSPRENT, jft«r£./Kz. Besprinkled, overspread.

———————I se stand me before 
As to my sicht, maist lamentabill Hector, 
With large flude of teris, and all bysprent— 
With barknyt blude and powder.—

Doug. Vfrgtt) 48. 1. 
Belg. besprengh-en, to sprinkle.

To BYSSE, Bizz, v. n. To make a hissing 
noise, as hot iron plunged into water, S. 

The irne lumpis, into the cauis blak, 
Can bysse and quhissil.———

Doug. Virgity 257. 16. 
Belg. bies-en, to-hiss like serpents* 

BISSE, Bizz, s. A hissing noise, S.
Now round and round the serpents wliizz^ 
Wi' hissing wrath and angry phiz; 
Sometimes they catch a gentle gizz;

Alack-a-day! 
An* singe wi' hair-devouring bizz,

Its curls away.
__ Wergussotfs Poems, ii. 16. 

BISSARTE, BISSETTE, s-. A buzzard, a kind of 
hawk.
" Anent ruikis, crawis^ & vther foulis of reif, as 

ernis, bissartis, gleddis, mittalis,—at the said foulis of 
reif alluterly be distroyit be all maner of man." 
Acts Ja. ii. 1457. c. 85. edit. 1566. Bissetes, Skene»

Germ, busert, Fr. bussart, id. 
BYSSYM, BYSYM, BESUM, BYSN, BISSOME, BUS- 

SOME, BYSNING, s. 1. A monster. 
He said, " Ailace, I am lost, lathest of all, 
Bysym in bale best." Houlate, iii. 25. MS. 

I see by my shaddow my shap hes the wyte, 
Quhame sail I bleme in this brethj a besum that I be?

Ibid. i. 6.
Mr Pinkerton certainly gives the general sense of 

the term, when he renders it " deformed creature." 
But in the same stanza it is literally explained: 
Bot quha sail make me amendis of hir worth a m 
That this hes maid on the mold a monster of me ?. 
—Yone lustie court will stop or meit, 
To justifie this bysning quhilk blasphemit. 

Police of.Honour, ii. 7. Edin. edit.
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Edit. Edin. 1579, i. e, " to inflict capital punish* 

ment on this blasphemous monster." 
So am I now exyld from honour ay, 
Compaird to Cresside and the ugly oul, 
Fy lothsome lyfe 1 Fy death that dou not serve me! 
Bot quik and dead zbysym thow must preserte me. 

Montgomery, MS. Chron. S. P. in. 506.
2. A prodigy, something portentuous of calamity* 

a This year many, prodigious signes were observed. 
A comet of that kind, which the Astronomers call 
Hvy**, the vulgars a firie Bissome, shined the whole 
months of November, December, and January." 
Spotswood, p. 94.——" It was callit, The fyrey 
Bussome,'* Knox's Hist. p. 92. MS. i. bwsome.
3. Byslm is still used as a term bighly expressive 

of contempt for a woman of an unworthy cha 
racter, S.
Mr Macpherson, vo. Bysynt, mentions A. S. bys- 

morfull, horrendus. Isl. bysmarfull has the same 
sen§e; bysna, to portend; bysn, a prodigy, grande 
quod ac ingens, G. Andr.

I'erhaps A. S. bysn, an example, bysnian to exem- 
plifj, although used obliquely, may have the same 
origin. Su.G. buse is a spectre, Dan. busemand, a 
bugbear. V. BISMING. 
BISTAYD, BisTODE,/>n?f.

Tristrem to Mark it seyd,— 
How stormes hem bistayd, 

Til anker hem brast and are.
Sir Tristren, p. 40. st. 62. 

" Withstood," Gl. Perhaps rather, surrounded; 
A, S. bestod, circunidedit, from bestand-an, Teut. 
besteen, circumsistere, circumdare. 
BYSTOUR, BOYSTURE, s.' A term of contempt; 

the precise meaning of wbicb seems to be lost. 
It is sometimes conjoined with bard, as in the fol 

lowing passage.
Blierd, babliug bystour-bard, obey; 
Learn, sky bald knave, to know thy sell.

PolwarVs Flyting, Watson's Coll. iii. 6. 
Several similar terms occur; as Fr. bistorie, 

crooked, bolster, to limp ; bustarin, " a great lub 
ber, thicke druggell, cowardly luske, dastardly slab* 
hcrdegallion»;" Cotgr., a species of description wor. 
,thy of either Polwart or Montgomery.

Boustarin, le iiom que Ton donne 4 un gros horn, 
jne dans quelques Provinces de France. Diet. Trev. 

As this term is connected with " hood-pykes, and 
hunger bitten," ibid. p. 9. it might seem allied to Teut. 
byster, ad extremum redactus, exhaustus bonis, 
Kilian, Or, as it is conjoined in the same passage 
with an inelegant term, denoting that the bard had 
not the power of retention, can it be allied to Fr. 
boire, to drink, boiste, boite, drunk ? 
BIT, s. A vulgar term used for food; S. Bit 

and bald, meat and clothing, S. B. 
I'm een content it be as ye wad hae't; 
Your honour winna miss our bit and baid.

Ross's Helenore, p. 113.
Although baid be understood of clothing, I suspect 

that it, as well as bit, originally signified food, from 
A. S. head, a table; if not q. bed, equivalent to the 
inverted phrase, bed and board.
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BYT, s. The pain occasioned by a wound» 

Scho skipping furth, as to eschew the byt, 
Can throw the forest fast and grauis glyd: 
But euer the dedly schaft stikkis in Jiir syde^

Doug. Virgil, 102. 10, 
A. S. byt, morsus, metaph. used. 

BITTILL, s. A beetle, a heavy mallet, especi 
ally one used for beating clothes. 

He could wirk windaris, quhat way that he wald; 
Mak a gray gus a gold garland, 
A lang spere of a bittill for a berne bald, 
Noblis of nutschellis, and silver of sand;

Houlate, iii. 12; MS; 
This is the description of a juggler. 

To BYWAUE, v. a. To cover, to bide, to cloak. 
The feruent luf of his kynd natiue land— 
Mot al euil rumoure fra his lawde by wanes

Doug. Virgil^ 195, 10» 
A. S. bewaef-an, MoesG. brwaib-jan, id» 

To BIZZ, if. n. To hiss. V. BYSSE. 
To BIZZ, Bizr abwt, v. n* To be in constant 

motion, to bustle, S.
Su.G, bes-a, a term applied to beasts which, when 

beset with wasps, drive hither and thither; Teut. bies- 
en, bys-en, furente ac violento impetu agitari j Kilian. 
BLA, BLAE, adj. Livid; a term frequently used - 

to denote the appearance of the skin when dis* 
coloured by a- severe stroke or contusion, S. 

———————Bot of thaym the maist parte 
To schute or cast war perfyte in the art, 
With lede pellokis from ingynis of staf sling. 
By dyntis bla thare famen doun to dyng.

Doug. Virgil, 232. 52. 
Lethargus lolls his lazy hours away, 
His eyes are drowsy, and his lips are blae.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 96*.
" Blee, blueish; pale blue, lead colour. North.'* 

Gl. Grose.
Su.G. blaa, Isl. bla-r, Germ, blaw, Belg. blauw, 

Franc, plauu, lividus, glaucus. It seems doubtful if 
A. S. bleo was used in this sense; " caeruleus, blue 
or azure-coloured, 9 ' Somner, whence E. blue. 
To BLABBER, BLABER, BLEBER, v. a. To 

babble, to speak indistinctly. 
" Gif the heart be good, suppose we blabber with 

wordes, yit it is acceptable to him," Bruce's Eleven t 
Sermons, L. 2. b.

That gars thee ryme in terms of sence denude 
Ant( blaber thingis that wyse men hate to heir.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 65. st. 12.» 
I haif on me a pair of Lowthiane hipps, 
Sail fairer Inglis mak, and mair perfyte, 
Than thou can bleber with thyCarrick lipps.

Dunbar$ Ibid. 53. -st. &.
Teut. blabber-en, confuse et inepte'garrire, Jun. j . 

vo. Blab. Hence, 
BLABERING, /. Babbling.

My mynd misty, ther .maynot mysune fall; 
Stra for thys ignorant blabering imperfite,. 
Beside thy polist termes redymy te. .

Doug. Virgil, 3. 36.
BLACKAVICED, adj. Dark of tbe corn^ 

plexion, S. from black and Fr. vis, the visage.
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^imprimis them, for totfoess, I 
Ara n*ve foot aad four inches high; 
A bfaek-a-vitf d s»od dapper fallow, 
Nor lean, nor over-laid w? tallow.

Ramsay's Poems, ii.
BLACK-BO YDS, j.//. The name given to the

fruit of the bramble, West of S, 
.BLACK.BURN1NG, adj. Used in reference to 

shame, when it is so great as to produce deep 
blushing, or to crimson the countenance, S. 
Somebody says to some/owk, we're to blame; 
That >tis a scandal and a black burning shame 
To thole young calkads thus to grow sa6 snack.

Ramsay's Poems} i. 285,
At first -view, the word might see» te be formed 

from the dark complexion which the caunteifcance as* 
sumes, when coveted with shame. But it is rather from 
Su.G. Is*. Uygdj sjiame* blushing; blygd^ to 
blush; q. tke bufrnlag of blushes. In this sense, ac 
cording to our version, it is threateaed that women 
shall hare " burning instead of beauty, Isa* iii. 24*
BLACK-COCK, s. The Heath-cock, bkck 

Game, S* Tetrao tetrix, Linn. V. Penn« 
Z©ol. p. 266. Xetrao sen Urogalhis minor,— 
Gallns pahistris Scoticus, Gesn. Nostraribus, 
the Stack es>ck. Sibb. Scot. p. 16. 
^ Even the beautiful black cock, as well as the 

^grouse^ is to be mot with on the high grounds." P. 
Kirkpatrkk-Ircmgray, Statist. Ace. iv. 532.

** Till of late years that his sequestered haunts have 
been disturbed by the intrusion of more numerous 
flocks of sheep, the black cock, or gallus Scoticanus, 
was wont to hail the dawn of the vernal morning 

. amidst the heaths of this country." P. Kirkmichael, 
Banffs. Statist. Ace. xii. 450. N. V. CAPERCAILYE.
BLACK FISH, fish when they hive recently

spawned* V. REID FISCHE. 
BLACK-FISHING, s. Fishing for salmon, un 

der night, by means of torches, 8. 
" The practice of black-fishing is so called, because 

it is performed in the night time, or perhaps because 
the fish are then black or foul. At this season, they 
frequent gravelly shallows, where the female digs con. 
side/able holes, in which she deposits the roe. Du 
ring this operation, which usually continues for some 
weeks, the male attends her, and both are in a very 
torpid state. The black-ushers^ provided with spears, 
composed of five-barbed prongs, fixed upon a strong 
shaft, wade up and down upon the shallows, preceded 
by a great torch, or blaze, as it is called, consisting 
of dried broom, or fir tops, fastened round a pole. 
By this light the fish are soon discerned, and being 
then very dull, are easily transfixed." P. Ruthven, 
Forfars. Statist. Ace. xii. 294. V. LUSTER* 
BLACK-FOOT, s. A sort of match-maker; one 

who goes between a lover and his mistress, en- 
deavoufing to bring the fair dtte to compliance, 
S. pronounced kla&ffi ; synorr. Mush, q. v.

BLACK-HEAD, &. The Powit-gull, Shed*
" Black-head^ Powit-gull, Larus ridibundus. 

Black-head is a Shetland name. This gull is also
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called Hoofed-croze*" :NteiJJte Tout, p. 

201.
BLACK-MAIL. V.MAIL. 
BLACK PUDDING. V. MAX*. 
BLACK SPAUL, a disease of cattle, S*

The Block Spaul is a species of pleurisy, incident 
to young cattle, especially calves, which gives a black 
hue to the flesh of the side affected. It is indicated 
by lameness in the fore foot, and the common reme 
dy is immediate bleeding/' Prize Essays, HighL 
Soc. S. ii. 207.
jBLAD, BLAUD. s. A large piece of any thing, 

a «oratdetfaMe portion, S. enpl- " a flat piece of 
aory thing*" Gl. Burns. 

T3hou ssud, I borrowed jUads ; that is not true: 
The contrary, false smatchet, shall bd seen. 
I never/had^ of that makimg ye mein, 
A verse in writ, ia print, OE yet perqueir; 

, Whilk I can prove, and cleanse me wonder cleir; 
Though single words no writer can farbeir.

Polwart's Fti/ting, p. 27. 
Grit blads and bits thou staw full oft.

Evergreen^ i» 124. st. 4^ 
I'll write, and that a hearty blaud,

This vera night. 
So dinna ye affront your trade, 

But rhyme it right.
Burnsj Hi. 243.

The word, in this sense, is of very great latitude. 
" A btad of bread," is a Targe flat piece. Sometimes 
the adj. great is prefixed; although it is rather redun 
dant. " 1 gat a great blad of Virgil by heart;" I 
committed to memory a great many verses from 
Virgrl.

This word, as perhaps originally applied to food, 
may Be from A. S. M&ed9 fruit of any kind; a word, 
which, as Spelman observes, has from the Saxons 
been universally diffused through Europe; Germ. 
&laed, id. It is in flavour of this etymon, that as 
A. S. blacd) bled) also denoted pot»hvrbs ; blads and 
da&ds, is still the designation given to large leaves of 
greens boiled whole, in a sort of broth, Aberd. Loth, 
For blads was most probably the original name; and 
d&wds might be added as an expletive, after blad had 
lost its primary sense as denoting p&tJherbs, and come 
to signify a large piece of aiiy thing; dawd being, in 
this sense, an exact synonyme. Thus, the com 
pound phrase might be used as signifying greens 
boiled in large pieces.

It is possible, after all, that the word, as denoting 
a large portion, may be from Ir. bludk, a pttrt; 
bladh-ttni) I break.
BLAD, f. A person who is of a sbft coiwtlttrtibn; 

whose strength is not in proportion to hfs size or 
looks. It is often applied to a young person, 
who has become suddenly tall, but is of a relax 
ed habit, S.B.
This may be merely the preceding word uSed in a 

secondary sense. But as this is very doubtful, I 
have given it distinctly. It is allied, perhaps, to A. S. 
blaed, as denoting either the boughs or leaves of 
trees, or growing corn; as both often shoot out so 
rapidly as to give the idea of weakness. This is
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especially the case as to rank corn. It may have 
some affinity, however, to Germ, blode^ the original 
sense of which is5 weak, feeble, 
BLAD* j. A portfolio, JS. B, *

As the E. word is camp, of Fr. port-er, to carry y 
and /entile, a leaf ; the S. term has a similar origin ; 
being evidently from SmGr. blad, A*S, blaed, folium. 
It has been said, that men anciently wrote on leaves of 
trees, before the invention of paper ; and that a book, 
among the heathen nations, at first consisted of a 
number of such leanet stitched together» Now it is a 
curious circumstance, that most of the European lan 
guages retain an allusion to this custom. As Lat. 
folium denotes not only the leaf of a tree, bnt that of 
a book ; the Fr. usefeidlle, the E. leaf, and the Sw. 
blad in the same raaraer. Folio ̂ also, which now 
signifies a book of a large siae, formerly denoted the 
leaf of a book. Germ* blot, f othun ar boris ant plan - 
tae, et quicquid foliis simile, schedula, charta, &c. 
To BLAD. 1. Used inrpere. a Its Maddinon o>

voert, the rain is driving on ; a phrase that
denotes intermitting showers accompanied with
squalls, S.

2. To abuse, to maltreat in whatever way, Aberd. 
Corn is said to be 'bladdit^ when overthrown by 
wind.

3. To slap, to strike ; to drive by striking, or 
with violence, S. Bad, synon.

— Scotland maun be made an Ass. 
To set her j figment rictt, 
Theyil jade hir and bl&d hir, ^ 
Untill scho brak hir tetbcx.

Vision^ Ev$rgr€eny i. 220. 
I had not then, with every lown, 
With every butcher up and dow», 
Been bladded frae town to town, 

Nor gotten sick oppression.
Watson's Coll. i. 62T.

*c A man may love a haggish, that wo'd nxnt have 
the" bag bladed in his teeth ;» S. Prov. Kelly, p. 38, 

" Remember me to all that ask for me, but blade 
me in no body's' teeth.'* KeJIy, p. 284.

Germ, blodern is used in the first sense. Es bio» 
dert) it storms awd snows ; also, bfatt*en to i>l<wr.

It is doublfal, whether the term fre radicaHy the 
same as used ht the two- laet senses. If it be, they* 
must be feeih viewed as oblique, awl as originally de 
noting what is beaten and tossed about by a stenray 
wind. Isl. blaegt-a indeed signifies, to be mcunell fry 
the wind, re-atari aura; G. Aadr. p> 31.

It ia posfiibie, however^ that the word, as denoting 
to abuse, also to strike, may be corr^ fro&i O. Fr. 
plaud-er t« bang, to mawil,
BL AZX, J-. A squall ; always including the idea of 

rainy S. A hea^ fall of rain is called " a

adj. Inconstant, unsettled 5 applied to 
the weather. a A bladdy day^*7 is one alter 
nately fair aodfauL

BLAD, s. A dirty spot on the cheek, Ji. perhaps. 
^ q. the effect of a blow* G&eh 

is synon.
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u Bat aljacc it is a festered securifie, the irrward 

heart is fall of bladarie^ (juhilk bladaric shal bring 
sik terrors m the end with it, that it shal multiply thy 
torments." Bruce's Eleven Serm. edit. 1501.

Expl. filth, filthiness, Eng. Ters. L<md, 1617. 
But I hesitate as to this sense, which is supported by 
no cognate word. It seems rather, vain glory > vain 
boasting ; Teut. bl&eterije, jactantia, vauiloquentia. 
BLADDERAND, BLABDJRA^^. V. BLMHEJ^ 
BLADEt s. The kaf of a tree, S.

A. S. blaed, bled; Su.G., I&L, Belg, bla&> Germ* 
blat^ Alem. plat^ id. Instead of seeking a Greek 
origin, with other etymologists, I would view it as 
the part. pa. of A. S. blew-an, blow-an^ jflorere, " to 
blow, to bloome, to blossome \ to bud, to burgeon^ 
to spring," Somn. ; blaewed, q. what is blowed^ or 
shot forth ; just as Franc, bluat^ flos, is from bly-ent 
florere. 
BLADOCH, BLEDOCH, BLADDA, s. Butter- 

milk, S. B.
Scho kirnd the kirn, and skam'd it clene, 
And left the gudeman bot the bledoch bair*

Bannatyne Boems^p. 216.
u They sent in some smachry or ither to me, an* 

a pint of their scuds, as sowr as ony bladoch." 
Journal from London, p. 9.

This word is used in Aberd. and some parts of 
Ang. and Mearns, most adjacent to the Highlands. 
Ir. bladhach, Gael. bfath-achy id. C. V.btith, milk 
in general. 
BLADRY^ j. Expl. " trumpery.*»

a Shame fall the gear and the biadry o*t. 
The turn of an old Scottish song, spoken when 3 
young handsome girl marries an old manj upon the 
account of his wealth." Kelly, p. $90»

But it seems improperly expl. It may be either 
the same with Bladaricy or Blaidr^ q. v; 
BLAE, BLAY, *. The rough parts of wood left

in consequence of boring or sawingv S. B.
Germ. Heb, thin leaves or pkUssj lamina,,
bracteofa; Wachter. 

BLAES,.T./>/. AppaTemtiy, lamina of stone, S>
" The mettals I discovered were a coarse free 

stoaeand blues, (dipping, to the best of my though*, 
toward a moss,) and that little coal crop which B. 
Troop saw dug/' State, Fraser of f raserfield, &e^ 
Lett. A. 1724. p. 345. 
BLAE, adj. Livid, V. BLA. 
BLAE-BERRY, s. . The BiUbenry j Vacciniitm myr~ -

tllluAy Linn.
Nae bimsj or hfMQrSy or wliins e'er troubled me, 
Gif I con Id find blackberries ripe for thee,

Ramsay's Poems, iu 4Oi7«
" The black-berried- heath (empetrum nigxma)y 

and the blaeberry bush (vaccimum iuj:rtillus)^ are al 
so abundant." Neill's Tour to Orkney, p. 52.

Sw. bla-bftBT) ^accinium, Seren. IsL 
tilli, G.Andr. 
To BLAFLUM, v. a. To beguile^

A tea-fec'd g£n€*atk/n
Whase pithless limbs in silks o'erclad
Scarce biar tbe laAy-handcd laA
Frae's looking-glass into the cnair 

Q2
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*Which bears him to blaflum the fair.

Ramsay^ s Poems, i. 132. V. BLEFLtrM, s. 
BLAIPRY, s. Nonsense. V. BLETHER, v.
BLAIDS, *./>/•

—The Maids and the belly thra.—
Watsotfs Coll. iii. p. 13. V. CLEIKS. 

It is uncertain what disease is meant. Some view 
it as an affection of the chops. A. S. blaedr^ how 
ever, Su.G. blaedot) and Germ, blater, denote a 
pimple, or swelling with many reddish pimples that 
eat and spread. A. S. blaecth, leprosy.
BLAIN, s. A mark left by a wound, the dis 

colouring of the skin after a sore, S. 
u The shields of the world think our master cum 

bersome wares, — and that his cords and yokes make 
blains and deep scores in their neck." Ruth. Lett. 
Ep. 16.

Blain E. is a pustule, a blister. But the same 
word §. denotes the mark which either of these leaves 
after it. The E. word corresponds to A. S. blcgeney 
Belg. bleyne^ pustula. But our term is more close. 
ly allied to Isl. blina, which is not only rendered 
pustula^ but also, caesio ex verbere ; G. Andr. 
Germ, bla-en^ to swell.
BLAIN, j. A blank,^a vacancy. A blain in a 

fold, a place where the grain has not sprung, 
Loth. 
If not a metaph. use of the preceding word, per 

haps from A. S. blinne cessatio, intermissio.
BL AIR AND, part. pr. Roaring, crying. Tuet.

blaer-eny mugire, Gl. Sibb. 
BLAIT, adj. Naked, bare.

The bishops rnon ay answer for the saull ;
Gif it be lost, for fault of preist or preiching,
Of the richt treuth it haif na chesing ;
In sa far as the saull is forth/
Far worthier [is] than the wait body,
Many bishops in ilk realme wee see ;
And bot ane king into ane realme to be.

Priests of Peblis, S. P. P. i. 29. 
3JLAIT, BLATE, adj. Bashful, sheepish, S.

" What can be more disagreeable than to see one, 
with a stupid impudence, saying and acting things 
the most shocking among the polite ; or others (in 
plain Scots) blate, and,* not knowing how to behave." 
Ramsay's Works, i. 111. 
2. Blunt, unfeeling ; a secondary sense. 

Quhay knawis not the lynnage of Enee ? 
Or quhay miskennys Troy, that nobyll cietye ? 
The grete worschip of sic men quha wald not mene ? 
And the huge ardent battellis that thare hes bene ? 
We Phenicianis nane sa blait breistis has, 
Nor sa fremmytlye the son list not addres 
His cours thrawajrt Cartage ciete alway.

Ooug. Virgil ', SO. 50. 
Non obtusa adeo gestamus pectora Poeni.

And they meet in her mirth, whan mynstrelg ben
styll,

Than talleth they of the Trinitie a tale or twaine^ 
And bringetWorth a blade reason, & taken Bernard

to witnes ; ,
And put forth a presumption, to preue the soth. 
Thus they dreuell at her dayse (desk) the deitie to

scorne, 
And gnawen God with hyr gorge, whan fcyr guts

fallen ;
And the carfull may crye, and carpen at the gate, 
Both a fingerd and a furste, and for chel quake, 
Is none to nymen hem nere, his uoye to amend, 
But him ten hym as a hounde, & ho ten hym go 

hence.
P. Ploughman, Fol. 46. a.

Afyngerd and afyrst, although overlooked both 
by Skinner and Junius, must mean, " a hungred and 
a thirst/' as chel denotes cold.

Isl. blaud-ur, blauth-ur, blaud^ soft. The word 
seems to be primarily applied to things which are 
softened by moisture. Mollis, limosus, maceratus ; 
blcite, macero, liquefacio ; bleita^ limus, lutum> coe- 
num ; G. Andr. p. 32, Hence it is used to signify 
what is feminine ; as opposed to huat-ar^ masculine. 
Thus huatt and blaudt denote male and female ; the 
women being denominated from that softness and 
gentleness of manners, which naturally characterises 
the sex. This word also signifies, timid. Bleyde, 
softness, fear, shame; hugbleith, softness of mind; 
Edda Saemund. ; Germ. Su.G. blode^ Belg. blood^ 
mollis, timidus. E. so/I, in like manner, signifies effe 
minate; also, timid. 
BLAIT-MOUIT, adj. Bashful, sheepish, q. ashamed

to open one's mouth.
BLAITIE-BUM, j. Simpleton, stupid fellow, 

Sir Domine, I trowit ye had be dum. 
Quhair ——— gat we this ill-fairde blaitie-bum ? 

Lindsay, S. P. R. ii. 225.
If this be the genuine orthography, perhaps as 

Sibb. conjectures, from Tent, blait^ vaniloquus ; or 
rather, blait sheepish, and bomme, tympanum. But 
it is generally written Batie bum, q. v. 
BLAK of the EIE, the apple of the eye, S.

" And so iang as wee remaine vnder his obedience, 
hee counteth vs als deare to him, as the apple of his 
cheeke or the blak of his ete." Bruce's Eleven 
Serm. 1591. R. 2. a.

O. E. blade has been used in a sense somewhat si 
milar, as denoting, silly, frivolous ; or in the same 
sense in which we now tfpeak of a blunt reason or 
excuse.

And if thei carpen of Christ, these clerkes & these 
lewd,

I aught, as prynce, him to prise, for his pVouese, 
That wanyt noght my wourschip, as he that al

wan:
And at his bidding full bane, blith to obeise 
This berne full of bewte, that all my baill blan. 

Gawan and Gol. iv. 17.
This word is left as not understood in Gl. But it 

is undoubtedly the pret. of blin ; " that caused all 
my sorrow to cease." A. S. blan, blann^ cessavit. 
Wane, although tike blin, a v. n., is here used in the 
same active sense ; that wanyt noght, &c. i. e. did 
not cause to wane.
BLANCHART, adj. White.

Ane faire feild can thai fang, 
On stedis stalwart and strang,
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Baith blanchart and bay. ,

Gawan and Gol. ii. 19.
Fr. blanc, blanche, id. The name blanchards is 

given to a kind of linen cloth, the yarn of which has 
been twice bleached, before it was put into the loom; 
Diet. Trev. An order of Friers, who usually wore 
white sheets, were also called Blanchards.

The term might be formed, however, from Teut. 
blancke, -id. and tterd, Belg. aardt, nature.— 
V. ART. 
BLANCIS, 3. pi.

Thair heids wer garnisht gallandlie, 
With costly crancis maid of gold : 
Braid blancis hung aboue thair eis, 
With jewels of all histories.

Watson's Coll. ii. 10.
This is mentioned as an ornament worn by those 

who represented Moors, in the Pageant exhibited 
at Edinburgh, A. 1590. They are described so as 
to resemble the ornaments now placed on the fore- 
heads of carriage-horses. If not allied to Fr. Blanc, 
white, it may be a cognate of Germ. Su.G. blaess, 
Isl. lies, sigmim album in fronteequi; whence E. 
blason, S. Ba&sand, q. v. 
BLAND, s.

Ane fairar knicht nor he was lang, 
Our ground may nothair byde nor gang, 
Na bere buklar, nor bland: 
Or comin in this court but dreid.

Madtland Poems, p. 359.
Mr Pinker ton conjectures that this may be for brand, 

sword. But it rather seems to denote some honour 
able piece of dress worn by knights and men of rank. 
Blanda, according to Bullet, who refers to ancient 
Glossaries, is a robe adorned with purple, a robe 
worn by grandees. He derives it from Celt, blan, 
great, elevated. Su.G. btyant, bliant, a kind of 
precious garment among the ancients, which seems to 
have been of silk. Hence most probably we still 
call white silk lace, blond-lace. Blandella, clavis, 
vestis purpurata, Papias MS. Du Cange. 
To BLAND, v. a. To mix, to blend. 

Blude blandit with wine.————
Doug. Virgil, 89. 44, V. Box. 

Su.G. Isl. bland-a> to mix.
BLAND ED BEAR, barley and common bear mix* 

cd, S.
u Blanded bear, or rammel, as the country peo 

ple here call it, is the produce of barley and common 
bear sown in a mixed state. These are distinguished 
chiefly by the structure of the ear; the barley having 
only two rows of grain, and the common bear six." 
P. Markinch, Fife, Statist. Ace. xii. 531.

From Su.G* bland-a is formed blansaed, meslin 
or mixed corn. " Blen.corn, wheat mixed with 
rye; i. e. blended corn. Yorksh." Gl. Grose.
BLAND, s, A drink used in the Shetland

Islands.
" Their ordinary drink is milk or water, or milk 

and water together, or a drink which they call Bland, 
most common in the countrey, tho not thought to 
be very wholesome; which so they make up, having 
taken away the butter from their churned milk, as - 
likewise the thicker parts of this milk which remains
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after the butter is taken out, they then pour ia some 
hot water upon the serum, whey or the thinner parts 
of the milk in a proportion to the milk. Which be 
ing done, they make use of it for their drink, keep 
ing some for their winter provision: and this drink 
is so ordinary with them, that there are many people 
in the countrey who never saw ale or beer all their 
lifetime." Brand's Descr. Orkney, Zetland, &c. 
p. 76.

Isl. blanda, cinnus, mixtura, pro potu, aqua mix- 
to ; G. Andr. Su.G. bland dicebatur melaqua per- 
mix turn, quod ad inescandas apes ponebatur; Ihre. 
To BLANDER, v. a. 1. To babble, to diffuse 

any report, such especially as tends to injure the 
character of another, S. ' • • 

2. It is sometimes used to denote the yrant of re 
gard to truth in narration; a thing very ctom- 
mon with tattlers, S. B.
Can this be from Isl. bland-a, Dan. bland-cr, to 

mingle, as denoting the blending of truth with false» 
hood, or the disorder produced by talebearers ? 
BLANDIT, part. pa. Flattered, soothed. 

How suld I leif that is.nocht landit ? 
Nor yit with benefice am I blandit.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 67. 
Fr. blandi^ id* blander, U» sooth, Lat. blandiri. 

To SLASH, n. a. To soak, to drench. u To 
hlash one's stomach," to drink too copiously 
of any weak and diluting liquor; S. 
Perhaps radically the same with plash, from Germ. 

platz-en. V. PLASH. 
BLASH, s. A heavy fall of rain ; S. 
BLASHY, adj. Deluging, sweeping away by in 

undation ; S,
The thick-blawn wreaths of snaw or blashy thows 
May smoor your wethers, and may rot your ews. 

^,- Ramsay's Poems, ii. 82. 
Blashy, " thin, poor; blashy m\\\i or beer. North- 

umb." Gl. Grose. 
BLASNIT, adj.

Ane trene truncheour, arie ramehofne spone,
Twa buttis of barkit blasnit ledder,
All graith that gains to hobbill schone. . -

Bannatyne Poems, p. 160. st. 9. 
" Probably basnit," Lord Hailes. But this does 

not remove the difficulty. For what isbasntt? 1 
prefer the reading of the copy; and suppose that 
blasnit may signify, bare, bald, without hair, as ex 
pressive of the effect of barking; from Germ, btoss, 
bare, bloss-en, to make bare ; or rather, Teut. blesy 
calvus, whence blesse, frons capttlo nuda. It was 
natural to mention this, to distinguish the leather 
meant, from the rough rullions, which might still be 
in use when this poem was written. '
BLASOWNE, j. i. " Dress over the armour, 

on which the armorial hearings were blazoned, 
toga propriae armaturae, Th. de la More, pi 
504. It seems the same with Tatart 
Wynt.

Willame of Spens percft a blasowne, 
And throw thre fawld of Awbyrchowne, 
And the actowne throw the thryd ply 
And the arow in the body,
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Qwhill of that dynt tharc deyd i»0 lay»

WyntQw») Tjua. S3. «1. 
^. This word is now used ia our Uw, to denote

ths badge of ofiice worn by a king's messenger
cm his arm,

" In the trial of deforcement of a messenger, the 
libel will be cast, if it do not expressly mention that 
the inefisenger, previously to the deforcement, dis 
played his blazon, which is the badge of his office." 
Erskuac1s Instil. R. 4. Tit. 4. s. 33.

According to Leibnitz (Annot. ad Joh. Ottii 
FrantOrGall.) Germ, blaesse denotes a sign in ge 
neral. Thence he derives blazon^ a term marking 
that sign, in heraldry, which is peculiar to each fa- 
mily. The origin seems to he Su.G. Massw. V.

To JLAST» v. H. 1. To pant, tp breads hard, S. B. 
Up there comes twa shepherds out of breath, 
Rais'd-like aoA blasting^ and as haw as death.

Ro&s's Helenore, p. 2^. 
2. To smoke tobacco, S. B. 
3 To blow with a wind instrument,

He hard a bugill blast bryin, and ane loud blaw.
Gawan and Gol. ii. 17.

4. To boast, to speak ia an ostentatious manner, S. 
Su.G. blcws*a>y in*py^,re, Germ* blas^eii^ flare. 

The application of the word^ in all its senses, is evi. 
Jeutly borrowed from the idea of bloiving. It is 
equivalent to, puffing, whether used simply or meta- 
phorkaUy. Isl. blaster, halitus, flatus. Hence, 
BLAST, s. A brag, a vain boast, S.

" To say that hee had faith, is but a vaine blast; 
\y^at bath his life bene but a web of vices ? Boyd's 
LastBattell, p. U97. 
BLASTER, j . A boaster ; also, one who speaks

extravagantly in narration, S. 
BLASTJE, s. <•' A shrivelled dwarf ; a term of 

CQi^emptj" S. q. what is blasted. 
O Jenny, dinna toss your head, 
An' set your beauties a' abread ! 
Ye little l^en what -« — speed

$ The blvstie's niakin I

v* #• Tc> blow up with gunpowder. • 
ia die only stone found in the parish 

ft f«wr wlding- It fe quajrried by blasting with 
g»i^QwdjerV' P. Luna», Foifar&. Statist. Ace. 
i. 44?- V^ next word,
Bl*45T^R- One w?ho,i» eaoployed to blow up 

atprm "with gunpowder; S. 
^-AcBfewfc* waa ia^ constant employ to blast the 

§f eat stores with gunpowder." Penoaiit's Toour in

BLATE, adj. Bashful. V. BLAIT.
ER, v. n. To talk nontenskalfy. 
jr. V. BLETHER. 
J. A rattling noise ; S. 

The T. occurs in <X E. although now obsolete. It 
properly signifies to make such a noise; also to speak 

violence and rapidity ; S. 
In harrest was a dread/ u' thunder 
Which gart a* Britain glour and wondor;, 
The phiczing bout cajne with a blatter^
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And dry'd our, |p?eat sea to a gutter,

Ramsatfs Poems^ i. 335.
Lat, blajer-nrey TexA^blater-*n9 stultp loQui^ Ki~ 

liau. V. BLAITUER, which is pefbapa radically the 
same*
BLAUCHT, *#+ Pale, livid. 

In extasie he bis brichtness a4anis 
He smote ma «kwne, and bcissit all my b*nis r 
Thai* lay I etiil in swttun with csoieur ttaught.

Police of Honour, iii. st. 71*. 
A. S. i/flc, blaec; Su.G. £/eA;? IsL A/dftvr, Gernu 

bletch, Belg. bteeck, bleyck, Daa. Wtfeg, Aleuu 
pleich) E. WeaJfc, pajLKdus- A. S* blw-itkn^ Su.G*. 
blek-na, to wax pale» 
SLAVING.

Thair wcs bl&vfag of bemys, braging and beir, 
Bretyuit doune biaid wod nutid bewis full bair r 
Wrightis welteraad doune tyeis, wit ye but weirT 
Ordanit h*rdy*ful hie in holtis sa haire.

Gawttn and Gol. ii. 15*. 
Blttuing, ed. 1508.
This sigaififis " blowing of trumpets/* which/ 

agrees to what immediately follows, u braging and 
beir? " i. e. boasting and noise. We find the very 
phrase in A. S. blawan byman, buccina canere* N(p 
blaioc man by man beforcm the; Nor let a trumpet 
be blown before tfeee; Matt, li, 2. V. BEME, ' v. 
and s. 
BLAW, s. A blow, a stroke.

He gat a &/««?, tbocht he war lad or lord. 
That prof erf yt tax oay lyehtlynes.

Wallace, i. 348. M&
Teut. blttcw-en, caedere. Blaw is used in this 

sense, Gl. WesimoreL
To BLAW, w. Used both as a. and n. 1. To 

blow; in aMteral -sense referring to the wind, S. 
— And at command mycht also, quhan he walJ, 
Let thayin ^o fre at large, to blaw out brade.

Doug. Firgil, 15. 7* 
A. S. bluzc-an^ flare. 

2. To breathe, S.
u Quhen the barne is brocht to the kirk to be 

baptizit solely, first at the kirk dore, the minister 
makis ouir the barne an exorcisme, eftir this maner i 
First he blawis apori the barne in taktn that the euil 
sprcit be the powar of Crod sail be expeifit fra tfeat 
barne & haue na powar to noy it, & that tha haly 
spreit sal dw<4 in it asgyder & goiM*noujr. M Abp. 
HamiLtoita's Cateeh. Fal. \3&, 1*. 130, a. 
a. To fmblisb^ to ihake. knownt S» 

Thy glare mow^ ttemare now, 
Is kciwL, O potent God, 
In schawtng anxl blaming 
Thy potent peweF alirod.

Bard, WuhonJ*(hto. IL S3. 
E. bhw is used ia the same sense. 

4. To. brag, to boast, S. Jfetf, aynon. 
For men sayis oft that fyr, na prid, 
Bqt discouedii^ may na man hid. 
For the parap oft tie pjride fufth 
Or ellis tbue gret boi*t th*t U bla&i*. 
Na mar ma naman [fyr] sa cowyr, 
T-haalaw ou: rcksallitdwcottyr.

iv,
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is inaertetfftom edit. 

Quhat wykkitftes, quhat wanthryft now in warld
waikis ? 

Bale bos banist bly thnes, bbist grete brag blctteis.
Doug. Virgil, 338. L 26. 

•BoasiiPg w here personified» 
I winna £&RB about my sel ; 
As ill I like my faots to tell ; 
But frkmds and folks that wish me well 

They sometimes roose me.
Burn^ iiu 339,

There's Lowrie the laird o' Durajaelle*, — 
He brags and be -bla&$ o? his siller.

Ibid. iv. 306.
'Germ, blaw has considerable analogy* For it is 

rendered, falsus, mendax, dolosus ; blwvstrumpf) a 
sycophant, an accuser, one who craftily relates what 
is false for truth ; Wachter. To this Teut. bias-en 
is nearly allied^ as defined by Wolfgang Hunger ; 
Flare et nimiis yanisque laudfbus rein efferre, ac in. 
=ani flatu infarcire. V. Kiliau, vo. Blaesoen. Slues- 
kaecken, which primarily signifies, to inflate the 
cheeks, is also used in relation to boasting. Buccas 
inftarc: jactare, jactitare. Blaes-kaecke, blatero, 
jactator ; a boaster, a braggadocio. 
i. To magnify in narration, especially from a

principle of ostentation, S. 
*>. To flatter, to coax.

It is used in a S. proY. phrase ; a Ye first burn 
me, and then blow me ;" sometimes written blow. — 
4C Argyle, who was chief for my going to London, 
having burnt me before, would then blow me." — 
BaHHe's Lett. i. 389. 
7. To blaw in one's big, to cajole or flatter a per 

son , so as to be able to guide him at will, S. 
Thus Sathan in your knavish luggis blers^ 
Still to deny all treuth and veritte ; 
Sua that amang ye salbe fund richt few, 
Bot ar infectit with devlish blaaphemie.

Nicol Burne, Vhron. S. P. iii. 454. 
To blow in the ear, id. O. E. 
" Also the Marshall Santandrae, a suttle, craftie 

and malicius man, blew in his cure, that by the suttle 
procurement of the Admirall, he was put rp by the 
assemblie of states to be a bryber and an extor 
tioner." Ramus's Civil Warres of France, i. 141.

Su.G. blaas-a is used in a sense nearly allied. It 
signifies to ifcstil evil counsel. Blacts+tt uti nogon 
elaka rad, alrcni mala s«bdere c on si Ha 5 Ihre. Hence 
he says, oron-blaftsare^ delator, quive mala consilia, 
dancrulum atirtbus1 mstisurtat • literally, one " who 
fcfotrs in the ear of another.'* Tettt. oor+blaesen is 
perfect^ correspondent to the S. phrase. It not 
only signifies, in aurem mussare^ site mussitare^ ob- 
gannire ii\ aurem ; but is rendered^ blandiri : Oor- 
llaeser, a Vhlsperer; Kilian. 
6. To huff ^ man at draughts. / dlato txblow 

you, I take this inant S.
Su»G. blaas-a^ to blow, is used iu this very sense. 

IftaasQ bort en brick® i damspel, Seren. 
P. To bfaw Afpia locks or bolts, and to loose fet 

ters, by means of a ofcagical poster ascribed to 
the breath, & 

When it has been found scarcely possiWe to con.
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fine a prisoner, because of hrs uncommon ingenuity 
or dexterity, it has been supposed by the vulgar that 
he had received from the devil tfee power of Hawing 
locks open, Sec.

u What is observable in John Fiene is,—his opta* 
ing locks by sorcery, ^s-one by mer^^9a«ja^ into* 
woman's hand while hb sat by the fire»" Scottish 
Trial of Witches, GlanvUle's Sadd. Triumph, p. 397.

John Fein blew up the Krlt doors, aud blew in 
the lights, which were like mictle black candlas 
sticking round about the pulpit.'" $ataii*s Invfeible 
World, p. 14.

This ridiculous ide^t stiM exists. Whence it has 
originated, it is not easy to conceive. It is ttOt im* 
probable that tti6 E. v. to blow upon, gfetteraffy un- 
derstood to refer to the act of fyj-blowing, has ori 
ginally had some affinity to this j as denoting the 
magical influence of one Supposed to possess preter 
natural power. This is merely analogous to the ef 
fect ascribed to an evil eye» ' • -' 
10. To blaw out on one, to rejprdrach him. V.

BAUCHLE, v. sense 2.
BLAW, s* 1. A blast, a gust, S. Rudd/ ^..

He hard ane bugill blast brym, and anelaud i/twr.
GawanandGol. H. 17.

2. The sound emitted by a wind instrument,
3. A falsehood, a lie told from ostentation. He

tell* greit blaws, S. B.
BLAW, s. A pull, a draught; a cant term, 

used among topers, S. 
Then come an' gie^s the tither blaw

O' reaming ale, , ' 
Mair precious tfian the well o* Spa, 

Our hearts to heal.
FergusSdn's Poehts, ii. 12. 

Now moisten weel your geyien*d *wa*a« 
Wi' couthy friends and hearty blwxs.

Ibid. p. 124.
BLAWN COD, a spUt cod, half-dried, Ang.; 

so denominated, perhaps, because exposed for 
some time to the wind.

BLAWORT, s. The Blue bottle; Centaurea 
cyanus, Linn., 8. Witch~beUs, also,, TTmmble^ 
S.B.

Ure, in his Hist, of Rutherglen, gifes a different 
account of this plant.

u Campanula rotundifolia, Round-leav'd Bell- 
flower. Blawart, Scotis;»' p. 241. .

" The blaw-wort, or bluebottle, which appears 
in our wheat fields in the south, here spreads its 
flowers among the flax." NmlPs Tour, p. 39,

To express any thing of a livid colour, it is said to 
be " as blae," sometimes, " as blue, as a blawort," 
S. from blfy livid, q. v. and ucort, an herb. Bfavtr 
is the name of blue-bells, Tweedd. 

Its a strange beast indeed! 
Four-footed, wkh a fish's head ;—-.. . 
Of colour like a bkfti'art blue.

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 184. 
Sw. blanklett, blaMmt* bluakorn^ id. 

BLE, BLIE, s. Complexion, colpur*
That berue rade onanc bouik of aae ble white.

Gcawan and GoL iii, ^0.
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For hydious, how and holkit is thine ee, 
Thy cheik bane bair^and blaikintis thy blie.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 56, st. 15. 
This word is common in O. E. A. S. bleoh, blio, 

color.
To BLEACH dawn, or along, v. n. To fall flat 

to the ground. Bleach is also used to denote a 
fall of this description, Loth. 

Perhaps from Isl. blak-a, verberare; as denoting 
the effect of a violent blow. MoesG. bligg-wan, id. 
BLEACH, s. A blow, S. B. Gl. Shirr. 

Then, Dominies, I you beseech, 
Keep very far from Bacchus' reach ; 
He drowned all my cares to preach 

With bis malt.bree; 
I've, wore sair banet by mony a bleach

Of his tap-tree,
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, P. ii. p. 29. 

To BLEAD, v. a» Apparently, to train, or to
lead on to the chace.

" The other anecdote regards a son of Pitlurg, who 
got the lands of Cairnborrow. The day before the 
battle of Glenlivet, the Marquis of Huntly came to 
Cairnborrow, and appKed to his lady, who was sup. 
posed to rule the roast, for her assistance. She said, 
she had got short warning ; but that her old man, 
with his eight sons, with a jack man and a footman 
to each, should attend him immediately. Huntly 
thanked her, and after some more conversation 
with her, desired Cairnborrow, who never spoke 
a word, to stay at home, telling him, that at his 
advanced years it was not proper to take him 
along, especially as he had so many of his sons. 
The old man heard him out, and shrugging up his 
shoulders, sajd, " NQ, na, my Lord, Fll blead the 
whelps my sell; they'll bite the better." This was 
at once the reply of a sportsman and a soldier, and 
the whole family went to battle with the laird at 
their head. They defeated Argyle, and returned 
to Cairnborrow." Statist. Ace. P. Rhymie, xix. 294. 

Schilter mentions Alem. blait-en, beleit-en, to ac 
company, to conduct; comitari; conducere, salvum 
conductum dare.
BLEAR, s. Something that obscures the sight, 

'Tis nae to mifd with unco fouk ye see. 
Nor is the bfaar drawn easy o'er her ee.

Boss's Helenore, p. 91. V. BLEIRIS. 
To BLECK, BLEK, v. a. 1. To blacken, li^ 

terally, S.
Blaid bleck thee, to bring in a gyse, 
And to drie penaunce soon prepare thee.

Polwarfs Flyting, Watson's Coll. iii. 3. 
This contains an-allusion to the custom of many 

young people blaeJtening their faces, when they dis 
guise themselves at the New-year. V. GYSAR. 
5. To injure one*$ character.

Thay lichtly «one, and cuvettis quickly; 
Thay blame ilk body, and thay blekit;— 
Thay sklander saikles, and thay suspectit.

Scott, of Wemenkynd, Bann. Poems, p. 208. 
i. e. if t^eir character be injured, if they lose 

their reputation. 
3. To cause moral pollution. 

" Quhat is syn ? Syn is the transgressioun of
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Gods command, that fylis & blekkis our saulis." 
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1552, Fol. 93, a. 
A. S. blaec-an, denigrare. Isl. blek^ liquor tinctorius. 

To BLECK, v.a. To puzzle, to reduce to a 
nonplus, in an examination or disputation; S. 
Germ, black-en, plack-en, rexare, exagitare. It 

may be allied, however, to Su.G. btig-as, Isl. blygd- 
a, to put to shame. Su.G. Hecka, notam Tel incisu. 
ram arboribus terminalibus incidere, litre. Or it 
may be originally the same with the preceding v., 
as merely signifying what is now called blackballing 
in a metaph. sense.
To BLEEZE, v. «. 1. To become a little sour. 

Milk is said to bleexe, or to be bleeped, when it 
is turned, but not congealed, S.; £//«£, synon. 

This may either be from Germ, blaes-en, to blow, 
as the sourness referred to may be viewed as caused 
by the action of the air; or from blitz-en, fulgurare^ 
heat, especially when accompanied by lightning, 
more generally producing this effect. 
2. The part, bleeped signifies the state of one on 

whom intoxicating liquor begins to operate, S. 
It nearly corresponds to the E. phrase, <4 a little 
flustered." It especially denotes the change 
produced in the expression of the countenance; 
as, He looked ble'ezed-like* 

BLED, part . pa.
Thre berhedis he bair, 
As his eldaris did air, 
Quhilk beirnis in Britane wair 
Of his blude bled.

Gawan and GoL \\. 23.
Perhaps it signifies sprung, from A. S. blaed, bled, 

fruit; also, a branch.
BLEFLUM, BLEPHUM, s. A sham, an illusion, 

what has no reality in it, S. 
u It is neither easy nor ordinary to believe and to 

be saved: many must stand in the end at heaven's gates ; 
when they go to take out their faith, they take out 
a fair nothing, (or as ye used to speak) a bleflume." 
Rutherford's Lett. P. i. ep. 2.
" Mr Harry [Guthrie,] after once and again I had 

inculcate to him, that all his act was but a blephum, 
if you put not in that clause you see it has against 
novations, was at last content to put it in." Baillie's 
Lett. i. 201. V. BLAFLUM, v.

I&l.Jlim, irrisio, carmen famosum. Hence Jlimt-a, 
diffamo,,/fcml, nugae in fames, G. Andr. p. 74. Su.G. 
Jlimm-a, illudere; E. jftam, u a cant word of no 
certain etymology," according to Johnson. But it 
is evidently from the same origin, as it has precisely 
the same meaning, signifying an illusory pretext. 
BLEHAND, BLIHAND, adj. 

In o robe Tristrem was boun,
That he fram schip hadde brought; 

Was of a blihand broun,
The richest that was wrought. 

———— In blehand was he decide.—
Sir Tristrem, p. 28, 29. st. 38. 41. 

" Blue, from bleak, Sax. caeruletts. Blehand brown. 
A bluish brown," Gl. But the word is merely A. S. 
blae-he&en a little transformed. This, like bleak, 
signifies caeruleus; but it is also rendered, a hya- 
cinthus, of violet or purple colour," Sonm. The
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Idea seems, a a brownish colour; inclining to purple
or violet."
BLEIB, j. 1. A pustule, a blister. " A burnt

bleib," a blister caused by burning, S. 
Bleb is mentioned by Skinner as having the same 

sense; although it would appear that Johnson could 
find no instance of its being used as a written word. 
Bleb signifies a blister, A. Bor. Gl. Grose. 
2. Bleibs, pi. An eruption tovWhich children are 

subject, in which the spots appear larger than 
in the measles; Loth. Border. V. BLOB. 

BLEIRIE, adj. A term applied to weak li-. 
quor, which has little or no strength \ as blcirie 
ale, Fife.

BLEIRING, fart. pa. Blelring Bats. 
— The bleiring Bats and the Benshaw.

Polwart, Watson's Coll. ft» 13. V. CLEIKS. 
This seems to be tfce botts, a disease in horses. 

Bleirmg may express the effect of pain in making 
the patient to cry out; Teut. blaer-en, boare, mu. 
gire. In Suffolk, blaring signifies the crying of a 
child ; also, the bleating of a sheep, or lowing of an 
ox or cow. V. GL Grose.
BLEIRIS, s.pl. Something that prevents dis 

tinctness of vision.
I think ane man. Sir, of your yeiris 
Suld not be blyndit with the bleiris. 
Ga seik ane partie of your peires,

For ye get nane of mee.
Philotus, S. P. Rep. iii. 7.

This is the same with blear, s. only used in the pi.
Blear in E. is an adj.; "dim with rheum or
water," Junius derives it from Dan. blar, Teut.
bluer, a pustule. Ihre mentions E. blear-eyed, as
allied to Su.G. blir-a, plir-a, oculis semiclausis vi-
dere. It is well known that Rob. II., the first king

, of the name of Stewart, was from this defect sur.
named Blear-eye.
BLEIS, BLES, BLESS, BLEISE, s. i. Blaze, 

bright flame»
—— Fyr all cler

Sone throw the thak burd gan apper, 
Fyrst as a stejrne, syne as a mone. 
And weill bradder thareftir spne, 
The fyr owt syne.in bfavs brastj 

. And the rek raiss rycht wondre fast.
ifarbour, iv. 1^9. MS. 

Mr Pink, renders " bless, blast," Gl. .v 
That given above is still,the general sense of £he word, 

S. In th$ IS'orth of S^ a. stranger, if the fire be 
low,, is asked if he would have a bleise; i. e. the 
fire kindled up by furze/ broom, or any brushwood 
that burns quickly, so as to give a strong heat. 
2. A torch^S;' '" ' " " { r v '- 

Thou sail anonej)ehald the seyis large, 
And vmbeset with toppit schip a*id barge, 
The ferefull branjdis and bteUsu of hate fyre, 
Rcddy to birn thy schippis, lemand schire.

Dou& Virgil, 120. 3.
" The black-fieterjJr—wade «p, and down upon 

the ,shajlows, preceded by a great torch, or blaze, 
[always prpn. bleise,'} as it is;called," P. Ruthren, 
Forfars. Statist. Ace. xZ. 294. V. BLACK-FISHING.
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This is originally the same with Su.G. bloss, id. 

but more nearly allied .to A. S. blaese, fax, taeda, 
" a torch, any thing that makes a blaze," Somn.
3. A signal made by fire. In this sense it is still 

used at some ferries, where it is customary to 
kindle a bleise, when a boat is wanted from the 
opposite side, S.

BLEIS, s. The name given to a river-fish.
Alburnus. An qui nostratibus the Bleis ? Sibb. 

Scot. p. 25.
This seems to be what in E. is called Bleak, Cy- 

prinus alburnns, Linn. Alburnus, Gesner. Blcitr 
is perhaps from the Fr. name Able or Ablette. V. 
Penn. Zool. p. 315.
BLELLUM, s. An idle talking fellow, Ayrs. 

She tauld thee well thouwvas a skellum, 
A blethering, blustering, drunken blellum.

Burns, iii. 238,
To BLEME, v. n. To bloom, to blossom. 

And hard on burd into the blemit meids ^ 
Amangis the grene rispis and the reids, . 
Arfyvit scho. —— 

Goldin Terge, st. 7. Bannatyne Poems, p. |Q.
BLEMIS, s.pl. Blossoms, flowers.

The bletnis blywest of biee fro the sone blent, 
That all brychnit about the bordouris on breid.

Houlatc, i. 1. MS. 
i. e. " the flowers brightest in colour glanced with

the rays of the sun."
Belg. bloem, MoesG. Isl. bloma, Alem. bluom,

flos, flosculus. Teut bloem-en, Alem. bly-en,
florere. «
To BLENK, BLINK, v» n. i. To open the eyes, 

as one does from a slumber, S. 
The king wpblenkit hastily, 
And saw his man slepand him by.

Barbour, Yii. 205. MS.
2. To throw a glance on one, especially as ex. 

pressive of regard, S. 
—— Pawkie mowts coutk scho mak; 
And clap hir spouis baith breist and bak, 
And blenk sae winsumlie. —

Jamteson's Popular Ball. i. 284. 
Sae wheH she comes the mom, blink in her eye, 
And wi* pome frankness her»ypur answer gee*

. Ross's Hefetwre, p. 52.
3. To look with a favourable eye; used metaph.

in allusion to the shining of the sun, after it has
been covered with a cloud. 

" All would go .well, if.it might please God to 
blink upon Scotland, to remove the three great 
plagues that we hear continue there, hardness of 
heart, the pestilence, and the sword." Baillie'f 
Let. ii. 117.

Belg. blenck+en, blinck-en, Su.G. btaenk*a, t» 
shine, to glance, to Hash as lightning. Allied t» 
these are A. S. blic*an> Belg. blikk-en, Germ, blick- 
en, Su.G» blick-a, id.

Recentiores, says Wachter, 6legaater transtule- 
runt ad vlsum, <mia videre est osutis qff&gere, ob in. 
sitani oculis lucem, qua non soluin species Ivmiaosaa 
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recipiunt, sed etiam radios suos in objecta vidssim 
spargunt; vo. Blicken. V. BLINK, v.
BLENK, SL^NK, 's. 1. A beam, a ray. 

The ground -folaiknyt, and ferefull wox alsua 
Of drawin swerdis sclenting to and fra 
The bricbt met tell, and vthir armour sere, 
Quharon the son blenkis betis cler.

Doug. Firgil, 226. 8.
2. « A glimpse of light," S. Sir L Sinclair's 

Observ. p. ^13.
3. Hence transferred to the transient influence of

the rays of the fcun, especially in a cold or
cloudy day. Thus it is common to. speak of
" a warm blink," " a clear blink," S.

" A blent, 01 blink, a twiriklingof fkir weafoer. }>
Sir J. Sinclair, p. 113.
4. A gleam of "prosperity, during -adversity.

u By 'this blink of fair weather in such a storme 
of frWain Assaults, things ware again soinewhat 
changed, and the Brucians encouraged." Hnme's 
Hist. Doug. p. 69.

u There comes a blink of favour, and hope from 
Rome, by the 'procuring of Trance."
5. Alsa transferred to a glance, a stroke of the 

eye, or transient view of any object ; the idea 
beihg ^borrowed, either from the quick trans 
mission of the rays of light, or from the short 
lived influence of the sun when the sky is 
much obscured with clouds, S. 

Consider i^wefly, rede oTter than any&, 
Well at ane blenk sic poetry not tane is.

Doug. Virgil, 5. 2.
" — He ^p0ss£&ed small oWigaflen -to 'the young 

man, who for no intreafy wouM rfte jrte&s$Pffcrshow 
him any blink of the Assembly's qboaks." -Baillie's 
Lett. K 101.
6. A kindly glance, a transient glance expressive 

of regard, S.
A thief sac pawkie is my Jean, 
To steals d?fofc,*Tjyk a' unseen; — 
But gteg as 4igfctf%t<e 'lo*enf <*% 

When kind lote'is intlte *e.
• ' Burns, iv. 239. 

BfrrfoWre my leftshouther I gtte him a ##«*,
'&ea&t<afe6bdr8 Should «ay I trfcs saucy ;

My weder he capered as he'd been in drink,
And vow'd I was rjits dear Ias6te,,&l* .

, ,
7. A moment. " I'll not stay a ilmk," I will 

i-eiurn .immediately. In a blink, in ^a irio- 
'jntmt, S.

Hince human llf^ is but a blink^
Why should we then its short joys sink ?

Ramsay's Po&ns, iL 377. 
The ikshfu' hul his errand tines, 
^And mty lose Jenny in n Wink.

-R« Gkll*te«y*9 Poems f *?. 201 .
The word, as used in this sease, in&y origfnSafJ V tre-

fcr to the action of H^it !%€? cognate t^raw, how-
erer, in otfeer Northern lang«ftg«s, kittftAdiately te-
spcct the sefcoadary atid obHque «^ttS« Of -the *eib ;
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as denoting the action of the eye. Thus Su.G, 
blink, oegonblink, is a glance, a cast of the eye, ocuU 
nictus; Germ, blick, Belg. bitk, oogenblik, id.; 
u the twinkling of the eye, a moment," Sewek 
BLENT, pret* Glanced^ expressing the quick

motion of the eye.
The sylour deir of the deise tlayntely wes dent 
With the doughtyest, in thair dais, dyntis couth

dele,
Bright letteris of gold, With unto blent, 
Makand mencioune quha maist of manhetle couth 

mete. Gawan and Gol. i. 6. 
To the Newtoun to pass he did his payn 
To that ilk house, and went in sodanlye; 
About be blent on to the burd him bye.

Wallace, ii. 329. 'MS. 
Eneas blent him by, and suddanly 
Vnder ane rolk at the left Side flid spy 
Ane wounder large c as tell. _—

Doug. Vtrgn, 183. 25.
Blent occurs as the obsolete part, of tilerid. Here 

it must have a different origin. 'It cannot well'be 
from blenk, unless we view the v. as very irregular* 
Perhaps it is more immediately allied "to Su.G. bliga, 
blia, intends oculis aspieere, ^.bMgent. ^Blfcketo, 
blencken, &c. are viewed as frequentaiives from this 
verb. 
BLENT, s. A glance.

As that drery vnairoyt tHcht^as stefl, 
And with ane blent about simyn full raed,— 
Alas, quod he, wald god sum erd or sand, 
Or sum salt Be did swttllolrifle alive.

Ddttg. lVirgiI,"4Q. 50. 
u simyn fiallx raed," Appearing tery iimich afrrtid.

feLENT, fret.
, Iftethochtiinat tKusall sodeyafy a fydit, 

In at the wyndow come quhare at J l^nt, 
Of which the chambere wyndow schoae .full

brycht,
And all" my "body st> i^hath^ou^i^Weiit,* 
That of my sicht the vertew hale1! W&ht.

-King's Quair, iii. 1.
Here the prct. is HSeil hi a signification ^directly 

opposite to that Bsentioft^d above; as^enyrtaig the 
loss of the powfcrW sight; &fther ^om^A^S. blent, 
the part, of A.-S. ^lenS^an, caccafe, ^(Lye1); used 
in a neuter f$ense: dr from "A. S. bUnn^afi, Genn. 
bUnr^en, cedsare, Whence blind, deficiens. V. 
Wachter. 

rftEEfflMB., s. "A'ft&t mrbke,; Rfe. ,
This seems Allied to Alem. Wzuww, to Strike; bli- 

itenti, \>ert\it\ens, striking; Schilter. MoesG. bligg- 
wan, id.
To BLETBE^R, BLATHER, v. n. 1. To q>eak 

indistinctly,'ta stammer, S. pron. like/air,
2. To prattle, ?&.

The v* 9^€nis io have been iwrfglndHy aeut., >the 
addition ^^he s. ;being rather tautological.

Su.G* bladdr*&, Germ, plauder-n, to prattle, to 
-chutter, 4o jattber; 'Tmrt.rHtetev*on, stuite loqui; 

WtoteT-QPe, to babble, to «tetter «fid make a 
to-f
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To BLETHER, BLATHER, BLADDER, v. a. To 

talk nonsensically, S.
My Lordis, we half, wish diligence 
Bucklit weile up JOB bladdr&nd baird.

Lyndsayy S. P. Repr. ii. 132. 
But tho' it was made clean and braw,

Sa$ sair it had been knotted,
It blatfier'd buff before them a',

And aftentimes tum'd doited.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 70. 

At ither times, opinion traces 
My claims to win the Muses graces— 
Thus form'd for Bedlam or Parnassus,

To blether nonsense. 
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 86.

BLETHERAND, pret.
Blyth and bletherand, in the face lyk ane angell— 

• Fordun. Scotichrjon. ii. 376. 
V. the passage, vo. ASK.

BLETHER, BLATHER, /. Nonsense, foolish talk, 
S-; often used in pi. 

For an they winna had their blether^ 
They's get a flewet.

Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, ii. 336. 
I backward mus'd on wasted time, 
How I had spent my youthfu' prime,

An' done nae.thing, 
But stringin blethers up in rhyme, 

For fools to sing.
Burns, iii. 100.

— I shall scribble down some blether 
Just clean aff-lopf.

Ibid. p. 244. 
BLAIBRY, s. Nonsense, foolish talk»

Is there ought better than the stage 
To mead the follies of the age, 
If manag'd as it ought to be, 
Frae ilka rice and blaidry free ?

Ramsay's Poems, i. V. Life, xliv. 
When will the stage be thus managed ? And al 

though it were, would this indeed be the best mean 
for the reformation of manners ?
BLEW. To hok blew, to seem disconcerted. It 

conveys both the idea of astonishment and of 
gloominess, S.

Than answert Meg full blew, 
To get an hude, I hald it best.

Peblis to the Play, st. 2.
The phrase seems borrowed from the livid appear 

ance of the face, when one is benumbed with cold, 
or deeply affected with fear, anger, &c. Fo# blew, 
S. is often synon. with blae, livid.
BLICHAM, s. (gutt.) A contemptuous desig 

nation for a person, Perths.
BLIGHT, ad/. An epithet* expressive of the 

coruscation of armour, in the time of action. 
— The battellis so brym, braithlie and blivht, 
Were joint thraly in thrang, mony thowsand.

Houlate, ii. 14. MS. 
A. S. blie-an, cornscare; blect, cornscatns. Alem.

blechet, Germ, blicket, splendet. Hence blig, ful.
gur, bliecha, fulgura; Schitter.,
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To BLIN, BLYN, BLYNE, v. n. To cease, to 

desist, S.; also blind. 
Till him that raid onon, or thai waid blyn&, 
And cryt, Lord, abyde, your rnusn ar martyrit 

doun. Wallace, i> ^l. MS. 
Blyn not, blyn not, thou grete Troian Enee, 
Of thy bedia, nor prayeris, quod sche.

Daug. Virgil, Ift4>,2fi. 
Tharfore herof now will I blyn, 
And of the kyng Arthur I wil bygja,

Ywaine, Ritson^S.M. R. L 3U 
A. S. blinn-an, cessare, is the immediate source. 

But this is pontr. from bilinn-an, id. This T. oc 
curs in almost all the ancient Northern languages, 
although variously formed. MoesG. af-linn-an\ 
Jah haltsatv afiinnith afimmu; Et aegre discedit ab 
eo, Luk. ix. 39. In A. S. alinn-an is alsoitsed; Alem. 
bilunn-an, ptlin-an. In Isl. and Su.G. it occurs in 
its simple form, linn-a, also, lind-a, id. Ihre refens 
to Gr. ftAm-0, cesso, quiesco, as a cognate term. 
To BLIN, v. a. To cause to cease.

Other God will thai non have, 
Bot that lytill round knave, 

Thair baillis for to blin.
Sir Penny, Chron. S. P. i. 141. 

BLIND HARIE, Blind man's buff, S. Belly-blind, 
synon.

Some were blyth, and some were sad*^ 
And some they play'd at Blind. Harrie : 
But suddenly up-started the auld carle, 
I redd ye> good focl^s, tafc' tent o'-nie,

Humble Beggar, Herd's Collection^ ii. <£&> 
With respect to the term Harie.^ nothing certain 

can be said. I can scarcely thjnk that it is the com* 
mon name Harry or Henry ; as this is not familiar 
in S. It more probably refers to the disguise used 
by the person from whom the game is denominated, 
as it was celebrated in former times. It has been 
observed, vo. Belly-blind, that in the Julbock, from 
which this sport seems to have originated, the prin 
cipal actor was disguised in the skin of a buck or 
goat. The name Blind Harie might therefore arise 1 
from his rough attire; as he was called blind, in con. 
sequence of being blindfolded.

It might be supposed that there were some aria- 
logy between this designation and Belly-Blind. 
As it has been observed that Billy Blynd in E. 
denotes " a familiar spirit." Auld Harie is onepf 
the names given by the vulgar in S. to the devil. Or 
it may signify, Blind Master, or Lord, in ironical 
language. V. HERIE.

In addition to what has formerly been said, it may 
be observed, that this sport in Isl. is designed kraekit 
blinda; either from kraeke, hamo figo, because he 
who is blindfolded tries to catch others, aJios fu- 
gientes insequitur, et in certo spado c&ptare parat, 
G. Andr.; or from Sn.G. kraeku, to creep, because 
he as it were creeps about in the dark. We may ob 
serve, by the way, that this Su.G. v. seems to give 
us the true origin of E. cricket, an insect that chirpi 
about chimneys. From kraeka is formed kraek, a 
reptile, any thing that creeps.

Verelius supposes that the Ostrogoths had intro. 
duced this game into Italy; where it is called giuoc* 
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della c/ecu, OP the play of the blind. V. CHACKE-
BLYND.MAN.
BLIND MAN'S BALL, or Devil's snuJT-box,

Common puff-ball, S. '
" Lycoperdon Rovista. The Blind man's Ball. 

Scot, aust." Lightfoot, p. 1122.
It is also called Blind man's een, i. e. eyes, S. B.
These names may have had their origin from an 

idea, which, according to Linn., prevails through the 
whole of Sweden, that the dust of this plant causes 
blindness. V. Flor. Suec.
BLYNDIT, fret. Blended.

That berne raid on ane boulk, of ane ble quhite, 
Blyndit all with bright gold, and beriallis bright. 

Gawan and Gol. iii. 20.
BLINDLINS, BLYNDLINGIS, adv. Having the 

eyes closed, hoodwinked. It denotes the state 
of one who docs any thing as if he were 
blind, S.

Skarslye the wachis of the portis tua * 
Begouth defence, and nae!16 as thay mycht, 
Quhen blyndlingis in the batali fey thay iicht. 

Doug. Virgil, 50. ^2.
—" All the earth, depryved of eyes to see, won- 

© dered, blyndHnges, after the Beast." Bp. Forbes, 
Eubulus, p. 137.

Germ* Dan. bfondlings, id. V. LING.
BLINDS, s.fl. The Pogge, or Miller's Thumb,

a fish, Cottus Cataphractusy Linn. 
It is called Blinds on the W. coast of S. Glasgow, 

Statist. Ace. T. 536-
Perhaps it receives this name, because its eyes are 

very small. V. Penn. Zool. iii. 177, 178. Ed. 1st. 
To BLINK, v. n. 1. To become a little sour;

a term used with respect to milk or beer, S. 
Blinkit milk is that which i$ a little turned in con. 

sequence of the heat of the weather. Beer is said to 
be blinkit) when somewhat soured by being impro 
perly exposed to heat, or affected by lightning. 
Bleeze, synon.

This word occurs in an additional stanza to Chr. 
Kirk, printed in Bp. Gibson's edit.

The bridegrom brought a pint of ale, 
And bade the piper drink it;—

The bride her maidens stood near by 
And said it was na blinked.

" I canna tell you fat—was the matter wi't [the 
ale], gin the wort was blinkety or fat it was, but 
you never saw sik peltry in your bonTdays." Jour 
nal from London, p. 3.

Baillie gives, To blink beer9 as a provincial phrase, 
u to keep it unbroached till it grows sharp." 
2. To be llinkit, to be half drunk, Fife. As this 

' v. in its primary sense corresponds to blee^e, it
* admits of the same oblique application.
gu.G. blaenk-aj Germ, blink-en coruscare, to 

shine, tp flash, to lighten, the same with A. S. blic- 
##, with the insertion of n \ q. struck with lightning, 
which, we know, has the etVect of making liquids 
sour ; or as denoting tjiat of sunshine, or of the 
heat of the weather. 
BLINNYNG, part.fr.

ELY
— Bacheluris, blyth blinnyng in youth, 
And all my lufaris leill, my lugeing perse wis.

Matt land Paemk^ p. 62.
This ought certainly to be b turning (blooming), 

as it is printed edit. 1508.
BLYPE, s. A coat, a shred; applied to'the skin, 

which is said to come off in Wypes, when it feels 
in coats, or is rubbed off, in shreds j S. 

He takes a swirlie, auld moss-oak, 
For some black grotisome carlin ; 

An1 loot a winze, an' drew a stroke, 
Till skin in blypes came haurlin

AfPs nieves that night.
Burns, iii. 136.

Perhaps radically the same with Flype, q. v. or a 
different pron. of Bleib.
To BLIRT, v. n. To make a noise, in weeping, 

to cry. It is generally joined with Greet. To 
blirt and greet ̂ i. e. to burst out a crying. 
u I'll gar you blirt \vith both your een;" S* 

Prov. Kelly, p. 397.
It is probably allied to Germ, blaerr+en, plarr-eny 

inugire, rugire, Wachter; Belg. blar-en, to howl, 
to cry, to roar; E. blare^ an obsolete word men-» 
tioned by Skinner. Perhaps E. blurt is also radi 
cally allied,
BLIRT, s. The action expressed by the v. " A 

blirt of greeting," a violent burst of tears,' ac 
companied with crying, S. B. * 

To BLITHE, BLYTHE, v. a. To make glad. 
Forsuth, he said, this blythis me mekill in or, 
Than off Floryng ye gaiff me sexty scor.

Wallace, ix. 250. MS»
A. S. births-tan^ laetari; Alem. blid-en 9 gaudere. 

But perhaps our v. is immediately formed from the 
adj. Ihre derives Su.G. blid, iularis, from Lat. 
laetus, b being prefixed, which, he says, is common 
with the Goths. As, however, bleiths is used by 
Ulphilas, 'as signifying merciful^ the word can 
scarcely admit of a Lat. origin. The sense of bleiths 
is nearly retained in the use of Su.G. blid^ mitis, 
also, liberalis. These indeed are given by Ihre as 
secondary senses. But, although perhaps less usedj 
one or other of them may have preceded the com* 
mon acceptation of the term.
BLITHMEAT, s. The meat distributed among 

those who are present at the birth of a child, 
or among the rest of the family, S. pronoun 
ced, blyidmeat, Ang, as the adj. itself, blyd^ 
blyid. I need not say, that this word has its- 
origin from the happiness occasioned by a safe 
delivery. 

BLYVARE.
Yit induring the day to that dere drew 
Swannis swonchand Cull swyith, sweitest pf sware f 
In quhite rokattis arrayit, as I rycht knew, 
That thai wer Byshoppis blist I was the blyvare.

Houlate^ i,44. MS.
Can this be corr. for blyther ? For Elyve^ as ME 

Ritson observes, is sometimes thus used instead of 
blithe. < 
BLYWEST, adj. in the superl.
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In the middis of Maii, at morne, as I went. 
Throw mirth markit o& mojd, till a grene meid, 
The blemis blywest of blee fro the sone blent, 
That all brychnit about the bofdouris on breld.

Houlate>l. 1/lrfS.
« Blythest, most merry," Gl. Perhaps it rather 

refers,to colour; q. the palest. Teut. Isl. bly signi 
fies lead. It was so bright that the flowers of darkest 
hue reflected the rays.
To BLIZZEN, v. a. Drought is said to be 

blizKening, when the wind parches and withers 
the fruits of the earth, S. B. 
It may be a frequentative from Su.G. blas-a, Germ. 

bias-en^ A. S. blaes-an, to blow; or originally the 
same with Blotscnt, q. v.
BLOB, BLAB, s. Any thing tumid or circular, 

S. 1. A small globe or bubble of any liquid. 
4i Gif thay be handillit, they melt away like ane 

blob of water." Belieud. Descr. Albl c. m
a A true Christian knowcth, that though both his 

eyes should sinke downe into his head, ordroppe out 
like blobbes or droppes of water, yet that with these 
same eyes runne into water, hee and none other for 
him shall see his Redeemer." Z. Bqyd's Last Bat- 
tell, p. 36.

Her een the clearest blob of dew outshines.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 94. 

" Bleb, a bubble;" Gl. Lancash. / 
2. A blister, or that rising of the skin which is the 

effect of a blister or of a stroke, S. 
—Brukis, bylis, blobbis and blisteris;

Roul's Curs. Gl. Compl. p. 330. 
3* A large gooseberry; so called from its globu 

lar form, or from the softness of its skin, S. 
4. A blot, a spot 5 as " a blab of ink," S. de 

nominated perhaps from its circular form. 
This is radically the same word with Bleib, q* v. 

Skinner derives E. bleb from Germ, bla-en, bleh-en, 
to swell.
BLOBBiT,/#r*./w3. . Blotted, blurred.

" Fra thyne furth thair sail «ane exceptioun auale 
aganis the Kingis brcuis, quhetber that thay be 
lang writtin or echort, swa tHat tha^ hauld the forme 
of the breiue statute in ttie law of befoir, congruit and 
not rasit [erased,] na bfobbii in suspect placis." Acts 
Ja. I. 1420. c. 128. Edit. 1566. c. 113. Murray.

We still say that clothes are blabbed or blebbed, 
when stained with grease, or any thing that injures 
them. V, BLOB.
To BLOCK,'*u<z. To plan, to devise.

"The committee appointed for the first blocking 
of all our writs, had said, none should meddle with 
the election of commissioners from presbyteries to 
the general assembly, but ministers and elders." 
liaillie's Lett. i. 75.

" Thereafter they blocked a number of tolerable 
overtures; the conclusion whereof was remitted to 
*he next general assembly." Ibid. p. 305.

As it may imply the idea 6f guile, at first view it 
might seem .allied to Isl. bleck-ia, decipere, bleke, 
fallacia; " bluagi, insidiae," said to be Teut. Gl. 
Sibb. But it is Ale». \ bluogo, pluagi, id» I pte-
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fer Teut. block-en, assidaum esse in studiis, in 
opere, in ergastulo; a sense evidently borrowed from 
a workman, who blocks out his work roughly, be 
fore he begin to give it a proper form. 
BLOIK, BLOK, BLOCK, s. 1. A scheme, a contri 

vance ; generally used in a bad sense.
————Saturnus get Juno, 

That can of wraith and malice neuer ho,
—Rolling io mynd full mony cankirrit bloik,. . 
Has send adoun vnto the Troiane nauy 
Iris———— Doug. Virgil, 148. 4. 
Out of thy hand his bluid sail be requyrit: 
Thow sail not chaip mischeif, doe quhat thoW cam,. 
NOT thay, that in that blok with the conspyrit. 

Maitland Poems, p. 234. 
2. It seems to signify bargain, agreement.
" Quhat-sum-ever person or persones, in time cum- 

ming, be onie block or bargaine, upon pledge or an» 
nual-rents alsweili of victual, as of money, sail take 
or receive mair for the leane, interest, profile of yeirlie 
annual 1 of an hundreth pundes money, during the 
haill space of ane yeir, nor ten pundes money;—all 
sik persons, takers or makers of sik blockes and con- 
ditiones, for greater or mair profite,—sail be halden 
repute, persewed and punished as ockerers and usu 
rers." Acts Ja. VI. 1587. c. 52. Murray.' 
BLOCKER, s. A term formerly used in S. to de 

note a broker; q. one who plans and accom 
plishes a bargain.
u In Scotland they call them Brockers, Broggers, 

and Blockers." Minsheu, vo. Broker. 
BLOISENT, part. pa. One is said to have a 

bloisentface, when it is red, swollen, or disfigur 
ed, whether by intemperance, or by being ex 
posed to the weather; Ang. , 
This, I am convinced, is radically the same with 

E. blowze; " sun-burnt, high-coloured;" Johns.
Teut. blose, rubor, purpurissum, redness, the co 

lour of purple; blos-en, rubescere; blosendewangh-* 
en, rubentes genae, purpled cheeks ; blosaerd, ruber 
facie; q. red-faced. Perhaps the original idea is that 
of heat; Dan, blus$-er, to burn^ plus, Su.U. bfossj 
a torch. V. BLIZZEN.
To BLOME, BLUME, v. n. To shine, to gleam, 

The sone wes brycht, and schynand cler, 
And armouris that burnysyt wer, 
Swa blomyt with the sounys beme, 
That all the land \ves in a ieme,.

Harbour, xi. 190. }#S. .
—And he himself in broun sanguine wefc «Jicn't L 
Aboue his vncouth armour biomand Vricht.

Doug. Virgil, 393.2.
This seems also the sense of blume, as it occurs in, 

Bann. MS.
Than Esperus, that is so bricht
Till wofull hairtis, cast his lycht
On bankis, and blume$ on every brae.

CArpw, £, P. iH, 19$.
Su.G. blomm-a, to Sourish; E. bloom. Here ther 

word is used metaph, to express the reflection of tjie 
rays of light from burnished armour: or perhaps 
from A. S. be, a common prefix, and leom^an to shine, 
as gleam is from geleom^an, id,
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BLONK, BLQUK* *. A steed,

B*ry broime.wes the Ateafc, bur^yi and 
Upprte the mold quhare thai met, before 

da
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Ane feire feUd can thai 
On stedis stalwart and s 
Baith blagc&arj; and hay.

Gtowii and Go!, fr 1 £.
I have altered the punctuation ; as that of t{ie 

printed, CQpy/mprs th?- sense, there being a comnia 
after the Jufst I|ne; and a full poiat.at the en<J of tile 
second,

vhap wes.na spnrjis t$ sjjair, spedely thai spring; 
ThaLbrochit bloitkisiQ thair sidis brist of rede blude.

Ibid. i. 24.
In edit. 1508, instead of spurns the word seems 

to be speirris; although the fbriner i$ undoubtedly 
the, t^ reading.

I tiaye met with no similar wprd Of this slgnHlca- 
tioji^ exjcent Aleni. planchaz^ eouus pallidus, hbdie 
bfynk; ScMlteK vrfms blorik\ Which seelns the genu- 
ine orthography, may have. originally meant merely 
a s?£#£r fiorse? q. Fr* blanc cheval.
ELQNK^s.p/.

The bejTBi&.both wes bosk; of the skht, . 
And out of JBgsQu r marred, in thai r mnde ; 
As spreitles folks on bjonks hovUfit on hiclitj. 
Both in ane stndie starand still thai stude. r

C( I know not what blanks means ; houffit is hov. 
ed. 5> IH. ?ink. Perhaps it, denotes tip lifting up 
of one, who is in. a swoon, or so feeble that he caib- 
not walk, on horseback. Houffit would thus be 
equivalent to.heaved; A. S^ heof-an^ elevare, heofod 
eleyatus; whence, as* has beten supposed, heofod the 
head, as being the highest part of the bed^. This 
view is confirmed by the phrase quoted by Mr Pin- 
kerton from Prompt. Parv. Hovyn on hors. 
BLOUT, adj. Bate, naked. 
The grund stude bar rane, widderit, dosk and gray, 
Herbis, flour is and gerssis wallo wit away : 
Woddis, f orestis With' naket bewis blayt 
Stude stripit of thare wede in euery hout/

Doug. Virgil, 201. 15.
Su.G. Isl. blott, Belg. fcfoof. Germ, bloss, Ital. 

biottoy biosso, id* L. B* blut-are, privare, spoliare. 
The tautological phrase blott och bar is used in Sw. 
V. Verel. Ind, V. BLAIT. 
BLOUT, J. 1. The sudtfep breaking of a storm,

S. Bkutenin, Clydesd. 
2* " A Wout of' foul weather," a sudden fall of

rain, snow or hail, accompanied with wiad, S. 
3, A sudden eruption of a liquid substance, ac 

companied with noise, Sw
Probably allied to Su.G. bloet, humidus; lloeta 

tvaegar, viae humidae; as we say, the roads are 
broken up, whep a storm breaks. IsL blaut^ur^ 
mollis^ limosus, maceratus; bleite, macero, lique. 
facio; bleita, Iimus5 lutum, cocn^um; G. Andr.p. 32.
BLUBBER, BLUBBIR, s. A bubbk of air, S,

And at his mouth Vkblubbir stode of forae. 
Henrysone, Test. Creside, Chron. S.P. p. i. 163.

,
suph. as .ajrj^e from any fish or other animal 
bigjfw wa^ei." 
. V.

To BLtlBJiERj, BI^THB;^ ^. a, 14 To^ bio* 
paper in writing, to disfigure an^ witing, &. 

sci^bejse;

2. To disfigure the fs&ee^wifh 
o^cjr way, S ? R^^ io. 

Jl^s .^l of, looking .he, GC^U^ n^ 
On sic afore his een henever,sot? 
Tho' bluddert now with strpqs of iears an^ " ^

If some had seen this grand/ cohesion 
ThBy would have thought it J a;delnsioii, 
Some tragedie of dismal wighti v \ 
Or such like enchanted sfghfsV : V ' . ' ' J r ' 
Heraclitnsj if he had seen, - 
He would have bluther*d out 'his een.

(Tte&mdP s, Ptr&n*-, p. 35. 
Gin he likes drink, 'twad alter soon thfe 
And drunken chapins blather a' his face.

To ( ,.
To.nxake a nbjise with the mouth in t^kii^g a,py
liquid, S. ' ~ 

BLUE BONNETS, Btu^ ^PTT^ES, S; Gentau^
rea cyanu,s, Linn.
" Blue Bpttles, Anglis. Blue Sonnets. Scptis 

austral." Ligktfoot, p. 499.
In Gothland, in Sweden^ this plant has a fepciful 

name somewhat sitnilar ; Baetsmansmyssa^ the; boat* 
man's cap or mutch-. j
BLUE-GOWN, s. The nante cioifamorily given 

to a pensioner, who, annually, on the King's 
birth-day, receives a certain sum of money, and 
a blue gown or clo^Jc, which he wears with a 
badge, on it, S. V\ BE!>EMAN. 

BLUFFLEHEADEI»,^. Having a large head, 
accompanied with the app^ai;ance of dullness of 
intellect, >S* ; perhaps from E. bluff* 

BkUIDVEJT, BLUJBWYTE, s. A fin« paid for. 
effusion of blood.
" Bliddv£it+-^an unlaw fo^ wrang or uijurie, sik 

as bloud." Skene5 Verb. Sign. :
According, to tlte lawr of bMdwytCj,he wfco shed a 

man's blocvl under lus.^/zcfe or bre^Ui,, paid a. th,ird 
less tha.n he ^ho she4 blood above the breath. For, 
as Ske&e Qbs^rye^, it was deemed a greater injury to 
shed the blood of a man^s head, than of any inferipr 
part of the body ; because the head was, deemed the, 
principal P£rt,,ap being, the seat of " judgement and 
memory." Ibi^ V^Reg. Maj, B.'iy. c, 39, 40.

This word is alsp; uped in the EJ. 1 ̂ . " Bloud* 
wity" say^.Cowel,' ^ is- a compamjd from the Sax* 
blood sauguis and wyte> an old English word signify* 
ing miseriwrdic^" Bu4 A. S. blodwite is literally, 
prq effuso sanguine mulcta; from blod and wife, 
poena, mulcta; or as Skene explains it^ « ane pane,
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ane vnlaw, or amerciament for shedding or effusion 
of bluid."

Ihre takes notice of this word as mentioned in the 
E. law ; but mistakes the meanittg ©f w^fe, rendering 
it testimony) and supposing the'Signification of the 
term to be, that the wound wprovwd'by the effusion 
of blood. 
To BLUITER, v. n. n. To make a rumbling

noise ; to blurt, S.
2. To Mutter tip ttfith ^water, to dilute too 

much, S.
3. To blatter, to potir forth lairte, harih, and un- 

musical rhymes. 
————I laugh to see thee bluiter. 
Glory in thy ragments, rash to raill, 
With maighty, manked; mangled meiter; 
Tratland and tumbland top oter taill.

Poh0arf>s*Flyting, Wat eon* $ Coll. Hi. 7. 
Maighty is maggoty^ or perhaps what is now 

pronounced maughyJS.
As used in the lust sense, it might seem attfed to 

Germ, pluudern^ nugari et mentiri, plauderei^ mixta 
nugis mendacia; Wachter. But perhaps it is mere 
ly a metaph.-use of ̂ he word as referring to-the'harsh 
sound of the •frhyriie. -For, according to Pohvart, 
Montgomery was,—

Like Sir'Richard, rumbling, rotagh, and fierce. 
In sense 1. it seems *to 'be merely a dimin. from 

iBloitt, q. v. .'.;-,
LOTTER, s. I. A rumbling noise; as 

st^etimes *inatte toy the intestines, S. 
2. Apparently used t6 denote filth in a liquid 

state.
Your argument!ngs all do hang 

On Hobb's, and others of that gang;" 
So you rub alse much of the blotter 
Of the Augean stall and gutter 
On your own cheeks as you ̂ do sting £ fling J 
On thele Who will not youTjQ note sing.

Clelqnws Poems, p. 102. 
To BLUME, w.». To blossom, S. 'tfhom* E. 
To JBLUNK,'^. a. To spoil a thing, to misma 

nage any business, S. Hence, 
BLUNRffr, BUINKIT, part. pa. *' Injured by mis 

management, or by some imischieVQds contri 
vance/ J Gl. Srbb.
This-might seem ta be the same with blink, used

-rnvE. I^bdlleye, ina Bimilar sense, Although I^do not
observe it in any dictionary; a b^ite^betng-stikid^a
be blinked^ when orerloaked, or wilfully midtaanaged.
BEtfNEEX j. ExpL M Pale 'blue ̂  pe Aat>s any 
f , "feint or faded dolour j q. llaw&ed^ Sibb. 
He^e ^&e was glorious, and gay, of a gresse ffrene; 
Here'belte was of blunket^ with^birdes ful bolide, , 
Branded with brendegolde, and bokeled fulbeoe.

Sir Gawan and Sir J(iaL iL* ^, 
Birde* may mean, bowlers, S, ^ords.

BLUNT, adj. Str4i^a^^% nakea. 
The large plants schinis all of licht, 
And, throw thir hait skaldM^l flambis bricht, 
Stude blunt ot beistis and (^f treis
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This seems to be radically the same with Rlout, 

q. v.
BLUNTIE, /. A sniveller, a stupid fellow, S, 

I, just like to sp«w, like biunty sat..
/ Rosfs Helenore, p. 36. 

They snool me sair, and haud me down, 
And gar me look like blvntie, Tarn ; 

But three short years will soon wheel roun% 
And then comes ane and twenty, Tarn.

Burns, IT. 315.
BLUP, s. One who i»akes a clumsy or aukward 

appearance ; Loth* It is apparently the same 
'ifrith Flvp, q. v. 

To BLUSTER, v. a. To disfigure in writing.
" I read to them out of toy blustered papers that 

which I sent yoii df Arminiattlsm. I got thanks for 
ii) and was ™hed many «fays in providing copies of 
it to sundry.*' -Brilifett&tt. i. 1%5. V. BLUDDER, v, 
3JLTJTE, J. An «tffittif tfsed in a %ad iense. 

AfuilVtete, ^'fiMfU^Wtidb, S.fi. perhaps the 
same With BJont, q. v. * 

BOAKIE, J. A sprite, a hribgbbKn, Abietti.
Su.G. Isl. y>uke, diabolus, daemon • O. E. powlce, 

P. Ploughman, lielle-yotoke, id. 
BO AL, BOLE, s. i. A square aperture in the 

wall of a house, for holding small articles ; a 
small > press generally witiibut a door ; = S . This 
is most common in cottages.

) noW, 'tis done.

Now set the board, good wife, gae ben, 
Bring frie yon 6o«/ a toasted hen. n

2. A.^erfpiatfonithrpii^ 
occasionally Igivfeg air> or. %ht; usually -with a 
wooden shutter instead of *a pade of glass, S.

BOAHBTREES^ ** pL A term u&ed for the 
plank on which a eorfcse is stre?tehed ; S. B.

ToJ&OAST,BoiST,^«. TQ threaten, V.BoiST.

Then str^ht fift to t^e tride fljd fare, 
Well's me ofc ydtrr Ix&ntty face ;
^ WHlie's shanks are sair, 

I?m come out to. fill His place.
&e*frs CM. U. 1 J4*

The origin, as has been observed <Joncepning the 
same v. as 4isedln 'E., Is quite uhcertahi.

BOB, s. A bunch ; used as synon. with ;cotu, 15» „ 
Ane ww Of birks ;IQ to -Hfstond had he? 
To kelp tfian treill his flace fra midge and fle.— 
With that tbeKing «he bob of birks can ware, 
The fleis away-out of hw woundis tahaye.

Prietf* ofPebfay p. 41. 
The same WtMrd, pronounced bob, is used for e

btmdle of flttwers, a nosegay, S. ; 5Fr. fcnfle, a bunch ̂

s. A marlt, * but, S* -r eitKer^q. a small 
bunch set up as a mark^ orr from the ied$e of 
the E. v,, something to strike at. 

BOB, s. Amount, a sc^ff; S; B.
ye wail tiiktt welly
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Gin fouk with yo.u in sic a shape wad deal ; 
But fouk that travel mony a bob maun bide. 

Ross's Helenore^ p. 6*7.
Teut. babb~en, to prate, to talk idly ; or Isl. 

bobbe^ malum, noxae ; komenn i bobba, os correp- 
tum,* at bobsa, babarc (to bark,) can urn vox est. 
G. Andr. p. 38. Sa.G. babe^ sertno inconditus. 
BOBBY, /. A grandfather, S. B. Gl. Koss. 

The oddest fike and fwsle that eer was seen, 
Was by the mither and the grannies taen ; 
And the twa bobbies Were baith fidging fain, 
That they had gotten an oyeo' their ain.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 13.
BOfiBYN, i. The seed-pod of birch, Loft. 

In May qnhen meo yeid ererichone 
With Robene HoM and Littill Johne, 

To bring in bowis and birkin bobby nts.
, Evergreen, «. 187. MS.

If Bob, a bunch, fee rightly derired from Fr. bubc^ 
Jtf. thb must be from bubon^ a great bunch. 
BOBBINS, /. The water-lily, S.B. ,BoUim are

properly the seed-vessels. V. CAMBIE-LEAF. 
BOCE $ Burel» Watson's Coll. ir. 26. V. Boss. 
To BOCK, it. a. To vomit. V. BOK. 
BocK*ij;Q00, s. A «pitting, or throwing up of

W6od. , , , ; 
—-Bock-blood aad, Benshaw, Spewen sprung in the 

spald.

A, S. blod-hr-aecung) a spitting of blood ;-*. also, 
blod.ftpiung, hemoptysis. 
BOD, s. A person of small si^e, a term general 

ly applied, sotoewhaf contemptuously, to one 
. .who is dwaifeh, although of full agt; S. A - -

Perhaps it is coufr. from £w^ which is lised in the 
same sense. Seren. howeyer, derires th^ Utter from 
Goth, bo Jcfe, colonns rustican^ Edd. If there be 
any propriety la the deriration, our term Jias a closer 
resemblance^, . if ' ' J . * 
To BODE, Wfl. To proffer, often aV implying

the idea o£ s6me degree of constraint. " He
did na merely offer, but he boded, it pn me;" S.
" Bod^n $ee* stuwk&y," S, Frov. « Eng. Prof- 

ferred seryic0jstiRksi ?> , <6 Lat.Merx uitronea putet." 
Kelly, p. 6%. Mr David Ferguson gives it thus ; 
*f Boden gear stinks." Prov. p, 8;

It is used in another Pro?. " He that lippens to 
boden plows, his land will lie ley*'* Fergnsou's 
ProT. p. 13. ..... .; •„ , I

Kelly gire» this ProT..in a yery corrupt form. 
"He that trusts to bon ploughs, will hare his land 
lie lazy;" p. 145. Bon he explains ^ fconrowed." 
It seems properly to signify what i» proffered to one, 
as being fiie part. pa. of the r. The meaning of the 
Prov. undoubtedly is, that a man is not to expect that 
hii neighbour will come and offer him the use of those 
implements which he ought to provide for himself. 
BODE, BOD, s+ An offer macje in.ojrder 'to a bar 

gain, a proffer, S. " ' .'
c < Ye may get war bodes or Beltan-" ^Eamsay> s 

S. Prov. p. 83.
Commodities that's from the country brought,
They, with one bod> buy up almost for bought. 

A. Nicol's Poems, p. 109.

BOD
Germ- bof, id. Hcitatio et pretium oblatuiu, from 

bict-cn^ to offer. V. Wachter. Teut. bied~en / Isl. 
bud) a proffer, VerfcU from'^W^o, offelrre, exhibere, 
praebere; Gl. EM. , r : :

But bode seems to be used, in the following pas. 
sage, instead of but baidy which has most probably 
been the original reading.

I found no entress at a side,
Unto a foard ; an4 over I rode
tlnto the other side, tut bode.
And I had but a short white ridden
Into the land that was forbidden, &e.

Sir Egeir^ p. 5. 
BODDUM; J. l. Bottom.

inm:inoTir, as it war draw 
Fufth ^ the boddum of }iis breist full law,". MP J-r-i-r" ,, \ t Dwg. Virgil, 48. 3 4. 

2. Hollo V^ vallqj. '/ I/ , ,
Broun muris kythit tliare wisgipyt mossy hew, 

- Bank, bray and hoddum blanschit wox and .bare.

Alem. bodem, Germ. Belg^boden, solum, fundus. 
BODEN, fart. fa. Proffered. V. B6DE, v. 
BODEN, BODIN, BoDTN,/>^ft./>fl. 1. Prepared,

provided, furnished, in whatever way yS. 
; It often denotes preparation Jfor waf fare ; i-espect* 

ing arms, £c. and equivalent to anarmit, karne$stt. 
" That ilk ^prges hauand fyftie pundis in gudis 

salbe haill anarmit, as a gentilman autht to be : and 
the yeman of, lawer degre, and Burgessis.of xx. pund 
in gudis sal be bodin With hat, doublet or habir- 
geoun, sword, and bucklar, bow, scheif, and knyfe. 5> 
Acts Ja. I. 1429.. c% 137. Edit. 1 56(5* *c. 123. 
Murray.' ,^.,-,!, !T, * l^* , " *". .^'/.. 

Ane hate If gioun about the wallis large 
Stude wafcnffig bodin vflfh bow, spere, and targe.

^ ; JDowj-. Virgil, %&). ,53. 
Sum doubil dar tineas ting in handis bnre, 
And for deface ltd kppe'thare heidis sure 
Ane;yellqw hat ware of ane wplfis skyn, 
For thay \w;kift fee ry ch^ botKn ay fa ryiu 
,. - ,.;:i'jclr^ . . A. l)M«fi&. 55.

It also signifies, provided with money or goods.
: * 'the %schap3% and the gret Prfel#tis— 

. : He bad thame cum til his presens, . 
Syn thai war better body» to pay. v

; Wyntown, vii. 9. 213. 
We 'have a similar phrase still in use. Weil-boden, 

edeny well, or ill proyided in whaterer re- 
S*. .,.:/; r >.;.- . - < • v-- 

A young woman is said ta be weil-boilin-the ben, to 
be well prorided before marriage, when she has laid 
in a good stock of clothes, <&c. which are generally 
kept in iM inner apartment of the house. V. BEN,

or

, .
2. It seems to be used, in one instance, in an 

an oblique sei^e.' i .' • . 
Bodin ewynly, fairly pr,e%ually matdied ; as Bruce 

was, on the ocdasiotf itsfervw to, . pursued by means 
of a bloodhound.

I trow hesttfd be hard to sla,
And be war bodyn ewynly.
dn this wyss spak Schyr Amery.

Barbour, vii. 103. M^l,



BOG
^ He's well bofon tfcere ben, that will neither bor 

row nor lend." Jl#n}*ay's S. Prov. p. 33'. 
Weel, Patie, lad, I dinna ken;

But first ye maun spear at my daddie: 
For we are weehbotfen therms ben ; 

And I winnasay but I'm ready.
Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. i. 310. 

His pantrie was never ill-boden*
Ibid, p, 293,

This word has been confounded with bowden 
(which is merely a corr. of boldin swelled,) and de 
rived from Tent, boedsl, boel, supeljex, dos, faculta- 
tes ; Gl. Sibb. But it is unquestionably from Su.G> 
bo, Isl. bo-a, to prepare, to provide; waelbodd, well 
provided against the cold; Ihre. V. BOUN. 
BODY, s. Strength, bodily ability. 

He set for to purch.es sum slycht, 
How he mycht help him, throw body 
MelJyt with hey chewalry.

Harbour^ x. 516. MS.
A. S. bodig not only signifies the body in general, 

but stature.
BODLE, BODDLE, s. A copper coin, of the value 

of two pennies Scots, or the third part of an 
English penny.
" So far as I know, the copper coins of two pen. 

nies, commonly called two penny pieces, boddles or 
/Mrw£r$,*~began to be coined after the Restoration, 
in the beginning of Charles II.'s reign ; these coined 
under William and Mary are yet current, and our 
countrymen complain, that since the union 1707, the 
coinage of these was altogether laid aside, whereby 
these old ones being almost consumed, there is no 
small stagnation in the commerce of things of low price, 
and hinderance to the relieving the necessities of the 
poor," Hudd. Introd. Anderson's Diplom. p. 138. 

These pieces are said to have been denominated 
from a mint-master of the name of Bothwell; as 
others were called Atchesons for a similar reason. 
BOD WORD, BODWART, .Bop WORSE, s. A

message, S. B.
He spake with him, syne fast agayne can press 
With glad bodword, thar myrthis till amend. 
He told to thajpi the first tythingis was less.

Wallace, ii. 343. MS, Less, lies. 
With syc gyftis Eneas messingeris— 
Of peace a«nd cpncord bodword brocht agane. 

J)oug. Virgil, 215. 47.
A. S. boda^ a messenger, and word. Bo da seems 

immediately from bod, a command. Su.G. Isl. 
bodword is edictum, mandatum; vnAbudkqfle, bacu» 
lus nuntiatorius, " a stick formerly sent from Tillage 
to village as a token for the inhabitants to assemble 
at a certain place.'*

Bodwait occurs in K. Hart, most probably by an 
error of some copyist for bodwart.
BOETINGS, SUITINGS, s. pi. Half-boots, or

leathern spatterdashes.
Thou brings the Carrik clay to Edinburgh cross, 
Upon thy boetings hobbland hard as horn.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. p. 58. also 59. st. 22.
Tent, boten schoen, calceus msticus e crudo corio ; 

Kilian. Arm. botes, pi. boutou. 
BOGGARDE, s. A bugbear.

BOG «
ii Is heauen or hell but tales? No, no: it shall 

bee the terriblest sight that euer thou sawe. It is 
not as men saye, to wit, Hell is but a boggarde to 
scarre children onelie." Rollocke on the Passion, 
p. 132.

A. Bor. " boggart, a spectre. To take boggart; 
$aid of a horse that starts at any object in the hedge 
or road. North," Gj. Grose.

Junhrs refers to Chaucer, as using buggys for bug 
bears.

————The humour of melancholye 
Causith many a man in slepe to crye 
For fere of beris ore of bolis blake, 
Or ellis that blacke buggys wol him take.

Urrtfs Chaucer, Nonne's Priests T. \. 1051. 
The term is deuils, Speght's edit. 1602; devils? 

Tyrwhitt. Urry, after Junius, renders it bugbears. 
But the sensie requires it to be expl. devils or hob 
goblins.

The term, however, is used to denote a bugbear 
by Z. Boyd^

" Inwardlie in his soule hee jested at hell, not 
caring for heauen. God's boaste seemed to him but 
bugges, thinges made to feare children." Last Bat- 
tell, p. 1201.

C. B. bwg, larva, terriculamentum, has been view 
ed as the origin.
BOGILL* BOGLE, s. 1, A spectre, a hopgob- 

lin, S. A. Bor.
For me lyst wyth no man nor bukis flyite, 
Nor wyth na bogill nor browny to debaite, 
Nowthir auld gaistis, nor spretis dede of lait. 

Doug. Virgil, 8. 2.
All is bot galstis, and elrische fantasyis, 
Of brownyis and of bogillis full this buke.

Ibid. 158. 26.
Ghaist nor bogle shalt thou fear; 
Thou'rt to love and Jieaven sae dear, 
Nocht of ill may come thee near, 

My bonie dearie.
Burns, IT. 16l.

2. A scarcecrow, a bugbear, S. synon. doolie^ cows 
being used in both senses.
Rudd. views this word as transposed from Fr. 

gobeline. Others have derived it from Teut. bokene, 
or Dan. spoegil, spectrum. Lye, with far greater 
probability, traces it to C. B. bugul, fear, bwgwly, 
to frighten.

Johns, explaining boggle, v. refers to Belg. bogiL 
But where is this word to be found ? 
BOGILL about the stacks, or simply, Bogle, a play 

of children of young people, in which one hunts 
several others around the stacks of corn in a 
barn-yard, S.

At e'en at *he gloming nae swankies are roaming; 
'Mong stacks with the lasses at bogle to play; 
But ilk ane sits dreary, lamenting her deary, 
The flowers of the forest that are wede away.

Ritaon's S. Songs, ii. 3.
It seems the same game with that called Barley- 

bracks, q. v. The name has probably originated 
from the idea of the huntsman employed being a 
scare-crow to the rest.
BOGILL-BO, j. 1. A hopgoblin or spectre, S. 

S
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-Has some bogle-bo,

Glowrin frae ?mang auld waws, gi'en ye a fleg ?
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 4.

" Boh, Mr Warton tells us, was one of the most 
fierce and formidable of the Gothic Generals, and the 
son of Odin ; the mention of whose name only was 
sufficient to spread an immoderate panic among his 
enemies." Brand's Popular Antiq. p. 324. N.

I know not if this be the same personage whom 
Rudbeck calls Bagge, a Scythian leader, who, he 
says, was the same with the Bacchus of the Greeks 
and Romans. Atlantica, ii. 146. 
2. A pettish humour.

Ye sail have ay, quhill ye cry ho, 
Rickillis of gould and jewellis to ; 
Quhat reck to tak the bo gill-bo, 

My bonie burd for anis ?
Philotus,S.P.R. iii. 15.

In Lincolnslu, as Skinner informs us, this word is 
commonly used for a scare.crow. u Taking the 
b.ogil-bo," seems to be a phrase borrowed from a 
horse, which, when scared by any object, refuses to 
to move forward, and becomes quite cross» 
To BOGG-SCLENT, v. n. Apparently, to a- 

void action, to abscond in the day of battle* 
Some did dry quarterings enforce, 
Some lodg'd in pockets foot and horse: 
Yet still bogg-sclented, when they yoaked, 
For all the garrison in their pockit.

GofaiVs Mock Poem, P. i. p. 84. 
Perhaps in allusion to him who sklents or strikes 

off obliquely from the highway, into a bog, to avoid 
being taken prisoner; a term probably formed by 
the persecutors of the Presbyterians during the tyran 
nical reign of Charles II.
BOGSTALKER, j, An idle, wandering, and 

stupid fellow , one who seems to have little to 
do, and no understanding, S.

William's a wise judicious lad, 
Has havins mair than e'er ye had, 

Ill-bred bog-stalker.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 338*

The term might probably have its origin in trouble 
some times, when outlaws, or others who were in 
danger of their lives, were seen at a distance hunting 
in marshy places, where pursuit was more difficult •_ 
or perhaps from their pursuing game. V. STALKER* 
B01D.

All Boreas' bittir blastis ar nocht blawin: 
I fcir sum #0zY?,.and bobbis be behind.

Maitland Poems, p. 161.
Tf there be no mistake here, it may be viewed as 

allied to Isl. bode, a term used to denote a. wave agi 
tated by the wind ; unda maris cum vadosis scopulis 
luctans, et ex profundis ad littora detrusa; badafoell, 
aostuantis maris fluctus vehementiores. G. Andr. 
Bodinjiell i logn ; Aestus furens in malaciam cessit;, 
Verel. S. The boidfell loun. 
BOIN, BOYN, BOYEN, j. 1. A washing-tub, S. B. 
2. A large pail, with one handle, Loth.

In some instances the terms, which properly sig 
nify a boat, are transferred to smaller vessels which 
have some resemblance ; as E. boat in sauce-boat., 
S. cog. Yet I question if this may be viewed as al 
lied to Su.G.t boti(le 9 a small boat, a skiff; which

B o K
Ihre considers as derived from bind-a, to bind, be- 
cause not fastened by nails, but bound about with 
ropes and twigs. 
BOYIS, s.

Schyr Peris Lubant that wes tane,
As I said er befor, thai fand
In boyis, and hard festnyng sittand.

Barbour, x. 763. MS.
This term cannot signify wood, which is the only 

conjecture made by Mr Pinkerton. It may be from 
A. S. bosg, bosig, praesepe, any close place, a place 
of security. Thus the meaning is, u in a place of 
confinement, and sitting in fetters/'

But it seems rather from Teut. boeye, compcs^ 
pedica, vincula pedis, pi. boeyen / boey-en, compe- 
dire, Kilian.

Lubant is the name here given to this knight in 
MS.; but apparently through carelessness of the 
transcriber, as in other places he is called Lombert. 
BOIS, adj. Hollow. V. Bos. 
BOISSES, Knox's Hist. V. Boss.
* To BO1ST, BOAST, v. a. To threaten, to eo- 

deavour to terrify, S.
Thou micht behaldin eik this ilk Porsen, 
Lyke as he had despyte, and boistyt men.

Doug. Virgil, 266. 47. 
i, e. threatened; similem minanti, Virg. 
u His Majesty thought it not meet to compel, or 

much to boast them, but rather shifted this employ, 
ment." Baillie's Lett. i. 162.

C. B. bostio, to vaunt one's self; bost, vaunting; 
boez, boss, elevation. It is possible, however, that 
the word in the sense in which it is most commonly 
used, S. is allied to Su.G. bus-a, cum impetu ferri.
* ROIST^BOST, j;. Threatening, S. 
Throw Goddis Grace I reskewed Scotland,twyss ; 
I war to mad to leyff [it] on sic wyss, 
To tyn for bost that I haiff gowernd lang.

Wallace, x. 127. MS:
Scho wald nocht tell for bost, nor yeit reward.

Ibid. xi. 389. MS.
Turnutf thare duke reulis the middil oist, 
With glaue in hand maid awful fere and bout. 

Doug. Virgil, 274. 29, V. the v,
BOIT, s. A cask or tub used for the purpose of 

curing butcher-meat, or for holding it after it is 
cured ; sometimes called a beef-boat ̂ 3. 
This word occurs in Rudd. Gl. But if used by 

Doug. I have overlooked it. V. Barb. Gr. /3*™$* 
a, vessel for holding wine ; Germ, butte; Ital. botte, 
id* whence E. butt. SujGr. byttia, situla, cupa; 
Teut. botte, id. dolium, orca, cupa, Kilian. L. B«, 
bot-a, lagena major, dolium, occurs as early as A» 
785. V. Du Cange. 
To BOK, v. a. 1. To vomit, S.

Thus thai faught up one fold, with ane fel.fair^ 
Quhill athir berne in that breth bokit in blude. 

Gawan and Gol. ii. 21» 
Sumtyme it rasit grete rochis, and eft will 
Furth bole the bowellis or entrallts of the hill, 
And lowsit stanis vpwarpis in the are.

Doug. Virgil, 87..47**
2. To reach, to incline to puke, S.
3. To belch, (eructare,) S.



B O L
Boke, bowk, to nauseate, to be ready to romit, al 

so to belch ; A. Bor. Gl. Grose. Booac, to reach, 
to keck.; ibid.

This is perhaps from the same root with E. belch, 
A. S. bealc-an, eructare. It however has greater re- 
-semblance of puke , to which no etymon has been as 
signed. I am informed that Gael, boc is synon. with 
the S. word; but find nothing like it in any Diction 
ary. One might almost suppose that there were some 
affinity to Heb. pll, bouk, vacuari ; pp! 5 bakak, 
vacuavit.
Boic, BOCK, s+ The act of reaching, S. 

A man of narrow conscience 
A while agoe went o'er to France. 
It's well known what was the occasion, 
He could not take the Declaration. 
When he return'd he got it ov'r 
Without a host, a bock, or glour.

Cleland's Poems, p. 1O4, 105. 
BOKEIK, f. Bopeep, a game.

Thay play bokeik, even as I war a skar.
Lindsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 148. 

The word, as now used, is inverted, Keik-bo, q. T.

My boks are spruning he and bauld.
Maitland Poems, p. 112.

Here Dunbar personates a horse, in his Lament to 
the King. Now, there are two tusks in the horse's 
mouth, commonly called boots, butes ; which, when 
he becomes old, grow so long that he cannot eat hard 
meat, or feed on short grass. These may be meant 
here ; boots, butes9 may be a corr. of boks, buks, 
which is rendered u corner teeth," GL Sibb.

These in farriery are called wolves-teeth, 
To BOLDIN, BOLDYN, v. n. To swell. 

The wyndis welteris the se continually : 
The huge wallis boldynnys apoun loft.

Doug. Virgil, 74. 8. 
Sum boldin at othir in maist cruel feid, 
With lance and daggar rynnis to the deid.

Bellend. Cron. Excus. of the Prentar. 
Part, loldin, boulden, swelled.

" This watter wes boldin at thair cumyng be sic 
violent schouris, that it mycht not be riddyn." 
Bellend. Cron. B. x. c. 16;

For joy the birdis, with boulden throats, 
Agains his visage shein. 
Takes up their kindlie musike nots 
In woods and gardens grein.

Hume, Chron. S. P. iii. 386. 
This is also softened into bowdin, bowden, S. 

The town Soutar in grief was bowdin.
Chr. Kirk, st. 18.

In the Maitl. MS. it is brief, instead of grief . 
" And will and willsom was she, and her breast 
With wae was bowden, and just like to birst.

Ross's Helenore, p. 61. 
— With this the bowden clouds they brak, 
And pour as out of buckets on their back.

Ibid. p. 73.
Often in the pret. and part, it is written bolnys, 

swells, (Doug. V.) and bolnyt. I hesitate whether 
these are contr. from boldinnys, boldinnyt, or the v. 
in another form, more nearly resembling Su.G. buln- 
a, Dan. bul-ner. V. BOLNING.

B O N

In this sense bojneth occurs in O. E, 
—I lyue loueles, lyke a lyther dogge, 
That all my body bolneth, for bytter of my gall.— 
May no suger ne no suete thing swage the swelling. 

P. Ploughman, Fol. 22. a.
It is strange that Rudd. should consider Fr. bouill- 

ir, to boil, as the origin. It is evidently from, the 
same fountain with Su.G. bul-na, bulg-ia, id. bolginn, 
swollen. Hence Isl. bilgia, Su.G. bolgia, a billow; 
because it is raised by the wind ; and bolda, a boil, 
a tumor. This v. seems to have been generally dif 
fused. Hence Gael, builg-am to swell, builg, a blister, 
a vesicle ; also, seeds of herbs. Bownd, and bawnd, 
mentioned by Ray, as having the same sense, in some 
parts of E., are probably abbreviations of this word» 
BOLGAN LEAVES, Nipplewort, an herb, S. B.

Lapsana communis, Linn.; perhaps from Isl.
bolg-a, tumere, as being supposed efficacious ia
removing swellings, S. - 

BOLYN.
Gif changes the wynd, on force ye mon 
Bolyn, huke, haik, and scheld hald on.

Schaw, Maitland Poems, p. 133.
As in this poem the state is likened to a ship, these 

are evidently sea terms. Bolyn "seems equivalent," 
Mr Pinkerton says, u to toss ; bolia, fluctus." It can. 
not, however, admit of this sense; as the writer does 
not here mention the proper effects of a change of 
wind, but what in this case the mariners ought to 
do. In this active sense he explains haik, to an 
chor. Bolyn is undoubtedly from O. Fr. bolin-er, 
to sail by a wind, or close upon a wind; to lay tack 
aboard, Cotgr. Huke may signify to tack, from 
Teut. huck-en, incurvari; as haik is most probably, 
to cast anchor, Su.G. hak, unco prehendere; Teut. 
haeck-en unco figere. Scheld may be equivalent to 
Belg. scheel, obliquus; and the phrase may denote 
that an oblique course must be held; unless it be for 
schald, as denoting the necessity of keeping where 
the sea is rather shallow, that the anchor may hold., 
BOLL. Lintseed Boll. V. Blow. 
BOLLMAN, s. A cottager, Orkn.

" Certain portions of land have been given to 
many of them by their masters, from which they have 
reaped crops of victual, which they have sold for se 
veral years past, after defraying the expence of 
labour, at such sums, as, with other wages and per* 
quisites, received by them annually from their masters, 
hath arisen to, and in some instances exceeded the 
amount of what a cottager or bollman, and his wife 
can earn, annually for the support of themselves and 
family of young children." P. Stronsay, Statist. 
Ace. xv. 415 3 416. N.

Perhaps from Su.G. Isl. bol, villa, and man, q. the 
inhabitant of a village. It might originally denote a 
tenant or farmer. It is always pronounced bowman. 
BOLME, s. A boom, a waterman's pole.

The marinaris stert on fute with ane schout,
Cryand, Bide, how ! and with lang holmes of tre,
Pykit with irn, and scharp roddis, he and he,
Inforsis oft to schowin the schip to saif.

Doug. Virgil, 134. 30,
Germ, baum, Belg. boom, a tree.
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BOLNIT. V. 
BOLNYNG^. SwelUng,

Alecta is the bolnyng of the hert \ 
Megera is the wikkit word outwert^ 
Thesiphone is operacioun 
That makis final execucion 
OY dedly syn. ———
Henry sonej s Orpheus^ Moralitas. V. 

BOLSTER, s. That part of a miln in wliich
axletree moves» S. 

BOM BILL, s. Buzzing noise ; metaph, used for 
boasting* 
For all youf boynbill y'er warde & little we.

PolwarVs Fitting, Watson? s Coll Ui* 5. 
Teufc. bommele* a drorw. 

BON.
— Old Saturn his cloudy coum had gon, 
Tne quhifk had beyn bath best and byrdis bdn.

Wallace, K. 7. MS.
Byrdis is misprinted burdif, Perth edit. Ban cfafl* 

not well be understood in any other sense than that 
of Bane, mischief. " The influence of Saturn had 
proved the bane, both of beasts and of birds." It 
seem to be thus written^ merely met. caitsa. For in 
none of the Northern languages doe» this wond ap 
pear with an o.
BONALAIS, BOWAILIE, BONKAILLIE, j-. A 

drink taken with a friend, when one is about to 
parttnth him; as expressive of one's Wishing 
him a prosperous journey, S. 

With that thai war a gudly cumpaiiy, 
Off wailllt men had wfoeht full hardely ; 
Bonalats drunk rycht gladly hi a motoW ; 
Syn leiif thai tuk, and with Saiftct Jhotir to borrow1.

Wallace, i*. 45. MS.
" Also she declatfedj that when his Own son sailed 

m David Whyts? ship, and gatfe not his father his 
bgnnctiltie, the said Wilfiam rfaid, What ? Itf he sailed, 
and gireA me nothing ? The4 devil be* With him : — if 
ever h.e come home again, he shall could home naked 
and bare: and so it fell <*ut." Trial for Witettcraft, 
Statist. Ace. xviiL 557.

It is now generally proa. bonaUlie, S. Bonalair 
fright seem to be the plur. But pecktps it merely 
retains the form of Fr. tion atlez. 
BONE, s * A petition, a prayer.

And lukand vpwart towart the clere mone, 
With afajd voce thus wise he made his bone.

Ooug. fargit, 290. 43. 
The word is used in the same sense in 0. £. 

. lie bade hem all a bone.
Chaucer, v. 6492*

Ijfe mdde a request to them all, Tyrwhitt. Isl. 
baen, precatio, o ratio ; boon' petitio, gratis acceptio, 
mendicatio, Gr. Andr. A. S. ben, bene^ id. 
BONETT^ s. " A small sail* fixed to the bottom 

or sides of the great sailst to accelerate the ship's. 
tvay in calm weather.^ Gl. CompL 

. Jleis hie the crdte (he tiad) eft tfiik thaim btiu% 
Aftd fegsht bottettis beffeth the thatffi s^ale (loiin. 

Doug. Wrgit, 156. 12.
Fr. bortnette, Sw\ bottet, id. Bdth ^dtd^ differ 

in orthography from those which denote a covering; 
f or the head : the Ff . being bonnvt, aftd the $w« bo.

B O K
Bert a* fantid, a cap o¥ bdt*ne1> whence the 

JV. word has been dertari, is traded to $w. bonctd^ 
amictus, clothed or covered (hufwud-bonad^ tegrpett 
<5apfris), U is ntft hftpftffcable that dannette, as appli 
ed to a sail ti^ed for the purpose fdttoMirly mentioned^ 
«way be from the satn^roat with bonad, which teSu.G., 
&>, boa, butt, ptepgrsre, ifistrtrere, amicite j if not 
drfgtiufly tfte same" word. FOJT It appears tiat bonad 
is used tvitft great latitude» Ndstrtftn bonad, Ihre ob^ 
serf e*, tr&iwlata srgtiificattoife tfeindg usutfpatut pro 
quovis apparatu ; ut waegsf-bonad, tapes ; to. So. 
It may be observed, tftat ttteT e is no diffefetKJe itf or-, 
thography between Tetft. btotet, pile us ? arid bonet, 
orthiax, appendix quac infimle tteR par ti rfdjicitur ; 
Kilian.
BQNIE,. BONYE, BOJNNY, adj. i. Beautiful, 

pretty, S.
ContempiU, exempill 
Tak be hir proper portr 
Gif onye so bonye 
Amang you did resort*

Mcattand Poemfy p» 2J7* 
Boniest, most beautiful.

— The maist benign, and boniest^ 
Mirrour of madlns Margareit.

Montgomerie, Maitland Poems, p. 166\
2. ft is occasionally used ironically, in the same 

way with E. pretty, S. 
— Thair fathers ptareUe can begin ̂  
With hap, and halfpenny, and a Iamb's ski» ; 
Aad purclie ran f^a tona to toim^ on feit 
And than richt oft wet shod, werie and weit : 
Quhilk at the last, of monie smals, couth niak 
This bonie peddec anog^udo fate pak*

Priests of Peblisf p. 9. 
i. e. « This pretty pediar.n 

Ye'Il see the tofun intill a bonny, steer ; 
For they're a thrawn and root-he wiv eabbrach pack..

Rvss's HefonorSy p. 90^
3. Precious, valuable.

Grant me my life, riry liege, my king f 
And a bonny gift I'll gi'e to th«e?— * 

Gude four and twenty ganging mitls^ 
That gang thro' a' the yeir to me»

Minstrelsy Border , i. 65.
Bonny is used in the same sense by Shakspeare, and: 

since his time by some other E. writers. But, i 
suspect that it is properly S* Nor does it seem very 
ancient. I have not met with it in any older work 
than the Tale of the Priest» of Peblis, supposed to 
have been written before 1493. Johnson derives it 
from Fr. bofy bonne, good. This is by no means. 
satisfactory; but we must confess that we cannot 
substitute a better etymon. Same view it as allied to 
Gael, boiglicach) baidheath^ pretty.

Beauty, handsomeness^ 
Your bontfnesi you* bewfie fcrksfct, 
Your staitly statute, frim affid

properties dois all appeir, 
My seftses

BONK, s. Bank.
— «. To fife ofre^sftrice he 

Subdewit had the peppil
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And al the large* feildis, front: and bus,
Quhilk ar bedyit with the fitter Safitus.

Doug. Virgil, 225. 17.
This is most pf6b£bly ctfir. frdfli A. S. benc» Jsl. 

fiuttga, however, signifies tuiflor teme, tvhicn is 
nearly alffied irt setise. 
BONDAGE* ,r« " An obligation,, on the part

of the tenant, to cut down the proprietor*» corn.
This duty he perfor*n*when calkd an." Statist.
Ace. i. 433 ; S.

TWs is evidently a, cor*. of Bondage. Bcmdi $unt 
qui paetionij vin<cute rfe astritixerint in serv&utera : 
nftde et nothen, uam fowrf AngHee wnculum, Bondi 
quasi us trie t! nuneiypantuF* Spehta. *o, N&ivus.
BONNAR, i. " A bond," GL

— Says Patte, My riews & feu* sma";
Yestreen I was wi' his honour, 

And took three rigs o' braw land, 
And put myself under a bonnaf.

Jamieson's Popular Batt. i. $T2» 
L. B. bonnar-iuffi dendtefr a* cfertahi measure of 

land. Modus agri ittttfa lithitifttfs seu bonnis defi- 
nitus. Fr. Bonnier de terte ; Du Cange. Bonn a 
i»e*pl. " Tertoniite, limes." 
BONN&T. V. Wflirt Bcttrtftt. 
BONOCH, s. «« A binding to tye a cow's hind 

legs when she is a milking.** 
" Toil arc one of Cow Meek's breedj you'll stand 

without a bonoch;" S. Prov. Kelly^ p. $71. 
BONSPEL^ s. A match, at the diversion of 

curling on the ice, betwceit two opposite par 
ties; S.

The bonspel o'er, hungry and caldy they hie 
To the next alehouse ; where the game is play'd 
Again, and yet again, aver the jugg 
Until some hoary hera, haply he 
Whose sage direction won the ddtibtful day, 
i*o,his attentive juniors tedious talks 
Of fotf&er times ; — of many a Sonspett gained

Graeifofs P&eMs. Ait&etsditfs J*»^, *i. 44t., 
This has been derivedrfrom Fr» bon 9 and fleig. fptfl) 

j*!ay, q. a good gatoc. But it tf ill be found that 
the gftme Wofd i^f rarefy fortoed ft'orti two different 
feilgu&ge^. It ml^ iherrfore tath^r be traced ia 
Belg* ^ftej a Tilkge, a dttttUt, aftd tptt, play ; 
because the inhabitants of different tillages or dis 
tricts cdntend with ^aok other in this sjyort^ 6tt6 ^a- 
nshj for example, challenging another. Oi*, the 
first syllable may be traced to &u.€r. bonck^ an hus. 
bandman. Su.G. spel-af Alemv spil+an? Germ, 
spiel-en^ Bel-g. speUen^ to play- So»^ mo-y? how* 
syef, be equivalent to foedus, as the TeuU term is 
used. Thus bondspel would be synon* with Teut. 
wed+spelj certamen, from wedd^en, certare pignore, 
^eposito pignoFe certare, to play on the ground of a 
certain pledge- V. CURL.
BONXIE* j* The narn^ given to the Skua

Gull, Shetl.
<c The Sktia (Lafus Cataraetes) though scarcely 

known in the sottth af Britain, is doubtless a dis. 
tincfc specie?, "the Shetlan^cr,^ c^U it Bonotiej r 
Ncill's Tonr^ p. 9.

BOO
BOO, BoW, s. A tctm soatetrm^s Used to de 

note a farm-house or village, in conjunction 
with the proper name : asx the 3oo of BatHng- 
skaw) the Upper Boo, the Nether £00, &C. Ahg. 

This is in all probability allied £fc Su.Cr. fto, M^ 
bu.) boo, domiciKum, a house or dweflinj, ifs^a, a 
village; MoesG. daua, M^fk ? t. 3. 5awe»» /ro~ 
ft^'dfa /» aurahjom ; He had his dtrdlhtg «tttcmg the 
tombs. Bctu-ctn, Alein. bwku-eit, fat-en, IsK d^-or, 
to dwell, to inhabit. Irr the Orkney Islands-, where 
the Cathie wasf long pf eserY^d itf gi'eatei* pitfiiy than 
in out country, the prittcfoat fetm-hduse Ofn an 
estate, dr ift any particular district of it, is hi a great 
many instances Catted the B#tt 6f Bow.

" Fr^m the t(^j of «fee e&ftfaiGtt imrdfttAtn hi 
Choye,—there s^peareth a great fight, like td that 
of the suft teftecferf from a nttrto^ to toy 
at the lfoz& or chief henrae hi Cboye. 
Relation in MS. ap. Barry's Orkiteyt

Whether the Bewof Fife tort had a, shmla» Origin, 
Aay deterYt inquiry.

u The Bbzi> of Fife i§ th6 name of * few hou&s 
cm th<3 toftd to Cnpar^ Whether this tmepramoti 
name is taken from a bending of the road, as< some 
suppose, Can not be determined. It has been thought 
that this place is nearly th6 ceatre of Fife: this is 
also offered as the reason df the name." P. Mom- 
mail, Fife, Statist. Ace. ii. 403.
BOODIES*/£ Ghosts, hobgoblins Aberd,

ic By this tka€f it wi» growing mark, and about the 
time o' night that thd boddies bfcght ta gti&g." Jour, 
nal from London^ p. 6.

It aiight be deduced from A. S. boda, Su.G. bo&, 
bud\ Bclg. boode, a messenger, from bod-icin^ to de. 
dare, to denounce ^ spectres being considered as 
messengers from the dead to the Hying; and A. S^ 
bedel, and E. bode, being used to denote an omen. 
But it seenl^ to b£rather Oiigmaffly the srante with 
C. B. bugtidkai, hobgoblirtg; Lhuyd.

It cdnlrnis the lattef etymoli, that Gael. BodacH 
is used it* the same setise. it seems propcfly to de 
note a sort df* family Spectre.

" Every great family had in former thues its Dae 
mon, 6r Genitis, With its peculiar* attributes. Thus 
the family 6t KothemuYckus had the Bodach an dun, 
or ghdst of the Mil. Riftch&fdfa&s, tfee spectre oF 
the bloody hand. Gaftiitfeg house tr& haunted by 
6od*tck Gartin; aild Tulloch Gorms by Maug 
Moulach, or the gii-r with the hairy left hand. J> 
Pennant's Tour ift S. in lftJ9. p-. 156, 157.
BOOL, s. A contemptuous term for a man,, 

especially if advanced in years. It is often 
conjoined with an epithet; a* 4**n auld boolj* 
an old fbllow, &

This word steems pf 6pef \y. to signify the trunk; as 
the bdol of a pipe fe the gross* part of it which holds 
the tobacco. It is perhaps fitom Su.G. bof, the. 
trunk of the body, as distinguished froitt the heaif 
and feet. It may have cbme into uder td denote the 
person, in the same manner as body.

Caliender, in his MS. notes on Ihfe, Yo. BolaT 
truncus, metttiott^the bole of a tree as 
apparently a$ a



BOO
" Boll of a tree, the stem, trunk, or body. 

North." Gl. Grose.
Isl. bol-ur, however, is sometimes used to denote 

the belly; venter, uterus ; G. Andr. 
BOOLS of a pot, s. pL Two crooked instru 

ments of iron, linked together, used for lifting 
a pot by the ears, S.; also called clips. 

Teut. boghel, numella, an instrument for fastening 
the necks of beasts, to prevent them from being un 
ruly ; frombogh-en, A. S. bug-an, to bow, to bend. 
Hence Germ, bugel denotes any thing that is circu 
lar or curved. Thus a stirrup is denominated, steig- 
bugel, because it is a circular piece of iron, by 
means of which one mounts a horse. 
BOOL-HORNED, adj. Perverse, obstinate, inflexi 

ble, S.
This word, it weutd appear, is from the same ori 

gin with Boots', as containing a metaph. allusion to 
a beast that has distorted horns.

What confirms this etymon is, that it is pro 
nounced boolie-horned, Border, and W. of S. A. 
Bor. buckle-horns, " short crooked horns turned 
horizontally inwards;" Gl. Grose, q. boghel horns.
BOONMOST, adj. Uppermost, S. pron. bune- 

mist.
The man that ramping was and raving mad— 
The ane he wanted thinks that she had been. 
Th' unchancy coat, that boonmost on her lay, 
Made him believe, that it was really sae.

Ross's Helenore, p. 60. 
A. S. bufan, bufon, above, and most. 

BOOT, BUT, BOUD, BIT, BUD, BOOST, v. imp. 
Behoved, was under a necessity of, S.; He boot 
to do such a thing ; he could not avoid it. It 
bit to me; It was necessary that this should 
take place.

Tell Jenny Cock, gin she jeer any mair, 
Ye ken, where Dick curfuffl'd a' her hair, 
Tookaff her snood ; and syne when she yeed hame, 
Boot say she tint it, nor durst tell for shame.

Ross's Helenore, p. 18. 
And he a hun'er questions at him spiers; 

To some o' which he meant but sma' reply, 
But boot to gi'e a wherefor for a why. 
Nor durst ae word he spak be out o' joint, 
But a' he said boot just be to the point.

Shirrefs' Poems, p. 34. 
Boost is used in the West of S.

—— I fear, that wi> the geese, 
I shortly boost to pasture

P the craft some day.
Burns, iii. 95.

They both did cry to him above 
To save their souls, for they bond die.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 140. 
Bus and bud occur in the same sense in Ywaine 

and Gawin.
Then sal ye say, nedes bus me take 
A lorde to do that ye forsake: 
Nedes bus yow have sum nobil knyght 
That wil and may defend your right.

E. M. Rom^ i. 46. 
And when he saw him bud be ded;

BOR
Than he kouth HO better rede, 
Bot did him haly in thair grace.

Ibid. p. 127.
" Bus, behoves;—bud, behoved," Gl. 
For might thai noght fle, bot thaire bud thaim 

bide. Minot's Poems, p. 20. 
Chaucer seems to use bode in the same sense. 

What should I more to you deuise ? 
Ne bode I neuer thence go, 
Whiles that I saw hem daunce so.

Rom. Rose, Fol. 113, b. col. 1. 
It may be derived from the A. S. v. subst. Byth 

is used in the imperat.; byth he, let him be; also, 
in the potential and optative, as well as beoth* 
Byth, beoth he, sit, utinam sit, Lye. But most pro 
bably it is a corr. of behoved, Belg. behoeft. 
BOOST, s. A box. V. BUIST. 
BOR, BOIR, BORE, s. 1. A small hole or cre 

vice ; a place used for shelter, especially bj 
smaller animals, S.

A sonne bem ful bright 
Schon opon the quene 

At a bore.
Sir Tristrem, p. 152. % 

Schute was the door: in at a boir I blent.
Palice of Honour, iii. 69. 

——— Gret wild beists of lim and lith, 
Imployd with pissance, strength and pith,

For feir tharae selfis absentit: • 
And into hols and bors thame hyd, 

The storme for till eschew.
BureVs Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 23. 24. 

The phrase, holes and bores, is still used in the 
same sense ;- and, as in the passage last quoted, with 
greater latitude thaw the allusion originally ad 
mitted, S.
2. An opening in the clouds, when the sky is 

thick and gloomy, or during rain, is called a 
blue bore, S. It is sometimes used metaph. 

" This style pleased us well. It was the first blue 
bore that did appear in our cloudy sky." BailHe's 
Lett. i. 171.

Although the word is not restricted in gense, like 
E. bore, it certainly has the same origin, as pro 
perly signifying a small hole that has been perforated. 
Su.G. Germ, bor, terebra; Isl. bora, foramen; A. S. 
bor-ian, to pierce.
BORCH, BoRGEf, BOWRCH, BOROW, s. A surety. 

The term properly denotes a person who be 
comes bail for another, for whatever purpose. 

Thar leyff thai tuk, with conforde into playn, 
Sanct Jhone to borch thai suld meyt haille agayn.

Wallace, iii. 337. MS. 
He him betuk on tolthe haly Gaist, 
Saynct Jhone to borch thai suld meite haill and 

sound. Ibid. v. 63. MS. 
i. e. He committed himself to the Holy Spirit, 

calling on St John as their pledge. V. ibid. v. 452. 
The way we tuke the tyme I tald to forowe, 
With mony fare wele, and Sanct Johne to borowv 
Of falowe and frende, and thus with one assent, 
We pullit up saile and furth our wayis went.

King's Quair, ii. 4.
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" Saint John be your protector, or cautioner. 

Borowe signifies a pledge.—It appears to have been 
an ordinary benediction." Tytler, N.

It is evident, indeed, from these passages, as well 
as from Wallace, ix. 45, that it was customary in 
those times, when friends were parting, to invoke 
tome saint as their surety that they should after 
wards have a happy meeting. V. BONALAIS. This 
language seems evidently borrowed from our old 
laws, according to which, u gif ony man becummis 
ane furth-cummand borgh for ane vther, to make 
him furth-cummand as ane haill man, it is sufficient, 
gif he produce him personallie, haill and sounde be 
fore the judge, in lauchful time and place." Skene, 
Verb. Sign. vo. Borgh. 
2. A pledge ; any thing laid in pawn.

The King thoucht he wes traist inewch ?
Sen he in bowrch hys landis drewch :>
And let hym with the lettir passe,
Till entyr it, as for spokin was.

Barbour, i. 628. MS.
The term occurs in both senses in O. E. Borons 

is used by Langland in the first sense.
— He that biddeth borroweth, & bringeth himself 

in det,
For beggers borowen euer, and their boroiv is 

God almighty,
To yeld hem that geueth hem, & yet usurie more. 

P. Ploughman, Fol. 37, b.
5. e. to repay with interest those who give. Yet 

seems*to* signify get, obtain.
But if he line in the life, that longeth to do wel,
For I dare be his bold borow, that do bet wil he 

neuer,
Though dobest draw on him day after other.

Ibid. Fol. 47, b.
Borgh occurs in Sir Penny» 

All ye need is soon sped, 
Both withouten borgh or wed, 
Where Penny goes between.

Spec. E. P. i. 268.
Mr EllJs, however, mistakes the sense, rendering 

it, borrowing ; whereas borgh means pledge or pawn, 
as explained by the synon. wed.

Pi. borrowis. —" Quhair a borgh is foundin in a 
court vpon a weir of law, that the partie defendar, 
as to that borgh, sail haue fredome to be auisit, and 
ask leif thairto, and sail haue leif, and quhether he 
will be auisit within Court, findaiftf borrowis of his 
entrie, and his answer within the houre of cause. 
Acts Ja. i. 1429. c. 130. Edit. 1566. c. 115, Mur 
ray. Hence the phrase Lawborrows, q. v.

A. S. borg, borh, fide-jussor; also, foenus ; Germ, 
burge, a pledge. Su.G. borgen, suretyship ; IsL 
aabyrgd, a-pledge, according to G. Andr. p. 4, from 
aa debet, and borg-a praestace, solvere. Hence-, at 
aabyrg-iast, praestare, in periculo esse xle re prae- 
standa aut conservanda, veluti—fidejussores; and'00- 
byrgdar madr, a surety. Ihre derives Su.G. and 
Isl. borg-a, to become surety, from berg-a, a pe 
riculo tueri, to protect from danger. The idea is 
certainly most natural. For, what is suretyship, but 
warranting the safety of any person OF thing ? A. S. 
beorg-an, dcfendere; part. pa. ge-borg-en, tutus. 
The definition given of aabyrgd^ by Olaus^ exact] j
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corresponds. Tutelae commendatio, ubi quid alteri 
commissum est, ut is solvat pretium si res perierit • 
Lex. Run. This word, he says, often occurs in the 
Code of Laws ; by which he seems to refer to those 
of Iceland. V. BORROW.
To BORCH, v. a. To give a pledge or security 

for, to bail.
On to the Justice him selff foud can caw; 
u Lat ws to borch our men fra your fals law, 
At leyffaiid ar? that chapyt fra your ayr."

Wallace, vii. 434. MS.
To BORROW, BORW, v. a. 1. To give security 

for; applied to property.
Thare borwyd that Erie than his land^
That lay in-to the Kyngis hand,,
Fra that the Byschape of Catenes,-
As yhe before herd, peryst wes.

fVyntown, vii. 9. 315. 
2. To- become surety for ; applied to a person.

u Gif any man borrowes another man to answere- 
to the soyte of any partie, either he borrowes him^ 
as haill forthcummand borgh, and then he is halden^ 
bot allanarlie to appeare his person,, to the soyte of 
the follower, and quhen he hes entred him in pFaine 
court to judgement; then aught he that him bor 
rowed there to appeare, and be discharged as law 
will." Baron Courts, c/38. V. also, c. 69.

Su.G. borg-a, id. As far as we can observe, 
A. S. borg-ian occurs only in the sense of mutuari, 
whence the E. Y. to borrow, as commonly used.. 
This, however, seems to be merely the secondary scnser 
of the Su.G. v. as signifying to become surety. For 
it would appear that anciently, among the Northern 
nations, he who received any property in loan, was 
bound to give a pledge or find bail, that he would 
restore the loan to the proper owner, when demand 
ed. Hence he was said to borrow it, because of 
the security he gave. Ihre indeed inverts this or 
der, giving the modern sense as the primary one. 
But the other appears most natural, and derives 
support from, this circumstance, that suretyship is 
not in fact the radical idea. We have seen, vo;. 
BORCH, that the Su.G. v. is from berg-a, to pro 
tect. Now, suretyship is only one mode of protec. 
tion. This is also confirmed by the customs, which 
anciently prevailed iir our own country, with re-a 
spect to borrowing»

u Quhen aae thing is lent-and borrowed; that vses 
to be done, sometime be finding of pledges (borghs, 
cautioners) sometime be giving aud receaving of ane 
wad: some time, be band and obligation made be 
faith & promeis, some time be writ, and some 'time 
be securitie of sundrie witnes.—Some things are bor 
rowed and lent, be giving and receaving of ane wad. 
And that is done some time, be laying and giving in 
wad, cattell or moveable gudes. And. some time ba 
immoveable gudes, as lands, tennements, rents, coa- 
sistand in money, or in other things." Reg. Maj.- 
B. tii. c. 1. § 6. c. 2. § K2v
Tb BORROW one, to urge one to drink, Ang-

This word is evidently the same with that already 
explained, as signifying to pledge, used in an ob 
lique sense. For when one pledges another in com 
pany, he engages to drink after him: and i» an—
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cient times it jvas generally understood,
pledged another, was engaged to drink
quantity*
BQRRQIC'OANGE, /. A state of suretyship.

" ThlZ pledges eompeirand in courts, either they 
-confes th ir borrowgange (cautionarie) or they deny 
the sam^jq^Aleg. Maj. iii. c. 1. § 8.

Accor^pg to Skiuaer, from A. S, borg, borh, a 
surety, and gange, which, used as a termination, he 
says, signifies state or condition. I can find no evi 
dence that the word is thus used in A. S. It occurs, 
however, in a similarf.«r^e in Su.G. Thus edgaang^ 
laggaang) are rendered *>y Ihi , actus jurandi, ater- 
gaangs ed^ juramentum irritui • * and ganga ater, 
caussa cadere. V. Ihre v. Gaa; which although 
simply signifying to go, is also used in a juridical 
sense. Borrowgange may thus be merely the act 
of going or entering as a surety. 
BORD, s. 1. A broad hem or welt, S. 
2. The edge or border of a woman's cap, S.

Fr. bord) Belg. boord^ a welt, a hem, or selvage; 
Isl. bard) bord, the extremity or margin.
BORDEL, s, A brothel, Dunbar.

Fr. hordelj id., Su.G. A. S. bord, a house. 1*he 
dimin. of this, Ihre says, was L. B. bordelt-um, 
bordil-e9 tuguriolum, cujus generis quum olim me- 
retricum stabula essent. Hence the Fr. word. 
BORDELLAR, s. A haunter of brothels.

" He had nane safamiliar to hym, as fidiaris, bar- 
dellarisj makerellis, and gestouris." Bel lend. Cron. 
B. v. c. i. Ganiones, Boeth. 
BORE, j. A crevice. V. BOR. 
BORE'S- (or BOAR'S) EARS, s.pl. The

name given to the Auricula, S. B. Primula
auricula, Linn.

A bear is called a boar, S., especially S. B. This 
resembles the pronunciation of the Scandinavian na 
tions, bioern. Hence bioern-oron^ auricula ursi. 
BORE-TJIEE, s. Sambucus nigra. V. BOUR-

TREE.
BOREAU, s. An executioner. V. BURIO. 
BORGH, x. A surety. V. BO&CH. 
BORN.
Harry the Minstrel, when speaking of Corspatrick's 

treachery hi going 0TOf te the English, makes this 
reflection:

Is nayae in warid, at scaithis pia d& mar, 
Than weik trastyt in born famiUaa:.

Wallace, i. 112. MS. 
In edit. 1648 it is,

Then well trusted a borne familiar. 
I am at a loss to know whether this should be 

understood according to the sense given in the edit, 
just now referred to. I» this case in must be an 
error in the MS. for ane. But born may have some 
affinity to Isl. borgun, Su.G. borgen, suretyship; 
or Isl. borgin^ assisted, from berg-a, A. S. beorg-an, 
a periculo tueri, servare; q. one under contract or 
obligation; or to Su.G. bur> a habitation, as living 
under the same roof.

The idea that born has some other sense than the 
obvious one, might seem to be supported from the 
manner in which it is written in MS. as if it were* a

BOR
contraction, born. This of itself, however, is 96 
wise decisive; because it is often written in the same 
manner elsewhere; perhaps as a contr. of A. S. 
boren^ natus.
BORROWING DAYS, the three last days of

March, Old Stile, S,
These days being generally stormy, our forefather» 

have endeavoured to account for this circumstance, 
by pretending that March borrowed them from April, 
that he might extend his power so much longer.

** There eftir I entrit in ane grene forrest, to con* 
tempil the tendir yong frutes of grene treis, be cause 
the borial blastis of the thre borouing dais of 
Marche hed chaissit the fragrant ilureise of euyrie 
frute trie far athourt the feildis." Compl. S. p. 58«

" His account of himself is, that he was born ou 
the borrowing days ; that is, on one of the three 
last days of March 1688, of the year that King Wil 
liam came in, and that he was baptized in hidli»gs9 
(i. e. secretly), by a Presbyterian minister the fol 
lowing summer, as the Curates were then in the 
kirks."—P. Kirkmichael, Dumfr. Statist. ACC. i. 57.

Various simple rhymes have been handed down o$ 
this subject. The following are giyeu iu Gl. Conjpl. 

March borrowit fra Averill 
Three days, and they were ill.

March said to Aperill, 
I see three hogs upon a hill; 
But lend your three first days to me, 
And I'll be bound to gar tH^m die. • • 
The first, it sail be wind and weet; 
The next, it sail be snaw and sleet; 
The third, it sail be sic a freeze, 
Sail gar the birds stick to the treee.~ 
But when the borrowed days were gane, 
The three silly hogs came hirplin frame. 

The first four lines are almost entirely the same, 
as this rhyme is repeated in Angus. Only after 
these, the hogs are made to defy the wrath of both 
these months, saying;

Had we our piggies biggit fow of fog,
And set oa the «unny side *>f the shaw, 

We would bide the three best blasts, 
That March or Averill couth blaw. 

Then it follows;
When thai three days war come and gane. 
The sillic twa hoggies came happia hame, 

For only two*of the three survived tfee storm. 
Brand quotes the following observations on the 

31st of March, from an ancient calendar of the 
church of Rome.

Rustica fabula de natura Meosis. 
Nomma rustica 6 Dierum, qui sequentur 
la ApriM, ceu ultimi sint Martii. 

" The rustic Fable concerning the* nature of the
Mouth.

" The rustic names of six days, which follow 
" In April, or may be ,the last of March.

Popular Antiq. p. 373.
He views these observations as having a common 

origin with the vulgar idea in respeet to the borrow 
ed days, as he designs them, according to the mode 
of expression used, as would seem, in the N, of Eng~
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fend. Although we generally speak of them as three, 
they may be mentioned as six, in the calendar, being 
counted as repaid.

Those, who are much addicted to superstition, will 
neither borrow nor lend on any of these days. If 
any one should propose to borrow from them, they 
would consider it as an evidence, that the person wish 
ed to employ the article borrowed, for the purposes 
of witchcraft, against the lenders.

Some of the vulgar imagine, that these days receiv. 
ed their designation from the conduct of the Israelites 
in borrowing the property of the Egyptians. This 
extravagant idea must have originated, partly from 
the name, and partly from the circumstance of these 
days nearly corresponding to the time when the 
Israelites left Egypt, which was on the 14th day of 
the, month Abib or Nisan, including part of our 
March and April. I know not, whether our western 
magi suppose that the inclemency of the borrowing 
days has any relation to the storm which prored so 
fatal to the Egyptians.
BOS, Boss, Bois, adj. i. Hollow, S. 

————Ane grundyn dart let he glyde, 
And persit the bois hill at the brade &yde;

Doug. Virgil, IS. 34.
Thare targis bow thay of the licht sauch tre, 
And bos buckleris couerit with corbulye.

Ibid. 230. 23.
" A boss sound," that which is emitted by a body 

that is hollow, S.
2. Empty. A shell, without a kernel, is said to 

be boss. The word is also used to denote the 
state of the stomach when it is empty, or after 
long abstinence, S.

Gin Hawkie shou'd her milk but loss 
Wi' eating poison'd blades, or dross; 
Or shou'd her paunch for want grow boss,

0r lake o' cheer,
A witch^ the guide-wife says, right cross, 

Or deil's been here.
Morisorfs Poems, p. 38.

3. In the same sense, it is metaph. applied to the 
mind; as denoting a weak or ignorant person. 
One is said to be " nae boss man," who has 
a considerable share of understanding, S. B.

He said, he gloom'd, and shook his thick boss head. 
Ramsay's Poems, i. 285.

4. Poor, destitute of worldly substance, S. B. 
He's a gueed lad, and that's the best of a', 
And for the gear, his father well can draw : 
For he's nae boss, six score o' lambs this year; 
That's hcark'ning gueed, the match is feer for feer.

Ross's Helenore, p. 21.
The origin is undoubtedly Teut. bosse, umbo. 

This might seem allied to C. B. boez, boss, elevatio. 
Boss, BOCE, s. Any thing hollow. 

The Houlet had sick awful cryis 
Thay corrospondit in the skyis, 

As wind within a bocc.
Bitrel, Watson's Coll. ii. 26. 

The boss of the sick, the hollow between the ribs 
and the haunch, S. 
BOSS, Bpiss, s. l. A small cask.

" He [the Duke of Albany,] desired of the Captain
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licence for to send for two bosses of wines, who gave 
him leave gladly, and provided the bosses himself: 
and then the Duke sent his familiar servant to th« 
French ship, and prayed him to send two * ?sses full 
of Malvesy*—The bosses were of the quar,; .y of twa 
gallons the piece." Pitscottie, p. 83, 84*
2. It seems to denote a bottle, peUi^ <* one of 

earthen ware j such as is now vulgkr y called a. 
gray-beard.

Thair is ane pair of bossts, gude and fyne, 
.Thay hald ane galloun-full of Gaskan wyne. 

Dun*ar, ? 'Hand Poems, p. 71.
3. In pi. bosses, bosses, a term of contempt, con- 

joined with auldy and applied to persons of a des 
picable or worthless character. 
" Reasonit—for the pairt of the Clergie, Hay, 

Dean of Restalrig, and certane auld Bosses with 
him." Knox's Hist, p. 34.

" The Bischope preichit to his Jackmen, and to 
some auld Boisses of the toun ; the soume of all his 
sermone was, They say we sould preiche, quhy noj? 
Better lait thryve, nor nevir thryve: Had us stift 
for your Bischope, and we sallprovyde better the 
nixt tyme." Ibid. p. 44.

In the first of these passages, dosses is absurdly 
rendered Bishops, Lond. edit. p. 37. In MS. I. i€ 
is bosis, in II. bosses.

I know not whether the term, as thus used, ha§ 
any affinity to Belg. buys, amicus, sodalis, from buys, 
drunken; q. pot-companions. It may indeed be 
merely what we would now call debauchees. De 
bauched was formerly written deboist, O. E. " He 
led a most dissolute and deboist life." Camus* 
Admir. Events, Lond. 1639. p. 126.—" The good 
man extreamly hating deboysenesse."—Ibid. p. 145. 
From Fr. boire, to drink, is formed bois son, drink. 
Its proper meaning may therefore be topers.

Sw. buss is expl. " a stout fellow." De aera 
goda bussar, They are old companions, they are 
hand and glove one with another; Wideg.

It must be acknowledged, however, that Lyndsay 
uses it, as if it literally signified a cask.

Thocht some of yow be gude of conditioun, 
Reddy to ressaue new recent wyne: 
I speak to you auld Bossis of perditioun, 
Returne in time, or ye rin to rewyne.

Warkis, p. 74. 1592.
Fr. busse is a cask for holding wines, Diet. Trev. 

Shall we suppose that this word was used metaph. 
to denote those who were supposed to deal pretty 
deeply in this article; as we now speak of " a sea 
soned cask ?"
BOT, conj. But. This is often confounded with 

but, prep, signifying, without. They are, how. 
ever, as Mr Tooke has observed, originally 
distinct; and are sometimes clearly distinguish 
ed by old writers.
Bot thy werke sail endure in laude and glorie 
But spot or fait condigne eterne memorie,

Doug. Virgil, Pref. 3. 52. 53. 
Bot laith me war, but vther offences or cryme, 
Ane rural body suld intertrik my ryme.

Ibid. 11. 53.
See many other examples, Divers. Purl. 193-200* 

T
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According to Mr Tooke, hot is the impcrat. of A. S. 
bot+an, to boot; but, of beon-utan to be-out. There 
iS) however, m> such A. S. verb as bot-an. The v. 
is bet-an. Supposing that the particle properly de- 
notes addition, it may be from the part. pa. gc-bot- 
an, or from the s. bot, bote, emendatio, reparatio. 
If A. S. butan, without, be originally from the v. 

. beon-utan, it must be supposed that the same analo 
gy has been preserved in Belg. For in this language 
buyten has the same meaning.

A. S. butan, buton, are used precisely as S. but, 
without. u One of them shall not fall on the ground, 
butan eoizrunfaeder, without your Father ;" Matt. 
x. 29. " Have ye not read how the priests in the 
temple profane the Sabbath, and synt butan lealitre, 
and are without blame ?" Matt. xii. 5. Even where 
rendered besides, it has properly the same meaning. 
" They that had eaten were about live thousand men, 
butan wifum and citdum, besides women and chil 
dren ; n Matt. xiv. 21. i. e. women and children being 
excepted, left out, or not included in the numeration, 
BOTAND, BUT-AND, prep. Besides.

Give owre your house, ye lady fair^ 
Give owre your house to me, 

. Or I sail brenn yoursel therein, 
Bot and your babies three. 

Edom o' Gordon, Percy's Reliques, i, 88. 
I have into the castle-law 
A meir but and a, fillie.

Watson's Coll. i. 59. 
Adieu, madame, my mother dear, 

But and my sisters three!
Minstrelsy Border, i. 222.

BOTAND, adv. 1. But if, except; in MS. two 
words.
Bot quhar God helpys quhat may withstand ? 
Bot and we say the suthfastnes, 
Thai war sum tyme erar may then les.

Barbour, i. 457. 
2. Moreover, besides.

Scho sail thairfor be calt Madame; 
Botand the laird maid Knycht. 
Grit, grit is thair grace, 
Howbeit thair rents be slicht.

Maitland Poems, p. 188. 
In the latter sense, it is from A. S. butan, praeter.

BOTCARD, s. A sort of artillery used in S.
in the reign of Ja. V.
" The King gart send to the Castle of Dunbar to 

Captain Morice, to borrow some artillery,—and re- 
ceived the same, in manner as after follows : That is 
to say, Two great canons thrown-mouthed, Mow and 
her Marrow, with two great Botcards, and two 
Moyans, two Double Falcons, and Four Quarter 
Falcons, with their powder and bullets, and gunners 
for to use them conform to the King's pleasure." 
Pitscottie, p. 143. V. MOYAN.

The same instruments seem to be afterwards called 
battars. u Of artillery and canons, six great cul- 
veringSj six battars, six double-falcons^ and thirty 
field-pieces." Ibid. p. 173.

This seems to be what the Fr. call bastarde, u a 
demie cannon, or demie culverin ; a smaller piece of 
any kind," Cotgr.; evideatly by a metaph. use of the

BOT
term signifying spurious, q. a spurious culrerhij one
that is not of the full size.
BOTE, BUTE, s. 1. Help, advantage; E. boot?

Doug. 
2. Compensation, satisfaction ; Acts Parl. pass.

A. S. bote, id. from bet-an, emendare, restaurare; 
Belg. boete, a fine, a penalty, boet-en, to make 
amends, to satisfy ; Su.G. bot, compensatio, bot-a, 
to make satisfaction. This word is variously com 
bined.
KIN-BOTE, compensation or ** assithment for the

slaughter of a kinsman ;" Skene, Verb. Sign.
A. S. cyti, cognatio, and bote. 

MAN-BOX, the compensation fixed by the law,
for killing a man, according to the rank of the
person. Ibid.
A. S. man-bot, id. This word occurs in the laws 

of Ina, who began to reign A. 712. c. 69. In c. 75. 
it is enacted, that he who shall kill any one who is a 
godfather, or a godson, shall pay as much to the 
kindred of the deceased, swa ike swa seo manbot 
deth the thaem hlaford sceal; as is necessary for 
compensating slaughter to a lord. In Su.G. this is 
called mansbot, which is mentioned by Ihre as equi 
valent to IVereld. V. VERGEI/T.
THEIFT-BOTE, compensation made to the king for

theft.
" The Wergelt, or Theiftbote of ane theife, is 

threttie kye." Reg. Maj. Index. V. 1. Stat. Rob. 
I. c. 8. 
BOTHE, BOOTH, BUITH, s. A shop made of

boards ; either fixed, or portable, S. 
Lordis are left landles be vnlele lawis, 
Burges bryngis haine the bothe to breid in the 

balkis. Doug. Virgil, 238., b. 41.
i. e. They bring home their wooden shops, and lay 

them up on the cross-beams of the* roofs of their 
houses, as if they could bring them profit there." It 
is spoken ironically; perhaps in allusion to hens 
hatching on spars laid across the baulks. Doug. al 
so uses buith) 238., b. 11.

Hence the Luckenbooths of Edinburgh, wooden 
shops, as not to be carried away, made for being 
locked up. V. LUCKEN.

This has been traced to Gael, bit, id. But it seemg 
to have a closer connexion with Teut. boede, bode, 
domuncula, casa, Kilian; Su.Gr. bod, taberna mer- 
catorum, apotheca; Isl. bud, taberna, a wooden 
house. Hann song me s sit um dagin epter a giabak- 
ka uppfra bud Vestfirdinga; He sung mass, next 
day, on the edge of the chasm above the booth of 
Westfirding; Kristnisaga, p. 89. L. B. boda, botha. 
Ihre seems to think that the Su.G. word is allied to 
MocsG. biud, A. S. beod, a table, because the and. 
ents exposed their wares on benches or tables.
BOTHIE, BOOTHIE, s. A cottage, often used to 

denote a place where labouring servants are 
lodged; S.
u Happening to enter a miserable bothie of cot 

tage, about two miles from Lerwick, I was surprised 
to observe an earthen-ware tea-pot, of small dimen. 
sions, simmering on a peat-fire." Neill's Tour, 
p. 91.
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Su.G. bod) a house, a cottage; Gael, bothag, bo* 

than, a cot. C. B. bythod; Arm. bothu; Ir. both, 
a cottage, a booth; Fr. boutique. V. BOTHE. 
To BOTHER, BATHER, v. a. To teaze one by 

dwelling on the same subject, o by continued 
solicitation, S. 

BOTHNE, BOTHEKE, s. I. A park in which
cattle are fed and inclosed. Skene in vo. 

£. A barony, lordship, or sheriffdorri.
" It is statute and ordained, that the King's Mute, 

that is, the King's court of ilk Bothene, that is of 
ilk schireffedome, salbe halden within fourtie daies." 
Assis. Reg. Dav. Ibid.

L. B. bothena is used in the latter sense,—baronia, 
aut territorium, Wachter; Arm. bot, tractus terrae; 
Du Gauge, TO. Botaria. 
BOT1NYS, s.pl. Buskins; Gl. Sibb. Fr.

botine, cothurnus. V. BOITING. 
BOTTLE-NOSE, s. A species of whale, S. 

Orkn.
u A species of whales, called Bottlcnoses, have 

sometimes run a-ground during the tide of ebb, been 
taken, and oil extracted from them." P. Row, 
Dumbartons. Statist. Ace. iv. 406.

" The Beaked Whale (nebbe-haal, Pontopp. Nor- 
way) [Leg. nebbe-huaT\ which is here known by 
the name of the Bottlenose, is a species that is often 
thrown ashore in considerable numbers." Barry's 
Orkn. p. 298.

It is sometimes called Bottle-head in E. The 
Norwegian, as well as the S., name respects the form 
of its nose.
BOTTOM-ROOM, s. The name vulgarly given 

to the space occupied by one sitter in a church, 
S. When one's right to a single seat is expres 
sed ; it is said that one " has a bottom-room in 
this or that pew." 

BOTWAND, s.
Throw England theive, and tak thee to thy fute, 
And bound to haif with thee a fals botwand ; 
Ane Horsemanshell thou call thee at the Mute, 
And with that craft convoy thee throw the land.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 72. st. 29. 
This may denote a rod of power, such as officers, 

and especially marshalls, used to carry; from Germ. 
bot, power, and wand, a rod; especially as horse- 
manshell seems to signify a marshal. Or, botwand 
may be the rod of a messenger, from A. S. Su.G. 
bod, a message; A. S. bod-ian, Su.G. bod-a, nun. 
tiare.

In ancient times, among the Gothic nations, when 
the men capable to bear arms were summoned to at- 
tend their general, a messenger was sent, wr ho with 
the greatest expedition was to carry a rod through a 
certain district, and to deliver it in another; and so 
on, till all quarters of the country were warned. 
This rod had certain marks cut on it, which were of. 
ten unknown to the messenger, but intelligible to the 
principal persons to whom he was sent. These 

I marks indicated the time and place of meeting. The 
rod was burnt at the one end, and had a rope affixed 
to the other; as intimating the fate of those who 
should disobey the summons, that their houses should 
be iwrnt; and that they should themselves be hanged.

B O U
This was called, Su.G. budkafte, from bud^ a mes 
sage, and kafle, [S. cavel~\ a rod.

The croistara, or fire-cross, anciently sent round 
through the Highlands, was a signal of the same 
kind. 
BOUCHT, BOUGHT, s. A curvature or bending

of any kind, S. " The bought of the arm,"
the bending of the arm at the elbow.
" I took her by .the bought o' the gardy, an* gard 

her sit down by me." Journal from London, p. 8.
" Beight of the elbow; bending of the elbow. 

Chesh. A substantive from the preterpcrfect tense 
of Bend, as Bought, of the like signification from 
Bow." Ray. A. Bor. id.

" The bought of a blanket," that parfc of the 
blanket where it is doubled. Where the sea forms 
a sort of bay, it is said to have a bought, S.

A. S. bogeht, arcuatus, crooked; bog, a bough/ 
bug-an, Teut. bieg-en, to bend. Germ, bug, sinus ; 
bucht, curvatura littoris, Wachter. Isl. bugd, Su»G, 
bugt, id. from boi-a^ Isl. bug-u^ to bend. 
To BOUGHT, BOUGHT, <u. a. To fold down, S,

Isl. butit-a, Teut. buck-en, flectere, curvare. 
BOUGHT, BOUGHT, BUCHT, BUGHT, T. 1. A sheep-

fold; more strictly a small penn, usually put
up in the corner of the fold, into which it was
customary to drive the ewes, when they were 

/ to be milked; also called ewe-bucht, S.
———We se watchand the full schepefald, 
The wyld wolf ouerset wyth schouris cald, 
Wyth wynd and rane, at myddis of the nicht, 
About the boucht plet al of wandis ticht, 
Brais and gyrnis : tharin blatand the lammya 
Full souerlie liggis vnder the dammys.

Doug. Virgily 275. 54. Caula, Vir^. 
The term occurs in its compound form, in that 

beautiful old song;
Will ye go to the ew-bughts, Marion, 

And wear in the sheep wi* me ?
Herd's Collection, i. 213.

2. A house in which sheep are inclosed, Lanerks.; 
an improper sense.
a These sheep were constantly penned at night in. 

a house called the Bught, which had slits in the walla 
to admit the air, and was shut in with a hurdle door»" 
P. Hamilton, Statist. Ace, ii. 184.

Rudd. derives it from Fr. boucher, obturare. But 
the word is Teut. Bocht, bucht, septum, septa, inter- 
septum, sepimentum clausum ; Kilian. As bought 
denotes a fold of any kind, it is most probable, that 
as used to signify a sheepfold, it is originally from 
Teut. bog-en, buyg-en, flectere, in the same manner as 
fold, the synon. E. term, S,/a&/, from A. S.fald-an; 
not because the sheep are inclosed in it, q. illud quo 
erraticum pecus involvitur, Skinner; but from the 
way in which folds fot sheep were formed, by bend 
ing boughs and twigs of trees, so as to form a wat* 
tling. Hence Doug. seems to call it

——— the boucht plet al qf wandis ticht.
Gael, buchd) like the Teut. word, signifies a sheep- 

fold. 
To BOUGHT, BOUGHT, v. a. To inclose in a fold,

S.; formed from the j;
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Some beasts at hame was wark enough for me, 
Wi> ony help I could my mither gee. 
At milking beasts, and steering of the ream, 
And bouchting in the ewes, when they came hame.

Ross's Helenore, p. 31. 
BOUCHT-KNOT, s. A running knot; one that can

easily be loosed, in consequence of the cord be-
ing doubled, S.

BOUGARS, s.pL Cross spars, forming part of 
the roof of a cottage, used instead of laths, on 
which wattling or twigs are placed, and above 
these divots, and then the straw or tbatch, S. 
With bougars of barnis thay beft blew cappis, 
Quhili thay of bernis made briggis.

Chr. Kirk, st. 14.
Callender derives this word from A. S. bug-an to 

bend. But it seems to be the same with Lincolns. 
bulkar, a l>eam, which Skinner deduces from Dan. 
bielcker, pi. beams; Dan. Sw. biaelke, a beam. 
From Su.G. balk, trabs, the dimin. bialke is formed, 
denoting a small rafter, tigillum. This in Westro- 
Goth. is written bolkur.
BOUK, BUIK, s. 1. The trunk of the body, as 

distinguished from the head or extremity, S. 
A bouk of tauch, all the tallow taken out of an 

ox or cow, S. Germ, bauch van talge, id.
A bouk.louse is one that has been bred about the 

body, as distinguished from one that claims a more 
noble origin, as being bred in the head, S.

This seems to be the primary signification from 
Teut. beuck, truncus corporis. In this sense it is 
used by Chaucer.

The clotered blood, for any leche-craft 
Corrumpeth, and is in his bouke ylaft.

Knightes T. v. 2748.
2. The whole body of man, or carcase of a 

beast, S.
Ful mony cartage of thare oxin grete 
About the fyris war britnit and doun bet, 
And bustuous boukis of the birsit swine.

Doug. Virgil, 367, 55.
Cartage is rendered by Rudd. u a cart-ful, as 

inuch as a cart will hold." But I suspect that it 
should be carcage, according to the vulgar pronun 
ciation of carcase, which still prevails. Often in 
MSS. t cannot be distinguished from c. Thus bouk 
will be expletive of carcage.

Shame and sorrow on her snout, that suffers thee
to suck;

Or she that cares for thy cradil, cauld be her cast; 
Or brings any bedding for thy blae bowke ; 
Or louses of thy lingels sa lang as they may last.

PolwarVs Flyting, Watson's Coll. iii. 15. 
Ablins o'er honest for his trade,

He racks his wits, 
How he may get his buik weel clad, 

And fill his guts.
Fergusson's Poems, ii. 45.

3. The body, as contradistinguished from the
soul.
" The litle sponkes of that joy, and the feeling 

thereof, haue sik force in the children of .God, that 
they cary their heartes out of their buikes as it
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and lifts them vp to thcTerie heauens." Bruce's 
Eleven Serm. 1591. Sign. X. 2. b.
4. Size, stature, S. bulk; " Bouhb, bulk, the 

largenes of a thing;" Gl. Lancash. 
The blades, accordin to their bouk, 

He par tit into bands.
Rev. J. NicoPs Poems, ii. 3.

5. The greatest share, the principal part, S. 
He cryes, What plots, O what mischief! 
And still a kirkman at the nuike o't! 
Though old Colquhoun should bear the buick 

o't. Cleland's Poems, p. 78. 
Although not satisfied that this word, as used in 

the two last senses, is radically the same, I give it 
under one head; because it has been asserted that 
bulk, O. E., denoted the trunk ofjhe body. Rudd, 
and others derive it from A. S. buce, Dan. bug, Teut* 
bauch, the belly.

Ihre, however, deduces Su.G. bolk, bulk, from 
bol, grandis. Gael, bodhaic signifies the body. V. 
BOUKIT.
To BOUK, v. n. To bulk, S. Hence, 
BOUKIT, BOWKIT, part. pa. Large, bulky; S. 

—— In hir bowkit bysyme, that hellis belth 
The large fludis suppis thris in ane swelth.

Doug. Virgil, 82. 15.
Bouk it and muckle-boukit are used in a peculiar 

sense; as denoting the appearance which a preg. ' 
nant woman makes, after her shape begins to alter* 
In the same sense she is said to bouk, S. Sw. buka 
ut, propendere; bukig, obesus, qui magnum abdo 
men habet. This use of the term, especially as con. 
firmed by the Northern idiom, affords a strong pre 
sumption, that Su.G. buk, venter, contains the ra 
dical sense of the s. y whence the word has been trans 
ferred to the trunk, to the whole body, and at length 
used to denote size in general. Buk, Germ, bauch, 
&c. as denoting the belly, have been generally traced 
to bug-en, flectere, arcuare, because of'its form. 
BOUKSUM, BOUKY, adj. Of the same sense with 

Boukit, S. '
Fan laggert wi* thi&lrouksome graith,

You will tyne haaf your speed. * 
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 12. 

BOUKE, s. A solitude.
Under the bowes thei bode, thes barnes so bolde, 
To byker at thes baraynes, in boukes so bare.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 4. 
A. S. buce, secessus, u a solitary and secret 

place," Somner. 
BOULDEN, part. pa. Swelled, inflated. V.

BOLDIN.
BOULE, " Round," Rudd.

Ane port thare is, quham the est fludis has 
In manere of ane bow maid boule or bay, 
With rochis set forgane the streme full stay.

Doug. Virgil, 86. 21.
Rudd. views this as an adj., although it is doubtful. 

Teut. bol, indeed, is used in a similar sense, tumidus, 
turgidus; Kilian. But as bay seems to retain its 
proper sense, boule may be viewed as a s., signifying 
a curvature; allied to Dan. bo eye I, the bent or bend 
ing, from boey^er to bend, to bow ; Teut. boghel, 
beughel, curvatura semicirculari$; from bogh.cn ar-
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cnarc. Bay is thus perfectly synon. Tent, 
A. S. byge, sinus, as Skinner justly observes, are from 
byg-en, bug-en, flectere. Were there any example 
of bay being used as a v., boule might admit of this 
sense, as allied to Teut. boghel-en, arcuare. 
BOULENA, " a sea cheer, signifying, Hde up

the bowlings." GL Compl. 
" Than ane of the marynalts began to hail 

cry, and al the marynalis ansuert of that 
sound. — Boulena, boulena." Compl. S. p. 62.

Perhaps the sense is more directly given in the ex. 
planation of Fr. boulin-er, obliquo vento na^igare, 
Diet. Trev. V. BOLYN. 
BOULENE. s. " The semicircular part of the

sail which is presented to the wind." Gl»
Compl.
" Than the master quhislit and cryit, — Hail aut 

the mane sail boulene." Compl. S. p. 68.
This seems rather to have the same signification 

•with E. bowline ) " a rope fastened to the middle 
part of the outside of a sail," Johns. Sw. bog-Una, 
id. from bog, flexus, — termino nautico, quando pe 
ri em faciunt, aut flectendo vela in varias partes trans- 
ferunt navigantes ; Ihre.
BOUN, BOUNE, BOWN,^*. Ready, prepared, S. 

To this thai all assentyt ar, 
And bad thair men all mak thaim yar 
For to be bonne, agayne that day, 
On the best wiss that euir thai may.

B arbour, xi. 71. MS<
The s chip pis ar grathand, to pas thay make tham 

boune. Doug. Virgil, 110. 8» 
The squire — to find her shortly maks him bown. 

Ross's HelenorC} p. 93. 
Bone is used in the same sense, O. E* 

Do dight & mak yow bone, the schip ere Sara -
zins alle,

Tille Acres thei tliam rape, venom for our men 
lede. R. Brunne, p. 170. 

The redundant phrase reddy boun sometimes oc 
curs.

Go warn his folk, and tiaist thaim oif the toun, 
To kepe him self I sail be reddy boun.

Wallace, vii. 258. MS.
Rudd. views E. bound (I am bound for such a 

place) as originally the same. Here he is certainly 
right. But he derives it from A. S. abunden, expe- 
ditus, and this from bind- an, ligare. In Gl. Sibb. 
the following conjectures are thrown out : " q. bow» 
ing, bending ; or from Fr. bondir, to bound, to 
move quickly, or as perhaps allied to A. S. fundan, 
adire."

The origin, however, is Su.G. ba, bo-a, to pre 
pare, to make ready ; Isl. bu-a, id. Boen or boin 
is the part. pa. Hus aero wael boin ; the house was 
well prepared ; Jhre. It is from the same origin with 
Boden, q. v. The S. phrase, reddy boun, is very 
nearly allied to Su.G. redeboen, rightly prepared ; 
farboen, prepared for a journey.

In Isl. albuinn is used. Ok em et thessa al-buinn, 
Unde ad hoc paratissimus sum ; Gunnlaug. S. p. 02. 
from al omnis, and buinn* paratus. It is evident 
that ourfoww is merely tne aid Gothic participle j
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A. S. abunden, if rightly translated, expedites, ap* 
pears as an insulated term, not allied to any other 
words in that language. There can be no reason to 
doubt that, from this ancient part., the v. following 
has been formed.
To BOUN, BOWN, v. a. 1. To make ready, to 

prepare.
Wytt yhe thai war a full glaid cumpanye. 
To wart Lowdoun thai bownyt thaim to ride; 
And in a schaw, a litill thar besyde, 
Thai lugyt thaim, for it was ner the nycht.

Wallace, iii. 67. MS.
2. To go, to direct one's course to a certain place* 

Till4jis falowis he went with outyn baid, 
And to thaim tald off all this gret mysfair. 
To Laglane wood thai bownyt with outyn mar.

Wallace, vii. 262. MS. 
But I may ever more conteen 
Into such state as I have been, 
It were good time to me to boun 
Of the gentrice that ye have done.

Sir Egeir, v. 352.
This book has been either so stupidly written at 

first, or.is so corrupted, that it is scarcely intelli 
gible. But the meaning seems to be, " Unless I 
could ..continue in the same state, it is time for me 
to go away from such honour as you have done me." 

Doug. renders ab rum pit, Virg., bozvnis; most pro 
bably using it for bounds, springs.

And with that word als tytefurth from the bra 
Ilk barge bewnis, cuttand hir cabll in tua. .

Virgil, 278. 27» . 
A winde to wil him bare, 
To a stede ther him was boun.

Sir Tristrem, p. 75. V. WOUKE* 
BOUND, BOND, part. pa. Pregnant. 

Ful priuely vnknaw of ony wicht 
The woman mydlit with the God went bound." 

Doug. Virgil, 231. 41. 
Neuer Hecuba of Cisseus lynnage, 
Quhilk bund with chyld dremyt sche had furtU'

bring
Ane glede of fyre or hait brand licht birnyng, 
Was deliuer of syc flambis, but fale, 
As thou sail bere, and fyris conjugal!»

Ibid. 217. 22. Praegnans, Virf. 
I have observed no similar idiom in any of the cog 

nate languages. A. S. mid did beon signifies, to be 
with child. But this surely is not the part. pr. beond, 
ens. It seems rather the part, pa* of bind-on ligare. 
To BOUNT* v. n. To spring, to bound. 

— To fle syne on hie syne, 
Out throw the cluddie air: 
As baunting, vp mounting, 
Aboue the fields so fair.

Burel's Pilg. Watson's ColL ii. 40. . 
Fr. bond-ir, id. 

BOUNTE', s. Worth, goodness.
The King Robert wyst he wes thair^— 
And assemblyt all his mengye; 
He had feyte off full gret bounte, 
Bot ihair fay is war may then thai.

Barbour, ii. 228. MS. 
Fr, lonte, id»
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BOUNTETH, BOUNTITH, s. 1. Something 

given as a reward for service or good offices. 
I leave to Claud in llermistoun, 
For his bounteth and warisoun, 
My hide, with my braid bennisoun.

Watson's Coll. i. 62.
2. It now generally signifies what is given to 

servants, in addition to their wages, S. It 
must have originally denoted something op 
tional to the master. But bountetb is now sti 
pulated in the engagement, not less than the 
hire. S. B. it is called bounties.

— Bag and baggage on her back, 
Her fee and bountith in her lap.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 307.
" A maid-servant's wages formerly were, for the 

summer half year, 10s. with bounties, by which is 
meant, an ell of linen, an apron, and a shirt: her 
wages for the winter half year were 5s. with the same 
bounties." P. Lethnot, Forfars. Statist. Ace. iv. 15. 

Gael, bunntais seems merely a corr of this word. 
£OUR, BOURE, s. A chamber; sometimes a 

retired apartment, such.as ladies were wont to 
'possess in ancient tinres.

Wyth pompus feyst and ioyiis mytth ouer all, 
Resoundis tho baith palice, boure, and hall, 
And al the chymmes ryall round about 
Was fyllit with tharc tryne and mekyll rout.

<Doug. Virgil, 47%. 44. V. LOURE, v. 
As what we now call a bower, is generally made 

of the branches of trees entwined, some more mo 
dern writers seem to use bour as if it conveyed the 
same idea. There is indeed ever-y reason to believe,
-that boizer, new used to denote an arbour, and de 
rived by Dr Johnson from bough, a "branch, is ori 
ginally the same word. Thus it is viewed by Som- 
ner; A. S. bur, bure, conclave, a an inner cham- 
rber, a parlour, a bower." Lye adopts the same 
idea, giving the further sense of tabernaculum, tu- 
tgurhim. Tent, buer, id. Dan. buur, conclave, Su.G. 
Jsl. bur, habitaculum. 13oor, Cumb., is still used to 
denote, u the parlour, bed-chamber, *or inner room ;" 
Gl. Grosc. None of these words ha-ve any rela 
tion to boughs. The root is found in Su.G. bu-a,
-to inhabit, whence Ihre derives bur. Hence also 
suefnbur, cubiculum, i.e. a sleeping apartment.
-Vercl. mentions Isl. Jungfrubur, which is rendered 

. gyiraeceum, ubi olim filiae families habitabant; li 
terally, the young lady's bour. Hence bour-bourd- 
ing, jesting in a lady's chamber, Pink. 
BOURACH, BOWROCK, s. l. An inclosure; ap 

plied to the little houses that children build for 
play, especially those made in the sand, S. 

u ,We'll never big sandy bowrocks together;" Ram 
say's S. Prov. p. 75 ; u that is, we will never be cor* 
dial or familiar together." Kelly, p. 356. It should 
be bouroch.
,£. A crowd, a ring, a circle, S. B- 

A rangel o' the common fouk 
xjn bourachs a' stood roun.

.Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 1.
3. A confused heap of any kind, S. B. Such a
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quantity of body-clothes as is burdensome to
the wearer, is called a bourach of vlaise ; Ang. 

*' On the north side of the same hill, were, *not long 
ago, the ruins of a small village, supposed to have 
been the residence of the Druids. — It consisted of 50 
or 60 mossy huts, from 6 to 12 feet square, irregu* 
larly huddled together ; hence it got the name of the 
Bourachs." P. Deer, Aberd. Statist. Ace. xvi. 
481, 482. 
4. A cluster, as of trees, S.

My trees in bourachs, owr my ground
Shall fend je frae ilk blast o' wind.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. -32.
A. S. beorh,burg, an inclosure, aheap; Su.G. 

borg. Ihre thinks that the origin of this and its 
cognates, is berg-a to keep, or byrg-ia to shut. 
This is originally the same with BRUGII, q. v. 
BURRACH'D, BOURACH'D, part. pa. Inclosed, en 

vironed, S. B.
Near to some dwelling slie began to draw, 
That was a1 burracfcd round about with tree*.

Ross's Helenore, p. 66« 
BOlTRACH, "BO'RRACH, s. A band put; round a

cow's 'hinder legs at milking, S. Gael, buarach. 
Bonoch, q. v. must, I see, be an error of the press ; 

for in the Ind. to Kelly, it is J^orrock ; Leg. Borroh. 
BOURBEE, s. The spotted Whistle fish, S. •

" Mustela vulgaris Rondeletii ; our fishers call it 
the Bourbee." Sibbald's Fife, p. 121. 
To BOURD, v. n. To jest, to mock, S.

" Bourd not with Bawty, lest he bite you." S. 
Prov. This is expl. by Kelly; u Do not jest too 
familiarly with your superiors, lest you provoke 
them to make you a surlish return," p. 56. But it 
is used more generally, as a caution against going 
too far in whatsoever way, with any one, who may 
retaliate upon us.

They'll tempt young things like you with youdith *

Syne mak ye a' their jest when you're debauch'd.
Be wary then, I say, and never gi'e
Encouragement, or bourd with sic as he.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 175.
The immediate origin is Fr. tyourd-er, id. 'But 

this seems to be merely an ablxrev. of behourd~ir, 
!bohord-er, to just together witty lances. In old Fr. 
MSS. this is also written boord-er, V. Du Gauge, 
TO. Bchordicum. Ital. bagord-are • L. B. bu- 
hurd-are. This being a species of mock-fighting 
very common in former times, the idea has been 
transferred to talking in jest or mockery.

Du Cange thinks that the Fr. word may be de 
rived from Ilisp, bohordo.or bojfordo, a larger kind 
of reed, which, he supposes, they might anciently 
use in their justs, instead of weapons, or from horde, 
rendered by Isidor. clava ; or from bourd, a jest ; or 
in fine, from L. B. burdus, Fr. bourde, a rod or 
staff.

Menestrier indeed says, that they formerly used 
hollow canes instead of lances ; and that for this reason 
it was also called the cane game. Strutt informs us, 
that he finds no authority for placing the cqn? $ame 
at an earlier period than the twelfth century ; and 
thinks that it probably originated from a tourna-
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tnent, at Messina in Sicily, between Richard I. of 
England and William de Barres, a knight of high 
rank in the household of the French king. V. Sport» 
and Pastimes, p. 100.

But bohord, behord, is more probably a Goth, 
word, as being used by old Northern writers. Ihre 
explains it; Terminus hastiludii veterum, denotans 
muriimentum imaginarium palis firmatum; or as ex 
pressed by Schilter; Ein schanze rtiit pallisaden, 
Gl. p. 124.

Ther tear dyster, och bohord. 
Ibi torneamenta erant et decursiones.

Chron. Rhythm, p. 15. ap. Ihre. 
Sidan ivart ther skemfan ok behord,

Ae the herrarna gingo til bord. 
Postea lusus erant ct torneamenta, 
Usqucdum discubitum irent proceres.

Ibid. p. 67.
In O. S. it would be: <c There war jamphing 

andbourds; ay quhill thae heris (lords) gang till 
the burd." Schilter derives behord from O. Germ. 
harden custodire. 
BOURD, BOURE, s. A jest, a scoff, S.

" A sooth bourd is nae bourd ;" Prov. " Spoken," 
as Kelly observes, " when people reflect too satyri- 
cally on the real vices, follies and miscarriages of 
their neighbours." p. 3.

Off that boure I was blyth • and baid to behald.
Houlatej i. 7. V. the v. 

BOURIE, s. A hole made in the earth by rab-
bitSj or other animals that hide themselves
there ; E. a burrow.

" Southward frae this lyes an ile, callit Ellan 
Hurte, with manurit land, guid to pasture and 
schielling of store, with faire hunting of ottars out 
of their bouries." Monroe's lies, p. 39.

From the same origin with BOURACH. 
BOURTREE, BORETREE, BOUNTREE, s. Com 

mon elder, a tree; Sambucus nigra, Linn.; A.
Bor. Burtree.

" The Sambucus nigra, (elder tree, Eng.) is no 
stranger in many places of the parish. Some of the 
trees are very well shaped, and by the natural bend 
ing of the branches cause an agreeable shade, or 
*bower, exhibiting an example of the propriety of 
the name given to that species of plants in Scotland, 
namely, the Bozcer-tree." P. Killearn, Stirling, 
Statist. Ace. xvi. 110, 111.

" Sambucus nigra, Bourtree or Bore-tree. Scot. 
Aust." Lightfoot, p. 1131.

He is mistaken in confining this, as many other 
Scottish names, to the South of S.

Skinner mentions bore-tree, sambucus, in his Bo 
tanical Diet., and conjectures that it has received its 
name from its being hollow within, and thence easily 
bored by thrusting out the pulp. It has no similar 
name, as far as I have observed, in £ny of the North 
ern languages. A. S. ellarn, Belg. vlier, Germ. 
holder, hollunderbaum, Dan. %&/, Su.G. hyll. V. 
BUSCII.

This shrub was supposed to possess great virtue 
in warding off the force of charms and witchcraft. 
Hence it was customary to plant it round country, 
bouses and barnyards.
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BOUSHTY, s. Expl. " bed." Aberd. 

What wad I gi'e but for ae look, 
Syn' round you baith my nives to crook ; 
— Or see you grace my booshty nook. 

To had me cozy!
Shirrefs' Poems, p. 357* 

This is the same with Dui&ti/^ q. v.
BOUSTOUR, BOWSTOWRE, s. A military en 

gine, anciently used for battering walls.
Qwhen that the Wardane has duelt thare,
Qwhil hym gud thowcht, and of the land
Had wonnyn a gret part til his hand,
He tuk the way til Bothevyle,
And lay assegeand it a qwhile,
And browcht a Gyne, men callyd Boicstoisrc,
For til assayle that stalwart towre.

tVyntown, viii. 34. 23.
Lord Hailes, when giving an account of the siege 

of Bothwell castle, A. D. 1336, says; " Fordim 
observes, that the Scots owed much of their success 
to a military engine which he calls Boustour. Aunals, 
ii. 195. The learned Annalist offers no conjecture 
as to the form .of this engine, or the origin of the 
word.. Nothing.' further can be learned from For-* 
dun. His words are; Has enim munitioncs custos 
Scotiae obtinuit metu et violentia, potissimc cujus- 
damingenii, sive machinae, quae voc&b&tiiY Boustour. 
Nam omnesad quas ante pcrvenerat, cepit, et ad ter 
rain prostravit; excepto castro de Cupro, valida vir- 
tute domini Willelmi Bullok defcnso. Scotichron. 
Lib. xiii. c. 39.

Thus it appears that Sir Andrew Moray, the re 
gent, had successfully employed the Boustour at 
other sieges, which preceded that of Bothwell; and 
that it was principally owing to the powerful effect 
of this engine, and the fear inspired by it, that he 
had taken the castles of Dunoter, KynneiF, La\r- 
rieston, Kinclevin, Falkland, St Andrews, and, 
Leuchars. For as the language here used by,For.,. 
dun is retrospective, when he a little before speaks 
of the siege of the castle of St Andrews, ho says^ 
Castrum ejusdcm tribus septimanis cum machinis, 
potenter obsessit.—Ibid. Our accurate Scots annalist 
has here fallen into a singular mistake. When speak 
ing of these sieges, he entirely averlooks that of 
Kinneff, substituting Kinclevin-; .and observing, that 
a Moray made himself master of the castles of Duno 
ter, Lawrieston, and Kinclevin^ aud during the win. 
ter harrassed the territories of Kincardine and An 
gus." Annals, ii. 193, Now, he does so at the very 
time that he quotes Fordun as his authority; al 
though Fordun says, Fprtalicia de Dunnotor, Kyn- 
nefft e* de Lawrenston obsessit.

Lord Hailes makes this alteration in consequence of. 
a false idea he had formerly assumed.

In the account of .the, castles put into a state of 
defence by Edward III., having mentioned Kincle 
vin, he had said, p. 191. N., that this is called also Kyn- . 
eif by Fordun, although in. the place referred to, Kyn-.. 
e/^only is mentioned by him, B. xii. 38. The learned 
author, having adopted this groundless idea,, when 
he afterwards describes the labours of Moray, 
pays no regard to the narrative given bj Forduiu.
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Otherwise he might have seen his own mistake. For 
in c. 39, Fordun having said, that in the month of 
October, Moray besieged and took the castles of 
Dunoter, Kyneff, and Lawrieston, adds, that dur 
ing the whole winter, he sojourned in the forest of 
Plater, and other places of greatest safety in Angus, 
where he was subjected to many snares, and dan 
gerous assaults from the English ; and thus that by 
the continual depredations of both, the whole conn, 
try of Gowrie, of Angus, and of Mearns was nearly 
reduced to a desert. It was only in his progress 

. from Angus, where he had wintered, towards the 
western countries, that Moray attacked Kinclevin. 
.For Fordun immediately subjoins ; " In the month 
of February, the same year, the Regent, having a 
little before completely destroyed the castle of Kin 
clevin, entered into Fyfe. It needs scarcely be 
observed, that this is said to have happened the same 
year with the capture of Kyneff, although the one 
was in October, and the other about February fol 
lowing ; because then the year began in March. 
I may add that whereas Kinclevin is only a few 
miles north from Perth, Kyneff was a castle in 
Mearns or Kincardineshire, on the margin of the 
sea. Hence this castle, as well as Dunoter and 
Latirieston, is justly mentioned by Buchanan a- 
mong tin: fortified places in Mearns. Hist. Lib. ix. 
c 4 24.

To return from this digression, to the word that 
has given occasion for it;—Su.G. Byssa, bossa^ 
signifies * a mortar, an engine for throwing bombs:; 
Bombarda, Ihre. But we are assured by him, 
that although this term is now used only to denote 
smaller engines, formerly those huge machines, with 
which they battered walls were called Byssor. Mi 
litary engines of this kind, he says, charged with 
stones instead of bullets, were used in the time of 
Charles VIII. of Sweden, who came to the throne 
.A. 1448. These : larger engines, as distinguished 
from such as might be carried in the hand, were 
called Storbyssor^ from stor great; and Kaerra* 
byssor, because borne on a cart, or car; as they 
were for the same reason denominated Carrobalistae 
by the Latin writers of the lower ages.

Ihre derives Byssor, bossar^ from byssa^ theca, a 
'box, or case ; because in these tubes, as in cases, 
bullets are lodged. In like manner Teut. bosse and 
busse^ which properly denote a box, are used to 
signify a gun or cannon; bombarda, tormentum, 
aeneum sive ferreum, catapulta igniaria, tormentum 
ignivomum, balista; Germ, busche, buxe^ id. Fr. 

, boiste, " a box, pix, or casket; also a chamber for 
a piece of ordnance," Cotgr. We may either sup. 
pose, that this word has been formed from Su.G. 
bossci) with the insertion of the letter t; or imme 
diately derived from S. buist, a box or chest; Fr. 
hoirte^ used in the same secondary sense as the other 
terms already mentioned; with the addition of the 
termination our or er. For what is a boustour but 
a large buist or chest used for military purposes ?
BOUSUM, BOWSOM, adj. 1. Pliant, tractable. 

Sum gracious sweitnes in my breist imprent, 
Till teak the heirars bowsum and attent.

Police of Honour, ill. 1. Edit. 1579.

BOW
This Rtidd. traces to A.S. bousum, obediens, trae* 

tabilis. The A. S. word, however, is boesum, buh* 
turn ; from bu^an^ Belg. buyg«en$ flectere. 
2. " Blyth, merry," Rudd.
To BOUT, BOWT, v. n. To spring, to leap* 

" S. bouted upj* Rudd. vo. upboltit.
—— He tuik his speir, 

As brym as he had bene ane beir, 
And bowtit fordwart with ane bend, 
^And ran on to the rinkis end.

Lyndsay^s Squyer Meldrum^ 1592. B. 1, b. 
E. bo His used in the same sense, and this, indeed, is 

the orthography of Doug., who often inserts the L But 
bout, as it gives the true pron., is the proper form of 
the word; for it preserves that of other kindred 
terms in foreign languages : Teut. &ott-en, op~bott- 
ew, to rebound (resilire;) Ital. bott-are, Hisp. >bot~ 
0r, repellere, expulsare ; Fr. bout-er, to drive for 
ward; Su.G. boet-ci) to use means to avoid a 
stroke.
BOUT, s. A sudden jerk in entering or leaving

an apartment ; a hasty entrance or departure ;
the act of coming upon one hy surprise ; S. 

BOUTGATE, s. l. A circuitous road, a way
which is not direct, S. from about, and gait
way.

—— Nory, wha had aye 
A mind the truth of Bydby's tale to try, 
Made shift by bout gates to put aff the day, 
Til night sud fa' and then be forc'd to stay* 

Ross's Helenore, p. ̂ 9.
2. A circumvention, a deceitful course, S.

u These iniquities & wickednes of the heart of 
man are so deepe, that gif the Ethnick might say 
justlie, that the bout gates and deceites of the hearte 
of man are infinite ; how meikle mair may we speake 
it, hauing Jeremiah his warrand, who calleth it 
deepe and inscrutable aboue all things," Bruce's 
Eleven Serm. 1591. Sign. T. 2. a. Y. GOLINYIE. 
S, An ambiguity, or an equivocation, in dis 

course.
a Navarrus teacheth, that a person accused 

a Judge, who proceedeth not (Juridice) lawfullie, is 
not hoiden to confess the truth : but, may use aequi- 
vocation, mentallie reserving within hinuselfe, some 
other thing than his wordes doe sound : yea, eyther 
in answere, or oath, to his Judge or Superiour, that 
hee may Vse a boutgate of speach (amphibologia) 
whether through a diverse signification of the word, 
or through the diverse intention of the asker, and of 
ain that maketh answere, and although it bee false, 
according to the meaning of the asker." Bp. For. 
bes's Eubulus, p. 118, 119.
BOW, s. A boll ; a dry measure, S.

" This ile is weill inhabit, and will give yearly 
mair nor twa hundred bows of beire with dehring on. 
ly." Monroe's Isles, p. 43. The origin is ob 
scure.
BOW, BOLI,, LINTBOW, s. The globule which 

contains the seed of flax. Sow is the proa. S.



BOW
This term appears in one of the coarse passages 

which occur in the Flytings of our old Poets. 
Out owr the neck, athort his nitty now, 
Ilk louse lyes linkand like a large lintbow.

Polwart, Watson's Coll. in. 23, 
Some stalls are plagu'd with snakis and frogs, 
And other kingdoms with mad dogs,-r- 
Some are hurt with flocks of crowes, 
Devouring corn and their lint bowes*

Cleland's Poems, p. 95.
" But what appears to contribute most to the red 

ness and rich taste of the Lochleven trout, is the vast 
quantity of a small shell-fish, red in its colour, which 
abounds all over the bottom of the loch, especially 
among the aquatic weeds. It is of a shape quite 
globular, precisely of the appearance and size of a 
lintseed boll at a little distance, and the trouts when 
caught have often their stomachs full of them." P. 
Kinross, Statist. Ace. vi. 166, 167. 

The term is most commonly used in pi. 
Germ, boll, id. oculus et gemma plantae, calicu- 

lus ex quo flos erumpit; Wachter. Adelimg says, 
that the round seed-vessels of flax are in Lower Sax 
ony called Bollen. Here, as in many S. words, the 
double I is changed into w.
BOW, Bo WE, s. 1. The herd in general; whe 

ther inclosed in a fold, or not. 
Mare nedeful now it war, but langare tary, 
Seuin young stottis, that yoik bare neuer nane, 
Brocht from the bowe, in offerand brittin ilkane.

Doug. Virgil, 163. 48. Grex, Virg. 
Ouer al the boundis of Ausonia 
His fiuejlokkts pasturit to and fra, 
Fiue bowis of ky unto his hame reparit, 
And with ane hundreth plewis the land he arit.

Ibid. 226. 33.
Quinque greges illi balantum. Virg. 

——All in dout squelis the young ky^ 
Quha sal be maister of the cattal all, 
Or quhilk of thame the bowis follow sail.

Ibid. 437. 55. Armenia^ Virg. 
2. A fold for cows, S.

Bot and he tak a flok or two,
A bow of ky, and lat thame blude,
Full falsly may he ryd or go.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 145. st. 4. 
What Rudd. and others give as the only significa 

tion, is here given as merely a secondary one, and 
that retained in our own time. The sense in which 
Doug. uses the word in the passages quoted, is not 
only determined by the terms employed by the Latin 
poet, but, if any other proof be necessary, by the 
contrast stated, in one of the passages, be t ween ̂ o A;- 
kis and bowis.

The origin is certainly Su.G. bo, bu, which signi 
fies either the herd, or the flock ; armenta, pecora, 
grex ; whence boskap, id. from bo, cahabitare. It 
is probably from the same»origin, that A. Bor. boose 
denotes u a cow's stall;" Gl. Yorks. This seems a 
plural noun. It may be observed, that Gael, bo 
signifies a cow; which is nearly allied to Su.G. bo, bu. 
BOW, s. 1. An arch, a gateway, S.

a And first in the Throte of the Bow war slayne, 
David Kirk, and David Barbour, being at the Pro- 
veistis back." Knox's Hist. p. 82.

BOW
" The horsmen, and sum of these that sould hare 

put ordour to utheris, overode thair pure brethrein, 
at the entres of the Netherbow." Ibid. p. 190. i. e. 
the lower arch. 
2- The arch of a bridge, S.

" The felline downe of the three bowis of the bri§ 
of Tay be the greit wattir and of Lowis Vairk on, 
the 20 of Decembir in anno 1573. MS. quoted, 
Muses Threnodie, p. 81. N.

Teut. boghe, id. arcus, concameratio, fornix, 
Kilian; from bogh-en, flectere, by reason of its 
form; Su.G. boge, A. S. bog-a, " an arch of a 
bridge or other building;" Somner.
BOW, J. As applied to a house. V. Boo. 
BO WAND, adj. Crooked.

Apoun the postis also mony ane pare
Of harnes hang, and cart quheles grete plente,
From inemyis war wonnyng in melle,
The bowand axis, helmes with hye crestis.

Doug. Virgil, 211. 32. 
Curvus, Virg. A. S. bugend.

BOW AT, s. A hand-lanthern. V. BOWET. 
BOWB ARD, s. A dastard, a person destitute of 

spirit.
O Tuskane pepil, how hapinnis this, sayd he, 
That ye sal euer sa dullit and bowbardis be, 
Vnwrokin sic iniuris to suffir here ?

Doug. Virgil, 391. 12.
Rudd. derives this from Lat. bubo, the owl, which 

he designs, animalium ignavissimo. Junius con 
siders it as akin to E. boobie and iniffoon. It is per 
haps allied to Germ, bub, which, according to AVach- 
ter, first signified a boy, then a servant, and at length 
a worthless fellow, nequam : Teut. boevcrje, nequi- 
tia, boevcryachtigh, nequam, ilagitiosus. Or, shall 
we rather view it as originally the same with bum- 
bar 19
BOWBERT, adj. Lazy, inactive. 
——Of thayr kynd thame list swarmis out bryng, 
Or in kames incluse thare hony dene,— 
Or fra thare hyff togiddir in a rout 
Expellis the bowbert best, the fenyt drone be.

Doug. Virgil, 26. 36.
BOWDEN,/0rf./fl. Swollen. V. BOLDIN. 
BOWELHIVE, s. An inflammation of the

bowels, to which children are subject, S.
According to some, it is owing to what medical 

men call intersusceptio, or one part of the intestines 
being inverted; others give a different account of it.

" The diseases that generally afflict the people of 
this country, are fevers, fluxes of the belly, and the 
rickets in children, which they call the Bowel-hyve." 
Pennecuik's Tweeddale, p. 7.

Pennecuik, although designed M. D., seems nqt to 
have understood this disease.

" The disease, called by mothers and nurses in Scot 
land, the bowel-hive, is a dangerous inflammato/ry 
bilious disorder; and when not soon relieved, very 
frequently proves fatal. It is brought on by disor 
ders of the milk, by exposure to cold, and living in 
low, cold damp situations." Curtis's Medical 
Observ. p. 187.

It has been said that those afflicted with this dis-
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ease have often a swelling in the side. Hence per-
haps the name. V. HIVE, v.
BOWES AND BILLES, a phrase used by the

English, in former times, for giving an alarm in
their camp or military quarters.
u The Inglische souldearis war all asleip, except 

tie watch, whiche was sklender, and yit the schout 
ryises, Bowes and Billisl Bowes and Billis! whiche 
is a signification of extreim defence, to avoyd the 
present danger in all tounes of ware." Knox, p. 82. 
q. u To your bows and battle-axes!" 
BOWET, BOWAT, s. A hand-lanthern, S. Bo- 

wit, A. Bor. Gl. Grose.
u Ye suld yse the law of God as ye wald TSC ane 

torche quhen ye gang hayme to your house in a myrk 
nycht; for as the torche or bowat schawis yow lycht 
to descerne the rycht waie hayme to your house, fra 
the wrang way, and also to descerne the clein way 
fra the foule way: euin sa aucht ye to vse the law 
or command of God, as a torche, bowat or lanterin." 
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1551. Fol. 78. b.

This word is supposed to be retained in the name 
of a place in Galloway.

" It may be suggested, that the word Buittle is 
but a contraction of Bowet-hill, or Bowet-hall, an 
appellation, occasioned by the beacons in the neigh 
bourhood of the castle alluded to; or the great light 
which it displayed on festive .or solemn occasions." 
P. Buittle, Statist. Ace. xvii. 114.

Perhaps from Fr. bougette, a little coffer; if not 
allied to bougie, a small wax-candle. 
BOWGER, s. The puffin, or coulter-neb, a

bird; alca arctica, Linn.
u The Bowger, so called by those in St Kilda, 

"Coulter Neb by those on the Farn Islands, and in 
Cornwall, Pipe, is of the size of a pigeon." Mar. 
tin's St Kilda, p. 34. 
BOWGLE, j. A wild ox, a buffalo.

And lat no bowgle with his busteous hornis
The meik pluch-ox oppress, for all his pryd.

Dunbar, Thistle and Rose, st. 16.
Lat. bucul-us, a young ox. Hence bugle-horn* 

BOWIE, s. 1. A small barrel or cask, open at
one end; S.

Wi> butter'd bannocks now the girdle reeks: 
I' the far nook the bowie briskly reams.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 56. 
His pantry was never ill-boden;

The spence was ay couthie an' clean 5 
The gantry was ay keepit loaden 

Wi* bowies o' nappie bedeen.
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 293* 

£. It denotes a small tub for washing, S. 
3. Ititlso sometimes signifies a milk-pail, S»

To bear the milk bowie no pain was to me,
"When I at the bughting fargather'd with thee. 

Ramsay9s Poems, ii. 105.
Sibb. deduces it from Teut. bauch, venter; bug-

E , flectere in concavnm vel convexum, vo. Pig* 
it whatever be the remote origin, it seems to be 

«mediately from Fr. buie, a water-pot or pitcher; 
Cotgr. Du Cange mentions L. B. bauca, vasis spe 
cies ; 4**, frtwu. Hence, 
Bowixru',;. The fill of a small rub, S,

B O IT
Clean dails, on whomilt tubs> alang

War plac'd by Robie Huton, 
Thar bowiefu's o' kail, fur strang, 

An* bannock-farles war put on.
Rev. J. Nicol's Poem's, i. 143. 

BOW-KAIL, s. Cabbage, S. so cabled from the 
circular form of this plant. For the same rea 
son its Belg. name is buys-kooL

Poor hav'rel Will fell aff the drift,
An' wander'd thro' the bow-kail, 

An' pow't, for want o' better shift, 
A runt was like a sow-tail,

Sae bow't that night.
Burns, iii. 126,

Hence Bow-stock, id. u A bastard may be as 
good as a bow-stock, by a. time;" S. Prov. Kelly, 
p. 21. metaph. applied to one lawfully begotten. 
BOWL AND, part. adj. Hooked, crooked. 

Thir foullis has ane virgins vult and face, 
With handis like to bowland birdis clews.

Doug. Virgil, 74. 52.
Rudd. derives it from boule, a bowl. But it is 

more naturally allied to Teut. boghel-en, arcuare, a 
v. formed from bogh-en, Germ.£ ug-en, id. Bowl 
and is just the part. pr. boghelend, contr. 
BOWLIE, BOOLIE, adj. Crooked, deformed; 

Boolie-backit, humpbacked ; sometimes applied 
to one whose shoulders are very round, S. 
Germ, bucklig, Dan. bugelt, id. from bugle, a 

bunch or humph; and this from dug-en, to bend. 
V. BEUGLE-BACKED.
To BOWN, v. a. To make ready. V. BOUN, v. 
BOWRUGIE, s. Burgess; the third estate in 

a Parliament or Convention. 
Fyre monethis thus Scotland stud in gud rest% 
A consell cryit, thaim thocht it wes the bestr 
In Sanct Jhonstoun that it suld haldyn be, 
Assemblit thar Clerk, Barpwn, and Bowrugie. 

Wallace, viii. 4. MS.
BOWSIE, adj. Crooked, S. Fr. fasu, id. 
BOWSUNES, s.

—And bowsunes, that as ye wys 
Gayis, bettyre is than sacrifyis.

Wyntown, ProL i. 67. 
Als nakyt as scho wes borne 
Scho rade, as scho had heycht beforne; 
And sa fulfillyt all byddyng 
And gat hyr wyll and hyr yharnyng* 
Be resown of this bowsunes 
Maid the Gnd Quene cald scho wes.

Ibid. viii. 6. 59.
Mr Macpherson apprehends that in the first pas-, 

sage it signifies business, and that in the second it 
should be bousumnes, as denoting obedience. But 
this is the true meaning in both ; as in the first it is 
opposed to sacrifice, it refers to the language of Sa 
muel to Saul; " Behold, to obey is better than sacru 
fice. M Wyntown seems to write it thus, propter eu 
phonium ; from A.S. bocsumnesse. V. BOUSUM. 
BOWT, s. 1. A bolt, a shaft; in general. " A 

fool's boivt isr soon shot." Ramsay's S. Prov* 
p. 10.

And never a dairt 
So pierced my heart
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As dois the bowt
Quhilk luif me schot. Chron. S. P. i. 56. 

2. A ihunderbolt, S.
And for misluck, they just were on the height, 
Ay thinking whan the bowt on them wad light. 

Rots's Helenore, p.* 74. 
To BOX, <v. a. To wainscot, to cover with

boards, 3. 
BOXING, s. Wainscotting; Sir J, Sinclair, p.

170., S.
BRA, BRAE, BRAY, s. i. The side of a hill, an 

acclivity, S.
Thai abaid till that he was 
Entryt in ane narow place 
Betwix a louchsid and a bra.

Barbour, iii. 109. MS. 
All the brayis of that buyrne buir brenchis above.

Houlate, i. 2. MS. 
2. The bank of a river, S.

" Breed) the brink or bank of a brook or river; 
i. e. the brow. North." Gl. Grose. 
^. A hill, S,

——Twa men I saw ayont yon brae, 
She trembling said, I wiss them muckle wae. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 60.
4. Conjoined with a name, it denotes " the upper 

part of a country," as is observed GL W^rnt.; 
or rather the hilly part of it, also, a hilly coun 
try ; as u Bra-mar) Bra-Catt, the Braes of An» 
gut;» S.
" Brae is also used in a more extensive sense, sig. 

nifying a large extent of hilly country; as, the Braes 
of Mar, and the Braes of Athol," Sir J. Sinclair, p. 
193.

To gae down the brae, metaph. to be in a declin 
ing state, in whatever sense; to have the losing 
side, S.

" For the present the Parliament is running down 
the brae." Baillie's Lett. i. 373, 374.

C. B. bre, a mountain, pi. breon, bryn; Gael. 
bre, brt, brigh, a hill. David Buchanan derives S. 
bray from Celt, briga, brica, b?ia, an high place or 
mountain ; observing that all those called Brigantes, 
near the Lake of Constance, in Dauphine, in Spain, 
and in Ireland, lived in mountainous regions. Pref. 
Knox's Hist. Sign. B. i.

This word, one might suppose, was not unknown 
to the Gothic nations. Germ, brenner denotes the 
tops of the mountains of Rhaetia or Tyrol; Wach- 
ter. Isl. braa is cilium, the "brow, whence augna- 
braa, the eye-brow; and bratt signifies steep, having 
an ascent; Su.G. brattur, bryn, vertexmontis, prae- 
cipitium, id quod ceteris superstat, aut prate aliis 
cminet; also, margo amnis, Ihre; Isl. bruna, sese 
tollere in altum, brecka, clivus.

It may be viewed as a proof of this affinity, that 
brow is used both in S. and E. in a sense nearly alli 
ed to brae, as denoting~an eminence, or the edge of 
it; as if both acknowledged braa cilium, as their root. 

Twa mile she ran afore she bridle drew, 
And syne she lean'd her down upon a brow. 

Ross's Helenore, p. &8. 
To BRA, v. n. 1, To bray. 
2. To make a loud and disagreeable noise*

BRA
The horryble tyrant with bludy mouth sal bra. 

Doug. Virgil, 22. 13.
BRAAL, j. A fragment. " There's nae a braal 

to the fore," There is not a fragment remaining, 
Ang.

BRACE, s. A chimney-piece, a mantle- 
piece, S.

BRACHELL, s. A dog; properly, one em 
ployed to discover or pursue game-by the scent. 

About the Park thai set on breid and lenth. 
—A hundreth men chargit in armes strang, 
To kepe a hunde that thai had thaim amang; 
In Gillisland thar was that brachell brede, 
Sekyr off sent to folow thaim at flede.

Wallace, v. 25. MS. 
prache is used in the same sense. 

Bot this sloth brache, quhill sekyr was and keyne, 
On Wallace fute folowit so felloune fast 
Quhill in thar sicht thai prochit at the last.

Ibid. v. 96. MS.
Quhill is undoubtedly aa error of the transcriber for 

quhilk.
Brach is an E. word, defined a bitch-hound. 

Some assert that this, with old writers, denoted a dog 
in general; others, that it was the denomination of 
.a particular species.

" There are in England and Scotland two kinds 
of hunting dogs, and no where else in the world; the 
first kind is called &rache, and this is a foot-scenting 
creature both of wilde-beasts, birds, and fishes, also 
which lie hid among the rocks. The female hereof 
in England is called a brache: a brache is a manner 
ly name for all hound-bitches." Gentleman's Re 
creation, p. 28. V. Gifford's Massinger, i. 209.

Alein. brak; Schilter; Fris. bracco, Gl. Linden, 
brog; Germ, brack, id. canis venaticus, forte in. 
vestigator; Wachter. Fr. braque, O. Fr. braehez, 
Ital. bracco, L. B. bracc-us, bracc-o.

Various origins have been assigned to this^term. 
Verel. expl. Isl. rakke canis, deriving it from racka, 

frafcJca cursitare. Wachter seems to think that it 
may be from be-rtech-en, vestigia odorare. In the 
passage quoted, the word denotes a blood-hound, 
otherwise called a Slewth-hund, q. v. V. RACHE. 
BRACHEN, (gutt.) BRAIKIN, BRECKEN, j. The 

female Fern, Pplypodium filix foemina, Linn*
Amang the brackens, on the brae>

Between her an' the moon, 
The deil, or else an outler quey, 

Gat up an' gae a croon*
Burns, iii. 137. 

Their groves of sweet myrtle let foreign lands
reckon.

Where bright beaming summers exhale the per 
fume;

Far dearer to me yori lone glen o' green breckan y 
Wi' the burn stealing under the lang yellow 

broom. Ibid. iv. 228. 
" Female Fern or- Brakes, Anglis.-—Brachens. 

Scotis." Lightfoot, p. 657.
By others the Brathen is expj. the 'Brake, Pteris 

aquilina. Linn. * 
Brackan is commonly used for a Fern; fillx, in 

U2



BRA
Lincolns* V. Skinner. He thinks it may be so de 
nominated, because of its brittleness, from break, v.

In Smoland in Sweden, the female fern is called 
bracken y Flor. Suec. No. 940.

Sw. stotbraakin, id. In is a termination in Gothic, 
denoting the female gender; as carlin, an old wo 
man, q. a female carl.
ROYAL BRACKENS, s.pL The flowering Fern, S. 

Osmunda Regalis, Linn.
u Flowering Fern, or Osmund Royal. Anglis. 

Royal Brackens. Scotis." Lightfoot, p. 653. 
BRACKS, s. A disease of sheep. V. BRAXY. 
BRAD^ part. pa. Roasted. V. next word. 
To BRACE, v. a. To roast.

The King to sou per is set, served in halle, 
Under a siller of silke, dayntly dight; 
With al worshipp and wele, mewith the walie ; 
Briddes brand-en, and bmd> in bankers bright. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 1. 
A. S. braed-an, id. braedde, assatus ; Alem. brat* 

en, assoje. Sm.G. braede, calor, fervor, although 
applicable to the mind, as denoting the heat of pas. 
sion, seems to have a common origin. 
To BRADE, BRAID.

This v. occurs in so many senses, considerably 
remote from each other, that they cannot well be 
traced to arty common root. I shall therefore con* 
sider them distinctly, unless where they seem neces 
sarily connected.
To BRADE, BRAID, n>. n. 1. To move quickly, 

to take long steps in rapid succession. 
As sum time dois the coursere stert and ryn, 
That brokm has his band fnrth of his stall, 
Now gore at large ouer the feildis all, 
And haldis towart the stedis in ane rage; 
—He sprentis furth, and ful proude walloppis

he;—
Sicklike this Turmrs semys quhare he went. 
And as fee bradis furth apoun the bent, 
The maide Camilla cummys hym agane, 
Afccgmpatoyit with h'ir oistis Volscane.

Doug. Virgil, 381.24. 
3yne down the brae Sym braid lylc thunder.

Evergreen, ii. 183. st. 7. 
Robene iffl^attour the bent. 

Robene and Matyne, Bunnatyne Poemt, p. 100, 
£. To spring, to start.

The stedis stakerit in the stour, for s trek ing on
stray.

The bernys bowit abak, 
So woundir rud wes the rak.— 
Thai brayd fra thair blonkis besely and bane, 
Syne laught out suerdis lang and lufly.

Gawan and GoL iii. 21, 22. 
3* To break out, to issue with violence.

And all enragit thir wordis gan furth brade.
Doug. Virgil, 112. 29.

Furth at the ilk porte the wyndis brade in ane route.
Ibid. 15. 35.

Erumpere, prorrpere, Yirg,
Now hand to hand the dynt lichtis with ane swak, 
Now bend is he up bis burdoun with ane mynt; 
Da syde he bradis for to eschew the dynt.

. Virgil, 142. 3.

BRA
4. To draw out quickly; used actively, especially 

with, respect to the unsheatking or brandishing 
of a sword, or other weapon of this kind* 

Fast by the collar Wallace couth him ta, 
Wndyr his hand the knyff he hradit owt; 
•—With out reskew he stekit him to dede.

Wallace, i. 223. MS. 
A forgyt knyff, but baid, he bradis out.

Ibid. ix. 145. MS.
Isl. braad-a, accelerare. This word, according to 

G. Andr., is obsolete. Braad-ur, Su.G. braad, 
celer. Isl. bregd has not only this sense, but in. 
eludes another mentioned above; being rendered, ce 
ler iter moveo, vibro, At bregd-a sverde, gladium 
evaginare vel stringere. G. Andr. Gunnlaugi S. 
Gl. Kristnisag. Analogous to this is one significa 
tion of A. S. braed-an ; exerere, stringere: He Ms 
sword gebraed, gladium evaginavit, Somner. The 
Isl. poets denominate a battle hyrbrigdi, from fiyr? 
a sword, and brigdi9 vibration, q. the brandishing of 
swords. Landnam. p. 411.

As our v. also signifies, to start, Isl. bragd, bragd, 
brygd, is defined, motus quilibet celerior, vel strata- 
gema luctantium; Gl. Gunnlaug.
BRADE, BRAIDE, s. A start, a spring, a quick 

motion of the body.
Bot with ane braide to Laecon in fere 
Thay stert attanis, and his twa sounys yyng, 
First athir serpent lappit like ane ring.

Doug. Virgil^ 45. 49. alsc/297* 2. 
And with a braid I turnit me about.

Dunbar, Thistle and Rose, st. 27, 
Isl. brcgd^ versura.

To BRADE, BRAID, v. a. To attack, to as- 
sault; Rudd.
Isl. bregd-a manne nidur, sternere virum, G. 

Andr. p. 34. 
* BRAID, s. Assault, aim to strike.

—AntJ with that wourd doun of the sete me drew \ 
Syne to me with his club he maid ane braid) 
And twenty rowtis apoun my rigging laid.

Doug. Virgil, 451. 41. Impetus, Virg. 
It is used in a similar sense, O, E., as respecting a 

treasonable attack.
—If the Scottis kyng mistake in any braide 
Of treson in any thing, ageyn Henry forsaid, 
The barons & the clergie in on wer alle schryuen, 
Unto kyng Henric ageyn William snld be gyuen*

R, Brunne^ p. 138.
Elsewhere it denotes an hostile assault in general, 

an invasion.
—How the contek was laid of Scotlond that first

gan: 
How eft thai raad a braid, & on Inglond ran.

Ibid. p. 236.
Isl. bregd) nisus, an attempt, an exertion; also, 

incisura, a cut, a slash. G. Andr. p. 34. 
BRADE* o#.,- S. V^ BRADE. 
To BRADE, BRAID^ v. a. To turn round.. 

Ane Duergh braydit about, besily and bane,, 
. Small birdis on broche, be ane brigh fyre. 
Schir Kay ruschit to the roist, and reft fra the* 

swane, Gawan and GoL i. 7^ 
This dwarf acted a>turnspit. Isl. bregd^ vertere.
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To BRADE, BRAID, BREDE, BREED, *>. ^ I. 

To resemble, to be like in manners; especially 
as denoting that similarity which characterises 
the same stock or family. In this sense, it re 
quires the prep. of.
" Ye breid of the Miller's dog, ye lick your 

mouth or the poke be ope;" S. Prov. Ray. This 
occurs, Ferguses S. Prov. p. 35.

" Ye breed of the witches, ye can dp nae good to 
your sel." S. Prov. Brand's Popular 4^ tig. p. 325. 

" Ye breed #' the gowk, ye have ne'er a rime but 
ane;" Fergupon's S. Prov. p. 35. 
2. To appear, to be manifest.

Sum askis mair than he deservis ; 
Sum askis far Its than he servis; 
Sum «chames to ask, as braids of me, 
And all without reward he stervis.

Dunbar, Bannatyne P&ems, p. 46. st. §. 
i. e. " as is evidemt^ from my conduct; and evi. 

ilent in such a manner, as to manifest my natural dis 
position."

Ray derives this wpwi ct from breeding, because 
those that are bred of others are for the most part 
like them." But the sj&nse is precisely the same with 
that of Isl. bregd-a, bregtk-a, Su.G, braa, verbs 
denoting the resemblance of children, in dispositions, 
to their progenitors. Bregdur burnt til aettar, pro- 
genitoribus suis quisque fere similis est, G. Andr. p. 
38. V. Ihre, vo. Braa. The latter writer views Is!. 
brag-ur^ mos, affectio, modus agendi, as the radical 
term,
To BRADE, BRAID up, v. a. " To braid up 

the head," Dunbar; to toss it as a high-mettled 
horse does, or to carry it high* 

I wald naiangerbeir on brydil, botbratdup my heid: 
Thair micht no mollat mak me moy, nor hald my 

mouth in. Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 5. 
A.*S. bred-an, Belg. breyd-en, to extend. 

To BRAID up the burde ; marked as used by
James I.

This perhaps signifies, to put up the leaves of the 
table; from the same origin with the preceding phrase. 
BRAID, BRADE, adj. l. Broad,.S. 

The king has written a braid letter,
And signd it wi' his hand ; 

And sent it to Sir Patrick Spence, 
Was walking .on the sand.

Ritson's S. Songs., ii. 5. 
2. Plain, intelligible.

And yit forsoith I set my besy pane,
(As that I couth) to make it brade and plain.

DoKg. Virgil, Pref. 5. 4. 
MoesG. Isl. braid, A. S. Sw. bred^ latus. 

BRAID, BRADE, adv. Widely. 
The heuinly portis cristallyne 
Ypwarpis brade, the warld till illumyne.

Doug. Virgil, 399. 25.
BRAID-BAND, BROAD-BAND, s. i. Corn laid 

out, in the harvest field, on the band, but not 
bound, is said to be lying in braid-band, S. 
It is often opened up in this way, to receive the 

benefit of the drought, when it is injured by rain. 
2. To be laid in broad-band, meiapruto be fully ex 

posed*

ERA
« The world saith often that thought iifree. 

behold here how the verie euill thoughts of the w J£k- 
ed in that day shalbe spread out and laide in broad 
band before the face of God, of angels, an<l of men." 
Boyd's Last Battell, p. 643. 
To BRAG, v. a. To reproach, to upbraid.

" To boast and brag one, to threaten or sharply 
reprove one, S. Bor." Rudd. vo. Braik. Ye need 
na brag me with her; you need not upbraid me by 
comparing my conduct to hers.

He left me a gun, and an old rusty sword, 
As pledges he faithfully would keep his word. 
They bribed my servants, and took them awa'; 
And now at his coming, I want them to shaw; 
For which he may brag me, and ca' me unjust, 
And tell me, I am uot well worthy of trust.

A. NicoVs Poems, 1739. p. 30. 
A thousan ships stack i' the sea,

And sail they wad na more. 
A puft o1 wind ye cudna get, 

To gar your cannas wag; 
The Fates forbade your farrer march, 

An' sair they did you brag.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 19. 

Here it would seem to signify, threaten. Su.G. 
brigd-a, exprobrare; whence Ihre deduces E. brari^ 
upbraid; Isl. brcgd-a, opprobrare, G. Andr. p. 3*& 
BRACING, s. Boasting.

Thair wes blaving of bemys, braging and beirr 
Gazcan and Gol. ii. IS»

BRAG WORT, s. Expl. « Mead, a beverage 
made from the dregs of honey," Gl. Sibb. 
As bitter as bragwort; is a proverbial phrase, S, 

used to denote any thing very bitter. But whether 
it refer to this or not, seems extremely doubtful, as 
this drink ought to be sweet. Perhaps it rather 
respects some herb.

Ray mentions u Bragget or bralcet, a sort of 
compound drink made up with honey, spices, £c. 
in Cheshire, Lancashire, &c." braggot, Gl. Lancash. 
This Minsheu derives from C. B. bragod* id. 
To BRAIK, v. n.

Sche bluhbirt, bokkit, and braikit still.
Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 87.

This seems to signify, puked or reachejl. V. 
BRAKING. 
BRAIK, s. A threat.

Forsoith I sail say furth all rayne auise, , 
All thocht with braik, and boist, or wappinnis hie- 
Me doith aw ate, and manace for to de.

Dou*. Virgil, 374. 32.
Rudd. views this as radically the same with Brag, 

q. v. If so, it must have the same cognates. It 
may, however, be allied to Isl. brak-a, strepo, G. 
Andr. p. 34.
BRAIK, BREAK, s. An instrument used in dress* 

ing hemp or flax, for loosening it from the? 
core, S.

•—A fr oath stick ? a can, a creel, a knockr 
A braik for hemp, that she may rub.—

Watson's Coll. iii. 47.
Break is the orthography, Encycl. Britannica, vo. 

Flax. Teut. braecke, id. malleus stuparius, Yulgo* 
linifrangibula; braecken het vlasch, comminuere lin- 
um. In this sense brack is alsousod as a iv S.
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BRAIK, j. An internal mortification; a disease

among sheep, Ang.
Su.G. braeck, a defect of any kind. V. BRAXY. 

BRAIKIT, adj. Speckled, S.
Ir. breac, brek, speckled, pied, motley: Cantab, 

or O. Span, bragado, a pied ox • Lhuyd's Letter to 
the Welsh, Transl. p. 15. It seems doubtful, if the 
ISu.G. phrase, bregda lity to change colour, has any 
affinity.
BR AYMEN, s. pL The name given to those 

who inhabit the southern declivity of the Gram 
pian hills, S.

David Buchanan, speaking of the word Bray, says; 
u Hence we haply call our Brigantes Braymen, 
whom we call otherwise Highlanders or Highland- 
men." Pref. Knox's Hist. b. 1.

But Buchanan is mistaken in calling them High, 
landmen, from whom, in' Angus at least, they are 
always distinguished. The Braymen are those who 
dwell on the face of the hills immediately adjoining 
to the Lowlands; those called Highlanders are pro. 
perly the inhabitants of the interior parts. They 
are also distinguished by language; for all those, 
who are properly called Braymen, speak the same 
dialect with the adjacent Lowlanders. It is also 
remarked that the former, in speaking Scottish, have 
nothing of that twang by which Highlanders are di. 
stinguished. Nor do Gaelic idioms occur in their 
speech, which is always the case where native High 
landers have acquired a new language.

Buchanan, in this place, gives an ingenious deri 
vation of the term Brigand, which has generally 
teen derived from Fr. briguer, to quarrel, brigue, 
contention. " The Brigantes," he says, " in the 
continent namely, were so given anciently to take 
away goods from their enemies with a strong hand, 

"that by success of lime all those that openly did rob 
and plunder were called Brigantes ; and the French 
lias from hence derived the verb Brigander, to rob 
or plunder." Ibid. He also says that the piece of 
armour, called a Brigandine, received its name from 
the Brigantes, as being used by them.

But the hypothesis of Mr Grose, with respect to 
the latter, is more rational." The brigandine," he 
says, u takes its name from the troops by which it 
\vas first worn, who^ were called brigans; they 
were a kind of light armed irregular foot, much ad- 
djcted to plunder, whence it is probable the appella 
tion of brigands was given to other freebooters." 
Milit. Antiq. ii. 250. 
BRAIN, j. Voice. " A braw brain," « a

strong brain," a powerful voice, Ang. 
To BRAINDGE, v. n. " To run rashly for 

ward," S. O.
Thou never braindg^t an' feclit, an' fiiskit, 
But,thy auld tail thou wad hae wiskit, 
An' spread abreed thy weel-fill'd brisket, 

Wi' pith an pow'r.
Burns, iii. 143.

Shall we view this as an oblique sense of Belg. 
'brim-en, to neigh ? 
BRAYNE, BRANE, adj. Mad, furious.

BRA
He waxis brane in furoure bellical, 
So desirus of dedis marcial.

Doug. Virgit, 398. 16. Furens, Virg. 
Quharfore this Turnus, half niyndles and brayney 
Socht diuers wentis to fle out throw the plane, 
With mony wyndis and turnis all on flocht. 
Now here, syne thare vnsouiriy he socht.

Ibid. 438. 55. Amens, Virg. 
Not, as Rudd. supposes, frotn brain cerebrum: 

more probably from A. S. brinn-an, to burn, bren, 
bryne, fervor; whence bryne-adl, a fever; Su.G. 
braanad, fervor, ardor. Isl. brana has a peculiar 
sense, which is somewhat analogous ; Caprino more 
feror; capellae, seu ibieis more curro. G. Andr. 
p. 34.
BRAYN-WOD, BRANE-WOD, adj. Mad, in a state 

of insanity.
—— He swa mankyd, as brayne-wode 
Rest fast with the stwmpe the blode 
In-til Willaine Walays face.

Wyntown, viii. 13, 51* 
He wanted na mare than a schowt, 
For til hawe made hym brayne-wod owt.

i. e. quite furious. Ibid. 17. 6- 
V. BIIAYNE and Woo.

BRAIRD, f. The first sprouting of grain. V» 
BREER.

To BRAIS, v. a. To embrace.
Thow may to day haif glide to spend, 
And hcstely to morne fra it wend, 
And leif ane uthir thy baggis to brais.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 56. st. 3. 
Fr. bras, the arm, whence embrace, q. in arms.

BRATS, s.pl. Snares, gins.
—— VVe se, watchand the ful schepefald,
The wyld wolf ouerset wyth schouris cald,
Wyth wynd and rane, at myddis of the nicht.
About the boucht plet al of wandis ticht
Brats and gyrnis.——

Doug. Virgil, 275. 55.
This word, which is overlooked by Rudd., is evi 

dently allied to A. S. braegd, figmentum, braegden, 
fraus; gebraegdas, crafts, frauds, subtile contriv 
ances ; Somner. Isl. Su.G. bragd, fraus; Chaucer, 
brede, to devise crafty ways to abuse or cozen others, 
Jun. ; although Urry reads drede in the passage re. 
ferredto ; which seems preferable. Braid, adj. u an 
old word, which seems to signify deceitful." Johns. 
BRAISE, BRAZE, s. The Roach, a fish; S.

u The Clyde abounds with a considerable variety 
of fishes; as the salmon, pike, trout, flounder, perch, 
braze, (Roach Anglis) and eel." Ure's Hist. Ru- 
therglen, p. 231.

Cyprinus Rutilus, the Roach,. Braise / P. Luss, 
Statist. Ace. xvii. 253.

^ Salmon, pike, and eels of different kinds, fre 
quent the Enrick and Blane; but no fish in greater 
abundance, at a certain season of the year, than 
the braise (roach, Eng.) Vast shoals come up from 
Lochlomond, and by nets are caught in those 
sands." P. Killearn, Stirlings. Statist. Ace. xvi. 109.

The name given in S. to this fish has greataffinity
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to the Tarious designations given to the Bream in 
other northern languages.

Sw. brazen, cyprinus brama, bream, Wideg. 
Seren. Teut. braessem^ id. cyprinus latus, Kilian. 
Somner defines A. S. baers^ lupus piscis ; 4 f a kind of 
fish, which some take to be a pike, others a stur 
geon." He thinks that it may perhaps be the same 
with Teut. baers^ a perch. 
BRAITH, adj. Violent, severe.

Wallace tuke ane on the face in his teyn, 
With his gud hand, quhill ness, mowth and eyn, 
Throuch the braith blaw, all byrstyt owt of blud; 
Butless to ground he smat him quhar he stud*

Wallace, xi. 171. MS. 
Allace ! thi help is fasslie brocht to ground, 
Thi chyftane [best] in braith bandis is bound.

Ibid. xi. 1112.
Here it may denote either the strength or the gall 

ing effect -of his fetters. Best occurs in edit., al 
though not in MS. Without it, the measure is im 
perfect.

Isl. Su.G. braede, ira, animi fervor. Hire is at a 
loss, whether to derive this word from braad, celer^ 
or from Isl. reidiy raidi, ira. 
BRAITHFUL, BREITHFUL, adj. Sharp, violent, 

In sum the greyf and ire dyd fast habound, 
"Rasyt wyth braithfull stangis full unsound.

Doug. Virgil, 379. 22. 
Also 390. 55. V. BIIAITH. 

All kynd of wraith and breithful yre now he 
Lete slip at large but brydil wyth renye fre.

Ibid. 428. 7.
BRAITHLIE, adj. u Noisy, sounding, a voce 

breath, et hoc ab A. S. braihe, odor, spiritus," 
Rudd.

This goddes went, quhare Eolus the kyng 
In gousty cauis, the windis loud quhisling 
And braithlie tempestis, by his power refranys 
In bandis hard, schet in presoun constrenys. 

Doug. Virgil, 14. 46. 
Luctantes ventos tempestatesque sonoras 
Imperio premit ———— Virg. 

Doug. seems to have transposed the epithets. Loud 
quhisling corresponds to sonoras^ and braithlie^ as 
would appear, to luctantes. Rudd., not adverting to 
this transposition, has rendered braithlie as if it 
gave the sense of sonoras. According to this view 
of the meaning of braithlie) luctantes is entirely 
overlooked in the translation. For Rudd. makes 
it to convey the idea previously expressed by loud 
quhisling. But it is evidently of the same meaning 
with braithful) violent; or may be viewed as li 
terally expressing the force of luctantes, struggling, 
from Su.G. bryt-a, brott-as, Isl. briot-a, hictare, 
the very term used by Virg. The same word oc 
curs in the Houlate, ii. 14.

— The battellis so brym brathly and blicht, 
Were jonit thraly in thrang, mony thowsand. 

BRAITHLY, adv. Violently, with great force. 
» Wness a word he mycht bryng out for teyae; 

The bailfull ters bryst braithly fra hys eyne.
Wallace, vi, 208. MS. Also, iii. 375.

BRA
Thai bend bowis of bras braithly within.

Gawan and Gol. ii. 12. 
To BRAK, *. n. To break, S. B.

To hear her tale his heart was like to brak.
Ross's Helenore, p, 29.

A. S. brac-an, id, Isl. eg braaka, frango. . 
BRAKE, s. A large and heavy kind of harrow,

chiefly used for breaking in rough ground, S. 
To BRAK, v. n. To express great sorrow on

any account, one says, " I'm like to brak" S. B. 
This is probably allied to Isl. brack, brek, wailing. 

BRAK, BRAKE, adj. Somewhat salt, brackish.
The entrellis sik fer in the fludis brake,
In your reuerence I sail flyng and swake.

Doug. Virgil^ 135. 29.
Belg. brack) salsus. 

BRAKING, s. Puking, reaching, S. B.
But someway on her they fuish on a change;
That gut and ga' she keest with braking strange. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 56.
Teut. braeck-en, to vomit, braecke nausea. This 

seems to be properly a secondary^ense of braeck-en9 
to break; as Kilian explains braecke nausea, disso- 
lutio stomachi. Su.G. brak-a metaph. denotes any 
fatiguing exercise. 
BRALD, part. pa. Decked, dressed; a term

used of a woman, who is said to be
— Rycht braivlie braid.—

Maitland PoemS) p. 319. -
The only word which seems to have any affinity 

is Fr. brell-er, to glitter.
BRANDNEW, BRENT NEW, a phrase equiva 

lent to spick and span, quite new, S.
—— Waes me, I hae forgot, 

With hast of coming aff, to fetch my coat. 
What sail I do ? it was alrnaist brand new ; 
'Tis bat a hellier since't came aff the clew.

Ross's HelenorC) p. 53.
This term is also used in provincial E. It is 

sometimes written brent new.
Nae cotillion brent new frae France, 
But hornpipes, jigs, strathspeys, and reels, 
Put life and mettle in their heels.

BurnS) iii. 332.
This is certainly the same with Teut. brand new^ 

which Kilian gives as synon. with vier-neW) recens ab 
officina profectum, a follibus calens; from brandy 
incendium, ustio. The term has been originally used 
with respect to military weapons, or any iron tools, 
newly finished. 
BRANDED, part. pa. Bordered, having a

margin.
Here belt was of blunket, with birdes fur bolde, 

Branded with brende golde, and bokeled ful bene.
Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 3» 

Brandur is used below for a border. 
His brene, and his basnet, bumeshed ful bene; 
With a brandur abought, al of brende golde. 

i. e. " having a border about, all of finest gold," 
Germ, braun, Isl. brun^ id. Hmbus. 

BRANDED, BRANNIT, adj. Having a reddish* 
brown colour, as if singed by fire. A branded 
cow is one that is almost entirely brown* S.
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The lads of Fingland, and Hellbeck.nill, 
They were nerer for good, but aye for illf 
'Twixt the Staywood-bush and Langside-hitl, 
They stealed the broked cow and the branded

bull. Minstreky Border, i. 233. 
V. CROCKED. 
In a brannit owse hide he was buskit,

Wi' muckle main horns bedight; 
And ay wi' his lang tail he whisk it, 

And drummed on an aid corn weight.
Jamicson's Popular Ball. i. 298. 

Germ. braun, id. Ihre derives Su.G. brim from 
brinna to burn, because objects that arc burnt ex 
hibit this colour. 
BRANDEN,jtar/./>a. Grilled. V. BRID.
BRANDER, BRANDRETH, s. A gridiron.

"His heiresall haue—ane kettill, ane brander, 
arie posnett," &c. Burrow Lawes, c. 125. s. 1. 

Then fresher fish shall on the brander bleez, 
And lend the busy browster wife a heez.

Ramsay^ s Poems, i. 59. 
Til this Jak Bonhowme he mad a crown 
Of a brandreth all red hate; 
Wyth that takyn he gave hym state 
Of his fell presumptyown.

IVyntown, riu. 44. 41.
S. brander. A. S. brandred; "a brandiron," 

Soinner. Dan. brandrith; Teut. brand-roede, 
brander, fulcrum focarium ; properly, an instru 
ment for supporting the wood which is put on the 
fire, from brand, a brand (torris) and roedc, which 
simply signifies a rod.

" Brandrith, or brander; a trivet or other iron 
-stand, to set a vessel over the fire. North." Gl. 
Grose. This is called^a cran, S. 
To BRANDER, v. a. To broil on a gridiron,

to grill, S.
** The Scots also say to brander, for to broil 

«neat," Sir J. Sinclair, p. 172.
Either from the s. or from Teut. brand-en, to 

t)urn. 
BRANDRETH, V. BRANDER.
BRANDUR, s. A border. V. BRANDED. 
BRANE, J. Bran, the husks of corn-ground, 

Dunbar, Maitl. P. 112. V. BYK.
BRANEWOD.

Quhyn thay had'beirit lyk baitit bullis,
And brane~wod bryut in bailis, 

Thay wax als mait as ony mulis 
That mangit wer with inailrs.

Chr. Kirk. st. 22.
This has still been generally rendered, brain-mad. 

But it seems naturally to signify wood for burning, 
from A.S. bryne inceudiuin, and wude, wood. V. 
BEIR, v. 
BRANG, fret. Brought, S.

Beath boiPd an' roast atild Bessie brang 
O' gud fat beef an' mutton.

Rev. J. NicoPs Poems, i. 143. 
To Bll ANGLE, «% n. 1. To shake, to vibfate. 

The tre brangillis, hoisting to the fall, 
With top try tabling, and branschis shakand all. 

Doug. Virgil, 59. 50.

B n A
*>- The schafp po^tit of the drmgimd spere 

Throw out amyddis of the schetld can schere.
Ibid. 334- 16,

2. To menace, to make a threatening appear* 
knee.

Bot principallie Mezentius all engreuit,
With ane grete spere, quharewith he feil mis.

cheuit,
Went brangland throw the feild all him allone, 
Als bustuous as the hidduous Orion.-— 
Siclike Mczentius musturis in the feild, 
Wyth huge armour, baith spere, helme and

scheild. Doug. Virgil, 347. 10. 
Brangland is explained by musturis, q. v. This 

sense is undoubtedly borrowed from the idea of one 
brandishing a weapon.
3. To shake, applied to the mind; to confound,,

to throw into disorder ; used actively.
" Thus was this usurper's [E. Baliol] faction 

brangled, then bound up again, and afterward di 
vided again by want of worth in Balliol their head.*3 
Hume's Hist. Doug. p. «4.

" This is the upshot of their long plots; and tru 
ly, if it [a proposal from the king] had come a little 
before Mr Cheesly, when none here had great hopes 
of the Scots army, it might hare brangled this weak 
people, and the strong lurking party might have 
been able to hare begun a treaty without us, which 
would have undone all." Baillie's Let. i. 430.

Fr. branl-er, to shake; Arm. brancell-at, vi- 
brare \ Su.G. brang-as, cum labore perrumpere 
vellc. 
BRANGILL, s, A kind of dance.

Vpstert Troyanis, and syne ItaHanis,
And gan do doubil br&ngillis and gambettis?
Dansis and roundis trasing mony gatis.

Doug. Virgil, 47(5. 1. 
———— Agmine to to

Permiscent, variantque pedes, raptimque fer- 
untur. Maffei. Aen. L. 13.

Fr. bransle, branle, u a brawle, or daunce, 
wherein many, men and women, holding by the 
hands, sometimes in a ring, and otherwhiles at 
length, move all together." Cotgr.
BRANIT, part. pa. Brawned ; a term formed 

from E. brawn, the fleshy or musculous part 
of the body ; Dunbar. 

To BRANK, v. a. 1. To bridle, to restrain.
— We sail gar drank you, 

Before that time trewly.
Spec. Godly Sangs, p. 38.

The writer here speaks of the earnest expectation 
of Papists to hare their idolatry restored. Lord 
Hailes says, u probably, strangle" 
2. v. n. To raise and toss the head, as spurning 

the bridle; applied to horses.
Ouer al the planis brayis the stampand stedis, 
Ful galyeard in thare bardis and werely wedis, 
Apoun thare strate born brydillis brankand

fast, 
Now trypand here now thare, thair hede did

cast. "Doug. Virgil, 385. 3& 
Pr&ssis-pugnat habenis, Virg. 
Iludd. renders this ? " prancing, capering," quot-
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ing this very passage. But the last words of the 
quotation,, thair fade did cast, justify foe sense 
given above.

Hay, as ane brydlit cat I brank.
' ' ' ' S. P. R. iii. 43. 

Rendered strutl,% Gl. '
3. To bridge up 9pe's« self.

It is said of women, when they wash to appear to 
advantage ^

- Thay lift thair goun abone tbajr schank, 
Syne \y\ me brydlit cat thaj brank.

Mgtt-lwt POOR;, £, 136. " Prance,," Gl. 
Scho brqnfrit f%s^ an.4 q?a|d hit bony, 
And said, «Jofej <H«fr 7* for to> waw ?

fiannatyne Poems', p. 158. 
i. e» ^ as $oon a$ she s&w; hta% sfce bridled tip, 

an4 put $n> her. fee&t £a,<?ei." * Lojcd Haiks here 
gives (he following e^pjana.tion ; c * She tript away 

c hastily, and dressed herself out to the best advan 
tage." N. p..39&

A. BQK. bricfon, is synon., ^ndj probably allied. 
V TO bricfyn; to bridfe up, or hold up the head. 
Nortfi." GKGrose*"
4. To prance, fcfc capec.

This (toy her brankan wooer taks his horse, 
To, strut a gentle spark at Edinburgh cross.

Ramsay?s Poems, ii. 177.
I have not marked any passage, where the word 

seems properly to include the idea of dressing gaily. 
Teut. brank-en and pronck^en, both signify, osten- 

tare se, dare se spectandum; Germ. prang^en, id.; 
Su.G. prunk-a, superbire. Wachter gives prang- 
en, as also signifying, premere, coarctare. Hence, 
he says, the pillory is vulgarly called pranger, Belg. 
pranghe, from the yoke or collar in which, the neck 
of the culprit, who is exposed to public shame, is 
held. The comparison of these different senses of 
.the Germ, verb, especially as illustrated by the sig 
nification of the s., suggests that, as the primary 
sense of our v. is to bridle, this has also been the 
case as to the Gerni. This will be further illus 
trated from the use of. BRANKS. Hence, 
BRANKEN, pqrt. pa* Gay, lively, S. A. 

The moon shpt out her horns o' light,
Clear thro' an openin cloud: 

A branken lass, fu' clean an' braw,
TJo hail its infant shinin, 

Gaetl scowrin to the- birken-shaw, 
For she wi' love was dwinin

Fu' sajr that njgfet. 
Rev. J. NicvVs Poems^ i, ai.* 

BRANKS, s. pi. 1. u Brankls" says Lord Hales, 
are the collars of work-horses ;" Bannatyne 
Poems, p. 293. But this term properly de 
notes a sort of bridle, often used by qountry 
people in riding. Instead of leather, it has on 
each side a piece of wood joined to a halter, to 
which a bit is sometimes added ; but more fre 
quently a kind of wooden noose resembling a 
muzzle.

" The Argatjicliaii faotion had indeed^-gathered 
together in the west a few herds, ploughmen, weav- 
ITS; cpblers, and such canaille, a parcel of unarmed

BRA
and cowardly fellows; these they^-set on horses 
that had many years» before been doom'd to the 
drudging of the cart and plough, with sods instead 
of saddles, brinks and halters instead of bridles." 
M ontrose's MCDJ. P. ii. c. 3. p. 156.

Some ask'd his horse» price and age:-— - 
gome, why no spurs, his sides to claw, 
And for buo*^ sevesai rape^ of straw : 
Why sodds for sadle, and brankz for bridle, 
And plaids, for scarff about his middle !

ColviVs Mock Poem, ii. Id. 
ATKiently tiiis sg&nji t<? ha^e been, the common 

word for a bridle, S. B. Wij&Wl tfeesefew years, 
an iroa Wt ww pue6^v^4 i& $& ^t^eplft af For- 
for, (armerly used, in^ 1&$t yq?y pJftc^ for tor 
turing the unhappy creatures who were accused of 
witchcraft. It ^as c^le4 The. WM^ ffrwks.

Gael, bxancqs ^ mentioned by Shaw, as signify 
ing a halter : bvq#s\s 4<Q fift& to» 
bridle.

as t^eiiWt an
exact descriptipn of o,m branks ; b and p being 
often u^terchan^ed, aud in G^rri}. used indtffer- 
ently in many hj^jaivc^ t*m§kt) 
postouiis, pa^t^mis, coi>tonfe 
naribus equo^u^i i|ap^nitur ; 
2. Branks, I suspect, is? sometimes used in S. as

synon. with jugs or pillory. 
" When the woman, after he was bishop, stood: up 

once and again before the people, ancl confronted 
him with this, he ordered her tongue to be pulled 
out with pincers ; and, when not obeyed, caused her 
to* be put in the branks, and afterwards banished 
with her husband over the water." Htowie's Judge 
ments on Persecutors, p. 30. Biographia Scoticana. 
V. etymon of the v. 
BRANKS, s. pi. A swelling in the chops, S. A.

This disease seems to receive its name from its com 
pressing the parts, as the chops of a horse are com 
pressed by the branks which he wears.

This appears to be the same disease called the buf 
fets, S. B. w
BRANNOCK, /. The Samlet, or small fish ge- 

rally known in S, by the name of Par. This 
is called Branlin, Yorks. V. Ray's Lett. p. 
198. All the difference is ia the termination ; 
both ling and ock being used as diminutives. .

BRAS AND, part.pr. Embracing. 
Heccuba thidder with her childer f or beild 
Ran all in vane and about the alta#e swa«mes; 
Bras and the go*Ulik*e y*nage ;in thare arraos.

Baug. Wirgtt, 56« 22. 
Fr. bras, the aian.

To BRASE, BRASS, w. a. To bind, to tie. 
A roussat goun of Mr a.wn scho him gaif 
Apon his w:eyd, at couryt all the layff ; 

. A soudly courche our bed and nek leit fall 
A wowyn quhyt hatt scho brassit on with all.

Wallace, i. 2421 MS, 
Syne this ilk prince into his legacy — 
This girdill left to younger Remulus, 
His tender neuo, that is here slane thus :
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Ettrill (as said is) has this iouell hint, 
About his sydis it brasin, or he stynt,

Doug. Virgil, 289. 12. 
Syke giftis eik he bad bring with him syne, 
Hynt and deliuerit from the Troiane r«wyne, 
Ane ryche garment brasit with rich gold wyre.—

Ibid. 33. 31.
In this place it properly signifies, bound on the 

margin, welted.
Fr. embrass.er, to bind. Here, as in many other 

instances, the prep, prefixed is thrown away. 
BRASER1S, BRASARIS, s.pl. Vambraces, ar 

mour for the arms.
Quhen thii was said he has but mare abade 

- Tua kempis burdouns brocht, and before thayme
laid 

With al thare harnes and braseris by and by.
Doug. Virgil, 141. 1. 

Pullane greis he braissit on full fast, 
A closs bymy, with mony sekyr clasp, 
Breyst plait, brasaris, that worthi was in wer.

Wallace, viii, 1202. MS.
In Edit. 1648, braisses. Fr. brassar, brassard, 

brassart, id.; brachiale ferreum, Diet. Trev.; from 
bras, the arm, Lat. brach-ium. They were also 
called in Fr. garde bras and avant bras. E. vem 
brace, as Grose observes, is a corr. of the latter. 
They covered the arms from the elbow to the wrist; 
the armour of the upper part being called the pout- 
dron. Milit. Antiq. ii. 552. 
To BRASH, v. a. To assault, to attack. 

Looke on thy Lord, who all his dayes was dead 
To earthly pleasures ; who with grieves acquented 
A man of sorrows liv'd, heere unlamentcd, 
Whose breast did beare, brasftt with displeasure's

dart, 
A bruised spirit and a broken heart.

Mare's True Crucifixe, p. 194, 195. 
Germ, brass-en signifies, to vex; and Teut. broes- 

en, tempestuosum et furentem ventum spirare, Ki- 
lian. It may, however, be contr. from A. S. beraes- 
an, impetuose proruere, irruere. V. BRESCHE and 
BREESSJL.
BRASH, BRASHE, s. An effort, an attack, an as 

sault ; as E. brush is used.
" The last brashe (effort) was made by a letter of 

the prime poet of our kingdome, whereof this is the 
just copy." Muses Thren. Intr. p. viii.

66 A brash of wooing" is the title of a poenji by 
Clerk, Everg. ii. 18. Hence, perhaps, 
BRASHY, BRAUSHIE, adj. Stormy, S. 

Whan Hwas denied me to be great, 
Heav'n bade the Muse upon me wait, 
To smooth the ruggit brows o' fate ; 

An' now thegither 
We've brush'd the bent, thro' monie a speat

O' braushie weather. 
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i, 114. • 

BRASH, s. A transient attack of sickness; a 
bodily indisposition of whatever kind; S. 
^ubitber, synon. S. B. * • 

a A brash, a slight fit of sickness." Sir J. Sinclair, 
p. 113.

Wae worth that brandy, nasty trash !

BRA
Fell source o' mony a pain and brash ! 
Twins monie a poor, doylt, drunken hash, 

O' half his day».
Burns, iii. 16. 

The ladye's gane to her chamber,
And a moanfu' woman was she ; 

As gin she had ta'en a sudden brash, 
And were about to die.

Minstrelsy* Border, ii. 10.
This word is very commonly used to denote the 

more slight ailments of children. The disorder, to 
which they are often subject after being weaned, is 
called the speaning -brash. We also speak of u a 
brash of the teeth," as denoting their occasional ill 
ness, when teething. The term is likewise used more 
generally to signify^ any slight ailment, the nature of 
which is not understood ; or which does not appear 
to form into any regular disease. In this case it is 
vulgarly said, " It is just some brash."

Brash signifies a fit, Northumb. V. Gl. Grose. 
It seems doubtful, whether this should be viewed 

as merely a different sense of the s. as explained a* 
bove, or as^ radically different. We find several 
terms in other languages, which seem to claim some 
affinity ; Isl. breisk, breisk-ur, infirm, breiskleike, 
weakness, G. Andr. Teut. broosch, fragilis, de- 
bilis ; Arm. bresk, bresq, Ir. brisk, delicate, tender. 
Hence, 
BRASHY, adj. Delicate in constitution, subject

to frequent ailments, S. 
To BRAST, v. n. To burst.

—— Mycht nane behald his face, 
The fyrie sparkis brasting from his ene.

Doug. Virgil, 399. 44* 
Brast is used in the same sense by R. Glouc.

BRAT, s. 1. Clothing in general. Tbe bit
and the brat, S. Food and raiment. 

" He ordinarily uses this phrase as a preverb, that 
he desires no more in the world, but a bit and a 
brat ; that is only as much food and raiment as na 
ture craves.'" Scotch Presb. Eloq. p. 36.

a It is a world that will not give us a bit and a 
brat." S. Prov. Kelly, p. 205. He thus expl. it : 
u If a man be honest and industrious, he can hardly 
miss food and raiment." It would seem that the 
Prov. is printed erroneously. According to the ex- 
planation, it should be, u It is a poor world," or 
" an ill world," &c.
2. A c«arse kind of apron for keeping the cloaths 

clean, S. " Brat, a coarse apron, a rag ; Lin- 
colns." Gl. Grose ; id. Lancashs.

3. Coarse clothin, S. ; dudds, synon. A. S.
bratt signifies both pallium and panniculus ;

a cloak, 
rags.

a rag;" Somner. C. B. brathay9

4. Scum, S. It does not necessarily signify, re 
fuse ; but is also applied to the cream which 
rises from milk, especially of what is called 
a sour cogue, or \hzjloatings of boiled whey. 

" Brat, a cover or scurf." Statist. Ace. xv. 8. N. 
This seems to be merely an oblique sense of the 

same word, as used to denote an apron which co 
vers the rest of one's clothes.

1
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BRATCHART, /. Expl. «Silly stripling;1 ' 

and traced to Teut. broedsel, pullus; or viewed 
." q. vretchet, little wretch j" GL Sibb. 

That bratchart in a busse was born ; 
They fand a monster on the morn, 
War faced than a cat.

Montgomerie, Watson's Coll. iii. 12. 
The term undoubtedly is equivalent to whelp; 

from Fr. bratchet, a kind of small hound; or im 
mediately formed from Brack. V. BRACK ELL. 
To BRATH, if. a. To plait straw-ropes round

a stack, crossing them at intervals, S. B. 
A* S. braed-an, to weave together ; Isl. bregd-a, 

nectere fila in funem, per obliquos nexus, et com. 
plexus; G. Andr. p. 33, 34. Alem. broihen, con. 
texere. Hence,
BRATHINS, s.pL The cross ropes of the roof of 

a thatched house, or stack; also called etherins, 
Ang.

Isl. bragd, nexus.
BRATHLY, adj. Noisy. V. BRAITHLIE. 
To BRATTYL, BRATTLE, v. n. i. To make 

a clashing or clattering noise, S. 
Branchis bratttyng, and blaiknyt shew the bray is, 
With hirstis harsk of waggand wyndil stray is.

Doug. Virgil, 202. 28.
2. To advance rapidly, making a noise with the 

feet, S.
Daft lassie, when we're naked, what'll ye say, 
Giff our twa herds come brattling down the

brae,
And see us sae ?— Ramsay's Poems, ii. 75.

Not, as Rucld. conjectures, formed from the
sound; but deriveirperhaps from Isl. briot-a, bryt-a,
which sometimes signifies, exagitare, hue illucque
nrovere, ut luctantes; Ihre, vo. Brottas; or Teut.
bortel-en, tumultuari \ ftuctuar*, agitare.
BRATTYL, BRATTLE, j-, l. A clattering noise,

as that made by the feet of horses, when
prancing, or moving rapidly, S. It is thus
expl. by Rudd.

Now by the time that they a piece had ta'en, 
All in a brattle to the gate are gane; 
And soon are out of the auld noorise' sight, 
To dress her milk hersell wha shortly dight.

Ross's Helenore, p. 96.
" For, thinks I, an' the horse tak a brattle now, 

they may come to lay up my mittens, an' ding me 
yavil an' as styth as I had been elf-shot." Journal 
from London, p. 4.

Thou need na start awa sae hasty, 
Wi' bickering brattle.

Burns, iii. 146.
2. Hurry, rapid motion of any kind, S. 

Bauld Bess flew till him wij a brattle, 
And spite of his teeth held him 
Close by the craig.— Ramsay's Poems, i. 261.

3. A short race, S. 
The sma' droop-rumpl't, hunter cattle, 
Might aiblins waur't thee for a brattle ; 
But sax Scotch miles thou try't their mettle, 

An* gar't them whaizle.
Burns, iii. 14*3.

BRA
4. Fury, violent attack, S. 

- List'ning, the doors an' winnocks rattle;
I thought me on the ourie cattle,
Or silly sheep, wha bide this brattle 

O' winter"war.
Burns, iii. 150. 

BRAVERY, s. A bravado, a gasconade.
" In which time one Tait, a follower of Cesford, 

who as then was of the Lords party, came forth in 
a bravery, and called to the opposite horsemen, ask* 
ing if any of them had courage to break a lance for 
his Mistress; he was answered by one Johnston 
servant to the Master of Glammis, and his challenge 
accepted." Spotswood, p. 287.

Fr. braverie, id. from braver, to brave, to play^ 
the gallant.
BRAUITIE, s. 1. A show, a pageant. 

All curious pastimes and consaits 
Cud be imaginat be man, 
Wes to be sene on Edinburgh gaits, 
Fra time that brauitie began.

BureVs Entry Q. Anne, Watsotfs Coll. ii. 5. 
2. Finery in dress, S.

Syne she beheld ane heuinly sicht, 
Of Nymphs who supit nectar cauld; 
Whois brauities can scarce be tauld.

Ibid. p. 7.
Fr. braverie, depense en habits; Diet. Tret. 

V. BRAW. 
BRAUL, BRAWL, s.

"It vas ane celest recreation to behold ther lycht 
lopene, galmouding, stendling bakuart & forduart, 
dansand base dansis, pauuans, galyardis, turdions, 
braulis and branglis, buffons, vitht mony vthir lycht 
dansis, the quhilk ar ouer prolixt to be rehersit." 
CompL S. p. 102.

Menstrel, blaw up ane brawl of France; 
Let se quha hobbils best.

Lyndsay, S. P. Repr. ii. 201. 
In Gl. Compl. it is justly observed, that this is 

the same as brangle (Fr. bransle, branle), contr.
BRAUSHIE, adj. Stormy. V. BRASH, v.
BRAW, BRA', adj. 1. Fine, gaily dressed, S. 

Braw gaes ilk Borrows blade, an* wed ye ken, 
'Tis wi' the profits ta'en frae ither men,

Morison*s Poems, p. 183, 184. 
Teut. brauwe, ornatus, bellus; Fr. brave, id.

These terms are perhaps radically allied to Isl. bra-
er, nitet, splendet, G. Andr.
2. Handsome, S.

Young Robie was the brawest lad,
The flower and pride of a' the glen ; 

And he had owsen, sheep, and kye, 
And wanton naigies nine or ten.

Burns, IT. 80.
3. Pleasant, agreeable, S.

O Peggy, dinna say me na:
But grant to me the treasure 

Uf love's return; 'tis unka bra9 , 
When ilka thing yields pleasure.

A. Nicol's Poems, 1739. p, 27.
4. Worthy, excellent, S. A brow man, si worthy 

man; S.
X 2.
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Su.G. braf, bonus, praestans. En bfafman, the 

very phrase still used by the vulgar in S. Germ. 
brav, id. Isl. brah, braf, fortis, Verel. Wachter 
views Lat. probus as the origin. Ihre prefers brage, 
a hero ; observing that»any one distinguished by wis 
dom, eloquence, or ingenuity, was by the Goths called 
Bragmadur; from brag, and madr, man. Gael. . 
breagh, signifies fine, sightly, pretty, handsome.

Braw is often used adverbially, as conjoined with 
the copulative : draw and able, abundantly able 
for any work or undertaking ; braw and weel, in 
good health. Hence, 
BRAWLY, adv. Very well, S. sometimes brawlins^

Ang.; browlies, browlins, Aberd. 
" Bat for a that we came brewlies o* the%od, till 

we came within a mile of Godlanlin." Journal 
from London, p. 3.

This corresponds to Sw. Hun maer braf, He is 
well; Wideg.
BRAWS, pL Fine clothes, one's best apparel j S. 

A' her brdws trere out of order now, 
Her hair in taits hung down upon her brow.

Ross's Helenore, p* 28.
" But the moralist may speculate on this female 

infirmity as he chooses; as far as the lass has cash or 
credit, to procure braws, she will, step by step, 
follow hard after what she deems grand and fine in 
her betters." P. Glenorchay, Argyles. Statist. Ace. 
viii. 350.

This is evidently from the adj. sense 1. It de. 
serves notice, that, analogous to this, the Teut. adj. 
brauwe, signifying, decked, is also used as a s. de. 
noting the furred border of a garment, this being 
chiefly an ornamental part df dress. 
BRAWEN, part. pa.

For fault of cattle, corn and gerse, 
Your banquets of most nobility 
Dear of the dog brawen in the Merse.

Polwarfs Fit/ting, Watson's Coll. iii. 9. 10. 
Can this signify boiled? A. S. browen^ coctus; 

or perh. brewed, referring to some popular story. 
V.-DBAR.
To BRAWL, *>. //. To run into confusion; 

part. pr. brawland.
The Erie with that, that fechtand was, 
Quhen he hys fayis saw brawland sua, 
In by apon thaun gan he ga.

Barbour, xii. 132. MS.
This Word is immediately formed from Fr. brouill- 

er, to embroil, to confound, to put into disorder ; 
derived, by Menage, from Ital. brogl^iare, which, 
he says, is from broglio, a* wood. Bat it may be 
traced to Su.G. bryll-a, perturbare, a frequentative 
from bryd-a, id. Arm. brell-a has the same sense.
BRAWLIT, part. pa. Perhaps marbled, mixed 5 

from the same v. ; Fr. brouilLer, to jumble. 
Bot ye your wyfe and bairns can tak na rest, 
Without ye counterfeit the worthyest, 
Buft£raz0/#hois, coit, dowblet, sark and j»cho; 
Your wyfe and bairns conform mon be thairto.

L. Scotland's Lament. Fol. 7. a. 
BRAWLINS, s. pi. The trailing Straw-berry 

tree, or Bear-berry, S. B. Arbutus uva-ursi, 
Linn. The name is sometimes applied to the
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fruit of the Vaccinium vitis Idaea, or red bill- 
berry.
Gael, braoilagi) denotes a, w&ortle-berty. Itihay 

have-been transferred to the straw-berry; as braoi- 
lag-nan-con, signifies bear-berries ; Shaw.

The name breigfclac however is perhaps exclusive 
ly given to the whortle-berfy.

u There also they may taste the delicious juice of 
the vaccinium vitis idaea, (the whortle-berry, or 
Highland breigVktc)." P. Clunie, Perths. Statist. 
Ace. ix. 237.
BRAXY, BRAXES, BRACKS, s. i. A disease in

sheep, S.
u To two diseases, of a very serious nature, the 

flocks here are still exposed. The one a fever, to 
which the hogs or sheep of the first year are so liable 
in winter, and especially in variable weather, with 
intermitting frosts, that the farmer reckons .himself 
fortunate, if he lose only three of each score in his 
hirsle. This disease, (the braxy^ as some call it), 
has been examined, and is found to arise from the 
withered grass on which the aninial then feeds, and 
the want either of liquid, or muscular motion in the 
stomach to dissolve it. The consequence is, that the 
dry and unconcocted food enters the intestines in an 
impervious state; the obstructions excite an inflam 
mation, a feter and mortification, of which the ani 
mal dies." P. Selkirk, Statist. Ace. ii. 440.

" Many are cut off by a disease which is here 
called the Braxes." P. Lethnot, Forfars. Statist. 
Ace. iv. 8.

This is also called braik and bracks, Ang.
" Another malady—preys on the sheep here. 

Among the shepherds it is called the Br&eks." P. 
Barrie, Forfars. Statist. Ace. iv. 242.

A. S. breaC) rheuma; broc sickness, -disease, a 
malady, Somner. .Su.G. braky id. It. bracha^ cor 
ruption. All these terms seem to be allied.

What confirms this etymon is, that it seems to be 
the same disease which is also denominated the 
sickness.

" Of these, what is called the sickness is gene 
rally the most common and the most fatal. It is an 
inflammation in the bowels, brought on by the full 
habit of the animal, by sudden heats and colds, by 
eating wet and frosted grass, or by lying Oil wet 
ground." P. Peebles, Statist. Ace. xii. 4.
2. A sheep which has died of disease \ also, 

mutton of this description, S.
While highlandmen hate tolls ttn* taxes, 
While moorlan' herds like guid fat braxiesf— 
Count on a friend in faith and practice, 

In Robert Burns.
Burns, iii. 253.

BRAZE, s. A roach. V. BRAISE.
BRAZARS, s. pi. Armour for the arms. V. 

BRASERIS.
To BRE. K. Hart, i. 24. V. BIGGIT.
BRE, BREE, s. The eye-brow, S. B. 

Hir ene affixit apoun the ground held sche, 
Mouing na mare hir curage, face nor bre, 
Than sche had bene ane statewe of marbyl stane.

Doug. Virgil, 1^). 21. 
" Ee nor bree," is still a proverbial phrase. " He
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moved neither ee noY bree ony mair than he had been 
dead," S. B. 

• Now they conclude, that here their turf maun be,
And lay stane still, not moving ee nor bree.

Ross's Helenore, p. 74 
' A. S. breg, palpebra: Jsl. braa. V. BRA. 
BREADBERRY, s.' That food of children,

which in E. is called/*#>, S.
Perhaps from bread and A. Bor. berry, to beat, 

Su.G. baeria, Isl. beria^ id. q. a bruised bread." 
BRE Alt, s. A division of land in a farm, S.

" Such farms as are divided into 3 inclosures, or, 
as they are commonty called, breaks, the tenant, by 
his lease, is bound, tinder a certain stipulated penal 
ty, to plow one only of these at a time." P. Kil- 
winning, Ayrs. Statist. Ace. xi. 152. 
To BREAK, v. a. To disappoint, S. B. " Pse

no break youj I shall not disappoint you," Shirr.
Gl.
Isl. bregd-a, frustrari aliquem, G. Andr. p. 34. 

Su.G. id. mutare; fallere.
BREAK (of a hill) s. A hollow in a hill, S.

Isl. breck-a, crepido, declivitas. 
BREARDS, s.pl. The short flax recovered from

the first tow, by a second hackling. The tow,
thrown off by this second hackling, is called
backings*
" To be sold, a large quantity of white and blue 

breards, fit for spinning yarn, 4 to 6 lib. per spindle." 
Edinburgh Evening Courant, Sept. 1. 1804.
To BREAST, v. n. To spring up of forward > 

a. term applied to a horse, S. 
Thou never lap, and sten't, and breestit,

Then stood to blaw ; 
But just thy step a wee thing hastit, 

Thou snoov't awa.
Burns, iii. 144.

From the action of the breast in this effort. 
BRE AST-WODDIE, s. That part of the harness 

of a carriage-horse, which goes round the 
breast, S. B.
u Sometimes the breast-woddies, an' sometimes the 

theats brak." Journal from London, p. 5. V. RIG- 
WIDDIE.
BRECHAME, BRECHEM, s. The collar of a 

working horse, S. 
—Ane brechame, and twa brochis fyne.—

Bannatyne Poems, p. 160. st. 8. 
" Bar sham, a horse collar. North." Gl. Grose. 

Baurghwan is used in the same sense, A. Bor. ibid.; 
also, " Brauchin, a collar for a horse, made of old 
stockings stuffed with straw. Cumb." Ibid.

u The straw brechem is now supplanted by the 
leather collar." P. Alvah, Banffs. Statist. Ace. 
iv. 395. V. WEASSIS.

Your armour gude ye maun a shaw. 
Nor yet appear like men o' weir; 

As country lads be a' array'd,
Wi' branks and brecham on each mare. 

Minstrelsy Border, i. 176.
Gael. Ir. braigh, the neck; whence braighaidain, 

a collar. The last syllable has more resemblance of 
Teut. hamme, a collar. V. HAIMS.

BRE

The durrls and the windois all war breddit 
With massie gold, quhairof the fynes scheddit.

Police of Honour, iii. 68. Edin. edit. 1579. 
It seems to signify wreathed, from A. S. bred^an, 

Teut. breyd-en, to wreathe. Scheddit is rendered 
" streamed forth;" Gl. But the expression may 
perhaps denote that the fynes or ends of the golden 
wreaths parted from each other. 

' BREDE, WYNTER-BREDE, s. Provisions for 
winter,

——Of emotis the blak rout— 
Had beildit vnder the rute of an hye tre 
In tyll ane clift thare byke and duelling stede, 
To hyde thare langsum werk, and wynter brede. 

Doug. Virgil, 462. 33.
This may be merely bread, as Rudd. supposes, 

used more largely. But Isl. braad is rendered, 
praeda, esca, carnivori anihialis, G. Andr. p. 33. 
which seems to indicate that A. SL breod is only a 
restricted use of the radical word. 
BREDIR, s. pi. Brethren. V. BRODIR. 
BREDIS. IN BREDIS.

The birth that the ground bure was brondyn in
bredts, 

With gerss gay as the gold, and granis of grace.
Houlate, i. 3. MS.

This is certainly the same with in brede as used by 
Chaucer, which Tyrwhitt renders abroad. Thus 
brondyn in bredis is u branched out." V. ABREID. 
BREE, BRIE, S. B. BREW, Bkoo, S. s. i. Broth, 
. soup.

The priest said grace, and all the thrang fell tee, 
And ply'd their cutties at the smervy bree.

Ross's Helenore, p. 116. 
Of cookrie she was wonder slee, 
And marked all as it should be; 
Good beef and mutton to be broo, 
Dight spits, and then laid the rosts to,

Sir Egeir . <». 66. 
" Bree, broth without meal," Gl. Yorks.

2. Juice, sauce, S.
u Breau, is supping meat, or gravy and fat for 

brewis;" Gl. Yorks.
3. Water; moisture of ny kind, S.

A' ye douce folk, I've borne aboon the broo, 
Were ye but here, what would ye say or do ?

Burns, iii. 57. 
Thus snaw~brue is melted snow, herring-bree, the

brine of a herring-barrel, S.
This has been derived from Gael, bri, substance.

But it appears in the same forms in other languages;
Teut. bri/, broeye, bruwe; puls, jus, juscalum, liqua.
men. A. S. briw, Germ, brue, bruhe, id. liquor; q.
decoctum, according to Wachter, from brau-en, to
boil. G. Andr. in like manner derives Isl. brugg,
calida coctio, from brugg»a, coquere.
BREE, s. Hurry, bustle.

Nae doubt, when ony sic poor chieP as me 
Plays tricks like that; ye'll, in a hurry, see 
It thro' the parisR raise an unco bree.

Shirrefs' Poems, p. 67. V. also p. 215. 
Su.G. bry, turbare, Vexare; which some derive

from brigdtt) litigare, btigd^ contumelia.
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BREE, s. The eye-brow. V. BRE.
To BREED of> to resemble. V. BRADE, v. 5.
BREEK, BREIK, s. One leg of a pair of breeches,

S. pL breeks, breiks, breeches.
The word is used iiv the sing, in a proverbial 

phrase, the origin of which is ascribed to what was 
said by Archibald III., fourth Earl of Douglas, after 
a battle, in which he had been wounded in that quar 
ter which modesty vails.

44 When after the battell every man was reckon, 
ing his wounds, and complaining, hee said at last 
when hee had hard -them all; They sit full still that 
have a riven breike. The s peach—is past into a 
proverb, which is used to designe such as have some 
hidde and secret cause to complaine, and say but 
little." Hume's Hist. Doug, p. 120.

Than gan thai baith for to think schame, 
And to be naikit thocht defame; 
And maid thame breikis of teuis grene.

Lyndsay's Warkis^ p. 26. 
Another throw the breiks him bair, 
Whill flatlies to the ground he fell.

Raid of Reidswire, Minstrelsy Border , i. 118.
This word occurs both in the Gothic and Celtic 

dialects. Anc. Goth, and Isl. brok; A. S. braec, 
brec; Su.G. braeckor; Alem.pruahf Arm. brag; 
C. B. bryccan; Gael, brigis ; Ir. broages. It was 
known to the Romans. Ovid insinuates that this 
was a Persian dress.

Hos quoque, qui geniti Graja, creduntur ab urbe,
Pro patria cultu Persica bracca tegit.

TRIST. v.
From this dress, the Romans gave the name of 

Gallia braccata to one part of Gaul; because, this 
not being used by themselves, they had for the first 
time seen it there. This was the province otherwise 
called Gallia Narbonensis^ Cellar. Geog. L. 2. c. 2. 
It included Savoy, Dauphine, Languedoc, and Pro. 
vcnce. The origin of the word is obscure; although 
JSochart and G. Andr. both derive it from Heb. «pa 
baeraec, the knee; because the breeches worn by 
some nations reached no higher.

It is singular, that Lyndsay, in the passage quoted, 
uses the same term for the aprons made by our com. 
mon parents, which occurs in the A. S. Pentateuch, 
only as conjoined with waed^ a garment: Siwodon 
ficleaf) and worhton him waedbrec. Gen. iii. 7. 
BREELLS, s.pl. Spectacles in general 5 but

more strictly double-jointed spectacles; Clydes.
Germ, brill) Su.G. driller, id. oculi vitrei, L. B. 

berill-us is used in the same sense. Various are the 
conjectures as to the origin of the term. Ihre thinks 
it had been applied to them, in a jocular way, by the 
Italian tradesmen, from briglia^ a bridle, q. a bridle 
for the nose.

Jlad the term been formed in our own time, we 
might have traced it, somewhat in the same way, to 
Isl. brial) affectatio, as many, it is thought, wear 
glasses now from no higher motive; not, at any rate, 
in consequence of their sight being injured by reading. 
BREER, BRERE, BRAIRP, BREARD, s. The first

appearance of grain above ground, after it is
sown, S.
A fine breer, an abundant germination. " Brere^ 

new sprung corn," Rudd.

BRE
44 There is no breard like midding brearA;" S. 

Prov. Kelly, p. 328. applied to low-born people who 
suddenly come to wealth and honour; in allusion to 
the stalks of corn which spring up on a dung-hill. 

There's an auld saw, to ilk ane notum— 
44 Better to save at braird than bottom."

Ramsay^ s Poems, i. 143.
Or in prose; 44 Better hain at the brierd than at 

the bottom;" Ramsay's Prov. p. 19.
A. S. brord, frumenti spicae, u corn new come 

up, or the spires of corn." Somner. But as we 
learn from the same writer, that the primary sense of 
the word is punctus, a prick or point; this enables 
us to trace it a little' farther. For Su.G. brodd, a 
point, (cuspis, aculeus,) also signifies the first ap. 
pearance of the blade, used in the same sense with 
spik. Deinde etiam brodd vocatur herba segetis*, 
prim urn sese e terrae gremio exserens, utpote quae 
cacumina sua, instar clavorum acuminata, humo ex. 
serunt. Marc. iv. 28. Simili metaphora spik dici- 
tur primum illud germen, quod e grano prodit. 
Kornet aer i spik. Ihre, i. 270.

The Su.G. word claims Isl. brydd-a, pungere, 
(to brodd) S. B.) as its origin. lr. pruid-im, id. is 
undoubtedly from the same root.

44 Bruart, the blades of corn just sprung up;" 
Gl. Lane ash. This word has the closest affinity to 
A. S. brord.
To BREER, BRERE, BREARD, #. n. To germi 

nate, to shoot forth from the earth; applied 
especially to grain, S. Brerde^ part. pa. Loth. 
brairded.

The sulye spred^hir brade bosum on brede, 
Zephyrus confortabill inspiratioun 
For tyll ressaue law in hir barme adoun: 
The cornis croppis, and the here new brerde, 
Wyth gladesum garmont reuesting the erd.

Doug. Virgil, 400. 27. 
—Whuddin hares, 'mang brairdit corn, 

At ilka sound are startin.
Rev. J. NicoFs Poems, ii. 1. 

BREIRDING, s. Germination; used metaph. in 
relation to divine truth.
44 I find a little breirding of God's seed in this 

town, for the which the Doctors have told me their 
mind, that they cannot bear with it." Rutherford's 
Lett. P. I. ep. 73.
BREESSIL, s. The act of coming on in a har 

ry, Fife.
This is immediately allied to A. S. brastl, crepitus, 

strepitus, fractio, fractura, arsio, 44 cracking or 
crackling; also, burning;" Somn. Brastl-ian^ ere- 
pitare, strepere; to crack, to crackle, to make a 
noise;—to burn ; ibid. These terms have been pri. 
marily used to denote the noise made by fire. There 
can be no doubt as to their affinity to Isl. brysy ar~ 
dens calor. The Isl. v. corresponds exactly to our 
word ; bryss-a, fervide aggredi; G. Andr. p. 36. 
BREGER, s. One given to broils and blood 

shed.
Sic men than, ye ken thau 5 
Amangs our selfs we se, 
As bregers and tygers, 
Delyts in blud to be.

BureVs Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 46.
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This at first view might seem to be merely a corr. 

of E. braggart. But it is from Fr. briguer, " a 
quarrelsome, contentious or litigious person; used 
also as brigand^" Cotgr.; both being from brigue, 
contention. Chaucer uses brige in the latter sense. 
The origin is most probably Su.G. brigd-a. V. 
BREE, s. 2. 
BREHON, s. A hereditary judge.

" The Brehons were, in North Britain and Ire- 
land, the judges appointed by authority to determine^ 
on stated times, all the controversies which happen* 
ed within their respective districts. Their courts 
were usually held on the side of a hill, where they 
were seated on green banks of earth. The hills were 
called mute-hills.—The office belonged to certain 
families, and was transmitted, like every other inhe 
ritance, from father to son. Their stated salaries 
were farms of Considerable value. By the Brehon 
law, even the most atrocious offenders were not 
punished with death, imprisonment or exile; but 
were obliged to pay a fine called Eric. The eleventh, 
or twelfth part of this fine fell to the judge's share: 
the remainder belonged partly to the King or Supe 
rior of the land, and partly to the person injured; 
or if killed, to his relations." Dr Macpherson's 
'Critical Dissertations, D. 13.

After Scotland had been overrun by Edward I., 
in the regulations made for the government of the 
country, it was ordained that u the custom of the 
Scots and Brets should, for the future, be prohibited, 
and be no longer practised." Ryley, p. 506. This 
has been understood, as if it denoted a total abroga 
tion of the Scottish laws and customs. But Lord 
Hailes views the usage of the Scots and Brets as 
something entirely distinct from the laws of the land. 
" We know from our statute-book," he says, " that 
the people of Galloway had certain usages peculiar 
to them, Stat. Alexander II. c. 2. One was, that 
causes among them were tried without juries. Quon. 
Attach, c. 72. 73. and this may probably have been 
the usage which Edward abolished. The people of 
Galloway were sometimes distinguished by the name 
of Scots: thus, the wild Scot of Galloway is an ex 
pression to be found in ancient instruments, and is 
proverbial even in our days. The usage of the Brets 
I take to be what relates to the judge called Brithibh 
or Brehon; in Ireland, Brehan; and consequently, 
that the thing here abolished was the commutation 
of punishments, by exacting a pecuniary mulct." 
Annals, 1.5286. V. also 2. Statutes Rob. I. c. 56.

This learned writer is certainly in a mistake, how 
ever, when he supposes that the Brehons were the 
same with the Brets. The latter are evidently men 
tioned as a people, equally with the Scots. u The 
custom of the Scots and Judges," would form a harsh 
connexion. By the Scots may be here meant the 
wild Scots, or the descendants of the Irish, in the 
Western parts of Galloway. The Brets are certain 
ly Britons; those most probably, who inhabited 
Strat-clyde^ and who seem to have retained customs 
peculiar to themselves^ even after the dissolution of 
their kingdom. V. Pinkerton's Enquiry, I. 80. 
81.; where it appears incontestibly proved, that this 
name was given to the Britons or Welsh.

With respect to the term Brehon / as Ir. breathav^

R R E
Vy siill signifies a judge, C. B. braudur has 

the same meaning. Bullet supposes that Breth has 
been used in this sense by the ancient Gauls; whence 
Fergobrety the name of the supreme magistrate 
among them. The Aedui^ a nation of Gauls, whose 
chief city was Augusiodunum, now Autun (Cellarii 
Geog. I. 171. 172.) gave this name to their chief 
magistrate. Divitiacus et Lasco summo magistratu 
praeerant. Vergobretum appellant Aedui, qui crea 
tor annuus, et vitae necisque habet potestatem. 
Caesar. Bell. Gall. Lib. 1. Du Cange observes, 
that to this day the supreme magistrate of Autun is 
called Vierg. Schilter> giving a Germ, etymon, sup 
poses that this word is composed of werk work^ 
and bret illustrious. Bochart still more wildly de 
rives it from the two Syriac words, Farga change, 
and partun supreme governor; because this Vergo- 
bret, although the first magistrate, was subject to 
change. De Colon. Phenic. p. 79. Wachter views 
it as formed of the old British ver a man, and cyfraith 
law, q. one who legally settles all differences. But 
it seems to be merely the man who judges; as in Ir. 
Fear gofraith literally bears this meaning; Biblioth. 
Anglic. Tom. XV. Par. I. p. 412. referred to by 
Wachter. Or the word may be thus formed ; Fear, 
a man, go a conjunctive particle, and breath judg 
ment. Go, however, may here be the preposition 
signifying to, as it is commonly used. Thus it is, 
the man appointed for judgment.

Siuce collecting the preceding materials on this 
article, I have observed that Sir James Ware gives 
an account of the Brehons, substantially the same 
with that given by Dr Macpherson. But as the 
Irish antiquary is more circumstantial than the Scot 
tish, as he had better opportunities of investigation, 
and as at best our sources of information on this sub 
ject are very limited; some extracts from Ware may 
be acceptable to the reader.

" The Dynast, or Chieftane," he says, " had 
certain judges under him called Brehons ̂ who at 
stated times sat in the open air, generally upon some 
hill, on a bench raised with green sods, where they 
distributed justice to the neighbours, who pleaded 
their causes, before them. These Judges were un 
skilled in the English Laws; but when any matter 
was debated before them, they directed their judg 
ment partly by principles drawn from the Civil and 
Canon laws, and partly by prescriptions and customs 
in use among the Irish. And as the Dynast had Bre 
hons, who were always of one sept or family, so he 
had also Historians, Physicians,*Surgeons, Poets and 
Harpers of other septs, to every one of whom parti 
cular lands were allotted for their support.—The 
Brehons were divided into several tribes, and the of 
fice was hereditary : yet their laws were wrapt up in 
an obscure language, intelligible only to those whQ 
studied in their schools, in order to succeed the fami 
ly Brehon. The eleventh part of the matter in de 
mand was the Brehon's fee, and the loser paid no 
costs. The Irish historians mention the Mac-Kieg- 
ans, 0-Deorans, 0-Brislans, and Mac-TholieS) as 
Brehons.

« —By the Brehon laws, murders, rapes and theft 
were punished by a fine called Eric, which was rais 
ed out of the substance of the delinquent; or for
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want of that, out of the territory where t;he offence 
was committed.—As murder was punished by an 
Erick, so a bare attempt to commit it, thougb un^c- 
cessful, was subject to the like fine,—This law of 
Erick is said to have been introduced by Fedlimid, 
s urn am ed Reachtair, or the Law-giver, so called 
from his great care in making good laws, (however 
the present law may be considered) and seeing them 
exactly observed. He began his reign A. D. 164> 
and died in 173. Before the reign of this monarch, 
the law of retaliation prevailed in Ireland, viz. " an 
eye for an eye, and a tooth for a tooth." But he 
changed it into this milder punishment of the Erick 
or fine, in proportion to the quality of the of- 
fence.—

" It is not to be denied that the English laws and 
customs were introduced into Ireland at the very first 
arrival of the English there in the reign of King Hen. 
ry II., and that they were afterwards more firmly 
established by King John, and deposited under his 
seal in the Exchequer at Dublin ; but it is manifest 
that for many centuries after that period they did 
not extend their force and efficacy further than to the 
countries in possession of the English: For in the 
other parts of Ireland, the law of Tanistry remained 
in its full vigour, together with the Brehon-law, and 
that of Gavelkind ; which laws and customs by de 
grees also crept in among some of the English, even 
among those of better note, as appears by a statute» 
made in a Parliament held at Kilkenny in the 40th 
year of Edward III.) under the government of 
Lionel Duke of Clarence, Lord Lieutenant of Ire- 
land; by which the English are commanded in all 
controversies to govern themselves by the common 
laws of England, and whoever submitted himself to 
the Brehon-law, or to the law of the Marches, is 
declared a traitor. Yet notwithstanding that act, 
those Irish laws and customs were afterwards here 
and there received by many of the English ; npr 
were the English laws universally acknowledged and 
submitted to through all Ireland until the final settle, 
ment made in the reign of King James I.

u ——In the Depositions of witnesses examined 
before the Lord Deputy and Council at Limerick, 
A. 36. Hen. 8., in proof of the Marriage of the Earl 
of Clanrickaird to Grany O-Kerwill, one of the wit. 
nesses is stiled Hugh Mac-Donnell, Mac-Egan, Bre- 
lion of Cloghketinge in Ormond: and among the ar 
ticles made with the Earl of Desmond, (A. 6° Eliz.) 
one is, " that the Brehon laws, according to the 
Act of Parliament therein provided, be abolished in 
all the shires under the jurisdiction of the Earl."

The etymon of the term here given, is the same 
with that already suggested. " Brehon or Breathav 
in Irish signifies a judge, from Breath judgment," 
Antiquities of Ireland, p. 69-71.

* Dr Ledwich has endeavoured to shew, that the 
Brehon laws are so nearly akin to the Gothic, that 
they must have been introduced into Ireland by the 
Belgae or Firbolgians; Antiquaries of Ireland, p. 
259-280. 
To BREY, v. a. To terrify.

Bot thare-of cowth thai fynd rycht noucht,
Bot a serpent all wgly,
That breyd thajne all standand thare-by.

IVyntown, vi. 4. 36.

B R E
A. S- breg-an, id. probably allied to &w. bry, to rex, 

V. BIGGIT.
To BREID, BREBE, v* «. To resemble. V,

BRABE, v. 5.
BREID, s. Breadth* On Ireid^ broad, or i 

breadth.
Sic breid abufe the wallis thair was, 
Thre cartes micht sydlingis on them pas.

Lyndsay's Warkis, p. 77. Edit. 1592. 
He fell in ane meikil myre, as wes his hap, 
Was fourtie fute on breid, under the stayr.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 84. 
A. S, braed; Su.G. bredd, id. Brede occurs in 

O. E.
Suane, the Danes kyng, was of so grete strength, 
That he destroied this lond in brede & in length.

R. Brunne, p. 41. 
BREYFE, BREVE, s. A writing. 

Hys breyfe he gert spede for.thi 
Til swmmownd this Ballyole bodyly.

Wyntown, viii. 10, 37.
A. S. braue, literae; Germ, brief, a letter; Isl. 

Su.G. bref, epistola, diploma; Fr. brief^ breve, a 
writ. These are all from Lat. breve, a terra use,d 
by Vopiscus. This wor,d? as we a^e informed by 
Salmasius, came to signify a schedule or small bogk, 
towards the decline of the empire. The v. is evi 
dently formed from the n.
To BREIF, BREVE, BREUE, BREW, v. a. i. To 

write, to commit to writing,
Glaidlie I wald amid this writ haue breuit, 
Had I it sene how thay war slane or schent.

Palice of Honour, iii. 92. 
Maistir Jhon Blayr that patron couth rasaiff, 
In Wallace buk brewyt it with the layff.

Wallace, ix. 1941. MS.
Ane heuinlie rout out throw the wod eschevitj 
Of quhome the bounty gif I not deny, 
Uneth may be intill ane scripture brewit.

Police of Honour, ii. 2.
" Abbreviated," Gl. But it is evident that this 

is not the meaning.
Hence the phrase, " breif the bill," seems to be 

merely; write the deed.
Sail never berne gar breif the bill, 
At bidding me to bow.

Maitland Poems, p. 209.
i.e. " No man shall ever have it iii his power to 

ca.use that deed, or contract of marriage, to be writ 
ten, which shall bring me into a state of subjection. 
I am determined to live single." 
2. To compose.

Quhen udir folkis dois flattir and fen ye, ) t 
Allace ! I can bot ballattis breif.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 65. 
And in the court bin present in thir dayis, 
That ballads breuis lustely and layis.

Lyndsatfs Warkis, 1592, p. 185.
Alem. priaf-a, gebriaf-$h$C «crjbere ; gebriafte

in himilriche, written in heaven ; Otfrid. Su.G. de-
bref-wa, literis confirmare. L. B. brev-iare, in breves
redigere, describere, rDu Cange.
BREITH, adj.

The breith teris was gret payn to behald,
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6ryst fra his eyn, be he his tale had tald.

Wallace, viii. 1370. MS.
In old Edit, bright; in Perth Ed. breicht. It 

seems rather to signify, 44 tears proceeding from fer- 
Tour of mind;" from Su.G. braede, ira, V. BBAITH. 
BREITHFUL. V. BRAITHFUL. 
BREK, s. Breach. Wattir brek, the breaking

out of water.
—— The burne on spait hurlis doun the bank, 

Vthir throw ane wattir brek, or spait of flude, 
Ryfand vp rede erd, as it war wod.

Doug. Virgil, 49. 18. 
A. S. brice, bryce, Alem. bruch, ruptura. 

BREK, s.
For all the brek and sterage that has bene, 
In fere of were and birnyst armour kene, 
Wyth sa grete rage of laubour and of pane, 
The wylde furie of Turnus now lyis slane.

Doug. Virgil, 467. 21.
——— Tanto armorum flagrante tumultu 

Tantorum furiisque operum, atque laboribus act-
um est. Maffei. 

Rudd. refers to this passage, although misquoted, 
as exhibiting the word in the sense of breach. But 
brek here certainly signifies, 44 uproar, tumult," as 
connected with sterage, stir; Isl. brak, strepitus, 
tumultus, eg brak-a, strepo, cerpo, G. Andr. p. 34. 
Su.G. braak-a\ metaph. dq molesto quovis labore. 
Braaka med en ting) cum re aliqua conflictari.
BREME, adj. Furious, Wynt. V. BRIM. 
BRENDE, part. pa.

Here belt was of blunket, with birdes ful bolde,
Branded with brende gold, and bokeled ful bene. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 3.
This might signify, polished or burnished; from 

Germ, brenn-en, facere ut ardeat. But I under 
stand it as rather meaning what has been burnt, or 
thoroughly purified. The same expression is used in 
Sw. V. BURNT SILVER. 
BRENE, s. Corslet, habergeon.

The Knight in his colours was armed ful clene,
With his comly crest, clere to beholde;
His brene, and his basnet, burneshed ful bene.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 4. V. BIRNIE. 
BRENT, fret, zn&part. Burned; S. brunt.

Of cruell Juno the drede brent her inwart.
Doug. Virgil, 34. 6.

A. S. brenn-ing, burning; Isl. brenn, ardeo. 
BRENT, adj. High, straight, upright, S.

My bak, that sumtyme brent hes bene^
Now cruikis lyk ane camok tre.

Maitland Poems, p. 193.
44 Brent is supposed to imply, burnt with lust." 

Ibid. Note, p. 425. But it must naturally occur, 
that brent implies a property the reverse of crooked; 
which is indeed the proper meaning. It most fre. 
quently occurs in one peculiar application, in con- 
nexion with brow, as denoting a high forehead, as 
contradistinguished from one that is flat. This is 
mentioned as a mark of dignity of appearance, or 
€f Beauty.

Heich in the fore stam stand he micht be
For his blyith browis brent, and athir enc
The fyre twinkling^ and his faderis star
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Schew from his helmis top schynand on far.

Doug. Virgil^ 268. 12r 
Laeta tempora, Virg.

A fairer saw I never none;
With browes bt*ent, and thereto small;
A drawing voice she speaks withall!

Sir Egeir, p. 29, 
Ramsay uses it in the same manner.

Ah ! wha cou'd tell the beauties of her face ? 
Her fair brent brow, smooth as th' unrunkled

deep. 
When a' the winds are in their caves asleep ?

Poems, ii. 1 T* 
How brenfs your brow, my lady Elspat I

How gouden yellow is your hair I 
0' a' the maids o' fair Scotland, 

There's nane like lady Elspat fair.
Jamiesorts Popular Ball. ii. 91. 

The editor of these ballads thinks that bent, as 
applied to bow, has, in another place, been substi 
tuted for brent.

44 This bow, which he carried unbent, he seems 
to have bent when he had occasion to swim, in or- 
der that he might more easily carry it in"his teeth, 
to prevent the string from being injured, by getting 
wet. At other times, he availed himself of its 
length, and elasticity in the brent, or straight state, 
and used it (as hunters do a leaping pole) in vaulting 
over the wall of the outer court of a castle." Ibid. 
i. 175, N.

The term, in reference to the brow at least, is 
used in this sense, S. It is undoubtedly misapplied 
by Burns, when he contrasts it with beld, ue. bald- 

John Anderson my jo, Johnr 
When we were first acquent * 

Your locks were like the raven^ 
Your bonnie brow was brent; 

But now your brow is beld, John, 
Your locks are like the snaw.

Burns, iv. 302.
Our sense of brent is illustrated by A. Bor. branty 

or brunt. " Steep. A brant hilL Notthumb." 
Gl. Grose. It is also used in* Westmorel. " Brent- 
brow, a steep hill; metaph. North." Ibid.

If any thing further were necessary to determine 
its sense, it might be observed, that, as a high fore 
head is generally considered as giving an air of dig. 
nity to the countenance, this phrase has been* used ta 
express an attribute of Deity.

44 At the first sight of that angrie Majestic, witk 
brent browes and his sterne countenance, a torrent 
of terrours shall violently rush vpon their soules, 
dashing, them with a dazzling astonishment.," Boyd's 
Last Battel, p. 678.

We most probably ha*e the root in- Su.G.* br.yn^ 
vertex rnontis; or Isl. brun-a^ to lift one's self on high. 
Hire gives the very idea attached to the word in S. 
when he says, Meo judicio bryn notat id, quod ce- 
teris supers tat, aut prae aliis em'met. The same 
Goth, word is used in a sense still more nearly al. 
lied to that of ours. It signifies the eye-brow; Isl.. 
brun, Germ. aug-braunen., Alem. braane. Sw* 
Grant, steep ; en brant klippa, a steep rock ; SuJGr* 
en brante backe, mons arduus ;. Hire, TO* BraU. 

As tsl. brun, bryn, and Germ, braun^ also sig«
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nify a border, welt, or list, Wachter views this as 
the original idea; " because," he says, a the eye 
brows are the borders of the eyes." But this is 
merely fanciful. It is far more natural to suppose, 
that the original signification is, high or steep ; espe 
cially, as for this reason, it is not only applied to a 
rock or mountain, but to the brow in general, 
which, as an eminence, projects over the eyes.

Isl. lata sign bnjn^ supercilia demittere, torve as- 
picere, Ol. Lex. Run., " to let down the brows," S. 
The Isl. word brun, supercilium, makes a conspi 
cuous figure in a passage, in which we have an amus 
ing picture of the manners of the tenth century, 
and at the same time a ludicrous description of a 
singular character. It is that of Egill an Icelandic 
warrior, who, with his brother Thorolf, and the sol 
diers under them, acted as auxiliaries to Athelstan, 
king of England, in his war against the Scots, A. 
937. Egill is represented as returning from the in 
terment of his brother Thorolf, who had fallen in 
battle.

cc Egill, with his band, betook himself to King 
Athelstan, and approached him seated amidst joy 
ous acclamations. The king, observing Egill enter, 
ordered a lower bench to be emptied for his troop, 
and pointed out a distinguished seat for Egill him 
self, directly opposite to the throne. Egill, seating 
himself there, threw his shield at his feet, and bear 
ing his helmet on his head, having placed his sword 
on his knees, he drew it half out of its scabbard, and 
then thrust it back again. He sat erect, with a 
stern aspect. Egill's face was large, his brow broad; 
he had large eye-brows, (brunamikUl) ; his nose 
was not long, but abundantly thick ; (granstaedir), 
the seat of his grunyie, the circuit of his lips was 
broad and long ; his chin and cheeks were wonder 
fully broad; his neck was gross ; his shoulders sur 
passed the common size; his countenance was stern 
and grim, when he was enraged. He was other 
wise of great stature ; he had thick bushy hair of the 
colour of a wolf, and was prematurely bald.

" When he had seated himself, as has been already 
mentioned, he drew down the one eye-brow on his 
cheek, and at the same time raised the other to the 
region of his forehead and of his hair. Egill was 
black-eyed, and had dun eyebrows. He would not 
taste drink, although ft was presented to him; but 
alternately raised and let fall (hann brununum) his 
eyebrows. King Athelstan, seated on his throne, 
also placed his sword on his knees. When they had 
sat thus for some time, the king drew his sword oui 
of its scabbard, placed on the point of it a large 
and valuable ring of gold, which, rising from his 
throne and stepping forward on the pavement, he 
reached over the fire to Egill. He, rising, received 
the ring on the point of his sword, and drew it fo 
him. He then returned to his place. The king 
seated himself again on his throne. Egill, placed 
below, put the bracelet on his arm; and his eye 
brows returned to their proper station, • Laying 
down his sword with his helmet, he received the 
horn presented to him, and drunk. Then he sung j 
' The death of the destroyer of hooked breast- 

s, made me let fall my eyebrows.—I can now
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* carry on my sword the jewel I recerred froifc £ 
6 hero, as my reward; which is no mean praise.'

a From this time forward Egill drunk his share, 
and conversed with those who were near him. Then 
the king caused two chests to be brought in, each 
of them full of silver, and carried by two men. He 
said ; 4 Egill, receive these chests ; and if thou return 
to Iceland, bear this money to thy father, which 1 
send to him as a compensation for the loss of his 
son. Part of it, however, thou inayest distribute 
among thy own and Thorolf J s nearest kinsmen, 
whom thou boldest most dear. But thou thyself 
shalt receive with me compensation for the loss of * 
thy brother, either in lands or moveables, according 
to thy choice. If it be thy inclination to remain 
with me, I shall give thee what honour or dignity 
thou shalt please to ask.' Egill, receiving the money, 
thanked the king for his gifts and gracious promises: 
and brightening up, he thus sung :

c Grief made me let fall my eyebrows. But now 
I have found him who can smooth all these asperi 
ties. My eyebrotos have been quickly raised by the 
king.' Egill Skallagrim Sag. ap. Johnst. Antiq. 
Qelto-Scand. p. 52—54.
BRENT-NEW, quite new. V. BRAND-NEW. 
BRERD, s.

For ony trety may tyd, I tell the the teynd, 
I Will noght turn myn entent, for all this warld

brerd:
Or I pair of pris ane penny worth in this place, 

For "besandis or beryell. 
I knaw my aune quarrell. 
I dreid not the pereill, 
To dee in this cace.

Gawan and Gol. iv. 7.
Brerd may here denote produce in a general 

sense, frotn A. S. brord, spica. V. BREER. But 
perhaps it is rather brerd, which Lye renders sum- 
mum ; as signifying the whole substance on the sur 
face of the earth.
To BRERE, v. n. To germinate. V. BREER. 
BRESCHE, s. An attack.

" Bot be ressoun the wall was eirthe,—ihebreiche 
was not maid so grit upoun the day, bot that it was 
sufficiently repaired in the night; quhareof the In- 
gliscne men begyning to weary, determinate to give 
the bresfihe and assault, as that thay did upon the 
7th of .May 1560, beginning befoir the day-Iicht, 
and continewing till it was ncir Sevin hours."— 
Knox's Hist., p. 226.

In Lond. ed. it is breach, p. 246, understood in 
the same sense with breich in the second line pre 
ceding. In ftiS. IT. in l?oth places it is breache. 
But in MS. I. brek is used to denote the breach 
.made in the wall, while the other phrase is " brasche 
ah4 assault.*'

As in the latter» jyhich is the most,correct of the 
two MSS. the orthography is so different from that 
of the preceding word, and as the breach was pre 
viously made,; It sqcfus to denote the act of storm 
ing the breach, as synoh. with assault.

Su.G. brask^ sonitum emigre, tumultum excitore 
denotat,, ^siw^i^^bra^^ .sgnjtus^.Ityre,. It may, 
however, be originally the same with Brash) q<T.
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/. Bristles.

As br;ess of ane brym bair his berd is aL? stiff,
D unbar, Maitland Poems, p. 48. 

BRESSIE, s. A fish, supposed to be the Wrasse,
or Old Wife, Labrus Tinea, Linn.
u Turdus vuigatissimus Willoughbaei ; I take it 

to be the same our fishers call a Brest-ie* afoot long, 
swine-headed, and mouthed and backed ; broad- 
bodied, very fat, eatable." Sibb. Fife, 128. " Se 
veral of them are occasionally caught in the Frith 
of Forth, and are called by our (ishers by the ge 
neral name of Sea Swine." Ibid. N.

If Sir R. Sibbald's conjecture be well-founded, 
the S. name may be radically the same with E. 
wrasse. 
BREST, part . pa. Forcibly removed ; or as de 

noting the act of breaking away with violence ;
for burst.

With the cloudis, heuynnys, son and dayis lycht 
Hid-and brest out of the 'Proianis sycht ; 
Derknes as n^cht beset the see about.

Doug. Virgil^ 15. 43. V. BRIST.
"Breste, to burst. Chaucer. 

BRETH, s.
I see by my shaddow, my stiap has the wyte.
Qtihame sail I blcme hi tins breth, a besum th'at 

I be ? tioulate, i. 6. MS.
This seems to signify rage; as the same with 

berth, used by Wyntown ; and more nearly re 
sembling Su.G. I si. braede, praeceps ira, furor. 
This is probably allied to braad-cl, accelerare. 
BRETHIR, BRETHER, s.pt. Brethren.

u Thir two brethir herand the desyris of the am- 
bassatouris, tuke wageis, and come in Britain with 
X. thousan'd weil exercit and vailyeant men." Bel- 
lend. Cron. B. viii. c. 10. Wyntown, id.

4 * Let courtiers first serve God, and syne their 
prince ; and do to their neighbours and brether as 
they would be done withal." Pitscottie, p. 143.

The word is used by R. Brunne, p. 95.
Malde's brether thei war, of Margrete douhter 

born.
" Breether, brothers;" Gl. Lancash.
Isl. and Sw. breeder, brethren. The A. S. pi. 

is formed diiferently, gebrothru.
BRETS, s. pL The name given to the Welch, 

cr ancient Briton^ in general ; - also> to those of 
Strat-clyde, as distinguished from the Scots 
and Picts.

Lord Hailes refers to u the law of the Scots and 
BretK)" as mentioned in an instrument, A. 1304» 
V. BHEHON.

Wyntown seems to use Brettys as an adj. signi 
fying the British.

Of langagis in Bretayne sere 
I fynd that sum tym fyf thare were r 
Of Brettys fyrst, and Inglis syne, 
Peycht, and Scot, and syn« Latyne»

Cron. i. 13. 41. V. BART ANE. 
BRETTYS, s. A fortification.

Thai — schupe thame stowtly in all hy 
Pypys and townnys for to ta>

And dwrte .and wyradowys gret 
To mak defens and brettys.

tVyntown^ viti. 26. 
L. B. bretachiae. bertesca, bnitesche, bcrtescha^ 

bertresca, bertreMha, brestewhia^ breteschia, bri- 
teschia^ baldrescluie, baltrescha^ brisegcte^ bristegus. 
For it occurs in all these forms. It properly de 
notes wooden towers or castles : Bretachiae^ cas- 
tella lignea, quibus castra ct oppida muniebantur, 
Gallic Bretesquc, Breteque, breteches ; Du Cange. 
Fabricavit Brestachias duplices per 7 loca, castella 
videlicet lignea rnunitissima, a se proportionaliter dis- 
tantia, circumdata fossis duplicibus, pontibus versa» 
tilibus interjectis. Guill. Armoricus de Gestis Phil- 
ippi Ang. A. 1202. Ibicl.

— Bri&egae castellaque lignea surgunt.
Willelm. Brito^ Philipp. lib. 4. v. 186. 

Bristegus ) Spelm. vo. Hurditius. 
This term may perhaps be radically allied to Su.G. 

bryt-a, to contend, to make war. We may add9 
that Germ, pritsche is expl. ; Omnis suggestus ex as- 
seribus ; Wachter. It has a common origin with 
BARTIZAN, q, v.
To BREVE, v. a. To write. V. BREIF. 
BREW, s. Broth, soup. V. BufcE. 
BREW-CREESH, s. A term expressive of a 

duty paid to a landholder or superior, which 
occurs in old law-deeds. It is still used, Aberd* 
Sometimes it is called Brcw-tallovj. 

This seems to refer to a tax paid for (he liberty of 
brewing. That such a tax was exacted in boroughs, 
appears from the following statute :

" Ane Browster quha brewes aill all the yeare, 
sail pay to the Provost foure pennies ; and for ane 
halfe yeare t\va pennies : and he may brew thrie 
times payand na dewtie. And for thefourfc browest^ 
he sail giue the dewtie of ane halfc yeare, and na 
mair (quhither he be man or woman) " Burrow 
Lawes, c. 39. 
BRIBOUR, BRYBOUR, s.

Ane curlorous cofFe, that hcge-skrapery 
He sittis at hame quhen that thay baik, 
That pedder brybour^ that scheip-keipar, 
He tellis thame ilk ane caik by^caik.

Bannafyne Poems, p. 171. st. 7. 
This word is not expl. by Lord Hailes. Mr Pin. 

kerton has observed, that it signifies a thief, N. 
Haiti. P. p. 536. He refers to Tyrwhitt's Gl. 
Tyrwhitt however does not speak with certainty» 
" In Pierce Plough, p. 115. b. a bribour seems to 
signify a thief; as bribers, pilors, and pikeharneisy 
are classed together ; and still mare closely in Lvdff 
Trag. 152. * * 

a Who sareth a theje, whan the rape is knet, _ 
"With some false tuihae the bribour will him quite." 
He also refers to the passage under consideration 

in Bann. P.
But this is not the original sense of the ward. It 

is from Fr. bribeur, " a beggar, a scrap-craver ; al 
so, a greedy devourer^" briber, to beg; and this 
from bribe, a lump of bread given ta a beggar; 
Cotgr. Briba, Ane. MSS* Bullet; fromC.fi! 

brib, a morsel, a fragment; Hisp. fcntoar, bri~
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lar, a beggar, because one gives a morsel 'to '» beg 
gar.

It seems to be here used rather in this sense, as 
corresponding more closely with the character of a 
miser; especially as there is nothing else in the stan 
za that implies absolute dishonesty. And as used by 
Dunbar in his Flyting, it conveys no worse idea. v 

Ersch brybour baird, vyle beggar with thy brats.—
Evergreen, ii. 50.

Brybour and beggar are undoubtedly synon. 
He calls Kennedy a beggar, because a bard; alluding 
to the circumstance of bards receiving their support 
from the bounty of others. V. HEGE-SKRAPER.
BRIGHT, BRYCHT, a young woman, strictly as 

conveying tbe idea of beauty.
Wallace hyr saw, as he his eyne can cast, 
The prent off luff him punyeit at the last, 
So asprely, throuch bewte off that brycht, 
With gret wness in presence bid he mycht.

Wallace, v. 607. MS.
We might view this as the same with A. S. bryt, 

a nymph; did it not'seem, from analogy, to be mere. 
ly a poetical use of the adj. bright; in the same 
manner as ancient waiters used fre, clere, &c. Gud- 
lye occurs in a similar sense, in the same poem. 

Than kissit he this gudlye with plesance, 
Syne hyr besocht rycht Jbartly of quentance,

Ibid. v. 671. MS.
I need scarcely observe that fair in modern E. is 

used in the same manner. V. FRELY.
BRID, BRIDDE, s. A bird, a pullet.

The King to souper is set, served in halle,— 
Briddes branden, and brad, in bankers bright. 

Sir Gate an and .Sir Gal. ii. 1. 
A. S. brid is used for chicken, as also S, burd. 

Branden and brad seem strictly to have the same 
meaning. Branden may be the part. pret. of A. S. 
brinn-an, urere. The terms, however, may here be 
used differently ; as denoting that pullets were served 
up, dressed both on the grid-iron^ and on the spit. 

- V. ©RADE, a., and BIRD*
BR1DLAND, part. pre.

——The fiend was fow 
At banquet bridland at the beir.

Watson's Coll. iii. 8.
This is some of Polwart's doggerel; which has no 

other claim to attention, than the use of a variety of 
t)ld words that xlo hot occur elsewhere.

The .only, conjecture I.can form as to this word, 
is that it is derived from bridal, $. bridalling, drink, 
ing as freely as men do at a bridal.
BRIG, BREG, BRYG, s. A bridge, S. A. Bor. 

Lancash.
Corspatryk ratss, the keyis weile he knew, 
Leit breggis doun, and portculess that drew. 

Wallace, i. 90. MS. 
The brig was doun that the entre suld keipeJ

Ibid.w. 226. MS. 
Scho helped him opon his hors ryg, 
And sone thai come until a bryg*

Yevaine, Ritsotfs E. M. R. i. 77. 
A. S. bricg, brigge, Su.G. brygga, Belg. drug. 

Wachter mentions briga as a Celtic word, which in 
composition signifies a bridge j as Catobriga^ pons
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fiiilitaris; Samarobriga^ the bridge of Samara» But, 
I suspect, he has mistaken the sense of briga. Ihre 
views brygga as a diminutive from bro, anc. bru, 
which has the same meaning. 
BRIGANER, s. pi. A robber, S. B.

44 I did na care to stilp upo' my queets, for fear o1 
the briganers."—Journal from London, p. 6.

This is evidently from brigand. V. BRAYMEN. 
BRYLIES, s. pi. Bearberries. V. BRAWLINS, 
BRIM, BRYM, BREME, adj. 1. Raging, swell 

ing ; applied to the sea.
44 The yeir of God i. M. iiii. c. Ixxxvi. yeris, cer. 

taine marchandis wer passand betuix Forth & Flan, 
deris (quhen hastelie come sic ane thud of wynd) that 
sail, mast and taikillis wer blawin in the brym seis, 
throw quhilk the schip beleuit nocht bot sicker 
deith." Bellend. Cron, B. viii. c. 20. Tumentes 
undas, Boeth.

Rudd. adopts the derivation of Skinner, from 
A. S. bryn, ardor. But Isl. brim, the raging of the 
sea, seems to give the original idea, which is here 
preserved by Bellenden. The Isl. word is thus de. 
fined; Aestus maris, vehementibus procellis littus 
verberans; Olai Lex. Run. Brimsamt^ aestuans, 
brimreid) aestuarium; Verel. Allied to these are 
A. S. brim, brym, salum, aequor, mare, the sea; 
brymmas saes, the friths of the sea; and brim-jlody 
a deluge or inundation. This word bears consider, 
able resemblance to Or. fy<p-&>, fyyt-aop*^ fremo; as 
well as to Su.G. brumm-a, id.
2. Fierce, violent.

44 With brym furie thay folio wit sa fast on thir 
Pychtis, that thay war baith taikin and cruelly put 
to deid." Bellend. Cron. B. viii. c. 7.

And mony a ane may mourn for ay 
The brim battil of the Harlaw.

Evergreen, i. 90.
3. Stern, rugged; applied to the countenance. 

Bot this sorroufull boteman wyth bryme luke, 
Now thir, now thame within his weschell tuke. 

Doug. Virgil> 174. 20.
4. Denoting a great degree either of heat or of 

cold.
Vulcanis .oistis of brym flambis rede 
Spredand on bred, vpblesis euery stede.

Ibid. 330. 48.
——Brym blastis of the northyn art 
Ouerquhelmyt had Neptunus in his cart.

Ibid. 200. 20.
Thus, 44 a brim frost," is still a common phrase 

for a severe frost, S. B* 
BRIM, s. A cant term for a trull, Loth.

The late ingenious and learned Callander of Craig- 
forth, in some MS. notes, under the Su.G. v. Brumm- 
a, fremere, (Ihre, Prooem. xlii.) mentions brim, as 
signifpng a scold, S. This has most probably been 
the primary sense. The reason of the transition is 
obvious. 
BRYMLY, adv. Fiercely, keenly. Wail, vii,

995. V. ARTAILYE. 
To BRYN, ERIN, BIRN, v. a. To burn. 

Now ga we to the King agayne, 
That off his wictory wes rycht fayne, 
And gert his men bryn all Bowchane
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Fra end till end, and sparyt nane.

Barbour, ix. 296- MS.
Doug. Virgil, 136. 54. MoesG. Alem. brinn-an, 

£u. G. brinn-a, Germ, brenn-an, id. A. S. bryne, 
burning,
BRIN, BRINN, s. A ray, a beam, a flashy S. B. 

The gowden helmet will sae glance,
And blink wi' skyrin brinns, 

That a' his wimples they'll find out, 
Fan in the mark he shines.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 11. 
i. e. when shining in the dark. V. also p. 29. 

BRYNSTANE> BRYNT-STANE, s. Brimstone, sul 
phur. 

There followis ane streme of fyre, or ane lang
fure,

Castand gret licht about quhare that it schane, 
Quhill all inuiroun rekit lyke brynt-stane.

Doug. Virgil, 62. 14.
This Skinner derives from A. S. bryn, incendium, 

and stone, q. lapis incendii seu incendiarius. Sw. 
braensten, id. from braenn-a to burn, and sten^ a 
stone.
BRINK. To BRINK.

Ganhardin seighe that sight, 
And sore him gan ad rede,

To brink;
« To sle thou wilt me lede, 
To Beliagog me think."

Sir Tristrem, p. 170.
The only idea I can form concerning this phrase, 

is that it signifies inwardly, q. in pectore; Isl. Su.G. 
bring-a, pectus. Faenti ec at ythur skioti skelk i 
bringo ; Auguror, metu pectora vestra saucia futura* 
Jleims Kring. Tom. i. 566.

As blacksmyth brinkit was Ms pallatt 
For battring at the study.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 20. st. 7. 
If this be not, as Lord Hailes conjectures, an er- 

fror of some transcriber, for bruikit ; it may signify 
bronzed, blackened with heat ; allied to Su.G. brin- 
na, to burn, braecka, to roast. 
BRISKET, BISKET, s. The breast, S. 

Down through the fair wi' kilted coats,
White legs and brisket S\)&YQ- 

Ned's glass had clean'd their face o* motts, 
An' sorted weel their hair.

Morisotfs Poems, p. 15* 
You crack weel o' your lasses there, 
Their glancin een and bisket bare.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 113« 
This term has been generally derived from Fr. 

brichet, id. But it is probable, that we have the ori 
gin of the word in Isl. briosk, Sw. brusk, gristle, 
because this part is generally cartilaginous.

The word in E. denotes u the breast of an ani 
mal." It bears this sense also in S. and is sometimes 
corr. called briskin.
BRISMAK, s. The name given %> Torsk, our

Tusk, in Shetland. 
BRISSAL, adj. Brittle. Gl. Sibb.

Alem. bruzzi, fragilitas j Otfrid. 
BRISSEL-COCK, s.

B R O
** There was of meats, wheatbread, mainbread and 

ginge-bread; with fleshes, beef, mutton, lamb, veal, 
venison, goose, grice, capon, coney, cran, swan, 
partridge, plover, duck, drake, brissel-cock and 
pawnies, black-cock and muir-fowl, capercailies." 
Pitscottie, p. 146.

This perhaps denotes a turkey, because of its 
rough and bristly appearance; in the same manner 
as the Friezland hen is vulgarly called a burry hen 9 
from burr, the rough head of a plant, or Fr. bourru9 
hairy.
To BRISSLE, v. a. To broil, Sec. V. BIRSUE. 
To BRIST, BRYST, s. To burst. 

Solynus sayis, in Brettany 
Sum steddys growys sa habowndanly 
Of gyrs, that sum tym, [but] thair fe 
Fra fwlth of mete refrenyht be, 
Thair fwde sail turne thame to peryle, 
To rot, mbryst, or dey sum quhyle.

Wyntown, i. 13. 14. 
Sone as Turnus has him inclusit sene, 
Ane glowand new light bristis from his ene.

Doug. Virgil, 304. 22.
Brest is also used, q. v. Isl. bresi-a, Dan. bristm 

er9 frangi, rumpi, cum fragore (crepitu) dissilire; 
Gl. Edd. It is there said that all the words of this 
form and signification are from briot-a, frangere, to 
break. Perhaps, bryss-a^ fervide aggredi, to come 
on with ardour, may have as good a claim.
BRITH, s. A term left for explanation by Mr 

Pinkertoiu It seems to mean wrath or conten 
tion.

Schir Gawyne, graith ye that .gait, for the^ude
rude;

Is nane sa bowsum ane berne, brith for to bynd. 
Gawan and Gol. i. 10. i. e. to restrain rage. 

Su.G. braede, anger; brigd, controversy; brigd- 
a, to litigate; bry-a, to agitate. 
To BRITTYN, BRYTEN, BRETYN, v. a. i. 

To break down, in whatever waj-.
Bretynit doune braid wod maid bewis full bair. 

Gawan and Gol. ii. 13.
It might signify, 4i Broad wood broken down 

made boughs," &c. But braid, wod is probably an 
error for brayne wod. V. BEIR, v. 
2+ To kill 4 applied both to man and beast*

——Ye haif our oxin reft and slahe, 
Bryttnyt our sterkis, and young beistis mony 

ane. Doug. Virgil^ 76. 5.
—Feil corpis thare was brytnit doun, 
Be Turnus wappinnis and his dartis fell.

Ibid. 296. 1.
Rudd. not only renders it to kill, but « to sacrl, 

fice;" while he overlooks the primary sense. I have 
not observed that it is ever used as properly denot. 
ing sacrifice. As it primarily signifies to break 
down, it is transferred to the act of killing. For as 
a tree is said to be felled, when broken down by tbe 
ax, because deprived of vegetable life; it is only an 
extension of the same idea to apply it to the destruc 
tion of animal life. It te also written bertyn. V. 
BERTYNIT.

A. S. bryt-an, Su.G. bryt-a^ Isl. briot-ay frau- 
gere.
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BRITURE, Houlate iii. 8. is in-Bannatyne MS. 

brit ure, and Ena is Eua. The passage should 
be printed,

Haile altare of Eua in ane brit ure!
1. e, " altar of Eve in a bright hour."

It is part of an address made to the Virgin Mary. 
To BRIZE, v. a. To bruise. V. BIRSE. 
BROAD-BAND. V. BRAID-EAND.
To BROCHE, v. a. To prick, to pierce.

————Thir knychtis rydis, 
Wyth spurris brocheand the fomy stedis sydis.

Doug. Virgil, 197. 46.
This is evidently the same with E. broach, al 

though used in a peculiar sense. As the word is of 
Fr. origin, this is a Fr. idiom. Brocher un cheval, 
to spur a horse, properly to strike him hard with 
the spurs. V. Cotgr. Hence, 
BROCHE, s. i. A spit.

Ane Duergh braydit about, besily and bane, 
Small birdis on broche, be ane brigh fyre.

Gawan and Gol. i. 7.
2. u A narrow piece of wood or metal to support 

the stomacher," Gl. Sibb.
3. A wooden pin on which yarn is wound, S., 

" The women call that a brooch (rather broche) 
on which they wind their yarn*" Gl. Rudd. 

Jlir womanly handis nowthir rok of tre, 
Ne spyndil vsit, nor brochis of Minerve, 
Quhilk in the craft of claith makyng dois serve. 

Doug. Virgil, 237. b. 18. also, 293. 40. 
This word is evidently the same with Fr. broche, 

a spit. Du Cange views this as derived from, or at 
least as the same with, L. B. broccae, brochae, wood 
en needles, a term used in the twelfth century. 
Arm. brochen signifies a spit; from broch-a, to 
pierce, transfigere. Lye, Add. Jun. Etym. vo. 
Broach.
BROCHAN, s. (gutt.) Oat-meal boiled to a 

• consistence somewhat thicker than gruel, S. It 
differs from crowdie, as this is oat-meal stirred 
in cold water.
Brochan is much used in the Highlands and 

Islands, both as meat and as medicine.
" When the cough affects them, they drink broch- 

an plentifully; which is oat-meal and water boiled 
together, to wrhich they sometimes add butter." 
Martin's West. Isl. p. 1$.

" O'er mickle cookery spills the brachan;" Ram 
say's S. Prov. p. 57. Leg. brochan.

Braughwham, Lancash., is probably allied; " a 
dish made of cheese, eggs, bread, and butter, boiled 
together." Gl. Grose»

Gael, brochan, pottage, also, gruel; C. B. bry- 
han, a sort of flummery.
BROCHE, BRUCHE> BROACH, s. i. A chain of 

gold, a sort of bulla, or ornament worn on the 
breast.

The bruche of go-Id, or chene loupit in ringis 
About thare hals doun to thare breistis hingis*

Doug. Virgil, 146. 21. 
•————-It pectore summo 

Flexilis obtorti per collam circulus auru
. 558.
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It is also applied to the ornament put oa & horsed 

chest.
For euery Troiane perordour thare the Kyng '
With purpour houssouris bad ane cursoure bryng,
Thare brush trappouris and patrellis reddy boun,
With goldin bruchis hang from thare breistis 

doun. Ibid. 215. 25. 
2. A fibula, a clasp, a breast-pin, S.

Large broches of silver, of a circular form, and 
often nicely embossed, are worn by the better sort 
of Highlanders, for fastening their -plaids before.

" M'Dougal of Lorn had nearly made him [K. 
Rob. Bruce] prisoner. It is said that the silver 
broach which fastened his plaid was left on the field, 
and is in the possession of a descendent of M'Dou- 
gal's." Muses Threnodie, Note, p. 58.

This word occurs in R. Glouc. p. 489. 
Vor broches, & ringis, & yimmes al so; 
And the calis of the wewed me ssolde ther ta.

i. e. For paying the ransom of Richard I. broches, 
rings, gems, and even the chalice of the altar were 
sold. Hearne has not rightly understood the ternu 
For he renders it, u very fine and beautiful pyra 
mids of gold," Gl. The word is usecl by Chaucer. 

And eke a broche (and that was little need) 
That Troilus' was, she gave to Diomede.

Troilus and Creseide.
Tyrwhitt says that this u seems to have signified 

originally the tongue of a buckle or clasp, and from 
thence (he buckle or clasp itself." Here he appa 
rently refers to Fr. broche, a spit, as the origin. 
But Isl. bratz signifies j^Zw/tf, Su.G. braz, from IsK 
brus-a, to fasten together. Teut. broke,. broocke, 
breucke, bulla, torques, monile; which Kilian dc« 
rives from brock-en, broock-en, pandare, incurvarev 
Gael, broinde, a clasp; broisde, a brooch, Shaw» 
It seems doubtful, however, whether these words 
may not have been introduced into the Gael, from 
some Goth, dialect; as both appear to be unknown 
to the Ir. Neither Lhuyd nor Obrien mention them. 
Lhuyd, indeed, when giving the different Ir. terms 
signifying fibula, inserts in a parenthesis (Scot. 
bra^t)* He seems to mean the Scottish dialect of 
the Irish, or what is commonly called Gaelic. 
To BROCK. V. BROK. 
BROOKED, BROAKIT, adj. Variegated, having

a mixture of black and white, S. A cow is
said to be broakit, that has black spots or
streaks, mingled with white, in her face, S. B.
" The greatest part of them [sheep] are of the 

Galloway breed, having black or bracked faces, and 
their wool is coarse." P. Edderachylis, SutherL 
Statist. Ace. vi. 285. V. BRANDED.

This seems the meaning of the^term, as applied to 
oats, S. B.

" Some bracked, but little, if any, small oats are 
now raised." P. Rath en, Aberd. Statist. Ace. vi. 
17.

Su.G. brokug^ bvokig, party-coloured; Ir. breach,' 
speckled; Gael, brucach, speckled in the face, 
Shaw.
BROCKLIE,^*. Brittle. V. BROUKYLL. 
BROD, s. A board, any flat piece of wood, a

lid, S* A» Bor, breid, a shelf or board, Raj.
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Isl. broth) A. S. braed, bred, id. According to 

Junius, E. board is, by metathesis, from broad, 
latus.
To BROD, v. a. 1. To prick, to job; to spur, S.

—•—Wyth irne graith we ar boun, 
And passand by the plewis, for gadwandis 
Broddis the oxin with speris in our handis.

Doug. Virgil, 299. 26.
" I may be comparit to the dul asse in sa far as I 

am compellit to bayr ane importabil byrdyng, for I 
am dung and 'bfoddit to gar me do '& to thole the 
thing that is abuif tny poucr." Con)pi. S. p. 190.

It is used, rather in a neut. sense, in a beautiful 
address to the Nightingale, extracted from Montgo- 
merie's MS. Poems.

Yit thoght thou seis not, sillie saikles thing I 
The peircing pykis brod at thy bony breist. 
Even so am I by plesur lykwyis preist, 
In gritest danger quhair I most delyte.

Chron. S. P. iii. 495.
It occurs in Sir Cauline, a tale most probably of 

the North coutitree.
Upon Eldrige hill there groweth a thorne, 

Upon the mores brodinge.
Percy's Reliques, i. 35. 

" Prickling," Gl.
2. To pierce, used metaph., S.

His words they brodit like a wumil, 
Frae ear to ear.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 82.
3. To Incite, to stimulate ; applied to the mind. 

How oft rehersis Austyne, cheif of clerkis, 
In his grete volume Of the ciete of God, 
Hundreth versis of Virgil, quhilkis he markis 
Aganis Ilomanis, to vertew thame to brod.

Doug. Virgil, 159. 22.
This Rudd. derives from A. S. brord, pnnctus. 

l$ut it is more immediately allied to Su«G. brodd, id. 
cuspis, aculeus ; Isl. brodd, the point of an arrow ; 
sometimes the arrow itself, a javelin, any pointed 
piece of iron or steel; brydd-a, pungere; bndde, 
cuspidem acuo, et apto, G. Andr. p. 37. brodd-geir, 
pointed arms, V erel. Ir. bruid, pricked or pointed; 
Ir. Gael, brod-am, to spur, to stimulate; Arm. 

Ir. brod, a goad-prick, a sting.
ERODE, s. 1. A sharp-pointed instru 

ment; as the goad used to drive oxen forward, S.
Bot gyve a man wald in thame thryst 

A scharpe brotfe, or than wald styke 
In-to thai sergis a scharpe pryke, 
Quhare the ay re mycht hawe entre ; 
Swa slokynyd*mycht thai lychtis be.

Wyntown, vi. 14. 71.
Hence the S. Prov. u Fling at the brod was ne'er 

a good ox/' Kelly, p. 107. He properly explains 
it, " goad.'* In this sense the term is still used by 
old people.

In the same sense it is said; " He was never a 
good aver, that flung at the brod;99 S. Prov. Spo 
ken of them who spurn at reproof, or correction, 
whom Solomon calls brutish;" Kelly, p. 16&.

Also ; u It is hard to sing at the brod, or kick at 
the prick;" Ferguson's S. Prov. p. 21. The sense 
seems to require Jiing, instead of sing.
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2. A stroke with any sharp-pointed instrument, S» 

" Ane ox that repungnis the brod of his hird, he 
gettis doubil broddis, & he that misprisis the correc- 
tione of his preceptor, his corrections is changit in 
rigorus punitione." Compl. S. p. 43.
3. An incitement, instigation.

In this sense it is applied to the Cumaean Sibyl. 
.——On sic wyse Apollo hir refrenis, 
Bridellis hir sprete, and as him lest constrenis, 
From hyr hart his feirs brod withdrawyng*

Doug. Virgil, 166. 22.. Stimulus, Virg. 
cc I am scho that slew kyng Fergus with my cursit 

handis this last nycht be impacience of ire & lust, 
quhilkis ar two maist sorrowful broddis amang we- 
men." Bellend. Chron. B. ix. c. 29. Ainaris- 
simis stimulis, Boeth. V. the v. 
BRODDIT STAFF, u a staff with a sharp point at 

the extremity," Gl. Sibb. Also called a pike 
staff, S. This is the same with' broggit-staff. 
V. BROG.

BRODYRE, BROJDIR, /. A brother; pi. Iredir, 
Iredyre.

Iny's brvdyre Inglis gat.
Wyntown, ii. 10. 72. 

This Brennyus and Belyne 
Bredyre ware——

Ibid. iv. 9. $0. 
Isl. brodur, pi. broeder. 

BRODIR-DOGHTER, s. A niece, S.
Fra hys brudyre dot&chtris away 
All thare herytage than tuk he.

Wyntown, viii. 28» 36.
Brodir-son or brother-son, .and sister-son, are 

used in the same manner; and brother-bairn for 
cousin, S.

Nevw for til have wndon,
Is nowthir brodyr na syster sone.

Ibid. viii. 3. 112. 
Edgare hys brodyr «Bwe'for-thi 
Tuk this Donald dyspytwsly, 
And nard clemaynyd his persown.

Ibid. 6. 7$, 
Modyrfadyr, grandfather by the mother's sid£.

That schyr Jhon Cumyn befor thaiie, 
That hyr modyr fadyr wes, 
It awcht, and syne he deyd swnles.

Ibid. 6. 297.
—Til succede in-til his sted, 
Noucht bredyr, na bredyr barnys ar, 
Bot in thare greis ar ferrare.——

Ibid. 4. 47,
This is certainly a Sw. idiom. Brorsdotfer, niece; 

brorson, nephew ; brorsbarn, the children of a bro 
ther; bror, contr. from brorder; moderfader, contr. 
morfader, grandfather by the mother's side; Wideg.
BROD MALE, BRODMELL. This has been ge 

nerally explained, as by Rudd., " brood, off 
spring."

—Vnder ane aik fyndis into that stede 
Ane grete sow ferryit of grises thretty* hede, 
Ligging on the ground milk quhite, al quhite

brod male, 
About hir pappis soukand.—

Doug. Virgil., 81. 16,
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Hyr quhyte brodmett about hyr pappis wound.

Ibid. 241.11.
I have met with nothing, in any etymological 

work, that tends to elucidate the meaning, or direct 
to the origin> of this word. Brod male being used 
by Doug. for translating nati; at first view, the 
term might seem to denote 44 male offspring," as if 
all the thirty grises had been boar-pigs. But I 
suspect that it rather signifies, 44 brought forth or 
littered at one time," from A. S. brod, proles, brod- 
ige, incubans, Teut. brod-en, incubare; and A. S. 
Teut. mael, tempus; or O. Germ, mael, censors, 
socius; whence ee-ghe-mael, conjunx, Rilian. 
BROD sow* a sow that has a litter.

Thou sowked syne a sweit brod sow, 
Amang the middings many a year.

Polwart, Watson's Colt. iii. 8. 
To BROG, if. a. To pierce, to strike with a

sharp instrument, 8.
Hence broggit staff, which is mentioned as a sub 

stitute for an axe, in the enumeration of the different 
pieces of armour with which yeomen should be pro. 
Tided.

" The yeman, that is na archear, na can not draw 
a bow, sail haue a gude souir hat for his held, and a 
doublet of fence, with sword and bucklar, and a 
gude axe, or els a broggit staffed Acts Ja. L 
1428. e. 135. edit. 1566.

He stert till ane broggit stauf, 
Wincheand as he war wo ode.

Peblis to the Play, st. IS.
The term prog-staff is now used in the same sense, 

q. v. The provincial E. phrase, to brog, seems to 
have the same origin. " There are two ways of fish 
ing for eels,, call'd bragging, one with a long pole, 
line, and plummet; the other by putting the hook 
and worm on a small stick, and thrusting it into 
holes where the eels lye;" Gl. Lancash. 
BROG, s. 1. A pointed instrument; such as an

awl, S.
2. A job with such an instrument, S. 
BROG, BROGUE, s. A coarse and light kind of

shoe, made of horse-leather, much used by
the Highlanders, and by those who go to shoot
in the hills, S.
44 There were also found upwards of ten thousand 

ojd brogu.es, made of leather with the hair on." 
Dalrymple's Ann. II. 293.

From the description, these were what are more 
properly called rough rullions.

Ir. Gaek brog, a shoe. 
BROGUE, *, " A hum, a trick," S. 

Ye cam to Paradise incog, 
And played on man a cursed brogue 

(Black be your fa!)
Burns, iii. 74*

Isl. brogd, astus, stratagemata, Verel. brigd, id.
BROICE.

Speaking of Arthur, Barbouir says ? 
Bot yeit, for all his gret valour, 
Modreyt his systir son him slew, 
And gud men als ma then inew, 
Throw tresoune, and throw wikkitnes.
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The Broke bers thairoff witnes.

The Bruce, i. 560,
It is certainly Broite in MS., the c and / beinf 

written in the same manner. Barbour refers, either 
to Wace's Le Brut; or more probably to the poem 
written by himself, under the name of The Brute, or 
Broyt, containing the history of the fabulous Brutus 
the pretended father of the Britons. This work 
Wyntown mentions in different parts of his Cron*. 
V. Mr Pinkerton's Pref. to The Bruce, p. xix. xx. 
To BROIGH, v. n. To be in a fume of heat; to 

be in a state of violent perspiration, and pant 
ing i Lanerks. V. Brotbe, from which it is 
probably corr. 

BROILLERIE, s. A state of contention.
44 His motion, belike hath not beene immodestly 

moved^ or too vehemently pressed, that he gave it 
soone over, farre from the unbridlednesse of turbu. 
lent mindes,. that would rather have moved heaven 
and earth (as we say) to have come to their purpose, 
and have cast themselves, their country, and all, into 
confused broillerie, and into fowaine hands ani 
power*" Hume's Hist. Doug. p. 92.

Fr. brouillerie, confusion. V. BRULYIE.
BROK, BROCK, BROKS, s. Fragments of any 

kind, especially of meat; S.
——— The kaitt ar soddin, 

And aJs the laverok is fust and loddih ; 
When ye haif done tak hame the brok.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 160, st. 10. 
w I neither got stock nor brock," i. e. offals, S. 

Prov., neither money nor meat. Kelly, p. 211.
MoesG. ga-brwko, Alenu bruch, id.. Hence also 

Germ, brocke, a fragment.
To BROK, BROCK, v. a. To cut, crumble, or 

fritter any *hing into shreds or small parcels, S. 
Apparently formed as a frequentative from break / 

if not immediately from the s.
BROKAR, s. A bawd, a pimp.

Of brokaris and sic baudry how suld I write ? 
Of quham the fylth stynketh in Goddis neis..

Doug. Virgil, §6. 51.
This is merely a peculiar use of E. broker, which 

Skinner derives by contr. from procurer; Junius, 
from break, frangere, as a steward was called A. S. 
bryttu, from brytt-an, to break or cut into small 
pieces. Serenius mentions, as synon, with the 
E. word, Goth, breka, puerorum more rogitarev. 
This is thet same with Isi. brek-a, petere, poscere, 
puerorum "more rogitare familiariter; G* Andr. 
p. 35.
BROKYLL, adj. Brittle, y. BRUKYL. 
BROKITTIS, s.pL

The bustuous bukkis rakis furth on raw, 
Heirdis of Kertis throw the thyck wod schaw, 
Bayth tkvbrokittis, and with brade burnyst tyndis, 
The sprutillit calfys soukand the rede hyndis.

Doug. Virgil, 402. 19.
Rudd* renders this, 44 brocks, badgers." But he 

is undoubtedly mistaken. Nothing but similarity of 
sound can give the badger any introduction here. 
The poet is describing dUFerent kinds of deer. Here 
he distinguishes them by their appearance. Brokitth
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at first view might appear to refer to the streaks on 
their skin, in which sense brockit and brukit are 
used: Thus, the brokittis might seem to be con 
trasted with those that aro^prutillit or speckled. 
But this is merely E. brocket, a red deer of two 
years old. Here three kinds of harts arte mention, 
ed, the brockets are distinguished from those that 
have brade burny*t tyndtS) or well spread ant. 
lers ; because the former have only the points of the 
horns breaking outin one small branch. V. Skinner. 

u The first yere, you shall call him, a Hmde calfe, 
or a calfe.

u The seconde yere, you shall call him, a Broket. 
Sir Tristram. The Booke of S. Albons. Man. 
wood's Forrest Lawes, F. 24.

Fr. brocart, id. which Skinner derives from^rocAe, 
a spit, from the supposed resemblance of the horns. 
BRONCHED, fret.

He branched him yn, with his bronde, under the
brode shelde,

Thorgh the waast of the body, and wonded him 
ilie. Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. Ji. 19. 

This word certainly signifies, pierced ; and is pro. 
bably an error for broched, from Fr. brocher. 
BRONDYN, part. pa. Branched.

The birth that the ground bure was brondyn in 
bredis. " Houlate^ i. 3. 

This word is evidently from Fr. brondes, green 
boughs or branches.
BRONYS, BROUNYS, BROWNIS,^//. Branches, 

boughs.
Sum of Eneas feris besely
Flatis to plet thaym preissis by and by,
And of smal wikkeris for to beild vp ane bere,
Of sowpill wandis, and of brounys sere,
Bound wyth the syouns, or the twistis sle
Of smal rammel, and stobbis of akin tre.

Doug. Virgil^ 362. 7. 
— Bronys of the olyue twistis.——

Ibid. 402. 5.
Brownis, Palice of Honour, Prof. st. 9. 
This is from the same origin- with the las* word..

To BRONSE, v. n. To overheat one's self in 
a warm su% or. by sitting too near a strong 
fire; S. 

Isl. bruni> inflammation MoesG. ftrunstS) incen-
dium.
BRONT, part. pa+ Burnt,. S. brunt. 

Ane coif thareis, and hirnes fete thar ber 
Like tyl* Ethna holkit inr the mont, 
By the Ciclojpes fumes wornc or bront.

Doug. Virgil, 2,57. tl. V. BRYN> v.
BROO, s. Broth, juke, gee» V. BREE.
BROOD IE, adj. I. Prolific ; applied to the fe 

male of any species, that hatches or brings 
forth manjryotmg ; as, a Broodie hen^ S.

2- Fruitful, in a general sense, S.
" Strive to ctrrbe your owne corruptions which

are broodie within you."- Z. Boyd's Last Mattel!^
p. 146.

Broody is used in K., but in a differed t sense.
BROOSE, s. A race at country weddings. W 
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BROSE, s. A kind of pottage made by pour- 

ing water or broth on meal, which is stirred 
while the liquid is poured, S. The dish is de 
nominated from the nature of the liquid, as 
water-brose, kail-lrose.

Ye're welcome to your brose the night. 
And to your bread and kail.

Song, Ross's Helenore^ p. 143. 
A. S. ceales briu y kail-broo, S.; briwas niman^ 

to take pottage or brose.
BROT, BROTACH, s+ A quilted cloth or cover 

ing, used for preserving the back of a horse 
from being ruffled by the Shimach, on which 
the pannels are hung, being fastened to a pack- 
saddle i Mearhs.

Isl. brot, plicatura. G. Andr. p. 37. 
To BROTGH, v. a. To plait straw-ropes round 

a stack of corn, S. B.; synon. Rraih, q. v. 
Isl. brus-a, to fasten.

BROTHE, s. "A,great SrotRe of sweat," a 
vulgar phrase used to denote a violent perspira 
tion, S.

The word seems synon. with foam, and may be ra 
dically the same with froth; or allied to Isl. hraede, 
braedde^ liquefacLo, colliquo item liquidis, quasi 
laetamine inductus tego. G. And>. p. 33. 
To BTIOTHE, v. n. To be in a state of profuse 

perspiration, S.
The callour wine in cave is sought, 
Mens brotbing breists to cule; 
The water cald anjl clek is brought,, 
And sallets steipit in ule.

A. Hume, Chron..S. P..iii. 3SQ. 
BROTEKINS, BROTIKINS; s.pL Buskins, a. 

kind of half boots*
Scr. Tell me qnhairfoir ane scrwtar ye ar namit.
Sowt. Of that surname I need nocht be ashajnit,
For I can mak schone, brotekins and buittis.

Lindmy, S, P. R. ii. 237.
" There came a man clad in a blu« gown, in at 

the kirk door, and belted; about him rn a roll of 
linen cloth ; a pair of brotikins o» his feet, to the 
great oC his legs, with* all other hose and clothes 
conform thereto ; but he had nothing on his head, 
but syde red yellow haic behind, and on his haffits, 
which wan down- to the shoulders ;. hut his forehead 
wasbald.and -bare.?' Pitscottie, p. 111.

Fr. brodequin^ Teut. broseken, brosken^ ItaK 
bopzachino, Hisp. belzequin^ a buskin.
BROUDSTER, s. Embroiderer.

" Some were gu-nners-, wrights, carvers, painters,
masons, smiths, harness-makers, tapesters, broud-
sters, taylors." Pitscottie, p. 153.

Fr. brod-er, to embroider. V. BROWOU*.
BROUKIT, BROOKED, BRUCKIT, adj. The, face 

is said to be broukit, when it has spots or streaks 
of dirt on it, when it is partly clean and partly 
foul, S. A sheep, that is streaked or speckled 
in the face, is designed in the same-manner. 
u The b'onie bruket Lassie, certainly deserve

better Yerses^ and I hope you will match her."—
V. Burns, ir. 8&.
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Dan. broged) variegated, speckled, grisled. 

BROW, s. Nae brow, no favourable opinion. 
" An ill brow,'* an opinion preconceived to the 
disadvantage of any person or thing, S.
u I hae nae brow o' John: He was wi' the Queen 

whan sho was brought prisoner frae Carberry."—• 
Mary Steward, Hist. Drama, p. 46.

It seems quite uncertain, whether this phrase has 
any relation to brow, the forehead, as signifying that 
one has received an unfavourable impression at first 
sight; or to brew> coqucre, which as may be seen 
in Browst,, is used in a metaph. sense.
BROWDIN, BROWDEN,/*?/"/./**. Fond, warmly 

. attached, eagerly desirous, having ^strong pro- 
pensity, S. It often implies the idea of folly 
in the attachment, or in the degree of it. It is 
now generally connected with the prep, on ; al 
though anciently with of. 

As scho delyts into the low, 
Sae was I browdin of my bow, 

AIs ignorant as scho.
Cherrie and Slae, st. 13. 

•—— Tali prorsus ratione vel arcus 
TJror amore mei. Lat. Vers. 

" We are fools to be browden and fond of a pawn 
in the loof of our hand: living on trust by faith may 
well content us." Rutherford's Letters, P. I. Ep. 20. 

Poetic dealers were but scarce,, 
Less brow den still on cash than Terse.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 331. 
He'sr o'er sa}r browdetft on the lass I'm sear, 

For ony thing but her to wprk a cure.
Shirrefs* Poems, p. 80.

" To browden on a thing, to be-fond of it. North." 
61. Grose»

Rudd. thinks that it may be from brood, because 
all creatures are fond of their young. It has also been 
viewed, but without reason, as,allied to the t>. Brod, 
to prick forward. Gl. Sibb> Th.q, first seems by far 
the most natural conjecture of the two. It may be 
formed from Belg. broed-en fa brood, to hatch.
BROWDYN, part. fa. Embroidered. 

Hys body ourc wes clad* ali hale 
In honest Kyngis aparale^— 
Beltayd wy th his swerd alsua, 
Scepter", ryng, and sandal ys 
Browdtfn welle on Kyngis wys.

Wyntown, vii. 8> 446.
Chaucer, browkd, C. B. brvd-io, and Fr. brod-er, 

to embroider, are mentioned in Gl. Wynt. But 
this word is proMbly allied to Isji, br,ydd-a, pungere, 
Qrodd) acuteus; erpbroi4ere^ work being made with 
the ueedje. V. BURDB.
BROWDIN, part. pa. Expl. « clotted, defil 

ed, foul, filthy," Gl. Sibfe.
His body was with blude all browdin.

Ghr. Kirk, st, 18.
This may be npthiqg more than a ludicrous use of 

the word as signifying embroidered, Sibb. however, 
deduces it, as expl. above, from Teut. brodde, sordes. 
BROWDYNE, part. pa. Displayed, unfurled. 

Thai saw sa fele browdyne baneris, 
Standards, and pennownys, and speris;—

B ft 0
That the majst a&t, and the stoutqsi— 
Suld be abaysit foe to se 
TJoair fayia in to sic quantite.

Barb,aur) xi. 464. MS* 
A. S. braed-an, to dflttte, to expand.

BROWNIE, J. A spirit, tiU of late years sup 
posed to haunt some old houses, those, espe 
cially, attached to farms. Instead of doing any 
injury, he was; believed to be very useful ta 
the family, particularly to the servants, if they 
treated him well; for whom, while they took 
their necessary refreshment in sleep, he was 
wont to do many pieces of drudgery ; S. 

All is" bot gaistis, and elrische fantasyis, 
Of brownyis and of bogillis full this buke: 
Out on the waivderand spretis, wow, thou < 
It semys ane man war manglit, theron list .

Doug, Pirgity 158. 261. 
But ithers that were stomaeh-tight,

Cry 
"To

d out, u It was nae best 
eare a supper that was dight

" To brownies, or a ghajst
" To eat or day." 

Ramsay's Poems, i. 269, 267. 
Bawsy-Brown, 9̂  according t^> .Lord Haile», 

seems to be English Robin GoodfeUow, known in 
Scotland by the name of Brownie. la Lord Hynd. 
ford's (i.e. Bannatyne) MS. p. 104. among other 
spirits there occurs,

Browny als that can play kaw 
^ Behind the claith with mony mow.

Bannatyne Poems, H. p. 236. 
My friend Mr Seott differs from this learned 

writer. He views Brownie as baving quite a dif. 
ferent character from " the Ejpfit Pallet, of the 
French," whom he considers as the same with our 
Bogle or Goblin, and Puck, or Robin Goadfellow. 
" The Brownie," he says,—" was meagre, shaggy, 
and wild in his appearance.—In the day time he 
lurked in remote recesses of the old houses which 
he delighted .to haunt; and, in the night, sedulously 

"employed himself in discharging any laborious task 
which he thought might be acceptable to the fa 
mily, to whose service he ha4 devoted himself.— 
Although, like Milton's lubbar fiend, he loves to 
stretch himself by the fire, (he) does not drudge 
from the hope of recompense. On the contrary, so 
delicate is his attachment, that the offer of reward, 
but particularly of food, infallibly occasions his dis 
appearance for ever." For a moKe particular ac 
count of the popular superstitions .which formerly 
prevailed on this subject, V. Miwfrtrelsy Border, 
In rod. c—civ. CLXVII.

The same name is gi^en to this, sprite in the Shet 
land Isles. But it is singular that, ip one point, the 
pharacter $f Brownie is diametrically opposite there. 
He has all the ,CQTetou$nes& of the most interested 
hireling.

" Not aJbove 4P or 50 ^ears ago, almost every fa 
mily h^d a Brouny or evil spirit so called, which 
served them, to whom they gave a sacrifice for his 
service; as when they churned their milk, they took 
a part thereof, and sprinjded every corner of the 
hoiitfe with it for Brounie's use; likewise, when they
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brewed, they had a stone which they called Brounies 
Stane, wherein there was a little hole, into which 
they poured some wort for a sacrifice to Brouny.— 
They also had stacks of corn, which they called 
Brounie's Stacks, which, though they were not 
bound with straw-ropes, or any way fenced, as 
other stacts use to be, yet the greatest storm of 
wind was not able to blow any straw off them." 
'Brand's Descr. Zetland, p. 112, 113.

The same writer mentions some curious facts, and 
gives his authority for them. But he offers no con- 
jecture as to the reason of the change of disposi 
tion, that the insular situation of Brownie seems to 
have produced.

The ingenious author of the Minstrelsy throws 
out a conjecture, that the Brownie may be " a 
legitimate descendant pf the Lar Familiaris of the 
ancients." There is indeed a considerable similarity 
of character. Some have supposed the Lares and 
Penates of the Romans to have been the same. But 
the latter were of divine, the former of human ori 
gin. The Lar was clothed in a dogskin, which re 
sembles the rough appearance of the Brownie, who 
was always represented as hairy. It has been said 
that the Lares were covered with the skins of dogs, 
to express the charge they took of the house, being, 
like dogs, a terror to strangers, but kind to the do- 
mestics. Plutarch, ap. Rosin. Antiq. Rom. p. 152. 
He assigns another reason, that the Lares searched 
but and punished what was done amiss in the fa- 
wily* This is also attributed to Brownie. It is 
said, that he was particularly severe to the servants, 
when chargeable with laziness or negligence. It is 
pretended, that he even sometimes went so far as to 
flog them. The Lares were ranged by the Romans 
round the hearth, the very place assigned by our 
forefathers to u the lubbar fiend/' when his work 
was done.

"His name," Mr Scott has observed, " is pro- 
feably derived from the Portuni," mentioned by 
Oervase of Tilbury. According to this writer, the 
English gave this designation to certain daemons, 
called by the French Neptuni; and who, from his 
descriptibn, appear to have corresponded in cha 
racter to Brownie. But Gervase seems to be the 
only author who has mentioned thks name; although 
Dn Gange quotes Cantipratanus, as giving some fur 
ther account of the Neptuni. This solitary testi 
mony is therefore extremely doubtful; as there seems 
to be no vestige of the designation in E. Besides, 
the transition from Portuni to Brownie is not na 
tural ; and if it ever had been made, the latter name 
must have been better known in E. than in S.

Rudd. seems to think that these sprites were called 
Brownies, from their supposed u swarthy or tawny 
colour ; as these who move in a higher sphere, are 
called Fairies from their fairness." Before ob 
serving what Rudd. had advanced on this article, the 
same idea had occurred to me, as having a consider 
able degree of probability, from analogy. For in 
the Edda, two kinds of Elves are mentioned, which 
seem nearly to correspond to our Brownies and 
Fairies. These are called Slwartalfar, and Liosal- 
far , i. e. swarthy or black elves, and white elves; 
so that one might suppose that the popular belief

BUD-
Concerning thiete genii had tfaeea directly imported 
from Scandinavia.
BROWST, BROWEST, J» 1* As much malt li 

quor as is brewed at a time, S. 
u For the fourt browest, he (the Browster) sail

giue the dcwtie of ane halfe yeare^ and na mair."
Burrow Lawes, c. 39.
2. Used irietaph. to denote the consequence of 

any one's conduct, especially in a bad sense. 
This is often called w an ill browst," S.
" Stay, and drink of your browst," S. Prov. 

Ci Take a share of the mischief that you have occa 
sioned," Kelly, p. 289.

But gae your wa's, Bessie, tak on ye, 
And see wha'll tak care o' ye now ; 

E'en gae wi' the Bogle, my bonnie— 
It's -a br&wsst your ain daifery didiwrew*

Jmniesotfs Popular Ball. i. 299^ • 
It may be observed, that Isl. btugg,<a raed is 

used in the same metaph. sense with browst , in ve 
nire callida consilia; brugga suik, struelre insidias, 
G. Andr. p. 37. Belg. Jets quaads brouwen, te 
brew mischief, to devise evil.
BROWSTER, BRQUSTARE, s. A brewer, S. 

The hynde cryis for the corne> 
The broustare the bere schorne^ 
The feist the fidler tamorne

Couatis ful yore. 
Doug. Virgil, 238. b. 17. -

" Gif ane Baxter, or ane Rrowster is Tnlawedt 
for bread, or aill, na man sould a>e&d4e, or intromitt 
therewith, bot onely tlte Protest of the towne."— 
Burrow Lawes, c. 21.

The v. is A. S. briw*an, coqwere cerevisiam, to 
brew, Somner; Teut. brouw-en, id.; Isl. eg brygg&a^ 
decoquo cerevisias. All that RudA observes is, '< g. 
brewster." But the reason of the termination fc 
worthy of investigation, Wachter has justly re 
marked that, in the ancient Saxon, the termination 
ster, affixed to a s. masculine, mjtkes it feminine; as 
from then, servus, is formed thenestre, ser?a. J*. 
A. S. we do net meet with any word allied to 
Brewster. But we have.fyi£c#*tfre, <which properly 
signifies pistrix, u a womaJ&J^^er," Somn.

The term is not thus restricted in S. But as used 
in our old Acts, it indicates that this was the origi. 
nal meaning; that brewing, at least, was more gene» 
rally the province of women than of men;. and a4&? 
that all who brewed were venders of ale.,

46 All wemen quha brewes aMl to be sauld, sail 
brew conforme to the vse and consvetude of th$ 
burgh all the yeare.—An<J. Ufe Brpzpster sail pint 
forth ane signe of her ail), without her house, be- 
the window, or be the dure, that it may be sene as 
common to all men: quhilk gif «he does not, she 
sail pay ane vnlaw of foure pennies»" Burrow 
Lawes, c. 69. s. 1. (K

u Of Browsters. It is statute, that na woman 
sel the gallon of aill fra Pasch vntil Michaelmes, 
dearer nor twa pennies; and fra Michaelmas vntill 
Pasch, dearer nor a$e pennie," Stat. Gild. c. 26«

There could be no other reason for restricting the 
statute to women than that, when it wa» enacted, it
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quite unusual fo* men, either ta brew, or to sell 

ale.
From, A* S. baecesire, -we may infer that the term 

was formed before baking became a trade, while it 
was in every family part of the work appropriated 
to women. The same may be conjectured as to 
Browster. Some words with this termination hav 
ing been commonly used, after the reason of it ceas-
*ed to be known, others, denoting particular trades, 
might be formed in a similar manner; as maltster, 
a maltnian, wabster, webster, a weaver, &c. For 
tjiere is no evidence, as far as I recollect, that our 
female ancestors, like the Grecian ladies, devoted 
their attention to the loom ; although, in some parts 
©f S. 5 women are thus employed in our time. E. 
spinster, is one instance of the A. S. female termi 
nation being retained by our southern neighbours. 
To BRUB, v. a. To check, to restrain, to keep 

under, to oppress, to break one's spirit by seve 
rity, S. B.; allied perhaps to A. Bor. brob, to 
prick with a bodkin ; Gl. Grose. 

BRUCHE, s. V. BROCHE. 
BRUCKIT, adj. V. BLOCKED. 
BRUCKLE, adj. Brittle. V. BRUKYL. 
BRUDERMAIST, adj. Most affectionate; li 

terally, most brotherly.
Do weill to James your wardraipair; 
Quhais faythful brudermaist freind I am.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 92. 
J5lUJE,j. V. BREE.
*BltUGH, BROGH, BROUGH, BURGH, s. i. An

encampment of a circular form, S. B. 
. About a mile eastward from Forfar, there is a large 
^circiilarcamp, called The Brugh. According to the 
tradition of the country, it is of Pictish origin. 
Here, it is Said, tHe army of Ferat or Feredith, king
*>f the Picts lay, before the battle of Restenneth, 
fought in.its immediate vicinity, which proved fatal 
to that prince*. On the south side of Forfar, a piece 
<jf .ground is still called Feridan-fields ; whether as 
t>eingihe place where Feredith was killed, or where 
lie was interred, Sfe&ms uncertain. Only, it is favour, 
able to the latter ideb, that, a few years ago, in 
ploughing the itelcl thus^lenominated, a single grave 
was5 discovered, entirely of the description called 
ftctish^ It was between four and five feet in length, 
fbfined^f five flat-stones, with one as a cover. If I 
Recollect right, some of ^he bones were visible, when 
the grave was opened; t>ut feH to dust when ex- 
pdsed td'the air. It may seem unfavourable to the 
idea of his being interred here, that, according to 
Boece, Feredith was fcuried in the field at Forfar ap 
propriated to-Christian bhrial. Feredithi funus ut 
regio more conderetur in agro Forfair Christianorum 
fcepulturae sacro curavit Alphius. -Hist. F. cc. 
But, although the present church-yard is distant 
from Feridan-fields about half a furlong, the latter 
intghtin that early period foe the place of interment 
for any who died In the castle; especially as it does 
aot appear .that there was any p4ace of worship, on 
the ske of the present church-yard, before the reign 
«3rf Malcolm Canmore.
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In Lothian, encampments of the circular form are 

called Ring-forts, from A. S. hring, orbis*, circulus.
2. This name is also given to the stronger sort of 

houses in which the Picts are said to have re 
sided.
Brand, speating of what are otherwise cc called 

Picts, or Pights houses," both in Orkney .and Shet 
land, says; " These houses are also called Burghs, 
which in the Old Teutonic or Saxon language, signi- 
fyeth a town having a wall or some kind of an en 
closure about it." Descr. Orkney, p. 18, 19.

This name is also pronounced brugh, ia these 
Northern islands.

Wallace writes Brogh.
cc Hence it seems that the many houses and viK 

lages in this country, which are called by the name 
of Brogh, and.which all of them are built upon or 
beside some such rising ground, have been cemeteries 
for the burying of the dead in the time of the Pights 
and Saxons." Descr. of Orkney, p. 57, 58.

cc We viewed thePechts Brough, or little circular 
fort, which has given name to the place. It is nearly 
of the same dimensions and construction with the 
many pther broughs or Pechts-forts in Shetland. 
Those broughs seem to have been calculated to com. 
municate by signals with each other, the site of one 
being uniformly seen from that of some other."— 
Neill's Tour, p. 80.

It deserves attention, that the camp near Forfar, 
mentioned above, is known by no other name than 
that of the Brugh ; because of the similarity of designa 
tion between the Picts Houses, and what seems un 
questionably to have been a Pictish camp. A little 
eastward from this camp, I have often marked the 
foundations of a circular building, in its dimensions 
resembling those generally called Picts Houses* 
There are also the remains of a circular building or 
fort on the top of the hill of Pitscandlie, about a 
mile eastward. V. SHEALL.
3. A borough. w A royal brugh ;" ** A brugh 

of barony," as distinguished from the other, 
S. B. V. BURGH.

4. A hazy circle round the disk of the sun or
moon, generally considered as a presage of a
.change of weather, is called a brugh or brogh, S.
The term occurs in a passage in the Statist. Ace.,

where a Gr. etymon of it is given.
" Some words are of Greek origin. Ben is /3»»«?, 

a hill; broch (about the moon,) is /8^«?, a chain 
about the neck; brose is fytt<n$, meat.'' P. Bendo- 
thy, Perths. xix. 361, 362.

A. S, beorg, borh, muniinentum, agger, arx,, u a 
rampire, a place of defence and succour," Somner; 
burg, eastelium, Lye; Alem. bruchus, castrum, 
Schilter. The name seems to have been transferred 
to the ring around one of the heavenly bodies, be 
cause of its circular form, or from its resemblance to 
the encampments thus denominated. The origin is 
probably fotftid-in MoesG. bajrgs, mons. 
BRUICK, BRUK, s. A kind of boil, S.

—Cald, canker, feister or feveris, 
Brukis, bylis, bloWbis and blisteris.

RowlFs Cursing, Gl. Compl. p, 330.
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If thi» preserve thee not from pain, 
Pass to the 'Potbecares again; 
Same Recepies dois yet remain 

To heal Bruick, Byle or Blister.
Polwart's Flyting, Watson's Coll. iii. 11. 

JJruick is now used in conjunction with boil; and 
appropriated to an inflamed tumour or swelling of 
the glands under the arm. This is called a brutck- 
boil, S. B. 
To BRUIK, BRUKE, BROOK, v. a. To enjoy,

to possess.
The fates deny us this propine,

".Because we slaithfu' are; 
And they ken best fa's fit to bruik 

Achilles' doughty gear.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 14. 

When, 6ne is on a familiar footing with another, if 
the latter has got any new dress, it is common to say 
to him; Weil bruik your new, i.e. May you hare 
health to wear it; S.

————The case sae hard is 
Amang the writers and the Bardies, 
That lang they'll brook the auld I trow, 
Or neighbours cry, " Weel brook the new." 

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 89.
There is no evidence that E. brook is used in this 

sense; signifying only, to bear, to endure.
Bruik is allied to A. S. hr*uc-an^ Franc, ge- 

bruch-en, Su.G.Jsl. bruk-a, Belg. bruyck-en, Germ. 
Jbrauch-en, to use; MoesG. unbruckja, useless. Mr 
Macpherson refers also to Lat. fruct-m, enjoying, 
enjoyment, fruit.
BRUKYL, BROKYL&, BROKLIE, adj. \. Brittle, 

easily broken, S.
u Glasses and lasses are bruckle ware," S. Prov, 

« Both apt to fall, and both ruined by falling;" 
Kelly, p. 113.

O bruckle sword, thy raettal was not true, 
TThy frushing blade me in this prison threw.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 28.
2. Metaph. used in relation to the unsettled state 

of political .matters. ,
c; Also we suffered ourselves- to be perswaded to 

- eschew that rupture at that time., when it were so 
dangerous for their bruckle stated' Baillie's Lett, 
ii. 5.
3. It seems to signify soft, .pliable, as applied to 

the mind.
And for jhe Dcvilys war noucht wroucht
'Wbrukyl kynd, yhe wald nocht
vWyth rewth of hart for-thynk youre syn.

Wyntowrt, v. 12. 1311*
4. Tickle, inconstant.

Als Fawdon als was haldyn at suspicioun, 
For he was haldyn of brokyll complexioun. 

Wallace, v. 115. MS,
5. Inconstant, as including the idea of deceit, 

Bot there be mony of so brukill sort,
That feynis treuth in lufe for a'quhile, 

And setten all thaire wittis and disport, 
The sely innocent woman to begyle; 

.And so to wynne thaire lustis with a wile.
King's Qimir, IT, 11.
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6. Weak, delicate, sickly, S, B.

Teut. brokel, fragilis, from brok-en, frangcre; 
Sw. braeckelig, id. Germ, brocklicht, crumbling* 
The last sense might seem directly to correspond to 
A. S. broclic, aeger. But I suspect that it is only an 
oblique use of the word as primarily signifying brit 
tle ; especially as A. S. broclic seems to denote pesi- 
tive disease, from broc, aegritudo, whereas bruckle, 
brocklie, as used S., only denotes an aptness to be 
easily affected, or an infirm state of the constitu 
tion.
BRUKILNESSE, BROKILNESS, s. i. Brittleness, S. 
2. Apparently, incoherence, or perhaps weak 

ness ; used metaplu in general.
Go litill tretise, nakit of eloquence,— 

And pray the reder to have pacience
Of thy defaute, and to supporten it, 

Of his gudnesse thy brukilnesse to knytt.
King9 s Quair, ri. 22.

BRULYIE, BRULYEMENT, s. i. A brawl, broflf 
fray, or quarrel,. S.

For drinking, and dancing; and brulyie^ 
And boxing, and shaking of fa's, 
The town was if r erer in tulyies, . 

But now the lassie's awa*.
Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 145, 

Quoth some, who maist had tint their aynds,
u Let's see how a' bowls rows: 

" And quat their brutyiement at anes, 
" Yon gully is nae mows."

Rumsuy's Poems, i. %6fa 
2, Improperly used for a battk. 

—Not a Southeren ere eventide, 
Might any longer in that stour abide.— 
An hundred at this britilliement were kill'd. 

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 45. 
Fr. brouiller, to quarrel, This has proVably % 

Gothic origin; Su.G. brylla,foerbrilla, to embroif, 
a frequentative from Jrry, anc. bryd-a, Yexare, tur. 
bare.
To BRUND, v. »k To emit sparks, as a flint 

does when struck-—It's Irundin, tbe fire flies 
from it, S. B.' Su.G. trinn-a^ to burn» 

BRUNDS, BRUNDIS, BRW^DYS, s.pl. i. Brands, 
pieces of wood lighted.

Women and barnys on Wallace fast thai cry 
On kneis thai fell, and astit him mercy. 
At a quartar, quhar fyr had nocht ourtaya, 
Thai tuk thaim out fra that castell off stayn. 
Syne bet the fyr with brwndys bryia and batfld. 
The rude low raiss foil heych abown that hauld;

Wallace, viii, 1052. MS.
It is here given as in MS., that feeing omitted in 

Perth edit., and let printed for bet. In edit. 1648 
brands is used for brwndys This appears to be tht£ 
primary sense. ^ • 
2. As used by Barbour, it seems to signify the re 

mains of burnt wood, reduced to the state of 
charcoal, and 'as perhaps retaining some sparks. 

Jhotie Crab, that had his ger all yar, 
In his fagaldis has set tbe fyr ; 
And our the wall syne gan thaim



B R U •
And brynt the sow till brundis bar.

Barbour^ xvii. 705. MS.
This word occurs also in MS. Wall, where it is 

printed brands.
Feill byggyns brynt, that worthi war and wicht; 
Gat nane away, knaiflf, captane, nor knycht. 
Quhen brundis fell off rafFtreis thaim amang, 
Sum^rudly raiss in byttir paynys strang, 
Sum nakyt brynt.——

Wallace, vii. 449. MS.
3. The term is still commonly used in Ang., on 

ly with greater latitude.
It is said of a garment or any thing completely 

worn out, There''s no a brund of it to the fore, there 
is not a fragment or vestige of it remaining.

A. S. brond may be the origin; as in the second 
sense it merely denotes a firebrand almost entirely 
burnt out. As used, however, S. B. it would seem 
allied to Jsl. brun^ extremitas fei; Verel.

Not so feirjjly the fomy riuer or flude 
Brekis oner the bankis, on spait-quhen it is wod, 
And with his brus and fard of watir broun, 
The dykys and thejichorys betis doun.

Do0g. Vifgil, 55. 34.
Non sic, aggeribus.ruptis quutoi spumens amnis 
Exiit, oppositasqute evicit^urgite"moles. Virg.

Rudd. .renders this brush, as if it were the same 
•with the'E. word. But this, as'signifying " a rude 
assault, a shock," although classed by Johns, with 
brush, u an instrument for rubbing," and derived 
from Fr. brosse, is radically a different word. Sax. 
bruys-en, and Germ, braus+en, signify, to make a 
noise; Belg. bruyssch-en, to foam or roar like the 
sea. Ihre, -after rendering Su.G. bms-a, sonare, 
murmurare, adds; De aquis cum impetu rueatibus 
aut fluctibus maris; which is.the very idea conveyed 
by the word as here used. Perhaps it is originally the 
same with A. S. beraes-an, impetuose proruere. 
BRUSE, ^RposE, BRUISE, s. To ride tie bn/se, 

To.run a race on horseback, at a wedding, S. 
This custom is still preserved in the country. 

Those who are at a wedding, especially the younger 
part ctf the company, who are conducting the bride 
from her own house to the bridegroom's, often set off, 
at full speed, for the latttr. This is called, riding 
the bruse* He who first reaches the house, is said 
to win the bruse.

At Brooses thou had ne'er a fellow, 
For pith an' speed.

Burns, iii. 142.
44 .Last week, a country wedding having ridden 

through the town of Paisley, three of the party very 
imprudently started for the Brooze, as it is called, 
and in one of the public streets rode down a young 
child, whose thigh bone was unfortunately broken." 
Edin. Eteji. Courant, Feb. 11. 1805. 
2. Metaph., to strive, to contend in whatever., way * 

Ta think to ride or rin the bruise
Wi' -them ye name, 

I'm sure my hallin', feckless muse 
Wa'd be to blame.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 156»

B R U
Sibb. derives this from Tent» /£rofif+a%, i& rush 

like a hurricane. .But this v. is appropriated to the 
violent rushing of wind or water. Idhtvefoeen in. 
clined to think, that^/tw&c must have same relation 
.to a wedding, and might perhaps be allied to MoesG. 
bruths, Germ, braut, ispo&sa, Eelg. bruyen*, loam- 
fid, bruyloft, Su.G. br Gallop, «a wedding, a bridat, 
which Ihre derives fzom. brud bride., and lqfway 
spondere, to engage; C. B. priodas, nuptiae.

Thus, to ride.tfi&ttrw&e, seemed literally to signi 
fy to u ride the wedding;" in «the same manner in 
which we say, 'to " rid6 ^e -roaifcet)" when the 
magistrates of the town ride in .procession ground the 
ground, on which a market is to be held, ajul as it 
were legally inclosed, S. •

But I have lately met with an account of a custom 
of the same kind, which was common in the Nprth 
of England seventy or-eigHy years ago,, and whkji 
suggests a different ^ty.nipn,; .

" Four [young men] with their :hQFS£Sr were wait 
ing without; they saluted the, Bride at ihe church 
gate, and immediately mounting, contepded who 
should first carry home the gpod news, " and win 
44 what they called thefKail.," 4* e. a smoking prize 
of Spice-Broth) which stot>d ready prepared to re* 
ward the victor in this singular kind, jof v ^#pe." 
Brand's Popular ^nti&,j|>. 330, " \ ".

' As this is undoubtedly the u^e G*stpm with 
ours, riding tye ^rw^must mean,Wbii*g n^erc>th«t 
riding for the^rose, bro.ih, or kail. Thus bruye i& 
merely the A. S. pi. br&vas, from briw.

Another custom, which has the same ̂ general 
gin, is retained in the North of England, aad is 
^described. ,

" To run for the bride-door, is" Ito^skrtfor a fa- 
*vour given by Ihe bride to be run for by the youths 
of the neighbourhood, tvho wait at the church-door 
till the marriage-ceremony is over, and from Uierrce 
run to the bride's door. The prize is a ribbon, 
which is made up into a cockade, and worn fer that 
day in the hat of the winiter. If the distance is 
great, such as two or three miles, it is usual to ride 
for the bride*door. In Scotland the prize is a mess 
of Brose; the custom is there called running for the 
brose." Gl. Grose, SuppL V. BREE and BROSE. 
To BRUS, BRUSCH, v. a. To force open, to press

»P-
Scho gat hyrn with-in the dure:
That sowne thai brussyd wp in the flure.

IVyntown, viii. 13. t(X 
Wpe he stwrly bruschyd the dure, 
And laid it flatlyngis in the flure.

Ibid. v. 93.
Sax. Sicamb. bruys-en^ premere, strepere. Per. 

haps this is as natural an origin, as any of those to 
which E. bruise has been traced. 
To BRUSCH^ v. n. TO burst forth, to rush, to 

issue with violence.
With fell fechtyntg off wapynnys grpundyn keyn^ 
Blud fra byrneis was bruschyt on the greyn.

Wallace, x. 28. MS.
This is the reading in MS* instead of deyn, v. 27. 

and buschyt) edit.



B U
Furth brusoliis the, saoile with, stremes g^ete of 

blude. DQU&. ftrgil, 363. 33. 
The how can erne of his wounde anse flude 

1 of the blaknit dedely blude. 
Ibid. 303. 10, 'V. Butts, s. 
Embroidered.

The sone*Pursevaod gyd wes grathit I ges, 
Brusit with a greine tre, gudl.y and gay.

Houlate,\\. 7. MS.
Arcens Accentts son stude on the wall,— 
His mantyll of the purpoure Iberyne, 
With nedii werk brusit ricbe and fyne.

Doug. Virgil^W^. 13*
This seems to have a common origin with Brozqdh/n, 

id. q. v. 
BRUSURY, s. Embroidered.

Of nedil werk al brusit was his "cote, 
His hosing schane of werk of Barbary, 
In portrature of subtil brusury.

Doug. Virgil, 393. 14. 
Teut. boordursel, id. Y. BROWDYN. 

BRUSSLE, s. Bustle, Loth, V. BREESSIL. 
To BRUST, v. n. To burst.

<c In this'great extremitie, he brusteth out in 
prayer, and craveth of God, that he wald withdrawe 
his hand from him for a space." Bruce's Eleven 
Serm. V. 3. b.

Teut. brost-en, brust-en* Sw. brist»a, id.
BKWHV.

Than thai layid on dwyhs for dwyhs, 
Mony a rap, and mony a brwhs.

Wyntown, viii. 16. SO.
Mr Macpherson conjectures that this is bruise; 

as dwyhs is dusch or blow. But it seems the same 
with Bfus, s. q. v.
To BU, BUE, v. n. To low. It properly de 

notes the cry of a calf, S.
This is often distinguished from mue, which de 

notes the lowing of a cow; to mac, signifies, to 
bleat as a sheep, while the v. bae is used with respect 
to a lamb.

The only word to which this might seem allied is 
Lat. boo,—are, id. But perhaps it is formed from 
the sound.
BU, Boo, s. A sound meant to excite terror, S, 

" Boo, is a word that's used in the North of Scot 
land to frighten crying children." Presbyterian 
Eloquence, p. 138.
2. A bugbear, an object of terror; Ibid. The 

passage is too ludicrous for insertion. 
This may be from bu, as denoting a sound in imi 

tation of the cry of a calf, often used to frighten 
children. But perhaps it is rather allied to Bel$. 
bauw, a spectre. This word occurs in. Teut. in 
bietebauw, fytebquw, larva, spectrum. Biett is 
from biet-en, byt-en, m order e, q. the devouring gob* 
lin; as in character resembling our Gyr-carlin. 
BU-KOW, s. Any thing frightful, as a scare 

crow, applied also to a hobgoblin, S. 
From bu, and kow, cow, a goblin. V. Cow. 

BU-MAN, s. A goblin ; the devil, S. used as Bu-

Teut. bulleman signifies, larva, a spectre. But 
perhaps our term is rather from bu and man.

B U C
BU&, BOB, s. A blast, a gust of severe weather. 

Ane blusterand bub, out fra the north braying, 
Gan oner the foreschip in the bak sail ding*

Doug. Virgil, 16. 1». 
————The heuynnys all about 
With felloun noyis gan to ruinroyll and rout; . > 
Ane bub of waddir folio wit in the taill, 
Thik schour of rane mydlit full of haill.

Ibid, 105. 26\ PL bubbi», 52. 5& 
Rudd. views this word as formed from the sound. 

But there is no reason for the supposition. I would 
rather derive it from Sw. by, a gust, a squall, as tjie 
primitive; although it may, be allied to Isi. bobbe, 
malum, noxae; or E. bob, to beat, as denoting the 
suddenness of its impulse. Gael, bobgournach. 
however, is rendered u a blast," Shaw.
BUBBLY, adj. Snotty, S. A. Bor.

" The bairn has a bubbley nose. North." Gl, 
Grose.
BUBBLYJOCK, ju The vulgar name for a t^irkej 

cock, S. synon. Polliecock^ S. lj. 
" Bubbly Jock. A turkey cock. Scrtch." 

Grose's Class. Diet.
The name seems to have originated from the shape 

of his comby which has considerable resemblance to 
the snot collMltd at a dirty child's nose. 
BUCHT, s. A bending; a fold. V. BOUGHT. 
BUCKER, s. A name given to a species of 

wbale, West of S.
a Grampus, or Rucker», Delphinus Orca," Linn» 

is mentioned as a fish found in the frith of Clyde, 
Glasgow, Statist. Ace. v. 535. This, elsewhere, by 
mistake, is confounded with the porpoise. P. Dun* 
barton, ibid. iv. 22.
BUCKIE, BuqKY, s. l. Any, spiral shell, of 

whatever size, S.
Neptune gave first his awful Trident, 
And Pan the horns gave of a Bident. 
Triton, his trumpet of a Buckie 
Propin'd to him, was large and luckie.

Muse's Threnodie, p. 2.
The roaring buckie, Buccinum undatuin, Linn, is 

the common great whelk.
This is what Sibb. calls the (jrrzg&fiukky; ^Fife, 

p. 134. He is supposed to give the name of Dog 
Buvky, to some varieties of the Buccinum Lapillus, 
or Massy Whelk. V. Note, ibid.

The name buckie is also given to the small black 
whelk, which is commonly sold in the markets, Tur 
bo Uttoreus, Linn.

And there will be partans and buekies, 
Speldens and haddocks anew.

Ritsotfs £» Songs, i. %11,
" Upon the sand by John Grot's House are found 

many small pleasant buekies and shells, beautified 
with diverse colours, which some use to put upon $ 
string as beeds, and accounted much of for their ra 
rity." Brand's Orkn. and Shetl. Isl. p. 139»

u Cypraea pecticulus, or John o y Groat's bucky^ 
is found on all the shores of Orkney.' 1 NeiU«f 
Tour, p. 16.

This word, although used through the whole of S. 
seems to be peculiar to this country, It is most pro* 
bably derived from Teut. buck-en, to bow, to bend,



BUD
as this expresses the twisted form of the shell. Thus 
Lincoln*, and S. wilk, used in the same sense, (A. S. 
weak,) is by Skinner supposed to be from A. S. weafc- 
an, volvere, rerolvere; because this kind of shell is 
wreathed into a spiral form. Wachter observes, that 
Germ, bug anciently denoted every thing that imita 
ted the bending of a circle. This derivation is con 
firmed by the metaph. use of the word. For, 
2. A perverse or refractory person is thus deno 

minated with an epithet conjoined; as, a thrawn 
buckle, and sometimes, in still harsher language, 
a Lett's buckle, S.

Gin ony sour-mou'd girning bucky 
Ca> me conceity keck ling chucty ; 
I'll answer sine, Gae kiss your Lucky.

Ramsay''s Poems, ii. 350. 
BUCKIE INGRAM, that species of crab denominated

Cancer bernardus, Newhaven. 
BUCKIE PRINS, A periwinkle; Turbo terebra, 

Lintl.. This name is used in the vicinity of 
Leith. Theser shells are also called water-stoups. 

To BUCKLE, v. a. To join, two persons in 
marriage; used in a low or ludicrous sense, S. 
Hence,

BucKLE-THE-BEGGARS, s. One who marries 
others in a clandestine and disorderly man 
ner, S.
There is the same analogy in Belg. koppelaar, a 

pander, from koppelen to couple, to make a match. 
BUCKTOOTH, s. Any tooth that juts out from 

the rest, S,
Sibb. derives this from Boks, q. v. It is perhaps 

allied to Su.G. bok, rostrum. 
BUD, s. A gift; generally one that is meant as 

a bribe.
Se na man to the King eirand spetk, 
Bot gif we get ane bud; or ellis we sal it breik. 
And quhan thay ar full of sic wrang win-, 
Thay get thair leif: and hungryar eums im 
Sa scharp ar thay, and narrowlie can gadder, 
Thay pluck the puif, as thay war powand had-

der;
And taks buds fra men baith neir and far ;• 
And ay the test atf than the first far war.

/ Priests of Peblis, p. 24.
w AH jugeis sail gar the assysouris sweir in the 

making of thair aith, quhen thay ar chargit to assysis, 
that tbay nouther haue taoe, nor saN tak meid na 
luddis of ony partie: And gif ony sic be geuin, OP 
hecht, or ony prayer maid befoir the geuing out of 
the declaratioun and determinations of the assys- 
ouris: the said assysouris sail opinly reueill the 
buddis, giftis or prayaris., and the quantitie and 
maner thaivof to the juge in plane court. J> Acts Ja. 
I. 143€. c. 155. edit. 1566. c. 138. Murray.

At first view one might suppose that this were ori 
ginally the same with bod, an ofler or proffer. But 
tbc last passage, and many others that might be 
quoted, determine the sense otherwise. Buddes 
taking, Ja. V. 1450. c. 104. Murray, Is evidently 
receiving of gifts or bribes. The following lines ful 
ly confirm this explanation*

B U F
•

The carlis they thikkit fast in chids,
Agane the man was mareit, 

With brfid and beif, and/uthir buds, 
Syne to the kirk thame kareit.

Chron.S.P. i. 361.
C. B. budd. Corn, bud, profit, emolument. Or 

shall we Tiew it as formed from A. S. Vude, obtulit, 
q. the bribe that has been offered? Skinner derives 
it from A. S. bot, compensatio. But as this word is 
retained in S. in: its original form, no good reason 
can be given why in one instance it should assume a 
form so different as that of bud'.
To BUD, BUDD, v. a. /To endeavour to gain by

gifts, to bribe.
" The Bishops conceived in their minds, that, if 

King Henry met «with our King, he would cause him 
to cast down the Abbays of Scotland, like as he had 
done in England. Therefore they budded the King 
to bide at home, and gave him three thousand Pounds 
by year to sustain his house, of their benefices." 
Pitscottie, p. 148.

46 I need not either bud or flatter temptations and, 
crosses, nor strive to buy the devil, or this malicious 
world by, or redeem their kindness with half a hair's 
breadth of truth : he> who is surety for his servant 
for good, doth powerfully over-rule all that." 
Rutherford's Lett. ^. I. ep. ii. 72.

44 I have nothing that can hire or bud grace; for 
if grace would take hire, it were no more grace." 
Ibid. Ep. 86. 
BUDGE, s.

Nane vyle strokis nor wappinnis had thay thare,
Nouthir spere, budge, staf, pol ax, swerd, nor 

mace. Doug. Virtrtf, 354. 21.
This Rudd. renders 44jf. a bow; A. S. bog a, Teut. 

bogen, arcns.'* But more probably, a bolt or jave 
lin,, a& allied to O. Fr» dugton, a bolt or arrow with 
a great head1. 
BUFE, *. Beef, S. B.

This is nearly allied to Fr. doeuf, id. But per 
haps it is more immediately connected with Isl. buff, 
cattle- bufie, „" domestic animals, especially cows^, 
goats, and sheep," Verel.; from' bu, an ox, cow, 
goat or sheep. Here perhaps we have the root of 
Lat. bosi bovis* Enn sa er mestur fiaulldi, er suce 
fellur nidur sem bufe^ u The most of men die like 
cattle." Specul. Regal, p. 356. 
To BUFFt v. n. To emit a dull sound; as a blad 

der filled with wind does, S.
He hit him on th,e wame a wapy 

It buft lik£ ony bledder.
Chr.-Kirk,st.Il. 

Hence, as would seem, the phrase,
It played buff, S. It made no impression.
Belg. boff-en, to puff up the cheeks with wind ^ 

Fr. bouff-er, ta puff; Teut. poff-en, ructare. 
Germ, bitfest, a puff-bair; puff-en,, sonare, i. e. flare 
cnm send, es pujjit, sonat, crepat; Wachter. Bof 
and pof are mentioned'by Kitian, as denoting the 
sound emitted by the cheeks in consequence- of be* 
mg inflated. 
To BUFF, v. a* To buffcorn^fo give grain half

thrashing, S»



V F
« The best of him is *w/V' * p***» 

used to denote that one is declining in life, that one's 
natural strength is much gone, S. most probably bor 
rowed from the thrashing of grain.

To buff herring, to steep salted herrings in fresh 
water, and hang them up, S.

This word, as used according to the first and second 
modes of expression, is evidently the same with 
Alem. buff-en pulsare; whence Germ, puff-en, to 
strike. Hence, 
BUFF, /. A stroke, a blow, S.

The buff so bousterously abaisit him, 
To the erd he duschyt doun.

Chr. Kirk, st. 13.
Fr. bouffe, a blow ; Germ, Svi.G. puff, id. L. B. 

buffa, alapa. 
To BUFF out, v. n. To laugh aloud, S,

Fr. bouff-er, to puff, bouffee, a sudden, violent, 
and short blast, buffer, to spurt, all appear to have 
some affinity ; as expressing the action of the muscles 
of the facey or the sound emitted in violent laughter, 
BUFF, s. Nonsense, foolish talk, S. 

Yet nae great ferly tho' it be 
Plain buff^ wha wad consider me ; — 

I'm no book-lear'd.
A. NicoPs Poems, p, 84. 

Mayhap he'll think me wondrous vain,
And ca't vile stuff; 

Or say it only gi'es him pain
To read sic buff.

1 Shirrefs* Poems, p. 338.
Teut. beffe, id. nugae, irrisio, Kilian ; also boef,

nebulo, nequam, Su.G. bof, id. boffva, petulant per.
sons ; Fr. buffoi, vanite, orgueil. Sans buffoi, sans
moquerie; Diet. Trev. Hence buffon, E. buffoon*
BUFF,*. Skin. Stript to the bujfc stript naked, S.

I know not if this can have any reference to E.
buff, as denoting 4< leather prepared from the skin
of a buffalo," or buffe, as Cotgr. designs this ani 
mal.
BUFF NOR STYE. The phrase is used con 

cerning a sheepish fellow, who from fear loses
his recollection; or a foolish one, who has
scarcely any to lose ; He cotfd neither say buff
nor styer S. i. e. I" He could neither say one thing
nor another." It is also used, but, I suspect,
improperly, in regard to one who has no activi 
ty ; He has neither buff nor stye with him, S. B.
Although this expression is probably very ancient,

its origin is quite obscure. Teut. bof occurs in the
sense of celeusma, as denoting a cheer made by mari-

" ners, when they exert themselves with united strength,
or encourage one another. Should we suppose there
were any relation to this, stye might be viewed as
referring to the act of mounting the shrouds, from
Su.G. stig-a, to ascend* This, however, is only
vague conjecture.
BUFFER, s. A foolish fellow ; a term much 

used among young people, Clydes. 
Teut. boef, boev&ie, Su.G. bofweri, are used i» 

a worse sense than the S. word; being rendered, ne- 
ijuitia, from Teut. baeve, nebulo. 

But the origin is ntfher Fr. twttfjfyrdy " often

B tr i
^raffing, strouting out, swelling wkh anger,*' Cotgr. j 
from bouff-er, to puff, to swell up, to wax big. 
BUFFETS^ s. pi. A swelling in the glands of 

the throat, Ang. (branh, synon.) probably 
from Fr. bouffe, swollen.

BUFFETSTOOL, s. A stool with sides, in 
form of a square table with leaves, when these 
are folded down, S. Lincolns. id. " A four- 
legged stool» North." Gl. Grose. 
It may have received its name, from its being of 

ten used by the vulgar as a table; Fr. buffet, a side- 
board r
BUFFTE, BUFFLE, adj. Fat, purfled; applied 

to the face, S. Fr. bvuffey blown up, swollen. 
BUFFONS, /. pi. " Pantomime dances \ so de 

nominated from the fcuffoons, le loufons, by 
whom they were performed/' Gl. Compl. 
—" Braulis and branglis, buffoons, vitht mony 

vthir lycht dansis."—Compl. S. p. 102. V. BRANG 
LIS. 
BUG, pret. Built.

But wae be to your ewe-herd, father,
And an ill deed may he die; 

He bug the bought at the back o* the know, 
And a tod has frighted me.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 284. V. BIG, v. 
BUGE, s. " Lamb's furr j Fr. agneUn? Rudd. 

The burges bringis in his buith the broun and the
blak, 

Byand besely bayne, buge, beuer and byce,
Doug. Virgil, 238. b. 12. 

Fr. bouge, E. budge,jd. 
BUGGE, *. A bugbear. V. BOGTGARDE. 
BUGGLE, s. A bog, a morass, S. B. This 

seems to be merely a dimiru from Ir* and E. 
bog.

BUGIL, BUGILL, s. A buglehonK 
Sa bustuouslie Boreas his bugili blew 
The dere full derne doun in the dalis drew.

Doug. Virgil, 281. 17,
Some derive this, q. buculae cornu, the horn of a 

young cow; others, from Teut. boghel, Germ, bu- 
gel, curvatura. The latter term is descriptive of the 
form of the horn.
BUICK,/>ntf. Court'sied; from the v. Beck. 

To her she hies, and haikt her wkh a jouk, 
The lass paid hame her compliment, and buick* 

Rossrs Helenore, p. 66. 
ToBUIGE,*.//.

I hate thraldome ;. yet man I buige, and bek, 
And jouk, and nod, sum patroun for ta pleys. 

Arbutlinot, Maitland Poemsr p. 150. 
a Budge, move about." Gl. But surely it signifies 

bow, especially as conjoined with bek^ A. S. bug-an, 
to bend.
BUIK, s. The body» V. BOUK* 
BUIK, RuKErpret. Baked*

Ane kneddin troche, that lay intill ane nuke, 
Wald hald ane boil of flour quhen that scho buik. 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 73* 
A. S. boc, coxit, from bae-an, 

BUIK, BUK, BUKE, x. A book, S* 
i A a



BUT
Than lay I furth my bricht buik in breid OB my

kne, 
With mony lusty letter illuminit with fold.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 60. 
The Prolong of the auchtande Buk 
In-to this chapter now yhe luk.

Wyntown, viii. Prol.
Germ, buch, Franc. Alem. buoch, punch, Belg. 

boek, A. S. boc, MoesG. Isl. Su.G, bok, id.
It has been generally supposed, that the Northern 

nations give this name to a book, from the materials 
of which it was first made, bofy signifying a beech, 
tree; in the same manner as the Latins adopted the 
designation libber, which is properly the inner coat 
of bark, on which it was customary for the ancients 
to write; and the Greeks that of fl£fas, i\ie papyrus, 
because the inner bark of this Egyptian reed was 
used in the same manner.
BUIK-LARE, s. Learning, the knowledge ac 

quired by means of a regular education, S. 
Sometimes, however, it simply signifies instruction 

by means of the book, or by letters. A man, who 
has never been taught to read, says, u I gat nae 
buik-lare," S.
BUIK-LEAR'D, B.OOK-LEAR'D, adj. Book-learn 

ed, S.
——-I'll tell you, but a lie, 

I'jn no book-lear'd.
A. Nicol's Poems, p. 84. 

Isl. boklaerd-ur, id. V. LAKE, v. and s. 
BUIR.

I had buir at myn awn will haiff the 
—Than off pur gold a kingis ransoune.

Wallace, vi. 898. Perth edit. 
This is an error for leuirin MS*, rather; as it is 

interpreted edit 1648.
I wald rather at mine awn will have thee. 

BUISE. To shoot the buiw.
Tho' some's exempted from the Test, 
They're not exempted from the rest 
Of penal statutes (who ere saw 
A subject placed above the law ?) 
Which rightly weigh'd and put in use, 
Might yet .cause some to shoot the buise.

Cleland's Poems, p. 94.
It seems synon. with the cant E. term, to swing, 

i. e. to be hanged. Pediaps buise is allied to Ital. 
busco, the shoot of a tree, q. to spring from the fatal 
tree; as to shoot a bridgje, E. signifies to pass swift, 
ly under one of its arches.
BUIST, s. A part of femaje dress, anciently 

worn in S.
To mak thame srna the waist is bound; 
A buist to mak thair bellie round : 
Thair buttokis bosterit up behind; 
A fartigal to gathair wind.

Maitland Poems, p. 186.
Mr Pinker ton renders this a busk." We may 

rest in this-explanation, if busk be understood in the 
sense in which Cotgr. defines Fr. buc, busq, or buste, 
u plated body, or other quilted thing, worn to make, 
or keep, the body straight." Ital. busto, stays or 
bodice. For some sojt of protuberance, worn by
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the ladies before, must be meant, ad corresponding 
to the pad, which even then had been in fashion be 
hind. This poem was probably written during the 
reign of Ja. V. 
BUIST, BUSTE, BOIST, s. 1. A box or chest, S.

Meal buist, chest for containing meal.
" The Maister of the money sail answer for all 

gold and siluer, that salbe strickin vnder him, quhiil 
the Wardane haue tane assay thairof, & put it in his 
buist." Ja. II. Parl. 1451. c. 33, 31. edit. 1566.

" Becaus the liquor was sweit, sche hes licked of 
that buste ofter than twyse since." Knox's Hist, 
p. 292. " Bust or bo*," Lond. edit. p. 316. 

The lady sone the boyst has soght 
And the unement has sho broght.

Ywaine, 1761. Ritsotfs E. M. Rom.
" What is it that hath his stomacke into a booste, 

and his eyes into his pocket ? It is an olde man 
fedde with boost confections or cured with continii- 
all purgations, hauing his spectacles, his eyes of 
glasse, into a case." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 529. 
2. A coffin; nearly antiquated, but still some 

times used by tradesmen, Loth.
(X Fr, boiste, Arm. bouest, a box. This Caseneuve 

derives from L. B. bustea, id. alsoZwta, buista, busta. 
These are all used for the pix, or box in which the 
host was preserved. But the L. B. designation seems 
to have been borrowed from Su.G. byssa, Belg. 
buss, id. which Ihre deduces from the name of the 
box tree, because anciently much used for this pur* 
pose.

It may be observed, however, that Kilian gives 
Fr. boiste, cistula, as allied to Teut. booste, a hull 
or husk, siliqua, folliculus. 
To BUIST up, V) a. To inclose, to shut iip. 

Syn I am subject som tyme to be seik, 
And daylie deing of my auld diseis; 
Ait breid, ill aill, and all things ar ane eik ; 
This barme and blaidry buists up all my bees. 

Montgomerie, MS. Chron. S. P. iii. 500.
Hence,

BUISTY, s. A bed, Aberd. Gl. Shirr, used per 
haps for a small one/ q. a little box. V.
BOOSHTY. 

BUIST-MAKER, s. A coffin-maker, Loth.; a term
now nearly obsolete. 

BUITH, s. A shop. V. BOTHE. 
SUITING, s. Booty.

Or quha brings hame the butting?
Cherrie and Slae, st. 15. 

Vel quern portare ferinam—jussisti?
Lafr. Vers.

" Ransounes, buitinges, raysing of taxes, imposi 
tions,"—are mentioned; Acts Ja. vi. 1572. c. 50.

Fr. butin, Ital. butino, Belg. buet, buyt, Isl. Sw. 
Dan. bytte. Various are the derivations given of 
the term thus diversified. Ihre, with considerable 
probability, deduces it from Su.G. byt~a, to divide, 
because in ancient times the generals were wont to 
divide the prey taken in battle among their soldiers, 
as the reward of their service.
BUITS, s. pL Matches for firelocks.

64 It is objected against me only, as if no other of-
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ficer were to give an account) neither for regiment, 
company, nor corporalship, that on this our unhap 
py day there were no lighted butts among the m.us- 
quetry."—Gen. BailUe's Lett. ii. 275. 
To BUKK, v. a. To incite, to instigate. 

Sym to haif bargain culd not blin, 
But bukkit Will on weir.

Evergreen, ii. 181. st. 12.
Perhaps from Germ, boch-en, to strike, to beat; 

or bock-en, to push with the horn; Su.G. bock, a 
stroke. Hence it is said of a man who can bear any 
sort of insult without resenting it, Han star bocken, 
q. "he viands provocation." Isl. buck-a calcitrare, 
quasi jumenta aut bruta; at beria # bucca, ferire et 
verberare; G. Andr. p. 41. 
BUK-H1D, BUK-HUD, s.

Quhyls wald he let her ryn beneth the strae, 
Quhyls wald he wink, and play with her Buk-hid, 
Thus to the silly mous grit harm he did.

Henrysone, Evergreen, ii. 152. st. 25. 
So day by day scho plaid with me buk hud, 
With mony skornis and mokkis behind my bak.

Bannatyne MS. Chron. S. P. iii. 237. 
This seems to be an old name for some game, pro- 

bably Blind man's Buff, Sw. blind-bock, q. bock, 
and hufwud head, having the head resembling a goat. 
V. BELLY-BLIND. The sense, however, would per 
haps agree better with Bo.peep, or Hide arid seek. 
BU-KOW, s. Any thing frightful, hence ap 

plied to a hopgoblin, S. V. Bu. 
BULDR1E, s. Building, or mode of building. 

This temple did the Trojans found,
To Venus as we read; 

The stains thereof wer ruarbell sound, 
Lyke to the lamer bead : 

This muldrie and buldrie 
Wes maist magaificall.

BureVs Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 36. 
From build, as muldrie from Fr. moulerie, a 

moulding, or casting into a mould.
BULYiEMENT, s. Habiliments; properly 

such as are meant for warfare.
And now the squire is ready to advance,, 
And bids the stoutest of the gathered thrang 
Gird on their bulyiement and come alang.

Ross's Helenore, p. 121.
Bulyiements is still used ludicrously for clothing, 

S. V. ABULYIEMENT. "
To BULL, v. n. To take the bull •, a term used 

with respect to a cow. Both the v. and s* are 
pron. q. till^ S»

The Isl. term corresponds, yxna, oxna, from oxe, 
a bull. V. EASSIN, v. Bill-siUer, S. is analogous 
to Teut. bolle-gheld, merces pro admissura taurij 
Kilian.
To BULLER, v. n. 1. To emit such a sound 

as water does, when rushing violently into any 
cavity, or forced back again, S,

For lo amyd the went, quhare ettillit he> 
Amasenus that riuere and fresche flude 
Aboue the brayis hullerit, as it war wode.

Doug. Virgil, 383. 28. 
Spumo is the v. liere used by Virg. 

Thay all Iekkit3 the salt wattir

B U L
Fast duller and in at euery rift and bore.

Ibid. 16. 54.
This seems to be the primary sense. Rudd. gives 

Fr. bouill-ir, to boil, as the origin. But it is un 
doubtedly the same word with Su.G. bullr-a, tu- 
multuari, strepitum edere. Sonitum quippe hac 
voce dicimus editum impulsu alius corporis ; Ihre. 
I know not whether this v. may be viewed as a de 
rivative from boelia, a wave ; or Jsl. bilur, bylgiay 
fluctus maris, G. Andr. For bilur denotes the noise 
made by the wind, or by the repercussion of the 
waves.

It is also doubtful whether bellering is to be view. 
ed as the same v. in another form. It evidently 
means bubbling.

— u What then bccometh of your long dis 
courses, inferred upon them ? Are they not Bul- 
latae nugae, bellering bablings, watrie bels, easily 
dissipate by the smallest winde, or rather euanishes" 
of their owne accord." Bp. Galloway's Dikaio- 
logie, p. 109.
2. To make a noise with the throat, as one does 

when gargling it with any liquid^ S. gutter ̂ 
synon. 

It is used by Bellendeu, to. express the noise made
by one whose throat is cut.

u The wache herand the granis of ane deand man
enterit haistely in the chalmer quhare the kyng was
lyand bullerand in his blude." Cron. B. vi. c. 14.
Regem jugulant, ad inflictum, vulnus altius gemen*
tern, Booth,
3. To make any rattling noise ^ as when stones 

are rolled downhill, or when a quantity of 
stones falls together, S. B.

4. To bellow, to roar as a bull or cow does, S. j
also pron, dollar, Ang.

It is often used to denote the bellowing noise made 
by black cattle ; also, the noise made by children» 
bawling and crying bitterly, or by one who bursts 
out into a violent weeping accompanied with crying,

In this latter sense, it might seem more nearly al 
lied to Isl. baul-a, mugire, baul mugkujs. By the. 
way, it may be observed that here we have at least 
a probable etymon of E. bull, Belg. bulls, taupus* 
According to G. Andr. a cow is in Isl. called baula^ 
from the verb, because of her bellowing.
5* It is used as v. a. to denote the impetus or act 

productive of such a. sound as is described 
above.

Thame seemy t tlieerde opynny t amyd t 
The storm up bullerit sand as it war wod.

Doug. Virgil, 16. 29. 
although only an oblique sense, has been 

viewed by Rudd. as the primary o$ie5 and has led 
him to seek a false etymon., 
BULLER, BUELOURE, jw x. A loud gurgling 

noise, S.
Thare as him thocht suld be na sandis schald^ 
Nor yit na land birst ligpering on the wallis, 
Bot quhare the flude went styl, and calmy t al is^ 
But stoure or bulfbure,r mnrmoure, or mouihg ;, 
His steuynnis thidder sterfng gan the Kyng.

D'oug. Virgil, 325, 51. 
A a, 2.
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From the noise produced by the violent rushing 

of the waves, this term has been used as a local de 
signation.

u On the quarter next the sea, there is a high 
arch in the rock, which the force of the tempest has 
driven out. This place is called Buchan's Butter, 
or the Buller of Buchan, and the country people 
call it the pot. Mr Boyd said, it was so called from 
the French Bouloir. It may be more simply traced 
from Boiler in our own language." Bos well's 
Journ, p. 104.

This name is, if I mistake not, more generally ex- 
pressed in the pi., as it is written by Pennant.

u The famous Buller s of Buchan lie about a mile 
North of Bowness, are a vast hollow in a rock, 
projecting into the sea, open at top, with a commu 
nication to the sea through a noble natural arch, 
through which boats can pass, and lie secure in this 
natural harbour." Tour in Scot. 1769. p. 145.

The origin is certainly Su.G. buller^ strepitus, 
Ihre, i. 292. 
2. A bellowing noise ; or a loud roar, S. B. V.

the v. 
BULLETSTANE, s. A round stone, S.

Isl. bollot-ur, round, convex like a globe; bollut, 
convexity, rotundity. Hence Fr. boulet, any thing 
round, E. bullet.

" Boulder, a large round stone. C." Gl, Grose. 
Perhaps Cumberland is meant.

Bowlders is a provincial E. word, cxpl. " a 
species of round pebble common to the soils of this 
district." Marshall's Midland Counties, Gl. 
To BULLIRAG, v, a. To rally in a con-

temptuous way, to abuse one in a hectoring
manner, S.
Lye says that balarag is a word very much used 

by the vulgar in E. which he derives from Isl. baul, 
bol, maledictio, dirae, aud raegia, deferre, to re 
proach. Add. Jun. Etym. vo. Rag. 
BULLS, s. pi. Strong bars in which the teeth

of a harrow are placed, S. B. 
** Harrows of two or three bulls, with wooden 

teeth, were formerly used, but are now justly ex. 
ploded in most farms, and those of two or three 
bulls, with short iron teeth, are used in their stead." 
P. St. Andrews, Orkney, Statist. Ace. xx. 260.

Su.G. bol, Isl. bolr, truncus. 
BULL-SEGG, s. The great Cat-tail or Reed-

mace, Typha latifolia, Linn. S. B. 
BULL-SEGG, s. A gelded bull. V. SEGG. 
BULTY, adj. Large, Fife. This may be al 

lied to Teut. bult) gibbus, tuber, whence bul-
tachtig, gibbosus; or Isl. bullda, foemina eras-
sa; G. Andr. p. 42. 

BULWAND, s. The name given to Common
Mugwort, Orkney, Caithn. 

" Artemisia vulgaris ; in Orkney called Grey Bul- 
wand." NeuTs Tour, p. 17. N.

In Sw. it is called graeboo, and graeboona ; Seren.
To BUM, v. n« 1. To buzz, to make a hum 

ming noise; used with respect to bees, S. A. Bor. 
Nae langer Simmer's cheerio, rays 

Are glentin on the plains \—*

BUM
Nor mountain-bee, wild bummin, rove* 

For hinny ? mang the heatjier—
Rev. J. tficops Poems} i. 24. 

V. Burnie, vo. BURN.
2. Used to denote the noise of a multitude, 

By Stirling Bridge to march he did not please, 
For English men bum there as thjck as bees.

Hamilton's Wallace. B. x. p. 253.
3. As expressing the sound emitted by the drpne 

pf a bag-pipe, S. 
At glomin now the bagpipe9 s dumb, 
Whan weary owsen hameward come; 
Sae sweetly as it wont to bum,

And Pibrachs skreed. 
Fergusson's Poems, ii. 24*

4. Used to denote the freedom of agreeable con«
versation among friends, S. B.
Belg. bomm-en, to resound, to sound like an 

empty barrel; Teut. bomme, a drum; Lat. bombil- 
are, Gr. fioftS&t, id. These terms have been con. 
sidered as formed from the sound; and they have 
a better claim to be viewed in this light, than many- 
others of which the same thing has been asserted. 
BUM, s* A humming noise, the sound emitted

by a bee, S» V. the *o. 
BUMBEE, s. A bumblebee, a wild bee that

makes a great noise, S. Bumble-bee^ id. A. Bojy
GL Grose. Bummk-bee, Yorks. Marshall. 

Q. the bee that bums. In the same manner Lat; 
bombzlius and Teut. bommel, are formed.
BUM-CLOCK, s. " A humming beetle, that flies 

in the summer evenings.'* 
By this the sun was out o' sight, 
An' darker gloaming brought the night : 
The bum-clock humm'd wi' lazy drone ; 
The kye stood rowtin i' the loan.

Burns, iii. 11. 
BU-MAN, s. A name given to the devil, V*

under Bu. 
BUMBARD, adj. Indolent, lazy.

Mony sweir bumbard belly-huddroun, 
Mony slute daw, and slepy duddroun, 

Him servit ay with sounyie.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 29. st. 7. 

Lord Hailes gives two different senses of this word, 
both equally remote from the truth. From the use 
of the word bummed by P. Ploughman, he infers; 
u Hence bummard, bumbard, bumpard, must be a 
trier or a taster, celui qui goute," Note, p. 237. 
In his Gl. he carries the same idea still further, ren 
dering " bumbard, drunken."

But certainly it is nearly allied in sense to sweir^ 
slute, slepy, with which it is conjoined; and may be 
derived from Ital. bombare, a bumblebee. 
BUMBART, s. A drone, a driveller. 
—An bumbart, anedron-bee, anebagfullof fleume.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 48. 
In the Edin. edit, of this poem 1508, it is lum- 

bart. But bumbart agrees best with the sense ; and 
the alliteration seems to determine it to be the true 
reading. V. the preceding word.
BUMBAZED, BOMBAZED, ad/. Stupified, S. 

By now all eea upon them sadly gaz/dj
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Aad Lindy looked blate and sair bttmbaz'd.

RQSS'S HelenorC) p. 85. 
Bumbazed the gude^man glowr'd a wee,

Syne hent the Wallace by the han'; 
" Its he! it can be nane but he!" 

The gude-wife on her knees had faun.
Jamwsotfs Popular Ball. ii. 172. 

u Ye look Hke & bombaz'd walker [i. e. fuller] 
seeking wash." Ramsay's S Prov. p. 82. 
BUMM ACK, f. i^ An entertainment anciently 

given at Christmas by tenants to their land 
lords, Orkn.

" At this period, and long after, the feuars lived 
in terms of social intercourse and familiarity with 
their tenants; for maintaining and perpetuating of 
which, annual entertainments, consisting of the best 
viands which the farms produced were cheerfully 
given by the tenants to their landlords, during the 
Christmas holy days. These entertainments, called 
Hummocks, strengthened and confirmed the bonds 
Of mutual confidence, attachment, and regard, which 
ought to subsist between those ranks of men. The 
Christmas bummacks are almost universally discon 
tinued; but, in some instances, the heritors have, 
in lieu of accepting such entertainments, substituted 
a certain quantity of meal and malt to be paid to 
them annually by the tenants." P. Stronsay, Orkn. 
Statist. Ace. xv. 393, 394, N. Bummock, Wal 
lace's Orkney, p» 63.
2. A brewing of a large quantity of malt, as two 

bolls perhaps, appropriated for the purpose of 
being drunk at once at a merry meeting.-* 
Caithn.

This word is most probably of Scandinavian origin, 
perhaps q. to make ready^ from Su.G. boen prepara- 
tus, Isl. bua, parare, and mak-a facere; or from bua, 
and mage socius, q. to make preparation for one's 
companions ; or bo villa, incola and mage, the fel 
lowship of a, village or of its inhabitants.
BUMMIL, BUMMLE, BOMBELL, s. Expl. a 

drone, an idle fellow. 
O fortune, they hae room to grumble! 
Iladst thou taen affsome drowsy bummle^ 
Wha can do nought but fyke and fumble, 

'Twad been nae plea.
Burns, iii. 215,

Teut. bommele, fucus. V. BATIE.BUMMIL. 
To BUM*MIL, v. a. To bungle 9 also, as v. n. 

to blunder. S.
'Tis ne'er be me

Shall scandalize, or say ye bummil 
Ye'r poetrie.

Ramsay'1 s Poems^ ri. 330. Hence, 
BUMMELER, BUMLER, s. A blundering fellow, S. 
BUMJ, j. A stroke. i6 He came bump upon

me," S.; he came upon me with a stroke. 
Isl. bomps, a stroke against any object, pavio, 

ictus, bomp-a, cita ruina ferri, G. Andr.
BUN, BUNN, j, A sweet cake or loaf, generally

one of that kind which is used at the new year,
baked with fruit and spiceries ; sometimes for
this reason -called a sweetie-sconey S.

« That George Hetherwick hare in readiness of
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fine flour 3 some great bunns, and other wheat bread 
of the best order, baken with sugar, cannel and 
other spices fitting ;—that his Majesty and his court 
may eat."—Records Pittenweem, 1651. Statist. 
Ace. iv. 376, 377.

In Su.G. this is called lulbrod, i. e. Yule-bread, 
which is described by Ihre as baked in the same 
manner. The same custom prevails in Norway. It 
seems doubtful whether bun be allied to Gael, bon- 
nach, a cake. Lhuyd mentions Ir. bunna, in the 
same sense, without the guttural termination, vo. 
Placenta.
BUN, j. 1. The same as Q.-bum. Everg. ii. 12. 

st. 28.
Bot I lauch best to sc ane Nwn 
Gar beir hir taill abone hir bwn* 
For nathing ellis, as I suppois, 
Bot for to schaw hir lillie quhite hois.

Lyndsay^s Warkis^ (Syde TaiUis), p. $08. 
2. This word signifies the tail or brush of a haref 

Border, being used in the same sense withfud* 
I gript the mackings be the bunns,

Or be the neck. Watson's Coll. f. 69. 
Ir. bon, bun, the bottom of any thing; Dan. bundj 

id.; Gael, bun, bottom, foundation. 
BUN, s. A large cask, placed in a cart, for the 

purpose of bringing waiter from a distance i 
Ang.

This may be radically the same with S» doyn, a 
washing «tub.
BUNE, BOON, t. The inner part of the stalk of 

flax, the core, that which is of no use, after- 
wards called slaws, Ang.; Been, id. Morays* 

When flax has not been steeped long enough, so 
that the blair, which constitutes the useful part of 
the plant, does not separate easily from the core, It 
is said, The blair disna decor the bune, Ang.

Boon seems to be an E. word, although I have 
not found it in any dictionary. It occurs in- The 
Gentleman's Magazine for June, 1787.

" The intention of watering flax is, in my opu 
nion, to make the boon more brittle or friable, and^ 
by soaking, to dissolve that gluey kind of sap that 
makes the bark of plants and trees adhere in a small 
degree to the woody part» The bark of flax is 
called the harle ; and when separated from the use. 
less woody part, the boon, this harle itself is flax.'* 
EncycU Brit. vo. Flax, p. 292. V. BLAIR, AdU 
ditions.

Dan. bund signifies a bottom, foundation^ #r 
ground, q. that on which die flax rests. 
BUNEWAND, s.

In the hinder-end of harvest on All-hallow even, 
When our good Neighbours dois ride, if I read

right,
Some buckled on a bunewand, and some on a been, 
Ay trottand in troops from the twilight ; 
Some saidled a shee ape, all grathed into green, 
Some hobland on a hemp stalk, hovand to the

hight, 
The King of Pharie and his court with the Elf

Queen,
With many elfish Incubus was ridand that night. 
There an Elf on a»-Ape a» unse! begat,
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Into a pot by Pomathorne:
That bratchart in a busse was born :
They fand a monster on the mo me, 

War faced than a cat.
Montgomerie's Flyt. Watson1 s ColL iii. 12.

Here a hemp stalk is used for a steed by one of 
the good neighbours, a name commonly given by the 
vulgar to the fairies. Whether any particular vir 
tue is, in the secrets of sorcery, ascribed to hemp, 
I know not. But there must be some idea of this 
kind, as it is the seed of hemp that is sown on Hal» 
low-een, by those who use diabolical rites, from the 
hope of attaining some knowledge of their future 
lot. In Cumberland a dried hemp-stalk is called a 
bunnel. V. Gl. Grose.

This appears to be of the same meaning with Bun- 
wede, q. v. Or, can it signify a stalk of flax ?
V. BUNE.

BUNG, adj. Tipsy, fuddled; a low word, S. 
She was his jo, and aft had said,

u Fy, Geordie, had your tongue, 
66 Yc's ne'er get me to be your bride:" 

But chang'd her mind when bung 
That very day.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 268.
It is expl. " completely fuddled; as it were to 

the bung ;" Gl. Rams. But it does not admit of 
so strong a sense. It may signify, u smelling of 
the bung." This word seems originally C. B. 
BUNKER, BUNKART, s. 1. " A bench, or sort 

of long low chests that serve for seats j" GL 
Rams.

Ithers frae aff the bunkers sank, 
Wi* een like collops scor'd.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 280.
2. A seat in a window^ which also serves for a 

chest, opening with a hinged lid, S. 
u A Bunker, a window-seat." Sir J. Sinclair's

Observations, p. 169.
3. It seems to he the same word which is used 

to denote an earthen seat in the fields, Aberd. 
w That tffter the fishers had the two sheals upon, the 

north side, they took part of the dike which was de 
molished as above, and built an open bunkart or 
seat, to shelter them from the wind." State, Leslie 
of Powis, &c. 1805. p. 146.

This is perhaps a deriv. from A. S. benc, Su.G.
baenck, a bench. It may however be allied to Dan.
bunker, articuli montium, mentioned by Junius vo.
Bunch ; Isl. bunga, tumor terrae et prominentia in
montibus; bungur ut^ tumet^ prominet, G. Andrv
p. 41.; buncke, acervus, strues; aheap. Verel.
BUNKLE, s. A stranger. " The dog barks,

because he kens you to be a bunkfe" This
word is used in some parts of Angus.

BtTNNERTS, s..pL Cow Parsnip, S.B. Her-
acleum sphondylium^ Linn.

The first part of the word resembles the Sw. name 
of this root, biorn-ram, literally, the bear's paw. 
In Geroi. it is called baeren-klau, which is equi 
valent. Our word would seem to have been q. 
biorn-oert, which in Sw. would be, the bear's woirt. 
BUNTLING, s. Bantling, E, a bird, S.

BUR
BUNWEDE, ,r, Ragwort, an herb; Senecio 

jacobaea, Linn. S. binweed $ synon. weebow. 
He coud carye the coup of the kingis des? 

Syne leve in the stede 
But a blak bunwede.

Houlater\i\. 11.
This name is also given, S. to the Convolvulus ar- 

tensis, and the Polygonum convolvulus. The latter 
in Sweden is called Btnda; Linn. Fl. Suec. N. 3441 
BUR, s. The cone-of the fhy S. B*

Su,G. barr denotes the leaves or needles of the 
pine, and other things of the same kind terminating 
in a point. Vr Ihre, vo. Aborre. 
BUR-THRISSIL, s. The spear-thistle, S, Carduus 

lanceolatus. Bur-thistle, id. A. Bor. GK 
Grose. V. THRISSIL, 

To BURBLE, v. n. To purl.
But as the sheep that haue no hirde nor guide. 
But wandering strayes along the riuers side, 
Throw burbling brookes, or throw the fore&J

grene, 
Throw meadowes closures, or throw shadows

shene :
Right so *he heathen hoste, without ail bridle, 
Runns insolent, to vicious actions ydle..

Hudwn'x Judith, p. 6CT.
Allied perhaps to Teut. borbeLen, scaturire, as . 

being a term applied to the motion of water. 
BURCH, BWRCH, BUROWE, s. Borough, town. 

Thou held the burch lang with a borrowit
gown,———

Now upland thou lives rife on rubit quhiet. 
Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 58. st. 2O. 

i. e. on rubbed wheat, without being ground. 
Upland, as denoting the country, fixes the mean* 

ing of burch.
Wyntown writes bwrch.

MoesG. baurgs • A. S. burg, burh, buruh, id. L. B; 
burg-us. Gael, burg denotes a village. But this 
has, most probably, been borrowed from the Goths»,, 
BURD, j. A lady, a damsel. V. BIRD-. 
BURD, BURDE, j. Board, table.

Scho gois, and coveris the burde anone; 
And syne ane payr of bossis lies scho tane, 
And set thame doun upon the burde him by. 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 72. 
MoesG. baurd, asser, tabula, A. S. Su.G. IsL 

bord, id.
BURDCLAITH, s. A tablecloth, S. Westmorel. id» 

Aft for ane cause thy burddaith needs nae spred.
ding, 

FOP thou has nowther for to drink nor eit.
Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 58., st^2CL 

From burd, and daith, cloth.
BURDALANE, s. A term used to denote one* 

who is the only child left in a family ;, q. bird 
alone, or, solitary ; burd being the pron. of bird», 

Himself was aiget, his hous hang be a har, 
Duill and distres almaist to deid him draife, 
Yet Burd-allane, his only son and"air, 
As wretched, vyiss, and valient, as the laive, 
His hous uphaU'd, quhilk ye with honor haive., 

Maitland MSS. Libr. Univ.> Edin. Minstrel^ 
Border^ iii. 4»
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Mr Scoti observes, on this poem ; " Auld Mait- 

land appears to have had three sons, but we learn, 
[from the family traditions], that only one survived 
him, who was thence sur-named Burd alane, which 
signifies either unequalled, or solitary;" Ibid.

In another poem, it may perhaps signify ww- 
equalled.

And Newton Gordon, burd-alone,
And Dalgatie both stout and keen. 

And gallant Veitch upon the field, 
A braver face was never seen.

Minstrelsy Border , iii. 179.
BURDE, s. Ground, foundation.

u Fynaly becaus the capitane refusit to randir 
the hous in this sort, he assailyeit hym on ane new 
burde." Bellend. Cron. B. xiv. c. 18. Aliam condi- 
tionem—proponit, Boeth.

This seems to be merely a metaph, use of A. S.
and Germ, bord, E. board; Su.G. bord, a footstool.
BURDE, f. A strip, properly an ornamental

salvedge ; as a u burde of silk," a salvedge of
silk.

And of ane burde of silk, richt costlie grein, 
Hir tusche was with silver well besene.

Dunbar, Mainland Poems, p. 70. 
Mr Pinkerton says, he finds this word no where. 

But the cognate term occurs, both in Ihre, and in 
Kilian. Su.G. borda, limbus vel praetexta ; unde 
silkesborda, cingulum sericum vel limbus; gullbord, 
limbus aureus ; Teut. boord, limbus. It is evidently 
the same with S. bord, a salvedge of any kind, par. 
ticularly such as women use for adorning their caps 
or mantles. Thus, the meaning of the passage is, 
" Her tusche or belt was made of a strip of green 
silk." Fr. bord, id.

Burde is also used by Douglas.
Eneas syne twa robbis furth gart fold
Of riche purpoure and styf burde of golde,
Quhilk vmquhile Dido, Quene of Sydones,
Of sic labour ful besy tho, I gcs,
As at that tyme to pleis him wounder glaid,
With hir awin handis to him wrocht and maid^
Woiffin ful wele, and brusit as riche wedis,
Of coistly stuf and subtil goldin thrcdis.

Doug. Virgil, 362. 27.
The term, as here used, may strictly signify em. 

broidery, not only as connected with the epithet 
styf, but as illustrated by/the participle brusit, 
which undoubtedly means^ embroidered. Yet, not 
withstanding the shade of difference in signification, 
I am convinced that it is in fact the same word with 
that used by Dunbar, and with S. bord; and that 
this passage leads us to the original sense. Douglas 
Fays, that these robes had a burde of golde. But 
it was styf, as being richly brusit or embroidered. 
Now, it appears that the term primarily used to de. 
note embroidered work, came in process of time to 
signify any ornamental salvedge; embroidery being 
chiefly used on the hem. Dunbar applies it to a strip 
of silk, which was embroidered with silver. In mo 
dern use it denotes a narrow strip of any kind meant 
for ornament, as lace, cambric, muslin.

This idea is confirmed by the apparent origin of 
the term; or by its relation, in diiferent languages,

BUR
to the verbs which signify, to embroider. Teut, 
boord, limbus, fimbria, is nearly allied to boorduer- 
en, pingere acu, to embroider; Fr. bord, id. to 
bord-er, which signifies both to wrelt, and to em 
broider ; and Isl. bord, limbus, to bord-a, acu pin. 
gere. This, by transposition, is from brydd-a pun- 
gere, which Verel. derives from brodde, mucro, any 
sharp-pointed instrument.

Candour requires that I should state one difficulty 
attending this hypothesis. Isl. bord is used in a 
very general sense; ora, extremitas, niargo cujus. 
cunque rei; Gl. Orkneying. S. Hence a doubt 
arises, whether it has been primarily used to denote 
the border of a garment.
BURDYN, adj. Wooden, of or belonging to 

boards.
Out off wyndowis stanssouris all thai drew, 
Full gret irn wark in to the wattir threw; 
Burdyn duris and lokis in thair ire, 
All werk of tre thai brynt wp in a fyr.

Wallace, iv. 509. MS.
i. e. " While they cast iron work into the river, 

they burnt the wooden work." A. S. bord, S. burd^ 
buird, a board, a plank.
BURDING, s. Burden.

The cherries hang abune my held.— 
On trimbling twistis, and tewch, 

Quhilk bowed throw burding of thair birth.
Cherrie and Sloe, st. 42.

Birth may perhaps be tautological. If it does 
. not mean produce, it signifies burden. V. BIRTH, 

BYRTH.
BURDINSECK. V. BERTHINSEK. 
BURDIT, part. pa. Stones are said to be 

burdit, when they split into lamina, S. perhaps 
frtm burd, a board; q. like wood divided into 
thin planks.

BURDLY, BUIRDLY, adj. Large and well-made, 
S. The E. word stately is used as synon. 
burdly man, one who is stout in appearance* 

Yc maist wad think, a wee touch langer, 
An' they maun starve o' cauld and hunger; 
But, how it comes, I never kend yet, 
They're maistly wontferfu' contented: 
An' buirdly chiels, and clever hizzies, 
Are bred in sic a way as this is.

Burns, iii. 5.
Isl. burdur, the habit of body, strength, propriae 

vires, afburdur menn, excellent men; ajburdur 
mikill, surpassing in greatness; Verel. Perhaps 
E. burly is originally the same word. This, accord, 
ing to Skinner, is q. boor-like, like a boor, or pea- 
sant. The provincial orthography, (A. Bor. boorly), 
might seem to confirm this etymon.
BURDON, BURDOUN, BURDOWNE, $. A big

staff, such as pilgrims were wont to carry. 
Ponderous staffs of this kind were sometimes used, 

instead of lances, in battle. This term is used by 4 
Doug. where Virg. employs caestus.

Quhen this was said he has but mar§ abade 
Tua kempis burdouns brocht^ and before

laid, 
With al thare harnes and braseris by and by?
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Of wecht ful huge, and scharp Tnmesurably.

Doug. Virgil, 140. 55.
Quhat wald he haif said, that perchance had se
Hercules burdoun and wappinnys here ? quod he.

Ibid. 141. 20.
Fr» bourdon, a pilgrim's staff. As this word also 

signifies an ass or a mule, on which one used to ride 
who was going abroad, Du Cange says, that the 
name was transferred to the staffs which pilgrims 
carried, who travelled on foot to Jerusalem. This 
seems very fanciful. L. B. burdo. Borda is ren-» 
dered clavia, Isidor, Gl. which some understand as 
denoting a club. But it is doubtful. Borde, in 
Saintonge, a baton.

These terms have probably originated from the 
Gothic, especially as we have Isl. broddstafur, sci- 
pio, hastulus, hastile, bridding-ur, id. G. Andr. p. 37. 
q. a pointed staff, or one shod with a sharp point. 
2. Be staff and bur don ; a phrase respecting either

investiture or resignation.
" Johnc Balliol, void of al kingly abulyementis, 

come with ane quhit wand in his hand to king Edward 
for feir of his lyfe, & resignit all richt & titill that 
he had or micht haue to the croun of Scotland be 
staf fy burdon in king Edwardis handis, & Inaid hym 
chartour thairof in his [this] manner in the iiih 
yeir of his regne.'* Bellend» Cron. B. xiv. c. 3.

As the receiving of a staff was the token of in. 
vestiture, the delivering of it up was the symbol of 
resignation. Among the ancient Franks, this was 
the mode of investing one with royal authority. 
Not only a sceptre, but also a. rod or staff, was in 
many instances delivered into the hand of him who 
was acknowledged as supreme ruler. V. Du Cange, 
vo» Baculus. 
BURDOUN, j. " The drone of a bagpipe, in

which sense it is commonly used in S*" Rudd.
Fr. bourdon, id. 

BURDOWYS.
The gud Stewart off Scotland then 
Send for his frendis^ and his men, 
Quhill he had with him but archem, 
And but fyurdowys and awblasteris.

Barbaur, xvii. 236. MS.
This seems to signify,, men who fought with clubs 

or batons ; from L. B», borda, a club, or Burdon, 
q. v. O. Fr. bourdqnasse, a sort of lance, denomi 
nated from its resemblance to a staff; being nearly 
as light as a javelin, but well-pointed. Burdare, 
(Matt. Paris),, is to fightwith clubs, after the manner 
of clowns, qui, he saySj Anglis Burdons. V. Mer, 
nage vo. Bourdon,. Bourde is mentioned by Du' 
Cange as O. Fr. for a staff with a great head ; and 
buvdiare, bordiare, is hastis ludere, (Fr. behourd- 
er<) bohourd-er, bord-er, id,) whence bohordicum, a 
tournament. Rymer uses burdeare in the same sense, 
Tom. 5. p. 223. Shall we hence suppose, that just 
ing was thus denominated from the use of staves or 
poles instead of lances ?
BUREDELY, ad*; Forcibly, vigorously. 

Als wounded as he was, 
Sone buredely he ras, 
And falowed fast on his tras«

BUR
With a swerde kene. - 

Sir Gawan and Sir 6r<*& iL 2ir V* 
BUREIL, BURAL, 0$*. Vulgar, rustic. This 

is the MS. reading of Wallace, wbeise in the 
editions it is rural.

It is weill knawin I aan a &«>r<z£man; 
For her is said as gudly as I can.

B. xi. 1461. 
Weill may I schaw my bureil bastions thocht.

Doug. Virgil^ 3. 51. 
The term is applied to spears,

This Auentinus followis in thir weris. 
Bare in thare handis, lance, staiffis and lurrel 

speris. Ibid. 231. 50. 
Rudd. thinks that it may be here rendered big9 

large, and that hence comes burly. But bu,rre\ 
speris are either stares or bur dons,, used by country 
people instead of spears ; or spears, made in a cluiasy 
manner.

Chaucer borel, id. " borel folk, borel ' 
L. B, bureaus, a species of coarse cloth; 
Du Cange derives from Lat. tyrrhus, a word used by 
Augustine for a linen coat. But the most natural 
origin is Teut. buer, a peasant.
BURG of tee, a whakfisher's phrase for a field 

of ice floating in the sea, S., most probably 
from its resemblance of a castle. 

BURGENS, 3. pi. Burgesses.
—— That thai wald bryng alsua— 

*Honorabil burgens^ and awenand.
WyntowH) Tiii, 5, 2<T. 

MoesG. baurjans, Lat. burgens-e$) Gl. Wynt*
BURGEOUN, s. A bud, a shoot.

——— Within hir palice yet 
Of hir first husband, was ane tempitl bet^ 
Of marbiil, and hald in ful grcte reuerence, 
With snaw quhite bendis, carpettis and ensence, 
And festuall burgeouns, array it in thare gyse.

Doug. Virgil^ 116. 5.
Fr. burgeon, id. The z>. is adopted inta E. Per. 

haps the Fr. word is radically from Su.G. boerjay 
oriri, as denoting a beginning of any kind; whence 
bderjan, initium ; or rather IsL bar, gemma arbor- 
urn, seu primulae frondes: G. Andr. 
BURI AN, s. A mound, a tumulus j or, a kind

of fortification, S. Aust.
u There are a great number of cairns or buriam ; 

also many circular inclosures on hills and eminences, 
formed by a great quantity of stones, which have 
now no appearance of having been built." P. Kirk- 
patrick-Juxta5 Dumfr* Statist. Ace. iv. 52$.

" There is a great number of burians in this pa~ 
rish. These are ail of a circular form, and are from 
36 to 50 yards diameter.—They are supposed by 
some to be remains of Pictish encampments ; others 
think that they were places of strength, into which 
the inhabitants collected their cattle, when alarmed 
with a visitation from the English borderers," &c. 
P. Westerkirk, Dumfr. Statist. Ace* xi. 528.

Perhaps from A. S. beorg, burg, mows, acervus, 
mimimentum • sepulcrum. If originally meant for 
defence they may have been the same with the broghs 
OT bvughs of the S. Bor. ; which were certainly
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Pictish. The name, however, may be from A. S. 
byrigenn, byrgene, sepulcrum, monumentum, tu- 
mulus. For, from similarity of form, the A. Saxons 
gave the same name to a fortification, as to a place 
appropriated for burying the dead, both being cir 
cular and elevated. Burton, indeed, brugh, and 
E. barrow, seem to be all from the same root. 
BURIQ, BOREAU, BURRIO, BVRIOR, BURRIOUR,

s. An executioner.
" The samyn is punist condignely as he deseruit, 

sen he was burio to hym self mair schamefully than 
, we mycht deuyse." Bellend. Cron. B. vi. c. 2.

" The cruel Inglis—ar boreaus ande hangmen 
permittit be God to puneis us."—Compl. S. p. 40. 
Burrio, Calderwood.

Thir catiff miscreants I mene, 
As buriors hes euer bene 

Wordie to vilipend.
BureVs Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 40.

Sum burriouris ye sail gar come yow to;
And tham coma,nd to work at my bidding. 

Clariodus, ItfS. Gl.
Fr. bourreau, id. For the various conjectures 

as to the origin of the Fr. word, V. Diet. Trev. 
BURLAW, BYRLAW.

" Laws of Burlaw ar maid & determined be con. 
sent of neichtbors, elected and chosen be common 
consent, in the courts called the Byrlaw courts, in 
the quhilk cognition is taken of complaintes, be- 
tuixt nichtbour £ nichtbour. The qwhilk men sa 
chosen, as judg€>s & arbitrators to the effect fprer 
said, ar commonly called Byrlaw-men. Skene, 
Verb. Sign, in vo.

" Birlaw-wurts-*-wQ rewled be consent of neigh 
bours." Reg. Maj. B. iv. c. 39. § 8.

It is only of late that this custom was abolished in 
some parishes.

" This towne—consists of above 20 freedoms.-^- 
This little republic was governed by a tiirley court, 
in which every proprietor of a freedom had a vote." 
P. Crawford, Lanerks. Statist. Ace. iv. 512. 513.

In the North of S. it seems to have been used 
within the last century. For there can be little doubt 
that what is written barley-men must be understood 
in this sense, as denoting country-men chosen as 
judges in some matter in which they are supposed 
competent to determine.

" The said John Hay, as tacking burden ^fore- 
said, obliges himself to provide the foresaid William 
in ane house and yard,—and to give him ane croft by 
the sight of barley-men, give he require the same, he 
paying the rent the barley-men puts it too." Con 
tract A. 1721. State Fraser of Fraserfield, p. 327. 
The sam^ language occurs in another Contract, ibid. 

Skene derives this from Belg. baur (boer) a hus 
bandman, and law. Jornandes, speaking of the an 
cient Getae, says that they called their laws Bila- 
gines, which term is generally viewed as compound 
ed of by a city, and laga, law. As Germ, bauer, 
A. S. bur, Isl. byr, signify a village, as well as a 
husbandman, this may be the meaning of the word 
in burlaw. Isl. burskap is the right of citizenship ; 
and bursprak denotes the place in which the citi 
zens assembled to consult about their common con 
cerns, Uppa bur&prafat the herrar ginge ;"—

BUR
<* These noblemen went into the senate." Chron» 
Rhythm, ap. Ihre, vo» Bur. This word is from by, 
a city, genit. byr or bur, and sprak, discourse or 
council. Alem. spracha signifies, a council; and 
sprah-hrus, the place of meeting. The ancient 
Franks called their convention, or the place where 
they met, Mallum, from mael-a, to speak; as their 
successors were wont to call itparlement, from, par- 
ler, for the same reason.

Isl. by lag, bya-lag, indeed, corresponds to our re 
dundant phrase, Laws of Burlaw.

" The Icelandic word bya-lag signifies laws of 
villages or townships." Von TroiPs Letters on Ice 
land, p. 115. N. This, although not mentioned by 
Johns., is the original sense of the E. word by-law. 
V. Cowel, vo. Bilaw. Hence, 
BURLIE-BAILIE, s. An officer employed to en* 

force the laws of the JSurlaw-courts. 
This falconer had tane his vay 
O'er Calder-raoor; and gawn the moss up^ 
He thare forgather'd with a gossip: 
And wha wasH, tro^v ye, but the deel, 
That had disguis'd himsell sae weel 
In human shape, sae snug and wylie; 
Jud tuk him for a burlie-bailie.

Ramsay*s Poems, ii. 536. 
BURLED, BURLIT, part. pa.

" The Maister of the money sail answer for all 
gold and siluer, that salbe strickin vnder him.—And 
that na man sail tak the said money, fra it be burlit 
and clyppit, bot at his awin lyking." Acts Ja. H. 
1451. c. 35. edit. 1566, Burled, Skene, c. 23.

Does this signify, burnt, from Fr. brul-er? 
BURLY, s. A crowd, a tumult, S. B.

Teut. borl-en, to vociferate, to make a noise. 
Hence E. hurly-burly.
BURLY, BUIRLIE, adj. Stately, strong; as ap 

plied to buildings. This word, although used 
in E. is expl. by Johns, as merely signifying, 
44 great of stature."

Wallace gert brek thai burly byggyngis bavld. 
Bathe in the Merss, and als in Lothiane.

Wallace, viii. 402. MS; 
It is also used in relation to a banner. 

Than out thai raid all to a random richt. 
This courtlie King, and all his cumlie ost, 
His buirlie bainer brathit upon hicht.

King Hart, i. 28.
In GI. expl. " burly, bold." If it occurs in this 

sense in Maitland P., 1 have overlooked it.
Teut. boer, Germ, bauer, a boor, with the ter 

mination lie, denoting resemblance. 
BURLINS, s. pi. The bread burnt in the oven

in baking, S. q. lurnlins.
BURN, s. 1. Water, particularly that which is 

taken from a fountain or well, S. B. 
What maks Auld Reikie's dames sae fair ? 
It cannot be the halesome air, 
But caller burn beyond compare,

The best o' oay ; 
That gars them a' sic graces skair,

And blink $ae bonny.
Ftfguswtfs Pqems, ii. 41. 

I am inclined to consider this as the primary sense 
Bb
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of the word ; MoesG. and Precop. brunrta, Su.G. 
brunn, Isl. brunn-ur, Germ, brun, Tetit. burn, borne, 
a well, a fountain ; Belg. bornwater, water from a 
well. Gael, burne also signifies water. Some trace 
the Goth, words to Heb. bor, a fountain, -others to 
Su.G. rinna, to run, to flow; b, after the Gothic 
manner, being prefixed.
2. A rivulet, a brook, S. A. Bor.

Ryueris ran rede on spate with wattir broun, 
And burnis harlis all thare bankis doun.

Doug. Virgil, 200. 25.
I was wery of wandering, and went me to rest, 
Under a brode banke, by a bowrne side.

P. Ploughman, Pass. i. A. 1. 
E. bourn. In this sense only A. S. burn, byrna, 

occur ; or as signifying a torrent.
3. The water used in brewing, S. B.

—The browstaris of Cowpar town,— 
To mak thin aill thay think na fait, 
Of meikill burne and lytill malt.

Lyndsay, Chron. S. P. ii. 344. 
They cowpit him then into the hopper", 
And brook his banes, gnipper for gnopper, 
Syne put the burn untill the gleed, 
And leepit the een out o' his head. 

.Allan o' Maut, Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. ii. 239. 
In some parts of Aberd. he who is engaged in 

brewing, is much offended if any one use the word 
neater, in relation to the work in which he is em. 
ployed. It is common to reply in this case, " Wa 
ter be your part of it." This must be connected 
with some ancient, although unaccountable, super- 
stition ; as if the use of the word water would spoil 
the browst.
4. Urine, S. B. '** To make one's burn" min- 

gere. Germ, brun, urina. This Wachter de-. 
rives from born, fons, quia urina est humor, 
qui per varios meatus excernitur instar fontis.

BURNIE, BURNY, is sometimes used, as a dimin. 
denoting a small brook, S.

O bonny are our greensward hows. 
Where through the birks the burny rows, 
And the bee bums, and the ox lows,

And saft winds rusle, 
And shepherd-lads, on sunny knows,

Blaw the blythe fusle. 
Beattie's Address, Ross's Helenore, p. vii.

'* To BURN, v. a. 1. One is said to be burnt,
when he has suffered in any attempt. Ill burnt,
baring suffered severely, S.
"A number of the royal party rising in a very 

"confused imprudent way in many shires, were all 
easily scattered.—We are glad, that no Scotsman was 
found accessory to uny of these designs. It seems, 
our people were so ill burnt, that they had no stomach 
for any farther meddling." Baillie's Lett. ii. 396.

This is analogous to the S.^Prov., a Brunt bairns 
the fire dreads." 
2. To deceive, to cheat in a bargain, S. One

says that he has been brunt, when overreached.
These are merely oblique senses of the E. v.

BURNET, adj. Of a brown colour. 
—Behaldand thame sa mony diuers hew.

BUR
Sum peirs, sum pale, sum burnet, and srum bie*w, 
Sumgres, sumgowlis, sumpurpure, sum sanguane.

Doug. Virgil, 401. 1.
Fr. brunette, a a dark brown stuff formerly worn 

by persons of quality," Rudd. L. B. brunet-a, 
brunet^um, pannus non ex nativi coloris lana confec- 
tns, sed quavis tinctura imbutus ; Du Cange. 
BURNEWIN, s. A cant term for a black- 

smith, S.
—Then Burnewin comes on like death

At ev'ry chaup. Burns, iii. 15. 
u Burn-the-wind,—an appropriate term;" N* 

ibid. V. COLIBRAND.
BURNT SILVER, BRINT SILVER, silver re 

fined in the furnace.
u They thinke it expedient for diuers causis,— 

that thair be strikin of the vnce of brint siluer, or 
bulyeoun of that fynes, viii. grotis, and of the samin 
mater and wecht, as efFeiris, half grot, penny, half 
penny, and ferding. J> Acts Ja. II. 1451. c. 34. 
Edit. 1566, Burnt stiver, Skene, c. 33.

Mr Pinkerton has observed that this is fine a sil 
ver, synonymous with the Spanish argento acendra- 
do," Essay on Medals, ii. 346. The phrase, how 
ever, is of great antiquity among the Northern na 
tions. Kongr faladi tha skiolldin, enn thangbran- 
dir gaf honum tha skiolldin, enn Kongr gaf hanom 
jamnvirdi skialldarins i brendo sylfri: Then the 
'King cheapened the shield; and Thangbrand gave 
him the shield, and the King gave him the full value 
of it in burnt silver. Valorem rex argento puro 
<rependit. Kristnisag. c. 5. p. 30. The same phrase, 
brendu silfri, occurs in p. 126.

Brent gull is used in the same sense, as to gold; 
Pu rum pu turn aurum, Verel. Ind.

Snorro Sturleson shews that skirt silfr, i. e. pure 
silver, and brennt silfr, are the same. For when 
Kalldori, the son of Snorro, the high priest, received 
his salary from the 'servants of Harold the Grim, 
King of Norway, he in a rage threw loose the skirt 
of his garment, in which was the money, so that it 
fell among the stubble; at the same time complain 
ing that his stipend was not paid without fraud. 
The King, being informed of this, commanded that 
there should be given to him twelve ounces, skiran 
•brendssilfrs, " of pure [or sheer] burnt silver." Vita 
Reg. Haraldi. V. Annot. ad Kristnis. p. 169, 170. 
"BURR, BURRH, s. The whirring sound made by 

some people in pronouncing the letter r; as by 
the inhabitants of Northumberland, S. 
—u From that river [TweedJ southward, as far 

I believe as Yorkshire, the people universally annex 
a guttural sound to the letter R, which in some places 
goes by the name of the Berwick Burr." P. Cold- 
stream, Berw. Statist. Ace. iv. 420.

This word seems formed from the sound. Grose 
however, if I rightly apprehend his meaning, views 
it as containing an allusion to the field burr^ as if 
something stuck in the throat. 
.BURRA€H'D, part. pa. Inclosed. V, Bow-

RACH'B.
To BURRIE, v. a. To overpower in working, 

to overcome in striving at work, S. B. allied 
perhaps to Fr. bourr-er, IsL ber-ia, to beat.



BUR
BURJIY.

Sir Corby Rawin was maid a procitour,—
Summond the Scheip befoir the Wolf, that he
Perimptourly, within thadayis thre,
Compeir undir the panis in this bill,
And heir quhat burry Dog wald say him till. 

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 109. st. 3.
u Probably, rough, boorish," according to Lord 

Hailes. It might bear this meaning, as descriptive of 
the shaggy appearance of the dog. Fr. bourru, 
" flockie, hairie, rugged," Cotgr. bourre, locks of 
wool. But it seems more naturally to convey the 
idea of cruelty, especially considering the allegori 
cal character of this dog given before; from Fr. 
bourreau, an executioner. V. BURIO. 
BURROWE-MAIL. V. MAIL. 
BURSAR, s. One who receives the benefit of an

endowment in a college, for bearing his expen-
ces during his education there, S. 

We thinke it expedient that in every Colledge
in every University, there be 24
equally in all the classes and sieg es as is above ex.
premit; that is, in S. Androes 72
gpw 48- Bursars, in Aberdeen 48, to be sustained
only in meat upon the charges

Bursars, devided

Bursars, in Glas.

of the Colledge."
First Buik of Descipline, c. 7. §

" Queen Mary,—for the zeal she bore te letters, 
&c. founds five poor children bursars within the said 
college, to be called in all times to come bursars of 
her foundation.—The name of bursar, or bursaicius, 
was anciently given to the treasurer of an universi 
ty or of a college, who kept the common purse of 
the community ; we see, that in Queen Mary's time, 
this name had come to be given to poor students, 
prybably because they were pensioners on the com 
mon purse*" Univ. Glasgow^ Statist. Acc..xxi. 
App. p. 18.

L. B. Bursar-ius not only denotes a treasurer, 
but a scholar supported by a pension. Bursarii 
dicuntur, quibusexejusmodi Bursts stipendia praes- 
tantur: quae vox etiamnum obtinet in Academiarum 
publicarum Scholasticis, quibus ob rei domesticae 
penuriam certa quaedam stipendia ex area ad id des- 
tinata, ad peragendos studiorum cursus ; Du Cange.

Fr. boursier in like manner signifies not only a 
treasurer, but a a pensioner ; or one that hath an 
yearely pension in a college;" Cotgr. V. also Diet. 
Trev.

I find no proof as to the time when these terms 
were first used in this sense; but it was most pro- 
bably prior to the reign of Queen Mary, on the 
continent at least.

The origin is obviously L. B. bursa, an ark, Fr. 
bourse, a purse. Bourse also signifies u the place 
of a pensioner in a college," Cotgr. L. B. bursa 
was used in the same sense, A. 1285. Expensae : 
Pro Bursts scholarum Regis, qui fuerant de curia, 
&c. Compot. Baillivorum Franc, ap. Du Cauge. 
Hence Germ, bursch, a student in a college. Wach- 
ter thinks that the vulgar had changed Fr. bourxier 
or L. B. bursarius into bursch; first using the term 
to denote one who had afsalary, and afterwards ap 
plying it to every academician. 
BURSARY, BURSE, s. The endowment given to a

student in a university, an exhibition, S.

BUS
" The management and disposal of this mortifica 

tion is in the hands of-the Presbytery of Perth, who 
let the lands, and appoint the rent to be paid^ annu 
ally as a bursary to the student whom the^ have 
chosen, and who continues in it for 4 years." P. 
Dron, Perths. Statist. Ace. ix. 480.

u There are four bursaries at the King's college 
of Aberdeen for boys educated here.—They arise 
from L. 600 Sterling."—P. Mortlach, Aberd. Statist» 
Ace. xvii. 433.
BURSIN, BuRSTEN,/>ar*./>fl. Burst, S. 

Thair bur sin war the goldin breistis, 
Of Bischoppis, Princes of the Preistis. 
Thair takin was the greit vengence 
On fals Scribis, and Pharisieace.

Lyndsay's IVarkis, 1592. p. 116. 
Goldin seems an error of the press for boldin, in» 

flatedj proud. For this passage evidently refers to 
what had been said, p. 111.

The Bischoppis Princes of the Preistis, 
They grew sa boldin in their breistis : 
Richt sa the/«fo Phariseance, &c. 

a A great many burgesses were killed, twenty- 
five householders in St Andrews, many were bursten 
in the. fight,, and died without a stroke." Bailliels 
Lett. ii. 92, 
BUS, j. A bush, S, luss. ^

Upon the busses birdies sweetly sung.
Rpss's Helenore, ,p. 26^ 

Doug. uses it metaph.
Before the formest oistis in the plane, 
Amyd ane bus of speris in rade thay.

Virgil, 232. 16. V, BUSK.
BUSCH, s. Boxwood, S. B>.

———As the quhissil render is *s on nd is sere, 
With tympanys, tawbernisj ye war wountto here, 
And bois schaumes of torned butch boun tre, 
That grew on Berecynthia montane hie.

Doug. Virgil, 299. 45. Buocus, Virg, 
Belg. bosse-boom, busboom, Fr, bouis, t>uis,ltal. 

busso, id. Being induced by the similarity of the 
phrase to the Tent, name, to look into the various 
readings, I find that in edit. 1553, it is " bosch 
borne tre," which Rudd. views as perhaps right. 
To BUSCH, v. n. To lay an ambush ; pret. 

buschyt.
The ost he maid in gud quyet to be, 
A space fra thaiiu he buschyt prewale.

Wallace, viii. 588. MS. 
P. E. bussed.

Saladyn priuely was bussed besid the flom.
R Brunne, p. 187.

This word, although it may be a corr. of Fr. e/w- 
busch-er, preserves more of the original form. For 
it is undoubtedly from busch, a bush. Ital. bosc-are* 
imbosc-arc, from bosco, q. to He hid among bushes. 
BUSCHEMENT, s. Ambush.

The buschcment brak, and come in all thair mycht; 
At thairawne will sone entrit in that place.

Wallace, vi. 821. MS. 
It is used, in O. E.

Leulyn in a wod a bussement he held.
Ii. Brunne, p. 24^



BUS
To BUSE, BUST, v. a. To inclose cattle In a 

stall, S. B.
A. S. bosg, bostg, praesepe; E. boose, a stall for 

a cow, Johns.
To BUSH, v. a. To sheathe, to inclose in a case 

or box, 5. j applied to the wheels of carriages. 
Su.G. bosse, Germ, buchse. Belg. bosse, a box or 

case of any kind, Sw. huilbosse, the inner circle of u 
wheel which incloses the axletree. 
BUSH, inter/. Expressive of a rushing sound, as 

that of water spouting out, Tweedd. It occurs 
in a coarse enough passage. 

To keep baith down, that upwards flew,
He strave fu' hard, nae doubt o't ; 

Till bush I—he gae a desperate spue, 
An' gut an' ga' he scoutit.——

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 115. 
L. B. bus-bas was a term used to denote the noise 

made by fire-arms or arrows in battle.—Bus-bas ul- 
tro citroque cxeorum mortariolis sagittisve resonan- 
tibus in astris. V. Du Cangc. 
To BUSK, <u. a. l. To dress, to attire one's self, 

to deck, S.; tus^ A. Bor. id. Gl. Grose. 
For athir partie the price ordanit has he, 
For the victour ane bull, and all his hede 
Of goldin schakeris, and rois garlandis rede, 
Buskit full well.——

Doug. Virgil, 149. 51. 
She had nae sooner busket her sell.

Nor putten on her gown, 
Till Adam o' Gordon and his men 

Were round about the town.
Ritsorts S. Songs, ii. 18.

This seems to be the original sense of the word, 
which Rudd. derives " from Fr. buse, busq, a plated 
body, or other quilted thing, or whalebone to keep 
the body straight." Sibb. supposes it might perhaps 
originally signify, a to deck with flowers or bushes^ 
Dan. bunk, bush." But we have its natural affinity 
in Germ, butz-en, buss-en, Belg. boets-en, Su.G. 
puts-a, puss-a, ornare, decorare; Germ, butz, buss, 
ornatus; hence butzfrauu, a well dressed woman. 
Wachter here refers to Walapauz, a term used in the 
Longobardic Laws, to signify the act of putting on 
the garment of a stranger surreptitiously obtained ; 
from wale alienus, and pauz, vestimentum. 
2. To prepare, to make ready, in general, S. 

This is merely an oblique sense, borrowed from 
the idea of dressing one's self, as a necessary- 
preparation for going abroad, or entering on an 
expedition.

Thai busked, and maked hem boun, 
Nas ther no long abade.

Sir Tristrem, p. 16. st. 14. 
The King buskyt and maid him yar, 
Northwartis with his folk to far.

Barbour, viii. 409. MS. 
With that thai buskyt them onane, 
And at the King thair leiff has tane.

Ibid. iv. 364. MS.
" That all men buskth&me to be archaris, fra tha.y 

be xii. yeiris of age." Acts Ja. I. 1424. c. 20. 
Edit. 1566.

It occurs in the same sense in 0. £.

BUS
" Rise up," he said, " thu proud scherefF,

Buske tlie, and make the bowne; 
I have spyed the kyngis felon,

Ffor sothe he is in this towne. 
MS. Cambridge Libr.Jamiesorts Pop. Ball. ii. 58. 

This figure is common in other languages. Thus, 
Lat. ad aliquid agendum accingi, to prepare ; convi. 
vium ornare, to prepare a banquet. E. to dress, to 
prepare for any purpose ; to prepare victuals.

Isl. bua, while it signifies to prepare in general, 
is also applied to dress; which renders it in some 
degree probable that the verbs mentioned above may 
be traced to it, as having more of a radical form. 
At bua sig, indaere vestes, whence bunad-ur, habi 
tus seu vestitus, dressed.
3. v. n. To tend, to direct one's course towards. 

In this sense it is used still more obliquely ; as 
intimating, that one's course to wards any place is 
a necessary preparation for reaching the object 
in view.

With mekil honour in erd he maid his offering; 
Syne buskit hame the samyne way, that he be.

fore yude. 
Thayr wes na spurris to spair, spedely thai

spring. Gawan and Gol. i. 24. 
Out of this world all shall we ineve, 
And when we busk unto our bier, 
Again our will we take our leave.

Ritsorts Anc. Songs, p. 44. 
Quoted by Mr Ellis, Spec. E. P. I. 263. He 

renders it go.
This use of the term is found in O. E.

—Many of tho Danes prinely were left, 
& busked westward, forto robbe eft.

R. Brunne, p. 39.
4. It sometimes seems to imply the idea of rapid 

motion ; as equivalent to rush.
—To the wall thai sped them swith : 
And sone has wp thair leddir set, 
That maid a clap quhen the cruchet 
Wes fixit fast in the kyrneill. 

• That herd ane off the wachis weiil; 
And buskyt thiddirwart, but baid.

Barbour, x. 404. MS. 
On the gret ost but mar process thai yeid, 
Fechtand in frount, and meikle maistry maid ; 
On the frayit folk buskyt with outyn baid, 
Rudly till ray thai ruschit thaim agayne.

Wallace, vli. 818. MS.
This, however, may be the same with the preced 

ing ; the phrases, but baid, with outyn baid, being 
perhaps added to convey the idea of rapid progress. 
BUSKINGS, s. Dress, decoration.

" That none weare upon their heads, or buskings^ 
any feathers." Acts Ja. VI. 1621. c. 25. § 2.

" If such glorious stones bee the foundation stones, 
what glorie must bee above in the palace top, where 
is the busking of beautie ?" Z. Boyd's Last Bat. 
tell, p. 809.

" Too curious busking is the mother of lusting 
lookes, the iuy-bush hung out for to inueigle vn- 
sanctified hearts vnto folie." Ibid. p. 961. 
BUSK, *. A bush.

My wretchit fude was berryis of the bryinbill,



BUS
And stanit heppis, quhilk I in buskis fand.

Doug. Virgil^ 90, 17.
Su.G. Isl. buske, Germ* busch, Belg. bosch, fru- 

tex. Ital. bosco, wood. 
BUSKENING, s.

But I know by your buskenmg, 
That you have something in studying. 
For your love. Sir, I think it be.

Sir Egeir, p. 13.
This seems to signify high-flown language, like 

that used on the stage; from E. buskin^ the high 
shoe anciently worn by actors. 
BUSSIN, s. A linen cap or hood, worn by old 

women, much the same as Toy, q. v. West of S. 
Perhaps from MoesG. buss-us fine linen, Gr. 
/Swcnnvov, id.; or as allied to the following word. 

BUSSING, s. Covering.
————The folk was fain 

To put the bussing on thair theis; 
And sae they iled with all thair main, 
Doun owre the brae lyke clogged beis.

Redsquair, Evergreen, ii. 230. 
What is here referred to, is the use of the mer 

chants packs, mentioned in the lines immediately 
preceding.

And had not bene the merchant packs 
There had bene mae of Scotland slain. 

The English having the advantage at first, part of 
them aeized on the spoil, and loaded themselves with 
it, in consequence of which they fell into disorder.

Perhaps from Germ, busch, fascis, a bundle, a far- 
del; if not a derivative from the v. Bushy q. v. 
BUST, s. A box. V. BUIST. 
BUST, BOOST, s. " Tar mark upon sheep, com 

monly the initials of the proprietor's name," 
Gl. Sibb.
Can this be allied to Germ, butz, larva; Teut. 

boets, adumbratio picturae, Kilian ? Or, does it 
merely mean, what is taken out of the tar-bust ? 
To BUST, v. a. To powder, to dust with flour, 

Aberd. Must9 synon.
This v. is probably formed from bust, buist, a box, 

in allusion to the meal-bust.
To BUST, v. a. To beat, Aberd. Isl. loest-a, id. 
BUSTINE, adj. « Fustian, cloth," Gl. 

Neat, neat she was, in bustine waistcoat clean 3 
As she came skifling o'er the dewy green.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 70.
Perhaps it rather respects the shape of the garment; 

from Fr. buste, " the long, small or sharp-pointed, 
and hard-quilted belly of a doublet;" Cotgr. 
BUSTUOUS, BUSTEOUS, adj. l. Huge, large in 

size.
————The same time sendis sche 

Doun to his folkis at the coist of the se, 
Twenty fed oxin,.large, grete and fyne. 
And ane hundreth bustuous boukes of swyne.

Doug. Virgil^ 33. 8. 
2. Strong, powerful.

The hie tymbrellis of thare helmes schane, 
Lyke to behald as bustuous aikis twane, 

' Beside the beyne riuere Athesis grow.
, Ibid. 302. 27. 

That terribil trumpet, I heir tel,

BUT
Beis hard in heauin, in eirth and hel: 
Those that wer drown it in the s^y, 
That busteous blast they sal obey.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 167.
3. " Terrible, fierce," Rudd. If used in this 

sense by Douglas, I have overlooked it.
4. Rough, unpolished.

Weill may I schaw my bnreil bustious thocht;
Bot thy werke shall endure in laude and glorie,
But spot or fait, condigne eterne memorie.

Doug, Virgil^ 3. 51.
The origin of this word is uncertain. Bullet ima 

gines that C. B. bostio not only signifies, proud, but 
high in stature. With considerable probability it 
has been traced to Su.G. bus-a, cum impetu ferri; 
Ellis-Spec. I. 352, Nearly connected with this is 
Teut. boes-en, impetuose pulsare. Skinner having 
mentioned Teut. byster, ferox, immanis, as the ori 
gin of E. boisterous, Rudd. says that it " seems to 
have the same original with this." If Germ, bust- 
en, to blow, and Isl. bostra, grande sonare, have no 
affinity to bustuous, they seem allied at least to the 
E. word.
BUSTUOUSNESS, s. Fierceness, violence.

————Lat neuir demyt be 
The bustuousness of ony man dant the.

Doug. Virgil, 374. 45. Violentia, Virg. 
BUT,/n?/>. Without. V. Box. 
BUT, adv. Towards the outer apartment of a 

house, S.
And but scho come into the hall anone; 
And syne sho went to S€ gif ony come.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 70» 
2. In the outer apartment.

—To the bernis fer but sweit blenkis I cast. 
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 63. 

To gae but, to go forwards, or into, the outer a. 
partment, or that used as the kitchen; sometimes 
called the but-house, S. It is also used as a prep. 
Gae but the house, S.

A. S. bute, buta, Teut. buyten, extra, foras ; 
forth, out of doors. V. BEN. 
BUT, s. The outer apartment of a house, S.

Mony blenkis ben our the but [that] full far 
sittis. Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 62.

BUT,/>n?/>. Besides.
The gud Stewart off Scotland then
Send for his frendis, and his men ;
Qtihill he had with him, but archeris,
And but burdowys and awblasteris, '
V hundre men, wycht and worthi,
That bar arrays of awnrestry.

Barbour, xvii. 235, 236. MS. 
i. e. " Besides archers, and besides burdowys and 

cross-bowmen, he had no more than five hundred 
men at arms."

A. S. but an, praeter. In what manner soever 
but, without, be derived, this must have a common 
source ; for it is evidently the same word3 very little 
varied in meaning.
BUT, v. imp. Expressive of necessity, S. V. 

BOOT.



BUT
BUT, s. Let, impediment, S. This 13 merely 

the prep., denoting exclusion, used as a substan 
tive»

BUT AND,/>np. Besides. V. BOTAND. 
BUTER, BUTTER, s. Bittern. V. BOYTOUR. 
BUTT, s. 1. A piece of ground, which in

ploughing does not form a proper ridge, but is
excluded as an angle, S. 

2. It seems also to be used for a small piece of
ground disjoined, in whatever manner, from the
adjacent lands. In this sense, a small parcel of
land is often called, the butts.
Fr. bout) end, extremity. This Menage derives 

from Celt, bod, id. L. B. butta terrae, agellus, Fr. 
bout de terrae ; Du Cange. 
B. Those parts of the tanned hides of horses

which are under the crupper, are called bvtts9
probably as being the extremities.

B W N
BUTWARDS, adv. Towards the outer part of a 

room, S. B.
To this auld Colin glegly 'gan to hark, 
Wha with his Jean sat butwards in the mark., 

Ross's Helenore. p. 126. 
BWNIST.

I wald the gudman wist that we war heir J 
Quha wait perchance the better we may fayr ? 
For sickerlie my hart will ewir be sair 
Gif you scheip's head with Symon bwnist be, 
And thair so gud meit in yon almorie.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 75. 
This is given in Gl. as not understood. But it 

seems to be merely a superlative formed from boon, 
contr. fromabone, abowyn, above, corresponding to 
modern boonmost, uppermost, q. v. Belg. boven- 
ste, id. from boven, above.

Thus the meaning is ; u I shall be sorry if this be 
the uppermost food in Simon's stomach, if he hare 
nothing after it, when there is better in the ambry. '*

c.
CA, CAW, s. A walk for cattle, a particular 

district, S. B.
A crowd of Kettrin did their forest fill: 
On ilka side they took it in wi' care; 
And in the ca, nor cow nor ewe did spare.

Ross's Helenore, p. 22.
From caw, to drive, because cattle are driven 

through the extent of the district thus denominated. 
V. CALL.
C A, j1 . A pass, or defile between hills, Sutherl.

" —By—the heights of Lead-na-bea-kach, until 
you arrive at the Co, (i. e. the slap or pass) of that 
hill." P. Assint, Sutherl. Statist. Ace. xvi. 168.

It seems uncertain whether this be Gael., or form, 
ed from the circumstance of this being the passage, 
by which they used to caw or drive their cattle. 
Shaw mentions cead as signifying a pass. 
CABBACK, s. A cheese. V. KEBBUCK. 
CABBIE, x. A sort of box, made of laths which 

claps close to a horse's side, narrow at the top, 
so as to prevent the grain in it from being spill 
ed. One is used on each side of the horse in 
place of a pannier, S.
" The other inplemcnts of husbandry are har 

rows, the crooked and straight delving spades, Eng 
lish spades, some mattocks, cabbie?, crook-saddles, 
creels." P. Assint, Sutherl. Statist. Ace. xvi. 187. 

This name is also given to a small barrow or box, 
^v'ithtwo wheels, used by feeble persons for drawing 
any thrifij after them, Suther!. pronounced kebbie. 
CABBRACH, adj. Rapacious, laying hold of 

every thing.

Gin we seke on till her a[i]n fouks come herey
Ye'll see the town intill a bonny steer;
For they're a thrawn and root-hewn cabbrach

pack, 
And start like stanes, and soon wad be our

wrack. Ross's Helenore, p. 90. 
Gael, cabhrach, an auxiliary ?

CABELD,>rtf. Reined, bridled.
Than said I to my cummeris, in counsale about, 
See how I cabeld yon cowt with ane kein brydil.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 257. 
Teut. kebel, a rope.

CABIR, KABAR, KEBBRE, s. 1. " A rafter, S." 
Rudd.
Messapus than ful feirs, with spere in hand 
Apoun him draif, thocht he besocht hym sare, 
And with hys schaft that was als rude and square, 
As it had bene ane cabir or an spar, 
Doun from his swyft coursoure na thyng skar, 
Smat hym an greuous wound and dedely byt.

Doug. Virgil, 419, 8. 
They frae a barn a kabar raught, 

Ane mounted wi' a bang.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 278. V. STANG. 

" The different articles made from these woods
are sold at the following prices an the spot:—kebbres
for houses at 3s. per dozen, if made of birch, and
6s. of ash." P. Campsie, Stirlings. Statist. Ace.
xv. 321.
2. The transverse beams in a kiln, on which the 

grain is laid for being dried, receive the snme 
designation, S,
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, Rudd. refers to Ir. cabar, a joint, a coupling, as 
the probable origin. To this correspond, C. B. 
keibr, Corn, keber, a rafter, Arm. kebr, quebr, id. 
pi. kabirou; Gael, cabar, a pole, a lath; Ir. cabra- 
im, to join ; Fr. chevron, anciently cheveron, a raf 
ter, or joist. This Menage derives from L. B. cobra, 
-onis, id. also written capro. Fr. cabre, Ital. capre, 
also signify pieces of wood used for supporting the 
awning of a galley; Veneroni. Capreolus occurs 
in Caesar's Comment, as denoting a brace.

A word of a similar form had also been used by 
the Goths. Teut. keper signifies a beam, a brace; 
kepers, beams fastened together by braces, Kilian. 
The word, according to this learned writer, especial. 
ly denotes the beams of houses terminating in an 
acute angle. 
CABROCH, adj. Lean, meagre.

Hir care is all to clenge thy cabroch hows.
Evergreen, ii. 57. st. 18.

i, e. thy meagre limbs, or houghs.
It is now generally used as a s., denoting very lean 

flesh, or what is scarcely better than carrion ; some 
times, the flesh of animals which have died of them 
selves, Perths. V. TRAIK.

Perhaps from Ir. scabar, the s being thrown a- 
way. This is the more probable, as skeebroch is the 
synon. term in Galloway. 
CAGE, CAIS, s. Chance, accident. On cace, by

chance. 
The schippis than on cace war reddy thare.

Doug. Virgil, 24. 20.
Fr. cas, Lat. cas-us.

To CACHE, CAICH, CADGE, v. a. To toss, to 
drive, to shog, S> 

Quhare Criste cachis the cours, it rynnys quenl-
ly:

May nowther power, nor pith, put him to prise. 
Gawan and GoL iv. 18. 

The battellis and the man I will discriue, 
—Oucr land and se cachit with meikill pyne, 
Be force of goddis aboue, fra euery stede.

Doug. Virgil, 13. 8.
It frequently occurs in a neut. sense. The more 

modern orthography is cadge ; Yorks. id. to carry, 
Marshall.

She—naething had her cravings to supplie 
Except the berries of the hawthorn tree;— 
The fiercelings race her did so hetly cadge, 
Her stammack cud na sic raw vittals swage.

Ross's Helenore, p. 56*
Hearne sxpl. catchis, " causeth," as used by R. 

Brunne. But it seems to signify, drives, p. 240. 
Sir Edward herd wele telle of his grete misdede, 
Ther power forto felle, it catchis him to spede. 
Hence E. cadger, a huckster; which Sibb. fanci 

fully derives from u Sw. korge, a creel, q. corger." 
The origin certainly is Teut. kats-en, kets-en, cur. 
sare, cursitare, discurrere; Belg. een bal kaats-en, 
to toss a ball. Perhaps Ital. cacc-iare^ to drive, to 
thrust, is allied.

I may observe that cadger, in S., more properly 
denotes a fish-carrier. V. Statist. Ace. ii. 508.
CACHE KOW, *. « A cow-catcher, a cow- 

stealer, abigeus" Rudd.
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Sum wald be court man, sum clerk, and sum

ane cache kow,
Sum knycht, sum capitane, sum Caiser, sum 

Kyng. Doug. Virgil, Prol. 239. a. 41. 
It seems very doubtful, if this expression denotes 

a cow-stealer. From the connexion, it rather sug. 
gests the idea of a catchpoll or bumbailiff, and may 
strictly correspond to Teut. koe-vangher, praetor, 
rusticus, an officer appointed to seize and detain the 
cows, or other cattle, that were found feeding on the 
property of another ; S. pundare, pundler, synon.
CADDIS, s. Lint for dressing a wound, S.

This word as used in E. denotes a kind of tape or 
ribbon. But in S. it is entirely restricted to the 
sense above-mentioned.

Gael, cadas, cotton, a pledget. 
To CADGE. V. CACHE. 
C ADGELL, s. A wanton fellow. V. C AIGIE, v. 
CADIE, s. 1. One who gains a livelihood by

running of errands, or delivering messages. In.
this sense, the term is appropriated to a society
in Edinburgh, instituted for this purpose.
" The cadies are a fraternity of people who run 

errands. Individuals must, at their admission, find 
surety for their good behaviour. They are ac* 
quainted with the whole persons and places in Edin 
burgh ; and the moment a stranger comes to town, 
they get notice of it." Arnot's Hist. Edin. p. 503. 

The usefu' cadie plies in street, 
To bide the profits o' his feet, 
For by thir lads Auld Reikie's fock 
Ken but a sample o' the stock 
O' theives, that nightly wad oppress, 
And mak baith goods and gear the less.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 04.
The term, I suspect, is originally the same with 

Fr. cadet, which, as it strictly denotes a younger son 
of a family, is also used to signify a young person in 
general. In families of rank, younger sons being 
employed in offices that might be reckoned impro 
per for,the representative, the term might, by an 
easy transition, be applied to any young person who 
was ready to do a piece of service for one of superior 
station, and particularly to deliver messages for him-. 
For there is no evidence, that it originally had any 
meaning immediately connected with this kind of em 
ployment.

Fr. cadet was anciently written capdet, and thus 
pronounced in Gascony. The eldest of the family 
was called capmas, q. chef de maison, the chief or 
head of the family, and the younger capdet, from 
capitct-um, q. a little head or chief. Diet. Trev.
2. A boy ; one especially who may be employed 

in running of errands or in any inferior sort of 
work, S.

3. A young fellow; used in a ludicrous way, S. 
Yon ill-tongu'd tinkler, Charlie Fox, 
May taunt you wi' his jeers an' mocks"; 
But gie him't het, my hearty -cocks I 

E'en cow the caddie!
Burns, iii. 24.

CADGY, CADY, adj. Wanton. V. CAIGIE. 
CADUC, adj. Frail, fleeting.

" Ye have grit occasione to fle thir vardly caduc
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honouris, the quhilkis can nocht be possesst vitht 
out vice." Compl. S. p. 267. 

Fr. caduque, Lat. caduc-us. 
CAFF,j. Chaff, S.

For you I laboured night and day,— 
For you on stinking caff I lay. 

And blankets thin.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 304.

44 Cq/fand Draff is good enough for cart avers," 
S. Prov. u Coarse meat may serve people of coarse 
conditions." Kelly, p. 82.

A. S. ceaf, Germ. !Belg. kaf, id. 
CAFLIS, s. pi. Lots. V. CAVEL. 
CAHUTE, s. 1. The cabin of a ship.

Into the Katherine thou made a foul cahute* 
Evergreen, ii. 71. st. 26.

Katherine is the name of the ship here referred to. 
This is probably the primary sense. 
2. A small or private apartment, of any kind. 

Nyce Lauborynth, quhare Mynotaure the bul 
Was kepit, had neuer sa feile cahutis and way is. 

Doug. Virgil^ 66. 22.
Rudd. renders this a windings and turnings; 7 ' al 

though he doubts whether it may not u signify little 
apartments." The first idea, for which there ap 
pears to be no foundation, had occurred from the 
term being conjoined with way is.

Germ, kaiute, koiute, the cabin of a ship, Su.G. 
kaijuta, id. Wachter derives the term from koie, 
a place inclosed; Belg. schaaps-kooi, a fold for 
sheep. C. B. COM, to shut; Gr. KOH, caverna. He 
also mentions Gr. KW cubo, and *«raj cubile, as pro- 
bable roots of koie and koiute. Fr. cahute, a hut, 
a cottage; Ir. ca, cai, a house. 
CAIB, s.' The iron employed in making a spade, 

or any such instrument, Sutherl. 
" This John Sinclair and his master caused the 

smith to work it as (caibs) edgings for labouring im* 
plements." P. Assint, Sutherl. Statist. Ace. xvi. 
201. Gael, ceibe a spade.
CAICHE,j. The game of hand-ball. V.CAITCHE. 
CAIF, KAIF, adj. Tame, Sibb.

He derives it from Lat. captivus. But Sw. kuf- 
wa signifies to tame; Isl. kiaef-a, to suffocate. 
To CAIGE, CAIDGE, <u. n. To wanton, to wax 

wanton.
Now wallie as the carle he caiges !

Philotus, S. P. R. iii. p, 6.
This is radically the same with Su.G. kaett-jas, 

lascivire. Ty naer de begynna kaettjas; They have 
begun to wax wanton; 1 Tim. v. 11. The term 
vulgarly used with respect to a cat, when seeking the 
male, is from the same origin. She is said to cate, or 
to be eating, S. Lat. tatul-ire has been viewed as 
a cognate term. V. the adj. 
CAIGIE, CAIDGY, CADY, adj. i. Wanton. 

Than Kittok thair, as cady as ane con, 
Without regaird outher to sin or schame, 
Gaue Lowrie leif, &c.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 75. 
i. e. as wanton as a squirrel. Ready, Glasg. edit. 

1683, and *712. Kiddy is still used in this sense, 
Ang. Kiltie, q. v. seems to have the same origin. 
2, Cheerful, sportive, having the idea of
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cence conjoined. The phrase, a caidgie carle, 
often means merely a cheerful old man, S. 

Kind Patie, now fair fa your honest heart, 
Ye are sae cadgy, and have sic ane art 
To hearten ane^ for now, as clean's a leek, 
Ye've cherish'd me since ye began to speak. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 72. 
On some feast-day, the wee-things boskit braw

Shall heeze her heart up wi* a silent joy, 
Fu' caidgie that her head was up and saw 

Her ain spun cleething on a darling oy, 
Careless tho' death shou'd make the feast her foy. 

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 58*
Dan. kaad, Su.G. kaat, salax, lacivus; kaete, 

laetitia, illaque eifusa et lasciviae contermina. The 
Su.G. word, however, like the S., is sometimes used 
in a good sense as signifying cheerful. Es.t etiaoi, 
ubi demto vitio, hilarem, laetum notat, Ihre. Isl. 
kaat-uris also rendered hilaris, Ol. Lex. Run. kiaete, 
hilaritas, Sw. kiaettia. Kedge, brisk, lively, Suffolk, 
(Ray) is certainly from the same origin.

These terms are perhaps radically allied to Teut. 
kets-en, to follow, to pursue, multum et continue 
sequi, Kilian; especially as kets-merrie signifies, 
equa lasciva, and also, mulier lasciva. Hence, 
CADGILY, adv. Cheerfully, S.

Whan Phebus ligs in Thetis» lap, 
Auld Reikie gies them shelter, 

Whare cadgily they kiss the cap, 
An' ca't round helter-skelter.

Fergussorfs Poems, ii. 28. 
CADGELL, s. A wanton fellow.

To tak a young man for his wyfe, 
Yon cadgell wald be glad.

Philatus, S. P. R, iii. 37. 
CAIK, s. A stitch, a sharp pain in the side.

Teut. koscky obstructio hepatis; Sibb. 
CAIK, s. A cake. This word, when used with 

out any addition, denotes a cake of oat-meal, S. 
u That winter following sa nurturit the Frenche 

men, that they leirnit to eit, yea, to beg caikis, 
quhilk at their entry they scornit." Knox, p. 42.
CAIK-FUMLER> s. Apparently, a covetous wretch,

q. one who fumbles among the cakes, counting
them over lest he be cheated by his domestics.
" It is also expl. toad-eater, synon. with Teut.
koeck-eter, nastophagus." V. Gl. Sibb. 

CAIL, s. Colewort. V. KAIL. 
CAYNE, s. An opprobrious term used by

Kennedy in his Flyting.
Cankert cayne, tryd trowane, tutevillous.

Evergreen, ii. 74. st. 34.
It is not probable that he here refers to the first 

murderer. It may be from C. B. can, Ir. cana, a 
dog, Lat. cants. Cayne, S. is used for a duty paid 
to a landlord, as part of rent. Hence the term, cain- 
fowls. V. CANE. From the addition of trowane, 
truant, there may be an allusion lo.againe-cock, 
who is bitter enough, although he flinches in fight. 
In edit. 1508, caym is the word used. 
CAIP, CAPE, s. The highest part of any thing,

E. cope ; caip-staae, the cope-stone, S.
Teut. kappe, culmen. Vi n&ti word.
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CAIP, r. A coffin.

" Kyng Hary seing his infirmite incres ilk day 
more, causit hym to be brocht to Cornwel, quhare 
he miserabilly deceassit, and wes brocht in ane caip 
of leid in Ingland." Bellend, Cron. B. xvi. c. 19. 
Capsa plumbea, Boeth.

And to the deid, to lurk under thy calf, 
I offer me with hairt richt humily. 

__ Ifenrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 135.
" A coffin is here meant. Knox, in his history, 

repeatedly uses a cope of leid for a lead-coffin;" 
tiord Hailes.

This seems to confirm Skinner's etymon of E.*c0/. 
Jin, from A. S. cofe, cofa, cavea;; c< a cave, a secret 
chamber, a vault;" Somner. But it appears doubt 
ful, whether both cope and caip do not simply signi» 
fy a covering, from A. S. coppe, the top of any 
thing, Su.G. kappctf Germ, kappe, tegmnentum. 
V. COPE. 
To CAIR, KAIR, v. a. To drive backwards

and forwards* S* Care, GL Sibb. 
This word is much used, S. B. Children arfe said 

to cair any kind of food which they take with a 
spoon, when they toss it to and fro in the dish.

Isl. keir.a, Su.G. koer-a, vi pellere. Perhaps 
the following are cognate terms; Belg. keer-en, 
to turn, A. S. o/r-ew, Germ, kehr-en, to turn and 
wind a thing ; verkehr-en, to turn outside in, or 
inside out.
To CAIR, CAYR, v. n. 1. To return to aplace 

where one has been before.
Schir Jhone the Gray me, that worthi wes ar»d

wicht;
To the Torhed come on the tothir nycht.— 
Schyr Jhon the Grayme and gud Wallace couth

cair 
To the Torhed, and iugyt all that nycht.

Wallace, v. 1052. MS. 
Thus retorned is used as synon. v. 1058. 

Thorn Haliday agayne retorned rycht 
To the Torhall ——— 

2. Simply, to go.
Rawchle thai left, and we»t away be nycht, 
Throu out the land to the Lennox thai cair 
Till Erll Malcom, that welcumyt thahn fulfrfair.

Wallace, ix. 1240. MS.
In Perth edit, cayfr; bat cair in MS. In early 

edit, it is in this place rendered fare. The word- 
seems anciently to have denoted a winding or cir 
cuitous course ; allied to A. S. cerre9 flexus, viae 
ftexio, diverticulum; as the T>. cerr-an, cyrr-an, 
signifies to return, to go back. Belg. keer-en, 
Germ, ker-en^ to turn, also to- turn away ; heim 
ktren, to return home. Most probably, it is ori- 
gtnally the same with the preceding^. V. Kin*.
CAIR, CAAR, CARRY, adj. Corresponding, to 

E. left; as catr-bandit, carry-banditj left- 
handed ; S. V. KER and CLEUCK. 

CA1RD, CARD, KAIRD, j. if. A gipsy^ one 
who lives by stealing, S.

What means that coat ye carry on your back ? 
Ye maun, I ween, unto the kairds, belaug. 
Seeking perhaps to do somebody wrang ; 
And meet your crew upon the dead <
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And brak some house, or gee the fouk a fright.— 
Hegh, hey? quo Bydby, this is unco hard, 
That whan fowk travel, they are ca'd a kaird. 

Ross's Helttoore, p. 66, 6t .
2. A travelling tinker, S.

Heh! Sirs! what cairds and tinklers,
An' ne'er-do-weel horse-coupers, 

An' spae-wives fenyeing to be dumb, 
Wi' a' siclike landloupers.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 27. 
— Till and whisky gie to cairds, 

Until they sConner.
Burns, iii. 90.

3. A sturdy beggar^ S.; Syilon. with Sornar, q, v.
4. A scold, S. S.

From Ir. ceard, ceirdr a tinker, whence ceird is 
used to denote a trade or occupation; .unless we 
should derive it from C. B. Ceardh, which is equi 
valent to Bardh, a poet, a bard. As they were wont 
to travel tlirofigh thecountry; when the office fell into 
contempt, it might become a common designation for 
one who forced his company on others. Baird, 
in our laws, indeed, frequently occurs as a term of 
reproach.
CAIRN, s. 1. A heap of stones, thrown to 

gether in a conical form, S* 
>a At a small distance farther is a cairn of a most 

stupendous sitfe, forfttetf of great pebbles, which are 
preserved from being scattered about by a circle of 
large stones, that surround the whole base.—

" These immense accumulations of stones are the 
sepulchral protections of the heroes among the an. 
cient natives of our islands: the stone-chests, the 
repository of the urns and ashes, are lodged in the 
earth beneath.—The people of a whole district as. 
sembled to shew their respect to the deceased, and 
by an active honoring of his memory, soon, accu 
mulated heaps equal to those that astonish us at this 
time. But these honours were not merely those of 
the day ; as long as the memory of the deceased en- 
dured, not a passenger went by without adding a 
stone to the heap; they supposed it would be an 
honor to the diad, and acceptable ta his manes.—'

u To this moment there is a prgVerttiaFexpression 
among the highlanders all as ire to rttte old practice ; 
a suppliant will tell his patron^ CuM'miclock er do 
charne, I will add a stone to your cairn ; meaning, 
when yon are no more I-will do all possible honor 
to your memory." Beiraant's Voyage 'to" the He 
brides, p. 206. 208. 20&.

lit Angus, where any; person has been murdered; 
a cairn is erected on the spot.

Gael. IT. car», C. K carncddetu^id. 
2. A building of any kind in a mined statt, a

heap of rubbish, S. 
And tho'^wi' crazy eild Pm sair ftofeirti, 
Pll be a Brigj when jfe're a shapeless cairn.

Burn^ fill. 5£ 
CAIRT, s. A! cfiatt ornrap,

Gif that thoa cutd d£g<*)r*ie tlte co?W, 
The way thou^ald go richt.

BurePs Ptig. Watson's ColL ii, 40.
Tent, karte, Fr. carte, id."

. pi. Players at cards* 
C c
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" Becaus the alteris were not so easilie to be re 

paired agane, they providit tables, quhairof sum 
befoir usit to serv for Drunkardis, Dycearis and 
Cairtaris, bot they war holie yneuche for the Preist 
and his Padgean." Knox's Hist. p. 139. 
CAIRWEIDS, s. pi. Mourning weeds, q. 

weeds of care.
" Quhen that I go to the kirk, cled in cairweids, 
As fox in ane lambis flesche feinye I my cheir. 

Duribar, Maitland Poems, p. 60. 
To CAIT, v. n. V. GATE. 
CAITCHE, CAICHE, s. A kind of game. 

Thocht I preich nocht I can play at the caiche, 
I wait thair is nocht ane among you all 
Mair ferilie can play at the fute ball.

Lyndsqy's S. P. Repr. ii. 243. 
This language Lyndsay puts in the mouth of a 

Popish parson. The game seems to be that of ball 
played with the hand, as distinguished from foot 
ball. It is merely Teut. kaetse, ictus pilae: also, 
meta sive terminus pilae; kaets-en, kets-en, sectari 
pilam, ludere pila palm aria; kaets-ball, pila manu. 
aria, a hand-ball; kaets-spel, luduspilae. V. Kilian. 
CALCHEN, s. (gutt.) A square frame of 

wood, with ribs across it, in the form of a grid 
iron, en which the people in the, North of S. 
dry their candk-jir, in the chimney 5 Aberd. 

Isl. kialke, kalke, a dray, a sledge. The ca/ctaw 
may have received its name from its resemblance to 
a sledge.
To CALL, CA', CAA, CAW, v. a. I. To drive, 

to impel in any direction, S. 
Than Bonnok with the cum pan y5 
That in his wayne closyt he had, 
Went on his way, but mar debaid, 
And callit his men to wart the pele. 
And the portar, that saw him wele 
Cum ner the yat, it opnyt sone. 
And than Bonnok, for owtyn hone, 
Gert call the wayne deliuerly.

Barbour, x. 223. 227. MS, 
In edit. Pink, men is substituted for wayne, r. 

S23. appa^entjy from inattention to the sense of 
callit. It is prqbable that call, in the cry Call ally 
used as an enseinyie on this occasion, has the same 
meaning, q. " Drive on, all."

He cryt, " Theyff! Call all! Call all!" ver. 231. 
Thir cartaris had schort suerdis, off gud steill, 
Wndyr thar weidis, callyt furth the cartis weill. ,

Wallace, ix. 714. MS. 
V. Doug. Virgil, 258. 16.

We never thought it wrang to ca? a prey: 
Our auld fprbeers practised it all their days.

Ross*s Helenore, p..l?2.
To caw a nail, to drive a nail, S. To caw a. shoe 

on ahorse. V. NAIG. . 
2^ To strike, with the prep, at, S.

His spear before him coulfi Jke fang, . - ••* -( ^ 
Suppose it was both gre^t and l^ng, ,- . 
And called right fast at Sir Gray Steel, 
Behind of it left never a deel: 
And Gray Steel called at Sir Grahame • r 
As wood lyoQS they wrought "that time* ' . ,- 

•' ,, SirEgtfr, p. 45/
3 J
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te You caa hardest at the nail that drives fastest.** 

S. Pr6v. Kelly, p. 371.
Tfie prbn. of this word is invariably caw* Hence, 

although more anciently written call^ it is probable 
that this may have proceeded from its being pro 
nounced in the same manner with call, vocare. For 
there is no evidence that these verbs have any ra 
dical affinity» Our term may be allied to Dan» 
Jcage, leviter verbero ; especially as H to caw," 
" to caw on," is to drive forward a horse by means 
of the lash.
To CALL, CA', if. n. To move quickly, S. 

I mounts, and with them aff what we could ca9 / 
Twa miles, ere we drew bridle, on we past.

Ross's Helenore, p. 70.
Although the language is inetaph., it respects 

walking.
CALL, CAW of the water, -the motion of it in 

consequence of the action of the wind, S. 
V.the^. ' . 

CALLER, s. One who drives horses or cattle 
under the yoke.
" Their plough is drawn by four beasts going 

side for side. The caller (driver) goes before the 
beasts backward with a whip," MS. Adv. Libr. 
Barry's Orkney, p. 447. 
CALD, CAULD, adj. 1. Cold.

O stay at hame now, my son Willie,
The wind blaws cold and sour ; 

The nicht will be baith mirk and late. 
Before ye reach her bower.

Jamiesonfs Popular Ball. ii. 185. 
MoesGk holds , A. S. ceald, Alem. chalf, chalti, 

Su.G. hull, Germ. Isl. halt, id. V. the $. 
2. Cool, deliberate, not rash in judgment. 

And into counsalis geuing he was hald 
Ane man not vndegest, bot wise and cald.

Doug. Virgil^ 374. 9.
CALD, CAULD, s. 1. Cold, the privation of heat, S. 

— Sum of tharne thare poysownyt ware, 
Sum deyd in cold, and hungyr sare.

Wyntown, vii. 2. 18. 
>Tis not the frost that freezes fell,

Nor blawing snow's inclemency ; 
'Tis not sic cauld that makes me cry,

But my love's heart's grown cauld to me.
Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 157. 

2. The disease caused by cold, S. 
CAULD COAL. It is said of one, whose hopes are 

very low, in whatever respect, or who has met 
with some great disappointment or loss ^ He 
l>as a cauld coal to blaw at, S. , 

The phrase seems of Goth, origin. Su.G. brenna 
at koldum kolum ; comburere ad frigidos usque car- 
bones.
CALDRIFE, C AULDRIFE, ad/. 1. Causing the sen- 

satioii of cold.
Hout ay, poor man, come ben your wa'5— 

We'll ca' a wedge to make you room, 
'Thas been a cauldriffe day.

Songj Ross's Helenore, p. 142.
2. Very susceptible of cold, S.
3. Indifferent, cool, not manifesting regard or in terest, S. ••>•*:' •'••* *•"
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Wha isft that gars the greedy Banker prieve 
The maiden's tocher, but the maiden's leave ? 
By you when spulyied o' her charming pose, 
She tholes in turn the taunt a' cauldrife joes.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 75. 
From could, and rife, abundant. 

CAULDRIFENESS, COLDRIFENESS, j. i. Suscep 
tibility of cold, chilness, S. 

2. Coolness, want of ardour, S.
" At the first we were looked upon for our cold» 

rifeness, with a strange eye by many $ yet, ere 
forty-eight hours were passed, we were cried up 
for wise men." Baillie's Lett. i. 442. 
CAULD STEER, sour milk and meal stirred to 

gether in a cold state, S. B.
CALFLEA, s. Infield ground, one year under 

natural grass, Ang. It seems to have receiv 
ed this designation^ from the calves being turn, 
ed out on it.

CALFING, s. Wadding. V. COLF. 
CALICRAT, s.

The Calicrat that lytle thing, 
Bot and the honny bie, 
— With mumming and humming 
The bee now seiks his byke, 
Quhils stinging, quhils flinging, 
From hole to hole did fyke.

Burel's Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 26. 
To CALKIL, i). a. To calculate.

" Quha can calkil the degreis of kyn and blude 
of the barrons of Scotland, thai vil conferme this 
samyn." Compl. S. p. 262. Fr. calcul-er, id. 
CALL AN, CAIXAND, s. 1. A stripling, a lad; 

w a young calland," a boy, S. 
The calland gap'd and glowr'd about, 
But no ae word cou'd he lug out.

Ramsay9 s Poems, i. 283.
" Principall Baillie, in his letters, speaking of Mr 

Denniston, says;—He was deposed by the protesters 
in 1655 ; for his part he saw nothing evil of the man. 
The protesters, says he, put in his room Mr John 
Law, a poor baxter callan, who had but lately left 
his trade, and hardly knew his grammar, but they 
said he was gifted." P. Campsie3 Stirlings. Statist. 
Ace. xv. 366, N.

The able writer must certainly have quoted from 
memory, and not very accurately. For Mr Law is 
said u within these three years" to have been 
u brought from a pottinger to be laureate.*' A Mr 
Henry Forsyth is indeed mentioned as- " lately a 
baxter-boy ,•" but he had no connexion with Camp- 
sie. V. Baillie's Lett. ii. 406. 
2. Often used as a familiar term, expressive of 

affection to one, although considerably advanced 
in life, S. 

It occurs in Hamilton's doggrel.
O fam'd and celebrated Allan I 
Renowned Ramsay ! canty callan !—

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 233.
Sibb. derives it from Fr. galand, nebulo. But 

the Fr. word does not occur in this sense, properly 
signifying a lover. The term is not, as far as I have 
observed, used by any of our old writers. But it 
is most probably ancient, as being generally used by

C A L
the vulgar ; and may be from the same root with 
Cimb. kail, A. S. calla, Isl. kalla, a man; Su.G. hull, 
which anciently signified a male; kult, puer, kulla, 
puella, Hisp. chula, puer infans. I have, however, 
oeen sometimes disposed to view it as merely, like 
can from gan, a corr. of gal and,, a word much used 
by ancient writers, and often in a familiar way. By 
this term Douglas renders juvenes.

Tharfor haue done, galandis, cum on your way, 
Enter within our lugeing, we you pray.

Virgil, 32. 50. 
Quare agite, O tectis, juvenes, succedite nostris.

Virg. i. 631*
And eik ane hundreth followis reddy boun, 
Of young gallandis, with purpure crestis rede, 
Thare giltin gere maid glittering euery stede.

Ibid. 280. 20, 
Centem—juvenes. Virg. ix. 163-

C ALLOT, f. A mutch or cap for a woman's
head, without a border, Ang. 

Fr. calotte, a coif; a little light cap, or riight-cap. 
CALLOUR, CALLER, CAULER, adj. i. Cool,

refreshing, S. "A callour day," a cool day.
Widequhare with fors so Eolus schoutis schill? 
In this congelit sesoun scharp and chill. 
The callour are, penetratiue and pure, 
Dasing the blude ia euery creature, 
Made seik warme stouis and bene fyris hote. 

Doug. Virgil, 201. 37. 
The rivers fresh, the collar streams 
Ouer rocks can softlie rin.

Hume, Chron. S. P. iii. 387. 
And when the day grows het we'll to the pool, 
There wash oursells ; 'tis healthfu' now in May, 
And sweetly cauler on sae warm a day.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 75.
2. Fresh, in proper season $ as opposed to what 

is beginning to corrupt, in consequence of be 
ing too long kept, or is actually in a state of 
putridity, S.

Thay hant ful oft hunting in woddis at hand j 
Euer lykis thame to cache and driue away 
The recent spreith and fresche and callour pray,

Doug. Virgil, 235. 44.
" Quhen the s almond is faillis thair loup, thay fall 

callour in the said caldrounis, & ar than maist de- 
litius to the mouth." Bellend. Descr. AIo. c. 11.

In the same sense we still speak of callour meat, 
callour fish, callour water,, &c.

But come let's try how tastes your cheese and
bread; 

And mean time gee's a waught of caller whey.
Rvss's Helenore, p. 94.

This urord, in its primary meaning, does not de. 
note the same degree of frigidity as cald; but ra 
ther signifies, approaching to cold. We speak of a 
callour wind in a sultry day. In form it nearly re 

sembles Isl. kalldur, frigidus.
" Collar. Fresh, cool. The collar air, the 

fresh air. North. Collar ripe grosiers -y ripe goose 
berries fresh gathered." Gl. Grose*
CALOO, CALLOO, CAI*AW, s. Anas glacially 

Orkn»
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" The pin tall duck, (anas acuta, Lin.Syst.) which 

has here got the name of the caloo, of" coal and 
candle light, from the sound it utters, is often seen 
in different places through the winter; but on the 
return of spring it departs for some other country. *' 
Barry's Orkney, p. 301.

" Among these we may reckon—the pickternie, 
the norie, and culterneb, the calaw, the scarf, and 
the seapie or the chaldrick." P. Kirkwall, Orkn. 
Statist. Ace. viii. 546.

" In Dr Barry's History of Orkney—the calloo 
is by mistake stated to be the Anas acuta, or pintail 
duck, which is amuch rarer bird.—The calloo—named 
from its evening call, which resembles the sound calloo , 
calloo^ arrives from the arctic regions in autumn, 
and spends the winter here." Neill's Tour, p. 79.

Perhaps from Isl. kall-a clamare. 
CALSAY, j. Causeway, street. Acts Ja. VI.

Pgrl. 13. Table of Acts not imprinted. 
As our forefathers generally changed / or // into 

u or «?, they often inserted I instead of u or «?. 
V. CAUSEY.
CALSHIE, adj. Crabbed, ill-humoured, S. 

Gin she but bring a wee bit tocher, 
And calshie fortune deign to snocher, 
But bid her work,—her head it dizzies.

Morison's Poems, p. 82.
Isl. kals-a, irridere; kals irrisio, kaulzug-ur, irri. 

sor, derisor, Verel. Ind. kollske, id. G. ^ndr.
CALM, CAULM, adj\ pron. ?qwm. Smooth; as

calm ice, ice that has no inequalities, S. B. an
oblique sense pf the E. word.

CALMES, CAUMS, proa, caums^ s. pL i. A
mould, a frame, for whatever purpose, S. Thus
it is used for a mould in which bullets are cast.

" Euerie landit man within the samin, sail haue an
hagbute of founde, callit ha^bute of crochet, with
thair calmeS) bullettis and pell ok is of Icid or irne,
with pouder conuenient thair to, for euerie huadreth

Sund of land, that he hes of new extent." Acts 
a. V. 1540. c. 73. Edit. 1566. c. 194, Murray.

2. A name given to the small cords through 
which the warp is passed in the loom, S. synon. 
with IteddleSy q. v.

3. Used metapho to denote the formation of a
plan or model.

" The matter of peace is now in the caulms y" 
i. e. They are attempting to model it. Baijlie's Lett. 
ii. 197.

Caum, sing, is sometimes used, but more rarely. 
Any thing neat is said to look as if it had been 
" casten jn a cuum," S.

Germ, quem-en, bequew-en, quadrare, congruere; 
I c quern, Franc, biquam, Su.G. bequaem> BeJg. be- 
qua am, fit, meet, congruous. Su.G. quaem 
id.; Belg. bequaam maaken, to fit. lire 
Wachter derive these terms from MoesG. 
Germ, quern-en, to come, in the same manner as 
Lat. conveniens a venien4o, quia congrua suut si. 
milia eorum, quae apposite in rem vepiunt.
CALSUTERD, a#. " Perhaps swOhd, or 

having the seams done over with s^me unctuous 
substance, Lat." Gl. Sibb. '

C A M

8a sail b$ i«en the figures of ffc« flott, 
With fearful flags and weill calsuterd bots.

Hume, Chron. S. P. tu. 381. 
But it certainly ought to be ccdfuterd; Fr. cal- 

feutTrer un navire, atyptre, oblinere, to caulk a 
ship; Thierry. Dan* kalfatr+tr, to caulk. 
CALVER, $. A cow with calf; S.

Teut. kalver-koe, id.
CAMBIE LEAF, j. The water4iiv, S. B. also 

called Bobbins, S. Nymphaea alba «t lutea, 
Linn. In Scania, the N. lutea is called Ae&annq. 

CAMDUI, T.
Piscis in {jacu Levino (Lochlevin)j saporis deli- 

catissimi. Bibb. Scot. p. 38.
Can this resemble the crooked trout mentioned by 

Penn., as an inhabitant of some of the lakes in Wale&T 
Zool. iii. ^52. Gael, cam crooked, dubh black. 
CAMY, CAMOK, adj. Crooked} metaph. used 

for what is rugged and unequal.< 
Thay that with scharp cultir teile or schere 
Of Rutuly the hylly knollis hye, 
Or camy ege, and holtis fare to se^ 
That Circeus to surname ctepit ar.

Doitg. Vivgtt) «37. b. 1. 
My bak, that sumtyme brent ht)s b^me 
Now cruikis lyk an^ cwwk t?e,

Matitand fotm&, p, 193. 
In Gael, tarn, C. B. *<wn; L» B. cam-us, id. 

Gr. Hut*,*-™, mcuFYo. V. CABfwofiK amd CAMSCMO. 
CAMLA^LIKE, 0$. Sullen, surly; Aberd.

" I w^s aues gain to $peer fM was the matter, 
bat I saw a <?ura o' c$ml#4ike fallows wi' the», aa* 
I thought tfcey were a' fren>H to me, an' sae they 
might eat ither as Towy's hawks 414, for ony thing 
that I car'cU" Journal from London, p. 8. 
GAMBLE, tq parate saucily; A. Bor, V. CAMPY. 
CAMMERAIGE* CAMROCHE, s. Cambrick.

In thj« sen^e cQmmerwg* is used, Acts Ja. VI. 
1581. c. 113-

Of fynest camroclte thair fuk saillis • 
And all for newfangilnes of geir.

Maiilatui Poems* p. 326. 
CAMMOCK, s. A crooked stick, S,

Lord Haile3 mentioa^ cam mock as bearing this 
sense. Spec, of a Gloss. This must be the meaning 
of the S. proY. u Airly crooks the tree, that good 
cammock should be." Ferguson, p. 7. It seems 
corruptly gi^en by Kelly, p. 97. u Early crooks 
the tree that in good; cajnmon will be." He renders 
the word, " a crooked stick with which boys play 
£t Cammon, Shinny [SWnty ?], or Side ye."

Bullet gives Celt, cambaca as signifying a crooked 
stick. Gael, cctman, a hurling club, Shaw. 
CAM-NOSED* CAMOW-KOSRD> adj. Hook, 

nosed.
The cam •nosed eocatrice they quite with them 

carry. Polwqrt) Wateotfs Coll. iii, 20, 
The pastor quits the sloithfull sleepe, 
And passes furth with speede, 
His little cqmow-nosed sheepe, 
And rowtting kie to feede.

Huwe^ Chron. S. P. iii. 38ft. 
CAMOVYNE, CAMOwyjfE, /. Camomile, S* 

Tiro' bonny yards to walk, ^nd applet pu',—
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Or on the camowyne to lean you down, 
With roses red and white all busked round, 
Sail be the hight of what ye'll hae to do.

Ross's Helenore, p. 112. 
CAMPERLECKS, s. pi. Magical tricks,

Buchan ; expl. as synoa. with cantraips. 
This sense is probably a deviation from what was 

the original one. It may have signified athletic 
sports, from Teut. kaemper, Su.G. kaempe^ athleta, 
a wrestler, a warrior, and lek play; q. jousts, tour 
naments. 
CAMPY, adj. i. « Bold, brave, heroical."

Gl. Sibb. 
2. Ill-natured, contentious, Loth. To cample, to

scold, or talk impertinently, A. Bor. 
Germ, k amp-en, to strive, to contend, to fight.

CAMPIOUN, s. A champion.
" Quhen dangeir occurrit, thay refusit na maner 

of besines nor laubour that mycht pertene to forsy 
campionis." Bejlend. Descr. Alb. c. 16.

Ital. campione, id. A. S. camp-ton, Germ. Belg. 
kamp-en, kemp-en, to fight; A. S. cempa, a soldier, 
camp, Belg. kamp, a battle, also, a camp. It is 
not improbable that Lat. camp-us had a common 
origin, as originally applied to a plain fit for the use 
of arms, or for martial exercise.
CAMPRULY, adj. Contentious, S. A.

This may be from Su.G. kampe certamen, and 
Isl. rugla effutire, q. to babble strife. Or perhaps, 
q. rule the camp.
CATVTSCHO, CAMSCHOL, adj. Crooked. 

The hornyt byrd quhilk we clepe the nicht oule, 
Within hir cauerne hard I schoute and youle, 
Laithely of forme, with cruktt camscha belk ; 
Ugsum to here was hir wyld elrische skreik.

Doug. rirgil, 202. 2.
Thay elriche brethir, with thair lukis thrawin, 
Thocht nocht awalit, thare standing haue we

knawin; 
An horribil sorte, wyth mony camscho/ beik»

Ibid, pl-,18.
2. This term is expl. by Rudd. as also signifying 

" a stern, grim, or distorted countenance." 
Sae with consent away they trudge, 
And laid the cheese before a judge : 
A monkey with a campsho face, 
Clerk to a justice of the peace.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 478.
3* Ill-humoured, contentious, crabbed; denoting 

crookedness or perverseness of temper ^ Ang. 
Rudd. views this word as formed of Ir. ciarne 

(cam) and Fr.joue^ the cheek, S. joll. The origin 
of the last syllable is, however, uncertain. The de 
rivation of the constituent parts of one word from 
different languages, is generally to be suspected. 
Teut. kamus^ kamuyse^ Fr. camus^ Ital. camuse, 
signify flat-nosed, cui nares sunt depressae superius, 
Kilian. Camuse, flat, Chaucer. Gael, camshuitcah 
signifies squint-eyed.
CAMSHAUCHEL'D, adj. i. Distorted, awry, 

S,; expl. « crooklegged."
Nae avtId cwnshaucheVd warlock Ioun5 

NOT black, wanch^uncie carline,

CAN
Sail cross ae threshald o' the town 

Till ilk lass gets her darlin,
To kiss thai night.

Rev, J. NitoVs Poems, i. 33, 
2. It is also expl. " angry, cross, quarrelsome," 

Gl. ibid. It seems to be used in the first sense, 
in the passage quoted. The wbrd is formed 
from camy or Gael, cam, crooked, and shackled^ 
distorted. V. SHACKLE, fl. 

CAMSTERIE, CAMSTAIRIE, adj. Froward, 
perverse, unmanageable, S.; " riotous, quar 
relsome," Sibb.

A pint wi' her cummers I wad her allow ; 
But when she sits down, she gets hersel fu', 
And when she is fu' she is unco camstairie.

Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 230. 
— Nor wist the poor wicht how to tame her, 

She was sae camsterie and skeich.
Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. i. £97. 

It has been derived, u q. gram-sterrigh^ from 
Teut. gram,) as per, iratus; and stieren^ instigare." 
In Belg. indeed, gramsteurig is stomachful, wrath, 
ful. But there seems no reason for supposing so 
great a change. I have sometimes thought that it 
might be from Germ. kamm~en to comb, and starrig, 
sterrig) stiff; as we say of one who cannot easily be 
managed, that he must not be u kaimed against the 
hair." But it is more probably from kamp^ battle, 
and star rig, q. obstinate in fight, one who scorns to 
yield.

The Goth, dialects exhibit several words of a si. 
milar formation; as Su.G. Germ, hdtsstarrig, stiff- 
necked ; Su.G. bangstyrig, from bang, tumult; Ish 
baldstirrugr reluctant, from bald vis, and styr^ fe*ox, 
as denoting one who struggles with firmness and 
force.
CAMSTONE, s. 1. Common compact lime 

stone, probably of a white colour. 
" At the base of the hill, immediately after the 

coal is cut off, you meet with several layers of cam- 
stone (as it is termed with us), which is easy [easily] 
burned into a heavy limestone.9 ' P. Campsie, Stir- 
lings. Statist. Ace. xv. 327.
2. This name i$ given to white clay, somewhat 

indurated, Loth.
CAMSTROIIDGEOUS, adj. The same with

camsterie, Fife. 
To CAN, v. a. To know.

This Cok desyring moir the symplo come 
Than ony Jasp, onto the fule is peir, 
Makand at science bot a knak and scorne, 
Quhilk can no gud, and als littill will leir.

Henrys&nC) Rannatyne Poems? p. 126. 
CAN, CANN, j. Skill, knowledge.

On haste then Nory for the stanch girss yeed; 
For thae auld warld foulks had wondrous cann 
Of herbs that were baith good for beast and man. 

Ross*s Helenore^ p. 15. 
While thro' their teens the youth and maid ad.

vance,
Their kindling eyes with keener transport glance, 
But wi' mair wyles and cann they bet the flame.

p. 17.
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2. Ability, S. B. Perhaps this is the sense in 

the following passage.
But if my new rock were cutted and dry, 
I'll all Maggiers can and her cantraps defy.

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 134. 
Thus can denotes both power and skill. This 

correspands to the use of the v. in various languages. 
A. S. cunn-an, Isl. kunn-a, Teut. konn-en, kunn- 
en, signify both noscere and posse^ valere. The pri 
mary idea is evidently that of knowledge. For 
what is skill, but mental ability ? and the influence 
of this in human affairs is far more extensive than 
that of mere corporeal power. 
CAN, pret* for gan, began.

The wemen alss he wysyt at the last, 
And so on ane hys eyne he can to cast.

Wallace, iv. 398. MS.
The use of the particle to shews that it is not meant 

to denote power to execute a business, but merely 
the commencement of it. Accordingly, in Ed. 
1648 it is rendered,

And so on one his eyes began to cast. 
Thus it is often used by Douglas. 

CANALYIE, CANNAILYIE, s. The rabble, S.; 
from Fr. canaille, id.

The hale cannailyie, risin, tried
In vain to end their gabblin;

Till in a carline cam, and cried,
c Whatys a' this wickit squabblin ?'

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 37.
CANDAVAIG, s. 1. A salmon that lies in the

fresh water till summer, without going to the
sea j and, of consequence, is reckoned very
foul, Ang. Gael, ceann, head, and dubhach^ a
black dye ; foul salmon being called black Jish?

2. Used as denoting a peculiar species of salmon.
" We have—a species of salmon, called by the

country people candavaigs, that frequently do not
spawn before the month of April or May. These
therefore are in perfection when the rest are not.
They are grosser for their length than the common
salmon, awl often (,of a large size) upwards of 20
or 30 pounds weight. They are said to come from
the coasts of Norway." P. Birse, Aberd. Statist.
Ace, ix. 109, N.
CANE, KAIN, CAN AGE, /. A duty paid by a 

tenant to his landlord, S. " Cane cheese," 
« cane aits," or oats, &c.

——But last awk, nae farder gane, 
The laird got a' to pay his kain.

Ramsay's Poems, IK 525.
This phrase sometimes signifies tp suffer severely 

in any cause*
For Campbell rade, but Myrie staid,

And sair he paid the kain, man ; 
Fell skelps he got, was war than shot, 

Frae the sharp-edg'd claymore, man,
Ritson's S. Songs, ii. 78*

" This word, cane, signifies the head, or rather tri 
bute or dew tie, as cane fomles, cane cbeis, cane, 
nites, quhilk is paid be the tenneot to the maister as 
ane duty of the land, especially to kirkmen & pre~ 
jats._Canage of woll or hides is take» for the cus- 
tome theirof." Skene, De Verb* Sign* vo, Canum*

CAN
L, B. can-um, can-a. . This Skene derircs from 

Gael, cean, the head, which, he says, also signifies 
tribute. He apprehends that this was originally a 
capitation tax. 
CANDLEJMAS CROWN, s. A badge* of

distinction, for it can scarcely be called an
honour, conferred, at some grammar-schools,
on him who gives the highest gratuity'to the
rector, at the term or Candlemas, S^ 

u The scholars—pay—a Candlemas gratuity, ac 
cording to their rank and fortune, from 5s. even 
as far as 5 guineas, when there is a keen competi 
tion for the Candlemas crown. The king, i. e, he 
who pays most, reigns for six weeks, during which 
period he is not only entitled to demand an after- 
noon*s play for the scholars once a week, but he 
has also the royal privilege of remitting punish 
ments." P* St Andrews, Fife, Statist. Ace. xiii. 
211, 
To C ANGLE, v* n. To quarrel, to be in a state

of altercation, S.
" Ye cangle about uncoft kids;" Ramsay's S. 

Prov. p. 81. Hence, 
GANGLING, s. Altercation, S.

" At last all commeth to this, that wee are HI end 
found to haue beene neither in moode nor figure, bui 
only jangling and cangling,' and at last returning to 
that where once wee beganne." Z, Boyd's Last 
Battell, p. 530. 
CANGLER, s. A jangler, S.

" Fye!" said ae cangler, u what d'ye mean ?
I'll lay my lugs on't that he's green."

Ramsay'*s Poems, H. 482. 
CANKERT, CANKERRIT, adj. « Cross, ill-

conditioned, S." TLudd. A. Bor, id.
————Saturnus get Juno, 

That can of wraith and malice neuer ho, 
Nor satisfyit of hir auld furie nor wroik. 
Rolling in mynd full mony cankerrit bioik.—

Doug. Virgil, 148. 4. 
CANNA DOWN, CANNACH, Cotton grass,

Eriophorum vaginatum^ Linn.
66 Cannach is the Gaelic name of a plant common 

in moory ground, without leaf or lateral outshoot of 
any kind, consisting merely of a slender stem sup 
porting a silky tuft, beautifully Mfhite, and of glossy 
brightness." Mrs Grant's Poems, N. p. 115.

My amiable and ingenious friend, in the poem it 
self, has beautifully marked the use made of this as 
a figure by the 'Highland poet, when describing his 
mistress.

The-downy cannach ef the wat'ry moors,
Whose shining tufts the shepherd-boy allures;
Which, when the Summer's sultry heats prevail^
Sheds its light plumage on th' inconstant gale:
Even such, so silky soft, so dazzling white,
Her modest bosam seems, retir'd from sight.

Ibid. p. 42.
" This is c the down of Cana, y of Ossian, and 

forms a beautiful similie in hfe justly-celebrated 
poems.'* P. Clunie, Perths, Statist. Ace. ix.. 238.

This in Ang. is called the canna down. It is after* 
used, by the common people, instead of feathers^ for 
stuffing their pillows*
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. CANN A, CANNAE. Cannot, compounded of 

can v., and na, or nae, not, S. 
Dinna, do not, Sanna, shall not, Winna, will 

not, Downa, am, or is, not able, are used in the same 
manner, S.

This form seems to be comparatively modern. It 
is not used by Dunbar, Douglas, and other classical 
writers. It indeed occurs in The Jew's Daughter, 
a pretty old Scottish ballad.

I winnae cum in, I cannae cum in, 
Without my play-feres nine.

Percy's Reliques, i. SO. 
Also in Adam o* Gordon.

1 winna cum doun, ye fause Gordon^
I winna cum doun to thee, 

I winna forsake my ain deir lord,
Thouch he is far frae me. 

—Busk and boun, my mirry men a',
For ill doom 1 do guess: 

I cannu luik on that bonnie face, 
As it lyes on the grass.

Pinkerton's Select S. Ballads, i. 46. 49. 
C ANNAS, CANNES, j. 1. Any coarse cloth, like 

that of which sails are made, S. B.
2. It often denotes a coarse sheet used for keeping 

grain from falling on the ground, when it is 
winnowed by means of a wecbt, S. B. Hence, 
a canness-braidy as broad as, or, the breadth of 
such a sheet.

The shade beneath a canness-braid out throw 
Held afl the sun beams frae a bonny how.

Ross's Helenore, p. 27.
3. Metaph. the sails of a ship, S. B. 

A puff o' wind ye cudna get, 
To gar your cannas wag.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 10. 
E. canvas, Fr. canevas, Sw. kanfass, Dan. cane- 

fas ; from Lat. cannabis, q. cloth made of hemp. 
CANNEL, s. Cinnamon.

u That George Hetherwick have in readiness of 
fine flour, some great bunns, and other wheat bread 
of the best order, baken with sugar, cannel, and 
other spices fitting." Rec. Pittenweem, 1651. 
Statist. Ace. iv. 376, 377.

Fr. cannelle, cinnamon, Teut. Dan. kaneel, Ital. 
canella, Hisp. canela, id. Chauc. canelle. This 
-word may be derived from Lat. canna, a cane or 
reed, in the form of which the cinnamon is brought 
to Europe. But the authors of Diet. Trev. prefer 
deriving it from Heb. cane, which has the same 
meaning with calamus aromaticus among the Latins» 
CANNEL-WATERS, s.pl. Cinnamon waters, S. 
CANNELL BAYNE, s. Collar-bone. 

Wallace retorned besyd a burly ayk, 
And on him set a fellone sekyr straik ; 
Baith cannell bayne and schuldir blaid in twa^ 
Throuch the mid cost the gud suerd gart he ga. 

Wallace, v. 823. MS. 
Fr. canneau du col, the nape of the neck, Cotgr,

To CANNEL, v* a. To channel, to chamfer,
S* Fr. cannel~er9 id. 

CANNY, KANNIE, adj. i. Cautious, prudent, S.
" The Parliament is wise, to make in a canny and

CAN
safe way, a wholesome purgation^ that it may be 
timeous." Baillie's Lett ii. 138.
2. Artful, crafty, S.

" Mr Marshall, the chairman, by canny convey 
ance, got a sub-committee nominate according to his 
mind.—Vines, Herle, &c. of our mind were named; 
but seeing us excluded by Marshal's cunning, would 
not join." Baillie's Lett, ii, 67.

" I trust in God, to use the world, as a canny or 
cunning master doth a knave-servant;—he givetk 
him no handling or credit, only he instructeth £in- 
trusteth ?] him with common errands, wherein he can 
not play the knave." Rutherford's Lett. P. I. ep. 11« 

The carling brought her kebbuck ben,
With girdle-cakes well toasted brown; 

Well does the canny kimmer ken, 
They gar the scuds gae glibber down.

Ritson's S. Songs, i. 269»
He expl. it in Gl, " knowing." But it properly 

denotes that species of knowledge which implies Art 
fulness.
3. Attentive, wary, watchful, S.

Ye gales that gently wave the sea, 
And please the canny boatman, 

Bear me frae hence, or bring to me 
My brave, my bonny Scotman.

Ramsay's Poems, u. 256»
That this is the meaning here, appears from the 

change of the term to tenty, in a following stanza, 
Fair winds, and tenty boatman, 

Waft o'er, waft o'er, 
Frae yonder shore, 

My blyth, my bonny Scot-man.
4. Frugal, not given to expence, S.

Wherefore nocht sail be wanting on my part, 
To gather wealth to raise my shepherd's heart. 
Whate'er he wins, I'll guide with canny care. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 82. 
My riches a's my penny-fee, 
An' I maun guide it cannie, O.

Burns, iii. 280.
5. Moderate in charges, reasonable in demands, S*
6. Useful, beneficial, S.

— Thae auld warld foulks had wondrous cann 
Of herbs that were baith good for beast and

man;
And did with care the canny knack impart 
Unto their bairns, and teach the useful art*

Ross's Helenore, p. 15»
7. Handy, expert at any business, S.; hence used 

as an epithet to denote women who, from ex 
perience, are qualified to assist at child birtfi. 

The canny wives came there conveen'd,
All in a whirl.

Forbes's Dominie Deposed, p. 3fJ. 
In dust here lies auld Nanny Gowdy,

A skilly wife, our parish howdy; 
Wha did her jobs sae freely canny, 

That mony ane laments poor Nanny*
Shirrefs' Poems, p, 266.

8. Gentle, so as not to hurt a sore. In this sense 
one is said to be verv wnny about a sick per 
son, S*
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9. Soft, easy ; as applied to a state of rest, S. 

There's up intg a pleasant glen,
A wee piece frae my father's tower, 

A canny, soft, and ftow'ry den,,
Which circling birks has form'd a bower.

Ramsay's Poems, U. $27.
|Q. Slow in motion. " To gang canny ," or " can- 

nily," to jnove slowly, S.
The wife slade c&nnie to her bed> 

But ne'er spak mair.
Burns, iii. 48. 

Here i«sed for the adv.
" To «saw canny," to dme softly ; a phrase also. 

used metaph. to denote frugal management, S. 
11* Soft and e$sy in motion, S. A horse/ is said 

to have a canny. step% when he is not hard in 
the seat.

12. Safe, not dangerous; not difficult to manage. 
Thus, * a canny horse," is one that may be 
rede with safety, that is not too spirited, or 
given to stumbling, S.

Ye ne'er was donsie, 
But namely, tawie, quiet an9 cannie, 

An' unco sonsitt.
Burns, iii. 141.

No canny is used in* a sense directly opposite ; not 
safe, dangerous, S.

H?r brother beat her crueUie,
Till his straiks they were nacwmy ; 

He bra,k her back, and he beat her sides, 
For the sake o' Andrew Lanimie.

Jamiesotfs PopuL Ball. i. 132.
13. Composed, deliberate, as opposed \vjlochtry, 

tkrowtber, S.
14. Not hard, not difficult of execution. 

Belyve the elder bairns come drapping in,
At service out, amang the farmers roun* ; 

Seme ca' tile pie ugh, some herd, some ten tie rin 
A cannie errand to a neebor town.

Btims, Hi. 175.
J5. Easy in situation, snug; comfortable. It is 

said of one who is itv easy circumstance^ who 
is not subjected to the tpils. of others ; H0^ or
she, u sits very caany i" or, " baa a braw 
oan,ny seal-," S.

Syne, for amends for what I'yelcfttf 
£4ge m^injto saw canny post.

Ram* ay* s Poe^s^ i, 44. 
Xfi. Fortunate, lucky, S.

Karewel, old Calms, fawn^aU thy life* 
gy birt^, by is^ue, and a Tortuous wife; 
By gifts o,f, mind, and fortune from above, 
The fju4tsvlof Ceres. and the country's IOTC-

Pennecujk's Poems, 1715. p. 62. 
4nd Hhers,, who last year tl^ir garrets kept, 
. ————— now 5 by a kanny gale, 
In tire overflowing ocean spread th'eir sail.

Ramsay's Poems, i, 524. 
Whaevcr by his canny fate, 
Is master of a gopd estate, — 
Let him enjoy't.MfkhQu.tten care.

Ibid. i. S3. 
11. Fortunate, used in a superstitious sense, 5.

CAN
They say, if she baud hail and tight, 
That she will ha'e the second sight*— 
Her canny hand will scarcely fail^ 
Whate'er she tries, to help or heal,

She'll seldom blunder. 
On the birth of a Seventh Daughter. R. Gafto*

way's Poems, p. 121.
In this sense it is often used negatively. It*8 no 

canny, it is not fortunate; a phrase applied to any 
thing, which is opposed to zfreit or Tulgar supersti 
tion, S.

An odd.like wife, they Said, that saw,
A moupin runkled granny : 

She fley'd the kimmers ane and a% 
Word gae'd she was na kanny ; 

Nor wad they let Lucky awa, 
Till she was fou wi* branny.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 272. 
18. Good, worthy, S.

u The word canny is much in, use here, asf well as 
on the other side the border, and denotes praise. A 
canny person, or thing,; a good sort of person." 
P. Canoby, Dumfr. Statist. Ace. xiv. 429.

This sense is not unknown eren in the North of 
S» A braia canny, man, a pleasant, good-condition,. 
ed, or worthy man.

Many of these are evidently* oblique senses. In 
senses first and second,, it is nearly allied to IsL 
kiaen, rendered, sciens, prudens; also, callidus, 
astutus, Verel. Ind. Kaeni, fortis et prudens, ibid. ; 
kindug~ur vaffer et technis scatens, G. Andr. p. 144. 
Su.G. kunnog, sciens, peritus. The IsL term is also 
frequently used with respect to those supposed to be 
yersant in magical arts. Kunnog occurs in the same 
sense. Harold K. baud cunnugum mttnnum ; Ha» 
raldus Rex rogavit hariolos; RnytT. S, p. 4. Ihre, vo. 
Kwnna. The general origin is MoesG*. kunn-an, pres. 
kann, A. S. eenn-an, Somn. conn-an, cunnan; Su.G* 
kaenn-a, Is), kenn-a, Teut. kenn-en, nos<5ere.

u Canny. Nice, neat, housewively^ handsome» 
Newcastle, Northumb. and North,'* Gl. Grose» 
It is also used as a designation for Cumberland, by 
the inhabitants of it; perhaps as equivalent to, com» 
fortable. But the word, it may be sugpecteXlr ha& 
been imported from S. into the North* of E. For 
the only, classical E. word, corresponding to canny, 
\& cunning adj,, especially in the sense of knowing,' 
skilful: and this is from the A*. S. v^ signifying to 
know., as canny is more immediately allied to- Isl. 
kanne, kenn-a* For kiaen, sciens, &c. mention 
ed above, is obviously the part, piv of this v. It 
saem» te demonstrate the radical attinity of our term 
to the Scandinavian verbs of this signification, that" 
there is no evidence that the A. S. v. had any rela 
tion to magical arts* 
CANNILY, adv. 1. Cai^tionjsly, prudently, Si

"He hajs lurked since, and carried himself far 
more cunniLy than any of that side; yet without any 
remorse for any error."—Baillie's Lett. i. 147.

Then neither, as 1 ken, ye will, 
With idle fears you? pleasures spill; 
Nor with neglecting prudent care, 
Do skaith to your succeeding heir; 
Thus, steering wjinify .thro» Ufe>
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Your joys shall lasting be and rife.

Ramsay 1 s Poems, ii* 386.
2. Moderately, not violently, S.

^ A thorny business came in, which the modera 
tor, by great wisdom, got cannily convoyed." 
Ibid. p. 382.
3. It seems to signify, easily, so as not to hurt or

gall.
" Those who <jan take that crabbed tree [the 

#ross] handsomely upon their back, and fasten it on 
cannily, shall find it such a burden as wings unto a 
bird, or sails to a ship." Rutherford's Lett. P. I. 
ep. 5.
CANNINESS, s. 1. Caution, forbearance, modera 

tion in conduct, S.
u He is not likely to carry himself with any caw- 

nines s in time coming." Baillie's Lett. i. 66. 
2. Apparently as signifying crafty management.

" When the canniness of Rothes had brought in 
Montrose to our party, his more than ordinary and 
civil pride made him very hard to be guided." Bail, 
lie's Lett. ii. 92. 
CANOIS, GANGS, CANOUS, adj. Gray, hoary,

from Lat. canus.
———Vnfrendlye eild has thus bysprent 
My hede and haffettis baith with canous hair. 

Doug. Virgil, 141.29. 
To CANT, v. n. To sing in speaking, to repeat

after the manner of recitative, S. This term
is generally applied to preachers, who deliver
their discourses in this manner.
Cant is also used as a s. denoting this kind of mo. 

dulation.
It has been whimsically supposed, that the term 

had its origin from Mr Andrew Cant, a famous 
preacher among the Presbyterians, during the wars 
of Charles I., with whom, it is pretended, this cus. 
torn originated. V. Spectator, No. 147, and 
Blount. But there is reason to suppose that this 
ungraceful mode of speaking is much more an. 
cient; and that it was imported by our Reformers 
from the Church of Rome; as it undoubtedly bears 
the greatest resemblance to the chanting of the service. 
The word may have had its origin immediately from 
Lat. canto ,—are, to sing, to chant.

Some even go so far as to assert, that Cicero, and 
the other Roman orators, delivered all their ora 
tions in recitative. 
To CANT, v. a. To set a stone on its edge; a

term used in masonry, S.
Germ, kant-en, to set a thing on end; and this 

from kante, a corner, edge or extremity. Ital. c#«- 
to, lapis angujaris; Du Cange. Canty a corner of a 
field, A. Bor. Gl. Grose. 
CANT, s. 1. The act of turning any body on its

edge or side witn dexterity ̂ S. B. 
2. Slight, S. B.

. Wi' water kelpies me ye taunt, 
On icy boards ye say they rant; 
An* Williy's wisp wi' whirlin' cant

Their blazes ca',
That's nought but vapours frae a stank, 

Yet fears ye a*.
Mori$Qn*s Poems^ p. 38.

CAN
Williy's wisp is meant for the pi. 
This seems only an oblique sense of the s. as de 

fined above.
To CANT, CANTER, v. n. To ride at a hand- 

gallop, S. B.
1 know not if this be an oblique use of the pre 

ceding v., from the circumstance of a horse, when 
cantering, seeming to rise on end; as he moves in a 
manner quite different from that which he uses when 
trotting.
CANT, adj. Lively, merry, brisk. 

Schyr Aymer the King has sene. 
With his men, that war cant and kene. 
Come to the playne, doune fra the hill.

Barbour, viii. 280. MS. 
————You worthis on neid 

For to assege yone castel 
With cant men and cruel, 
Durandly for to duel, 
Ever quhill you speid.

Gawan and Gol. ii. 2. 
Ane young man stert in to that steid 
Als cant as ony colt.

Peblis to the Play, st. 6. 
The cageare callis furth his capyl wyth crakkis wele

cant,
Calland the colyeare ane knaif and culroun full 

quere. Doug. Virgil, 238. a. 50. 
In modern S. fell canty. The term is also in 

O. E.
The king of Berne was cant and kene^ 
Bot thare he left both play and pride.

Minors Poems, p. 30.
Knoute com with his kythe, that kant was & kene, 
& chaced him out of Norweie quyt & clene.

R. Brunne, p. 50.
The phrase cant men, as applied to soldiers, seems 

exactly analogous to merry men used by later wri 
ters. Rudd. derives the word from Lat. canto.

It can scarcely be from Gael, caintach, talkative, 
malicious, Shaw.

It might be suspected that it were rather allied to 
Stt.G. gante, facetiae, gant-a, ludificare, were not~^ 
the form and sense of these terms more strictly re. 
tained in Gend, q. T.
CANTY, adj. Lively, cheerful; applied both to 

persons and things, S.
——I— bought a winsome flute,— 

I'll be mair canty wi't, and ne'er cry dool! 
Than you with all your cash, ye dowie fool. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 67. 
O rivers, forests, hills and plains!

Oft have ye heard my canty strains: 
. But now, what else for me remains 

But tales of woe!
Burns, iii. 389.

" Canty) cheerful and talkative. North." GL 
Grose.

This word is more modern than cant, and evident» 
Iy a derivative from it.
CANTEL, CANTIL, s. A fragment. 

Then I him hit'upon the croun; 
A eantil of *hi& helm dang doun.

Sir Egeir, p. 6. 
D d
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T?r. chantel, a piece broken off from the corner or 

edge of a thing ; Teut. kanteel^ pinna, mina, spicu- 
la ; kant-en, to cut off the extremity ; kant, a cor 
ner. O. E. cantle, a piece of any thing; Phillips. 
Y^. CANT, v. 2. 
CANTEL, s. The crown of the head, Loth.;

perhaps from Teut. kanteel, a battlement, used
metaph. 

CANTEL, j. A juggling trick.
In come japanc the Ja, as a Jugloure,
With castis, and with cantelis, a quynt caryare.

Houlate, iii. 2.
This must be originally from canto,—are, to sing. 

For L. B. cantellator signifies, praestigiator, magus. 
Raymundus de Agiles in Hist. Hierosol. Cantel- 
latores etiam eorum, et augures, ut fertur, dixerant, 
ut non moverent castella sua usque ad 7. feriam; Du 
Cange. The same writer adds, that Ital. cantell-are 
is u to sing with a low voice, or to mumble with the 
lips, as magicians and jugglers do, who are wont to 
murmur and sing in magical whispers." Of the 
same class is,
CANTELEIN, s. Properly an incantation; used to

denote a trick. Lat. cantilena^ a song. 
I knaw fals shipherdis fifty fuder, 
War all thair canteleinis kend.

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 194.
O. E. cantilene, " a common speech or tale, a 

song;" Blount.
CANTY, adj. Cheerful. V. under CANT, adj. 
C ANTRAIP, CANTRAP, s. A charm, a spell, an

incantation, S.
Here Mau&y lives, a witch that for snia* price 

K Can cast her cantraips, and give me advice.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 95.

But if my new rock were anes cutted and dry,
I'll all Maggie's can and her cantraps defy,

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 134.
Isl. gandreidis a magical journey or flight through 

the air; from gan, gand, witchcraft, necromancy, 
and reid, equitatio. V. Landnam. Gl. Olai Lex. 
Fancy might suggest that our word were from the 
same gan, and trip. But it does not appear that 
trip is an old word. It rather seems allied to Lat. 
canto ; especially as O. E. cantion denotes " a song 
or enchantment*5 a sorcery or charm ;" Blount. 
To CAP, v. n. To uncover the head, as a token

of obeisance, to salute.
u This done, he [Strafford] makes through a num. 

ber of people towards his coach, all gazing, no man 
capping to him, before whom, that morning, the 
greatest of England would have stood discovered 
[uncovered]." Baillie's Lett, i. 217.

" The Bishops will go through Westminster-hall, 
as they say, and no man cap to them." Ibid. p. 
228.

i. e. to take off one's cap, or the covering of the 
head.
To CAP, v. a. To excel, Loth.; allied perhaps 

to Teut. kappe, the summit, culmen, supremum 
sive sumtnum cujusque rei. 
" Gapt, or Capped. Overcome in argument.

Cumk» Gl. Grose.

C A ?
CAP, s, A wooden bowl, for containing food,

whether solid or fluid, S.
u Meikle may fa* between the cap and the lip;" 

Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 53.
Su.G. koppa, cyaphus, scyphus. Ihre mentions, 

as cognates, Pers. cub, cobba, cupa, C. B. cup a, 
Alem. cuph, Isl. kopp, &c. Heb. S3 caph, prima. 
rily any thing hollow ; hence transferred to the hoi. 
low of the hand; also, a censer, a saucer, or little 
dish ; from *p3, caphaph, curvavit. To these may 
be added Arab, kab, a cup, Gr. *&**, scyphus, Lat. 
capis, a cup used in sacrifices. Hence, perhaps, 
CAPS, s. pL The combs of wild bees, S. q. their

cups. 
To CAP, v. a. 1. To seize by violence, to lay

hold of what is not one's own; a word much
used by children at play, S.

2. To seize vessels in a privateering way.
66 In Scotland some private persons made them 

selves rich bycaping or privateering upon the Dutch, 
but the publick had no great cause of boasting." 
Wodrow's Hist. I. 220. V. CAPPER.

" The late author of Jus Maritimum, c. 4. of 
Piracy, shows that the buyers of coped goods in Eng. 
land are not liable in restitution ; but our country, 
man Welwood in his Sea-Laws, c. 25. Of things 
taken on the Sea, shows a decision to the contrary •? 
but it is in 1487, near 200 years old." Fountain» 
hall's Decisions, L 80.
3. Capped, used by K. James as apparently signi 

fying, entrapped, caught in a snare beyond the 
possibility of recovery.
u Yet to these capped creatures, he [the devil] 

appeares as hee pleases, and as he finds meetest for 
their humours." Daemonology. Works, p. 120.

Lat. cap-io, Su.G. kipp-a, attrahere violenter, ra- 
pere, vellere. 
CAPER, s. A privateer.

—States and princes pitching quarrels, 
Wars, Rebels, Horse races, 
Proclaim'd at several mercat-places : 
Capers bringing in their prizes, 
Commons cursing new excises.

GolviFs Mock Poem, p. 34. 
That this is the meaning of the term appears from 

that of the v. Capper, q. v. 
To CAP, v. a. To direct one's course. 

The port to quham we cappit was full large.
Doug. Virgil, 87. 36. 

Thair may cum stormes, and caus a lek, 
That ye man cap be wind and waw.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 133. 
Teut. kape is a beacon, signum litorale, Kilian. 

The word, as used by Dunbar, seems to have th« 
same sense with E. chop about; which may be de 
rived from Su.G. kop-a, Isl. kaup-a, permutare. 
CAPER, s. A piece of oat-cake and butter, 

with a slice of cheese on it; Perths. Gael, ceap- 
aire, " a piece of bread and butter," Shaw. 
Here, I suspect, part of the necessary description 
is omitted.

CAPERCAILYE, CAPERCALYEANE, s. Th* 
mountain-cock, S. Tetrao urogallus, Linn.



CAP
* 6 Money vthir fowlis ar in Scotland, quhilkis ar 

sene in na vthir partis of the warld, as capercailye, 
ane fowl mair than ane rauin, quhilk leiffis allanerlie 
of barkis of treis." Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 11.

Boece is mistaken here, as in many other asser 
tions. The mountain-cock is found in Sweden and 
several other countries.

In Everg. II. 20. it is caper calyeane. But this is 
evidently a corr. For the termination does not cor 
respond with that of the last Component word, as 
found in all the Celtic dialects. Gael, caoloch, C. B. 
kelliog, Corn, kullfog, Arm. kiliog, Ir. kyliach, a 
cock. The origin of caper seems uncertain. Gael. 
cabhar, according to Shaw, signifies any old bird; 
and cubare, a black cock. He gives capullcoille, 
however, as the Gael, word; explaining it u the 
mountain cock." Dr Stuart renders the Black 
Cock, Coileach dubh. P. Luss, Dunbartons. Statist. 
Ace. xvii. 249.

But capui seems to mean only a horse or mare. 
This perhaps may account for the translation, given 
by Boece, of the word which he writes Avercalye ; 
Silvestres equi appellati. Why he has substituted 
aver for caper or capul, it is not easy to imagine, un 
less we admit Mr Pennant's testimony, that " in the 
Highlands of Scotland, North of Inverness," it is 
known by both names. Zool. I. 263. Lesly fol 
lows Boece in his translation, although he gives the 
name differently:—Avis quaedam rarissima Gaper- 
calye, id est Silvester equus vulgo dicta.—Scot. Descr. 
p. 24. *

The English translator, in the Description of Bri 
tain published by Hollinshed, while he borrows the 
name Capercailye from Bellenden, retains the trans 
lation given by Boece, which Bellenden had reject 
ed. u There are other kindes of birdes also in this 
country, the like of which is no where else to be 
scene, as the Capercailye or wilde horse, greater in 
body than the raven, and living only by the rindes 
and barkes of the pine trees."

Pennant says that caper colly signifies a the horse 
of the wood; this species being, in comparison of 
others of the genus, pre-eminently large." He sub 
joins, in a Note; " For the same reason the Ger 
mans call it Aur-hati) or the Urus or wild ox cock." 
But to support a ridiculous designation, he commits 
an error in etymology. For aur-han does not sig 
nify " the Urus or wild ox cock;" but simply, the 
wild cock. It is compounded of aur wild, and han 
cock, gallus silvestris; in the very same manner with 
the original word, rendered Urus by the Latins, 
which is Germ. aur-ocjis, the wild ox, bos silvestris. 
V. Wachter. Aur is sometimes written auer. Thus 
the mountain cock is called auer-hahn by Frisch, I. 
107. 108., although Wachter says erroneously. 
Shall we suppose, that some of the Northern inhabi 
tants of Scotland, who spake Gothic, knowing that 
cailoch with their Celtic neighbours signified a cock, 
conjoined with it their own word aur or auer? 

It is also written caper coille. 
" The caper coille, or wild turkey, was seen in 

Glenmoriston, and in the neighbouring district of 
Strathglass, about 40 years ago, and it is not known 
that this bird has appeared since, or, that it now ex.

CAP
ists in Britain." P. Urquhart, Inverness, Statist. 
Ace. xx. 307.

Our wise prince, James VI., after his accession to 
the throne of England, gave this substantial proof of 
his regard for the honour of his native kingdom, that 
he wrote very urgently to the Earl of Tullibardine9 
A. 1617, to send him some capercailyes now and then 
by way of present.

u Which consideration [i. e, our love and care of 
that our native kingdom,] and the known commodi* 
tie yee have to provide capercallies and termigantis, 
have moved Us very earnestlie to request you, to em 
ploy both your oune paines and the travelles of 
your friendis for provision of each kind of the saidis 
foules, to be now and then sent to Us be way of pre 
sent, be meanes of Our deputy-thesaurer; and so as 
the first sent thereof may meet Us on the 19th of 
April, at Durham, and the rest as we shall happen to 
meet and rencounter them in other places, on our way 
from thence to Berwick. The raritie of these foules 
will both make their estimation the more pretious, 
and confirm the good opinion conceaved of the good 
cheare to be had there." Statist. Ace. xx. 473, N. 
C APERNOITIE, CAPERNOITED, adj. Crabbed,

irritable, peevish, S.
I thought I shou'd turn capernoited,

For wi' a gird,
Upon my bum I fairly cloited 

On the cald card.
Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, ii. 336. • 

V. OGERTFUL.
Fergusson uses this term, when giving a pretty just 

picture of the general prevalence of dissipation iu 
Edinburgh at the New-year.

And thou, great god of Aqua Vitael 
Wha sways the empire of this city, 
When fou we're sometimes capernoity ;

Be thou prepar'd
To hedge us frae that black banditti 

The City-Guard.
Poems, ii. 13.

Isl. kappe, fervor et certamen in agendo ; keppe, 
certo; keppsamr, certabundus; Su.G. kif, rixa; 
Nyt-a, to use, Germ, not-en, to invite, to urge: q. 
one who invites strife.
CAPES, s. pi. Flakes of meal, which come from 

the mill, when the grain has not been thorough 
ly dried, S. B. They are generally mixed with 
the seeds for the purpose of making sowens or 
flummery,

Wi' capes, the mill she gard them ring. 
Which i' the nook became a bing; 
Then Goodie wi' her tentic paw, 
Did capes an' seeds the gether ca'; 
A pockfu' niest was fatten'd weel, 
Half seeds, an' capes, the other meal.

Morison's Poems, p. 110.
This is evidently the same with u Capes, ears of 

corn broken off in threshing. North." Gl. Grose.
CAPYL, CAPUL, s. A horse or mare.

The cageare callis furth his capyl with crakkis 
wele cant.. Doug. Virgil^ 238. a. 50. 
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« And hark! what capul nicker'd proud ? 
Whase bugil gae that blast?"

Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 2 
For he seeth me that am Samaritan sue faieth and

his felow,
On my caple that hyght Caro, of mankynd I toke it. 

Pierce Ploughman, F. 92. b. 
It is also written capul. V. NICHER, v. 
Capell, caple, id. Chaucer. 
Gael, capull, a horse or mare, C. B. keffyl; Ital. 

Hisp. cavallo, Fr. cheval, Germ, gaul, Belg. guyl, 
ahorse: Ir. kappal, a mare, Ital. cavalla, Fr. cavale ; 
Sclav, kobila, Pol. kobela, Bohem. kobyla, Hung. 
kabalalo, id. These seem all derived from Gr. **- 
£#AAite, Lat. caballus, a sumpter-horse»
CAPITANE, s. Caption, captivity.

u Sotle efter the faderis [the Senate] convenit, and 
fell in syndry communicationis concernyng the capi-*. 
tone of Caratak." Bellend. Cron. B. iii. c. 16. 
Captimtate, Boeth.
CAPLEYNE^ s. " A steylle capleyne," a small

helmet.
A habergione vndyrhis gowne he war, 
A steylle cupleyne in his bonet but mar.

Wallace, iii. 88. MS.
Wachter mentions Germ, kaeplein as a dimin. 

from kappe, tegumentum capitis. 
To CAPPER, v. a. To catch, to seize, to lay

hold of, in general; particularly applied to the
capture of a ship, Ang.
Belg. kaper, Su.G. kapare, a pirate, are evidently 

allied. The latter, rendered by Ihre, pirata, latro 
navalis, is now the term used in Sw. for a privateer. 
But this is only a secondary sense; and indeed, the 
idea of privateering would almost seem to have been 
borrowed from that of piratical roving.
CAPPIT, adj. Crabbedr ill-humoured, peevish, S.

Quha ever saw, in all their life, 
Twa cappit cairlis mak sik ane stryfe t

Philotus, S. P. R. iii. 37. 
•——Fight your fiU, sin ye are grown 

Sae unco9 crous and cappit.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 9- 

A. Bor. coppet, " saucy, malapert, peremptory," 
Ray. Isl. keppin, contentious, from kapp, conten 
tion, kepp-ast to contend.
CAPREL, s. A caper.

Sik a mirthless musick their minstrels did make, 
While ky cast caprels behind with their heels; 
Little rent to their tyme the town let them take 
But ay tammeist redwood, & raveld in their reels. 

Polwart Flyting, Watson's Coll. iii. 22. 
To * c cast eaprels behind," evidently means, to> 

fling: Fr. capriole, " a caper in dancing; also, the 
sault, or goat's leap, done by a horse/' Cotgr. 
Both th,e alliteration and the sense require, that rent 
and tammeist should be read, tent and rammeist.
CAPROWSY, s.

Thou held a burch lang wjth a borrowit gown, 
And an caprowsy barkit all with sweit.

Evergreen, ii. 58. st. 20. 
This Ramsay renders, ^ an upper garment. 5 ' But

CAR
it has been expl. with more propriety, a a short 
cloak furnished with a hood," GL Sibb.

" From Fr. cappe-rosin, a red-coloured short 
cloak, with a cowl or hood, occasionally to cover 
the head." Chron. S. P. ii. 29, N. Or perhaps 
from cape, id. and rouge red. Su.G. karpus, a 
cowl.
To CAPSTRIDE, v. a. To drink in place of 

a iother, to take the vessel containing liquor, when 
it is going round, instead of him to whom it be* 
longs, S. from Cap, q. v. and.E. stride. 

CAPUL, s. A horse. V. CAPYL. 
CAR, adj. Car gate. V. KER. 
CAR, CAAR, s. A sledge, a hurdle, S. 

Scho tuk him wp with outyn wordis mo, 
And on a caar wnlikly thai him cast.

Wallace, ii. 260. MS. Ir. carr, id*. 
GARAGE. V. ARAGE. 
CARALYNGIS, s. pi. Dancings. 

Fair lady is in ringis, 
Knychtis in caralyngis? 
Bayth dansis and singis; 
It semyt as sa.

Houlate,m. 12. MS.
Or, perhaps it includes both singing and dancing 

by the same persons, which seems to hare been anci« 
ently in use. It is sometimes written karrellyng. 

Your hartis likis best, so I deuyne, 
In ydilnes to rest aboue al thyng, 
To tak your lust, and go in karrellyrijg.

Doug. Virgil^ 299. 36. V. CAROL-EWYN. 
It is surprising that Mr Pinkerton should give this 

word as not understood; especially as it is evidently 
the same used by Chaucer.

Was never non, that list better to sing, 
Ne lady lustier in carolling.

Chan. Yem. T. v. 16813.
Fr. caroll-er, to dance, to revel; carolte, a kind 

of dance, wherein many dance together, Cotgr. Ital. 
carola, a ball. The original word is Arm. corol, a 
dance, danse publique, danse en rond; Bullet. 
CARAMEILE, s. The name of an edible root*

V. CARMELE.
C ARC AT, CARKAT, CARCAUT, ,r. i. A neck 

lace, E» carcanet.
Thair collars, car cat s, and hals beids.—

Maitland Poems, p. 327.
^. It is also used for a pendant ornament of the 

head»
Vpon thair forebrows thay did beir 
Targats and tablets of trim warks, 

' Pendants and car cants shining cleir, 
With phimagis of gitie sparks.

Watson's Coll. ii. JO.
CARDINAL, f. A long cloak, or mantle, worn 

by women, S.
" Wearied of barred plaids, they betook them, 

selves to Stirring ones, and now duffle cardinals be. 
gin to have the ascendant." P. Kirkmichael, Banffs. 
Statist. Ace. xii. 468,

This, 1 suppose, has been originally confined to 
one of scarlet, and received its name from the dress 
worn by the Cardinals of Rome. Thus Fr. cardi-
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nalist, red; in a red or scarlet habit, such as Cardi 
nals wear, Cotgr. 
To CARE. V. CAIR.
CARE BED LAIR, a disconsolate situation; q. 

" lying in the bed of care." 
Her heart was like to loup out at her mou% 
In care-bed lair for three lang hours she lay. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 56.
Care bed is a phrase of considerable antiquity, be- 

ing used by Thomas of Ercildoune. 
Thre yer in care bed lay 

Tristrem the trewe he hight.
Sir Tristrem) p. 73.

Perhaps it deserves to be mentioned, that Isl. koer 
is thus defined by Olaus; Cum aliquis ex diuturno 
morbo in lee to detinetur et tabescit; Lex. Run. 
CARECAKE, s. A kind of small cake baken 

with eggs, and eaten on Tule-day in the North 
of S. Ker-caik, Gl. Sibb. Some retain this 
custom, apparently from superstition; others, 
especially young people, merely from the love 
of frolic.
Bourne observes, that cakes were baked in honour 

of the Virgin's lying-in; but that there is a canon of 
the Council of Trullus, prohibiting the use of any 
such ceremony ; u because it was otherwise with her 
at the birth of our Saviour, than with all other 
women." Brand's Popul. Antiq. p. 204. V. next 
word.
CARE SONDAY, according to Bellenden, that 

immediately preceding Good Friday; but gene 
rally used to signify the fifth in Lent; S. 
" Thus entrit prince James in Scotland, & come 

on Care Sonday in Lentern to Edinburgh." Bel lend. 
Cron. B. xvii. c. 1. Dominicae passionis obviam, 
Boeth.

Marshall takes notice of the use of this designation 
among the English, the old people at least who re. 
side in the country; observing also, that the name of 
Karr Friday is given in Germany to Good Friday, 
from the word karr which denotes satisfaction for a 
crime. Memini me dudum legisse alicubi in Alstedii 
operibus, —— diem illam Veneris, in qua passus est 
Christus, Germanice dici ut Gute Freytag^ ita Karr 
Freytag quae satisfactionem pro mulcta significat. 
Certe Care vel Carr Sunday non prorsus inauditum 
est hodiernis Anglis ruri saltern inter senes degentibus. 
Observ. in Vers. Anglo-Sax, p. 536.

Su.G. kaerusannadag is used in the same sense; 
dominica quinta jejunii magni; Ihre.

This name may have been imposed, in reference to 
the satisfaction made by our Saviour. Some, how 
ever, understand it as referring to the accusations 
brought against him on this day, from Su.G. Kaera, to 
complain. V. Kaera^ Ihre.

It is probable that the name of the bread called 
carcakesj still used by the vulgar in Ang. has had the 
same origin, although the use of it is now transferr 
ed to Christmas. V. CAHLINGS.
CARGE. To carge, in charge, in possession. 

For \vorthi Bruce hii hart was wondyr sar, 
He had leuer haiff had him at his large. 
Fie till o.ur croun; than off fyne gold to

CAR
Mar than in Troy was fund at Grekis warn.

Wallace, viii. 396. MS.
O. Fr. carguer is used in the same sense as char» 

ger. 
CARIE, adj. Expl. " soft like flummery."

u He's of a carte temper;" S. Prov., " spoken 
of those who are soft and lazy." Kelly, p. 173.

Perhaps originally the same with E. chary , cau 
tious. 
C ARYBALD, s.

• Quhen kissis me that carybald^ 
Kyndillis all my sorow.

Maitland Poems, p. 48.
Dunbar uses a variety of words ending in aid; 

which I am inclined to consider as a corr. of the Fr. 
termination eau, instead of which el was anciently 
used. Thus carybald may be from Fr. charavel, or 
charaveau, a beetle/ especially as the person is pre- 
viously compared to a bum-bee, a drone, a scorpi 
on, &c. 
CARK1NING, s. A collar.

A college of Cardinallis come syne in a ling, 
That war crannis of kynd gif I rycht compt; 
With ride [reid] hattis on held in hale carkining. 

Houlate, i. 13. MS. V. CARCAT. 
CARL, CAIRLE, CARLE, CARLL, s. 1. A man* 

It is used in this general sense, S. B. Thus 
they not only say, 44 a big carl," but " a little 
carl," a a rich carl," &c. Hence the phrase 
44 a carl-cat,'* a male cat. A. Bor, id» 

We find the childish idea, that the man who ga 
thered sticks on the sabbath-day was sentenced to 
be imprisoned in the moon, as old as the age of 
Henrysone. Speaking of the moon, he says : 

Her gite was gray and full of spottis blak, 
And on her breist ane cairle paintit ful even, 
Bering a bushe of thornis on his bak, 
Quhich for his theft micht clime no ner the 

heaven.
Test. Creseide, Chron. S. P. i. 165. 

A.S. carl, masculiys, Isl. karl, O.Teut-kaerle, id*
2. Man as distinguished from a boy.

Mr Macpherson gives this as one sense of the 
word in Wyntown. < But if thus used, I have over 
looked it, unless the passage, quoted sense 6, should 
be thus understood.
3. A clown, a boor, a person of low extraction^

S. A. Bor.
Warnyd be the way wes he,. 

That the carlis ras agayne the Kyng»
Wyntown, ix. 4. II.

This refers to the insurrection of Wat Tyler and 
Jack Straw, during the reign of Rich. II. of Eng 
land.

" Kiss a carle, and clap a, carle; and that's the 
way to tine a carle. Knock a carle , and ding a, 
carle ; and that's the way to win a carle.? 9 Kelly's- 
Prov. p. 228.

A. S. ceorl^ a countryman, Isl. kart, Belg. kaerle^ 
Germ, kerl^ rusticus, Su.G. kerl oc konung, plebs et 
princeps.
4. Hence, by a slight transition, it is used to 

one who has the manners of a boou
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" 6 Gue a, carle your finger, and he'll take your 

whole hand."—i. e. " Suffer an unmannerly fellow 
to intrude upon you, and he will intrude more and 
more." Kelly, p. 118.

We learn from Kilian, that in O. Sax. kaerle had 
a similar sense : Parum favens, parumque propitius 
Saxonum genti;—q. d. Carolus, nempe Magnus Hie 
Saxonuin domitor acerrimus; qui Saxones subjuga- 
tos omni ratione Christianos facere conatus est.

E. carle, " a mean, rude, rough, brutal man. 
We now use churl." Johns.
5. A strong man. In this sense it is used in 

Wallace, as synon. wifh churl.
A Churll thai had that felloune byrdyngis bar; 
Excedandlye he wald lyft mekill mar 
Than ony twa that thai amang thaim fand.— 
Wallace, with that, apon the bak him gaif, 
Till his ryg bayae he all in sondyr draif. 
The Carll was dede. Of him I speke no mar.

B. ii. 29. 45. MS.
" Ane of thir clannis wan tit ane man to perfurnis 

furth the nowmer, & wagit ane carll for money to 
debait thair actioun, howbeit this man pertenit na 
thyng to thaym in blud nor kyndnes." Bellend. 
Cron. B. xvi. c. 9. Immani corpore rusticus, Boeth. 

I gaed into the Trojan ha', 
E'en ben to their fireside; 

To help your common cause, O Greeks!
Sic cheils wad made you fleid. 

Far there was mony a sturdy car/, 
Wi' bairds as stiff as bent.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 11. 
Here, however, the meaning is perhaps determined 
by the epithet.

Germ, kerl has not only the sense of rusticus, pa- 
ganus, but is also rendered by Wachter, fortis, cor. 
pore robusto et animo virili praeditus. The name 
Charles^ or as it appears on his coins, Karl, as 
given to Charlemagne, is supposed to refer to his 
great size and strength. These, at least, seem to 
be viewed as having given occasion.for this second, 
ary use of the term. Hence Kilian thus defines it: 
Vir fortis et strenuus: Vir procerae staturae et gran- 
dis corporis: Qualem fuisse Carolum primum scri- 
intnt. Sibb. says; " Hence he was called Karle 
magnus, latinized to Carolus." But although " he 
was seven, or, as some say, eight feet high," and 
" exceeding strong/' according to Savage, " he had 
the title of Great from his august and noble ac 
tions." Hist. Germany, p. 56. And this is, un. 
doubtedly the truth: for otherwise Carolus magnus 
would be a gross tautology.
6. An old man, S. " Carle, an old man. North." 

GL Grose.
Bath awld and yhoung, men and wywys, 
And sowkand barnys thar tynt thare lyvys. 
Thai sparyt nowther carl na page.

Wyntown, viii. 11. 90. 
This, however, may be equivalent to, 

Bathe yhoung and awld, man and page.
Ibid. 142.

" The term carl, Sibb. says, u always implies 
an advanced period of life." But from what has
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been already observed, it will appear that this as 
sertion is unfounded.

Although we have no evidence that the word was 
early used in this sense in S., Ihre shews that it is 
of considerable antiquity among the Goths. As 
Su.G. Isl. karl denotes an old man in general, it is 
used for a grandfather in the laws of Gothland. 
CARE-CRAB, the male of the Black-clawed crab,

Cancer pagurus, Linn.
" Cancer marinus vulgaris, the common sea.crab ; 

our fishers call it a Partan; the male they call the 
Carle crab, and the female die Baulster crab." Sibb. 
Fife, p. 132.
C ARL-HEMP, j. 1. 4C The largest stalk of hemp," 

S. A. Bor.; that hemp which bears the seed, 
GL Grose.
2. Used metaph. for firmness of mind, S. 

Come, Firm Resolve, take thou the van; 
Thou stalk o' carl-hemp in man ! 
And let us mind, faint heart ne'er wan

A lady fair,
Wha does the utmost that he canr 

Will whyles do mair.
Burns, iii. 371.

This alludes to the S. Prov. " You have a stalk 
of carle hemp in you;—spoken to sturdy and stub 
born boys;" Kelly, p. 373. " Male-hemp," 
ibid. N. 
CARL-AGAIN. To play carl-again, to return a

stroke, to give as much as one receives, Aug. 
From carl a strong man, and the adv. again. 

CARL and CAVEL. V. KAVEL. 
CARL-DODDIE, s. A stalk of ribgrass, Ribwort

plantain, S. Plant ago lanceolata, Linn. 
If this be the true pronunciation, the plant may have 

received its name from carl an old man, and doddie, 
or dodded, bald; as denoting its resemblance to a 
bald head. In Evergreen it is Curldoddy, q. v. 
CARLIE, s. 1. A little man; a diminutive from 

carle, S.
I knew some peevish clownish carlic 
Would make some noise & hurly burlie.

Gleland's Poems, p. 68.
66 Yet he was a fine, gabby, auld.farren early." 

Journal from London, p. 2. 
CARLISH, CARLITCH, adj. Coarse, vulgar. 

The pyet, with hir pretty cot, 
Fenyeis to sing the nychtingalis not; 
Bot scho can nevir the corchat cleif, 
For harshnes of hir carlich throt.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 64. 
The morn I wad a carlish knicht, 

Qr a holy cell maun drie.
Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. i. 236. 

Literally, one who, notwithstanding his rank, has 
the manners of a boor, a churl.

A. S. ceorlic, vulgaris. Carlish, is used in O. E; 
poetry, and in that beautiful poem. The Child of 
Elle, which has been claimed as S., in the sense qf* 
churlish, discourteous,

Her fathir hath brought her a carlish knight, 
Sir John of the north countraye. ——— 

Trust me, but for the carlish knyght,
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I ne'er had fled from thee.

Percy's Reliques, i. 79. 84. 
CARLIN, CARLING, s. An old woman, S. 

Now sie the trotdbus and trowane, 
Sa busilie as scho is wowane, 
Sie as the carting craks : 
Begyle the barne sho is bot young. -—

Philotus, S. P. Repr. iii. p. 15. 16. 
Then Colin said, The carline made it nice, 
But well I kent she cud it rightly dice.

Ross's Helenore, p. 119.
u Crooked carlin, quoth the cripple to his wife;" 

S. Prov. Kelly, p. 78.
2. A contemptuous term for a woman, although 

not far advanced in life, S. 
And for hir wordis was sa apirsmart, 
Unto the nymphe I maid a busteous braid : 
Carline i (quod I) quhat was yone that thou 

said ? Police of Honour , iii. 73. 
Mr Pinkerton renders this " rvgue ;" but evi- 

dently from inadvertency.
3. The name given to the last handful of corn

which is cut down in the harvest-field, when it
is not shorn before Hallowmas ; S. B. When
the harvest is finished about the ordinary time,
it is called the Maiden. The allusion is to age ;
as the term evidently respects the lateness of the
harvest.

G. Andr. renders Isl. kailinna, vira, as simply 
signifying a woman. In Edd. Saemund. kaerling 
occurs in the sense of foeraina plebeia. Su.G . kaer- 
ing) alias kaerling, denotes an old woman, anus. 
Ihre admits, however, that by ancient writers it is 
used for a wife, or a woman of whatsoever age. 
It is evidently a dimin. from early formed by the ter 
mination in, q. v. used for this purpose. 
CARLIN-HEATHER, s. Fine-leaved heath, Erica

cinerea, Linn. ; also called Bell-heather. 
CARLINSPURS, s. pL Needle furze or petty whin,

Genista Anglica, Linn., S. B. q. the spurs of
an old woman. 

CARLIN-TEUCH, adj. As hardy as an old wo 
man, S. B. ; from carliny and teucb, toiigh. 

C ARLINGj s. The name of a fish, Fife ; sup 
posed to be the Pogge, Cottus Cataphractus,
Linn.
** Cataphractus Shonfeldii, Anglis Septentrionali- 

bus, a Pogge : I take it to be the fish the fishers call 
a carling." Sibb. Fife, p. 126. 
CARLINGS, s. pL Pease birsled or broiled,

Ang. ; according to Sibb. " pease broiled on

There'll be all the lads and the lasses,
Set down in the midst of the ha, 

With sybows, and ry farts, and carlings , 
That are both sodden aud ra.

Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 211. 
He expl. it, " large grey pease," Gl. 

They seem to have received this designation from 
Care in the term Care-Sunday. The same custom 
prevails in Newcastle upon Tyne, and other places 
in the North of England. Mr Brand has a curious 
paper on this custom. Popular Antiq. p. 325 — 330.

CARMELE, CARMTLIE, CARAMEIL, s. Heath. 
Pease, a root ; S. Orobus tuberosus, Linn.

u We have one root I cannot but take notice of, 
which we call carmele : it is a root that grows in 
heaths and birch woods to the bigness of a large 
nut, and sometimes four or five roots joined by 
fibres ; it bears a green stalk, and a small red flower. 
Dio, speaking of the Caledonians, says : Certum 
cibi genus parant ad omnia, quern si ceperint quan 
tum est unius fabae magnitude, minime esurire aut 
sitire solent. Cesar de Bel. Civ. lib. 3tio writes, 
that Valerius's soldiers found a root called Chara, 
quod admistum lacte multam inopiam levabat, id ad 
similitudinem panis efficiebant. I am inclined to 
think that our Carmele (i. e. sweet root) is Dio's 
cibi genus, and Cesar's Chara. I have often seen it 
dried, and kept for journeys through hills where no 
provisions could be had. I have likewise seen it 
pounded and infused, and when yest or barm is put 
to it, it ferments, and makes a liquor more agreeable 
and wholesome than mead. It grows so plentifully, 
that a cart-load of it can easily be gathered, and 
the drink of it is very balsamic." Shaw, App. Pen 
nant's Tour in S. 1769. p. 310, 311.

" Carameile or Caperciles, the Orobus tuberosus, 
being the root so much used in diet by the ancient 
Caledonians." Statist. Ace. (Lanark.) xv. 8, N.
Gael, cairmeal, Heath pease ; Shaw. V. KNAPPARTS..

GARNAILL, adj. Putrid.
Na thing he had at suld haiff doyn him gud,, 
Bot Inglissmen him seruit off carnaill fud. 
Hys warldly lyff desyrd the sustenance, 
Thocht he it gat in contrar off plesance.

Wallace, xi. 1348. MS.
Former editors, not understanding the term, have 

made it careful. It is evidently from Fr. charogn- 
eux, " stinking, putrified, full of carrion ;" Cotgr, 
For the Fr. termination eau, oreux, is often changed 
into aill or ell^by our old writers.
CARNELL, s. A heap ; a dimin. from cairn.

" In this regioun [Gareoch] is ane carnell of 
stanis, Hand togiddir in maner of ane croun ; and 
ryngis (quhen thay ar doung) as ane bell. — Anef 
temple wes biggit (as sum men beleuis) in the said 
place, quhare mony auld rids and superstidonis wer- 
made to euill spretis." Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 10* 
To CARP, CARPE, v. a. l. To speak, to talk ;

to relate, whether verbally, or in writing.
Oure Eldrys we sulde folowe of det?
That thare tyme in wertu set :
Of thame, that lyvyd wityously,
Carpe we bot Htyl, and that warly.

Wyntown, iii. Pro/. 26. 
Storyss to rede are delitabill, 
Supposs that thai be nacht bot fabill ; 
Than suld storyss that suthfast wer, 
And thai war said on gud maner, 
Haue doubill plesance in heryng. 
The first plesance is the carping, 
And the tothir the suthfastnes, 
That schawys the thing rycht as it wes.

Barbour, i. 6. MS, 
In this sense it is used in 0. E,



CAR
———— For profit and for health 

Carpc I wold with contrition, and therfore I cam 
hither. P. Ploughman, I i 2. a. 

It is only in later times that the term has been 
used as denoting satyrlcal speech or composition. 
2. To sing.

Then aye he harped, and aye he carped,
Till a' the lordlings footed the floor j 

But an* the music was sae sweet,
The groom had nae mind of the stable door.

Minstrelsy Border, i. 84.
tc Carped, sung." N. It most probably denotes 

that modulated recitation, with which the minstrel was 
wont to accompany the tones of his harp.

This word seems to have no other origin than Lat. 
carpo, to cull; most probably introduced by monk- 
ish writers. 
CARPING, s. Narration. O.E. id. V. the v.
CARRALLES, s. pi. Carols, or songs, sung 

within and about kirks, on certain days ; pro 
hibited by act of Parliament. 

" The dregges of idolatrie yit remaines in divers 
pairtcs of the realme, using of pilgrimages to some 
chapelles, welles, croces, and sik uther monuments 
of Idolatrie: as also be observing of the festival 
dayes of the Sanctes, sumtime named their Patrones, 
in setting furth of bane-fyers, singing of Carralles, 
within and about kirkes, at certaine seasons of the 
yeir, and observing of sik uthers superstitious and 
Papistical rites." Ja. VI. 1581. c. 104. Murray. 
V. CARALYNGIS and GYSAR. 
CAROL-EWYN, s. The name given, Perths., to 

the last night of the year; because young peo 
ple go from door to door singing carols. In re 
turn for their services they get small cakes 
baked on purpose.

CARRITCH, CARITCH, s. The vulgar name 
for a catechism 5 more commonly in pi. car» 
ritches, S.

<c A blind woman, who kept a school in the next 
tillage,—taught him the A, B, C, and the Mother's 
Carritch) and the Proverbs." Mem. of Magopico^ 
p. 5, 6. 
2. Used somewhat metaph.

Ye mak my Muse a dautit pet; 
But gin she cou'd like Allan's met, 
Or couthy cracks and hamely get

Upo' her caritch^
Eithly wad I be in your debt

A pint o' paritch.
Fergusson's Poems, ii. 112. 

The only word I have met with, to which this 
hears any resemblance, is Isl. kuer, libellus. But 
it may be merely a corr. of the E. word. 
CARRY, s. A term used to express the mo 

tion of the clouds. They ate said to have a 
great carry, when they move with velocity be 
fore the wind, S. B.

C ARSE, KERSS, s. Low and fertile land; ge 
nerally, that which is adjacent to a river, S. 

Tharfor thai herberyd thaim that nycht 
Poiuie in the Kers.— 
And, for in the Kers pulls war,

3
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Houssis thai brak, and thak bar,
To mak bryggis, quhar thai mycht pass.

Bardour, xii. 392» 395. MS.
Our thwort the Kerss to the Torwode he yeide.

Wallace, v. 319. MS.
In edit. 1648, this is strangely rendered, 

Ouerthart he cast, to.the Torwood he geed.
The term is often used to denote the whole of a 

valley, that is watered by a river, as distinguished 
from the higher grounds. Thus, all the flat lands, 
on the north side of Tay, between Perth and Dun 
dee, are called the Carse of Growrie, whence the un 
fortunate family of Ruthven had their title ; those 
on the Forth, the Carse of Stirling ; and those in 
the vicinity of Carron, the Carse of Falkirk.

" The smallest, but richest part of the parish lies 
in the Carse of Gowrie, well known for the strength 
and fertility of its soil." P. Kinnaird, Perths. Sta 
tist Ace. vi. 234.

In relation to the Carse of Falkirk, Trivet, de 
scribing one of the invasions of Edw. I. says, Cau- 
santibus majoribus loca palustria, propter brumalem 
inteinperiem, immeabilia esse, p. 316. On this Jas- 
sage Lord Hailes observes; " The meaning seems 
to be, that the English army could not arrive at Stir 
ling, without passing through some of the carse 
grounds; and that they were impracticable for ca- 
yalry at that season of the year." Ann. i. 266.

This connexion would aloiost indicate some afji- 
nity between our carse, and C. B. kors, palus, a 
marsh ; only, no similar term occurs in Gael, or Ir. 
Bullet, indeed, mentions Celt, ceirs and cyrs as used 
hi the same sense. Su.G. kaerr and Isl. kiar, kcter^ 
both signify a marsh. Kaer is thus defined by G» 
Andr.; Caries et valliculae, inter virgulta vel saxa 
convalliculae; Lex. p. 143.

" Etymologists, it has been observed, explain this 
word [Carse'}, as signifying rich or fertile. ' This 
account is justified by fact; for such lands, when 
properly cultivated, produce luxuriant crops." P. 
Gargunnock, Stirl. Statist. Ace. xviii. 101.

I have not been able to discover any authority for 
this explanation. ^

It has also been remarked that Carse is " pro. 
bably from the word carrs, used in the North of 
England, for level land on the banks of a river or 
arm of the sea." P. Longforgan, Perths. Ibid. 
xix. 498. N.

Carre is defined by Grose, " a hollow place in 
which water stands. North." Also, " a wood of 
alder or other trees, in a moist, boggy place."

Carse is sometimes used as an adj. as appears from 
the expression used by Lord Hailes, which is very 
common. 
CARTAGE, s. " A cartful, as much as a cart

will hold." Rudd.
Ful mony cartage of thare oxin grete 
About the fyris war britnit and doun bet, 
And bustuous boukls of the birsit swine.

Doug. Virgil, 367. 53.
But it seems doubtful, if cartage be not used as 

synon. with bouk, carcase, whole bulk of an animal.
CARTE, j. A chariot, epecially one used in 

war.
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Law from his breist murnand he gaif ane yell, 
Seand the wod carte and spulye of the knycht, 
And the corps of his direst freynd sa dycht.

Doug. Virgil, 28. 12. Currus, Virg. 
Chaucer, carte, id.
Ir. cairt, C. B. kertuyn, A. S. craet, Su.G. 

kaerra, Germ. Belg. carre, id. 
CARTIL, s. A cart-load, Ang,; perhaps contr.

from cart and^/£// or fulL 
CARUEL, KERVEL, s. A kind of ship. 

Our carueliis howis ladnis and pry my s he, 
Wyth huge charge of siluer in quantite.

Doug. Virgil, 83. 46. 
" Caravel, or Carvel, a kind of light round ship

•with a square poop rjgg'd and fitted out like a gal- 
ley, holding about six score or seven score tun: 
These are counted the best sailers on the sea, and 
much used by the Portuguese," Phillips.

Rudd. views this word as derived from Ir. carbh, 
a ship, or rather from Fr. caravelle, which Menage 
deduces from carabus. The latter is described by Isi 
dore, as a little skiff, made of twigs, which, being 
bound together by a rough hide, form a sort of 
vessel. This, as Rudd. observes, much resembles 
both in name and kind the Irish curroughs, which 
our antiquaries so often mention.

But the term has more extensive affinities than this 
learned writer has observed. As in Teut. it is kare- 
veel, korveel, krevel, in Hisp. caravela, in Ital. c«- 
ravella y the ancient Swedish Goths gave the name 
karf to a kind of ship, much in use among them. 
The same term was used by the Icelanders. The 
Finns call it carvas and carpan.

Aulus Gellius, when giving the various names of 
ships, mentions corvita as one. This by Plautus is 
written corbita. As caruel seems to have originally 
signified a vessel made of twigs, what if our creel or 
basket, be merely a corr. of the word ? For, indeed, 
cog, a pail, appears to be the same term with that 
changed into cock in cock-boat, Su.G. kogg, navigii 
genus apud veteres, Ihre ; Chaucer, cogge.
CASCHET, CASKET, s. The king's privy seal. 

" Our Soveraigne Lord, and Estaites of this pre 
sent Parliament,—ordeins all and whatsomever Re. 
signations made sen the date of the said commission,
—and all infeftments proceeding thereupon, orderlie 
.past his Heighnes casket, Register and ordinare 
scales,—to be hereafter past and exped upon the 
lyke resignations in the hands of the Lords of his 
Majesties Secreet Councel," &c. Ja. VI. Parl. 
1609. c. 14. Murray.

— u Lanerk had sent letters under the casket to 
many noblemen and burghs, declaring the King's 
mind to keep what was promised us, but withal 
running out in bitter invectives against the Parlia 
ment of England." Baillie's Lett. i. 364.

This may either be from Fr. cassette, a casket, 
or cachet, a seal; cachet du Roi, the king's signet.
CASEABLE, adj. Naturally belonging to a

particular situation, or case.
44 Some convulsions he had, where in the opening 

of his mouth with his own hand, his teeth were 
somewhat hurt. Of this symptom, very caseable, 
more din was made by our people than I could have

C A S
wished of so meek and learned a person." Baillie's 
Lett. i. 185.

The meaning is, that in his disorder, this was a 
natural enough symptom; although some rashly 
spoke of it as a divine judgment. 
To CASS, v. a. To make void, to annul.

u We reuoke, and cassis all tailyeis maid fra tha 
airis generall to the airis maill of ony landis in our 
realme." Ja. IV. 1493. c. 83, Edit. 1566. c. 51. 
Murray.

Fr. cass»er, id. L. B. cass-are, irritum reddere, 
Du Cange.
CASS, s. 1. Chance, accident; O. E. id. 

He tald his modyr of his sodane easy. 
Than wepyt scho, and said full oft, Alias!

Wallace, i. 263. MS. 
2. Work, business.

—— Thai that cass has made.
Barbour.

Fr. cas, matter, fact, deed, business. 
CASSIE, CAZZIE, s. A sort of basket made of

straw, S. B.
" Neither do they use pocks or sacks as we do; 

but carries and keeps their corns and meal in a sort 
of vessels made of straw, called Cassies." Brand's 
Orkney, p. 28.

" They carry their victual in straw creels called 
cassies, made very compactly of long oat straw 
woven with small twisted ropes of rushes, and fixed 
over straw flets on the horses backs with a clubber 
and straw ropes." P. Wick, Caithu. Statist. Ace. 
x. 23.

It is also written cosie \ and used in Orkney in 
stead of a corn riddle.

" The seed-oats never enter into a riddle, but are 
held up to the wind either in a man's hands, or 
in a creel, called a cosie, made of straw." P. S. 
Ronaldsay, Statist. Ace. xv. 301.

Perhaps this should be read casie, which occurs, 
p. 302.

From the account given of these vessels, they 
seeni to resemble our skepps or ruskies made far 
bees.

Teut. kasse capsa, cista, area, theca. Fr. casse, 
Ital. cassa, Hisp. caxa, L. B. cassa, id. Lat. cassis, 
a net. But we find the analogy still greater in Su.G. 
kasse, reticulura, in quo pisces, carnes, et aliac res 
cdules portantur; Isl. braudkass, reticulum pane 
plenum. Fenn, casst, pera reticulata. Hung, cass 
signifies a casket.
CAST, s. 1. A twist, a contortion^ as, His 

neck has gotten a cast, or a wrang cast, S.
2. Opportunity, chance, S. It is said that one 

has got a cast of any thing when one has had 
an unexpected opportunity of purchasing itt 
especially if at a low price*

3. A turn, an event of any kind, S.
What cast has fashen you sae far frae towns ? 
I'm sure to you thir canna be kent bounds.

Ross's Helenore, p. 77.
4. Lot, fate.

Black be their cast! great rogues, to say no more ; 
Their generation all I do abhore.

a^ for my country, since I went away, 
E e
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I did expect my dearest blood should pay.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 323.
5. Aim, object in view.

Thare is na sege for na schame that schrynkis at
schorte,

May he cum to hys cast be clokyng but coist, 
He rekkys nowthir the richt, nor rekles report. 

Doug. Virgil, 238, a. 26.
6. Subtile contrivance, wile, stratagem.

— He a wys man wes of cast, 
~And in hys deyd wes rycht wyly.

Wyntown, vi. 18. 168.
Ane Clyfrurd come, was Emys sone to the lord,— 
Quha awcht thai horss, in gret heithing he ast; 
lie was full sle, and ek had mony cast.

Wallace, v. 740. MS. 
It is used in the same sense by Chaucer. 

And she was ware, and knew it bet than he, 
What all this queinte cast was for to sey.

Miller's Tale, ver. 3605.
7. Facility in performing any manual work, such 

especially as requires ingenuity or expertness ; 
a term applied to artificers or tradesmen, S.

——— He went diuers thingis to se,— 
The mony werkmcn, and thare castis sle 
In dew proporcioun, as he wounderit for ioy, 
He saw per ordoure al the sege of Troy.

Doug. Virgil, 27. 14.
8. Legerdemain, sleight of hand. 

In come japand the Ja, as a Jugloure. 
With castis, and with cantelis, a quynt caryarc.

Houlate, iii. 11.
9. The effect of ingenuity, as manifested in li 

terary works.
So thocht in my translatioun eloquence skarit is, 
Na rusty cast of oratry Virgill wanfis.

Doug. Virgil, 8. 37. 
In the same sense lie speaks of

— Quent and curious castis poetical, 
Perfyte similitudes and examplis all 
Quharin Virgil beris the palme and lawde. 

Continuing to speak of these, he gives a humourous 
account of the reason why a famous old E. writer 
•frould not taeddle with them : 
v Cdxtoitn, for dreid thay suld his lippis skande, 

Durst neuer twiche this vark for laike of knaw-
lage, 

Becaus he onderstutle not Virgilis langage.
Ibid. 7. 39.

C. B. cast, signifies a trick, techna; Richardi Thes. 
ap. Ihre, vo. Kast. Isl. kostr, factfltas, Edda Sae- 
mund. Su.G. kost, modus agendi. 
CAST, «r/ 1. A district, a tract of country, S. 
2. That particular course in which one travels, S. 

Gang east, but ay some northward had your cast, 
Till ye a bonny water see at last.

Ross's Helenore, p. 79. 
Nae airths I kent, nor what was east by west, 
But took the road as it lay in my cast.

Ibid. p. 87. 
CAST, <f. A cast of herrings, haddocks, oysters,

&c.; four In number, S.
. Warp is used by the herring-fishers as synon. 
They count casts or warps, till they come to thirty.

C A S
two of these, which make their lang hunder^ \. e. 
long hundred. Both terms literally signify, as many 
as in counting are thrown into a vessel^ at a time ; 
from Su.G. kast-a and warp-a, to cast, to throw.

The term is used in the very same manner in Su.G. 
in which it is said ta be the mark of the fourth num 
ber. Est numeri quaternarii nota. Ett kast sill, 
quaternio halecum, (a cast of herrings), quantum 
simul in vas sale condiendum mittebant; Ihre, TO. 
Kast.
To CAST, v. a. T6 use, to propose, to bring 

forth. " To cast essonyies,*' LL. S. to exhibit 
excuses.

Su.G. kast-a, mittere.
To CAST a clod between persons^ to widen the 

breach between them, S. B. 
This pleas'd the squire, and made h*in think

that he
A t least frae Lindy wad keep Nory free; 
And for himsell to mak the plainer road, 
Betweesh them sae by casting of a clod.

Ross's Helenore, p. 105.
To CAST a stone at one, to renounce all con 

nexion with one, S.
This phrase probably refers to some ancient cus 

tom, the memory of which is now lost. A singular 
phrase occurs in Isl., although diiferent in significa 
tion : Kast a steine urn megn sier, Majora yiribua 
aggredi; OI. Lex. Run. 
To CAST OUT, v. n. To quarrel, S. 

The gods coost out, as story gaes, 
Some being friends, some being faes, 
To men in a besieged city.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 48^.
" To cast out with a person; to fall out with a 

person." Sir J. Sinclair's Observ. p. 22.
u Better kiss a knave than cast out wi9 him."— 

Ramsay's S. Prov. V. CHAP, s. 
To CAST UP, 13. a. To throw any thing ift 

one's teeth, to upbraid one with a thing, S. 
For what between you twa has ever been, 
Nane to the other will cast up, I ween.

Ross^s Helenore, p. 115. 
V. SET, t). to become.
Su.G. foercasta, id. exprobare. Ihre says that 

this is in imitation of the Lat. idiom, objicere from 
jacere. This analogy may also be traced in Germ. 
vorwerjf-en, id.
To CAST UP, v. n. V. UPCASTING. 
To CAST WORDS, to quarrel, S.B.

Kest thai na mar words. Wyntown. 
There is a similar phrase in Su.G. Gifwa ord^ 

opprobrio lacessere; also, ordkasta, to quarrel. 
CASTELWART, s. The keeper of a castle. 

The Castlewartis on the Marche herde say, 
How ryddand in thaire land war thai.

Wyntown, viii. 38. 129. 
From castle and ward.

CASTOCK, CASTACK, Cusxoc, s. The core or 
pith of a stalk of cole wort or cabbage; often 
kail-castock, S.

u The swingle.trees flew in flinders, as gin they ha& 
been as freugh as kail»ca$tacks." Journal from 
London, p. 5.



CAT
** Erery day's no Yule-day, cast ihe cat a cas- 

tock." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 24. Kelly observes 
on this ; " Signifying that upon jovial occasions, 
people .should be more free and liberal than ordi 
nary, because they return not often;" p. 94. It 
seems rather meaat to ridicule the semblance of li 
berality on great occasions, in one who is niggardly; 
as a cat does nut eat'vegetables.

The very wee things, todlin, rin
Wi1 stocks out-owrre their shouther. 

An gif the customs sweet or sour, 
Wi' joctelegs they taste them.

ffallowefn, Burns, iii. 1$7. 
This, however, is rather the pron. of Clydes. and 

Ayrsh. Q. kale-stalk 9 according to Sibb. 
Kelly seems to view it as a corr. of kailstock. 
I have been sometimes inclined to derive it from 

Alem. quest) Su.G. quist, a branch ; or Germ, quast, 
a knot in wood, quastig knotty. From attending 
to the precise sense of our term, I am satisfied that 
it is radically the same wkh Belg. keest, medulla, 
cor, matrix arboris, Kilian \ the pith; also, a little 
sprout, Sewel.
CAT AND CLAY, the materials of which a mud- 

wall is constructed, in many parts of S. Straw 
and clay are well wrought together, and being 
formed into pretty large rolls, are laid between 
the different wooden posts by means of which 
the wall is formed, and carefully pressed down 
so as to incorporate with each other, or with 
the twigs that are sometimes plaited from one 
post to another, S.

Some say, that the roll of clay and straw inter* 
mixed is called the cat, from its supposed resem 
blance to that animal; others, that the term cat is 
properly applied to the wisp of straw, before it is 
conjoined with the clay. The word cat may itself 
refer to the clay: for this is the sense of Teut. kaety 
limus, hi turn, Kilian.

I have heard it conjectured, that cat is from 
kett, (the name given S. A. to the quick grass ga. 
thered from the fields,) on the supposition that this 
may have been mixed, instead of straw, with clay. 
The soil when matted with this noxious weed, is also 

^said to be ketty.
CAT AND DOG, the name of an ancient sport, 

Ang.; also used in Loth. 
The following account is given of it. 
Three play at this game, who are provided with 

clubs. They cut out two holes, each about a foot 
in diameter, and seven inches in depth. The dis 
tance between them is about twenty-six feet. One 
stands at each hole with a club. These clubs are 
called dogs. A piece of wood of about four inches 
long, and one inch in diameter, called a cat, is thrown 
from the one hole towards the other, by a third per 
son. The object is, to prevent the cat from getting 
into the hole. Every time that it enters the hole, 
lie who has the club, at that hole, loses the club, 
and he who threw the cat gets possession both of 
the club and of the hole, while the former possessor 
is obliged to take charge of the cat. If the cat be 
struck, he who strikes it changes place with the per 
son who holds the other club j and as often as these

CAT
positions are changed, one is counted as won in the 
game, by the two who hold the clubs, and who are 
viewed as partners.

This is not unlike the Stool-ball described by 
Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 76. But it more 
nearly resembles Club-ball, an ancient E. game, 
Ibid, p, 83. It seems to be an early form of Cricket. 
CATBAND, s. A bar of iron for securing a 

door. This name is given to the strong hook, 
used on the inside of a door or gate, which be 
ing fixed to the wall, keeps it shut. 

" The Lords declares, that they will find Magis~ 
stratcs of burghs lyable for the debts pf rebells, who 
shall escape furthe of prisqne in all time hereafter, 
in case they hare not sufficient cat bands upon the 
doors of their prisons, and lock the same ilk night, 
least the rebells pyke or break up the locks.1 ' Act 
Sedt. llth Feb. 1671.

This is most probably from Germ, kette, a chain, 
and band: Su.G. ked, kaedia, kedia; Alem. ketin / 
Belg. ketten, keting ; C. B. cadwyn, chaden; Ir. 
kaddan ; Lat. catena. Wachter renders kettc, vin- 
culum annulatum ; and derives it from Celt, kutt-en, 
claudere. Fr. cadenat, a padlock, seems to have 
the same origin with the terms already mentioned. 
CATCHY, adj. Disposed to take the advan 

tage of another, S. It is sometimes applied 
to language; but more commonly to conduct, 
as denoting one who is ready to circumvent j 
from the E. ^. catch.

CATCHROGUE, s. Cleavers or goose-grass* 
an herb, S. Galium aparine, Linn.

It is said to receive its name, because, generally 
growing in hedges, it tears the clothes of one who 
attempts to break through, and at any rate the seeds 
adhere to them.
Its Sw. name conveys a similar idea. Snaerie- 

graS) q. grass that entraps or aets as a mare.
CATCLUKE, CATLUKE, s. Trefoil; an herb, S. 

44 Trifolium siliquosum minus Gerardi," Rudd. 
Lotus corniculatus, Linn. 

In battil gers burgeouns, the banwart wyldy 
The clauir, catcluke^ and the cammomylde.

Dang. Yirgil, 401. 11. 
Scho had ane hat upon hir heid? 
Of claver cleir, baith exabyte and reidj 
With catlukes strynklit in that steidj 

And fynkill grein.
Chron. S. P+ Hi. 203T. 

Catlukes is probably an error. 
" Named from some fanciful resemblance it has 

to a cat [cat's] or a bird's foot?' Rudd. Perhaps 
from the appearance of the seed-pods, which may be~ 
supposed to resemble a cat's toes with the talons.

Dan. katte-cloe is a cat's claw or clutch. Did an 
etymologist incline to indulge fancy a little, he might 
suppose that this designation contained an allusion 
to the power ascribed to this plant in preventing the 
influence of magic: from kette, Su.G. ked, a chain, 
and klok, magus. For he who is in possession of a 
four-leaved blade of trefoil is believed to be able to 
see those things clearly, which others, from the in 
fluence of glamery see in a false light. 
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To GATE, CAIT, v. n. To desire the male or 

female ; a term used only of cats.
—Of the language used by cats, 
When in the night they go a eating, 
And fall a scolding and a prating;— 
Perhaps ye'll hear another time, 
When I want money and get rhyme.

ColmVs Mock Poem, P. 2. p. 66. 
This word might at first view seem formed from 

the name of the animal. But it certainly has a com 
mon origin with Su.G. kaat, salax5 lascivus, kaett- 
ias, lascivire. V. CAIGE, CAIGIE.
CATECHIS, s. A catechism.

" And of thir wellis of grace ye haue large de- 
claratioun maid to yow in the third part of this ca- 
techis, quhilk intraittis of the seuin sacramentis." 
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1551. Fol. 79, b.
CATER, s. Money, S. B.

He ne'er wad drink her health in water,
But porter guid; 

And yet he's left a fouth o' cater, 
Now that he's dead,

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 240. 
q. What is catered. V. CATOUR.

CATERANES, KATHERANES, s.pl. Bands of 
robbers, especially such as came down from 
the Highlands to the low country, and carried 
off cattle, corn, or whatever pleased them, 
from those who were not able to make resist 
ance, S. kettrin.

u Among the ancient Scots, the common soldiers 
Were called Catherni, or fighting bands. The Kerns 
of the English, the Kaitrine of the Scots Lowlanders, 
<and the Caterva of the Romans, are all derived from 
the Celtic word. The Gauls had a word of much 
the same sound and meaning. We learn from tra 
dition, that those Catherni were generally armed 
with darts and skians, or durks.—Those who were 
armed with such axes [Lochaber axes}, and with 
helmets, coats of mail, and swords, went under the 
name of Galloglaich (by the English called Gallo- 
glasses.)" Jo. Macpherson's Crit. Dissert, xi.

Bower, the continuator of Fordun, calls them 
Cater ani. A. 1396, magna pars borealis Scotiae, 
trans Alpes, inquietata fuit per duos pestiferos Ca- 
teranos, et eorum sequaoes, viz. Scheabeg et suos 
consanguinarios, qui Clankay; et Christi-Johnson, 
ac suos, qui Clanquhele dicebantur. Scotichron. Lib. 
xv. c, 3. Here he evidently gives the name of Ca 
teranes to the chieftains of these marauding clans. 
Elsewhere he applies it to the people in general, 
who lived in this predatory way; calling them C0- 
tervam seu Caterarii. Ibid. Lib. viii. c. 21.

In the inscription of c. 12. Stat. Rob. II. this term 
is used as synon. with Sorners. " Qf Ketharines, 
or Sorneris." There u it is ordained, that na man 
sail travell throw the cuntrie, in anie part of the 
realme, as ketharans. And they quha travells as 
ketharans," are described as " eatand the cuntrie, 
and con sum and the gudes of the inhabitants, takand 
their gudes be force and violence."

Mean while he says to stalvart Aikenhill, 
Till we be ready you step forward will, 
With your habiliments and armour sheen ;

CAT
And ask yon highland kettrin what they mean ? 

Ross's Helenore, p. 120.
Gael. Ir. ce&tharnach, a soldier, ceatharb, a 

troop; Ir. cath, C. B. kad, katorvod, a battle. Bul 
let traces cad, a combat, to Arab., cahad, id, and 
Heb. chatyr, chad, to kill, which I have not met 
with. Had he referred to W3, cadur, acies mili- 
turn, as the origin of Ir. ceatharb, a troop; we 
might have admitted a considerable resemblance. 
CAT-FISH, SEA-CAT, s. The Sea-wolf, S.

Anarhicas Lupus, Linn.
* 4 Lupus marinus Schonfeldii et nostras: our fish 

ers call it the sea-cat, or cat-fish." Sibb. Fife, p. 121. 
Sw. haf-kat, i. e. sea-cat. Kilian gives see-katte 

as the Teut. name of the Lolligo. 
CAT-HARROW, s.

For every Lord, as he thocht best 
Brocht in ane bird to fill the nest; 
To be ane watcheman to his marrow, 
They gan to draw at the cat-harrow.

Lyndsay's Worlds, 1592. p. 269. 
S. Prov. " They draw the Cat Harrow; that is, 

they thwart one another." S. Prov. Kelly, p. 329. 
Ramsay gives the term in pi. This game, I am in 
formed, is the same with Cat and Dog, q. v. The 
name Cat-harrow is retained, both in Loth., and in 
Ang.
CATHEL-NAIL, s. The nail by which the 

body of a cart is fastened to the axletfee, Fife. 
Isl. kadall denotes a strong rope or cable. Shall 

we suppose that the cart was originally fastened by 
a rope ; and that the nail received its name, as being 
substituted for this ? 
CATINE. 

Tl^ir venerable virgins, whom the warld call
witches,

In the time of their triumph, tirr'd me the tade; 
Some backward raid on brodsows, and some

black.bitches ;
Some instead of a staig over a stark Monk straid. 
Fra the how the hight some hobbles, some hatches; 
With their mouths to the moon, murgeons they

made;
Some be force in effect the four winds fetches. 
And nine times withershins about the throne raid : 
Some glo wring to the ground, somegrievousliegaips; 

Be craft conjure, and fiends perforce, 
Furth of a catine beside a cross, 
Thir ladies lighted from their horse. 

And band thaim with raips. 
PolwarVs Flyting, Watson 9 s Coll. iii. 17. 

C ATM AW, s. " To tumble the catmaw," to go 
topsy-turvy, to tumble, S. B. 
Although the meaning of the last syllable is ob 

scure, that the first refers to the domestic animal 
thus named, appears from the analogous phrase in 
Fr. sault du, chat, " the cat-leape, a certain tricke 
done by Tumblers," Cotgr. This in Clydes. is also 
called tumbling the wullcat, i. e. wild cat. The al 
lusion undoubtedly is, to the great agility of this ani 
mal ; and particularly to the circumstance of its al 
most invariably falling on its feet. 
CATOUR, s. A caterer, a provider. 

Catour sen syne he was, but weyr, no mar.
Wallace, ii. 101. MS.
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* i. e. c: without doubt he never since acted as ca 
terer for his master." In Perth edit, it is erroneous 
ly printed Tatour.

Skene uses catours as synon. with purveyors, pro- 
visours, to the King, Chalmerlan Air, c. 17. s. 1.

O* Teut. kater, oeconomus. V. KATOURIS. 
"CAT-SILLER, s. The mica of mineralogists, S.;

the batmen silber of the vulgar in Germany. 
CATTER, CATERR, s. Catarrh.

u In the nixt winter Julius Frontynus fell in gret 
infirmite be imoderat flux of catter, generit of wak 
humouris." Bellend. Cron. F. 46. a. Caterr, 
Compl. S. p. 56.

The ingenious editor of the Compl. expl. this word 
as also signifying u an imaginary disease, supposed, 
by the peasants, to be caught by handling cats; and 
similar to another distemper termed weazle-blawing, 
which gives the skins of dogs a cadaverous yellow 
hue, and makes their hair bristle on end, and is sup. 
posed to be caused by the breath of the weazle."

I will not «ay, that the account here given of the 
supposed cause of the catter, is not accurate; as it 
undoubtedly respects the belief of the peasants on 
the Border. But that in the North of S. is widely 
different. The disease itself is there called catrick ; 
arid from the account given of it, appears to be the 
same which physicians call a cataract. But a most 
absurd theory is received as to the'cause of this dis 
ease. If a cat pass over a corpse, it is believed that 
the person, whom it first leaps over after this, will be 
deprived of sight. The distemper is supposed to have 
its name from the unlucky animal. So far does this 
ridiculous opinion prevail among the vulgar, S. B. 
that as soon as a person dies, if there be a cat in the 
house, it is locked up or put under a tub, to pre 
vent its approaching the corpse. If the poor crea 
ture has passed over the dead body, its life is for 
feited. Sometimes, this is carried so far, that if it 
be found in the same apartment, or in that above 
it, so as to have had it in its power to walk over the 
corpse, it is irremediably devoted to death. 
CATTLE-RAIK, s. A common, or extensive

pasture, where cattle feed at large, S.
From cattle and raik to go, because they have 

liberty to range. V. RAIK. 
CATWITTIT, adj. Harebrained, unsettled, q.

having the wits of a cat, S.
This seems formed in the same manner with E. 

harebrained; which undoubtedly contains an allu 
sion to the timid and startled appearance of the ani 
mal, when disturbed; although Johns, derives it from 
E. hare, to fright. 
To CAUGHT, v. a. To catch, to grasp.

And sum tyme wald scho Ascaneus the page
Caucht in the fygure of his faderis yraage,
And in hir bosum brace———

Doug. Virgil, 102. 36.
Turnus at this time waxis bauld and blyth,
Wcnyng to caucht ane stound his strenth to kyith*

Ibid. 438. 20.
i. e. to lay hold of a favourable moment for mani 

festing his strength : formed from the pret. of catch*
To CAVE, KEVE, v. a. l. To push, to drive 

backward and forward, S«

c A v
2. To toss. u To cave the head" to toss it in a 

haughty or aukward way, S.
Up starts a priest, and his hug head claws, 
Whose conscience was but yet in dead thraws, 
And did not cease to cave, and paut, 
While clyred back was prickt and gald.

Cleland's Poems, p. 66. 
The allusion is to a horse tossing and pawing. 

CAVE, s. 1. A stroke, a push, S. 
2. A toss.

Isl. akafr, cum impetu, vehementer. 
To CAVE, v. a. To separate grain from the 

broken straw, after threshing, S. B. 
It has nearly the same sense S. A., being defined 

by Sibb., " to separate corn from the chaff." This 
indeed seems the original idea; Teut. kav-en, eventi- 
lare paleas; and this from kaf, kave, chaff. 
CAVEL, CAUIL, CAFLE, KAVEL, KEVIL, s. i. 

Expl. u a rod, a pole, a long staff." 
The Kenyie cleikit to a cavel.

Chr. Kirk, st. 7.
Callander says that it should be written kevel or 

gevel; erroneously deriving it from Goth, gafflack, 
a kind of javelin among the ancient Goths; A. S. 
gafelucas ; whence S. gavelok, an iron crow. Tyt~ 
ler says; " Probably a cudgel or rung." If this be 
the sense, it is unquestionably the same word with 
Su.G. kafle, pertica, bacillus, rotundus, cujuscunque 
usus, Ihre; Germ, keule, a club. But as in other 
copies it is, the cavel, it may perhaps denote " a sor 
ry fellow," as expl. by Mr Chalmers. V. KAVEL.
2. A lot, S. keul, S. A. Hence, " to cast cavels," 

to cast lots. Cavel, id. Nortlmmb. Gl. Grose. 
Lat ws cheyss v off this gud cumpany, 
Syne cajiis cast quha sail our master be.

Wallace, vii. 378. MS. 
And they cast kevils them amang,

And kevils them between, 
And they cast kevils them amang, 

Wha suld gae kill the king.
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 81.

Sometimes, by our writers, the phrase, to cast in 
cavyll, is used.

" Thir prudent men returnit the fourt moneth 
efter to Argyle, quhare kyng Fergus was resydent 
for the tyme. In quhais presence all the landis of 
Scotland war cassin in cavyll amang the nobyllis 
thairof." Bellend. Cron. F. 9. b.
3. By Rudd. camllis is not only translanted lots, 

but " responses of oracles."
And quhilis, he says, the cauillis of Licia^ 
And quhilis fra Jupiter seat doun alsua 
The messingere of goddis bryngis throw the skyis 
Sa fereful charge and command on thys wise. 

Doug. Virgil, 112. 55.
4. State appointed, allotment in Providence, S. B. 

u Let ilka ane be content with his ain kavel ;" 
Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 50.

——I should be right content 
For the kind cavel that to me was lent.

Ross's Helenorey p. 128. 
I dacker'd wi' him by myseP, 

Ye wish't it to my kavel. 
. Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 10.
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5. A division or share of property; which has

received this denomination from its being origi 
nally determined by lot, S. B.
u The Town and Bishop feued out this fishing in 

shares, six of them called the King's cavil, and the 
other six the Bishop 9 s cavil. State, Leslie of Powis, 
&c. vers. Fraser 01 Fraserfield, p. 17.

E. lot is used in the same sense.
" This then was the lot of the tribe of the children 

of Judah," &c. Judges xv. 1.
It is surprising that the true origin of this word 

should hitherto have been overlooked; especially as 
it occurs both in its primary, and in its raetaph. sense 
in our old writings. Rudd. thinks that it may be 
from A. S. cavel, calathus, because lots might be 
thrown into a basket, as among the Greeks and 
Romans into an urn. But he considers, as its most 
natural origin, Lu B. cwilla, talus, tie joint by 
which the leg is united to the foot; as bones of this 
description seem to have been anciently used for 
lots. Sibb. gives no other derivation. Lye refers 
to C. B. kyvlwr as also denoting lots, Jun. Etym.

But cavel, is merely Su.G. Isl. kafle, which pri. 
marily means a rod, and is transferred to a lot in 
general. Verelius gives the following definition of 
pi. Kajlar, which points out the reason of the transi 
tion. " Small sticks or rods, on each of which the 
lot of an heir, in the division of an inheritance, is 
inscribed. These rods are thrown together into a 
lap or vessel, and afterwards drawn out by the heirs, 
that each may take that lot for his inheritance which 
is inscribed on the rod." Hence this phrase is used 
both by the Isl. and Sw. Skipta medlut oc kajle ; 
Tactu bacilli et sortitione hereditatem dividere. In 
Sw. this transaction is denominated luttkqflar.

The language of our old laws is quite analogous.
—u Ane stallanger at na time may haue lot, cutt, 

nor cavel, anent merchaudice with ane Burges, but 
only within time of ane fair." Burrow Lawes, c. 
59.

Ihre views kafle as a dimin. from kaepp, a rod. 
This is undoubtedly the origin of Teut. kavel, a lot, 
kavel-en, to cast lots; although Kilian considers it 
as a secondary sense of kabel, a rope, q. funjs sortis, 
funiculus distributionis. 
To CAVELL, v. a. To divide by lot, S. B,

u That the heritors of Don met every fortnight 
after the cavelling of the water in April, in the house 
of John Dow, at the bridge." State? Leslie of 
Powis, &c. 1805. p. 123. V, the s. 
CAV1E, s. A hencoop, S.

—Truth maun own that mony a tod— 
To roost Q' ben-bouse never ventur'd^ 
Nor duck, «u>r turkje«cat?/e enter'd.

Rev. J. NicoFs Poems, ii. 90. 
Teut. kevie, id. aviajium, Lat, cauea. 

CAUIS.
——Eumenius, that was ane 

Son to Clytius, quhais brode breist bane 
With,a»e lang stalwart spere of the fyr tre 
Thfow smyttin tyte and peirsit sone has sche; 
He cauis ouer, furth bokkand stremes.of blude. 

Doug. Virgil, 388. 24. Virg. cadit. 
Although Ruid. setms inclined to derive this from
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Lat. cado, or Teut. kauch-en, anhelare; it is cer. 
tainly the same verb with Cave, to drive, to toss, 
used in a neuter sense. 
CAUITS.

And in a road quhair he was wont to rin,
With raips rude frae trie to trie it band. 

Syne custe a raing on raw the wude within. 
With blasts of horns and cauits fast calland*

Henrysone, Evergreen, i. 194. fit. 29, 
This term seems to signify cat-call's ; used for 

rousing game; from S. caw, to call. This is con.* 
firmed by the addition, fast calland. 
CAULD, si A dam-head, S. A.

u Michael Scott was, once upon a time, much em 
barrassed by a spirit, for whom he was under the ne» 
cessity of finding constant employment. He com 
manded him to build a cauld, or dam-head, across 
the Tweed at Kelso: it was accomplished in one 
night, and still does honour to the infernal architect.'* 
Lay of the Last Minstrel, N. p. 251.

This seems originally the same with Teut. kade, a 
small bank? and even with Fr. chaussee, " the causey^ 
banke, or damme, of a pond, or of a river;" Cotgr. 
L. B. calecia, agger, moles. Quadraginta solidos 
ab eo qui molendinum seu caleciam haberet, requiret. 
Conventio A. 1230, ap. Du Cange. The Teut. name 
for a causey is kautsijd, kautsije. It may, however^ 
be an inversion of Gael, clad, a bank, a dyke. 
CAULD BARK, " To lie in the cauld bark," 

to be dead, S. B.
Alas ! poor man, for aught that I can see, 
This day thou lying in cauld bark may'st be» 

Ross's Helenore, p. 26*.
Shall we suppose that bark is a corr. of A. S» 

beorg, sepulchre, q. cold grave ? V. CALD. 
CAULER, adf. Cool. V. CALLOUR. 
CAULMES. V. CALMES. 
CAUTIONER, J-. A surety, a sponsor, S. a 

forensic term.
" All bandes, acts and obligationes maid or to be 

maid, be quhat-sum-ever persons, for quhat-sum- 
ever broken men, pleges, or utherwaies received for 
the gude rule, quietnesse of the Bordoures and Hie- 
landes,—sail be extended against the aires and sue- 
cesscures, of their soverties and cautioners." Acts 
Ja. V. Pad. 1587. c. 98. Murray.

a Oft times the cautioner pays the debt;" Sv 
Prov. Kelly, p. 272.
CAUPE, CAUFIS, CAULPES, CALPEIS, s. A» 

exaction made by a superior, especially by the 
Head of a clan, on his tenants and other depen 
dants, for maintenance and protection. This 
was generally the best horse, ox or cow the re 
tainer had in his possession. This custom pre 
vailed not only in the Highlands and Islands, 
but in Galloway and Carrick. 
" It was menit and complenit be our souerane 

Lordis liegis dwelland in the boundis of Galloway, 
that certane gentilmen, heidis of kin in Galloway 
hes vsit to tak Caupis, of the quhilk tak thair, and 
exaction thairof, our Souerane Lord and his thre 
'Estatis knew na perfite nor ressonabill cause."— 
Acts Ja. IV. 1489. c. 35. also c. 36. edit. 1566, 
Caupes, c, 18> 19. Murray,
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From a posterior act, it appears that this exaction 

was of the same kind with the Herreyelde, the best 
audit being claimed; and that it was always made 
at the death of the retainer. But, there is no evi 
dence that it was confined to this time.

His Majesties lieges, it is said, hare sustained 
<c great hurt and skaith, these many years by.gone, 
by the chiefs of clans within the Highlands and isles 
of this kingdome, by the unlawful taking from them, 
theirr children and executors, after their decease, un. 
der the name of Caulpes^ of their best aught, whether 
it be oxe, mear, horse, or cow, alledgeing their 
predecessours to have been in possession thereof, for 
maintaining and defending of them against their ene 
mies and evil-willers of old: And not only one of the 
saids Chiefs of clans will be content to uplift his 
Caulpe, but also three or four more, every one of 
them will alleadge better right then other." Acts 
Ja. VI. 1617. c. 21. Murray.

Skene also uses caupe and calpe in sing.
The term in like manner occurs in a deed of sale, 

dated Aug. 19. 1564, the original of which is in 
the possession of Campbell of Ashnish.

In this Archebald Erie of Ergyll disponeis to Ewer 
Mack ewer of Largachome, u our ryc tytrll and 
kyndnes quhatsumeiver——to all maner of calpis 
quhatsumeiver aucht and vynt (i. e. wont) to cum 
to our hous of the surname of Mackewer, &c.——— 
transferrand fra ws,—all ryc ,—kyndnes, & possessi- 
ounc quhatsumeiver of the calpeis of the foirnameit 
surname of Clanewer, &c.——with power to uptak 
the calpis of the foirnameit surname quhen thay sail 
happin to vaick, &c.——as ony uther friehalder 
vithein our erledoume of Ergyll, «fee.—provyding 
that we haif the said Eweris calpe & his airis & suc 
cessors quhatsumewer.

Sibb. says, " Perhaps it has some affinity wifli the 
Gael, calpach, \_colpach~] a young cow, which may 
have been a common assessment, or rate of assurance."

But this limits the origin of the term too much ; as 
it has been seen that the best aucht of the deceased 
was claimed, whether it was horse, ox, or cow.

Isl. kaup denotes a gift. Gaf honom mykit kaup, 
He heaped great gifts on him, OI. Trygg. S. ap. Ihre; 
corresponding in signification to Su.G. koep-a, dare.

The latter etymon is consonant to the sensie grven 
of caupes by Mr Pinkerton;—u pretended benevo 
lences of horses, cattle, or the like, accustomed to 
be wrested from the poor by the landlords in Gallo 
way and Carrie." Hist. II. 391. 
CAUPONA, expl. " a sailor's cheer in heaving

the anchor."
u Quhen the ankyr vas halit vp abufe the vattir, 

fl.ne marynel cryit, and al the laif follouit in that-same 
tune, Coupon, caupona." Compl. S. p. 62.

u The radical term is probably coup, to over, 
turn." Gl. Perhaps rather allied to Fr. a un coup, 
at once, all together, q. at one stroke; ~or coupler 
unie, to strike united.
CAUSEY, CAUSAY, s. A street, S.

The dew droppis congelit on stibbil and rynd. 
And scharp hailstanys mortfundyit of kynd, 
Hoppand on the thak and the causaij.

Doug. Virgil^ 202. 32.

C A W
Teut. kautsije, kautsijde, kassije, Fr. chaussee» 

V. CAULD, a bank. Hence the phrase,
To keep the crown of the causey, to appear open 

ly, to appear with credit and respectability, q. to be 
under no necessity of lurking or taking obscure al 
leys, S.

" Truth in Scotland shall keep the crown of the 
causeway yet; the saints shall see religion go naked 
at noon-day, free from shame and fear of men." 
Rutherford's Lett. P. II. ep. 24.

The idea is evidently borrowed from the situation 
of one who, from loss of character, is ashamed to 
appear, or afraid to do so, least he should be arrested 
by his creditors. It occurs in the latter sense.

u Balmerino, suddenly dead, and his son, for 
publick debt, Comprisings, and captions^ keeps not 
the causey." Baillie's Lett. ii. 376.
CAUSEY-CLOATHS, s.p/. Dress in which one may

appear in public, S.
" From that day [17th November] to Monday, 

I think the 20th, we kept in, providing for causey- 
cloaths." Baillie's Lett. i. 398. 
CAUSEY-FACED, adj. One who may appear on

the street without blushing, or has no reason
for shame before others, S. B. 

CALSAY-PAIKER, s. A street walk. V. PAIKER. 
CAUSEY-TALES, s.pL Common news, q. street

news, S. Ye needna mak causey-tales o*t $ Do
not publish it. 

C AURE, calves; the pi. of cauf, a calf. It is
Commonly used in the West of S.

Syne tornand till the flourie how;— 
The caure did haig, the queis low, 
And ilka bull has got his cow. 
And staggis all ther meiris.

Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 286.
I am assured that the word is the same in Norway. 

A. S. cealfru, id.
To CAW, v. a. To drive. V. CALL. 
CAWK, s. Chalk, S. caulk, A. Bor.

Wallace commaunde a burgess for to get
Fyne cawk eneuch, that his der nece mycht set
On ilk yeit,—quhar Sotheroun wer on raw.

Wallace, vii. 408. MS.
A. S. cealc, Alem. calc, Dan. Belg. kalck, Isl. 

kalk, C. B, calch, Lat. calx. 
CAWKER, s. l. A frost nail, for the,shoe of a

horse, S. 
2. A dram, a glass of ardent spirits, S.

I can form no conjecture as to the origin, if it be 
not Isl. keikr, recurvus, keik-a, recurvi; as refer, 
ring to the form of the caulker, or as analogous to 
the Sw. term for a horse-nail, ishake, i..e. an ice- 
hook. It seems to admit the second sense metaph.; 
because a dram is falsely supposed to fortify against 
the effects of intense cold. It confirms this, that the 
term frost-nail is used in the same figurative sense.

Could we view what is given as the secondary 
sense, as the primary one, the term might seem 
allied to Lat. calix, Su.G. kalk, Isl. kaleikr, a cup. 
CAWLIE, s. A contemptuous name for a man. 

Our Glasgow Provost, its told to us, 
With his new acts will quite undo us.
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That hagish-headed Cawlie sure 
Hath done to break us, to his power.

Cleland's Poems, p. 41.
This is undoubtedly the same with Coulie, q. v. 

CAZARD, s. Apparently, an emperor, or 
Caesar; as the latter is sometimes written 
Caser. 

Of Fortune, Montgomerie says;
Sho counts not Kings nor Cazards mair nor

cuiks. Chron. S. P. iii. 499.
CAZZIE, s. A sort of sack or net made of

straw, S. B. V. CASSIE. 
To CEIRS, SERS, v. a. To search.

—The reuthful Eneas— 
Dressit him furth to spy and haue ane sicht 
Of new placis, for till ceirs and knaw 
To quhatkin coistis he with the wind wes blaw. 

Doug. Virgil, 22. 36. 
Fr. cherck-er, Ital. cere-are, id. 

CELICALL, adj. Heavenly, celestial. 
Furth of his palice riall is chit Phebus,—• 
Defoundand from his sege etheriall 
Glade influent aspectis celicall.

Doug. Virgil., Prol. 399. 47. 
CENCRASTUS, s. A serpent of a greenish 

colour, having its speckled belly covered with 
spots resembling millet-seeds.

Thair wes the serpent cencrastus, 
A beist of filthy braith.

Watson's Coll. ii. 21.
Fr. cenchrite, Lat. cenchrus^ id. from Gr. *ey#f«?> 

miKum, millet. 
CEST, CESsiTV/ntf. Seized.

Lord Persye said, Quhat nedis wordis mor ? 
Bot he be cest he sail do gret merwaill.

Wallace, iii. 29. MS. In edit. 1648. 
But he be fast, &c. Cess is alsa used Wallace 

xi. 1371. for cease ; as ceis by Doug. V. GRETE, 2. 
CH. Words, of Goth, origin, whether S. or E., 

beginning with cl, sounded hard, are to be 
traced to those in the Germ, or Northern lan 
guages that have k, and in A. S. £, which has 
the same jpower with k.

To CHACK, v. n. To clack, to make a clink 
ing noise^ S»

Some's teeth for cold did chack and chatter. 
Some from plaids were wringing water.

Cleland's Poems, p. 35.
To CHACKy i). a. To cut or bruise any part of 

the body by a sudden stroke ; as; when the sash 
of a window falls on the fingers, S. 
This seems to be the same with E. check. Teut. 

kack-en, kek-en, inerepare; synon. S. B. Chat, q. T. 
V. also CHAR.
CHACK, CHATT, f. A slight repast, taken 

hastily, S.
The latter may be allied to Teut. schoft, a meal 

taken four times a day; pastio diurna quatuor vici- 
bus, Kilian.

The former seems to be merely the E. s., q> a 
check for hunger, something that restrains it. 
CHACK, CHECK, s. The Wheat-ear, a bird, 

Orkn. Motacilla oenanthe, Lino.

C H A
" The White Ear,—here denominated the chad, 

is a migratory bird, remaining with us through the 
summer and harvest, in the end of which it departs." 
Barry's Orkney, p. 308.

" To this list must be added,—the snow flake, the 
rail or corn-crake, the wren, the check, the linnet, and 
the sparrow." P. Kirkwall, Statist. Ace. vii. 547.

This is nearly the same with the last part of its 
Germ, name, stein schwaker, Penn. Zool. p. 383. 
V. "STANE-CHACKER.
CHACK A RALLY, s. Apparently, some kind 

of checkered or variegated cloth. 
—No proud Pyropus, Paragon, 
Or Chackarally, there was none. 

Watson's Coll. i. 28. V. DRAP-DE-BERRY. 
Fr. eschecquer, Belg. schaakeer-en, Ital. scaccare9 

to checker. A species of cotton cloth, imported 
from India, is in Fr. called chacart. Espece de 
toile de coton a carreaux, de differentes eouleures. 
Elles yiennent des indes Orientales^ particulierement 
de Surate. Diet. Trev.
CHACKE-BLYND-MAN, s. Blind man's

buff.
" He will haue us to seeke after the church, as 

children, at Chacke-blynd-man, groape after their 
fellowes. For, first, hee would picke out our eyes > 
or syle us from seeing : and, then, forsooth, set vs 
a-searching." Bp. Forbes's Eubulus, p. 37.

It seems equivalent to, buffet, or strike the blind- 
man, perhaps from the T. chack used somewhat 
obliquely. For it can hardly be viewed as a corr» 
of the ancient Goth, name of this game still retained 
in Iceland, kraekis blinda. This game, in Angus, is 
known by no other name than that of J ockie-blind- 
man, which seems merely a corr. of this.
CHACKLOWRIE, s. Mashed cabbage, mixed

amongst barley-broth, Aberd. 
CHAD, s. Gravel, such small stones as form the

bed of rivers, S. B.
Teut. schadde, cespes, gleba; or rather, kade^ 

litus, ora, Kilian; q. the beach which generally con. 
sists of gravel. Belg. kaade, a small bank. Hence^ 
CHADDY, adj. Gravelly; as, chaddy ground^ that

which chiefly consists of gravel, S.
CHAFTIS, CHAFTS, s.pl. Chops, S. A. Bor.

cbafts.
Thair men micht heir schriken of chaftls, 
Quhen that thai went thair way.

Peblis to the Play, st. 26.
44 Within few dayis efter ane immoderat flux of 

caterre fel in his throte & chaflis, and causit hym to 
resigne the governance of his realm to Aidane.'* 
Bellend. Chron. B. ix. c. 15.

u Notwithstanding of this gret variance of opini. 
oun quhilk euir hes bene amangis al heretykis in all 
aegis, yeris, & tymes : yit thair is ane graceles grace 
quhilk followis thaim al, qirhilk is, that thay aggre 
vniuersalie in ane opinioun, to cry aut with oppin 
chaftes on the halie eonsales, euin as the- Jowis cryit 
al with ane voce to crucifie Christ." Kennedy (of 
Crosraguell) Compend. Tractiue, p. 93.

a The piper wants meikle, that wants his nether 
chaftsi" Ferguson's S. Prov. p. 30.



C H A
Su.G. kiaeft, kaeft, Isl. kiaft-ur, ,the jaw-bone. 

A. Bor. chafts, chefts, id. Hence also E.4 chops. 
CHAFT-BLADE, s. The jaw-bone, S. 
CHAFT-TALK, s. Talking, prattling, Aberd. from 

chaft and talk.
For as far as I him excell

In toulyies fierce an' strong, 
As far in chaft~taak he exceeds 

Me wi' his sleeked tongue.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 2. 

To CHAIPE, v. n. To escape.
We haiff the rycht, the happy ar may it be 
That we sail chaipe with grace out ef this land. 

Wallace?™. 595. MS, 
Of trew Scottis chapyt na creatur.

Ibid. i. 96. MS.
Fr. eschapp-er, Ital. scapp-are, id. 

CHAIPES, CHAPIS, s.pL Price, rate, establish 
ed value of goods.
" The chaipes of the country," the ordinary rate, 

the average price; erroneously expl. u shapes, cus 
toms, fashions, forms—of the country," Gl. Sibb.

u It is ordanit,—that thair be ordanit hostillaris— 
and that men find with tharne bread and aill, and all 
vther fude, alsweill to hors as men, for resonable 
price, efter the chapis of the coivntrie." Acts Ja. I. 
1424. c. 26. Edit. 1566. Chaipes, c. 24. Murray.

A. S. ceap, price; from ceap-an, to buy. 
To CHAIST1FIE, v. a. To chastise.

" Heirfor to dant thir attemptatis of Inglismen, I 
find na thing sa expedient as to be confiderat with 
the pepil that may chaistifie thame maist esaly." 
Bellend. Cron. B. x. c. 3. Gastigare, Booth. 
To CHAK, v. a. To check.

To chack the wach Wallace and x had beyn 
Rydand about, and has thair cummyng seyn. 

Wallace, viii. 816. MS.
CHAK, s. The act of checking, stop. V. CHAR. 
To CHAK, v. n. 1. To gnash, to snatch at an 

object with the chops, as a dog does, S. Pro 
perly it expresses the sound made, " when he 
misses his aim," Rudd.

The rynnyng hound dois hym assale in threte,— 
With hys wyde chaftis at hym makis ane snak; 
The bit oft failyeis for ocht he do mycht, 
And chakkis waist togiddir his wappynnis 

wycht. Doug. Virgil, 439. 35.
2. It expresses the sharp sound made by any iron 

substance, when entering into its socket; as of 
the latch of a door, when it is shut; to click, S.

3. To chak to, to shut with a sharp sound.
u The cais chakkit to suddenlie but ony motion 

or werk of mortal! creaturis." Bellend. Cron. B. 
xiv. c. 11. 
CHAKIL, s. The wrist.

Gold bracelets on thair chakils hings, 
Thair fingers full of costly rings.

Watsorfs Coll. ii. 10. V. SHACKLE-BONE. 
CHALANDRIE, s.

In tapestries ye micht persaue 
Young ramel, wrocht like lawrell tms; 
With syndrie sorts of chalandrie, 
In curious forms of carpentrie,

Bur el's Entry Quene, Watson's QolL ii. 2.

C H A
This probably means, imitations of singing birds, 

from Fr. calandre, a species of lark; calandrus 
dulci-sonans in myrica, Diet. Trev. Teut. kalander. 
CHALDRICK, CHALDER, s. The name given

in the Orkney Islands to the Sea-pie, Hoematopus
ostralegus, Linn.
a The wild fowl of these islands are very numerous. 

Among these we may reckon—the scarf, and the 
scapie or chaldrick." P. Kirkwall, Stat. Ace. vii. 546'.

Called kielder, Feroe Isles; Isl. tialldur. Pen 
nant's ZooL II. 482.

According to G. Andr. tialldr is the sea-thrush, 
Turdus marinus, p. 238. Elsewhere he says that 
the sea-pie (pica marina) is vulgarly called ritskegla, 
vo. Ritur, p. 200.

This is evidently the same with the chalder of Shet 
land. The description of the sea-pie answers exact 
ly; for u it lives on lempots, which it separates 
from the rock very dexterously with its long red 
bill." P. Northmaven, Shetl. Ibid. xii. 365. N.
CHALMER, s. Chamber.

————To me is displesant 
Genyus chalmer, or matrymonye to hant.

Doug. Virgil, 93. 63. 
CHALMER-GLEW, s. u Chambering, secret wan-

tonness," Gl. Sibb. V. GLEW. 
CHALOUS, Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. L 11. V.

CHOLLE.
CHAMBERERE, s. A chamberlain; Fr. 

chambrier, id.
Stude at the dure Fair calling hir vschere,

That coude his office doon in coriyng vise,. 
And Secretee hir thrifty chamberere, 

That besy was in tyme to do seruyse.
King's Quair, iii. 24.

CHAMBRADEESE, s. A parlour; a name 
still used by sonre old people, Fife. 
I am informed that the designation is used in some 

parts of France. It is supposed to be q. Fr. cham- 
Ire ou Us disent, the chamber in which conversation 
is held; as parlour', for the same reason, fromparler 
to speak. Perhaps rather chambre au dais, a cham 
ber with a canopy, q. the room of state. V. DEIS. 
To CHAMP, v. a. To chop, to mash, S. Chomp^

Lancash. to cut things small. 
u As for truth, clip not, nor champnot my words 

(as some have done elsewhere) and 1 beleeve the 
worst affected will not charge me with lying." 
Hume's Hist. Doug. To the Reader, p. 2.

Germ. Belg. kapp-en, id. By the insertion of m y 
it differs from all the other dialects. 
CHAMPIT, adj. Having-raised figures, imboss- 

ed, diapered.
I saw all clajth of gold men might deuise,
—Satine figures champit with iiouris and bewis^ 

Palice of Honour, i. 46«. 
Teut. scliamp-en, radere, scalpere. 

CHANCY, adj. Fortunate, happy, S. 
Dcsyre to be chancy and fortunate, 
As vthir princis quhilkis mare happy benc. 

Doug. Virgil, 425. 25* 
Before the altaris he slew in sacrifice, 
——To the God of tempestis ane blak,foeisr.v 

Ff
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And to the chancy windis ane mylk quhite.

Doug. Virgil^ 71. 22.
1. e, the favourable winds, felicitous, Virg.

u There were many that refused, because they 
knew Sir Andrew Wood to be such a captain upon 
the sea, and so chancy in battle, that he oft times 
gained the victory." Pitscottie, p. 100.

Fr. chanceaux, id.
2. Forbo'ding good fortune, S. Any person *or 

thing viewed as inauspicious, is said to be no 
chancy, S.
Now when J mind me, I met Maggy Grim, 
This morning just at the beginning o't; 
She was never ca'd chancy, but canny and slim. 
And sae it has fared with my spinning o't.

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 134. 
This refers to the absurd idea entertained by su 

perstitious people, that their fortune in a journey, or 
> in any undertaking, will be good or bad, as thejirst 
fit, or first person they meet with, is supposed to be 
lucky or unlucky.

Sin' that I thrave sae ill,—I fancy, 
Some fiend or fairy, nae sae very chancy, 
Has driven me, by pawky wiles uncommon. 
To wed this fliting fury of a woman.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 2.
CHANDLER, CHANLER, s. A candlestick, S. 

Fr-chandelier, a branch for holding candles, used 
obliquely. Grose mentions chaundler, id. Gl. 

•Have you an>y pots or pans, 
Or any broken chandlers?

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 286. V. RAXES. 
CHANLER-CHAFTED, adj. Lantern-jawed; having 

chops like a chandler or candlestick, S. B. 
a Bot the thing that anger'd me warst awa was, 

to be sae sair gnidg'd by a chanler-chafted auld runk 
.carlen." Journal from London, p. 4. 
CHANNEL, s. Gravel, S. (synon. chad) per- 

haps from channel, the bed of a river; this be 
ing generally>.composed ofgraveL V. CHINGLE. 

^CH AN NELLY, adj\ Gravelly, S.
" In some farms, they sow a go«d deal of what 

goes by the name of grey oats, which are only valu 
able, because they yield a pretty good crop upon our 
channelly ground, where hardly any other grain will 
grow." P. Blackford, Perths. Statist. Ace. iii. 207. 
To CHANNER, v. n. To fret, to be in a chid 

ing humour, S.
The cock doth craw, the day doth daw, 

The channerin worm doth chide;
-Gin we be mist out o' our place, 

A sair pain we maun bide.
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 125.

To chunter, to grumble, mutter, or complain; 
A. Bor. 
CHANOS,a#. Gray.

—Apoun his chin feill chanos haris gray.—
Doug. -Virgil, 173. 44. V. CANOIS. 

CHANTERIS,^.//.
For sum ar sene at sermonis seme sa halye, 
Singand Sanct Davidis psalter on thair bukis. 
And ar bot biblistis fairsing full thair bellie, 
Backbytand nychtbours, noyand thame in nuikis, 
Rugging and raifand up kirk-rentis lyke ruikis;

c H A
As werrie waspis aganis Godeis word makis weir:
Sic Christianis to kiss with chanteris kuiks;
God gif the grace aganis this gude new-yeir.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 198. st. 16.
Lord Hailes gives this passage as not understood. 

Chanterie, as Tyrwhitt expl. it, is " an endowment 
for the payment of a priest, to sing mass agreeably 
to the appointment of the founder;" from Fr. chan 
ter, to sing. By chanteris those lay-persons seem 
tolbe meant, who, after the Reformation in S., got 
the gift of livings formerly enjoyed by priests en. 
dowcd as mentioned above. Cuiks does not seem to 
denote the cooks who made provision for chanters. 
The Christianis described cooked, or, as the term is 
still applied, used every art, to kiss with chanters,
1. e. to live in the greatest intimacy with them, if not, 
to get possession of such livings. This agrees with 
the rest of the stanza. Though in general backbiters 
of their neighbours, they lived on the best terms with 
.chanters, that they might get their bellies stuffed. 
A full point seems requisite at kuiks. 
CHAP, s. A fellow ; a contemptuous term, ap 

plied either to a man or a stripling. Sometimes, 
as denoting a boy, the dimin. chappie, or u lit 
tle chap," is used, S.

—I muckle doubt, my Sire, 
Ye've trusted ministration 

To chaps, wha, in a barn or byre, 
Wad better fill'd their station 

Than courts that days.
Burns, iii. 94.

Grose gives it in the same sense, Class. Diet, of 
the vulgar language.
2. Like chield, it is also applied to a female, $> B. 

And for her temper maik she cou'd hae nane, 
She'd gar twa paps cast out on ae breast-bane: 
And yet, say what I liked, nought would do, 
But I maun gang, that bonny chap to woo.

Ross's Helenore, p. 35.
This seems radically the same with Su.G. kaeps, 

kieps, kaebs, homo servilis conditionis, Isl. kieps-ir, 
Edd. Saemund. A aekki kiaepsir i barnum; A ser 
vant hath no part with the children; S. u A chap 
has nae aucht with the bairns;" Leg. WestG. ap. 
Ihre. This learned writer mentions Germ, kebe, 
kcbs, A. S. cyfece, as signifying a concubine. It may 
be supposed, that kaeps was originally applied to an 
illegitimate son. Hence kebs-kind, A. S. cyfece- 
'boren, a bastard. Ihre hesitates, however, as to this 
origin; because, in the Edda, kiepsir is given as a 
designation of servants.
To CHAP, v. a. 1. To strike with a hammer,

or any instrument of similar use, S.
Teut. kapp-en, incidere; Belg. schopp-en, to 

strike, Sewel.
To chap hands, to strike hands, especially in con» 

eluding a bargain, S.
2. To chop, to cut into small pieces, S. Teut. 
v %app-en, conscindere minutim.

To chap off, to strike off. Su.G. kapp-& to am. 
putate; Kappa afftogen, t© cut the cables; S. " to 
chap ajfihe tows.' 5 
To CHAP, v. n. 1. To strike; u The knock's

chappin," the clock strikes, S.
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2v IV chap at a door, to knock, to rap, S. 

The doors were closed, and put to ; 
The lady chapped, and made undo.

Sir Egeir, p, 
And when he came to Barnard's ha'.

Would neither chap nor car ; 
Bot set his bent bow to his breist, 

And lichtly lap the wa\
Gil Morrice, Ritsorfs S. Songs, i. 160. 

She had na been i' that bigly bower,
Na not a night, but barely ane, 

Till there was Willie, her ain true love,
Chapp'dat the door, crying, " Peace within." 

Erlinton, Minstrehy Border, iii. 235. 
CHAP, CHAUP, CHOPPE, s. A stroke of any kind, 

a blow, S.
Their Burncvsin comes on like death 

At ev'ry chaup.
Burns, iii. 15.

Chop is used for a blow, in the language of pugU 
lists, E* Grose's Class. Diet.

Teut. kip, ictus ; Dan. kiep, a stick, kieppe slag, 
a* cudgelling;. MoesG. kaupat-jan, colaphos ingere- 
re, Mar. xiv. 65. 
2. A tap or rap, S.

————Lie still, ye skrae, 
There's Water-Kelpie's chap.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 363. 
Z. Boyd uses choppe in the same sense. 
u O what a cry is in the dumb choppe of the con- 

science!" Last Battell, p. 181.
u At preaching, the word without, and the dumbe 

choppes of his conscience within could not moue 
kirn to do well." Ibid. p. 1203. 
CHAPPING-STICKS, s. Any instrument which

one uses for striking with, S. 
u Fools should not have chapping sticks," S. Prov. ; 

" spoken when we take a stick from a child, or 
when others are doing harm with what they have 
taken up; 3 ' Kelly, p. 1O4. It is also often used 
metaph.
To CHAP, CHAUP out, CHAUPS, v. a. i. To 

fix upon any person or thing by selection; a 
term frequently used, especially among chil 
dren, when one wishes to prevent another from 
claiming what he has chosen, S. Hence the 
phrase, Chap ye, chuse ye.

You's hae at will to chap and chuse, 
For few things am I scant in.

Ramsay^s Poems, i. 48. 
Chaup out as mony younkers frae the glen, 
As ilka horn and hoof of yours may ken ; 
And we sail them a ready taiken gee, 
That sail frae us let all their gueeds gae free. 
Accordingly the lads were wiled and sent.

Ross's Helenore, p. 124*
<?. Suddenly to embrace a proposal made in order to 

a bargain; to hold one at the terms mentioned, S. 
And belly-flaught o'er the bed lap she,

And claucht Hab wi' might and main : 
" Hech, husto!" quo' Habbie, " I chaps ye; 

I thocht whare your tantrums wad en'." 
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 299.

C H A
Belg, kipp»en, to choose. This seems only a se 

condary sense of Teut. kipp-en, as signifying to lay 
hold of; capere, excipere, excerpere, eximere, inter- 
cipere, Kilian.

It may have the same origin with Cheips, q. v. 
OAF, s. The act of choosing, clap, and choice, 

great variety, S. B.
——Spare no pains nor care; 
For chap and choice of suits ye hae them there, 

Ross's lielenore, p. 114.,- 
CHAP, j. A shop.

Truth followed Vanity and bled him^ . 
When he was in the Taylor's chap. 

Many's Truth's Travels, Pennecuik, p. 94. 
Chop is the general pronounciation. Teut. schop, , 

promptuarium.
CHAP-IN, s. Chopin, a quart, S.

Gin he likes drink, 'twad alter soon the caser . 
And drunken chapins bluther a' his face.

Shirr'ef&' Poems, p. 42. 
CHAPYT. V. CHAIPE.
CHAPMAN, j. A pedlar, a hawker,-S. a .mer 

chant, O. E,
" Chapmen.—The word is used, in the Scotch 

sense of it5 for an itinerant seller of wares.'' P. 
Preston-pans, East Loth. Statist. Ace. xvii. 78.

From the severe exercise of a pedlar who travels 
on foot, the chapman's drouth is a prov. phrase foK 
hunger, S.

A. S. ceapman, Sw. kdepman, a merchant. Hence 
the name of Copenhagen, anciently Coupmanhouin ; 
Capmanhoven, Knox's Hist. p. 20. i. e. The mer 
chant's or Chapman's Haven. 
CHAR, s. Carriages.

Thai war sa fele quhar that thai raid,' 
And thair bataillis war sa braid. 
And swa gret rowme held thair char,

Than men that meikill ost mycht se^ , 
Ner by quha sa zvald be, 
Ourtak the landis largely.

Barbour, xi. 122. MS.
Mr Pinkerton has observed that u the MS. is here 

corrupt," and that after char., a blank space is left 
for a line. This is true; but the transcript he has 
received has made it more corrupt, entirely leaving 
out the line here printed in italics, which is in MS. 

Fr. char,, a waggon, a car.
To CHAR, v.a. 1. To stop.

Now hand to hand the dynt lichtis with ane swak^
Now bendis he vp his burdoun with ane myntj
On syde he bradis for to eschew the dynt;
He ettlis younder his awantage to tait,
He metis him thare, and charris him with ane chak.;
He watis to spy, and strikis in all his micht,
The tothir keppis him on his burdoun wicht.

Doug. Virgil^ 142. 5. 
It sufficis us, to se the palice blume; 
And stand on rowme quhair better folk ben^ charrit.

Patice of Honour, i. 1&» 
2. To char by, to turn aside.

Lyke as ane bull dois rummesing and rare*. 
F f 2
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Quhen he escapis hurt one the altare, 
And charris by the axe with his nek wycht, 
Gif one the forhede the dynt hittis not richt.

Doug. Virgil, 46. 15.
A. Bor. u char the cow," stop or turn her, Ray; 

from A. S. cerr-an, to turn, to turn from, divertere; 
I si. keir-a, Su.G. koer-a, vi pellere.
CHAR. On char, to a side.

———The day was dawing wele I knew,— 
Ane schot wyndo unschet ane litel on char, 
Persauyt the mornyng bla, wan and liar.

Doug. Virgil, 202. 24.
———Pallas than throw gird Rheteus the king, 
As he on cace glaid by on char fleing.

Ibid. 330. 31.
This is certainly the same with E. ajar. A. S. 

cerre, turning, bending, winding ; a bending of the 
road, aside-way.
To CHAR. Char doute.

Thynkis quhat glads chip ws abidis,
GiiF that we may, as weil betydis,
Haiff wictour of our fayis her.
For thar is nane than, fer na ner,
In all thys land that ws char doute.

Barbour, viii. 257. MS.
i. e. u There is none who in this case will dare to 

utter a complaint, or murmur distrust concerning 
us. A. S. cear~ian, to complain, to murmur ; Su.G. 
haer-a, id., also, to accuse. In editions gar doubt. 
CHARBUKILL, s. 1. A carbuncle.

— Chosin charbukill, cheif floure, and cedir tre.—
Doug. Virgil, 3. 10. 

2« An ulcer.
— The Kinkhost, the Charbucle, and worms in 

the chieks.
Polwart's Flyting, p. 13. V. CLEIKS. 

Lat. carbunculus,id. ; Yr.escarboucle, carboucZe," 
the pestilent botch or sore, termed a carbuncle," 
Cotgr. , 
CHARD, fret. V. CHIER.
CHARE, s. A Chariot; Fr. clar, id.

Ane rial chare richely array it he sent,
With twa sterne stedis therin yokit yfere.

Doug. Virgil, 215. 29. Currus, Virg. 
CHARE, s. Care, charge.

Was Colin, say you, the auld shepherd's name ?
Had he of what's befallen you ony blame ?
Heard ye nae word, gin he had chiel or chare?
Or he a jo that had the yellow hair ?

Ross's Ilelenore, p. 73.
i. e. a Had he any son or ward of his own, any 

one under his care ?" formed like E. charie, from 
A. S. car, cura, or cearig, solicitus.

E. char signifies a turn, a job ; and is, by Mr 
Tooke, derived from A. S. cyr-an, vertere. He 
views it as equivalent to turn. I)ivers. Purley, 
II. 192. 
CHARGES, s.pl.

u Thir two sortes of men, that is to say, mini, 
sters of the word, and the poore, together with the 
schooles, when order shall be taken thereanent, 
must be susteyned upon the charges of the kirk; 
and therefore provision must be made how; and by

C H A
whom such summes must be lifted." First Buik of 
Discipline, c. 8. § 1.

66 Rents," Marg. Fr. charge, pension, rente;. 
Diet. Trer.
CHARLE WAN, CHARLEWAYNE, s. The 

constellation Ursa Major, also called the 
Plough, S.
— The Pleuch, and the poles, the planettis began. 
The Son, the seuin sterncs, and the Charle wane. 

Doug. Virgil, 239. b. 2.
Rudd. thinks that it was so called, " q. Caroli 

plaustrum, in honour perhaps of Charlemagne, 
who first began the friendship and league, which 
continued so long between the French and Scots."

But this designation is by no means peculiar to S., 
nor is there any reason to suppose that it originated 
here. In A. S. this constellation was called carlpas- 
wagn, whence E. Charlswain, Charles's wain; Su.G. 
karlwagn, Dan. karlvogn. Foreign writers hare 
also supposed that the name was given in honour of 
Charlemagne, as the Romans had their Julium Sidus. 
But this opinion, as Ihre has observed, is not sup* 
ported by any ancient authority. Rudbeck pre 
tends, that, in an early age, the Northern deity Thor 
was called Karl; and that, as he was represented as 
sitting in a chariot, and exercising his empire over the 
stars and thunder, this constellation was his symbol. 
Atlantic, ap. Ihre, vo. KarL

It seems scarcely probable that it was denomi 
nated from Charles the great; as the name Charle- 
wain appears to have been unknown to the an 
cient Germans. They simply called this constella 
tion, the wain ; Alem. uuagan, Germ.wagen; or 
according to Luther, wagenstern, Amos, v. 8. 
Teut. waegen, arctos, plaustrum, sydus simile plau- 
stro ; Kilian.
CHARNAILL BANDIS, s.pl. Strong hinges 

used for massy doors or gates, riveted, and 
often having a plate, on each side of the gate ; 
E. centre-hinges. They are still called charnell- 
bands, S., although the word is now nearly ob 
solete.
A wricht he tuk, the suttellast at thar was, 
And ordand him to saw the burd in twa, 
Be the myd streit, that nane mycht our it ga; 
On charnaill bandis nald it full fast and sone, 
Syne fyld with clay as na thing had beyne done.

Wallace, vii. 1152. MS.
Edit. 1648 and ] 673, Cornell bands. Fr. charniere, 

64 a hinge, a turning joint; also, a certain device or 
engine, whereby a wooden leg or arm is made to 
move;" Cotgr. Chardonnereau, " the barre of a 
doore ; the peece, band, or plate, that runnes along 
on the hindge-side of some doors ; ibid." 
GHARRIS. V. CHAR, v. 
CHASBOL, CHESBOL, CHESBOWE, s. Poppy;

pi. chasbollis.\
u Aid Tarquine gef nay ansuer to the mes$anger, 

bot tuike his staf, and syne past throcht his gardin, 
and quhar that he gat ony chasbollis that greu hie, 
he straik the heidis fra them vitht his staf, and did 
no thyng to the litil chasbollis." Coiapl. S. p. 146. 

This word is spelled chcsboliis u in the parallel 
passage of Ballentine's Livy, MS." Gl. Compl.
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— To the walkryf dragoun mete gaif sche; 

That keping the goldyn appillis in the tre; 
Strynkland to him the wak hony swete, 
And sleperye chesbowe sede to walkin his sprete.

Doug. Virgil, 117. 7. 
— The chesbow hedes oft we se 

Bow down thare knoppis, sowpit in.thar grane. 
Quhen thay are chargit with the heuy rane.

Ibid. 292. 7.
In both places Virg. uses papaver. Rudd. en 

tirely overlooks this word.
E. cheese bowls, papavera hort. according to 

Skinner, from some supposed resemblance to the 
vessels used by those who make cheeses.

In Gloss. Com pi. Fr. ciboule, Ital. cipolla, are 
mentioned as of the same meaning. But by mis- 
take; for these words signify a a hollow leek, a 
chiboll." V. Cotgr. The poppy is denominated in 
Belg. slaap-boll, from its resemblance of a bowl, q. 
the bowl causing sleep.

It is not improbable, however, that cliesbol is 
formed from Fr. chasse poulx, wild black hellebore 
or bears-foot; from chasser and poulx or pouls, to 
drive away the pulse; as being accounted a poison 
ous herb. This being the meaning of the Fr. name 
of hellebore, our forefathers might transfer it to 
poppy, because of the similarity of its effects. How 
Doug. mentions it as given to walkin the dragon's 
sprete, is not easily conceivable; as the design was 
to lull him. 
CHASE, /.

" The Lord Seytoun, without ony occasioun of 
fered unto him, brak a chase upoun Alexander 
Quhytlaw, as they came from Prestoun,—and ceissit 
not to persew him till he came to the toun of Or- 
mistouu." Knox, p. 159.

Perhaps a shaft, or handle, as of a whip; or the 
barrel of a gun: for Fr. chasse is used in both 
senses; chasse~messe, a firelock. 
CHASS, s. Case, condition,.

The lordis was blyth, and welcummyt weill Wal 
lace, 

Thankand gret God off this fair happy chass.
Wallace, viii. 414. MS.

To CHASTY, v. a. To chastise, to correct. 
Bo»t sen thow spekys sa rudly. 
It is gret sky 11 men chasty 
Thai proud wordis, till that thou knaw 
The rycht, and bow it as thow aw.

Barbour, ix. 751. MS. 
Fr. chasti*er, Teut. kastij-en, id. 

To CHAT, v. a. To bruise slightly, S.; synon.
chack. 

CHAT THE.
Quod I, Churle, ga chat the, and chide with ane 

vthir. Doug. Virgil, 239, a» 30. 
He wald haif lufit, scho wald not lat him.

For all his yellow lokkis ; 
He chereist hir, scho bad gae chat him, 

Scho compt him not twa clokkis.
Chr. Kirk, st. 4.

This has been rendered, to go about his business, 
to take care of himself, from Goth, skot-a curare; 
Callander. But perhaps the sense given by Rudd. 
is more natural \ " hang thyself." He adds from
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Coles; a Chat signifies the gallows in the canting 
language." Grose writes chates, Class. Diet. As 
A. Bor. chat signifies a small twig, (Grose's Gl.) it 
may be equivalent to S. widdie, a.halter, properly a 
withe or twig.
CHAUDMELLE', s. A sudden broil or quar 

rel.
It is thus expl. by Skcne; " In Latine Rixa ; ane 

hoat suddaine tuilyie, or debaite, quhilk is opponed 
as contrair to fore-thoucht fellonie." De Verb. 
Sign.

Fr. chaude hot, and meslee, melee, broil; q. a 
broil arising from the heat of passion ; L. B. chaudi» 
melia, Calida Melleia, Du Cange. V. MELLE.
CHAUD-PEECE, s. Gonorrhoea.

—The snuff and the snout, the chaudpeece.
Polzvart's Fly ting. V. CLEI&S,

Fr. chaude-pisse is thus defined, Diet. Trev. Es- 
pece de maladie qu'on appelle autrement gonorrhee. 
Le mot de chaude-pis se a quelque chose d'obscene.
To CHAW, v. a. To fret, to gnaw. 

I am God Tybris, wattry hewit and haw, 
Quhilk, as thou seis, with mony iawp and iaw 
Bettis thir bray is, chawing the bankis doun.

Doug. Virgil, 241. 50. 
2. To provoke, to vex, S.

Rudd. derives this from E. chaw, chew. But it 
is probably allied to (X F. chaloir, to put in pain. 
Ne m'en chault • it does not vex me. Rom, 4e la- 
Rose.
CHEATS, CHITS, s. The sweet-bread. Chits 

and nearsy a common dish in S. i. e. Kidneys 
and sweet-breads.

——— Further more I have expended ' 
Vast sums, to wit, for washing, lodging, diet,— 
For panches, saucers, sheepheads, cheats, plack- 

pyes. Watson's Coll. i. 22. 
V. FOURHOURS.

CHECK, s. A bird. V. CHACK. 
CHEEK-BLADE, s. The cheek-bone, S, 

Some hungry tykes falls by the ears, 
From others cheekblades collops tears; 
About the licking of the looms, 
Before the beast to shambles comes.

Cleland's Poems, p. 77. 
CHEESEHAKE, s. A frame for drying cheeses

when newly made, S. V. HAKE. 
CHEESE-RACK, s. The same with Cheese- 

lake, S.
My kirnstaff now stands gizzen*d at the door, 
My cheese-rack toom that ne'er was toom before.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 3.
To CHEIM, v. a. To divide equally ; espe-» 

pecially in cutting down the backbone of an 
animal, S. B.

This, I suspect, is merely a corr. of the E. v. chine, 
used in the same sense^ from chine, the backbone. 
Fr. cschin-er. 
To CHEIP, CHEPE, v. n. l. To peep, to chirp,

as young birds in the nest, S. Cheepe, O. E. 
" The garruling of the stirlene gart the sparrou 

chcip." Compl/S. p. 60.
AIs fele? wrinkis and turnys can sche mak,
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As dois the swallo with hir plumes blalc,—• 
Gadderand the small morsellis est and west, 
To bere hir birdis chepand in thare nest.

Doug. Virgil^ 427. 5.
44 There is life in a mussel as lang as she cheeps." 

Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 71.
Johnson defines chirp^ as if it invariably denoted 

a cheerful sound, q. cheer up. This idea, however, 
is not suggested by cheip. 
2. To squeak with a shrill and feeble voice, S.

44 To themselves (the Scottish) the woods and hills 
of their country were pointed out by the great 
Bruce as their safest bulwarks; and the maxim of 
the Douglasses, that it was 4 better to hear the lark 
sing, than the mouse cheep,' was adopted by every 
border chief." Minstrelsy Border, Prof. LX.XVJ. V. 
also Ilume's Hist. Douglas, p. 259. 
:$. To mutter; applied metaph. to man, S.

— Thair wyfis hcs inaistery, 
That thay dar nawayis cheip.

Bannatyne Poems , p. 179. st. 7. 
4. To creak. In this sense shoes are said to 

cheip, when they retain tke music of the last. 
A door is also said to cheip, when the sound, 
occasioned by its motion, grates the ear, S. 

According to Sibb. this word is formed from the 
.sound. But I would rather refer it to Bclg. tjilp- 
en, to chirp; 'T getjilp van musschen, the chirping 
of sparrows. Isl. keip-ar^ used to denote the cause 
less murmurs of children, has considerable resem 
blance; Puerorum vagitus et querelae sine causa, 
G. Andr. p. 142.
CHEIP, s. This admits of the same various sig 

nifications as the v.
It is also used, in a general sense, to denote noise 

of any kind. 44 I did not hear a cheip;" i.e. There 
-was not the least noise, S.
CHEIPER, s. The cricket, an insect; denomi 

nated from the noise it makes, Loth. 
To CHEIPS, v. a. To buy or sell.

The lairds that drank guid wyn, and ale, 
Ar now faine to drink smattis ; 
Thay top the beir, and cheips the meil. 
The ladie sawis the aittis.

Maitland PoemS) p. 189.
A. S. ceap-an, emere, vendere; whence E. cheap 

en. It is not improbable that this may be the ori 
gin of the v. chaups. V. CHAP, v. 3.
To CHEIS, CHEISS, CHES, CHESE. l. To choose.

Y brought him ther he ches^ 
He gave me ten schilling.

Sir Tristrem^ p. 36. st. 55.
Bower gives the following advice, as expressed by 

one in the vulgar language, concerning the conduct 
of Rehoboam, king of Israel.

Kyngis state giff you will lcde.
Till aid mennis consall tak gude hede:
Roboam his kyngdam Jesit,
Yonge mennis consall for he chesit.

Scotichron. Lib. xiv. c. 4» 
2. To appoint; used in an oblique sense.

A tournament thai ches. Sir Tristrem. 
i. e. u They appointed a tournay," Gl. 
It is used in sense 1. by R, Brunne, p. 66.
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After Saynt Edward, Harald kyng thci chcs.

MoesG. kes-an, A. S. ceos-an, ct/s-anr Alem» 
Belg. kies-en, Su.G. kes-a, id. Chauc. chese. 
CHEITRES, Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 48.

read chekis.
CHEK, s. 1. Cheek. Douglas. 
2. The post of a gate.

Oft with the ram the porte is schaik and duschyt,
Doun bet yet chekts, and bandis all to fruschyt.

Doug. Virgil, 55. 27.
i. e. gate-posts. In the same sense the posts of^ 

a door are still called the do or-cheeks, S.
CHEKER, CHECKER, s. The exchequer.

44 All schirefs sould compcir yearlie in the cheker: 
or ane sufficient depute for him : haueand power to 
sweare for him : and in his saull: vnder the paine of 
ten punds, and tynsell of his office at the kings 
will." Stat. Rob. III. c. 26. Norm. Fr, esche- 
fjufcr.
CHELIDERECT, s. A kind of serpent. 

Thair wes the Viper, and th' Aspect, 
With the serpent Cheliderect^ 

Quhois stink is felt afar.
BurcVs Pilg. Watsotfs Coll. ii. 21. 

The account given by Cotgr. of Ghelydre, Fr. 
Corresponds with that of Burel: u A most venom 
ous and stinking snake, or serpent; rough.skaled, 
broad-headed, and of a darke tawny colour." Lat. 
chelydrus, Gr. %tXv$ps, tcstudo marina; item vene- 
natus serpens ; ex £sA0?, testudo, et vSwg, aqua.
CHEMAGE', Wallace, ix. 14.

Sobyr Luna, in flowyng off the se, 
When brycht Phoebus is in his clientage^ 
The bulys courss so takin had his place. 
And Jupiter was in the crabbis face. 

In edit. 1648, 1673, chemes hie, i. e. high dwell 
ing. This seems the true reading, although in MS. 
as given above. The whole passage is obscure* V. 
CIIEMYS.
CHEMER, s. A loose upper garment* 

A chemer for till hele his wed, 
Apon his armour had he then ; 
And armyt weill, als war his men. 
— With that he kest of his chemer', 
And hynt in hand a stalwart sper.

Barbour, xvi. 580. 601. MS. 
Edit. 1620, chimmer. V. CHYMOUR. 

CHEMYS, CHYMES, CHYMMES, CHYMIS, s. A 
chief dwelling ; as the manor-house of a landed 
proprietor, or the palace of a prince. 

It is enjoined that Baron-courts should be held at 
the Chemys, as the residence of the Baron himself.

44 First and formest, quhere court sould behalden, 
their aucht to compeir at ane certaine place, within 
the Baronie (the quhilk place is called the Chemys) 
the Baillie of the Baronie, with sufficient power, be 
letter and scale of the Baron, with his Clerks, his 
Serjand, and lawfull and sufficient soytours."— 
Baron Courts, c. 1. s. 1.

——— The mychty grete Enee 
Within his narrow chymmes ledis he.

Doug. Virgil., 254. 54. Tectum, Virg. 
When the phrase, fcctapauperis Evandri, occurs a few 

lines before; it is rendered " Evandrus pure lugeyng.?*
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«But this was owing to the poverty of the prince him 
self. It was still the best residence he had. 

It denotes the palace of the Latin kyng ; who
— Callis the cheif ledaris of his menye, 

Chargeand thay suld in his palice conuene, 
Vnto the rial chymes. Ibid. 369. 28. 
it is even used for the palace of Jupiter, Ibid. 

317. 40.
Rudd. derives it from Fr. chemise, a shirt; Sibb. 

renders it a houses or cottages standing separately," 
deducing it from Teut. hammeys, Dan. hiemmes, Fr. 
hameaux, hamlets.

As chemys has the form of a s. pi., I have thought 
that our word might be traced to Arm. chem, cham^ 
chom, choum, chemel, a habitation, whence Bullet 
derives Fr. chom-er, to rest, to stop. He observes 
that Heb. chomah signifies a wall; Chin, chom, a 
palace ; Arab, charnet, a tent, chama, to cover, 
chamai, to protect. Hence he derives Hisp. cama, 
a lodging. The latter seems immediately from L. B. 
cama, a bed, lectus, Isidor.

Since writing this article, I have observed that Mr 
Pinkerton gives materially the same derivation; from 
chom, Arm. to dwell. " Hence," he adds, " it 
would seem is chum, a college word for co-habitant, 
chamber companion." Maitland Poems, Note5 
p. 392.

But there is reason to believe that the resemblance 
is merely accidental, and that the term is from O. Fr. 
chesmez, the principal house on an estate, that which 
is inhabited by the lord or proprietor. Du Cange, 
defining Mansura Capitate, says ; Quod vulgo Caput 
Mansi, nostris Chefmez. Under the article Caput 
Mansi, he observes that chef mois occurs in the 
same sense in Norm. Fr. He also mentions Quiemcz 
as a variation. As in S. Kaims is in some places 
the name of a village, perhaps it may have originally 
been used as denoting the mansion-house which 
might have stood there.

Chef mez is merely the translation of caput mansi, 
from O. Fr. chef, head, and mez, mais, mois, which 
seem corr. from mansus. Ghef-mets. Quelques 
uns ^crivent chef-mais, chef-mois. C'est le princi 
pal-manoir d'une succession. Diet. Trev.

It is worthy of observation, that Douglas uses 
chemys and manys as terms perfectly synon.; apply, 
ing both to the residence of Evander.

This sobir manys resauit him, but leis.— 
And saying this, the mychty gret Enee 
Within his narrow chymmes ledis he.

Doug. Virgil, 254. 46. 54. V. MANYS. 
CHENYIE, CHENYE', s. A chain.

u Than he gart his sodiours serche and seike 
Bessus, quha vas gottyn in the forest, and vas brocht 
and led bundyn in ane chenye befor kyng Alex 
ander." Compl. S. p. 188. Fr. chaine, id. V. 
term. YE.
CHENNONIS, s. pi. Canons belonging to a

cathedral.
Perfytelie thir Pik maivis as for priouris,
With thair partie habitis, present thame thair.
— All kin chennonis eik of uthir ordouris;
All manor of religioun, the less and the mair.

Houlate, i. 15. MS. Fr. chanoine. 
To CHEPE, *. n. To chirp. V. CHEIP.
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CHESBOW, s. The poppy. V. CHASBOL. 
To CHESE, v. a. To choose. V. CHEIS. 
CHESYBIL, s. An ecclesiastical dress; O. E. 

chesuble, chasuble, a kind of cope, a short vest 
ment without sleeves, which a Popish priest 
wears at mass; Phillips. 

Ane-other chesybil he gave alsua.
Wyntown, ix. 6. 156.

L. B. casula, casubla, casubula; Belg. kasuyfel^ 
Fr. casuble, id. a little cope. 
CHESS, s. The frame of wood for a window,

a sash, S.
Both the S. and E. word seem derived from Fr. 

chassis, id.
To CHESSOUN, v. a. To subject to blame, to 

accuse.
He is sa ful of justice, richt and ressoun, 
I lufe him not in ocht that will me chessoun.

Priests of Peblis, Pink. S. P. Repr. i. 39. 
i. e. that will subject me to an accusation. 

Fr. achoisonn-er, to accuse, to pick a quarrel 
against, Cotgr. This seems to be formed from Lat. 
accuse.
CHESSOUN, CHESOWNE, s. Blame, accusation; 

exception.
Thus be yow ay ane example men tais : 
And as ye say than al and sundrie say is : 
If that ye think richt, or yit ressoun, 
To that I can, nor na man, have chessoun. 
And that ye think unressoun, or wrang, 
Wee'al and sundrie sings the samin sang.

Priests of Peblis, S. P. Repr. i. p. 7. 
Efter this tail in us ye sal not taint; 
Nor yit of our justice to mak ane plaint. 
And afterward sa did this King but chessoun ; 
On him micht na man plenie of ressoun.

Ibid. p. 15.
Mr Pinkerton interrogatively renders it, opposf* 

tion. But it is evidently from Fr. achoison, which 
not only signifies occasion, choice, election, but also, 
accusation. Thus the meaning is ; " The king did 
as he had promised^ without being accused of in 
justice by any one." 
CHESTER, s. The name given to a circular

fortification, in some parts of S. 
u There are several circular fortifications, called 

chesters, which bear evident marks of great anti 
quity.—They are all similar to each other, and 
much about the same size ; being nearly 40 or 50 
yards diameter. The outer wall or in closure, for 
some of them have evident marks of smaller, but ir 
regular inelosures within, consists of a rude mass, of 
large and small tumbling stones, built without any 
regularity or order; and without mortar of any 
kind.—Chester, in Gaelic, signifies a camp. And 
as the name is of Gaelic original, for this as well 
as other reasons, I am disposed to think that they 
are of greater antiquity than even Agricola's wall, 
or Graham's dyke." P. Kilsyth5 Stirl. Statist* 
Ace. xviii. 292. 293.

I find no evidence, however, that this term is 
Gael. It is evidently the same with the Lat. word 
castra, adopted into A. S. in the form of ceaster* 
ftrbs, oppidum, castrum, castellum, a city, a town, 
a fort? a castle : u whence; " as Somner remarks^
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" the termination of the names of so many places in 
England in caster, Chester, and the like." V. KEIR. 
CHESWELL, s. A cheese-vat.

" He is gone out of the clieswell that he was made 
in;" S. Prov. " A reflection upon persons who 
perk above their birth and station." Kelly, p. 141. 
V. KAISART.
CHEVERON, s. Armour for a horse's head. 

— In his cheveron biforne, 
Stode as an unicorne 
Als sharp as a thorne. 

An anlas of stele.
Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 4. 

u It appears," says Mr Pinkerton, " to have 
been the ornament or defence of the head of a war. 
horse, in the midst of which was an anlace, or sharp 
piece of steel, as is observable in miniatures and 
other monuments of the times." He conjectures, 
that it is from O. Fr. chef, as defending the head of 
the horse.

Grose gives the following account of it: u The 
chanfron, chamfrein, or shajfron, took its denomi 
nation from that part of the horse's head it covered, 
and was a kind of mask of iron, copper or brass, 
and sometimes of jacked leather, enclosing the face 
and ears. Some of these chanfrons seem to have 
been so contrived as to hinder a horse from seeing 
right before him, perhaps to prevent his being inti 
midated by any object against which he might be 
directed, so as to cause him to start aside, or lessen 
the celerity of his charge. From the centre of the 
forehead there sometimes issued a spike or horn, like 
that given by the heralds to the unicorn ; but gene 
rally it was adorned with an escutcheon of armorial 
bearings, or other ornamental devices. In several 
of the French historians we read of chanfrons worn 
by their nobility, not only of gold, but also orna 
mented with precious stones. Chanfrons reaching 
only to the middle of the face are called demy chan 
frons."—" The chanfron," he adds in a Note, " is 
defined to be the fore part of the head, extending 
from under the ears along the interval between the 
eyebrows down to the nose. Gentleman'1 s Die- 
tionary. Perhaps from champ and frein, the field 
or space for the bridle. Milit. Antiq. ii. 259. L. B. 
chamfrenum, Du Cange; Fr. chanjrain, chanfrein. 
CHEVIN, part. pa.

Than was he glaid of this, 
And thocht himself weil chevin. 
And hame he cam with blis ; 
Thocht lang quhill it was eviri.

Mailland Poems, p. 363.
Given among words not understood, Gl. But in 

Wallace we find chevit, chevyt, in the sense of at- 
chieved; and A. Bor. to chieve is to succeed, which 
Ray views as derived, either from atchieve, per 
aphaeresin, or from Fr. chevir, to obtain. Thus 
u he thocht himself weil chevin," may signify, a he 
thought he had succeeded well," or, " come to a 
happy termination," as chevir also signifies, to make 
an end. Allied to this is the phrase used by Chauc. 
" Yvel mote he cheve," ver. 16693. 
CHEWAL, adj. Distorted.

He chowis me his chewal mouth, and scheddis my 
lippis. Dunbar, Mailland Poems, p. 48.

C H I
Chowis may be either for chews or shows. V* 

SHEVEL, and SHOWL.
CHEWALRY, s. 1. Men in arms, of what 

ever rank.
He gadryt gret chewalry,
And towart Scotland went in by.

Barbour, iv. 187. MS. 
2. Courage, prowess in arms.

———The croune that Ihu couth ber ; 
And off the croice a gret party, 
He wan throw his chewalry.

Barbour, iii. 462. MS.
Fr. chevalerie, knighthood; here transferred to 

armed men without distinction. It also signifies 
prowess, illustria facinora, Diet. Trev. 
CHEWALROUS, adj. Brave, gallant. 

Throw his chewalyous chewalry 
Galloway wes stonayit gretumly.

Harbour, ix. 536. MS.
This has undoubtedly been a mistake of the trans 

criber for chewalrous.
O. Fr. chevaleureux, illustris, nobilis. 

CHEWALRUSLY, adv. Bravely, gallantly.
——The King, full chewalrusly, 

Defendyt all his company.
Barbour, iii, 89. MS.

To CHEWYSS, v. a. To compass, to atchieve* 
to accomplish.

In hy thai thocht thai suld him sla, 
And giflf that thai mycht chewyss swa ; 
Fra that thai the king had slayri, 
That thai mycht wyn the woud agayn.

Barbour, vii. 427. MS. V. CHEVIN. 
CHEWYSANCE, CHEWYSANS, s. Acquirement, pro 

vision, means of sustenance. O. E. cbeuisance* 
As I am her, at your charge, for plesance, 
My lyflat is but honest chewysance.

Wallace, ix. 375. MS.
L e. a Supported by the bounty of another, I do 

not honourably provide for myself as I have done 
formerly."

Quhen Wallace saw thir gud men off renown, 
With hunger stad, almast mycht leyff no mar, 
Wyt ye, for thaim he sichit wondyr sar. 
Gud men, he said, I am the causs off this ; 
At your desyr 1 sail amend this wyss, • 
Or leyff you fre sum chewy sans to ma.

Ibid. xi. 567. MS. also Barbour, iii. 402. 
Perhaps wyss should be wyss. 
And though he can so to a cloth, and can no bet»

ter cheuisance, 
Nede anone right winneth him vnder mayneprise.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 111. b. V. the v. 
To CHICK, v* n. To make a clicking noise, as 

a watch does, S. Perhaps from Teut. kick-en^ 
mutire, minimam vocem edere, Kilian. 

CHICKENWORT, s. Chickweed, S. Alsine 
media,,Linn. From chicken and wort, an herb, 
A. S. wyrt, Belg. wort, q. the herb fed on by- 
chickens.

CH1EL, CHIELD, t.
1. A servant. Cljartiber-cloiel^ a servant who 

waits in a gentleman's chamber, a valet. 
u He called for his chamber-chills^ and caused
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them to light candles, and to remain a while beside him, 
till he had recovered the fear and dreadour that he had 
taken in his sleep and dreaming. PitscottieJ p. 2-7.

" The Duke gave his chamber-chiel command, 
that he should drink no wine that night, but keep 
himself fresh, for he knew not what he had ado." — 
Ibid. p. 84.

This word may be originally the, same with, kUttt, 
a boy ; allied to which are kulla, a girl^ and kulle, 
offspring. It is probable, however, that chiel in the 
first sense, is immediately a corruption of Child, q. 
v. and that the following senses are of later origin. 
Dr Percy says, he has been assured that the ballad of 
Gil Morice " is still current in many parts of Scot. 
land, where the hero is universally, known- by the 
name of Child Maurice, pronoujiee/l Kby.tfee com. 
mon people Cheild or Cheeltf.". . tl^iquesj ̂ v. 1.
2. A fellow ; an4 Uke thi^ jvtnrd, US04- father |n .a 

good or bad sense. j although more con^tmonly 
as 'expressive of, disrespect, S. In a good 
sense, it is said, He's ajwe £bieldr i. e. A good 
fellow.

Chiels carry cloaks, when 'tis clear, 
The fool when 'tis foul has nane to ww.

Ramsay'&S* JF^w. p. 21;
In the following extracts, it isJevideiiily used 

with xlisrespect. ' ^ ( ; •*> •'.*., . >, 
They're fools that slav'ry Hkeij -and may Be free ; 
The chiels may a? ink up> themselves for me.

,._ Ramsayl^Poem&^il. 77. 
These ten lang years, 
fjhe cj^^rhas paid Ms

Pcejns in the, Uu^hm^&Me^^ p* %7. 
: Met^^Tfer.oUt of\sigfct f&X feallf an hour ! 

K But .some chield ay upon ne keef$ an, ee,
Ros?$ Helenore? p. 51.

3. A stripling, .a young man. This- sense is ge 
neral through Scotland. But S. B. it is ap 
plied indifferently to a young uiaii or woman. 
Now Nory kens she iii her guess was right, 
But lootna wi't, that she had seen the knight ; 
But at her speers, How far frae this awayi 1 
She thought the braes of Flaviana lay ? * 
Nae near, my cheel, she says.

Hefonore, p. 78* 
4» An appellation expressive of fondness, S. B. !

But are the cows your am ? gin I may speer, *
O never ane of them belangs to me.
They are the laird's, well may his honour be: ?
My ain gueed chield, that sucked me fuM sweet,
And's ay kind to me, whan we chance to meet. 

Ros$*s Helenore, p. 78. 
To CHIER, CHIER, v. a. To cut, to -vtound.

He chesit a flane, as did affeir him, —
Through baith the chieks he thocht to chier him.

Chr. Kirk, st. 8.
Ed. Calland. Cheir, Chron. S. P. 

AS. scear-an, scer-an, tondere ; or ceorf-an, ceurf- 
an, secare. Chard, which occurs in the same stanza, 
as it agrees in signification, has been viewed as the 
prek of the v. 
CHIERE, s. Chain « Chiere of estate.^

Chair of state.
And in a chiere of estate besyde,
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With wingis bright, all plumy ty boi his face, 

There sawe I sitt the btynd god Cu|>ide.
King's Quair, iii. 21.

CHILD, CHYLD, s. A servant, a page. 
Wallace sum part befor the court furth raid, 
With him twa men that douchtye war in deid, 
Our tuk the child Schyr Ranaldis sowme couth

leid. Wallace, iv. 24. MS. 
i. e. " the servant who led his baggage borne by

a horse."
This term, in O. E., denoted a youth, especi 

ally one of high birth, before he was advanced to
the honour of knighthood.

Ghyld Waweyn, Lotys sone, thulke tyme was 
Bot of tuelf yer, & the Pope of Rome bytake was 
To Norys thoru the kyng Arture, & thulke

tymerygt,
The pope hym tok armes, &'ys owe honde made

hym knygt. R. Glouc. p.- 132* -
This Lot is the same with the Loth us of our his-

torians, king of the Picts. Afterwards Waweyn is
called Syre, 1. e. .Sir Waweyn, as in p. 209.

The erl of *0xenford he nom, and another erl al so, 
And Syre WaWeyn, ys syster spue, tho al thys was•"*•' " '•' ' " '• ' ' " ' '.

ttfti! d^rtainly be traced id ?A.S. ctjdi as I*, 
Fr. etiffatt, Hisp. infant9 "1b?e* all beep, 

by a similar application, transferred to the heir ap 
parent of a s6?erfeij£n, i* e. One' "who had the pros. 
pect of advancement. I am inclined to think, that 
child was occasionally used as synon. with squire. It 
seei^s^unqja^ti^n^ble,' that one who aspired to the 
horioui'of ktfighA^bdi^ibefore h£ had actually at- 
tained it, was called vale1j'&ll£irt$L £ 'person* of rank 
and family: V. tfa Caiige, vo. Valeti.
CHILDER,^/. Children, S* Lancaslu

King Herodis part thai playit into Scotland, 
Off yong childer that thai befor thaim fand.

Wallace, i. 166. MS. 
Ay. maun the childer ', wi' a fastin mou,t* 
Giumble and greet, and make an unco mane. 

Fergusson's 'Poems, ii. <57. 
This pi. also occurs in O. E. 
Cassibalayn there uncle then was kyng, 
And founde his nephewes full honestly and. wel, 
And nour^red them while they were chylder yong.

Hardyng's Chron. F. 36, a. 
AS. cildru, pueri.

CHILD-ILL, s. Labour, pains ;qf child-beaiing. 
' " It is the layndar, Schyr," said anc, 
That liy r child ill rycht now hes tane.

Barbour, xvi. 274, MS.
CHYMES, *. A chief dwelling. V. CHEMYS.
CHYMOUR, CHYMER, s. A light gown, E. 

cymar. 
Thair belts, thair broches, and thair rings,

Mak Diggings bair at hame ; 
Thair hudes, thair chymours, thair garnysings ; 

For to agment thair fame.
Maitland Poems*) p. 188. 

His goun was of a claith as quhyte as milk, 
His chymers wer of chamelet purpure broun. 

Henry sone , Evergreen, i. 186. 
Fr. chamarre; a loose and light gown (and less
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properly, a cloak) that may be worn skarfwise ; 
also, a studded garment," Cotgr. ItaL darn are, Belg, 
samare* Su.Gi samaria ; ita vocatur toga longior, 
inprimis sacerdotum, hand dubje ab Hisp. zamarra, 
Testis,pellita; Ihre.

It may be supposed,, however, thai this term had 
its origin from that superior kind of cloth, made in 
Ancyra, a town of Galatia, of the fine wool that 

'grows OB the goats which feed near Mount Olympus. 
Of this the cloth is made, which the Latins called 
cymatilis,) from Gr. «vpt, fluctus, unda, because it is 
wared. This is so highly esteemed? by the Turks, 
that it is often worn by their Emperors. The Spa. 
niards might become acquainted with it, from their 
intercourse with the. Moors or Arabs. See a parti. 
cuJar account of this cloth, and of the wool of which 
it is made, as well as of the mode of manufacture, 
Bnsbequii Legat. Turcic, Ep. I. p. 80, 81» 87, 88. 
Ed. L. Bat. 1633.
GHIMNEY^ CHIMX^Y, s. A grate.

This is tfcjG} sense^ in which the word.is yujgajly used 
in S. It is always pronounced tfiwqlGy. The word 
denoting a chimney, is pronounced ctypyfy, l<anc%sh.

Among " moveabill hehrschip/* we fin^ mention 
ed, "artelja§>t9 put mpn^y.iq, ane e^ujcj 
chimn^y^ ang ^ater^f." ^rra^ tawes, c,
§ *v • * /•

A#d sip J$T£ t%>eivtfye tfti» ifthand,
See that ye (Jo it r^ght, 

' And ilka chwly o' th^ house, 
That they be dearly dight.

'' Jftiyiiesorts Popufor $$t* %>
. ....nr.j 

While frosty wipds btyw ij» the drift, ( •* V
Ben to the chin^la lug, . 

I grudge a wee the great folks' gift^ 
That live sae bien an' snug. : 

Burns, Hi. 155.
Hence chim ley -brace, the mantle-piece, S. 

CHINGLE, j. Gravel; as tl?e wotrd is, pro 
nounced in sojne places, elsewhere channel^ q. v. 
" Chingle^ I presume, is the old Scotch word, 

synonymous to the modern term channel. — -The name 
is happily descriptive of the nature of tlje sop which 
is in general, a light thin, earth, on a deep bed, of 
sandy gr#fle/." P. Channelkirk, Berw. Statist. Ace. 
xiii. 384. *
CHINGILY, pdj. Gravelly^ S, .

46 In some parts it consists ioifa mi^tiir$ of day and 
loam, in some pf a, heavy or light kind of clay alto. 
gether, in many parts of A mixture of clay and a 
light kind of moss, and in several parts it is grayel- 
lifih or sandy, or chfagtty.» P. HaHtirk, Gakhn. 
Statist. Ace. xjxp 4, 5.

" — The surface is not above a foot or 18 inches 
from the c&?^ffc.n P.. B01eski#e, Inyerness. Statist. 
Ace. xx* ^7." Chingte) gravel free from dirt j Gl. 
Grose*
CHYNE. V. CHOLLE. 
To €HIP, GHYP^ v. n. 1. A bird is said to be

chipping, when it cracks the shell. A. Bo*, id. 
2. To frreal^ forjh from a shell or calix, S. 

' thare hed^
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Gan chyp? and ky th thare reraal lippis red. 

Doug. Virgil^ 401. ir. 
Bushes budded, and tcees did chip, 
And; lambs by sun's, approach did skip.

. ColviPs Mock Poems, P. ii. 3. 
Grain is also said toMp, when it begins to germi. 

nate, S»
3» It is metaph. applied to the preparation neces 

sary to the flight of a person. .
May Margaret turned her round about,

(I wot a loud laugh laughed she) 
" The egg is chipped, the bird is flown, 

Ye'll see na mair of young Logie,."
Minstrelsy Border^ i. 248.

4. The term, as originally referring to birds, is 
transferred to a woman who is in the early 
state of prb^tiahcy, S. ^ ' '

5. It is applied to al6, when it begins to ferment 
in %ne working wt, j S . O. 
Belg. kipp-en, to hatch, to disclose. Zo dra als 

de kuykens gekipt waartn ; as. s^an. as the chickens 
were hatched. The radical idea seems to be that 
of breaking by means of a Mighti strok^ sudi as a 
chicken, gfre* tb^ ahell te ^urst^gt fcimiii}( Teut. 

cudert^ Wfes fej?, ictus. 
E^. Cheer, :enitert»in^ent*! J ;* > 

.Go clois the burde; and tak awa 
AndlokiaaJHiniayotialmorie.

- . Dwnbar, Mmtfand Poems, p. 73- 
To. CHIRK, JIEK, JIRG, CHORK, v. n. To make 

a grating noise; S. - ' 
The doors wi\\ chirk, the bandg will cheep, 
The tyke will waken frae his sleep;

Jamieson's Popular Bztt; K. 39S. 
To chirk wtih tbe teeth, also actively, to chirk the 

teeth, to» rob them against each other, S.
Chork is used to demote u the noige made by the 

feet when the shoes ate full of watei."
Aft ha^rG I wid thro' glen? with chorkingfezt, 

keltcQu'4f^4the weet.
..

It is eiAJ^i|tlyt the- same ^orA, v&f^ty the pro. 
Tincial pro^ounciatipn of Loth.

A. S. cearc-ian, crepitare; strjdere, <f to crash 
or gj*$sji, t^> cre^k, to make a noise, to charke, or 
(as jfi Chaucer's ^guage) to chitte. 
teth, denies stridente^ eha^ttCjriflg teeth, 
a gnashing, grinding OF erasing ijpise ; as, of the 
teeth.;"; Spmn^r. " Chirikip& toW-wpr^) a cjiat- 
teriog noise ;" Pkillips,

The tern is used by, C^auce? vp^^ SfiWfr*k*&l9B for 
" a 4 i« agreeable sound,"

All full of chirking \^as,-tha^ SjQrj place.
JCflightesTale) rer. 2006.

Teut. circk-eni$ undoubtedly allied, although in 
sensigi it more exactly corresponds to S. cheip. 
Circken als een mussvhe; titissare, pipjlare; to 
fheip as a sj^arrow^ E- chirp.

Sw(, skiaer-a (tanderna^) to gaa^ah the teeth, iss 
most probably a cognate term. 
To CHIRME, v. n. 1. As applied ta birds, it

denotes the mournful sound emitted by them,
especially when collected together, before a
storm, S.
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Boreas

The dere fall d«rne doun in Utendalis drew ; 
Small birdis floltand thrtrV thrk rtran^ s thrafcg, 
In chirmyngC) and with cheping changit thare

sang, i < . > . 
Sekand hidlis and hirtiys thame to hyde 
Fra ferefull ; thuddis of the tempestuus tyde^

Daug* Vtqs&VRl. 20. 
Here chirmyhge is "used as synon» with cheping.

2. To chirp ; without necessarily; implying the 
idea of a melancholy note, S. 

The kowschot croudis and pykkb on the ryse, 
The Stirling changis diuers steuynnys nyse, 
TMie sparrow Mrmisio. the wallis, flyft.

Jtfd. 4C&. W. 
Cou'd laVtocks at the 
'Cou'd Unties thtftittti 
Compare wi* Bl

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 25.
3. To fret, toTae peevish, to be habitually eom-

plaining, S.
Rudd. derives this v. from charm, frdin Lat. car 

men. Sibb. comes much nearer, when lie mentions 
A. S. cyfntj clamor. Junius, from 6. B. Arm. garm, 
clamor. But the true origin is Belg. kerm-en, to 
lament; lamentari, quiritari, Kilian. Perhaps we 
may riew as a cognate Isl.jarmr, vox avium, gar- 
ritus.
CHYRME, s. Note ; applied/to 

. O gentm Troiane diuyne inter pretoure, 
— That vnderstandis the cours of euery ster, 
And chyrme of euery ̂ yrdis voce on fer.

Doug. Virgil^ 80. 12.
To CHIRT, v.a. 1. To squeeze, to press out, S. 

I saw that cruell feynd tfik thare, but dout, 
Thare lynimes rife and -eit, as be war wed^ 
The yo astir tharfra chirtand and blak bind.

2. To act in a griping manner, as, in making a 
bargain ; also, *to s^udeze or practise extortion» 
A MrtingfoU&Wi a covetous wretch, an extor 
tioner; S.

' Is this allied to Fr. serr-er, id.? I can scarcely 
think that it is from cherte, dearth, scarcity j be 
cause although this implies the idea of pressure, 
ft is not natural to suppose thfct th6 figurative Sense 
would give birth to the simple one.
CHIT, s. A small bit of bread, or of any kind 

of food, S.
To CHITTER, v. n. l. To shiver, to tremble, S. 

fience boys are wont to call that bit of bread, 
which they preserve for eating after bathing, 
a clritttriwg piece, S. O.

" Oh ! haste ye open,— Fear nae sfcaiih, 
Else soon this storm will be my death." 
I took a light, and fast did rin 
To let the chittering infant in*

Rvmsai/'s Poems, i. 145.
What gausye shake, and glowre, ^attd look sae wan ? 
Your teeth they chitter^ hair like bristles stand.

Ibid. ii. 168. 
Whare wilt thou cow*r thy^chtttermg wing,
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An'close thy e'e?

Burnv^i. ISO, 
2. To chatter. The teeth are said to cUtter^ ndien

they strike against each other, in consequence
of extreme cold, or of disease, S*
Belg. sitter-en^ Teut. tsitter«eny tseter-en, dtier* \ 

en, ti^rm. sdhM^ern^ to qui?er; Sw, tutr-a^ Id. 
Seren. vo. Shiver; Isl. titr-a, tremere, Vdrd.

W«kjliter riewis the Gerln. word ras ar frequentathe 
from schutt-eU) Belg. schudd-en, motitare; observ 
ing that schuddeboFsigmfses a tremulous head.
CHITTEH-LILLING, s. An opprobrious term

usdd by Bunbar, in his address to Kennedy.
Ghitter-tillingy Ruck-rfflmg, Lick-schilling in

the Mill-house.— *Ever$reen, ii. 60. st. 45.
Perhaps the same as E. cliitterlin^ the intestines,

as the next appellation is borrowed from the coarsest
kind of shoes. It might indeed lie compounded o£
chitter and another Belg. word of 'the same sense,
liUen, to tremble. But, in the choice of these terms,
so much regard is paid to the sound, that we havd
scarcely any data to proceed on in judging of the
sense.
To CHtZZEL, 9. a. To cheat, to act deceitful 

ly, S. B. 'CfaKf*9 E,
Belg. kweezel-en^ to act hypocritically; Su.G. 

kiiis-a, kos-a<> to fascinate, which thre and Seren. 
view as the origin of E. chouse and cozen. Kosen 
is the Sw. part, pa., fascinatus.
CffiZZARD. V. KAISART. 
CHOKKEIS, pronounced cbtot*x> *.$l. Thc^awsj 

properly, the glanduiar farts uikter ^e jaw 
bones, S. Thus he who has the king's evil, is 
vulgarly said to fcave 4i the cruelrs in his 
cbaub."

Kerle beheld on to the tumid Heronn, 
V^pon Fairdoun as he was Itikand doun; 
A suttell straik wpwart him tuk that tide, 
Wndir the chokkeis the grounden suerd gart gHd,, 
By die gud mayle bathe halss and hys crag

bayne 
In sondyr straik; thus endyt that cheftayne.

Walfaee, *. 148. MS.
In Perth edit, it is chekkt$> fat cheeks; in 

1648, cloak. ., , .
Isl. kalke, kialke^ kialkiy maxilla, the jaws; 

gula, faux bruti. The term chafts^ used with greater 
latitude, as including the jaw-bones, is from another 
origin. A. S. ceac, and ceoca, seem to have denoted, 
not only the cheek, but the jaw.. V. CHUKIS. 
CHOK-BAND, s. The small strip of leather, by 

which a bridle is fastened arouad the jaw» otf a 
horse, S. * „ , -» ' 

CHOL, CHOW, s> The j»le orjewfi 
——How and holkit is thine Ee,

Thy cheik bane bair, and bJaiklht Is thy Wie, 
Thy chop, thy cAo/, gars mony men live Chaste, v 

Thy gaae it gars us mind that we raaune die. i 
Evergreen, ii. 56. st. 15.

Dr Johns, erroneously derives E. jele froni Fr.
gueule, the mouth, the throat, thegullet; Oar woncfy
while it mere nearly retains fthe primary sowtid^
points out the origin; A. S. teole^ faucis. ceolas.

Gg 2'
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fauces, the jaws, Somner. The / is now lost in the 
pronunciation.

Cheek for chote9 S. cheek by jole. . 
Our laird himsell wad aft take his advice. 
E'en cheek for chew he'd seat him 'mang them a', 
And tauk his mind 'bout kittle points of law. 

Ramsay's poems^ ii. 12. 
It should be chow.

CHOLER, CHULLER, , CHURL, s. A double-
chin, S. , .
" The second chiel was a thick, setterel, swown 

pallach, wi' a great chuller oner his cheeks, like an 
ill-scrapit haggis." Journal from London, p. 2.

It is pronounced in all these ways ; and is perhaps 
merely a figurative use of E. choler, because passion 
often appears by the inflation of the double chin. 
Hence it is also called the Iflyte-pock, q. T. Or, shall 
we rather derive it from A. S. ceolr, guttur, Lye? 
In Su.G. this is called isterhaka, literally, a fat 
chin. 
CHOLLE.

Hathelese might here so fer into halle,
How chatered the cholle, the chalous on the chyne. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i, 11.
Cholle and chalous are evidently birds. For in 

the verses immediately preceding,
The birdes in the bowes, 

are described as u skryking in the skowes."
Cholle may be used poetically for chough. Cotgr. 

mentions Fr. chaulsepot as u a certain little bird," 
Chalous may have some affinity. Chyne seems to be 
from Fr. chesne an oak. 
To CHORK. V. CHIRK. 
To CHORP, v. n. To emit a creaking sound.

My sboon are chorpin^ my shoes creak in conse 
quence of water in them, Loth.
Perhaps from the same origin with E. chirp, (as a 

sparrow) which Junius seems to deduce from Tent. 
tirck-en. V. CHIRK. 
CHOSS, j. Choice.

And giff that thaim war set in choss, 
To dey, or to leyff cowartly, 
Thai &uld erar dey chewalrusly.
Barbeur, in. 264. MS. Edit. 1620, chose. 

CHOUKS. V. CHOKKIS. 
CHOW, s. The jowl. V. CHOL.

Of Caxtoun's -translation of the jEneid Doug. 
flays;

His ornate goldin versis mare than gylt,
I spitte for disspitc to se thame spylt
With sic ane wicht, ^uhilk treuly be myne entent
Knew neuir thre wordis at all quhat Virgill inent,
So fer he chowpis, I am constreny t to fty te,
The thre first Iwjris he has ouerhippit quy te.

Virgil, 5. 47.
Rudd. renders this, " talks, prattles," as when 

" we say, to chop logic." He views it as synon. 
with the phrase, " to clip the king's language," S.

But this seems equivalent to the sea phrase, to chop 
about, applied to the wind.-^The use offer, far, and 
ouerhippit, seem to fix this as the sense; perhaps 
frpm Su.G, koep-a^ permutare, Alenu choufUun^ i(L

C I E
CHOWS, s.pl. A particular kind of coal, smal. 

ler than the common kind, much used in forges, 
S. ;. perhaps fioin Fr. cbou± the general name of 
coal. ( ' * • 
" The great coal sold per cart, which contains 

900 weighty at 33. 6d. The chows or smaller coal, 
at 2s. 9d." Statist. Ace. P* Carriden, i. 98^
To CHOWTLE, CHUT?LE, v. n. To chew 

feebly, as a child does, when its jawrbones are 
weak, or an old person, whose teeth are gone;. to 
mump, S. : . • * < * , ; 
Isl. jodld) inflrmitef malidere 5 G. Andr, He 

also mentionsjac?, jddl, as signifying, detrimeatum 
dentium, q. ' the failure of the teeth ," j^. 1^9 .
CHRYSTISMES^, s. Christmas.

This Cfirystismess Wallace ramaynyt thar; 
In Laynrik oft till sport he maid repay r.

Wallace, v. 561. MS.
i. e. the mass of Christ ; Cristes being the A. S. 

genitive ; as Cristes boc, the gospel. 
CHUCKIE, s. A low or cant term for a hen?!S. 

This may ;either be from Belg. tcuyken a chick'en, 
from kuyk-en,. ̂ ta hatch, whence E. chick, chicken; 
or from chuck, chuck, the imitative cry used in S. in 
calling dunghili fowls together. 
CHUCKIE-STANE, jr. A small pebble, S. ; a 

quartz crystal rounded by attrition on the 
beach.
This may be from Teut. keyt-en, a small flint, par- 

vus silex, Kilian. But rather, I suspect, from the 
circumstance of such stones being swallowed by 
domestic fowls.

A game, used by girls, in tossing up, and catching 
pebbles as they fall, is called the Ghuckie-stanes. 
CHUF, s. « Clown," Pink.

Quhen that the chuf wad me chyde, with gyrnand
chaftis, 

I wald him chuk, cheik and chyn, and chereis him
so meikil, (

That his cheif chymmis he had I wist to my sone. 
Maitland Poems, p. 55.

In Note, p. 392. this is rendered , churl. Mr 
Pinkerton also mentions that in an old song in Pepys* 
Coll. Ball, it is said,

Soon came I to a Cornishe chuffe. 
He adds, that in Prompt. Parv. choffe or chuffe is 
rendered, rusticus.

This is certainly the same with Cufe, q. v. 
CHUKTS, s. pi. A disease mentioned in Roull's 

Cursing, MS. 
— The chuMs, that haldis the chaftis fra chow»

Golkgaliter at the hairt growing. ——
Gl. Cumpl. p, 331.

This undoubtedly means a swelling of the jaws. The 
term seems elliptical; probably allied to A. S. ceace» 
na swyle, faucium tumor, ceac, ceoc, signifying the 
cheek or jaw. V. CHOKKEIS. This disease is call 
ed the -buffets, Ang. Fr. bouffe, a swollen cheek. 
CHUM, s. Food, provision for the belly, Clyde&,

Scqffl synon. 
CIETEZuOUR, s. A citizen.
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a The cietezouris of Teruana in Flanderis (to 

quhom thir ambaSsatouris first come) rycht desyrus 
to recouer thair lyberte, refusit nocht thir offeris." 
Bellend. Cron. F. 30. b.. 
CYGONIE,*. The stork. 

. The Gygonie, that foul so whyte, 
Quhilk at the serpents ,hes despyte.

Come granen to the ground ; 
And Mamuks that byds euer mair, 
And feids into the cristal air, 

Deid on ,the fields, wer found.
BureV* Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 27. 

Fr. cicoigne^ cigogne^ Lat. ciconia^ id. 
CYNDIRE, s. A term denoting ten swine. 

. " This is thte forme and maner of the pannage: for 
ilk cyndire^ that is, for ilk ten swine, the King sail 
haue the best swine: and the Forester ane hog." 
Forrest Lawe, c. 7. Lat. copy, cindra.

Du Cange gives no explanation of cindra^ but 
merely quotes the passage. I do not find that this 
word in any language signifies a decad. The only 
conjecture I can form is, that it is Gael, ciontire, 
tribute, which being first applied in the sense of pan. 
nage, as denoting the tax paid for the liberty of feed. 
ing swine in a forest, was afterwards improperly used 
to denote ten swine^ a$ this was the number for which 
the duty specified by thfe.law was to be paid. 
CYSTEWS, s.pl. Cistertiaa monks 5 Fr. C/V- 

taws.
Scho fowndyir in-to Gallaway 
Of Cystews ordyre ane abbay ; 
Dulce-cor scho gert thaim all, 
That is'Sweet-Hart, that Abbay call.

Wyntown, viii. 8. 45. 
CITHARIST, s. The harp.

All thus our Ladye thai lofe, with lyking and list, 
Menstralis, and musicians, mo than I mene may : 
The Psaltry, the Citholis, the soft Citharist, 
The Groude, and the monycordis, the gythornis§ay;
The rote, and the recordour, the ribus, the rist^ 
The trump, and the taburn, the tympane but tray ; 
The lilt pype, and the lute, the cithill in fist , 
The dulsate, and the dulsacordis, the schalia of 

assay ;
The amyable organis usit full oft; 
Clarions loud knellis, 
PortativeS) and bellis, 
Cymbaellonis in the cellis 
That soundis &o soft.

Houlate, iii. 10,
I have given the whole passage from the Bannatyne 

MS., marking in Italics the variations from the print. 
ed copy, which is here very incorrect. List is 
printed lift, citharist atharift, croude, cronde ; ri&t, 
rift; in fist, andfist; assay, off ay ; portatives, por- 
tatibis; soft, oft.

Citharist is immediately, although improperly, 
formed from Lat. citharista, a harper; from cithara^ 
Gr. xiQx^x. The word as here used, however, may 
have denoted the guitar in common with the harp ; 
as 1 A. S. cytere, cithara is, both by Somn. and Lye, 
rendered a guitar. Germ, cither^ Belg. cyter, Sw. 
zitra, also all signify a guitar. The similarity of the 
word£; used to denote these instruments^ shews that
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they were viewed as nearly allied. And indeed, 
what is a guitar, but a harp of a peculiar structure ? 
The Fr. word oythariser would suggest the idea of 
what we now call an Aeolian harp. For it is ren 
dered, u to sing or whizz as the wind;" Cotgr.

It may be added, that the Gr. name of the harp 
has been supposed to originate from the resemblance 
of this instrument, in its full structure, to the hu 
man breast, and from the emission of sound in a si 
milar manner. Juxta opinionem autein Graecorum 
citharae usus repertus fuisse ab Apolline creditur. 
Forma citharae initio similis fuisse traditur pectorl 
humano, quod veluti vox de pectore, ita ex ipsa « 
cantus ederetur, appellataque eadem de causa. Isi- 
dor. Orig. Lib. 2, a. 21. 
CITHOLIS, s. A musical instrument,

— The Psaltery, the Citholis, the soft Citharist.
Houlate, iii. 10. V. CITHARIST. 

In Chaucer's description of the statue of Venus^ 
it is said;

A citole in hire right hand hadde she»
Kmghtes Tale^ ver. 196U 

— The musyke I might knowe 
For olde men, which sowned lowe 
With harpe, and lute, andwkh cytole.

Gower^ Conf. jhn. F. 189, a. 
Sir John Hawkins, in his History of Music, 

" supposes it to have been a sort of Dulcimer, and 
that the name is a corruption of Lat. cistella y" 
Tyrwhitt. But cistella signifies a coffer. L. B. c/- 
tola is used in the same sense with citholis^ Fr. citole , 
a term which occurs A. 1214. V. Du Cange. Some 
have supposed that citole is corr. from Lat. cithara^ 
Diet. Trev.
CLAAICK, CLAWICK, s. The Autumnal feast, 

or -harvest-home, Aberd. ; synon. Maiden^ 
^uern^ Rapegyrne, q. v. This entertainment^ 
when the harvest is early finished, is called the 
Maiden Claaick ; when late,, the Carlin Glaaicf* 
V. MAIDEN and CARLIN..

Belg» kluchte, signifies pastime, a play or interlude- 
But I can scarcely suppose any affinity.
CLACHAN, CLAUeHANNE, CLACHEN, s. A 

small village in which there is a parish-church, 
S. A village of this description is thus de 
nominated in places bordering on the High 
lands, or where the Gael, has formerly been 
spoken. Elsewhere, it is called the kirk-town.» 

— "Of lait there is croppen in amangis sum Noble 
men, Prelates, Barronnes, and Gentil-men, in cer. 
taine pairts of this realme, being of gude livinges, 
great abuse contrair the honour of the realme, & 
different from the honest frugalitie of their Fore- 
beares, passing to Burrows, Tbwnes, Clauchannes & 
Aile-houses with their houshaldes, and sum abiding 
in thair awin places, usis to buird themselves and 
uthers to their awin servands, as in hostillaries."— 
Acts Ja. VI. 1581. Parl. 7. c. 116. Murray. 

The first time that he met with me, 
Was at a Clathen in the West;. 

Its name, I trow, Kilbarchan be,,
Where Habbie's drones blew, many a blast.

Watsorfs Coll. i. 11. 
It must be observed,, however^ that Gael, dachas
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bas been expl. " a circle of stones." It has beeft 
asserted that churches were erected in the same 
places, which, in times of heathenism, had been con. 
secrated to Druidical worship. *

" The same term \dachan\ is used, when speak* 
ing of many other places of worship, both in the 
Highlands and low country, places where it is pro- 
bable that such circles did, or do still, exist." P. 
Aberfoyle, Perths. Statist. Ace.- x. 129.

" Glenorchay — was formerly called Ctachan Dy- 
sart9 a Celtic word, signifying, " The Temple of the 
Highest." The place, where the parish church 
stands, was probably the site of the Clachan, or 
" Circle of Stones," of the Druids. Dysart pro- 
perly means The Highest God. The founders of a 
church, designed for a more enlightened worship, in 
order to induce the pagan inhabitants to attend the 
institutions of revealed religion, were naturally led 
to make choice of a situation, the mote revered by 
them, as being the place where they had formerly 
been accustomed to perforin their rites of devotion." 
P. Gtenorchay, Argyles. Statist. Ace. viii.,335, 336.

" We shall leave the Druids, by only remarking, 
that the same expression, which the people then used 
for their place of worship, is still used to this day ; 
as the Highlanders more frequently say, Will ye go 
to the stones f or, Have you been at the stones ? 
than, Will you go to, or have you been at church ? 
Mankind, in this instance, as they do in many others, 
retain the ancient name, while the thing signified by 
that name is entirely forgotten, by the gradual influen ce 
of new habits, new manners, and new modes of liv 
ing." P. Callander, Perths. Statist. Ace. xi. 581, N.

Thus the origin must be Gael, dach, a stone.
It is evident, indeed, that the name is, in some 

places, still given to what is otherwise called a 
Druidical temple.

" Within a few yards of the one [the Druidical 
monument] at Borve, there are clear vestiges of a 
circular building, which has either beeti a temple 
adjoining this dachan, Or the residence of the offi 
ciating Druids." P. Harris (Island) Statist. Ace. 
x. 374.

Gael, dachan, " a village, hamlet, burying. 
place." Shaw. 
CLACK, s. The clapper of a mill, S.; thus

denominated from the noise it makes ; Teut.
sonora percusso. 

CLAES, pi. Clothes. V. CLAITH. 
CLAG, CLAGG, s. 1. An incutnbrance, a burden 

lying on property ; a forensic term, S. 
" And to the which judge arbitrator both the 

saids parties have submitted, and by thir presents 
submite all daggs, claims, debates and contraversies 
standing betwixt them, and specially that debate and 
contraversie," &c. Dallas of St Martins' Styles, 
p. 813.

—— Dear bairns o' mine, 
I quickly man submit to fate, 
And leave you three a good estate, 
Which has been honourably won, 
An,' handed down frae sire to son, 
But dag or claim; for ages past.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 544*
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and claim, although generally combined, 

seem to convey different ideas. The former may 
denote a claim legally sustained, or which cannot be 
disputed; the latter, one that may be, or has been, 
made, although the issue be uncertain. 
2. Charge, impeachment of character; fottlt, or 

imputation of one, S. 
He was a man without a c&/£,

His hetfrt was frank wiChout a flaw.
^Rits^n^S. Song*, 1.171.

" He has nae clag till his tail," k$ u vulgar phrase, 
signHyhig that there is no stain Sn ofce's character, 
or that no one can justly exhibit a charge against 
him.

Tent, klaghe, qwerela; ac<**satlo. "Gfewn. Jclage ; 
eine gerichtlkke kfage, a suit tt law ; Baa. *&ge, a 
complaint, a grievance, kl&gz i retfen kterm&tl, u 
action or suit at law, &n accusation: Tent. fc/ag'A- 
en, queri, accusare, Germ. klUg-Mij ffeui. kfag- 
er, id. Su.G. Isl. <&0£-a, qweii, oonqueri, siveid 
sit privatim sive ante judlcem; Ihre. This kigenions 
glossarisi thinks that It properly Aenortes the lamen. 
tation made by infants, who by 0ljA. aye designed 
klahai, Luke x. ^1, observing that g and % are tet 
ters of great affinity. Some derive the Gkrth. word 
from Or. «x«y.eu, clanwtre. It appears that it was 
not unknown in A. S. For Hiokec mentions cfagtw, 
as denoting one, qui shie qtteriwonia fert; Oraoa* 
A. S. p. 150.
To CLAG, v. a. lt> clog by fcflhfesion, S. 

Claggit, clogged. As stfll used, S. tt %sj)€Cially 
denotes any thing that not only loads, but defiles. 

The man kest off his febill weid of gray, 
And Wallace his, and pay it siluer in hand. 
Pass on, he said, thou art a proufl merchand. 
The gown and hoiss in fclay that elttggit was, 
The hud heklyt, and maid him for to pass.

Wallace, vi. 4te. MS. 
In Pdrth edit, it is by mistake claggttt. 

Johns, after.Skinner derives E. dog, from log. But 
it is evidently far more Nearly'allied to Dan. Idaeg, 
viscous, glutinous, sticky; vdildi from the sense af. 
fixed to the adj. daggy9 certainly marks the origin 
of die S. v.
CLAGGY, adj. Unctuous, adhesive, bespotted 

with inire, S. V. the v.
CLAGGOCK, s. " A dirty wench," Sibb. 

Bot I haue malst into sdeispyte 
Pure Glaggokis cled roiploch ^fu'hyte, 
Qnhrlk hes scant twa markes for their feis. 
Will haue twa eWis beneth thrair kneis. 

Lyndmy's WarMs^ 1592. ($yde Tafflis), p. 308.
From the same origin with the two preceding words.
CLAHYNNHE', CLACHIN, s. « Ckn or tribe 

of people living iti the same district under the 
command of a chief." Gl. Wynt. 

Tha thre score ware clannys twa, 
Clahynnhe Qwhewyl, and Clachin Yha.

Wyntown, xi. 17. 9.
As Gael. Ir. dan denotes a clan, Mr Macph. has in. 

geniously observed that A. S. clein, G^rm. klein, Belg. 
klein, klain, MoesG. klahaim (dat. plur.) atl signify 
young, small, or children, and in the application to
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the highland tribes infer the whole clan to be de. 
scendents of one common ancestor. He might have 
added, that Gael, clain expressly signifies children; 
Su.G. Isl. klen^ infantulus.
CLAYIS, s.pl. Clothes, S. V. CLAITH. 
To CLAIK, v. n. 1. To make a clucking noise, 

as a hen does, especially when provoked, S.
2. To cry incessantly, and impatiently, for any 

thing. In this sense it 13 often used with re 
spect to the clamorous requests made by chil 
dren, S.

3. To talk a great deal in a trivial way, S. j to 
clack, E.

4. To tattle, to report silly stories, such espe- 
cicially as tend to injure the characters of 
others, S.

It is difficult to determine, which of these should bp 
viewed as the primitive sen,se. The word, as first 
vsed, is allied to Id. W##-0, clango, avium vox pro- 
pria,; 0» Andr. p. 146. I ajso find Isl. k lack -a men. 
tioned^as signifying to prattje. As used in the last 
sense, it is illustrated by Su.G. klaek^ reproach ; 
klofttka,) subitus et leyis su$un;us ; Ihre. BeJg. klikk- 
W fe tp teH again, to inform, against.

1. The noise, made by a hen, S. Isl. 
vox

2. An idle or false report j S.
— Ane by your cracks may tell,

Ye' YC mair than ance been at »ic tricks yoursel' ;
And sure if that's nae sae, the Country's fu*
Wi' lees, and claiks, about young Ket and you. 

Morison's P^ems, p. 187. 
CLAIK, GLAKE, s. The bernacle; Bernicla,

Gesner ; Anas Erythropus, (mas) Linn. V.
Pena* ZooL p. 517»

According to Boece, this species of goose was bred 
in worm-eaten, trees, which had been carried about 
fey the sea*

" BrC^tis now to speik of the geis geoerit of the 
seenamitc/aA;**." Bel lend. Descr. AJb. c. 14.

Lesly gives a description of this fowl, similar to 
that of Boece. Reg. et Ins, Scot. Descr. p. 35, 36.

Douglas alludes to this animal, describing it ac 
cording to the opinion adopted in that age.

AH water foullis, war swemand thair gude speid :
Alse out of grouand treis, thair saw I breid,
Fowlis that hingand be, thair n^bbis grew.

Palice of Honour , iii. 88.
u These," says Pennant, u are the birds that 

about two hundred years ago were believed to be 
generated out of wood, or rather a species of shell 
that is often found, sticking to the bottom of ships, 
or fragments of them ; and were callec} Tree-geese. 
The shell here meant is thefypas ancAifera^ Lin, syst. 
668. Argenville Conch, tab. 7. The animal that 
inhabits it is furnished with a feathered beard ; which, 
in a credulous age, was believed to be part of the 
young bird." Zool. p. 578. The designation, ana» 
tifera, alludes to this fancy j literally signifying the 
goose-bearing lepas.

Even the E. name bernade has been viewed as re 
ferring to the supposed origin from wood. For, ac 
cording to Junitts; it is probably formed from barn

a son, and ac an oak. Whatever may be in this, 
the clergy in the darker ages availed themselves of 
the supposed vegetable origin of these birds. For 
Bromton, in his Chronicle, when describing Ire 
land, says ; " Here there are also birdp, called ber- 
nacleS) which as it were against nature are produced 
from fir trees. On these the religious feed during 
their fasts ; because they are not procreated, from 
coition, nor from flesh. Col. 1072, aj>. Jim,

This word does no,t seem to be of Celtic origin. 
If Lhuyd's conjecture be right with respect to Ir. 
gidhran, the word claik is most probably unknown 
in that language. An q. d. gedhchram, anser arbori- 
gena ?

It.seems to have been, supposed, informer ages, 
that this species of goose received its name from its 
daik) or the noise it made. Hence, the office of 
Censor General of the church is allotted to it by 
Holland.

Corrector of Kirkine was clepit the Clake.
H&ulate, i. 17.

- When the Cleck Geese leave off to clatter, 
And parasites to flietch apd flatter, 
And priests, Marias to pitter patter, 

Apd thieves from ihift refrain ;— 
Then she that sum right thankfullie 

Should pay thorn hame again.
Watson's Coll. i. 48, 4& 

CLAIR, adji 1, Distinct, exact, S. B. 
In Flavians! qfuo she, dwell ye there ? 
That of their dwelling ye're so very clair .?

Ross's Helenore) p. 67.
Fr. clair, evident, manifest, from Lat. clar-us; 

Belg. klaar^ Su.G. Germ, klar, id, 
2. Ready, prepared, S. R.'c/ar is used in the same 

sense, Orkney; Dinner is clar, i. e» ready^ 
Dan. klar, id.

Vanity sayes I will gae look,
If I can get a chamber claiv ; 

I am acquainted with the cook,
I trow we shall get honest fair. 

Pennecuik's Poems, 1715. p. 87. V. CLARE*
To CLAIR, v. a. To beat, to maltreat. 

Yell, knave, acknowledge thy offence, 
Or I grow crabbed, and so clair thee; 
Ask mercy, make obedience, 
In time, far fear lest I forfair thee.

Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. $. 
Clearings is used metaph. both for scolding, and 

for beating, Clydes. <j. clearing accounts,
CLAISE, clothes. V. CLAITH.
CLAITH, CLAYTH, s+ Cloth, S/ WestmoreK

" Ane tailyeaur can nocht mak ane garment, bot 
of clayth. A masone can noeht byg ane wail? bot of 
lyme. and stane.—Bot almychty God maid heuin and 
erd and all creatouris thairin, of nothing, quhilk he 
did be his almychty powar." Abp* H^miltoun's 
Catechisme, 1552. Fol. 89. a. 
Clayis^ claise, does, pi. Claiths^ claise, West*

mgrel. Cumb.
Hir subtyll wylis gart me spend all my gud,
Quhill that my dayis grew threid bair ou my bafc..

Chron. S. P. iii. 237. 
We never thought it wrang to ca? a. prey 3,
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Our auld forbeerfr practis'd it all their days, 
And ne'er the warse for that did set thair claise. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 122. 
The twa appear'd like sisters twin, 

In feature, form an' claes.
Burns, iii. 29.

A. S. clath cloth; clatha, Isl. Su.G. klaede, clothes. 
To CLAIVER, v. n. To talk idly or foolishly.

V. CLAVER.
CLAM, adj. 1. Clammy, S. Belg. klam, id. 
2. Smooth^ w clam ice," ice that has no inequa 

lities on the surface, S. B. 
CLAM, CLAME, CLAM-SHELL, s. A scallop shell, 

S. Ostrea opercularis, Linn. O. 'Subrufus of 
Pennant.
" Many sorts of fishes are caught on the coast;— 

lobsters, crabs, clams, limpits, and periwinkles." 
P. Fordice,, Banffs. Statist. Ace. iii. 46.

Auritae valvis dissimilibus, Pec tines, the Clames. 
Sibb. Scot. p. 27.

Pecten tenuis subrufus.—Our fishers call them 
Clams. Sibb. Fife, p. 135. Pecten subrufus, Red 
Scallop, N. 
* Because now Scotland of thy begging irks,

Thou shaips in France to be Knicht of the feild,
Thou has thy clam shells and thy burdoun keild,
Ilk way's unhonest, Wolrun, that thow works.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 70. st. 23.
Here there is an evident allusion to the accoutre.

ments of a Pilgrim. The burdoun is the pilgrim's
staff. In the same poem we have another allusion to
the scallop as a necessary badge.

Tak thee a fiddle or a flute to jest,—
Thy clouted cloak,'thy scrip and dam-schells,
Cleik on thy cross, and fair on into France.

P. 74. st. 33.
" The scallop was commonly worn by pilgrims 

on their hat, or the cap of their coat, as a mark that 
they had crossed the sea in their way to the Holy 
Land, or some distant object of devotion." Ency- 
clop. Brit. vo. Pecten* Another idea has been thrown 
out on this head. " Like the pontifical usage of 
sealing with the fisherman's ring, it was probably in 
aliusion to the former occupation of the apostles, that 
such as went in pilgrimage to the shrine of St Peter 
at Rome, or to that of St James at Compostella, were 
distinguished by escallop-shells*" Brydson's View 
of Heraldry, p. 82.

These were called St James's [or Jamfo's] shells; 
Sanct Jameis schells on the tothir syd sheis5 

As pretty as ony partane 
Toe,

On Symmye and his Bruder.-^— 
Syne clengit thay Sanct Jameis schells

And pecis of palm treis; 
To see quha best the pardoun spells ; 

I schrew thame that ay seiss 
Bot lauchter.

Chron. S. P. i. 360, 361.
Shets^ «hews, i. e. appear; seiss, sees. Clengit 

seems q. dangit, rung. Thus, it may be supposed, 
that the pilgrims occasionally struck their shells one 
against another. These are described as if they had 
been itinerant renders of indulgences*
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It would seem, that they were wont to paint their 

scallops and staffs red, that they might be more con 
spicuous. To this custom Kennedy alludes, when 
he says that Dunbar had his keild. But they did not 
confine themselves to this colour; as appears from 
the account that Warton gives of them.

Speaking of these dramas, which in our old writ. 
ings are called Glerk-Playis, he observes that, ac 
cording to Boileau, they had their origin in France 
from the ancient pilgrimages. u The pilgrims," he 
says, " who returned from Jerusalem,—(and other 
places esteemed holy, composed songs on their ad- . 
ventures; intermixing,recitals of passages in the life 
of Christ, descriptions of his crucifixion, of the day 
of judgment, of miracles and martyrdoms. To these 
tales, which were recommended ^y. a pathetic chant, 
and a variety of gesticulations, the credulity; of the 
multitude gave the name of. Visions.. These pious 
itinerants travelled in companies; and taking fheir 
stations in the most public streets, and singing with 
their staffs in their hands, and their hats and mantles 
fantastically adorned with shells and emblems painted 
in various colours, formed a sort of theatrical spec, 
tacle." Hist. Poet. II. 373.

One might suppose that this shell had t)eeti deno 
minated from the peculiar smoothness of ffie internal 
surface, (V. Clam) ; as in Germ» it is'callM -learn or 
kammaustur, from its resemblance to a-tf0ift£, tat. 
pecten. I suspect, however, that it has received this 
name from the peculiar use to which it was appro 
priated by pilgrims, especially for adorning their 
mantles. For O. Fr. esclamme is ". a Jorig and 
thicke riding cloake to bear aff the raihe$ & Pilgrim's 
cloake or mantle" CJotgr. 
CLAMS, s. pL l. A sort of strong pincers used

by shipwrights', for drawing large nails, S. B.
2. A kind of vice, generally made of wood; used 

by artificers, of different classed, for holding 
any thing fast, S.

3. The term seems used metaph. to denote the 
instrument, resembling a forcfeps, employed in 
weighing gold. . .i

The brightest gold that e'er I saw " ,': '' 
Was grippet in the clams. . t 

Shirrefs* Poems^ p. 360.
Belg. klemm-en, stringere, arctare; to pinch ; «i^ 

den klem zyn, to be at a pinch; de klem quyt raaken, 
to let go one's hold ; Sewel. . 
CLAMEHEWIT, CLAW-MT-HEWIT, s. i, A 

stroke, a drubbing, S.
— Frae a stark Lochaber-aix 

He^at a clamehewit
Fu' sair that night.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 29.
" Thinks I, an' I sou'd be sae gnib as middle wi* 

the thing that did nae brak my taes^ some o' the 
chiels jnight lat a raught at me, an' gi' me a clami- 
heuit to snib me free comin that gateagen." Journal 
from London, p. 8. 
2. A misfortune, Ajig.

Qu. claw my heved or head., scratch my head; au 
ironical expression.
To CLAMP UP, CLAMPER, v. a. To patch, to 

make or mend in a clumsy manner, S.
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pat up *Sanct Peter's keiss, 

Bot of ane auld reid gartane. 
$j/mmyeand*hisiBruder,£!hron. S. P. i. 360. 

Germ, klempern, metallum malleo tundere ; klem- 
pener, .one who patches up toys for children ; Isl. 
klampuslegr, rndis et inartificiosus, G. Andr. Sw. 
klamp, any Shapeless «piece of wood, klampig, clum- 
sy; IsL klhnpa massa, Verel.
To CLAMP, CLAMTJ&R,, v. n. To make a noise 

with the shoes in walking, especially when 
they are studded with naik, S. 

Isl. klamper, a clot of ice, Xhis, however, may
perhaps be viewed asxadica% the same with the pre.
ceding. Both «may ^originally refer to the noise made
in heating metals.
CLAMP, s. A heavy footstep or tread ? 

Speak, was I made to dree the ladin 
O' Gaelic chairman heavy tread in, 
Wha in my tender foulte bore holies 
Wi5 waefu' feckets i» the seals 
O' broggs, whilk on my body tramp, 
And wound like death at ilka clamp ?

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 6&, 69. 
CLANK, s. A sharp blow that causes a 

noise, S.
Some ramm'd their noddles wi' a clank, 
E'en like a thick-scull'd lord,

On posts that day.
Ramsay's Poems, L 280.

Probably from Teut. klanck, clangor, because of 
the noise it occasions. V. CLINK. • 
To CLANK, v. a. To give a sharp stroke, S. 

He clanked Piercy ower the head 
A deep wound and a sair.

Minstrelsy Border, Hi. 20. also, p. 21. 
CLANK, s. A catch, a hasty hold taken of any 

object, S. Claugbt, synon.
Just as he landed at the other bank, 
Three lusty fellows gat of him a clank : 
And round about him bicker'd a' at anes.

Ross's Helenore, p. 47. 
V. CLINK UP, v.

To CLAP THE HEAD, to commend, rather as 
implying the idea of flattery, S. 

May rowth of pleasures light upon you lang, 
Till to the blest Elysian bow'rs ye gang, 
Wha've clapt my head sae brawly for my sang.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 321.
CLAP, s. A stroke ; Dedis clap^ the stroke of 

death.
— He the suerd cschapit by his hap ; 
Bot not at this time so the dedis clap.

Doug. Virgil, 326. 53. 
Belg, klap, a slap, a box on the ear. 

CLAP, s. A moment; in a clap, instantan 
eously. It often conveys the idea of unex 
pectedness.

" If quickly you reinforce them not with men and 
honest ministers, in a clap you hare the King and 
all the north of England on your back." Baillie's 
Lett. ii. 100.

Sit still and rest you here aneth this tree,
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And in a clap I'll back with something be.

'Roes's Helenore, p. 66*
The idea is, a clap of the hand ; for handclap is 

used, S. B. 
CLAP ofm the bass, the vulgar designation for the

uvula, S, ; synon. pup of the bass. 
-CLAP, s. A flat instrument of iroi^, resembling 

a box, with a tongue and handle, used for ma 
king proclamations through a town, instead, of 
a drum or hand-bell, S. - 
The origin seems to be incidentally pointed ont in 

Henrysone's Complaint of Creseide; there it isclappir. 
Thns shalt tliou go beggand fra hous to hous, 
With cuppe and clappir, tike ane Lazarons.— 
Go Jerire to cldppe thy clappir to and fro, 
And lerne affir the law of lepers lede.

Chron. S. P. i. 168. 171.
This passage, like other parts of the poem, con 

tains a curious trait of ancient manners. As, by 
the Mosaic law, lepers were obliged to give warning 
of their approach, by proclaiming their uncleanness ; 
it appears that formerly in Scotland, when, it is well 
known, the leprosy was more common than in our 
day, the patient was under the necessity of going 
about with a clapper, to warn others to keep at a, 
distance. The same custom must have prevailed in 
the Low Countries ; hence the Belg. phrase, Een 
Lazarus klap, a lepers clapper; and by allusion to 
this custom, Met de klap loopen, to go begging, Ii. 
terally, to run with the clapper.

The immediate origin may be Teut. klepp-en pul- 
sare, sonare; Beig. to toll as a bell, whence klep, a 
clapper. The following words are nearly allied: 
Germ, klopf-en, to beat; Su.G. klaept-a, to strike 
a bell with a hammer ; klaepp, E. the clapper of a 
bell. But it is not improbable, that our term might 
originally be derived from A. S. clep-an, cleop-an, 
to call. We may, indeed, suppose that the term 
clep, as used hi the phrase, clep and call, referred to 
the use of this instrument in making proclamations ; 
or, vice versa, that this received its name from its 
being used by public criers. V. CLEP, v. 1. and s. 
CLAPMAN, s. A public crier, S.

Belg. klapperman, a watchman with a clapper, 
walking in the night the rounds, Sewel. V. CLAP. 
CLAPPERS, s. pi. Holes intentionally made 

for rabbits to burrow in, either in an open 
warren, or within an inclosure. The term oc,. 
curs in E., although overlooked by Johnson. 

Clapers is used by Chaucer in the same sense. 
Connis there were also playing, 
That comen out of her clapers, 
Of sundry colours and maners, 
And maden many a tourneying 
Upon the fresh grass springing.

Romaunt Rose, Fol. 115, a. 
They seem to have been sometimes formed merely 

of heaps of stones thrown loosely together. This 
was probably the common mode in an open warren. 
When a piece of ground was walled in for a warren, 
the clappers appear to have been interstices left in 
the inside of the wall, or small nests of boards. 
Hence they are described in different ways. 

H h
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Clapers, Maceria seu murus lapideus intra quern 

multae speluncae, seu nidi cuniculorum sunt; Skin 
ner, Etym. Voc. Antiq,

Fr. clapier, u a clapper of conies; a heape of 
stones, &c. whereinto they retire themselves; or (as 
our clapper), a court walled about and full of neasts 
of boords, or stone, for tame conies; also, a rab 
bits neast;" Cotgr.

L. B. claper-ia, claper-ium, claper-ius, hara cu- 
• men 1 aria, ubi nutriuntur cuniculi et multiplicantur; 
Du Cange.

Skinner seems to think that it may be from Lat. 
lapiaria pro lapidaria. Some have derived it from 
Gr. xXg7TT-g«y. furari, because the rabbits are as it 
were carried away by theft, when they retire to 
their clappers; Menage from lepus, a hare; Du 
Cange, from clapa, an instrument or machine in 
which rabbits are catched. Does he refer to Teut. 
Jcleppe, decipula, laqueus capiendis bestiis compara- 
ta? (Kilian.) But the origin is certainly Teut. 
kleppe, rupes, petra; clappers being formed of 
stones. Su.G. klapper, lapides minuti et rotundL 
On this word Ihre refers to Fr. clapier, acervus la- 
pidum, as allied. 
CLARCHE PIPE.

Viols and Virginals were heir,— 
The Seistar and the Sumphion, 
With Clarche Pipe and Clarion,

Watson*s Coll. ii. 6. 
CLARE, adv. Wholly, entirely, S.

For gif thou wenys that al the victorye 
Of the battall, and chancis by and by 
May be reducit, and alterit dare agane; 
Ane mysbeleue thou fosteris al in vane.

Doug. Virgil, 341. 4. 
E. clear is used in the same sense. 

CLAREMETHEN, CLARMATHAN. A term 
used in the S. law. According to the law of 
claremeihen, any person who claims stolen cat 
tle or goods, is required to appear at certain 
places particularly appointed for this purpose, 
and prove his right to the same. 

This Skene calls u the Lawe of Claremethen con 
cerning the warrandice of stollen cattell or gudes." 
De Verb. Sign.

Skinner inclines to view it as of Ir. origin. But 
it is evidently from dare clear, and meith, a mark ; 
q. distinct marks, by which the claimant must prove 
that the cattle or goods are his property. Methen 
seems to be pi. A. S. nouns in a have the pi. in 
an. Thus mytha, meta, must have mythan for its 
pi. V. MEITH.
CLARGIE, CLERGY, s. Erudition; more 

strictly that which fitted one for being a cler 
gyman.

To grit clargie I can not count nor clame; 
Nor yit I am not travellit, as ar ye.

Priests Peblis, Pink. S. P. Repr. i. 4. 
The word occurs in this sense, O. E.

I asked hir the high way where that clergie 
dwelt. P. Ploughman. 

In the same sense it is still said; u an ounce of 
mother-wit is worth a pund of clergy," S. Prov. 

Fr, clergie, id. from Lat. dericus.
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To CLART, v. a. To dirty, to foul, S. Clort, 

Perths.
CLARTS, s. pi. Dirt, mire, any thing that de 

files, S. Hence,
CLARTY, adj. Dirty, nasty, S. Clorty, Perths. 

Thay man be buskit up lyk brydis ; 
Thair heidis heisit with sickin saillis ; 
With clarty silk about thair taillis.

Maitland Poems, p. 185. 
On this great day the city-guard,,— 

Gang thro' their functions, 
By hostile rabble seldom spar'd 

Q' clarty unctions.
Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 15, 16. 

" Clart. To spread or smear. Clarty ; smear'd, 
sticky. Beclarted, besmeared or bedaubed. North.'* 
Gl. Grose.

Clart and clarty inay perhaps be corr. from clatt 
and clattie. But I dare not assert that they hare 
no affinity to Su.G. lort filth. K may have been 
prefixed, or g, q. ge-lort. V. CLATTIE.
To CLASH, <z>. n. l. To talk idly, S. The 

prep, with is often added.
I will not stay to clash and quibble. 
About your nignayes, I'll not nibble.

Clelantfs Poems, p. 98. V. NIGNAYES. 
But laigh my qualities I bring, 
To stand up clashing with a thing, 
A creeping thing, the like of thee.

Ramsay''s Poems, ii. 477. 
2. To tittle-tattle, to tell tales, S.

Germ, klatschen, id; klatcherey, babling, idle talk. 
Hence, 
CLASH, s. 1. Tittle-tattle, chattering, prattle j

idle discourse, S.
" They came that length in familiar discourse with 

the foul thief, that they were no more afraid to keep 
up the clash with him, than to speak to one ano 
ther ; in this they pleased him well, for he desired 
no better than to have sacrifices offered to him." 
Sinclair's Satan's Invisible World, p. 43. 
2. Vulgar fame, the story of the day, S. 

Some rhyme a neebor's name to lash; 
Some rhyme (vain thought!) for needfu' cash: 
Some rhyme to court the countra clash, 

An' raise a din.
Burns, iii. 85. 

In this sense the plur. is often used.
Het drink, fresh butter'd caiks, and cheese,— 
Wi' clashes, mingled aft wi' lies,

Drave aff the hale forenoon.
Ramsay''s Poems, i. 274.

To CLASH, v. a. To pelt, to throw dirt, S. 
Sum clashes thee, sum clods thee on the cutes*

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 59. st. 23.
Teut. klets-en, resono ictu verberare; klets, ictus

resonans, Kilian. Dan. klatsk-er, to flap, to clash;
Germ, klatsch-en, id. Or perhaps Teut. klos, klotte,
gleba, massa.
CLASH, s. A blow, a stroke. " A clash on the 

side of the head," S.; a box on the ear. Germ. 
klatch, id.

CLASH, s. A heap of any heterogeneous sub-
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stances. It is generally applied to what is foul 
or disorderly, S.

Isl. klase, rudis nexura, quasi congelatio; G. Andr. 
Thus, Eija klase, is a string of Islands, insularum 
nexus.
CLASH, j. A cavity of considerable extent in

the acclivity of a hill; as, The Clash of Wir-
ran, in Angus. Sometimes the phrase used is,
The clash of a hill.

I have also heard it expl. as signifying the inter-
stice between a large hill, and a smaller one adjacent
to it, and intervening between it and the plain. 

According to the latter explanation, it may have
the same origin with the preceding.word, as denoting
the neck which conjoins the one hill with the other.
CLASPS, s. pi. An inflammation of the termi 

nation of the sublingual gland, which furnishes 
the saliva; a disease of horses, generally occa 
sioned by eating bearded forage. Northumb. 
and Border.

—The cords, and the cout-evil, the clasps, and the 
cleiks. Watson's Coll. iii. 13. V. CLEIKS.

CLAT, s. Used as synon. with clod.
" What are all meu on earth, but a number of

•wormes crawling and creeping vpon a clat or clod of
clay ?" Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 35. also p. 343. 

Teut. klotte, kluyte, id. gleba, massa.
To CLAT, CLAUT, v. a. 1. To rake together 

dirt or mire. " To clat the streets," to act the 
part of a scavenger, S.

2. To rake together, in a general sense, S.
As this v. primarily relates to dirty work, it seems 

to be formed from Su.G. kladd, filth. See the cog- 
nate words «under CLATTIE.
3. To scrape, to scratch any thing together. 

——Or the day was done, I trow, 
The laggen .they hae clautet 

Fu' clean that day.
Burns , iii. 98.

CLAT, CLAUT, s. 1. An instrument for raking to 
gether dirt or mire. This resembles a common 
hoe, S.

2. The term is also used for a hoe, as employed 
in the labours of husbandry, S.

3. The act of raking together, as applied to pro- 
perty. Of a covetous person it is said, a He 
taks a claut quharever he can get it."

4*. What is scraped together by niggardliness, S. 
She has gotten a eoof wi' a claute o' siller.

Burns, iv. 54. V. KITH. 
As the Swedes give the name kladd to clumsy work,

they use the same term to signify a commonplace.
book or Adversaria, in quae, says Ihre, annotationes
tumultuarie cotijicimus.
To CLATCH, v. a. 1. To daub with lime, S.;

harle, synon. 
2. To close up with any glutinous or adhesive

substance ; as u to clatch up a hole," with slime,
clay, &:c.; Clem, Clay, synon.

Isl. kleose, kleste, lino, oblino, collino, glutino, G. 
Andr. p. 147. Teut. kless-en, kli$s~en, adhaerere;
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whence Sw. and Teut. klister, paste, glue. Kladde, 
inepte pingere, seems allied.
CLATCH, s. Any thing thrown for the purpose 

of daubing; as M a clatch of lime," as much as 
is thrown from the trowel on a wall, S. 
Isl. klessa, litura, any thing that bedaubs. A 

bur in Teut. is klesse, denominated from its power of 
adhesion.
ToCLATCH, SKLATGH, v.a. To finish any piece 

of workmanship in a careless and hurried way, 
without regard to the rules of art. In this 
sense a house or wall is said to be clatchedrup. 
when the workmen do it in such haste, and so 
carelessly, that there is little prospect of its 
standing long, S.

This may be radically the same with the preceding ; 
although it bears considerable resemblance to IsL 
kleik-ia, colloco in lubrico; also to kluka, res levis 
et labiliter exstructa, collocata; G. Andr. p. 147. 
CLATCH, s. Any piece of mechanical work done 

in a careless way. Thus an ill-built house is 
said to be " a mere clatch," S. 

CLATH, CLAITH, s. Cloth, S. V. CLAITH. 
To CLATT, v. a. To bedaub, to dirty, S.

date to daub, A. Bor. Gl. Grose. 
CLATTIE, adj. Nasty, dirty, defiled, by what 

ever means, S. Claity, id. Cumb. Gl. Grose. 
u If a lord should giue to one of his seruants 

some cottage house of clay, with some little piece of 
ground for colewort or cabbage for to Hue vpon, 
saying, This will I giue thee for thy life-time; but 
if afterward this Lord should say, Fetch mee my 
good seruant out of his clattie cottage, and bring him 
to my palace, that he may eate at mine owne table 
for euer; tell me, if by the change that seruant hath 
lost?" Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 23.

Clatty, which seems to be more ancient than clar- 
ty, has many cognates in other dialects. Besides Su.G. 
kladd, sordes, inquinamenta, we find kladd-a sig ned, 
se vestesque suas inquinare, kladderi, sordes : Teut. 
kladde, macula lutosa : Belg. kladd-en, to daub, to 
foul, kladdig, dirty ; De straaten zyn heel kladdig, 
the streets are very dirty ; een kladdig vrouwmensch, 
a nasty slut; Mod. Sax. kladde, filth: Isl. klatr, 
rejectanea res, klatra, operam perdere, G. Andr. 
Gael, cladach, dirt, is probably borrowed from the 
Goth.
To CLATTER, v. a. 1. To prattle, to act as a 

telltale, S.
Sum flyrds. Sum fenyeis : and sum flatters. 
Sum playis the fuil, and all owt clatters.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 102. 
At ony time he clatters a man to death.

Ramsay's Poems, \. 355.
" I thinke, since this crime [witchcraft] ought to 

be so seuerely punished, judges ought to beware to 
condemnc any, but such as they are sure are guiltie, 
neither should the clattering report of a carling 
serue in so weightie a case." K. James's Daemono- 
logie, p. 134.
2. To chat, to talk familiarly, S. It is frequently 

used in this sense in addition to that which is 
II h 2
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common to E., to be loquacious, " to talk fast
and idly."
Johns, refers to A. S. clatrunge a rattle. But we 

have a more direct origin in Teut. klettern, fragorem 
edere, retonare, concrepare. 
CLATTER, s. l. An idle or vague rumour, S.;

often used in tbe pi., tittle-tattles.
He neuer sold, within the wrangling barre, 
Deceitful clatters, causing clients jarre.

Hudson's Judith, p. 53.
" They speak here of—General King's landing 

with 6 or 7000 Danes in the mouth of Thames, near 
London : we wish it were so; but we take it, and 
many things more you will hear, for clatters.— 
Baillie's Lett. i. 215, 216.
2. Idle talk, frivolous loquacity, S. 

Sou'd Envy then my name bespatter, 
Or Critics rive me to a tatter;— 
The Muse I'd hug for a' their clatter.

Rev. J. Nicoljs Poems^ i. 119.
3. Free and familiar conversation.

They'll nae be angry they are left alane, 
Atweesh themselves they best can ease their pain \ 
Lovers have ay some clatter o' their ain.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 33.
CLATTE&AR, CLATTERER, s. A tale-bearer, S. 

Pandaris, pykthankis, custronis and clatter arts, 
Loupis vp from laddis, sine lichts amang Lard is.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 198. 
CLATTERN, s. A tattler, a babbler, Loth. 

That clattern Madge, my titty, tells sic flaws, 
Whene'er our Meg her cankart humour gaws.

Ramsay9s Poems, ii. 117. 
CLAUCHANNE, s. A village in which there

is a church. V. CLACHAN. 
CL AUCHT, fret. Snatched, laid hold of eagerly 

and suddenly.
With spedy fute so swiftly rinnis sche, 
By past the hors renk, and furth can fle 
Before him in the feild wyth grete disdene, 
And claucht anone the coursere by the rene. 

Dpug. Virgil, 390. 33. 
A huntyn staff in till his hand he bar, 
Tharwith he smaf; on Wijlyham Wallace thair: 
Bot for his tre litcll sonyhe he maid, 
Bot be the coler claucht him with outyn baid. 

Wallace, ii, 98. MS.
As this word seems to express the violence mani. 

fested by a ravenous bird, in laying hold of its prey, 
it is most probably a remnant of some antiquated ~v. 
corresponding to Su.G. klaa, which conveys this 
very idea; unguibus veluti fixis comprehendere, ma. 
num injicere. Hence the Prov. Thet aer saa ogor- 
Itgt, som att klaa maanen ; Aeque impossible est, ac 
I imam unguibus apprehendere; Ihre. The v. is evi 
dently, as this writer observes, from Su.G. Isl. 
klo, a nail, a claw, a talon. Hence also klo-as, Isl. 
klo.ast, unguibus certare.

It may indeed be supposed, that this is the pret. 
of the v. CLEIK, q. v.
CLAUCHT, CL AUGHT, s. A catch or seizure of 

any thing in a sudden and forcible way. When 
one lays hold of what is falling, it is said that 
he " gat a claucht of it," S.
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My een grew blind) the lad I coufd na see: 
But anc I kent na took a claught of me, 
And fuish me out, and laid me down to dreep. 

• Rossj s Ilelenore, p. 4£. 
Claut seems to be used in the same sense. 

Ther's scarce a pair of shoes among us, 
And for blew bonnets they leave nqn, 
That they can get their clauts upon.

Cleland's Poems, p. 38. 
It may however signify clutches. 

To CLAVER, v. a. K To talk idly, or in a 
nonsensical manner, S* pronounced q. clawer. 

Ne'er brag of constant clavermg cant, 
And that you answers nerer want.

Ramsay's Poem?, ii. 458.
2. To chat, to converse in an easy, unreserved 

manner, to gossip, S*
Ae sunny mom for recreation, 
Tw& hats began a slow captation; 
They frae a skejf began ta clover ; 
The tane was woo', the tither, beaver.

Morison's Poems, p. L
Germ, klajff^n, inconsiderate loqui, klaffer, gar- 

rulus. Ihre views Su.G. klaff-a, calumniarj, as a 
cognate term. Hence klaffare, calumniator. Our 
v. in the second sense is very nearly allied to Teut. 
kalaberen, inter se in utramque partem de variis rebus 
otiose suaves jucundosquesermones conferre; Kilian. 
CLAVER, CLAIVER,J. Frivolous talk, prattle, £, 

Delighted with their various claver, 
While wealth made all his wits to wayer, 
He cast his look beneath the board, 
Where stood ane that spake ne'er a word, 
" Pray what art thou stands speechless there?" 
Reply'd the bird) " I think the mair."

The Parrot, Ramsay's Poems, ii. 517. 
I mind it weel in. early date,—r 
When first amang the yellow corn 

A man I reckon'd was,——— 
Still shearing, and clearing 

The tither stocked raw, 
Wi' claivers, an' haivers, 

Wearing the day awa'.
Burns, iij. 377. 

CLAVER, CLAUIR, s. Clover^ &
In battii gers burgeouns, the banwart wyld, 
The clauir, catcluke, and the cammomylde.

Doug. Firgfr,401. 11. 
For Phetanissa hes he send, 
With sorcerie and i n can tat i ones.— 
And, in principio, Sought out syne, 
That under ane alter of stane had J 
Sanct Jhones nutt, and the for' e levit claver. 

Legend Bp. St Androis, Poems 16th Cent. p. 318. 
Nutt, I suspect, should be wurt or wort. V. 

JOHN'S (fSt) NUTT.
A. S. claefer, Belg. klaver, id. from A. S. cleaf- 

an, to cleave, because of the remarkable division of 
the leaves. For the same reason Trefoil Ijad the 
name of Cat-duke, from its resemblance of the cloven 
foot of a cat. V. GLAMER.
CLAW, s. A kind of iron spoon for scraping 

the bake-board, Ang.
Isl. klaa, frico; Teut/£/#w«?-ew ? scalperQj klauwe, 

rastrum.
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To CLAY, CLAY u*>, v. a. To stop a hole or

chink by any unctuous or viscous substance, S.
clem synon.
In this sense Fergusson uses the phrase, clay the 

dungest; Poems, ii. 61.
It nearly resembles Teut. klev-en, klijv-en, figere, 

glutinare; adhaerere; kleve, viscus, gluten,. Our 
term may have originated merely from the use of clay 
in stopping chinks. Teut. kleye, however, argilla, 
clay, has been deduced from klev^en, because of its 
adhesive quality. V. Kilian. 
CLEAVING, s. The division in the human

body from the os pubis downwards, S.
" Ye wad ferly mair, if the craws bigged in your 

cleaving^ and flew away with the nest;" Ramsay's 
S. Prov. p. 87.

Isl. klof, interfaemineum, femorum intercapedo; 
G. Andr. V. CLOFF.
To CLECK, v. a. To hatch. V. CLEK. 
CLECKIN-BROD, s. A board for striking with

at hand-ball, Loth. Jlaw-brod, L e. ball-board,
synon.
Cleckins, Cumb., signifies a shuttle-cock; Gl. 

Grose.
Isl. klecke, leviter verbero; G. Andr. p. 147. 

Klok-ua, to be struck with great force; af-klaukku, 
struck. A brawler or striker is cajle$ • klekklngr 
madr; litigiosus, qui,alapas alicui iropingit; VereL 
Ind. Teut. klicke, a stroke, a blow, also a club, 
klaek-en, verbejare resono ictu ; Kilian.
To CLEEI), CLEITH, v* a. 1. To clothe, S. 

]£*.######*#, [ang jn^y grunt and grane,— 
An' cleed her, bairns, man, wife,, an' wean, 

In mourning, weed,
Burns, iiif 1.18.

2. Metaph. applie4 to foliage-
—Simmer, rajns bring simmer flow'rs, 
And leav,es; to cleed the birkeiv bow'rs.

Fergussotfs Proems, ii. 40.
3. Usedr obliquely, to denote the putting on of ar 

mour.
" It is statute,—that nane of our souerane Ladyis 

liegis presume, pretend, or tak vpone hand to make 
oniypriuieconuentiounisnorassembleis within Burgh, 
put on armoure, cleiih thame selfis with wappin- 
nis, or mak sound of trumpet or Talberone,—with 
out the speciall licence of our said souerane Lady." 
Acts Marie, 1563. Edit. 1566. c. 19. Murray, c. 83. 

The common pronunciation cleid is more conso 
nant to the other cognate terms, than to A. S. clath- 
ian. Isl. Su.G. klaed-a, Germ, kleid-en, Belg. kleed- 
en, Dan, klaed-er, id.

Some, as Ijhre mentions, have derived this word 
from C. B. clyd, crafty; others, from Su.G. lod, 
hlod, wool; and others again from loda, hloda, to 
adhere. It is surprising, that, none of the Northern 
etymologists have taken notice of a term which seems 
to have at least a far better claim than, any of these. 
This is Isl. kliaae, kliade, telam expedjo et laxo. 
Kliadr er of an sa vefur ; u Thjs web is finished," 
V. G. Andr. As this denotes the finishing of a web 
and taking it out of the loom, when it receives the 
denomination of claith, the idea that naturally pre 
sents itself is, that the proprietor will cleid himself with
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it. Isl. klaede, indeed, whether viewed as the pres. 
of the v. or as the noun signifying clothing, seems 
to be merely the pret. of kliaae. We find some 
thing strictly analogous to sense 3, in Isl.; for 
herklaede signifies, arma, q. army-clothes; herk- 
laedast, arma induere.
CLEEDING, CLEADING, s. Cloathing, apparel, 

S. Germ, kleidung, Isl. klaede, id. Teut. 
kleed, vestes.

I ever hated bookish reading, 
And musical or dancing breeding, 
And what's in either face or cleading, 

Of painted things.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 30.

CLED SCORE, a phrase signifying twenty-one in 
number, S.
u He was four times married, had children by all 

his wives, and at the baptism of his last child ? which 
happened not a year before his death, [when above 
90] with an air, of complacency expressed his thank 
fulness to his Maker for having at last sent him the 
cled.score, i* e. 21." P. Parton, Kirkcudb. Statist. 
Ace. i. 187.

The word literally means clothed, the score having 
one additional to cover it, E. clad. Dr Johns, is at 
a loss to find a v. far this participle. But it is pre 
served in tb,e.S* v.. cleed.
GLEG, GLEG, s. A gad-fly, a horse-fly. It is 

pronounced gleg, S. B. cleg, Clydes. The lat 
ter seems most ancient. A. Bor. id. 

He earthly dust to Ipthly lice did change, 
And dimd the ay re, with such a cloud so strange, 
Of flyes, grasshoppers, hornets, clegs and clocks, 
That day and night through houses flew in flocks.

Hudson's Judith, p. 20. 
The unlatit woman—— 
Mare wily than a fox, pungis as the cleg.

Fordun. Scotichron. ii. 276. V. LAIT, v. 
Dan. klaeg, id. tab anus. 

CLEIK, adj. Lively, agile, fleet, Loth. V.
CLEUCH, adj*

To CLEIK, CLEK, CLEEK, v. a. 1. To catch 
as by a hook, S. 

If I but ettle.at a sang, or speak^ 
They dit their lugs^syne up their leglins cleek. 

fyamsay's Poems, ii. 66.
2. To lay hold of, after the manner of a hook. 

" I cleekit my arm in his," I walked arm in* 
arm with him, S.

3. To seize, to take possession of in whatever 
way, whether by force, or by fraud, S. as equi 
valent to catch, snatch^ or snatch away.

Oppressioun clikit Gu^e Rewle by the hair. 
DuncanLaider,V. Wariotfs Hist. E. P. ii. 327» 
And quhen the vicar hard tell my wyfe was deid, 
The third kow than he cleikit be the heid.

Lyndsay, Pink. S.P. R. ii. 65. 
Than drew^ he f urth ane scharp dagair, 
And-did him cleik be the collair.

Lyndsay's Squyer Meldrum, A. iiii. a. 
Sum causes clek. till him ane cowl, 
Ane grit convent fra syn to tyce; 
And he himself.exampil of vyce.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 110.
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An' I confess, I ill can brook 

To deek in coin, by hook or crook.
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems^ i. 181. 

u Cleikit is used to signify, caught in the fact," Gl. 
Nor his bra targe, on which is seen

The yerd, the sin, the lift; 
Can well agree wi' his cair cleuck, 

That deikit was for thift.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect , p. 12. 

Cleche is used in this sense, O. E. 
Ich habbe walked wyde, 
By the see side, 
Ne might ich him never deche, 
With nones kunnes speche; 
Ne may ich of him here, 
In londe fer no ner.

Geste Kyng Horn^ ver. 963.
4. To chik up, obliquely used, to raise, applied to 

a song.
He deikit up ane hie ruf sang, 
Thair fure ane man to the holt.

Peblis to the Play, st. 6.
A. Bor. deek signifies " to catch at a thing hasti 

ly ;" Gl. Grose. " To dick^ to catch or snatch a- 
way ;" ibid. Junius mentions O. E. klick as signify, 
ing, apprehendere, rapere; viewing it as contr. from 
A. S. ge-laecc-an, id. But it has greater resemblance 
of ge-diht. V. CLEUCK. It may be questioned, 
however, whether it be not more nearly allied to the 
Isl. V. the s.
CLEIK, CLEK, s. i. An iron hook.

" And of the samyn wyse thair be ordanit thre or 
foure says to the coinmoun vse, and vi. or may deikis 
of irin to draw downe timber and ruiffis that ar fyrit." 
Acts Ja. I. 1421. c. 83. Edit. 1566.
2. A hold of any object, S.
3. The arm, metaph. used.

If Cyprus Dame had up her deek^
I'll be her tool.

A. NicoPs Poems, 1739. p. 22. V. CLEUCK. 
Isl. klakr^ ansa clitellarum, qua onus pendet, G. 

Andr. p. 146.; hleck-er, an iron chain ; hleik-ia^ a- 
hleck-ia, to bind with chains, viricula nectere et stru- 
ere; ibid. p. 114. //and K are frequently inter- 
changed in the Northern languages. G. Andr. par 
ticularly mentions the Norwegian; ibid. p. 100. It 
is not improbable that klak-r^ as denoting something 
hooked, is radically from klo, unguis, because of its 
resemblance to the claw of an animal.
CLEIKY, adj. Ready to take the advantage, in 

clined to circumvent; S.
This may be merely from deik^ q. lying at the 

catch. But both in form and signification it so near 
ly resembles Isl. klok, callidus, vafer, crafty, that I 
can scarcely think that there is no affinity.
CLEIKS, s. pi. A cramp in the legs, to which 

horses are subject; so denominated, because it 
cleiks, or as it were hooks up, their hinder-legs. 

They bad that Baich should not be but 
The Glengore, Gravel, and the Gut, 
And all the plagues that first were put 

Into Pandora's purse:
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The Coch, & the Connoch, the Collick & the

Cald, 
The Cords, and the Cout-evil, the Clasps, and

the GleikS) 
The Hunger, the Hartill, and the Hoist still,

theHald; 
The Botch, and the Barbies, and the Cannigate

Breicks; 
With Bock-blood and Benshaw, Spewen sprung

in the Spald, 
The Fersie, the Falling Evil that feels many

freiks;
Overgane with Angleberries as thou grows aid. 
The Kinkhost, the Charbucle, and Worms in

the chieks, 
The Snuffe and the Snoit, the Chaud-peece and

the Canker,
With the Blaids and the Belly-thraw, 
The Bleiring Bats, and the Bean-shaw, 
With the Mischief of the Melt and Maw.—

Montgomerie^ Watson's Coll. iii. 1 3. 
CLEYNG. Left for explanation by Mr Pink. 

Al glowed as a glede, the goste there ho glides, 
Umbeclipped him, with a cloude of cleyng unclere. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 10. 
The only idea I can form of this phrase is, that it 

denotes a dark or opaque substance; from A. S. 
dyne, which not only signifies metal, but a mass in 
general; Isl. klunne^ rudis fabrica, et res male com- 
pacta; G. Andr. p. 148.
To CLEK, CLEKE, v. a. 1. To ha*ch, to pro- 

duce young by incubation, S. 
" Rauinnis, kayis, & piottis, clehit thair birdis in 

wynter, contrar the nature of thair kynd." Bel- 
lend. Cron. B. xv. c. 16.
2. Tb bear, to bring forth, S.

Nouthir was ane goddes thy moder, as is said, 
Nor yit king Dardanus cheif stok of thy kyn, 
Thow treuthles wicht, bot of ane cauld hard quhyn, 
The clekkit that horribil mont, Caucasus hait. 

Doug. Virgil, 112. 35.
3. To hatch, as applied to the mind; to invent, S. 

Thus one of the characters given to the priests of 
Rome, by an application of the eighty-third Psalm, 
is the following,

The Ainalikis that leissings weill can deke———
Spec. Godly Baltatis, p. 2. 

———Rattling chiels ne'er stand 
To deck, and spread the grossest lies aff-hand. 

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 88.
4. To feign, to have the appearance without the 

reality.
Gif ye be blythe, your lychtnes thai will lak. 
Gif ye be grave, your gravite is clekit.

Maitland Poems) p. 158. 
i. e. others say, that it is all mere pretence.

Rudd. and Sibb. derive this word from A. S. clocc- 
an, the latter conjoining Teut. Mock-en^ glocire. 
But the proper meaning of the A. S. word is, to 
cluck, or cry as a hen does, when she calls together 
her chickens. Su.G. klaeck-a, Isl. klek-ia, exactly 
correspond to our word, signifying, excludere pul- 
los ; Isl. klaek-ia, klek-ia, id. Hence the phrase, 
Daer aer hona klaekt oc klutlagd; Ibi est natale
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ejus solum; literally. There was he cleckit and laid 
in clouts, S. i. e. swaddled. Verel. Ind. vo. Klutr. 
CLECKIN, s. 1. A brood of chickens, S. 
2. Metaph. a family of children, S. V. CLEK. 
CLEKET, s. The tricker of an engine. 

In hy he gert draw the cleket, 
And smertly swappyt out a stane. 

Barbour, xvii. 674. MS. Edit. 1620, cleiket. 
E. clicket, the knocker of a door, Fr. cliquet, id. 

To CLEM, v. a. 1. " To stop a hole by 
compressing, S." Callender's MS. Notes on 
Ihre.

2. To stop a hole by means of lime, clay, or by 
using any viscous substance; also to clem, up, S. 
E. clamm is used in a sense nearly allied, although 

not precisely the same, as rather signifying to clog, 
to bedaub; to cleam, to glue together, Lincolns. 
from A. S. cleam-ian, id. As Su.G. kkn-a signifies 
linere, to besmear. Ihre remarks that the A, Saxons 
have changed n into m. But he does not seem to 
have observed that in Isl. kleim-a is used, in the 
same sense, as well as klijn-a; allino, maculo. 
To CLEF, CLEPE, v. a. To call, to name. 

Wallace a lord he may be clepyt weyll, 
Thocht ruryk folk tharoff haff litill feill, 
Na deyme na lord, bot landis be thair part.

Wallace, vii. 397. MS. 
It commonly occurs in this sense, O. E. 
A. S. cleop-an, clyp-ian, vocare,. clamare; as 

Teut. klepp-en, Germ, klapp-en, are used in a more 
general sense, pulsare, sonare. 
CLEP, s. A call, a more solemn form of citation, 

used especially in criminal cases; a forensic 
term.

<c In pleyis of wrang and vnlaw,—clepe, and call, 
was used as ane certaine solemnitie of wordes pre- 
scrived be the Law, and observed in the practick, as 
quhen the persewer did clep and call the defender 
with wouth, wrang, and vnlaw, in harming and 
skaithing of him of sik ane thing, or of sik ane summe 
of silver mair or lesse, to his great harme and skaith." 
Skene, Verb. Sign.

66 It is to wit, that this the forme in his discharge, 
ing of poynds : that the debtour sail haue his cattell 
poynded, or anie other poynd, restored to him, and 
probation readie at hand, with clep and call." Stat. 
Rob. I. Tit. 2. c. 20. § 7, This phrase is used in 
the Lat. as well as in the Translation. V. CLAP, s. 4. 
To CLEP, v. n., 1. To tattle, to act the tell 

tale, S.
When men o' inettle thought it nonsense 
To heed that clepping thing ca'd conscience;— 
Then Duniwhistle worn wi' years,— 
Commanded his three sons to come, 
And wait upon him in his room.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 543.
2. To chatter, to prattle ; especially, as implying 

the idea of pertness, S,
Teut. klapp-en garrire, blaterare; klapper, gar- 

rulus, etiam delator; Kilian. Belg. klapp-en, to tat- 
tie; also, to betray.
CLEP, s. Tattle, pert loquacity, S. synon. gab, 

gash, clash, clatter* "Belg.ydele klap, idle chat.
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CLERGY. V. CLARGIE. 
CLERK-PL AYIS, s.pL Properly, those theatri 

cal representations the subjects of which were 
borrowed from Scripture.

" In an Act of the General Assembly 1575, it is 
said that J' thd playing of Glerk-playis, comedies or 
tragedies upon the canonical parts of the Scripture, 
induceth and bringeth in with it a contempt and pro 
fanation qf the same."

Clerk-playis are here described as composed on 
scriptural subjects, in distinction from those after, 
wards mentioned, " which are not made upon au- 
thentick parts of Scripture;" Calderwood's Hist. 
p. 82.

Although this was the proper meaning of the 
term, it seems doubtful if it was not occasionally 
used in a laxer sense ; as in a poem composed by 
Sir R. Maitland " on the Quenis Mary age to the 
Dolphin of France, 1558."

All burrowstownis, everilk man yow prayis 
To maik bainfyris, fairseis, and clerk-playis; 
And, throw your rewis, carrels dans, and sing: 
And at your croce gar wyn rin sindrie wayis : 
As was the custome in our eldars* dayis, 
Quhen that thai maid triumphe for ony thing.

Maitland Poems, p. 284.
Mr Pink, justly observes that u these were mys 

teries first acted by the clergy." Ibid. N. 430. From 
the proofs exhibited by Warton, there can be no 
doubt that this was the case in England. The play 
of St Catherine was performed at Dunstable Abbey, 
by the novices, in the eleventh century; and the ex 
hibition of the Passion, by the mendicant Friars of 
Coventry and other places. V. Hist. E. P. ii. 374. 
CLETT, s. A projecting rock or cliff, Caithn.

" The haven of Brough, close by the Head, is 
well sheltered from every wind, but the N. W. ; 
and a small expence might render it secure against it 
too, by throwing a pier from the land to a large 
clett, or out-standing rock, which is about 100 yards 
from the shore." P. Dunnet, Statist. Ace. xi. 248.

This is precisely the sense of Isl. klett-ur ; rupes 
mari imminens, Verel. Ind. Su.G. klett is used with 
greater latitude; denoting a mountain or hill. Hence 
Su.G. klettra, Dan. klettrer, Germ, klettern, to 
climb ; hoc est per loca ardua eniti; Ihre, vo. Klett. 
CLEUCH, CLEUGH, (gutt.) s. i. A precipice, 

a rugged ascent, S. B. Heuch, synon. 
A cleuch thar was, quharoff a strenth thai maid 
With thuortour treis, bauldly thar abaid. 
Fra the ta side thai mycht ische till a playne, 
Syn throuch the wode to the strenth pass agayn.

Wallace, iv. 539. MS.
Up thro' ihec/eughs, where bink on bink was set 
Scrambling wi? hands and feet she taks the gate.

Ross's Helenore, p. 25.
Rudd. defines this, " a rock or hill, a clift or 

cliff, from A. S. clif, cliof, Dan. klippe, Belg. klif 
Teut. klippe, scopulus, rupes." Junius adopts the 
same explanation. The editor of Compl. S. ob 
serves that the popular signification is quite different 
from that assigned to it by Junius and Ruddinlan ;" 
Gl. This is true as to the southern parts of S, 
But he has not had opportunity of observing, that
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the sense given by Rudfl. is that which is still re- 
tain ed. in .the North; and, if J mistake notr the only 
one in whigh.the w<}rjd is .tfiere used.

It would seem, indeed, that tlusis the .very $ense 
in which .it^is used, Com pi. S.

" There brutal sound did red on d to.the hieskyis,, 
quhil the depe hou cauernis of deudiis & rotche 
craggis ansuert vitht ane hie not, of th^t*samyn 
sound as thay beystis hed blaue,n.;" p. 59.

The phrase, rotche craggis, or rocky craggs, is 
synon. with deuchis.

As used in this sense, the word seems radically the 
same with Ir. doiche, a rock. 
2. A strait hollow between precipitous banks, or 

a hollow descent on the sitfe of a hill, S. 
It occasionally occurs as equivalent -to glen. 

Then all the yonkers bad him yield,
Or doun the glen to gang ; 

Sum cryd the couard suld be kield, 
Sum doun the clench they thrang.

Evergreen, ii. 184. st. 18.
u The Bruce's booke calls him John de Rich, 

mond, and sayes he slew him in Jedward forrest;— 
Sir James having very few with him, not above fiftie 
horse, and some, archers, in a strait clench or valley, 
betweene two hills, which he had of purpose taken 
as a place of advantage." Ilume's Hist. Doug. 
p. 36.

The herd,, wi' danderin tir'd enough, 
Had ludg'd his hirsel in the cleugh.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, ii. 84. 
E. dough is evidently the same word, thus defin 

ed by Verstegan; " a kind of breach down along 
the side of a hill;" Restit. Dec. Intell. « Clough. 
A valley between two hills; Northumb." Gl. Grose. 
A. S. dough) rima quaedam vel fissura ad mentis 
clivum vel declivum; Somner. He views Dan. klof, 
incisura, as radically the same. From the form of 
the A. S. word, it seems to have been common to 
the Celtic and Gothic; and probably dough had ori 
ginally the same sense with Ir. doiche ; of, or be 
longing to, a rock or stone. V. CLOWE. 
CLEUCH, adj. 1. Clever, dextrous, light- 

fingered. One is said to have cleuch hands^ 
or to he u cleuch of the fingers," who lifts 
any thing so cleverly that bystanders do not ob 
serve it. This term properly denotes that kind 
of dexterity which thieves and pickpockets 
possess, S. B. 

2. Niggardly and severe in dealing; inclined to
take the advantage, S. B.

Su.G. klok, while it signifies prudent, is also ap 
plied to those who use magical arts. On this word 
Ihre remarks ; Solent scientiae nomina ab imperitis 
vel attutiae vel magiae idea denigrari. Isl. klok-r, 
callidus, vafer; Germ, klug, id. ; Isl. klokskapr, 
calliditas; withthis corresponds Gael, duiceog, fraud, 
deceit; Shaw.
CLEUCK, CLUIK, CLUKE, CLOCK, s. i. A 

claw or talon.
Lyke as the egyl Jouis squyer straucht, 
Wythin his bowand dukis had vpcaucht 
Ane young cignet ——

Doug. Virgil, 297. 24,
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With that the Gled the peiqe claucht in his duke.

Lyndsay'siWarkis, 1592. p. ^$3. 
The bissart bissy feut refeuik, 
Scho was so alev^rus of her dnik, 
His [lugs] he mickt not langer bru}te,

Scho held fehame at ane .hint. 
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, {p. 2(1. st. 11. 

2. Used ^figuratively for the hand. Hence cair- 
cleuck) the le.fujiaml; c<leuks, the hands^ S.B. 

8he gies Jier doojc a,bightsom bow, 
Up fly 5the knots pf yellow hue.

Morisori*s Poems, p. 11. 
Nor his bra'targe, on which is seen

The yerd, the sin, the lift, 
Can well agree wi' his cair deuck, 

That cleikit was for thift.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 12. 

This term is transferred to the hands from their 
griping or laying hold of objects. E. clutch, of 
which neither Skinner, nor Johnson, gives any ety 
mon, is evidently from the same origin. Junius 
derives dutches from fielg. klut-en to shake; but 
without any reason. Shaw gives Gael, glaic as sig 
nifying dutch. Somner views the E. word as formed 
from A. S. gediht, " collectus, gathered together : 
hand gediht, manus collecta vel contracta," in 
modern language, a clinched fist.

But perhaps deuk is rather a dimin. from Su.G. 
klo, Teujt. klauwe, a .claw or talon. Were there 
such a word as Teut. klugue, unguis, (mentioned as 
from Kilian, Gl. Lyndsay,) the resemblance would 
be greater. But it is kluyve, edit. 1632, kluyue, 
1777. The Sw. word for a claw or clutch is de, 
pi. dor. Claucht, deik, cleuct, seem to have the 
same general origin ; as all these terms apparently 
allude to the action of the claws of an ^nimal.

That even the term now confine4 to S, was an 
ciently used A. POI*., appears frqin a curious passage 
in Somner, vp. fqngen.

66 A poet of our owo," he says, f< in the North 
ern dialect, of Machiavel thus : 

Machil is hanged 
And brened is his buks. 
Thogh Machil is Ranged, 
Yet he is not wranged : 
The Dil has 'im fanged 
In his kruked kluk$.

To CLEUCK, CLEUK, *u. a. TO grip, to lay 
hold of. Ghuckit) seized with viplence, Aberd. 
V. the s.

The carlings Maggy had so cleuked, 
Before young Jack was rightly hooked, 
They made her twice as little bouked.

Forbes's Dominie Deposed, p. 37. 
CLEUE AND LAW.

Gilmyn the Fynys when he saw 
The castell tynt, be deue and law, 
He set his mycht for to defend 
The tour ; but thai with out him, send 
Arowys in sa gret quantjte, 
That anoyit tharoff wes he.

Barbour, x. 471. MS. 
In modern edit, it is dive ; in edit. 1620,

The castell tynt, both hie and law. 
i. e. Both the higher and lower parts of it, ex-
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tepting the tour or dongeoun. According to this 
version, deue is the same with Germ, kleve, A. S, 
dif, clivus.
To CLEVER, v. n. To climb, to scramble. 

For sothe it is, that, on her tolter quhele 
Etery wight eleventh in his stage.

King's Quair, i. 9. V. TOLTER, adj. 
— A quhele, on quhich clevermg I sye 

A multitude of folk before myn eye.
Ibid. v. 8.

" To clever, or claver. The endeavour of a child 
to climb up any thing. North." Gl. Grose.

Teut. klaver-en, klever-en, sursum reptare ungui- 
bus fixis, conscendere felium more., Sw. klifw-a; 
Isl. klifr-a, manibus et pedibus per rupes arrepere; 
also, klif-ia. Kilian appears inclined to derive the 
Teut. word from klauw, a nail or claw; Ihre and 
G. Andr. from Isl. klif, a steep path in a rock, 
frames in clivo saxoso difficilis, G. Andr. p. 147. 
Lat. clivus seems radically the same. May not this 
v. point out the origin of E. clever^ dextrous ?
CLEVERUS, adj. Clever. V. CLEUCK* 
CLEVIS, Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 12.

should undoubtedly be clevir, i. e. clover. 
To CLEW, " To cleave, to fasten." 

Wyth myis he wes swa wmbesete,— 
He mycht na way get sawfte, 
Na with stawys, na with stanys, 
Than thai wald clew a-pon hys banys.

Wyntown, vL 14. 111. i. e. With mice. 
Teut. klev-en, id. 

CLEWIS, s.pl. Claws, talons.
Out of quiet hirnes the rout vpstertis
Of thay birdis, with bir and mony ,ane bray.
And in thare crukit clewis grippis the pray.

Doug. Virgil, 75. 30. V. CLEUCK. 
GLIBBER, CLUBBER, s. A wooden saddle, a

packsaddle, Caithn. Orkn,
u They carry their victual in straw creels called 

cassies,—fixed over straw Jlets on the horses backs 
with a clubber and straw ropes." P. Wick, Statist. 
Ace* x. 23.

Isl. klif, Su.G. kief, id. clitella; from klyfw-a, to 
cleave, quia bifidae ab utroque equi latere depend 
ent; Ihre.
CLICK-CLACK, s. Uninterrupted loquacity, S. 

from the two E. v. click and clack, both ex 
pressive of a sh#rp successive noise, or Teut. 
klick-en, crepitare, klack-en, verberare resono 
ictu. Lig-lag, synon. q. v*

The nations of Gothic origin seem to have had a 
predilection for words of this formation. Not a 
few occur in E. as tittle-tattle, nearly allied to this; 
hurlyburly, jiddlefaddle, helter-skelter, mish-mash, 
huggermugger, higgledy-piggledy.

Many words of the same kind are found in S. as 
cushle-mushle, e$ksie~peeksie, fike-facks, hudge- 
mudge, mixtie-maxtie, niff-najfs, nig-nyes, whiltie- 
whaltie.

Many similar reduplications occur in Su.G. as 
dingl-dangl, used to denote things wavering from 
one side to another; misk-mask, corresponding to 
E* mish-mashj Jlck-fack, tricks used to deceive,.

others, hwisk-whask, murmur, clandestine consulta 
tion r snick-snak, trifles, toys.

Ihre observes, that this double form is used in 
many words which are fictitious, and indicate some 
defect in the subject, or contempt of it ; vo. Fick- 
fack. This observation certainly applies to some 
words of this description, but is by no means of 
universal application. In many of them, only the 
second part of the word is fictitious. In some, this 
double form is used to express the reduplication of 
sound, as S. click-clack, clittcr -clatter, llg-lag ; of 
of action, as E. dingdong, Su.G. dingldangl, S.1 
shuggie-shue, denoting the act of swinging. 
CLIFT, s. A spot of ground, S. A. S. c/iof-

an, to cleave, because parted from the rest. 
To CLINCH, CLYNSCH, v. n. To limp, to 

walk lamely, S.
The tothir part lamed clynschis, and makis hir

byde? 
In loupis thrawin, and lynkis of hir hyde.

Doug. Virgil, 137. 1.
This seems radically the same with Su.G. link-a 

claudicare. I know not if Isl. hleck-ist a, damnunx 
datur, laesio accidit, be allied. 
CLINCH, s. A halt, S. 
CLINK, s. A smart stroke or blow, S.

The yeomen, then, in haste soon lighted down ; 
The first miss'd not a clink out o'er his crown. 

Hamilton"* s Wallace, p. 35 U 
Teut. klincke, id. ; alapa, colaphus,.KUian, 

CLINK, s. Money ; a cant term, S.'- 
I doubt na, lass, but ye may think, 
Because ye'hae the name o' clink, 
That ye can please me at a wink, 

Whene'er ye like to try.
'Burns, iv. 286«

As lang's I live, I'll laugh ay fan I think 
Wi' ivhat a waefu' phiz he twinn'd his clinic.

Shirrefs' Poems, p. 35. .
It undoubtedly receives this designation from the 

sound. Teut. klinck-en, tinnire. 
To CLINK, v. a. Used in different senses, with 

different prepositions ; but conveying the ge 
neral idea of alertness in manual operation, S,'* 
To CLINK ON.

A creel bout fou of muckle steins 
They clinked on his back.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 275. 
To CLINK UP, v. a. To seize any object quickly

and forcibly, S.
If not radically the same with the v. cleik, with 33. 

inserted ; allied perhaps to Dan. lencke a chain, a 
link, q. gelencke. It seems to suggest the idea of» 
hastily laying hold of, .or lifting up, by means of a 
liook or chain.
CLINT, s. « Hard or flinty rocks," Gl. Sibb. 

" Glints. Crevices amongst bare lime-stone 
rocks. North.2 ' Gl. Grose. Hence, 

CLINTY, CLYNTY, adj. Stony, Loth. 
On raggit rolkis of hard harsk quhyn stane^ 
With frosyn frontis cald clynty clewis schane.

Doug. Virgil, 200. 45»-, 
Nane but the clinty craigs and scrogy briers . , 

I i
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Were witnesses of a' his granes and tears.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 8.
Rudd. conjectures, q. dinky, from clink, u be- 

cause hard things give a louder sound or clink ; or 
clinty for Jlinty." Sibb. is not much nearer the 
mark, when he derives it from A. S. dyne, metallum, 
massa. It is the same with Su.G. klint, scopulus, 
rertcx montis excelsioris. This exactly corresponds 
with the description given by Douglas. It is also 
written klett, Isl. klettur. Ihre observes that in 
Su.G. n is often substituted for a double consonant. 
He considers Gr. xAirvt, clivus, as the root. 
CLIP, s. Probably, an appellation borrowed 

from a sheep newly shorn or clipped* 
Quod scho. My clip) my unspaynd lam, 
With mither's milk yet in your gam.

Evergreen, ii. 20. st. 6* 
To CLIP, CLYP, v. a. i. To embrace. 

And hastily, by bothe armes tueyne 
I was araisit up into the aire, 
Clippit in a clonde of crystall clere and faire. 

King's Quair, iii. 2.
2. To lay hold of in a forcible manner.

——The happy goishalk, we se,
- From the hicht of ane rolkis pynnakil hie, 
With swift wyngis persewis wounder sare 
The silly dow heich rp in the are, 
Quham fyaaly he clippis at the last, 
And loukit in his punsis saris fast.

Doug. Virgil, 390. 40.
3. To grapple in a sea-fight.

The wer schippis was lappyt thaim about. 
The mekill barge had nocht thaim clyppyt fast. 
Crawfurd drew saill, skewy t by, and off thaim

past. Wallace, ix. 147. MS. 
AS. clipp-an, clypp-ian, beclipp-an, to embrace. 

Hence,
CLIPS, CLIPPYS, s. pL 3. Grappling-irons, used 
. in a sea-fight, for keeping two vessels close to 

gether.
Athir othir festynyt with clippys keyn; 
A cruell cowntyr thar was on ship burd seyn, 

Wallace, x. 855. MS.
2. An instrument for lifting a pot by its book 

or ears; also, for carrying a barrel between 
two persons. It consists of two pieces of iron, 
of an elliptic form, conjoined; or of two chains, 
each having a hook at the end, S. 
u May be your pot may need my clips." Ram»

say's S. Prov. p. 52,
3. Hooks for catching Tiold of fish. S- B.

" Among the rocks, long iron hooks, here called 
clips, are used for catching the fish. P. Edenkeillie, 
Moray, Statist. Ace. vii. 557. 
CLIPPIE, s. " Talkative woman;" Gl. Sibb.;

properly, one who has great volubility of
tongue, S.
It might seem allied to S. clep^ and Teuk kleps, 

dicax, loquax, garrulus. But I suspect, that it is 
rather a figurative designation from the E. v. clip ; 
as it is vulgarly said of such a person, " She has a 
tongue that would clip clouts." 
CLIPPS, CLIPPES, s. An eclipse.

C L O
Quhen scho wes crabbit, the sane thold dipps, 

Bann&tyne's Poems> 174. st* 6. 
Hit ar the clippes of the son, I herd a clerk say.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 8* 
Corr. from Lat. eclipsis^ id* Chaucer has clipsy, 

which Tyrwhitt renders, " as if eclipsed." 
CLIPS,/>m. v. Suffers an, eclipse.

" The soune is maid obscure til vs quhen it clips, 
be cause the vmbre and schadciou of the bak of the 
mun£ is betuix vs and the soune." Compl. S. p. 
87. 
CLYRE, s. i. " A clyre in meat," a gland,

S. Teut. kliert, id.
2. It is also used figuratively. " To leave no 

klyres in one's breast,*' to go to the bottom of 
any quarrel or grudge, S-

CLYRED, adj. Having tumors in the flesh* Thq 
allusion is to a horse. 

Up start a priest and his hug head claws, 
Whose conscience was but yet in dead thraws, 
And did not cease to cave and paut, 
While clyred back was prickt and gald.

Cleland*s Poems, p. 66.
CLISH-CLASH, s. Idle discourse, bandied back 

wards and forwards, S. apparently a reduplica 
tion of clash, q. v.

CLISH-MA-CLAVER, s. Idle discourse, silly 
talk, S.; a low word. 

This method's ever thought the braver, 
Than either cuffs, or cltsk.ma-claver,

Ramsqy*s Works, i. 144. 
What further clishmaclaver might been said. 
What bloody wars, if sprites had blood to shed, 
No man can iell——

Burns, iii. 59.
GLITTER-CLATTER, s. Idle talk, bandied 

backwards and forwards, S. 
Upstart another with a smile, 
And said, my Lord, shall all your while 
Be spent in idle clitter-clatter 
And waving fingers in the water ?

Cleland's Poems, p» 103* 
Thus, after meikle clitter+clatter, 
James fund he cou'dna mend the matter.

Ramsay's Poems, ii» 523. 
V. CLATTER, s. and v.

CLIVACE, s. A hook for catching the bucket 
in which coals afe drawn up from the pit, 
Loth.

CLOCE. V. CLOSE.
CLOCHARET, pron. CLOCHRET,^. The Stone* 

chatter, S. Motacilla rubicola, Linn* 
" The curlew or whaap, and clocharet are sum* 

mer birds." P. Caputh, Perths. Statist. Ace. ix. 
490. Gael, cloichran, id. from cloich, a stone, and 
perhaps rann a song.

This is one of the birds, in whose natural histo 
ry, as related by the vulgar, we perceive the traces 
of ancient superstition. It is believed in the N. of S* 
that the toad covers the eggs of this bird during its 
absence from the nest. Some, indeed, assert, that 
the toad hatches the young stone-chatter. 
To CLOCHER, v. n. To cough; especially
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as indicating the sound emitted, when there is
much phlegm in the throat, S, 

Gael, dochar, wheeziflg hi the throat; Shaw. 
To CLOCK, CLOK, v. n. 1. To cluck, to call

chickens together.
—To gif the bak and fie—
Scho him constranis, and to pyk him thence;
Hir birdis syne clokand scho s»kis on raw j
And all affray it dois thame samyn draw.

Doug. Virgil, 458. 2.
Hee do ekes to thame, as a hen dots to her chick, 

ens, to gather thame rnder the wings of his infinite 
inercie." Bruce's Serm. an the Sacr. E. 7. a.

A. S. chcc^an, Teut. Mock-en, glocife.
2. To hatch, to sit on eggs, S.

This is the modern sense. Hence the Prov. 
" Ye're sae keen of the clocking, you'll die in the 
nest;" Ramsay's S. Proverbs, p. 85. " spoken to 
those who are fond of any new place;" Kelly. 
It is also said to one who, from whatever cause, 
is very sedentary; " You sit like ^ clocking 
ben," S.

It seems- doubtful, whether this be merely an ob 
lique s^nse <rfike v,, because of the clucking or cack 
ling noise made by a hen, when she rises from her 
eggs ; or radically different, "as immediately allied to 
Su.G. klaeck-a, to hatch.
CLOCK-BEE, /. A species of beetle; also 

called the fleeing golach, S. B. from E. clock a 
beetle, and beet because it flies. 

CLOD, s. A flat kind of loaf, riiade of coarse 
wheaten flour, and sometimes of the flour of 
pease, S.

Nor wad he wish o'er gentle fare, 
Or dainties that are scarce and rare ; 
Could he get tlods and Souter's brandy, 
Enough o7 that wad please poor Andy.

Shirrefs' Poems, p. 245. 
<c Halfpenny loaf of coarse flour," N. 
Apparently denominated from its form, as resem 

bling a clod of earth. Teut. klotte, massa, gleba, 
globus terrae.

——Cog o' brose an' cutty spoon 
Is a' our cottar childer's boon, 
Wha thro' the week, till Sunday's speal, 
Toil for pease-c/odk and gud lang kail.

Fergussotfs Poems, xi. 79.
CLOFF, s. 1. A fissure of any kind.

2. What is otherwise S. called the cleaving, 
Lat. intercapedo.

Consider gif thair dojfis bin clene. 
Lyndsayy s Warkis, 1592, On Syde Taittis, p. 308. 
It seems to be used as equivalent to anus, Wat- 

son's Coll. iii. 3.
3. A cleft between adjacent hills, Loth.
4. The cleft of a tree, or that part of it where the 

branches separate from each other, Loth. 
Isl. kloff, Su.G. kloffwa, Alem. chlobo, Germ.

kloben, a fissure of any kind. A. S. deof-an, Isl.
kliuf-a, Alem. daub~an, Belg. klov-en, Su.G. klyfw-
«, to cleave.
CLOTS, s. Crown.

He had him Mug with him the sceptour vand>

C L O
The collar picht with orient peirles als, 
That sche umquhile war about hir hals, 
Of gold also the dois, or double croun, 
Set full of precious stonys ennirown.

Doug. Virgil, 33. 43.
For enniroun 1. envyroun, as in oldest MS. In 

the other it is enveroun. Teut. klos, globus; Germ. 
kloss, corpus rotund 11 in. 
CLOYS, s. A cloister, Doug. Teut. kluy^

clausura, locus clausus, L. B. clusa. 
CLOIT, s. A clown, a stupid inactive fel 

low, S.
Teut. kloete, homo obtusus, hebes, Kilian. Isl. 

klote, homo nauci. SuG. klutare, id. The origi 
nal idea is, a mere log; from Teut. kloete, a pole; a 
log, the trunk of a tree* 
To CLOIT, v. n. To fall heavily, S.

——Wi' a gird 
Upon my bum I fairly cloited 

On the cald eard.
Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, ii. 336. 

This dress, with trews, our Bruce had on, 
When he met Ned, aboon the lone^ 
Whare doughty carles laid well on,

And faes they stoited, 
Till life and saul and a' was gone, 

Then down they cloited.
R. Galloway's Poems, p. 27» 

Belg. klots-en, to beat with noise. 
CLOIT, s. A hard or heavy fall, S. 
To CLOK, 1). n. To cluck. V. CLOCK. 
CLOLLE, s. Apparently, skull. 

On the chef of the cloile, 
A pade pik on the polle; 
With eighen hoHted full holle, 
That gloed as the gledes.

Sir Gawan and Sir GaL i. 9. 
Germ, kleuel, glonws, a dim in. says Wachter, from 

A. S. diize, sphaera. The chef of the cloile thus 
seems to signify the higher part of the skull, ot 
crown ; Fr. chef, the head. 
CLORTY, adj. Dirty. V. CLARTT. 
CLOSE, s. A passage, an entry, S. ckce, Doug* 

" The ridge of this hill forms a continued and 
very magnificent street. From its sides, lanes and 
alleys, which arc here called wynds and closes, ex 
tend like slanting ribs." Arnot's Hist. Edin. p. 233. 

It seems originally to have signified a hlind alley*-; 
Belg. kluyse, clausura.
CLOSERIS, CLOUSOURIS, s. pL Inclosures,

————Qnhrine and plene 
About thare clousouris brayis with mony ane

rare. Doug. ffirgil , 14. 50. 
Lat. daustra.

CLOVE, (of a mill) j. That which separates 
what are called the bridgeheads, S. V* 
CLOFF.

CLOVES, s. pi. An instrument of wood^ which 
closes like a vice, used by carpenters for holding 
their saws firm while they sharpen them, S* 
V. CLOFF. 

CLOUYS, s. pi Claws.
Thare Capitanev.this ilk strang Atentyne,
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Walkis on fute, his body wymplit in 
Ane felloun bustuous and grete lyoun skyn, 
Terribil and rouch with lockerand tatty haris, 
The quhite tuskis, the hede, and douys thare is.

Doug. Virgil, 232. 3.
To CLOUR, CLOWR, v. a* l. To cause a 

«tumour, S.
Blyth to win aff sae wi' -hale 'banes, 
Tho' mony had dowr'd pows,-——

Ramsay's Poems, i. 260. V. WO*RRY-COW. 
"Ramsay also uses undour'd.

Be thy crown ay undour'd in quarrel.
Ibid. ii. 340. 

2. To produce a dimple, S.
Besides your targe, in battle keen.

Bat little danger tholes. 
While mine-wi' mony a thudd is dowr^d, 

An' 'thirl'd sair wi7 holes.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 12. 

Perhaps transposed from Su.G. kullra, decidere
* cum. impetu. Kula signifies a bump.
-CLOUR, s. 1. A lump, a tumour, in conse 

quence of a stroke or fall, S.
Saint Petir hat her with a club, quhill a grete

clour
Rais in her heid, becaus the wif yeid wrang. 

Pink. S. P. Repr. ii. 142. 
All his head was full of dowrs, 
Truth did so handle him.— 1 

1 Truth9 s Travels, Pennecuik's Poems, 1715, p. 94. 
2. A dint, or cavity, proceeding from a similar 

cause. For the term denotes the inequality of 
a surface, whether it be concave or convex. 

To CLOUT, v. a. « To beat/' (Sir John Sin- 
clair's Observ.) to strike; properly with the 
hands, S.

—Baxter lads hae seal'd a vow 
To skelp and clout the guard.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 51.
Tcut, klots-en, pulsare, pultare; kloete, a pole, 

contus, Kilian. Belg. klouw, signifies a stroke; 
klouw-en, to bang.
CLOUT, s. A cuff, ablow^ S. It is used as a 

cant term, E. Grose's Class. Diet,
—Did Sandy hear ye, 

Ye wadna miss to get a clout, 
I ken he disna fear ye.

Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 183. 
CLOWE, s. A hollow between hills. 

Quene was I somwile—— 
Gretter than Dame Gaynour, of garson, and

gokle,—
Of castellis, of contreyes, of craggis, of clowes. 

Sir Gawan and Sir GaL i. 12. 
This is the same with Cleugh, q. v. also Cloff. 

CLOWIS, s.pL Small pieces of any thing of a 
round form; hence compared to hail. 

———Clowis of clene maill
-Hoppit out as the haill.

Gawan and GoL iii. 3.
A. S. cleow, Teut. klauwe, klouwe, sphaera, any 

thing round.
CLOWIT, fart. fa. " Made of clews, woven,4 ' 

Rudd,

C L U
If he refers to the following passage, it may ipa«. 

ther signify plaited.
Vnto him syne Eneas geuin has,—
Ane habirgeoun of birnist maijyeis bricht,
Wyth gold ouergilt, dowit thrinfald ful ticht,

Doug. Virgil, 136. 21. 
Teut. klouwe, glomus.

CLOUSE, CLUSH, s. A sluce, S.
" Anent the slayaris of Smoltis in mylndammis 

dousis, and be nettis, thornis, and cruuis: It is 
statute and ordanit, that th^ vnlaw thairof in tyme 
tocum be ten pund for the first tyme: The secund 
tyme, twentie pund : And the thrid tyme, tinsall of 
lyfe to the committar." Acts Ja. IV. 1503. c, 107. 
Edit. 1566. c. 72. Murray.

Fr. ecluse^ id. Arm, clewz, a ditch. * {
CLUBBER, s. V. GLIBBER. 
CLUBBOCK, s. The spotted Blenny; a fish; 

Blennius Gunnellus, Linn.
" Spotted blenny, or dubbock, Gadus Gunnellus." 

Glasgow, Statist. Ace. V. 537.
This is also called codlock. " The following fish 

are to be found in the harbour, sand-eels, club- 
bocks or codlocks." P. Kirkcudbright, Ibid. xi. 13.
CLUF, CLUIF, s. 1. A hoof, Rudd.; now 

pronounced clu, S. B. " Gluves. Hoofs of 
horses or cows. Cumb." Gl. Grose. 
Su.G. klof, ungula, quia bifida (Ihre); from klyf*

wa, to divide.
2. A claw, Rudd. Teut. &luyue, unguis. Isl, 

Mof, klauf, Sw. Mow. V. CLOUYS.
CLUKIS. V. CLEUCK.

./«. of Climb. 
neas the bank on hie 

Has duwmyn, wyde quhare behaldand the large 
sie. Doug. Virgil, 18. 39.

CLUMP, s. A heavy fellow, one who is inac 
tive, S. '* Clumps, idle, lazy, unhandy. Lin 
coln." GL Grose. Clumps, a numskull; ibid. 
Skinner. 
Germ. Su.G. klump,& mass ; Teut. klompe, id.;

also, globus terrae, synon. with klotte, whence E.
clod.
CLUNG,/0r£. pa. Empty ; applied to the sto 

mach or belly, when one has fasted long, S. 
This man may beet the poet bare and clung, 
That rarely has a shilling in his spung.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 353. 
Come Scota, those that anes upon a day 
Gar'd Allan Ramsay's hungry heart strings play 
The merriest sangs that ever yet were sung ; 
Pity anes mair, for I'm out throw as dung !

Ross's Helenore, Introd. 
" Clung,—commonly used for any thing that is

-shrivelled or shrunk;" Gl. Grose. Cling is used by
Shakspeare, in Macbeth, with respect to famine,
(V. Johns.) ; and the part. pa. is rendered by Skin-
jaer, macie confectus, AS common in his time.

This is merely the part, of the E. v. cling, to dry
up.
To CLUNK, i). n. To emit a hollow and inter 

rupted sound j as that .proceeding from any Ii-
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confined in a cask, when shaken, if the 

cask be not full, S, 
Isl. klunk-a, sono, G. Andr. p. 116. As Sw. 

klunk signifies a gulp; and klunk-a, to gulp; it might 
primarily denote the sound made by the throat in 
swallowing a large draught. Indeed Dan. glunk is 
expl. " the guggling of a narrow mouthed pot or 
strait-necked bottle, when it is emptying," Wolff; 
which conveys almost the same idea with our word : 
and Sw. klunk-a, to guggle, ebulliendo strepitare, 
Seren. vo. Guggle. Gael, glug, is rendered, u the 
motion and no^se of water confined in a vessel $" 
Shaw.
CLUNKERS, s. pL Inequalities on the surface of 

the ground; of a road, especially, in conse 
quence of frost. It is also applied to dirt har 
dened in clots, so as to render a pavement or 
floor unequal, S.
u Clinkers. Deep impression of a horses foot." 

Glouc. Gl. Grose.
Germ, clunkern, a knot or clod of dirt. Isl. 

klake, congelata gleba, glaciatum solum; G. Andr. 
Su.G. id. " The roughness of the roads occasioned 
by frost after rainy weather." Wideg. 
CLUTE, s. The half of the hoof of any cloven- 

footed animal, S.
Sax good fat lambs, I sauld them ilka clute, 
At the West Port, and bought a winsome flute. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 67.
u Laoir, (Gael.) a hoof, or rather in the Scotch 

xlialect, a clute, which signifies a single hoof of an 
animal that has the hoofs cloven." P. Callander, 
Perths. Stat. Ace. xi. 612. N.

This is used as synon. wlihclu, and seems to have 
been originally cluft, q. the fissure or division, either 
from Germ, kluft, id. fissura, or the A. S. part, pa, 
cleofed, fissus. V. CLUF.
CLUTTERING, part.pr. Doing any piece of 

business in an awkward and dirty way, S. B. 
This may be merely an oblique sense of the E. v. 

clutter, which, although Johns, gives no etymon, 
. is probably from Teut. kloter-en, kleuter-en, tudi- 

tare, pultare, pulsare crebro ictu ; Kilian. 
COALS. To bring over the coals , to bring to a 

severe reckoning, S.
But time that tries such proticks past, 
Brought me out o'er the coals fu' fast.

Forbes's Dominie Deposed, p. 35. 
This phrase undoubtedly refers, either to the ab 

surd appeal to the judgment of God, in times 'of 
!Popery, by causing one accused of a crime, purge 
himself by walking through burning plough-shares ; 
or to the still more ancient custom, apparently of 
Druidical origin, of making men or cattle pass 
through Baal's fire. V. BELTANE. 
COBLE, KOBIL, s. 1. A small boat, a yawl, S. 

A. S. cuople, navicula,
A lytil kobil thare thai mete.
And had thame owre, but langere lete.

Wyntown, viii. 28. 115. V. KENNER. 
2. A larger kind of fishing boat, S.

u The fishers on this coast use two kinds of boats; 
the largest, called cobles, are different from the fish 
ing-boats generally used, being remarkably flat in
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the bottom, and of a great length, measuring about 
30 feet in keel." P. Oldhamstock, Haddingt. Statist. 
Ace. vii. 407.

The term, indeed, seems to be generally used to 
denote a flat-bottomed boat, whether of a larger or 
smaller size.

" Whether a keeled boat, and not a flat-bottom 
ed vessel, such as a coble, could, in his opinion, when 
loaded, be rowed across said dike along the Fraser- 
field side, at ordinary tides?" State, Leslie of 
Powis, &c. p. 111.

This term, though overlooked by Johns., is used 
by some E. writers.
3. Malt coble, a place for steeping malt, in order 

to brewing, S. Germ, kubel, a vat or tub. 
Hence, 

To COBLE, v. a. To steep nialt.
u Craig, p. 186. calls aquam et ignem pati;—— 

that is, killing and cobleing." Fountainhall'« 
Decis. I. 25.
COBWORM, s. The name given by farmers to 

the larva of tbe Cock-chaffer, Scarabaeus Me- 
lolontha. They continue for four years grey 
ish-white worms, with six feet, feeding much 
on the roots of corn, and being themselves a 
favourite food of rooks.
u At the same time the destruction they [the 

crows] do in this way, very probably is in a great 
measure balanced by the very effectual assistance they 
give in destroying the cob-worm.—He shot some of 
them, when, to his great astonishment, upon opening 
up their stomachs, he found them quite full of cob- 
worms, and not one grain of oats." P. Carnbee, 
Fife, Statist. Ace. xiii. 29.
COCK, s. The mark for which curlers play, S* 

When to the loughs the curlers flock,
Wi' gleesome speed, 

Wha will they station at the cock $
Burns, iii, 118. 

COCK, s. A cap, a head-dress, S. B.
And we maun hae pearlins, and mabbies, and cocks, 
And some ither things that the ladies call smocks. 

The Rock, &c. Ross's Poems, p. 137, 
COCK AND PAIL, a spigot and faucet, S. 
COCKALAN, s. A comic or ludicrous repre-* 

sentation.
In an Act against skandalous speeches and lybels, 

complaint is made of " sik malicious letts, as the 
devill and his suppests do usually suggest, to tbe 
hindrance of all just and godlie interpryses, specially 
by the false and calumnious brutes, speeches and 
writs, eraftelie mttered and dispersed by some lawles 
and saules people of this realme,. aswell in privat 
conferences as hi their meetings at tavernes, arl. 
houses and playes, and by their pasquils, lybels, 
rymes, cockalans, comedies and siklyke occasions 
whereby they slander, maligne and revile the people, 
estate and country of England, and divers his Ma 
jesties honorable Counsellors, Magistrats and worthie 
subjects of that his Majesties kingdome." Acts Ja. 
VI. 1609. c. 9. Murray.

Teut. kokelen, histrionem agere, Kilian. Belg. 
guychelen, Germ.-gauckeln, E. juggle, id. Su;G, 

y to deceive,; kockleri, magical arts5 from the
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same origin, which Wachter supposes to be Germ, 
gauch, a fool, because a juggler or mountebank per- 
sonates a fool.
COCKAND Y, s. The Puffin, Alca arctica, Linn. 

This name is retained on the Forth ; Tamino- 
rle, Tomny-noddy, Orkn.; Bowger, Hebrides. 

u Coc/candy, Avis palmipes Anseri magnitudiue par, 
cinerei coloris." Sibb. Scot. p. 22. 
COCKERDEHOY. To ride cockerdeUy, to sit 

on one, or on both, the shoulders of another, in 
imitation of riding on horseback, S. B. 
Can this be from A. S. cocer, Teut. koker, a 

quiver; as the rider in this instance occupies the 
place where the quiver was usually worn; or Isl. 
kockr, coacervatus, any thing heaped up ? Perhaps 
rather corr. from Fr. coquardeau, a proud fool, who 
u is much more forward than wise;" Cotgr. 
COCKERNONNY, s. The gathering of a 

• young woman's hair, when it is wrapt up in a 
band or fillet, commonly called a snood, S. 

She cudled in wi' Jonnie; 
And tumbling wi' him on the grass, 
JDang a' her cockernonny 

A jee that day.
Ramsay's Poems, L 273.

Perhaps from Teut. koker^ a case or sheath, and 
nonne^ a nun ; q» such a sheath for fixing the hair as 
the nuns were wont to use, who might be imitated 
by others, especially by those of inferior rank. 
COCKERSUM, adj. Unsteady in position, 

threatening to fall or tumble over, S. 
Isl. kockr, conglobatum. Fr. coquarde, " any 

bonnet, or cap, worn proudly on the one side;" 
Cotgr.
COCKY, adj. Vain, affecting airs of importance, 

S. B. from the E. v. to cock.
And now I think I may be cocky, 

Since fortune has smurtl'd on me.
Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 150. 

COCKIELEEKIE, s. Soup made of a cock
boiled with leeks, S.

COCKIELEERIE, s. A term expressive of the 
sound made by a cock in crowing, S. Teut. 
kwkeloer-en, to cry like a cock. 

COCKLAIRD, s. A landholder, who himself 
possesses and cultivates all his estate, ayeoman, S. 
44 You breed of water kail and cockiairds^ you need 

miekle service;" Kelly, p. 362. 
A cock laird fou cadgie 

With Jenny did meet.
Ramsay^s Poems, ii. 312.

It has been supposed that the term alludes to a 
cock keeping possession of his own dunghill. V. 
LAIRD.
COCKLE, COKKIL, s. A scallop. Fr. coquilh, 

id. from Lat. cochlea, a shell, Gr. x»#Aof, or 
conchulU) a dimin. from concha. 
The Order of the Cockle, that of St Michael, the 

knights of which .wore the scallop as their badge.
44 The empriour makkis the ordur of knychthed 

of the fleise, the kyng of France makkis the ordour 
of the cokkil, the kyng of Ingland makkis the ordour 
of knychthede of the gartan." Compl. S. p. 2311
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" The Gorernotir gat the Ducherie of ChatteUa. 

rault, with the ordour of the cokfe.—Huritelie, Ar- 
gyill, and Angus war lyikwys maid Knychtis of the 
cockle; and for that and uther glide deidis ressavit, 
thay sauld also thair parte." Knox, p. 80, la one 
MS. it is cokill, cockill; in another, cockle.

This order was instituted by Lewis XI. of France, 
who began to reign A. 1461. The dress is thus de 
scribed from a MS. inventory of the robes at Wind-* 
sor Castle, in the reign of H*nry VIII.

" A man tell of cloth of silver, lyned withe white 
satten, with scallope shelles. Item, ajioode of crymT 
sin velvet, embraudeard with scallope shelles, lyned 
with crymson satten." Strutt's HordaAngel-cynnany 
Vol. III. 79. Gl. Cornpl.
COCKROSE, s. Any wild poppy with a red 

flower; but most commonly the long smooth- 
headed poppy, S. Coprose, A. Bor. Ray. 
" Cop-rose. Papaver rhaeas; called also Head- 

work. North." Gl. Grose. 
COCK-PADDLE, s. The Lump, a fish of the 

cartilagenous kind; Cyclopterus Lumpus, 
Linn.; The Paddle, Orkn. 
44 Lumpus Anglorum, Nostratibus Cock-Paddle?* 

Sibb. Scot. p. 24. V. also, Fife, p. 126.
A s the name Hush given to the female is probably 

the same with see-haesse (V. Bagaty), this seems 
formed from the other name mentioned by Schone- 
veld, Hafpodde,\. e. sea-toad, although compounded 
partly from Isl., and partly from Teut. podde^ padde, 
bufo.

44 The Lump-fish,——here denominated the Pad- 
die, frequents the harbours and sand-banks." Bar. 
ry's Orkney, p. 295.
COCKS. To cast at the cocks, to waste, to squan* 

der, S. a metaph. apparently borrowed from a 
barbarous custom, jiot yet entirely disused. A 
cock is tied to a stake, with some room to 
range for self-defence. Any one, who chooses, 
for a certain sum, has liberty to take a throw 
at him with a cudgel. He who gives the fatal 
l>low, carries off the prize.

Sair have we pelted been with stocks, 
Casting our money at the cocks; 
Lang guilty of the highest treason 
Against the government of reason; 
We madly, at our ain expences, 
Stock-jobb'd away our cash and senses.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 330.
COCK-STULE, CUKSTULE, s. 1, The cucking. 

stool or tumbrell.
< 4 Gif they trespasse thrise, justice sail be done 

vpon them : that is, the Baxster sail be put vpon the 
Pillorie (or ha/sfang) and the Browster vpon the 
Gockstule." Burrow Lawes, c. 21. § 3. Tumbrel- 
/urn, Lat.

44 —The wemen perturbatouris for skafrie of 
money, or vtherwyse, sal be takin, and put vpone 
the Cukstulis of euerfc burgh or towne." Acts 
Marie, 1555. c. 40. Edit. 1566.

Writers differ in their accounts of the Tumbrell. 
According toCowel, 44 this was a punishment ancient 
ly inflicted upon Brewers and Bakers transgressing 
the laws, who were thereupon in such a stool im-
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merged overhead and ears in stercore, some stinking 
water." V. Du Cange,, vo. Tumbrellum. It is evi 
dent that, in the Burrow Laws above referred to, the 
pillory was the punishment of men, the cockstule of 
women. For the Baxter is pistor, the Brewster 
brasiatrix.

But I have a strong suspicion that Skene, in tran. 
lating tumbrellum by cockstule, did not use a term 
exactly correspondent. For cockstule, as far as we 
can judge from etymological affinity, seems much the 
same with pilJorie. Sibb. indeed derives cuck-stu/e 
from Teut. kolcken, ingurgitare, from kolck, gurges, 
vorago, vortex. But Belg. kaak is " a Dutch Pil 
lory, being an iron collar fastened either to a post, 
or any other high place;" Teut. kaecke catasta, peg. 
ma, columna irr qua damnati conspiciendi et deriden- 
di proponuntur; Kilian. Su.G. kaak, infelix lignum, 
ad quod alligati stant, qui vel verbera patiuntur, vel 
alias ignominiae ergo publice ostentui sunt; Dan. 
taag. 
2. This term has accordingly been used, in later

times, to denote the pillory, S. 
The tane, less like a knave than fool, 
Unbidden clam the high cookstool, 
And put his head and baith his hands 
Throw holes where the ill-doer stands.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 533.
Leg. cockstool, as in former editions. 

COD, s. A pillow» S. A. Bor.
u I maid hym [Morpheus] reuerens en my rycht 

syde on the cald eird, ande I maid ane cod of ane 
gray stane;" Compl. S. p. 105.

" Twa heads may ly upon ae cod, and nae body 
ken where the luck lies;" Ramsay's S. Prov. 
p. 74.

A. S. codde, C. B. tod, a bag. Isl. kodde, how 
ever, has precisely the same sense with the S. word; 
pulvinare parvum, cubital, pulvinus. Su.G. kodde, 
kudde, id. Hence, 
CODWARE, s. A pillowslip» S.

A. S. waer is retinaculum, any thing that retains 
another. But we find the particular sense in Su.G. 
oerngottswar, tegmen linteum quod cervicali induci- 
tur. Oerngotte, Ihre observes, more properly is 
eeronkodde, literally an ear-pillow. War is from 
tvaeri, to keep, to cover. It is also found in Dan. 
pudde+vaar, a pillow-beer. 
CODE, s. A chrysom. V, CUBE. 
To CODLE ("corn), ^* «• To'make the grains

fly out of the husks by a stroke, S. B. perhaps
from cod) the pod. 

CODROCH, adj. l. Rustic, having the manners
of the country, Loth. Fife.

For what use was I made, I wonder ? 
It was na tamely to chap under 
The weight o' ilka codroch chiel, 
That docs my skin to targets peeh

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 70* 
2> It is also expl. dirty ̂ slovenly> as synon* with

hogry*-mogry, Loth»
It is perhaps allied to Ir. cudar, the rabble, the 

common people; or Teut. kudde, the herd. 
COELTS.

" This iyle is full of nobell coelts with certain
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fresche water loches, with meikell of profit." Mon- 
roe's lies, p. 8. Qu. tolts, young horses ? The 
isle described is Duray.
To COFF, COFFE, if. a. To buy, to purchase. 

This word is used both in the North and South 
of S., but far more commonly the pret. caft. 

I sought the fair, for hones ter employ, 
To coff what bonny trinkets I mith see, 
By way o* fairin to my lass, frae me.

Shtrrefs' Poems, p. 40. 
He that all man-kynd coft fra care, 
Grawnt hym in hevyn to be happy.

Wyntown, ix. 10. 54.
" Our wol—is sa quhyt and small, that the samyu 

is desyrit be all peple, and coft with gret pryce speci- 
allie with marchandis quhair it is best knawin." 
Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 4.

He sailit over the sey sa oft and oft 
Quhil at the last ane semelie ship he coft.

Priests^ofPeblis, Pink. S. P. Repr. i. 10. 
Alem. couft-un, they bought, Germ, kaufte, ge- 

kaufte, bought; MoesG. kaup-an, Isl. kaup-a, Su.G. 
koep-a, Germ, kauf-en, Belg. hoop-en, Lat. caupon* 
art, O. Fr. a-chapt-er, to buy. V. COUP, v. 
COFFE, COFE, COIFE, s. A merchant, a hawk 

er.
Ane scroppit cofe quhen he begynnis,
Sornand all and sundry airtis,
For to by hennis reid-wod he rynnis.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 170.
This poem is entitled u Ane Description of Ped* 

der Coffeis." Lord Hailes is certainly right in ren». 
dering this phrase, u peddling merchants." Bufc 
when he says, " What the author meant by coffeis, 
he expl. st. 1. 1. 3. where he speaks of " pedder 
knavis;"—it surely cannot be his intention to insi 
nuate, that the term coffe is synon. with knave. 
" Goffe," he adds, u in the modern Scottish lan 
guage, means rustic." This, however, is invariably 
pronounced cufe, and has no affinity whatsoever with 
coffe; which is undoubtedly from coff, to buy, q. v. $ 
Germ, kauf-en, to buy or sell, whence kauf^man, 
kauf-er, a merchant. Alem. couf-man, Lat. caup-o, 
a merchant; Germ, kaufe, merchandise.

Pedder is evidently of the same meaning with 
pedlar; which, although Junius views it as allied to 
Teut. bedeler, mendicus, might perhaps be the first 
form of the word, from Lat. pes, pedis, whence pe* 
darius, one who walks on foot; as these merchants 
generally travelled in this manner. Thus pedder 
coffe is merely pedarius mercator.

" Ane pedder," says Skene, u is called an inar- 
chand, or creamer, quha bearis ane pack or creame 
vpon his back, quha are called beirares of the puddill 
be the Scottes men of the realme of Polonia, quhairi 
of I saw ane great multitude in the towne of Cra* 
cowia, anno Dom. 1569." Verb. Sign. vo. Pede** 
pulverosus.
COFFING, CortNE, j> 1* A shrine, a box. 

He gert bryng hym a lytil cofyne; 
A rone skyne tuk he thare-of syne. .

Wyntown, viii. 32. 49*
2. It seems to denote the hard crusts of bread$ 

figuratively represented as baskets, because ths
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Trojans, when they landed on the Latiari coast, 
had nothing else to serve for plates, baskets or 
even tables.

For fault of fude constrenyt so thay war, 
The vthir metis all congumyt and done. 
The paringis of thare brede to moup up sone, 
And with thare handis brek and chaftis gnaw 
The crustis, and the coffingis all on raw.

Doug. Virgil, 208. 50.
Ill mod. E. coffin denotes u a mould of paste for 

a pye ;" in O. E. a basket.
" And thei token the relifs of broken metis twelve 

cojfyns ful." Mark vi.
Lat. cophin-us, Gr. x.oq>iv-o$, a basket. 

CO¥T,pret. m& part. pa. Bought. V. COFF. 
COG, COAG, COIG, COGUE, s. A hollow wood 

en vessel of a circular form, for holding milk, 
broth, gtc. a pail, S.

My bairn has tocher of her awn,— 
Twa kits, a cogue, a kirn there ben.

Watson's Coll. iii. 47.
Gin ye, fan the cow flings, the cog cast awa', 
Ye may see where ye'll lick up your winning o't.

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 136. 
—Ane quheill, ane inell the beir to knok? 
Ane coig, and caird wantand ane naill.

'Bannatyne Poems, p. 156. st. 4. 
Kelly writes coag. This, or cogue, most nearly 

approaches to the sound. What is properly called 
a coag is made of staves, as distinguished from a cap, 
which is a bowl made of one piece of wood hollowed 
out. Hence the Prov. u I'll tak a staff out of your 
coag," I will make a retrenchment in your allowance 
of food, q. by lessening the size of the vessel appro, 
priated for holding it.

Germ, kauch, a hollow vessel, for whatsoever use; 
C. B. cawg, a bason, pelvis; L. B. caucus, scyphus, 
situla, Gr. B. xavxag, patera. It is probable, that 
this word is radically allied to Su.G. kagge, E. cag, a 
wooden vessel containing four or five gallons; to 
Dan. kaag, a small boat, a trough or tray; and also 
to S. cog, cogge, q. v. Wachter conjectures that 
C. B. caw, cavus, is the root. Hence, 
To COG, COGUE, v. a. To empty into a wooden 

vessel.
u Ye watna what wife's ladle may cogue your 

kail;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 87. 
COG, COGGE, s. A yawl or cockboat. 

—Swne eftyr, the Erie Jhone 
Of Murrawe in a cog alone 
Come owt of Frawns til Dwnbertane.

Wyntown, viii. 29. 224. 
Than in the schaldis did thay lepe on raw; 
And sum with airis into the coggis small 
Ettillit to land.——— Doug. Virgil, 325. 47. 

Teut. kcgghe, celox; Su.G. kogg, navigii genus 
fcpud veteres, C. B. cwch, linter. Isl. kuggr also de 
notes a small boat; navigii genus breviusculum, lin 
ter; G. Andr. p. 153« L. B. cogo, cogga, coca, 
oocka, coqua, &c. Fr. coquet, O. E. cogge, whence 
cockboat. These vessels are supposed to have been 
originally much rounded in their form ; which ren 
ders it probable that cog, as signifying a pail, has 
some affinity.
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To COGLE, GOGGLE, v. a. To cause any thing 

to rock; or move from side to side, so as to 
seem ready to be overset, S. 
Sibb. derives this from Isoeghel, globus. To this 

correspond Isl. koggul, any thing convex, Belg. koeg- 
el, a bullet, Germ, kugeln, to bowl. The phrase, 
herunter kugeln, to tumble down, may seem nearly 
allied. But perhaps coggle is a dimin. from cog, a 
yawl or small boat, because this is so easily over, 
set; especially as the term is very generally applied 
to the unsteady motion of such a vessel. 
COGGLIE, adj. Moving from side to side, un 

steady as to position/ apt to be overset, S. 
Cockersum, synon. 

COY, adj. Still, quiet.
Pepill tak tent to me, and hald yow coy, 
Heir am I sent to yow, ane messingeir 
From ane nobill and richt redowttit Roy.

Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 23. 
Fr. coi, coy, id., from Lat. quiet-us. 

COIDYOCH, COYDYOCH, s. A term of con 
tempt applied to a puny wight. 
Then the cummers that ye ken came all macklack, 
To conjure that coidyoch with clews in their creils. 

Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 22. 
Perhaps expressive of decrepitude, from Fr. coude, 

crooked. Isl. queida denotes a thing of no value> 
titivilitium, G. Andr. p. 155. 
COIF, s. A cave.

Vndir the hingand rokkis was alsua 
Ane coif, and tharin fresche wattir springand. 

Doug. Virgil, 18. 18. V. COVE. 
COIG. V. COG, COAG. 
COILHEUCH, s. A coalpit, S.

u They qulia sets fire in coilheuchis, vpon privat 
revenge, and despit, commits treason. 5 ' Skene, 
Crimes, Tit. 2. c. 1. § 14. V. HEUCH. 
COIN, COYNYE, s. A corner.

—A rycht sturdy frer he sent 
Without the yate, thafr come to se. 
And bad him hald him all priuy, 
Quhill that he saw thaim cummand all 
Rycht to coynye thar of the wall.

Barbour, xviii. 304. MS. 
Cunyie, edit. 1620. 
Fr. coin, id. Ir. cuinne, a corner, an angle.

COISSING, Cherrie and Slae. V. COSE, v.
COIST, COST, s. l. The side in the human 

body.
—He throw out his sydis his swerd has thryst.— 
The giltin mailyies makis him na stede, 
For in the coist he tholis dynt of dede.

Doug. Vixgil, 326. 47. 
In at the guschet brymly he him bar, 
The grounden suerd throuch out his cost it schar.

Wallace, U. 64. MS. 
In Perth edit, instead of cost it, erroneously costil.

Fr. coste, Lat. costa.
2. Applied more loosely, to the trunk of the body. 

In mannys forme, from his coist to his croun, 
Bot from his bally, and thens fordwart doun. 
The remanent straucht like ane fyschis tale.

- Doug. Virgil, 322. 6.
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Si It is also used for £. coast, Lat. ora, Doug.
COIST, s. Expence, cost, Doug.
2. In an oblique sense, it -denotes the provision

made for watching the borders.
" It is sene speidfuil, that thair he coist maid 

at the est passage, betuix Roxburgh & Berwyck." 
Acts Ja. II. 1455. c. 53. edit. 1560.

Belgr Su.G. host, cost, charge. 
COIST, s. A term used in the Orkneys, to denote

meal and malt.
" Of mettle and malt called coist> ane last makis 

ane Scottish chalder." Skene. Verb. Sign. TO. Serp- 
laitk.

This word is evidently the same with Su.G. £os/, 
which denotes these kinds of food that are opposed 
to flesh. Thence kosifri, hospitable, kasthall^ the 
place where food is sold, kostgangare, he who lives 
at another mail's table; Germ. Belg. kosty victuals, 
diet. 
To COIT, v. n. To butt, to justle.

The unlatit woman the licht man will lait,
Gangis coif and in the curt, hornit like a gait:
Als brankand as a bole in frpntis, and in vice. 

Forduri) Scotichron. ii. 376.
V. Laity ID. for the whole of this curious descrip 

tion. The female here exhibited, as abandoned in 
her behaviour, is compared to a goat, and to a dull. 
The phrase coitand in the cwrf, i. e. court, refers 
to the use which these animals make of their horns. 
Fr. coft»er, " to butt, to rush, to jostle, to knock 
heads together;" Cotgr. The Fr. word is probably 
derived from the Goth. For Isl. kuettr, kuette or 
quitte, signifies torvus, beluinus vultus : and kueita^ 
violenter jactare et disjicere invitum; kueita9 vio- 
lenta pulsio, G. Andr. p. 156.; terms naturally ex. 
pressure of the action of a bull, tossing and goring 
with its horns. 
COK. To cry cot, to acknowledge that one is

vanquished.
Become thou cowart crawdon recriand, 
And by consent cry cok, thy dcde is dicht. 

Doug. Virgil^ 356, 29.
u Col," saysRudd., "is the sound which cocks 

utter when they are beaten, from which Skene is of 
opinion that they have their name of cock." Skinner 
indeed says ; Credo a sonu seu cantu quern edit sic 
dictum. But he says nothing of the cock uttering 
this sound when beaten.

According to Bullet, coc, coq, cody, is an O. Celt, 
word, signifying, mechant, deshonnete, vile, mepri. 
sable ; whence Fr. coquin, a rascal, a knave. This 
may be the origin; as anciently, while trial by or 
deal continued, it was considered as a certain proof 
of the falsity of an accusation, when the accuser fail, 
ed in combat with him whom he had criminated. 
When, therefore, he acknowledged that he was van 
quished, he at the same time virtually confessed his 
falsehood or villainy.
COKEWOLD, /. A cuckold, Chauc.

* take notice of this, although properly E., for 
the sake of an etymological observation. Johns, 
and others derive it from Fr. cocw, id. This name, 
it has been supposed, has been given in Fr.'in allu 
sion to the cuckoW) to which term cocu is primarily ap-

COL
plied; because it lays its eggs in the nest of another 
bird. But as Pasquier has observed, the designation 
is improper, as applied to a cuckold* II y auroit 
plus de raison Padapter a celui qui agit, qu' a celui 
qui patit. The Romans, therefore, with far greater 
propriety, transferred the name curruca to a cuck 
old, as primarily denoting that bird which hatches 
the cuckow's eggs.

Not to mention a variety of etymons not more 
satisfactory, I shall only give that of G. Andr. 
which certainly merits attention.

Qvonkally curruca, seu cornutus, curculio, en 
haiyrey. t At gvonkalla annan, alterivis uxorera per. 
mingere," vulgo kockalla, sed corrapte; nam a kvon 
uxor, and kvola^ kalay maculare, dictum est. Lex. 
Isl. p. 157. 
COLEHOODING, /. The Black-cap, a bird,

S. Coalbood ; Fringilla atro capillo, Linn.
Junco, avis capite nigro, cole-hooding dicta. 

Inter juncos nidulatur. Sibb. Spot. p. £2. It re. 
ceives its name from coaly because ia the male the 
crown of the head is black. 
COLEMIE, CoAlMiE, s. The Coal-fish, Asellus

niger, Ang. When young, it is called upodlie
or podling j when half grown, a sede, seitb or
setle,
Germ, kohlmuhlen, id. It seems to receive its 

name from the dark colour of its skin ; Germ» kohl 
signifying coal. - 
To COLF» v* a. To calk a ship. ^

That this word had this signification in the sit* 
teenth century, is evident from a passage in the 
Everg. where it used in a loose sense.

Fr. ca/fat-er, Arm. ca/fet-ein, Teut. ka//efact-en, 
id. Hence, ^ • 
COLFIN, CALFING, s. The wadding of a gun, S.

u He was so near as to see the fire, and the col/in 
flee out of the pannel's gun." Trial of Capt. For. 
teous, p. 21.

" Then they fired again; one of them had his 
pistol so near my lord, that the burning calfing was 
left on his gown, and was rubbed of by his daugh 
ter, which wounded him two or three inches below 
the right clavicle, in betwixt the second and third 
rib." Narrative of the Murder of the Archbishop, 
published by Authority, Wodrow 11« Append, p. 8. 
COLI BRAND, s. A contemptuous designation

.for a blacksmith; still occasionally used, Bor 
der.

I awe na mare in a' this land, 
But to a silly Colibrand,

Tarn Rid that dwells in Currie, 
Upon a time, as he may prove, 
An Atchison for a remove.

Watson*s Coll. i. 57.
i. e. for removing horse-shoes.
Perhaps from Fr. cow/.er, to melt, to found ; and 

brand) a sword : or as allied to Su.G. koly car bo, 
and brenna, urere, q the coal-burner. It is a curi 
ous fact, though only apparently 'connected with 
this word, that Ermund Olafson, king of Sweden, 
was called Kolbraenna^ because he punished male 
factors by burning their houses. V. Ihre, vo. 
ignis.
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Could the term hare any relation to Ca/iburne, 

the sword of the celebrated Arthur ?
COLK, ,s. The Eider duck, a sea-fowl, S. V.

Pennant's Brit. Zool. v ii. 581.
" In this ile (Soulskerry) there haunts ane kind 

of fowle callit the kolk, little less nor a guise 
(goose,) quha comes in the ver (spring) to the land 
to lay her eggis, and to clecke hlr birdis, quhill she 
bring them to perfytness; and at that time her 
fleiche (fleece) of fedderis falleth of her all hailly, 
and she sayles to the mayne sea againe, and comes 
never to land, quhyle the yeir end againe, and then 
she comes tyith her new fleiche of fedderis. This 
fleiche that she leaves yeirly upon her nest hes nae 
pens in the fedderis, nor nae kind of hard thinge in 
them that may be felt or graipit, but utter fyne 
downis." Monroe's lies. p. 47. 48.

This fowl is called by Buchanan, colca. Hist. 
Scot. i. c. 44. It is also described by Martin, Wes 
tern Isl. p. 25. This is the Duntur Goose of Sibb. 
Scot. p. 21.
COLL, s. A cock of hay, S. B. Keil, North- 

umb. Fr, cueill-ir^ to gather, E. to coil. 
This she ere even had tentily laid by, 
And well happ'd up aneth a coll of hay.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 53.
To COLL, v. a. 1. To cut, to clip, S. To 

col! the hair, to poll it. In this sense cow is 
used, and seeing indeed the same word; To 
cow t%e head, to cut the hair. To coll the 
candle, to snuff the candle. 

2. To cut any thing obliquely, or not in a straight
line. S-

Su.G. kutt-fy ferticis capillos abradere, Ihre. As 
the E. v. poll is from pott, the head, kulla is from 
hull, vertex, the crown. Isl. koll-r, tbnsum caput. 
This corresponds with Lat. CO/I?-IM, bald. I am 
much disposed to think, that our word has been pri 
marily applied to the polling of the hair of the head. 
V. Cow, T?.
COLLATYOWN, s. Conference, discourse. 

Lat. collatio.
This man in that visyown 
Fell in-til collatyown 
Wyth the Kyng on this manere, 
As now I will reherse yhbw here.

Wyntown, vii. 7. 340.
COLLIE, COLLEY, s. 1. The vulgar name for 

the shepherd's dog, S.; coltey* a cur dog. A. 
Bor. Gl. Grose.

"There^was lost in Prince's Street, on Saturday 
the 28th December last, a black and white rough 
c&ley, or shepherd's dog." Edin. Even. Courant, 
Jan. 20. 1806.

A better lad ne'er lean'd out o'er a kent, 
Or hounded coly o'er the mossy bent.

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 2. 
The tither was a ploughman's collie^ 
A rhyming, ranting, raving billie, 
Wha for his friend an' comrade had him, 
And in his freaks had Luath ca'd him.

COL
My co/%, Ringie, youf '<Tan' yowPd a' night,,
Cour'd an' crap near me in an unco fright.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 6.
It seems doubtful, if this be allied to Ir. cuilean, 

Gotten, a whelp; or C. B. colwyn. Arm. colen qut, 
a little dog.

Tyrwhitt observes, that " Coll appears to have 
been a common name for ,a dog. He refers to the 
following passage in Chaucer :

Ran Colle our dogge, and Talbot, and Gerldnd. 
NonnesP. Ta/e, 15389.

He makes the following remark in his Note on 
another passage, ver. 15221.

A co/ fox, ful of sleigh iniquitee.
cc Skinner iuterprets this a blackish fox, as if it 

were a cole fox." Gl. Urr, Tyrwhitt seems to con 
sider this epithet as allied to the name given to a dog, 
But I suspect that it is entirely different; and that 
co/, as applied to the fox, is equivalent to the fol 
lowing character, sleigh; corresponding to Celt, la//, 
C. B. ca/hy Corn. £«//, subtil, cunning. Co/, in com 
position, is evidently used in a simila'r sense; as 
colprophet) a false prophet, Leg. Glendour Mirror 
for Mag. Fol. 127. b. Colt-tragetour, false trai- 
tour, Chaucer, H. Fame, Fol. 267, b.
2. Any one who follows another constantly, im 

plicitly, or in the way of excessive admiration, S.
3. A lounger, one who hunts for a dinner.

" The Bishop was nicknamed Collie^ because he 
was so impudent and .shameless, that when the Lords 
of the Session and. Advocates went to dinner, he was 
not ashamed to follow them into their houses, un 
asked, and sat down at their table." Calderwood, 
p. 691.
To COLLIE, v. a9 To abash, to put to silence in 

an argument; in allusion to a dog, who, when 
mastered or affronted, walks off with his tail 
between his feet; Fife. , , 

COLLYSHANGIE, s. i. An .upnoAr, a tu* 
mult, a squabble, S.

The collyshangy raise to sick a height,
That maugre him things wadna now hald right.

Ross's HeLenore, p. 85,86. 
This many a day I've grain'd and gaunted, 
To ken what French mischief was brewin.— 
Or how the collieshangie works 
Atween the Russians and the Turks.

Burns) iv. 357.
2. This word also denotes a ring of plaited grass 

or straw, through which a lappet of a woman's 
gown, or fold of a man's coat is thrust, with 
out the knowledge of the person, in order to 
excite ridicule, Ang. This trick is most com 
monly played in harvest.

I am informed, that there is a Fr. proverbial phrase, 
from which this term may have originated. When 
two persons are quarrelling, it is said, Qui est ce, 
qui le Men est ? q. " Who's the dog ?"

I hesitate, however, as to this being the origin ; 
Gael, cal/aidh denotes a tumult. E. coil is used in 
the same sense. Perhaps that which is given as'its 
secondary signification is the primary one. Thus 
the word may have been formed from collie^ a dog?



COM
and skdngie, a sort of shackle., ,V. SIIANGIE, and 
SHAJTGAN.
COLPIND ACH, s. A young cow that has never

calved.
44 Colpindach, ane young beast, or kow, of the 

age of an or twa yeires, quhilk is now called an 
Cowdach or quoyach." Skene, Verb. Sign, in TO,

66 It is an Irish word," he adds, " and properly 
signifies a fuit-follower." But it seems merely a 
corr. of Ir. and Gael, colbhtaeh, a cow calf; or Ir. 
colpach, a bullock or heifer. 
COM, COME, s. Act of coming, arrival.

Schir Eduuard of his come wes bly th;
And went doun to mete him swyth.

Barbour, xvi. 39. MS.
In Pykarte sone message thai couth send,
Off Wallace com thai tald it till ane end.

Wallace, ix. 545. MS.
A. S. cum, cyme, adventus; Alem. quemd, from 

quem-an, to come.
To COME, v. n. 1. To sprout, to spring; ap 

plied to grain, when it begins to germinate in
the ground, also when it grows in consequence
of rain, after being cut down. The prep, again
is sometimes added^ S. 

2. To sprout at the lower end ; applied to grain
in the process of malting, or to that which is
kept in granaries, S.

" They let it aeherspyre, and shute out all the 
thrift and substance at baith the ends, quhere itsould 
come at ane end only." Chalm. Air, ch. 26.

— Ouer grainels great they take the chargo 
Oft turning come within a chamber large, 
(When it is dight) least it do sproute or feede, 
Or come againe, or weevels in it breede.

Hudson9 s Judith^ p. 13.
". Ye breed of good mawt, ye're lang a coming." 

Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 80. The humour lies in the 
double meaning of the v. to come.

Isl. keim-a, germinare; Germ, keim-en, id.; kym, 
kiem, Alem. kymo, germen.

It should have been observed under ACHEBSPYRE, 
that Johnson quotes Mortimer, as using acrospire 
in the same sense with the S. term; also, acrospired 
as a participle. This he derives from Gr. «*g0?, 
summus, the highest, and c-arg/g*, spira. But a-Tn^sc 
denotes a roundel or circle, a coil of ropes, &c. and 
does not, like Goth, spira, refer to a sharp point. 
Acrospire seems to have been lately imported into 
the E. language. It was unknown to Minsheu, al 
though mentioned by Phillips. 
COMERWALD, adj. Hen-pecked.

Comerwald crawdon, nane compts the a kerss. 
Dunbctr, Evergreen, ii. 54. st. 11.

q. u Under the government of woman ;" from 
comer, cummer, a disrespectful term for a woman, 
a gossip, and A. S. Su.G. wald, power/authority. 
V. CUMMER. 
COMMEND, s. A comment, a commentary.

I haue also ane schprte commend compyld,
To expone strange historiis and termes wylde.

Doug. Virgil, 483. 44. 
COMMEND, s. A benefice in commendam.

C O M
Ten teyndis ar ane trnihpe, bot gyf he tak may 
Ane kinrik of parisch kyrkis cuplit with com*

mendis. Doug. Virgil, 239, a. 11. 
J?r. vommende, L. B. commenda, id.

COMMON, GOMMOUN. To be in one's common, 
to be obliged to one, to be indebted, in what 
ever way, S. \ 

" The Earl of Northumberland—came upon the 
East borders, and burnt and berried Sir George 
Dunibar in the same year. Sir George Douglas, 
brother to the Earl of Douglas,- nptt willing to bain 
an English-man's commoun for an evil turn, gather, 
ed a company of chosen men, and turnt the/town 
of Alnwick." Pitscottie, 24. 25,
— " I am as little in your common, as you are in 

mine," S. Prov. ; " spoken to people who. have 
been rigorous to us, arid exacted upon, u& to whom: 
therefore we think ourselves not obliged." Kelly ̂  
p. 228, 229.

It is used in another form. A thing is said to be 
good one's common, when one is under great obli 
gations to do it; to be ill one's common, when one, 
from the peculiar obligations one lies under, ought 
to act a very different part.

u Good your common to kiss your kimmer;" 
S. Prov. V. CUMMER.

u It is ill your kytes common," S. Prov.; « that 
is, I have deserved better of you, because I have 
often fill'd your belly." Kelly, p. 199.

To quite a comoun, to requite, to settle accounts 
with one, to repay ; generally in a bad sense.

" Unto Monsieur d'Osell, he (Kirkcaldie) said, 
He knew that he wald not get him in the skirmische- 
ing, be can 9 he was bot ane coward : Bot it micht 
be that he spuld quite him a comoun ather in Scot., 
land> or ellis in France." Knox's Hist. p. 202. '

These phrases seem to originate from the use of 
commons as signifying food, fare, diet; a term bor-, 
rowed from religious societies in popish countries, 
or colleges, where there is a sort of community of 
goods. L. B. communia, bona quae in commune 
possidentur a canonkis Ecclesiae alien jus Cathed- 
ralis, vel quicquid ex iisdem bonis ac proventibus in 
commune iisdem distribuntur; JDu Gainge;
COMMONTIE, A 1. A common, S. Acts,

pass.
" The commonty, which was very considerable, 

was divided not long ago." P. Johns ton, Dumfr. 
Statist. Ace. iv. 220. 
2. Community. Acts Ja. VI. 

Lat. communitas.
COMPARGES, Houlate, i. 19. in MS. is evi 

dently compaignyies, companies ; Fr. compagnie. 
Confess cleir can I nocht, nor kyth all the cas, , 
The kynd of thair cunnyng, thir compaignyies

eke,
The maner, nor the multitude somony t than was. 

To COMPEIR, COMPEAR, v. n. 1. To appear
in the presence of another.

" Na thyng succedit happely to Makbeth efter the 
slauchter of Banquho; for ylk man began to feir 
his life, and durst nocnt compeir quhare Makbeth 
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COM
was." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. c. 6. Raro ac inviti 
primates ad regiam comparent^ Boeth. 
2. To present one's self in a court, whether civil 

or ecclesiastical, in consequence of being sum 
moned. It is still commonly used as to both, S. 

This [King] he did send about this rich man; 
And sent to him his officer, but weir, 
Thus but delay befoir him to compeer, 
And with him count and give reckning of all 
He had of him al tyme baith grit and small.

Priests Pebtts, p. 38. 
Compare is used in the same sense, O. E. 

But on the morowe, Galaad and other knychtes, 
Afore the kyng by one consent compared^ 
Where Galaad made his auowes and hyghtes. 

Hardyng, F. 69, a.
" It has been their resolution,—not to compear, 

knowing the Commissioner's determination to desert 
and leave us, as shortly he did.'1 Baillie's Lett. 
i. 109.

Fr. cowpar-oiV, to appear; Lat. compar-ere, id.
COMPEARANCE, s. The act of presenting one's 

self in a civil or ecclesiastical court, in conse 
quence of being summoned, S. 

" My Lords Montgomerie, &c. took instruments, 
in name of the complainers, against the bishops, of 
their acknowledging their citation, of their compcar- 
ance by their proctors, of their wilful absence in per. 
son," &c. Baillie's Lett. i. 111.
COMPER, s. The Common Fishing Frog,

Lophius piscatorius, Linn. Orkney. 
According to Dr Barry, the Fatherlasher, (cottus 

scorpius, Liu. Syst.)—is—named the comper." Hist. 
of Orkney, p. 291. 
To COMPESCE, v. a. To restrain, to keep

under.
*' We are much rejoiced to hear, that our ma 

lignant countrymen both in the north and south, are 
so easily compesced." Baillie's Lett. ii. 33.

" Their enemies both in the North and South 
were compesced." Apologetic. Relation, p. 54« Lat. 
compesco*
To COMPETE, ^ «. To be in a state of com 

petition ; the prep, nitoth being generally added, S, 
COMPLENE SONG, « Complene is the last of 

the canonical hours, beginning at nine o'clock 
at night*" Rudd,

The larkis discendis from the skyis hicht, 
Singand hir complene song eftir hir gise, 
To tak hir rest, at matyne houre to ryse.

Doug. VirgU^ 44& 39. 
Instead of larkis^ 1. lark, as in both MSS. 
Rudd. derives this from Fr. complies^ Lat. com- 

pktorium. But it is more nearly allied to Complcn- 
dae, officium Ecclesiastieum, quod cetera diuma of. 
ficia com pie t et claudit: uncle dicitur sub noctis- ini. 
tium ; Du Cange in vo. They were also called Com*, 
plenda, ibid.
COMPLIMENT, f. A present, a gift, S. V.

Sir J. Sinclair's Observ. p. 116. 
To COMPLIMENT one tvitl^. a. To present one

with, S.

CON
To COMPONE, w. a. To settle, to calm, fo

quiet.
' " Gif the external reverence, quhilk thou bearest 
till a man, bee of sik force, that it will make thee 
to compane thy gesture, and refraine thy tongue, 
that thou brust not forth into evill talk, quhilk may 
offend him : how meikle mair aught the reverence 
quhilk we beare to God,—mak vs to refraine from 
evill thoughts, and from wicked and filthie aftec- 
tiouns ?" Bruce's Eleven Serm. 1591. Sign. S. 2. a.

Lat. compon-ere, id. 
To COMPONE, «. n. To compound, to come

to an agreement.
« — They in truth know how to get the King 

from us to themselves on their own terms, and if we 
be not willing to com pone in what terms, both for re. 
ligion and state, they please, to cast us off.' 1 Bail, 
lie's Lett. ii. 163.
CON, s. The squirrel.; A. Bor. id. ,G1. Grose. 

I saw the Hurcheon and the Hare,— 
The Con, the Cuning and the Cat, 
Quhais dainty downs with dew were wat,

With stiff mustachis strange. 
Cherrie and Sloe, st. 3. Evergreen, u. 99r 

It is used in the same sense by Burel* 
There wes the pikit Porcapie» 
The Cunning, and the CWt all thrie, 

Merchen amangs the rest.
P%. Watson's Cott. ii. «0* 

In the Lat. version, A. 1631, it is scturuf. The 
origin is uncertain. Sw. korn has the same signifi» 
cation ; whence perhaps it is corr. 
CONABILL, adj. Possible, attainable. 

— Quha taiss purpos sekyrly,— 
With thi it be conabill thing, 
Bot he mar be wnhappy, 
He sail eschew it in party.

Barbour^ fiL 290. MS.
Acccording to Sibb. "q. can-able." But it is 

certainly formed from Lat conor, conabilis, q. what 
may be attempted with any prospect of success. 
CON AND, part. pr. Knowing, skilful. 

A Sytyk he wes of natyowne, 
Conand in all discretyoune.

Wyntown, ii. 9. 34.
Cunnand is used in the same sense; from Gun, to 

know, q. v.
To CONCEALE, v.a. To conciliate, toreconcile. 

Thus man to God, earth to conceale to heaven, 
In time's full tcrme, by him the Sonne was given.

Moreys True Crucijtxe^ p. 18. 
From Lat. concti.io, id. 

CONCEIT-NET, s. A fixed net, used in some
rivers, S. B. V. YAI^-NET. 

To CONDESCEND, COKIHSCEND, v. a. I. To 
agree, to unite; S.
" Quhen thir ten hyrdis, var exemnit seueralie ilk 

ane be hym self, quhar the Samnete arm ye vas cam pit, 
thai ansuerit as ther captan Pontius bed gifin them 
command; to the quhilk voidis th« Romans gel credit, 
be reson that thai al beand aae be ame exammit con» 
discendit in ante ansuer." Compl. S. p. 153.

L. B. condescend-ere^ consentire, alicujua senten* 
tiam sequi • Du Cange.



CON
2. To pitch upon, to enumerate particularly, S. a 

term much used in our courts of Law. 
In the 61. Compl. this sense is given to the word

as used in the passage quoted above; but evidently
by mistake.
CONDET, CONDICT, CONDYT, s. Safe conduct, 

passport.
A small haknay he gert till him be tak> 
Siluer and gold his costis for to mak, 
Set on his clok a takyn for to se, 
The Lyoun in wax that suld his condet be.

Wallace, xi. CIS. MS. Condict, Doug. 
CONDY, s. A conduit, S. 
CONDICT, s. Conduit, passage.

Ane greuous wound he hit him in the syde, 
Throwout his rybbis can the styff swerd glyde, 
Peirsit his coist and breistis condict in hy, 
Thare as the fataill deith is maist haisty.

Doug. Virgil, 428. 29. Crates pectoris, Virg. 
Teut. konduyt) ductus, meatas; et alveus, canalis; 

Fr. conduit. *
CONFEERIN, fart, adj. Consonant, corre 

spondent, S. B.
We've words a fouth, we well can ca' our ain, 
Tho' frae them sair my bairns now refrain, 
But are to my gueed auId proverb confeerin*, 
Neither gueed fish nor flesh, nor yet salt herrin'. 

Ross's Hele^ore^lntTod.
Lat. confer-re, to compare. £. confer is used as 

a v. in this sense. 
CONFEIRIN, conj. Considering.

" I canna say I had any cause to wish the body 
ill, for he did gaylies confeirin." Journal from 
London, p. 2. *

Perhaps q. in a comparative point of view. 
CONFIDER, adj. Confederate.

——Algatis this may not sufibrit be, 
Latinis confider with Troianis and Enee.

Doug. Virgil, 317.12. 
Fr. confeder-ezj id. 

To CONFISKE, «. cu To confiscate.
" He slew many of all the riche men in his euntre, 

for na, othir caus, bot allaneriy to confiske thair 
guddis." Bellend. Cron. B. v. c. 1. Fr. confisqu- 
er, id. 
CONYNG, s. Knowledge, skill.

The bote I clepe, the mater hole of all, 
My wit, uato the saile that now I wynd, 
To seke conyng, tho I bot lytill fynd.

King's Quair> i. 18. 
To CONN, *>. a. To know.

This word being commonly used by E. writers, I 
mention it merely for the purpose of restoring from 
the MS. a passage in The Brace, in which cum is 
found in edit. Piak., as Jley occurs a few lines be* 
fore, stead of sley. -

And fele, thai new of wer ar sley,
In till the lang trew sail dey:
And othir in thair sted sail ryss,
That sail con» litill of that mastryss.
And quhen thai diswsyt er,
Than may ye move on thaim your wer;
jlnd sail rysht well) as I $uppos$9

'CON
Bring your entent to gud purpos.

Bardour, xir. 182.
' In edit. 1620, ken is used instead of conn, which 

expresses the sense at least. It is singular that the 
two lines, printed in italics^ have, as far as I have 
observed, been hitherto omitted in editions. 
To CONNACH, CONNOCH, *. a. To abuse, to 

destroy in what way soever, Aberd. * 
The lads in order tak their seat;-~ 
They stech and connoch sae the meat, 
Their teeth mak mair than tongue haste.

Pennecuik's Poems, ii. 61. 
" I canna say I had any cause to wish the body 

ill,—only he connach'd a hantle o' tobacco." Jour 
nal from London, p. 2. "

Meat is said to be connacfrd, when it is out of sea. 
son for being eaten, when it has been too long kept» 

This word, although now confined to the North 
of S., seems to have been formerly in general use. 
CONN AND, CON AND, /. 1. Engagement, con* 

tract.
Tharfor he tretit than beliff; 
And yauld the tour on sic maner, 
That he, and all that with him wer, 
Suld saufly pass in Ingland. 
Dowglas held thaim gud conandy 
And conwoid thaim to thare count re.

Barboury x. 485. MS. 
Conant is also used in O. E.

—Suane, kyng of Danmark, to that conant him 
bond. R. Brunne^ p. 57. 

Than your fals King, wndyr colotir but mar, 
Thronrch band he maid till Bruce that is our ayr, 
Throuch all Scotland with gret power thai raid, 
Wndyr that Ring quhilk he befor had maid. 
To Bruce sen syne he kepH na connand.

Wallace, viii. 1345. MS. 
^. Proffers, terms previous to an engagement. 

Passand thai war, and mycht no foitgar lest, 
Till Inglissmen thair fewte for to festt. 
Lord off Breichyn sk connand had thstm maid, 
Off Eduuartl thai suld hald thair laotfys braid.

tVUfax9 -iL 5«. MS.
This seem» merely a com of covenant> FT. c<m^* 

nctnt) from conven-ir, to agree.
CONNERED,/ar/./^ Curried; a term appli 

ed to leather.
u They worke the lether before it is well Conner• 

ed, in great hinder and skaith of the Kinges lieges.'* 
Chalmerlan Air, c. 22.

Fr. conroy-er, corrizy-er, to curry; L. B. conrea- 
toreS) qui pelles parant. The Fr. word is probably 
from cuir (Lat. cor-ium) & skin, and ray-er, to 
scrape.

P/.CONNEIS. This term in//, 
occurs in an abusive poem addressed 

to onr Reformers by Nicol Burne. 
jGa hence then, lounis! the laich way in Abyssis^ 
Kilt up your conneis, to Geneve hjibt with speid. 

In one stanza it occurs in sing.
KUt u*p thy connie, t» Geneve haist with speid. 

Chron. S. P. Hi. 455. 459. 
Sibb. says; " Perhaps passports j from F



CON
q. conjeys." But the phrase kilt up, still conjoined 
with this term, does not agree with the idea of pass 
ports. It may signify provisions; q. u turse up 
your provisions for taking your journey to Geneva," 
O. Fr. convis, from Lat. convictus, a feast;—or ne. 
cessaries in general, Fr. convoi. Convoi d'argent, 
de vivres, &c. commeatus ; Diet. Trev. As Fr. coing, 
however, signifies a wedge, and coignee a hatchet, 
" kilt up your connies," may have been a prover 
bial phrase, borrowed from a particular profession, 
equivalent to, " pack up your awls." 
CONNYSHONIE, s\ A conversation of a silly

gossiping kind. The term is sometimes used,
as implying that such a conversation is carried
on in whispers, S. B.
We might suppose this formed from Teut. kon- 

nigh, curiosus, sciolus; and schon, Alem. sconi, - 
pulcher, venustus, amoenus ; q. a conversation that 
is entertaining and pleasant. But the etymology 
of words of this peculiar form is often extremely 
uncertain.
To CONNOCH, v. a. V. CONNACH. 
CONNOCH, s. A disease.

—The coch and the connoch, the colick and the 
cald. Polw. Watt's Coll. iii. 13. V. CLEIKS. 

This word may be allied to connach, v. to abuse. 
However, Gael, connach is the murrain, Shaw.
To CONQUACE, CONQUES, v. a. 1. To ac 

quire, to procure, whether by art or by valour. 
And he yone vther Quintus Metellus 
Full grete, honour sail conques vnto us.

Doug. Virgil, 195. 46.
2. To conquer, to acquire by conquest.

To Bruce sen syne he kepit na connand ; 
He said, he wald nocht go and conquess land 
Till t>thir men ; and thus the cass befell.

Wallace, viii. 1343. MS.
3. To purchase with money, or by means of 

one's own industry» 
u /rhehusb$n4may not^ugnient his wife's'dowa-

rie, with land*, conquessed be him after the mar*
riage." fteg, Maj. Index. V. the s.
CoNQjJA£f:, CONJQUESE, s. 1. Conquest. 

Fra tyme that he had semblyt his barnage, 
And herd tell weyle Scotland stude in sic care, 
He thocht iill hym to mak it playn conquace.

Wallace, i. 60. MS.
2. Acquisitioa tiy purchase ; as opposed to inhe 

ritance. '
—u The conquese of anyfrieman, deceissand vest 

and saised therein, without heires lawfullie gottin of 
his awin bodie, ascends to him quha is before got 
tin, and heritage descends be degrie." Quon. 
Attach, c. 97.

L. B. conquestus is used in the latter sense; Fr. 
conquest, u an estate, or purchase compassed by a 
man's own industry, labour, or meanes ;" Cotgr. 
Conquerir, also conquestl-ir, signify not only to sub 
due, but to purchase. 
CONRYET.

This word occurs in MS. Wallace, ix. 18.
—— Bryght Phebus is in hys chemage. 

The bulys courss so takin had his place, 
And Jupiter was in the crabbis face,

C O N
Quhen coftryet the hot syng coloryk, • 
In to the ram qalulk had his rowmys ryk, 
He chosyn had his place and his mansioun, 
In Capricorn, the sygn off th£ Lioun. 

In Perth and other Edit, it is ;
Quhen aries that hot sygn coloryk 
Into the ram, &c.

Thus the ram is made to butt against himself. 
What is asserted in this verse certainly respects the 
sun.

Conryet may signify disposed, prepared, put in 
order, from O. Fr. conraer, conreer, to prepare, 
whence conroi, order -of battle. V. Du Cange, vo. 
Conreer.
CONSTABLE^ s. A large glass, the contents 

of which he is obliged to drink, who, in those 
companies who forget the salutary regulation of 
Ahasuerus, is said not to drink fair ; that is, 
not to drink as much as the rest of the compa 
ny, S. This pernicious custom is now almost 
universally laid aside.
A similar practice has prevailed in Iceland. G. 

Andn mentions the phrase Vijta ijkar, as signify, 
ing a cup to be drunk at entertainments, as an atone 
ment for a fault • in conviviis poculum pro piaculo 
vitii hauriendum ; Lex.,p. 256. This is certainly an 
error, for vijta bijkar ,• from vijte, blame, S. wyte, 
and bijkar, a cup, a drinking.vessel^ S. a bicker ; li- 
teraljy the wyte-bicker.

As the designation of constable is given to a 
glass of this description ; in some places, one is said, 
in t a similar sense, to drink the sheriff. The corres 
pondence of ideas indicates, that these terms have 
been originally applied, in this sense, in allusion to 
the office of a constable, which is to arrest, or of a 
sheriff, which is to punish, delinquents. The pro 
priety of the allusion may Indeed be questioned. For 
from the recourse had, in convivial meetings, to such 
fictitious ministers of justice, it may soon become 
necesaary to call in the real ones.

This custom, however, has at least the plea of an-^ 
tiquity. F!o,r it may fairly be traced back to the 
thnes of heathenism. From what we find in Snorro 
SturlesonSsHEdda, it is evident that a punishment of 
this kind was in use among the Goths.

u The king —— went into his palace to look for 
a large horn, out of which his courtiers were ob 
liged to drink, when they had committed any tres 
pass against the customs of the court." Twenty- 
fifth Fable, Mallet's North. Antiq. ii. 126. The 
learned Translator remarks ; " Our modern Bach. 
anals will here observe, that punishing by a bumper 
is not an invention of these degenerate days. The 
ancient Danes were great topers." 
CONSTERIE, GONSTRY, s.

But yet nor kirk nor consterie 
Quo' they, can ask the taudy fee. '

For be s's-Dominie Deposed, p. 43. 
—All the omciallis that partis men with thair

wyvis,
Cum follow me, or ellis ga mend your lyvis; 
With all fals ledaris of the constry law.

Lindsay, S. P. Repr. ii. 195. 
Corr. from consistory, a term used in times of 

Popery, to denote a meeting of Bishops and Presby-



CON
ters, called upon any emergency ; afterwards trans 
ferred to a Presbytery, or to a parochial session. V. 
Book Comm. Order, c. 5. Fr. consistoire, an as- 
sembly of ecclesiastical persons; L. B. consistorium. 
To CONSTITUTE, v. a. A term generally 

used in S., to denote the opening of an ecclesi 
astical court with prayer by him who presides 
in it. It is said to be constitute with prayer by 
the Moderator.

CONTAKE, s. Contest.
Bot on quhat wyse sail ceissing all this rage ?
Or now quhat nedis sa grete stryf and contake ? 

Doug. Virgil, 103. 10.
Chaucer uses conteke in the same sense.
—The open werre, with woundes all bebledde;
Conteke with blody knif, and sharp manace.

Knights T. 2004.
This word would appear to have been formed in 

the same manner with attack, Fr. attaquer > only 
with a different preposition.
CONTEMPTION, s. Contempt.

He " maid thairfore his aith to reuenge this proud 
contemption done be Caratak.*' Bellend. Cron. F. 
33, a. Lat. contemptia, id. 
To CONTEYNE,"?. s. To continue.

The red colour, quha graithly understudy 
Betaknes all to gret bataill and blud ; 
The greyn, cat-age, that thon art now ainang, 
In strowbill wer thou sail conteyne full lang. 

jf .. Wallace, vii. 138. MS. 
To CONTENE, $r. n. To behave, to demean 

one's self. ~ 
Schortly thai them contenyt swa, 
That thai with oute disparyt war, 
And thoucht till England for till far.

Barbour, iv. 98. MS. 
Ye ber honour, price, and riches ; 
Fredqme, welth, and tylythnes ; 
Gyff ye contene yow manlily.

Barbour, xii. 277. MS. 
Fr. Se conten^ir, to refrain, to forbear. 

CONTENING, /.' ; i. Demeanour, deportment. 
Our all the ost than yeid the king ; 
And beheld to thair contenyng, 

. And saw thaim of full fayr aifer ; 
Off hardy contenance thai wer.

Barbour, xi. 241. MS. V. the v. 
2. Military discipline, generalship.

—— He to Carlele vald ga, 
And a quhill tharin soiourn ma, 
And half his spyis on the King, 
To knaw alwayis his contenyng.

Barbour, vii. 387. MS. 
CONTENEU, s. Tenor, design, tendency.

" The sen tens ande conteneu of thyr said chep- 
tours of the bibil, gart me consaue, that the diuyne 
indignatione hed decretit ane extreme ruuyne on 
oure realme." Compl. S. p. 35.

Fr. contenu, id.
CONTER. A confer, to the contrary. 

And what hue we a confer them to say ? 
The gear'll prove itsell gin we deny.

Ross's Helenore, p. 91.

C O K
This is nearly allied to E. counter, adv. from Fr, 

contre, against.. V. CONTRAIR. 
CONTERMYT, part. pa. Firmly set against. 

The king ansuerd, I will nocht rid agayne, 
As at this tyme, my purpose is in playne. 
The Duk said, Gyffye, Schir, cpntermytr bt9 
To mown0 you more it afferis nocht for me. 
Commaund power agayne with me to wend, 
And I off this sail se a finaill end.

Wallace, vi. 674. MS. 
In Perth edit! it is;
Ye Duk said, giff ye contrar myeht be.— 

Old edit., as that of 1648, come nearer the mean- 
ing, reading, determined.

Fr. contremet-tre, to oppose, to set against. 
To CONTINUE, «. a. To delay.

"'But the Regent's death, and the troubles which 
thereupon issued, made all to be continued for that 
time." Spotswood, p. 258.

This is nearly allied to the sense of Lat. conti- 
nere, Fr. conten-ir, to keep back, to hold in. 
CONTIRMONT, adv. The contrary way. 

Eridanus the heuinly reuer clere 
Flowis contirmont, and vpwart to the lift.

T Doug. Virgil, 188. 14. 
Fr. contremont, upward, directly against the stream.. 
CONTRAIR, adj. Contrary, Fr.

u Some, whether because they were loth, though 
privily they -assented to that paper, that yet it 
should go on in a publick act, or being varied with 
a clean contrair spirit, were wilful to have Mr. 
Harry vent himself in publick, to the uttermost of 
his passions." Baillie's Lett. i. 199. 
To CONTRARE, CoNTER, v. a. To thwart, to 

oppose, S. O. E. id. Contrary^ part, pa* 
Harbour.

There was na man that wald contrare 
This Bischope in-til word or deyde.

Wyntown, vi. 14. 24. 
His brither gae him a' his paw*r

The army for to lead; 
And syne fa durst anes confer him 

Was like to tine the head.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 20» 

Fr. contrar-ier, id.
CONTRARE, s. 1. Opposition, resistance, of any 

kind.
The streme backwartis vpflowis soft and still;— 
So that the airis mycht find in na contrare.

Doug. Virgil^ 243. 4.
2. Something contrary to one's feelings, desires, 

or expectations. Confer, S. B. 
'fiout then-a-days, we'd seldom met with cross, 
Nor kent the ill of confers, or of loss.

Ross's Helenore, p. 92.
To CONTRUFE, v. a. To contrive ; contruwit^ 

part. pa.
——This ilk schreuit wycht, 

That is contruwar of many wikkit slycht, 
. Fenyeis him fleyit or abasit to be,

That he dar not chyde furth in contrare me; 
Than with his drede and sle contruwit fere, 
My cryme aggregeis he on his manere.

Doug. Virgil, 377. 15. Fr. controuv-er, id.



CON
/. A contriver, an inventor. V.

the v. Fr, controuvcuer, id. 
To CONVENE, CONVEANE, v. n. To agree.

<* Barking can conveane but to Hying and sensi- 
tiue creatures; but your Ballader is a living and sen. 
sitiue creature: therefore, barking convcaneth to 
him; and, consequentlie, hee w a dog." Forbes's 
Eubulus, p. 111.

Fr. convener, Lat. convener e, id,
CONUYNE, CONUENE, CONWYNE, CoVYNE, Co-

WYNE, CUWYN, s. 1, Faction, agreement, con- 
vention, treaty.

—This conuyne and trety new consaif 
Do brek, disturbe, and wyth the wynd bewalf. 

Doug. Virgil, 412. 30.
—The maist part of our conuene and band 
To me sail be to twich your Kingis hand.

Ibid. 214. 53.
Off thar cowyne the thrid had thai; 
That wes rycht stout, ill, and feloune.

Barbour, iii. 102. MS.
i. e. They had a third person of this description 

engaged in the same bond with them. 
Thai tauId the King off the conwyne 
Off Jhone Cumyn Erie off Bouchane, 
That till help him had with him ta&e 
Schyr Jhon Moubray, and othyr ma.

Barbour, ix. 14. MS.
Fr. convent, id. Romm. de la Rose, from Fr. 

conven-ir, to agree.
2. Condition, state.

In gret perell he has him doyn; 
For thai war fer ma men tharin 
(And thai had bene off gud covyne) 
Than he; bot thai effrayit war.

Barbour, x. 673. MS, 
The Erie off Mnrreff, with his men 
Arayit weile, come alsua then, 
In to gud cowyne for to fycht, 
And gret will for to manteyme thair mycht. 

Ibid. xi. 230. MS.
The word, in this sense, seems derived from Fr. 

conven-ir, as signifying to befit, to beseem.
3. Artifice, stratagem, conspiracy,

Thomlyne Stwart that yhere, syne 
Erie of Angws, be cuwyn 
Of the Erie Patryk, a-pon a nycht 
Passyd tyl Berwyk, wyth gret mycht, 
But persaywyn, all prewaly.

Wyntown, viii. 42. 40.
Chauc. uses covine, as denoting secret contrivan 

ces ; evidently as borrowed from the idea of a secret 
bond. Gower uses it nearly in the same sense. 

For yet was neuer such couyne 
That couth ordeyne a medicine, &c.

Conf. Fol. 7. b.
O. Fr. convine, pratique, intrigue, Gl. Romm. 

Rose; couvine, id.
To CONVOY, v. a. To accomplish, to manage, 

to give effect to any purpose, especially by art 
ful means.

Amyd the oistis this wyse did scho thryng, 
Not vnexpert to convoy sic ane thyng.

Doug* Firgil, 416. 2.

COO
" A thorny business came in, which the modera» 

tor, by great wisdom, got cannily convoyed. 19 Bail* 
lie's Lett. i. 382.

This may be from Fr. convi-er, tenter, exciter, 
exhorter, porter 4 faire quelque chose; Diet. Trev, 
The phrase, " conuoyare of mariage," Doug. Virg. 
217. 20. is not from this v., but from cowooy-er, to 
accompany. Our v., however, may have been form. 
ed from the latter, used obliquely; as designing per. 
sons, by accompanying those whom they mean to 
dupe, watch for proper opportunities of accomplish» 
ing their purposes.
CONVOY, s. 1. Channel, mode of conveyance.

u The General, and his party, finding some foot* 
steps of this intelligence, but not knowing the con» 
voy of it, thought they had circumscribed the men 
who stood most in their ways for a year ago." 
Baillie's Lett, i. 427. 
2, A trick.

—Bot how, alace, as ye shall heir, 
Betrayed thame bayth with a tryme convoy. 
Makand his bargand with a boy, 
Was ower to Flanders fled and ferreit.

Bp. St Androis, Poems, Wth Cent. p. 311. 
CONWOY, s. Mein, carriage,

Quhen I saw hir sa trimly e dance;
JJir good conwoy and contenance:
Than for hir sake I wissit to be
The grytast erle, or duke, in France.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 95.
GOODIE, CUDXE, x. A small tub, also, cudt:

** a small wooden vessel used by some for a 
chamberpot," Gl. Rams, quiddu^ Aberd. 

Nor kept I servants, tales to tell, 
But tobm'd my coodies a' my sell.

Ramsay^ s Poems, i. 306.
Isl. kutte, huttinge, a vessel that contains about 

nine pints; tonnula sex circiter sextarios continens ; 
G. Andr. Gael, ciotad, a pail, a tub.
COOF, CUFE, s. A simpleton, a silly dastardly 

fellow; " a blockhead, a ninny;" Gl. Burns, S. 
In a' he says or does there's sic a gate, 
The rest seem coofs, compar'd with my dear Pate. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 80. 
Then sure the lasses, and ilk gaping coof, 
Wad rin about him, and had out their loof.

Ibid. p. 143.
According to the pronunciation, it ought to be 

written cufe. It seems originally the same with E. 
chuff, " a blunt clown;" Johns.

It has great marks of affinity to Su.G. kufw-a, to 
keep under, to insult; q. one who patiently submits 
to the worst treatment. Isl. kueif, one who is cow. 
ardly and feeble; imbelle quid ac tenellum; G. 
Andr.
To COOK, COUK, v. n. 1. Expl. to " appear 

and disappear by fits,' 9 Gl. Burns. S. 
Whyles owre a linn the buroie plays,

As thro' the glen it wimpL't; 
Whyles round a rocky scar it strays;

Whyles in a wiel it dimpl't; 
Whyles glitter'd to the nightly rays, 

Wi' bickering, dancing dazale;



COP
Whiles coakit underneath the braes,

Below the spreading hazle. 
f - - ^ Burnsi Hattowten, iii. 137,

But it properly denotes the act of suddenly dis 
appearing, after being yisible. 
2. To hide one's self 9 used in a more general 

sense.
All closs under the cloud of nicht thou coukks.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 73. si. 32.
Ir. coic is a secret; and, if we may trust Bullet,

Celt, cue, cucc, cwch, one whp covers dr conceals
any thing. But our term is more akin to *IsI. 'eg
kvik-a, moto, moveor; qvika, inquieta motatio, G.
Andr. p. 157.
COOKIE, s. A species of fine bread, used at tea, 

of a round form, S.
Teut. koeck, libum, Kilian, a cake made of fine 

flour.
COOLRIFE, adj. Cool, cold; feeling * tenden 

cy to be cold, S.
Her hand she had upon her haffat laid, 
And fain, fain was she of the coollriff shade.

Ross's Helenore, p. 27.
2. It is also used figuratively in the sense of, in 

different, S. V. CAULIHUFE. 
COOM, s. The wooden frame used in building 

the arch of a bridge, S.
u As several of the arches approach nearly to a 

straight line, the frame, or coom, on which it was 
raised, must have sunk while it was building." P. 
Inveresk, Loth. Statist. Ace. xvii. 8. Allied per. 
haps to Queme, q. v.
COOP, COUP-CART, s. A cart made close with 

boards, S.
u The writer of this has been told, that in the 

year 1750, there were but two box-carts, or what is 
here called coup carts,, in the parish, but at present 
there is no other kind made use of here." P. St 
Vigeans, Forfar, Statist. Ace. xii. 185.

A. Bor. muck-coop, a lime-coop, a close Qart or 
waggon for carrying lime, &c. ' Gl. Grose.

Sibb. mentions Teut. kopf, dolium, uavigium. It 
may be added that as kuype properly denotes a large 
vessel for containing liquids, the idea seems to have 
been transferred to any thing used for inclosing. 
Hence Teut. kuype der stad, the walls of a city, al 
so the place inclosed by walls ; septa urbis, spatium 
urbis inoenibus comprehensum; Kilian. Isl. kuppa, 
Su.G. koppe, A. S. cyfe, dolium, vas. Hence, Germ. 
kyffer, Su.G. kypare, Belg. kuyper, E. a cooper. 
COOT, s. The ancle. V. CUTE. 
COOTH, s. A young coalfish. V. CUTH. 
COOTIE, adj. A term applied to those fowls 

whose legs are cled wtth feathers, S. 
Rejoice, ye birring paitricks a'; 
Ye cootie moorcocks, crousely craw.

Burns, iii. 19. 
COP, COPE, s. A cup or drinking vessel.

Ane marbre tabile coverit wes befoir thai thre
ladeis, 

With ryche copes as I wys full of ryche wynis.
Dunbar, Mainland Poems, p. 45. 

Sum karvis to me curtaslie; sum me the cope gevis.
" Dunbar, Ibid. p. 62.

COR
> A. S. cop, Alem. cuph, Su.G. %ti\ k&pp, Belg. 
hop, Germ, kopf, Ital. coppe, Hisp.*e0#a,: Fr. coupe, 
C. B. cup) Pers. cub, cobba, cubba, ia.
COPOUT, « To play copout," io drink off all^ 

that is in a cup or drinking vessel,* cap-out,'$. 
All out he drank, and quhelmi't!the gold on his

face: ' r. 
Syne all the nobillis therof dranke about, 
(I will not say that ilk man playit copout.)

Doug. Virgil, 36. 51. V. COVAN. 
To this correspond L. B. decalicator, Gr. *#T««r«- 

mqt calicum exhaiistor; Gloss, ap. Du Cange.
COPET sr A coffin 5 " a cope of leid," a leaden 

coffin.
u Now becaus the wedder was hotte, for it was in 

Mail, as ye have hard, and his [[Cardinal Beatoun's] 
funerallis cukl not suddantlie be prepaired, it was 
thocht best (to keip him frome stinking^ to give him 
grit salt yneuche, a cope of leid, and a nuck in the 
bottome of the Sey-tour, a plaice quhair mony of 
God's children had bein jmprisonit befoir, to await 
quhat exequies his brethren the Bischopis wald pre- 
pair for him." Knox's Hist. p. 65. It is the same 
in both MSS. and in Lond. edit. V. CAIP. 
To COPE' betuene, to divide.

We will go se quhat may this muster mene: 
So weill we sail us it cope betu^ne, 
Thair sail nothing pas away UtjsJ>yit.

King Hart, i. ,20.
Fr. coup-er, to cut, to cleave; Teut. kvpp-en, to 

cut off.
COPER, s. A dealer. V. COUPER. 
COPY, s. Plenty, abundance.

Of all corne thare is copy gret, 
Pese, and atys, .bere, and qwhet.

Wyntown, Cron. i. 13. 5.
Lat. cop-ia. Macpherson vieiys.it as formed for 

the sake of alliteration, as it seldom occurs. 
COPPER, s. A cupbearer.

Mercie is copper, and mixes weill his wine.
Police of Honour, iii. 58.

Mr Pink, renders this cooper. It is evidently 
from A. S. cop, a cup.
COPPIN, part. pa. Coppin in bevin, elevated to 

heaven.
Quho that from hell war coppin onys in hevin, 
Wald efter thank for joy, mak vr. or vn. ?

King's Quotr, vi. 10.
Belg. kop, Germ, kopf, the head, A. S. cop, the 

summit. 
CORANICH, CofcRENOTH, CORYNOCH, CoRRI-.

NOCH, CRONACH, s. 1. A dirge, a lamentation 
for the dead, S.

And we sail serue, Secundum mum Sarum, 
And mak yow saif, we find S. Blase to broche, 
Cryand for yow the cairfull Corrinoch.

Papingo, Lyndsay^s Warkis, 1592. p. 208, 
Grit pitie was to heir and se 
The noys and dulesum hermonie, 

That evir that dreiry day did daw,
Cryand the Gorynoch on hie, 

Alas, alas ! for the Harlaw !
Battle of HarlaW) Evergreen, i. 78. 
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COR
*< The Corafttehi or singing at funerals, is still in « 

use in seme places. The songs are generally in 
praise of the deceased ; or a recital of the valiant 
deeds of him or his ancestors." Pennant's Tour ia 
Scot. 1769, p. 112.

Brawly can he Hit and sing 
Canty glee or Highland cronach.

G. Thomson's S. Songs, iv* 
Gael, coranach. This word is originally Ir.^ and 

is derived by Obrien from cor a, a quoir, which he 
again derives from Lat. chorus, (vo. Cora,)
2. Used improperly for a cry of alarm, a sort of 

war-cry»
Be he the CorrenotJt had done schout, 
Ersche men so gadderit him about, &c,

Bannatyne Poems, p. 30.
3. This word must also have been occasionally* 

used, in the Highlands and districts adjoining to 
them, as denoting a proclamation of outlawry 
by means, of the bagpipe.

The loud Corrinoch then did me exile,
Throw Lome, ArgUe, MenteUh and Breadal-

bane.
Duncan Laider, M&. Warton, Hist. E. P. iL 278.

CORBIE, CORBV, s. A raven ; Corvus corax,
Linn. S. Orkn»; a crow, A Bor. Gl. Grose.

Sir Corbu Raven was maid ane procitour. 
Henry sone's Fab. Dog, Wolf and Sheep , Bannatyne

MS, 6/. Conpl.
" Eagles, Qorldes and crows,, often do great da- 

mage to the corn and young Iambs/' P. Delting, 
Shetl. Statist. Ace. i. 4D7.

" Ae corbie will no pyke out amther's een.," S. 
Prov. ; spoken of those of one profession, or of simi 
lar dispositions, who will do all in their power to 
support each other, as far as the credit of their com- 
mofi profession, or humour, is concerned.

Fr» corbeau, Sw. Norv. £orp, Ital. carvo, Lat. 
corv-us, id*.
CORBIE- AITS, s.pl. A species of black, oats, dif 

ferent from those called skiaeks^ &. B. 
Perhaps from t&eir dark colour, as resembliug a 

raven.
CORBIE MESSENGER, a messenger who cither re 

turns not at all, or too late, .&»
Thou corby messinger, quoth he, witk sorrow

now siflgis ; 
Tliow isdttt oat of Noyis ark, and ta the erd

eit a* tcatauj, and krochi WL iadingis.
Houlate, iii. 14. MS. 

Re send furtik Qortee M&^smgdr^ 
Knta the air for to espy 
Gif he saw ony montanis dry, 
Sum say is the Rauia did furth remane, 
And. come nocht to the ark agane.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 41. 
In vulgar conver.sa?tion, the phrase Ls improperly 

expressed, Corbie? s Messenger.
" When I came to kiss his Majesty's hand, I was 

gladly made welcome: his Majesty alledging; that I 
was Corbie's Messenger." Melvil's Mem-, p- 170.

This proverbial phrase lias evidently bad its ori 
gin from the scriptural account given of the raven,

COR
that was sent forth from the ark, but did not re»
turn.
CORBIE-STEPS, t.fk The projections of the 

stones, on the slanting part of a gable, resem 
bling steps of stairs, o. 
It has been fancied that they might receive this

denomination, q. steps for the corbies , or ravens, to
sit on. Bat it h evidently from Fr. corbeau^ a cor.
betl in masonry.
CORJBITV #$V Apparently* qrooked.

Canker'd,, cursed creature, crabbit, cor bit j kittle. 
Maitland's Satyr, Watson's, CoU. ii. 54. 

Fr. courbe, id. courbette^ a small crooked rafter. 
CORBULYE*,!. "Fine dressed leather," RudlL 

But it seems rather to signify leather greatly 
thickened and hardened in the preparation ; 
such as was used for jack-boots. 

———— Weill thair semyt for to be 
Of corbulye coruyn seuin grete oxin kydis, 
Stiff as anc burde that stud on athir iydis.

Dang. FirgiL, B4i. 9.
<c Boots of jacked leather, called curb only, (cuir 

bouille) were also won» by horsemen. These are 
mentioned by Chaucer." Groser MUit. Antiq. II.

CORCHAT, s. Crotchet, a term in music. 
The pyet with bar pretty cot, 
Feayets to sing the nychtiagalts not; 
Bot scbo can nevie the tor chat cleifr 
For harshices of Mr cariicb throt. 
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poenw,, p» £4» st. 4* 

CGRBYT,/rrf. tr. Agreed.
Be suttale band thai cordyt of this tfciifg;

Wallace, i. 84. MS. Fr. accerdte. 
CORDON, j. A band, a wreath. Fr. id*, cor 

don de chapeau, a wreathed hatband. 
" What are such cuts and cordons^ silkes and 

satins, and other such superfluous varieties, where- 
with manie aboue th^ir ranke and place are so dis. 
guised, but infallible tokens of an vnsauctified 
heart?" Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 96(X 
CORDOWAN* s. Spanish leather^ cordwata, 

Sibb.
This name is still gives in S. to tanned horse- 

leather» But it had been originally appropriated to 
leathei brought from Cordova in, Spain,, or such, as 
was prepared after the same manner. Hence Card» 
wainery S, and E. a shoemaker. It would- appeal 
this was the name generally given in Europe ta one 
who wrought in foreign leather : Fr. covdamnxery, 
cordouannier / Sw, carduwans-makere, a, lea&ej>- 
dresser. 
CORDS, s. pi. A contraction of the muscles of

the neck ; a disease of horses. 
— The cords*) & the cout-evil, the clasps & the cleiks.

Polwar&s Flyting, p. 13. V. CtEnts. 
The word is used in this sense, Northumb. 

CORE, s. A company, a body of men, often 
used by S. writers far carps.

Clement, the ftnight of^ Rose, appeared then,
With a brave company of gallant men,
Took in the house of Nairn with that braye core,



COR
The Sutbroa captain slew and many more.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. $40. 
CORF, s. A basket used for carrying coals from 

the pit, Loth.
Belg. /tor/, Germ» korb, Isl. koerf, Dan. kurf, 

Su.G. korg; Lat. cord-is, id.
CORF, s . « A temporary building, a shade," 

Lord Hailes.
And witii that wird Intill a cor/ he crap, 
Fra hair weddir, and frostis, him to hap.

Btinnatyne Poems, p. 114. 
SU)b, girts the same sense, deriving it q. iwrr-&o/, 

from Cour. But it rather signifies a hole, a hiding. 
place; A. S. crw//, a vault, or hollow place under 
ground ; which is the natural description of the co 
vert to which a Fo£ would betake himself. Teut. 
krofU, Irufte ; Sw. JDan. krqft^ id. a care; Ital. 
grotta; l{isp, gruta; Ft. grotte; which all seem 
allied to Gr. xwrni, id.
CORF-HOUSE, /. A hw&e or shade erected for 

the purpose of curing salmon, and for keep 
ing the nets in, during the close season, S. B. 
" To he Let, — The salmon. fishings in the river

Awe, near Oban, in A.rgyleshire, —— with the ror/.
s*) shades, &c, belonging thereto.'9 Edin. Even. 

Courant, April 21. 1804.
u -—He sells to the complainers his right of sal. 

mon-fishing^with liberty to— build two sheals or 
two corfe-houjeS) in the most continent places near 
the said fishings, so as the same may be spread, dried, 
and built, without prejudice to any lea ground be. 
losing to him." State, Leslie of Powis, v. Fraser 
of Fraserfield, p. 18.

It has been supposed, that it is from i&harf9 q. 
corn of wharf-houses. But the term may denote 
houses for curing fish ; perhaps from Belg, korv-en, 
because the fish are cut up and cured in these houses. 
Isl. krif, krauf, kriufa, excentero, to gut an animal, 
Su.G. krctefwa, kropp^ iugluvies.

Qorffvhouset however, is used as synon. with 
Shealy both signifying a hut or cottage.

Et cum privilegio siccandi et expaudeadi retia, et 
aedificandi duas casas (AugUce, two Mel$y or two 
corff-houses) in locis maxime idoneis, &c. Precept 
from Chancery, A. 1782. State) Frasej: of Fraser 
field, &c. p. 307. V. CORF.
CORFT, part. pa. A term applied to fish. Corft

fish are fish boiled with salt and water, S. B. 
CORKY, adj. " Airy, brisk ;" Sir Joha Sin-

clair, p. 100. S. It seems nearly correspon 
dent to E. volatile.

CORMUNDUM.
—— I sail gar crop thy tongue, 

And thou sail cry Cormundum on thy kneis. 
Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 68. st. 19. 

i. e. I will bring thee to confess thy falsehood. 
It is an allusion to one of the Penitential Psalms, 
used in the Church of Rome, which has these words, 
Cor mundum crea in me.
CORNCRAIK, s. The Crake or land rail, 

Rallus crex, Linn. 
He gapt the Eraproure trow, and trewlye behald,

COR
That the Corncraik, the pundare at hand, 
Had poyndit all his pris hors in a poynd fald, 
Becaus thai eite of the com in the kirkLtnd.

Houlvte, iii. 12. MS.
The rail seems to receive this designation, because 

at craiksj or makes a hoarse Biuse, from among the 
torn. Thus, in the fabie here, the com is repre 
sented as his peculiar charge.

TJw name given by Martin is cornieraket; Wes 
tern Isles, p. 71. In Str. and Isl. the name craku 
is given to the crow; A 1cm. cracce. Both Juaius 
and Wachter suppose that the designation has its 
origin from the sound emitted by this bird.

It» name ia some parts of Norway has some de 
gree of analogy; agerhotne, q. the cock of the 
field; Dan. ukcr-rixe, q. king of the 4cre. The 
name dakerJien givea by VVillough by to this bird, 
sterns merely a c^rr. of the former. It has been 
said that it received from Linn» the appellation of 
crex from its cry.
CORNE PIPE, /.

44 The fyrst hed ane drone bagpipe, the nyxt hed 
ane pipe maid, of ane bleddir aad of «me reid, the 
the third play it on .ane trump, the feyrd on ane 
4orne p*p<?> the fyft playit on ane pipe maid of ane 
gait home." Compl. S. p. 101.

u A come pipe is a horTte ptpe, pipeau decorne. 
—This, it is conjectured, is the instrument alluded 
to by Ramsay in his Gentle Shepherd:

When I begin to tune my stock and horn9 
With a' her face sjie shaws a cauldrife scorn. 

Which he explains in a note to be " a reed or 
whistle with a horn fixed to it by the smaller end.' 9 
Ritsou's Essay on S. Songsr cxvii. N. 
CORNYKLE, s. A chronicle.

Hot Malcolm gat wpon this lady brycht 
Schir Malcolm Wallas, a full gentill knycht, 
And Wilyarae als, as Con us (Jomykle beris in

hand, 
Quhilk eftir wan the reskew of Scotland.

Wallace, i. 37. MS. 
CORP, s. A corpse, a dead body*

Fr. corps, Dan. krop, Isl. knppe^ Germ, korper, 
Jd., all from Lat. cwp.us, die body. 
CORPS-PRESENT^ s. ** A mortuary, or funeral 

gift to the church ; in recompense, as was pre 
tended, for aaj thing that had been omitted or 
withheld by the deceased ; synon. with O. E. 
soul skott or souf portio&j** Gl. Sibb. 
This is the account given fay Mr Brand. " It 

is mentioned," he observes, ** in the national coun- 
cil of Egsham, about the year 1006/' He also says; 
" It was antiently done by leading or driving a horse 
or cow, &c. before the corpse of the deceased at his 
funferal." Popular Antiquities, p. $5.

44 The uppermost Claith, corps-present, Clerk, 
maile, the Pasche-offering, Ttend-ale, and all Hand- 
lings upaland, can neither be required nor reciev- 
ed of good conscience. Fint Buik of Discipline, 
ch. viii. s. 2.

In Knox'9 Hist. MS. the orthography is the 
same. For in MSS. the whole First Buik is in 
serted; although not in editions. In Spotswood's 
Hist. p. 164, it is erroneously printed Carpresent* 
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COR
Sir David Lyndsay satirizes this oppressive cus 

tom. V. UMAST.
Fr. corps and presenter, q. to present the body 

for interment ; or Fr. present, a gift, L. B. prae- 
scntia. 
CORRACH, CORRACK, s. A pannier. The

panniers used by the Braymen in Angus are
thus denominated.
The term seems of Gothic origin. Su.G. korg, a 

pannier or basket. The hurdles used, in sieges for 
protecting the soldiers, are called rysskorg-ar, from 
ris virgultum and korg, q. corrachs of rise, S. V.

CORRIE, s. A hollow between hills ; or rather, 
a hollow in a hill ; also corehead^ S. 
u The Currie is a small stream, — deriving its name 

from its source, being a Corrie, a Celtic term, sig 
nifying a confined cleugh or glen, of which sort 
is the spring of the Annan, vulgarly called the 
u Annan Peck;" or the Marquis of Annandale's 
" Beef- stand." P. Dry'sdale, Dumfr. Statist. Ace. 
ix. 419.

Coiramhoni is expl. the valley of Moni. Ibid. 
xx. 300.

" This place is rendered conspicuous by the Cor- 
ries or Curries of Balglass. They are semicircular 
excavations, naturally hollowed out in the western 
extremity of that ridge of hills, commonly known 
by the name of Campsie and Strathblane Fells. 
Some of the Corries are very spacious, being more 
than a mile diameter." P. Killearn, Stirlings. Ibid. 
xvi. 104.
CORS, CORSE, s. Market-place, S. Sw. kors, 

id. So called from a cross being formerly e- 
rected there.

CORS, CORCE, CORSS, s. An animated body. 
The flesche debatis aganis the spiritual goist, 
His hie curage with sensuall lust to law, 
And be the body vyctor baith ar loist. 
The sprete wald up, the cors ay doun list draw.

Doug. Virgil, 355, 43. 
For William wichtar was of carss 

Than Sym, and better knittin. 
Evergreen, ii. 177. st. 4; Fr. corps, body. 

CORSBOLLIS, pi. Crossbows.
u And ye soldartis compangyons of veyr, mak 

reddy your corsbotlis, hano*tfollis, fyir speyris." 
Compl. S. p. 6*4. 
CORSES, J-/»/. Money.

My purs is [maid] of sic ane skin, 
Thair will na corses byd it within.

Dynbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 68. 
Thus denominated from the form of the cross an 

ciently impressed on our silver, money. 
CORSSY, adj. Bigbodied, corpulent; gravem 

Osirim, Virg,
On siclyke wyse this ilk chiftane Troyane 
The corssy pasand Osiris he has siane.

Doug. Virgil, 426» 18. V. CORS, 2.
CORSYBELLY, s. A shirt for a child, open 

before ; an infant's first shirt, S. B. Ross thus 
describes a vulgar superstition. 
A clear brunt coal wi' the het tongs was ta*en, 
Frae out the ingle-mids fu' clear and clean,

COS
And throw the corsy-belly letten fa,. 
For fear the weeane should be ta'en-awa.

Ross's Helenore, p. 13. 
Q. a shirt that is folded across the betty*

CORTER, s. l. A quarter» Aberd. corr. from 
quarter.

2. Also a cake, Aberd.; so called because quar 
tered. 
" I believe an honester fallow never brack the

nook o' a corter, nor cuttit a fang frae a kebbuck."
Journal from London, p. 1.
CORUIE, s. A crooked iron to draw down 

buildings.
Here croked Coruies, fleeing brydges tall, ; 
Their scathfull Scorpions, that ruynes the wall;

Hudson's Judith, p. 33.
Fr. courb-er, courv-er, to crook, bow, bend; 

hence, cor beau expl. " a certaine warlike instru 
ment ;" Cotgr. .
CORUYN,*. A kind of leather.

——-Thair semyt for to be 
Of corbulye coruyn seuin grete oxin hydis.

Doug. Virgil, 141. 9.
Corr. from Cordowan, q, v. • » ~ . 

COSCH, COSHE, s. A coach; Fr. coche, pro 
nounced soft.

Then Empriours and Kings sail walk behinde. 
—As men-tiefait, cled all in dullfull black, 
In coschis traynd with slander, schame and lack: 
Thair children yong, and menyonis in a rout, 
Drest all in dule sail walk thair cosch about.

Hume, Chron. S. P. iii. 382. 
" The moyen that hee useth against these, is Uuld 

in the end of the 6. verse, he striketh them with a 
deadlie sleepe, with sik a sleepe, that the ridar was 
als deade as the coshe. I will not insist; the chariot 
is here placed for the ridar." Bruce's Eleven Serm. 
1591, Q. 7. a.

Su.G. kusk, Germ, kutsche, Belg. koetse, id. 
Wachter derives the term, from kutt-en, tegere; Lye, 
the Belg. name from koets-en, cubare, as properly 
signifying a couch. Callander, in his MS. notes on 
Ihre, says that the coach was invented by the Scy 
thians.
To COSE, Coss, Coiss, v. a. To exchange, to 

barter. Coss is still used, Loth.
I trow in warld was nocht a bettir Knycht, 
Than was the gud Graym off trewth and harde-

ment.
Teris tharwith fra Wallace eyn doun went. 
Bruce said, Fer ma on this day we haiff losyt. 
Wallace ansuerd, Allace? thai war ewill eosyt. 

Wallace, x. 470. MS.
i. e. " It was a bad exchange; Grahame being of 

more value than all who fell on the English side." 
The sense is lost in the old edit, in which it is,

Allace, they were ill cost— 
unless this be an abbrev. of cosit, then in use.

————The traist Alethes 
With him hes helmes cosit, and gaif him his. 

Doug. Virgil, 286. 33.
Coss a doe, a phrase commonly used among chil 

dren, Loth. i. e. exchange a piece of bread, as a bit 
of oat-meal cake for whcaten bread.



COS
Phillips mentions scoss or scource, as an old word, 

used in this sense. But it seems now to be pro Yin. 
cial. Grose accordingly gives scorce, or scoace, id. 
as used in the Exraoor dialect.

Rudd. derives case from A. S. ceos-an, to choose, 
because an exchange, he says, is a sort of mutual or 
alternate election. Su.G. kes-a, kius-a, Belg. kies- 
en, MoesG. ktus-an, id., which appears in its oppo. 
site us-kius-an, to reject, to reprobate. I have not 
observed, however, that any one of these terms occurs 
as denoting exchange. This is the sense of Su.G. 
hyt-a, (on which word Ihre observes that cose, S. 
has the same signification,) also of kaut-en, used in 
Thuringia. Hence,
COSSING, COISSING, J. The act of exchanging. 

a Bote—signifies compensation, or satisfaction;
—and in all excambion, or cossing of landes or geare 
moveable." Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Bote. 

Sic coissing, but lossing, 
All honest men may use 
That change now were strange now, 
Quod Reason, to refuse.

.••*••. Cherrie and Slae, st. 57. 
To COSE.

Then meekly said the lady free 
To Sir "Egeir, Now how do ye ? 
I rede ye be of counsel .clean, 

< Ye will not cose, Sir, as I ween. 
1 think your love be in no weir; 
Therefore I rede you make good cheer.

Sir Egeir.
The meaning is uncertain. Shall we suppose the 

term, in this application, allied to Teut. koos-en^ to 
flatter ? Or is it used as before; q. a yqu will not 
change your mind." '
COSH, adj. i. 'Neat, snug; as denoting a com 

fortable'situation, S.
The gudeman, new come hame, is blyth to find,

Whan he out o'er the halland flings his een, 
That ilka turn is handled to his mind,

That a' his housie looks sae cosh and clean. 
Fergus son's Poems, i\. 55.

•2. Quiet, with but interruption ; a cosh crack, S. a 
conversation free from disturbance. 

He lighted at the ladye's yate^
And sat him on a pin; 

And sang fu' sweet the notes o' love. 
Till a' was cosh within.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 9.
3. In a state of intimacy; They are very cosh. 

In a similar sense it is said, They are sitting very 
cosh, or coshly ; they are sitting close or hard by 
each other, as those do who are on a familiar 
footing, S.
Sibb., without any proper reason, derives it from 

Fr. col/, quietus.
The term, as used in the last example, might seem 

borrowed from Ir. koish, hard by, near: or as de 
noting intimacy, allied to Belg. kooz-en^ Germ, kos- 
en, in lieb-kosen, to fawn, to cajole, Su.G. kusk^a, 
to sooth by fair speeches, Ish id. to persuade, to en. 
tice; E. cozen. But the sense first given is most 
probably the primary one. The word, in this ac 
ceptation, nearly corresponds to Jsl. kiosy kuos^ a

COS
small place that is well fenced; angustus locus et 
circumseptns, quasi vas; G. Andr. p. 157. O. Teut. 
hoys-en, koo$-en, however, is rendered, coire, for- 
riicari; Kilian. 
COSHLY, adv. Snugly, S.

It's i' the Psalms o' David writ, 
That this wide warld ne'er should flit, 
But on the waters coshly sit.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 82. 
COSHE, jv A coach. V. COSCH. 
COS IE, COZIE, adj. Warm, comfortable, snug, 

well-sheltered, S.
To keep you cosie in a hoord, 
This hunger I with ease endur'd.

Ramsay's Poems ̂ i. 305. 
Then canie, in some cozie place, 

They close the day.
Rums, iii. 89.

—Cozie here, beneath the blast, 
Thou thought to dwell.

To a Mouse, Ibid. p. 147.
This seems radically the same with co$h> as used 

in the first sense.
CosiELYi, adv. Snugly, comfortably, S. 

While to my cod my pow I keep, 
Canty and cosiefy I lye.

Ramsay's Poems^ i. 74. 
I in the bield"of yon auld birk-tree side,— 
Right cozylie was set-to ease my stumps, 
Well hap'd with bountith hose and twa-soPd 

pumps. Starrat) Ibid. ii. 389. 
COSINGNACE, *. 1. A relation by blood, a 

cousin.
u Fenella, was ane tender cosingnace to Malcolme 

Duf afore slane be Kenneth." Bellend. Cron. B. 
xi. c. 10. Multa necessitudine conjuncfa, Boeth. 
2. A grand-daughter; or perhaps a niece.

" Attoure Uoldosius sonne to the erle of Nor- 
tumbirland sal haue kyng Williamis cosingnais in 
mariage." Ibid. B. xii. c. 10. Neptem, Boeth.

Formed from Lat. consanguineus, a kinsman; 
perhaps through the medium of Fr. cousinage, con 
sanguinity*
To COSS, v. a. To exchange. V. COSE. 
COST, s. Side. V. COIST. 
COSTAGE, s. Expence.

The purpour flour is I sail skattir and pull, 
That I may straw with sic rewardis at leist 
My neuoes saule to.culye and to feist, 
And but proflk sic costage^sM «xerce.

Doug. Virgil, 197. 55.
To COST AY, v. n. To coast, to go or sail by 

the side of.
Thai forrayid noucht fere in the land, 
For thai war costayid nere at hand.

; Wyntown, ix. 7. 25. 
COSTIL, Wallace, ii. 64. V. COIST. 
COSSNENT, s. A servant or labourer is said 

to work at cossnent, when he receives wages 
without victuals, S.
This, by some, is resolved into cost neat, q. the 

neat cost, the price of labour in money, without any 
thing additional. This seems very doubtful 3 especi-
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ally fran theiay^rsiou not being eomflWJ 19 our Jan* 
guage, as veil a? ffce ^igposed ̂ atM^y of tbft pfcflWS, 

.whereas neaf wrf M ?n<Mlw». The Wgip, *0w- 
ever, is quite obscure. May it be from feut, £0$£ 
food, and neen, the negative particle; as denoting 
that no food i$ gjven $ccpr<}ing tp a bargain of this 
kind ? 
To COT, v. 0. To cot with one, to cpjjabit, to

d^eU in &* S5npe house, S. B.
Q. to live ia the saipeco^; unless allied toSu.G. 

£o//e, a fmoxjL 
COTTAR, COTTER, s. One who inhabits a <ro*

or cottage, S*
" Upon the different farms, a «cottager» f>r, as he 

is commonly called, a cotter, is kept for each plough 
employed on the farm." P. Ceres, Fifei Statist. 
Ace. v. 383.
Persons of this description possess a house and small 

garden, or small piece of lands the rent of which they 
are bound to pay, either tq a landlord or a farmer, 
by labour for a certain number of days, or at certain 
peasons. This custom is a reljque of the «mice of 
the villani. The service itself is still called bondage. 
L. B. cotar-ius, cQttar-ius, cojer-ius, Fjv cottier, 
held, or holding, by a servile, base, and ignoble 
tenure. Hence S. cotterman, cotterfout, contemptu 
ously cotter-bodies; a village possessed by cottagers, 
and dependent on the principal farm. 
CO VAN, /. A convent. Pink, and Sibb. very
* oddly render wvattis "guests," although inter- 

rogatively.
It is no glaid collatioun
Quhylc ane maks mcrrie, an uthair luiks downe;
Ane thrists, ane uthair play is cope out*
Let anes the cope go round about,
And wyn the covanis benysoun»

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 101. 
By ancient writers it was generally written covent. 

—One thing wold I wite, if thj wil ware; 
If bedis of bishoppis might bring the to blisse; 
Or coventes in cloistre might kere the of care. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 16.
—He ys byvore the Jieye wened ybured there ywys^ 
And of the hous of Teukesbury thulke couent ys.

R. Glouc. p. 433.
I am Wrath, quod he, I was sometyme a Fryer, 

, And the couentes gardiner, for to graften impes; 
On Jjimitours and Legisters lesynges I imped.

P. Ploughman, F. «. p. 2. 
Hence the name of Covent-garden in London;

1. e. the garden which belonged to a certain convent.
In S., cyimn is still used for convent. Thus at 

Arbroath there is a place called the Caiviri*s kirk, 
yard, that is, the churchyard belonging to the con. 
vent.
COUDIE, adj. V. COUTH. 
COUATYSE, COVKTISE, COWATYSS, s. l. Co-

vetousness.
In this sense it is frequently used by Doug. Arm. 

Couvztis, Q. Ff. cowBoitise^ id. ,.
2. It is used, somewhat obliquely, as denoting 

ainbition, or the lust of power.
Than w*s the land a quhile in pess. 
Bot co&atyss, that can nocht cess

c o u
To *e£ meti afion fel^vf, 
To §er iJmm en» to jenyowry, 
Gert Lofdtf off fell grrtt renwne 
Mak a fell comurjueistto

Eobert, thedouctty King.
JBar*owr, xix. 5. MS. 

is ako u^ed in O. E. It occurs in a very 
reraarkable passage in P. Ploughman, which has this 
cotaphoo* How couetise of the cleargy wyll d&stroy 
the church.

Vwcowtis* after crosse, the crown staades in
goldc,

Both ryck and religion^, *hat rodd they iiooour 
That in grotes is grauen, and in gaMe nob lea. 
For cou^tous of that crosse, mea of holy kyrke 
Shall turne as templers £ji4, the time atjpprocbeth

nere:
Wyt ye not ye wyse manf Jiow <J»^ man honoured 
More treasure tiuw trouth, I dare not tell the

so the,
Reason an4 ryghtfull (Jprne, the religions demed. 
Ryght so you clarkes for your wuetise er longe 
Sbal they deme DQS EGclesie, and your pride de 

pose.
Deposuit pvtentes de sede9 &0. 

If knyghthode aad Hyndewyt, & commune by
conscience

To gyther Ipue telly> I^uetb U ly^Jl ye byshoppes, 
The lordshyps of UncJee for euer shall ye iese, 
And lyue as J^euitici, as pur I^orde you teacheth. 

Per primitias et dedmas, &c.
Fol, 85. a. b.

It is a singular fact, that, in different countries, 
poet* have been the first to lash the corruptions of 
the church, and have in some respects laid the foun 
dations of that Reformation, tjie happy effects of 
which we now enjoy. It has been asserted, that Sir 
Pavid Lyndsay contributed as much to the Reforma- 
tion in Scotland? as Jphn Knox. Although this as. 
sertion is not consonant to fact, it canqot oe denied 
that, in consequence pf the severe attacks which Sir 
David made on the clergy, the minds of the people 
were in so far prepared for throwing off their galling 
yoke.

It is well known that poetry, in another form, 
was subservient to the interests pf the Reformation 
in France. The charms of Clement Marot's verse, 
in his beautiful translation of many of the Psalms, 
diffused their influence even HI die gay court of 
Francis I., and rendered those pajtial to the Refor 
mation, who perhaps Were not influenced by any 
superior motive. Although the Reformation was 
crushed in Italy,- similar exertions Had been made in 
that country, first by Dante, and then by Petrarch. 
V. Catalog. Test. p. 721. 770. 
COUBROUN, adj.

A coubroun quene, a laichly lurdane ; 
Off strang w esc he sheill tak a jurdane, 
And settis in the pylefat.

fynd&ay, S. P. R* ii. 193. V. WASH. 
Perhaps q. cow-brown^ as respecting her appear, 

ance; or cozv-born, as it is still said of a low-born 
person, brought up m the byre. L. gylvfat. 
COUCHER, s. A coward.

" It is good3 ere the storm rise, to make ready
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all, and to be prepared to go to the camp with 
Christ, seeing he will not keep the house, nor sit at 
the fire side wrtn touchers." Rutherford's Lett. P.
1. ep. 65. 

From the E. t. coitfh, Fr. couch-er.
COVE**. A cave, S. A. Bor.

a K.yng Constantyne wes tane and brocht to ane 
cove, besyde the see, quhare He was heidit the 2111 
yeir of his reigne." Bellend. Ci'on. B. x. c. 17.

A. S. cofe^ IsL kofey Su.G. kofwa, Germ. Belg. 
kouwe, id. x
COUGHT, forcoutb. Could.

Out of net in the lie gait cought the wif gating.
Pink. S. P. R0p. iii. 142. 

COUHIRT, i.
CrawdoneSj coukrrts^ a&d fheifs of ky nd.—

Lhtnbur, Mattkmd Poems, p. 109.
It seems- uncertain whether this be for cowards, 

a» connected with cr&wdvnes • although U may simply 
signify cow-herds as conjoined with theifsy q. dealers 
of cattle»

Teut. koe-herde, koerd, ko&rd, bubukus.
To COUK. V. COOK.
To COUK, v. n. A term msed to demote the 

sound emitted by the cnckoo. 
The coukow evuks, the prattfrng pyes 

To geek hir they begin;
Cherrie aud Sloe, at* 2. 

COULIE, CoWKif^ ,r. 1. A boy, S.
Tkia rathe common, and apparently the original, 

signification; allied perhaps to Su.G. kull offspring * 
whence A;w/# a boy, Arwlft» a* girl. His p. chulcf, a 
male chsM, evidently ackiiowledg^s this Goth, origin.
2. A ten» applied to a man in the language of 

contempt, S.
But these w>o are long in-abuse, 
And have drttnk hr some childish use, 
Are very fair to keep that stain. 
Srome coward eoulfe of this strain, 
Come moved [commoved] by some school ish

toy,
Ran rampant OB a schollar boy, 
Did tear and graip him with hisf claws,— 
For somewhat did eoocerne the Pope 
Canonized at Edinburgh crosse.

Cfeland's Poems, p. 77, 78. 
This refers, to the burning of the Pope in effigy by 

the students of the university of Edinburgh, Dec. 
25, Io80c. The coward-cou/fe seems to be Sir Wil 
liam Paterson. V» Wodrow's Hist. ii. 218, 219. 

Some Cowlies murders more with words, 
Than Trowpers do With guns and swortte.

Glelan&s Poemsi p. 112". 
Siclike in Pantheon debates,

Whan twa chiels hae a pingle ; 
E'en now some couli\e:\ gets his aits, 

An' dirt wi' words they mingle.
Fergussoitfs Poems, ii. 54. 

COULPE, ,. A fault.
" Ve sal carye no thing furtht of this varld: bot 

the coulpe of our synnis, or the mentis of our ver- 
tu.' J Compl. S. p. 242. 

Fr. coulpe, Lat. culp-a.
COULPIT, part.

C O U
Alace that ever Scotland sould have bred
Sic to [its] awin dishonour, schame, and greif ;
That, (juhen ane nobilman wes thairto fled,
At neid to seik some succour and relief,
Sonld hare bene eoulpit twyse \ First be ane theif;
Then be Lochlevin, quho did thre yeir him keip;
Quho gat greit gaine to save him from mischeif,
Syne soirld him to the skambils lyik ane scheip.

Maitland Poems, p. 229.
Explained seized upon, Pink. But tkere is no 

reason to think that this is the meaning. It may 
signify, u treated as a culprit, made to suffer inju 
rious treatment," by a liberal use of Fn coutp-er, 
to find fauk with, tax, reprehend. Bat perhaps 
eoulpit is* rather used for coupit, I being often hi- 
serted in this manner. Thus the sense would be, 
bartered, sold; as sould is afterwards used. V. 
COUP. 
To COUNGEIR, <u. a. To conjure.

" Quha brekis the secund [with Protestants, the 
third] command ?^—Thai that abusis the name of 
God, to coungeir the deuil be inchantmentis, be 
expresse or priuat pactionis with bin»."—Abp. Ha. 
miltown'fr Cateehisme, 1551, Fol. 32. a. Hence,
COUNGERAR, GoWNG^ERAR, S. A COtljurer.

u Oft tymes geir tynt OF stowin is gettin agane 
be cowttgerars." Ibid. Fol. 21. b. 
COUNYIE, s.

In dance tnay war so slaw of fek,
They gaif thame in the fyre a heitf • 

And maid them quicker of counyie.
Dunbar, Rannatyne Poems, p. 29. st. 7.

" Quicker of cunning or apprehension; or per- 
haps,, quicker of coin, of circulation or course;" 
Lord Hailes. But the last idea supposes Punbar to 
use a very unnatural metaphor. It may either be 
from Fr. coign-er, cogn-er, to beat, to strike, as re 
specting the increased quickness of motion. Or we 
may view the poet as referring to what he had al 
ready said in the same stanza. Having compared 
Sweirnes or Indolence to a sow, he adds ; 

Full slepy wes his grunyie.
i. e. grunt. Afterwards he exhibits the same ho 

nourable personage as served by a number of drones; 
and th« effect of the application of fire to their feet, 
was their being more active in grunting, less slepy 
than before. For counyie may be viewed as synon. 
with grunyie, from O. Fr. coin, coign, the cry or 
grunting of pigs, Cotgr. 
COUNT, s. An accompt; Hence, Count-boot, a

book of accompts ^ Counting^ arithmetic, S. 
To COUNTERFACTE, <u. n. To counterfeit.

u Diverse the subjects of tnis realme, hes wicked- 
lie, and contempteously purchased the said Papes 
Bulles, dispensations, letters aud priviledges at Rome, 
or hes caused caunterfacte the samih in Flanders or 
uthers parts;—as alswa, sum uthers hes purchased, 
or counterfaicted giftes and provisions of benefices." 
Acts Ja. VI, 1572. c. 51. Murray.

'Fr. contrefaire, id. part, contrefaict; Lat. contra 
and fac-ere. 
COUNTYR, COWNTIR, s. 1. Encountre.

At the first countyr into this bargane
Almon Tyrrheus eldest son was slane.

Doug. Virgil, 226. 17.
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12. A division of an army engaged in battle. Wall,

The v. is abridged in the same manner from the Fr. 
To COUP, Cowr, if. a. To exchange, to bar-

ter, S. Sometimes it includes both the idea of
buying and of selling; as 4fc to coup cattle,'*
to buy in order to sell again. 

A. B. cow/?, Yorks. Norf. cope, id. Su.G. koep-a 
not onJy signifies to buy, but to barter; kopajordi 
jord) to exchange one piece of land for another.

A. S. ceap denotes cattle. The v. ceap-an^ to 
buy might be derived from this, as Lat. pecunia, 
money, from pecus cattle; because among barbarous 
nations cattle are the primary article of barter. This 
reason, however, is capable of being inverted.

The ancient Latins gave the name of caupo, not 
only to one who sold wines, but to him who sold 
goods of any kind; whence cauponari^ to make 
merchandise in general. 
Coup, j. i. Exchange, S.

Yit houp hings be ane hair, 
Houping aganes all houp; 
Albeit from cair to cair 
Thow catche my hairt in coup.

Maitland Poems, p. 264. 
2. The bail coup, the whole of any thing, the

entire quantity without diminution, S. 
This phrase is evidently derived from the idea of a 

bargain, and must originally have signified u the 
whole purchase, or barter." 
COUPER, COPER, s. 1. A dealer, a chafferer.

" They are forebuyers of quheit, bear, and aites, 
copers, sellers, and turners thereof in merchandices." 
Chalmerlan Aif, c. 21. s. 3.

This term is now generally used in composition, as 
a horsecoupeT) a jockey, one who buys and sells 
horses; a cowcouper, one who deals in cows, S.; 
from coup, v. to barter.

u The horse which our coupers had bought at 
Morton fair, were arrested many of them by the 
Mayor of Newcastle." Baillie's Lett. i. 85.

u Nor are they, in any way, a match for horse- 
cowpers, cow-cowpers,—the people that farmers 
have to deaf with." P. Leslie, Fifes., Statist. Ace. 
vi. 44, N.
2. Applied tq one who makes merchandise of 

souls.
" If the way revealed in the word be that way, 

we then know, these soul-coupers and traffickers 
shew not the way of salvation." Rutherford's Lett. 
P. iii. ep. 66.
To COUP, COWP, v. a. To overturn, to over 

set, to tumble over, S.
u The pure woman perceaving him so bent, and 

that he stoupit down in hir tub, for the taiking 
furth of sick stuffe as was within it, first coupit up 
his heilles, so that his heid went down." Knox, p. 203. 

" He has cowp'd the mickle dish into the little ;" 
S. Prov. u The jest is in the different significations 
of the word cowp, which signifies to buy and sell 
grain, cattle, &c. and to turn one thing upon ano 
ther ; spoken when people have fain behind in deal, 
ing." Kelly, p. 144. V. the v. n. 
To COUP, v. n. To overset, to tumble, S.

c o u
The whirling stream will make our boat to coup,
Therefore let's passe the bridge by Wallace' loup. 

Muses^Threnpdie, p. 136.
This seems radically the same with Germ, kipp.en^ 

nutare, inclinari ad ter ram, auf der kippe stehen^ 
pionum esse ad lapsum, in discrimine lapsus versari; 
Wachter. This he derives from Gr." xvwrw vergere, 
propendere. But it is certainly more directly from 
kippC) kipf^ also kopf^ apex, summitas. One, how 
ever, might suppose that it had some affinity to Sw. 
gupp-a to rock, to tilt up; Baaten guppar, the boat 
rocks or pitches, q. is in danger of being overset: 
Wideg. 
COUP, Cowr, ,r, 1. A fall, S., sometimes couf-

pis, S. B.
Stand by the gait: lat se if I can Ipup. 
I mon run fast in dreid I get a cowp.

Lyndsay's S. P. Repr. ii. 158. 
2. A sudden break in the stratum <of coals, S.

" The coal in this district is full of irregularities, 
stiled by the workmen coups, and hitches, and dykes. 
—These coups and hitches—are found where the 
strata abovp and below the coal suddenly approach, 
or retreat from each other, by this means couping 
the coal out of its regular bed." P. Campsie, Stir- 
lings. Statist. Ace. xv. 329.
COUPLE, CUPPJL, s. A rafter, S. 

—Twenty cuppil he gave, or ma, 
To the body of the kyrk alsua.

Wyntown, ix. 6. 163.
u The oak couples were of a circular form, lined 

with wood, and painted in the taste of the times." 
P. Cupar-Fife, Statist. Ace. xvii. 140.

C. B. kupul ty^ tignum, a rafter of a house, a 
beam. It is observed^ Gl. Wynt. that rafters are 
u so called from being in pairs or couples." It is 
favourable to this idea, that C. B. kuplysy signifies 
to join or couple. Heb. bas, kebel, compes, co 
pula ; baa cabal) duplicare. 
To COUR, v. n. To stoop, to shrink, to crouch,

S., cower, E. 
Chaucer writes coure.

Kinges mote td him knele and coure. PI. T. 
V. the etymon, vo. CURR, 2. 

To COUR. v. n. To recover. V. COWER, 
COURCHE, s. A covering for the head, a 

kerchief, S. Curchey^ Dunbar.
A roussat goun of her awn scho him gaif
Apon his weyd, at couryt all the layff,
A soudly courche our hed and/iek leit fall.

Wallace, i. 241. MS.
The courch, or as also denominated, S. B.courtsey, 

is thus defined by a friend: " A square piece of 
linen used, in former times, by women, instead of 
a cap or mutch. Two corners of it covered the ears, 
one the neck, and another the forehead. The latter 
was folded backwards."

It must anciently have been of a different form, 
from the description given of it in an old act of 
Parliament; probably resembling what is how called 
a toy. The act respects the wives and daughters of 
commounis andpwre gentill men^ with the exception 
of persons u constitute in dignitie? as Alderman^
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Baillie, or vther gude worthy men, that ar of the 
counsall of the towne."

—— " That thay mak thair wyfis and douchters 
—be abilyeit ganand and correspondand for thair 
estate, that is to say, on thair heidis schort courchis, 
with lytil hudis, as ar vsit in Flanders, Ingland, and 
vther cuntreis*" Acts Ja. II. 1457. c. 78. Edit. 
1566.

u Cleanliness is couthie, said the wife, quhen she 
turned her courche." S. Prov.

Fr. couvre^chef, a covering for the head.
COURERS, CURERS, s.pL Covers, Gl. Sibb. 
COUT, COWT, s. A young horse, S. corn from

colt. Hence,
COUT-EVIL, s. Properly colt-evil, a disease in 

cident to young horses; E. strangles, in which 
the maxillary glands swell so much as to 
threaten strangulation 5 Border, Northumb. 

— Tl^e Cords, and the Gout-evil, the Clasps, 
and the Cleiks. Polwart. V. CLEIKS.

COUTCHACK, s. The clearest part of a fire,
S. B. 

" The first was a lieftenant o' a ship, a gaucy,
swack, young fallow, an' as guid a pint-ale's man
as ere beeked his fit at the coutchack o' a browster
wife's ingle." Journal from London, p. 1.

The first syllable seems allied to Teut. koud,
warm.
COUTCHIT, part.pa. Laid, inlaid, stuffed.

—— Thair semyt for to be 
Of corbulye coruyn seuin gret oxin hydis. 
Stiff as ane burd that stud on athir sydis, 
Stuffit and coutchit full of irne and lede.

Doug. Virgil, 141. 11. 
Fr. couch-er, to lay. In this sense Chaucer uses

the phrase u couphed with perles," v. 2136.
COUTH, aux. v. Could.

A gyrd rycht to the King he couth maik, 
And with the ax hym our_straik.

Barbour, v. 629, MS. 
He wes a man of gret bownte, 
Honorabil, wys, and rycht worthy: 
He couth rycht mekil of cumpany.

Wyntown, viii. 42. 182.
Properly rendered in Gl. " He could bring many 

followers to the field."
This is also used in Wallace and by Douglas, and 

in the same sense by Rob. Glouc. and R. de Brunne. 
V. TYNSALE.

This seems to be the A. S. pret. cuthe, novi, from 
cunn-an, noscere, as originally used to denote abi 
lity of mind, or knowledge, and thence transferred 
to power in a general sense.
COUTH, part. pa. Known. 

Pergamea I nemyt it, but bade, 
Our folkis than that warren blith and glad, 
Of this couth surname our new ciete, 
Exhort I to graith hous^ and leif in lee.

Doug. Firgil, 71. 50. 
A. S. cuth, id.

COUTH, s. Expl. " enunciated sound; a word.'* 
O, blessins on thy couth, lord John | 

Weel's me to see this day 5

c o u
For mickle hae I done and dreed; 

But weel does this repay.
Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. i. 125. 

He refers to Gael. cuth. I have not met with the 
word elsewhere. It is probably peculiar to Moray. 
But it is more probably of Goth, origin, as allied to 
Isl. qwaede, syllaba, qwed-a, Su.G. quaed-a, effari. 
dicere, to speak.
COUTH, COUTHY, COUDY, adj. 1. Affable, 

agreeable in conversation, frank, facetious, fa 
miliar, S. 
Ramsay uses couth in this sense.

Nor will North Britain yield for fouth 
Of ilka thing, and fellows couth 
To ony but her sister South.

Poems, ii. 419.
Fu' weel can they ding dool away, 

Wi' comrades couthy.
Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 45, 

Heal be your heart, gay couthy carle, 
Lang may ye help to toom a barrel.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 340.
2. Loving, affectionate, kind, S.

And sayd, God-speid, my son, and I was fain 
Of that couth word, and of his company.

Henrysone, Evergreen, i. 187* st. 7. 
Of the nuts on Halloween, it is said, 

Some kindle, couthie, side by side.
An' burn thegither trimly; 

Some start awa' wi' saucy pride, 
An' jump out-owre the chimley 

Fu'high that day.
Burns, iii. 128. 

Here the adj. is used for the adv.
3. Comfortable, giving satisfaction. 

His pantry was never ill-boden ; 
The spence was ay couthie an' clean.

Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. i. 293. 
A mankie gown, of our ain kintra growth, 
Did mak them very braw, and unco couth. 
A tartan plaid, pinn'd round their shoulders tight, 
Did mak them ay fu' trim, and perfect right.

Galloway*s Poems, p. 182* V. COURCHE.
4. Pleasant to the ear, S. B.

The water feckly on a level sled
Wi' little dinn, but couthy what it made.

Ross's Helenore, p. 22. »
5. With a negative prefixed, it denotes what is 

supposed to refer to the invisible world. 
Any thing accounted ominous of evil, or of 
approaching death, is said to be no coudy. 
The term is also applied to a dreary place, 
which fancy might suppose to be haunt 
ed, Ang,

It is nearly allied to A. S. cuth, notus, familiaris. 
There are other terms which have an evident affinity 
to this as used in the first sense. Teut. kodde^ face 
tiae, jocus; koddig, facetus, jucundus; Kilian, Isl. 
kuedia, salutare, valedicere. Isl. kwidr is nearly al 
lied to sense 1. Testiticatio familiaris incolatus, 
qued, saluto, valedico, quedia, saliitatio; (jr. Andr. 
p. 155, 156.
CoUTHILYj adv. Kindly, familiarly, S. 

Mm
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As they drew near, they heard an elderin dey, 
Singing full sweet at milking of her ky ; 
In by they come, and haillst her couthily.

Ross's Helenore, p. 76.
COUTHINESS, COUDINESS, s. Facedousness, fa 

miliarity, kindness, S.
COUTTERTHIRL, s. The vacuity between 

the coulter and the ploughshare, S. V. THIRL.
COUTS. V. SUMMER-COUTS.
To COW, v. a. i. To poll the head, S.

" They had thair hedis ay cozcit, as the Spanyear-
tis vsis bot ony bonet 6r couer les than thay war
trublit with inftrmite. Nane of thajqn throw ytharid
cowing of their hedis grew beld." Bellend. Descrip.
Alb. c. 16. This is the translation, instead of capi.
tibns tonsis, Boeth.

Ye gar us trow that all our heids be cowit.
Philot. st. 67. Pink. S. P. Repr. i. 

This alludes to theProv., " Wad ye gar me trow
that my head's cow'd, when ne'er a sheers came
on't ?" Ramsay, p. 74.
2. To clip short, in general.

Where we clip, quoth the Cummers, there needs
na kame; 

For we have height to Mahown for handsel this
hair :

They made it like a scraped swyne ; 
And as they cow'd they made it quhryne/

Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 19.
3. To cut, to prune, to lop off.

A cow, which wants the horns, is said to be cowit, 
S. A. Bor. Su.G. kullig, Isl. kollotr, C. B. kwla, 
qui cornibus caret. For the origin, V. COLL, v.

The name of an old S. song, mentioned in 
Com pi. S. was u CVw thou me the rashes grene." 
P. 100. 
To cow out, to cut out.

I'd fret wae's me! to see thee lye 
Beneath the bottom of a pye ; 
Or cow'd out page by page, to wrap 
Up snuff, or sweeties, in a shap.

Ramsay's Poems, iu 581. 
4» To consume as food, to eat up, S.

" Welcome, auld carl:" said the Captain ;
Auld cruikit carl, wi' your fat yow ; 

It weel will sau* wi' the good brown yill;
And the four spawls o't I wat we's cow." 

66 The spawls o' it gin ye should cow, 
111 will I thole to brook the wraog."

Jamiesvtfs Popul. Ball. ii. 169. 170. 
5. To be eawit^ to be bald, to have little hair on 

the head.
Weil couth I claw his cruik bak, and kerne his 

cowit nodil.
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 54. 

$* It occurs in one instance, as signifying shaven; 
applkd to the Roman tonsure.

——These I shall
Call acts that's preter-scriptural ;— 
Imposing nook'd caps, and cow'd heads, 
The wearing relicts, cross, or beads.

Gleland's Poems, p. 88.
Isl. koll-r cranium; item, toasum eaput; G. 

Alidr. p. 149.

COW
7. It is often used metaph. S. like E. snit*

——The like of you, 
Superior to what's mean,

Should gar the tfockling rogues look blu% 
And cow them laigh and clean.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 401. V. CADIE. 

Sometimes the phrase is completely figurative ; as 9 
Til cow your horns for you, i. e. I will abridge.youf 
power.

The v. COW, to depress with fear, (common to 
S. and E.) seems to be radically different. Dr 
Johns, preposterously derives it from coward, by 
contr. although this is evidently its own diminutive. 
Its origin is certainly Su.G. kufw-a, IsK id., also 
kug-a, supprimere, insultare. V. Ihre in yo.
Cow, Kow, j. 1. A twig or branch of any shmb 

or plant, a wisp 5 as a broom cow, a twig 
of broom, a heathercow^ a twig of heath, S.

Sone, after that ane lytil, came the king 
With monie man can gladelie sport and sing ; 
Ane cow of birks into Ms hand had he, 
To keip than weil his face fra midge and fle. 

Priests PebL Pink. S. P. R. i. 21. 
" It is a bare moor, that he gaes o'er, and gets 

na a cow?;" Ferguson's S» Prov. p. 21. This ia 
spoken with respect to greedy, scraping- fellow».
2. Sometimes improperly for a bush.

For when ye gang to the broom field hill^
Ye'll find your love asleep, 

With a silver belt about his head 
And a broom-coz® at his feet.

Minstrelsy Border, iii* 272*
3. A besom made of broom, S.

To the Vicar I leif Diligence and Care^ 
To tak the upmost claith, and the kirk kow* 

Duncan Laider, or Macgregor's Testament,
a MS. in the possession of the Earl of Breadat-
bane, dated A. 1490. quoted by Wartou, Hist E.
P. ii. 328. who has the following note on this word.
44 The kirk*cow, or cow, is an ecclesiastical 'perqui.
site which I do not understand." It is a poor per.
quisite indeed; being merely the bunch of broom
used for sweeping the church. Here it i» evidently
mentioned ironically.
4. Used as birch, in E. to denote an instrument of 

correction, because occasionally employed for, 
this purpose. Thus, it is a common threaten 
ing, Pil tak a c&w to y&t^ S* 
This seems derived from cow, v. as signifying to 

, cut, to lop off.
5. The fuel used for a temporary fire, or bkeze^ 

S.
Put on a cow till I come o*er the gate, 
And do the best you can to had you fret. 
The lasses bidding does, and o*er they gaes, 
And of bleach'd birirs put on a canty blaze. 

Ross's Hefonore, p. 77.
6. The act of pruning, viewed metaph. S. 

But new-light herds get sic a c@we, 
Folk thought them ruin'd s tick-an-s to we.

Burns, iii. 
Improperly expL u fright" ia GI.



cow
COW, Kow, j. 1. A scarecrow, a bugbear, S. 

With Wallace also, Earl Malcolm's gone, 
A better lord, and braver could be none; 
And Campbel kind, the good knight^>f Lochow, 
To Suthrqn still a fearfull grievous cow.

Hamilton's Wallace , B. viii. p. 190. 
Hence the compound word, a worrie~cow, any 

frightful object; although the term is now often 
used in a ludicrous sense, to denote any one who 
makes a ridiculous appearance, in consequence of 
being fantastically dressed, or from any other cause. 
Cow is sometimes used by itself in the same sense.
2. A hob-goblin, S.

Gudeman, quhat misteris all thir mowis, 
As ye war cumbred with the cowis ?

Phiht. st. 126. Pink. S. P. Rep. i. 
And he appear'd to be nae kow, 
For a' his quiver, wings, and bow.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 145.
It deserves observation, that like this, the S. B. 

word doolie signifies both a scarecrow and a hob 
goblin. Hence bu-koiv, id. and cowman, also used 
in both senses. Cowman, indeed, is a designation 
sometimes given by the vulgar to the devil, especial 
ly to frighten children, S.

From coW) v. to intimidate ; or as immediately 
corresponding to Isl. kug, suppressio ; Verel. 

To play kow, to act the part of a goblin. ' 
— And Browny als, that can play cow, 
Behind the elaith with mony a mow.

Routt's Cursing, GL GompL p. 330. 
Cow. Brown cow, a ludicrous designation given 

by the vulgar to a barrel of beer or ale, from 
its colour, as contra-distinguished from that of 
milk, S. 

While the young brood sport on the green,
The auld anes think it best 

With the brown cow to clear their een> 
Snuff, crack, and take their rest.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 114. 
COWAN, s. A fishing-boat.

" When the Earl [Argyle] came to AUangreg 
in this critical juncture, he resolved to man out 
four prizes* he had got at sea, and thirty large cowans 
or fisher-boats, with the thousand men he had with 
him, and joyn his own three ships with^them, and 
attack the men of war that were coming up.'* Wod- 
row*s Hist. ii. £35.

Perhaps a dimin. from Su.G. kogge, Isl. kugg-r^ 
genus navigii apud veteres ; C. B. cwch, linter. O. 
E. cogge.
COWAN, s. 1. A term of contempt, applied

to one who does the work of a mason, but has
not been regularly bred,* S. 

2. Also used to denote one who builds dry walls,
otherwise denominated a dry-diber, S.
" A boat carpenter, joiner, cowan, (or builder of 

stone without mortar,) get Is. at the minimum, and 
good maintenance." P. Morven, Argyles. Statist. 
Ace. x. 267. N.

Cowans, masons who build dry stone dikes or 
walls." P. Halfcirk, Caithn. Statist, Ace. xix. 24. 
N.

COW
Su.G. kujon, kughjon, a silly fellow, hominem 

imbellem, et cujus capiti omnes tuto illudunt, kujon 
appellare moris est; Ihre. Fr. coion, coy on, a 
coward, a base fellow ; Cotgr. Qui fait profession de 
lachete, ignavus; Diet. Trev. The editors of this 
Diet, deduce it from Lat. quietus. But the term is 
evidently Goth. It has been imported by tfye Franks; 
and is derived from kufw-a, supprimere, insultare. 
COWART, s. Covert.

Throw a dyrk garth scho gydit him furth fast, 
In cowart went and vp the wattyr past.

Wallace, i. 258. MS. 
COWARTRY, s. Cowardice.

" Thay——— tynt the victory be thair cowartry 
that thay conquest afore with thair vyctory & inau- 
heid." Bellend. Cron. B. vii. c. 17. 
COWATYSS. V. COUATYSE. 
CO W_ CLOOS, s. pL Common trefoil, S, B. 

Trifolium pratense, Linn.
By the inhabitants of Upland the yellow trefoil is 

called katt-klor, q. cats cloos, and by the Dalecarliaus 
biorne-clor, q. bears cloos : Linn. Flor. Suec. 
COWCLYNK, s. A harlot, a loose woman. 

This is ane grit dispyt, I think, 
For to ressaiff sic, ane cowdynk.

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 52.
I see no cognate term, unless we suppose this to 

have been originally the same with Teut. koyslinck, a 
bastard, from koys-en, fornicarj. 
To COWER, COWYS, COUR, v. a. To recover. 

Yhis, said the King, with owtyn wer, 
Thar bost has made me haile and fer. 
For suld na medicyne sa sone 
Haiff coweryt me, as thai haiffdone.

Barbour, i$. 233, MS. 
Bot he about him nocht for thi 
Wes gaderand men ay ythenly. 
For he thoucht yete to cowyr hys cast.

Ibid. xiv. 321. MS. Edit. 1620, recover.' 
O. E. keuer is used in the same sense. 
For ther nes in al the world swerd hym yliehe : 
For ther nas non ther with y wonded, that euer 

keuer mygte.
JR. Glouc. p, 49.

Contr. from Fr. cur-er, to heal,-or rather re-» 
couvrer; as Barbaur elsewhere uses recower hi 
the same sense. 
COWERING, s. Recovery.

Oif his coweryng all blyth thai war.
Barbour, ix. 238. MS.

COW-FISH, s. A name commonly applied to 
Mactra lutraria, Mya arenaria, or any other 
large oval shell-fish, Orkney. 

COWFYNE, s. A ludicrous term. 
Be still, my cowfyne, and my cawf? 
My new spaind howphyn frae the souk*

Evergreen, ii. 19. st. 4.
Being joined with catzf, calf, it is perhaps allied 

to colpindach, a young cow. 
COWHUBBY, /. A cowherd. 

He gaif till hir ane aple-ruby, 
Grainerce; quod scho, my kind cozchubbi/.

Evergreen, ii. 21* 
Mm 2



cow
Shakspeare uses hobby for a stupid fellow ; per- 

haps from Belg. hobbe, in hobbe-land, vorago palu- 
dosa, Kilian, as sumph from Germ, suwf, marsh ; 
or hobb-en, to moil and toil. 
COW IE, s. The name given to the Porpoise in

the Firth of ( Tay. 
COWIE, j. A cow wanting horns, S. V.

Cow. i).
COWIE, adv. Very ; as cowie weel, very well; 

cowiefow, very or exceedingly intoxicated, La- 
narks.
It is also used as an adj. A cowie chiel, an odd, 

queer fellow ; supposed also to imply the idea of 
cleverness.
COWIT, part. pa.. 1. Closely cut. 
2. Having short and thin hair. V. Cow, v. 
To COWK, i). n. To reach ineffectually, in 

consequence of nausea, to threaten to puke ; in 
the same sense in which bok is sometimes used, 
S. B.
"Cowker. A straining to vomit; Quocken, to 

vomit, North." Gl. Grqse.
Germ, koch-en, id. It conveys the same idea as 

E. keck, which is most nearly allied to Belg. keck- 
en, id. Isl. kuok-a, to make exertions with the throat, 
gula niti; from kuok, the throat, G. Andr, 157. 
This is undoubtedly the original idea. 
COWKIN, s. A beggar, a needy wretch. 

— Cowkins, henseis, and culroun kevels.—
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 109. 

Fr. coquin, a beggar, a base scoundrel, Cotgr. 
Teut. kockine, a female cook. 
COWLICK, s. A tuft of hair on the head, 

which brushes up, and cannot be made to lie in 
the same direction with the rest of the hair, S. 
It seems to receive this designation from its resem 

blance to hair licked by a coze?. In Su.G. this disdr. 
derly tuft is called Martofwa, or the Mare's tuft; 
because it is vulgarly attributed to (he riding of this 
nocturnal hag.
COWMACK, s. An herb supposed to have 

great virtue in making the cow desire the male, 
S B

. COWMAN. V. Cow,j. 
COWNTJR, s. Rencountre. 

Schir Jhon the Grayme, quhen he the cowntir saw, 
On thaim he raid, and stud bot litill aw.

Wallace, v. 923. MS. 
Ye want wapynnys and harnes in this tid, 
The fyrst cowntir ye may nocht weill abid. 

v Ibid. vi. 511. MS. 
COWNTYR PALYSS, opposite, contrary to, 

acting the part of an antagonist.
Bruce promest hym with xn Scottis to be thar. 
And WaHace said, Stud thow rychtwyss to me, 
Cowntyr palyss I suld nocht be to the.

Wallace, x. 524. MS.
This might seem at first view to be from Fr. eow- 

trepoil, against the hair, against the grain. But it 
rather appears to be a term borrowed from Heraldry, 
referring to the opposing of one pale to another, in 
the different quarters of a scutcheon. Contrepale,

cow
terme de bl£son, se dit de PEcu ou un pal est'oppos6 
a autre pal, en sort qui sont alternes, et que la cou- 
leur repond aa metal. ^ Contrapalatus. Contrepale 
de gueules et la sable; Diet Trev. 
fcOWOID,pret. Convoyed, Leg* conwoid from 

MS.
Dowglas held thaim gud con and, 
And conwoid thaim to thar countre.

Barbour, x. 486.
COWPES, COWPIS, s.pL Baskets for catching 

fish, S.
" Fische—ar distroyit be cowpis, narrow massis, 

neitis, prynis, set in riuers.—All myllaris, that slayis 
smoltis with creillis or ony vther maner of way— 
salbe punist.—That ilk schiref—sail distroy and cast 
downe the said instruments, cowpis, prynis, and 
narrow massis, nettis, creillis, or ony vther sic lyke." 
Acts Ja. III. 1469. c. 45. Edit. 1566. Cowpes, c. 
38. Murray.

Cowpe might seem to be synon. with cruve. They 
are, however, somewhat different from cruves, ac* 
cording to the following account.

u In the spring and summer months there are a 
good many salmon taken, and in harvest and winter, 
there are a considerable quantity of whiting, cod, 
and flounders got, by means of what the people call 
coops, or large creels, so placed in the water, that 
the fish run into them as the tide ebbs, and are taken 
out at low water." P. Kirkmabreck, Kirkcudb. 
Statist. Ace. xv. 555.

The cruives are fixed, whereas these coops seem 
to be moveable.

A. Bor. coop is undoubtedly the same word. " A 
jfish coop. A hollow vessel made of twigs, with which 
they take fish in the Humber. North." Gl. Grose. 
Thus cowpe is originally the same with E. coop, as 
used in hen-coop.

Teut. kuype is used in a secondary sense to denote 
an inclosure; kuype der stad, septa urbis, spatium 
urbis moenibus comprehensum, locus urbis vallatus; 
Kilian. The term primarily denotes a tub or cask]; 
hence applied to any thing that surrounds and inclo 
ses ; Isl. kuppa, kopp-r, Sw. koppe, lagena. The 
sense of prynis, is more doubtful. At first view it 
might seem to signify some sharp instrument, such 
as the leister, for wounding large fish; Su.G. pren, 
Isl. prionn, acus. But as prynis are mentioned in 
connexion with nettis, cowpis, creillis, &c. the word 
seems rather to denote some species of crib, with a 
narrow entrance. Su.G. praang is rendered, angi. 
portus, semita inter contiguas aedes ; Belg. prangh- 
en, arctare, comprimere.

The number of terms in the O. E. laws on the 
same head, now unintelligible, is, I suspect, still 
greater.

a That no person or personnes,——with any 
maner of nette, weele, butte, tayninge, kepper, lyme, 
creele, rawe, fagnette, trolnette, trymenet, trym. 
bote, stalbote, weblyster, seur lammet, or with any 
deuyse or inginne made of-heere, wolle, lyne, or 
canuas,—shall take and kyll any yong broode, 
spawne, or fry of eles, salmon, picke or pickerel; 
—,—or take fyshe with any maner of aette, tramell
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Iteppe, wore, hycfte, crele, or by anye other inginne, 
deuise, waies or meanes whatsoeuer." Acts Hen. 
VII. c. 21. Rastell's Stat. Fol. 181. b. 182. a.
COWPON, s. A fragment, a shred, S.

" Gif na inair bee signified bee the bread, bot the 
flesch and bodie of Christ onelie, and na mair be signi 
fied be the wine, but the blood of Christ onelie, thou can 
not say, that the bodie of Christ is Christ, it is but a, 
cowpon of Christ: thou cannot say that the blud of 
Christ, is hail Christ, it is bot a part of him, & a 
cowpon of "thy Sauiour saued thee not, a part of thy 
sauior wroght not the wark of thy saluation : and sa 
suppose thou get a cowpon of him in the sacrament, 
that cqwpon wald do thee na good." Bruce's Serm. 
on the Sacr. Sign. B. 8. a.

Fr. coupon, " a thick and short slice, or piece 
cut oft" from a thing. Coupon de drap, a shred of 
cloth ;" Cotgr., from coup-er, to cut.

Colpo, -onis, frustum, nostris Copon, quasi parti, 
cula abscissione avulsa: nam nostri couper & coper 
abscindere djfcunt, ex Graeco JW?TT*<V, unde xoTraiov* & 
XOTTW in Glossis, pro frusto rei cujuslibet & frag- 
mento. Proprie aiitem usurpatur de cereis candelis mi- 
nutioribus, Copon de cire. Du Cange; q. u a cowpon 
of wax." It occurs in Hoveden. V. Spelm. in vo., 
COWPER JUSTICE, trying a man after execu 

tion j the same with Jeddart^ or Jedburghjui* 
tice, S.

Yet let the present swearing trustees 
Know they give conscience Cowper Justice, 
And by subscribing it in gross 
Renounces every solid gloss.— 
And if my judgement be not scant, 
Some lybel will be relevant. 
And ail the process firm and fast, 
To give the Counsel Jedburgh cast.

Cleland's Poems, p. 109, 110. 
This phrase is said to have had its rise from the 

conduct of a Baron-bailie in Coupar-Angus, before 
the abolition of heritable jurisdictions. 
COW-QU AKE, s. An affection of cattle, caused 

by the chillness of the weather. 
" Come it early, come it late, in May, comes the 

Cow-quake," S. Prov. u A cold rain oftentimes falls 
out in May, which makes the cows, which are then 
but poor and weak, to tremble;" Kelly, p. 80. 
COWSCHOT, s. A ringdove. V. KOWSHOT. 
COXY, adj. Coxcomical, foppish, S. 

————Walk off, till we remark 
Yon little coxy wight that makes sic wark 
With tongue, and gait: how crously does he

stand!
His taes tnrn'd out, on his left haunch his hand. 

Ramsay'S Poems, i. 354.
To CRAB, CRABE, v. n. To fret, to be peevish. 

I wat, gud wemen will not wy t me, 
Nor of this sedull be eschamit; 
For be thay courtas, thay will quyt me; 
And gif thay crab, heir I quytclame it.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 210.
Belg. kribbig, Su.G. krepsk, morosus. These 

Jhre derives from Mod. Sax. kribb-en, irritare. 
To CRAB, i). a. To provoke, to incense. 

" —Thou sail consaue ane ernest sorrow & halt.

C R A
ful displeasure in thi hart, for that thow hes left & 
forsakin sa luffing a Lord, that thow hes followit 
syn, and thairby thow hes crabbit & oifendit God, 
of quhom thow wes callit to be in the stait of a son 
& inheritour with our saluiour Jesus Chrifct." Abp, 
Hamiltoun's Catechisme, Fol. 153. b.

I will nocht flyte, that I conclude 
For crabbing of thy celsitude.

Lymhatfs Warkis, 1592. p. 261. 
It is used nearly in the same sense, by Pol wart, 

although as a reflective v.
Only because, Owle, thou dois use it, 
I will write verse of common kind; 
And, Swingeour, for thy sake refuse it, 
To crabe thee humbler by thy mind.

Watson's Coll. iii. 7.
To CRACK, CRAK, v.n* JU To talk.boast- 

ingly.
Ye sell tjie beir's skin on his back,— 
Quhen ye have done, its tyme to crack.

Cherrie and Slae, st. 47. 
The victor, Langshanks, proudly cracks, 

He has blawn out our lamp.
Evergreen, i. 216. st. 8,

This word also occurs in Ol E., although pro 
bably of S. origin. .It is used by Grafton, in a sin» 
gular character, which he gives of the Scots, in his 
Dedicacioun of Hardyng's Chron. to Henry VIII., 
that shows the estimate which wa& formed con- 
cerning our nation at that period.

For the Scottes will aye be bostyng and crakyng^ .
Euer sekyng causes of rebellion^
Spoiles, booties, and preades^ euer takyng;
Euer sowyng quereles of dissension ;
To burne and steale is all their, intencioun;
And yet as people whom God doth hate and curse,
Thei alwaies begyn, and euer haue the worse.

+ • Sign. ii. 3.
I know, not, whether*it be in this sense that' 

Lyndsay uses the term, or as signifying to prattle, to . 
talk foolishly.

Thair was few of that garrisouny 
That leirnit him ane gude lessoun : 
Bot sum to crak, and sum to clatter; 
Sum maid the fule, and sum did flatter.

• Warkis, 1592. p. 267.
2. To chat, to talk freely and familiarly,. S. 

Be we had riddin half ane myle, 
With myrrie mowis passing the quhyle, 
Thir twa, of quhome befoir I spak, 
Of sindrie purposes did crak. 

Dialogg, sine Titulo, p. 1. Reign of Q. Mary* 
Gae warm ye, and crack with our dame,— 
The priest stood close, the miller cracked. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 522. 524.
3. To talk together in a confused.manner j often 

as also implying extension of voice, S. * Thus 
it denotes a conversation, in which sever^peo- 
pie speak at once, and speak with considerable ^ 
vehemence. 
Which of these is the primary sense, seems quite

uncertain. We might suppose that the term were
transposed from A. S. cearc-ian, to prattle, to chat.
ter. But perhaps it is rather allied to Gerin. krak<« -
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en, Belg. kraek-en, to make a noise; as the S. word 
is seldom or never used to denote conversation carri* 
ed on in a low voice. What might seem to confirm 
this derivation, is the colloquial phrase, which evi 
dently alludes to the supposed origin of the word; 
a cracking like pen-guns," i. e. conversing with 
great vivacity. There is a Belg. phrase, however, 
which may be viewed as indicating that the word had 
originally implied the idea of boasting. Kraecken 
endepoffen, to brag, to boast; kraecker, a boaster, 
a braggart. Gael, cracaire^ a talker, Shaw.
CRACK, CRAK, s. I. Boasting, S.

This to correct, they schow with mony crakkis, 
But littil effect of speir or battar ax.

Dunbar, Bqnnatyne Poems, p. 43. st. 8. 
That this means boasting, as it is expl. by Lord 

Hailes, appears from the next stanza.
Sic vant of woustours with hairtis in sinful statu 

res, &c.
This sense is supported by another passage; 

He that dois all his best servyis, 
May spill it all with crakkis and cry is.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 46. 
" Heard you the crack that that gave ? S. Prov» 

spoken when we hear an empty boast;" Kelly.
2. Chat, free conversation, S.

•Nae langsyne, fan our auld fouks were laid,
• And taking their ain crack into their bed; 
Weening that I was sleeping, they began 
To speak about my getting of a man.

ttoss^s Helenore, p. 20.
3. Any detached piece of entertaining conversa 

tion, S.
Kindly and couthy ay to her he spak, 
And held her in gueed tune wi* mony a crack. 
For he was ay in dread that she might rue, 
And sae he strave to keep the subject new.

% floss's Helenore, p. 32.
Probably from crack as denoting a quick and sharp 

sound. This term, S. is especially used with respect 
to the smack of a whip. Crack is used as a v. both 
a» and n. in the same sense.
4. A rumour, a piece of uncertain news; gene 

rally used ia pi. in this sep$e. 
46 A' tracks are not to be trow'd," S. Prov. 

Ramsay, p. 12.
CRACKER, CRAKKAR, *. A boaster. 

Adew, crakkar, I will na langer tary; 
I tretft to see the in ane firy fa-py.

Undsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 15. 
CRACKY, adj. 1. Talkative; often used to de 

note the loquacity, which is the effect of one's 
being elevated by means of strong drink, S. 

2. Affable, agreeable in conversation, S. 
CRACK, s. In a crack^ immediately, S. 

1 trawj when that she saw? within a crack, 
*§he caine with a right thieveless errand back. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 71.
This phrase is not mentioned by Johns. But it 

seems to be used in E.
•—Poor Jack Tackle's grimly ghost was vanished 

in a crack.
Sailor's Tale, Lewis's Tales of Wonder.

C R A
To CRACK, *>. a. 1. To crack credit , to lose cha* 

racter and confidence in ^ny respect, §, prima, 
rily applied to the losa of credit in mercantile 
concerns,.
u By Solomon's recorcj, shee that gadeth abroad 

cannot bee well thought of; with Wisedom^ shee 
hath cracked her credit." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, 
p. Q70. 
2. To crack tryst, to break an engagement. V?

TRYST, s.
CRACKERHEADS, s. pi. The roots of big 

tangles, or alga marina, ©aten by young people,- 
Ang. 

CRACKLINGS, s.pl. 1. The refuse of tallow,
S. Acts Ja, VI.

2. Tallow, when first bruised by the candle- 
maker, in its impure state, 5. 
Su.G. krak% qui&quiUae, Igl, krqfc) id. from hrek- 

f°0, to throw away. 
CRAFT, t. Croft, a piece of ground, adjoining

to a house. A. S. croft, id. 
CRAG, CRAGE, CRAIG, s. i. The neck, S.

u In aid tymes ther culd noeht be ane gritar de 
fame nor quhen ane mannis er&g v-as put in the yoik 
be his enemye." Compl. S. p. 158. O. E. cf^ 
id.

Get this curst king men in his grippi», 
My crmg will wit quhat-weyis my hjppis. 

Lyndsayj S. P. R. ii, J76. 
With mightie maters oiynd I not to mell, 
As copping Courts, or Com on wel this, or Kings. 
Quhais craig yoiks fastest., let them say thanie sell, 
My mind could never think upan sik things.

Montgomerie) MS. Chron. &. P. iii. 501. 
One's craig or neck is said to y^uke^ when he does 

any thing tbat may expose him to the gallows, S.
Callander mentions « crvig of mutton^ as a phrase 

uaed in S. far a neck of mutton; MS. Nqtes OH 
Ihre. Johns, gives, it as a low £. word. 
2. Th^ throat; used obliquely, S.

—Couthy efaiels at e*$rri|ig meet 
Their bizaing craigs and mous to weet.

Fergussan's Poems, ii. 92. 
Teut, kKaegke, jugulus, RiUan; Su.G. krage sigT 

nifies a collar. |3ut? according to Ihre, it properly 
denotes th0 qeek; whence that phrase, whi^h is aU 
most pure S., tagq en tarl i kragevj alique^i cello 
apprehendere; to tak a carl by the crmg. 
CRAIOTO, qdj\ Having a, ne^k or throat, J>.

Deep in a narrowerqiged pig 
Lay mony a dainty nut and fig.

Ramsay's Paems^ ii, 405. 
CRAIGAGEE, adj. Wrynecked, S. from craig

neck, and aget> q. v. wry, to one ^de. 
CRAGBANE, s. The collar-bone.

His steing was tynt, the Inglisisan was dede; 
For his crag bayne was brokyn in that stede. 

WaUwe, ii. 64. MS.
CRAGE CLAITH, s. A neckcloth, a cravat, S. 

Ish krage, Sw. krageclud, id. collare, q. colli in 
dumentum, Ihre. 

CRAIG, s. A rock, S.
Yonder'a a 'craig^ since ye have tint all hope,
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Gae till't J^our ways, and take the lover's lowp. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 69.
A. Bor. crag) id. But the origin is evidently Cel 

tic. C. B. kraig, Corn, karak, Ir. karraigy Gael. 
creag, rupes. Hence, according to Bochart, the 
Stony plain, extending about an hundred furlongs be* 
tween Aries and Marseilles, was denominated La, 
crau / Celtis enim craig erat petra, ut Britannis 
hodieque* Chanaan, Lib. 1. c. 41. He also endea 
vours to show that crac was used in the East as de 
noting a rock. Hence Strabp observes that K^*y«? 
in Cilicia is a precipitous rock on the margin of the 
sea. Ibid. c. 42. p. 755. 
CRAIG-FLOOK, s,L A species of flounder.

" Rhomboides noster, the Craig Flook,-" Sibb. 
Fife, p. 120. ue. the rock flounder. This has been 
supposed to be tje Smear-dab. 
CRAIG-HERRING. s. Supposed to be the Shad.

" Alosa, seii Clupea, tne Shad, or f^qtlier of the 
herrings. I r suspect^ rthis may bd th*£t ^hlcfc our 
fishers call the €ratg-he?ttitg, ^lch 'ttffey sajr is 
more big than foul* heYrhi'gs, with skills & large as 
turner S) whfe& Will cut :tf tiian/s hand-Wkk their 
shell." Sibbv Fife, p. 120. 
CRAIGLUGGEV >v Th« poittt of a ftttk,.' S.

* c A* some eMpflgSs It, Every craiglugge makes a 
new tide, add tiicttiy dratgs arid ItgS are there here •" 
Brand's Zetland^ p. 1<40,< 141* f

y adj. Rocky;
Beneath the sotttft sidfe of & cratgy bield,^ 
Twa youthfn* shepherds ott the go wans lay.

Ramsay*& Pdevtosi ii. 63.
CRAYAR, 'Cft£AR, s. A kind 6f bark of lighter. 

* * 6 It is statute and bVdanit, that na Inaner of per- 
soUp, strangear nor Hege, ribi^irthabitai: itl this I'ealhie, 
tak vpotte hand to tttirispoft, cary of t^tk furth tiny 
coillis be Schip, Cray of of ofty bait, or Vthe? ves- 
schel quh^sutneiier." Acts Mafie, 1563. c. £0. edit. 
1566, also Burrow Lawes, c. 181. § 4.

This L. B. term craiera, cfeyefa, also written crey- 
eriS) occurs irt the «ante sense in Rynler. Foed. in 
the Charters of Edw* III. thi Carige defines it^ na. 
vigii genus apud SeptentrJ^Dales* Sw. krejare, a 
small vessel with one mast \ Wideg. 
To CRAIK, f* n. l. Thid primarily denotes

the cry of a Hen after laying; or when dissatis 
fied with her confinement in a crib; the clamour
or skreaking of fowls in general.

The cry was so ugly of elfs, apes and otfrlesfj 
Thai geese and gaisling cryes and traiks.

Polwart) Watson's Coll. iii. 21, 22. 
2. To call for any thing, with impoftunity and

impatience, S.
Teut. kraeck-eri) dfepare, strepere» This seems 

radically the same with Isl. skrae^ia^ ejulare, Sw. 
skrik-a and E. screech, s being often prefixed to 
Goth, words. Perhaps we may trace these terms 
to MoesG. hruk-a, crocitare, to crow as a cock, 
hruk hanms, the cock crowing, Matt. xxvi. $5. 
CRAKYNG, s. The clamorous noise made by a

fowl*
——A gannyr made 

Sa hwge crakyng arid sic cry>
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That the Romanys suddenly 
Waknyd—— Wyntown, iv. 9. 9. 

CRAIK, s. « A kind of little ship," Rudd. 
Now goith our barge, for nother houk, nor craik 
May here bruik saile, for schaild bankis and 

sandis. Doug. Virgil, 66. 49. 
Contr. from currach f

CRAILL-CAPON, s. A haddock dried, but not 
split, Loth. This is called a lucken haddock, q. 
locked, shut. Ang. Fife.
This word might originate from Caraill^ a town on 

the coast of Fife, as being the place where such had 
docks were prepared; as Bervie from the village of 
Inverbervie^ and Findrum speldings, from Findhorn. 
CRAIT* GREET, s. A term used to denote that 

sort of basket in which window-glass is packed, 
S* " A crait of glass*" is a basket filled with 
glass ; frotti Germ, ktaet) corbis* or perhaps 
Sti.G. ktets; a dfclfej as these kind of baskets 
ate of a circular form.

To CkAK. V. CRAK.
CRAKER, s. The Rail, ftallus crex, Linh. 

commonly called the corn-craik. 
" The land-fowls produced here are hawks,extra, 

ordinary good, eagles, plovers, crows, wrens, stone- 
chaker, craker, cuckoo.'' Martin's St Kildaj p. 
^6. He calls it Corn-craker ; Western Isles, p. 71. 
CRAKYS, s. pL Great guns, cannons. 

Twa noweltyis that day tl^ai saw, 
That forouth in Scotland had bene nane. 
Tymmeris for helmys war the tane, 
That thaim thoucht thane off gret bewte, 
And alsua wondyr for to se. 

, The tothyr, crubys war off wer, 
That thai befor herd neuir er.

Barbour, xix. 399. MS.
Dr Leyden understands this phrase as denoting 

Jirebalh) which, he says, " were probably the ori 
ginal species of fire-arms, and have been used from 
time immemorial by the Hindoo and Chinese tribes;" 
GL Compl. But the expression undoubtedly de. 
flote^s some kind of guns ; arid there is every reason 
to think that it is equivalent to another phrase used 
by the same Writer^ gynnys for Grtikys, Bar. xvii. 
25O. For they are there opposed to Springalds,Qf 
which Jhone Crab, the Flemish Engineer, had pro-. 
vided abundance. V. GYNNYS. Grose, I observe, 
calls these crakys artillery; Milit. Antiq. I. 398. 
It would occur, at first view$ that these military 
engines had received their name from the noise they 
made when fired. The v. is also used to denote the 
report made by artillery.

All Mr eannotmis seho let crak at anis,
Doun schuktf the streiflaris from the top-eastell,
Thay spairit ftot the poulder nor the stanis.

Lyndsay'3 Warkis, 1592. p. 257. 
One thing, however, may be objected to tfe& ety 

mon; Teut* kraecke and kraeekaerd are tf&idered 
by Kilian arcubalista. After the.introductioniiof 
fire-arms, the name given te the instruments, which* 
were formerly hi use> may have been transferr'edla 
them.
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CRAKLENE POKIS, " bags frr holding arti-

.ficial fireworks and combustibles, employed in
naval engagements," Gl. Compl.
" Boitis man, bayr stanis £ lymc pottis ful of 

lyme in the crakkne-pokis to the tdp." Couipl. S. 
p. 64.

This has been derived from Fr. craquer, to 
crackle.
CRAME, CRAMERY. V. CREAM, CREAMERY. 
CRAMESYE, CRAMMESY, s. Crimson, cloth of 

a gram-colour.
———Aurora, to mychty Tithone spous, 
Ischit-of hir safferon bed and euyr hous, 
In crammesy clede and granit violate.

Doug. Vvrgil, 399. 20.
Fr. craipoisi) Ital. chermisi, Teut. krammesijn^ 

L. B. cramesinum,) carmesmus, kermesinus ; accor 
ding to Gorop., Becan., and Du Cange, from kermes, 
an Arab, word, denoting the worm which is bred in 
the berry of the coccus , from the juice of which 
cloths receive a scarlet, crimson, or purple colour.
To CRAMP, v. n.

At luvis law a quhyle I think to leit, 
In court to cramp clenely in my clething, 
And luke amangis thir lusty ladeis sweit.

Henry sone^ Bannatyne Poems, p. 132. 
Lord Hailes renders this, u to climb, to ramp, 

grimper^ Fr. But cramp is probably here used in 
relation to its proper sense, as signifying to contract. 
Thus the poet may represent Youth as speaking of 
being cramped in his clothing at court; perhaps in 
derision of some stiff and strait dress worn at the 
time. Teut. kromp+en is not only used actively, 
but in a neuter sense; contrahi, extenuari, minui. 
Sw. krymp-a, contrahi. This view seems confirmed 
by the reply of Age, in the next stanza. -

For thy cramping thow salt baith cruke and
vowre.

i. e. u The contraction or confinement of thy body, 
% in compliance with ridiculous fashions, shall at 
length bring on decrepitude."
CRAMPET, C&AMP-BIT, s. 1. A cramping- 

iron, S.
2. An iron made to fit the sole of the shoe, with 

small pikes in it, for keeping the foot firm on 
ice or slippery ground, S.

We need not card, nor crostaffe for bur pole, 
But from thence landing clam the Dragon hole, 
With crampets on our feet, and clubs in hand. 

Muses Threnodie^ p. 14$.
It is also written, but, I suspect, improperly, 

cramp-bit.
Firm on his cramp-bits stands the steady youth, 
Who leads the game: low o'er the weighty stone 
He bends incumbent, and with nicest eye 
Surveys the further goal, and in his mind 
Measures the distance.——

—Graemels *Poems, Anderson's Poets, xi. 447*
3. It "Seems foisignify the guard of the handle of 

a sword, in the following passage*
—No hilt or crampet finely hatched,
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A lance, a sword in hand we snatched.

Watson* * Coll. i. 28.
Here, however, it may merely si^aify the cramping* 

iron of the scabbard.
Teut. krampe, id, from kremp-en, to contract, be 

cause it is meant to confine the thing; to which it is 
applied.
CR AMPL AND, part . fr. Curling, curled. 

Full laithly thus sail ly thy lusty hcid, * 
Holkit and how ; and wallowit as the weid, 
Tny crampland hair ; and eik thy cristall ene. 

Bannatyne Poems^ p. 139.
This is evidently from the same Source with E. 

crumple ; Teut. kremp-en^ contrahefe ; Sw. 
i contractus;

dRAN, s. An iron instrument^ laid across the 
fire, reaching from the ribs of the grate to the 
hinder ^art of it, for the purpose of supporting 
a pot or kettle. ^ 
It seems to be den originated from its form, as if it 

bore some resemblance to a crane, *'!,*. :\ 
CRANCE, x. A chaplet, a garland. 

Thair heids wer garnisht gallandlie 
With costly crancis maid of golc^r

Wofem'* Coll. ii, la.
Teut. krantS) corona, cprolla,, gertum, strophium, 

Kilian. Germ, kran^ Isl. Sw. J5ejg. kransy a gar* 
land; kransie, kranselyn, a little garland. Hence 
Fr. crancelin*) a term in Heraldry, which denotes 
part of a crown, plaited as a band oa a sword ; Diet. 
Trev. This word is radically the same with Germ. 
krone, Lat. corona^ a crown. Wachter seems in 
clined to derive these terms from the Celtic ; C. B. 
crwnn^ Arm. crew, .Ir, cruin, all signifying what is 
round. As the invention of the crown is attributed 
to Saturn, who receives the epithet of coronatus^ 
Pezron views the word as originally Phrygian, and 
suppose^ that Saturn was called Kgows by the Greeks, 
q. the inventor of the crown.

, CRANE (of herrings^, s. As ipany herrings, 
not salted, as fill a. barrel, S. 
" They both fished and bought the herring fresh 

from the country people, at the great price of from 
9s. to 12s. per crane, (which is tho full of a barrel of 
green fish) as taken out of the net." P. Uig, Lewis, 
Statist. Ace. xix. 282.
CRANGLING,,jtar*,/>r. Winding, moving un 

equally.
It grew a serpent fell with head and taile, 
Which cranglmg crept, and ranne from trod to

trod 
In many a knot. ——

Hudson's Judith, p. 18. 
He uses it also as a s., p. 75.

As doth the Danow which begins to flow, 
By Raurak fields with snakish wangling slow. 

It is the same with E. crankle^ which. Johns, derives 
from crank} s* But the word is Teut. kronckel-en> 
intorquere, sinuare, flectere ; kronckel^ intorjtiiis. 
CRANK, adj. u Infirm, weak, in bad condition.

Su.G. Teut, krank, infirmus ;" Sibb. 
% CRANK, s. " The noise of an ungreased
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wheel," GK Burns; used metaph. to denote in 
harmonious poetry.

Whew wanting thee, what tuneless cranks 
Are niy poor verses I

Burns, Hi. 17.
This may be from kranck, aeger, infirmus; as 

denoting, like Lat. aeger, aegre, difficulty in mo- 
tion. V,, however, the adj. 
CRANKOUS, adj. " Fretful, captious," Gl, Burns. 

This while she's been in crankous mood. 
Her lost Militia fir'd her blood,

Burns, iii. 23.
Su.G. kraenck-a, to violate, to infringe; Gael. 

crioncan, strife, crioncan-am, to strive. 
CRANNACH, /. Pottage ; North of Ang. and

Aberd.
Perhaps of Gael, origin, although I find no word 

resembling it. Grionn Is tised by the Norwegians 
to denote every kind of meal or grain. 
CRANREUCH, s. Hoarfrost, S.O.

Now thou's turn'd out, for a' thy trouble,
But house or hald, 

To thole the winter's sleety drifeble, 
An' cranreuch cauld!

Burns, iii. 147. 
Gael, tranntarach, id. 

CRANSHACH, CRANSHAK, s. A crooked, dis-
totfed person, S. B* 

\ There's wratacks, and cripples and cranshdks,
And all the wandoghts that I ken,

No Sooner they speak to the wenches,
But they are ta'en far enough ben.

Song) Row's Helenore, p. 149. 
Gael, crannda, decrepid, corranta, crooked. 

CRANTZE, s. The Common Coralline, Mille-
pora polymorpha, Linn. Shetland. 

Can this name have any relation to the form of the 
coralline, as allied to Sw. krans, a crown ? 
CRAP, s+ The highest part or top of any thing,

S.; crop, E.
" The crap of the earth," the surface of the ground; 

44 the crap of a fishing-wand," the top or upper 
most section of a fishing-rod. Chaucer desi gns the 
tops or outermost boughs of trees croppis ; in which 
sense our word is very commonly used. The crap 
of the wo*) the highest part of it in the inner 
side of a house. The cones of firs are called jir- 
craps, S. B.

A. S; croppa, Su.G. kroppa, id. Sw. kroppaas is 
the ridge or top of a house.
CRAP, s. Crop, the produce of the ground, S- 

— Sun-burn'd Gypsies reap a plenteous crap.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 323. 

The farmer's crap, weel won, an' neat, 
Was drawn by monie a beast in.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 142. 
CRAP, s. The craw of a fowl, crop E.; used 

ludicrously for the stomach of man, S. 
" He has [a crap for a' corn," Ramsay's S. 

Prov. p. 31., an expression used with respect to 
one who has a keen appetite, or a stomach fit to 
receive any kind of food. " To shake one's crap 
at another," to give vent to any grudge of the 

'mind, S.
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Afore ye lat him get o'er meikle trme
To shak his crap, and skauld you for the quean,
Be bauld enough to tell him a' your mind.

Shirrefs' Poems, p. 54. 
Crapine is used in the same sense. 

? f I never loo'd meat that craw'd in my crapine." 
Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 40. ; spoken of those who do 
one service, and afterwards ujpbraid one with it.

Teut. krop, ingtuvies; stomachus. It also sig 
nifies, bilis, indignatio, as our crap in the second 
Prov. phrase. Su»G. kropp, kraefwe, ingluvies.
To CRAP, v. a. To fill, to stuff, S. Hence crap» 

pit heads, the heads of haddocks stuffed with 
a pudding made of the roe, oatmeal and 
spiceries ; formerly a common, accompaniment 
of fish and sauce in S.
Teut. kropp-en, saginare, inghmem avium farcire, 

turundis farcire. Thus, according to Kilian, it has 
its origin from kr&p, the stomach of a fowl^ as being 
generally stuffed with food. Su.G. kor/ & the* ge 
neral word for a pudding.
To CRAP, v. a. To crop, to lop, S. 

Like thee, by fancy wing'd, the Muse 
Scuds ear an' heartsome owr the dews J 
Fu* vogie, an' fu r blythe to crap 
The winsome flow'rs frae Nature's lap 5 
Twining her living garlands there, 
That lyart Time can ne'er impair.

Fergussori*s J*o®ms, il. 32. 
Teut. krapp-en, decerpere, abscindere. 

CRAPS, s.pt. A weed very troublesome to 
husbandmen, S. Probably from its keeping 
near the crap or surface of the ground. 

CRAUCH.
—— Cry crauch, thou art owreset. ^ 

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 60.
This may be merely an abbrev. or perhaps a corr, 

of Crawdoun-, q. v. I rather consider it, however, 
as from Arm. cracq, a bastard, the son of a bastard. 
To cry crauch is synon. with, to cry cok. V. COK. 
CRAUCHMET, (gutt.) s. An exaction made

by men in a state of war.
u Item, thai tuke crauchmet of Bute thb samyn 

tyme, viz. l c . bollis of male, l c . bollis of malt, l c . 
mertis, l c . mercis of silver." MS. Chronicle of the 
reign of James IL of Scotland.

Can this be formed from Gael, creach, plunder I 
It may indeed be a corr. of some word left by the * 
Norwegians, resembling Dan. krigs*magt, force of 
arms; or formed from krog, a place for drink. 
Teut. kroegh-en potare, and mete, a measure or pro- 
portion, q. something given under the name of drink* 
money.
To CRAW, v.n. 1. To crow ; crawin, part. pa. 

Phebus crounit bird, the nijChtis orlagere, 
Clappin his wingis thryis had crawin clere.

Doug. Virgil, 202. 8. 
" As the auld cock craws, the young cock lears."

S. Prov. Ferguson, p. 2. This intimates the obli*
gation lying on parents^ to set a proper example
before their children.
2. To boast, to vapour, S.; like E. crow*

— They have scrapit the dautit Plumb, 
N n
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Then craw fell crously o' their wark.

Fergussori*s Poems, ii. 105. 
A. S. craw-an, id. Teut. kraey-en, cornkari, gar- 

rire more cornicum. It is not improbable that both 
these .verbs, as well as the name of the crow itself, 
have been formed in imitation of its cry.
CRAW, s. A crow, S.
CRAW j. The act of crowing, S.

November chill blaws loud wi' angry sough. 
The shortening winter day is near a close; 

The miry beasts returning frae the pleugh; 
The blackening trains o' craws to their repose.

Burns, iii. 174.
" The craw thinks her aia bird fairest." Fer- 

guson's S. Prov. p. 30.
A. S. crawe, Alem. craue, Dan. krage, Belg. 

kraye. These words Junius derives from Gr. xfavyu, 
clamor.
CRAW-CROOPS, s. pL Crow-berries, or black- 

berried heath, S. B. Empetrum nigrum, Linn* 
Sw. kraak-ris, id. V. CROUP.

CRAW-DULSE, s. Fringed focus; S. Fucus cili-
atus, Linn. In S. this is eaten like the Fucus
palmatus.

Denominated perhaps, like the next word, from its 
supposed resemblance to the foot of a crow. 
CRAW-TAES, s. pi. Crowfoot, S. This name is

given to different species of the Ranunculus,
particularly, R. repens and acris.

CRAWDOUN, s. A coward, a dastard.
Becum thou cowart crawdoun ^ecriand,
And by consent cry cok, thy dede is dicht.

Doug. Virgil, 356. 29.
This has been viewed as the same with E. cravant, 

craven ; by pronouncing which, he, who was van. 
quished, in a criminal trial by battle, was obliged 
to proclaim his submission. If the appellant, or ac 
cuser, made this ignominious concession, he was saidj 
amittere liberam legem, as becoming infamous; 
if the appellee, or party accused, he was accounted 
guilty, anc} immediately hanged.

Skinner derives craven from the v. crave / Sibb. 
from A. S. craf-ian, Isl. kref-ia, postulare, and ande, 
anima, spiritus. But the term is undoubtedly from 
O. Fr. creant, termede Jurisprudence feodale. C* est 
une promesse de rendre service, Diet. Trev. By 
the use of it, therefore, the vanquished person 
merely declared that he did homage to the victor 
as his superior. Hence O. Fr. creant-er, craant-er, 
L. B. creant-are, fide aut sacramentis interpositis 
promittere ; and ere ant-urn, cautio de re quapiam 
facienda; Du Cange.

Crawdoun may be a corr. of creant. But if not 
^frora a different origin, we may suppose it to have 
been formed from creant and donn-er, to give faith, 
or do homage. V. RECRIAND.
To CREAM, v. a. To hawk goods, to carry

them from place to place for sale, S. B. Belg.
kraam-en, to expose to sale. 

CREAM, CRAIM, CRAME, s. i. A merchant*
booth, a wooden shop, or a tent, where goods
are sold, S.
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Hence the Creams of Edinburgh, which are stnall 

shops or booths, projecting from the adjoining 
walls.

" The excellent law of death-bed, securing mens 
inheritances from being alienate at that time, may 
happen to be frustrate and evacuate,—if they make 
any merchandise privily in a shop or crame^ or come 
to the mercate-place, when there is no publick mer- 
cate." Acts Sed. 29 Feb. 1692.

" Booths, (or as they are here called, craims) 
containing hardware and haberdashery goods, are 
erected in great numbers at the fare [fair], and 
stored with such articles as suit the generality." P. 
Lessuden, Roxb. Statist. Ace. x. 207.

Teut. kraem, cadurcum, taberna sive capsa rerum 
venalium ; Kilian. Belg. kraam, a booth; Su.G. 
krambod, Dan. kramboe, pergula, a booth for mer 
chandise. 
2. A pack, or bundle of goods for sale.

" Ane pedder is called an marchand, or creamer, 
qhua bearis ane pack or creame vpon his back; quha 
are called beiraris of the puddill be the Scottes-men 
of the realme of Polonia." Skene, Verb. Sign. V. 
Pede-pulverosus.

Oft have I turst your hether crame, 
And borne your self right oft-times hamc, 
With many a toom and hungry wame, 

Whan thou hast been weel packit.
Collington Mare, Watson's Coll. i. 40.

i. e. Merchandise of heath.
Teut. kraem has also the sense of merx; Su.G. 

Dan. kram, merchandise of every kind. I find no 
vestige of this term in A. S. Perhaps the origin is 
Sw. kram-a, to press, because goods carried in a 
pack are compressed into as narrow bounds as 
possible. 
CREAMER, s. A huckster, a pedlar, S. B.

Skene explains Pede-pulverosus as signifying 
" ane merchand or creamer, quha hes na certain 
dwelling place." Verb. Sign.

u Of the above there are—2 cadgers (fish-carriers), 
—2 creamers, persons who go through the parish, 
and neighbourhood, and buy butter, hens, eggs, 
&c. mostly for the Dundee market." P. Kirkden, 
Forfars. Statist. Ace. ii. 508.

Su.G. kraemare, propala, Teut. kraemer, taber- 
narius, venditor mercium.
CREAMERIE, CRAMERY, s. Merchandise, such 

goods as are usually sold by a pedlar, Aberd* 
With my cramery gif ye list mell; 
Heir I haif foly hattis to sell.

Lyndsay^ S. P. R. ii. 94.
Teut. kraemerije, merx.

CREAM-WARE, CREME-WARE. /. Articles sold 
by those who keep shops or booths. 

" Those who commonly frequent this cpuntreyand 
trade with the inhabitants are Hamburghers,—who 
come here ordinarily in the month of May or about 
the beginning of June, and in several places set up 
booths or shops, where they sell—several sorts of 
crerne-ware, as linen, muslin, &c." Brand's Descr. 
Zetland, p. 131.
CREEK of day, the first appearance of the dawn, 

S.; skreek, S. B.
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Where they appear, nae vice dare keek,

But to what's good gives way, 
Like night, soon as the morning creek 

Has usher'd in the day.
Ramsay's Works, i. 121.

Teut. kriecke^ aurora rutilans, prim urn diluculum, 
matu tin us splendor, crepusculum ; krieck-en, ruti- 
lare, to shine, 1» glitter, to look red; Belg. 7 kriek. 
en van den dag, the peep of day. V. GREKINO 
and SKREEK.
CREEL. V. CREIL.
CREEPERS. V. CREPARIS.
To CREEP IN, v. n. To shrink, to be con-

tracted. Cruppen 111, shrivelled, S. 
Isl. kropna, contrahi.

CREEPY, CREEPIE, s. 1. A low stool, such 
as is occasionally used in a pulpit for elevating 
the speaker, S.

2* It sometimes denotes the stool of repentance, or 
that on which it was customary for culprits to 
sit when making public satisfaction in the 
church, S.

u It's a wise wife that kens her weird, 
u What tho' ye mount the creepy ?"

Ramsay's Poems, i. 273. 
" The stool of repentance." N. 
Perhaps from the v. creep, as being low.

CREESE, s. Crisis; Ross's Helenore. 
GREET, s. V. CRAIT. 
CREIL, CREILL, CREEL, s. An ozier basket, 

a hamper, S.; scull, synon. 
— Ane card, ane creill, and als ane cradill.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 159. st. 7. 
~" As for millaris, that settis creillis and nettis in 

dammis, milne landis', and watters, destroyand reid 
fische, and fry of fische, as said is, sal be a punct of 
dittay." Acts Ja. IV. 1489. c. 32. Ed. 15(56. c. 15. 
Murray.

Paqniers are also called creils. 
Of lads and lowns ther ryses sic a noyse, 
Quhyle wenches rin away with cards and quheils, 
And cadgers avers cast baith coals and cretls.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 59. st. 23. 
Put your hand i' the creel^ 
And take out an adder or an eel.

Ferguson9 s S. Prov. p. 27.
One is said to be in a creel, or to hare one's 

wits in a creel, when labouring under some tern, 
porary confusion or stupefaction of mind, S. 

My senses wad be in a creel, 
Should I but dare a hope to speel, 
Wi' Allan, or wi' GilAertfield

The braes o' fame.
Burns, iii. 249.

Perhaps it is rendered too forcibly in Gl. "to be 
crazed, to be fascinated."

The metaphor is probably borrowed from the ver 
tigo sometimes occasioned by the jogging motion 
which one receives when carried in a pannier. This 
idea seems to receive confirmation from the phrase 
when fully expressed; " The man's in a era//, and 
the cretll's wagging with him," ST. B. But although 
the allusion should be viewed as obscure, the cor»
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respondent terms, in other Northern languages, are 
metaph. used in a way fully as unaccountable. Su.G. 
korg signifies a basket; and faa korgen denotes a re 
pulse of any kind, especially when a man loses his 
sweetheart; Ihre. , Germ, kipe, id. is used precisely 
in the same manner. Die kipe kriegen, repulsam 
ferre. Both the Germ, words korb and kipe are 
metaph. applied to vain and fruitless vows and 
prayers; because, as Wachter conjectures, these may 
be compared to empty baskets.

Sibb. mentions Ir. kril as signifying corbis, area. 
This, however, by Lhuyd and Obrien is written 
crilin; Gael, crto/, " a chest, coffer," Shaw; Ir. 
id. Su.G. kaerl, kaeril, a vessel, from kar, id. Isl. 
kurla signifies to cut twigs, virgas amputare. 
To CREIL, v. a. To put into a basket, S. 
CREELING, s. A foolish and indelicate custom, 

on the day after marriage, still retained among 
thje vulgar in some places, S. 

It is described, Statist. Ace. ii. 80, 81. 
To CREIS, v. n. To curl.

O now thou spere, that neuir failyete in dede— 
Now is the tyme that I maist myster the,— 
That with my stalwart handis I may than, 
His hawbrek of his body to arrace,— 
And in the dusty powdur here and thare 
Suddill and fule his crispe and yallow hare, 
That are made cm'.?, and curlis now sa wele.

Doug. Virgil^ 410. 2.
Not from Fr./mer, or Lat. crispare, as Rudd. 

suggests, .although uncertainly ; but as allied to 
Germ, kraus, Su.G. krys, Belg. kroes, crispus; 
Teut. kroes-en, Germ, kraiis-en^ crispare. 
To CREISCH, v. a. i. To grease, S.

a Like the Orkney butter, neither good to eat, 
nor to creisch wool." S. Prov. " applied to a thing 
that is useful no way." Kelly, p. 237.
2. Used metaph. in reference to the use of money. S

The Court o' Session weel wat I— , 
* Can creish the slaw-gawn wheels whan dry 

Till Session's done.
Fergussorfs Poems, ii. 42.

3. To criesh one's lufe, to give one money as a veil 
or gift; also, as a bribe, S. 
u We cou'd na get a chiel to shaw us the gate, al- 

puist we had kreistfd his lief [lufe] wiy a shillin." 
Journal from London, p. 6.

The E. phrase, " to grease one in the fist," cor. 
responds in the latter sense at least; " to bribe, to 
corrupt," Johns. The Fr. word is used in a me. 
taph. sense nearly allied ; // n't/ a pas grand graisse, 
there is not much gain to be made. 
CREISCHE, CREESH, s. Grease, S. 

Full mony a waistless wally-drag, 
With waimis unweildable, did furth wag, 
In creische that did incress.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 30. st. 9. 
Fr. graisse, id. Skinner derives E. grease from 

Lat. crass-us.
2. A stroke, a blow, S. It is used in this sense 

metaph.
Now some for this, wi' satire's leesh, 
Hae gi'en auld Edinbrough a creesh.

Fergusson©s Poems, ii. 93. 
CREISCHIE, CREISHY, adj. Greasy, S. 

N n2
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I ken be his creishy mow 
He hes bene at ane feist.

Lyndsay, Pink. S.. P- R. ii. 28. 
CREYST, s. A person who is at the same time 

diminutive and loquacious, Border. 
Perhaps from Teut, kroes-en, kruys-en, to curl, 

to contract. If the designation has originated from 
loquacity, the origin might be traced in Isl. kryste 
strido, also, stridor.
CREPARIS, CREEPERS, ^ />A Grapnels of

iron, for dragging things out of the water 5 S«
creepers*
" He perist in Lochtay, quhare he hapnit to be 

at ane fisching with his seruantis for his solace. His 
body was found be croparts, and buryit in Colme. 
kyll.". Bellend. Cron. B. ix. c. 20. Furci- 
nalis, Boeth.

From the v. creep, because of their being dragged 
-alongst the channel.
CREVI$H, s. pL A crawfish, or crayfish.

u We were by the way great essences; their inns 
are all like palaces ; no marvel they extortion their 
guests : for three meats, course enough, we would 
pay, together with our horses, L. 16 or L. 17 ster» 
ting. Some three dishes of crevishes, like little par. 
tans, 42$. sterling." Baillie's Lett. i. $16.
CREWIS,/>m. v.

Cryand Crawls, and Kais, [and] that crewis the
corne,—

Will into the corne yard 
At evin and at mome. Houlate, i. 15. 
In MS. and is evidently deleted. Crewis may 

either be for craves, A. S. craf-ian, Dan. krejf-uer, 
postulare; or snatches, Germ, krug»en, rapere; al- 
though the first seems preferable. 
To CRY,.v. a. To proclaim the bans before mar 

riage, S. ; corresponding to the E. phrase, to 
call. *

To CRY,- «y. n. To be in labour, to be in a state 
of parturition^ S.; to cry out, Shakspeare, id. 
Hence, 

CRYfNG, s. Childbirth, labour, S*
They likewise say, of this wee body,. 
That she will make a charming howdy, 
To sort the wives, and cook the crowdy^

At time o' crying. 
R. Galloway* sPoemS) p. 12K 

CRYKES, pL j» Angles, corners.
———Wily am Fransays thaim be for 
Clamb in crykes forouth ay.

Barbour, x. 602. MS.
u Creeks and corners, 5* is still a common phrase, 

8. AS. crecca, a creek.
To CRIMP, v. a* To crumple, to plait very

nicely, S.
Sw. krymp-a^ to shrink, also, to wrinkle, iv #. 

Teut. krimp-en, contrahere. 
To CRINCH, v. a. 1. To grind with the teeth. 
2. To crinch the tteth^ to rub them one against

another, to gnash. 
In this sense grynstywg is used by Wiclif*
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^ There schall be weepyug and grynstyng of 

teeth," Mat. viii.
Fr. grinc-er les dents^ Ital. grmciare co'denti, id. 

CRINCH, s. A very small bit of any thing; 
properly of something edible, S.; probably 
from the ^., as denoting a small portion broken 
off by the teeth. © 

To CR1NE, CRYNE, v. n. 1. To shrink, to 
shrivel, by reason of heat,, exposure to the air, 
or otherwise, S.
One, who is shrivelled by age, is said to be crynti 

in.
I half bene formest ay in feild,
And now sae lang haif horn the scheihl,
That I am crynit in for eild

This litle, as ye may se»
Evergreen, i. 263. st. 1$.

All wicht but sicht of |hy greit micht ay crinis.
Police of Honour, iii. 94.

2- It is used improperly by Douglas, to denote 
the act of diminishing money by clipping it. 
Sum treitcheourrrymtf the cunye, and kepis corne

stakkis. Virgil, 238. b. 54. 
Sibb. refers "to Teut. kleyneven, dimhmere. But 

here there is no affinity. This word indeed seems 
more nearly allied ta the Celtic, than to any Gothic 
term. C. B. krin-o, Ir. knari-Qm^ to wither, 
Ware's Antiq. Ireland; Gael, crion-am, crian-am, 
id. or to grow less; crion, withered, also little; crio- 
nach, withered sticks. A. S. scrin-ian, arescere, 
and Su.G. skrin, exsuccus, seem radically allied. 
CRINKIE-WINKIE, s. A pother, contention, 

umbrage, S. B. Perhaps from SuG. 
to be vexed in mind. Teut. krondk 
sinuosus, flexuosus, is formed in a similar man 
ner.

CRISP* CRISJPE, KRISP, s. i. Fine linen or cob 
web lawn.

I haue foryet how in a robe,
Of clenely crispe side to his kneis, 

A bony boy out of the globe, 
Gaue to hir Grace the siluer keis.

Burel, Watsorts ColL ii. 1£. 
Ane cleinly crisp hang owre his eyis.

Cherrte and Sloe, st. &
This is mentioned ia the description of Cupid, 

In the Lat. version ;
Inyolvens nivea de &yndone lumine velo. 

Dun bar writes krisp. 
—Curches, cassin thame abone, of krisp cleir and

thin. Maitland Poems, p. 45. 
Fr. crespe, cobweb lawn. 

CRISTIE, CRISTY, adjl
" The vther lordis of Parliament to haue ane 

man till of reide, rychtswa opimiit befoir, and lynit 
with silk, or furrit with cristy. gray grece or pur- 
ray, togidder with an hude of tlue samin claith, fur 
rit as said is." Acts la, II. 1455. c. 52. Edit. 
1$<S6. Cristie, Skene.

This seems to signify crisp, curled 5 Belg. kroes, 
Su.G. krus, id.,
CRO, CRO^T^ s. The compensation or satisfac-
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tion made for the slaughter of any man, accord 
ing to his rank.
" Quhen ane rydand vpon horse, passes throw the 

towne, and with his horse feit strampes to the earth 
ane man gangand before him, swa that thereby he 
deceisses ; he quha rydand commits this fault, or suf 
fers that samine to be done, sail pay Cro and Gal ties 
f assythment) as gif he had slane him with his awin 
hand." Reg. Maj. B. iv. c. 24. s. 1.

" The Schiref or Minister of Regalitie, that mi- 
nisteris not the law," viz. on those who have shed 
blood, shall " pay to the King XL. pundis and the 
croy to the narrest of the jdu of the slaine man." 
Acts Ja. I. 1426, c. 104. Edit. 1566.

The " Cro of ane Erie of Scotland is seven tymes 
twentie kye, or for ilk kow, thrie pieces of gold 
Ora;—of ane Earles sonne, or of ane Thane, is ane 
hundreth kye ;—of the sonne of ane Thane,—thrie- 
score sax kye;—of ane husbandman—saxtene kye." 
Reg. Maj. B. iv. c. 3&.

To this day the term is u,sed in some factories, 
where the workmen are in some degree bound for 
each other. As from their poverty, money is often 
advanced before the work be finished ; if any one of 
the workmen run off in arrears to his master, the 
rest are bound to finish the work, which is called 
making up his crb, S.

Gael, era signifying cows, and cr&o a sheep-fold 
or cow-pen, Dr M*Pherson supposes that this word 
may thus have had its origin ; as denoting that tke 
manslayer was to make reparation in cattle taken 
out of his pen or fold; Crit. Diss. xiii. It might, 
however, originate from Ir. crb, death.

Ware seems to have viewed this term as peculiar 
to the Albanian Scots, or the Celts of Scotland; 
Antiq. p. 71. Eric was the synon. word among the 
Irish ; as Wergelt in A. S. 
To CROAGH, (gutt.) v. a. To strangle with

a rope, Fifes. 
CROCE, CROYS, s. One of the sails in a ship.

Heis hie the croce, (he bad) al mak thaim boun,
And fessyn bonettis beneth the mane sale doun. 

Doug. Virgil, 156. 11.
And now the wynd blawis wele to sale away,
The maryneris glaid layis schippis itnder croys*

Ibid. 114.29.
Sw. kryss^topp, the mizerwtop, kryss-segel, the 

mizcn.topsail. Kryss has the sense of crux, cross. 
CROCHE, CROCHERT. V. HAGBUT. 
CROCHIT.

The King crochit with crown, cumly and cleir, 
Tuke him up by the hand 
With ane fair sembland.

Gawan and Got. iv. 22*
Mr Pink, renders this covered; and it is evidently 

the meaning, as appears from st. 28.
The King, cumly with kith, wes crochit with 

crounc.
But I have met with no iimilar word, used in this 

sense.
CROCKONITION, s. A term applied to any 

thing bruised all to pieces* so as to be rendered 
quite useless, Buchan,

CRO
Perhaps formed from Teut. kruyl, an earthen 

vessel.
CROFT-LAND, s. The land of superior qua 

lity, which, according to the old mode of farm 
ing, was still cropped, S.
" Lime and manure were unknown, except on a 

few acres of what is called croft-land, which was 
never out of crop." P. Tiuwald, Dumfr. Statist. 
Ace. i. 181.
CROIL, CROYL, s. A crooked person, a dwarf. 

Of this mis made moidewart mischief they muit, 
The crooked camschoch Croyl, unchristen, they 

curse. Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 13»
——Mean's thy silly mind, 

Thy wit's a croil, thy judgment blind, 
And love worth nought ava.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 453.
Cryle, expl. by Sibb. dwarf, is undoubtedly the 

same word. It is used to denote a child that is 
able to speak before it can walk, Border ; which 
suggests the idea of its being dwarfish or ricketty. 
" A creil, a short, stubbed, dwarfish man;" Nor» 
thumb. Ray.

Kilian gives krie/ as a word used in Holland irr 
the same sense; parvulus, pumifus ; whence krieU 
ken, a dwarfish hen. It seems radically allied to 
Teut. krol, which denotes what is contracted. 
To CROYN, CRONE, CROON, CRUNE, v. n. i» 

To make a continued cry, as a bull does, in a 
low and hollow tone, S.

He said he was a lichelus bul, 
That croynd even day and nycht.

Matt/and Poems, p. 360. 
Crummie nae mair for Jenny's hand will crune, 
Wi' milkness dreeping frae her teats adoun.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 74.
Mr Pink, renders this bellowed. But this word,, 

as generally used, is rather too forcible. Roust cor 
responds to bellow, E., and denotes the roaring of 
cattle, S. But croyn signifies the murinuring or 
groaning noise made by them, when they want food, 
are pained, or are dissatisfied on what account 
soever. Belg. kreun-en, kron-en, to groan, ta 
whimper ; Isl. hryn.a, grunnire, Verel. ejulare, G. 
Andr.
2. To whine, to persist in moaning ; often used 

concerning peevish children, or adults who 
habitually utter heavy complaints under slight 
indisposition, S.

3. To hum, or sing in a low tone, S. 
Tarn skelpit on thro' dub and mire, 
Despising wind, and rain, and fire; 
Whiles holding fast his gude blue bonnet; 
Whiles crooning o'er some auld Scots sonnet.

Burns, iii. 330.
CROYN, CRONE, CRUNE,, CROON, ^. i. A hol 

low, continued moan, S. 
Like as twa. bustuous bullis by and by,— 
With front to front and home for horn attanis 
Ruschand togiddir with crones and ferefull grants„

Doug. Virgil, 437, 49. 
Amang the brachens, on the brae, 

Between her an' the moon,
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The deil, or else an outler quey, 

Gat up an' gae a croon.
Burns, Hallowetn, st. 26.

^. An incantation ; as being uttered witb a hol 
low murmuring sound. 
Here Mausy lives, a witch that for sma' price 
Can cast her cantraips and gi'e me advice : 
She can o'ercast the night, and cloud the moon, 
And mak the deils obedient to her crune.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 95.
To CRO1SE, v. n. To gossip, to talk a great 

deal about little, to magnify trifles. This word 
is much used, S. B. It is often applied to those, 
who, in religious matters, are supposed to have 
more sound than solidity, who make much ado 
about things that are-indifferent, or magnify 
those which are comparatively of less mo 
ment.
I have sometimes thought, that this word might 

originate from the crusades, especially after they 
came into disrepute; Fr. crois-er, to go a crusad 
ing. Those, who manifested a whimsical or extra 
vagant zeal might hence be said to croise. Britton 
uses crosses in the sense of pilgrims, probably be. 
cause they wore the sign of the cross on their upper 
garments. V. Cowel, in TO. R. Brunne has croised 
to denote taking on the cross, or assuming this 
badge ; p. 226.

————————Whan Lowys herd of that 
Himself the first was croised on his flesh. 

Su.G. krus, however, is nearly allied as to the ge 
neral meaning. Literally it signifies, curled; it is 
used metaph., as denoting language employed to set 
off any thing, or with a design to deceive ; whence 
krus-a, to use a feigned discretion in language. 
Krus, metaph oriee ita dicuntur verborum calamis- 
tri, et ad decipiendum compositae sermonis veneres: 
undekrusa, ficta in verbis civilitate uti; Ihre. Hence, 
CROZIE, adj. Fawning, wheedling, Buchan:

phrasing^ synon.
CROISHTARICH, s. The fire-cross, or signal 

of war.
44 The moment the alarm was given that danger 

was apprehended, a stake of wood, the one end dip 
ped in blood, (the blood of any animal,) and the 
other burnt, as an emblem of fire and sword, was 
put into the hands of the person nearest to where the 
alarm was given, who immediately ran with all, 
speed, and gave it to his nearest neighbour, whether 
man or woman ; that person ran to the next Tillage 
or cottage, (for measures had previously been so 
concerted, that every one knew his route), and so 
on, till they went through the whole country; 
upon which every man instantly laid hold of his 
arms, &c. and repaired to Car-na-cuimhne, where 
they met their leaders also in arms, and ready to give 
the necessary orders. The stake of wood was 
named Croishtarich." P. Crathy and Braemar, A- 
berd. Statist. Ace. xiv. 352.

Shaw writes Croistara^ perhaps from crois, a 
cross, and tar a a multitude. 
CROK, s. A dwarf, Ang. droich, synon.

Su.G. kraek, reptile, et per metaphoram animal
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quod vis exiguum, Ihre. But it seems to hare a 
nearer affinity to Isl. kracke, kroge, foetulus, tener 
puellus Tel pulhis ; G. Andr. p. 151.
CROK, s. An old ewe, one that has given over 

bearing, pi. crokkis, crokkys^ S. 
Crokkis are thus defined, Gl. Compl. 
44 Sheep which are two old for breeders, and which 

are separated from the flock to be fattened about 
the time that their teeth begin to fail: hence the adj. 
crokkan, applied to a sheep at this period." 

Sum, that war ryatus as rammis, 
Ar now maid tame lyk ony lammls, 
And settin doun lyk sarye crokkis.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 99.
To CROK, v. n. " To suffer decay from age."

Sibb.
He conjectures that this v. may be formed from 

the last s., or from Teut. krok-en, curvare.
CRONACH. V. CORANICH.
CRONACHIN,/»arf.pr. Gossiping in a tattling

sort of way, S. B.
This word seems allied to E. crony, an old ac 

quaintance ; generally used in S. to denote one who 
is somewhat in the gossiping stile; or corr. from 
Coranich, q. v. 
CRQNDE, s.

The cronde, and the monycordes, the gythornis 
gay. Houlate, iii. 10.

This seems to be croude in MS.; C. B. crwth, 
Gael, cruit.

Crowd is used In E. forjiddle. But they are dif 
ferent instruments.

44 Cruit is the name of a stringed instrument used 
of old in Scotland and Ireland, which was the same 
with the Welch crwdd or crwth. For a long time 
past it has been confined to North Wales.—The 
Rev. Mr Evans gives the following account of it. 
Ex sex chordis felinis constat, nee eodem modo quo 
violinum modulatur, quamvis a figura haud multum 
abludat." Report Comm. Highland Soc. App. p. 
268.
To CRONE, v. n. To use many words in a

wheedling sort of way, Buchan; synon. Phrase. 
CRONY, s. A potatoe, Dumfr. It seems to be

a cant term. Hence crony-hilly a potatoe-field. 
To CROOK, v. n. To halt in walking, to go

lame, S.
44 We halt and crook, erer since we fell." Ruther 

ford's Lett. P. I. ep. 61.
44 It is ill crooking before cripples;" Ramsay's 

S. Prov. p. 45.
Sw. krok-ia, id. 

CROOK, s. A halt, S.
" If ye mind to walk to heaven, without a cramp 

or a crook, I fear ye must go your alone." Ruther 
ford's Lett. P. II. ep. 2. V. CRICKIS.
CROOKSADDLE, s. A saddle for supporting

panniers, S. B.
44 Creels and crook-saddles are entirely in disuse." 

P. Alford, Aberd. Statist. Ace. xv. 462.
44 Horse-loads are for the most part carried in 

small creels, one on each side of the horse, and
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fixed by a rope to the crook-saddle-." P. Stor- 
noway, Lewis, Statist. Ace. xix. 248.

u Cadgers are ay cracking of crooksaddles f* Fer. 
guson's S. Prov. p. 9.

It is probably denominated from its curved form; 
as Su.G. kief signifies panniers, and klefsaddel, a 
packsaddle, from klyfwa, to cleave. 
CROONER, CROWNER, s. According to some, 

the Grey Gurnard, a fish, S. Loth. Trigla 
gurnardus, Linn. It receives this name from 
the cruning or croyning noise it makes after be 
ing taken. It is also vulgarly called the Captain. 
u It is no sooner landed on board, than it be 

gins to utter a croaking, plaintive noise, something 
like that of an angry person." Barry's Orkn. p. 
287.

But, from its character, it appears rather to be the 
Trigla Lyra. It indeed seems to be called Lyra, 
and also the Piper £., for the same reason that with 
us it is denominated the Cruner. V. Penn. p. 234. 

Lyra, quibusdam the Crowner, aliis ex nostrati- 
bns the Sea-Hen: quae appellatio quoque (Sea- 
Hen) Germanis communis est, referente Turnero. 
Scot. p. 24. More properly, Crooner ', Fife, p. 
127. V. CROYN. 
To CROPE. V. CROUP.
CROOT, s. A puny, feeble child j A weary 

croot^ Loth.
According to Bullet, Arm. crot is a little child, 

petit enfant. More probably, however, this is 
merely a metaph. use of Crote, q. v. 
CROTE, s. The smallest particle.

Gyve evyr I thowcht for to do suaa
I pra God, hyne I newyre ga;
Bot at this ilk pes of bred
Here at yhoure bord be now my dede,
And of it nevyr a crote,
Quhill I be wyrryd, owre-pas my throt.

Wyntown, vii. 4. 83.
Sw. krut, powder; also, gunpowder; Dan. krud, 

id. Belg. bus-kruydt, gunpowder. 
CROUCHIE, s. One that is hunch-backed, S. 

He swoor 'twas hilchin Jean M'Craw, 
Or crouchie Merran Humphie.

Burns, iii. 134.
Su.G. krok, Belg» krook, Fr. croc, C. B. erwcca, 

curvus, incurvus; Su.G. krok-ryggot, cujus dorsum 
incurvum est; krok-a, curvare. 
To CROUD, CROWDS, v. n. 1. To coo as a 

dove.
The kowschot croudis and pykkis on the ryse. 

Doug. Virgil^ 403. 22. Crowde, Ibid. 404. 29. 
The cushet crouds, the corbie crys.

Cherrie and Slae, st. 2.
2. « We use it S. for the noise of frogs," Rudd* 

Gl. Addend.
3. Metaph. to groan, to complain.

a They are a groning generation, turtles crouding 
with sighes and grones which their tongues cannot 
expresse." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 299.

V. Crout, which is evidently the same word, 
C. B. gridhuan, gemere; Belg. kryt.en, to cry;
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Germ, kreide, mourning, whence kreiss-en, plan- 
gere. Dicitur tan turn de gemitu ; Wachter. 
CROUDE, s. An instrument of music formerly

used in S. V. CRONDE. 
CROVE, s. A cottage. V. CRUFE. 
To CROUP, CROPE, CRUPE, CROWP, ** n. 1.

To croak, to cry with a hoarse voice j a term
applied to crows.
" The ropeen of the rauynis gart the eras i. e. 

(crows) crope; the huddit crauis cryit varrok, var- 
rok." Compl. S. p. 60.

Crupand craw, I sail gar crop thy tung.
Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 68. st. 19.

——In time of Spring the water is warme, 
And crowping frogs like fishes there doth swarme. 

Hudson's Judith^ p. 31.
2. To speak hoarsely, as one does under the ef 

fects of a cold, S.
This has been traced to MoesG. hrop-jan, cla- 

mare; Isl. hrop-a, id. vehementer clamo \ G. Andr. 
CROWPING, s. The hoarse sound made by cranes»

—Trumpettis blast rasyt within the toun
Sic manere brute, as thocht men hard the soun
Of crannis crowping fleing in the are.

Doug. Virgil, 324. 32.
CROUP, s. A fatal disease affecting the throat of 

a child, in consequence of which it breathes 
with a kind of croaking noise, S.; Cynancbe 
tracheali*.
" It is known by various names in different parts 

of Britain. On the East coast of Scotland it is call, 
ed the croup. On the West they call it the chock or 
stuffing. In some parts of England, where I have 
observed it, the good .women call it the rising of the 
lights." Buchan's Domestic Med. p. 615. Jt is 
also called the closing. P. Loud on, Ayrs. Statist. 
Ace. iii. 107.

But whatever name may be given in some particu. 
lar places, that of croup is generally known through 
S. It seems to originate from the noise made in 
breathing. V. the v.
CROUP, J. " A berry; Craw-croops, crow-ber 

ries ; A. S. crop, uva," GL Sibb. V. CRAW- 
CROOPS.

CROUS, CROUSE, aJfj. Brisk, lively, bold, ap 
parently brave, S.

Ane spak wi wourdis wonder crous, 
" A done with ane mischance!"

Peblis to the Play, st. 10. 
A done, i. e. Have done.

He's sae crous that he wou'd try 
To be brave Ajax' maik.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 3. 
cc A cock is crouse on his ain midding;" S. Prov. 

Ferguson, p. 2.
Mr Pink, views this as a contr. of courageous; 

Select Scot. Ball. ii. Gl.
Sibb. derives it from Fr. courrouce, angry, fum 

ing, chafed. But the sense does not correspond, 
Belg. kroes, Germ, kraus, Su.G. krus, krusig, all 
signify crisp, curled, frizzled. This may be the ori 
gin, as our term conveys the idea of a person ass urn.
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ing a great deal of self-importance. The primary 
allusion, indeed, seems to be to a cock, who is said 
to be crouse, when he bristles up his feathers, so as 
to make thenvftppear as if curled. Dan. krus-a, a. 
dorno, cincinnum paro; G. Andjr* p. 155. 
CROUSENESS, s. Appearance of self-importance, 

or of courage, S.
Ajax for a' his crouseness now, 
Cud na get out his sword.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 24. 
CROUS^LY, adv. With confidence; often as also 

implying some degree of petulance, S.
——How crously does he stand! 

His taes turn'd out, on his left haunch his hand. 
Ramsay's Poems, i. 354.

To GROUT, v. n. 1. To make a croaking, mur 
muring, or rumbling noise, S. pronounced 
croot.

And O, as he rattled and roar'd, 
And graen'd, and mutter'd, and crouted, 

And Bessie to tak awa shor'd.
Jamiesorfs Popular Ball. i. 298. 

Expl. " made a noise like the roaring of cattle 
when they threaten each other; Gl. But it never, 
as far as I know, denotes a roaring noise. If ap. 
plied to cattle, it might be as synon. with croyn, 
crune. "

The belly is said to croot, when there is a noise 
in the intestines in consequence of flatulence.

The Germans have at least a synon. phrase; Der 
bauch gurret, the belly rumbles. 
2. To coo, as a dove; also, to emit that sound 

which is made by an infant in its throat, 
when well pleased, S.
u The dou croutit hyr sad sang that soundit lyik 

sorrou." Compl. S. p. 60. V. CROUD. 
CROWDIE, s. l. Meal and water in a cold 

state, stirred together, so as to form a thick 
gruel, S.

There will be drammock, and crow die.
Ritson'sS. Poems, i. 211.

Crowdy-mowdy is sometimes used in the same sense. 
With crowdy mowdy they fed me.

Ibid. p. 182.
2. It is frequently used as a designation for food 

of the porridge kind in general.
Grind the gradden, grind it: 

We'll a' get crowdie whan it's done, 
And bannocks steeve to bind it.

Jamiesorfs Popular Ball. ii. 355. 
u Keep your breath to cool your crowdie;" Ram. 

say's S. Prov. p. 47.
This word is very ancient, and claims affinity with 

a variety of similar terms in other languages. Su.G. 
grot5 IsL graut-ur, pulse made of meal and water, 
edulii genus ex aqua et farina confectum. A. S. 
grut,gryt, Belg.grutte, Germ.gruss, meal, E. grout, 
coarse meal; S. groats, oats that have the husk taken 
off, and are partially ground. Shctl. grutte, id. 
Fr. gruotte, griotte, meal. Hence, 
CROWDIE-TIME, s. Time of taking breakfast; 

crowdie being here used, as above, rather in 
a ludicrous sense, for porridge, S.
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Then I gaed hame at crowdie-time,

An' soon I made me ready. 
To GROWL, v. n. To qrawl, S:

Ha! whare ye gaun, ye crpwlin ferlie, 
Your impudence protects yqu sairly,

To a Louse,' Burns, iii. 228. 
Belg. krioel-en, id.

CROWNELL, s. A small crown, a coronet* 
Her crownell picht with mony preqius stane 
Infirit all of birnand flawis schane.

Doug. Virgil, 207. 16. 
L. B. coronula, parva corona; Du Cange.

CROWNER, CROWNARE, CROUNAL, s. i. An 
officer, to whom it belonged to attach all per- 
sons, against whom there was any accusation in 
matters pertaining to the crown. There seems to 
have been one for each county, and in many in 
stances for each district. The office was mate 
rially the same with that of Coroner in E.
" AU attachments perteines to the Croqorter, quhere 

the accuser makes mention, in his accusation, of the 
breaking of the King's peace. Otherwaies, gif he 
makes na mention thereof, the attachment perteines 
to the shiref." Lawes Male. II. c. 16. 

Til Elandonan his Crownare past, 
For til arest mysdoaris thare.

Wyntown, viii. 24, 120.
2. He who had the charge of the troops raised in 

one county.
u When all were ordained to send out the fourth 

man, we (in the sheriffdom of Ayr) sent out 1200 
foot and horsemen, under Lord London's conduct 
as crowner.—Renfrew had chosen Montgomery their 
crowner." Baillie's Lett. i. 164.

u Our crowners lay in canvas lodges, high and 
wide; their captains about them in lesser ones; the 
soldiers about all in huts of timber, covered with 
divot or straw. Our crowners for the most part 
were noblemen." Ibid, i. 175.

Here it is used, although improperly, in the same 
sense with colonel, Hisp. Belg. coronel, S., pron. 
cornel.

Crounal seems to have the same signification. 
Sen for loun Willox to be your crounal strang, 
Quhais heid and schoulders ar of beuk aneuch, 
That was in Scotland vyreenin you amang, 
Quhen as he drave, and Knox held steve the 

pleuch.
Nicol Burne, Chron. S. P.Jii. 455.

CROWNARSHIP, s. The office of a crov<i*er.
The first certain proof of the existence of this of 

fice occurs in the reign of David II.
" Carta to Allan Erskine, of the office of the 

Crownarship of Fyfe and Fothryf." Robertson's 
Index, p. 50. 4.

This is sometimes expressed by the L. B. term.
" Carta to Ade Coussor, of the office Cronarie, 

in vicecom. de Berwick." Ibid. p. 30. 4.
Although in most instances, as would seem, the 

coronership included a county, it was occasionally 
confined within very narrow limits.

u Carta to Gilbert Carrick, ane liferent of the
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office of Coronership betwixt the waters of Air and 
Done." Ibid. p. 41. NO. 4<2.

This is evidently an error for Done, or Doune, the 
Doon celebrated by Burns. 
CROWNER, s. The name of a fish. V.

CROONER. 
CROW-PURSE, s. The ovarium of a skate,

Orkn. 
CRUB AN, s. A disease of cows, S. B.

44 The cruban prevails about the end of summer, 
and during harvest, and is produced by hard grass, 
scarcity of pasture, and severe sucking of the calves. 
The cows become poor, exhausted, and scarcely able 
to move, while their hinder legs are contracted to 
wards their fore feet, as if they were drawn by cords. 
The only remedy is to give them ease, soft pasture, 
and prevent them from being so much exhausted by 
suckling the calves." Prize Essays, Highl. Soc. S. 
ii. 209. 
CRUBAN, s. A sort of pannier made of wood

for fixing on a horse's back, Caithn.
44 The tenants carry home their peats, and some 

lead their corn, in what they call crubans." P. 
Wick, Statist. Ace. x. 23. 
CRUDS, s.pl. Curds, S. cruuds, Buchan.

He—roos'd my cruds, and said, to eek my praise,
He ne'er had feasted better a' his days.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 142. 
CRUDY BUTTER, u a kind of cheese, only

made by the Scots, whose curds being generally
of a poorer quality than the English, they mix
with butter to enrich it." Sir J, Sinclair's
Observ., p. 154. 

CRUE-HERRING, s. Apparently the Shad or
Mother of Herrings, Clupea Alosa, Linn. V.
Penn. p. 296.
Alosa minor a Crue-Herring. Sibb. Scot. p. 23.
Are they thus named, because so large that they are 

«ometimes detained in cruves $
CRUELL, adj. 1. Keen in battle.

Perseys war trew, and ay of full gret waill, 
Sobyr in pess, and cruell in battaill.

Wallace, iii. 308. MS.
2. Resolute, undaunted.

Off manhetd thai in hartis cruell was; 
Thai thocht to wyn, or neuir thine to pass. 

Ibid. Jl 566* MS.
3. Terrible.

The awful ost, with Eduuard off Ingland, 
To Beggar come, with sexte thousand men, 
In wer wedis that cruell war to ken.

Wallace, vi. 341. MS.
4. Acute. 44 Cruel pain," acute pain, S.
CRUELS, s. The king's evil, scrophula, S.

Fr. ecrouelles, id.
44 Not long after, his right hand and right knee 

broke out in a running sore, called the cruels.—Not 
many days after he died in great terror, and used to 
cry out, This is the hand I lift up to take the Test, 
and this is the knee I bowed." Wodrow, ii. 445.
CRUFE, CRUIFE, CROVE, /, l. A hovel, a mean 

hut, S. cru, S. B.
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———The pure husband hes nocht 

Bot cote and crufe, upone a clout of land. 
Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 120. str 17.

———I that very day 
Frae Roger's father took my little crove.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 186. 
2. A stye.

" Creffera, or hara porcorum, ane cruife, or an* 
swiries cruif,—quliilk in sum auld buikes is called ane 
stye*" Skene, Verb. Sign.

Isl. kroo, Su.G krog, Teut. kroegh, all signify a 
tavern or alehouse. But it seems more nearly allied 
to Isl. hroo, hroof, structura vilis,—qualis navigio- 
rum statiuncula; G. Andr. Perhaps we may view as 
cognate terms, A. S. cruft, Teut. krofte, krufte, 
a vault or hollow place under ground, a cave; as 
Corn, krou signifies a hut, a sty ; Jr. cro, id.
CRUISKEN of whisky, a certain measure of this 

liquor, Ang.
Dan. kruus, a cup, a goblet to drink out of, a 

mug. This word, however, has probably been im 
ported from the Highlands y as Ir. cruisgin signifies 
a small pot or pitcher.
CRUKE, s. A circle. At the monys cruke, at 

full moon.
It semys ane man war manglit, theron list luke^ 
Like drernes or dotage in the monys cruke.

Doug. Virgil, Pro/. 158. 29. 
" He uses the word cruke, or crook, for circle, 

when the moon's orb is round and full. Thus we 
say, S. He has a thing in the crook of his neiff, 
when his hand goes round and encompasses it, that 
it is scarce seen." Rudd.

The term would seem more properly to apply to 
the moon when in the form of a crescent; from 
Teut. krok-en curvare.

Among the articles necessary to the purposes of 
incantation, mention is made of the

— Taill and mayn of a baxter aver, 
Had careit hame heather to the oyne, 
Cutted off in the cruik of the moone. 

Legend Bp. St. Androis, Poems 16th Cent. p. 318. 
The waning of this luminary seems to correspond 

best to magical operations.
CRUKIS, CROOKS, *.pl. The windings of a 

river, S.
The Persye said, Forsuth he is nocht ded; 
The cruHs off Forth he knawis wondyr weyil; 
He is on lyff, that sail our natioune feill: 
Quhen he is strest, than can he swym at will, 
Gret strenth he has, bath wyt and grace thare»

till. Wallace, v. 513. MS. 
The noble Neidpath Peebles overlooks, 
With its fair bridge and Tweed's meandring

crooks ;
Upon a rock it proud and stately stands, 
And to the fields about gives forth commands»

Pennecuik*s Tweeddale, p. 30. 
Isl. krok-r, angulus ; deflexio itineris; G. Andr. 

p. 153. Su.G. krok ; krok-a, curvare.
The use of this word renders it probable that 

links, the term which denotes the land included in 
Oo
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the crukis, contains an allusion to the links of a
chain.
To CRULGE, v. a. To contract, to draw to 

gether, S. Thus a hunchbacked person, or 
one who is rickety, is said to be aw crulged the- 
gitber. 

It is also used in a neut. sense, as signifying, to
draw the body together.

—— Help the sakeless saul, 
Wha, tho' his pulse beats brisk and haul', 
Is forc'd to bide the frost and caul' 

Whan he lies down, 
And, crulgiri*, lay himseP twa-faul', 

And hap his crown.
Shirrefs' Poems, p. 358.

Teut. kroil-en, krull-en, intorquere, sinuare, Hec- 
tcre. Isl. krull-a, confundere. It seems radically 
the same with Croil9 q. Y.
CRULGE, s. A confused coalition, or conjunc 

tion of different objects. Sometimes it includes 
the idea of collision, S. 

Isl. krull, confusio.
CRUMMIE, CRUMMOCK, s. A name for a cow; 

properly, if I mistake not, one that has crook 
ed horns, S.

My crummie is an useful cow, 
And she is Come of a good kine.

Auld Cloak, Tea Table MiscelL 
They tell me ye was in the other day, 
And sauld your crummock, and her bassand quey.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 87.
Isl. krumme, Su.G. Dan. krum, A. S. crumb, 

Belg. krom, Franc. Germ, krumm, C. B. crwmm, 
achrwm, Gael, crom, crooked. Isl. krumma is e- 
quivalent to S. goupen and goupenfow. 1. Palma 
extensa et camura. 2. Quantum manu capi potest; 
G. Andr. p. 153.
CRUMMOCK, CRUMMIE-STICK, s. A staff with a 

crooked head, for leaning on, S.
But withered beldams, auld and droll,— 
Low ping and flinging on a crummock, 
I wonder didna turn thy stomach.

Burns, iii. 333. 
CRUMMOCK, s. Skirret, a plant, S. Siuni

sisarum, Linn.
" Cabbage, turnip, carrot, parsnip, skirret, or 

crummocks, &c. grow to as great a bigness here as 
any where." Wallace's Orkney, p. 35. It is also 
mentioned by Brand, p. 24.

Gael, crumag, a skirret, Shaw; perhaps denomi 
nated from its being somewhat crooked in form. 
To CRUMP, <u. a. To make a crashing noise 

in eating any thing that is hard and brittle, S. 
Tib's teeth the sugar plums did crump.

Morison's Poems, p. 19.
CRUMP, CRUMPIE, adj. Crisp, brittle; applied 

to bread that is baked dry, E. crimp.
— Paris bak'd wi' butter

Fu' crump that day.
Burns, iii. 31«

Auld auntie, now three score an' sax, 
Quick mumbled them sae crumpie.

Rev. J. NicoPs Poems, i. 28.

CUD
Johnson derives the E. word from crumble or 

crimble. Perhaps it is rather allied ,to Teut. krenip- 
en, to contract; as bread of this kind, by a similar 
metaph., is said to be short. 
ToCRUNE. V.CROYN. 
To CRUNKLE, v. a. l. To cress, to rumple, 

S. A. Bor. part. pa. crinkel'd, E. crenctiff, 
Chaucer. Sw. skrynkla^ id. 

2. Shrivelled, contracted, S*
Teut. kronckel-en, Belg. krinkel-en, to curl, to 

wrinkle; ge-kronkeld, full of windings, bent; Su.G. 
skrynkla, to wrinkle. 
CRUNKLE, s. A cress, a wrinkle, S. 
CRUNT, V. A blow on the head with a cud- 

gel, S.
An* mony a fallow got his licks, 

WP hearty crunt.
Burns, iii. 255, 

CRUPAND. V. CROUP, v. 
CRUVE, CRUIVE. s. A box or inclosure, made 

with spars, like a hen-crib, generally plated 
in a dam or dike that runs across a river, for 
the purpose of confining the fish that enter into 
it, S.

66 Item, that al cruuis & yairis set in fresche wat 
te rs, quhair the sey fillis and ebbis, the quhilk de- 
stroyis the fry of all fischeis, be destroyit and put 
away for euer mair." Acts Ja. I. 1424. c. 13. 
Edit. 1561.

S«.G. krubba, praesepe. For there is no good 
reason to doubt that it is originally the same word 
with E. crib.
CRUTLACHIN,/^./>r. Conversing in a silly 

tattling way, S. B.; perhaps a dimin. from the 
v. Grout) q. v.

CUCHIL, CUTHIL, s. " A forest, grove, spe 
cial place of residence," Rudd,

Ane thik aik wod, and skuggy fyrris stout 
Belappit al the said cuchil about.

Doug. Virgil, 264. 37. Nemus, Virg. 
There grew ane fir wed, the quhilke into

daynte
Full niony yeris held I, as is knaw; 
This was my cuthil and my hall on it schaw.

Ibid. 277. 4.
Rudd. derives it from Fr. couche, lectus, sedes. 

But cuthil seems to be the reading in both MSS.; allied 
to C. B. coedawl, belonging to a forest, coedlwyn, a 
place planted with trees; koed, koeduig, Corn, kuit, 
Arm. koat, a wood.
CUCK-STULE, CUKSTULE. V. COCK-STULE. 
CUD, s. A strong staff, S. cudgel, E.

Teut. kodde, kudse, a club; clava, Kilian. 
To CUD, v. a. To cudgel, S. 
CUDDY-RUNG, x. A cudgel.

That cuddy rung the Drumfres fuil 
May him restrane againe this Yuil.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 108. 
CUDBEAR, s, ,The Lichen omphalodes, Dark

purple Dyer's Lichen; used as a dye-stuff, S.
" This is a manufacture for making a dye-stuff,

now becoming an useful article, and employed chiefly
in the woollen and silk manufactures of Britain, and
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is made from an excrescence that grows upon rocks 
and stones, a species of the liechen or rock-moss, 
which, with certain chemical preparations, makes a 
dye-stuff called cudbear. It was known and used 
as a dye-stuff in the Highlands of Scotland by the 
name of corkes or crottel, some hundred years ago." 
Barony P. Glasgow, Statist. Ace. xii. 113. 
CUDDIE, s. An ass, Loth.; most probably a

cant term. 
CUDDIE, CUTH, s. The cole-fish.

" The fish which frequent the coast are herrings, 
ling, cod, skate, mackerel, haddocks, flounders, sye 
and cuddies." P. Durinish, £ky, Statist. Ace. 
IT. 131. V. CUTH.

The Cuddle is elsewhere mentioned as the same 
with the saith. V. SEATH. Here, the sye, as distin- 

, guished from it, may denote the pollack or sythe, 
the Norw. name of which is scg; Pennant's Zool. 
iii. 154. first edit. 
CUDDING, s. The name for char, Ayrs.

" In both loch and river [Doon] there are sal 
mon, red and white trouts, and cuddings, or charr." 
P. Straiton, Ayrs. Statist. Ace. iii. 589. 
To CUDDLE, CUDLE, ^. n. To embrace, ge 

nerally with the prep, in affixed, S. 
I wat na how it came to pass, 

She cuddled in wP Jonnie, 
And tumbling wi' him on the grass, 

Dang a' her cockernonny 
A jee that day.

Ramsay's Poems y i. 273*
It is often applied to a child nestling in its nurse's 

bosom ; Cumb. codde/, id.
Cuddle is used by Prior, but merely as signifying 

to lie close, to squat.
She cuddles low behind the brake. 

Johnson views it as cra low word—without ety 
mology." But it may be from Teut. kudd-en coire, 
convenire; or C. B. cuddigl, cubiculum, from cud- 
dio, abscondere, celare. 
CUDDLIE, s. A whispering, or secret mutter-

ing among a number of people, S. B. 
Perhaps allied to Belg. kout-en, to talk, to dis 

course ; or a dim in. from Isl. kued-a, id. 
To CUDDUMt, CUDDEM, v. a. l. " To cuddum 

a beast,'* to make it tame and tractable. Cud- 
dumin siller, is money given to a shepherd, that 
he may be attentive to a beast newly joined to 
the herd or drove, S. B.

2. To bring into domestic habits; applied to per 
sons, S.

Well, aunt, ye please me now, well mat ye
thrive! 

Gin ye her cuddum^ I'll be right bely ve.
Ross's Helenore, p. 40. 

—— Alas ! she'll be my dead, 
Unless ye caddem and advise the lass, 
Wha has to me a heart as hard as brass.

Morisotfs Poems , p. 121.
Teut. kudde signifies a flock, and kudd-eny to go 

or flock together, But it seems to be rather from 
Fr, accoutum-er, to accustom. 
CUDDUM, adj. Tame, usually applied to a beast, 

S. B. Fr. accoutume. V. the v>

C U I
CUDE, CUDIE, s. (pron. as Gr. »). A small

tub, Ang. V. GOODIE.
CUDE, CODE, s. A chrysom, or face-cloth for 

a child at baptism, according to the Romish 
form.

" The Earl of Eglington carried the salt, the Lord 
temple the cude, and the Lord Ross the bason and 
ewer." Spotswood, p. 197.

I pray God, and the holy rude, 
Sen he had smord in till his cudey 
And all his kyn.

Pink. S. P. R. ii. p. 176.
— You was cristened, and cresomed, with candle 

and code,
Folowed in fontestone, on frely beforne.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 18.
Abp. Hamiltonn describes this as if it were a co 

vering for the body.
" Last of all the barne that is baptizit, is cled 

with ane quhite lynning claith callit ane cude, quhilk 
betakins that he is clene weschm fra al his synnis, 
that he is brocht to the libertie of the Haly Spreit, 
that he suld lyue ane innocent lyfe all the dais of his 
Jyfe, aye quhil he cum to the iugement seit of our 
saluiour." Catechisme, Fol. 132.

The word occurs in O. E. " Cude, cude-cloth, a 
clirysom, or face-cloth for a child.—Probably Gude- 
cloth, i. e. God's cloth, or the holy piece of linen, 
used in the dedication of the child to God." Oowel. 
Perhaps rather from C. B. cudd-io y to cover, to 
conceal.
CUDE, GUIDE, adj. Harebrained, appearing as

one deranged^ Border j synon. sheer. 
This word is entirely different, both in sense and 

pronunciation, from cow'd, suppressed; and may be 
allied to Isl. kuid-a to fear evil, quide, fear, quidin, 
timid, fearful; meticulosus, G. Andr. It may have 
originally denoted that temporary derangement which 
is produced by excess of fear. Teut. keye, how 
ever, signifies stultus, insanus, vacillans cerebro; 
also as a $., a disease of the brain ', Kilian. But as 
it is used precisely in the same sense with Skew'd^ 
q. v., it may have been originally the same word, 
the s being thrown away; this letter being very am. 
bulatory, in the beginning of words, in different Goth, 
dialects.
CUDEIGH, s. A gift, a bribe; a premium for 

the use of money, Loth.; a gift conferred clan 
destinely, S. Sibbr derives it from Gael. 
cuidj a share or part. Cuidaigh-am signifies to

• help, to assist, Shaw.
But sickerly I took good tent,

That double pawns, 
With a cudetgh, and ten per cent, 

Lay in my hands.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 308. 

CUFE, s. A simpleton, S. V. GOOF. 
CUFF of tie neck, the fleshy part of the neck be 

hind, S.; perhaps from Fr. cou, the neck. 
To CUINY1E, v. a. To coin, to strike money. 

u That the cuinyeouris vnder the pane of deid, 
nouther cuinyie Demy, nor vther that is cryit till 
haue cours in the land, nor yit vi. d. grotisu" 
Acts Ja. II. 1456. c. 64. Edit. 1566. 
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Fr, coign-er, id. L. B. cun-ire, cuneo notare^ ty. 

po signare; Du Cange. 
CUINYIE, s. 1. Coin, money, S. B.

" That thair be ane trew substantious man,— 
quhilk sail forge money, and cuinye to serue the 
kingis liegis." Acts Ja. IV. 1489. c. 34. Edit. 1566. 

The law he made, lat him be paid 
Back just in his ain cuinyie.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 8. 
2. The mint.

" As for the siluer wark of this realme, quhilk is 
brocht to the cuinyie, that is not sa fyne, the said 
cuinyeour sail gif and deliuer thairfoir the verray 
auale to the awnar of the said siluer." Acts Ja. IV. 
1480. c. 34. Edit. 1566. 
CUINYIE-HOUSE, j. The mint.

u The valoure of money, sauld in the cuinyie- 
house, suld be modified be Goldsmithes." Skene, 
Index to Acts of Parliament. 
CUINYIOURE, s. The master of the mint. V.

CUINYIE, v.
CUIRIE, s. Stable, mews.

" The King of France caused his Mr Stabler to 
pass to his cuirie, where his great horse were, and 
waled a dozen of the best of them, with all things re- 
quisite to them, and present them to the King of 
Scotland." Pitscottie, p. 159.

Fr. escurie, id. It is also written QUIRIE, q. v. ,
CUISSER, CUSSER, s. A stallion, S. 

Without the cuissers prance and nicker, 
An' o'er the lee-rig scud.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 28. V. CURSOUR. 
CUIST, s. A term allied to Custroun% q. v. 

And we mell, thou shalt yell, little custroun cutst* 
Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 2. 

CUITCHOURIS, s.pl. « Gamesters, gamblers; 
also smugglers, those who lie in wait to carry- 
on some secret trade. Fr. coucheur; or per- 
haps from Teut. kute, talus, a cubical cone 
used as a die." Gl. Sibb. V. COUCHER. 

CULDEES, CULDEY, a sort of monkish 
preachers, who formerly resided in Scotland 
and Ireland, were greatly celebrated for their 
piety, and chose some of their own society as 
their overseers. The latter were designed by 
early writers, without distinction of place or 
rank, Scotorum episcopi.
66 These Cu/dees, and overseers of others, had no 

other emulation but of well doing, nor striving, but 
to advance true piety and godly learning." D. 
Buchanan's Pref. to Knox's Hist. C. i. b.

u In this tyme the Scottis began to be rycht 
profound in theologie and haly writ, be doctryne 
of certane monkis, quhilkis wer callit in thay dayis 
Culdey, that is to say, the honoraris of God. For 
than al priestis that honorit God war callit culdeL 
Thir priestis be general vocis chesit ane bischop to 
have auctorite and jurisdiction aboue thaym." Bel- 
lend. Cron. B. vi. c. 5.

According to Boece and Buchanan, they were 
called Culdei, q. cultores Dei, or worshippers of 
God; from Lat. co/o and Dens. Spots wood thinks

CUM
that they were named from the cells in which they 
lived ; Hist. p. 4.

Others have embraced still more far-fetched ety 
mons. Nicolson says that Culdee signifies a black 
monk, as being meant to denote the colour of the 
cowl, Jr. culla; Pref. to Irish Hist. Library* 
Some have supposed that this word was borrowed 
from the Greeks, in the same way as the names 
bishop, presbyter, deacon, and monk, have come to 
us from them ; for their monks confined to cells are 
called KsAAfiotr**. V. Goodall, Introd. ad Scotichron. 
p. 68.

The origin assigned by Obrien is certainly prefer 
able to any of these. In Ir. it is Ceile»De, from 
ceile, a servant, and De, God. Goodall adopts this 
etymon ; observing that, in more ancient MSS., the 
word is not written Culdei, but Keledei, and that 
the more learned in our ancient language affirm, 
that the word is compounded of keile a servant, and 
Dm, God,

Dr Smith gives the same etymon. " The word 
Kelidei is, in fact, merely the Latinized Gaelic 
phrase Gille De, which signifies Famuli Dei, or 
" Servants of God." Life St. Columba, p. 162,

Toland, however, contends th&tKeledei is " from 
the original Irish or Scottish word Ceile-de, signify, 
ing, separated or espoused to God." Nazarenus, 
Ace. of an Irish MS. p. 51.

" It has also been said, that Gael, cuil and ceal, 
signifying a sequestered corner, cave, &c., those 
who retired to such a place Were called Cmldeach, 
plur. Cuildich; which they who spoke or wrote La. 
tin, turned into Guldens and Culdei, altering only 
the termination." P. Blair-Atholl, Statist. Ace. ii. 
461. 462.

" Culdee is a Gaelic word, signifying a monk or 
hermit, or any sequestered person. Cuildeach is 
common to this day, and given to persons not fond 
of society. The word Js derived from Cull, a re- 
tired corner." P. Kilfinichen Argyles. Statist. 
Ace. xiv. 200. N. 
To CULYE, CULTIE, (erroneously printed CUL-

ZE,) v. a. 1. To coax, to cajole, to flatter,
to entice, S. To culye in with one, to at*
tempt to gain one's affection, by wheedling, to
curry favour, S.

Now him withhaldis the Phenitiane Dido, 
And culyeis him with slekit wordis sle.

Doug. Virgil, 34. 22.
2. To soothe.

—Sche hir lang round nek bane bowand ralth, 
To gif them «ouck, can thaym cutye bayth, 
Semand sche suld thare bodyis by and by 
Lik with hir toung, and clenge ful tendirly.

Ibid. 266. 3. Mulcebat, Virg. 
It is also used to denote the ceremonies reckoned 

necessary to give peace to the manes of the dead. 
The purpour flouris I sail skattir and pull, 
That I may straw with sic rewardis at leist 
My neuoes saule to culye and to feist.

Ibid. 197. 54. •>
3. To cherish, to fondle.

This say and 9 scho the biog ascendis on ane, 
And gan embrace half dede hir sl&ef 'germane,



CUL
Culyeandin hir bosum, and murnand ay.

Ibid. 124. 19. Fovebat, Virg.
4. To gain, to draw forth.

" Our narrow counting culyies no kindness."—
5. Pror. u When people deal in rigour with us, 
we think ourselves but little obliged to them." Kel 
ly, p. 273. 
5. To train to the chace.

The cur or mastis he haldis at smale auale, 
And culyeis spanyeartis, to chace partrik or 

quale. Doug. Virgil, 272. !• 
Rudd. yiews this as a probably from Fr. cuei/fir, 

to gather, pick or choose out." Sibb. renders it, 
" to cully, to impose upon, to gull." But this 
throws no light either on the signification or origin. 

Did we derive it from Fr., the most natural origin 
would be colter, to embrace, la faire tenir SL une 
autre avec de la colle, Diet. Trev.; whence E. coll, 
v. to clip and coll ; from Lat. coil-urn, the neck. 
Collees is rendered, flatteries affectees, ou tromperies 
affectees ; Gl. Rom. de la Rose. But it is probably 
allied to Su.G. kel-a, blandiri, which Ihre traces to 
Gr> gnat*, blandior ; kel-a, to cocker, to fondle; 
kela med en, to make much of one, Wideg. Ihre, 
vo. Kalsa, sermocinari, mentions Sc. culze as a cog 
nate word. But, from the absurd orthography, he 
has most probably been misled as to the sound. 
Gr. ««*«! is a flatterer ; Gael, callag-am to flatter, 
Shaw. 
CULYEON, s. A poltroon, E. cullion.

But Wallace quickly brought the culyeon back, 
And there gave him the whissle of his plack.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 36. 
CULLIONRY, j. The conduct of a poltroon; from 

E. cullion.
" Argyle's enemies had of a long time burdened 

him, among many slanders, with that of cowardice 
and cullionry." Baillie's Lett. ii. 284. 
CULLAGE, s. « Habit, figure or shape of 

body,5 ' Rudd.
——Men mycht se hym aye 

With birssy body porturit and visage, 
Al rouch of haris, semyng of cullage 
In mannys forme, from the coist to his croun, 
Bot from his bally, and thens fordwart doun, 
The remanent straucht like aiie fyschis tale.

Doug. Virgil, 322. 5.
Lye renders this u apparel, habit," deriving it 

from Ir. cu/aigh, id» But he seems to have been 
misled as to the sense, by the resemblance of the 
word which he adopts as the etymon. For the term 
apparently refers to the characteristic marks of sex. 
Triton, here described, not only displayed the hu 
man form, from his sides upwards, as distinguished 
from a fish; but that of a man, as opposed to the 
figure of a female. The word seems formed from 
Fr. couille ; whence couillage, " a tribute paid in 
times past by Priests for licences to keep wenches;" 
Cotgr. L. B. culag-ium, tributum a subditis matri- 
monio jungendis, Domino exsolvendum : Du Cange. 
CULLOCK, CULLEOCK, ^. A species of shell 

fish, Shetland.
" The shell-fish are spouts, muscles, cockles, cul- 

locks, smurlins, partans, crabs, limpets, and black 
wilks." P. Unst, Statist. Ace. v. 99.

C U M
a The Cu/lock is the Tellina rhomboidcs; and the 

same name seems to be sometimes applied also to the 
Venus Erycina, and Mactra solida." Neill's Tour, 
p. 93.
CULMES, CULMEZ, s. A rural club. 

To mak debate, he held in til his hand 
Ane rural club or culmez in stede of brand. 

Doug. Virgil, 388. 53.
Perhaps allied to Ir.cuaille,* club ; Fr. galimas- 

sue, id.
CULPIT, part. pa.

Thocht ye be culpit al togiddir, 
With silk and sow'lis of siluer fyne; 
Ane dog may cum out of Balquidder^ 
And gar yow leid ane lawer tryne.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 305. 
It certainly should be read cup/it; edit. 1670, 

coupled. Sowlis, (edit. 1670, sooles) swivels. Isl. 
sweifla, volutare.
CULREACH, s. A surety given to a court, in

the case of a person being repledged from it.
V. REPLEDGE.
" Gif he is repledged to his Lords court, he sail 

leaue behinde him (in the court, fra the quhilk he is 
repledged) ane pledge called Culreach, quha sail be 
bound and oblissed, that justice sail be done against 
the defender in his Lords court, to the quhilk tbe 
defender is repledged." Quon. Attach, c. 8. s. 4.

It is erroneously printed Cudreach in Du Cange. 
Sibb. says that 'this is a corr. of A. S. gildan redd, 
arrha. But the A. S. word is gyldan-wedd. Ersking 
gives a more rational etymon., u from the Gaelic 
cul, which signifies back, and rack, cautioner." 
Institute, B. i. Tit. iv. s. 8. He seems to have 
understood the term cul, as signifying that the cri 
minal was repledged, or called back from the court 
before which he was carried on the ground of & 
proper pledge.

The term, however, which signifies a surety ii 
urradh., Gael, cul, another word of the same form^ 
denotes custody, and reachd, a law.
CULROUN, CULROIN, s. " A rascal, a $ill| 

fellow, a fool," Rudd. He makes it equiva 
lent to E. cully or cullion. 
The cageare callis furth his capyl wyth crakkis

wele cant,
Calland the colyeare ane knaif and culroun fu\j 

quere. Doug. Virgil, 238. a, 51. 
For hichtines the culroin dois misken 
His awin maister, as weill as uthir men.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 142. 
It is sometimes used as an adj.

" He said, quhare is yon culroun knaif?" ~ 
It has been derived from Ital. coglione, a fool | 

from u Fr. couille, a lubbarly coward, and the 
common termination roun, y\ &c. But more proba 
bly it is from Belg. kill, testiculus^ coleus (evidently 
from the same origin) and ruyn-en, castrare, eraas- 
culare, whence ruyu, a gelding. Thus, to call.one 
a culroun, was to oiler him the greatest insult ima 
ginable. It does not so properly signify a rascal, as ' 
a mean silly fellow. 
To GUM to9 v. n. 1. To recover* S>

u Thoch I be not in perfyte helthe, yet I find



CUM
myself in very gude in the cummg to." Knox's 
Hist. p. 275.

This is a Gothic idiom. Su.G. komma sig, kom- 
ma sig fore, qui ex graviore morbo ad sanitatem re- 
deunt, Ihre.
2. To make advancement in the knowledge of 

any science, art, or piece of work, S.
3. To rise to a state of honour, to be advanced 

from any station to another that is higher, S. 
" After that Day id was made a king, he that was

keeping sheep before; in truth he came very well
to. Scotch Presb. Eloq. p. 123.
Cvun,part. pa. Come, Loth.

Or art thou cumd of Phocames, 
Or of the monster Odites ?

BureVs Pilg. Wat sorts Coll. ii. 51. 
This provincialism is most probably of long stand 

ing, being at least two centuries old.
CUMERLACH, CUMBERLACH, s. A runaway

bondman.
This term occurs in some old charters; particu 

larly in one granted by David I., and in another by 
William the Lyon.

De Fugitivis qui vocantur Cumberlach. David 
Rex Scottorum, &c. Precipio quatenus cito Cumer- 
lachi reddantur ecclesie Sancte Trinitatis de Dun. 
fermlin, et oranes servt sui quos pater meus et mater 
mea et fratres mei ei dederunt, et Cumerlachi sui a 
tempori Edgari Regis usque nunc cum tota pecunia 
sua ubicunque inveniantur, et prohibeo ne injuste 
retineantur. Ap. Dalyell's Fragments, Append. 
No ii.

De fugitivis qui yocantur Cumerlaches. Praeci- 
pio fir miter ut ubicunque monachi de Dunferm- 
lyn, aut servientes eorum Cumerbas et Cumerlachos 
suos in venire poterint, eos juste habeant. Chartul. 
Dunferml. VoL ii. Fol. 13.

This part of the Chartulary is supposed to hare 
been written not later than 1250 or 1260.

from the first extract, it appears that these were 
bondmen, who had been given to the Monastery of 
Punfermline. Did we look for a Goth, origin, we 
taight conjecture that it had been formed from- cum- 
mar, cummer', E. cumberj and A. S. leas, MoesG. 
/0MJ, &c. q. released from service. Did we view 
it as Gael., it might seem to include the term mear- 
lach, a thief, with a part of the v. cigh-am, to see, 
or some other word, prefixed. Bnt as we have met 
•with no vestige of it any where else, and as it is va 
ried in form in one ef these charters, the etymon 
roust be left as quite uncertain.
CUMLIN, s. Any animal that attaches itself to 

a person or place of its own accord, S. A 
cumlm-cat, one that takes up its residence in a 
house spontaneously.
O. E. komelynge denotes a stranger, a new 

comer.
Ou! he seide, the grete despit, that y se to me here 
That this file (vile) and komelynges casteles leteth

re re
Op on my lond baldeliche, as me for to a fere.

R. Glouc. p. 18. 
Comeling is yet used in £. as a country word,

C U N
denoting one newly come. Baillie derives it from 
Germ, an-home/ing, id;
CUMMAR, s. Vexation; difficulty, entangle 

ment, E. cumber.
" Deliuir vs fra all dangears and perrellis of fyre 

& wattir, of fyirflauchtis and thundir, of hungar 
aud derth., seditioun & battel, of pleyis and cummar^ 
ssiknes and pestilence, &c. Abp. Hainiltoun's 
Catechisme, Fol. 190, b.

Belg. kommer, id.
CUMMER, KIMMER, s. 1. A gossip, a compa 

nion, S.
Till ane Yule evn your wyfes to counsall went, 
Than spak ane Lawers wyfe baith trim and gent,, 
Cummers, (quod scho) it is pietie to se 
Folk in a towne for cald and hounger die. 
It is mair schame in burgh for to se beggers, 
Nor it is scaith in Cramont to want dreggers. 
—Sa thay did skaill, and scho tuke with hir Pryde, 
And on the morne scho cam furth lyk an bryde, 
With hir new gaist as proud as ane peycock, 
And in hir hart scho did her Cummers mok.

Lamentation L. Scot I. F. 6. a. 
" Good your common to kiss your kimmerj* S. 

Prov.; u spoken to them whom we see do service, 
or shew kindness to them, to whom they have 
great obligations." Kelly, p. 116.

C. B. cymmar denotes an equal, a spouse, a com. 
panion ; cymmari, to join, to unite. But our,word 
is perhaps rather from Fr. commere, a she-gossip or 
godmother ; L. B. commater, from con and mater* 
2. A common designation for a young girl; as

corresponding to calland for a boy* Ang. 
CUMMERLYKE, adj. . Like cummers or gossips;

Dunbar.
CUMMOCK, s. « A short staff with a crboked 

head."
To tremble under fortune's cummock9 
On scarce a bellyfu' o' drummock, 
Wi' his proud independent stomach, 

Could ill agree.
Burnsy iii. 216. 

Gael. c0m, camogach, crooked. 
CUMRAYD, fret. v. Encumbered, embarrassed. 

Of Fyfe thare fays thai cwmrayd swa, 
That mony thai gert drownyd be.

Wyntown^ viii. 11. 20.
To CUN, CWN, v. a. l. To learn, to know, 

E. con.
—Iber, Frere Martyne, and Vincens 

Story is to cwn did diligens.
Wyntown^ v. 12. 290. 

Sweyngeouris and skuryvagis, swankys and swa.
nys, 

Geuis na cure to cun craft.——
Doug. Virgil, 238, b. 24. 

2. To taste.
They sail not than a cherrie cun, 
That wald not enterpryse.

Cherrie and Slae, st. 47.
" Dicimns—to cun a cherry or apple, gustare ;** 

Rudd.
This is a Su.G. idiom. Kaenna is used to ex- 

press the exercise of all the senses. This use of jthe
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word, which primarily signifies io ^now, is certain. 
ly very natural. For a great portion of our know- 
ledge, with respect to external objects especially, 
arises from our senses. A kenning is a small por 
tion of any thing, that is an object of taste, Clydes. 
privin, synon. as much as is necessary to make' one 
acquainted with its particular relish, or put this to 
the proof.
CUNNAND, s. Covenant, condition. 

The cunnand on this wyss wes maid.
Barbour, iii. 753^ MS. V. CONNAND. 

CuNNAND,/>flr£./>r. Knowing, skilful, Wyntown.
In the same sense cunning is used, not only 

by Shakspeare, but by Prior. This is the old part. 
from MoesG. A. S. cunn^an, scire. 
CUNNING, s. Knowledge.

" Gif thair be ony pure creature, for fault of 
cunning or dispenses, that can not, nor may not follow 
his cause, the King, for the lufe of God, sail ordane 
the Juge befoir quhame the cause sulde be determin, 
it, [to] purway and get a leill and a wyse Aduocat, 
to follow sik pure creaturis causis." Acts Ja. I. 
1424. c. 49. Edit. 1566.

A. S. cunnyng, experientia. This word has now, 
in general use, greatly degenerated in its significa 
tion. 
CUNDIE, s. An apartment, a place for lodg 

ing ; more strictly a concealed hole, Ang.
It is supposed that this is a corr. of E. and Fr. 

eonduit, Tent, conduyt.
CUNING, CUNYNG, s. A rabbit; S. 

E. conie.
Scho thrangis on fat capouns on the speit, 
And fat cunyngsJko the fyre can lay.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 
Make kinnen and capon ready then,

And venison in great plentie ; 
We'll welcome here our royal king; 

I hope he'll dine at Gilnockie.
Minstrelsy Border , i. 64. 

The con, the cuning, and the cat.
Cherrie and Sloe, st. 3.

Belg. konyn, Germ, kanyn; Sw. kanin, C. B. ku- 
ningen, Corn, kynin, Arm. con, Ir. kuinin, Gael. 
€oinnin, Fr. conin, Lat. cuniculus. 
CUNINGAR, CUNNINGAIRE, s. A warren for rab 

bits, S,
" The said clerke sail inquire of the —— destroyers 

of Cunningaires and Dpwcattes, the quhilkis sail be 
punished, afls it is ordained of the steallers of woodde." 
Acts Ja. I. 1424. c. 33., Murray ; Cuningharis, 
Edit. 1566. c. 3J6.

" The whole isle is but as one rich cuningar or 
«ony- warren." Brand's Orkn. p. 37.

Sw. kaningaard, Wideg. from kanin a rabbit, and 
gaard an inclosure. V. YAIRE. 
CUNYSANCE, s. Badge, emblem, cognisance. 

Ilk knyght his cunysance kithit full cleir.
Gawan and GoL ii. 14. 

Fr. cognoissance, id.
CUNTEN YNG, s. Military discipline, general 

ship ; Barbour, MS. contenyng, q. v. 
CUPPIL, s. Rafter. V. COUPLE. 
CUPPLIN, *. The lower part of the back-
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bone, S. B. ; thus denominated from its being 
here joined or coupled to the os sacrum.

CURAGE, s. Care, anxiety.
Than sayd thay thus, with wourdis to assuage 
My thochtis and my hauy sad cur age.

Doug. Virgil, 72. 39. Curas demere, Virg. 
CURCH, s. V. COURCHE. 
CURCUDDOCH, CURCUDDIE. i. " To dance 

curcuddie" or " curcuddocb" a phrase used to 
denote a play among children, in which they sit 
on their houghs, and hop round in a circular 
form, S.
Many of these old terms, which now are almost 

entirely confined to the mouths of children, may be 
overlooked as nonsenical or merely .arbitrary. But 
the most of them, we are persuaded, are as regularly 
formed as any other in our language.

The first syllable of this word is undoubtedly the 
». curr, to sit on the houghs or hams, q. v. The 
second may be from Teut. kudde, a flock, kudd-en, 
coire, convenire, congregari, aggregari, kudde wijs^ 
gregatim, catervatim, q. u to curr together."

The same game is called Harry Hurcheon, S. B. 
either from the resemblance of one in this position to 
a hurcheon or hedgehog squatting under a bush; or 
from Belg. hurk-en, to squat, to hurkle, S. q. y. 
I . Sitting close together, S. B.

But on a day, as Lindy was right thrang 
Weaving a snood, and thinking on nae wrang, 
And baith curcutdduch, and their heads bow'd

down,
Auld sleekit Lawrie fetch a wyllie round, 
And claught a lamb an oner Nory's care.

Ross's Helenore, p. 14. 
3. Cordial, Kelly.

" What makes you so ramgunshoch to me, and I 
so corcudoch?" S. Prov. Kelly, p. 348. 
To CURE, v. a. To care for, to regard. 

King Salomon, as the Scripture sayis 
He dotit in his lattir dayis: 
His wanton wyfis to compleis, 
He curit nocht God till displeis.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 65. 
Thou art in friendship with thy fae,—— 
Regarding nane but them perfay

That cures the nocht. 
Evergreen, i. 114. st. 6. Lat. euro, aref 

It is also used as a n. v.
" In this case cure nocht to tyne thair fauor, that 

thow may haif the fauor of God." Abp. Hamil- 
toun's Catechisme, 1551. Fol. 40. b. 
CURE, s. Care, anxiety.

—With cure to heir I did tak keip. 
Police of Honour, i. 26. Fr. cure, Lat. cura, id. 
To have in cure, to be anxious about. 

The matrouns first, and sic as not delitis, 
Nor has in cure desire of hie renowne, 
Thay deput, and thay ordand for this toun.

Doug. Virgil, 152. 55. 
CURER, J. A cover, a dish. 

—All wer marchellit to meit mekly and myth; 
Syne servit semely in sale, forsuth as it semit, i 
With all curers of cost that cukis coud kyth.

Houlate, iii. 5,,
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Fr. couvrir, to coyer; or rather perhaps, cuire, 

to boil, to bake, to make ready. 
To CURFUFLE, CURFUFFLE, v. a. To discom 

pose, to dishevel, S.
Na dentie geir this Doctor seiks 
Of tottis russet his ryding breiks;— 
His ruffe curfufled about his craig. 

Legend, Bp. St Androis, Poems 16th Cent. 327. 
Tell Jenny Cock, gin she jeer any niair, 
Ye ken where Dick curfuffled a' her hair, 
Took aff her snood, and syne when she yeed

hame,
Boot say she tint it, nor durst tell for shame, 

Ross's Helenore, p. 81.
O. Fr. gourfoul-er signifies to crush, to bruise. 

But V. FUFFLE.
CURIE, J. Inquiry, search, investigation. 

Sum goukis qnhil the glas pyg grow al of gold yyt, 
Throw curie of quentassence, thocht clay muggis 

crakkis. Doug. Virgil, 238. b. 52. 
Fr. querre, quer-tr, to inquire, to search out. 

Lat. quaer-ere. 
* CURIOUS, adj. Anxious, fond, S.

u The Presbytery of St Andrew's were not very 
curious to crave his transportation; Sir John, in the 
Provincial [Synod] of Fife, urges it." Baillie's 
Lett. i. 309.
To CURL, CURLE, s. To cause a stone to move 

alongst the ice towards a mark, S. 
To curie on the ice does greatly please, 
Being a manly Scottish exercise.

Pennecuik's Poems, 1715. p. 59. 
CURLER, /. One who amuses himself by cur 

ling, S,
" Orkney's process came first before us. He was

a curler on the Sabbath-day." Baillie's Let. i. 137.
CURLING, j. An amusement on the ice, in which

contending parties move smooth stones towards
a mark. These are called curling-stanes.
a Of the sports of these paits, that of curling is a

favorite; and one unknown in England: it is an a-
musement of the winter, and played on the ice, by
sliding, from one mark to another, great stones of
forty to seventy pounds weight, of a hemispherical
form, with an iron or wooden handle at top. The
object of the player is to lay his stone as near to the
mark as possible, to guard that of his partner, which
had been well laid before, or to strike off that of his
antagonist." Pennant's Tour in Scot. 1772. p. 93.

——The curling-stane 
Slides murm'ring o'er the icy plain.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 383.
" As cauld's a curling-stane," a proverbial phrase 

«sed to denote any thing that is cold,as ice, S.
The term may be from Teut. krolUen, krull-en, 

sinuare, flectere, whence E. curl; as the great art 
of the game is to make the stones bend in towards 
the mark, when it is so blocked up that they cannot 
be directed in a straight line. Fr. crosl-er, croul- 
er, to move fast.

The origin of the name, however, may be illustra 
ted by the same words as otherwise used. Both 
Teut. krull-en, and Fr. croul-er, signify to shake, 
to vibrate; and the game may have had its designa»
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tion from the vibration of the stones in their motion, 
In consequence of the inequality of the surface.

This game, it would appear, is known in the Low 
Countries, although under a different name. For 
Kilian renders Teut. kluyten, kalluyten, ludere mas- 
sis sive globis glaciatis, certare ttiscis in aequore 
glaciato.
CURLDODDY, s. 1. A stalk of ribgrass. 

Quod he, my claver, my curldoddy.
Evergreen, ii. 19. st. 5.

Here it is used ludicrously as a personal appella 
tion. This is perhaps an error for carldoddy, as it 
is generally pronounced.

It occurs, however, in the same form in a silly In» 
terlude on the Laying of a Gaist, preserved in the 
Bannatyne MS.

Little gaist, I conjure the, 
With lierie and larie, 
Bayth fra God, and Sanct Marie, 
First with ane fischis mouth, 
And syne with ane sowlis towth, 
With ten pertane tais, 
And nyne knokis of windil strais, 
With thre heidis of curie doddy. 

Scott's Border Minstrelsy, I. Introd. CLXII. 
2. A name given to natural clover, S. Orkn.

u Never did our eyes behold richer tracts of natu 
ral clover, red and white, than in this island;—Tri- 
folium medium; T. alpestre of Lightfoot; known 
in Orkney and in various parts of Scotland, by the 
whimsical name of Red Curldoddy; and Trifolium 
repens, called White Curldoddy." NeilPs Tour, 
p. 41. 
CURLDODDIES, s.pL Curled cabbage, S. Bra&-

sica oleracea var. Linn.
CURLIES, s.pL A particular kind of colewort, 

so called because the leaves are curled, S. B. 
sometimes curlie-kail.

CURLOROUS, adj. Churlish, niggardly. 
Ane curlorous coffe, that hege-skraper, 
He sittis at hame quhen that thay baik;— 
He tellis thame ilk ane caik be caik.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 171. st. 7. 
Formed, in an anomalous manner, from A. S* 

ceorl, rusticus.
CURMURRING, s. Murmuring, grumbling * 

sometimes applied to that motion of the intesv 
tines which is produced by slight gripes^ S. 

A countra laird had ta'en the batts, 
Or some curmurring in his guts.

Burns, iii. 48. '
This is one of these rhythmical sort of terms> for 

which our ancestors seem to have had a peculiar pre 
dilection. It is compounded of two words, which 
may be traced both to the Teut* and the Goth. 
Teut. koer-en, koer»ien, gemere instar turturis aut 
columbae, gemere prae animi angustia; Otfrid. ap. 
Kilian: morr-en, grunnire, et murmurare, ibid. 
Su.G. kurr-a, to murmur, is used precisely in the 
sense mentioned. Kurrar i magen, stomachus la. 
trat; Ihre. Isl. kur9 kurr, murmur; murr-a, mnr- 
muro; G. Andr»
CURN, KURN, s. 1. A grain, a single seed, S. 

used in the same sense as E» corny Joh. xii, 24»
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Thus, when speaking of the increase after sowing, 
we say that there is the audit, or the tenth curn, S. 

To express the greatest want, it is said that one 
has not meal's^curn, S. B.

And she with seeking him is almost dead.— 
Nae sust'nance got, that of meal's corn grew, 
But only at the cauld hill-berries gnew.

Ross's Helenore, p. 61.
2. A particle, whether greater or smaller part of a

grain of seed, S. written come.
u They grind it over small in the mylne,—quhere 

it sould be broken in twa or thrie comes in the 
mylne." Chalmerlan Air, c. 26.<§ 6. In duas vel 
tres particulas, Lat.
3. A quantity of any thing ; a parcel or indefinite 

number, S. B
He maid him be the fyre to sleipe; 
Syne cryit, Colleris, Beif and Coilles,— 
Curnis of meill, and luiiFullis of malt.— 
Throw drink and sleip maid him to raif, 
And swa with vs they play the knaif.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 314. 
—On the haggies Elspa spares nae cost; 
Small are they shorn, and she can mix fou nice 
The gusty ingans with a curn of spice.

Ramsay's Poems , ii. 91.
" You wou'd na hae kent fat to mak o' her, un 

less it had been a gyr-carlen, or to set her up amon' 
a curn air bear to fley awa' the ruicks." Journal 
from London, p. 2.

A curn aits, a quantity of oats; a curn saut, a 
quantity of salt; a curn sheep, a number of sheep. 
When it is meant that the number is considerable, it 
is sometimes called a gay curn.
4. Used to denote a number of persons, S.

" I saw a curn of camla-like fallows wi' them.'* 
•—Journal, ut sup. p. 8.

MoesG. kaurno properly signifies a grain of any 
kind of corn, or seed of any plant; as kaurno 
quhaiteis, Joh. xii. 24. a grain of wheat; kaurno 
sinapis, Mark IT. 31. a grain of mustard. Thus the 
first sense mentioned exactly corresponds with that 
of the original word. Belg. kern, a grain, is also 
used with the same latitude as our curn ; een kern 
zoutsy a grain of salt.

Su.G. korn denotes the smallest object, rem 
quamvis minutissimam sua natura indicat; sand- 
korn, a grain of sand. Hence it is used in Isl. as a 
mark of diminution ; lioskorn, Joh. xii. 6. a small 
candle, barnakorn, Mark ix. 36, Gr. TSXM&J>, a little 
child ; stundarkorn, a moment of time.

The idea of alluding, according to the sense last 
mentioned, to grains of corn as marks of quantity, 
was very natural for men in a simple state of so 
ciety.
CURNY, adj. Grainy, full of grains, S. Meal is 

said to be curny, when the grains of it are large, 
or when it is not ground very small. Germ. 
kernicht, id. 

CURPHOUR, s. The curfew.
Far fra the sound of curphour bell, 

To dwell thinks nevir me.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 177. st. 14. 

" The couvre-feU) and by corruption, curfeu.

CUR
This bell was rung in boroughs at nine" in tTie 
ing. Act 144. Parl. 13. James I. The hour was 
changed to ten, at the solicitation of James Stewart, 
the favourite of James VI." Lord Hailes, N. ibid.

This is a corr. of the E. word, from Fr. couvr-ir^ 
to cover, and/ew, fire. It is well known that this 
term had its origin in E. from the statute made by 
William the Conqueror, under severe penalties, that 
every man, at the ringing of a bell at eight o'clock 
in the evening, should rake up his fire and extinguish 
his light. Hence, says Stow, u in many places at 
this day, where a bell is customarily rung towards 
bed-time, it is said to ring cur feu*" Annals. Thus 
the name has passed to S.
CURPLE, s. A crupper, S. Fr. croupe. 

Croupe is used by R. Brunne, p. 190.
The body he did ouerwhelm, his hede touched

the croupe. 
i. e. crupper.

CURPON, CURPIN, ,f. Properly the rump of a 
fowl; often applied, in a ludicrous sense to 
the tail or buttocks of man, S.

O had I but ten thousand at my back, 
And were a man, I'd gar their curpons crack• 

Hamilton's Wattace, p. 9. 
The graip he for a harrow taks, 

An' haurls at his curpin.
Burns, iii. 133»

The scyn and fless bath rafe he down, 
Fro his hals to hys cropoun.

Ywaine, v. 2468.
Fr. cropion, the rump ; from croupe, id. 

To CURR, v. n. To coo as a dove, S. V. its
etymon, vo. CuRMURRlNG. 

To CURR, v. n. To sit by leaning one's weight
on the hams, S.

This word, although, as would appear, radically the 
same with cour, E. cower, is used as different, and 
in a more limited sense. Cour signifies to crouch, 
to draw the body together, in general. There is not, 
indeed, an E. phrase that properly expresses the idea 
attached to curr. It exactly corresponds to Laf. in 
talos desidere, which is the sense of C. B. cwrr-ian ; 
decidere in talos, Davies ; synon. to sit on one's 
hunkers. V. Hunkers. The term seems to have 
been common to the Celt, and Goth. For Isl. 
kure, kurde, is rendered, avium more reclinatus 
quiesco ; and kura, tales quies ; G. Andr. p. 154. 
Su.G. kur-a, clanculum delitescere, ut solent se 
subducentes, et quaevis latibala petentes Jlexo pop. 
lite conquiniscere. Sw. kurande, squat, sittande 
paa rump-an, som en hare, Seren.; i. e. sitting on 
one's rump, like a hare. Germ, kaur-en, to squat, 
to sit OH the buttocks. Shall we suppose that this 
is allied to Heb. 3H3, oarahh, incurvavit se, demisit 
se in genua? V. CURCUDDOCH. 
CURRACH, CURROK, CURROUGH, ,r. A skiff 

or small boat, formerly used by the inhabi 
tants of S.

" How may thair be ane greter ingyne than to 
make ane bait of a bull hyd, bound with na thing 
bot wandis ? This bait is callit ane currok, with the 
quhilk thay fischesalmond, and sum tyme passis ouir 
gretriuers thairwith." Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 16*
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It is not much more than half a century since cur» 
racks were used on the river Spcy.

" Before their time [the establishment of the 
York-building Company] , some small trifling rafts 
were sent down Spcy in a very aukward and hazard 
ous manner, 10 or 12 deals huddled together, con 
ducted by a man, sitting in what was called a CWr- 
rach, made of a hide, in the shape, and about the 
size of a small brewing kettle, broader above than 
below, with ribs or hoops of wood in the inside, 
and a cross-stick for the man to sit on ; who, with 
a paddle in his hand, went before the raft, to which 
his currach was tied with a rope. This rope had a 
running knot or loup round the man's knees in the 
cnrrach) so that if the raft stopt on a stone or any 
other way, he loosed the knot, and let his currach 
go on, otherwise it would sink in a strong stream ; 
and,—after coming in behind the raft again, and 
loosing it, he proceeded again to make the best of 
his way. These currachs were so light, that the 
men carried them on their backs home from Spey- 
mouth." P. Abernethy, Moray, Statist. Ace. xiii. 
134.

Gael, curachy a small boat, Ir. kurach, according 
to Lhuyd, a horse-skin boat. C. B. cwrwgle^ id* 
is evidently only a different formation of the same 
word, or a deriv. from curach. Hence E. coracle, id.

But the Celt, terms seem to claim affinity to Su.G. 
karf, Isl. karfi, scapha, a yawl. Ihre views this as 
originally the same with the C. B. word. Hence 
L. B. carab-u$, which is defined just as a currach. 
Carabus est parva scapha ex viuiine faqta, quae con- 
tecta nudo corio genus navigii praestat. V. Ihre, 
TO. Bonde. 
CURRACK, CURROCH, s. A small cart made

of twigs, S. B. f 
u Before that period the fuel was carried in creels, 

and the corns in curracks ; two implements of hus 
bandry which, in this corner} are entirely disused." 
P. Alvah, Banffs. Statist. Ace. iv. 395.

" A better kind of plough is introduced, and 
carts, which 40 years ago were unknown, are now 
generally used instead of creels and packets and cur» 
racks, as they were called, which did little work, 
with more oppression to man and horse." P. Kin. 
tore, Aberd. Statist. Ace. xiii. 86. 
. " The creel or curroch was then the common 
yehicle in use." P. Banff. Statist. Ace. xx. 331.

Gael, cuingreach, a cart or waggon, Shaw. Su.G. 
kaerra, id. 
CURSOUR, S. COUSER, CUSSER, s. A stallion.

Rudd.
Dicson he send apon a cursour wycht, 
To warn Wallace, in all the haist he mycht.

Wallace , ix. 1662, MS.
Wallace was horssyt apon a cursour wycht,
At gud Corre had broucht in to thair sycht,
To stuff the chas with his new chcwalry.

Ibid, ver, 1794. MS.
In both places couser is substituted, Edit. 1648, 

which affords a clear proof, that by this time the 
corr. term still in use had taken place of the other. 
We accordingly find cursour used; by Scott^ in the 
latter sense.
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Rycht swl the meir refusis 
The cursour for ane aiver.

Chron. S. P. iii. 147.
This originally signified a war horse, or one rode 

by a knight. In latter times it has been used to de 
note a stallion, pron. cusser.

The reason of the transition is obvious. u In the 
days of chivalry it was considered as a degradation 
for any knight or man at arms, to be seen mounted 
on a mare.—Colembiere says, if any one presented 
himself at a tournament, under false proofs of no 
bility, he was then condemned to ride upon the rail 
of the barrier bare-headed, his shield and casque 
were reversed and trodden under feet, his horse con 
fiscated and given to the officers at arms, and he was 
sent back upon a mare, which was deemed a great 
shame; for a true knight would anciently have been 
equally dishonoured by mounting a mare, whether 
in time of war or peace. Even geldings, so much 
esteemed at present, were banished from among 
them. 1 ' Grose's Milit. Antiq. i. 107.

Fr. coursiere, " a tilting horse, or horse for the 
careere;" Cotgr. L, B. cursor equusy corser-ius, 
equus bellator. V. CUISSER. 
CUSCHE', CUSSE", s. Armour for the thighs. 

He hym dressyt his sted to ta ; 
Hys cusche laynere brak in twa,

Wyntown, viii. 32. 46. 
— Mony falyhyd in that nede 
Cusseis, or Greis, or Braseris.

Ibid, ix, 8. 131.
This is evidently the same with E. cuissart. In 

the description of a man at arms, Grose says ; 
u The arms were covered with brassarts,—the thighs 
by cuissarts, and the legs by iron boots, called 
greaves, and sometimes by boots of jacked leather." 
Milit. Antiq. i. 103.

This piece of armour is also called cuish^ E. Our 
word is immediately from Fr. cusbot j cussots, pi, 
u tasses armour for the thighs ;" Cotgr., from cuisse 
the thigh. Fr. cuissard, whence the E. word, was 
used in the same sense ; Du Cange, vo. Cuisselius. 
CUSCHETTE, j. A ringdove. V.KOJVSCHOT. 
CUSHLE-MUSHLE, s. Low whispering con 

versation, earnest and continued muttering, S.B. 
But O the unco gazing that was there, 
Upon poor Nory and her gentle, squire! 
And ae thing some, and some atiither said, 
But very few of fauts poor Nory freed.— 
But'all their cushh-musk/e was but jest, 
Unto the coal that brunt in Ltady's breast.

Ross's Helenore, p. 98. 
A council held condemns the lown, 
The cushle-muMe thus went roun.'

Dominie Deposed, p. 41.
The last part of this word seems allied to Su.G. 

musl-a^ to sneak, to shuffle, to hide, as mudge, in 
hudge-mudge, to Su.G. miugg, clandestinely. The 
first perhaps admits no determinate etymon ; which 
is often the case in these alliterative terms. It may, 
however, be allied to Su.G. kusk-a, to soothe by 
kind words. 
GUSYNG, s. Accusation, charge.

Than he command, that thai suld sone thaim tak,
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Him selff began a sair cusyng to mak. 
Squier, he said, sen thow has fenyeit armys, 
On the sail fall the fyrst part of thir harmys. 

Wallace, vi. 397, MSr. 
Abbreviated from accusing. 

CUSSER, s. V. CURSOUR. 
CUSTOC, s. V. CASTOCK. 
CUSTOMAR, CUSTOMER, s. One who receives 

custom, or a certain duty on goods, in a burgh, 
or elsewhere, S.
" It is statute and ordanit, that na customaris 

within burgh tak ony mair taxatiounis, custumis 
or dewteis, than is statute and vsit in the auld Law." 
Acts Ja. IV. 1493. c. 78. Edit. 1566. c. 46. 
Murray. 
CUSTROUN, s.

As he cummis brankand throw the toun, 
With his keis clynkand on his arme, 
That calf clovin-futtit fleid custroun, 
Will mary nane bot a burges bairae.

Bannatyne Poems , p. 171. st. 5. 
Lord Hailes thinks that this is "the description of 

a low-born fellow, who intrudes himself into the 
magistracy of a royal borough ;". p. 299. His 
being called knaivatica coffe implies the original 
baseness of his rank. His/wmY gown, mentioned 
before, seems to indicate that he is to be considered 
as a commissioner from a borough to Parliament; as 
it does not appear that.any below the rank of a 
commissioner might wear such a gown; Acts Ja. II. 
1455. c. 47.

The word occurs elsewhere, although the mean- 
ing is equally uncertain.

Learn, skybald knave, to know thy sell, 
Vile vagabond, or I invey, 
Custroun with cuffs thee to compell. 

——A counterfeit custron that cracks, does not 
cair.— Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 6. 25. 

Chaucer uses quistron, which is undoubtedly the 
same word, although somewhat disguised by the or. 
thography. Urry renders it u a beggar." But 
Tyrwhitt says ; " I rather believe it signifies a scul 
lion, un garcon de cuisine." Gl.

Fr. costereaux denoted " peasantry outlaws, who 
in old time did much mischief to the nobility and 
clergy ;" Cotgr. This was in the reign of Philip 
Augustus, A. 1163. They were also called Row. 
tiers, whence our Rotters. As we have retained 
the latter term, the former may also have been trans 
mitted.

O. E. custrell signified a the servant of a man at 
arms, or of the life-guard to a prince. For K. 
Henry VIII.'s life-guard had each a custrell attend 
ing on him ;" Blount's Gloss. Fr. coustillier.

Perhaps this word is derived from Cuist, q. v. It 
is evidently used in a similar sense. But both this> 
and the etymon, are lost in obscurity. " Sibb. ex 
plains it c pitiful fellow ;' literally, perhaps, a tay- 
lor of the lowest order, a botcher. Fr. coustour- 
ier ; or q. cuistre-roun, from Fr. cuistre^ a college 
pedant, and the common termination roun,"

Ritson uses what appears to be the same word, 
in referring to the language of Skelton. u See how 
he handles one of these comely coystrownes," Dis-

CUT
sert. Anc. Songs, XLY. The term is here applied
to persons who played on the lute.
CUT, CUTT, s. A lot. To draw cuts, to deter-

mine any thing by lottery. 
Of chois men syne walit be cut thay toke 
Ane grete nowmer, and hid in bilgis derne 
Within that beist, in inony huge caverne.

Doug. Virgil, 39. 13.
In one MS. fyne occurs, in the other syne.
" Ane stallanger at na time may haue lott, cuttj 

nor cavel, anent merchandice, with ane Burges, 
bot only within time of ane fair." Burrow Lawes? 
c. 59.

The term being used in the same sense in E., I 
take notice of it chiefly with a view to observe that 
Du Cange has fallen into a curious blunder. He 
views this word as meaning some kind of tax, tri- 
buti species apud Scotos. And what makes the 
error more remarkable is, that he quotes this very 
passage in which cutt is explained by two other sy- 
non. terms.

Sibb. says that this is " from Teut. kote^ talus, as- 
trabalus, a small cubical bone, which seems to have 
been much used in gambling and other affairs of 
chance, before the invention of dice." But as it is 
the same Teut. word, used in another sense, which 
signifies the ancle, whence our cute, why should it 
be pronounced so differently ? Besides, the v. now 
constantly used in connexion with this word is draw^ 
which does not refer to the use of the talus or die. 
The custom of Scotland forms another objection» 
For the phrase refers to the practice still retained 
in lottery, of drawing things that are so cut as to 
be unequal in length, as bits of paper, wood, straw, 
&c.

Straws are often used for this purpose. This 
custom seems very ancient. For in Su.G. draga 
straa has precisely the same meaning, sortes du- 
cere; Ihre. A similar custom, it appears, prevailed 
among the Greeks. Hence the phrase tcx^ut /3«AAg^, 
literally, to cast straws. The word xutpo$ is used by 
Polybius for a die or lot.
CUT, j-. A certain quantity of yarn, whether 

linen or woollen, S.
" A stone of the finest of it [wool],— will 

yield 32 slips of yarn, each containing 12 cuts, 
and each cut being 120 rounds of the legal reel." 
P. Galashiels, Roxburghs. Statist. Ace. ii. 308. 

A cut is the half of a heer. V. HEER. 
The term may allude to the reel chacking, as it is* 

called, or striking with its spring, at every cut; 
or to the division of the cuts, one from another, ia 
the way in which they are generally made up. 
CUTE, COOT, CUITT, s. The ankle, S.

—I can mak sehone, brotekins and buittis. 
Gif me the coppie of the King's cuittis, 
And ye sail se richt sone quhat I can-do.

Lyndsay, S. P. Repr. ii. 237* 
Sum clashes thee, some clods thee on. the cute9. 

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. &9. st. 23 j 
Some had hoggers, some straw boots, 
Some uncovered legs and CQots.

ColvWs Mock Poem, p. 6*
Teut. kote, talus \ kiete, kuyte, sura, venter ti- 
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biae objectus, Kilian. Belg-. kuyt is somewhat va 
ried in sense ; de kuyt varft been> the calf of the leg ; 
dik van kuyten, thick legged. 
CUTE, s. Used poetically for a trifle, a thing of

no value.
Thou ryves thair hearts ay frae the rutes,

Quhilk ar thy awin ; 
And cures them that cares not three cutes 

To be misknawn.
Dunbar^ Evergreen, i. 113. st. 7. 

Your crakkis I count them not ane cute. 
I sail be fund into the feild 
Armit on hors with speir and scheild.

Lyndsay's Squyer Meldrum, A. vi. a.
Teut. kote, Belg. koot, a huckle-bone, talus, 

astragalus ; whence kooten^ to play at cockals. As 
these bones were used in other countries, in games 
of chance, before the invention of dice, it is pro- 
.bable that they were also known in S. ; and that 
thus a cute might come proverbially to denote a 
thing of no value. 
.CUTE, adj. Clever, expert, S. B.

It seems very doubtful, if this be abbreviated 
from E. acute, as might seem at first view. It is 
rather from A.S. cuth, expertus, to which Su.G. 
queit\ insidiae, is probably allied. 
To CUTER, v. a. To cocker, to cherish with

delicacies, S. V. KuTER.
CUTH, COOTH, s. A name given to the coal- 

fish, before it be fully grown, Orkney.
u But the fish most generally caught, and the 

most useful is a grey fish here called cuths, of the 
size of small haddocks, and is the same with what 
«n the south coast is called podley, only the cuth is 
of a larger size. P. Cross, Orkn. Statist. Ace. vii. 
453.

a There are sometimes caught silaks and cuths^ 
which are the young of the seath-fish." P. Kirk, 
wall, Orkn. ibid. p. 543.

It is also written cooth.
" These boats sometimes go to sea for the pur. 

pose of fishing cod, cooths, and tibrics, which are 
the small or yonng cooths." P. Westray, Orkn. 
Statist. Ace. xvi. 261. V. CUDDIE. 
CUTHERIE, CUDDERIE, adj. Very susceptible

of cold, S. B. synon. cauldrife.
Belg. koud) cold, and ryk, A. S. ric, often used 

as a termination denoting fullness in the posses 
sion of any quality. 
CUTHIE. V, COUTH. 
CUTHIL. V. CUCHIL. 
CUTIK1NS, s. pi. Spatterdashes, S., a dimin.

from cute, the ancle, q. v.
To CUTLE, ^. /?. To wheedle, to use win 

ning methods for gaining love or friendship, S.
The phrase, to cutle in with one, is now used in 

S. Cuttle off occurs in Pitscottie, in the same 
sense.

" Thir words were spoken by the Chancellor, 
purposely to cause Lord David Lindesay come in 
the King's will, that it might be a preparative to 
all the lave, that were under the summons of for. 
feiture? to follow^ and come in the King's will, and

thought to have cutled them off that way." Hist. 
p. 97.

It seems highly probable that E. wheedle and this 
are radically the same. The former Lemon derives 
from £*S<«, demulsi, *S*>, placeo ; or »}*, suavitate 
oblecto. Seren. deduces the E. word from Isl. vael 
deceptio, vael-a decipere. Both terms may be far 
more naturally traced to Teut. quedel-en, gar- 
rire, modulare, vernare, a dimin. from Su.G. qued- 
a, to sing. As this denotes the pleasant notes of 
birds, especially in Spring, it might easily be trans 
ferred to the winning methods used by those who 
try to gain affection. Kilian illustrates the Teut. 
term, by alluding to these words of Ovid, Dulce 
queruntur aves. Perhaps the term was originally 
applied, in its metaph. sense, to the engaging prat 
tle of children, by which they endeavour to gaip 
what they solicit from their parents.
To CUTLE, v. a. To cutle corn, to carry corn

out of water mark to higher ground, and set it
up there, W. Loth.; cutUl, Perths., * .
I know not the origin, unless it be Mod. Sax. 

kaut-en, Su.G. kyt-a (pron. kiuta) mutare, per- 
mutare, q. to change the place or situation of corn. 
V. Kyta, Ihre* 
CUT-POCK, s. Properly the stomach of a fish,

S. B.
Poor Bydby's wond'ring at ilk thing she saw,
But wi' a hungry cut-pock for it a'.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 65. 
CUTTED. V. CUTTIT. 
CUTTY, CUTTIE, adj. Short, S.; Gael, cutacfy

short, bobtailed. Hence, 
CUTTIE, CUTIE, s. i. A popgun.

u You shall doe best to let alone your Whisper 
ings in the eares of simple people, and your triuiale 
arguments which seeme good enough to them that 
know no better, but in very deede are like the cuties 
of bone wherewith the children shoote in the streetes, 
that may well make a Itttle fize with powder, but 
are not able to carrie any bullet, and it will be long 
before you hurt a Bishop with such." Bp. Gallo 
way's Dikaiologie, p. 178.
2. A spoon, S. Gael, cutag, a short spoon; 

often cutty-spoon.
—Honest Jean brings forward, in a clap, 
The green-horn cutties rattling in her lap.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 116.
* c It is better to sup with a cutty than want a 

spoon." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 44.
3. " A short tobacco pipe," Sibb.

u I'm no sae scant of clean pipes, as to blaw with
a brunt cutty;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 40. Hence,
CUTTY-FREE, adj. Able to take one's food, free 

to handle the spoon. He is said to be cutty- 
free, who^ although he pretends to be ailing, 
retains his stomach, S- B.

CUTTY-RUNG, s. A crupper used for a horse 
that bears a pack-saddle, formed by a short 
piece of wood fixed to the .saddle at each end 
by a cord, Mearns; synon. tronach, trullion.

CUTTY-STOOL, s. j. A low stool, §,



CUT
$. The stool of repentance, on which offenders

were seated in <church, now generally disused, S. 
« The cutty vtoo/ is a kind of pillory in a church, 

erected for the punishment of those who have trans 
gressed, in the article of chastity, and, on that ac 
count, are liable to the censures of the church." 
SifrJ. Sinclair, p. 226.

This seems formed from cutty, kittle, a light wo 
man. V. KITTIE. Seren. when referring to this 
stool as used in S. renders it by a designation nearly 
synon. hor-pall, vo. Stool. 
CUTTIT, CUTTED, adj. 1. Abrupt, S.

66 What shall I say? A pathetic and cutted kind 
of speech, signifying that his heart was so boldened, 
that his tongue wald not serue him to express the 
mater." Bruce's Eleven Serm. L. 1. a.

"Touching the kyndes of versis quhilks are not 
cuttit or broken, but alyke many feit in everie lyne of 
the verse, and how thay ar commonly namit."— 
Rewlls and Cautelis of Scottis Poesie, by'James VI. 
Chron. S. P. iii. 490. .. . 
2. Laconic, as including the idea of acrimony, S.

" He gae me a very cuttit answer," or, " he
spake very cuttit-like" The zdfi short is used
in a similar sense. Hence,

CUTTITLIE,CUTTETLIE, CuTTEDLY, adv. 1. With
a rapid but unequal motion.

c u z
The fiery dragon flew on hie. 
Out throw the skies, richt cuttetlie, 

Syne to the ground come doun.
Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 24.

2. Suddenly, abruptly. In this sense one is said 
to break off his discourse very cuttit lie, S.

3. Laconically, and at the same time tartly, S.
" The moderator, cuttedly, (as the man naturally 

hath a little choler, not yet quite extinguished), an- 
swered, That the Commissioner, his Grace, was of 
great sufficiency himself; that he only should speak 
there ; that they could not answer to all the excep 
tions that a number of witty noblemen could pro. 
pose." Baillie's Lett. i. 104.

This is evidently from the v.cut; as it conveys 
the idea of any thing coming as suddenly to a ter 
mination, as a heavy body comes to the ground, 
when that by which it was suspended is cut. 
CUTWIDDIE,. s. The piece of wood by

which a harrow is fastened to the yoke, Fife.'
V. RIGWIDDIE. . ' ' 

CUTWORM, s. A small'white'grab, which
destroys coleworts and other vegetables of this
kind, by cutting through the stem near the
roots, S,

CUWYN, s. Stratagem. V. CONUYNE. 
CUZ, adv. Closely, Ang.j synon. COSXE, q, v.

D.
DA, s. Day.

Bustuous aboue all Ttheris his menye.
The pepil clepit of Equicola
That hard furris had telit mony da.

Doug. Virgil, 235. 40. V. DAW. 
DA', DAE, DAY, j. Doe.

— " His haill Woods, Forrestes, Parkes, Ha- 
nynges, Da, Ra, Harts, Hynds, fallow deir, phesant, 
foulles and utheris wild beastes within the same, are 
greattumly destroyed." Acts Ja. VI. 1594. c. 210.

A. S. da, Dan. da a, id. 
DA, s. A sluggard. V. DAW.
To DAB, DAUB, v. a. 1. To peck, as birds 

do, S.
Weel daubit, Robin! there's some mair, 
Beath groats an' barley, dinna spare.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 43. 
2. To prick, slightly to pierce ; used in the sense 

of jag) IL.job.
The thorn that dabs I'll cut it down, 

Though fair the rose may be.
Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. i. 87. 

DAB, s. A stroke from the beak of a bird, S.;
a blow, A. Bor. 

D ABLET, DAIBLEX, /. An imp, a little devil»

This epithet is given to one who is represented 
as the offspring of an Incubus. 

When all the weird sisters had thus Toted in
one voce 

The deid of the Dab let, then syne they with.
drew,

To let it ly alane, they thought it little loss,' 
In a den be a dyke on the day dew.

Watson'9 Coll. in. 16. V. also p. 22. 
Fr. diableteau, id. dim in. from diable. V. MACK.

LACK.
To D ACKER, DAKER, DAIKER, v. a. i. To 

search, to examine; to search for stofen 
goods, S. B.

— The Sevitians will but doubt be here, 
To docker for her as for robbed gear; 
And what hae we a conter them t6 say ? 
The gear'll prove itsell gin we deny.

Ross's Helenore, p. 91. 
But Piercy, wi* the fause earl Warren,

And Cressingham, (ill mat he speed !) 
Are dackerin' wf sax thousand mair, 

Frae Coupar to Berwick upon Tweed.
Jamie son's Popular Ball* ii. 168* 

2. To engage, to grapple, S. B.



DAD
I dackerjd wi' him by mysel',

Ye wish't it to my kavel; 
An' gin ye speer fa got the day,

We parted on a nevel.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 10.

3. 4fc To toil as in job work, to labour." Sibb. 
also gives dockar in the same sense.

4. To truck, to traffick, Loth.
This seems the same word, although used in va. 

rious senses. Sibb. thinks that it has probably been 
formed from darg, a day's work. But in what 
manner ? It may be allied to Gael, deachair-am, to 
follow. This etymon is abundantly consonant to 
the first sense; as searching is often designed follow- 
ing after, even in relation to what is stolen. With 
very little obliquity it might also include the second. 
AS to the other two, the E. v. is also used to denote 
one's employment or occupation; as it is commonly 
said, " What tradedoes he follow *" Flem. daeckr- 
en seems likewise to c)aim affinity, as signifying to fly 
about, also to vibrate, volitare, motari; vibrare, 
coruscare, Kilian.
DACKLE, s. A state of suspence, or hesitation; 

applied, both to sensible objects, and to the 
mind, S. B.
When the weather is not settled, so that it is neither 

frost nor thaw, or when it seems uncertain whether 
it will be fair or rainy, it is said to be " in a dackle." 
This seems allied to A. Bor. dacker weather, uncer 
tain or unsettled weather ; Gl. Grose. The market 
is said to be " in a dackle," when purchasers are 
keeping off, under the idea of the prices not being 
come to their proper level. The same expression is 
also used as to the mind, when in a state of doubt.

Su.G. twek-a, to doubt, from twa, two, because 
in this state the mind is divided. It must be acknow 
ledged, however, that dac&le, as applied to tfie 
weather, bears a strong resemblance to Isl. dokna, 
ftigredo, opacum quid, et nubilum ; G. Andr. p. 45. 
V. TWYN, adj.
DACKLiN,jta/Y./>r. 1. In a state of doubt, S. B. 
2. In a secondary sense, slow, dilatory, S. B. 
DACKLIN, s. A slight shower; " z.dacklin of 

rain/' S. B.; thus denominated, because such a 
shower often falls, when it seems uncertain 
whether the weather will clear up or not. 

To DAD, DAUD, v. a. 1. To thrash, S. B. 
2. To dash, to drive forcibly, S. He dadded ttu 

head against the wa\ S. He dadded to the door, 
he shut the door with violence, S. Slam^ in 
colloquial E., is used in the same sense. 

He ruggit his hair, he blubbert and grat,
And to a stane daddit his pow. 

Hi» mother came out, and wi' the dish clout 
She daddit about his mow.

Jamiesori*s PopuL Ball. i. 328. 
This said, he dadded to the yate.

Ramsay*s Poems, ii. 575. 
Then took his bonnet to the bent, 

And dadit off the glar.
Ibid. i. 260.

—^An' claught a divot frae their tower. 
An9 daudit down their standard.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems.) ii. 3.

DA*
*' Sum bragls maid tke preisiis patrotinis at tile 

first; bot when thay saw the febilnes of thair God, 
for one tufce him be the heal Us, and dadding his heid 
to the cal&ay, left Dagoun without held or handis, 
and said, Fy upoun the, thow young Sanct Get//, 
thy Father wald have taryed four suche." Knox's 
Hist. p. 95. % 
3. To throw mire or dirt so as to bespatter, S. 

Whae'er they meet that winna draw,
Maun hae his lugs weel blaudit, 

Wi' hard squeez'd buramin ba's o' snaw, 
An' a' his cleathin daudit 

Wi' glaur that day.
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 35. 

Teut. dodde, a club, fustis, clava morionis; Kilian» 
MoesG. dauded-jan, in us-dauded-jan, anxiously to* 
strive, certare sollicite.
To DAD DOWN, v* n. To fall or clap 4ow$ 

forcibly and with noise, S.
Swith to Casto-lius' fountain brink, 
Dad down a grouf, and tak a drink.

Ramsay's Poems, U. 330.
DAD, s. A su<J4en and violent motion or stroke; 

a. $lani. He fell with a dad, fie fell with such 
force as to receive a severe blow> §*

~—————IJe5 like a fail, 
Play'd dad^ and dang the bark 

Aff's shins that day.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 276. 

To DADDLE, DAIDLE, v. a. 1. To draggle, to
beaaire one's clothes, S.

2. To mismanage, to do any work in a slovenly 
way. Meat is said to be daidled, when impro 
perly cooked; clothes,—when ill-washed; Ang. 

Shall we view this as related to Isl. tad, laetamen ? 
whence Seren. derives Su.G. tad/a, to accuse, cen 
sure, to reprehend, q. collutulare. 
To DADDLE, DAIDLE, v. n. 1. To be slow in 

motion or action. " A daidKng ere^ature," one 
who is tardy or inactive. Dawdle, Perths.

2. To waddle, to wriggle in walking. *6 He 
daidles like a duik," he waddles as a duck,

. S.; V to walk unsteadily like a child; to 
waddle," A. Bor. Gl. Grose. -

3. To daddle and drink, to wander from place to 
place in a tippling way j or merely to tipple, S. 
This v. is probably allied to Daudie, q. v.

DADDLE, DADDLIE, s. A cloth put on the 
breast of a child, to keep it clean during the 
time of eating, a larger sort of bib, S.

To DAFF, v. n. To be foolish,
Ye can pen out twa cuple, and ye pleis,. 
Yourself and I, old Scot and Robert Semple.. 
Quhen we ar deid, that all our day is but daffis, 
Let Christan Lyndesay wryt our epitapbis.

Montgomerie, MS. Chron. S. P. iii. 500. '
Leave Bogles, Brownies, Gyre-carlings & Gaists;
Dastard, thou doffs, that with such devilry mels;
Thy reason savours of reek, and nothing else.

Polwart, Wat$on%s Coll. iii. 27.
JJence, O. E. daffe,Soo}.

Thau dotest, daffe, quod she^ dull are thy wittes» 
P. Ploughman, F^ 6» b*

——Whan this jape is tald another day,



D A F
I shall be halden a daffe, or a cokenay.

Chauc. Reves T. 4206. V. DAFT. 
To daffe, A. Bor. still signifies to daunt. 

DAFFERY, j» l. Romping, frolickaomeness, S. 
2. Thoughtlessness, folly, S. B.

By rackligence she with my lassie met. 
That wad be fain her company to get; 
Wha in her daffery had run o'er the score. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 90.
BAFFIN, DAFFING, s.
1. Folly in a general sense, S.

But 'tis a dqffin to debate, 
And aurgle-bargain with our fate.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 335. 
But we're nae sooner fools to give consent, 
Than we our dqffin and tint power repent.

Ibid. ii. 128.
2. Pastime, gaiety, S.; like daffery. 

Quhat kind of doffing is this al day ? 
Suyith smakes, out of the feild, away.

Lyndsay, S. P. Repr. ii. 201. 
>. Foolish or excessive diversion. 
I». Used to denote matrimonial intercourse, Pink. 

S. P. Repr. iii. 39.
" Play is good, but dqffin dow not;" Prov. S. 

u spoken to them who are silly and impertinently 
foolish in their play ;" Kelly. 
DAFT, adj. 1. Delirious, insane, S. A. Bor. ; 

stupid, blockish, daunted, foolish. 
This is evidently the primary sense. All the nor 

thern frords mentioned as cognates of the v. daff, 
except Mod. Sax. dav-en, denote a mere privation 
of mind, from whatever cause, without including 
the idea of fury. Now, there is a remarkable ana 
logy in the use of the adj. daft* For it does not 
properly denote one who is furious; but merely a 
person deranged, whether in a greater or less degree. 
When a man is furious, either the term wod or mad 
is used. This distinction is clearly marked by Bel- 
lenden, according to what he had considered as the 
design of the original writer.

" Howbeit the pepill [of Orkney]'be geuin to 
cxcessiue drinkin, and be plente of beir makis the 
starkest ail of Albiemn, yit nane of thaym ar sene 
wod, daft) ordrunkin." Desert Alb. c. L5.> NuU 
lus tamen in ea unquam ebrius aut mente alienatus 
visus, nullus amens aut stolidus ; Boeth.

" He's na sae daft as he lets on ;" Ferguson'9 S. 
Prov. p. 17., applied to one who,is more knave 
than fool.
2. Foolish, unwise, S.; daftut^ superL 

Thow art the daftist full that evir I saw. 
Trowis yow, man, be the law to get remeid 
Of. men of kirk ? na tievir till thow be deid.

Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 65. 
" Thai [jugis] syn greuously in twa pohttis. 

First, gif thai lauchfully ken ony siclike misdoars 
within thair boundis quhairof thai tiaif a«ctoritie & 
tholis thame, lukis at thatne throw thair fingaris, 
& will nocht punis thame, other for lufe of geir or 
carnal affection or sum vther daft opinioun, be re- 
sone quharof misdoars takis mair baldnes to pcrse- 
uere in euil, &^ the common weil is hurt:" Abp. 
Hamiltoun's Catechisme? 1552, Fol. 50. a.

D A F
u My daft opinion was, that I might stand by 

honesty and vertue, which I find now to be but a 
vain imagination, and a scholastical discourse, un 
meet to bring men to any proper preferment." Mel- 
vil's Mem. Address to his Son, prefixed.
3. Giddy, thoughtless, S.

Quhen ye your selfis ar daft and young,
And hes nocht bot ane pyat toung ;
Ye knaw als mekill as ane guse,
That callis this ordour ane abuse.

Diallog. sine Tit. Reign-Qu. Mary? 
It is " betwix ane Clerk and a Courtier."
4. Playful, Withe, sportive, innocently gay, S.

" A daft nourice makes a wise wean;" Ram 
say's S. Prov. p. 1. i. e. A child thrives best with a 
lively nurse.

Wi' cheese an' nappie noor-cakes, auld 
An' young weel fill'd an' daft are.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 27.
5. Very gay, frolicksome, disposed to go to ex* 

cess in mirth, S.
Then Colin says, Come, deary, gee's a sang, : 
And let's be hearty with the merry thrang : 
Awa, she says, fool man, ye're growing fu ; 
Whaever's daft to day, it setsna you.

Ross't Helehore, p. 117. 
We'll reel an' ramble thro' the sands,

An' jeer wi' a' we meet; 
Nor hip the daft an' gleesorhe bands 

That fill Edina's streets
Sae thrang this day.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 49.
6. Wanton, S.

For gentle blades, wha have a fouth o' cash 
To dit fouk's mou's, ne'er meet w' ony fash. 
However daft they wi' the lasses be, 
It's ay o'erlook'd, gin they but pay the fee.

Shirrefs' Poems^ p. 68. V. HAIN, r.
7. Extremely eager for the attainment of any ob 

ject, or foolishly fond in the_possession of it, S. 
Ray derives daft from the v. daffe, to daunt, A. 

Bor. Sibb. thinks dqffin may be q. gaffin, from, 
Teut. gabberen, nugari, jocad ; or gachelen, ca- 
chinnare. It is strange that he should resort to an 
etymon so forced, when he had Junius open before 
him. " But Junius," he says, a would seem to 
connect these words with Dan. doffuen^ ignavus, 
iners, torpidjis, between the primary sense of which 
(deaf-) and'thfe Scottish signification, there can be 
no analogy."

But deaf) so fatf from being the primary sense 
df Dan. doffuen, doven, is not a sense of it at all; 
and this is only a secondary senseof Isl. ctoa/-r, SuG. 
doef. Junius, in this instance, undoubtedly hit on the 
true etymon, or at least shewed the way to it. The 
northern dialects afford a variety .of terms closely 
allied to this and its derivatives. Mod, Sax. dav~ 
en, to be mad or insane^, furere, insanire; Germ. 
taub-en, O.Teut. doov-en, insanire, delirare, Kilian. 
Su.G. dofwn, to stupify, sensu privare, dofna^ to 
become stupid, stupere, daafna, to fail, fatiscere ; 
Isl. daufr, dauf, dauft, insipidus, Su.G. doef, stu- 
pidus, dufwen, id., Isl. dofe, stupor. A. S. do- 
fang, deliramentum. Teut. doofvan sinnen^ amens.
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delirtis, Kilian. Ihre, TO. dofzca, refers to MoesG. 
daubs as a cognate term ; daub-ata hairto^ cor sen. 
su carens, Marc. yiii. 17. Ga-daubida he hairto- 
na, sensu privavit cor eonim, Job. xii. 40. May 
we not add, as analogous in sense to the northern 
terms, Heb. nm, daab, languit, doluit, moestus 
fuit; niNT 5 dabah, dolor, moeror ? It will appear, 
indeed, on careful examination, that a number of 
other terras, denoting faintness or weakness, whether 
of body or mind, which have not been supposed to 
have any affinity to daft, acknowledge the same ge 
neral origin ; as daw, dow, to fade, dowf, dover, 
doild, £c. The radical word, according to Ihre, is 
daa^ deliquium animi. V. DAW.

DAFT is much used in vulgar conversation as if it 
were a $. with like prefixed, S.

Come, billies, lilt it pair and pair, 
Like daft this night.

Morisotfs Poems, p. 25. 
DAFT DAYS, those in England denominated the

Christmas holidays, S,
The Daft Days, is the title of one of Fergus&on's 

Poems, ii. 10.; and also of one of Mr Nicol's, 
i. 24.

They have evidently received this designation, in 
Tulgar language, from the merriment indulged, from 
time immemorial, at this season. It corresponds 
to the Fr. Fete des Foux, given to the gambols and 
mimic representations long observed at the begin, 
ning of the year. V. ABBOT of UNRESSQUN, and 
YULE.
DAFTLY, adv. Foolishly, S.

Some other chiel may daftly sing, 
That kens but little of the thing.

Ramsays Works, i. 143.
DAFTLIKE, adj. Having the appearance of folly, 

S. 
Let gang your grip»:—fye, Madge !-^hout

Bauldy, leen :
I widna wish this tulyie had been seen, 
>Tis sae daftlike—

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 148. 
DAFTNESS, .r. Foolishness.

" The word of the crosse semis to be daftnes and 
folie to thame that perischis and is con dam nit, bot 
to thame that ar saiffit it is the vertew and powar of 
God." Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisine, 1552. Fol. 
101. b. Thus stulticia is rendered.
DAFFICK, s. A coarse tub or trough, in which

the food of cattle is put, Orkney*. 
To DAG, v. a. To shoot, to let fly.

" They schot speiris, and daggit arrowis, quhair 
the cumpaneis war thickest." Knox's Hist. p. 30.

From dag, a hand-gun; Fr. dag-uer, to stab 
•with a dagger.
To DAG, v. «., used impersonally. To rain

fently. Its daggin on, there is a small rain, S. 
his exactly corresponds to Isl. thad dogguar, 

pluit; from dogg-ua, rigo, irrigo, G, Andr. Sw* 
dugg-a, to drizzle.
DAG, s. 1. A thin, or gentle rain^S. Isl. daugg, 

pluvia, Sw. dagg, a thick or drizzling rain, 
Wideg. Dagg) dew, A. Bor. Lye supposes

D A I
that this word was left by the Danes ; Add.
Jun. Etym. vo. Daggle. 

2. A thick fog, a mist. This is the general sense
in the South and West of S. Su,G. dagg, dewt
dugg-regn, mist. 

DAY-NETTLES, Dead nettles, anherh, S. La-
mium album, Linn. Hemp-leaved dead Net 
tle is called Dea-nettle, A. Bor. 

DAIGH, s. Dough, S.
" His meal's a1 daigh;" Ramsay's S. Pror. p. 38.
A. S. dak, Belg. deegk, Su.G. deg, Isl. deig, 

Germ, teig, id. 
DAIGHIE, s. i. Doughy; applied to bread not

well fired, S. 
2. Soft, inactive, destitute of spirit, S.

It is singular, that the very same metaphor is used 
in Isl. G. Andr., illustrating deig, dough, adds; 
Hinc deig-r^ moIHs, mad id us, subhumidus; item ti- 
midus agendi, p. 48. 
DAIKER, s. A decad.

u Ten hides makis ane daiker, and t wen tie daiker 
makis ane last." Skene, Verb. Sign. TO. Serplaith.

Su.G. deker, id. u Deker skin, says Ihre, ac 
cording to our old laws, was the number of ten 
or rather of twelve hides." The reason he gives 
for mentioning both numbers is, that the decads of 
the ancients generally consisted of twelve, as the 
hundred of 120. In S. the lang hunder is 120, or 
six score. Skene observes, indeed, that six score 
skins are reckoned to the hundred. Thus the same 
mode of reckoning has anciently been common to us 
with the Scandinavians. In the sale of many ar 
ticles it is still preserved. 
DAIKIT, fart. pa. It is, said of a thing, " It has>

ne'er been daikit" when it has never been used^
or is quite new, Ang.
Perhaps allied io Teut. daeck-en, ftebulam exs pi- 

rare, nebulam exhalare, Kilian; q. a thing that has 
never been exposed to the air ; that, according to a 
common phrase, the wind has not been suffered ta 
blow upon.
DAIL, s. 1. A part, a portion 5 E. deaL 
%. A number of persons.

— Fresche men come and hailit the dulis, 
And dang thame doun in dailis.

Chr. K. st. 22.
A. S. dael, pars; be daele, ex parte; MoesG. 

dail. Gif mis dail aiginis. Give me my proper por 
tion, Luke, xv. 12.

Hence the phrase, to have dale, to have to do, 
or as used by Doug., to have to contend with one in 
battle. .

Wele thay persaue and behaldis sans fale, 
Thir campiouns war not of strenth equale. 
— The soft berde newlie did furth spryng, 
As al to ying with sic ane to hctue dale.

Doug. Virgil, 415. 37. ;.
Su.G. del-a, litigare. Hence, as Ihre observes;, 

urdela, ordela, the trial by ordeal, quod est liti' 
fin em sententia lata imponere, ab ur, quod rei finern 
indicat.
DAIL, .r. A ewe, which not becoming, preg 

nant, is fattened for consumption.
" Than the laif of ther fat flokkis follouit ont
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the fellis baytht youis and temmi^, kebbis and 
gylmyrs and dihnondis, and raony herueist hog." 
€ompl. S. p. 103.

Perhaps from A,S. dael-an, Teut. deel-eri, parti, 
ri; because ewes of this description are separated 
from the Hock. 
DAILY DUD- V. Dim. 
DAIMEN, adj. Rare, occasional, what occur*

only at times, S. atintrin, synon. Thus1, 
DAIMEN-ICKER, s. An ear of corn met with oc 

casionally, S.
A ddimen icker in a thrave 

'S a sma' request.
Btirns, ill. 147.

From A. S. aecer, an ear of corn, MoesG. dkran^ 
«nd perhaps diernent^ counted, from A. S. dem-an% 
to reckon; as undeement^ what cannot be counted, 
q. v.
DAINTA, DAINTIS, expl. w No riiatter, it does 

not signify," Aberd. Gl. Ross. and Shirr. 
—I danc'd wi' you on your birth day ̂  
Ay, Heary, quo' she, now but that's awa; 
Duintd) quo' he, let never warse befa'.

Ross's Helenore, p. 21.
This term is probably very ancient. We might 

suppose it to be corr. frtfm Teut, dieti-en^ Su.G. 
Han-cL) to serve, to avail, arid intet^ nothing, q. it a* 
vaife nothing. 
DAYNTET, /. Regard.

Attd of his chawmyr awe wes he, 
That wes had in- gret dagnti.

Wyntowrt) ix. 1. 54. V. next word. 
DAINTY, s. i. Agreeable, pleasant, good-hu 

moured, S. 
2. Worthy, excellent, S.

Ye dainty Deacons, and ye dottce Gonveeners, 
To whom our moderns are but causey-cleaners.

Burns, iii. 57.
Skinner derives E. dainty from O. Fr. dain, fine, 

quaint, curious. But this, I suspect, has been intro 
duced by the Franks, as being of Goth, origin. It 
had occurred to me, that it was probably allied to the 
Northern terms mentioned under Dandie^ q. v.; and 
upon looking into Seren. I find that he expressly re 
fers to Goth, dandiy liberalis, as having a common 
origin with E. dainty. The termination may have 
been originally tid, retained in the s. Daintith^ from 
Goth, tid, time. Thus the word might signify an 
excellent season, or an opportunity rarely occur 
ring- 
DAJNTITH, s. A dainty, S.

Save you, the board wad cease to rise, 
Bedight wi' daintiths to the skies.

Fergussonys Poems, ii. 97.
" He that never eat flesh, thinks a pudding a 

dainteth;" S« Prov. " A man not us'd to what is 
good, thinks much of what is indifferent.9 ' Kelly, 
p. 126.
D AISE, s. The powder^ or that part of a stone 

which is bruised in consequence of the strokes 
of the pick-axe or chizzel, Ang. 

DAYIS. To laid dayis.
The Erie Jhon dyde besynes, 
Bathe be land and be se;

DAY
To sawfe the rycht of hfe £Wntr& j 
For at the Tarbart he wes qwhila 
Hal dan d dayis wyth Jhone of lie, 
That wes til Inglis fay haldsnd; 
And qwhyle wes in-to the mayne landF.

Wyntown, viii. 30. 28.
This may either signify, " observing a truce2 witk 

John of the Isles," or " entering into terms witte 
him ;" as theise noblemen were on opposite sides.

Su.G. dag, a truce; also, the time of the observa 
tion of a truce: Laato tketi en-dag staa, they agreed 
on a truce for a certain time; Chron. Rhythm, ap. 
Ihre. Teut. dagh, inductae. Su.G. daga^ to coim 
to terms, to enter into an agreement. 
DAYS of LAW, LAWDAtis, the term of the 

session of a court of justice; or the time, when 
those are summoned to attend, who have interest 
in the court.
" —Thesubjectes—ar—frequentlie inquieted, be1 

cumming in convocation, to dayes of Law, and t<* 
passe upon Assises in Edinburgh, quhair the Courtes 
ar of times continued [delayed] in hinderance df 
justice, and to the great trouble and needeles ex* 
penses of the Kings lieges. 1 ' Acts Ja. VI. 1587* 
c, 81.

A gret dyttay for Scottis thai ordand than ^ 
Be the lawdayis in Dunde set ane Ayr: 
Than Wallace wald na langar soiorne thar. 4

Wallace, i. 275. MS. 
Sometimes it occurs in the sing. 
" I send this be Be town, quha gais to ane day of 

Law of the Laird of Balfouris." Lett. Detection 
Q. Mary, G. V. a.

Su.G. dag, the fixed time for public conventions 
or courts of Law; En daag maande i Telge siaa; the 
Convention was appointed to be held at Telge; 
Chron. Rhyth. ap. Ihre. Isl. lagdag, dies lege prae** 
firiitus; Verel. Ind. Teut. daegh-en, diem alicut 
diccre, constituent; Belg. dag-en^ to summon, ddg- 
vaard and landdag^ a convention of the states.

I need scarcely observe, that L. B. dieta^ whence 
£. diet, an assembly of estates, is formed, by analo. 
gy, from Lat. dies; which especially in declension 
(diei)) seems originally the same with the Goth, 
term.
DAIT, s. Destiny, determination. This, a 

least, seems to he the meaning of the term at 
used by Harry the Minstrek

Off ws thai haiflf wndoyne may than ynew ; 
My faithful! fadyr dispitfully thai slew, 
My brothir als, and gud men mpny ane. 
Is this thi daity sail thai our cum ilkane ? 
On our kynrent, deyr God, quhen will thaw 

rew? JFaff«ce, ii.ll)4. MS. 
In Perth edit, it is;

Is this the dait sail yai ourcome ilk aae ? 
In edit. 1648;

This is the date shall us overcome each on4 
O. Fr. det, a die.

DAYWERK, DAWERK, DARK, s. A Hay's 
work, a task performed during a day.

Thare was n^ man than lyvand, 
That evyr cowth wyt of ony land, 
Or evyr herd, or saw be-for, 
That evyr thai had in-til memore

Qi
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In-til ony kyn kynryk,
A dayvoerk to that daywerJc lyk.

Wyntown, viii. 10. 224. 
In the Stormond at Gasklwne, 
That duleful dawerk that tyme wes done.

Ibid. ix. 14. 44.
" A drunken wife will get the drunken penny, but 

a drudge will get a dark;" S. Prov. Kelly, p. 29. 
From daw, day, and werk, work ; A. S. daegwe- 

orc, id. Teut. dagh-werck, pensum. As this word 
is used by ancient writers to denote a battle, we may 
remark the analogy between it and Fr.journte. V. 
DAKG.
D ALK, s. A term sometimes applied to particu 

lar varieties of slate clay, and sometimes to com 
mon clay, by the common coalminers in S. 
" Below the coal, there is eighteen inches of a 

stuff, which the workmen term dalk ; then the white 
lime, of an inferior quality to the other, and as yet 
but seldom wrought" P. Campsie, Stirlings. Statist. 
Ace. XT. 329. v * 
DALLY, s. The stick used by one who binds 

sheaves, for pushing in the ends of the rope, af 
ter they have been twisted together, Bord. 

DALLY, s. Properly a girl's puppet, S. B. 
corr. from £. doll; used to denote a painted 
figure.

Ne'er price a weardless, wanton elf, 
That nought but pricks and prins herself, 
Wha's like a dally drawn on delf 

Or china ware.
Morison's Poems, p. 81, 82. 

DALLIS, 3 p. s. v. Dawns; poetically for 
dawis.

Hay now the day dallis.
Spec* Godly Ball. p. 23.

DALMATYK, s. A " white dress worn by 
Kings and Bishops;" Gl. Wynt.

The Byschape Waltyr—— 
Gave twa lang coddis of welwete,—- 
Wyth a prestis vestment hale, 
Wyth twnykil and Dalmatyk.

Wyntown, ix. 6. 153.
The Dalmatyk was thus denominated, because first 

found in Dalmatia. The dress formerly worn was a 
colobiiim or a coat without sleeves. For this the 
dalmatic a was substituted, which Servius thus de-t 
fines, tunica manicata. It was introduced by Pope 
Silvester, during the reign of Constantine the Great, 
because many found fault with the nakedness of the 
arms, when the colobium was in use. When it is 
said that this dress was worn by Kings and Bishops, 
the account is too limited. It was worn also by 
priests and deacons. According to some writers, in. 
deed, this privilege was granted to deacons only du. 
ring greater festivals. V. Isidor. Orig. lib. 19. c. 
Du Cange.
To DAM, v. n. To urine. 

Dunbar alludes to
-——A dotit dog, that dams oh all bussis.

Matt land Poems, p. 51.
" To mak one's dam," id. S. This seems to be 

merely a metaph. use of damm, as denoting a body 
of water in a state of confinement.

DAM
DAMBROD. V. DAMS. 
DAMMAGEUS, adj. Injurious.

" Wer nocht thair contentioun, James the first 
had neuir cumyn in Scotland, the quhilk had bene 
rycht dammageus to the realme»" Bellend. Cron. 
B. xvi. c. 20.

It is probable that dammageux was used in the 
same sense in O. Fr. 
To DAMMISH, v. a. To stun, to stupify.

Dammisbed, part. pa. stnpified in consequence
of a stroke, or a fall, S.
" When a man hath fallen into a great sinne, he 

will commonly ly still in a deadnesse and sensles- 
nesse, and as a man who falles downe from an high 
place, for a certain space lyes without sense, and is 
dammished with the fall: euen so—after that once 
we are fallen from God, we are senslesse altogether, 
we be without sense or motion." Rollock on the 
Passion, p. 38.

" He was perfectly dammished with the stroke^ 
and when he recovered his senses, he thought it con* 
venient to ly still in the place as dead." Wodrow's 
Hist. p. 25.

Germ, daemisch, vertiginosus; Wachter. Einen 
damisch machen, to stun one's head. 
DAMMYS, DAMMEIS, s. " Damage. Fr.

dommage;" Gl. Sibb. 
To DAMPNE, v. a. To damn, to condemn.

This orthography, as Rudd. has observed, was
introduced in the dark ages. They placed p
between m and n in a Lat. word, as ampnis, a»
litmpnus, for amnis, alumnus. 

DAMS, f. pi. The game of draughts, S. Sw*
dam, damspel, Germ, damspiel, damenspil, Fr.
dames, id. Germ, damme, a man at draughts^
damenbret, a chess-board, Sw. dambracde, S. a
dambrod.
Ferrarius thinks that the game has received this 

name from dame, which Fr. signifies a lady. But 
female power is unknown in this game. Wachter 
therefore with reason rejects this origin. As Germ. 
dame denotes a double piece at draughts, or what is 
called a crowned man, damen-spil, be apprehends, 
signifies that game in which one man is covered by 
another; observing that with the Turks dam has the 
sense of covered, and that, according to Festus, Lat. 
damium sacrificium means sacrificium opertum.

The illustrations of this sense given by Wachter 
are very remote; but the general idea is supported 
by analogy. For Sw. dam is a king at draughts ; 
and saett dam paa brick an, signifies crown that man. 
There is no evidence, however, that there was any 
v. of this form signifying to cover or to crown. Kilian 
observes that some derive the name of this game 
from dam, agger, a rampart, a bank, or dam; 
Append. As O. Fr. dam is a title of honour, equi. 
valent to Lord, Sir, from Lat. dam-inus; it is not 
improbable that this is the origin, the covered pieces 
acting as lords in the game, and principally influen-, 
,cing its issue.

Although it is evident that this game was known 
to the Northern nations, they were especially attach* 
«d to that of chess. This was one of the chief amuse, 
meats of the ancient Icelanders. They called it
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$kaalc*spel, Su.G. skaftafwel. This game 

seems to have been peculiarly adapted to the studious 
habits of this insulated people; who were making 
considerable progress in learning, in those very ages 
in which the nations of the continent were buried in 
ignorance. 
DAN, t. A term used by S. and O. E. writers,

as equivalent to Lord, Sir.
Doug. not only applies it to Virgil, but to Apollo. 

————The ancient Nun of Dan Phebus 
Thir wourdis endit————

Virgil, 186. 48.
O. Fr. dam, a a title of respect, and honour, 

given, in courtesie, unto a Gentleman or Knight: 
This in old time; and yet the Governours of the 
Charterhouse Monks are stiled Dams;" Cotgr. 
Hisp. don; from Lat. dominus. This designation 
was used in O. E. so early as the time of R. Brunme. 
He indeed writes Danz.

With tham went danz Merlyn, 
For the stones to mak engyn.

Append, to Pref. cxcn.
To DANCE lit or far lane; a pbrase expressive, 

either of great joy, or of violent rage; q. danced 
without a companion, or without music, S. 

Sume ran to coffers, and sume to kists, 
But nought was stown that cou'd be mist; 
She dancid her lane, cry'd, Praise be blest! 

I have ludg'd a leil poor man.
Gaberlunyie Man, st. 5.

To DANDER* v. n. 1. To roam, to go from
place to place, S.

2. To go about idly, without having any certain 
object in view, to saunter, S.

Allane throw flow'ry hows I dander, 
Tenting my flocks, lest they should wander. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 263.
S. To roam from place to place, without having a 

fixed habitation, S.
O! then we needna gie a plack 
For dand'ring mountebank or quack.— 

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 18.
4. To trifle, to mispend one's time, S.
5. To bewilder one's self, on a way, generally in 

cluding the idea of want of attention, or stupi 
dity, as the reason. " He dandert out of the 
road," he lost his way. In this sense it is used 
as nearly equivalent to wander* 

The wilie Tod came by me to,
With violence and speid: 

For feir the he fox left the scho, 
He wes in sick a dreid: 
Quhiles louping, and scowping, 
Ouer bushis, banks, and brais ; 
Quhiles wandring, quhiles dandring, 
Like royd and wilyart rais.

Bur el, Watson's Coll. ii. 18, 1«. 
Sibb, refers to Fr. dandin-er, Teut. dant-en, in. 

eptire. It might be suspected that this were rather 
from some Goth, word, now lost in the cognate lan 
guages, as perhaps in its primary sense, correspond, 
ing to Isl. Su.G. andra, Tagari; were it not that

DAN
ther&is another z>. of the same meaning, which seems 
to oppose the idea. This is Dandill, q. v. 
DANDERS, s.pl. The refuse of a smith's fire,

S. scoriae, Lat.
Sibb. refers to Goth; tand-ian, accendere, to kindle. 

This perhaps is the proper line for discovering the ety 
mon. But Isl. tendr-a, id. is still nearer. Tindr-a 
signifies to emit sparks. Now this name may hare 
been given originally to the sparks of burning metal 
that flee from the forge, and afterwards extended to 
these as mixed into one mass with the cinders. There 
is one difficulty, however. How should we retain 
the t in tiend a spark, and change it into d in dan* 
dars ; if both are from the same source ? 
D AND IE, DANDY, s. A principal person or 

thing; what is nice, fine, or possessing super* 
eminence in whatever way, S.

They'd gi'e the bag to dolefu' care, 
And laugh at ilka dandy, 

At that fair day.
R. Galloway's Poems, p. 89. 

This word claims a very ancient etymon. Isl. 
dandi and Su.G. daenne signify, liberal, munificent. 
V. Loccen. Antiq. SueoG. p. 199. Su.G. dandes 

folk, dandemaen, is a title of honour or respect. 
Various are the accounts given, by Northern writers,, 
of its etymon. Some derive it from Isl. danni, or 
dandi, liberalis, already mentioned; others, from 
A. S. Thaegn, Thane. Ihre, Y*. Danneman, con. 
siders it as contr. from dugande maen, viri strenui,. 
because all titles of honour had their origin from for. 
titude in war. This corresponds to A. S. dugend, 
Talens, bonus, probus; the part, of dug-an, ralere. 
G. Andr. derives it from the old Isl. primitive dae, 
denoting any thing good, honourable, excellent; 
whence daene wel, excellently; daewen, rery beau, 
tiful. V. DOYN. Kilian mentions O. Germ, degh- 
en, deghen-man, as signifying, vir praestans, stre. 
nuus, for Us.
DANDIEFECHAN, s. A sort of hollow 

stroke on any part of the body, a slap, clasb^ 
synon. Fife.

To D ANDILL, v. n. To saunter, to go about 
idly.

Euin as the blind man gangs beges,
In houering far behynd, 

So dois thou danditl in distres, 
Quhilk I feir thou sail find.

Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 39. 
This seems to be synon. with Dander, q. v. But 

Fr. dandin-er, and Teut. dant-en, are not the Only 
words to which it seems to daim affinity. It is more 
nearly allied to Germ, dentelen, to act in a ludicrous 
manner; ludere, ludicre agere. V. Dant, Ihre. 
DANDILLY, DANDILY, adj. Celebrated, S. B. 

There lives a landart laird in Fife, 
And he has married a dandily wife, 
She wadna shape^ nor yet wad she sew, 
But sit wi' her cummers, and fill her sell fu\ 

Old Song, Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 324. 
The dandilly toast of the parish 

Is woo'd and married and a'.
Ross, Songs, p. 145. 

It js also used as a ;. signifying one who i»
Qq ^



DAN
spoiled or rendered foolish by being too much 
of, Fife, Ang.

There some old horse turn'd out pf stable, 
When young dames are at council table. 
The fate of some were once Dandillies, 
Might teach the younger stags and fillies, 
Not for to trample poor cart-horse ; 
Yet they [grow] still the worse and worse.

Cleland's Poems, p. 76.
This may be merely a dimin. from Dandie^ q. v. 

Put from the sense given to it as a, £., it has a strong 
resemblance of Germ, dentel-en, to play the fool, 
Fr. dqndw-er, to carry one's self like a ninny ; ItaU 
dondola^ a baby, $ puppet, dondvlo, a ninny.

The armies met, the trumpet sounds,
The dandring drums alloud did touk. 

Battle of HarlaW) st. 1$. Evergreen, i. 85. 
We may view this word as eithejr formed to express 

the noise made by the drum, Uke Doipn-derry down 
in a later composition ; or as allied to Teut. donder» 
en, tonare, Su.G, dundra*, id. dundgr, strepitus. 
PANE, DAIUE, <vfy. Gende, modest. 

Bot yit ane countenance he bure, 
Degest, deuoit, dane, and demure.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 312. 
Either from O. Fr. dain, dainty, fine, or the v. 

Jaign-er, whence £. deign. 
DANG,/r<*. tf DING, q. v. 
DANGER, DAWNGER, s. i. It is used in rela 

tion to the great exertions of a pursuer, in con 
sequence of which he who is pursued is expos 
ed to imminent danger. 

The horss was gud, bot yeit he bad gret dreid, 
For failyeing or he wan to a strenth. 
The chass was gret, scaly t our breid and lenth : 
Throw strang danger thai had him ay in syeht. 

Wallace^ , v. 283. MS.
2. In bis dawnger, Under lit dawnger, in his power, 

as a captive.
— Qwyt.clemyd all homagis, 
And alkyn strayt condytyownyjs, 
That Henry be his extorsyownys 
Of Willame the Kyng of Scotland ha^ 
Wndyr hys dawngere quhil he tbaine bade.

Wyntown, vii. 8. 494. 
It occurs in the same sense in O. £.

Cite, castelle & tpun alle was in the ertes dan» 
gere. R. Brunne, p. £13. 

S. But dawngere^ without hesitation^ or apprehen 
sion.

Than Ry chard Talbot can hym pray 
To serwe hym of thre Cours of Werer 
Aftd he thaim gmwntyt but dawngere.

Wyntown, viii. 35. 144. 
Till him he send ; and gan him pray 
That he waM cum all anerly, 
For to spek with him priuely. 
And he but daunger till him gais.

Barbour, v. 283. MS. V. also x. 196*. 
This nearly corresponds to the use of the word by 

Chaucer as signifying coyness, reluctance, whether 
real or apparent.

PAN
But good neece, alway to stint his wa, 
So let your daynger gugred bflo alite, 
fhat of hi» death y# be not all to wite.

Troilus, i*.
With danger uttren we aj* P»* c^S 
Gret prees at market maketh dere ware.

W. Bafhe's Prol. 
O. Fr. danger frequently occurs in the second 

sense; or as signifying power, dominion. 
Chacun si Pappelloit sa Dame, 
Et clamoit comme ricbe fame: 
Tons se mettoient en son danger, 
Et youloit chacun cajonger.

Rom. de Rose.
Ainsi serez en servitude comme esclaye, et ta re* 

nominee en danger d'estranges gens. Alain Charti- 
er; Diet. Trev.

Hence danger, in the O. E. Laws, " a payment itt 
money, made oy the Forest* tenanjt$ to the I^or<J3 th%| 
they might have leave to plough and sow in the time 
of Pannage or Mast-feeding," Cowel: thus denomi 
nated, as being an acknowledgment of the superiori 
ty of another. Hence also, in the Fr. Laws, the de. 
Agnation of Fief de danger, or a fief that might b» 
forfeited to the superior, if entered iato by t&a te- 
nant, by any title except that of lineal de&ceni, before 
homage was done, or offered at least.

The authors of Diet Trav. tkiak that the word, 
in tfci$ sense, is corr. from Lat. demmeri. 
DANGER, used as an adj. {feageimi*, peri* 

lous.
Than Wallace said, ID tre^th I wiU aocht fle, 
For iiii off his, ay ane quhill I way be: 
We ar our ner, sic purpos for to tak, 
A danger chace thaj mjrcht ^pon, ws m^k.

Wall we, viii. %XL MS. 
DANT,*.

Qf me altyme thow gave l>ut lytil tail;
Na of me wald have dant ROT dajL
And thow had to me done onjte thing,,
Nocht was with hart; bot vane gjTotr, $nd Jjething*
With uther freinds thou was sa weill ay wount,
To me thow had ful lytil clame or count.

Priests ofPebtu* P™k. S. P. Re#r. L ,45. 
The Editor gives this word as not understood» 

J)unt nor dail seems to. have been, a proverbial phrase 
now disused, denoting imtimate intercourse» Dant 
may signify play, sport;, Su,G. dant, ludlbrium. 
But I suspect that it cathec means affection, regard, 
as dent is still used in Angus. V. HEJMV 
To DANT,, v. a. To subdue.

" Rewlis to dant the fleseh."—w We sul& repres
& dant our carnal lustis & desyras in the beginning,
and quhen thai ar lytil." Abp. Hamilto^n's Cate-
chisme, 1551. Fol. 75. 6. 76. b. Y. next word.
DANTER, /. A tamer,, a subduer; dantw

one who breaks horses.
The ymage porturit was of Kyng Picus
Qanter of hors, in chare satt gloryus.

Doug. Virgil^ 2^11. as. Lat.
" The maist perfyit industreus horse dan tars o$

Macedon culd nocht gar hym be veil bridilit nor
raanerit in no comodius sort conuenient to serue
prince." QompL S. p.



P A R
Lat. domUor, id. frw <fam-q?e to tttae» Sw. 

cfemp-a, id. fleero* radically the same. 
To DANTON, DANTOUW, *>. 4« To sabdufc, by

whatever means, S.
" He kft word behind him, to the Sheriff df Fife, 

Strathem, and Angus, to make proclamation out 
through thir shires, tfeat all men betwixt sixty and 
sixteen, spiritual and temporal, as well burgh as land, 
that they should be ready, at a certain day, at his 
coming, to pass with him, where be pleased; to dan- 
ton rebel» and conspirator» agakist him." Pkscot- 
tie, f*. 87.

« Bat it is otherwise et a ttee and dftntvncd 
horse,'* L e. one thoroughly broken. Quon. Attach.

48. |11.
Tb« itiay have been originally the same with O. E»

rayne, and realises goueitte, 
And right a» Agig had, happe shall come,

- Stauell shaft frfea him, and &wrfe shall be
Amd Datiki shall be diodemetl, & daunten hem aH.

P. Plwghman, F. 16. a.
Thi* seems to be merely the Fr. r. domter, don- 

Ur-) id. wtth a Goth* termination. Sere»; derive» E. 
daunt from Goth. (faan^fy deliquium fati, froni
*/oa d el i quiu m. . . 
To DARE, (pronounced daar)< fc, tt. To be k. 

fraid j to st»o4 in atre. To dare afy to be afraid 
of a person or thing, Aug. Stirl. - 
Sw. darr-a^ to quake, to tremble. This z>. is 

used in the same manner as ours : Han dttrrar naar 
hanfoaf se er ; he trembles at the sight af you. 
D arming^ trepidation ; Wideg.

This seems the sense of dbrt?, O. E. aifthougli Ri^ 
son view? it AS perhaps signifying to u stare as. one 
terrified or amazed."

la this dale I droupe aad dare^ 
For dern dedes that done me dere* — 

Ike Scottes now all wide will sprede, 
For thai ha^e failed of thalre pray ; 

Wow er thai dareaud all for drede, 
That war bifore so stput and gay*

Minot's Poems^ p. f , 3» . 
To DAREt Siu Ga^w and Sir Gal. i, 4,. V,

DARKEN.
DAREr «4". Stupid, dull. 

The character of the herons is ;
Ay sorrowful! and ; sad at all houris ;
Was nevir leid saw thaa^e ia^ch ; bot tLrowpane

and dare. Hou/ate^i, 15. 
S«,G. datre^ Alean. cfcr^ changed by the Germans

m^o^or, stultus; Su*G. daor^ Dao. daar^r^ to
iftfatuajbe, to make stupid^ JJaa. dtare^ a fool, a>
sot. V. DAW, I>A.
DARG, DARK, •*• 1* A day's work, a task for 

a day ; anciently daywerA. It it sometimes re*» 
dundantly called dby?*.da$, S. : ' f 
(C They [the tenants] are subject also/ to .* dorgi

(or day's work), for every acre, or» IQd. ^er aiw
num. 5 » P. Alloa,StotijiUA^. viiu 6C»>

u A darg of marl," i« e* as much a&cari be cast
up with one spade k* one day, aimwiiUiUg> often to
SOQboJUs,

D A R
Q, It is s<jmaimes used to denote a certain quan 

tity of work, whether more or fess than thai of 
a &#, S. ^ .
u FonweHythe eeajt; were put out fey the dark, 

consisting of twcfcfcty^ight hutches ; — an actiye Work. 
man touid Tery «dsily pirt o^t two of these diiris per 
day, 1 making three shillings s and fourpence." P. 
Campsie, Stirling, Statist. Ace. XT. 332.

u He nefrer, wrought a good dark, that went 
grumbling about;" S-Pror. <Relly^ p. 143.

c ^ TinQ needle, tio? d«r/k," S. Prov. " spoken to 
young gijEls.\fh^ii they lose their needle." Kd'ly, 
pf 325. V. PA>GWERK..
DARGING, DARGUING, /. The l?rdrk of a day. 

labourer, S, . i
I wish they'd mind how manyrs williftg^ 
To wiiiy b.y industry^ a shilling ; — 
Are glad to fa» to,wark that's killing, 

r To commbn dttrgufogv
R. Galloway** Pdem^, p. 119. 

DARGER, ^ A day-labouirer, S.

The croonin^ kie the byre drew nigh, 
The dargtr Ifef t his thrift,

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 357.

Thay tyrjt i&Qil wijth tryfillU tume trentalis, 
And dai fit. Kirn ^itli [thair] daylie dargets ; 
With awklie Abitis, to augment thair rentalis. 

Bannetyne Poems, p. 197. st. 12» 
DERGJE, S* V. DREGIE., , . / 
DARKLlNSt ado. la the darkt wUhp^t ligtrt, £^

She thro^w the yard the nearest taks^ 
, ; An' to/ the lyln she goes tbeo, . 

An' darkling grapit for tfee bauks^
And in the bkm^clue throws them — ; •' 

Burns , Hi. 130. V. ^T 
To 1)ARN, HERN, *). a. To hiie, to conceal. 

He darned himself he sought a pkce of conceal 
ment, S. Darned, part, pa» 
" Thay have ty maist swbtilq and, ^ftie means^ 

by changing their namis, and dissembling the place 
of their nativitie, convoyed them^efcea in tjie In» 
countries of this realme, — abusing and harming his> 
Majesties good subjects by their darned stouth|, hr 
flke in. country transported^ reset and quy-etlie sold 
m th« bounds of the late Borders.* Acts Ja. VI* 
1609. c. IQ. 

^L darning^ secreting themselves»
Our soldiers then, who- lying were # dbrttt'ttj^ 
By sound of trumpet having got » warning, 

. Ik) kyth, andigive the charge/

e, pret.: hid?, oon^eakd. 
And as he fond schupe ta his feris'scbaw r 
His nauy derne amang the thUi W«dr sthaw^ 
Undemeth *Kte hinganid h^lit ro<?liis hie.

JDoiigv nrgUrm 411. ; (&fecuU*, Virg. 
To BERN, v. »» To hide one's self* 

their courage quaiHd and they began* to/ *r;z, 
Hudson's Ju&th, p. S 

A% S. dearn+aft, fyrivafy occultare.
; S<cr^t,



DAS
still given to ,one of the gates of the Abbey- 
garden at Aberbrothic.

Bot at a place, quhar meit he to thaim brocht, 
And bedyn to, als glaidly as he mocht, 
A dern holl furth, on the north syd, thai had 
To the wattir, quhar off Wallace was glad.

Wallace, xi. 343. MS. 
In dern, in secret.

My dule in dern bot gif thow dill, 
Doutless bot dreid I de.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 98. st. 1. 
The sense of derne is evidently mistaken by 

Hearne, in his Gl. to R. Glouc., where it is render, 
ed " dismal, bad, sad."

Sire, he seide, of derne cas ich wol the warne
stiJle 

Thine fon [foes] beth in ech half, & this ys the
meste doute, 

That thine owne men ne loueth the nogt, that the
beth aboute. P. 114. 

DARRAR, adj. Dearer.
" —Till our nychbour na temporal or erclly thing 

is darrar and mair precious thane is his awin bodylie 
lyfe." Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1551. Fol. 
48. b.
To D ARREN, v. a. To daref to provoke* 

——Quha best on fute can ryn lat se,— 
Or like ane douchty campioun in to fycht 
With bustuous bastoun darren stryffe, or mais. 

Doug. Firgil, 129. 39.
A. S. dearran, dyrran, audere; Belg. derren. 

To this origin Junius traces darroine, derreine, 
Chauc.; although Tyrwhitt refers to Fr. desren-er. 
It must be admitted, that if our dtirren, and O. £. 
darraine, be from the A. S. v., the infinit. form has 
been retained, as in some other verbs.
To DA SCAN, v. n. To ponder, to contemplate, 

to scan.
Than did I dascan with my sell,
Quhidder to heuin or unto hell,

Thir persouns snld pertene.
Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 45. 

Lat. discendere in sese, to examine one's self; 
from de and sctindo, whence £. scan.
To DASE, DAISE, v. a. 1. To stupify, S. lliis 

term denotes mental stupor, whether proceeding 
from insanity, or from any- external cause. 
He daises himself with drink^ he stupifies himself 
with intoxicating liquor.
Part. pa. dasyd, daisit, dazed, stupid, stupified. 

A dazed look, A. Bor. is such as persons have 
when frighted; Ray.

——Bot yhit he wes than 
In hys deyd bot a dasyd man, 
In na-thyng repute of valu, 
Na couth do na thyng of wertu. 
He had bot nomen sine re. •

Wyntown, vi. 4. 56. 
My daisit heid fordullit dissete; 
I jraisit up half in ane lithargie.

Police of Honour, i, 2(J. 
, O verray Phrigiane wyffis, dasit wkhtis,

DAS
To call you men of Troy that unrycht is.

Doug.rirgil,299.39.
Gin he likes drink, 'twad alter soon the case;—* 
It soon wad gar his lore to me turn cauld, 
And mak him daz*d and doited ere ha'f auld.

Shirrefs* Poetos, p. 42*
2. To benumn. Dosing, benumning, congealing; 

dasity benumned from cold, or age, congealed. 
The callour are penetratiue and pure, 
Dosing the blude in euery creature, 
Made seik warme stouis and bene fyris hote. 

Doug. Virgil, 201. SB. 
Bot certainly the dasit blude now on day is 
Waxis dolf and dull throw mine vnweildy age.

Ibid. 140. 45.; gelidus, Virg. 
" Ps dazed, I am very cold;" A. Bor. Ray. 
Rudd. refers to Belg. dusel-en, vertigine laboraxe, 

obstupere. But it is more nearly related to Teut. 
does-en, delirare, insanire; Su.G. das-a, Isl. dta* 
ast, languere, Belg. dwaaz-en, to be foolish. A. S, 
dwaes, Su.G. dose, stupidus, stultus, Teut. 4aes9 
dwaes, delirus; Isl. dasad-ur, languid, greatly fa» 
tigued; Belg. dwaas, foolish, silly. Our dase is 
radically the same with £. doze. Instead of dasit, 
dozent is now more commonly used, as signifying 
benumned.
DASE. On dase.

With daggaris derfly thay dang, 
Thai doughtyis on dase.

Gawan $ Gal. Hi. 5.
This perhaps signifies " living warriors." Af 

out of daw denotes death, on dose, q. on days may 
denote " in life." 
To DASH, v. a. 1. To flourish in writing, to

make ornamental figures with a pen, S. 
2. To make a great shew, S.

This may be merely an oblique use of the E. v. 
the origin of which is probably Isl. dask-a, verbe- 
ra et verba dura infligo. Its second sense might in. 
dicate a relation to Isl. daas, a candle, a torch, be* 
cause of its splendour. The Isl. s. indeed, has a 
similar metaph. sense ; Das, ferror agendi, quasi in- 
cendii flag ran tia, G. Andr. p. 47. 
DASH, s. 1. A flourish in writing, S. 
2. A splendid appearance; to cast a dost, to 

make a great figure, S.
Daft gowk, in macaroni dress, 
Are ye come here to shaw your face ; 
Bowden wi' pride <? simmer gloss, 
To cast a dash at Reikie's cross ?

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 32, 33. 
" A little above this upon the side of a pleasant 

green hill in Romanno ground, are to be seen 
eleven or twelve large orderly terrace-walks, which 
in their summer verdure cast a bonny dash at a dis 
tance." Penneenik's Tweedale, p. 16. 
DASYD, DASIT. V. DASE. 
DAS KANE.

Throw rowting of the river ran$, 
The roches sounding lyke a sang, 

Quhair Das Katie did abound ; 
With Triple^ Tenor, Counter, Mein.

Cherrie and Slae^ st. 7.



D A U
This should be written as one word ; and proper. 

1y denotes singing in parts: Lat. distant •us , from 
discento, to sing treble; Ital. descant o, Fr. deschant, 
descant, E. descant, id. dfscant, cant us diversis Yoci. 
bus constitutus, Kilian, in Append.

In the Lat. version, however, it is rendered ;—• 
—tlbi Discantus nulla otia^captans 
Triplicat—

This suggests that the Translator, T. D. (proba 
bly the famous T. Dempster) understood Montgo. 
merie as meaning, that there was a frequent repeti» 
tion of .the same words. This agrees with the defi 
nition given of E. descant by Skinner, Quibusdam, 
Tocis frequentamentum.
DASS, s. i. Doss of a hay stack, that part of 

it that is cut off with a hay .knife for imme 
diate use, Loth. x

2. A doss of corn. When a quantity of corn in 
the sheaf is left in the barn, after part is re- 
moved, what is left is called the dass, Fife. In 
the same manner, in Fife, the hay left in the 
stack, when part is cut off, receives this desig 
nation.
The latter seems the most proper use of the 

term ; as corresponding most closely in meaning to 
the cognate terms in other languages. Sibb. says 
that it is " so called perhaps from its resemblance 
to a detss or seat." But it is evidently allied to C. 
B. das, according to Boxhorn, a heap of grain, hay 
or the like; Gael, tas, a heap ; Su.G. does, anc. 
dyss, id. Isl. dys, cumulus, hendys, foeni cumu 
lus ; Teut. tas, a heap, properly of corn or fodder; 
Fr. tas, a heap of any kind. L. B. thass-are, 
toss-are, " to lay up hay or corn into a tass, toss, 
«tack, rick, or mow; tasx-a, tassus;" Cowel. Teut. 
tass and schock are given as synon.; also toss-en and 
schock-en, coacervare; Kilian.
DASS, s.

" Then 15 strata of rauirstone rise above each 
other to the summit of the Fells, where they jut 
out; in the face of the braes, they go by the name 
of dasses or gerrocks." P. Campsie, Stirlings. Sta 
tist. Ace. xv. 327.
To BATCH, ij. a. To jog, to shake, S. B., per 

haps originally the same with E. dodge, as sig 
nifying to change place.

DATIVE, j. A power legally granted to one 
to act as executor of a latter will, when it is 
not confirmed by the proper heirs of the testa* 
tor. He, to whom this power is granted, is 
called the executor-dative.
u We haif given—our full power to our saids 

Commissaries of Edinburgh, to give datives, and 
constitute sik persons as they be the aviss of our 
Lords of the said Sessioun, or ane certain nowmer 
of them as sail be appointit to that effect (sail judge 
proper to be) executors-datives to the guids and 
geir of the persons deceissand," Act Sedt. 24 
July 1564. 

L. B. dativ-us, a guardian appointed by the Judge.
DAUD, s. A large piece. V, DAWD. 
DAUE, adj. Listless, inactive.

DAW
—Than am I dangerus, and daue, and dour of 

my will. 
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 49. V. DAW.

DAVEL, s. Expl. " a 'stunning blow*" Gl.
Sibb. ; devel, Gl. Shir.

To DAUER, DAIVER, v. a. To stun, to stu- 
pify ; especially by a stroke, Loth. Border. 
To DAUE&, DAIVER, v. n. 1. To become 
stupid, to fall into a state of stupefaction.

I wist not quhair to ryn, 
Nor yit culd find the gait againe, 

First quhair I enterd in : 
Bot tauren and dauren, 
Like ane daft doitit fule; 
Afflickit awLprickit, 
With dairts of c&re and dule.

Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 30, 
This is evidently the part, of our v. q. daverand. 

u Tauren and daiiren," wandering and waxing stu. 
pid. The description is natural enough; as one. 
who loses his way, generally becomes so confused, 
that, in seeking to regain it, he goes farther astray. 
V. TAIVER.
2. To be stiffened with cold, to be benumbed. 

Davert, part. pa. benumbed, S. B. 
" Ye ken well enough, we, bein wat, wou'd soon 

grow davert to stand or sit either }' the cauld that 
time o' night." Journal from London, p. 6.

Su.G. daur-a, infatuare; dofw-a, stupere ; Isl. 
dauf-r, stupidus. As the word also signifies bodily 
torpor, we may view Teut. daver-en, tremere, con- 
tremiscere, as a cognate term. Douerit, Doug. 
seems to be the same word, according to a different 
orthography.
To DADT, tK a. To fondle. V. DAWT. 
To DAW, if. n. To dawn.

Thiddyr he come or day begouth to daw.
Wallace, v. 321. MS. 

Hay! now the day daixis.
Old Song, Chrvn. S. P. IT .p. Ix. 

A. S. daeg-ian, lucescere, Sw. *dag-*sr Teut. 
dagh-en, id. from A. S. daeg, Sw. dag, Teut. dagh, 
day.

In one of the Harleian MSS. preceding A. 1300, 
the same word occurs/

In May it murgeth, when hit dawes.
V. Wartotfs Hist. E. P. i. 29. 

For Jesus iusteth well, Joye beginneth dazve* 
P. Ploughman, F. 99. b.

DAW, /. Day; O. E. dawe.
Aftur fyftene dames, that he had(Je y Ordeyned

this, 
To London lie wende, for to amende that ther

was amys. R. Glouc. p. 144. 
MoesG. A. S. Su.G. Aleut, dag, Isl. Jag-ur, 

Germ. Precop. tag, 0. B. diau, id. 
Dzcne of dm, dead.

And qwhen that he wes dwne of dawe, 
Thai tuk the land for-owtyn awe.

Wyntoitin, viii. 25. 29. 
*—Thai war wencussyt all planly.-^- 
Than stud he still a quhill? and saw



B A W
That thai war all doune of daw.

Barbour, xvi& 154. MS. 
To do owt off dawys, to bring offdmo, to kill. 

Hi$ foster hrodyr thareftir sorie 
The fyft owt off dawys has done.

Ibid. vi. 650. MS. 
For thai war fayis to the King, 
And thocht to cum in to sculking ; 
And duell with him, quhill that thai saw 
Thar poyrtt, and bryng him than off daw.

Ibid. vii. 130. MS.
A similar node of expression occurs hi Ok E. 
Here ys that knyf al blody> that ych br©ogte hym 

wyth of dawe. R. Glouc. p. 311. 
In the same sense must we understand a phrase in 

the King of Tars, left unexplained by Mr Ritson. 
Ischolde be brent and don of dowe, 
Yif i forsoke my lay. JB. Met. Rom. ii. 189. 

Met. causa for dawe.
Su.G. dag, though it literally signify «toy, is often

used to denote life : Taga of daga, luce privare, IB.
terficere ; Mod. Sax. van dagen dohn, id* A
DAW, DA, s. l. A sluggard, one who is lazy1

and idle.
Hence theS. Pfov. " What better is the hotfse, 

that the Daze rises early in the morning ?'* Kelly, 
p. 345.

We must certainly suppose that our ancestors 
were great Enemies to sloth, when they framed ano- 
ther ProT. u Better a deill than a daw."

Than thocht I thus, I will my cunnand keip, 
I will not be ane daor, I wyl not sleip, 
Twill complete my promy s schortly thus^ 
Maid to the poete maister Maphens ; 
And mak vp werk hereof, and clois our buke. 

Doug. Virgil^ 452. 2&
2. It is now appropriated to a ifroman» a.s cquiva-

lent to E. drab, tlattern+S. B.
" Ae year a nurse, seven years a daw ;" S. Prov.

Fergusqn, p. 1. This Prov. seems to denote the
fatal influence, on the female constitution, of giv 
ing suck too long, as it «oust necessarily produce
lassitude. Kelly giws another reason; u because
that year will give her a habit of idleness ;" p. 270.

« He tfcat marries a daw, eat» meikle dirt." Ibid.
p. 15.

One would suppose that the term bad greater em 
phasis than slut, from the following Prov. ; " There 
was never a slut but had a slit [rent], there was 
never a, ddw but had twa." Ibid. p. 324. 

Mony «lute daw and slepy duddxoua 
Him servit ay with sounyie.

Dander, Bannatyne Poems, p. 29. 
But I see that but spinning I'll never be braw, 
But gae by the nave of a dilp or a da.

Ross©* Helenore, p. 135.
Rudd. conjectural!? derives it from <fa%* dowy, 

dull ; Sibb., from Teut. dagh*eH) prorogare in 
alium diem> q. a p&stpower. The firat is indeed 
nearest the mark. For doSfy is from the same com* 
mon .origin with daw. This is Isl. daa, defect, faint. 
ing, deliquium anjmi; Verel. 6. Andr. not only 
renders it deUqyium> but wm*ex, «juies marti sinii-
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liar. This appear* a» a primitive term, from which 
a numerous family has issued, Liggxtt I d&o, in de- 
liquio Tel papata quiete j»cero; G. Afldr. p. 44. B. 
ekue* is}, dan+fy Su.G. da&n-a) anfeio aHertart, 
deliquium pati; I»), ddtt, animi remissi», timorr 
Vereh Su.G. daatig, mentis- m^s; Mstis, miser. 
Hence our dotty, dotty, d&it'd; Su.G. fiaafrut, dof. 
na, fat is cere, dofwa, stupere, ditfwen, ffoof,. sttipi. 
dus; S. dv&jfi dufftort, daft, d&jflto^ dafffog; Sn.Cr. 
daare, stult*^ daara, infatuate, S. d#rv; Su.6. 
daase, a fooly d&s-a^ lanfae^e^ Teut* daes*6*i, de 
li rare, S. dose, dtwed; Isl. doede, stupdr, doid+- 
ia, stupefaj^rc, S, dmt\ foitit. Herice alfeo $; dfoti^ 
to wither^ daver^ douerit and chwbdte^ 4. f. A. Bdf. 
daivgos, da&kfa) a * dirty slatt^ring woaaait," 
Ray, seem to, be from the same root.

This ancient Isl. word daa bears greafc rosein. 
blance of the Heb. rnn, dawh, languid-us fait.
DAW, /. An atom, a jot,, a particle. .M?w 

n daw, not the smallest thing that *caa be ima 
gined, 3* B-^ sjnon. starn^yim. 

Ir. dadadh, pr6n. dadav; Gael. cT0d^ dadadh*, a 
jot, whit, somewhat, seem to acknowledge the same 
root. This undoubtedly is, what Seren. (vo. Damp,) 
calls a 9^0^ ancient Scythian word, Daa, vaporaxe. 
According to this etymon, we nwy observe,the ana- 
lo^ of origin between this and yiiri) id. which is the 
same with Su.G. em? ime, fumus tenuis, Isl. eim-ur» 
vaporr.
DAWACHE, DAVOCH, s+ As much land as 

can be pfoperly laboured 1̂  during the season, 
by eight oxen^ w Ane ox-g&it of Isifid^' is 
gifeti by Skcne as a synoir. pfrrafsr,

4i Glf ane dwelles vpon land perteining to ane frie 
man, and as ane husband man haldes lands of him; 
and henappin to deceis ; his mai&ter sail haue the 
best eaver, or beast (the best aucht) of his cattejl,. 
provyding that the husband man did haue of hint 
the audit parte of ^e d^tfeA* of land, or main"— 
Quon. Att. c. 25. tf. l.!

" Botr«c^^e«^evid^tf^r cbniftfcfcfd with Teuf; 
dttgfiw&ndj ittodtti^ agri^ tersus, id quod UBIO did' 
arari aut verti pptest; from dagh die?, and wenden 
vettere^ ;*' <&!'. Sife!^. Bu« a port^oiv of lan*, that 
reqpke* the labour of ascertain nttmber of cattle for 
the year, would not be denominated from the work 
of a single dUtp*

In the Lat copy it is Davata ferrae. ^Bullet ab 
surdly make» it the same with d&oede, dabede, which 
he renders jusques a; because davata, he says, has 
been extended to signify a barony, as it the meaning 
were, exactly9 equivalent. The Word is of Gael, 
origin ; from damh, pron. dav, an ox. Damhach 
was the term formerly used in Gael, for an oigatc 
of land. It is still us^d in the counties of Ross 
and Banff.

" There-is &Davoch of land belonging to this* 
parish in the valley of Strathconnon, in the bosom 
of the westerii mountains.^ P. Urray, Ross, Statist. 
Acc..vit S46.

" Thu parish of Kirkinichael is divided into 10 
little district», tailed Dwcha» P. Kirkmicha«l, 
Banffs. Ibid. xi
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The writer of this article gives a more full and sa 

tisfactory derivation than that which I had adopted.
In its original acceptation, it imports as much 

land as can be ploughed by 8 oxen.
" Several antiquaries have mistaken the etymon 

of Davoch ; but the word is evidently derived from 
Daimh, oxen, and Ach, field." Ibid.
DAWCH, DAW, adj. " Lazy, idle," Gl. Wall.

Sen ye ar Scottis, yeit salust sail ye be,
€htd det/n, Dawch Lard) bath lowth banyoch a de.

Wallace, vi. 138. MS.
Good even, daucht Lord, Ballauch Benochadie.

Edit. 1648.
According to this view, both dawch and Laird are 

S. words, and signify, " lazy laird." But a gen 
tleman, versant in the Gael., informs me that al 
though Gud deyn is merely good even, all the rest 
of the line is Gael, and ought to be read ;

— Ddch labhairt, 6' ail luibh, Beannach a De. 
i. e. " Rather say, if you please, God bless you." 

The words, rather say, however, mar the sense. It 
would therefore seem that dawch Lard is not Gael. 
Dawch is thus the same with daue, used by Dunbar. 
DAWD, DAUB, s. A considerably large piece

of any thing j especially of what is edible, S.
synon. htncb.

For dauds of bannocks, whangs o' cheese, 
Their pouches a* they sought ance. 

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, ii. 11. V. LUNCH.
" Raw da&ds make fat lads/' This is " spoken 

when we give ft good piece of meat te a young boy;" 
Kelly, p. £84. " There is little sense in this," he 
says. Perhaps he refers to the epithet raw. But 
this seems to mean, that the keen appetite of a boy 
will nat wait till meat be fully made ready; aad that 
it is better to give him a portion in this state, than 
to suffer him to fast too long.

The term does not appear iavariably to include 
the idea of magnitude* This is sometimes deter, 
mined by meaas of an adj., as, amuckle d(md.

It is sometimes written dad. But this orthography 
Is not consonant to the pronunciation.

— A dad o' a bannock, or fodge to prie.
J<*mtes*n>s Popular Baft, i. 501.

To riv* all a dttwds, to tear all in pieces; GK 
Yorks, " Z)W, a lump," A. Bo*. GJ. Gro&e.

The 1st. phrase, At dry gut dade, to bring sup. 
plies, suppetias ferre, may have seme affinity; espe 
cially, as da&d is rendered, virtus et arnica afficia; 
G. Andr. It may, however, be rather allied to Isl. 
todde, portio, tomus; as the change of die dental 
ktters is very common. The Isl. term properly sig 
nifies a portion bestowed ar a gift. Anciently e^ery 
husbandman in Norway was bound to present to th« 
King, at Yule, a bushel of barley, and the garter 
of an ox three years old* This was called Vina 
todde, literally, a friend's portion ; Heims Kringla, 
c. 252. A gift at Christmas was also denominated 
Jol todde; G. Andr. vo. fodde, p. 240. 
DAWDS AND BLAWDS. The blades of cofewort

boiled whole, or broth made in this man 
ner. This phrase is used both 8. B. and? Loth.
It seems equivalent to tang kaUr &

DAW
a Dawds and blawds, broth with green cole wort, 

boiled," Gl. Shirr.
Dawds is undoubtedly the pi. of dawd, a large 

piece of any thing, q. v. The phrase seems equiva* 
lent to blades in dawds, or in large pieces. V. BLAD. 
DAWDIE, s. A dirty slovenly woman, a slat 

tern, S. B.
Dowdy, used by Shakspeare, is evidently from the 

same origin. This is Isl. daud-a; dauda doppay 
focmella ignava. MoesG. af-dawids, latiguidus. Our 
dawdie is perhaps immediately from S. daw, a slug 
gard, q. v.; like Isl. daud, dauda, from daa, deliqui- 
urn animi. 
DAWDIE, adj. Slovenly, sluttish, S. B. V.

the s. 
To DAWDLE, «/. ». To be indolent or slovenly,

Perths. V. DAWDIE, DAW. 
DAWERK. V. DAYWERK. 
DAW-FISH, s. The lesser Dog-fish, Orkn.

" The lesser Dog-fish (Si^alus catulms, Lia. Syst.) 
which is here called the daw-fish, is caught in small 
quantities on our coasts. 91 Barry's Orkn. p. 296. 
DAWING, s. Dawn of day.

On the Rud ewyn, in the da&ingy 
The Inglis ost blew till ass ail 1.

Barbour, xvii. 634. MS. 
Be this the dawing gan at morne wax rede, 
And chasit away the sternes fra euery stede.

Doug. Virgil, 85. 50.
From Daw, v. q. v. A. S. dagung, aurora. 

DAWPIT, adj. In a state of mental imbecilli-

S, Ayrs.; perhaps radically the same with 
OWF, q. v.

To DAWT, DAUT, DATE, *. a. i. To fondlet 
to caress, S. Part» pa. davjtit. 

They never minded mair, but meet and daut, 
And thought the time but jimp enough for thai.

Ros$*s Helenore^ p. 19. 
Or has some*dauted wedder broke his leg ?

Ramsay's JPwcw, ii. 4.
" — The father will make much of his stinne, fc 

allure him, & promise him an hyre, te moue him. to 
do that thing that he Is obliged to do of duty : 30 
the Lord dates and allures us, and calfes the tiling, 
which hee giues us freelie, an byre and rewarde, to 
the ende, that hee may encourage vs to goe forwardes 
in weM-doing." Rollocke, Passion, p. 40*, 4fltt. f 
2. Eqjuivalent to, dote upon.

Much dawted by the gods is he
Wha to the Indian plain 

Successfu* ploughs the wally sea, 
And safe returns again*

Ramsayls Poemf% i. 84.
At first view, one might suppose this to be radi 

cally the same with ET. dote, dote upon. But it has 
certainly a different origin. Dote is properly de*. 
rived from Bel&. dot-erL, delirare. This has mo*e 
affinity to Isl. dad-ur, gestus affiatorius, G. Andr, 
4*4. daar, daa, daat «xtremeljf pfeasing, vehBttrcHtei? 
grattis et placens; leikatktat, plausibiliter Itrtfete; 
ad tommwt doott^ to be greatly beloved, vakte abY4ri} 
Ibid. 47. The origin may be the qld 
signifying any* thing ctfceHeat dor
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Hence daa laete, a phrase denoting that satisfaction, 
or delight, which is expressed in the countenance by 
smiles; bene placentiaarrideiitium, Ibid. 44. Thaae, 
thaaede, gratis accipio, would almost seem allied ; as 
well as MoesG. daudo in us-daudo sollicite, Luk. 
vii. 4. 
DAUTING, DAUTEING, /. The act of fondling.

Thus draif thai our that deir nicht with dauteing 
J[and chere.]

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 63. 
DAWTIE, DAWTE', DAWTY, s. 1. Love, kind-

ness, endearment.
— Thir damisellis, for derne doytit lufe
— Dogonis haldis in dawte.——

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 61. 
2. A darling, a favourite, S.

It's ten to ane ye're nae their dawty.
Shirref's Poems, p. 333.

Sibb. derives the:», from Dan. daegg-er, to nourish 
or bring up ; ;and the^s. from daegge, a darling. But 
it would appear that daegg-er, like §uG. daegg-za, 
properly signifies to, suckle ; thus daegge is merely a 
suckling, corresponding to Su.G. daeggiobarn, in. 
fans lactens. V..DEY. That etymon, given under 
the t>., seems therefore preferable. It may be added, 
that Fr. dadee., childish toying, speech or dalliance, 
seems a cognate term. Souffrir a un enfant toutes 
se dadees \ to cocker a child, to make a dawtie 
of it. 
DAWTIT, DAUTED, part. pa. Fondled. V.

DAWT* ,
DAY NOR DOOR, a proverbial phrase, used to 

express the effect of noise or uproar. / canna 
bear day nor door, I can hear nothing distinctly, 
S.B.

— u In a weaven the house wis gaen like Lawren- 
fair; for you wou'd na hae hard day nor door." 
Journal from London, p. 8.

This phrase is probably very ancient. But I can 
form no conjecture as to its origin. 
To DE, DEE, v. n. To die.

:—— Latjne thy fader in law — 
Dpun to the. goistis in ^ampe Elysee 
Sail Wend, and end his dolly day is, and dee.

f ;j Ibid. 47S. 8. 
Dee expresses the S. mode of pronunciation. 

Do or $ey conquer or Hie, Wallace. V. DEY, v. 
DONE TO DE, killed; q. made to die.

Ful mony diuers sermouns betuix thaym two 
Talkand and carpand oft quhare as they go ; 
The prophetes thaym tald was done to de.

Doug. Virgil, 168. 37.
DEAD MEN'S BELLS, Foxglove, S. Digit- 

alis purpurea, Linn.
It seems to have received its name, either as fre. 

quently found about the ruins i>f monasteries, &c. 
or because the vulgar believe that where it grows, 
some person has been buried.
*J1EAF, adj. 1. Flat, not ^harp; applied to 

soil. Deaf ground, an insipid soil, that either 
produces no crop, or a ver^ insufficient one, 
S, B.
Su.G. daufjord) terra sterilis; GL Goth» ap. 

Ihre3 vo. Dofwa.
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2. Destitute of a principle of vegetable life. 

Grain that hath lost the power of germinating, 
is said to be deaf, S. 
A. S. deaf corn, frumentum sterile, Lye.

3. Rotten. A deaf nit, is a nut that has no ker 
nel, S. Teut. doove noot, Kilian ; Germ, cine 

taube nusse, id.
At first view, the common signification of the word, 

as used to denote the want of the sense of hearing, 
might seem the primary one. But this, I apprehend, 
is merely a particular and restricted application of a 
term originally used with far greater latitude. v lt 
properly signifies stupid, in whatever way ; hence 
transferred, in a more limited sense, to the stupidity 
of one organ. Ihre renders Su.G. dof, in.-its pri 
mary signification, stupidus, cui nihil frugis est£ 
and surdus, only in a secondary sense. Isl. daufry
1. insipidus. 2. surdus, G. Andr, p. 47. MoesG. 
daubs, signifies hardened ; and daubitha,, hardening, 
obduracy ; applied to the heart, as denoting a state 
of moral stupor. Here we must refer to that prolific 
root, Isl. daa, deliquium. V. DAW, 2. ' «- •• . ; 
DEAMBULATOUR, s. A gallery. - 

And ferder eik perordour myejvt'yje'knantf // * 
Within the cheif dearnbulatour^.Qn raw 
Of forefaderis grete ymagis'dyd stand.

. , . Doug, Virgil> 211. 17. 
Lat. deambulator-mm, id.

DEAN,, DEN, s. l. A hollow where the ground 
slopes oniboth sides; generally, such an cme*as 
has a rivulet running through it^ S.^ ^ ?' *' • * 
" Spott house, romantically situated''on a rock, 

in a dean, den or glen, about a mile long, though 
appearing in a low site, has a prospect of the Ger 
man ocean, Dunbar, the Bass, Isle of May, and 
the neighbouring very rich coast of East Lothian^'* 
P. Spott, E. Loth. Statist. Ace. T. 455.

This term is often applied to a wooded hollow. 
ic I have made several visits of late to the Den of 

Rubislaw.—One evening it appeared in dreadful ma. 
jesty ; for it was so thick: a fog, that I could hardly 
see the tops of the trees, or even of the cliia." 
Sir W. Forbes's Life of-Beattie, ii. 51, 

* u A Den^ in the vernacular language of Scot, 
land,- as used' in the- Sense here meanty is syrfoiiy- 
mous with what ia' England is called a 
N. ibid. <
2. A small valley*, S.

a On the south side of the two4 rocks df 
a small valtey, called the Carlop's Dean crosses the 
glen behind.——'At the foot of the Deton, eastward, 
before it contracts and-deepens int6 a glen, is a 
subterranean spring^ called the Rumbling Weli." 
P. Pennycuick, LothV Statist. Ace. Append, xtii. 
622. 624. ' ' ' ""

E. den is used in the same sense; A. S. den, tallis.
To DEAR, v. n.

* For fault of cattle, corn and gerse, 
Your banquets of most nobility 
Dear of the tlag "brawen in the Merse.

Polwtfrt, Watson's Coll. iii. 9. 1O. 
. THiife undoubtedly relates to some proverbial 

phrase now obsolete. ^Dear seems equivalent to -sa* 
vour3 taste, have a smack of. V. BRA\YEN.
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DEARCH,. DERCH, s. A dwarf.

Dreid, dirtfast Dearch, that thou has disobeyt 
My cousin Quintine, and my Commissar.

Evergreen, ii. 49. st. 2. 
Derch, I sail ding thee till I gar thee dung.

Ibid. 68. st. 19* V. DROICH. 
DEASOIL, DEISHEAL, s. Motion contrary to 
U&at.of the Sun; a Gael. word. V. WID-

DERSHINS.
To.DEAVE, v. a. To deafen. V. DEVE. 
To DEAW, v. n. To rain gently, as if it were 

dew falling, to drizzle, S. B. 
.A. S. deaw-tan, Belg. daw-en, id. 

DEBAID, s. Delay.
Than Bohnok with the company, 
That in his wayne closyt he had, 
Went oh his way, but mar debaid.

Barbour, x. 222. MS.
From de and baid, id. from A. S. bid-an, manere, 

expectare. ' 
To DEB AIT, if. a. To be diligent in procuring

any thing.
." Attoure that virtew suld be autorist in this realme, 
he conijnafcdit na vagabound nor ydill pepyll to be 
ressauit in ony town without thay had sum craft 
to debait thair leuyngl" Bellend. Oron. B. xv. c. 
1. ' Nisi victum artificio alio quaeritantes. Boeth.

This is perhaps from Fr. debat-re, to strive. 
To DEBAIT, v. a. To protect.

" Not lang eftir he went agane in In gland, & 
wes trublit with sa vehement weit & haill, that he 
.mycht skarsMe deid ait ,hym self & his army .vnperist 
be 3torme of redder." Bellend. Cron. B. xv. 
C. 12. Yix sese ac exercitum tueri — . — potuerit. 
Boeth. . * ;

" Pape Innocent (becaus he had ane yeirly pen 
sion of King Johne) x wa£ the mair commouit at this 
complaynt, and promittit to debait him with maist 
faudiireV' ' Ibid. B. xiii: c. 11. Causam Joannis 
sibj ciirae fore^ ac earn seiutandam recipere. Boeth. 

This seems allied to Fr. se debat-rey to bestir one's 
self." .",'.."'. ;'•/', 
To DEBAIT, if. a. To bring low, to lower. 

The same.wyse thir Rutulianis, as he wald, 
Can at command debait thare voce and ceice, 
To here the Kingis .iriytuj, and hald thare peace. 

\ ': * ' 'bpug. Virgil, 459/ 11. 
This'seenvs used, Improper!^; as Rudd. has observ 

ed, " for abate:" " '* ' l * - f J : 
DEBAITMENT, s. , Contention. , . " 

Plesand febait merit s^qiaha, sa right reportis 
Thair might fee sene^nd ^11 maner dispoftis.

; J; J - 'Pblice of Honour, iii. 47. 
Fr. debatetneht, id. ' ' , J l 

To DEBCjRiD, i>'. n. 'To depart, to go beyond 
proper boun4s, rto go to excess] /V , , ~ 

Thee, shacfowjng foorth, my Draughts may not "-^
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To DEBQUT, v. a. To thrust from ; Fr. d*-

lout-er, id.
" Yet his fraud was detected before they came 

home, and he debouted, and put from that authori 
ty." Hume's Hist. Doug. p. 264. 
DECAY, s. A decline, a consumption, S.

u They have a charm also whereby they try if 
persons be in a decay or not, and if they will die 
thereof; which they call Casting of ^the heart." 
Brand's Orkney, p. 62. 
To DECORE, v. a. To adorn, to decorate, Fr.

decor-er.
This made me to esteme of her tlffe more, 
Her name and rareness did her so decore.

K. James VI. Chron. S. P. Hi. 479.
a They gifts, that decores and beautifies nature, 

they cannot hurt nor impair nature ; but al super- 
natu rail gifts, beautifies and decores nature." Bruce's 
Serm. on the Sacr. M. 3. b. }
DECOURTED, part. pa. Dismissed from court* 

" The Earl of Huntly in the mean time procured 
a gift of the benefice of Dumfermline, which was 
lately taken from the Master of Gray now decourt- 
ed." Melvil's Mem. p. 175. 
DEDE, DEID, s. l. Death, S. | 

Syne Deid casts up his yettis w yd; ' ' 
Saying, 4 Thir oppin sail ye byd.' ' ,

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, 126. 
The term occurs in O. E. * * " 
Than dede his life sundred, the folk for him was

wo. It. Brunne, p. 2§. 
2. The cause of death, S. <- .*vi. 

Though I hae slain the lord Johnstoney
What care I for their feid ? : 

My noble mind their wrath disdains, 
He was my father's deid.

Minstfelsy Border, i; 222.
. It is, by way of, eminence, used in this sense as 
denoting the -pestilence. > T A 1:. .:< f,\z 

That Hke yere iu*til /Ynglaiid- . * . / ;>*•*> 
, ThejSecunfLI^e wes f^st^wed^n(J.— : {- 

T Wtottiir yere next fo|pwan4? 
The Ded was eritret in Sc(jtlani$» n ' , . 
feegynnand at the Candihnes, », ' "", • t 
,To the^Yule, or eft, it wedand wes. ( . 

/ ! ' Wynioun, v\\\. 45. 92. 100. 
That this is thepense, ui^ques^ionably appears /roil 

the mode of exp ress( iQn used ej^ewhere ; / / . ^ 
In Scotland that yhere in wij^lens r* ' au/j 
Wes wedand the Mry</ pe&tijens,. ", '

m 
From sacred mirror of thy saving word.

''Morels True Cructfixe, p. 7. 
Fr. debord-er, to overflow, to exceed rule ; from 

bord, a border, brink, brira. , 
DEBORDING, s. Excess. ,*

The ^cow</raged 4. 1361. ,., -t ' / r t 
Su.G. rfoec/, mprs5 as lire iaforms us, also d^nyies 

the pestilence. " Thus5 "^e say^, us that pestiienCjB 
which wasted the whole ; of jSiirbpe^ in tl|Q middle .of 
the fourteenth century^ is commonly denominated 
digerdoedari) \.e.tKe great death ̂  from dtger f m- 
gens, gran if is., It was also called the bjack death. 
V.' Von'TroiPs Lett, on Iceland, p. 305, 306. 
3. The manner of dying.

Sum tholyd wengeans and hard payne 
Till thare endyng, but remede. 
Pew war of tha, Jhat deyd gud dede.. , , , 

ffiyntown, ix. 12. J.50,
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A. S. tfedf, Su.G. doed^ Isl. daud, Belg. dood, id. 

DEDECHACK, s. The sound made by a wood- 
s worm in houses; so called from its clicking 

noise, and because vulgarly supposed to be a 
premonition ofx death, 8. It is also called the . 
chackie-mill, S. B., because of its resemblance 
to the sound of a mill. In E. it is designed the 
death-watch. V. CHAK, 2., and ELF-MILL.

DEDE-ILL, s. " Mortal sickness," Gl. Wynt.
This seems to be the same with dedal', S. men 

tioned by Rudd. as synon. withVe^fey but properly 
denoting the cause of death. It may, however, be 
q. dede-ail^ i. e. mortal ailment or disease. 

Tharfor instil Orknay 
In-till hysdede-ill quhen he lay, 
The lettrys selyd of that cownnand 
Till the Kyng Alysawndyr of Scotland 
In gret hy he gert be send, 
To mak hys mennys dedis kend.

Wyntown, Tii. 10. 230. 
This is written dede-euelte) O. E. 
Sithen at Gloucestre dede-euelle him toke.

R. Brimne, p. 32. 
DEDLYKE, adj. Mortal, deadly.

Thare is nane dedlyke Kyng wyth crowne, 
That our-larde til oure kyng «uld be. 
In-til superyoryte. Wynt own ̂  viii. 5. 74. 

A. S. deadltCj id. / IsL daudleik^r^ mortality.
D£DE*NIP, s. A blue mark in the body, not 

produced by a blow, contusion, or any known 
cause, ascribed by the vulgar to necromancy ; 
hence sometimes called a witcVs nip, S. 
This superstitious idea is not confined to our coun 

try. Rilian defines Teut. doode-nep in a similar 
manner, observing that it is vulgarly viewed as a 
presage of the death of a relation. Livor sive ma. 
cula lurida: liyor ultro proveniens, absque contu. 
sione aut dolore in corporis human i aliqua parte: 
qua mortem consanguine! conjectat vulgus,
DEDE-THRAW, DEIBITHRAW, DEITHT TI^RAW, *•

1. The agonies of death.
u The hyllis, vajis and lesuris resoundit all the 

nicht with maist terribyl spraichis of yammeryng 
pepyll in the devt-thraw." Bellend. Cron. £. vi. c. 
17.

u Kyng Alexander cam at that instant tyme 
quhen Darius vas in the agonya and deitht thrau." 
Compl. S, p. IBS.

The ingenious Glossarist to this work has made
some carious remarks on-the subject. Speaking of
the contortions of death, he says ; " These are re.
garded by the peasants with a,5pecies of superstiti-
ons horror. To die with a thraw, is reckoned an
obvious indication of a bad conscience. When a
person was secretly murdered, it was formerly be.
Ueved, that if the corpse were watched with cer.
lain mysterious ceremonies, the death-thraws would

dfce reversed on its visage, and it would denounce
,gthe perpetrators and circumstances of the murder.
"ijrhe following verse occurs in a ballad, of which I
Tbave heard some fragments. A lady is murdered by
%r lover : her seven brother watch the corpse. It
proceeds—

D E F
>Twas at the middle o' the night,

The cock began to cr»W; 
And at the middle ®' the night,

The corpse began to thraw." 
E. throe, throw ; A. S. thraw-an> agontzart.

2. Meat is said to be in the dead-thraw^ when 
it is neither cold nor hot, S.

3. Any thing is said to be i4 left in. the dead* 
throw," when left unfinished, S.

To'DEDEINYE, DEDANE, v. n. To deign. 
——I dedeinye not to ressaue 
Sic honour certis quhilk feris me not to haue. 

Doug. VirgU^ 23. 30. 
Not to displeiss your faderheid, I pray,

Under the figur of sum brutal beist 
A moral fable ye wad dedane to say.

Henrys one i Chron. S. P. i. 03. 
Fr. Jatgn-er, id., dey as Rudd. observes, being su 

perfluous.
DEE, s. A dairy-maid. V. DEY. 
DEEP, s. The channel, or deepest part of a 

river, S.
" At the Fonl.dike the deep or channel of the 

river is upon the Seatoji side," State, Leslie of 
Powis, p. 119.

Teut. diepte, Sw. diup, depth. 
DEEPDRAUCHTIT, adj. Designing, artful, 

crafty, S. from deep and draucbt, a plan, a 
scheme. It may be observed, however, that 
Su.G* drag-aj primarily to draw, also signifies 
to deceive; and that there is even a synon. term 
in Sti.G., laangdragen, qui simulates diu servat 
alta rnente repostas, Ihre; q. kingdraucktit.

DEER-HAIR, DEERS-HAIR, s. Heath club- 
rush, S. Scirpus cespitosus, Linn. 

At the Skelf-hill the^cauldron still
The men of Liddesdale can shew; 

And on the spot where they boiled the pot, 
The spreat and the deer "hair ne'er shall grow. 

Minstrelsy Border% iii. 376. 
" The deer hair is a coarse species of pointed

grass, which, in May, bears a very minute, but
beautiful yellow flower." Ibid.

" Scirpus caespitosus. Deer's Hair. Scotis
australibus." Lightfoot, p. 1080.
To DEFAIK, v. a. To relax, to remit.

" Thir nouellis maid Cesius to defaik sum part of
his curage." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 39. a. Re miser it
ardorem; Boeth.

Fr. defalqu-er, E. defalc-are.
To DEFAILL, *. n. To fail, to wax feeble. 

Feill Scottis horss was drewyn into trawaill, 
Forrown that day, so irkyt can defaill.

Wallace, x. 704. i. e. " began to faill." 
Fr. defeilt-er, id.

To DEFAISE, v. a. To deduct.
" The awn ar of the brint land, quhahes biggit

and re parrel lit the samin, sail not be haldin to pay
mair of the saidis annuellis respectiiie, then cummis
to the residew thairof, the saidis saxt, fyft and
fourt parties respectiue being defasit." Acts
Marie, 1551. c. 9. Edit. 1566. 

Defaised) Murray, c. 10.
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Fr. se defaire, to alienate, to quit. 

DEFAISANCE, DEFASA^CE, ^. i. Excuse, sub-
terfuge.
'* Because the Lordis vnderstandis, that thair is 

sum part of letters grantit be the King to spiritual! 
Lordis, and Prelatis, and als to temporall Lordis, and 
to Barronis of discharge of part of the said taxt; — 
the saidis letters of discharge to be na dcfasance to 
thame." Acts Ja. IV. 1489. c. 21. Edit. 1566. 
Defaisance, Murray, c. 9.

FT. defaite, a shift, an excuse.
2. Defalcation, deduction in payment.

" It sail be lesum to the annuellaris, not with. 
standing the defeasance maid presentlie, gif thay 
pleis, to by in agane." Acts Marie, 1551. c. 9.
DEFAME, s. Infamy, disgrace.

Depe in his hart boldynny» the felloan schame, 
with dolour, anger and defame. 

Doug. Vir&L 351. 55. Latr defam-o.

He was arestyt syne and tane.
And degradyt syne wes he
Off honour and off d ignite.
' — Schyr Edcroapdr the nychty King,
Had on this wyss done his likyng
Off Jhone the Balleoll, thai swa sone
Was all defawtyt and wndone.

Barbour, i. 182. MS. .
" Defeated," Pink. But this does not properly 

express the idea. For an overthrow is not meant, 
according to the usual sense of the term defeated. 
The word here used is expletive of degradut, and 
seems synon. vrifa fore-faulted which commonly oc 
curs in our laws.

It seems to be from Fr. defaill-er, &d pers. pres. 
default, " to want, to lack, to make a default," 
Cotgr. used in an active sense.
To DEFEND, v. a. To ward off.

For lo, the werk that first is foundit sure, 
May better bere apace and hyare be, — 

And stronger to defend aduersitee.
King's Quair, iv. 8.

In this sense S. B. they commonly speak of " de 
fending a stroke." Fr. defend-re, id.
To DEFOUL, v. a. l. To defile j Doug. 
2. To dishonour, to disgrace.

That doughty deiit with hym sa, for dout he war 
defold. Gawan and Gol. iii. 25.

Fr. defoul-er9 to trample on, also, to reproach.
DEFOWLE, s. Disgrace.

Wys men suld drede thare innymys ; 
For lychtlynes and succwdry 
Drawys in defowle comownaly.

Wyntown, viii. 26. 54. 
To DEFOUND, v. a. To pour down,

————— The son scheoe 
Begouth defound his bemes on the grene.

Doug. Virgil, 293. 8. Lat. defends. 
DEGEST, adj. Grave, composed.

Furth held the stout and degest Auletes.
Doug. Virgil, 321.49. 

King Latyne tho with sad and degest mynd 
To him ansueris. — Ibid. 406. 6.

DEY
Sedatus, Virg. Lat. digest-us. Hence, 

DEGESTLIE, adv. Sedately*
Agit Alethes, that na wyscjome wantJt, 
Bot baith was ripe in counsele and in yeris, 
Unto thir wourdis degestlie maid ansueris.

Doug. Virgil, 284. 3.
DEGESTEABLE, adj. Concocted. Thus Harry 

the Minstrel speaks of
——:—The ftouris suete, 

Degestedble, engenered throu the hete.
WaU&e, iii. 2. MS.

Fr. digester, to concoct, whence digestif, digest 
ed, or procuring digestion.
DEGYSIT, fart, fa: Disguised.

And ay to thame come Repentance amang, 
And maid thame chere degysit in his wede.

King's Quair., iii. 8. 
Fr. deguis-er^ to disguise.

DEGOUTIT, part. pa. Spotted. 
——With this hong

A mantill on hir schuldries large aud long; 
That furrit was with ermyn full quhite, 

Degout it with the self in spottis blake.
King's Quairy v. 9. 10»

DEY, DEE, /. A woman who has the charge 
of a dairy, a dairy-maid, S. B. Dee, Loth* 

As they drew near, they heard an elderin deyy 
Singing full sweet at milking of her ky.

Ross's Helenorej p. 76. 
There sing the gowans, broom and knows,—

And blythsome swains, 
Wha rant and dance, with kiltit dees, 

O'er mossy plains.
Ramsay1 s Poems, ii. 399. 

My mother she is an auld Jey; 
And we'll sleep on a bed o' green rashes, 

And dine on fresh curds and green whey.
Jamieson's Popular Ball. ii. 157. 

This word is used by Chaucer.
She was as it were a maner dey.

Nonne'sPr. T. 14851.
Tyrwhitt says; " A kind of tfey; but what a 

dey was, it is not easy to determine precisely.—It 
probably meant originally a day-labourer in genera), 
though it may since have been used to denote parti, 
cularly the super-intendant of a dayerie." Note, Vol. 
III. 278.

Dey-house) Glocest., signifies dairy-house. This 
Marshall derives " from dey an old word for milk, 
and house , the milk-house." Rural Econ. of Glo 
cest. Gl.

Lye, (Addit. to Junius) derives it conjectnrally 
from Isl. dcgg-ia> lac praebere, lac tare, g being 
changed into y> which is very common. Although 
he speaks with uncertainty, he has evidently refer 
red to a cognate term. Sw. deja has precisely the 
sense of dey; a dairy-maid, Wideg. Sibb. having 
mentioned dey a oeconoma, refers also to A. S. 
the owe, fainula, serva, ancilla. But there is no sort 
of affinity between these; whereas Su.G. deja is evi. 
dently allied to a variety of terms, in the Northern 
languages, which have a similar meaning. Isl. dia, 
dy, Sw. dt, tosuek; Su.G. degg-ia, daegg-ia, to 
give milk, to suckle; MoesG. dadd-jan, both to
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milk and to suckle. The root seems to be Isl. dy, 
Dan. di, die, mamma; at gifve bar net di9 to give the 
breast to a child; whence also die, coocubina foeta; 
G. Andr. p. 49. and Sw. di-barn, a nurse-child. 
A. S. diende, lactantes; Benson. Ihre justly ob 
serves that E. dug preserves the root. Belg. title 
and E. teat are viewed as having the same origin. 
V. Jun. Goth. Gl. 
To DEY, v. n. To die ; Wyntown.

Isl. dey-a, id. daen, mortuus. G. Andr. and Ihre 
view Gr. $*y*f««<, $«wi>, as radically the same. In a- 
nother place, however, G. Aodr. seems to consider 
Isl. daa, deliquium, as allied, explaining it, seminex, 
quies morti similior, p. 44.
DEIL, DEILLE, DELL, s. Part, quantity, E. 

deal. A deilkj any thing, aught.
Schir Ranald said, Lordis, yhe knaw this weill, 
At my commande he will nocht do a deille.

Wallace, iii. 282. MS. 
Half dele, the one half.

—All kind of vicis to comprehend half dele, 
Nor all the names of tormentis and of panis, 
I micht not rekkin, that in yone hald remanis. 

Doug. Virgil, 186. 41.
MoesG. dail, pars, portio; A. S. dael, Belg. deel, 

id. een deel, partly ; A. S. sum dael, aliqua pars, 
Chron. Saxon. Su.G. del; S. dele, a share, di 
vidend, in partnership among fishermen;" Gl. Wyn 
town. 
DEIL, DEILL, DEEL, s. The devil, S.

Betoocht-us-to! and well I wat that's true : 
Awa! awa! the deeVs owrc grit wi? you.

Ramsay''s Poems, ii. 120.
This pronunciation has originated, as in many 

other words in which v was anciently written u, 
from the soft sound given to this letter.
DEIL'S DOZEN, pron. di*en. The number thir 

teen, S.
This number is accounted so unlucky, that I have 

seen people, who were in other respects intelligent, 
refuse to form one of a company that would amount 
to thirteen. Many will not sail iu a vessel, when 
this is the number of persons on board ; as it is be 
lieved that some fatal accident must befal one of 
them. Whence this strange superstition could ori 
ginate, it is impossible to say. But it evidently in 
cludes the idea, that the thirteenth is the devil's lot.
DEIL'S DUNG, Assafoetida, S.

So called from its stench. It is singular, that its 
name in Teut. is the same in signification ; duyvels 
dicck, diaboli stercus ; and in Sw. dyfvehtraeck, the 
term traeck denoting excrement. 
DEIL'S SNUFFBOX, a name given to the Common

Puff-ball, S. Lycoperdon bo vista, Linn. 
DEIL'S SPOONS. 1. Great water Plantain, S.

Alisma Plantago, Linn. 
2. Broadleaved Pond weed, S. Potamogeton na-

tans, Linn.
DEIR, adj. Bold, daring.

Dukis and digne lordis, douehty and deir, 
Seinbillit to his summoune.

Gawan and Gol. i. 1.

DEI
It frequently occurs in Wallace. 

Butler is slayne with dochty men and deyr. •
B. v. 491. 'MS.

The saine word is used substantively for a daring 
or bold man.

The deir dight him to the deid by the day dew. 
Gawan and Gol. ii. 23.

This may be the same with Derf, q. v. although if 
any one contend that it is the ancient form of dear^ 
precious, it might be difficult to proYe the, cpntraVy. 
Alem. diur, carus, and its derivatives, were, used 
with considerable latitude. V. Schilter in vo. 
DEIR, adj. Wild, not tamed.

They drive on the da deir, by dalis and doun.
Gdwan and Gol. i. 18. "

i. e. " the wild does;" Su.G. diur, A. S. deor^ 
Alem. Belg. dier, Isl. dyr, a. wild be&st. . * ', 
DEIR, DERE, s. A wild'animal. V, DERE. 
DEIR, s.

The sylour deir of the deise dayntely wes dent 
With the doughtyest in thair dais, dyntis couth

dele. Gawan >and Go/, i. 6. 
Mr Pink, understands this as signifying door. But 

if sylour mean canopy, as he seems to reckon pro 
bable, sylour deir is most likely, precious canopy. 
To DEIR. V. DERE.
DEIS, i)Es&, DBAS, s. l. "The plade.atthe head 

of a hall, where the floor was raised higher than 
the rest, and which was the honourable part. A 
canopy was frequently spread over it Y but it is 
not the canopy, but the qtevate'djloor which ' is 
meant by deis." Pink. r

The lustie Quene scho sat in niicf the deis ; 
Befoir hir stude the nobil wourthy King. ; 
Servit thai war of mony dyvers meis. '

K. Hart, \. 53. Maitland Poems y p. 20. 
——— The Quene was set at dieisr ^ ' 

Under hir glorious sten tit capital!, 
Amang proude tapettis and-*iichty tialf apparaH.

According to Mr Ritson, b6th the elevation and 
the canopy were' called 'indifferently by thhr name. 
Metr. Rom. Gl. yb. beys. 
2. A long board, seat or* bench erected agaifist a

wall. This, as Sibb. observes, is still1 called a
deiss, S. '".'*'*''! ; 
Scho gart graith wp a durd be the housfr sid ^ 
With carpettis cled, and honowryt with' gret

lycht. —
— About he blent on tb»the burdhim bye» — 
Scho had him wp to Wallace b$r the devs* ; ,

Wallace, ii. 279. 329. 34L, MS. 
Dess is here used as synon, with burd. 

It is defined, u a long wooden settle, settee, or 
sopha, such as is found in the kitchens of farm 
houses;" Gl. Pop.'BalJU Tl ;. ;>; : .;. 
In its auld lerroch yet the dexts remains,

Whare the gudeman aft stieeks him at his ease, 
A warm and canny lean for weary banes 

O' lab'rers doil'd upo', the .wintry Teas. .*
Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 58.

" I remember having seen in the hall of the ruin 
ed castle of Elan Staiker, in the district of Appin,
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an old oaken deas, which was so contrived as to 
serrc for a settee ; at meal. times the back was turned 
over, rested on the anhs, and became a table ; and 
attiight the seat was raised up, and displayed a com. 
modious bed for four .persons, two and two, feet 
to feet, to sleep in. I was told, that this kind of 
deets was formerly, common in the hails 6f great 
ho&ses, where such oeconomy, with respect to bed. 
room, was very necessary." Jamieson's Pop. Ball. 
N. i. 213, 214. '

The deas, in some farm-houses in Aberdeenshire, 
is still so constructed as to serve both for a settee, 
and, for a table.
3. " A table," GL Pop. Ball. V. sense 2.
4. A pew in a church, S. B.

The priest afore the altar stood. — 
The Mer-man he «tept o'er ae deas, 
And he has steppit over three.

Jamieson's Pop. Ball. i. 211.' 
" A pew in ehureh, — in the North of Scotland, is 

still called a deas." i N. ibid. p. 213.
DeiS) dais, dees, O. E. sometimes, denotes a 

table. Priore prahdfente ad magnam.mensanr, quani . 
Dais vulgariter appellamus, &c. M. Paris. Vit. 23.' 
Abbat. p. 141. At, other times it signifies an ele 
vated part of the floor in a hall.

Wel semed eche of hem a fay re burgeis, 
t To sit ten in a gild halle, on the deis.

^Chaucer's Cant. T- Prol, ver..
T* yrwhitt thinks that the word has been formed 

from Fr.lD' a&, J^at. de assibus, of planks; Fr. 
dis signifying, a^plank or board, Chauc. N. ver. 372. 
Others derive it from Teut* tisch, niensa. Accord 
ing to Kilian, disch is, mensa rotunda ; A. S. disc, 
Su.G. disk) a table ; diskamaet, a table companion. 
This, as has been seen, was the sense affixed to dais 
when Matt. Paris wrote, in the thirteenth century. 
Warton, however, adopts a different etymon. u There 
is,*" he says, " an old Fr. word dais, which sig 
nifies a throne or canopy, usually placed over the 
head of the principal person at a magnificent feast. 
Hence it was transferred to the table at which he 
eat." Hist. E. Poetry, i. 432. 
To DELASH, v. a. To discharge.

" Against this ground, they delash their artillerle 
siclike, and they bring theiij argument out of the 
same *wordes of ^the Apbstle quhilk I haue read." 
Bruce's Serm. on the Sacr. G. 3, b.

Fr. deslach-er, u to discharge, as a gun or crosse- 
bow ;" Cotgr.
To DELATE, v. a. To accuse ; a term fre 

quently used in our laws, and courts of justice.
" The Jews that persecuted him, they delate him 

not before Pilate fo,r blasphemie. — Hee is defeated of 
treason against the Emperour." Rollocke's Lect. on 
the Passion, p. 52.

L. B. delat-are, pro dtferre, Gall, deferer, ac 
cuser, denoncer. Du Cange. 
DELATOR, s. An informer, an accuser, S»

" It is manifest, that they were delators ©f Christ 
to Pilate." Rollocke, ubi sup. V. the z?. 
DELF, s. i. A pit.

— He — drew me doun derne in del/ by ane dyke. 
Dvug. Virgil, 239, b. 12.

DEL
2. A grave.

That delf thai stoppyd hastyly.
Wyntown, vi. 4. 39. 

It is previously denominated grafe.
This man, that we of speik, had freinds thrie, 

And lufit them nocht in anedegrie. 
The first freind, quhil he was-laid in delf, 
He lufit ay far better than himself.

Priests Peblis, p. 37. i. e. u as long as he 
was in life ; or, u till he was buried."

Rudd. has observed that delf is still used S. to 
denote a place out of which green turves, (fail or 
divet) are delved or digged. It seems anciently tc* 
have denoted a grave, only in a secondary sense; the 
primary one being the same with that of Belg. 
delve, dilve^ a pit. A. S. bedelf-an, however, as 
well as Teut* delv-en^ signifies to inter, to bury ; 
Alem. bedolben^ buried.
3. Crockery is vulgarly called delf, V. DALLY, 

and a pottery^a delf-house, in allusion to the place 
from which this kind of ware had been origi 
nally imported, Delft in Holland, which has 
undoubtedly received its name from Teut. defa- 
en, fodere, because of the constant digging for 
the clay used in the manufacture of this article»

DELIERET, DELIRIE, adj. , Delirious,
—Manie a ane has gotten a fricht, 
(An' liv'd an' di'd delieret,)

On sic a night. Burns, iii. 131» 
It has been supposed, that the word delierit has 

been formed before the use of delirious. Fr. de- 
lir-er, to dote, to rave» Some derive the Fr. v» 
from lira an old word denoting the furrows drawn 
in a straight line; q. to deviate from the right 
course, a recto aberrare; Diet. Trev. 
To DELYVER, v. n. 1. To deliberate. 

The Statis thare assemblyd hale, 
Delyveryd) and gave hym for cownsale, 
—Of fewte til gyve up all band. 

» ** Wyntown, viii. 10. 76. 
2. To determine, to resolve.

He u perswadit ,the kyng to send ane garyson of 
armyt men to the bordoure to resist the fury of Scot- 
tis and Pychtis, quhilkjs war delyuerit (as he was 
cleirly informit) to reuenge the iuiuris done be hist 
army." Bellend. Cron. B. viii. c.,12.

" We determit with delyuerit mynd (sa far as 
may be done be ingyne of man) to amend all of- 
fencis." Ibid. c. 5.

Thus we find the phrase, " Weill auisit and deli- 
uerit," in our old acts. V. PLANE. 

Lat. dcliber-are^ to resolve.
DELIUER, adj. Light, agile. Deliver offute^ 

nimble, Barbour.
—He had thar in his leding 
Men, that lycht and de,liuer war, 
And lycht armouris had on thaim thar.

Barbour, x. 61. MS. 
Deliuer he was with drawin sw.erd in hand.

Doug. Virgil, 296. 49. Levis, Virg. 
Chauc. id. O. Fr. delivrey libre, degage ; Diet* 
Trev. 
DELIUERLT, adv. Nimbly, cleverly.
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Than buskyt he him, but delaying, 
And lapp on horss delyuirly*

Barbour, ix. 566, MS.
—He— strak with spuris the stede in hy, 
And he lansyt furth detyuirly.

Ibid. iii. 122. MS.
To DELUGE, if. n. To dislodge, to remove. 

In the law Land I come to seik refuge, 
And pur posit thair to mak my residence, 
Bot singular Proffeit gart me sone deluge.

Lyndsay's Workis, 1592. p. 255. 
Fr. deslog.er, delog-er, to remove, to shift.

To DEMANE, DEMAINE, v. a. To treat; ge 
nerally in a bad sense, to maltreat, S. B. 
Thus the mother of Eurialus laments over her 

son killed in battle ;
Sail I the se demanit on sic wyse ?

Dotfg. Virgil^ 294. 1. 
The temporale stait to gryp and gather, 
The son disheris wald the father, 
And as ane dyrour wald him demane.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems^ p. 116. 
V. also Barbour, v. 229.
S* B. it is still said, that one is " demaynt with 

weet," when he is drenched with rain, or injured by 
the effects of it.

Rudd. derives this from Fr. demen-er, to toss; 
Sibb. from Teut. mank-en, mutilare. But I sus 
pect that it is rather from O. Fr. demum-er^ trai- 
ter. II se prend surtout en mauvaise part. 

Voila comment fortune me demaine.
Marot, Diet. Trey.

To DEMAINE, DEMEAN, v. a. To punish 
by cutting off the hand.
— " The forcing of poor people by—exorbitant 

finings, imprisonments,—for the simple cause of non. 
conformity, to take arms in their own defence, as 
at Pentland, Bothwell-bridge, and then demeaning 
and executing them, what in fields, and what on 
scaffolds, as the most desperate traitors, &c." Ar. 
gyirs Declaration, A. 1685. Crookshank's Hist. 
Church of S. ii. 316.

This word is evidently from Lat. de and manus, 
or Fr. main^ hand.

Demaine occurs concerning ftllonie. Acts Ja. 
I. 1426. c. 96 ; Murray.

" Gif it be suddainelie done, dfentotne them as the 
Law treatis of before."

But here it seems equivalent to treat) as above.
DEMANYT, part. pa. Demeaned.

— Thoucht thai be weill fer way ma 
Than thai, yet euyr demanyt thaim sua, 
That Edmound de Callow wes ded.

Barbour, xv. 376. MS.
DEMELLE, /. Engagement, rencounter, Rudd. 

Fr. demel-er, to dispute, to contest. Demeler
un differend l'ep£e a k main ; Diet. Trev.
DEMELLIT,part. pa. Hurt, injured, disorder 

ed, Ang.
DEMELLITIE, s. A hurt, a stroke, an injury 

of what kind soever, Aig. q. the effects of a 
dispute or broil. Fr. une chose a desmesler, a 
thing to scuffle {or, Colgr.

To DEMENT, v. a. To deprive of reason*

DEM
" Always if tfte finger of God in their spirits 

should so far dement them as to disagree, I would 
think there were yet some life la the play." Baillie's 
Lett. ii. 255. 
DEMENTED, adj. l. Insane, S.

" 'Tis known that, during that time I had no 
farour from those usurpers; it was inconsistent 
with, and repugnant to my interest, and cannot be 
thought (unless I had been demented and roid of 
reason) that I should hare had freedom or affection 
to be for them, who being conspired enemies to mo 
narchy, could never be expected to tolerate nobi. 
lity." Marq. Argyle'sSupplic. Wodrow'e Hist. i. 40. 
2. Unsettled in mind to a degree resembling, or

approaching to, insanity, S. 
" All these are alarms, to make us, if we be not 

demented, as many the best men here are, to be the 
more wary of their toleration." Baillie's Lett. ii. 
172, 173.

I am at a loss whether the origin be Lat. demens, 
insane, or Fr. dement-ir^ sibi non coastare, deflec- 
tere a consuetndine. 
DEMENT ATION, s. A state of derangement.

" There was not the least thought of stirring up 
any to rise in arms, yea, we would hate accounted 
such a thought not only disloyalty, but dementation 
and madness." Wodrow's Hist, i* 75. 
DEMPSTER, DEMSTER, s. l. A judge, S. B. 

44 Ye'll no die as lang'she's jourdzmter." S.Prov. 
This sense is retained in the Isle of Man. 
" Deemster s> or Demsters, are a kind of Judges 

in the Isle of Man, who, without process, writings, 
or any charge, decide all controversies there; and 
they are chosen from among themselves." Cowel 
in TO.

According to Spelman there are two in number. 
2. The officer of a court, who pronounces doom 

or sentence definitively, as directed by the 
clerk or judge.

" The court being affirmed, the dempster sold be 
called, and caused to be sworne, that he sail leilelie 
and truly rse and exerce his office.' 1 Justice Air, 
T. 9. c. 28.

u The sentence is read by the Clerk to the 
Demster, and the Demster repeats the same to* the 
pannel." Louthian's Form of Process, p. 57.

This office is different from that of executioner. 
But it has been customary for the town of £dln» 
burgh, in consequence of appointing one to the lat 
ter office, to furnish him with an extract of their 
deed, upon presenting which to the Court of Justi. 
siary lie was chosen Dempsfar.

The petition of E. Hay sheweth, that "the of. 
fice of Demster of the Court of Justiciary being notr 
vacant—and the petitioner beieg now appointed by 
the town of Edinburgh their Executioner and Lock, 
man, as appears by the act of Council in his fa. 
your, which two offices are commonly conjoined, 
this application is made to their Lordships, thai 
they may be pleased to appoint him also Dempster 
of Court." Act Court of Justiciary, 10th March,. 
1768.

As the repetition of the sentence, after the judge, 
has been of late years discontinued, the office of 
Dempster in the court is also laid aside.



DEN
A. S. dfeflt-aw, to judge; whence 

judex. 
DEMT, judged, doomed.

Tharfor thai dfawyn war ilkane, 
And hangyt, and hedyt tharto ; 
As men had dempt thaim for to do.

Barbour, xix. 58. MS. V. DEMPSTER. 
DEN, j. A hollow between hills, a dingle,

S. V. DEAN.
DEN, s. 1. " A respectful title prefixed to 

names. It seems the same with O. Fr. dame, 
Lat. dominus, Hisp. don" Gl. Wynt. V. DAN. 

The Abbot of Abbyrbrothok than, 
Den Henry, than callyd a cunnand man, 
Be cownsale he wes chosyn thare 
Of this charge to be berare.

Wyntown, J\\i. 10. 92.
2. A dean, " the second dignitary in a diocese." 

Yet or evin enterit that bure offyce, 
Obeyand thir Bischoppis, and bydand thame by, 
Grit Ganaris on ground, in gudlie awyce, 
That war demit but dout Dcnys duchty.

Houlate, i. 16.
It is doubtful, if what is given as the first sense be 

really different. Perhaps Den Henry was Dean of 
St. Andrews, as well as Abbot.
To DEN, v. a. To dam, to shut up water. 

This fals traytouris men had maid 
A litill [bank,] quhar he herbryit had 
/Schyr Eduuard and the Scottismen, 
The ischow off a louch to den ; 
And leyt it out in to the nycht.

Barbour, xiv. 354. MS.
This word seems to be a corr. as all the Northern 

languages use m. 
DENCE, adj. Danish.

For Ingles prelates, Dutch and Dence, 
For their abuse are rutted out.

Spec. Godly Ball. p. 16.
From the Dan. term. Danske, of or belonging to 

Denmark. 
DENSMAN, s. A Dane.

Ersch brybour Baird, vyle beggar with thy bratts, 
Ill-fart and dryit, as Densman on the Ratts, 
Lyke as the gledds had on thy gule snowt dynd.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 50. st. 1. 
This alludes to a barbarous mode of punishment 

used in several countries abroad. Dunbar had pro 
bably seen it in Denmark or Norway. For he 
speaks of Eolus blawing him

By Holland, Zetland, and the Northway coast.
Ibid, p, 52. st. 6.

Zeland certainly is meant. Kennedy refers to the 
same voyage, p. 67. st. 17. V. RATTS. 

Kennedy, in his reply, says ;
It may be verrifeit thy wit is thin, 

Quhen thou wryts Densmen dryd upon the Ratts; 
Densmen of Denmark are of the kings kin. r

Ibid. 66. st. 14.
Kennedy would seem to have known that, in Scan 

dinavia, Dannesmaen, sometimes daendesfolk, is a 
title of honour given to men of a respectable cha 
racter. For he seems to play on the term; as admitt 
ing of a double sense. V. DANDIE.

D E P
DENK, adj. 1. Neat, trim, gay, S. Jink.

— Young lustie gallandis
— I held inair in dawtie, and deirar be full mekill, 
Na him, that dressit me sa denk.———

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 58. V. DINK. 
2. Saucy, nice.

Ane fayr blyth wyfe he had, of ony ane, 
Bot scho was sumthiug denk, and dangerous.

Dunbar, Ibid. p. 67. 
DENSAIXES, s.pl.

" In 1643, a Mr Douglas, town-clerk of Elgyn, 
attests that—there were only aucht score—able bo 
died men, fit for bearing arms in the town;—and of 
these only fourscore could be furnished with mus- 
caths, pickes, gunnis, halberds, densaixes, or Loch- 
aber aixes." P. Elgyn, Morays. Statist. Ace. v. 
16, N.

Whether q. Dens axes i. e. Danish ; or as partly 
formed from A. S. seax, Isl. sax, Germ, sacho, a 
short sword, is uncertain. The former is most pro 
bable, as the weapons referred to are conjoined with 
halberts and Lochaber axes.
DENT, DINT, s. Affection, regard, favourable 

opinion. To tyne dent of a person or thing, to lose 
the regard one formerly had for the object, Ang. 

Wer't na for it the bonny lasses 
Wou'd—soon tine dint o' a' the graces

That aft conveen 
In gleefu' looks and bonny faces 

To catch our ein.
Fergusson's Poems, ii. 40.

I know not if this be allied to Isl. daeends, excel 
lent. V. DANDIE.
DENT, part. pa. Indented.

The sylour deir of the deise dayntely wes dent. 
Gawan and Gol. i. 6. 

Fr. dente, id. from Lat. dens, a tooth '.
DENTILIOUN, s. Dandelion ; an herb. 

Sere downis smal on dentilioun sprang.
Doug. Virgil, 401. 14.

Fr. dent de lyon, Lat. dens leonis. The word is 
still pronounced q. dentie-lion, S.
DEPAYNTIT, DEPEYNTIT, part. Painted. 

And in a retrete lytill of compas,
Depeyntit all with sighis wondir sad,— 

Fond I Venus ypon hir bed, that had 
A inantill cast ouer hir schuldris quhite.

King's Quair, iii. 23.
To DEPAIR, v. a. To destroy, to ruin. 

Your excellence maist peirles is sa knaw, 
Na wretchis word may depair your hie name.

Police of Honour, ii. 22.
Mr Pink, renders it impair. But the term admits 

of a stronger sense; as being evidently derived from 
Fr. deper-ir, to perish, used actively.
To DEPART, DEPERT, v. a. To divide, to se 

parate.
Uys men depertyt he in twa.

Harbour^ x. 40. MS. 
This chapiter tellis, on quhat kyn wiis 
This tretis hale departyd is.

Wyntozvn, Cron. i. 1. Rubr. 
Here is the place, quhare our passage in haist 

Ss



DER
Dcpertit is, and sched in stretis tuane.

Doug. Virgil, 183. 7. 
It is also used as a n. v.

—And sum departe in freklis rede and quhyte.
Ibid. 401. 6. 

It frequently occurs in O. E.
This folc ham armede anon, and baneres gonne

rere, 
And departede here ost in twolf partyes there.

R. Glouc. p. 18.
cc Thei schulen depart yvel men fro the myddil of 

just men." Wiclif, Mat. xiii.
Fr. depart-ir, to divide, to distribute. 

To DEPESCHE, DEPISCHE, v. a. To send a-
way, to dispatch.

" For that caus thir oratouris war themor plesand- 
lye depischit of this reahne ;" i. e. dispatched from 
this realm. Bellend. Cron. Fol. 17. a.

Fr. despesch-er, depesch-er, id. q. from Lat. de 
and spatium, place, or spatior, to walk abroad, to 
travel.
To DEPONE, v. n. To testify on oath, in a 

court whether civil or ecclesiastical, S. to de 
pose, E.
" Marion Meason deponed, that she heard her say, 

Common thief, mony ill turn have I hindered thee 
from doing thir thretty years; mony ships and boats 
has thou put down: and when I would have halden 
the string to have saved one man, thou wald not." 
Trial for Witchcraft, Statist. Ace. xviii. 654.

L. B. depon-ere testari; Du Gauge. 
To DEPRISE, v. a. To depreciate, to under, 

value.
Now quhill the King misknawis the veritie, 
Be scho ressavit, then we will be deprysit.

Lyndsay, S. P, R. ii. 206. 
Fr. desprts-er, Lat. depreti-are. 

Ta DEPULYE, v. a. To spoil, to plunder.
—Thay depulye the mekil byng of quhete, 
And in thare byik it caryis al and sum.

Doug. Virgil, 113. 49. 
Fr. depouill-er, Lat. despol-iari.

To DER, v. a. To hazard, to adventure.
The Kyng saw how his folk wes stad,
And quhat anoyis that thai had;
And saw wyntir wes cummand ner;
And that Ire mycht on na wyss dery
In the hillys, the cauld lying,
Na the lang nychtis waking.

Barbour, iii. 382.- MS.
This Is the same with E. dare; from A. S. dear* 

tan, Belg. derr-en, id.
DER AY, s. 1. Disorder, disturbance, from 

whatever cause it proceeds.
————Lordingis, it war my will 
To mak end off the gret deray 
That Dowglas may is ws ilk day.

Barbour, xv. 453. MS. 
Ane multitude of commouns of birth law,
—He vmbeset, and put to confusioun;— 
And Retus eik lay walkand hard thaym by, 
Behsildand al thare sterage and deray.

Doug. Virgil, 288, 16.

DER
2. The mirthful noise or disorder that takes place 

at a banquet.
Of the banket and of the grete deray, - 
And how Cupide inflames the lady gay.

Doug. Virgil, 35. 11. Rubr. 
Was neuir in Scotland hard nor sene

Sic dansing nor deray. Chr. Kirk, st. 1. 
It is used in the general sense in O. E.; sometime» 

written as here, at other times dysray.
The realme to sane, and kepe out of dysray , 
He waged Peightes an c. to serue the Kyng, 
Alway upon his body abidyng,

Hardyng, Fol. 53. b.
Fr. desroy, disorder, disarray; like desarroy. 

O. Fr. desraye, disordered; Cotgr. This is derived 
from des, disjunctive particle, and O. Fr. raye, roye9 
a line: which may be traced to Germ, reihe, a rank. 
The origin of this we have in MoesG. rah-nan, to 
number. It corresponds with S. raw, E. row. 
To DERE, DEIR, DEYR, v. a. i. To hurt, to 

harm, to injure.
——Eneadanis neuir from the ilk thraw 
Aganis you sal rebell nor moue were, 
Ne with wappinnis eftir this cuntre dere.

Doug. Virgil, 413. 52.
2. To dere upon, to affect, to make impression. In 

this sense it is said, " It never der*d upon him," 
S. B. 
O. E. dere, to harm.

Alle that suerd mot bere, or other wapen weld, 
Were sette R. to dere, enbussed thorgh the feld.

JR. Brunne, p. 187.
A. S. der-ian, Belg. deer-en, der-en, Franc, der- 

an, nocere.
DERE, DER, DEIR, s. Injury, annoyance. 

The constable a felloun man of wer, 
That to the Scottis he did full mekill der, 
Selbye he hecht.— Wallace, i. 206. MS. 
For colour quhyt it will to no man deir: 
And ewill spreitts quhyte colour ay will fle. 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 82. 
A. Bor. dare, harm or pain, Ray. A. S. dere, 

damnum, O. Teut. dere, nocumentum. Kilian seems 
inclined to derive this from Gr. Jetgn, pugna, rixa. 
To DERE, v. a. To fear. 

In ane concauitie I sat, 
Amasit in my mind ; 

Remembring me of Typhons traps,
How he the gods drew neir, 

Compelling thaine to change thair schaps, 
And fle away for feir:

Fast fering, and dering 
f That hellhound auld and hair, 

How he to, micht me to, 
Inuolue into his snair.

Burel's Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 43, 
This word is sometimes pronounced as here writ 

ten ; at other times as Dare, q. v. 
DERE, s. As it signifies deer, it also denotes any 

wild beast that is pursued by hunters. 
Thare huntyng is at allkyne dere, 
And rycht gud hawlkyn on ry wer.

Wyntown, Cron, i. 13. 19.



D E R
A. S. dear is used with the same latitude; wild 

dear, ferae; wild beasts of all kinds, Somner. Su.G. 
diur, Isi. dyr, Alem. dier, tior, Belg. dier, id. 
DERE, used substantively for a precious or hon. 

curable person.
Yit mduring the day to that dere drew 
Swannis swonchand full swyith————

Houlate, i. 14. MS.
A. S. deor, preti'osus. Hence deor-boren, illustri 

familia natus, one of noble birth, Soinner ; to which 
dere, as here used, nearly approaches. V. DEIR. 
To DEREYNE, DERENE, DERENY, DERENYHE, 

*v. a. To contest, to determine a controversy 
by battle.

—————I tak on hand 
For to dereyne the mater wyth thys brand.

Doug. Virgil, 436. 42. Certare, Virg.
—————In playne fechting 
Ye suld press to derenyhe [your] rycht, 
And nocht with cowardy, na with slycht. 

Barbour, ix. 745. MS.
O. Fr. desren-er, u to justihe, or make good, the 

deniall of an act, or fact;" Cotgr. Menage and Du 
Cange derive it from L. B. disration-are, jus suum 
disceptare. But as this is generally viewed as a 
Norman term, it is not improbable that it had a 
Gothic origin. The Fr. particle des may have been 
prefixed to Isl. rein-a; the proper sense of which 
is experiri, to try, to prove. It is extended to a 
trial of strength in battle. Ihre, explaining Su.G. 
roen-a, id. says; Usurpatur vox ilia cum generaliter 
de quavis probatione, turn in specie de experientia vi- 
rium inter certandum. Isl. reina sin imilli, pugnare, 
decertare; Verel. L. B» runa is expl. pugna, by 
Isidore, and runata, praelia. 
DEREYNE, DERENE, DERENYE, s. Contest, de 

cision.
On Saryzynys thre derenyeys faucht he: 
And, in till ilk derenye off tha, 
He wencussyt Saryzynys twa.

Barbour, xiii. 324. MS. 
Suffir me performe my dereyne by and by.

Doug. Virgil, 420. 9. 
To DERENE, v. a.

Befoir no wicht I did complene. 
So did her denger me derene.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 81. 
Lord Hailes has given this among passages not un 

derstood. Mr Pink, says; u Denger me derene is 
power overaw me, terrify me; to be in one's denger, 
is to be in his power.—Derene to terrify, by a com 
mon figure from deir to hurt." Maitl. P. Note, p. 
536. The sense here given is doubtful, as the ety 
mon is unnatural.

This word, although written in the same manner, 
seems entirely different from the preceding; and may 
be from Fr. desrun-er, to disorder, to put out of ar 
ray. This sense agrees with the rest of the passage. 
Denger certainly does not here signify power. It 
may denote the fear the lover had of her frown ; or 
perhaps coyness, as danger is used by Chauc. That 
this is nearly the sentiment) appears from the follow 
ing stanza, ibid.

I haif a luve farar of face,
Quhome in no denger may haif place.

D E R
Quhilk will meguerdoun gif and grace. 

To DERNE, v. a.
——Who will beleeue that Holopherne, 
Who did a hundred famous princes derne, 
Should be disceptred, slain, left in a midow, 
By no great Gyant, but a feeble widow ?

Hudson's Judith, p. 86.
Perhaps, u cause to secrete themselves." V. DARN". 

Onelie to me, and to none vthir wycht, 
The victory pertenis of sic ane knycht: 
Glaidlie I wald his fader stude hereby, 
This interprise to derne and to espie.

Doug. Virgil, 332. 33.
Rudd. renders this, " to behold." Although his 

reasons for this explanation are not satisfactory, yet 
he has certainly given the sense of the passage. For 
in Elphynstoun's MS. A. 1527, the word is decerne,
1. e. discerne.
DERF, DERFF, adj. 1. Bold, daring; conjoin 

ed with the idea of hardihood and resolution. 
Turnus the prince, that was baith derf and

bald, 
Ane birnand bleis lete at the foreteres glide.

Doug. Virgil, 296. 19.
There is no correspondent epithet in the original. 

Both are thrown in by the translator; the second as 
expletive of the first, which is very common to our 
writers.

——The hardy Codes derf and bald 
Durst brek the bryg that he purposit to hald;

Ibid. 266. 48.
These three epithets are all explanatory of aude- 

ret, Virg. Lib. viii.
——Pontem auderet quod vellere Codes. 

The frer than furth his way is tais, 
That wes all stout, derff, and hardy.

Barbour, xviii. 307. MS.
Hardy seems to be added, as giving the sense of 

derff here, i. e. intrepid and determined. Derf, is 
still used in the sense of bold, intrepid, S. B.
2. Sometimes it includes the idea of hardiness of 

body, as well as of mind; capable of great ex- 
ertion, and of bearing much fatigue. 

Here are not the slaw weremen Atrides ; 
Nor the fenyeare of the fare speche Ulyxes. 
Bot we that bene of nature derf and doure 
Cummin of kynd, as kene men in aiie stoure. 
Our young children, the fyrst tyme borne thay

are>
Vnto the nixt rynnand flude we thame bare, 
To hardin thare bodyis, and to make thaym 

bald. Doug. Virgil, 299. 7. 
Durum a stirpe genus.— Virg.

3. Unbending in manner, possessing a sullen ta 
citurnity. This is the most common sense, 
S. B.

4. Hard, severe, cruel.
Mony yeid in, bot na Scottis com out 
Off Wallace part, thai putt to that JerffdelA. 
—Thus xviii scor to that der^dede thai dycht, 
Off barronis bald, and mony worthi knycht. 

Wallace, vii. 217. 239. MS. 
This refers to the hanging of the barons of ttie 

West, in the Barns of Ayr. _ 
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D E S D E U
In a similar sense, it is used to denote the yiolent 

effects of a shower of arrows.
The derffschot draiff as thik as a haill schour, 
Contende tharwith the space ner offane hour. 

Wallace, x. 857. MS.
Rudd. derives this word from A* S. deorf-an, la- 

borare, q. laborious. For he renders it u active, 
strong, robust, vigorous."' I have not, however, 
met with any passage in which the adj. can properly 
be explained by any of these terms. It is undoubted. 
]y the same with Isl. diarf-ur, Su.G. diaerf, daring; 
the E. word having the same general origin ; as also 
Dan. diaerv, lively, mettlesome, fiery. Isl. offdiarf 
is expL, temerarie adax; Verel. These may be all 
traced to Isl. dyrf-ast, Teut. derv-en, audere. Sibb. 
derives the latter, but rather fancifully, from deiry fera. 
DERFFLY, adv. Forcibly, vigorously.

Schir Jhone the Grayme a straik has tayne him
rycht,

With hys gud suerd, vpon the Sotherone Syr, 
Derffly to ded draiff him in to that ire.

Wallace, vi. 168. MS.
The phrase, derffly to ded, frequently occurs in 

Wallace, as denoting the force with which a mortal 
stroke is given. 
DERGAT, s. Target, sbield.

Thi wapynys ar scharpe, and mare redy? 
Than ony in-to this sted hawc I, 
Dergat, spere, knyf, and swerd.

Wyntown, vii. 1. 61.
a Gael, targaid, A. S. targ, targa, Isl tiarg-a" 

Gl. Wynt. Gr. Mod. rx^ya, L. B. targa, Fr. targe, 
Ital. targa, Hisp. adarga, id. 
To BERN, v. a. To hide. V. DARN, v. 
DERT.

Though thy begynyng hath bene retrograde 
Be froward opposyt quharetill aspert, 
Now sail thai turn, and luke on the dert.

King's Quair, Chron. S. P. i. 51. 
" Perhaps earth or soil," Sibb. But there is no oc 

casion for supposing a word destitute of all affinity, 
especially when it makes the meaning still more ob 
scure. The sense evidently is, " dart a look on thee."
To DESCR1VE, DISCRYVE, v. a. To describe, S. 

How pleas'd he was I scarcely can deprive, 
But thought himself the happyest man alive. 

Hamilton** Wallace, p. 341.
To DESPITE, v. n. To be rilled with indigna 

tion, at seeing another do any thing improper, 
or esteemed such ; S. B. Fr. se despit-er^ id. 

DET, s. Duty.
Euterpe—daily dois hir det,
In dulce blastis of pypis sweitimt let.

Palice of Honour, ii. 10. 
Fr. dette, from Lat. debit-urn. 

DETFULL, adj. Due.
Of battall cum sal dctfull tyme bedene.

Doug, Virgil, 312. 44. 
V. also Knox, p. 129. 133. 

DETTIT, part. pa. Indebted.
" We ar dettit to you, as faderis to thair chyl- 

drin." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 6. a. 
DETBUND, adj. Predestinated, bound by a 

divine determination.

This mysfortoun is myne of aid thirllage, 
As therto detbund in my wrechit age.

Doug. Virgil, 366. 29.
This is not from det, duty; but from O. Fr. cte/, 

a die. V. DAIT.
To DEUAIL, DEUAL, v. n. 1. To descend, to 

fall low.
Thy transitory plesance quhat auaillis ? 
Now thair, now heir, now hie, and now de- 

uailis. Palice of Honour, i. 6. 
Fludis monstouris, sic as mereswynis and quhalis, 
For the tempest law in the depe deualis.

Doug. Virgil, 200. 29. 
2. v. a. To let fall, to bow.

And euerie wicht, fra we that sicht had sene, 
Thankand greit God, thair held is law denaiU.

Palice of Honour, ii. 53.
Fr. devall-er, used in both senses; " from L. B. 

devall-are, from vallis, for descendere; as montre 
comes from mont~are, from mons, ascendere;"— 
Rudd. Devallare occurs in the Latinity of the eighth 
century; Diet. Trev. 
DEVALL, s. A sunk fence, a ha ha, Clydesd.

Fr. devallee^ a fall in ground. 
To DEVALL, DEVALD, v. n. To cease, to 

stop, to intermit, S.
Devall then, Sirs, and never send
For daintiths to regale a friend;
Or, like a torch at baith ends burning,
Your house '11 soon grow mirk and mourning!

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 99.
According to Sibb. " q. defails; from Fr. defail- 

lir, defici aliqua re." But this seems to be a wety 
ancient word ; and both in resemblance a«d «igniij.. 
cation approaches much more nearly to IsL^faexp/-;'^?, 
Sii.G. dwael-ias, dwal-a, Alem. dwal-en, to delay. 
Ihre considers stupor, as the primary sense of dwal- 
a, a delay.
DEVALL, DEVALD, s. A stop, cessation, inter 

mission, S. ^Without devald ; without ceas 
ing," Gl. Sibb.
Su.G. dwala, mora; utan alia dwala, sine ulla 

cunctatione ; Isl. duaul, dilatio, mora; Verel. Ind. 
V. the v. 
DEUCH, TEUCH, s. 1. Properly a draught, a

potation, S.
2. Drink in general; usually applied to that 

which is intoxicating, S. B. Gael, deoch, a 
drink. V. TEUCH.

DEUCHANBORACH, s. A drink taken at the 
door of a house, S. B. Allied to this is 
Deuchandoras^ a sort of toast, equivalent to one's 

fireside, or roof tret, i. e. all within one's house ; 
Loth. Clydes.
Both are evidently from Gael, deoeh un doruis, 

" the parting drink, bon aller, Shaw ;" q. the drink 
at the door.
To DEVE, DEAVE, v. a. To stupify with noise 

or clamour, S.
To crak and cry alway quhill he hir deve, 
That I command him straitlie quhill he de.

Kmg Hart, u. 60.



DEW
The rerd at rayss qulien sperys ia soudyr glaid, 
Duschyt in gloss dewyt with speris dynt.

Wallace, *. 285. MS. V. PLOSS. 
— Wha tear tjieir lungs and deave your ears; 
With all their party hopes and fears.

Ramsay9 s Poems, ii. 434.
Su.G. doef-wa, obtundere, to deafen ; Isl. deyf-q, 

surdum et stupidum facese; G. Andr, p. 47. V. 
DEAF,
DEVEL,DEVLE,,f. A stunning blow. V.DAVEL. 
DEVIL'S SPOONS. V. DEXL. 
To DEVISE, Diuiss, DEUYSS, v. n. TO talk, 

to communicate information, to narrate.
— Than the King, with outyn mar, 

Callyt ane, that wes him prewe, — 
And chargyt him in les and mar? 
As ye hard me diuiss it ar.

Harbour, iv, 56$. MS, 
Fr. dems-er, to talk, to discourse together. 

DEUGIND,fl$'. Wilful, obstinate 5 litigious j
Caithn.

DEUrt, s. Covert, shelter. Tie deub of a tree, 
the shelter afforded by i]t from win4 or rain, S. B. 
Germ, decke, Belg. dak, id. op eri men turn, pjr per 

haps from the same origin with JQUK, q. v. 
DEU'LE WEEDS, mourning weeds.

" It is likewise statute, tfeat no nioe tfeufe peedes 
bee made at the death of any Earle, or jCpujitesse, 
but twpntie fpure at the most ; or for ane Lord of 
Parliament, or for ane Lgr4s wife, -but &i?tteene on 
ly." Ja> VI. Parl. 23. l«i. Act 2£. § 12.

Fr. dewl, 4mil, ippuming ; also, a su^t of mourn 
ing clpthes.
DEVORE, DE*JO#E, s. .: 

Be the dwyre of tjia£ ^ay 
Of Legis ,tlie Elect *q& J*Mfcn$L ay

I) U

x. 27. 457. 
t, O. Fr. devoyer, to 

finish, ataHieve;" (£\. Wynt, B*it perhaps it is 
merely devoir, anciently debvoir, I" a s^f??icg, good

It is used in a similar sense by Abp. 
a Thusjj we doaud tferQcb God's grace par 

& diligens quhilk we ai|,cht to do, Gtpd wil gife til 
vshis&pret." Catechisme, 1551, f oL 75. J). i.e. 
duty. V. DEWOR. 
DEW,^. Moist.

Ane hate fyry power, warrae and dpyty 
Heuinlj begyiwyng, an,d pfigiijal, 
Beue iji tfcay ^enJM qjjbil^is we s^julj,s cal- , 

favg. Virgil, 191. p.
Frpm A. S. deaip-iari irri^are; Having tjie 

origin with E. rfe«?, and corresponding , to the 
dewy.
DEW,/r^. Dawned. * ^ . 

The ost agayn ilkane to thar war,d raid^ 
Comaundjt wachis, and no mayr noyis ina;id, 
Bot.rcstyt stiU quhill that the brycfet d^,y ^22?/ 
Agayne began the toun to sailye new.

Wallace, YUI. 860. HIS. V. T)AW, v. 
DEWGAR, s. A nxo4e of .sajatati^n. 

. He salijst ^tliftim, A» U w^r bpjt |n, SCprgu; , t

Dewg&r, gud day, boneSenyhour, and gud
Wallace, vi. 130. MS.

" He cummis to the King, and efter greit dezy» 
gaird and salutatiounis, he mafeis as thocht he war 
to require sum wecjitie thing qf the K-ingis Grace." 
H. Ciarteris Pref. to Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. A. 
ii. b.

Fr. Dieu garde, u a salutation, or God save 
you;" Cotgr.
DEWGS, A. pL Ra^s, shreds, shapings of 

cloth ; small pieces, S.
" Speaking of the West of Scotland, after the in 

surrection at BothWel, he said, But gane onny of 
their friends be here, tell them if they stur again, they 
shall awe be cut in dewgs." W. Laick's Answer to 
the Scots Presb. Eloquence, Part I. p. 6g. 4to. 

Thus Europeans Indians rifle, 
And give them for their gowd some trite ; 1 
As dewgs of velvet, chips .of crystal, 
A f aeon's bell, or baubee whistle.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 332.
I know not if this has any affinity to/Teut. foecky 

cloth ; Isl. duck-Wy a rough_ cloth for covering a 
table, , ; ,
To DEWYBv DEWGYB^ v.n. To divide. 

The grounden spot throucfe his body schar, 
The shafft to schonkit oflP the fruschand tre, 
Dewoydyde sone. ——

Wallace, iii. 148. MS. 
To DEWYSS, Diuiss* w; a. To divide. 

, And the King, .quhen bis mengne wej 
Diwysit in till b^taiUis s^r> 
His awyne bataill or4a,ny t he. 

; - - Bar1wwr<,&\< ^71. Fr. d?pis*$r) id. 
To DEWYSS, ta talk. V. BfcVists. 
DEWYT, deafened, stumie^. ;V.DEVE. 
DEWOR, DEWORY^ s. Diity. ; The fanner is 

used by Barbour.
Dawery occurs in Wall. MS. for dewory. 

The armyt men, was in the cartis brodhtj j 
Raiss wp'and weill tnar dawery has wroAt; 
Apon the gait thai gert feill Sothroun de;

B. ix. 728. V. DEVORE.
DJ1W-PIECE, J. A pi.ece of ;bread| ̂whi^ch \ti 

forjner times used to be 'given to fariq-servants, 
when they went out to their work ^eaf ly in7 the 
morning, S. B.
*' The girl w#s c^IfflfpK W$ ^ed, if ejie had 

given Win any Jiar.d l^fead r No, says she, but when 
1 was eating iny dye fliec& Rap patently mean| for 
dew-piece'] this morning, s^m^tbin^ cpme and cljicke.d 
it out of my hand." S^ncJ^'s Satan's Invisible 
World, p. 48. :

^his is evidently frai$jfewj, or perhaps flaw, the 
dayn ; corresponding Ntp 0. Tgu^da 
culum.

Tlje Poviglas in thai ffpyte, dwehtye > 
Archibald the honorable in babitatjpuis, 
Weddit that wloiik >vicht, wprthy,e pf ware, 
With rent^and with riches-—r-r-

In
Houlate, ii. 19. 

>. aijd q as g.



DIC
For the word in MS. undoubtedly is alquhare, q. v.
that is, " every where celebrated for his prowess."
DIBBER-DERRY, j. A confused debate, S. B. 

As they are at this dibber-derry thrang. 
And Bydby still complaining of her wrang, 
Jean, wha had seen her coming o'er the moor, 
Supposing 't Nory, steps in at the door.

Ross's Helenore, p. 81. 
The only word that seems to have any affinity is

Germ, tob-en,r tumultuari, strepitum et fragorem
edere instar furiosi; Wachter.
DIBLER, s.

a The heir sail haue—ane dish, ane dibler, ane
charger, ane cuippie." Burrow Lawes, c. 125.
$ 3. Paropsiden, Lat.

Skinner justly views this as the same with O. E.
dobeler, Lincoln, doubler, which heexpl. as signify.
ing a large wooden platter; q. duplex patina, from
double? But it is evidently allied to Lovan. dobbe-
lierken, id. scutella, acetabulum • Kilian. V. DUB-
LAR.

To DICE, v. a.
—*——But you,

This blythsome sang we all had wanted now. 
Then Colin said, the carline maid it nice; 
But well I keatjshe cud it rightly dice. j 
Aft times unbid^she lilted it to me.

Ross's Helenore, p. 119.
Properly, to sew a kfeld of waved pattern near the 

border of a garment; but used more generally, S. B.
To DICHT, DYCHT, v. a. 1. To prepare, to 

make ready, in a general sense ; part.•<&•£*. 
Has thou attemptit me with sic dissait, 
This bing of treis, fcthir altaris and fyris haite? 
Is this the thing thay haif vnta me dicht &'

Doug* Virgil, 123-52. Parabant, Virg. 
" Gif they [the fleshours] dicht, or prepair the 

flesh not well, they sail restore the skaith to the aw- 
ner of the beast." Burrow Lawes, c. 70. § 3. 

This general sense was retained in O. E. 
The sent to seke many a s chip wright 
TO the toun of Sandwiche, the nauie for to 

dight. R. Brunne, p. 41. 
A. S. diht-an, Germ, dicht-en, parare.

2. To array, to deck; i. e. to make one's self 
ready for any purpose, by putting on proper 
apparel, S. " •*

——:——He walkis, lo, so gloriously, 
With the rych spulye triumphale derely dicht.

Doug. Virgil, 196. 42. 
In this sense the v. dight is retained in E.

3. To prepare food, to dress it.
Byfor me sat the lady bright, 
Curtaisly my mete to dyght.

Ywaine, Ritson's M. Rom. i. 10. 
" A friend's dinner is soon dight /" S. Prov. 

Kelly, p. 12.
4» To polish, to remove inequalities from a sur 

face j i. e. to prepare any thing for its use, by 
dressing it properly. 

Thay had into thare handis wirkand fast, 
That ane parte polist, burnist wele and dycht. 

Dougi Virgil^ 257. 30. 
I; a weak and feckless creature,

D I C
Aft moulded by a safter nature; 
Wi' mason's chissel dighted neat, 
To gar me look baith clean and feat.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 69.
The act of smoothing a piece of wood by means of 

a plane, is called, " dichting a deal,'' S. In the same 
sense carpenters speak of dressing wood. Junius 
renders E. dight, polire.
5» To make clean, to wipe, to remove nasti- 

ness, S.
Rub my horse belly, and his coots, 
And when I get them, dight my boots.

Colvil's Mock Poem, P. I. p. 81. 
It is metaph. applied to the mind. 
Of Virtue it is said, that it

—does the saul frae all disorder dicht.
Bellend. Evergreen, i. 44. st. 27. 

A. S. diht-an also signifies componere, to set in 
order; Northumb. deeghtj extergere, mundare; 
Ray. Dight, to clean or dress, Gl. Grose.
6. To rub, .in order to remove moisture, to dry 

by rubbing, S.
Be than the auld Menet ouer schipburd slyde,— 
Syne swymmand held vnto the craggis hicht, 
Sat on the dry rolk, and himself gan dycht.

Doug. Virgil, 133. 30. 
A lass about him made an unco like, 
Drying and flighting at him up and down.

Ross's Helenore, p. 43. 
I led him ben but ony pingle—— 
Dighted his face, his handies thow'd, 
Till his young cheeks like roses glow'd.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 145.
7. To sift, to separate from the chaff, S. Cumb. 

The cleanest corn that e'er was dight 
May hae some pyles o' caff in.

' Burns^ Hi. 113. V. COME. 
The lads the byres and stables muck, 

An* clean the corn is dight it.
Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 26. 

The full phrase is to dicht corn, q. to- cleanse it, 
by removing the chaff.
8. To treat, to handle; used in the sense of mal 

treating.
Quha has, allace! the martyry t sa and slane 
By sa cruell tormentis and hydduous pane ? 
How euer was ony sufferit the sa to dycht ?

Doug. Virgil, 181. 33. V. also 28. 13. 
Cui Untum de te licuit ?—— Virg.

9. To handle, applied to the operation of the 
mind. A discourse is said to be weildicht, 
when the subject is well handled, S. B. 
This sense is nearly allied to that of Belg. dicht»

en, Su.G. dickt-a, to compose, to make verses.
10. To scourge, to exercise discipline; PIIdigit 

yoti) or gie you a dichting^ i. e. I will chastise 
you, S. B. 
To dight one's doublet, to give one a sound drub»

bing, to curry his hide.
There Longoveil, that brave and warlike knight, 
Nobly behav'd, and did their doublets dight.

Hamilton's Wallace, ix. 24K 
It seems uncertain whether this is an oblique sense

of the word, as signifying to deck* or to polish; tha
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v. dress being used in the same way; S. or more im 
mediately allied to sense 6. 
11. To make an end of, to destroy. 

Bot now this dolorous wound sa has me dycht, 
That al thing dymmis and myrknys me about.

Doug. Virgil, 395. 10. 
—————Nunc vulnus acerbuin 

Conficit.———— Virg. 
This, however, may be only an ellipsis instead of 

the phrase,' to dicht to dede ; literally signifying, to 
prepare, or dispose for death.

Hys brothyr als, quhilk was a gentill knycht, 
Othir gud men befor to dede thai dycht*

Wallace, iii. 244. MS. 
And by consent cry cok, thy dede is dicht.

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 3£6. 29. 
DICHTINGS, s.pl. l. Refuse, of whatever kind, 

S. B.
For had my father sought the warld round, 
Till he the very dightings o't had found, 
An odder hag cou'd not come in his way.

Ross's Helenore, p. 35.
2. The refuse of corn, after sifting, given to horses 

or cattle, S. synon. shag. V. the v. senses 5. 
and 7.

To DICT, v. a. To dictate. V. DITE. 
To DIDDLE, if. n. 1. " To act or move like 

a dwarf," S. Gl. Rams. Daddle, to walk un 
steadily like a child ; Gl. Grose. A. Bor. 

How pleasant was't to see thee diddle 
And dance sae finely to his fiddle.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 235. 
2. To shake, to jog.

Hale be your heart, hale be your fiddle, 
Lang may your elbuck jink and diddle.

Burns, iii. 375.
Isl. dudd-est, segnipes esse; G. Andr. It seems 

nearly synon. with TODDLE, q. v. 
DIE, s. A toy, a gewgaw, Loth, also watty- 

die.
Isl. ty, arma, utensilia; Su.G. ty-a, sufficere. 

DIET-BOOKE, s. A diary, a journal.
44 It [conscience] is a diet-booke, wherein the 

sinnes of everie day are written, and for that cause 
to the wicked a mother of feare." Epistle of a 
Christian Brother, A. 1624. p. 25.

L. B. diaet-a, diet-a, iter unius diei; diurnum spa- 
tium, opera diurna ; Du Cange. 
DIFFER, s. A difference ; a low word, S.

" There is a great differ amang market days." 
Ramsay, p. 70.

" I aflirme, that no such material points are in 
differ betwixt vs, in common, wherefore wee both 
may not, and ought not, embrace others mutuallie as 
brethren." Forbes's Eubulus, p. 94.
DIFFICIL, adj. Difficult.

" ——Fortoune hes schauen hyr rycht aduerse 
contrar me, as is hyr vse to do to them that vndir- 
takkis dijficil entrepricis." Compl. S. p. 23.

Fr. dijjicile, Lat. dijficil-is.
DIFFAT, s. V. DIVOT. 
To D1FFOUND, v. a. To diffuse. 

In euery part the hie wysdome deuyne

D I L
Dijfoundit monys thys warldis hale ingyne.

Doug. Virgil^ 190. 55. Lat. diffund-ere. 
DIGNE, adj. Worthy. V. DING. 
DIKE, DYK, s. 1. A wall, whether of turf or

stone, S.
" The Gentlemen hare begun to inclose with stone 

dykes or walls." P. Craig, Forfars. Stat. Ace. ii. 498.
u Murus ille lapideus—accolisque Anglis et Scotis 

dicitur Grimisdike." Ford. Scotichron. Introd. p. 28^
" Long e'er the De'el lye dead by. the dike side;" 

S. Prav.; u spoken when we are told that some 
wicked person is like to die." Kelly, p.J 430.

Teut. dijck, agger; Heb. pvj, daek, antemurale.
2. Among coal-miners, a vein of, whinstone, tra 

versing the strata of coal; often also called a 
trouble. 
" These dykes are sometimes observed upon fhe

surface of the earth, from which they sink down to
an unfathomable depth." P. Carapsie, Stirlings.
Statist. Ace. xv. 329.
3. A ditch ; as in E. although now obsolete. 

Dede owr the rock in to the dyk he fell.
Wallace, vi. 891. MS.

A. S. die, Su.G. dike, Isl. diki, Gael, dig, id. 
These should perhaps be considered as different 
words.
To DYK, ^. a. To inclose with ramparts or 

ditches.
—With all mycht that he inycht get ' 
To the toune ane assege set; 
And gert dyk thaim sa stalwartly, 
That quhill thaim likyt thar to ly, 
Thai suld fer owt the traister be.

Barbour, xvii. 271. MS.
DIKER, DYKER, s. A person whose employ 

ment is to build inclosures of stone, generally 
without lime ; often called a dry-diker, S. 
44 The dyker, as he is called, gets from L. 2 to 

L. 3 Sterling, and some times more, for 3 months in 
Summer." P. Tarland, Aberd. Statist. Ace. vi. 209, 
To DILL, v. a. To conceal; Calland. A. S. P. 

Introd. p. 13.
Isl. dyll-a, Su.G. doel-ja, ant. dylg-a, A. S. digel- 

an, occultare; Alem. tougala, also^ in dougli; clam. 
To DILL, v. a.

My dule in dern bot gif thow dill, 
Doutless bot dreid I de.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 98. st. 1. 
The sense, according to Lord Hailes, is; "'Un 

less thou share my secrete woe." What has misled 
this learned writer, is the use of two words, bearing 
a resemblance, in st. 5. and .15. He views dill 
as equivalent to daill, deitt, share. Makyne in. 
deed says;

Sen God sendis bute for baill,
And for murning remeid, 

I dern with the; bot gif I daill,
Dowbtles I am bot deid.

But it is evident that here she in some degree, pa*o, 
dies her former language, which was spoken in deri 
sion. The sense given in the Everg. Note, is there 
fore nearer the mark; t4 to still, calm, or miti 
gate."

The term seems derived from A. S. dUg-ian^ Teut.
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dilgh-en, delere; or Isl. dill-a, lallo, nntricum more
infantibus occinere, to sing lullaby.
To DILL DOWN, v. n. To subside, to ceases,

to die away.
" The noise of the Queen's voyage to France has 

dilled down; no money for her furniture will be got 
in haste; and the Cardinal has no will of her mother." 
Baillie's Lett. i. 252.

Isl. dyl-iast, latere: It stems, indeed, to have 
the same origin with DILL. 
DILATOR, s. A d'elay ; an old forensic term.

" The answer he received from th6 town was a *#- 
lator, till the state, Wnich within a few days was to 
meet, did consider of his demands." Baillie's Lett.
1. 165.

L. B. dilatare, to delay; differre, moram texere;
Du Carige.
DILP, s. A trollop, a slattern, S. B.

But I see that but spinning I'll never be braw, 
But gae by the name of a dilp or a da.

•' " Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 136. 
Young Bes's was her mammie's ae dother, 
Though neither a dilp nor a da.

Jartiesorfs Popular Sail. i. 294. 
Sw; totilp, an aiikward feHow, a clown ; Isl. dtiuda 

doppa, foemella ignava; Teut. dwaep, fatuus. 
To DY'MENEW, t>. a. To diminish.

— Na louingis may do incres thy fame, 
Nor na i*e>pr(*che dyfkyneto thy gude'name.

Dvug. Virgil, 4. 22. 
Fr. diminM-er^, I&t. tfommu-ere.

To DIN, DYN, v. n. i. To make a noise. 
Than dynnyt the Duergh in angir and yre.

Gawan and Gol. i. 7.
2. To resound.

— In till hys'ntatocoly, 
With k trotmsbtin in till hys hew 
To Schyr Celyne sic dusche he gewe, 
That he dynnit on his arsoun.

Harbour, xvi. 131. MS. 
A. S. *dyn-an. Isl. dyn-ia, tonare, intbnare. 

D YND, part. pa.
Continew in gude, reforme the ill, 
Do so that dolour may be dynd.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 188. st. 9. 
a Q. to overcom^ dompter, Fr. Cotgr. daunted;" 

Lord Hailes. But this is not a natural etymon. It 
may be for dwined, wasted, used by Chaucer, or 
Germ. *dien-en, to humble as a servant, to reduce to 
a state of servitude, derived by Wachter from A. S. 
then, a servant, then-ian, to serve. 
To DING, v. a.. 1. To drive, S.

Siclyk the Trojans with thair knychts straiig 
The valiant Greiks furth frae thair ruins dang.

Bellend. Vertue and Vyce, Everg. i. 46.
2. To exert one's «elf, to expend force in labour.

For thow war better beir of stone the barrow.
Of sueitand, dmg&nd delffe quhill thow may dre,
Na be machit with a wicket marrow.

Henrysdne, Bannatyne Poems, p. 122. st. 1.
i. e. Drive oh in delving, do it with force, till thou 

hast Suffered from the exertion. ' ;
3. To beat, to strike ; A. Bor. id.

Thai Jban^hfm, dang hym, and wowndyt sare

t) 1 1ST
In-to thfe riyclit, or day conth

Wyntown, vii. 9.
u In this re^iouh is ane carheli 6f stanis liatkl 

togiddir in mftner of ahe crottn, and ryngis (^uhen 
thay ar doung) as an^ bell." Bellefcd. Descr. Alb. 
c. 10.

" He that dang ane priest Suld want his hand." 
Bellend. Cron. B. ix. c. 14. Sacerdotem manu^er- 
kussisset. Boeth, 
^t. "To strike by piercing.

u Skarslie wer thir wburdis said quhen scho, in 
presence of the pepill, or thay mycht aduert, dang 
hir self with ane dagger to the h«rt? and fell down 
deid afore the pepill." Bellend. Cron. B. ix. c. 29. 
Cultrum—in cor defigit. B6eth. 
5. 1?b sbdurge, to flog.

u Gif the seruand hes na gudis, he ^al be tfoutogth 
opinlie at the mercat croce, and throw the towhe." 
Acts Ja. I. 1426. c. 85. Edit. 1566. c. ?5. Murray.

u —Thair fathers or maislers sail pay for ilk ane 
of thame, ilk tyme committing ony of the saklirespas- 
sisfotrsaid, ^iii. s. iiii. d. ? or els deliuer the said childe 
to the Juge, 16 be leichit, Scurgit and dung, According 
to th« fault." Acts Ja. IV. 1S03. IB. 103. Edit. 
1566. c. 69. Murray.
6. To overcbnie, S., Kkq E. bent. The toord 

'is used with respect to broils. Dtfrig, over- 
polvercd by fatigue, infirinity, or disfcase, S.
— Thrasher John, sair durtg, his Imrn-doresteeks.

Fergusson's Poetns, ii. 55. 
Tho' joints be stiff, as ony rung, 
YoUr pith Wi' pain, be sairly dung, 
Be you in caller water flung^— 
'Twill make ye suple, swack and young.

Ibid. 39. 40.
7. To excel, S.

Amang the lasses a' she bure the bell; 
— The modest glances o' her ein 
Far dang the brightest beauties o' the green; 

Fergus sorts Poems, ii. 2.
" He dings, or dang, is a phrase which means to 

excel." Ramsay's Poems, i. 216, N.
8. To discourage, S. B.

It is applied to a child, that is dispirited in con 
sequence of severity.

" It is a sair dung bairn that dare not greet 3" 
Fergusson's S. Prov. p. 22.

Here, however, it may signify, beaten.^
9. To ding down, to overthrow, S.

—— The toun 
Wes takyn thus, and dongyn doun.

Barbour, ix. 473. MS. 
And lefull is it yet of athir Kyng 
The retinew in batall doun to dyng.

Doug. Virgil, 217. 13. Exscindere, Virg.
——— The burne on spait hurlis doun the bank— 
Doun dingand cornes, all the pleuch labor atanis.

Ibid. 49. 20.
" '**'It is a sair field where a' is dung down j" Fer-

guson's S. Prov. p. 22.
10. To ding in, to drive in, S.
11. To ding off, or off, to drive from*

— Quhilk manfully schupe thaim to with stand 
At the coist syde, and ding thaym of the land,
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na wy«e tfcare thay

Doug* Fjrgil, ^325, 8. Pellp^ 
The carlin «he was stark and stare» 
She off the hinges dung the dure ; 
44 O is your bairn to laird or Joun, 
Or is it to y»ur father's groom f"

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 131.
12. To ding on, to attack with violence, to strike 

with force in battle.
Than thai, that sair sua sodauly 
Thair fay is dyng on thaim, war sa rad, 
That thai na hart to help thaim had.

Barbour, xir. 439. MS. 
It also signifies tomrge, to press. 
" When the signe was offered to him [Ahaz] be 

Isaiah, and dung on him, hee would not haue it, bot 
he cuist it off be ane shift*" Bruce's Eleven Serm. 
E. 8. 6.
13. To ding out, to expel.

u Sen the Brit OH is war common ennymes baith 
to Scottis and Pichtis, force is to thaym to be recon. 
seld [reconciled] or ellis to be schamfully doung out 
of Albion." Bellend, Cron. B. 1. Fol. 7. a.

u Ye may drive the de'il into a wife, but ye'll 
n&erding himoutof her;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 80.

To ding out the bottom of any thing, to make an 
end of it, S. ; a metaph. borrowed from the work 
of a cooper, or perhaps of a tinker.

" I am hopeful that the bottom of their plots 
shall be dung out." Bail lie's Lett. ii. 68.
14. To ding ever, to overturn, to overthrow, S. 

To ding o*er, also signifies to overcome, S. B. 
Then Ajax, wha alane gain stood 

Gods, Trojans, sword and fire, 
See him that cudna be o'er come 

Dung o'er by his ain ire.
Poems hi the Buchan Dialect, p. 38.

15. To ding throw, to pierce, to run through the
body.

u At last king Edward tuke sic displeseir aganis 
this Heltane his brothir (because he brint the kirk 
of -Sanct Bute with ane thousand personis in it) that 
he dang hym throw the body with ane swerd afore 
the alter of Sancte Johne." Bellend. Cron. B. xv. c. 9.
16. To ding to dede, to kill with repeated strokes.

Sone entrit thai quhar Sotheroune slepand war,
Apon thaim set with strakis sad and sar ;
Feill frekis thar thai freris dang to dede.

Wallace, vii. 485. MS.
Isl. daeng.ia, Su.G. daeng-a, A. S. dencg-an tun. 

dere, to beat ; Belg. dwing-en, cogere, to constrain, 
to compel. Perhaps radically allied to Heb. "pT, 
doohh, tundere, contundere. Ir. ding-im, Gael. 
ding-am, to press 5 to drive.

Ding occurs in O. E. ; but it does not seem to 
be used by modern writers. It is mentioned* by 
Ray as a provincial term. In P. Plowman it has 
the sense of knock, drive.

I am Christes creature, quod he, & christen in 
many a place ;

In Christes court I know wel, & of his kin a 
party ;

Is neither Peter the porter, ne Ppule with hys 
faucheou,

D I K
That will defends me the dare, diqg I neuor so hie, 
At midnight, at middaye, my voyce is so knowe, 
That ech a .creature of his cwwt ^eicometh me

fair. FoL 77# a. 
To DING, v. n. I. To drive.

——— The hale «choure hoppis and ding-is 
In furdis schald, and.brayis here and thare, 
Quhcn trublit bene the heuynnis and the are.

Doug. Virgil, 302. 3,
The modern phrase is synon*, to ding on, used 

eliptically; It's din gin on. This respects a fall 
of -rain, hail, or snow, S. Hence on-ding, s. hay 
ing the same signification, S. B. 
2. To ding down, to descend, to fall. 

All fountains from the eirth upsprang, 
And from the heuin the rain doun dang 
Four tie days and four tie nichtis.

Lyndsay's Monarchy, 1592. p. 40. 
Here it seems to signify falling with violence, or 

as equivalent to ding on.
DING, Bar. xi,6i5, Pink. Ed. V. ANEUING.
DING, DIGNE, adj. Worthy.

— I pray the, heuand vp my bandis,— 
And be thy welebelouit fader ding.

Dovg. Virgil^ 176. 10. 
Fr. dtgne, from Lat. dtgn-us.

DINGLEDOUSIE, s. A stick ignited at one 
endj foolishly given as a plaything to a child ; 
Dui&fr.
Perhaps from Dan. dingl-er, Su.G. dmgLa, to 

swing, to toss to and fro ; and dusig, dizzy, as al 
luding to one who is swung till he becomes giddy. 
Or there may be an allusion to the motion of will C 
the wisp, which Teut. is denominated dwaes-licht, 
A. S. dwas-liht ; dwaes fatuus.
DINK, DYNK, DENK, adj. Neat, trim, S.

The burges mous, sae dynk and full of pryde 
Sayd, Sister myne, is this your dayJie fude ?

Evergreen, i. 146. st. 7.
" A denk maiden, a dirty wife;" Ramsay's S. 

Frov. This seems to signify that those who are very 
nice before marriage, often become slovens after it. 

Sibb. views this as a corr. abbreviation of dec- 
ken, decked. Arm. din, pretty, and Alem. ding^ 
gay, are the only words I have met with which have 
any resemblance. 
DINKLY, adv. Neatly.

They stand sae dinkly, rank and file, 
And crack sae crouse.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 1QJL 
To DINLE, DYNLE, v. n. 1. To tremble, to 

shake, S.
The large are did reirding with the jusche, 
The bray is dynlit and all doun pan dusche.

Doug. Vir^ 249. 30.
We say, The floor's dynland, to denote the quick 

tingling occasioned by a stroke, or the fall of any 
heavy body on it, S.

A. Bor. dindle, u to reel or stagger from a blow," 
seems originally the same word. 
2. To make a great noise. This at least appears

to be the meaning in the following passages. 
The feknand towris doun rollis with ape rose he,'* i
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Quhil all the heuynnys dynlit with the dusche. 

Ibid. 296. 35. Tonat, Virg. 
The dinlin drums alarm our ears, 
The serjeant screechs fu' loud. 

v Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 28. ' 
3. To thrill, to tingle. My fingers are dynland, 

they tingle with cold, or in consequence of a 
blow, S.

The notes his finer feelins wound ; 
An' discord, dinlin thro' his head, 
Strikes little warbler maistlie dead.

Rev. J. NicoFs Poems, ii. 86. 
In this sense it is synon. with dirle. 
Perhaps from Isl. dyn-a, tonare 5 or rather Belg. 

tintel-en, to tingle. Myn vingers tintelen, my fin 
gers tingle ; Sewel. 
DINLE, s. 1. Vibration, S. 
2. A^ slight noise about any thing, a vague re 

port, S. B.; perhaps q. a tingling sound. 
DINMONT, DIMMENT, DILMOND, s. " A wed- 

der in the second year, or rather from the first 
to the second shearing;" Gl. Sibb, This is 
pronounced dummond, Twedd. dunmott^ Berw. 
" Than the laif of ther fat flokkis follouit on the 

fellis baytht youis and lammis, kebbis and dailis, 
gylmyrs and dilmondis, and monjr herueist hog." 
Compl. S. p. 1Q3.

" There are two different ages at which they, are 
sold ; the first when they are 18 months old, after 
the first fleece is taken off, when they are called 
dunmotts, at which time, they usually sell from 
24s. to 34s." P. Bonkle, Berw. Statist. Ace. iii. 155.

" Quas* towmonds, or twolmoiids,"1jrl. Compl. 
DINNEN SKATE, the young, as is supposed, 

of the Raia Batis, Linn.
" Others are broad fishes, as the Dinnen Skate ; 

(so called by our fishers,) which is large and smooth 
in the back." Sibb. Fife^ p. 119. 
DINT, s. An opportunity. *A stown dint, an 

opportunity as it were stolen, S. 
" Stown dints are sweetest ;" Ramsay's S. ProT. 

p. 63.
That lad I liked aboon ony ane, 
And like him yet, for a' that's ccrme and gane ; 
And boot to tell for fear I lost tie hint, 
Sae that I on him hadna steal'd z, dint.

Ross's Heletore, p. 102.
This seems merely an oblique sen

as properly denoting a stroke, whic i is the E. sig 
nification, from A. S. dynt, ictus. 
DINT, s. Affection. V. DENT. 
DYOUR, s. A bankrupt; for dyvour, q. v. 

Among those preferred at court are enumerated, 
Druncarts, dysours,*^ot^r*, drivels.

ms, p. 109. 
Tit; generally

Dunbar, Mainland Po 
DIRD, >. A deed, an atchievem<

used ironically, S. B. ; as, That is a mighty 
dird.

The famous Hector, did na care
A doit for a> your dird ; 

But my wyles, an' Achilles' hands, 
Gars him stink in the yerd.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 19. 
Abbret. perhaps from Teut dagh-vaerd) Isl»

e of the word
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dagferd, a day's journey; in the same manner as
dawerkj S. daurk, darg, from Teut. dagh-werk,
the work of a day ; Isl. dagswerk^ dagsyrkia^ id.
It must be observed, however, that Su.G. dyrt
denotes any thing of importance, and dyrdy glory.
DIRDUM, s. Deed, atchievement, S. B. " A

dirdum of that," a mighty feat indeed ! used
ironically.

A dirten dirdum ye brag o'
Done 00 the Trojan shore,

Wi* laony ane to help you ; I
Had just ane an' no more.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 34. 
This is merely a dimin. from dird. ^ 

DJRDUM-DARDUM, s. A reduplicative term, used 
to denote one's contempt for an action which 
the agent seems to reckon of importance. 

He chesit a flane as did affeir him; 
The toder said, Dirdum-dardum.

Chr. Kirk, st. 8. 
DIRD, s. A stroke, a blow, a box, Aberd.

——He had fa'en a swoon, 
His face got sic a dird upo' the ground, 
An awful hole was dung into his brow.

- ^Ros&'s Helenore, p. 15» 
Yet when he did o' "slaughter voust,

I ,len'd him sik a dird, 
As laid him arselins-on his back, 

To wamble o'Jhe yerd.
Poems in the Buchan Dialecty p. 9:. 

But keep me frae your travelled birds 
Wha never ance ken'd Fortune's- dirds^ 
And only ken to gn^p at words.

Shirrep' Poems, 293.
This seems to be a different 4 £erm from Dird, a 

deed ; probably allied to Fr. dourd-er, to beat, to 
thump. Sibb. without reason, views it as radically 
the same with Gird. •„ 
DIRDUM, s. l. An uproar, a tumult, S». 

Than rais the meikle dirdum and deray ! 
The barmekin birst, thai enterit in at large.

, King Hart, ii. 57. 
—— She heard a' the dirdum and squallin.

Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 299. 
Durdam, a great noise or stir, A. Bor. is evi 

dently the same word ; Gl. Grose. C. B. dowrdy 
sonitus, strepitus ; Davies.
2. Damage, disagreeable consequences of any ac 

tion or event. u To dree the dirdum" to feel 
the fatal effects, or to do penance ^ often to bear 
severe reprehension, S. B..

3. Passion, ill humour, Perths. 
Gael, diardan, surliness, anger. 

DIRK, s. A dagger. V. DURK. 
DIRK, DTRK, adj. Dark, obscure.

Throw a dyrk garth scho gydit him furth fast. 
Wallace, i. 257. MS.

Thare stood ane dirk and profound caue fast by, 
Ane hidduous hole, depe gapand and grysly.

Doug. Virgil, 171. 2S. A. S. deorc> id, 
To DIRK, v. n.

Their fleetchin words o'er late he sees, 
He trudges hame, repines, and dies. 
Sic be their fa' wha dirk thirban
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la blackest business nae thar am.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 35.
Perhaps, who as it were grope in the dark, to the 

inner part of the house, from eagerness to pry into 
secrets.
To DIRKIN, v. n.
Upon the Midsumer ewin, mirriest of nichtis, 
I inuvit furth alane, quhen as midnicht was past,'— 
I drew in derne to the dyke to dirkin eftir mirthis.

Dupbar, Maitland Poems, p. 44. 
" To hide. myself in obscurity, after a merry 

day ;" Pink N. It may signify, clandestinely to 
seek diversion, to do so, q. in the dark, as corres 
ponding to derne which is conjoined, and to the 
preceding v. 
To DIRKIN, v. a. To darken.

The dartis thik and fleand takillis glidis,
As dois the schoure of snaw, and with that flicht
Dirkynnyt the heuynnys and the skyis lycht.

Doug. Virgil, 286. 9.
DIRKIT, part. adj. Darkened, obscured. 

The air was dirkit with the fowlis. 
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 22. st. 16. 

DlRkNESS, s. Darkness. -
To us be mirrors in your governance ; 
And in our dirkness be lamps of seying.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 106. 
To DIRLE, v. a. To pierce, to penetrate, E. drill. 

Young Pirance, the sone of erle Dragabald, 
Was dirlit with lufe.of fair Meridiane.

Bannatyne MS. Chrpn. S. P. iii. 236. 
Su.G. drill-a? perforate.

To DIRLE, v.n. 1. To tingle, to thrill, S. It 
denotes the pain felt in consequence of a smart 
stroke, or of extreme cold. " I'll gar your 
daup [doup] dirle." Kelly, p. 396. 

Meg Wallet wi' her pinky een 
Gart Lawric's heart strings dirle.

Ramsay's Works, i. 262. V. BIRLE, v. 
2. To vibrate, to emit a tingling sound proceed 

ing from a tremulous motion, S. ; as, He struck 
the table, till it aw dirled.

To gie them music was his charge;
He screw'd the pipes and gart them skirl,
Till roof and rafters a' did dirl.

Burns, iii. 332.
This may be radically the same with E. thrill. 

Both may perhaps be viewed as from A. S. thirl- 
iwi, to pierce, to penetrate, ^used obliquely as de 
noting a sensation like that arising from the act of 
piercing. Sibb. says, that A. S. thirl, foramen, is 

t " also used for tingling." But I can discover no 
proof of this. ^

It seems preferable, however, to view our word 
as allied to Belg. trill-en, to shiver. Hy trilde van 
koude, he shivered for cold ; Sw. darr-a, to tremble, 
to quiver; darra af koeld, to shake with cold : 
dallr-a, to vibrate; en straeng dallrar, a string 
vibrates, S. dirles. 
DIRL, s. 1. A slight tremulous stroke, S.
2. The pain occasioned by a stroke of this de- 
' scription, S.
3. A tremulous motion, vibration, S.

D Y S
'Twas but yestreen, nae farther gaen, 
I threw a noble throw at ane ;— 
It just play'd dirl on the bane,

But did nae mair. Burns, iii, 45* 
A curious derivation is given of Dirleton, the 

name of a Parish in E. Lothian.
" The village of Dirleton is nearly in the middle 

of the parish, standing on a rocky ground.—I'he 
rocks sound and shake, as carriages pass along, 
which circumstance probably gave rise to the name; 
the Scottish word Dirl signifying trembling." Sta 
tist. Ace. iii. 194.
DIRLING, s. A smarting pain of short duration, S. 

Suddanlie the pane vanist als clene 
Of his body, as thocht it had not bene 
Bot ane dirling, or ane litill stound.

, Doug. Virgil, 424, 49. V. the v.- 
DIRT, s. Excrement, S.

The most common sense of this word confirms the 
derivation given by Johns, and Lye, of the term 
as used in E. from 3elg. or rather Isl. dryt, excre- 
mcntum. In O. E. it had the same sense as in S. 
Somner, vo. Tord, says ; Hinc nostr. dyrt, i. ater- 
cus, sordes. Hence, 
DiRTiN,jtarf. adi\ 1. Filthy in'the sense of the

s., S. 
2. Mean, contemptible j metaphor, used, S.

u The erlis of Buchquhan and Wigton returnit in 
Scotland. Sone eftir thair returnyng thai come with 
ane army to Berwick, and lay Ittng at the sege 
thairof bot ony werkis worthy to haue memory. 
And thairfor this jurnay wes callit the dirtin raid. 
Bellend. Cron. B. xvi. c. 19. V. DIRDUM, 1.

This is one of the most contemptuous epithets 
to be found in the language.
DIRT-FEAR'D, adj. So much afraid as to lose 

the power of retention, S.
The Euglish all flee fast before them now, 
As does the Bishop of St Andrews too, 
Who would not Wallace' coming there abide, 
Was so dirt-feared, even for all Scotland wide.

Hamiltoutfs Wallace, B. x. p» 250. 
This coarse allusion is not peculiar t@,S. As Isl. 

rass signifies -culus, rassragur is ex pi. nimip timo- 
re perculsus, from rass and ragur, timidujS,. Sw. 
skit-redder is still more strongly analogous, from 
skita, stercus excernere, and raed-as' t^mere. V. 
Verel.
To DISAGYIS, DISSAGYSE, v. a. To disguise. 

We mon turne our claithis, and change our stylisj. 
And disagyis us that na man ken us.— 
Ye sail se me sone dissagysit. ',

Gl. Compl. vo. Disagnisit. F|, disguis-tr. 
DYSCHOWYLL, adj. Undressed, unarrayed. 

Eftyr mydnycht in handis thai haiff him tane, 
Dyschowyll on sleip, with him na man bot ane.. 

Wallace, xi. 1014. MS. 
Corr. from Fr. deshabille, id. . 

DlSCENSE, s. Descent, succession.
The anciant Kyng Saturne thar myqht thou se,—• 
With vthir princis porturit in that ptece, 
From the begynning of thare fyrst discense»

Doug. Virgil^ 211. ?6. 
Lat. descen$-us, id. , 
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DISCREET, adj. " Civil or obliging." Sir 

John Sinclair's Observ. p. 100., S. 
" Ex. He is a very discreet (civil) man, it is 

true • but his brother has more discretion (civili 
ty.)" Ibid.
DISCRETION. V. DISCREET. 
To D1SCRIUE, v. a. To describe.

The batteUis and the man I will discriue.
Doug. Virgil, 13. 5.

To DIS CURE, v. a. To watch, to observe ac 
curately.
In the mene tyme of the nycht wache the cure 
We gif Messapus, the yettis to discure.

Doug. Virgil^ 280. 15. 
Fr. discour-ir, to survey. Lat. discurr.ere. 

DISCOURROUR, s. A scout, a sentinel. 
The discourrouris saw thaim cummaud, 
With baneris to the wynd wawand.

Barlow, ix. 244. MS.
DISEIS, DYSESE, DISSESE, s. l. Uneasiness, 

want of ease.
Jt is gud that we samyn ta 
Dissese or ese, or payne or play.

Barbour, T. 7a. MS. 
2. Contention, state of warfare. 

Of this dissese gret trettis past 
To this Legate at the last.

Wyntown^ v4i. 9. 169. 
Fr. desatse, " a l>eing ill at ease," Cotgr. 

To DISHAUNT, v. a. To leave any place or 
company.
u The small respect carried to Bishops in these 

Assemblies of the Church, made them dishaunt^ and 
come no more into the same." Spotswood, p. 30$. 

Fr. deshant-er, id.
To DISHERYS, v. a. To disinherit.

—For yon man that he has slayn, 
All Inglis men ar him agayn, 
And wald disherys him blythly.

Barbour, n. 103. MS. _ 
Fr. desherit-er) id.

DiSHERYSowN, s. The act of disinheriting. 
He— slw this Harald in-to fycht 
That u&urpyd agayne all ryctt 
The kynryk in disheryftown 
Of thame, that suld wyth all resown 
Have-had the crowne of heritage.

Wyntown, vi. 20. 89^
BISHILAGO, s. The vulgar name of Tussila- 

go or Colt's-foot, S. Tussilago farfara, Linn. 
Some smofce the leaves, supposing that they are 
a specific ia coughs, , &c.

DISHORT^ DISSHORT, s. l. Diisfleasnure, vexa- 
tion.

——-So grew tlwiir malice mair and mair; 
Quhilk made her baith to rage and to dis pair, 
First that, bttt- cause, thay did-her •sic dishort: 
Nixt, that she laiked help in any sort.

K. James VIl Ghron. 8. P. iih 482.
2. A disappointment, Aberd.
3. An injury, any thing prejudicial, S. 

Perhaps from dis and shorty v, ta recreate; as op»

D I S
posed to the idea expressed by Schoftmm^ q. Y, 
DISJASKIT,/tfr*. pa. 1. Lisjaskit~Ukey exhi 

biting every appearance of a decay in eif cutn- 
stances, S. B.

2. Having a downcast look, S. B. It is uadoubt* 
edly a corr. of dejected*

DIS JUNE, DISJOON, s. l. Breakfast. 
Than in the morning up scho gat, 
And on hir hairt laid hir disjune.

Bannatyne Poems ̂ p. 21$. st. B. 
I trow ye cry for your disjoon ; 
When were ye wont to cry so soon ?

Watson's CoU. i. 54. 
The term is still used S. B.

O'er mony heights and hows she scour'd ere
noon. 

And could have thoPd the chance of a disjune.
Ross's Helenore, p. 56.

2. Metaph. to make a disjune of, to swallow up at 
a single meal.
u Forbeses, Frasers, &c. let be all the Camp, 

bells to a man, are zealous subscribers ; and a fifth 
part of them were able to make a disjune of all the 
Gordons when at their best." Baillte's Lett. i. 60» 

O. Fr. desjune ; id. Lat. dis anAjejun^ium^ a fast» 
Corn, dishunichy Ann. disshun, the time when one 
awakes.
DISMAL, j. The designation of a mental dis 

ease, most probably, melancholy.
They bad that Baich should not be but— 
The Doit, and the Dismal, indifferently delt.

Polwart, Watson's Coll. Hi. 14. V. Feyk, 
V. next word.
DYSMEL, s.

Thir Bishops cums in at the north window ;
And not in at the dur, nor yit at the yet:
Bot over waine and quheil in wil he get.
And he cummis not in at the dur?
God's pleuch may never hald the fur.
He is na Hird to keip thay sely sheip ;
Nocht bot ane tod in aae lambskin to creip*
How suld he kyth mirakil, and he sa evil ?
Never bot by the dysinel, or the devil.

Priest*s Pebtis, Pink. S. P. R. i. 17. 
This- is a remarkable passage ; but Mr Pink» 

leaves dy&mel for explanation. The meaning most 
probably is, »eoiionmn<?y, or what is carlled the black 
art* This sense is suggested by* the connexion. It 
ifr supposed that a Bishop, according to the ideas of 
ttiese times should kyth myrakil, or prove his offi 
cial character by working miracles. Nk>w, it is en 
quired, how can he do so, being himself so wickedr 
except by necromancy or the power of the devil ?

We might suppose it to be formed from the word 
Dusii, used by the ancient Gauls to denote a sup 
posed class of InG&bi) and G«rm. Su-.Gk mat, speech* 
But the account given by Seren. of the origin of the 
adj. dismal deserves our attention. A. Goth. 
Dea mala, nutaen ultorium, et mat, MoesG. 
tempus praefinitum. Inde dismal,, q,, d, Dysas 
dies vindictae. Diet. N. Isl. Dys> Dea profana et.% 
mala, numen ultorum ? Opis ; G. Andr. p. 50.
D YSOURj s. A gambler, one who plays at dice.
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—Dfuncarts, dysours, dyours, drerels. —— 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 109. 
DISPARAGE, s. Disparity, inequality of rank,

Skene. Lat. dispar.
DISPARIT, DISPERT, adj. Desperate, Doug. 

Bellend. The latter is used in the sense of 
keen, violent, incensed, S.B. Cumb. 

To DISPARPLEr v. n. To divide, to be scat 
tered.

Her wav'ring hair disparp/ing flew apart 
In seemly shed: the rest with reckles art 
With many-a curling ring decor'd her face.

Hudson's Judith, p. 55. V. SPARPELL» 
To DISPEND, v. a. To spend, to expend» 

For he had na thing for to dispend.
Barbour, i. 319. MS. 

He taucht him siluer to dispend.
Ibid. ii. 130. MS. 

Fr. despend-re, id. 
DISPENDING, s. Money to spend, expences.

— The constabill, and all the laiff 
That war tharin, bath man and knaw, 
He tuk, and gaiff thaim depending ; 
And sent thaim hame, but mar grewing.

Barbour, viii. 509. MS»
BTSPENCE, DYSPENS, s. Expence. O. E. id. 

Fr. despens.
The Archebyschape of Yhork Willame^ 
That was commendyd of gud fame> 
Recoveryd the benevolent 
Wyth trawayle, and wyth gret dyspens.

Wyntown, vLi. 7. 158. V. CUNNING. 
DYSPYTUWS, adj. Despiteful, troublesome. 

Bot til Scotland dyspytuws 
He wes all tyme and grevus.

Wyntown, vii. 9. 123. 
Fr. despiteux.

To DISPLENISH, v. a. To deprive of furni 
ture of whatever kind, S.

" Albeit we had got these two years a great store 
of arms, and many officers home, yet we were so 
sore displenished before, and so far out of use, that 
we had need of much more." Baillie's Lett. 1166. 
V. PLENYS, o. 
DISSAIF. s. Insecurity, danger.

Quhill wald he think to luff hyr our the laiiF, 
And other quhill he thocht on his dissaiff, 
How that hys men was brocht to confusioun, 
Throw his last luff he had in Saynct Jhonstoun*

Wallace, v. 612. MS. 
From dis and safe. 

DISSEMBILL, adf. Unclothed.
Wallace statur, off gretues, and off hycht, 
Was jugyt thus, be discretiotin off rycht, 
That saw him, bath dissembill and in weid; 
ix quartans large he was in lenth indeid.

Wallace, ix. 1924. MSv 
Corr. from Fr. deshabill-e, id. 
In Edit. 1648, -- on chevill and on weed. V. 

DYSCHOWYLL.
DISSHORT, s-. Displeasure. V. DJSHO&T. 
BTSTANS, DISTAWNS, s. Dissension. 

And in the tyme of this dystans 
Thai teetyd with the Kyng of Fnwas,

D I T
That he wald gyve thame gud consale, 
And gyve thame help and suppowal^; 
And thai wald bee urn his men.

Wyntown, vii. 9. 15. V. also v. 111.
L. B, distenc-io, contentio^ lis.—Lis et destencio

fuerunt inter Willelmum Rogers^—ex parte una, et
Ricardum Alcyn. Madox Formul. Anglic, p. 103.
ap. Du Cange.
DISTY-MELDER or -MEILLER, s. 1. The 

last quantity of meal made of the crop of any 
one year, S. 

2. Used metaph. to denote one's latter end, S. B.
" I began to think be this time that my disty- 

meiller was near made, an' wad hae gien twice fourty- 
pennies to hae had the go wan oner my feet again." 
Journal from London, p. 4.
To DISTRUBIL, DISTROUBLE, v. a. To dis 

turb 5 O. E., id.
— Scho had scharpit weil yneuch, I ges, 

The first furie of sa dolorus rage, 
For to distrubil the foresaid manage.

Doug. Virgil, 221. 17. 
Corr. from Fr. destourb-er, id. 

DISTROWBLYNE, s. Disturbance.
—— The Persy

Lap on, and went with thaim in hy 
In Ingland his castell till, 
For owtyn distrowblyne or ill.

Barbour, v. 216. MS.
To DIT, DYT, DITT, v. a. To stop, to close up. 

In litill space he left Hand 
Sa fele, that the wpcummyn wes then 
Dyttyt with slayn horss and men.

Barbour, vi. 168. MS.
— His bening eris the goddes d&ttit, 

That of thare asking thar was nocht admittit.
Daug. Pirgtt, 115. 20.

" Ditt your mouth with your meat," S. Prov.. 
Kelly, p. 89 ; spoken to those at table who taUi 
impertinently.

When a's in, and the slap dity 
Rise herd, and let the dog sit.

Ramsay^s S. Prov., p. 77.
A. S. dytt-an, occludere, obturare; whence fatten, 

morter, to stop up the oven, Northumb. 
To DITE, DYTJE, DICT, v. a. l. To endite, to 

compose in writing, S.
To thaim he said, Ansuer ye sail nocht craiff, 
Be wryt or word, quhilk likis yowbest till haiff. 
In wryt, thai said, k war the liklyast ; 
Than Wallace thus began to dyt in hast.

Wallace, vi. 377. MS.
" His prayer flowed from his hart, and was dited 

be the right spirit." Bruce's Eleven Serm. C. 1. b. 
2. To dictate to another as an amanuensis, S.

" This satisfied the English so fully, that they 
went to. the King, and told him, the sense of disgrace 
of so frivolous objections were dyted by such, men-, 
to be proponed by them to the Soots." Baillia's 
Lett. i. 221.

u That is strange, that [in] this great judicatory, 
nothing of ail is dieted, but in a continued speech all 
spoken, and the clerks take what they can." Ibid, 
p. 266.-
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3. To charge a man by a written accusation be 

fore a court of justice, to indict.
This Wolf I likin unto a scheref stout, 
Quhilk byis a forfalt at the kingis hand, 
And hes with him a cursit assyis about, 
And dytis all the pure men up of land. 

Henrysone^ Bannatyne Poenis, p. 113. st. 18. 
We have a similar account of the dreadful per. 

version of power, in a poem supposed to be written 
during the reign of Ja. III.

Your Justice ar sa ful of sucquedry, 
Sa covetous, and ful of avarice, 
That thay your Lords impaires of thair pryce» 
Thay dyte your Lords, and heryis up your men. 
The theif now fra the leillman quha can ken ?

Priests Peblis, Pink. S. P. R. i. 12. 
Teut. dicht^en, .Sw. dickt-a, to frame, to com 

pose; Fr. dict-er, Lat. diet-are, to dictate how, or7 
what one should write. It may have been trans 
ferred to courts of law, because it was requisite that 
the indictment should be written. It must be ac 
knowledged, however, that Germ, dicht-en, signifies 
sententiam clicere, literis mandare, and A. S. dyht-an, 
constituere, Benson ; dihtc, jussum, Somn. 
DYTE, s. Writing, composition. 

Poetry nowel quha wil red, 
Thare may thai fynd quhow to procede,

— And specialy, quha has delyte 
^ To tret a matere in fare dyte.

Wyntown, ix, Prol. 10. 
Belg. dicht, Sw. dickt, id.

DITEMENT, ju Any thing endited or dictated by 
another ; applied to the Gospels by Sir W. More. 

—Which holy ditements, as a mirrour meete, 
Joynd with the prophesies in him complect. 
Might serve his glorious image to present, 
To such as sought him with a pure intent.

True Crucifixe, p. 22.
DITTAY, DYTTAY, j. Indictment, bill of ac 

cusation ; a term much used in our old Laws, S. 
A gret dyttay for Scottis thai ordand than; 
Be the lawdayis in Dunde set ane Ayr.

Wallace, i. 274. MS.
Thou must not skarre upon thy soares to looke, 
To read thy dittay in that sacred booke; 
As thou by nature art from grace exil'd, 
With miserie surchargt, with sinne defyld.

Morels True Crucifixe, p. 134. 
Lat. diet-urn, judicium, sive sententia arbitrorum; 

W. Malmesb. ap. Du Cange. Indict amenta, how 
ever, is the word used in the L. B. of our old Laws, 
and translated dittay.
DIV, often used for do ; I div, I do; / div na, I 

do not, S.
DIVE, s. The putrid moisture, which issues 

from the mouth, nostrils, and sometimes from 
the ears of a person after death, S. B. Hence,

DiviE, adj. Having much dive ; " a divie corp" 
S. B. 
I have observed no similar word. But this may

be from Isl. dey-a, to die. In Belg. this is called
reeuw, reeuwsel, doodschuym, the foam of one that
is dying; Sewel.

D Y V
To DIVERT, v. n. To turn aside; Lat. diwrtere. 

" In his way, it is said, he diverted to York and 
Durham, and some other of the bishops." Baillie's 
Lett. i. 30.
DIVET, DIFFAT, DEVIT, DIVOT, s. A thin, 

flat turf, generally of an oblong form; used for 
covering cottages, and also for fuel, S. 
" That the saidis glebes be designed with free- 

dome of foggage, pastourage, fewall, faill, diffat, 
loning, frie ischue and entrie, and all uthers privi. 
ledges and richtes, according to use and woont of 
auld." Acts Ja. VI. 1593. c. 161. Devit, Ibid. 
1609. c. 7. Skene, Murray.

By the way, it may be observed that loning seems 
to denote the privilege of a free passage for cattle to 
and from pasture, as well as of a proper place for 
milking the cows. V. LOAN.

Sibb. derives divot from delve. It may have been 
formed, by the monkish writers of our old charters, 
from Lat. defod-erc, to dig in the earth. Obrien de 
rives Lat. fod-io from Ir. fod, turf; although the 
etymon may be inverted.

It had been an ancient custom in Scandinavia, to 
cover houses with turfs or divcts. For Su.G. torff- 
skyrd is expl. by Ihre, Jus sectionis caespitum, ad 
usum tectorum; from torf, a turf, and skaera to 
cut. Lex. Su.G. vo. Ramaet. 
DIUINE, s. A diviner, a soothsayer. 

O welaway ! of spaymen and diuinis 
The blynd myndis!— Doug. Virgil, 101.50. 
Fr. devin* id. from devin-er, divin-er, to foretel. 

DYVOUR, s. A bankrupt.
u Dyour, Dyvour, vtherwaies Bair-man, quha be. 

ing involved and drowned in debtes, and not able to 
pay or satisfie the same, for eschewing of prison and 
vther paines, makis cession and assignation of al his 
gudes and geare, in favoures of his creditoures : and 
dois his devour and dewtie to them, proclaimand him. 
selfe Bair-man, and indigent, and becummand debt- 
bound to them of all that he hes." Skene, Verb. 
Sign, in vo.

He elsewhere says ; " —called Dyvour, because 
he does his devore to his creditours." Index Reg. 
Maj. vo. B airman.

Fr. devoir, duty. As the bankrupt made his de 
vore, by swearing that he had u not in frie gudes 
and geire, aboue the valour of fiue shillings and ane 
plack;" Quon. Attach, c. 7. § 3. The designation 
corresponds to the judicial sense of Fr. devoir, as de 
noting " the act of submission, and acknowledge 
ment of duty unto a landlord, expressed by the 
tenant's mouth, hands, and oath of fealty;" Cotgr. 
DYUOURIE, s. Declaration of bankruptcy.

" Diverse shamefull formes of dyuourie ar used 
and observed : for sum-time the debtour naked sittis 
vpon ane cauld stane, in presence of the people.— 
Sumtimes his hinder partes, or hippes, ar dashed to 
ane stane." Ibid.
DIXIE, s. Sharp chiding, severe reprehension, 

S. a term probably formed from the self-im 
portance of a pedagogue who, in former times 
when Lat. was spoken in schools, might confirm 
his decrees by the use of the term dixi^ I have 
said it, as declaring that there could be no reply.
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To DO, v. a. To avail; Wallace, iv. 437. V. 

Dow.
To DO in-to, to bring into.

Na thai consent wald be na way, 
That ony Ynglis mannys sone 
In-to that honour suld be done, 
Or succede to bere the crown 
Of Scotland in successione.

Wyntown, viii. 45. 146. 
To DO to dede, to kill.

Ay as thai come Jhon Watsone leit thaim in. 
And doun to dede with outyn noyis or din.

Wallace, v. 1042. MS. 
Wndyr that kyng Henry Saynt Thomas 
Done to dede, and martyryd was.

Wyntown, vii. 5. 162. 
The same phraseology occurs in O. E.

—Jewes hated him and haue done him to death. 
P. Ploughman, Fol. 101. b.

—For to do him to death day and night they casten.
Ibid. Fol. 106. a. 

Sometimes the v. is used singly.
As he was done the rode upon.

Richard Cueur de Li/on.
DO, s. pron. doe. A piece of bread, a luncheon, 

S» A. as being a school-word, formed perhaps 
from Lat. do, dare, to give; or Fr. dot, a por 
tion.

DOACH, DOAGH, s. A wear or cruive.
66 But few of them [salmon] get above the works, 

termed Doachs, erected across the river,—excepting 
in very high floods." P. Tungland, Kirkcudb. 
Statist. Ace. ix. 320.

" The number of salmon,—caught in the doaghs 
or cruives,——is almost incredible.—The spars also, 
which are fixed across the river in those doaghs, to 
prevent the fish from getting up, instead of being per 
pendicular, are placed horizontally." P. Kirkcud 
bright, Statist. Ace. xi. 10.

Gael, damgnach signifies a mound. 
DOCHT, pret. Could, availed, had ability.

V. Dow, i. 
DOCHTER, DOUCHTYR, s. Daughter, S.

" He repudiat his nobil quene Agasia the kyng 
of Britonis dochter." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 19. a. 
Douhter, R. Brunrie, p. 95.

A. S. dohter, Belg. dochfer, Germ, tochter, id. It 
has been observed that Gr. 0v<y«r9g is evidently allied.
DOCHTER-DOCHTER^ s. Grand daughter. *, 

Thai ordanyd message to send swne 
Oure the se in-til Norway, 
Tn-til Scotland to bring that May,— 
The douchtyr douchtyr of our Kyng 
Alysandyre of gud memore.

Wyntown, viii. 1. 80.
Sw. doter doter, id. sone son, grandson. In the 

same simple manner are the various relations by blood 
expressed hi this language. V. Brodir-Dochter. 
Wyntown uses sone sone for grandson, viii. 3. 117. 
DOCHLY, adv.

Dame Nature the nobillest nychit in ane,
For to fcrm this fetheren, and doch/y hes done.

Houlate, iii. 20. MS.^ where to js found 
instead of so in edit

D o D
Dochly may be a contr. of dochtely, from A. S. 

dohtig, powerful; or immediately from the v. dug» 
an, Teut. doogh~en, valere.
DOCHTY, adj. Saucy, malapert, S. an oblique 

sense of E. doughty, q. affecting the airs of an 
illustrious person. 

To DOCK, v. a. To beat, to flog the hips, S.
At first view this might seem formed from dock, s. 

q. v. But Teut. dock-en has the same meaning; 
dare pugnos, ingerere verbera; Kilian. 
DOCK, DOK, s. 1. Podex, S. Kennedy, Everg« 

ii. 74.
Some call the Bishops weather-cocks, 
Who where their heads were turn their dock». 

GolviPs Mock Poem, p. 72.
This is apparently an oblique use of dock, E. the 

stump of the tail. 
2. Stern of a ship ; as being the hinder part.

" She bare many canons, six on every side, with 
three great bassils, two behind in her dock, and one 
before." Pitscottie, p. 107, 108.

E. stern is used in a similar way for the back part 
of any thing.
DOCKEN, DOKEN, s. The generic name for 

the dock, an herb, S.
" Yet these poorer sort that take them, must not 

feed on them, but on sorrel or dockens, when boiled 
together in Summer." Buchan's St Kilda, p. 25. 

Als like ye bene, as day is to the nycht, 
Or sek.cloth is unto fyne cremesye, 
Or doken to the fresche dayesye.

King's Quair, iii. 36. 
Wad ye compare yerr sell to me, 

A-doeken till a tansie?
Ritsoris S. Songs, i. 182.

All the larger species of rumex receive this name, 
although sometimes with a prefix marking the distinc 
tion ; as bur-doken, the burdock, smear-doken, S. B., 
the common dock, so denominated because an oint 
ment was anciently made of it; from A. S. smero, 
Belg. smaer, smeer, unguentum, and A. S. docca. 
DOCKER, jv Struggle, S. B.

And mair than that, I reed our herds are ta'en, 
And it's sair born o' me that they are slain. 
For they great docker made, and tulyied lang, 
Ere they wad yield and let the cattle gang,

Ross's Helenore, p. 29. 
Perhaps from Teut. dock-en* V. DOCK, v. 

DOCKUS, s. Any thing very short,. S, from E.
dock, to shorten, to cut short. 

DOCUS, s. A stupid fellow, S.
Germ, docke, a puppet, one of the figures used in 

a puppet-show.
DOD, s. Pet, a slight fit of ill-humour; often 

used in the pi. deds^ S. 
Gael, sdoid, id.

DODDY, adj. Pettish,. S» Gael, sdodach, id. 
To DODD, v. n* To jog, to move Ixy succusa- 

tion, Fife*
Nearly allied to E. dodge, to shift place, which 

Johns, derives from dog¥ Perhaps the proper ori. 
gin is Isl. dudd-est, to be slow in motion ; segnipes 
esse; G. Andr. 
DODDY, DODDIT, adj. l. Without horns, S.
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hummil, synon. A. Bor. a dodded sfteep, sheep
without horns j" OL Grose. 

2. Bald, without hair, S. B. 
JJoD.DiE, s. A cow wanting horns, S. 
To DODGE, v. n. " To jog, or trudge along;

Teut. dogg-enj* Sibb. But Kilian has not this
wot;d.

DOFART, adj. Stupid. V. DUFF ART. . . 
DOGDRIVE, DOG DRAYE, s. A state of ruin;

often used to denote bankruptcy. To go to dog
drive, to go to wreck in one's affairs, S.
—• He's gane to the dog drave." Ramsay's S. 

Prov. p. 32.
Q. as if one could have no employment but that 

of driving dogs ; a phrase analogous to the E. one, 
leading apes, applied to old maids. The Fr. have a 
phrase somewhat similar, Jetter son lardaux chiens, 
to spend his fortunes idly.

As written by Ramsay, it might seem to allude to 
something cast to the dog-kennel.
DOG-HIP, s. The fruit or hep of the Dog-rose, 

S. Rosa canina, Linn.
DOG-NASHICKS, s. Something of the same 

kind with the gall-nut, produced by an insect 
depositing its ova on the leaves of the Salix re- 
pens, or Trailing willow, S. B.

DOG'S CAMOVYNE, Weak-scented fever- 
few, also Dog-gowan, S. B. Matricaria inodo- 
ra ; Linn.

DOG'S SILLER, Yellow rattle or Cock's 
comb, S. Rhinanthus Crista galli, Linn. This 
name is given to the seed vessels.

DOG'S-TANSY, s. Potentilla anserina, or Sil 
ver-weed, S.

DOGGIS, s.pl. Swivels, small artillery.
" Mak reddy your cannons,——bersis, daggis,

doubil bersis, hagbutis of croche."—Compl. S. p. 64. 
Norm. Fr. dagge, a small gun.

DOG-LATIN, s. " Barbarous Latin, or jargon,"
Rudd. vo. Leid. It is that which is commonly
called macaronic.
Lord Hailes, speaking of Kennedy's Testament, 

says ; u The alternate lines are composed of shreds 
of the breviary, mixed with what we call Dog-Latin, 
and the French, Latin de cuisine," Bann. P. Note, 
p. 243. The term is used in the same sense among 
the vulgar in E. V. Grose's Class. Diet. vo. Apo 
thecary's Latin.

This in Germ, is denominated kuchen-latein, which 
Wachtcr renders kitchen-latin, q. that used among 
cooks. This is opposed to A. S. boc-laeden, a term 
used by K. Alfred, m his Pref. to the translation of 
Boethius, to denote Latin of a purer kind. Our 
word seems radically the same with E. doggrel.
DOGONIS, j.pi. Perhaps, admirers, suitors.

———Thir damisellis, for derne doytit luf
—Dogonis haldis in dawte, and delis with thame sa

lang,
Quhill all the cnntre knaw thair kyndnes of fayth. 

Dunbar, Maitland* Poems, p. 61. 
Most probably, as Mr Pink, conjectures, from the 

idea of following one as a dog, whence E. to dog.

D O I
To DOYCE, «. et. To give a dullfceavy stroke,

Ang. Hence, 
DOYCE, s. 1. A dull heavy stroke, Ang. rfoww,

a blow, S. 
2. The flat sound caused by -the fall of a heavy

body, Ang.
This is evidently synon. with Douse, mentioned by 

Bailey, as signifying <c to give one a slap on the 
face;" and with A. Bor. "dowse; a dowse on the 
chops; a blow in the face;" Gl. Grose. Doyst, 
Aberd. " a sudden fall attended with noise." Shirr. 
Gl. V. DUSCH, v. and s. 
DOID, v. imp.

— Fra thair sen tens he mycht no way is appeill.
On clerkis doid, gife this sentence be leill.

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. Ill; -
Lord Hailes seems to give the meaning rightly ; 

" I leave the learned to determine, whether the arbi 
ters justly repelled the declinator." More literally ; 
It is incumbent on clerks to determine, &c. But in 
the Gl. Lord Hailes renders this deed.

Fr. il doit, anc. doibt, it becomes, from debvoir, 
devoir, to owe.
DOIL, s. A piece of any thing ; as of bread, 

Ang. apparently the same with E. dole, which 
has been derived from A. S. dael-an, to deal, to 
divide. Our word bears more resemblance to 
Isl. deil-afid.

DOIL'D, DOILT, adj. Stupid, confused, S.
Vd snail,

Thy rousty ratrymes made but mater 
I could well follow, wald I sail, 
Or preasse to fish wRhtn thy water.

Polzvart, Watson's Coll. iii. 7. 
He hosts and he hirples the weary day lang ; 
He's doyVt and he's dozin, his blude it is frozen. 

Rit son's S. Song, ii. 250. 
It's ten to ane I haena diet, 
Sae doilt, forfoughte'n, cald, and weet.

Jumiesotfs Popular Ball. ii. 337. 
2. " Crazed," S. Gl. Shirr.

Doil is used in the West of E. in a cognate sense* 
" To tell doil; to talk as in a delirium, wildly, Jn. 
consistently;" Gl. Grose. Dwallee, ibid, synon. 
in signification must hare also had the same origin. 
Dwalting, talking nonsense; Exmore.

Su.G. dwal-a, stupor; also, a trance, sopor gravis 
inter vitam et mortem ; ligga i dwala, jacere in so- 
pore; Ihre. MoesG. dwal-a, a fool, stultus, fatuus-; 
Junius. Aththan saei quithith. Dwalaskula wair- 
thith gaiainnan funins, Mat. v. 22. Whosoever 
shall say to his brother, Thou fool, &c. Junius 
suspects that dwala had anciently denoted a man 
wandering with an undetermined sort of gait, 
vag^ atque incerto passu oberrantem, as one igno 
rant qf his way, or insane; Goth. Gl. This nearly 
approaches to the idea we affix to doiVd. A. S. dole, 
fatuus, stultus, Isl. dwale, sopor ; liggia i dwala, so- 
pitus esse et seminecatus; G. Andr. p, 55. Dalegr^ 
lazy, torpid, Su.G. daalig, mentis inops. Alem. 
duel-en, A. S. dwol-ian, dwel-ian, Belg. dwael-en ; 
dol-en, errare. Mod. Sax. dwael-en, ineptias agere. 
Belg, dawel-en, to do a thing very unhandsomely, to 
fumble -3 doly insanus; dolheyd^ insania, dollicke, in-
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sane; Jun. EtynioL S. dutttt, is used nearly in the' 
same sense. V. ONDANTIT.

" To look a-doyle, to squint; Glouc." (Gl. 
G rose), has probably originated from A. S. dwael- 
an, errare, as literally applied; because the eyes of 
one who squints may be said to stray from each other. 
Ihre views dwala, dadig, as derived from da a, deli- 
quium animi. V. DAW. 
DOYN, DONE, DOON, DOONS, DUNZE, adj.

Very, in a great degree 5 a mark of the super-
lative, S.
In describing the horsemuscles found in some ri 

vers in S. Bellend. says ;
u Thir mussillis ar sa doyn gleg of twiche and 

heryng, that howbeit the voce be neuir sa small that 
is maid on the bra besyde thaim, or the stane be 
neuir sa small that is cassin in the watter, thay douk 
haistelie atanis, and gangis to the ground, knawing 
weill in quhat estimation and price the frute of thair 
wambe is to al peple." Descr. Alb. c. 12. Sensus 
illis tarn acute est; Boeth.

Dunbar, speaking of a benefice, for which he 
had long waited in vain, says,

I wait [it] is for me provydit;
Bot sa done tyrsum it is to byd it,
It breiks niy hairt, and bursts my brane.

Dunbar^ Maitland Poems, p. 118.
Mr Pink, has overlooked this word. It is some, 

times written doon. V. WORLIN. 
If truth were planted in all place,

Wherefore would men seek justice here ? 
Frae time the clerk once knew the caice, 

He was not thence so doons severe.
P. Many's Truth's Travels, Pennecuik's 

Poemsi r/15, p. 106.
Doon weilj or dunze weil, very well, S. But it 

is most frequently used with a negative prefixed; 
as, No that dunze strong, not very strong, or not 
remarkably healthy, S. Nae that dunze meikle^ not 
very much, S. B.

This word is much used by the vulgar ; and seems 
of great antiquity, as being most probably the 
same with Isl. daeends^ which bears precisely the 
same sense. Daeends wael, excellently, dae waenn, 
very beautiful, eximie formosus ; from daa, an old 
primitive, or particle, denoting any thing good, 
worthy, or excellent. V. G. Andr. p. 44. Ihre, 
vo. Danneman. V. DANDIE.

The only passage, that 1 have met with, in which 
this term seems to occur in O. E. is one in P. 
Ploughman.

And when I se it was so, sleaping I went
To warne Pilatus wife, what done man was Jesus,
For Jewes hated him and haue done him to death.
I wold haue lengthed his lyfe, for I leued if he dyed
That his soulde shuld suffre no synne in his syght.

Fol. 101, b.
This does not seem to be an error of the press ; as 

the same word occurs both in the first, and in the se 
cond edition. 1 can scarcely think that it is used in 
the same sense, as in the line following ; as if it de 
noted one of whose preservation there was no hope. 
It seems most naturally to signify, excellent, surpas 
sing ; corresponding to the sense of Sti.G. danne» 

dondcman.

D O I
s, adv. Idem. Ye*re no that doonlins ill; 

You are not wry bad^ or, you do not ail 
much, S. B. .
Formed by the addition of the termination Lin- 

gis, q. T.
DOISTER, DYSTAR, f. A storm from the sea; 

as contradistinguished from hau-gull, which de 
notes a breeze from the sea during summer. 
This word is used by the fishermen in Aag. It 

seems doubtful, whether it be allied to Sii.G. dys- 
ter^ Belg. duister. Germ, duster, A. S. thyster, ob- 
scurus. In its signification it has greater affinity to 
Isl. thustar, aer incipit inclemens fieri, a verb used 
with respect to winter. G. Andr. refers to thiostr, 
indignation, as its root.
DOIT, s. A small copper coin, formerly current 

in Scotland; said to have been equal to one 
penny Scots ; or half a bodle.

The famous Hector did na care 
A doit for a* your dird.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect , p. 19* 
No worth a doit, a phrase used to signify that 

one is in a state of poverty ; or that he has no coin, 
even of the lowest kind in his pocket; S.

Belg. duyt, half a farthing. Doitkyns is a kind 
of money prohibited by a statute of Henry V. of 
England ; Spelm. vo. Gatihalpens. 
To DOYTT, v. n. l. To dote.

Quhair hes thow bene, fals ladroune lown ? 
Dot/Hand, and drunkand, in the town ?

Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 8. 
q. stupefying thyself with drink.

2. To move as signifying stupidity, S. 
——Hughoe he cam doytin by, 
Wi> glowrin een, an' lifted ban's, 
Poor Hughoe like a statue stan's.

Burns, iii. 77.
DOITTT, DOYTIT, T)oTiT,part. adj. Stupid, con 

fused, S., doird^ synon.
——Full doitit was his heid, 

Quhan he was heriet out of hand, to hee up my
honour.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 58. V. DAVER. 
This is evidently an old part. pa. Belg. dot'-en, 

delirare, dat, delirium. Dan. doede, stupid ; Isl. 
dode, stupor, dod-ia, to stupify, dodinn, daudi, stu. 
pid, dod-na, to become stupid, {to grow imbecilL 
To the same source are we to trace E. date. Do&it, 
indeed, often denotes that dotage which proceeds 
from age. i 
DOIT, s. A fool, a stupid creature, a numskull, S. 

This might seem originally the same with E. dolt^ 
so nearly allied in signification, which Sere», and 
Jun. derive from A. S. dol, fatuus. But it appears 
to claim a different origin. V. DOTE and DOITIT. 
DOIT, s. A disease,^most probably stupor. 

Thay bad that Baich suld not be but— 
The Dott9 and the Dismal, indifferently delt.

Watson's Coll. iii. 14. V. FEYK. 
DOITTRIE, s. Stupidity, dotage, S. 

Is it not doittrie hes you drevin, 
Haiknayis to seik for haist to heaven ?

Philot. Pink. S. P. R. iii, 39, 
Uu
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DOITRIFIED, part. pa. Stupified; used to denote 

the effects of sleep, intoxicating liquor, or any 
thing else that causes stupefaction. Doitri- 
fod with sleep,—witt drink f &c. S. 
This does not appear to have been a written word. 

It seems rather of modern date, arid is formed in an 
anomalous manner, by the addition of a Lat. verb.
V. DoiTRIE, DOTTAR.
DOK. V. DOCK.
DOKENt ,r. The dock, an herb, S. V. DOCKET.
DOLE, s. " A doxy," Gl. Shirr, perhaps E. 

doll) used in a peculiar sense. On this word 
Seren. refers to Goth, dautt, doel, a certain 
nymph mentioned in the Edda. V. G. Andr. 
p. 46.

DOLENT, adj. Mournful, dismal.
Quhen he had roung, as thou may heir, 
The space of thre & four tie yeir: 
Being in his excellent gloir, 
The dolent Deith did him deuoir.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p> 79. 
Lat. doLeo, dolens.

DOLESS, DOWLESS, adj. Without action, desti 
tute of exertion, S. Doing/ess is sometimes used 
in the same sense.
Sw. dugloes, id. opposed to duglig, and dugtig, 

able. Doingless is probably a more modern word, 
from the v. do ; whereas doless may be from dow, 1. 
q. v. as Su.G. dugloes is from dug-a, dog-a, valere. 
Sibb. is mistaken in viewing dowless as the same with 
thowless ; for, although similar in signification, their 
origin is different^ 
DOLF, adj. V. DOWF. 
DotFNESS, /. Want of spirit, pusillanimity. 

How huge dolfneS) and schameful cowardise. 
Has vmbeset your mindis apounsie wyse ?

Doug. Virgil, 391. 15. V. Dowr. 
DOLFISH, s. Supposed to be an erratum for 

Dog-fab^ the name commonly given to the 
small sharks along the western coast of S. 
" In summer 1787, there were several com pa. 

nies of natives employed, and, though of little ex. 
perience, they caught at one setting of 200 or 300 
hooks, from 30 to 80 cod and ling, besides a variety 
of scate, eels, dolfish, &c." P. Tiry, Argyles. Sta 
tist. Ace. x. 407.
DOLLY, DOLIE, DULLY, adj. Dull, mournful, 

melancholly, doleful, S. dowie.
Eftir this at last Latyne thy fader m law—
Doun to the goistis in campe Ely see
Sail wend, and end his dolly dayis, and dee.

Doug. Virgil^ 478. 8. 
It were lere for to tell, dyte, or address, 
All thair deir armes in do lie desyre. 

Hou/ate, ii, 9. MS. Dolic, erroneously in Edit. 
Full mony Catherens hes he chaist: 
And cruished mony Helland gaist, 
Amang thay dully glenis.

Maitland Poems, p. 359. 
By break of day he seeks the dowy glen, 
That he may scowth to a' his mourning len.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 8. 
——He sang and playit, as him behufif.

D O M
The dowy tones and layes lamentabil.

Doug. Virgil, 321, 5.
Fr. dueil, grief; Ir. doiltgh, doleful, melancho- 

ly ; Su.G. daalig tristis, which Ihre gives as a cog. 
nate to dolly, from daa, deliquium aoimi. V. DAW. 

A. Bor. " daly, or dowly, lonely, solitary ;" Gl. 
Grose ; dowiy, melancholy ; Ibid. 
DOLLYNE,/>tfr*. Buried.

Deid is now that divyr and dollyne in erde.
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 59. 

Evidently softened from dolven, or dolvyne, as in 
Prompt. Parv. the part. pa. of delf. A. S. bedelf-en, 
be-dolfen, buried, from be-delf-an, sepelire. Teut. 
delv-en, dolv-en, inhumare, humo tegere, sepelire; 
Kilian.
DOLPE, s. The cavity of the head where the 

eye is fixed," Rudd.
Of his E dolpe the ilowand blude and atir 
He wosche away all with the salt watir.

Doug. Virgil^ 90. 45.
Rudd. views this as the same with S. dowp. But 

this is very doubtful. Dolpe perhaps is merely the 
deep place, or hollow, of the eye ; analogous to the 
Sw. phrase, diupa oegon, hollow eyes. 
DOME, s. Judgment formed concerning any 

thing.
———To my dome, he said in his dyting, 
For to be yong I wald not for my wis.

Pink. S. P. Repr. iii. 128. 
Chaucer, id. A. S. Dan. dom, Alem. duom, O. 

Belg. doem, id. from Moes.G. dom-jan, Isl. doem-a, 
Alem. duom-en, Dan. domm-er, Relg.Joem-en, A. S. 
dem-an, to judge.
DOMINIE, s. 1. A vulgar designation for a 

pedagogue, or schoolmaster, S. 
Then, Dominies, I you beseech. 
Keep very far from Bacchus' reach ; 
He drowned all my cares to preach

With his malt-bree. 
JForbes's Dominie Deposed, p. 59. 

<c There is muckle to do when Dominies ride." S. 
Prov. <c for such are not well provided for riding, 
nor expert at it." Kelly, p. 315. The last idea is 
not included. The proverb expresses the great 
bustle made in preparing for a business that people 
are not accustomed to. Kelly thus explains the 
term in a note; " Pedagogues, students at the uni 
versity."
2. Sometimes used as a contemptuous name for a 

minister, S.
Ministers9 stipends are uncertain rents

For ladies conjunct-fee, laddie : 
When books and gowns are all cried down, 

No Dominies for me, laddie.
Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 179.

It seems to have had its origin, as applied to a 
schoolmaster, from the circumstance of his being ad. 
dressed by his piipils, to whom he taught Latin, by 
the title Domine, Sir. We learn from Du Cange, 
that a Bishop, an Abbot, or even a Canon, was 
commonly designed Dominus in ancient times. 
DONt s. A favourite, an intimate friend, S., per 

haps from Hisp. Don, a title of honour; q. 
one held in high estimation.



DON
DONGYN, DouNGiN,/>ar*. jte. of Ding. 
DONIE, s. A hare, Ang.

It is probable that this word has either ^original 
ly signified a deer, or been formed from A. S. don, 
a young doe, (damula, Lye) to which a hare might 
be compared for its swiftness. 
DONK, adj. Damp, moist, E. dank. 

The dolly dikis war ai donfc and wate.
Doug. Ptr£t7, 201. 1.

Su.G» dunk-en, id. mucidus ; Belg. tunck-en, to 
steep, to soften by steeping ; Su.G. dak, terra uli- 
ginosa, Ish dock, parra fovea. 
DONK, s< Moisture j or perhaps mouldiness; 

pL donkis.
Bedowin in donkis depe was euery sike.

Doug. Virgil, 20U 10.
DONNARD, DONNER'D> adj. In a state of 

gross stupor, S. This word is. more emphatic 
than doitit.
" Baffin and want of wit makes auld wives don- 

nard ;" Ramsay's S. Prov* p. 22.
—Worthy Bristle, not sae dormer^d, 
Preserves this bonnet, and is honwir'd.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 546".
Either from Germ, donner-n, to thunder, q. stu. 

pified with noise, like bedundert ; or perhaps rather 
from Su.G. daan-a, animo alienari, or dofn-a, stu. 
pere, dufwen, Isl. dofin, stupidus ; to which we 
may suppose Su.G. art, indoles, added as a termu 
nation, q. of a stupid nature, or habitually stupid. 
A. Bor. dunny deaf, and dunt stupified, are pro. 
bably allied. V. DAW.
DONSIE, DONCIE, adj. 1. Affectedly neat and 

trim, implying the idea of self-importance ; 
frequently applied to one small in size, S. 

She gae'd as fait as a new preen, 
And kept her housie snod and been| 
Her pewther glanced upo' your een

Like siller plate: 
She wa& a donsie wife and clean 

Without debate.
Ramsay*s Poems, i. 228.

2. Used obliquely to signify pettish, testy, S. 
£. Restive, unmanageable j as applied to a 

horse, S.
Tho' ye was tricky, slee, an' fuanier

Ye ne'er was donsie ; 
But hamely, tawie, quiet, an' cannie.

An' unco sonsie. Burns, iiL 141. 
4. 4< Unlucky", applied to moral conduct. 

I, for their thoughtless, careless sakes,
Would here propose defences, 

Their donsie tricks, their black mistakes,. 
Their failings and mischances.

Burns, iiL 141.
5- Sometimes used, but I suspect improperly, in 

the sense of " dull and dreary," Gl. Kattisay. 
Has thou with Rosecrucians wandert, 
Or thro' some doncie desart dandert ?^ 
That with thy magic, town and 1 an dart,— 
Man a* come truckle to thy standart

Of poetrie. 
Hamilton, Ramsay?s Poems: ii, 334.

DOG
Donch, dainty, over-nice in eating, Gl. Grose, 

seems originally the same.
" Better rough and sonsie, than bare and donsie;" 

S. Prov. Kelly improperly explains it, " poor, 
mean, despicable;" N. He gives the meaning of 
the Prov. however, tolerably well: " Better a plen 
tiful condition, though not so neat and nice, than 
too much cleanliness, with penury ;" p. OS.

The only probable origin I have observed, is - 
Germ, duns-en, to swell, elevari, turgere, intiu 
mescere, Wachter; a frequentative from dun-en, id. 
which he views as a very ancient v., giving birth to 
dun, a hill, dun-en, feathers quae depressae resur- 
gunt et elevantur. Belg. donsig, downy. 
DONT, DOUNT, ,r. A stroke. V. DUNT. 
DONTIBOURS, DOUNTIBOURIS, s.pL

" The auid Dontibours, and uthers that long had 
served in the court, and hes DO remissioun of sinnes, 
bot by vertew of the Mess, cryed, They^wald to 
France without delay, they could not live without 
the Mess. The same affirmed the Quenes Uncles.'* 
Knox, p. 284.

—" In the palace of Hulyrudehous wer left cer- 
tane Dontibours, and uthers of the French menzie, 
quho raised up thair Mess, more publictly then they 
had done at any tyrae befoir.—The Priest and the 
French Dames being afrayed, maid the schout to be 
sent to the toun. And Madame Baylie, Maistres to 
the Quenis Dountibouris, (for Maides that court 
could not then weill beir) posted ane with all dili 
gence to the Comptroller*'* Ibid. p. 335. Dunti~ 
beris, Lond. Ed. p. 363. Dontybouris, MS. I.

The only conjecture I can form as to this word 
is, that if it have not a worse meaning, it denotes 
pensioners, from Fr. domter, donter, to subdue, 
and bourse, a purse, q. those who emptied the 
Queen's purse. I suspect, however, that the tern>, 
especially as opposed to Maides, rather signifies that 
these were Dames of easy virtue. Dunty, which i* 
probably contr. from the other, still bears this 
meaning. Thus bourse might admit of a metaph. 
sense, to be found in Diet. Trev. Lyndsay seemsv 
to use it in some such signification.

——Fair weill, ye get na mair of me. 
Quod Lyndesay in contempt of syde taillis, 
That duddrounis and dountibouris throw the 

dubbis traillis.
Lyndsay''s Warkis, 1592. p. 311. 

DOOCK, DUCK, s. A kind of strong coarse
cloth, manufactured in the coast towns of Ang.
One kind of it is called sail-doock, as being
used for sails. Pron. doock^
u The women in particular, spin a great deal of 

lint into coarse yarn for the duck or sail-cloth fac 
tory." P. Menmuir, Forfars. Statist. Ace. v. 154.

Teut. doeck, pannus, linteum, Kilian;*Dan, duug, 
Su.G. duk, Gerrn. tuck, id. fadenig tuch, coarse 
cloth; Su.G. segel-duk, sail-cloth, canvas; Isl* 
duk-r, pannus lintearis. 
To DOODLE, v. a. To dandle, S. B.

It denotes the motion given taan infant, when it 
is tossed up and down in one's arms ; hobble^ houd^ 
synon.

Fr. dodin-er, dodelin-er, Ital. dondolurey Belg* 
doudi/n-en, id.

Uu %



DOR
DOOF, s. A dull stupid fellow. V. DOWF. 
DQOK, s* A peg, a small bit of wood driven

into a lime Wall, for holding a nail, S.
Belg. deuvig, a stopple or plug. 

DOOL, s. The goal in a game. V. DULE. 
DOOL, s. To thok the dool, to bear the punish-

ment, or evil consequences of any thing, Ang.
A. S. dolg, also dolk, a wound, is the only word 

of Goth, origin that seems to have any affinity. £. 
dole, grief, radically the same, which Johns, de 
rives from Lat. dolor•, is more immediately allied to 
Fr. deuil, id.
D o o L-LIKE, adj. Having the appearance of sorro w* 

" Tears of poor and friendless Zion, now going 
dool-like in sackcloth, are up in heaven before our 
Lord." Rutherford's Lett. P. i. ep. 63. V. DEULE 
WEEDS.
DOOLIE, s. 1. A hobgoblin, a spectre, S. B.
2. A scarecrow, a bugbear. A potatoe-doolie, 

a scarecrow erected to frighten the crows from 
rooting up the potatoes in the field, S. B. 

The precise origin seems uncertain. But there is a
variety of similar terms in other languages. A. S.
deoul, diabolus, dwild, spectra, Chron. Sax. A.
1122. Isl. daalinn, a pigmy, Edda Saemund. p.
377. lola dolgar, Satyra, seu spectra, tune tem-
poris (during Yule) visu crebra, q. Yule doolies;
doolg, militia, G. Andr. p. 50. 134.
DOOMSTER, J. A judge, one who pronounces

doom.
" The law shall never he my doomster, by Christ's 

grace.'» Rutherford's Lett. P. i. ep. 195. V. 
DEMSTER.
DOOR, s.

The durk and door made their last hour, 
And pror'd their final fa' man.

Ritsotfs S. Poems, ii. 45.
DOOZIL, s. 1. A term used to denote an un 

comely woman, S. B. 
2. A lusty child, S. B.

Isl. dusill, servus, servulus, G. Andr. 
DORDERMEAT, s. A bannoct or cake given 

to farm-servants, after loosing the plough, be 
tween dinner and supper, Ang. 

According to some, this word, in former times, 
signified a certain quantity of meal allowed to reap- 
ers for breakfast.

This is reckoned a very ancient word, and there 
seems to be good reason to think so. It has un 
questionably a near affinity to Su.G. dagwcrd, pro 
perly breakfast, but used to denote any meal, from 
dag, day, and ward) food, because this food is taken 
at the entrance of the day. Maa/, a nieal, or some 
similar word, is understood. It is sometimes ex- 
pressed; as dogoerdar malt, Ihre, vo. Dag. This in 
S. would be the dorder meal. F6r the word is only 
changed, as dagwerk, the work or task of a day, 
into dawerk, dark, darg. Isl. dagverdur denotes 
dinner, dapes prandii, as nattverd-ur is supper; G. 
Andr. p. 253. 
DORECHEEK, s. The door-post, S.

DOR
DORESTANE, i. Threshold j q. stone of the

door, S. V. DUR. 
DOREN.

Wallace, thai said, the King desiris that ye
Doren battaill sa cruell be to se,
And charges yow to fecht on his lyoun.

Wallace, xi. 2*4. MS,
This most probably signifies dare, from A. S. 

durf-an, durr-an, audere; especially as this question 
follows, T. 232.

Wallace, dar ye go fecht on our lioun ?
In Edit. 1648, however, it is direnye battell. 

DORLACH, s. A bundle, apparently that kind
of truss, formerly worn by our Highland
troops instead of a knapsack. 

" Those of the English that came to visit our camp, 
did gaze much with admiration upon these supple 
fellows [the Highlanders] with their plaids, targes 
and dorlachs." Baillie's Lett. i. 175.

Gael. dor/ach9 a bundle.
It is expl., in the Gl., " dagger or short sword." 

DORNICK, s. [of Deornick in Flanders,] " A
species of linen cloth used in Scotland for the
table," Johnson.

It is properly linen cloth, having certain figures 
raised in the weaving, diaper. This term has been 
supposed to denote damask, as Mr Pink, inclines to 
view it in Gl. But damask is different; being al 
ways of finer yarn, and wrought in a different man.
ner, S.

He fand his chalmer weill arrayit 
With dornik work on buird displayit.

Lyndsqy's Squyer Meldrum, 1594, B. vi. b. 
It is probable that this stuff, although originally 

manufactured at Tournay, was immediately import, 
ed from Holland, where Tournay is called Dormck^ 
(Kilian. Nomenclat.); whence the cloth had received 
this name. The term dorneckj however, was for. 
merly used in E.; for cloth wrought at Norwich.

u No person—shall——make or weaue dornecks^ 
or exercise the misteries of weauing of dornecks, & 
couerlettes, or any of them, within the sayde citie of 
Norwich,—onles he be licensed—by the Maiour," 
&c. A. 15. Eliz. c. 24. Rastell. 
DORT, s. Pet, sullen humour, more com- 

monly in pi, dorts.
For Scotland else has ta'en the dort^— 
And gin it pass, she'll, in a short 

Raise a sad steer.
Shirrefs 9 Poems, p. 216.

" To take the dorts, to be in a pet, or discontented 
humour," S. Rudd.

I hope ye gard the lady tak the dorts. 
For sic rough courting I hae never seen.'—

Ro&s's Helenore, p. 38.
Teut. Su.G. trots, irritamen, provocatio. I am 

not certain, however, that the term may not have 
originated from the third pers. sing, of the Fr. v. 
dormir, which, as figuratively and proverbially used, 
seems to have some affinity. Thus it is said, Qu'il 
n'y SL point de pire eau que celle qui dort, pour 
dire qu'il faut se defier de ces gens mornes et tact- 
turnes, qui songent ordinairement 4 faire du mal en 
trahison. Diet. Trev. Thus, one who; from a sul-



DOS
leu humour, affected to sleep, might be said to tak 
the dorts. Y. DoKrt»
To DORT, v. n. To become pettish j a v. 

rarely, but occasionally used, S. 
They maun be toyed wi' and sported, 
Or else ye're sure to find them dorted.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 333. 
It occurs in part.» pa.

But yet he coudna gain her heart, 
She was sae vera dortit 
\ An' shy that night.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 151. 
DORTY, adj. 1. Pettish, apt to be sullen, S. 

" Dorty, pettish, humoursome." Sir J» Sin 
clair's Observ. p. 10 1.

2. Saucy, malapert, S.
3. Often applied to a young woman who is saucy 

in her conduct to her suitors, and not easily 
pleased in the choice of a husband, S. 

" The dorty dame may fa' in the dirt ;" Ramsay's 
S. Prov. p. 65.

Daft are your dreams, as daftly wad ye hide 
Your well-seen, love, and dorty Jenny's pride.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 68.
4. Applied to plants, when they are so deli 

cate as not. to grow but in certain soils or 
exposures. A very dorty flower 9 one that 
cannot be reared without great care and trou 
ble, S. B.
Sibb. derives it from " Teut. trotsigh, tortigh, 

contumelious, arrogant; trots-en, tort-en, to pro- 
yoke," The sense Kilian gives of trotsigh is nearly 
allied to our term, fastosus. As trots-en signifies 
irritare, minari, undoubtedly O. Teut. drot-en is ra. 
dically the same, being rendered, minari. Su.G. 
trots-a, Germ, trotz-en, provocare, Isl. tratz-a, ob- 
stinax esse. Gael, dorrda, austere, unpleasant, 
seems to be a cognate term ; as well as dorretiighte, 
irreconcileable, and doriartha, peevish. 
DORTYNES, s. " Pride, haughtiness, arrogance," 

Rudd.
The dortynes of Achilles ofspring 
In bondage vnder the proude Pirrus ying, 
By force sustenyt thraldome mony ane day.

Doug. Virgil, 78. 49. 
DOROTY, s. 1. A doll, a puppet. " A danc 

ing Doroty," S. 
2. A female of a very small size, S.

From the E. name Dorothy. 
DOSK, adj. Dark coloured, E. dusk*

The grund stude barrane, widderit, dosk and

Herbis, flouris and gerssis wallowit away.
Doug. Virgil, 201. 13.

I see no term more nearly allied than Belg. duys- 
ter, Germ, duster, obscurus, derived from Celt. du9 
nigredo. ' 
DOSS, adj. Neat, spruce, Clydes.

Belg. dos, array, clothing ; Hy is braaf in den 
dos, he wears a fine suit of clothes ; doss-en, to 
clothe ; Sewel. Teut, dos, vestis pellicea, vestimen. 
turn duplex ; doss-en, munire vestibus suffultiS, 
Kilian. Perhaps doss is radically the same with 

-q. v.

DOT
DOST UP, part, pa. Decked, pressed sprucely. 

It is used ludicrously by Kennedy.. 
Sic revel gars thee be servt with qauld roast, 
And aft sit supperless beyond the se, 
Cryand a,t doris, Car it as am ore Dei, 
Brelides, barefute, and all in duds up dost.

Re$s($uair, Evergreen, iu 67. st, 17. 
The second line in Edin. edit. 1508, is,

And sit unsoupit oft, &c. 
This shews that the v. was formerly used, S. 

DOSS, /« A, box or pouch for holding tobacco, 
Aberd.

His stick aneath his oxter ristet, 
As frae the doss the chew he twistet.

Shirrefs' Poems, p. 238. 
Come, lad, lug out your doss, an' gie's a chaw.

Morison's Poems, p. 183.
Isl. dos, Germ, dose, Su.G. dosa9 a box; snus- . 

dosa, pyxis in quo condita servatur herba Nicotiana, 
in pulverem redacta, a snuff box, c±.a,$neechin doss, S.
To Doss, DOSSIE JDOWN, v. a. To pay, S.; a 

low term, perhaps from doss, a box, as being 
the place where money was kept* 

Weel does he loe the lawen coin, 
Whan dossied down.—

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 42. 
DOTAT, part. pa. Endowed.

u The nobylis set ane counsal, and fand the said 
Galdus baith rychtuous ayre to the crown, and ane 
maist excellent person dotat with sindry virtewis and 
hie prerogatiuis." Bellend. Cron, Fol. 43, b. Lat. 
dot at-us. 
DOTE, s. l. A dotard.

Thou hast y-tint thi pride,
Thou dote:

With thine harp, thou wonne hir that tide, 
Thou tint hir with mi rote.

Sir Tristrem, p. 100. 
2. A state of stupor.
u Thus after as in a dote he hath tottered some space 

about, at last heefalleth downe to dust." Z. Boyd's 
Last Battell, p. 529, V. DUTE. 
DOTED, part.pa. Given in the way of dona 

tion. Acts Ja. VI. 
Lat. dos, dot-is, a gift. 

DOTIT. V. DOITIT. 
DOTHER, s. Daughter, Ang.

And as soon as the day was up and clear, 
Baith,aunt and dother sought her far and near.

Ross's Helenorcy p. 72. 73. 
Su.G. doter, Isl. Jotter, id. 

To DOTTAR, v. n. To become stupi4. It is 
used to denote that stupor which seizes the 
senses, when one is about to sleep. 

In brief ther, with grief ther 
I dottard owre on sleip.

Evergreen, i. 213. st. 3. V. DOITIT. 
DOTTLE, s. A small particle, a dimin. from

E. dot. 
DOTTLE, adj. In a state of dotage, S.

This ia-general has the same origin with .the E. v. 
dote. V. DUTT. But it is immediately allied to



D O IT
Tent; ver-doetelt, delirus, repuerascens, mentioned
by Jan. Etym. TO. Date.
DOUBLE, s. A duplicate, S. O, E, id. used in

a Law sense, Phillips,
" He^put in the Marquis's hand a double of the late 

proclamation from England." BailHe's Lett. i. 174. 
To DOUBLE, v. a. To copy, to take a dupli 

cate of. •
" Some of the advertisement I hare caused double." 

Baillie's Lett. i. 174. 
DOUCE, DOUSE, adj. 1. Sober, sedate, not

light or frivolous, applied both to persons and
things, S*

Sae far, my friend, in merry strain, 
I've given a dense advice and plain.

Ramsay1 s Poems, i. 143.
This is often opposed to daft*
A. Bor. doose, thrifty, careful, (Grose), seems 

originally the same.
2. Modest, as opposed to wanton conduct. 4*There 

war na douce ongains betweesh them ;'* their 
conduct was not consistent with mpdestyr S. B.

3. Of a respectable character in general, S. 
Ye dainty Deacons, an' ye douce Conveeners, 
To whom our moderns are but causey-cleaners;— 
A' ye douce folk I've born aboon- the breo^ 
Were ye but here, what would ye say pr' do ?

Burns, ill. 57. 
Fr. douX) douce, mild, gentle, quiet, tractable;

from Lat. dulc-is* ;
DOUCELY, adv. Soberly, prudently, S-.
DOUCHTYR, s. Daughter. V. DOCHTER.
DOUD, s. A kelled mutch, or woman's cap with 

a caul, considered as a dress-cap, in contradis 
tinction from a Toy, Ang. 
Isl. dud-a, indumentum levioris generis; G.

Andr* p. 54.
To DOVER? v. n. To slumber, to be in a state 

betwixt sleeping and waking, S. synon. tloom, 
S. B. 
Sibb. derives dovering from Teut. dowf-worden,

[doofworden]) sardescere. But it seems rather a
derivative from Su.G. Isl. dofw»a, stupere, stupefa-
cere. V. however, the s.
DOUERIT, DOWERIT, part. pa. Drowsy, under 

the power of sleep.
Preis naforther, for this is the hald richt 
Of Gaystis, Schaddois, Slepe and douerif NycHt. 
Doug. Virgil^ 177. 16. Noctis soporae, Virg. 

Sibb. renders jt " gloomy or sable-col on red, from
Teut. doof-verwe, color surdus vel austerus." Rudd.
having referred to E. dorr, obstupefacere, Sibb. adds
that this u seems nearly allied to Dover, to slum.
feer." Douerit seems indeed to be the part, of this
v., metaph. applied to Night, as descriptive of its in.
fluence.
DOVER, s* A slumber, a slight unsettled 

sleep, S. 
Jsk dur, somnis levis; viewed by Ihre as the ro*>t

of Lat. dormio ; dur-a, dormio, dormito^ G. Andr.
p. 55.
DOUGHT. V. Dow, w.i.
To DOIJK^, a. To dive under water, to duck, S*

D O U
——The rosy Pbebas rede 

His wery stedis had doukit oner the hede.
-Doug. Virgil, 398. 41.

Belg. duck-en ̂ duyck-en,, Germ, tauch-en^ Su.G. 
, immergere se. Perhaps the root is Goth. 

dok, locus voraginosus ; Seren. vo. Duck.
DOULE, /. A fool, a blunt or stupid person.

————I am but ane oule. 
Againis natur in the nycht I waik into weir. 
I dar do nocht in the day bot droup as a doule.

Houlate, i. 5»
A. S. dole, fat-uHS ; MoesG. dwala, according to 

one MS. dole, stultus; Germ, doll, C. B. dwl, stu, 
pidus. V. Doll, Wachter.
DOUNGEOUN, s.. I. The strongest tower be 

longing to a fortress, being designed as the place 
of last resort during a siege. 

Dowglas the castell sesyt all, 
That thane wes closyt with stalwart wall.— 
Schyr Eduuard, that wes sa douchty,, 
He send thiddyr to tumbill it doun, 
Bath tour, and castell, and doungeoun.

Ravbour, x. 497. MS.
" This was the Keep*, or strong part of the castle, 

and the same that the French call le Dongeon; to 
which, as Froissart informs us, the unfortunate 
Richard II. retired, as the place of greatest security, 
when he was taken by Bolingbrokc." Pennant's 
Tour in Wales, p. 43.

" To the outer ballium, joined the inner ballium. 
—Within this, or at one corner of it, surrounded by 
a ditch, stood the keep or dungeon, generally a large 
square tower, flanked at its angles by small turrets, 
having within them one or more wells." Grose'j 
Milit. Antiq. ii. 3.

Dr Johns, therefore does not gfve that sense qf 
donjon, in which it was most commonly used by old 
writers, when he defines it, a the highest and strong, 
est tower of the castle, in which prisoners were keptS* 
This was merely a secondary use of the term,, as well 
as of the place.
2. A tower, in general ^ applied to the tower of 

Babel.
That historic,. Maister, wald I knaw,;— 
Quhy, and for quhat occasioun, 
Thay buildit sic ane strong dungeon.

Lyndsay's Monarchy, 1592. p. 46. 
Also p. 47. 48. 49.

Donjon seems used, in this general sense by R. 
Brunne, p« 121.

—————Steuen fast Him sped, 
& gadred him an oste, & wen-t vnto Wilton, 
& did reise in that coste a stalworth donjon. 

The origia of Fr., donjon^ used in sense first, is 
uncertain* Du Cange derives it from dun a hill, as 
originally denoting a castle built on a hill. The 
word appears in various formsdn L. B. dunjo, dun- 
geo, dongio, dangio, domgio, dompjonus, donjo^ 
donjonnus, domnio, &c.
DOUNT, j, A stroke, a blow. V. DUNT, &. 
To DOUN THRING, v.a. 1. To overthrow. 

He was ane gyant stout and strang, 
Perforce wylde beistis he doun thrang*

Lyndsay's Monarchy, 1592. p. 47.
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« —Sathan in his roemberis, the Antlchristis of 

our tyme, cruellie doeth rage, seiking to deunthring 
and to distroy theevangell of Christ, and his cougre- 
gatioun." Knox, p. 101«
2. To undervalue^ to depreciate, 

The febil mychtis of your pepill fey, 
Into batal twyis vincust schamefully, 
Spare not for tyl extol and magnify : 
And be the contrare, the pissance of Latyne King 
Do set at nocht, but lichtlie, and doun thring.

Doug. Virgil) 377. 4. V. THRING. 
DOUN WITH, adv. l. Downwards, in the way' 

of descending from rising ground, S.
In heich haddyr Wallace and thai can twyn. 
Throuch that doun with to Forth sadly he 

soucht. Wallace, v. 301. MS. 
What can they do ? downwith they darena budge, 
Their safest course seems in the height to lodge. 

Ross's HelehorC) p. 74.
A. S. aduU) deorsum, and with) versus, motum 

corporeum denotans. V. With) Lye, This particle 
is frequently used in composition, in the same sense 
as E. ward) in downward) toward, &c.; as upwith, 
upwards, outwith) outwards, inwith^ inwards, hame- 
with) towards home, S.
2. Used as a s. To the dounwM, downwards, S. 
To DOUP, DOWP, v. n. To incline the head or 

upper part of the body downwards, S. 
Thither the valiant Tersals doup, 
And heir repacious Corbies croup.

Scott, Evergreen, ii. 233. 
cc To dowp down, 4S." Rudd. vo. Doukis. 

When earth turns toom, he rummages*the skies, 
Mounts up beyond them, paints the fields of rest, 
Doups down to visit ilka lawland ghaist.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 1.
Teut. dupp-en, verticem capitis dimittere, suggredi. 

DOUP. In a doupj adv. In a moment.
————And, in a doup, 

They snapt her up baith stoup and roup.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 527.

Teut. duyp-eri) dip? q. as soon as one could 
plunge into water.
DOUP, DOWP, DOLP, s. 1. The breech or but 

tocks, S. Rudd.
The wight an' doughty captains a%

Upo' their doups sat down ;
A rangel 6' the commoun fouk •

In bourachs a' stood roun.
Poems in the Buck an Dialect, p. 1. 

But there had been some ill-done deed,
Thay gat sic thrawart cowps: 

But a' the skaith that chanc'd indeed, 
Was only on their dowps 

Wi' faws that day.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 279. ,

Hence, raetaph. to land on his dowp, to bring him 
low, to bring into a state of poverty, S. 

The factor treasures riches up, 
And leaves the laird to sell; 

And when they land them on their dowp, 
Gude morning, fare ye well.

JR. Galloway's Poems, p. 38. 
2. The bottom, or extremity, of any thing, " The

D O U
doup of a caudle," the lower part of it, tvhen 
it,is mostly burnt. ^ The doup of the day," the 
latter part of the dayr S. V. Dolp, Rudd. 

We, down to e'tnning edge wi* ease, 
Shall loup, and see what's done • 

I*, the doup o9 day.
x Ramsay's Poems, i. 274.

3. A cavity. As the E. dolp ; V. DOLP. " The 
dowp of an egg, a toom dowp," i. e. empty shell, 
Rudd. -It cxtfutfs in the S. Prov; "Better half 
egg than toom dowp ,»" Ferguson, p. 7. 
Rudd. gives co conjecture as to its origin. Sibb. 

says; " q. depth) from Goth, dhips^ profundus." 
But this etymon has no affinity to the term as used 
in the two first senses. It is undoubtedly allied to 
Ital. dopO) doppO) behind, backward, and dopoi, a 
little after. These words appear to be of Goth, ori 
gin. It is probable, indeed, from these examples, 
that the ancient Goths, of whose language there are 
many vestiges in the Ital., had some radical word, 
nearly agreeing with ours in signification.

Since forming this conjecture, I have observed that 
Isl. doef denotes the hinder quarters of a beast; pos 
terior pars beluae, seu clun&s ac pedes. Biarydyrid 
liggur a doojinne^ the bear lies on his buttocks; at 
liggia a doof, a prov^ phrase expreswye'of inactivity, 
pro torpere, lentus, tardus esse;- G.f,Andr. p k 45.

Dolp seems a corr. orthography, in many in. 
stances adopted by our ancient writers, by the un- 
neoessary insertion of /. As viewed in the last sense, 
it seems almost certain that we should consider it as 
radically a different term. Belg. dop signifies a shell 
or husk ; ovi testa,—ovum exinanitum ; Kilian. 
This exactly corresponds to the phrase, u a toom 
dowpS' mentioned above. Su.G. doppsko denotes 
a ferule for a staff, the lower part of a scabbard fen. 
ced with iron or any other metah It may signify, 
indeed, q. " the shoe at the extremity or lower part/*
DOtJR, DOURE, adj. l. ft " Hard," Rudd. 

During his time, sa justice did preuaill, 
The sauage lies tryinblit for terrour, 
Eskdale, Euisdale, Liddisdale an(J Annandail, 
Durst not rebel, douting his djntis dour.

Lyndsay's Warkis^ 1592. p. 102. 
Se now quhilk dourest is, 
His riggand or this tre ?

Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 345.
2. Bold, intrepid. t Y

O ye doure pepill «Jiscend from Darianus, x 
The ilke ground, fra qnham the first stok came 
Of your lynnage^ with blyith.fcosum the same 
Sail you ressaue————

Doug. Virgil, 70. 28* Dtiri, Virg.
3. Hardy, able to endure fatigue j as synon. with, :&f-\. .':...

. We that bene of nature derf an4 cfo^re, &c. ^ 
' " tioug. Virgil, 299. 7. V. I)W. '

4. Inflexible, unbendingy obstinate, S. 
Bot al our prayeris and requeistis kynd 
Mjcht nowthir bow that doure mannis mynd ; 
Nor yit the takinnfs and the wounderis sere.

Doug. Virgil, 46r 42,
5. Having an aspect expressive Qlinflexilflitjr. In 

this sense it isjtijl.sajdj He bos a dour look, S.



DOW
To Wallace tbar come ane that becht Fawdouny 
Malancoly he was of complexioun, 
Hewy of statur, dour in his countenance.

Wattace, nr. 187. MS. 
6. Severe; applied to the weather, S. 

—Biting Boreas, fell and doure, 
Sharp shivers thro' the leafless bow'r.

Burns, in. 149.
Lat. dur-us; C. B. dewr, fortis, audax, strenuus. 

DOURLY, adv. 1. With vigour, without naercy. 
Thir ar the words pf the redoutit Roy,— 
Quhilk hes me sent all cuntries to convoye, 
And all misdoars dourlie to down thring.

Lyndsay, S. P. JR. U. 2114 
2. Pertinaciously.

The thrid dois eik so dourly drink,— , 
Quhill in his wame no rowm be dry.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 167. st. 3. 
He drinks so hard, E. V. next word. 

DOURTY.
Duschand on deir wedis dourty thai tfyng.

Gawun and GoL iii. 17. 
Leg. dourly, according to edit. 1508. 

DOUSE, adj. Solid. V. DOUCE. 
DOUT, DoutE, 3. 1. Fear, apprehension, S., O E. 

I tell yow a thing sekyrly, 
That ytme men will all wyii or de. 
For doute of dede thai sail nocht f e.

Barbour, xii. 488. MS. 
O. E. id.
Thei toke the quene Edith, for doute
Was kyng Edwarde's wif, le'd hir to ^elion.

R. Brunne, p. 72. 
2. Ground of fear or apprehension.

— Enpresowneys in swelk qwhifce 
To kepe is dowt and gret peryle.

Wyntown, viii. 11. 29. 
Fr. doubte, doute, id. V. DOUTIT. 

DOUTANCE, s. "Doubt, hesitation ; Fr. doubtance.
—— I stand in greit doutanee, 
Quhome I sail wyte of my mischance.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1502, p. 260. 
DODTSUM, adj. l. Doubting, disposed to 

doubt.
" In speciall we dfetest and refuse the usurped au- 

thoritie of that Roman Antichrist upon the Scrip- 
tufes of God, —— -his general and doubt some faith.*' 
National Covenant of S.
2. UnceftkiityAVhat may be doubted as to the event. 

Thari fol'bwtt fane ticht dangerous and doutsum 
Cron. &ol. 2. a.

of treson,

Tp DOW,, v..n.^ 1. 'To be able, to possess 
strength, S. Pret. docht, dougbt. 
" Incontinent he pullit out his swerd & sajd ; 

Tratour, thqwr hes deuisit my deith, now is best 
tyme : flebait' tljy self, & sla me now, giif thow 
dow." Belfend. 'Cron. B. xii. d. 9.

ThocM he dbw n'ot to leid a tyk, 
Yit can he not flat detoing be.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Pottos, p. 02. st. 3. 

pp quhat yei dow to haif him haile, —
ihe cause? the etFect maun fail, — 
Sae all his sorrows ceise.

Cherrit and 6Vtrr; st. 93,

DOW
Thre yer in cftre bed lay,

Tristrem the trewe he hight, 
That neTer no donght him day 

For sorwe he had o night.
Sir Tristrem, p. 73« 

This hunger I with ease endur'd; 
And neyer dought a doit afford 

To ane of skill.
Ramsay9 s Poems, i. 305.

Lord Hailes justly observes that " there is no 
single word in modern English, which corresponds to 
dow." He adds, that u list approaches the nearest 
to it, whence the adj. listless." But list cannot be 
viewed as synon. When dow is conjoined with a 
negative, as in the passage to which he refers, it 
often indeed implies the idea of listlessness. But it 
still especially conveys that of inability,* real -or 
imaginary. This is the original and proper idea. 
We accordingly find dow contrasted with a v. ex 
pressive of inclination.

I dow not flie howbeit I wald, 
But bound I man be youris.

Philotus, Pink. S. P. R. iii. 1. 
When the v. is used with a negative, downa, or 

downae, is the more modern form. It indeed occurs 
in an old S. Ballad, but most probably from a 
change in recitation.

A keen pen-knife sticks in my hert,
A word I downae speik. 

The Jew's Daughter, Percy's Reliques, i, 31. 
Instead of this Dunbar wrote dow not, or nocht, 

as in example 1.
2. To avail, to profit, to be of any worth or force. 

————Sic luf dow nocht ane stra.
Doug. Virgil, 95. 54.

i. e. such love is not of the value of a straw. 
—Thay had done thare nathyng that docht, 
The ryche gyftis nor gold aualit nocht.

Ibid. 369. 13.
cc Sa this argument dow not, Christ is offered to 

all, ergo, he is receaued of all." Bruce's Serin, on 
the Sacr. G. 7. a.

A. S. dug-an, Teut. doogh-en, are both used in the 
same sense; prodesse, Lye, Kilian.

Bo sometimes occurs in this signification! for dow. 
All forss in wer do nocht but gouernance.

Wallace, iv. 437. MS.
Dow, s. " Worth, avail, value. Teut. dooghf 

commodum, lucrum.—< Nocht o' dow', of no 
value, or nothing of worth ; Gl. Sibb.

DOW, r. A dove, S. A. S, duua, columba.
————With that the dow 

Heich in the lift full glaide he gan behald, 
And with hir wingis so rand mony fald.

Doug. Virgil, 144. 52.
To DOW, <u.n. 1. To thrive 5 respecting bodi 

ly health.
UntyM to a man
Do whatever we can.
We never can thrive or dow.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 249.
A dowing bairn, a thriving child, S. u He neither 

dees nor dows ;" he neither dies* nor mends; A» Bar. 
Bay. Dowtng, healehful; Ibid. Gl. Grose.



DOW
" He dows and grows; a phrase applied to a 

healthy and thriving child, S.
Dowing and growing, was the daily pray'r, 
And Nory was brought up wi' unco care.

Ross's Helenore, p. 13.
2, To thrive, in a moral sense; or, to prosper in 

trade. " He'll never dowj' S. he will never do 
good, Rudd.

He views this as the same with the v. which signifies, 
to be able. But, notwithstanding the approximation 
in sense, as well as identity of form in our language, 
this itjea is not fully supported by analogy in the 
cognate tongues. For as we have seen that the for. 
mer is intimately connected with Su.G. dog-a, A. S. 
dug-an, &c. this seems more immediately allied to 
Germ, deih-en, crescere, proficere; A. S. the-an, 
the-on, ge-the-an, ge-the-on, Alem. douch-en, doh- 
en, dih-an, thig-an, dich-en, and with still greater 
resemblance, dtuh-en. Teut. dyd-en, dy»en, id. 
These Wachter views as related to Heb. n:n dagah, 
crevit. «

It must be acknowledged, however, that in modern 
Germ, taug-en signifies both, to be able, and to 
thrive; to increase. This is also the case with re- 
spect to Alem. dih-an, &c.
To DOW, v. n. 1. To fade, to wither, S. appli 

ed to flowers, vegetables, &c. also, to a faded 
complexion; " He's quite dow'd in the colour." 

Yet thrift, industrious, bides her latest days, 
Tho' age her sair dow'd front wi' runkles wave. 

Fergus sorts Poems, ii. 57*
It seems to be merely this v. used actively, which 

occurs in Houlate, ii. 11. MS.
The Roy Robert the Bruce to raik he avowif, 
With all the hairt that he had, to the haly grave; 
Syne quhen the date of his deid derfly him dowit. 
Mr Pink, renders it coupled, without any appa. 

rent reason. The meaning may be, that the ap 
proach of death had so greatly enfeebled and wasted 
the King, that he could not accomplish his intended 
pligrimage to Palestine.
2. To lose freshness, to become putrid in some

degree, S.
" Cast na out the doztfd water till ye get the 

fresh." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 21.
3. To doze, to fall into a sleepy state, S. B. 

Syne piece and piece together down they creep, 
And crack till baith io^Vo'er at last asleep.

Ross's Helenore, p. 75. 
Analogous to this sense is A. Bor. dowd, dead,

flat, spiritless;" Gl. Grose. It is indeed merely the
part. pa.
4. To trifle with, to negkct, S. B.

Good day, kind Maron, here the wark's ne'er 
dow^d;

The hand that's diligent ay gathers gowd.
Morison's Poems, p. 161.

It may be allied to Su.G. dof, cui nihil frugis 
incst. Ita in Legibus patriis daufvidr dicitur arbor 
infrugifera; Ihre, vo. Dofiea. Isl.ligiai dav, in 
deliquio jacere ; from daa. V. DAW.

It must be observed, however, that Alem. douu- 
en signifies perire, occumberc; Wachter. It is

DOW
often used by Otfrid. Schilter renders it mori, a* 
synon. with Germ, toed-en, and sterb-en.

In the example given above, in which the v. is 
used actively, it might bear the same sense with Alem. 
dovuuen, domere, Teut. douw-en, premere, pressare. 
DOWBART, s. A dull stupid fellow.

Dastard, thou speirs, gif I dare with tl*ee fecht ?
Ye Dagone, Dowbart, therof haif thou nae dout. 

Dunbar^ Evergreen, ii. 51. st. 3.
This seems to be from the same origin with dow- 

fart, adj. used in a similar sense. Germ, dob-en? 
tob-en, insanire, Alem. dobunga, delirium. V* 
DOWFART.
DOWBRECK, s. A species of fish, Abercl.

" The Dee abounds with excellent salmon, grilse, 
sea-trout, sterlings (here called dowbrecks), trout 
and parr, with some pikes and fresh-water flounders 
with finnicks." P. Birsc, Aberd. Statist. Ace. ix. 1Q9.

There seems to be an error of the press herer as 
there are a great many in this useful work. Ster* 
lings should certainly be spirlings, or, as written in 
E. spurlmgs. For Gael, dubhbreac is expl. a smelt^ 
Shaw; q. a black trout, from dubh black, and breac 
a trout.
DOWCATE, s. A pigemUiouse.

" It is statute,——that euerilk Lord and Laird 
mak thame to haue parkis with Deir, stankis, cun- 
ingharis, dovccatis*" Acts Ja. IV. 1503. c. 109. 
Edit. 1566.
DOWCHSPERIS, DOWSY PEIRS, s. pi. The 

twelve peers,, the supposed companions of K.» 
Arthur.

——He held in-til his yheres
Hys tabyl rownd wyth hys Dowchsperis.

Wyntown, v. 12. 330. 
Doubtles was not sic duchty deids 

Amangst the dowsy Peirs.
Evergreen, ii. 176. st. 2. 

In O. E. we find dwze pers.
The dwze pers of France were that tyme at 

a Parys. R. Brunne, p. 81. 
This is borrowed from O. Fr. les douz pers, or 

pairs, used to denote the twelve great Lords of 
France, six of whom were spiritual, and six tempo 
ral, who assisted at the coronation of the Kings, 
each having a particular function on this occasion. 
If I mistake not, this institution was as ancient as 
the time of Charlemagne. As the Romances con. 
cerning Arthur were first digested by that writer who 
took the name of Turpin, a celebrated prelate during 
that reign,, he ascribed to the court of Arthur the 
distinctions known in his own age. But whence the 
number twelve, in this honourable association ? Shall 
we suppose that there was a traditional allusion, on 
the part of the Franks in this instance, to the num 
ber of Odin's companions ? He had, we are inform. 
ed ? twelve associates, who were called Diar, and 
Droltnar, that is, princes or lords, who presided in 
sacred things, acted as his counsellors, and dispensed 
justice to the people. V. Ihre, vo. Diar. This 
learned writer observes, that Odin attached to him. 
self as many counsellors, as fabulous antiquity 
ascribed to Jupiter; referring to the great celestial 

X x
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deities, the Dii Majorum Gentium, or Dii Select^ 
•who were twelve in number.
DOWF, DOLF, s. i. Dull, flat; denoting a de 

fect of spirit or animation, S. and also of 
courage, as this greatly depends,on the -state of 
the animal «pirits.

The suddane dreid eo stonist ourferis than, 
Thare blude congelit and al togiddir ran, 
Dolfwox thare spirits, thar hie curagedoun fell. 

Doug. Virgil^ 76.'24. 
The tothir is namyt schamefull cowardise, 
Voyde of curage, and dolf&s ony-staae.

Ibid. 354. 48.
Dolfhartit, ibid. 275. 40., dolf of curage, 375. 

39. fainthearted, deficient in courage.
2. Melancholy, gloomy, S.

This profits naething, dull and douf
It is to greet and graen; 

An' he's nae better, for our tears 
Canna fesh him again.

Paems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 14. 
Ah, slothful pride ! a kingdom's greatest curse; 
How dowf looks gentry with an empty purse!

Ramsay's Poems, i. 54. 
In the same sense it is applied to music. 

They're efo^/and dowie at the best, 
Their Allegros and a' the rest.

Tullochgorum, Song.
3. Inactive, lethargic.

———— Than Dares
His trew companyeouns ledis of the preis, 
Harland his wery limmes dolf as lede.

Doug. Virgil^ 143. 31. 
Bot certanly the dasit blude now on dayis 
Waxis e/o/fand dull throw myne vnweildy age. 

Ibid. 140. 46. Hebet, Virg.
4. Hollow ; applied to sound. A dowf sound, S. 

such as that of an empty barrel, when it is 
struck.

5. " Pithless, wanting force," silly, frivolous. 
Her dowff excuses pat me mad.—

Burns, iii. 243.
According to Sibb. " q. deaf." But there is no 

occasion for so oblique an etymon. Our word, of 
which the proper orthography is dotef or douf, is in 
timately connected, both in form and meaning, with 
a variety of terms in other languages. Isl. dauf-r, 
dauf, Su.G. dauf, stupidus; Isl. daup-r, subtristis; 
Gl. Gunnlaug. S. dofe, stupor, do/in, stupefactus, 
cessans inembrum, dofna, vires amitto; G. Andr. p. 
47. daep-nast, marcescere. Belg. dof, dull, heavy, 
een doffe gee.it, a dull spirit, een dof geluid, een doffe 
klahk, a dull sound. Germ, daub, taub, stupid. 
V. DAW, DA. 
DOUF, DOOF, s. A dull stupid fellow.

All Carrick crys,—gin this Dozvfwer droun'd. 
Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 5(5. st. 14. 

He get her! slaverin doofl it sets him weil 
To yoke a plough where Patrick thought to teil! 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 144.
DOWFART, DOFART, adj. 1. Stupid, destitute 

of spirit, S. ; pron. duffart, as Gr. tu 
Fan Agamemnon cry'd, To arms, 

The silly dof art coward,

DOW
Ajax, for a' his crouseness now, 

Cud na get out his sword.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 24. 

2. Dumpish, melancholy; so much under de 
pression of spirits as to be in a state bordering 
on that of an idiot, S.

S. Feeble, inefficient; applied to any thing that 
does not answer the purpose for which it is used. 
Thus, a candle that burns dimly, is called a 
duffart candle, S, Isl. dapurt lios, lucerna 
parum lucens ; G. Andr. p. 47. 
This may be formed from dowf and Su.G. art, 

Belg. aert, nature, disposition. V. DONNART. The 
Isl. term, however, rendered subtristis, is not only 
written daupr, but dapur, and dapurt; Belg. dwae- 
perie, fatuitas, Kilian, from dwaep-en, fatuare, in* 
eptire, dwaep, fatuus. V. DOWERIT. 
DOWFART, DOOFART, J. A dull, heavy-headed, 

inactive fellow, S.
Then let the doofarts, fash'd w,i' spleen, 
Cast up the wrang side of their een, 
Pegh, fry, and girn, wi' spite and teen, 

And fa' a flyting.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 342.

DUFFIE, adj. 1. Soft, spungy, S., applied to 
vegetable substances ; as, a duffie neep, a spungy 
turnip ; fo%ley synon. 

2. Dull, stupid, transferred to the mind, S. A
duffie chield, a simpleton. 

DOWY. V. DOLLY. 
DOWYD,/re*. ^ndpart. fa. Endowed.

———And dowyd thame syne 
With gret landis and ryches.

Wyntown, vi. 3. 54. 
In Ros he fownded Rosmarkyne, 
That dowyd wes wytht Kyngys syne.

Ibid. v. 13. 391. i. e. endowed by kings. 
Fr. dou-er, id. 

-DOWKAR, s. A ducker or diver.
Thou saild to get a doi&kar for to dreg it.

Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 67* st. 17. 
i. e. to fish it up, or drag for it. 
Su.G. dokare, Belg. duycker, id. as Su.G. drag* 

a, signifies piscari. V. DOUK. 
DOWNCOME, DJOUNCOME, s. 1. Descent, the 

act of descending,
———The sey eoistis and ^he feildis 

Resoundis, at doun come of the Harpies.
Doug. Virgil, 75. 41.

2. A fall, in whatever sense. Downcome in the 
market, the fall of prices, S.

3. Overthrow; Ruina, Rudd. vo. Doun. 
DOWNDRAUCHT, s. Whatsoever depresses; 

used both literally and metaph. S. q. drawing 
down.

DOWNLYING, *• ^st at the down-lying, 
" just going to be brought to bed," A. Bor. 
Gl. Grose ; S. 

DOWNLOOK, s. Scorn, contempt.
'Twas not for fear that I my fouks forsook, 
And ran the hazard of their sair downlook.

Ross's Helenore, p. 84.
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DOWNSITTING, s. The session of a court, S. 

'< Mr Gillespie came home at our first dowmit- 
ting." Baillie's Lett. xi. 261. 
DOWNTAK, s. Any thing that enfeebles the

body, or takes it down, S* 
DOWRE.

Bot Ethelred mad gret defens, 
And to thare felny resystens, 
And mellayid oft on feld in fycht, 
Qahare mony dowre to ded wes dyctit.

Wyntown, vi. 15* 110»
<c Mony was dycht to dowre (hard) ded." Gl. 

This phrase which frequently occurs in Wyntoun, 
seems analogous to one very common in Waflacey 
dour and derf being used as synon. V. DERF. The 
adj. is perhaps used adverbially. 
DOWRIER, DOWARIAR, s. Dowager.

" In presence of the Quenis Grace, Marie, 
Quene Dowariar, and Regent of the realme of 
Scotland, and thre Estatis in this present Parlia. 
ment, compeirit Maister Henrie Lauder, Aduo- 
cat to our Souerane Ladie." Acts Marie 1555y 
Edit. 1566. c. 28. Dowrier, Skene. Fr. Douai- 
Tier6) id.
DOWT, s. V, DOUTE. 
DOWTIT, part. pa. Feared, redoubted. 

Throw hii chewalyouss chewalry 
Galloway wes stonayit gretumly ; 
And he dowtyt for his bounte.

Barboup, ix. 538, MS* 
—Ik haiff herd syridry men say 

That he wes the maist dowtit man 
That in Carrik lywyt than.

Ibid. v. 507. MS.
Fr. doubt-er, to fear, to dread ; whence redoubt* 

ed, redoubtable, used in the same sense. The pub- 
lisher of Edit. 1620 has acted as if he had sup 
posed that this word was derived from A. S. duguth, 
power; for he has changed it to doughtie^ in the 
passage last quoted.

—Hee was the most doughtie man, 
That into Carrik was living than.

DOXIE, adj. Lazy, restive, slow, S.
Probably, by a. slight transition, from Isl. dosk-a, 

to deiay, dosk, inactivity, remissness; also> slowr 
segnis, G, Andr. p. 51.
To DOZEN, DOSEN^-Z/. a. 1. To stupify, what 

ever be^the cause.
Those who are stupified by a stroke are said ta.be 

dosnyt.
——Thegynour, 

Hyt in the aspyne with a stane, 
And the men that tharin war garie, 
Sum ded, sum dosnyt y come doun wynland-

Barbour, xvii. 721. MS.. 
He saw be led fra the fechthig 
Schir Philip the Moubray, the wichr^ 
That had bene dosnyt in to the fytht. 
And with arrays led was he, 
Wyth twa men, apon a cause.

Ibid, xviii; 126. MS:
Be was so stupified in consequence of the strokes 

he had received, that he required support from/ 
others. This is-explained downwards*.

BRA
—Quhen in rnyd cause" war thai,
Schir Philip of his desynes
Ourcome———— ver. 133. 

Desynes seems here properly to signify stupor, 
according to its primitive sense, from A. S. dwaese- 
nesse, id. although it cannot be doubted that this 
is the origin of dizziness, E.

In a similar sense, old people are said to be 
dozent, when not only their limbs are stiffened, 
but when both their corporeal and mental powers 
fail, S.
2. To benumn» Doxent with cauld, benumned 

with cold; S. This is the more general sense. 
DoxanJ, shrivelled, A. Bor. (Gl. Grose) is ori* 
ginally the same word. V. DAISE.

3. It is used in relatibn to impotence.
How did he warning to the dosen'dsmg,
By auld Purganty, and the Dutchman's ring T

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 11.
This has been derived from Teut. duyselen^ atto^ 

nitum fieri. Sibb. prefers eysen, gelare; whibh hk» 
no affinity whatsoever. Belg. ver-doof-en) to be- 
numn, may be viewed as remotely allied; as well 
as Isl. dod-na stupesco, viribus careo. But it is 
more immediately connected with A. S. dwaesr 
Belg. dwaas, Su.G. dtoase, &tupified ; Isl. das-ast, 
languere, fatiscere; still from that prolific root 
daa> deliquium. V. DAW. Dan. doesende^ sleepya; 
heavy, drowsy, has a striking analogy.

What confirms this etymon, is, that A. B. dazed 
is used in the same sense with dozent. Thus it is 
said, Ps dazed, I am very cold» They also call 
that dazed meat) which is Ul roasted, by reason of 
the badness of the fire. V. Ray. 
To DOZEN, DOZIK, v. n^ To become torpid, S*. 

A dish of married love right soon grows cald, 
And dozins down to nane, as fowk growauld.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 84.
Nature has chang'd her course; the bird* Q J day 
Dozen in silence on the bending spray.

Fergussotfs Poems, xi.
To DRABLE, v. a. To make dirty, to be fouli 

One is said, To drable his claise, who slabber», 
his clothes when eating, S. 
This is nearly allied to E. dribble^ and also dri 

vel', which Lye derives from A. S. dreJUende, rheu- 
maticus. V. DRAGLIT, Rudd. 
DRABLE, & Perhaps a servant^ Houlate, iK 24- 
V. WODROISS.
DRAFF, s. I. Grains, or the refuse of malt: 

which has been brewed, S.
Thai kest him our out of that bailfull steid5/ 
Off him thai trowit suld be no mor ramede, 
In a draff myddyn, quhar he remannyt thar. 

Wallace, ii. 2-56. MS.
u As the sow fills, the draff sours;" S. Prov. 

Ferguson, p. 5. u The still, sow eats up all the 
draff;" i.e. He who-makes least noise about any 
thing,' is often most deeply engaged y. "spoken- to< 
persons who look demurely^ but are roguish •"" 
Kelly, p. 313. V. THRUNLANB,- 
2. Metaph. it denotes any moral imperfection,» S*. 

This word is used in E. but in a loose and gene 
ral sense, for refuse of any kind. In Cumberl. it
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signifies, as in S., brewer's grains, Gl. Grose. It 
occurs, apparently, in Its proper sense, in'the fol 
io wing passage.

——Noli mittere man, Margarite Pearles, 
Amonge hogges that haue hawes at wyll. 
They do butcjriuel theron, drafe wer hem leuer 
Than al precious Pearles that in Paradice waxeth,

P. Ploughman, Fol. 45, a. 
i, e. Draff would be more agreeable to them. 
Teut. draj, siliquae excoctae, glumae grani de- 

cocti, Kiliari ; Isl. Sw. draf, id. 
DRAFF-POCK, j, 1. Literally a sack for carrying

grains, S.
2. Used metaph. in the same sense with draff> S. 

" The best regenerate have their defilements, and 
if I may speak so, their draff pock that will clog 
behind them all their days". Ruth. Lett. P. i. Ep. 50. 
This refers to* the common S. Prov. u Every one 
has his draff^pock." 
DRAGON, j. A paper kite, S. 
DRAGOUN,*.

The Wallang, that wes wyss and wycht,
—Bad hkn men of army s ta,
And in hy till Scotland ga,
And byrn, aad slay, and raiss dragoun :
And hycht all Fyfe in warysouo.

Barbour, ii. 305. MS.
cf The editions seen rightly to r.ead dungeoun, 

that is, keeps or forts t0 bridle the rebels ;" Pink. 
N. But dragoyn is the word in MS. The phrase 
seems to denote military execution ; in the same 
sense, in which the E. v. dragoon is used. 
To DRAKE, DRAIK, DRAWK, v. a. To drench, 

to soak. To drake meal, to drench it with wa 
ter, ia order to its being baked, S.
—All his pennis war drownd and draikit.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 22. st. 13. 
Su.G. draenk-8, aqua submergere, is nearly al 

lied. But drake is evidently the same with Isl. 
dreck-ia, aquis obruo, at dreck-iast, submerge, G. 
Andr. p. 52. This seems to be merely eg dreck, 
drick-ia, potare, used obliquely, q. to give drink ; 
as A. S. drenc-an not only signifies to drink, but to 
drench.
DRAIKS. In the draiks, u in a slovenly, neglect 

ed, and disordered state, like something that is 
put aside unfinished," S» B.

He stennet in ; hys hart did quaik; 
For ilka thyng lay in the draik.

Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 288* 
The allusion seems borrowed from meal that is 

wetted, but not baked, especially when left in this 
state. It might, indeed, be viewed as allied to Su.G. 
draeck, filth, q. in the dirt. V. DRECK.
DRAM, adj. 1. Sullen, melancholy, S, B.; 

the same with drum.
Sayis not your sentence thus, skant worth anefas; 
Quhat honeste or renown e, is to be dram ? 
Or for to droup like ane fordullit as ?

Doug. Virgil, ProL 96. 18.
——Befoir me thair appeiris 
Ane woundit man, of aucht and threttie yeiris : 
Paill of the face, baith blaiknit blude and ble, 
Deid eyit, dram lyke, disfigurat was he.

D R A
Dfdlog, Honoury Gudc Fame, #c. p. 1« 

He hes so weill done me obey, 
Ourtill all thing thairfoir I pray 
That nevir dolour mak him dram.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 93. 
It is strange that Mr Pink, should render this,— 

cc That grief may never force him to the dram bot 
tle." Ibid. Note, 409. 
2. Cool, indifferent, S. B,

—As dram and dorty as young miss wad be. 
Ross's Helenore, p. 82. V. BAWAW.

Rudd. refers to Isl. dramb, pride* Sibb. prefers 
a far less natural etymon; supposing it " slightly 
corrupted from Teut. gram, asper, iratus, stomach- 
osus." Isl. drwms, melancholicus, G. Andr. p. 
54. exactly corresponds with the primary sense of 
our term. Thruma conveys the same idea, tristitia 
affici;. Havamal. s. 18. Sn.G. trumpen, tristis, cui 
nubila frons est; C. B. drwm, moestus. Jr. trom, 
sad, melancholy, Lhuyd. In the second sense, it 
seems to have considerable affinity to Isl. dramb, 
pride, drambs, proud, haughty. 
DRAMOCK, DRAMMACH^ DRUMMOCK, s. i.

Meal and water mixed in a raw state, S. This,
at least, is the proper sense.

————For to refresh my stamock, 
I was received, and fed with dramock,

Aught days, and with the better. 
i. e. eight days and more.

Wafsorts Coll. i. 62.
Burns writes DRUMMOCK. V. CUMMOCK. 

2. Any thing so much boiled, as to be reduced to 
the state of pulp, Ang.
According to Sibb. q. crammock. But for what 

reason ? It is plainly Gael, dramaigy crowdy; 
Shaw.
To DRANT, DRUNT, v. n. 1. To draw out 

one's words, to speak in a whining way, to 
drawl, S. Drate, A. Bor. id. Ray. 

2. To drawl, to pass in a tedious way, S.
But worth gets poortith an' black burning

shame, 
To draunt and drivel out a life at hame.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 74.
Su.G. ctroen-a, Isl. dryn, drunde, at dryn-ia, to 

low ; mugire, bourn est proprium. G. Andr. p. 55. 
DRANT, DRAUNT, s. 1. A drawling mode of 

enunciation, S. Isl. dryn, drun-r, mugitus. 
But dinna wi' your greeting grieve me, 
Nor wi' your draunt $ and droning deave me,

Ramsay1 s Poems, i. 298.
He that speaks with a drawnt, and sells with a cant, 
Is right like a snake in the skin of a saint.

Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 37. 
2. A slow and dull tune, S. 
DRAP, j. 1. A drop, S.

O lusty May, with Flora quene^
Quhois balmy Jrapis frome Phebus schene,
Preluciand beimes befoir the day.—

Chron. S. P. iii. 192.
2. A small quantity of drink, of whatever kind, S. 

The maiden of the house saw our mishap, 
And out of sight gee's mony a bit and drap. 

Ross's Hdenore^ p. 100.
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To DRAP, v. n. To drop, S.

u It is a good goose that draps ay; Ferguson's S. 
Pror. p 21.
DRAP-DE*BERRY, j. A kind of fine wool 

len cloth, made at Berry in France, and an 
ciently imported into Scotland. The use of 
this is mentioned as a proof of the luxury of the 
times, in a poem which contains a considerable 
portion of satire, and seems to have been writ 
ten towards the middle of the seventeenth cen 
tury.

We had no garments in btir land,
But what were spun by th' Goodwife's hand :
No Drap-De.Berry, cloaths of seal j
No stuift ingrained in cocheneel;
No Plush, no Tissue, Cramosie ;
No China, Turky, Taffety ;
No proud Pyropus, Paragon,
Or Chackarally, there was none ;
No Figurata, or Water.chamblet;
No Bishop.satine, or Silk-chamblet;
No cloth of Gold ; or Bever hats
We car'd no more for, than the cats :
No windy flowrish'd flying feathers.
No sweet permusted shambo leathers;
No hilt or cram pet richly hatched :
A lance, a sword in hand we snatched.

Watson's Coll. i. 28.
The wool of Berry, as the editors of Diet. Trey, 

observe, is admirable. Les draps de France, they 
elsewhere say, sont de Sedan, de Berry, d'Abbe- 
rille, &c. Le drap de Meunier, est un drap fait de 
laine fine, et qui est plus epais que celui d'Angle- 
terre, qui a ete ainsi nomme du nom de 1'ouvrier qui 
le fabriquoit en Berry. Vo. Drap.

The meaning of u cl oaths of seal" is uncertain, 
unless from Fr. salle, a hall, q. such cloaths as 
were used for a court dress. Pyropus seems to 
have been cloth of a bright red ; Fr. pyrope, Lat. 
pyropus, a carbuncle of a fiery redness.
To DRATCH, DRETCH, *;. n. To go heavily

and reluctantly, to linger, S. B. Chauc.
dretche, to delay.
Isl. dratt-a, segniter, letite procedere; Gl. Her- 

rarar. S. Su.G. tresk, tergiversator, qui lubenter 
moras nectit, et labori se subtrahit. Ihre mentions 
dretche, Scot, as a cognate term ; although the word 
he had in his eye was that used by Chauc. as quot 
ed by Junius. Isl. treskr, pertinax ; Su.G. trisk-as, 
tergiversari ; Westgoth. thrydska, tergiversatio. 
Perhaps Isl. thryt, thraut, thrwt-a, cesso, deficio, 
is also allied. V. DEEICH. 
To DRAUGHT, v. v. To draw the breath in

long convulsive throbs, as a dying person
does, S.
Formed, as a frequentative, from A. S. drag-an, 

to draw; or rather Sw. drag-as, used in a similar 
sense; drag-as meddoeden, be in the agonies of death.
DRAUGHT TRUMPET, the war trumpet. 

Be this thare armour grathyt and thare gere, 
The draucht trumpet blawis the brag of were : 
The slughorne, ensenye, or the wache cry 
Went for the battall all suld be reddy.

ORE
T—He driuis furth the stampand hors on raw 
Vnto the yoik, the chariotis to draw : 
He clethis him with his scheild, and semys bald, 
He ckspis his gilt habirihone thrinfald.

„ Doug. Virgil, 230. 35. Classicum. 
Rudd. thjnks that it is so called, because u by its 

sound it draws the soldiers to their colours or stan 
dards." But from the sense in which the term is 
here used, it implies that the troops were summoned 
to harness or arm themselves for the fight. The term 
therefore, may perhaps be allied to Su.G. dragtig, 
armour, harness for war ; draegt, attire. V. Ihre, 
vo. Drabba, draga.
DRAUGHT, DRAUGHT, s. 1. Any lineament 

of the face, S.
u So sone as the spirit of grace hath begunne to 

draw the draughts and lineaments of God's image 
within the soule of a man, nothing shall be able to 
deface or mangle that liuelie image." Z. Boyd's 
Last Battell, p. 1084.
, In her fair face ilk sweet and bonny draught, 

Come to themsells— Ross's Helenore, p. 32.
V. TRACK, synon. 

2. A piece of craft, an artful scheme, S.
" I have been writing to you the counsells and 

draughts of men againsi; the kirk."—Rutherford's 
Lett. P. iii. ep. (5.

I ken by thee that draucht was drawn.
That honest Truth was so abus'd ; 

For many a man thou hast ow'r thrawn, 
Wherefore thou shall be now accus'd,

P. Mony's Truth's Travels, Pennecuik's 
Poems, 1715. p. 109.

Teut. draght, vestigiae, from dragh-en, to draw» 
Su.G. drag-a is used in this figurative sense j deci. 
pere, Ihre. 
DRAVE, s. 1. A drove of cattle, S.
2. A shoal of fishes, S.

" Immense quantities of herrings were cured for 
home consumption, and fofr exportation. The 
Drave, as it is here called, was seldom knt>wn to 
fail." P. Crail, Fifes. Statist Ace. ix. 445. V. 
TACK, s. 2.
3. A crowd, a throng of people, S.

A. S. draf, armenta; agmen,—grex hominum. Isl. 
dreif, Teut. drifts, Su.G. drift, id. from drifw-a^ 
pecudes agere.
DRAWKIT. V. DRAKE. 
To DRAWL, v. n. To be slow in action, S.

The E. word is confined to slowness of speech. 
Johns, derives it from draw. But it is more allied 
to Teut. drael-en, cunctari, tardare; Kilian. 
To DRE, DREE, DRET, v. a. To suffer, to en 

dure, S»
——He wald trewaill our the se 
And a quhile in Paryss be, 
And dre myschieiF quhar nane hym kend, 
Till God sum succouris till him send.

Barbour, i. 327. MS. 
By me, Turnus, quhat panys sail thou dre ?

Doug. Virgil, 261. 55.
It is now written dree ; as to dree penance, S. 
" Pride in a poor briest has mickle dolour to 

dree ;" S. Prov. Kelly, p. 276.
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—He did great pyne and meikle sorrow dree. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 43.
To dree one's weird, to do penance, S. Dree, 

out the inch, as you have done the span ;? Prov. 
Kelly, p. 84.

" According to the popular belief, he [Thomas 
the Rhymer] still drees his weird in Fairy Land, 
and is one day expected to revisit earth."

" He [Merlin | answers briefly to Waldehave's 
enquiry concerning his name and nature, that he 
drees his weird, i. e. does penance in that wood/* 
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 267. 296. N.

Sibb. derives it " from A. S. throwing pad, from 
threa, afflictio, inflictio." This, although probably 
allied, is rather distant. Ray had mentioned A. S. 
adreog-an, pati. Dreog-an, id. is the proper root; 
pret. dreah ; dreah and atholde, Lye, he dreed and 
tholed, S. The compound terms Su.G.foerdrag-a, 
Belg. verdraag-en, both signify to suffer, from drag- 
a, draag-en, to draw, to carry, to bear; which shews 
that they have been transferred from labour to suf 
fering, and indicates that A. S. dreog-an has been 
radically the same with drag-an, to draw. 
TO DRE> DREY, v.Ji. To endure, to be able to

act, to continue in life.
• He all till hewyt that he our tuk ; a 

And dang on thaim quhill he mycht drey.
Barbour, ii. 383. MS. 

Now help quha will: for sekyrly 
This day, but mar baid, fecht will I; 
Sail na man say, quhill I may drey, 
That strenth-dkmen sail^ger me fley.

Ibid, xviii. 53. MS. 
In Edit. 1620.——while that I die.

1. e; as long as I continue in life. If this be not an 
error for (/re, the Editor has thus given the sense, 
supposing .perhaps, that it would be more generally 
understood than the original phrase.

" To dree*, perdurare,^ Gl. North. Ray. A. S. 
dreog-an, facere, agere.
DREICH, DREEGH, adj. i. Slow, lingering, S- 

———— She was not sae skeegh, 
Nor wi' her answer very blate or dreegh.

Ross's Helenore, p. 38.
« The East," it is said, S. O. " is a very dreegh 

airt;" i. e. when rain falls out from the east, it 
generally continues long.
2. Tedious, wearisome. A dreicb road; S. In 

this sense -A. Bt>r. dree is used ; " long* seem* 
ing tedious beyond expectation, spoken of a. 
way," Ray.

The craig was ugly, stay and dreich.
Cherrie and S/ae, st. 26.

Said to be dreich, because of the little progress 
made in ascending it.

Murk, wull and geustie was the nfcht, 
And dreich the gate to ,gae;

Jamie sorts Popular Ball. i. 232.
3. Metaph. used to denote distance of situation» 

Loup down, loup down, my master dear,
What though the window's dreigh and hie? 

I'll catch you in my arms twa,
And ueter a foot from you I'll flee.

Ritwrfs S. Songs, ir, 35;

D R E
Ray strangely supposed that dree Cf is originally 

no more than ary." Rudd. derives our word from 
" draw, to protract." Sibb. properly refers to 
Teut. draegh, tardus, ignavus. We have the Terjr 
form of the word in Goth, drig, driug-r, prolixus ; 
Isl. drog-ar, tardus, G. Andr. p. 55. Su.G. dree- 
ja, cunctari. Sw. dryg is used precisely in the se. 
cond sense; dryg mil, a long mile; drygt arbcte^ 
a heavy, piece of work; en dryg bok, " a voluminous 
book to peruse," i. e. tedious, prolix» V. Wideg. 
With these correspond Su.G. troeg, tardus, IsU 
treg-ur, throag, drog; treg-a, tardare. A. S. thraege^ 
qui diu moratur, II i ekes, Gram. A. S. p. 118. A- 
lem. dragi, tragi, tarditas. Fris. drae-jen, mora. 
ri; Belg. ver-traag-en, to delay, traagheyd^ slow, 
ness, laziness. To this fountain must we trace Ital. 
treg»are, cessare. Ihre views drag-a, to draw, as 
the root. He reckons this probable, not only be* 
cause the Latins use the phrase trahere moras, but 
because those who carry heavy burdens move slow 
ly. It is also in favour of this hypothesis, that the 
com pound foer-drag signifies a fdelay. V. DRATCH. 
DREICH, DREGH, On dreich, used adv. " At lei.

sure, at a slow easy pace," Rudd. 
Litill lulus sal bere me cumpany, 
My spous on dreich eftir our trace sail hy. 

Doug. Virgil, 62. 36.
It seems doubtful, if it does not rather mean be 

hind, as adreich is used, q. v.; also, on dreich, ibid. 
278.^6.

Rudd. observes, in Addit. that " to follow on 
dreich, S. is to follow at a distance, but so as to 
keep sight of the person whom we follow."

Thus the phrase is used by Bellend.
44 The first battaill was fochtin on dreich." Cronv 

B. iv. c. 16. Emmus certabatur, Boeth.
Why drawes thou the on dregh, and. mak siche 

deray ? Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 14*
It is used in the same sense by R. Bruane. 

Merlyn wist it suld not vaile 
Strength of body ne trauaile. 
He bad tham alle draw tham o dreih, 
Thorgli strength ne com ye tham neigh.

App. to Pref. cxciv.
Hearne renders it, " aside, away \—He bid them 

all draw themselves away ;" Gl. 
DREDOUR, DRIBDER, s> i. Fear, dread;

pron. drither, S. B.
Witb dredfull dredour trymbling for eifray 
The Troianis fled richt fast and brak away.

Doug. Virgil, 305. 16*
But Bydby's dridd&r wasna quite awa':
Within her lugs the thunder's roar yet knells.

Ross'sHelenore, p. 75.
To dree the drither, to abide the result or conse 

quences of a rash or wicked action, Ang. 
2*. Suspicion, apprehension^ S. B.

A. S. draed, tijnor, from Su.G. raed-as, timere ^ 
raedd, timor, to which, according to Ihre, the A. 
Saxons have prefixed d. But as they had a par.. 
tiality for' a as a prefix, it would appear, that they 
added deuphonii causa, as adraed*an, timere. Or, 
this may correspond to Alem. andredit, timet, and 
andredondi timentes ; Schilter. V. RAD. 
To DfUDttER, w> To fear? to dread, S. B.,
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Gin -we hald heal, we need na dridder mair ; 
Ye ken we wmna be set down so bare.

Row's Helenore, p. 20.
To DREEL, v. n. To move quickly, to run in% 

haste, Ang.
As she was souple like a very eel,
O'er hill and dale with fury she did dreel.

Ross's Helenore, p. 56.
Su.G. drill-a, circumagere; Teut. drill-en, mo- 

titare, ultro citrocjue cursitare.
We also speak of the dreeling or drilling of a car 

riage, that moves both smoothly and with velocity; 
although this may refer to the tingling sound. The 
verbs referred to are used in both senses.
DREFYD, pret. Drave.

Bot cowatice the ay fra honour drefyd.
Wallace, xi. 1330. MS.

DREGY, DERGY, s. 1. The funeral service. 
— We sail begin a carefull soun, 
Ane Dregy kynd? de?out and meik; 
The blest abune we sail beseik 
You to delyvir out of your noy.— 
And sae the Dregy thus begins.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 42.
2. The compotation of the funeral company af 

ter the interment, S.
But he was first hame at his ain ingle-side, 
And he helped to drink his ain dirgie.

Herd's Collection, ii. 30. Pron. dregy, S. 
Skinner derives dirge " from the beginning of the 

Psalm, Dirige nos, Domine, which used to be chant 
ed at funerals." It is not, however, the beginning, 
but the ninth verse of the fifth Psalm, one of those 
sung in the office for the dead. The particular rea. 
son, why this came to be used as a designation for 
the service in general, must have been, that Dirige 
was repeated different times as the Antiphone. In 
like manner this was also called singing a Requiem, 
because in different parts of the .same office the 
Antiphone was, Requiem aeternam dona, &c. or 
simply, Requiem. Thus, also, the service called 
Te Deum has been denominated from the initial 
words; and, the Mass, L. B. Miss a, from the con 
clusion. V. MESS.

The word Dirge appears in its primary form of 
Jirigee, both in S. and O. E.

44 All the play that should have been made was 
all turned in soul-masses and Dirigies; where 
through there yeid such mourning, through the 
country, and lamentation, that it was great pity 
for to see: and also the King's heavy moan, that he 
made for her [Q. Magdalen], was greater than all 
the rest." Pitscottie, p. 159. 160.

" At the last crepte in the worshippinge of re- 
liques and shrynes, *with h^ly oyle and creame, with 
the paschall and paxe, in the feastes and dedications, 
with letanies, masses, and dirigees for the dead." 
Bale's Image of both Churches, Sign. L. 2. 
DREGGLE, s. A small drop of any liquid, S.; 

synon. dribble.
Su.G. dregg, dregs ; or dregel, saliva. 

To DREGLE, DRAIGLE, v. n. To be tardy in 
motion or action, S. ; synon. dratch, druttle. 
This has the same origin with Dreich^ q. v*

D R E
DREIK, t. * Dirt, excrement. Teut. dreck,

sordes, stercus." Gl. Sibb. A. S. droge, id. 
To DREIP, «. n. To distil in drops, S., to 

distil, E.
O bonnic, foonnie was her mouth.

And cherry were her cheiks; 
And cleir cleir was her yellow hair,

Wharon the red bluid dreips. 
Adam o' Gordon, Pinkertotfs Sel. S. Ballads, i. 

A. S, dryp-an, Su.G. dryp-a, Isl. dreip.a, Belg. 
druyp-en, id.
DREIRE, s. v This word occurs in tbe counsel 

left by R. Brace, as to the proper mode of de 
fending Scotland. It is probably an error of 
some transcriber for deire, dere, hurt, injury. 
As th« passage is curious, I shall be excused 
for inserting it fully.

On fut suld be all Scottis weire, 
Be hyll and mosse thaim self to weire* 
Lat wod for wallis be bow and speire. 
That innymeis do thaim na dreire. 
In strait placis gar keip all stoire; 
And byrnen the planen land thaim before: 
Thanen sail thai pass away in haist, 
Quhen that they find nathing bot waist; 
With wyllis and waykenen of the nicht, 
And mekill noyes maid on hycht. 
Thanen sail they turnen with 'gret afTrai, 
As thai were chasit with swerd away. 
This is the counsall, and intent 
Of gud King Robert's testament.

For dun. Scotichr. ii. 232.
It can scarcely be considered as allied to A. S. 

dreore, Isl. dreor, cruor, sanguis ; which seems to 
be the root of dreorig, E. dreary. 
DRENE, s.

Ane fule, thocht he haif caus or nane, 
Cryis ay, Gif me into a drene ; 
And he that dronis ay as ane bee 
SouId haif ane heirar dull as stanc.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 46. st. 2. 
Cries ay, Gife me, unto a drene.

Evergreen, ii. 82.
Lord Hailes renders this " drain, spout, con 

duit." But undoubtedly that was not Dunbar's 
meaning. It seems to signify a constant repetition 
of the same thing, tronie, rane, rennie, synon.

This view is much confirmed by the line follow 
ing, in which the person is described as still droning 
like a bee. The term may be immediately allied to 
A. S. draen, Germ, trane, treen, fucus, a drone ; as 
alluding to the uninterrupted buzzing made by this 
insect. Belg. dreun, a trembling noise. It may, 
however, hare the same general origin with Drunt^ 
v. q. v.
To DRESS, v. a. 1. " To treat weU or ill." 

Gl. Wynt.
Thare-fore thai, that come to spy 
That land, thaim dressyt unmoderly.

Wyntown, ii. 8. 72. 
2r To chastise, to drub, S. 
3. To iron linens, S. Hence, a dressing-ivon^ a

smoothing iron. 
DRESSE, s. Show, exhibition.
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It is said to the Papists, with respect to their doc. 

trine of the corporeal presence of Christ in the mass:
Why are ye sa unnaturall,
To take him in your teeth and sla him,
Tripartite and deuided him,
At your dum dresse ? Spec. Godly Ball. p. 40.
i. e. dumb shew. This may be merely the E. 

word used obliquely. Isl. dreis^ however, is ren 
dered, superbia, G. Andr. p. 53. 
DRESSER, *. A kitchen table, S.

Teut. dressoor^ Fr. dressoir^ a side-board. 
DREVEL, s. Seems to signify a driveller.

— Druncarts, dysours, dyours, drevek.—
Dunbar^ Maitland Poems^ p. 109. 

I scarcely think that it is allied to Teut. dr^ve/, 
mediastinus, servus. V. next word. 
DREUILLYNG, DRIUYLLING, s. Unsound 

sleep, slumbering.
QuJien langsum dreuillyng, or the unsound slepe, 
Our ene_ouersettis in the nychtis rest, 
Than semes vs full besy and full prest.

Doug. Virgil, 446. 12. 
— Mennys mynd oft in driuylling gronys.

Ibid. 341. 45.
Sibb. derives it from Teut. revelen, errare animo. 

But this seems to be the primary sense of drivel, which 
in E. signifies tb^laver, and also to dote, Junius 
mentions A. S. drefliende^ rheumaticus, and Johnson 
E, drip, as the origin. As doting or slumbering 
often produces a certain degree of salivation; what 
Johnson gives as the secondary, seems to be the pri 
mary sense. The origin most probably is Isl. draf- 
a, imbecilliter loqui, veluti moribund! et semisopiti; 
G. Andr. p. 51. Hence Isl. draefl, sermo stultus 
et ructantia verba, Verel.; Su.G. drafwel, sermo 
ineptus et infidus. It is transferred to meanness of 
conduct.
DREW, j. 1. A species of sea-weed, Orkney. 

u The narrow thong-shaped sea-weed, fucus lor- 
eus (here called drew}, is abundant on some Focky 
shores, asatTuquoy inWestra." NeilPsTour, p. 29. 
2. Sea laces, Fucus filum, S.

Denominated perhaps from Isl. driugr, Sw. dryg, 
long, prolix ; as this plant grows thirty or forty feet 
long in one season. The radical idea is that of be 
ing drawn out. 
DREW, s. A drop.

—— Sa the greit preis me oppresi 
That of the water I micht not taste a drew.

Police of Honour, ii. 41.
Not metri causa, as might seem at "first view. 

For Lyndsay uses it ia the middle of a line, Pink. 
S. P. R. ii. 9.
DRIB, DRIBBLE, s. l. A drop, a very small 

quantity of any liquid, S. 
That mutehkki stoup it holds but dribs, 

Then let's get in the tappit hen.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 205* 

I slipt my page, and stour'd/to Leith,
To tfy my credit at the wine; 

But [ne'er] a dribble fyld my teeth, '' • 
He catch'd me at the Coffee-sigh.

Banishment Pov. Watson's Coll. L 14. 
2. Applied to driizling rain, S.

D R I
Now, thovt's turn'd out, for a* thy trouble,

But house or hald, 
To thole the winter's sleety dribble—

Burns, iii, 147. 
Belg. druppel, a drop.

DRY GOOSE, a handful of the smallest or finest 
kind of meal, pressed very close together, dipt 
in water, and then roasted among the ashes of 
a kiln, S. A.

DRYCHYN, DRYCHYNG, s. Delay, sta7, pro- 
tractation of time.

That wykked syng so rewled the planait, 
Saturn was than ia till his heast stait.— 
His drychyn is with Pluto in the se, 
As off the land, full off iniquite, 
He waknys wer, waxyne; off pestilence.

Wallace, vii. 183. MS. 
In edit. 1648 and 1673, dreiching.

———To Rowme that tribwte pay 
Wytht-owtyn drychyng or delay.

Wyntown, v. 3. 52. 
O. E. dretching. V. DREICH. 

To DRIDDER, v. a. To fear. V. DREDOUR. 
To DRIDDLE, DRIDLE, v. n. 1. To spill any 

thing, although not liquid, to let fall from care* 
lessness, Loth. 

2. To be under the influence of a dysentery.
——Dridland like a foul beast.

Montgomerie, Watsoris Coll. iii. 2.
In the latter sense, it seems allied to Teut. dreutel, 

pillula stercoraria. 
To DRIDDLE, v. n. 1. To move slowly, S. B.

same as druttle, q. v. 
2. To be constantly in action, but making little

progress, Border. 
DRIDDLINS, s.pl. Meal formed into knots by

water, the knotted meal left after baking, S.
Germ, trodel, treidel, scruta, veteramenta. 

DRIESHACH, s. A term applied to the dross
of turf, of which a fire is made, when it glows
upon being stirredr -S. B.
Perhaps corr. from Gael, griosach, hot, burning 

embers; griosuicham, to stir the fire; Ir. id. to* 
kindle.1 V. GRIEHACH.
DRIFLING, DRIFFLING, j. A small rain.

u Some jealousies did yet remain, as drifting after 
a great shower." Baillie's Lett. i. 184. In Gl. it 
is written driffling.

Seren. derives E. drizzle from Isl. dreitill^ guttu- 
la. This seems rather allied to dreif-a, spargere, to 
spread j whence dryfa, nix pluens, E. drift. V» Gr. 
Andr. p. 52, 53. 
DRIFT, s+ Drove • as a drove of cattle, Ayrs.

drove, S.
Teut. driftc, id. armentum, grex. armentorum; 

Kilian. V". DRAVE. 
To DRIFT, v. n. To delay.

u I see here, that the Lord, suppose hee drifted 
and delayed the effect of his prayer, £ graunteth 
mot his desire at the first, yit he heareth him.'* 
Bruce's Eleven Serm. V. 7. a. V. the $.

As!?..«. it aJisa signifies; to put off.
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" What rest shall his wearied soule get all this 

night, if thou delay and drift him vntill morrow ?" 
Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 237.

This is analogous to one use of the E. v. drive, 
mentioned by Skinner, to drive time, differre, moras 
nectere. Su.Gr.foerdrjfwatiden, tern pus fallere; Ihre. 
Sw. drifwa baart tiden, to pass the time; Wideg. 
DRIFT, s. Delay, procrastination.

" —Trouble uppon trouble is the matter and ex 
ercise of patience, lang drift and delay of thinges 
hoped for is the exercise of true patience." Bruce's 
Eleven Serm. V. 5. a. 
DRIGHTIN, s. Lord ; a designation given to

our Saviour.
Quhare Criste cachis the cours, it rynnys

quently.—
The date na langar may endure, na drightin 

devinis. Gawan and Gol. iv. IS.
i. e. a than the Lord determines." Sir Gawan is 

made to use the same term in an oath, ibid. st. 9.
A. S. drichten, Alem. drohtin, druhtin, IslI Su.G. 

drottin. By the Goths the term seems to have been 
first used to denote their false deities, and afterwards 
to characterize the true God, as well as to distinguish 
persons of rank or authority. Some derive it from 
drut, dear; others, from drot-na^ to rule, which, 
according to Wachter, is from drot, populus, because 
to rule is merely to-be over the people. Analogous- 
to this, A. S. driht denotes a family, the vulgar^ 
drihtjole, a train, a suite.

It is certainly in the same sense that dright isx used 
ia P. Ploughman, although overlooked both hy 
Skinner and Junius.

There is charitie the chiefe chamberer for God, 
hym selfe ^

Wher patient porti, quod Hankin, be raor pie- 
sant to our dright

Than ryches rightfully wonrre,. & resonably 
dispended. Fol. 73. a^ 

DRIMUCK, s. The same with Dramock.
" The mode of fishing is curious. They make 

what they call a Drimuck^ resembling thin wrought 
mortar, which they throw into the pool, to disturb 
the clearness of the water. The fishers stand upon 
the point of the rock, with long poles, and nets upon 
the end of them, with which* they rake the pool, and 
take up the fish.'" P. Rattray, Perths. Statist. Ace. 
iv. 150,

Drummock) A..Bor. is synon. with Drammock, 
sense 1.
To DRING, v. a. To drag, to obtain any thing 

with difficulty S. B.
His hors, his meir, he mone len to the laird, 
To dring. and draw, in court and cariege. 

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 120. st. 20. 
Belg. dring-en. Germ, dreng-en, to urge, to 

press. Isl. thraeng~a, tnreing^ia,^ A. S. thring- 
tanv Su.Q. traeng-a, MoesG. ihraih-an, id. h in this 
language being often used for g.
To DRING, v. n. To be slow, to lose time, to 

protract; also, to dring on, id. whence dringin, 
slow, given to protraction, S. B. 
-This, if not an oblique sense of the preceding t).,

as dragging supposes reluctance; and therefore tardu

DRY
ness, maybe a frequentative from Drych, which seems 
anciently to have been used as a v* V. Drychyn : 
or from Su.G. droe-ja, Isl. treg-a. V. D&EICH. 
DRING, adj. Slow, dilatory, S. B.

I'll wad her country-lads shall no be dring 
In seeking her, and making us to rue 
That ever we their name or nature knew.

Ross's llelenore, p. 93.
To DRING, DRINGE, v. n. To make a noise 

such* as that of a kettle before it boils. 
While kettles dringe on ingles dourj

Or clashes stay the lazy lass, 
Thir sangs may ward ye frae the sour, 

And gayly vacant minutes pass.
Ramsay's Poems, ik 198.

Is this a.peculiar application of the preceding z?., 
because of the slow motion of water in this state ? 
It may, however, have some affinity to Isl. dryn-iar 
mugire; drungin, ravus et grandis sonus., Sing is 
synon. S. 
DRING, s. " The noise ef a kettk before it boils ;"*

Gl. Ramsay.
DRING, s. 1. One in a servile state; perhaps 

expressive of equal contempt with the designa* 
tion slave.,

—Ihaifheir, I ta the,tell,
Ane nobill kaip imperial 1,,
Quhilk is not ordanit fo? dringis^
Bot for Duikis, Empriouris, and Kingis;
For princely, and imperial!,fulis.

Lyndsayt Pink.& P. R. HI 97. 
Perhaps it is used in a-similar sense by Pol wart. 

Dead dring, dry'd sting, thou will hing^ but a-
sunyie. Watson's Coll. Ui, 3$* 

2. A miser, a niggardly person.
W«r thair ane king to rax and ring " f

Amang gude-fallowis cronnd, 
Wrechis wald wring, and mak murnyng,

For dule thay sulttbe dround : 
Quha finds ane dring^ owdir auld or ying. 

Gar hoy him out and hound.
Bannatyne Poems^ p. 183..st. S.j 

Wreck, i. e. wretch, is evidently used as-synon. 
with dring) which is also contrasted with the charac 
ter of gude-fallowis^ or those who spend their money- 
freely. It might seem to be derived from Belg, 
dring-en, to press. V. Dring, v. 1. But it& pru 
mary sense refers us to Su.G. dreng^ a servant. This 
indeed primarily signifies, vir fortis; and, even in its 
secondary and modern sense, implies no idea of 
meanness; except what may be viewed as attached 
to a state of servitude. It must be observed, that 
drench occurs in Doomsday-book, as denoting, those 
who are subject to a feudal lord, or a certain class of 
vassals; L. B. dreng-us^ threng-us. The term might 
thence come to signify any mean-creature.. 
DRINK-SILVER, s. A vale given to servants,. 

S. I find it used in a metapfa, and religious* 
sense in one passage.

" A drink of Christ's love, which is better than wine, 
is the drink-silver which suffering for his Majesty 
leaves behind it." Rutherford's Lett. P. II. ep» 28,, 
DR YNT, .fret. Drowned.

Quhilk of the goddis, 0 Palinurus,
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The vs bereft, and drynt amyd the se ?

Doug. Virgil, 175. 21.
Su.G. draenk-dy A. S. drenc-ean, adrenr^an, iner- 

gere ; adrenct, mersus, drowned ; Somner. 
DRITHER, s. Dread, &c. V. DREDOUR. 
To DRIZZEN, <u. n. i. TQ low as a cow or

ox, Ang. The term seems rather to denote a
low and mournful sound, as synon. with Croyn. 

2. Applied to a lazy person groaning over his
work, S. O.
Teut. druyssch-en, strepere, stridere, susurrare; 

Kilian. Germ. dreusch-en, sonare, Isl. thrusk-a, 
strepere. 
To DRIZZLE, v. n. « To walk slaw ;" Gl.

Shirr. Isl. drosl-a, to follow reluctantly ; ad-
haerere, consectari haesitanter; drasl-ast, de-
stoltorie feror et succusatim ; G. Andr. p. 52. 54. 

DRIZZLING, s. Slaver ; Gl. Shirr.
This seems merely the E. word drizzling used 

metaph. 
To DROB, v. a. To prick, as with a neecile or

other sharp instrument, Ang. syn. brog, trod.
I can hardly think that this is from brod^ by trans 

position. It may be allied to Su.G. drabb-a, to 
strike; Isl. drep-a, id. also to pierce, perforare; 
G. Andr. p. 53. 54. Hence, 
DROB, s. A thorn, a jmckle, Perths. 
DRODDUM, s. Expl. « the breech j" A. Bor.id. 

O for some rank, mercurial rozet, — 
I'd gie you sic a hearty doze o't, 

Wad dress your droddum.
To a Loupe, Burns, iii. 229. 

DROG, ,r. "A buby sometimes attached to the
end of a harpoon line, when the whale runs it
out, S. perhaps 'from drag.

DROGAREIS, pi. Drugs,
" The unyementis & drogareis that our forfyearis 

vsit mycht not cure the new maledyis." Bellend. 
Cron. Fol. 17. b.

Fr.
DROICH, ,,r. A dwarf, a pigtny, droch, S. B.

Clydes. ; dreicb, Border.
Hence one of the Poems in the Bann. Collection 

is entitled, ** Ane little Interlud, of the Droichis 
part of the Play," p. 173.
J>#£meand Duerg are used by Thomas of Ercildone. 

The duerwe y seighe her ginne, 
Ther he sat in the tre.

Sir Tristrem, p. 116. V. DUERGH.
A. S. dweorh, Dan. dwaerg, Isl. Sw. dwerg, Belg. 

dwergh. Germ, zwerg, id. Skinner mentions durg- 
en as an E. word of the same meaning. This is more 
nearly allied to the terms already mentioned than 
dwarf. There is another Isl. word which our droich 
or droch still more closely resembles. This is draug, 
pi. draugur. It differs somewhat in signification ; 
being rendered, lemures aut defunctorum genii; OL 
Lex. Run. Gl. Landnamabok.

Shaw gives droich as a Gael, word signifying 
dwarf ; also written troich. But I strongly suspect 
that it has been borrowed from the Lowlanders ; as 
none of the terms mentioned by Lhuyd hare any si- 
milarity.
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Junius says that he cannot discorer the origin of 

the Northern designationMor a dwarf. But A. Sv 
dweorh may be allied to MoesG. drauhs«na a crumb, 
a fragment; and Isl. drog denotes any object very 
minute, minutissimum quid et fugitivum; G» Andr. 
p. 53. He adds, item, foemella nauci. It seems 
doubtful, whether he means a very puny female, or 
one of no value in a moral respect.

In the Northern dialects, dwerg does not merely sig 
nify a dwarf, but also a, fairy. The ancient North era 
nations, it is said, prostrated themselves before rocks, 
believing that they were inhabited by these pigmies, 
and that they ^hence gave forth oracles. V. Keysl. 
Antiq. Septent. p. 21. 22. Hence they called the 
echo dwergamal) as believing it to be their voice or 
speech, from Su.G. mal-a, loqui. They were ac 
counted excellent artificers, especially as smiths; 
from which circumstance some suppose that they 
have received their name. V. Gl. Edd» Saem. 
Other Jsl. writers assert that their ancestors did not 
worship the pigmies, as they did the genii or spirits, 
also supposed to reside in the rocks. 
DROICHY, adj. Dwarfish, S.

" There was Zaccheus, a man of a low stature, 
that is, a little droichy body."—Presb. Eloq. p. 129» 
DRO1LE, s. Deuir* Droiles.

" With fierie lookes,-r-hee shall behold these 
deuiPs drvileS) doolefull creatures." Z. Boyd's 
Last Battell, p. 677. 678.

This ancient word may signify a bondslave; Isl. 
driole) mancipium; G. Andr. p. 55. But perhaps 
it is rather allied to Teiit. drol, trullus, drollus. 
Vulgo dicitur, daemonum genus, quod in omni labo. 
runa genere se videtur exercere, cum tamen nihil 
agat, Kilian ; q. a lubber fiend. Dan. drol, a de 
mon ; Su.G. trolly a spectre, trall-a to use enchant 
ments ; Ihre, in vo. Isl. troll^ giganteum genus; G. 
Andr. daemon, monstrum; Vercl. 
DRONACH, s. Penalty, punishment.

u I'se gar ye dree the dronach o't ;" I will make 
yo do penance for it; or abide the consequences, 
proverb, phrase, S. B. drither^ synon. V, DREDOUR. 
DROTES, pi. Nobles, or persons of quality, be 

longing to a court.
With riche dayntes on des thi drotes are dight; 
And I irt danger, and doel, in dongon I dwelle. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 15.
Su.G. drott, a lord; Isl. drottin, A. S. drihten, 

are evidently from the same source. V. DRIGHTIN. 
According to Snorro Sturleson, drott was the term 
used to denote one who served in the royal hall. 
DROUBLY, DRUBLIE, adj. 1. Dark, gloomy,

troubled.
Into thi* dark and drublie dayis, 
Quhan sabill all the hevin arrayis,— 
Nature all curage me denyis 
Of safigs, ballads, and of playis.

Dunbar, Maitland Poem*, p. 125. 
2. Muddy ; applied to water.

Syne come he till a wonder grisely flude, 
Droubly and depe that rathly down can ryn: 

Henrysone's Traitie of Orpheus King, Edin. 1508.
Teut. droef, turbidus, turbulentus. A. S. dryf- 

an vexare. V. synon.
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DROUERY, DRO URY> s. i. Illicit lor*. 

Thai faiKl in till his coffer 
A lettyr that him send a lady, 
That he luffyt per drouery, 
That said quhen he had yemyt a yet 
In weir, as a gud bachiller, 
The awenturis castell of Douglas, 
That to kepe sa peralus was; 
Than mycht he weile ask a lady 
Hyr amowris, and hyr drouery.

Barbour^ viii. 492. 498. MS. 
I cannot agree with Mr Macpherson m thinking 

that drwryy Wynt. vi. 2. 101. signifies " truth in 
love, or true love." It certainly has the same 
meaning as in the passage quoted above. Warton* 
errs still more remarkably, in rendering this " mo 
desty, decorum." In this he seems to have followed 
Hearne, who explains it, " modesty, sobriety," as 
tised by R. Glouc.

Wymmen ne kepte of no kyngt as in druery9 
Bote he were 1« armys wel yprowed, & atte leste 

thrye. , P. 191. 
Kyngt is for knrght, ihrye^ thrice. Here it may 

simply mean love. 
2. A love-token.

And sttffir Tyrianis, and all Liby land 
Be gif in drowry to thy son in hand.

Doug. Virgil^ 103. 21., 
The phrase luf droury is also uscid by Doug. 

3« A gift of any kind. 
——The Sidones Dido 
Begouth to big ane proud telfipil of Jtmo> 
With drouryis sere, and giftis of riches. . . 

Doug. Virgil^ 27. 1.
Drury is used O. E. in the same general sense, for

any sort of gift, or perhaps as synon* with treasure*
When all treasures are tried, quod she, truth is the

best;
I do it on Deus charitas, to deme the sothe, 
It is as dere worth a drury, as dere God him selfe. 

P. Ploughman, Fol. 5. b.
Mr Pink, properly refers to O. Fr. drurie^ la vie 

jbyeuse». from drue, a concubine. V. Gl.'Romnu. 
de la Rose. The origin is probably Teut. drut^ 
druyt, faithful; G^rm. draut^ id» also, dear, carus,. 
dilectus; corresponding to C. B. drud, id. Germ. 
draut, s. denotes a friend; Franc. drut^sM^.drutin^ 
no,, arnica; whence, according to Wachter, drue and 
druerie. Ital. drudo^ a lover, $ pander; amant. 
C'est proprement le rufien d'une femme; VeneronL 
To DRQUK, v. a. To d^eacl^to soak, S. 

•——Al droukit and forwrocht 
Thay saiffit war, and warpit to the coist.

Doitg. Virgil^ 326. 29.
Our good old Z. Boyduses the term with respect 

to Jonah.
"—Heare how the dfouked man sang at last», 

~Ket hast thou brought up my life," &c. Last Bat- 
tell. 302.

Rudd. views it as formed from doufy by the inter- 
position of r. Lye mentions the A. S. phrase, on 
drugunge^ Psa. 77. 20. rendering it, aquosus. This 
seems radically the same with Drake^ q. v. It may 
be added, that Fr. drug-er \& to moisten, to wet

D R U
DROUTH, s. i. Drought, S.

The balmie dew throw burning drouth he dryis, 
v Quhilk made the soil to savour sweit, and smell

By dewe that on the nicht before down fell.
K. James VL Chron* S. P.iii. 488. 

2. Thirst, S.
66 Is it possible, that my drouth can be slokned 

with that drinke, that passed neuer ouer my halse?" 
Brttce's Serm. on the Sacr. B. 7. b.

u He speaks in his drink, what he thought in hist 
drouth;" S. Prov. " What sobriety conceals, 
drunkenness reveals;" E.^Prov. Kelly, p. 134.

Mr Tooke properly mentions A. S. drugoth^ 
(siccitas, ariditas,) as the immediate origin; adding, 
that this is the third pers. sing, of the .v. drig^a^ 
drug-an, arescere, ta dry. Dryih and drith were 
used for drought, O. E. Bivers. Ptirley, 11.413.414. 
DROUTHY, adj» i» Dtoughty^ applied to the

weather, S*~
2. Thirsty, S»

—Though this night he drink the sea,, 
The morn he'll e'en as drouthu.be.

Pennetuik's 'Poems , 1715. p. 124* 
DROW, s. A fainting fit, a sort of convulsion j, 

also, a state, of partial insensibility in dying per^- 
sons, Ang* . . ; - . 
E. throe, from A. S. j$rQl«M##> pati $ *Isl. thraaj 

aegritudo, eg thrae, /aeg^e ; fero^ mox>rens desidero j 
O. Andr. p. 267. Teuj:. droeq9 moerens, dplens.
DROWP, s. A feeble person.

Bot I full craftelie did kelp thai courtlie weiSis^ 
Quhill efter deid of that dr&mp; n ^ « F , . ^ . 

Dunbar, Mwtlatid P0£&$,*£>. 58..
He also uses droup as an adj. p. 51. ' . ' 

Teut. droef, moestus; Isl. draup-a triStari.
DRUBLIE. V.DROUELY. 
To DRUG, v. a. Ta pull forcibly, to tug, ta 

drag, S. ^
————Richt ernistle thay wirk.
And fot to drug ahtl.diaw wald neucr irk.

Doug* Virgil-^ 47* 1: 
Then in a grief he did-her hail, - : 
And drugged both at main and taH^ 
Arnd other parts he could best wail.

Watson* sCvlLL 4®.. 
It is sometimes cemtrasted with draw.

Than better, sone to drtig »or lait to draw.
Lament. L. ScotL $ol. 5. bi 

This se6ms to have been a prov. expression^ signi 
fying that it is preferable to ase strong measures in* 
proper season, than ^ueh a$~are more feeble when it 
is too late.

It is also used by Chaucer.
—At the gate he proffered his service, 
To drugge. and draw, what so men,iWdld ^dc* - 

" vise* iSnightes T. v» 1418., 
Rudd. views it as c0rr. from rug. Butjt is radi 

cally the same witfi draw; only the guttural *euncL 
is retained, as denoting that the action - is more - 
forcible.
DRUG, s. A rough or-violent pull, S. B^

They—lasht him on before wi' birken wands^ 
About his houghs, and round about his lugs, ^ 

Y y; 2,
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And at his hair loot mony unco drugs.

Ross's Helenore, p. 47.
DRUGGARE, adj. Drudging, subjected to 

labour.
Of bestts sawe I mony diuerse kynd;— 
The slawe asse^ the druggare beste of pyne. 

Kings Quair^ v. 4.
Isl. droogur, tractor, bajulus; G. Andr. 

I)RUM,a#. Dull, melancholy, S.B. V. DRAM. 
DRUM, s. A knoll j a ridge, S.

" On these grounds, and neighbourhood,—there 
are many of these singular ridges of nature called 
here Drums [dorsum] ; perhaps 10 to 12 of them 
within a small space of each other. They have all a 
parallelism to one another, and decline eastward.—— 
There are many of these drums in the neighbour, 
hood, in the parishes of Alyth and Rattray, and in 
the Stormont, which have the same parallelism and 
position with the above." P. Bendothy, Perths. 
Statist. Ace. xix. 342.

Gael. Ir. druim$ the back or ridge of a hill, C. B. 
trym. Hence Drum-Albin^ a name given to the 
Grampian mountains ; according to Adomnan, Dor- 
sum Britanniae, q. the back or ridge of Britain ; a 
name proper enough, as this ridge divides the country 
Into two parts.

It is applied, S. B. to little hills, -which rise as 
backs or ridges above the level of the adjacent 
^ground. The use of this term corresponds with the 
metaph. sense in which Lat. dorsum frequently 
occurs. V. Now.
To DRUMBLE, f/. n. To raise disturbance, like 

one who ̂ tirs mud.
A* from a bow a fatal flane, 
Train'd by Apollo from the main,

-In water pierc'd an eel; 
Sae may the patriot?s power and art 
Sic fate to souple rogues impart, 

That drumble at the commonweal.
Rcynsay's Poems, i. 376.

It is still used as a v. a., in a literal sepse. V. the adj. 
DRUMLY, DRUMBLY, adj. i. Dark, troubled. 

The drumly schour yet furth ouer all the are 
Als blak as pyk, in bubbis here and thare.

Doug. Firgilj.161. 8.
2. Muddy, thick; drumley, A. Bor. icL 

Fra thine strekis the way profound an one, , 
Depe vnto hellis flude of Acherone,— 
Drumly of made, and skaldand as it war wode. 

Doug. Virgil, 173. 38.
3. Having a gloomy aspect S*

Some said my looks w^ere groffand sour, 
Fretfu', drumbli/y dull, and dowr.

Ramsay'js Poems ̂ i. 306.
* c Good fishing in drurnly waters;" Ramsay's S. 

Prov. p. 28. - ,
Rudd. views it as corr. from Fr. trouble ̂ id. 

Sibb. from Teut. turbelen. But it seems rather a 
derivative from Teut, droef^ turbidus, feculentus; if 
not from the same origin with DRAM, q. v. Drumb- 
led is used in the same sense, A. Bor. " The ale is 
drumbled, i. e. disturbed, muddy. " Look how 
vou drumble^ Shaksp. i. e. how confused you 
are. Lambe's Notes, Batt. Floddon, p. 71. Druve, 
Dumb. " a muddy river;" Gl. Grose.
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4. Confused; applied to the mind..

——The Muse ne'er cares . 
For siller, or sic guilefu* wares, 
WiJ whilk we drumly grow, and crabbit, 
Dour, capernoited, thrawin gabbit; 
And brither, sister,- friend and fae, 
Without remeid o' kindred, slae.

Fergus son's Poems , ii. 90.
5. Troubled, applied to the state of public matters, S. 

" This was about the time appointed for our Par 
liament in the midst of May. We little expected the 
holding of it in so drumly a season." Baillie's Lett*
1. 163.
To DRUNE, v. n. To low in a hollow or depres 

sed tone; to moan, or complain with a low 
and murmuring voice. To drune like a cow, 
Ang. Croyn, crune, synon. 
Isl. dryn-id) mugire, Sw. droen-a. Droena som 

en tiur, to bellow as a bull; gaa och droena^ to go 
moping; Wideg. IsL. dryn, mugitus; Verel. Ind. 
DRUNT, s. A drawling mode of enunciation, S. 

Isl. Jrww-r,. mugitus; drungin, ravus et grandis 
sonus; G. Andr. p. 55." Dan. drunt-er, however, 
signifies to loiter, to linger. V. DRANT. 
DRUNT, j. Pet, sour humour, Sr tirunt, strue, 

synon.
—Mallie, nae doubt, took the drunt, 
To be compar'd to Willie.

Burns, Hi. 129.
Sibb. refers to " Sw. drunt, eniansor," a truant. 

But it seems rather allied to O. Fland. drmt-en, to 
swell, turgere, tumescere; which may be from the 
same root with Isl. dramb^ pride, fastus, superbia. 
DRUSH, s. Atoms, fragments, synon. smash* 

———He hit her on the shouder> 
That he dang't all to drush like powder, 
He laid it on so sicker. Watson's Col/. L 44. 
This word seems radically related to MoesG. 

drauhsna^ a crumb, a fragment; from drim-an, to 
fall; whence draus, drus, casus, ruina^ and draus- 
jan^ af-drau$-jany ex alto precipitare; also, Su.G. 
dross-a, cadere; and perhaps Belg. ge-druy&ch^ im- 
manis fragor magnae^alicujus molis ex improviso di- 
ruptae ac procidentis; Jun. Goth. Gl. 
To DRUTTLE, v. n. I. To be slow in motion, 

to make little progress in walking; Druttlin^ 
slow, S.

2. To trifle about any thing in which one is en* 
gaged, S. . 
Teut. dreutel-en, :]^miil5onis passus facere,' gradi 

instar nani; Kill an. Germ, ^drottel-n^ trottel-n, to 
walk in a slow and lazy manner, lil^e one who is 
fatigued. This Wachter derives from Su.G. trott, 
troett, lassus, troett-d) fatigar^, corresponding to 
MoesG. us-trud-jan, fatigari, Su.G. tryt-a, to vex, 
foer-tryt-d) to be slow. Isl. trutill^ curso parvulus; 
from trite cursito.
DRWRY, V. DROUERY. : 
DUALM, DwALivi, DWAUM, s. i. A swoon, S,. 

But toil and heat so overpowr'd her pith. 
That she grew tabetless, and swarft therewith:—* 
At last the dz&aum yeed frae her bit and bit, 
And she begins to draw her ftuibs arid sit. . ^ 

Ross's Helenore, p*T 25.4*"
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2. A sudden fit of sickness,, S. ; * r -,* f 

The day it was set, and the bridal to be, 
The wife took a dwam, and lay down to die ; 
She main'd and she grain'd out of dolour and pain* 

Ritsotfs S. Songs, i, 129.
Rudd. renders dualmyng, levis animi defectus, 

justly observing that it is synon. with E. qualm, 
which Skinner defines, deliquhim animi brevior. 
But the former is mistaken in viewing both these 
terms as from the same origin. He has not observed, 
that the very word dualm is mentioned by Junius, 
and expl. nearly in the same manner, Willeramo 
dualm est caligo mentis quod am veluti stupore cor. 
reptae; Gl. Goth. He refers to Belg. bedwelmtheyd 
as synon. ; and views both as allied to MoesG. dzva- 
£0, stultus, fatuus, divalm-on, insanire, A. S» dwol- 
ian, dwel-ian, errare, vagari, Alem. duel-en, Belg. 
dwael-en / vo. Dwala. Teut. bedwelm-en, concide. 
re animo, deficere animo, exanimari, vertigine cor- 
ripi; Kilian. .Wachter derives dwalm from Germ.* 
dolen, dwal+en, stupefe, stupiduni esse. This word 
has, indeed, the same affinities with DOIL'D, q. v. 
DUALMYNG, DWAUMING, S. 1. A SWpon.

— To the ground all mangit fell scho doun? 
And lay ane lang time in ane dedely swown, 
Or ony speche or word seho mycht furth bringe; 
Yit thus at last said eftir hir dualmyng»

Doug: Virgil, 78. 18. V. DUALM. 
2. It is metaph. applied to the failure of light, the 

fall of evening, S. B.
Ae evening, jiisi 'bout dwauming o* 
An auld-like carle steppit in, bedeen.

' Shirr efs* Poems, p. 144.
DUB, s. 1. A smatt pool of rain-water, a pud 

dle, S; A.Bof. 1 L

Ane s tan dan d stank semy t for to be, 
Or than a smoith pule, or dub, loun and fare. 

Doug. Firgil, 243. 3.
The cry was so ugly of elfs, apes and owles, 
That geese and gaisling cryes and craiks, 
In dubs douks down with duiks and draiks.

Polnar^ Wat§on>s Coll. iii. 2*1. 22. . 
2. A gutter, S.

Ir. dob, a gutter: Celt, dubh, canal. Bullet. 
The root perhaps is Isl. dy, lacuna, seu parva aquae 
scatebra; G. Andr. p. 49. Locus voraginosus, 
paludinosus ; Verel. Irid. The latter mentions Sw. 
diup as a synon. term, as well as Isl. dok. 
DUBLAR, s.

My berne, scho sayis, hes of hir awin? — 
Dischis and dublaris nyne or ten. 

Bannatyne Poems, p. 158. st. 3. V. DIBLER. 
DUCHERY, s. Dukedom, dutchy.

" Robert Duk of Normandy deceissit but ony 
succession of his body, be quhais deith the duchery 
come to Hary Bewcleir his brothir." Bellend. Cron. 
B. xii. c. 17.

Fr. duche, id.
DUCK, s. A leaden V. DUKE. 
DUCK, s. Sail-cloth. V. DOOCK. 
DUD, s. 1. A rag, S. ; duds, rags, A. Bor.

u Every dud bids another good day;" S. Prov. 
u spoken of people in rags and tatters ;" Kelly, p.lG9;

D U D
This choke is just as unco as the, last?—-. 
A hair-brain'd little ane wagging a' wi* du.ds. 

. . : , Ross?s HelenorC) p. 40^ 
Hence daily JwJ, the dish-clout; S. B. because, as 

it is generally a tattered cloth, it is in constant use, 
2. Duds, dudd$9 pi. Clothing, that especially 

which is of inferior, quality, S. Duds, clothes ; 
dudman, a scarecfow ; also, a ragged fellow; 
West.E. V.GL Grose. 

I dar nocht cum yon mercat to, 
1 am so evvil sone-brint; 
Among yon marchands my dudds do ?

Peblis to the Play, st. 4. 
Shame and sorrow on her snout, that suffers thee

to suck,——
Or when thy duds are bedirten, that gives them 

a douk. Polwart, Watvotfs Coll. p. 15. 
But or thay twynd, him and his dudis, 
The tyme of none was tareit.

Chron. S. P. i. 381.
i. e. It was past midday before they stripped him 

of his clothes.
Shaw mentions Gael, dud, a rag, and duJach, rag. 

ged. This may be allied to C. B. diod, to put off, 
exuere ; Davies.' fliut ^he word is most probably of 
Goth, origin. - Isl. dude denotes a lighter kind of 
clothing, ii\dumentHm lerioris generis \ Ad dude em 
upp, levidensa alium vestire. Gr. uDv» has been 
mentioned as allied. Belg. tod, todde, a rag.

As duds is commonly used by the vulgar to de 
note the clothes worn by them when at work, it 
seems to be the same with the Isl. word. It may 
have been transferred to rags, as the secondary- 
sense, because people are not nice about their work 
ing apparel, and often wear it after it is tattered. 
Could' we suppose that the Isl. word (had ever sig 
nified rags, we might deduce it from dya, imperf. 
dude, pendere facio ; dudis, motabat, quassabatur, 
(G. Andr. p. 50. 54) as rags or tatters are shaken, 
by the wind,' or \*$ the motion of the wearer. 
DUDDY, adj. Ragged, S.

There little love or canty cheer can come 
Frae duddy- doublets, and a pantry toom.

Ramsay^ Poems, ii. 81. 
DUDDROUN, s.

Schaw me thy name, Duddroun, with diligence. ,
Lyndsay, -Pink. S. P. R. ii. 53. 

« Ragged slut," Pink. ,
Bot to indyte how that Duddroun was drest. j 
Drowpit with dregs, quhinperand with mony

quhrine, . , \ . 
That prbces to report it war awe pyne.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 298. 
Mony sweir bumbard belly-tKiddroun, * 
Mony slute daw, arid^lcpy dud&roun,' < 

Him servit ay with'scrittpyie^^ / 
Dunbttr^Bannatyhe Poerns^^ 29. st. 7. 

Lord Hailes thinks that' "it mea^^liiwi, from 
A. S. tfydtuJiyka, [more properl^ r - 
phantasma." But the learned writer has been 
led by mere similarity of sound. -It 
tattertfenialion^ a person* in' rags/from JPwo?>^ ^.^ 
This view would agree tokraWt w^ll Wi 
nexion. It'^eeius doubtful, •



DUE
does not rather denote a sluggard ; W allied to IsL 
dudr-a^ to act in a remiss and sffcveniy manner ; 
factito, prd remissa et tenui acttoneponitur \ dudur, 
remiss a ac segnia opera ; 6, Afcdr. p. 54.
DUDE, for do it, S.

Bot thay that did mak this ordour,
I trow sail proue it to be gude :
The Clerk said, Quha is he will dude ?

Dial. Clerk tend Gourteour, p. 28. 
To DUEL, DUEL* DITELL, DTVELI,, rfc. n. 1. To 

delay, to tarry, to procrastinate. 
Brasand and halesand thay fiilel aliiycht aha* day. 

Doug. Virgil, 153. 39. Morantur, Virg. 
u Do way," quoth schd, " ye dwell too lang," 

Maitland Poems , p. 190.
2. To continue in any state or situation, to re 
main. N

—— Schyr Thomas duelt fechtan,^ 
Quhar Schyr Rauff, as befor said I, 
Withdrew him. ——

Barbour, xviii. 434. MS.
3. To cease or rest ; used obliquely.

Quhat set yow thus, scho said, ,so God yow saiffj 
Fra violent ,w.er at ye lik nockt to duel{$ , . M 

Wallace^ viii. . 1W*. MS.
4. Dwelt beKwlis used passively, as equivaknt to 

left belnnd*
The Erie df the Leuetfa* was, — . * 
Lewyt behynd with his gatey 
;Till the King wes fer on bis wa^. , 
Quhen tjnrt thai off his cunt re , ..<

Be se with schippys thai hkti
Barbiwr, t». &9& MS,

It frequently occurs in O. E, as aigaifyiBg tb tar. 
ry ; and als^ to remain.

And prayed them for . to dwell 
And theyr aventures to tedl. \

&om. R, {jM&ur tie Lyon. 
Of them, that wry tea us-jN* fo/e

. Fol. L
ye walle a while duelle, 

Of bold batailies I wole you telle,
Qtuel, Auchinleck, MS. V. Sir Tnstrem, 

Intr. ctxi,
Ateih. 'duucfl-en, Su.G. dwal^ dwael^ias^ Dan* 

dwal-er^ id. Isl. due/, moror3 cuh.ctdr. 'ffef^e we 
disco^r thejpriinary signification of E. dwell. Ihre 
Derives Su.G. dwal-a frcrm divala, stupor, "as pri. 
marily denoting stupidity, of mind? tKen, fluctuation 
and delay. .
DUELLING, /. Delay, tarrying.

Quhen that the ,Kiag herd tfiat tithing, 
He army t hira^ t^t Hiar duelling, •

& ^§5. MS* Y. the u. 
censures Chaucer for Ms r«se of 

the foljowing -v^rse of Boe..
fhius in his Qonsolatio Philosopkiae. Protrahit in. 
gratas impia fita moras. " Myne unpitous life 

ttngre&ble dwellynges." u Here,"
d. affirm

D U L
last word of the line, we must at feast admit that 
his version would nerer convey the true setise to a 
mere English reader, and that the word dwellynges 
niust be interpreted by such a person, notas a deno 
mination of time, which is its meaning in Boethius, 
but as a denomination of pfece," Life of Chauc. 
ii. 8^. 83.

Not only did Chatcer himself understand tfie 
t. word, but tjie sense he gave of it was strictly 

propel, according to the ase of the term tiwellynge 
iA thkt ag«. Atteierit Wtfcters, However, are oftett- 
trensur6d by the ihddelpfts, ni^i^eiy in consequence of 
the partial infofttiation of their judges. 
DUERGH,^. A dwarf.

Ane Duergh braydft al^<yut| besily and bane, 
Small birdis on broche, fre ane brigh fy re.-^. 

' Tftan dynnyt the -Duergh in angir and yre.
Gtman and OoL i. :'*¥. V. Dabick. 

DUKE, DUCK, s. Alea8et? a general. 
Duke Hannibal^ as piany airtiibl-s wrait, 

Throw Spenyie came bfe nlbtiy a passage strait. 
Vertue and Vyce, ^tergreen^ i, 45. 

Dere Duckis. V. GtRE S'AtcoNs. 
Here the term is evidently used k£cotdhig to the 

sense t)f ^a^t. dux. 
DUKE, DfaiK, s. 

Thrfi dayis lit dtib
lie did With "dirt M&hj

dj. . Sweet; l^f ^is^ 
v— In {hat btrfk thair is naherewe,, 
Bot Christis ^rai^ righi Autce^nA redoTienl;.

^ ; , s . . . 
DULDER, s. Any thing "la^gft 3. B. Bejg.

daalder, a slice. , .„ 
To DULE^ ^* ^- To griei^jto temenfc \

—— Ortis, 'wfefrwemem
. Weiset us alt fra the sichte to.syle men of treuth : 
We dale for na evil deidil saw it be device -hakfen.*

IhinbwT) Matt/and Poem$> p. 01» 
Fr. doul~oir$ Lat. dvhere*. 

DUXE, DOOL, s. Ckief, 8. ; ^a^,-E. 
Makbeth -Fynlayk and Lulaw^h fule 
Oure-drevyn had.all tBare day is in dtfte..

Wyntomi) vii. 1. 4*,
" Tosingdool," to latneni, to mfcurn; Shirr, G\: 

, The term is sometimes usM 4djectively*
u Efter prpscripti oua: of th« m«i^ come^yndty^la* 

dyis of Scotland arrayit in thair dyle hsbif, Jfor 
doloure of thair husbatidis, quhilkis war ^lane in» 
this last battall." Bellend. Cron. B. vi. c. 18. 

How many fereteris and dale habitis schyne 
Sal thou behald ! —— Dfiug. Virgil, 197. 32; 

Fr. dueily Gael. doU^hdo^ C. B. dolur ; all from, 
Lat. dolor , id.
i>ULE, DOOL, s. The goal in a- game i The. 

term is most commonly used in pi.
— Fresche men come, and hailit the dulis,. 

And dang, tharne doun in dailis.
Chr. Kzrl, st. 22*

" A WelUknown phrase at foot ball. When th$^ 
tall touches the goal or mark, the winner calls out, 
Bn)! or it has katt'd the dute." Tytler, p. 187.
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Thre iorm fa tore used figuratively, ,to deaate victo* 
ry in %ht.

u TJag object of the married men was to hang it^ 
[tfce ball] i. e, t^ put^ three times into a snpll hole 
in the moor, the dool or Hmit rf}n the one hand ; 
that of tl^e batchelor's was to drown it ; i. e. to 
dip it three times into a deep place in the river, the 
limit on the other." P. Scone, Perths. Statist Ace. 
xviii. 88.

" In the game of golf as anciently played, when 
the ball reached the mark, the winner, to announce 
his victory, called. Hail dule I , Chron. S.^. ii. 
370, N. . •

Sibb. has properly observed, that Teut. d&el is 
aggesta terram in quam sagittarii jaculantur sagittas; 
and doel-pinne, scepus, or the mark.

O. E. dole seems to have been used in a sense 
nearly allied to our dule.

" The Curate, at certain and convenient places^ 
shall admonish the people to give thanks to God, 
in the beholding of God's benefits ; for the increase 
and abundance of his fruits upon the face of the 
earth, with the saying of the 103d Psalm, &c. at 
which time the Minister shall inculcate these or 
such sentences. 4 Cursed be he that translateth the 
bounds and doles of his neighbour." Inj,unct. 19 
Eli?, ap. Brand's Ppp. Antiq. p. 266,

Phillips defines doles or dools, u certain balks or 
slips of pasture left between the furrows in plough'd 
lands ;" Diet. 
DULL, s. Hard of hearing ; a comiwon Scatjcisstn.

" Dull, used erroneously for deaf." Sip John 
Sinclair's Observ. p. 101. 
DULLY, adj. V. DOLLY. 
DULSE, adj. Dull, heayy, S. B.; most proba 

bly from Isl. dollsa^ appendere ignavuna, „&•
Andr. p. 50. 

DULSE, s. Ths fucus, a species of sea-weed
which is eaten in S.
" Dulse is of a reddish brown colour, about ten 

or twelve inches long, and about half an inch in 
breadth : it is eat raw, and then reckoned to be 
loosening, and very good for the sight; but if 
boiled, it proves more loosening, if the juice be 
drank with it." Martin's Western Isl. ,p. '149-

" Fishermen—go to the rockjs at low tide, and 
gather the fucus palmatus, dulse ; fucus esculentujs, 
oadderlock ; arjd fucug pinnatifidus, pepper dujse% 
which are relished in this part of the country, and 
sell them." P. Nigg, Aberd. Statist. Ace. vii. 307,

66 Palmated or sweet Fucus. 4-BgUs* pulse or 
Dils. Scotis." Lightfoot, p. 9S|.

" Jagged Fue^ Ai*|;lis. Pepper Dulse* Scotis." 
Ibid. p. 953. *

44 Ulva mo^tana. Mountain Laver. Anglis. 
Mountain Dulse. Scottis." Ibid. p. 973.

Gael, duilliasg, Ir. didisk, id. It might almost^ 
seem to have received its ijame from Isl. doll$-a men." 
tioned above, which also signifies, tp hapg Ipose, 
hacrens appendere, pendulum ; as it adheres in this 
manner to the rocks.
DUM TAM, a,bunch of slothes on a beggar's 

back, under bis coat, S B. 
This seems to be a cant phrase, denoting that al.

^ ¥ N
though this is carried as beggars carry their cfeiU 
dren, it is a wz/£e.
To DUMFOUNDER, y. at. TO confuse, S,, to 

stupify, to sti$& jr* lifted fcoth. $s to the body and 
the mind, deaotiag either the ejjeqt of a fell, 
or a blow, or of g powerful argument, , S.; 
dumbfounded, perplexed, confounded, A. Bor. 
Johns, only mentions dumb as tfce origin. But 

this seems awkwardly coupled with Fr. fondre, to 
fall; whence E. founder. Perhaps the first part of 
the word is* from Dan. dum stupid. 
DUMBIE, j» pron. Dummie. XDne^rha is dumb, S. 

. '—^-In the end these furious cr/jers 
Stood silent like Observant Friars, 
fir like to J&umbies making signs.

CofajiUs Mock Poem, P. ii. g. $2. 
Auld gabbet Sppc,-r- was sae cunning, 
To be a, dummie ten years running.

Ramsay's, Poems,\\. 36*?. 
" Dummie capijiaHe;"" ^esguson's S, Prov. p. 10.

death : all men are lyers, but Dummie cannot lye." 
Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 1049.

It may deserve to be noticed here,.that Heb. 
&VI, dum signifies, siluit, cm damam, Jd. 
DUMMOND. V. DINMONT. 
To DUMP, p. a. To beat, to strike with the

feet, Ang.
This is so yearly allied, both in sound and sense, 

to E. thump, that it seems radically -the same word. 
The latter is derived, according to Skinner, from 
Ital. thumbo, a powerful and sonorous stroke. 
This, as well as the S. and £. vqrbs are most pro. 
bably. allied to Sw. domp-a, rudius pajpare, domp+a 
vel dimpa, praeceps cadere.Seren. v>o. Thump, N. 
DUMPY, adj. Short and thick- It is also used

as a jr., S..
Isl. doomp, ancillula crassa et gravis, G. Andr. 

p. 46. The phrase, a thumping fyoy, applied to 
a lusty wellgrpwn boy, ought perhaps to pe traced 
to the same origin, 
PUMSCUM, s. A game of children, much

the same ^s^7//#//, or the fcds.
T\TT1VT A 1». * 11 ___ * O *"• ^j ^j^ ) >| fu , 3 s^ _r^^^j| ^'PMiT^ffiBy ft • t)j. "^^* "' * *

" There^ are faux ojr fiye j^oats in different parts 
of the parish t one of vl^ich, (the Qtm of Bvre- 
land), :is very remapkable.^ • P. ijU>r|«e, JKirkcwlb. 
Statist. Ace. si* 40, . *< • <»,*

" No word iu the English language accurately 
determines the form of that rising pound, which Is 
known in Scotland by the C^lticiteji», dun*" Sta 
tist. Ace. vii. 61^. l „..*?..

This word has the sa,me sigQificatiqui in Celt, and 
A. S. In Belg. duy#i% ^dftW* or^^ndy hill. There 
is no sufficieut resason, therefore^ to suppose that, 
wherever thjs term is found in the composition of 
the name of a pUce in S., it must have been im 
posed bj the Celtf» Dunho&i was the A. S, name 
of Durham, from dun, moms, and holm, insula 
amnica. There is *#lljbwv*QW fa'&$$&&>, Duns fable 
in Bedfo^d$. ? Dunztick in Sussex,D#tt/«r£ in the 
Netherlands, &c. &c. A. S. dun-elf as, the fairies 
of the mountains; dun-s act as, inhabitants of the 
mountains; dun-land, hilly ground ; Qliuetes dune,



DUN
motmt Olivet, Mat. HXTI. 30. Samnter, however, 
and Cluverius, view this as radically a Celt. word. 
V. Germ. Antiq. Lib. i. c. 7. ii. c. 36. 
To^DUNCH, v* a. To push or jog with the fist

or elbow, S;; synon. punchjjundie.
This fa precisely the sense of Tent, dons-en; 

as explained by KHian, pugno sire typhae clava in 
dorso percuterej from donse, typha, clava typhae ; 
Su.G. duns-d) cum impetu et fragore procedere; 
duns-a i backen^ ad terram cum impetu prolabi, 
Ihre ; from dunt^ ictus. This is evidently allied, al. 
though not so intimately as the Teut. v.. Hence, 
DUNCH, s. A -jog, a push with the* elbow, S. 
V. the v. •
DUNCH, s. One who is short and thkk, *& 
DUNCHY, ad/. Squat, short and thick, S., 
DUNDERHEAD, s. A blockhead, a num.

skull, Loth. N. Apparently allied to BEDUN-
DER'D, DONNART, q. V.
It may be observed, however, that Dan. dummer- 

hoved is exactly synon., " a dunce, blockhead,'* 
WolfF. 
DWMMYSMAN, j. A judge.

——Mycht it nevyr fall to thi thoucht, 
Before the rychtwys Dwmmys-man 
Quhat that thow art to say than ?—.

Wynto&h, viii. 5. 201.
This resembles A. S. domys-daegj doomsday, or 

the day of judgment; Sw. domare^ a judge. 
DWN,/»rtf. of the v. Zto.

This word is frequently used by Wynt. as the 
pret. or part, pa., like A. S. don, which admits 
of various senses in which the £. v. do is not used. 
In presowne dwn, kilied in prison. 

Edward cald of Carnarwen— 
Takyn schogert be rycht swne, 
And gert hym in presowne depe be dwne.

Wyntown, viii. 22. 40.
DUNGEON of wit) a phrase common in S. 

explained in the following extract. 
" Before. Dr. Johnson came to breakfast, Lady 

Lothbury said, 4 he was a dungeon of wit,' a very 
common phrase m S. to express a profoundness of 
intellect, though he afterwards told me that he had 
never heard it." Boswell's Journ. p^428. 429.

It must bfefeiatmjbered, however, for the honour 
of our Scottish intellects, that the allusion is only 
to the depth, not to the darkness of a dungeon.

Dungeonabte) shrewd, A. Bor. Gl. Grose. 
DUNGER1NG, *• The dungeon of a castle^ 

or place fo* confining prisoners*. 
Stollin he hes the lady ying, 
Aw&y with her is gane : ' " i * 
And kest hir in his dungering,', 
Quhair Hcht seho micht se nane.

Pink. S. P. R. in. p. 190. st. 3. 
V. Doungeoun^ whence this by corr. 

DUNIWASSAL, DUNIWESSLE, DUIN-WAS» 
-SAL, s. 1. A nobleman.

—— Soime, Sir, of our Dmihoessles 
Stood out, like Eglingtoun and Cassils, 
And others, striving to sit stitfj

c'd to go against their will.
MockPotm, P. I, p, 57.

D U N
2. A yeoman, a gentleman of a secondary rank.' 

Among ,the Highlanders, it seems to denote a" 
cadet of a family of rank, who receives hfs title 
from the land which he o ecu pits,1 although he hoHs 
it at the will of the bhieftain. - 
' " He was born a duin-w&ssat, or gentleman^ she 

a vassal or commoner of an inferior tribe : and 
whilst ancient.manners and customs were religiously 
adhered to by a primitive people, the two classes 
kept perfectly unmixed in their alliances." Gar- 
net's Tour, i. 200.

Borland and his men's eoming. 
The Camrons and M'Leans' coming, 
The Gordons and M 6 Gregorys coming, 
Ar the Dunywastles coming.

Ritsorts S. Songs, ii. 55. 
" i. e. Highland lairds or gentlemen," Jlote.

3. A term$ as I am informed, used to denote the 
lower class of farmers; and generally in a con 
temptuous way, Ayrs. 

.Gael, duine a man, and uasal, noble, well-born^
from uais, id.; whence uaisle, nobility, gentry.
To DUNNER, DUNDEE, v. n. « To make a 

noise like thunder," GL Sibb. V. BEDUN- 
DER'D.,

To DUNT, v. a. To strike so as tq produce a 
dull hollow sound, S. 

—He dunted o' the kist, the liuirdis 4id flee, 
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 304. 

To Dunt aify thing out^ used tiietaph,
1. To bring any business to a termination, S. 

Then said the Squire, I wiss we hed the priest, 
I'm thinking Lindy's all this time in jest; 
We sud dunt out the'boddom o't ere lang, 
Nor Lindy mair be chargeable -with wrang.

Ross's Helenorej p. 106. 
But there is ae thing I'd hae dtinted out^ 
And I nae mair sail say this threap about.

Ibid. p. 115;
2. To come to a thorough explanation, when there- 

has been a previous umbrage $ to go over the- 
grounds of dissatisfaction that one has with ano 
ther, and make an end of it, S. 

. Here there seems to be an allusion to the act 
Of striking upon a cask, till'the bottom be driven 
out.

Su.G. dunt\ ictus; Isl. dyn^ dunda^ tono, ditn-a, 
resonare, from dyn-an^ strepere, to,din. Thus it 
appears, that, as. in S. the term suggests the idea of^ 
the sourtd emitted, it has originally included the 
self-same idea; whence dmt^ur^ concuss^tib \ A. S. 
dynt^ ictus. Ihre views Lat. tundo as a cognate 
term. 
To DUNT, v.,n. To beat, to palpitate.

My hearts aw duntin^ $>, my heart beats 
Violently.

I'm sure my heart will ne'er gi'e o'er to dunty . 
Till in a fat tar-barr/Bl.Mause be burnt.

Ram$ay*s Poems, ii, 171... . 
Originally, I suppose, brunt,

But wi' revenge their hearts had diinted
Like ony mell. Shirrefs9 Poems^ p. 

Instead of this v^ dunka, a derivative



BUR
is used in $u.G. Hiertat dunkar, cof palpitat, id. 
Isl. V. Verel. p. 54.
DUNT, DOUNT, J. 1. Asttoke, such especially 

as causes a flat and hollow sound, S. Doug. 
uses Dount. V. BELLAN. . * 

Ane uther stert upon his^feit, . . 
And said, Thow art our blunt \ 
To tak sik office upoun hand; 
—— thow servite ane dunt

Of me. ;
Peblis to the Play, st. 12. 

The king kens this: Your heavy neives
Guid muckle dunts can deal:

Wi' courage and guid counsel, we
Can wrang our faes mair leal..

Poems in the Buchan Dialect^ p* 36. 
Dunt is used in this sense by R. Glouc.

Wyth hard dunt & gret yre to gadere suththe
hii come.

—And smyte eyther other her & ther, & hard 
^n/ey caste. P. 185. 

2. Palpitation of the heart. •;,>*•• 
For fear she cow'r'd like maukin in the seat, 
And dunt for dunt, her heart began to beat.

Ross's Helenore*) p. 6i. 
In this sense we speak of a dunt proceeding from

S. ; , 
Isl. dunt) a stroke given to the back or breast, so 

as to produce a sound, although there be no effusion 
of blood; Verel.
DUNTING, s. A continued beating so as to cause

a hollow sound; suqh as that produced by a
wooden instrument, or bj a stroke on wood, S.
This word frequently signifies, not the striking

only, but the sound caused by it.
" We were compelled to fortifie the doors and 

stairs, and be spectators of that strange burly burly 
for the space of an-hour, beholding with torch.light 
forth of the Duke's Gallery, their reeling, their rum. 
bling with halberts, the clacking of their culverins 
and pistols, the Hunting of mells and hammers, and 
their crying for justice." MeltiPs Mem. p. v!97. 
DUNTER-GOOSE, y. The Eider duck, anas 

mollissima -, Linn. Dunter goose, Sibb. Scot, 
Lib. 3. p. 21. ; 
" They have plenty both of land and sea fowls : 

as Eagles, Hawks, Em her-Goose, Claik-Goose, 
Dunter.Gdose^ Solen.Goose." Brand's Orkn. p. 21. 

Perhaps q. dun-eider goose, the goose which has 
eiderdown; or Su.G. dun^ down, and taer-a to 
gnaw, whence E. teary because it plucks the down 
from its breast as often as it lays its eggs. 
DUNTY, s. « A doxy," GL Ramsay. 
DUNZE. V, DOYN. 
DUR, DURE, s. Door,

Scho gat hyni wyth-in the Jure.
Wyntown^ viii. 12. 59.

A. S. dure^ Alem. 1st. Jur, MoesG. daur. Belg. 
deur.
DURGY, adj. Thick, gross, Loth., as, a durgy 

man* one who is squat and strongly made. 
There can be little doubt that this is originally the 

same with Isl. driug-r densus, jugiter vigens. 
j denso.

D U S
DURK, j. A dagger, S.

What slaughter made I wi' my dark, 
Amo' Sarpedon's troop !

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 26. 
Dirk is used in the same sense by Ei writers. Dr 

Johns, says this is " an Earse word." Shaw men- 
tions it under Poniard. But Lhuyd seems to have 
been a stranger to it. Sibb* expL durk, " pro. 
perly concealed dagger. Teut. dokk, sica; from 
Sw. dolia, celare, occultare." It is not improbable 
that it is radically * Goth* word, -especially as Isl» 
daur signifies a Sword.
To DURK, tf. ^. l. To stab with a dagger, S. 

Had it not been for the Life-guard, 
She would have durkt him, when she saw 
He keeped so the Laird in aw.

Glelan&s Poems, p. 15.
2. To spoil, to ruin, S. stict^ synon. Dirke is 

used in the same sense by Spenser.
To DURKEN, *. *. « To affright," Pink. 

All the deeren in tire delles 
Thei durken and dare.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 4. 
Sibb. writes this also deirken; q. eirken, from 

eiryy fearful.' 9 This is by no means a natural ety. 
mpn.

Dare here seems the same with dere, to hurt. It 
is also probable that darken conveys the same idea : 
the one being formed from A. S. daer-iany der-ian; 
the other from derig-tan, nocere,
To DUSCH, v. n. l- To rushy to move with ve* 

locity. 
On thame we schout, and in thar myd rout

dxschit,
Hewit, hakkit, smyte doun, and all to fruschit 
Thay fey Gregiouns. ——

g. firgif, 51. 52. Irruimut^ Virg,
The fleand schaft Italiane to his hart
Glidand, throw out the schire a»e ditsctet sone^

Aid. 303. 7. Volat, Virg. ix. 698.
2. To make a noise in consequence of motion, to 

twang.
The flane flaw fast with ane spang fra the string, 
Throw out the wame and entrellis all but styat, 
The scharp hedit schaft duschit with the dy nt. 

Doug. r*rgtY,225. 1.
Pterque uterum sonitu perqueilia venit arundo.

Virg. vii. 499.
3. To dusch doun. To fall with a noi$e.

Doun duschis he in dede thraw all forloist, 
The warme blude furth bokkand of his coist. 

Doug. Ftrytf, 291. 13.
Rudd. renders this, to fall upon, to attack ; observ 

ing that it is much the same with E. dash. To 
this Sibb. assents; adding, "from Dan. dask, a 
blow, or attack." But as dash is allied to thi& 
Dan. term, and also to Su.G, dask-a, to strike, to 
beat j our word is far more analogous to Germ dos- 
ew, strepitum edere, quatiendo, cadendo, currendo, 
vel alio quovis modo ; Wachter. This is nearly "the 
same with Teut. does-en, pulsare cum impetu et fra! 

-gore; Kilian." To, this corresponds Isl. thoys-a, 
thuc-tt) thys-a, tumultuose proruere; Verel. Tha 
tkusti bonder at kongi; Turn rustici cum strenitu Zz *
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pedum promoyebant 
T. I. p.,U& ' , 
DUSCHE, s. i. A falb ag focjl&4ing fee crash 

made by it.
The bimand towns doun reilHs with aae rusche, 
Quhil all the heuynnys:dynlit with the du&chet 

&vug,. Firgzls 266. 35. 
-> —— Coelum tonat omne frag ore.

Firg. ix. 541. 
2. A stroke, a blow.

— - — With moay lasche aadt duscke -• 
The cartaris smate thare hops fe&t hi

dust was never so much used IJL its^iip

Barbour ysf$ U. a» sjynon. vfi

/.. 
147.,, ,

With the jtfa #at wes hard an4
WUk Sfcigrejt m^yae raucht hym a dynt,
That wtiy r\ha£ na helm, my $h t stynt
The h«^Y 4^4^^^^ $*? 

jBqice, xii% 55. V. ajsp.
Wyntowrc writes, it (fwyhs.* ~ - •" s- 

Than thai' lay id on dmyks for dtoyfas^ 
M^ny a rap, 'and mony a brwhs.

Grow. viii. 16. 119.
Sii.Gr. dusty tuniultus, fragqr; tsl. thys^ Afem. 

fo«; cfero uuettona doz, fragor undfkrum, Ft 
is evidently the same word that is now pronodnceii 
Douce ) dbuss, q. v. ^ s > \ 
BUIS0HET, DUJSSJE, j. 4< A sort of 'musifcal- ijtf-

strument, jprobablythe tipuaete^ of r Lydgate, c|r 
of Chaucer.^ ! 01/ Sibb. ' " ..

Fra HaHgtes sone hard this thing, 
He toned his dussie for a spring. 

Legend Bp* St'Andeois, Poems 16th Cent. p. 315. 
Cotgr. mentions Fr. doussaine, & certain musical 

instrument; from Lat. dultfs, as m latter times dul 
cimer." ,

F, Dussis, s. An indorsement; a 
docket.

6ot for to tell, what test he tuke 
Dysertis fcuschet was the buike,— 
H^—gathis letters in his hand. 
This beand done, as I have said, 
T5pon,his duschei vpe he played, 
Geyand the man so mony terroris*, 
That brocht him ia a thousand erroris, 
That for his lyfe was no remeid, 
Gif he abaid thp law but deid. 
The pure man, being fleid, for feir 
Gave hiui the land, and gat na geir.

Legend, Bp. SJ Andrais, Poems ISth
Cent. p. 312; 317, 

Fjr. dovss-er, to.indojsse.
To DUSH, v. a. KTo pushes a ram, ox, &c." S. 

doss, <4to toss or push like anox,"*S. JB. Gl. Grose. 
I glowr'd as eerie's^ I?d been dush'd 

In some wild glen.
Burns 9 in. 101.

This is most probably allied to Teut. does-en, and 
Su.G. dask-a. V. DUSCH, v. Isl. dusk-a, Terbera 
ct verba dura infligo ; G. Andr. p. 47. 
DUST, s. A tumult, an uproar, S.

This at first view might seem to, be a metaph. use 
of £. dust) in the same manner as S. stour denotes

Isl. Su.G'. £/3/7/, tumuUus^ fr^go^, Ij; 
a tournament, praplium equ^stre^ d^ursu^ tornea- 
menti ; becausp o( the br^altin^ oje cjrasn of weapons. 
Isl. thyss, strepitu^, tumultiW; 6tl. kanijnam. S. 
ThyS) id. also, tuijba3 thus-i<& ruere^ t^multuari ; G. 
Andr. p. 269. Dust, mdeed* l\as evidently the same 
origin ^ith ^ Y, D^sc^^q^ir.
DDST of %'wffi wJ^t flies fifo^ 3 inite ^grind 

ing, S. Teuj;, ^^4^4^ ̂ fe. fet flwr, simi-
la, pollen * Kjjjaa. * 

DUST ojF lint i tbe pardcies^ whieh flj^bm flax
^rhen it is fces^ecfj S. ; sjrrjqn. stuff.
^eut. dvjist) synon. rf&eVf^ lan^g^) m^te^. r

BUSTIE-Fuf E, DUSTIFIT, \ .*., ^pedfar, or

.« riia. pertain dwelling place,, qftar, aj# may 
be dicht fra his feeten»? &ko»«^S&«M*? f ; C

2. A ateaagee, one who i& mot redden* in a conn- 
try.y equivai^it to F&nwt*<£.XHi». Tbw ia only 
a soconttapy sense ; for Skene says tbat the term

An e day being assigned to the parties be the tew 
/ or fimtifut, ftirr ctofje^ftwce in 

^ gtf Slifr persewef is absent at the diy5 hci s/irl 
be in ane amerciament, tine his dame and 
and the defoddtr sail passe frie^ aod be

G,
. It is used still more obliquely^ ittr the 
terdryl - " f 

For^ Dystifit- aud, Bi)b at etiln
l)o sa iqcr^s&e,

He? driti en; sum, of them to. teih, 
Fbr" all their

p. 41.
This term is .evidently a literal translatipq^ of Fr. 

pie&ftoudretix^ which, as % Eftitdrs qf Diet. Tre^. 
observe, sp ditr des vagabonds et de^ eXran^r^ ipcoa- 
nus^ qu'op,a appel^ dans la bassa tatinjt^ Pede- 
pufoerost: oe* qui se rfboit partiouiieremeqt des 
Marchands qui venoient trafiquer-dans les Forres. 
A particular court was an pointed* to take cogmsance 
of all causes io which they were co*ieevrned% *Thls 
in- Q, E. te called Pie -powder*; a* Dusty-fitted used 
in the §ame sen^e as- in & . V. S pel man and Oowel. 
To 0UTE, DtJTT, v. n. T9 dose, to slumber, to 

be in a sleepy state, S. BV It is gene^lljr used 
i n this connexion,. To dutt aryl sleep 

Isl. dott-a, duicem somnum capere^ Ver^, Belg^. 
dutt-enj to set a nodding. ^ dote., although dif- 
ferent, seems to Jbefrom the same root, which is Isl. 
daa, deliquium. * J f
Dut,>. A stupid fellow* , 4uld>dut is a phrase 

applied to one enfeebled by age, especially if 
the mental fealties be impaired, S. B. 
Dan. doede9 stupidus ; Goth, datt, animi remis-

sio^ Belg. dut, delirium, dutt-en, delirare ; whence
E. dote and dotard. V. the preceding v. and DOIT,
DOITIT.
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D WAHL&; BwtB&iVx^ r

feer. The limbs ate said *b fce dm&le,
the kne*s betid UMiet dfiS* €* ihe l^gs h^e noi
Strength to support the bb*ft; 8. 

And ndw for Afct snd tetter «&fc wafc apeirf, 
As water weak, and itettfo like a tort.

fi^f't ttetenofe) p. 25. ^
SFaihcy toight dfefcoVe* a strong ife&klfctritte to lAfc* 

debil-is^ fttebte. But most prtit&bty it fe tetertfy ac 
cidental. It ttfgnt be derited faM ArS. tifc-feald, 
duplex, Welfe nrot till* Wtf rd also used in a sense near. 
fy illied ; ft Itehig saftA of ohe, \^ho, Trbtri 
or ttabft, Adtt'flot'tttifc #ect, that he Vqng* 
/*/£ It iteiy, H4^etA/t**ifl^l^Stt;&?rfM» 
doubte.
lyWALM, BWAUM, J. V. DtTALM.'
To DWANG, v . a* t 1, To oppress by too »f cK

labour ; Bwang'd wi$ ^ar^ ^» 8* , ,;
2i To bettr a bttndety or dtaw^ HaecUali, One

hxjrse ift a fdow^hi, •«* 'dfife te «rid-cr the yoke, is 
in tfe& aie^e ^dd^ilito^ anolhdr^ S. B.>

It is rettteftfr, 
Shirr. GL

, to Tent.

. Av S. *a?i»t^5 ^> ifbrc^ ; Afeto. 
, &u.G. ^%-^, id. ftfctttd

Sftirr. A 
decrepid," GL r r
To DWANG, v.n. ¥o toll* S. S. \ 

' AdfadWtiM tKtoti* fftim *tei to sfedrs,
6/e, &c. 

f^sfi, h*nte Mt^ in^, ifee niaii^ W y6& I'll
'cttoang, 

I'se in anitfrei4 irarl' B^^e'er lan^.
MtiriMtfs Pvetitbj p. 176. 

, K A f OtigH Sh^fee {6r thrb^, S. B. -

W Y
A9;gar out bed look bate and §&]giiOQur< 
Wi' gleesome speed last week I s|>an a ti 
To jnak U <a«t my wheel fot tpony j&iw* 

- MM»****** poems, p,
DWYHS, , , ;
To D Vnr£^ il >z. iV Td f li« away, to

clirm, espfetAilly by sickitefe^ S; 
* Wheii dpath approadiesj tiot tb-dbfai 
' - And after Ae&hj btest Wl«i Ifefid^i 

These ar.e my wishesj f " ©-
2. To fade, applied to nature.

The breeze nae bd'rbus fiavo\it brings
Fi-ae BofeaH eave,

And dibynin Nature troops her Wings 
Wi» Tisage grare.

Fergussorfs $*oem$) u.
3. To decline, in

TKt staSk indeed fe tihco ^ 
fi^ttt ftdnte tJtysses ̂ b % dhtes, 

The worth quite tftoines away.

A.

. I'hiBi word^ fit sfettsfe : 1 ;, deters In O. E.
u And tiieh hee sickned wtorfciinAinore, and dftet

and dwined away.^ Hist, (rf Prince Atthtfr, 3d
jpart, cha|>. it5; Dit^ti. PMMrj'ft. «Ot.

Tetii. ftej/tz-^, at^mrafe, eitentiare;
Isl. drtyk-4, StiiG. tvtfh-6, Atsfao, aimitiudr ;
dtvin-ttn, tabedpere, thwirt-ttriy tdetrrescere,
To DWYN, tf.~fl. To cause to languish.

Nor yet had neiil -ot'onjr fruit.
To quefifch his deidlie drouth ; - 

Q^ihilk pyns him and dwyns him 
l*o denl, I waie not hoW.

; tiberrie and Slae^l. 54. 
Constringens, Lai. Tfers. Y. tne i>. «.

DwlTNiNG, s. A declinfe» a consumption, S. 
Isl. dwin&r, diminution ;S^r. ftvm-sot, id. i. 

dwhiteg sickness ; Gkrm; voftvmcf Ira^e 
frtquenty softened rato s or «d^

. e. 
id. the

E.
E,J. Tfiecye; S. ^.
About hys hals ane quhissil hung
Was all his so^oe^ for tinsale of his JE7.

u Quhat is the rycht kepin^ of thir twa com?* 
mandis ? To haif ane cleir ee, and an 6 clem hart. 
A olerr ee is the rycht itigemen^ o^reasene^ and in. 
tentioun o^ our mynd.^ Aop. HamiltoUii's Cate- 
chisme, 1551. toL 73. a.

A. S. e^g, Isl. eigdy id. A. S. pi. edge 
egKene. Fers.iwi?.
EA, a^\ One. V. the letter A.

«rat

which

nn was

To BAND, i?» if* To breathe* V.
E ARLE ATHER-WN*. /, Aii iron flu former 

ly used instead off a hook, on each end of the 
shaft of a cart, Wfastthia^ffe*^*11 '*^'*•** «^^^ 
the hdrse draWs, Fife. 

The first syllable would suggest,
first used in ear-ihg, br {ftbtighlng. r ^
To EARM. V. YfKff. , f>~ 4 " l • ^
To EARN, v. 0» l*o cp^gu^ate; also actively, 

to cause to coagulate, Sr { ^ : \.

But the idea of fennentafion re vefy^dmereiit frolh. 
Z z 2
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that of coagulation.' The origin is Germ, ge^rinn- 
en^ Su.G. raenn-a, Belg. raenn-en, A. S. ge-runn- 
on, coagulare. This is only a secondary serise ef the 

,tf. literally signifying to run. It is transferred to 
what is coagulated, because thus parts of the same 
kind coalesce, £i|dforni 'one mass., Thtswe-of the u. is 
retained in S. When milk curdles, we say that it rins*

But as the A.S. v. signifying, to rim, is often 
written pm-an, the word earn rejsejnbles it n»pst in 
this form. •, .. ,, 
EARNING, s* Rennet, or that which curdles

milk, S. A. Bor. . .- ,
A. S. gerunning. Germ. renn. Hence also the E. 

word; and running, Gloucest. 
EARN-BLITER, &ARN-BLEATER, s. The

Snipe ; Scolopax gallinago, Linn. S. B. earn-
Utter) Gl. Shirr.

She was as fly'd as ony hare at night. 
The earnMeater^.OT the muirfowi's.craw, 
Was like to jnelt her very heart awa,'

Kpss's tielenore^ p. 58.
" The latter .part of the word," according to Sibb., 

" may be acarjr. of bittern^ irjthia^enot^f^thierjthe 
true meaning.v,<rf the term." Butyls w<?i$ $,.B. 
does nat denote; th^ bittern, which is called Mire* 
bumper, .fi/a^^r AiBdoiibtedly ,respects the sound 
emitted;, For as Penpaut observes concerning snipes; 
" when they are disturbed much, particularly in the 
breeding season, they soar to a vast height, making 
a singular bleating noise. Brit. Zgol. p. 449. The 
origin of ern, in this connexion, is quite uncer 
tain. Shall We suppose it analogous to the term 
frequently used, mire^nip^f Sw.? oren, signi 
fies miry; (Seren.) A. S. aern a secret,pkure. Or 
has it any relation, to the ern or eagle, as If the snipe 
resembled this in its soaring, while it makes a bleat, 
ing noise ? It is called in Sw. hors goek9 most pro 
bably from its cry, as if it resembled a cuckow. 
Aelfric mentions A. S. haefenMaete^ bugram, 61. 
which Somner thinks is an etr^r for bnteo or butio* 
EASING, EASINGDRAF, s. That part of the

roof of a house which juts over the wall, and
carries off the drop, S. eaves ̂ E.
Perhaps merely corr. from A. S. efese, id. sub- 

grunda; Somner. Seren. derives the E. word from 
Isl. auf or oef, ex, or MoesG. aquka9 Sw. ao, fluTi. 
us. This term, however, as Ihre observes, has been 
greatly varied in different Northern languages. In 
Su.G. it is ops9 whence opwedfup stillicidium; Belg. 
oos, whence oosdruyp, kuosdruyp, &c. V. Ihre, vo.
Ops. 
ToETo EASSIN, EISIN,®. a. 1. To desire the male.

In this sense, a cow is said to. be eassenin^ S. t 
2* Metaph. used to express strong desire of any 

kind,
Weel toes me o* you, Business, now ; 
Por ye'il we^t mony a drouthy mou^ 
That's hu>g a eisning gane for you,

Withouten fill, 
Or dribles frae the gude tir&wn cow.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 42*
Here the'allusion td the ruttbg of a bufl is obvious.
This wojfd is also pronounced neeshin, S. B. The

f ormer> I apprehend> is the original mode; as allied to

E A S;
Isl. ̂ ttfltor oxan, vMla appetens (taurum;, 
p. 26O. from vMoesG. fr*hs$-bk &se\ <ifae? a 
A*^i?t^"%^weveEj skBply signifies a maljB.* 
shin might oe derived^ but not so naturaHy ?, from 
Su.G^.^^A:^ msk) ayarus, S^..nipfyh> ^upidus. 
Chaucer uses neshe as- signifying soft; from «A. S. 
hnesG'tan^ to soften,' to assuage. It also occurs in 
Gower, in the story of Iphis and Araxafathen5 as de- 
scf ipti^e of a b^eart susceptible of ardent Jove } . 
\ ,/ ,lte was to ness he) and 3he} to harde.

,1- : ; Copfi'Am., Fol. 83. W; \,
It may deserve to be mentioned, tha^t Ish niosn+a 

signifies,. to smeJJ out^ to inquire after $ Ol/Lejr. 
Run. From the eagerness of an animal ib this state, 
as well as from the acuteness of smell, the word, by 
a slight transition, might be used in that sense whicji 
ij bears in S, , ->

f 'am'eonfirmedj h^wever^ ia the Wea, thit tie pr&i- 
per pronunciation is without the.initial «, by a pas. 
Rage which I hav^ raet with dnce writing this article, 

t u lo the parishes of JCaJder, the country people 
call th& pl«ht [Morw* ̂ fa&jljittfore albo~] Eastning 
wort, which they aftrm mafoe^eowes cope ta bulf* 
mg> w^ th^y^t ̂ f,^ a^io^st theif meat." P«n- 
necuik's Tweeddale, p. 15. .-: ^;

A similar, name is giye» by the Dalekarlians, in 
Sw^jden, tp the, Butterfly Orchis. /:It is called yxne- 
grafis* Th^ rejas^i|j|f : $he4efigpatio^ appears from 
what is added by Linn. Tauri, tardi provocantur in 
Teneirem hujus radicibufaDalis. Flor. Suec. No. 793.

Lightfoot says; u The roots of this and most of 
the, other «pecies of orchis, are esteemed to be 
aphrodisiacal;" p. 515.
EARN,*. The^Eagle. V. EJRK. , 
E ARTHf ̂  A ploughing of laad, tfce .act pfear,-

ing, S. B. J
<; Next year it is sown with barley, or Chester' 

bear, after three earths, or furrows." P. Eccles. 
greig, Kincard. Statist. Ace. xi. 109.

Thi§ exactly, corresponds to Sw. ard, aratio, from 
aer-ia, tp ear; whence also aerder, a plough. V. 
Seren. vo. Ear. This suggests what is perhaps the 
most simple etymon of Earth. V. Eaj>. 
EASTIE-WASTIE, s. An imstable person/

one on .whose word there can be no dependance,
Ang.
Q. one who veers about tike the wind, or who goes 

first east) and then west.
EASTLAND, adj. Belonging to the east coun 

try : from east and land.
" Whiles——oar bread would be too long a- 

coining, which made some of the east-lvnd soldiers 
half-mutiny." Baillie's Lett. i. 176.. 
EASTLIN, adj. Easterly, S.

^ This shields the other frae the eastlin blast. 
Ramsatfs Poems, iu 94.

A. S^ e&st-lacng) oriente tenus.
EASTLIHS, adv. Eastward, S, 

-——To the gait she girt; 
Ay hading east tins ̂  a» die ground did fa/

v Ross's Helenore, p. 58^ , 
EASTILT, a&>. Eastward^ towards the Eastj. 

to which westKi corresponds: pronounced eas~ 
ti Loth.
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A; S. eastedaele^ west-duek, pars Tel plagaorien- 

tafis,—occidental!*. Hig cumath /ram 'evstldaete 
and west-daele, J>uk. xiii. -29. - They shall come 
from the east, and from the west.
EAT, s. TKe act of eating. Thus it is said that

a thing is gude to the eat, when it is grateful to
the taste, S. B.
A. S. aet, Teut. aet^ o/5 food, edulium. 

EATIN BERRIES, Jumper terries, S-B. This
is the common pronunciation. But Ross writes
ETNAGH, q. v. 

EATIR, s. V.ATIR. 
EAVER. V. AVER, ARAGE. 
EBB, adj. Shallow, not deep, S.

" O how ebb a soul have I to take in Christ's 
love!" Rutherford's Lett. Ep. g.

From the same origin with the E. v. and s. 
EBBNESS, /. Shallowness.

u Their—ebbness would never take up his depth.'* 
Rutherford's Lett. P. I. ep. 137. 
ECCLEGRASS, IJutterwart or sheeprot, Pin-

guicula vulgaris, Linn. Orkney.
<c P. vulgaris, or common butterwoart—in Ork 

ney is known by the name of Ecdegrass." NeilPs 
Tour, p. 191.

Allied perhaps to Isl. ecke, ecki^ angor, aegritu- 
do; as being generally, although as would seem, un 
justly, supposed to produce the rot in sheep. 
ECHER, ICKER, s. An ear of corn $ S. pi. tcfaris. 

—How feil echeris of corn thick growing 
Wyth the new sonnys hete birssillit dois hyng 
On Hermy feildis in the someris tyde,

Doug. Vergil, 234. 24.
A. S. aecer, aecera, aechir, Germ, cthr, Su.G, 

aaker, MoesG. akran, id. Hence aikert, yaikert, 
having ears, weel-yaikert-corn) having full ears, 
Tweedd. 
ECHT, s. Ought; used adv. Ecbt fang, con-

siderably long. <
It is thus printed Barbour, vii. 252. Pink, edit 

But in MS. it is;
Bot I think to se, or ocht lang, 
Him lord and king our all the land.

Thus it is still used, S. Will ye be ocht long, will 
ye be tedious, or delay for any length of time? 
A. S. aht, aiiqiiid. ^ 
EDROPPIT, part. pa. Under the infuence of

the dropsy. - :
<c His wambe throw immoderat voracite was swolin 

as he had oene edroppit." Bellend. Cron.v B. 5x. c. 21. 
Instar hydropic* kiflatus; Boeth. I need scarcely 
say, that this points out the origin. 
EE, s. Eye. V. E. , 
EE of the day, noon, mid-day, S. B.

This is a beautiful metaphor, the allusion being 
evidently to the «ye as the brightest part of the body. 
EE-LIST, EYE-LIST, ETE-LAST, s. i. A flaw, a

deformity, an eyesore.
" You shall not doe amisse to set before your 

owne eyes for your present use the following Arti 
cles of the Lords Supper, as straight rules to rectify 
the uncomely eye-lasts required to be introduced up. 
on the sound work of this sacrament.'' Epistle of a

E E G
Christian Brother, 1624. p. 12. See also Bruce's 
Eleven Serm. B. fol. 7. Omission, Eng. edit

1 have outsight, and insight and credit,
And from ony eelist I'm free.

Song) Ross's Helenore, p. 147.
2. An offence.

44 It is known that these two lived after from 
thenceforth in good friendship, as prince and subject 
without suspicion, grudge or eye-list on either par* 
tie." Huroe's Hist. Doug. p. 87.

" —To this hour not the least difference, the 
smallest eyelist betwixt any of us, either state or 
church commissioners, in any thing, either private 
or publick." Baillie's Lett. i. 450.
3. " A break in a page, the beginning of a para,.

graph, or rather of a section or chapter," Sibb. S.
This he derives from A. S. laettan, impedire, obs- 

tare. But it is evidently from A. S. eag^ oculus, 
and laest) defectus, " want, defect, a lacking;" 
Somner. Su.G. last^ id. used both in a physical and 
moral sense; last-a, to blame, to charge with a fault.
EE-STICK, ' EISTACK, s. Something rare, sin 

gular, or surprising i that which arrests the eye, 
q. causes it \Q stick or adhere, S. 

Ah ! willawins for Scotland now, 
Whan she maim stap ilk birky's maw 
Wir eistacksj grown as 'tware in pet 
In foreign,)and,' or green-house het.

Fergusson's Poems^ u. 79. 
Or shall we suppose that the last syllable, is radi 

cally the same with Isl. stygd an offence ?
EE-S^TEET, EYE-SWEET, adj. Acceptable.

" It is easy to put religion to a market and pub- ' 
ilcfair; but .alas 1 it is not so soon made eye-sweet 
for Christ." Rutherford's Lett. P. i. ep. 178. 
EE^WINKERS, s. The eye-lashes. To wet

one's winkers, &. to weep, from E. wink. 
EEN, ENE, eyes; pi. of E. eey S.

His glottonyt and frrdauerit ene tua 
He closit has, and sound gart slepe also.

Doug. Virgil, 157. 8. 
K. James I. writes eyen.

——Thy brestis wete 
Were witir the teres of thyne eyen cFere.

Ktof* Quoir, ii. 36. '
« Thannehe touchidfi her^^n." Wiclif, Mat. ix. V. E. " 

EEBREK crap) the third crop'after lea);, as the
second is called the aw at, S. B. , , . •< 

EEGHIE NOR OGHIE. / can lear neither eeghie 
nor og&ie9 neither one thing nor another, An£.;, 
neither otbt nor what, synon.

^Tis time, and just the time for you to draw : 
For now the lad» are sleeping horn hard, 
The door upon the dogs securely Ijarr'd, 
Ichie nor ochie BO.W ye winna hear. 
The best time in the warld for you to steer.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 53.
This perhaps literally is, " neither no aor.aye.," 

For eeghie is certainly the Goth, igh, or eigki^ not. 
The change of the vowel in oghie may correspond to 
the alteration, either in vowels or consonants, which 
is so common in our language, as mi'sh-mash, dish»
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i &c. A»d if it must be viewed as 0f ike 

meaning with eeghie, what Ihrc observes coftc€rai*g 
ei, igh and eight) is still more applicable. The Su.G. 
negative, he says, is merely Gr. w%h non. It may 
be observed, however, that Su.G. och, et, is often 
used in 4he sense of etiam, as expressing a cheerful 
affirmation ; MoesG. auk, bene. V. Och, 3. Ihre. 
EEKFQW, adj. Equal ; also; just, Ang.

This can scarcely be viewed as a eofr. of the E* 
word. It seems to hare more affinity to Su.*G. ekt* 
a, Gem. Belg. ticbt, Justus, similfo. • ';. , 
^EEKSIE-PEEKSIE», adj. Equal, applied *o 

things compared to each other* when viewed as 
perfectly alike ; Ang. V* feeding word.

E£L. A nine-eid eel^ a lamprey, S.
This exactly corresponds to Su.G. nefonoOgon, 

and! Genttt. neun&uge, murena; i. e. haying ninfe tyes, 
from the vulgar opinion concerning this animal. 
EEL-BACfeit, adj. A term applied to a horse of

a light colour, that has a black line on his back
from the mane to/ the tail, S.
Su.G. aal has a similar sense. Stria rrigfa, qua6 

doYSum quoruncfam equorum a juba ad caudam tran 
sit : ratio denomination» sui&itur a simHitudirie Jlu- 
jus piscis; Ihrc, TO. Actl. 
EELPouf,j. Thevi^ipar 
EERIE, adj. Timorous. V. 
EFFECTUOUS, adj. Affedtidhafe.

Gif ony thocht remordis your myndis alsua
Of the effectuous piete maternale,
Lous hede bandis, schaik doiin your tafiS at.

* qfoir that lit 
Quiulk he» efeakit thee to 
Of bis pepill to fee

L. ft. affecttidstuv, id. V.
1*6 £f FEIR, v.n. i. To Djfcedrftd, to nt. 

lie cheist a flarie as did ejffeir Kirn. 
CAr. fer^, st. 8. Ed. 

Swa'all his fulsonte form thereto effltir*, 
The which for nrtfi I trill m>t ife ̂ dnf Cars.

Polnart, tVateoWs CM. iff. 44. 
2. To Be prbportiowal to. V. NAimti..

But it is generally used impers. V. AFFERIS. 
EFFEIR, s. 1. What is Becoining onte^ rtok 

or station.
Quhy sould thay not have honest \feicfis, 
To thair estait doand effeir ?

. Mwtland Poems, p. 
2. A property, quality.

ttfoir cahit *cno.«tf tcfthi* that g^t^ oA ffei 
Discryving all t!iair fassionffs and effefts.

Dtftilwr, Btinbatyfo PobrfiSj p. 5. st. 
, Th1rft hdwever^ ffiay signify a^ppwtran^e. V. 
To EFFERE, EFFEIR, v. *. *; 1W fcjar, ta be 

afraid &f .
Urifflfelrcifull «emberis of the Antichrist, 
Extoll^nd your humane traditiouir, 
Contratr the itistructroun of Christ 3 
Effieir y* rio5* diuirie puniti^rrn ?

's Warkis, 1592. p. 74.

Na wound n6r wappiri mf cht hyifc anys efftire.
Doiig. rfrgtt, 387. 20.

A. ST. afaer-an, feri^ere. T.
EFFETR, v. n. To feah

EFFRAY, EPFRAYNG, s. Fear^ ternjr ^ 
The King— -saw thaim -all commoitnaly 
Off sic contenance, and sa hardy, , v 
For owt effray or abaysing,

Sik folk, for owtyn abaysytrgj 
Thay war stonay t for J

Fr. effray-ir, to
EwftAtffLf^^. tJlidtef t*r6 iifflWh* «f &ar.

Quhen Scottis meri h^d ftete fh^itii '
Ej/frfyttfy fte afl tlralf^,
Jn gret hy apon thate idto4 iftM ; L
A%d stew Md ;t%k ^ ^t par^;
The laiff fled 'fiA\W*ytoiy.

Jft^^fj fivit. 
EFREST.

-^firatt bl^rd'is, afftd b^ikife ̂ oni^td ^ith ban.

Clede our with clene claithis, * S i > r . 
fillttafl rfffcbi* : ' c . > * <; » { /

That ^ s^ schoW. 
By tfrm^ as ifi MB, ? 

ly meant, as Mr PMk. «*p*. tte 
th6 sense rfe^nlf^ that it ^Ouid ^itftif^ 
excellent; u ^D ^fi^t M^eHtrf && C^u 
It «tetos IM^elf to be Merely Isl. e/re, yfre, superior, 
ip&M in tte superlative*. ThfiS In Isl. t6 */>&•/ G. 
Attdi1 . p. 5(5. 137. fitt the

most

tis^imus; Ihre, vo. l^pfl, elerare. 
ESTi&fo. After.

Schyr Amar said, Trewis it wopdis tkk^ 
. ^uhfll pj^lor hym prirwfeiwinb ^emay «ale. i

^o//ac6, iii. 2fT&. MS. 
In Perth edit. i$r*<taeaitsly sef*X

For lieuir s^nk with end ia/«r I Irir e^ 
: Nor neoer abak, fr» sche was Mst or reft.

Dott^. F»f^ 63. 215.
Tho put him forth a pylour befofe Pitete and said; 
Tiiis Je^ns apon Je^es tentpl^ iaped ft d^spbed 
To fordo it on one day, and in thre d»y«s aft^r 
Edtfte it e/V new ; here fee ^tandefe that saide it.

P, PtotighmH*) FoK 97. a. b. 
A. S. <fcg% ef/, prfcst* Q» Sat. 

EFT CASTEL, Erri- Stmfi^ W tte6 M»rti dt 
part of the ship/' RudcL-

And to the gdddis maid (hi*; trilonti^ 
S^taUd hi tbe hie eft castell of the schip.

D<Mg. Vi^%, gd. 7. 
Furth 6f his eftteUp atie beltiif £Kf i he^ stent.

/Wrf^ $5. 47.
E. cr&of^ is used in the same sense. V. EFT. 

EFTES, EFfrfR; frep. After.
cc With qtihat ordOur foHowis the sakt coiirmand 

thfe fift?" Abp. Hariiittottii's Catechisme,
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thai

, Divers. Pu#l. i> 444.. 
Jtis gjjosecL fcy tfcs

Of

the sacrament of Penance." 
Ibid. F01. 11 9, a.

A- S. e$$¥, flosfc. 
compar. of aft, A. S. 
tjiis I cajn, soe;iM> 
logy of the cognate 
e/fcr, anc. (fftr, I si. 
after, all r having the 
e/Vre, when used as, 
only in orthography from the p«ep; 

posteaj ,'
A /«&.. Qhiftrpily -% q., having, the same 

, S.
"u^ w,ejfi I wat^ my tet sal wonj l^e, 

Syne q$fr- «^f nay toung is. a#d ray pea, 
QtthUk ipajr suftce a*, fo* uu* ¥u)gav m#$,

452. 30.

Alem. 
Ewn Isl. 

pgstgrior,, differs 
post ;

the
pqpl^ :

Prol. Fol. 1, b.
A3. S^^G. q^f^r has, the, s&me. 

aefter, haen i^, oflea co^tx^ frcu» hqpdm<) hjence. 
Thus haedan efter si^tifi^s dehiac^ pastftac. Xh the 
same manner, Belg. oorheen^ before* is formed : 
A. S. heona corre^onds tp^Su.0» hazdmif fawb
EFXJER. H$%D^PI:<&. After-

"'Efffc hend all this, thai, tuwiU thaiae to the 
brel^aris of tbe lnw, & sptak to thame mair, s char ply- 
say ing : Cursit a»d wariit sail thow be ia the citia 
& cursit in ihje feUd:" Abpf Ilamiltaim's Gate. 
chjsme^, Fol, 8, a*

u Tbe Aposrtil sanct Paule reh^rsand tie dekli» of 
the flesche, reckins manslauchter amaag thanxe, say. 
and eftir hend thame. all, Qjuha sa dois thauie & sic. 
lik, sail iwcht get1 the kingdame of Gad." Ibid. 
Fol. 50, b. 
E^XREMESS, s. A desert.

Thai seruyt thaim on aa gret wane, 
With sckerand swerdys, and with 
That weile ner all left the lyvys. 
Thai had a felloun eftremess ; 
That sowr chargis to chargand wes,

Harbour, x^vi. 457. 
Inter mais, ed. 16^0.
A. S. aefter and mess, a meal. To this Sw. efter- 

• nmate corresponds, also signifying a desert. 
EFTSYIS, adv. Oftimes. This is mentioned 

by Rudd. But I have not -marked, any place 
in Doug. Virgil.

As A. S. eft signifies iterum, rursus, it has beenr 
viewed as the origin of E. oft, S. aff. SfyiS is the 
pi. from A. S. si the, vice. 
EGG-BED , s. The ovarium of a fowl, S.

Sw. Dan. egg-stock. 
EGGLAR, s. A hawker, wha collects egg*

through the country for sale, S* A, 
EY, a term used in the formation of the names 

of many places ; signifying an island* It is^ 
sometimes written ay, a, or ie. 

This is not only the term» of ̂ the general, but 0$

; «f tie pectti&r names ef the islands of Otlra-

tained also in the names of many of the Weateeo, , 
Isles, as Tyr«$Q+ hl»fy Jur~a, H^rorl-cahnkiHy &c. 
It occyps ajsfl iot tb» Frith pf Forth ; M*cker-y% 
SibbaJd'SrFifJe,. p. °JJ» .fYc£r-#, ib. p* 105.

Isl. ey, insula, Su.G. oe. It properly denotes a 
larger island, wbile holp is restricted to a small one, 
such as that surrounded by a river. V. Holme. 
Germ, ey, A. S. eage, ig^ Fris, o^, Ir. oghe. The i 
rootie supposed.to Be Heb. >K, ee, id.
EIDENT, <s^V Busy, dilijrenk V* ITHAWD. 
EIDER DOUN, proper! j the dxjwa of the eider

duck, or anas molissima^ Lannv
44 This- useful species is found in die Western- Isles 

of Scotland,—-and ont the Farn isles ; but in greater 
numbers in Norway, Iceland and Greenland •+ fram 

"whence a- yast quantify ef th« dbAvn^ known, by the 
name of Eider ®r edder, which these birds furnish, 
is annually imported; tts remarkaMy light, ell»»tic 
and warm qualities, make it higfety estteeii^d as a 
stoning for coveplets, by sitch whom age ov infirmities 
rendev «»abl« to support the weight of common 
blankets. The down is produced from the breast 
of the bird rathe breeding season." PeiuButt's Brit. 
Zool. p. &8£.

Sw. eider, alsft aadar ana» Tnolissima ;^ eitkrdun, 
the down of1 the-eider, 
EYE-LIST, /. A flaw- V. EE-LKT. 
EYEN, />/. Eyes. V. EE*. 
EIFFESTV o^'. used ad®* Especially.

" Heirfore we belief it to be worthie, godlie and 
nieritable to mak just witoessing t& tlie weritie^ that 
the weritie be not hide nor smutit down-,, that veritie 
eiffest throw laik of the quhilk prejudice ma be 
ganerit contrair ane.ioa&eent." Diploma, Barry's 
Orkney, A^p» p. 4@5i, Presertim, Grig. Deed.

Isl. efot^r supremus. 
EIK, pron. Each; Baag.

A. S. elc. Teut, elek, id, 
EIK, EKE, j. An addition^ S.

u Likely fram them a great eke will be put to 
Traquair's process, which befove was long 
ous enough." Baillie's Lett i. 323.

A. S. eac-an^.ec-an, MoesG, auk-an, S?uU 
Belg. oeck~en, addere. ?%l '

The v. and con/, are both used in E. 
EIK, j. The lineament used for greasing sheep,

Sk A.
A. vS. eaca\ additametttem, from eac-an siddete ; q. 

something added to the wattaral covering of tfie1 
sheep, an additional defence from the cold '. 
To EILD, ELD, v. n( To wax oldf.

" Thairfore said the moral poete HbratJe; He- 
that eildis in his awhr cuntre-, not foifowing sic 
thingis as bene done afore him*, for laik of experience 
is bot aire barne," Bdlend. Grott. Gomel. P. 249, b.

This-aid hasard 1 caryis ouer tiudis hote
Spretis and figuris in his irne hewrt bote,
All thocht he eildit was, or step in age,
Als fery and als swipper as ane page.

Doug. Virgil*, 173; ,53.
He [ Valeriane] was tane be Sapore kynrg- of Pers, 

& Ms army discomfyst, <& eildit in sa
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servitude that Sapore maid ane stule of his bak to 
leip on his hors." Bellend. Cron. B. vi. c. 1« 
Co?isenuit) Boeth. 

A. S, eald-ian, vete rase ere, senescere.
EILD, ELD, s. 1. Any particular period of hu- 

manlife, in relation to the time; of tfirth S. 
Gift' ony deys in this bataille, 
His ayr, but ward, releff, or taile, 
On the fyrst day sail weld ; 
All be he neuir sa young off eld.

Barbour, xii. 322. MS. 
Gyf Jupiter my ying yeris bewent 
Wald me restore, in sic strenthis and eild, 
So as I was quhen first in battell feild 
The armes of the oistis doun I dang!—

Doug. Virgil, 262. 50. 
Used also in O. E.

Sigbert, kyng of Estsex, in elde was he more. 
JR, Brunne, p. 2.

Euin eild) qt the same age, or equal in age. 
Anil gif he war on life quhil now in fere, 
He had bene euin eild with the, and hedy pere.

Ibid. 84. 50.
2. A generation.

Nor Ceculus was not absent, traist me, 
— Quham al eildts reputis and schawis us 
Engefierit was by the God Vulcanus. 

Doug. Virgil, 232. 28. Aetas, Virg. vii. 680,
3. A division of time HI chronology, including 

many generations, an era.
Now have yhe herde on quhatkyn wyis, 
I have contenyt this tretys, 
Fra fyrst fourmyt wes Adam, 
Tyl this tyme nowe of Abraham, 
And bath the eldys has tane ende, 
As in all storys welle is kcode, 
Contenand hale thre thowsand yhere 
Nyne scowre and foure oure passyt clere.

Wyntown, Cron. ii. Pro/. 5. 
In thryde eylde^ wytht-owtyn les, 
•In Spaynyhe the Scottis cumyn wes.

Ibid. ii. 9. 75.
4. Age, the advanced period of life. 

Behaldis this my vyle vnweyldy age, 
Guerset wyth hasert hare and faynt dotage, 
tfythame eild *vode of al treuth and verite 
Be fals drede dissauis sa, quod sche.

Doug. Virgil. 222. 55.
Rudd. derives this word from old; Sibb. with 

more propriety from A. S. eald^ sonex, vetus. But 
itis more immediately allied toyld^yldo, used in most 
of the senses mentioned above ; u Aetas, Cnitlic-u 

,yldo, puerilis aetas, Gutht. Vit. AevimisaecalHio^Seo 
f&rme yld tHissere worulde, priinum saeculum hujus 
mundi; Aelfr. Senectus; yido ne derede^ senectus 
non faederet, Caedm..ap.«Lye, u Eild did nadere," S. 
MoesG. «Idy progenies, Isl. alld, al'der^ Sw. aelder, 
aetas. These Seren, derives from ala, gignere ; G. 
Andr. from Heb. ibn, halad^ atwum.

Sibb. observes that this term " is also used in 
the sense of barren ; eild cow, one that ^ield^th no 
inilk," But the words are quite different. V. 
and ELDING. 
EILD, adj. Old.

E I T
/Ane hundreth muydynis had sche young and eiU9 
And als mony of the sun age young swanys. i

Doug. Virgil, 35. 36* 
A. S- ealJ, senex. 

EILDIT, part. fa. Advanced in years, aged.
V. EILD, .v.

EILDINS, YEALINGS, s. pL Equals in age; oftea 
pron. vittinS) afeoyeildms, £}. 

For yon, a species by yoursell,
Near eeldtns with the sun your god, 

Nae ferly 'tis to hear you tell, 
Ye're tired, and inclin'd to nod.

The.Phoenixp Ramsay, ii. 493» 
Yealings resembles A. S. ge-eald-ah to grow old. 

O yej my dear-remembered, ancient yealingS) 
Were ye but here to share my wounded feelings! 
Yfi worthy Proveses, an' mony a Baillie, 
Wha in the paths o' righteousness did toil ay.

Burns9 iii» 57.
This, I suspect, is merely the classical phrase euin. 

eild inverted, q. eild-euin. V. EILD, sense 1. A. S. 
efen-eald, coaevus, efn-cald, Gl. Aelfr. from eald 
and effen^ equalis. Isl. jaffnaldre, coaetaneus,^/- 
naldrar, aetate pares.
To EYNDILL, v. n. To suspectt to be jealpus of. 

My wyf sumtyme wald talis trow, 
And mony leisings weill allow, 
War of me tauld: 
Scho will not eyndill on me now $ 
Aud I sa aid. Maitl&nd Poems, p. 319.

Eyndling) according to Sibb., is perhaps q. fa. 
telling^ nearly akin to inkling. I have observed 
no term that seems to have any affinity, save A. S. 
and-tan, Alem. ant-on, Germ, and-en, zelare; A.S. 
an dig) envious. Isl. indaela signifies, delectamen ; 
indael) volupis, volupe, G. Andr. p. 13$. V. next 
word, and ELDURING. 
EYNDLING, EYNDLAND, part. pr. Jealous»

As for his wife, I wald ye sould forbid her
Hir eyndling toits; I true ther be nae danger.

Semple, Evergreenj i. 76« st. 12,
<c Thir ar Goddls wordis ; Ego sum dominus deus 

tuus, foTtis, zelotes,—I am the Lord thi God, stark 
and iolious or tyndlandS* Abp. Hamiltoun's Ca- 
techisme, 1551, Fol. 27, a. V. the v. 
EIR, s. Fear, dread,. Ang. Hencef eiry. V. ERY. 
E1RACK, s. A hen-pullet, S. Howtowdie^ synon. 
" Eirack, a chicken." Statist. Ace. xv. 8. N.
The writer of this account refers to Gael, eirag. 

This indeed signifies a chicken; a pullet, a young 
hen ; Shaw. But notwithstanding the Coincidence, I 
have a strong suspicion, that our term is properly 
yearock) q. of the first year. Germ, jahrig, one 
year old. 
EYRE FALCONS, Houlate, ii. 1. Leg. Gyre

falcons, as in MS. 
EITHER, adv. Or.

" By no meanes would we admit them either 
judges'hi his carase, either auditors of the same." 
Knox's Appell. p. 432.

This word is still occasionally used in both senses, 
Ang. IsL eda, edr, a«t,x *eu, sive ; Alem. at he, 
autf vej ; Schilter. These have moje the appear, 
ance of pHmitire« than A. S. aegther. WA-THIR.
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thaim within defend tlwumrswa, • 
Ai|d saw it wes not eythte ta 
The -twin, qutell <»k <tefeo* W«B ratad.

xyii. 454, MS.

— This displesure suld haue bene eith to bere. 
Dovg. Vfrgn, 114. 32. 

To tell, as I thame wryttyn^fand, 
Thai ar noucht eth til,wnidyrstaad.

, ; Wynton*? ̂ iH. -4. ^4, 
Eth, id. R. Bnmne, p. 194. 

Wild the! bicom Cristen, fulle eth I were to
xlrawe,

Bot I dar uot for tham aUe oue ta, leue our lawe.
A, Bor. ,A.S. eo/A, facilis; IsL aud, Su.G.

ody oec(, Alem. ocf, Mod. Sax. ocdey id. This,
according to Xunius, m^y be derived from Gr.'*0o?»
mds. /Ihre supposes that the root Js obsolete. It
may perhaps be deduced from Su.G. ed-a, cupere,
placere : or Isl. ae, pret. aude, pausare, quiescere.
It properly signifies, to rest with- cattle, to give
them time to breatlre. V. G. Andr. p. 5.

Eith is also used adverbially.
—— Sic troubles i&h were born ;
What's bogles^ wedders^ of what Mausy's

scorn ? Kcmyfl^'y Poetris, Si. 4. 
"•Eiih leaTHecl, soon ibi^otten ;" Ra;m$ay's S. 

Prov. p* 24.
A.«S. eathelic is n«ed a» an adj. in the $ame sense 

with eath ; whence this might be originally formed.
,,, >. (

For ethar is, quha list syt daun and mote, 
Ane vther sayaris faltis to spye and pate, 
Than but offence or fait thame self to write. 

Doug. Virgil^ 485. 41. 
EITHLY, adv. Easily, S,
JEIYTTYN, ETTYN, ETIN, s. .A giant.

a Sum Yar storeis, and some iKar flet tayjis. Thir 
Tar the namis of :tbem as eftjr foUouis. — The taiyl 
pf the reyde e#%ft vitht the thre Jbe^." Qs>m$l.
S.p.as.

The propheceis of .Ryjnour, Beid, and MaHteg, 
A.nd of mony vther plesand iimtory^ ^ 
Of Held Etin and the Gyre Garling ;

Comfortand thee, quhen that I saw the fiory. 
Lyndsqifs W&rkiS) 1592. p. $£5. 

Dr Leyden thinks that the term may be from 
A. S. etan, to eat, adding; u hence an anthrvpo- 
phagus. The Berserkers of ;tjie North were accus. 
tomed, in the paroxysms of tfcejir ftiry, to devour 
human flesh, and drink human blood } and hence 
probably the romances of giants and etens^ that 
devoured quick men." GJ. p, 332.

But I need scarcely observe, that wien nouns are 
formed from rerb% tie . JiUfoitiw. termination is 
thrown away; Besides, although in A. S. there is 
an accidental coincidence i» reepeet of orthography, 
between the v.' ej-pfo Ma^d the . srtsttntite eten, 
gigas, it is otherwise in the SciMi^navian dialects. 
In Isl. it isjautunijotm, Su.G^jlrfl^ >tf«/ where. 
as Isl. et*a> and Su.G. /^o, si^eufytoeat. Ac 
cordingly, It has noj: ocq^rre4 to any of the Nor.

, <E Y 'T
i&era etymologists, that there i§ the le*if 
.between the terms* It must b eacfcnowl edged, Iwr-
-ever, that in Su.Gr. the letter i is some&mes pre 
fixed to words beginning with a vowel, wherelt taft 
no particular meaning. Thus jacta is sometimes 
put* for 0£/a, to eat. In other instances, it is used 
intensively, as ge occasionally occurs in A. S.

Although the etymon above referred to is -vliPJr 
doubtful, I have met with noae that is not Hable to 
exception: G. Andr. andSpegel. 
Heb. sn», aethan, strong, powerful; and- 
Jteim, from Or. «vr»«$, great.

Nor can it reasonably be supposed, that a tlie 
romances of giants and etens, that devoured qtijck 
w*en," originated from the accounts given of the- 
BtrserkerS) (or more properly, the Berserker / for 
this in Isl. is the pi. ©f Berserk-r, or Bvr$erk-ur. 
V. Ol. Lex.* Rank.) in Lat. denominated Ber- 
serki. As< far as I can observe, they are mentioned 
iby Isl. writers only, and as peculiar to their coun 
try. Their writings were by no means sufficiently 
known, and at any rate were of too late a date, to have 
given rise to the romances mentioned. Nor does it 
appear, that the Berserker devoured human flesh. 
It is said, indeed, that some ef them at first took 
a draught of human blood, in order to procure that 
extraordinary «trenglh by which they were after- 
Awards distinguished ; -atid that others, under the 
same idea, dnmk ef the blood of a wild bettst which 
they had slain j and eat part of its heart.

The character' of these extraordinary men- having, 
been necessarily introduced, it may not be unac 
ceptable to the reader to have some further account 
of them. Astheir* strength was remarkable, they
*¥ere actuated by such fury as to pay no regard to^ 
any thing that was in their way* They rushed, it 
is said, through the-flames, and tore up trees by the 
roots. They provoked thenobfe arid the rich to 
iingle combatj that they might make a prey of the}* 
wives, daughters, and possessions : and thfey wefe 
generally successful.

Their strength and fury are, by NorAern writ 
ers, ascribed to very different causes. In some in 
stances, they have besn attributed to witchcraft - 
in other», to a sort of diabolical possession or im 
pulse ; and in many cases, they haveibeon viewed 
.as merely the effect of a vitious temperament of 
body. Soi»eof the Berserker were, in their gene 
ral conduct,-wise and peaceable men ^ hut occa 
sionally seized by this unaccountable fury. It was 
preceded by an extreme coldness and rigour,.by 
gnashing of the teeth, and bodily agitation. After 
the attacks, they felt an excessive weakness and 
langour. The accounts given of these symptoms 
plainly indicate a nervous affection, in some respects 
very similar to that called St Vitus*s. Dance , in 
August the looping ague : with this difference, in.- 
deed, that the patients in the latter, notwithstand-, 
ing-their -extraordinary exertions, discover no*incli~ 
nation to hurt others ; although when seized with the 
fit, if disposed to run, they overturn every object 
that is in their way. V. Annot. de Berserk, ad 
calc. Kristaisag. Ol. Lex. Runic. yoi'iBerserkur» 
Ba.rtholin. Ant. Dan. p. 345. and Hervarar S. pass.. 

y hawe-rer, fliatths Nor- 
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tnern writers in general,, and even the most learned 
among them, consider this affection as preternatural. 
Sturleson traces this fury back to the times of heath*, 
«nism. u Odin," he says, u was believed to hare 
tuch power in battle, that he struck his enemies 
blind, and deaf, and stupid, so that their arms were 
blunted like so many staves. But his soldiers rush* 
ed forward without being covered with mail, and 
raged like dogs or wolves, gdawing their shields» 
Strong as bears or bulls, they mowed down their 
foes: but neither fire nor steel could injure them. 
This quality is called the Berserkic fury." Heimsk. 
Ynglinga S. c. b. " They appear," says Verel. 
14 as demoniacs under the impulse of the devil. 
The strength of ten other men seems scarcely^equal 
to theirs. When the evil spirit departs from them, 
they lie weak and exhausted." Not. in Gothr. & 
Rolf. S. c. 27. ap. Bartholin. ubi sup.

Some derive this word from Isl. ber, bare, and 
serk-r, a shirt, metaph. used for a coat of mail; 
because they generally fought without armour, as 
it was believed that, by the force of enchantment, 
they were secure from wounds. Others, from berse 
a wolf, and yrk-ia to exercise; because they were 
not .afraid of wolves, when they met them. Others 
Again, from ber-ias to fight, and ^r/v-zet mentioned 
above; as they were prone to fighting. V. Ber 
serk, Ihre. One thing which strikes against all 
these derivations is, that Bergrisi, jsaxicola, a term 
entirely synon., has its first syllable from Isl. berg, 
a rock or mountain; Ol. Lex. Rise, gigas, Cy 
clops, G. Andr. p. 199. Shall we suppose, that, 
according to this analogy, berserker is q. berg-ser* 
kiar, from berg mons, and serk-iar, Saraceni, as 
probably denominated from their impetuosity and 
ferocity, in which they might be supposed to re. 
semble the Saracens, who in a short time overrun 
so many countries ? Saerkland is the name given by 
Scandinavian writers, not only to Arabia, but to 
Africa in general. V. Heimskr. ii. 6<X 236. 
EIZEL, AIZLE, ISIL, ISEL, s. I. A hot ember, S.

She fuff'd her pipe wi* sic a lunt, 
In wrath she was sae vap'rin,

She notic'd na, an aizle brunt
Her braw new worset apron. Burns, iii. 131.

2. A bit of wood reduced to the state of char, 
coal, S. In this sense the phrase^ fount to an 
eizel, is used as to any body that leaves a re 
siduum possessing some degree of solidity.

3. Metaph. for the ruins of a country desolated 
by war.

Had not bene better thame in thare natyue hald 
Haue sittin sty 11 amang the assis cald, 
Arid lattir isillis of thare kynd cuntre. 

Doug+ Virgil^ 314. 41. Extremes ciueres, Virg. 
A S. yslc, faviUae; " embers, hot ashes. Lane, 

hodieque isles ̂  Somuer, Isl. eysa, car bones can. 
den tea sub cinere. G. Andr. refers to Heb. U?M, 
aesh, ignis, p. 60. Goth. isletta, calx.
ELBOCK, EXBUCK, s. Elbow, S. Rudd. 

Hab fidg'd and leugh, his elbuck clew, 
Baith fear'd and fond a sp'rit to view.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 529. 
" She brake her elbuck at the kirk door ;

ELD
say's S. Pro?, fa 61.;." spoken of a thrifty maiden, 
when she becomes a lazy wife*" Kelly, p. 293.

A. S. elboga, Belg. elle.bofge, Is|. alboge, A. 
lem. elnboga, ellenboge, id. from A. S. eln, Alem. 
el, elin, Belg. elk, Moes.G. aUeipa, L&t..ulna, a 
word originally used to denote the arm, and bege, 
curvatura, from A. S. bug-an. Teat, bogh+en, to 
bow. 
ELBOW-GREASE, s. i. Hard work with the arms,

S,, a low word. 
2. Brotvn rappee, Ang.
ELD ARIS, ELDRYS, t. pi. Ancestors,yor5^ar^ 

synon. Barbour, iii. 223. Wyntown, Prol. 
iii.. 12* Doug. Virgil, 91. 49. 
But examples are uanecessary, elders being still 

used in the same sense in £.; A. S. aldor, senior, 
pater familias ; Su.G. aeldre senior; from old, old. 
ELDER, s. Among Presbyterians, one who is 

elected and ordained to the exercise of "jgovern* 
meat in ecclesiastical courts,, without having 
authority to teach ; hence, for the sake of dis 
tinction, often called a ruling elder, S. 

" The Elders^ being elected, must be admonished 
of their office, which is to assist the Ministers in all 
publicke affaires of the Kirk ; to wit, in determining 
and judging causes, in giving admonition to the li. 
centious liver, in having respect to the manners and 
conversation of all men within their charge." First 
Bulk of Discipline, c. 10, § 4.

For some time alter the Reformation in S., it was
required that Elders and Deacons should " be made
every yeare once,—lest of long continuance of such
officers, men presume upon the liberty of the Kirk."
Ibid. § 3. Now both are chosen pro vita aut culpa.
ELDERSCHIP, s. I. A term ancieatly applied

to that ecclesiastical court which is now called
a Presbytery.
" When we speik of the Elders of the particular 

congregations, we mein not that every particular 
Parish Kirk can, or may have their awin particular 
Elderships, especially to Landwart, bot we think 
thrie or four, mae or fewar particular Kirks, may 
have ane common Elderschip to them all, to judge 
thair ecclesiastical causes.——

" The power of thir particular Elderschips, is 
to use diligent labours in the boundis committit to 
thair charge, that the kirks be kepit tn gude order. 
—It pertaines to the Elderschip to take heid, that 
the word of God be purely preichit within their 
bounds, the sacraments rightly ministrat, &c." Se 
cond Buik of Discipline, c. vir. s. 10—12.

No intermediate «ourt, between this Elderschip 
and what is now called a Provincial Synod, is men. 
tioned as either existing or necessary.

" Assemblies ar of four sortis. For aither ar 
they of particular Kirks and Congregations ane or 
ma, or of a PnMace, or of ane hail Nation," &c. 
Ibid. s. 2.

It occurs as synon. with Presbytery, Acts Ja. 
VI. 1592. c. 14.; although there we find the phrase 
particular Session* used "distinctively. * 
2. It is now used only with respect to the Kirk- 

session of a particular congregation, S. 
" We gave in, long ago, a paper to the great



ELD
committee, wherein we asserted a congregational el 
der ship^ for govejaung the private affairs of the 
congregation, from the 18th of Matthew. Mr Da 
vid Calderwood, in his letter to us, has censured us 
grievously for so doing ; shewing us, that pur books 
of discipline admit of no presbytery or elders chip 
but one." Baillie's Lett. ii. 16.

A. S. ealdor-sctpet principatus, u principality, 
seniority,—superiority whether in age or place;" 
Somner.
'ELDFADER, s. 1» Grandfather*

The King hys douchtre, that was far, 
And wes als aperand ayr, 
With Waltre Stewart gan he wed. 
And thai wele sone gat of thair bed 
A knaw child, throw our Lordis grace, 
That eftre hys gud eldfadyr wes 
Callyt Robert; and syne wes King,

Barbour, xiii. 694. MS. 
Oure Kyng of Scotland, Dawy be name, 
Wes eld-fadyre til oure kyng Willame.

Wyntown, vii. 8. 230^ 
2. Father in law.

Cesar the eldfader————
Hys maich Pompey sail stracht agane him went,
With rayit oistis of the oryent.

Doug. Virgil, 195. 26. Socer, Virg. 
A.S. eald-fader., avus.

ELDIN, ELDING, s. Fuel of any kind; but, 
more generally applied to peats, turfs, &c. S. 
A. Bor. Lincoln.
Cauld Winter's bleakest blasts we'll eithly cowr, 
Our eldin's driven, an' our har'st is owr.

Fergussotfs Poems^ ii. 6.
u The day-light, during the winter, is spettt by 

many of the women and children in gathering eld- 
in g^ as they call it, that is, sticks, furze, or broom, 
for fuel, and the-evening in warming their shivering 
limbs before the scanty fire which this produces." 
P» Kirkinner, Wig tons. Statis. Ace» iv. 147.

A. S. deled, Su.G. e/d, Isl, e/df-r, fire. Sibb. 
renders the Sw. word not only ignis, but pabulum 
ignis. I have met with no authority for this» In 
Isl. subterraneous fire is called jardelldr^ from jard 
earth, and elldr. Tha kvam madr laupandi^ oc 
sagdi at jardelldr var uppkvamin i Olfusi; Then 
came a man panting for breath, and said that sub* 
terraneous fire was bursting forth in Olfus. Krist- 
nisaga, p. 88.

The ancient Persians called fire ala ; whence most 
probably Goth, td-a* A. S. oel-an* Isl. elld-a* to 
kindle. 
ELDING, s. Age,

For so said wourthy Salomon*, 
Elding is end of erthlie glie. 
Weleum eild, for youth is gone I

Maitland Poems, p. 193.
A.S. ealdunge senectus, vetustas ; old age;— 

also the waxing or growing old or ancient; Somn. 
V. EILD, v . nd s. 
ELDIS.

From that place syne vnto ane cane we went, 
Vnder ane hyngand heuch in ane dern went, 
With treis ddis belappit round about,

ELF
And thik barsk granit pikis standand out.

Doug. Virgil, 75. 23*
This word, which is overlooked by Rudd., may 

perhaps signify, «entirely, on all sides, corresponding 
to circum.

Arboribus clausi circum.—Virg. 
A.S. eallis, Moes.G. allis^ omnino, omnimodis. 

ELDMODER, s. Mother in law.
Eldmoder to ane hunder thar saw I Heccuba.

Doug. Virgil, 55. 43.
It must have properly denoted a grandmother; 

A. S. ealde-moder, avia. A. Ror.cl-mother, a step- 
in other. V. ELDFADER. 
ELDNING, ELDURING, s.

Quhen I heir mentionat his name, than mak I
nyne croces, 

To keip me fra the commerance of that carle
mangit ; 

That full of c I during is, and anger, and all
ewil thewis.

I dar nocht luik to my luif for that lene gib ; 
He is sa full of jelosy, and ingyne fals.— 
I dar nocht luik to the knaip that the cop fillis. 
For indilling of that auld shrew, that ever oa 

ewill thinkis»
Dunbar, Maitfand Poems, p. 49. 

In edit. 1508, it is eldnyng. This seems to have 
the same meaning, and has perhaps been originally 
the same word, with indilling also used in- the pas. 
sage. Both appear to denote jealousy. Eldnyng, 
if the true reading is nearly allied to A. S. e//~ 
nung) zeal, emulation. V. Eyndlyng, which is evi 
dently the same with indilling. 
ELDREN, ELDEREN, adj. Growing old, el 

derly. An eldrin man,—one considerably ad-. J 
vanced in life, S»
Or like the tree that bends his eldren braunch 
That way where first the stroke hath made him

launch.— Hudson's Judith, p. 49. 
«—The eldern men sat down their lane, 

To wet their throats within.
A. NicoVs Poems y 1739r p. 73, 

Col in and Lindy, Bydby says, they're ca'd, 
The ane an elderin man, the niest a lad, 
A bonny lad, as e'er my een did see, 

- And dear he is and sail be unto me.
•" Ro'ss's Helenore, p. 68.

Dan. aldrende ; Isl. aldraen, senex, Olai Lex. 
Run. V. EILD, v. and s.
ELEVEN-HOURS, /. . A luncheon, S.; so 

called from the time that labourers or children 
get their meridian,

ELFMILL, s* The sound made by a worm inu 
the timber of a house, supposed by the vul 
gar, to be preternatural; the death-watch, S. B, 
This is also called ike Gbackie-mill. 
From elf, A. S. Su.G. aelf, a fairy, and mill. 

Aelfric, in his Gl. p. 79., enumerates various kinds ' 
of elves. These are Munt-aelfen^ mountain-elves, 
Oreades ; fVudu-elfen, wood-elves, Dryades; Feld- 
elfen, Mo'ides, field-elves ; Wylde-eljen, Hamadry. 
ades, or wild elves ; Dun-elfen, Castalides, or elves 
of the hills. Somner and Benson also mention Berg» 
aelfennc* Oreades, or rock-elves; Land-aelfenne, 
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Musae riiricfcfae, tewd-eivea, Waeter-aelfenne, Nai 
ades, the nymphs of the fountains; and Sae-aelfenne, 
s&a-nympftfe; Lat. Naiades, Nereides, V. Sttttitt. 
ELFSHOT, *. 1. The name vulgarly given to

an arrow-head of flint, S.
66 Elf-shots,-i. e. the stone arrow-heads of the 

ofd inhabitants of this island, are supposed to be 
-weapons shot by Fairies at cattle, to which are at. 
tributed any disorders they have," Pennants Tour 
in S. 1769, p. 115.

These are also called elf or fairy ttones. " Ar 
row points of flint, commonly called etf orfatry* 
stones, are to be seen here." P. Lauder, Berwicks. 
Statist. Ace. i. 73.
2i Disease, supposed to be produced by the im- 

• mediate agency of evil spirits, S.
" Therfc are also several things in Agnes Simp, 

son's witchcraft, such as there scarce occur the like 
in the foregoing stories. As her skill in diseases. 
That the sickness of William Black was an elf. 
shot." Trial of Scotch Witches, Glanville's Sad- 
ducismus Triumph, p. 398.

This vestige of superstition is not peculiar to our 
country. We learn from Ihre, that in Sweden they 
give the name of shot, i. e. shot, to that disease of 
animals which makes them die as suddenly as if they 
had been struck with lightning; and that the vulgar 
believe that wounds of this kind are the effect of 
magic. The same disease is, in Norway, called all- 
skaadt, and in Denmark elleskud, i. e. elfshot. V. 
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 224, N. Thus, these 
terms are originally the same with ours ; in which 
indeed / is also almost entirely sunk in pronuncia 
tion, V. Ihre, TO. Skiufa.

According to Keysler, that dfee&fe, which his tan. 
taneously affects a person by depriving him of Kis 
senses, is, in Upper Germany, called Alp, or Alp- 
dfueken, literally the pressure of a detttfth Alp is 
also a designation for the nightmare. The same 
learned writer observes, that, with the ancients, 
0/pand alf equally denoted a mountain^ andamoun- 
tauudemon. He adds, that thera are stones of the 
class of Belemnites, which the Germans call Aipen- 
schoss. This is the same word with elfahot, only 
formed after the Germ, idiom. V. Antfrf. Stfptentr. 
p. 500. 501. 
ELF-SHOT, adj. Shot by fairies, S.

My byar tumbled, nine braw nout i^ere smoor'd,
Three elf shot were, yet I these ills endur'd.

Ramsay's Poems, li-. 66.
4< Cattle, which are suddenly seised with the 

cramp, or some similar disorders are said to be elf- 
shot; and the approved cure is to chafe the parts 
affected with a blue bonnet which, it may be readily 
believed, often restores the circulation." Minstrelsy 
Border, ii. 225.

" In order to effect a cure, the cow is to be touch 
ed by an elf-shot, or made to drink the' water in* 
which one has been dipped." Pennantj subi sup. 
ELIMQSINUS^ adj. Merciful^ compassionate» 

—Ane pepill maist hyronius,-*-— 
And na wais elimosinus, 

Bot buriors in blud.
Burel, Watson's Colt. ii. 39.

Lat. eleemosyna, mercy ; Gr.

ELYTE, s. Oftedlectedit6 a bishopric. 
Rychard Bytcl&ptffai If&ttedt

It occurs in B* BftnMe/p. 
The pape at his dome ther etities 
Eft he bad tham chese a man

r: 300.
do«n,

Or thei suld t*fer voice top of alle ther/ eieccioun.
O. Fr. elit~e, Lat. elect-us. 

ELLER, s. The Mfon,* tree, S. &. Idr. Ek~
tula alaus, Linn. ; also Arty q. v.
« The Alder Tree. Aflflis. Ef&ri Scdttf ." Bight. 

foot, p. 576.
ELLIS; adv. Otherwise, else»

Examples are unnecessary ; this beirtg tfier same 
with elks, Chaua A. S. id» Alfetnr o$4s. JfI06S^ alia. 
ELLIS, ELS, ffih. Already, 6. A. Bor . eke.

Mycht nane eschap that euk come thar. ,
The quhethir^mony gat away
That ct&s war fled as I sail say.

Barbour, xiii. 358. MS.
Hir feirs stede stude stamping' redfly ellis,
Gnyppand the fomy golden bit gfngling.

u Heir it is expedient to descriue qfuha is' ane he- 
retyk, quhilk discrlption we wiH noctt mak be 
our awin propir inuenciah, bot Wft will fat W as 
it is eh made and getihvto vs 1T6 tw^ of^ the rindist 
excellent dpctouris of h^!y kirfc, Hiei-oltte *nd Au 
gustine." Abp. Hamiltoun's Cateefttsme, Id5l, 
Fol. 18, a.

She is a maiden cert&lfilie.
Sir Alistoun thai gentfe knight,
She and he d*e hath their t¥oth pllgbt.

Sip Egeir, p* 35.
There is no evidence that A. S. e&ttes was ev&r 

used in this sense. Nor have I observed any cog 
nate term ; unless we view thisf as Originally M^oes. 
G. allis,- A. S. eallis, omniho, (pleifarie, Ken son.) 
used obliquely. The phrase in Virg». reddfy £//«>, if 
tkus resolved, would signify, ^ couiplfeatly Tefady»^ 
It merits consideration, that this i» evidently analo 
gous to the formation, of the E. sytt<m. already, q. 
omnino paratum.
ELRISCIHE, ELRIGHE, ELRAIGE, ELRICK, AL- 

RISCH, ALRY, adj. 1. As expressing relation to 
demons or evil spirits ; equivalent to E. ehisb. 

Thair was Pluto, th&t elrick incubus, 
In cloke of grene, his oourt usit uns^kble.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 12. st*. 14i 
First I conjure the by Sanct Marie, 
Be alrisch king and quene of fa^ie.

Pink. S. P. Repr. iii, 45.
2. As -applied to sound, it suggests the idea of 

something preternatural ; S. synon. ^unearthly. 
Thus it; »s. said of th^ sor€ech.a*vl ;

Vgsum to here v^es hir- wyld tfrische skreik. 
Doug. rirgit,<W%* &. 

Betwixt the hours of twelve and one,
A north- wind tore the- bent ; 4 

And straight she heard strange dritch sounds
Upon that wind which went ; 

— And up there raise an erlish cry —
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" HeNs weft anmwg

Minstrchy Bmfcr, ii: 25& 257. 
To th&, Echo! and tbo*rto me agane. 
Thy elrtek skirli* dfr peaetrat tfo* rok&, 
The rochea rings, and renders me my cryis.

Montgomery) MS. Ckfon^S. P. iii. 497. 
S. Hideous* horrid; respecting the aspect or bo- 

dily appearance; corresponding to Lat. trux, 
Immairis.
Of the Cyclops it is said ; 

Thay elfiche brethir with thair lukis thrawin, 
Thocht nocht awalit, thare standing haue we

knawin;
An horribil sorte, wyth mony camschol beik. 

Doug. Virgil^ 91. 16.
4. Wild, frightful, respecting place, S.

u Mony haly and relligious men for feir of thir 
cruelteis fled in desertis and elraige placis, quhair 
thay wer exotterit of all trnble and leiffit ane haiy 
life." Bellend. Cron.- B. vi. c. 9. In eremos ac 
ferarum lustra; Boeth.

Ye houlets, frae your ivy bow^r, 
In some auld tree, or ddritvk tow'r,— 
Wail thro' the dreary midnight hour, 

Till waukrife morn.
* Burns, iii. 309.

5. Strange, uncouth j used in relation to dress.
" Be auenture Makbeth and Banquho wer passand 

to Fores, quhair kyng Duncane hapnit'to be ftjr the 
tyme, & met be the gait thre wpmen clothit in 
elrage & uircouth weld. Thay wer jugtt be the 
pepill to be weird sisteris." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. 
c. 3. In soli fa vestitus fkcie, Booth.
6. Sttrljr, severe in: temper and manners.
7. Painful, fretted ; applied to a sore or wbund.

Ane airy sair, Ang.
This term has dost probably been formed from 

A. S. Su.G. aelf, genius, daemonium, and A. S* 
roc, Su.G. riky rich ; q. abounding in spirits ; as 
primarily descriptive of a place supposed to be un 
der the power of evil genii. It greatly confirms 
this etymon, that the term, as more generally used, 
conveys the idea of something preternatural. 
ELS, ELSE, adv. Already. V. EJLLIS. 
ELSYN,ELSON,J. A shoemaker's awl,S* A.Bor. 

—Nor hinds wi' elson and hemp lingle, 
Sit soleing shoon out o'er the ingle.

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 363.
. Teut. aehene, elsene, id. Goth. aal9 terebellum. 
ELWAND, ELNWAND, s. 1. An instrument

for measuring^ S»
44 Ane burges may haue in Ms house, ane mea 

sure for his cornes, sens elnwand, ane stane, ane 
pound to wey;" Runrew Lawes^ c. 8%.

According to ©T Johns, the ell consists of a yard 
and a quarter, *>r forty-ii^e iwche». The S. ell, 
kowever, exceeds the K. yard by one indi only.

" They ordained and delivered, tha* die Elne 
sail cpnteine thrittie seven iache. J> Acts Ja. L 1426« 
c» 6$. Murray. 
2* The constellation, called.Orion's girdle.

The Son, the seuin sternes, and tie Charlewane
The Elwand, the dementis, and Arthuris

huffe.—— Doug. Virgil, 239; b. 3.

E M P
From eln and zcand, Dan. vaande, a rod.
" The commons call it our Lady's, i. e. the bles 

sed Virgin's) Efaand ;" R^dd.
It is a striking coincidence, that in Su.G. Oripn^s 

girdle was called Friggerocfc, the distaff of Freya or 
Frigga, the Venus of the Goths. After the intro 
duction of Christianity, it was .changed to Mitrt- 
rocfc, or Mary's distaff. V. Mareschall. Obsierv. ad 
Vers. A.S. p. 514.
EMAILLE, j. Enamel. V. AMAILLE. 
EMBER GOOSE, the Immer of Pennant, Ges-

ner's greater Doucker, a species which inhabits
the seas about the Orkney islands.
u The wild fowl of these islands are very nume~ 

rous. Among these we may reckon — the Ember 
goose." P. Kirkwall, Statist. Ace. vii. 546»

Anser nostratibus, the Ember go&se dictus* Sibb. 
Scot. P. 2. lib. iii. 21. Jmmer, Brunnich ap. 
Penn% Zool. 5^4. It is called Ember-goose also in 
Shetland; Statist. Ace. vii. 394,

Barry informs us, that this name is also given to 
the Great NorthernDiver, Colyjnjbus glacialis, Linn. 
ENTER ANT, s. Emerald.

— Her goldin haire, and rich atyre, 
In fretwise couchit with- perils quhite,— 
With mony ane emerant and faire sap hi re.

Kings Qfloir, ii. 27.
EMERAJITJ EMERAND, adj. Green, verdant, 

Mayst amyabil waxis the emerant medis.
Doug. Virgil^ 4O1. 46. V. AMEHAND* 

EMMIS, IMMIS, adj. l, Variable, uncertaio^
what cannot be depended on, Ang.
This term is applied to seed that is difficult of 

culture, or is frequently unproductive. Ground 
whkh often fails to give a good crop, is called immis 
land. The term is also used with respect to change 
able weather. 
2. The term is used in an oblique sense, Banffs.

Aft immis nicht, a gloomy or dark night.
There can be no doubt that this is from the same 

root with Su.G.^wtsfl, oemsa^to vary, alternare, re- 
ciprocare; whence^wwow, alternatim. Isl.yms, pi. 
ymser^ singullet varii per vice», nunc hie, nunc alter. 
Hence ytnisi, alternating; ymislegr^ mutabilis, va* 
rius; G. Andr. p. 138. JPnu'w, varius, diversus, 
Rymbegla, p. 202. V. Gl.

Ihre supposes, although rather fancifully, that 
the' Germ, have hence formed their misslich^ sig. 
nifying uncertain. The root, he says, Js om, a par 
ticle denoting variation ; as, Gora om en ting, to 
change a thing. 
To EMPASH, EMPESCHE, v. a. To hinder, to

prevent. Fr. empescher, i<k
u Thair stomok was neuir surfetly chargit to em- 

pesehe thaym of vthir besines," Bellend. Cron. 
Pescr. Alb. c. 16.
EMPRESS, EMPRISS, EMPRISE, ENPRESS, s. En 

terprise.
Quhen Roxburgh wonnyn was on this wise.
The Erie Thomas, that hey empriss
Set ay on-souerane he bounte,
At Edynburgh with his mengua
Was liand.———— Bvrbour, x. 507. MS.
Tharfor he said, that thai that wald
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Thair hartis nndikomfyt hald 
Suld ay thynk ententely to bryng 
AH thair enpress to gud ending.

Barbour) m. 270. MS. 
Chaucer, emprise? id. Fr. empris. 
Gower uses emprise for estimation, respectability, 

tank in society.
—And humbled hyn 
To them that were o

ENACH,
trespass.
" Gif the maister hes 

wife of his bond-man, and 
full assise; the bond-man

in suche a wyse
none empryse. 
Cpnf. Am. Fol. 19. a. 

Satisfaction for a fault, crime or

carnal copulation with the 
that is proven be ane law. 
sail be made quite and frie

fra the bondage of his maister ; and sail receaue na 
other mends or satisfaction (Enach, Lat. cop.) bot 

' "• "bertie." Reg.Maj.B.iL 
c. 12. § 7,

" Item, the Cro, Erach and Galn«s of ilke 
man, are like in respect of their wines." Ibid. B. 
iv. c. 36. $ 7.

Sibb. thinks that " the word may have some affi 
nity with Gael, eiriC) ransom money." But Dr 
Macpherson says that this word, in Gael., sometimes 
signifies bounty, and sometimes an estimate or ran- 
som; Dissert. 13. 
EN ARMED, part. pa. Armed.

Enarmed glaidlie moue and hald your way 
Towart the portis or hauynnys of the se.

Doug. Virgil^ %%%. 6. V. ANARM. 
ENARMOURE, s. Armour.

——This rrcht hand not the les 
Thay saulis al bereft, and thare express 
Of als Diony enarnwuris «pulyeit clene.

Doug. Virgil, 263. 11. 
ENBRODE, part. pa. Embroidered. 

The swardit soyle enbrode with selkouth hewis.— 
Doug. Virgil, 400. 15. Fr. brode. 

To ENBUSCH, v. a. To place or lay in ambush. 
And we sail ner enbuschyt be, 
Quhar we thar outecome may se.

Barbour) iv. 36$. MS.
Fr. embusch-er, embusqu-er, id. q. en boiS) to 

lie or secret one's self in» a wood, thicket, or bushes. 
ENBUSCHYT, s. Ambuscade.

Thar enbuschyt oirthaim thai brak, 
Aud slew all that thai mycfet our tak.

Barbour) iv. 414. MS.
Corr. from Fr. embuscade, or formed, from em- 

busche, id.
ENBUSCHMENT, s. l. Ambush. 

Thai haff sejre our enbuschement, 
And agane till thair strength ar went. 
Yone folk ar gouernyt wittily.

B'arbour-, xix. 465. MS.
2. This word is used in describing the testudo, a 

warlike engine.
——Aboue thare hedis hie 

Sa surely kiryt, that manere enbuschment 
Semy t ta be ane clois volt quhare thay went. 

Doug. Virgil^ 295. 8. 
This, however, is rather a description, than a de-

E N F
ENCHESOUN, /. Reason, cause. 

A fals lourdane, a losyngeour, 
Hosbarne to namer maid the tresoun, 
I wate nocht for quhat enchesoun ; 
Na quham with he maid that conwyn. 
Barbour) iv. 110. MS. V. also B. i. 173. 20S, 

Mr Pink, views this as the same with O. Fr. 
ache son ̂  used in Rom. Rose, as denoting occasion, 
motive. He is certainly right. This in Fr. is some* 
times written achoison. Achoise has the same 
sense, Cotgr. It occurs in O. £. in the sense of oc 
casion.

The kyng one on the morn went to London, 
His Yole forto hold was his enckeson.

R. Brunne^ p. 49. V. CHESSOUN. 
END, EYNDING, s. Breath. Doug» x 

His stinking end) corrupt as men well knaws; 
Contagious cankers cleaves his sneaking snout 

Polwart). Watson's Coll. iii. 24. V. AYND, 
ENDAY, s. « Day^of ending, or of death f9 

Gl. Wynt.
He chasyd the Romaynys al away? 
And wes King til hys enday.

Wyntown) v, 10^ 408.
Su.G. and-as not only signifies to breathe, but 

also to die, from ande^ halitus, spiritus. This seems 
preferable to deriving it from end £. especially as 
aynd, breath, is often written end.
IlNBFUNDEYNG, £.

This malice of endfundeyng 
Begouth, for throw his cald lying,, 
Quhen in his gret myscheiff wes he, 
Him fell that hard perplexite.

Barbour) xx. 75*
His sickness came of a fundying. Edit. 1620. 
In MS. it is enfundeyng.
One is said to foundy or fundy9 when bemimbed 

with cold, S. The term is especially applied to a 
horse. Fr. morfondre is to catch cold. But it is 
not improbable that the term signifies an asthma. 
Thus it may be allied to Su.G. andfaadd, cui spin, 
tus praeclusus est, ut solet asthmaticis; from ande 
breath, and fat-as to fail, or jfafif-as, to seize, to lay 
hold of. However^ the primary sense of A. S. fund- 
tan is anhelare; whether it was used literally, or 
not, does not appear.
ENDLANGr EKDLANGIS, ad®. Along ; S. en» 

long.
Tharfor, endlang the Touch his syd 
Sa besyly thai socht.— Barbour) iii. 414. MS; 

Thir tangs may be of use ;
Lay them enlang his pow or shin,, 

Wha wins syn may make roose.
Ramsay's Poems, iv 27^*

A.S.andlcmf, andlong) ad longum, per; Su.G. 
aendalongS) id. Far a aendatengs stranden^ littus 
legere,. Ihre ; from aende, usque, and lung) longus» 
Ihre observes, that aende denotes continuation of 
action, as in aendalongs. 
ENDORED, part, pa*

— Thus Schir Gawayn, the good, glades hor gest, 
With riche day n tees, endored in disshes by dene. 

Sir Gowan and Sir Gal. ii. 10. 
« Heapedy Pink. But it is evidently frwn Fr.
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properly adorned with 

A. Bor. id.

endori, beset, enriched; 
gold. Lat. inaur-atus. 
ENE, pi. Eyes. V. EEW. 
ENERLY. V. ANERLY. 
ENEUCH, YNEWCH, s. Enough, S.

Rise and raik to our Roy, richest of rent, 
Thowsal be newit at neid with nobillay eneueh. 

Gawan and Gol. iv. 6.
This gud knycht said, Deyr cusyng, pray I the,, 
Quhen thow wanttis gud, cum fech ynewch fra me.

Wallace, i. 445. MS.
Ynewch most nearly resembles A. S. genog, ge- 

noh, satis ; as does pi. ynew, sometimes used. 
Off ws thai haiff wndoyne may than ynew.

Wallace, ii. 191. MS. V. ANEUCH, ANEW. 
ENFORCELY, adv. Forcibly. 

——That bataill, on this maner, 
Wes strykyn, on ather party 
That war fechtand enforcely.

Barbour, xiii. 227. MS. 
ENGAIGNE, s. Indignation, spite. 

And quhen he saw Jhone of Bretangne, 
He had at him rycht gret engaigne ; 
For he wes wont to spek hychtly 
At home, and our dispitusly.

Barb our, xviii. 508. MS. 
Edit. 1820, disdaine.
Fr. engain, anger, choler; Cotgr. Can this have 

any affinity to A. S. angean, ongean, contra; or 
ange, vexatus; Su.G. ang-a, Germ, ang-en, to 
press ?
ENGYNE. V. INGYNE. 
To ENGREGE, v. a. To aggrava te

Perchance gif that ye understude 
. The gude respectis hes them mufit, 

To mak this ordour, ye wald lufe it, 
And not engrege the cace sa hie.

Diall. Clerk and Courtier, p. 4. 
From Fr. cngreg-er, id. or s'engreg-er9 to grow 

worse, used actively*
To ENGREVE, ENGREWE, v. a. To vex, to 

annoy*
—— The Scottis archeris alsua 

Schot amang thaina sa deliuerly, 
Engrewand thaim sa gretumly,— 
That thai wandyst a little wei.

Barbour, xiii. 210. MS*
Fr. grev-er, to vex, to oppress. There may, 

however, have been an O. Fr. v. comp. with the 
prep, prefixed.
ENKERLY, ENCRELY, INKIRLIE, adv. 1. In-. 

wardly. This at least seems the natural mean- 
ing of ther following passage :

The Dowglas then his way has tane, 
Rycht to the horss, as he him bad. 
Bot he that him in y hem sell had, 
Than warnyt hym dispitously : 

t Bot he, that wreth him encrely, 
Fellyt him with a suerdys dynt.

Barbour, ii. 138. MS. 
2. Ardently, keenly.

—— He has sene 
The Erie sua enkerly him set^ 
Sum sutelte, or wile, to get,

E N T
Quhar throw the castell hare mycht he.

Barbour, x. 534. MS.
Douglas writes inkirlie, V. 164. 29, as corres 

ponding to, pectore ab imo, Virg. The derivation 
given by Rudd., from Fr. en coeur, q. in heart, is 
confirmed by sense first. Inkcrt is still used in the 
sense of anxious, earnest, and inkertlie as an adv. 
EMPRESOWNE', s. A prisoner.

—— Enpresowneys ia swilk qwhile 
To kepe is dowt, and gret peryle.

Wyntown, viii. 11. 29. 
Fr. emprisonne, imprisoned. 

ENPRISE, s. Exertion of power.
In Vere that full of vertu is and gude, 
Quhen nature first begyneth hir enprise, 
That quhilum was be cruel frost and flude, 
And schouris scharp opprest in mony wise, Sec. 

King's Quair, ii. 1. 
Literally, enterprise. V. EMPRESS. 

ENSEINYIE, ENSENYE, ANSENYE, s. 1. A 
sign, mark, or badge.

—— Mony babbis war makand drery mone, 
Becaus thay wan tit the fruitioun 
Of God, quhilk was ane greit punitioun: 
Of Baptisme thay wan tit the Ansenye.

Lyndsay's Workis^ 1592r p. 235.
2. Ensign.
3. The word of war.

The King his men saw in affray, 
And his ensenye can he cry.

Barbour, iii. 28. MS. 
In edit. Pink» it is printed ensonye.

4. A company of soldiers.
" Sche tuk ordour that four Ensenyeis of the 

souldiers sould remain in the toun to mantein idola- 
trie, and to resist theCongregatioun." Knox, p. 139. 

Fr. enseigne, literally a sign, mark, or badge, 
denotes not only the ensign or banner under which, 
a company of infantry serves, but also the band or 
company itself. V. Cotgr. 
ENSELYT, pret. Sealed.

The king betaucht hym in that steid 
The endentur, the seile to se, 
And askyt gyffit enselyt he ?

Barbour, i. 612. MS. 
Fr. seell-er, to seal. 

ENTA1LYEIT, part.pa. Formed out of.
—— I saw within the chair 

Quhair that a man was set with lymmis squair, 
His bodie weill entailyeit euerie steid.

Police of Honour, i. 39. • 
Fr. entaill-er, to carve, metaph. applied to the 

form of the body. Thus Chaucer uses entaile for 
shape.
ENTENTYVE, adj. Earnest, eager, intent. 

Fr. ententif.
He, that hey Lord off all thing is,
— Graunt his grace, that thair ofspring 
Leid weill £the land,} and ententyve 
Be to folow, in all thair Jyve, 
Thar nobill eldrys gret bounte!

Barbour, xx. 615. MS.
EKTENTELY, adv. Attentively* V. adf, and 

EMPRESS.

I
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ENTREMELLYS, s. pi. Skirmishes. 

Now may ye her, giff that ye will, 
EntremellyS) and juperdyis, 
That men assayit mony wyss, 
Castellis and pe.yllis for to ta.

Harbour, x. 145. MS.
FT. entremel-er, -to intermingle. V. MELL, v. 

ENTRES, ENTERES, s. Access, entry.
u Olyuer set an houre to geif entres to erie Dauid 

with al his army in the toun.—The haure set, erle 
Dauid come with *ne>gret.power of men to the toure 
afore rehersit, quhare lie gat enteres with his ar. 
my." Bellend. Gron. B. xiii. c. 7. Fr. entree. 
ENTRES, s. Interest, concern.

" Albeit the «aid commission hath inaid a gude 
progress in the said Mnatter of Erectioun and 
Teyndes, and that a great number of our Bubjectis 
haveing entres tharein, have subscryvit to us gene, 
ral submissiovHis;—yet it is certain that many of 
these' who .have entres in Erectiouns and Teynies, 
lyitfurtji, and have not subscryvit the saids general! 
submissiouBS." Acts Seder*, p. 4.

Fr. interesse, interested.
EPISTIL, s. Any kind of harangue or dis- 

course.
So prelatyk he sat intill Ms cheyre! 
Scho rouudis than ane epistil intill eyre.

Dunbar, Mattl&nd'Poemsj p. 72. 
Mr Pink, gives this aiwong passages not under 

stood. We have the phrase nearly in the same 
words in Chaucer.

Tho rowned sbea pistel mihis ere.
W. Metke's Tale, T. 6503.

The term still accurs among the vulgar, in the 
sense given above, S. B. evidently from Lai. epi$tol«a 
used obliquely. 
ER, adv. Before, formerly.

— Schyr Amery, that had the akalth 
Off the bargane I tauld offer-, 
Raid till Ingland.——

Barbow, ix. 542. MS. V. AIR. 
ERAR, EARER, cotxp. of Er. i. Sooner.

Or thay be dan tit with dreid, erar wUf thai de. 
^Gtman cmd£ol. iL 16. 

2. Rather.
Swa erare will I now ches me 
To be-reprowyd of sympilncs, 
Than blame to thole of wnkyndnes.

Wymtown^ v-ii. Pro/. S^.
In this sense it is very fre^u«ntly «sed by Bellend. 
u The cowman melt of our eldaris was fische, 

nocht for the plente of it; boteraf becaus thair landis 
lay oftymes waist throw continewal exercUdon of che. 
uelry3 & for that caus thay leiffit maist of fische." 
Descr. Alb. c. 16.

u God commandis the—to forgeue him ,al his of- 
fensis as thou wald be forgeutn of God. QuhiLk and 
thou da nocht, thou prayi» earar agane thi self [in 
the Pater-nosier] than for thi self." Abp. Hamil- 
toun's Catechisme, Fol. 172. a.

These senses, although given as distiact, ..are very 
intimately coimecied.

It meritsobservation, that, as.erar is formed fcoA 
the idea of priority as to time, E. rather owe&atfi o-

xrgin to a similar idea. .For it is4afivedrfi?om AtS» 
rath, quickly ; compar. rathoy, 
ERAST, superl. ^Soonest. , . 

Than war it to the comjtMwie lawe, 
That is Jmpejfyalf ? er^tdi^we*

Wyntown) 'fiii. 1. ,|8.
ERD, ERDE, TZRD, YE&TH, s. \. The,earth, S. 

pron. yird.
Gret howssys of siaxte and key standand 
To the erde fdl all downe.

Wyntown, vii. 5. 179. 
O caitife Creseide, jtawand'eviFmve! 
Gon is thy J4ae and al thy rairth, in yerth. 

Henry s&ne's Test. Gwsejdej dAwn* S. *P, >i.;Jr70.' 
2. Ground^ soil, S. Dry yertf, djqy soil.

A.S. eard, Isl. jbtf^'Su.G. J>a«v. janf, AJwri, 
erd-a. Germ. erde. Somehave'tca»ced e/y/, at earth? 
to Heb. }HK, arete,. id. CL Andr.^ew»^ to. Derive 
it from Isl. aer-a, er^ to plougkj ^t. (Or*are \ 
Lex. p. 120. This is the etymon given by Mr 
Tooke. Earth, he says, is -the thicd pem'df £ty$ 
indicative of A. S. ericviy acare, to er&, or plough — 
that which one . eretth, or eareth, i. e. era?, « ^r'rf, 
that which is pUmghed. Divers. Pu^Jey, ^.-417. 
418. He also derives Lat. tell-uS) the eart^, /from 
A. S. til-uui, q. that which Is tilled', ibid. 419. 
To ERD, YERD, v. a. i. To busy, to inter,? to 

commit a dead bo4y to the gtave, S. B. pto.

Thai liaiff bad hym to JDunferlyne ; 
And him solemply erdyt syne 
In a fayr tumb, ia^iiU tfce qi>er.

JEfcrfcw? , 38i. 383. 
2. Sometimes it denotes a less soknsm

as apparently eontoasted with 6?iyt i*«f bury.
ie; laid

thar?

Dede in the feld, be gert toy 
In haly place honoribillj. 
And the lave syne, ;that dede 
Into gret pyttis erdyt war.

. .HSL
. To cover any thing with the soil, for preserva 
tion or concealment. Thus potatoes put into a 
pit under gromtaV that ihey may nat be injured 
by frost, are said to be endit^ or^ymfe/S. 

An' wi' mischief lie was sae gnib,
To get his ill ifUent, 

He howiM the g^ud «which- ha himseH 
Had yerded'm Ms tent.

Poems in the Buckan Dialect, p. 7. 
I have not observed that therein any A, S. v. of a 

similar formation. But kt Su.G. there is not only 
the comp. iord-saettay but also iord-as, used in the 
same sense, sepeliri ; Ihce. Isl. iard-dj id. 
ERD HOUSES, habitations formed under ground.

u At the same place, and also in another part of 
the parish, are what the country people . call eird 
houses. These ,are below ground, and some of them 
said to extend a. great way. The sides, of these sub- 
terraneous mansions are faced up with dry stones, to 
the height of about 5 feet, they are between 3 and 
four feet wide, .and covered above with large stones 
laid across. They may have been either receptacles 
for plunder, or plaqe» of shelter feom the inclemency
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of the weather, before houses were built, or of pon

P. Strathdon, Aberd.cealmeqt from an enemy*' 7 
Statist Ace. xfti. 182. N.

These subterraneous structures are Jby some called 
Pictish. V. Statist. Ace. xix. 359. 'Some of those 
buildings ascribed to the Picts seem to have been ori 
ginally covered with earth. Ibid. P. Dunnet, 
Caithn. xi. 257. N.

The description, as has been observed, corresponds 
to that given by Tacitus of the buildings of the an. 
cient Germans* , 
ERDDYN, YIRDEN, s. I. An earthquake. 

Erddyn gret in Ytaly 
And hugsum fell all suddanly, 
And fourty day is fra thine lestand^

tyfyntown, vii. 5. 175.
2. It seems to be originally the same word, which 

is sometimes used in Ang^ and pretty generally 
through the Northern counties, for thunder. 
In Fife there is a proverbial phrase denoting expe* 

ditton, although the meanrag of the allusion seems to 
be lost among those who use it; u The wark gaes on 
like yir din."

A. S. eorth-dynt ,terrae metus, q. the din made by 
the earth. It is also called in the same language, 
eorth-beofungy the trenibjing of the earth. The lat 
ter corresponds to the Su.G. and Isl. designation, 
iord-haefning, the heaving of the earth; and lord- 
skalf, Isl. iardskialfle, from skel/-a, to shake, to 
tremble, to cause to tremble. {

As transferred to thunder, it is evident that the term 
is used very obliquely. The well-known effect of 
thunder in the air, however, seems to have suggested 
to our ancestors the idea of some sort of resemblance 
in the imagined effect of a concussion of the earth. 
To ERE. V. AR, *.
ERE, EIR, s. Fear, dread; Ang. V. ERT. 
ERF, adj. 1. Averse, reluctant. Erf to do any 

thing, Loth. Fife. Ise arfe^ I am afraid, Gl. 
Yorks. 

2. Reserved, distant in manner^Loth.
This seems merely a corr. of Ergh, q. v. 

To ERGH, ARGH, ERF, ^* n. 1. To hesitate, to 
feel reluctance t S.
" Yet wfeen 1 had done all I intended, I did ergh 

to let it go abroad at this time, for sundry reasons." 
Baillie's Lett. i. 367.

Thy verses nice as ever nicket, 
Made me as canty as a cricket; 
I ergh to replyj lest I stick it.

Hamilton^ Ramsay^ s Poems, ii. 334. 
2. To be timorous, to be reluctant from timi 

dity, S.
Dear Jenny, I wad speak t'ye, wad ye let,— 
And yet I ergh, ye'r ay sae scornfu' set.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 126% 
That gars me ergh to trust you meikle, 
For fear you should prove false and fickle.

Ibid. p. 549.
A. S. earg-ian, torpescere pro timore. Erf, as 

cxpl. in Fife, retains the original sense, to be anxi 
ous to do a thing, yet afraid to venture on it. 
ERGH, adj\ ' 1. Hesitating, scrupulous, doubt 

ful, S.

E R Y
2. Timorous, S. B.
ERGH, ERGHING, s. I. Doubt, apprehension, S.
2. Fear, timidity, S.

A- S. yrhth «denotes both laziness and fear. 
ERY, EIRY, EERIE, adj. \. Affrighted, affected

with fear, from whatever cause.
Thus the fear of Cacns2 when flying from Hercu 

les, is described;
Swift as the wynd he fled, .and gat away,
And to his caue him sped with ery sprete;
The drede adionit wyngis to his fete.

Doug* Virgil, 248. 50.
My fatall weird, my febiil wit I wary,
My desie heid quhome laik of brane gart vary,—
With ery curage febiil streothis sary,
Bownand me hame and list na langer tary.

Pcttice of Honour; ProL st. 12. Edit. 1579.
2. Under the influence of fear, proceeding from 

superstition excited hy the wildness and rude 
horrors of a particular situation.

Fra thyne to mont Tarpeya he him kend, 
And beiknyt to that stede fra end to end, 
Quhare now standis the goldin Capitole, 
Vmquhile of wylde buskis rouch skroggy knoll. 
Thocht the ilk tyme yit of that dredful place, 
Ane fereful reuerent religioun percace 
The ery rurall pepyll dyd affray, 
So that this crag and skroggis wourshippitthay. 

Doug. Virgil, 254. 15.
3. By a slight transition, it has been used to de 

note the feeling inspired by the dread of ghostSL 
or spirits, S.

'Tis yet pit^mark, the yerd a' black about, 
And the night-fowl began again to shout. 
Thro' ilka limb and lith the terror thirl'd, 
At ev'ry time the dowie monster skirl'd. 
At last the kindly sky began to clear, 
The birds to chirm, and day-light to appear: 
This laid her eery thoughts.—

Ross's Helenore, p. 24. 
I there wi* something did forgather. 
That put me in an eerie swither.

Burns, iii. 42,
4. Causing fear of the spiritual world, S. 

Gloomy, gloomy, was $he night, 
And eiry was the way.

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 255.. 
cc Producing superstitious dread." N. ibid. 

Aft yont the dyke she's heard you bummin, 
Wi' eerie droue.

Burns, iii. 72.
It is not improbable that Belg. eer, reverentia, 

and eer-en, venerari, vereri, colere, have had a com 
mon origin. But out word is more immediately al- 
Ked to Isl. ogr-a, terreo; G. Andr. Lex. p. 188. 
Egryn in like manner signifies fear, (Verel.)^as also^ 
uggir; ogurlegur^ terribilis; Ihre, vo. Oga. Ir. 
Gael, earadh denotes fear, mistrust. But it seems to 
have no cognate terms, in either language. V., 
however, Ergh, adj.
ERYNESS, EIRYNESS, s. Fear excited by the idea; 

of an apparition, S.
Thy graining and mauling 
Haith laitlie reikd myne eir>;, 
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Debar then affar then 
All eiryness or feir.

Vision, Evergreen, i. 215. st. 6. 
ERYSLAND, ERLSLAND, EUSLAND, s. A de 

nomination of land, Orkn.
" Remains of Popish chapels are many, because 

every Erysland of 18 penny land had one for mattins 
and vespers, but now all are in ruins.'' P. Birsay, 
Orkn. Statist. Ace. xiv. 323.

u Here, the entries are first by islands and parishes, 
then by towns and Tillages, and lastly by marklands, 
erlslands or ouncelands, pennylands, and farthing, 
lands; and these divisions were observed, in order 
to fix and limit this tax, which is supposed to have 
been paid to the town for protection." Barry's 
Orkney, p. 220.

" The islands were divided into EuslandS) or 
Ouncelands, every one of which made the eighth 
part of a Mark land, .and was deemed sufficient for 
the support of a chief and his soldiers." Ibid. p. 187.

Erysland is evidently the same with Su.G. oeres- 
land) which Ihre defines as denoting the eighth part 
of a Markland.—Ita ut markland octonis partibus 
superet oeresland; vo. Taelja, p. 864. Oere signi, 
fies an ounce. V. U.RE. The same division was 
sometimes called aeretal. V. Ihre, vo. Mark. Per 
haps erlsland is q. oeretalsland. Oere, in the Laws 
of Gothland, is written er, Isl. auri, eyri; Ibid. vo. 
Oere ; from eir, eyre) aes, brass. E us I and is pro 
bably an erratum for erisland. Uns is indeed used 
in S w. for ounce. Thus it might be a corr. of unsland. 
But it seems, at any rate, a w:ord of modern use. 
ERLIS. V. ARLES.
ERN, ERNE, EIRNZ, EARN, s* i. The eagle, S. B. 

For Jouis foule the Eirne come sorand by, 
Fleand vp heich towart the bricht rede sky. 

Doug. Virgil^ 416. 51.
The term occurs in O. E.

————In eche roche ther ys
In tyme of yere an erne's nest, that hii bredeth in 

ywys. R. Glouc. p. 177.
In another MS. egle's.
In some parts of S., at least, this name is appro 

priated to the -Golden. Eagle, or Falco Chrysaetos, 
Linn.

66 The golden eagle used formerly to build in our 
rocks, though of late it has discontinued the prac 
tice ; but we have a visit of them annually for some 
months; they are commonly known among the shep 
herds by the name of the earn, a visit of which 
amongst the flock is dreaded as much as that of the 
fox." P. Campsie, Stirlings. Statist. Ace. xv. 
323. 324. 
2. The osprey; Falco haliaetus, Linn.

Holland, after mentioning the Egill&s Emperour, 
says;

Ernis ancient of air kingis that crounid is 
Next his Celsitude forsuth secound apperd.

Houlate) ii. 1.
It is accordingly observed by Run. Jonas ; Ern 

Scotis cst grande genus accipitrum. Diet. Island, 
ad Calc. Gramm. Isl. Many writers, indeed^ have 
classed the osprey among hawks.

The term is general in the Northern languages. 
A. S. earnj MoesG, arans; Belg. arw, arend; IsL

aurn9 oern, ern; Su.G. oern, ant. arn; Lapland. 
arne. S w. oern properly denotes the golden eagle. 
Faun. Suec. Penn. Zool. p* 161. Are in Edda al 
so signifies aquila; in nominative special!, aren, 
whence oerw, according to G. Aiitflr. p. 15.

The osprey Su.G. is haf-oern, i. e. the sea dagle* 
Hence indeed the Linnean designation, haliaetus. 
It is also denominated fish-oem, or the fish-eagle; 
Faun. Suec. 
ERN AND, part. pr.

The Day, befoir the suddane Nichtis chaice,
Dois not so suiftlie go.;

Nor hare, befoir the ernand grewhound's face, 
With speid is careit so.

Maitland Poems , p. 217.
This may signify, running; from A. S. ge-aern-any 

eorn-ari) yrn-an, currere. Or does it moan, keen, 
eagerly desirous, A.S.. georn-an,) concupiscere,g-eor«, 
cupidus ; Isl. giarn, desiderans ; MoesG. gairn-an, 
Isl. girn-ast) cupere?
ERN-FERN, s. The Brittle fern, or polypod/, 

Polypodium fragile, Linn. ; found on high rocks, 
S.

It might hence seem to have received its designation,
these being the abode of the eagle or ern. Bat it may
be corr. from eafer-fern^ the A. S. name of this plant.
ERSE, adj. used as a s. The name vulgarly given

to that dialect of the Celtic which is spoken by
the Highlanders of S.
This name has originated from their Gothic neigh 

bours, from the idea of their being an Irish colony: 
for the Highlanders themselves invariably call their 
language Gaelic.

Than Schir Gawyne the gay, gude and gracius; — 
Egir, and ertand^ and ryght anterus, — 
Melis of the message to Schir Golagrus.

Gawan and GoL iu 7.
This may signify ingenious in forming a proper 

plan, from Airt, v. to aim. As conjoined with egir 
and anteruS) it may, however, have some meaning a. 
nalogous to high-spirited, mettlesome; Isl. ert-a, ir. 
ritare, ertinn, irritabundus. 
ESCH, s. The ash, a tree.

The hie eschis soundis thare and here.
Doug. Virgil^ 365. 10. 

ESCHIN, adj. Of or belonging to the ash.
Grete eschin stokkis tumbillis to the ground. 

Doug. Virgil^ 169. 19. 
To ESCHAME, v. n. To be ashamed. 

Eschames of our sleuth and cowardise, 
Seand thir gentilis and thir paganis auld 
Ensew vertew, and eschew euery vice.

Doug. Virgil^ Proi. 358. 4. 
A. S. ascam-ien) ashamed, MoesG, skam-aH) eru- 

bescere.
ESCHEL, ESCHELE, ESCHELL, ESCHEILL, s. 

44 A division of an army arranged in some par 
ticular manner ; but its form I cannot find ;" 
Pink.

In ii eschelis ordanyt he had 
The folk that he had in leding* 
The King, weile sone in the mornyng, 
Saw fyrst cummand thar fyrst eschele,



ESC
Array it sarraly, and weile:
And at thar bak, sumdeill ner hand,
He saw the tothyr followand.

Barbour, viii. «221. MS.
In edit. 1620, instead of n cschdis^ it is. In bat 

tels twa> &c.
The word is evidently 0. Fr. eschielle, a squadron. 

Concerning this, Caseneuve observes; C'est ce qu'ils 
appelloient S^carae^ Hincmarr Epist. 5. Beliator- 
um acies,, quas vulgari sermone S bar as vocamus. 
Aymohras, Lib. ir. c. 16. collegit e Franciae^ella- 
toribus, Scdramj quam hos Turmam^ vel Cuneum, 
appeHare possuthus.

It would appear that L. B.'scala merely denoted 
a division of an army: Manipulus militaris, seu quae- 
vis militum turma-, sive equihim, sive* peditum dici- 
tur, Gall, escadrvn, — olim eschielle. Suamque 
exercitum in duas Scalas SQupartes divisit. Charta, 
A. -ISg&'fepi Du Cange. :: •' - :

As, however, the word echellon is a modern mili 
tary term^ it has been said", that eschele is u used 
in modern tactics, and means the oblique movement 
of a number of divtsieiis." Edin. Rev. Oct. 1803. 
p. 206. But there is not any proof, I imagine, that 
rt was used in this sense when Barbour wrote.

The use of ttoe'tenn, Barbour, xii. 214. confirms 
the idea, that, in a general sense, it denoted a di 
vision of an army.

Schaip we ws tharfor in hie mornyng*, 
Swa that we, be the sone rysing, 
Haff herd mass; and buskyt weill 
Ilk man in till his awn eschell^ 
With out the pailyownys, arayitr 
In bataillis, with baneris dbplayit. 

Also, B. xvi. 40V. MS.
—And Richmond, in gud aray, 
Come ridand Fn the fyrst escReitfc 

In the same general sense it is usedj Wyntown, 
viii. 40. 155. 159.

This is confirmed by its signification in 0, E. 
In thre parties to fight his oste he did deuise. 
Sir James of Auenu he had the first eschele, 
Was non of his verta in armes did so wele.

R. Brunne^ p. 1&7. 188.
To me it appears, that both Fr. eschielle and L. B* 

scala are originally Goth*; and may have been intro*. 
duced through the medium of the Frankish. Su.G. 
skael signifies discrimcn, and may properly enough 
have been applied to the squadrons into which an 
army was divided*; skil-ia, distingueaa»* separare; 
from the I si. particle s&a demoting division, and cor 
responding to Lat. dis; Germ. fcheL+eny A, S. *^?//. 
«ft, id; , , : 
To ESCHEVE, ESCHEW, m a. Ta atc&eve.. 

Bot he the mar be wnhappyT 
He sail eschew it in party.

Barbour, iii. 292. MS. Fr. aehex-e*) id^ 
ESCHEW, j; An atchievement.

——Thar a siege set thai.. 
And quhill that thk assegis lay, 
At thir castellis I.spak alTar^. 
Apert eschewys oft maid thar war: 
And mony fayr chewalry 
Eschewyt w*r full dauchtely, ;,. 

B«rb&wrf x% 10. MS/

ESS

In edit. 1620, assaults is substituted. But it is 
evidently a more general idea that is conveyed by the 
terra ; as afterwards expU.by the v. from which it is 
formed.
ESFUL, adj. " Producing ease, commodious." 

Til Ingland he wes rycht specyale3— 
Hawand the Papys full powere 
In all, that til hym esful were.

Wyntowri) vii. 9. 66*
ESK, s. An eft pr newt,,S. V. ASK.
To ESK, EESK, YESK, v. n. To hiccup, S. B.

A. S.g7fc-taft 9 Isl. hygxt-a^ hyxt-a> Germ, gax-en^ 
gix-en, Belg. hix-en^ id. Junius mentions E. yex 
as used in the same sense. 
ESKIN, EESKIN, s. The hiccup, S. B.

A. S. geocsung, Isl. hixte, Belg. hickse, id. V.thet?. 
ESPERANCE, ,j. , Hope, Fr. id.

This is the term commonly used by Bellenden.
" The Pychtis—-—wer ereckit in esperarice of bet 

ter fortpun,." Cron. F. 40. a..
It is used l)y ShakspeareJ

ESPY?:, s. Scout or spy.-
Welcum celestiall myrrour and espye^^ 
Atteiching all that hantis siuggardry.

lioug.'Virgil, 403. 50. Fr..^e, id.
ESPYELL, s. A spy.

a The Quein had amongis us hir assured Espyellisr 
quho did not onelie signifie unto hir qyhat was our 
estait, bot also quhat was our counsaHl, purpois, and 
devyses." Knox, p. 188. 
ESPINELL, f. A sort of ruBy.

Syne thair was hung, at thair hals bane,. 
The Espmefl) a precious stane.

Burdy Watson*s Colt. ii. 11. IV. espinelle;
ESPOUENTABILL, adj. Breadful. 

The thunder raif the cloudis sabill, 
With horribill sound espouentabill.

Lyndsay^s Mon» 1592^ p. 39. 
O, Fr. espouventable) id,, 

ESS, s. Ace. V. SYIS. ", ; . 
ESSYS,.//.

—TQ jthe fe^rk that tyme he g*t« 
Wyth wsuaie and aw Id cnatwtoysj 
Rychtis, Essys, and fredwmys, 
la. ByH titlyd, and thare rede.

Wyjitown, vii. 5< 108».
EyssiS) Asiments;. Yar. Read. This is what in 

our old ifws is called easements<> advantages or emo 
luments. Fr..ai«e.
ESSONYIE^ ESS.OINYIE, s. A^^e:^alse offered 

for non-appearance in a couct of law*^ , 
u There is ane other kinde of excuse or essonyie^ 

quhilk is necessare; that is, qiiheQ ane is essonyied, 
because he is beyond the water of Forth or of Sgey." 
Reg. Maj, B. i. c, 8.\ 12.

Fr. essoine^ exomy id. V. ASSOINTSIE.. 
ESSONYIE^ t* One who offers an excuse in a 

court of law for the absence of another., 
u ——He sail be sunamaned to> compeir, and to* 

answere v^on fiftene dayes wairning, and to declare 
quhy he compeired nocht, to war ant his essonyier 
sent be him, to be harmeles and skeathles, as lie sotdd 
doe of the law;" Reg. Maj. B. L c. 8. § 6. 
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ESTER, s. An oyster,

My potent pardonnis ye may sfy
Cum f nt the Catf- of Tartarie,
Weill seilit with ester sc hell is. r

Lyndmg, S. P. Repr. ik 60. 
Belg. oester, id. The modern pronunciation is 

oster, S. 
ESTLER, adj. Hewin.

Braw towns shall rise, with steeples mony a ane, 
And houses biggit a1 with esthr stane.

Ramsay's Poems^ \. 60. V. AISLAIR. 
ETH, adj. Easy. V. EITH. 
ETHERINS, s. pi. The cross ropes of the roof 

of a thatched house, or of a stack of corn, S. B* 
synon. Brathins.
A. S. eder, edor, ether, a fence, an mclosure, a 

covert; edoras^ covertures; Somner. Heat her -ion, 
arcere, cohibere; Lye.
ETHIK, ETICK, adj. i. Hectic.

" Quhil sic thyngis war done in Scotland, Am. 
brose k j ng of Britonis fell in ane d wynand seiknes 
namyt the Ethik feuir." Bellend. Cron. B; ix. c. 1. 
Hecticum febrem ; Boeth.
2. Feeble, delicate. In this sense ctict is still

used, S. B.
Fr. etique, hectic, consumptive; also, lean, ema 

ciated.
ETTN, s. A giant. V. EYTTY* . 
ETION, s. Kindred, lineage, S. B. 

Bat thus in counting of nay etion
I need na mak sic din, 

For it's well kent Achilles was 
My fathers brither sin %

Poems in the 3uchan^ialect^ p. 4. 
This is probably allied to Is\. Su.G. aett^ ett, fa. 

mily ; whence etar, relations, aettting, a kinsman, 
aettlaeg, a progeny or race, &c.' It appears that in 
O. Goth, aett-u signified to beget.

Ihre has observed, that ahnost in all languages a 
word of this form denotes a parent: as Gr. «11«, 
MoesG. atta^ Lat. atta, C. B. aita, Belg. hayte^ 
Teut. aette, attd Isl. edda, a grantoother. 
ETNAGH BERRIES; Juniper berries; also

called eat in berries ̂ Ang.
With the cauld stream she qttench'd her lowan drouth, 
Syne of the Etnagh-tHfrttes ate a fouth £ 
Thaf ftlaclL and ripe tipon the busses grew*, ''*;'* / 
Aftd V&e iiew;im«red with tfre eVfenirtg dew! : !

Ross's Helenb%e% p. 62.
^ Ga^K attin^ «Jgiitfy furze? « 

To ETTlIj, -EML^ ATTIX, v. d. 1. To aitn, 
to take ̂ aim at any object; as, to eftk a stroke, to 

^ettfe a stone, ; to;takei an ^irri with it, S.
- He ^feferf^ithulslent^aftlayn him in slight^ 

The swerd swapped ott his sWaAge, ani ifti ^n^ 
m'ayle strk; • * ^ 

" ( •' ' 1 ISfrGa&aftalidSir&al il 22. 
Nixt srch^rp Sinfcsftiens v?& irtd Awysee, : ^ 

- * :Tf nto the held ha$ halit vp on hte ' '
B^itn arrow and efie, etl&nd^tite merle. 

^ ' ? Daug. Virg&, 144. 4^ J
- He efttit Ae^berne in al flte

EVE
2. To make an attempt^ S.

If I but ettle at a sang, or Speak, 
They dit their lugs, Syne up their tegffns cleek. 

Ramsay'* Boems, ii. 66.
3. To propose, to design ; denotra^^tti^ act of the 

mind^ S, A. Bor. id. to intend 5 also com eckle. 
This goddes ettillit^ gif werdes war oot contrare^ 
This realme to be superior and maistres 
To all landis.— , —— /

. Doug. Vir:^l, jU.&U 
Quhat purpossls or e^',s thou now lat se I

,tbid. 441.25*
4. To direct one's course. *

By diuers casis, sere parrellis and suffierance 
Unto Itaill we ettill, quhare destanye , 

, Has schap for vs ane rest, and quiet harbrye. 
Doug Virgil, 19. ^3.

Holland, having said that tae Turtle wrote letters^ 
adds that he . &

. ———— planelye thame yajd 
To the swallow so swift, l^rrald in hede, 
To ettill to the Emprour% of ancestry aid.

Houlate, i. 23.
This, at first view, might seem to denote informa 

tion, or the act of comrpuaijcatiftg intelligence. But 
perhaps it merely signifies, that the messenger was to 
direct his course to the Emperour.

Isl. aetla til, destinare; Verel. Ihre otbserves, that 
this word indicates the various actings of the mind, 
with respect to any thiag determined^ as jiuigirig, ad. 
vising, hoping, &e. and views it as allied to Gr. 
€08A-A>. It would appear that the primary sense of 
the Isl. v. is puto, opinor. It also signifies, doputo, 
destinor ; G. Andr. Mihi est in> propo&itis ; Krist- 
nisag. Gl. f , s . 
ETTLE, ETLIVG, s. i.,A'mark, S.

But faitiness to be hame, that burnt my breast, 
Made me [to] tak the ettle when it keest.

Ross's Jlelenore) p, 112. 
2. Ain*, attempt^ S* „ . . \

. For Nannie, fair-before the rest»
Hard upon iwble Maggie pre^. •; & /, 

. And flew id Taft mj furious ettle.

S* Aim, design \ respecting the mind.
Bot oft lailyeleMthe Mi& thocht; , r 

,'j. *• An* wysts mentvys etling
- -' €unwny»nc>chtay to that ending ; 

^ t » ••? i. Tha^ *^4flifok^t «all cum $&. ,
rib : t:« -i*. »^ft^*r, i.-5«3. MS. VI the v. > 

+ #ttlem&nti kiti^tio», A. Bor. \ . . , 
To EVEN, v. a. 1. To equal, to compar^ S. 

with ite pfep. to subjoined. 
" To even qttfl tWttg to another; to e^«al or com. 

pare one thing to another." Shr J. Sinclair's Observ. " • ' •
Shame fa' you aUti ^yow knds baith I f r

Wad ye #£A yourtlaoids ^a youF born billy ? . 
, >- :„, ffih&relsy Border^ i. 202. 

2. To bring one down to aj certain level.
" God tK ought never^th^trbrld a portiod worthy 

of you : he would not even$$* to & gift df dirt and 
cla' Rutherford's Jj&psti: i

sic a thing, I would not
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demean myself so far, a& to make the supposition that
I would do it.
». To talk of one person as a match for another

in marriage, S.
" T0 evtw, is sometimes made use of in Scotland, 

for */0 l#y out Q*6 person for another in m&rriage." 
Sir J. Sinclair, p. 29.

Tfee vulgar phrase is, They are evened thegither.
Is\.jafn-a, aequare, quadrare facere, MoesG. ibn* 

ftn!, ga-/&ft*<&», T&it. effen-en, id. 
E VENDOUN, adj. I. Straight, perpendicular, S.
2. Honest j equivalent to E. downrightl, &.
3. It is used to denote a very heavy fail of rain. 

This is calkd an ewndounpour, S. q. what falls 
without any thing to break its force. 

EVERICH, adj. Every ; evericbone, every one. 
The bird, the beste, the fisch eke in the see, 
They lyre in fredome everich in xhis kynd.

King's Quair, ii. 8. 
And, eftir this, the birdis evirichone 
Tuke vp ane other sang full loud and clere.

Ibid. ii. 45.
A. S. aefre eac, id. Euerych, Rt Glouc. 

EUERILK, adj. Every.
—Of all foulis of the air
Of euerilk kinde enterit ane pair.

Lyndsay's Warkis, p. 3$.
A. S. aefre ealc, semper unisquisque, which Johns, 

views as the origin of E. every. But it is rather from 
aefre eac. V. preceding word. f 
EUIRILKANE, adj. Every one; ever Hkone, R. 

Brunne.
—Be north the Month war nane, 
Then thai his men war euirilkane.

Barbour, in. 305. MS.
EUILL-DEDY, adj. Wicked, doing evil-deeds. 

u This contentioun rais be euill dedy men that mycht 
suffer na*peace." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 53. b. See- 
lerura\xms«H; Boeth.

Se quhat it is to b€ evyll deidy.
Lyndsa$,S.P*R. ii. 188.

A. S. gfel+daeda, yfel-d&ede, pFava agens, toalefae- 
tor; formed like Lat. mateficus. Yfel-daed, indeed, 
is used in the sense of prava actio; and yfel-doen, 
malefacere. "Teut. evel+daed, scclus, eveMadigh, 
facinorosus, sceleratus; Kilian. 
EVINLY, EUINLY, adj. 1. Equal, not different. 

The prince Anchises son Eneas than 
Tua euinly burdouns walis, as commoun man.

Doug. Virgil, 141. 48. Aequus, Virg. 
Thus we speak of wark that is carried on evinly ; 

and of an evinly course, both as respecting progress 
in a journey, and the tenor of one's conduct, S. 
2. Indifferent, impartial, not engaged to either 

party.
u Forsamekle as proclamatioun hes bene maid sen 

the setting up of my first letter, desyring me to sub- 
scriue and avow the same, For answer, I desyre the 
money to be consignit into ane euinly man's hand, 
and I sail compeir on Sonday nixt with four sum with 
me, and subacriue my first letter, and abyde thairat." 
Detect. Qu. Marie, H. 7. a.

This is the same with ewynlyk used by Wyntown. 
Ewynlyk he wes in rychtwysnes?

EWE
Til all men myrrowre of raeknes.

Cron. vii. 7; 139.
A. S. efen-liC) aequalis, aequns. I&l.jafn, MocsG. 

ibn, id.
EUIRILKANE, every one. V. under EuEmiiK. 
EVIRLY* a$&* Constantly, continually, S. B. 
To EVITE, v. a. To avoid, Lat. evit-are.

—We^re obleidg'd in conscience,
Evtll's appearance to evite,
Lest we cause weak ones lose their feet.

Cleland's Poems, p. 79. 
EULCRUKE, /.

" Gif ane Burges man or woman dereis,—his heire 
sail haue to Ms house this v ten sell or insicht,—ane 
barrell, ane gallon, ane kettill, ane brander, ane pos- 
nett, ane bag to put money in, ane eulcruik, ane 
chimney, ane water pot." Burrow Lawes, c. 125.
§ 1-

Skinner supposes that this signifies a vessel for 
holding ale from A. S. aele, ale, or water, ea or Fr. 
eau water, and A. S< crocca, Belg. kruycke, an earth- 
en vessel.

Sibb. conjectures that it may signify u the lar 
gest crook, or that which was used at Christmas or 
Yule."

Uncum is the corresponding term in the Lat. Now 
uncus certainly denotes a hook or crook. But the 
reason of eul being prefixed is quite uncertain. 
EVLEIT, adj. Nimble, active. V. OLIGHT. 
EUOUR, EVEYR, s. Ivory; euour bane, id. 

Up stude Enee in clere licht schynyng faire>
—Als gratius for to behald, I wene,
As euour bane by craft of hand wele dicht.

Doug. Virgil, 31. 39. 
Evirbone, Palice of Honour, i. 34. 
Fr. yvoire, Lat. ebur.

EWDEN-DRIFT, s. Snow raised, and driven 
by the wind, Aberd.

When to my Meg I bend my tour, 
Thro* ewden drifts, or snawy show'r^ 
It neither maksrne sad nor sour. 

For Peggy warms the very snaw.
Shirrefs y Poems, p. 285.

EWDER, EWDRUCH, T.: A disagreeable smell, 
S. B* A-iftiscbant 0iW^, Clyctes. 
" He was sae browden'd apon't [his pipe], that 

he was like to smore us a' in the coach wi } the very 
ewder o't:" Journal from London, p. 2. **. 

This seems from Germ.oder, Fr. odeur, Lat. odor. 
The cofnpoumd designation has Fr. mechant, mes- 
chant, ungracious, vile, prefixed. 
EWDER, s. " A blaze, scorching heat," S. B. 

Gl.
Ye ken right well, when Hector try'd

Thir barks to burn an' scowder, ^ 
He took to speed of fit, because 

He cou'd na bide the ewder.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 2. 

From the sense given, this would seem to have a 
different origin from the preceding word. But I su 
spect that it is merely used obliquely. 
EWE-GO WAN, The Common Daisy, S. B.

V. GOWAN. 
EWEST, adj. Near, contiguous.
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« —The Manses, outlier perteining to the Par- 

sone or Vicar, maist ewest to the Kirk, and maist 
commodious for dwelling, perteines and sail per- 
teine to the Minister or Reader, serving at the samin 
Kirk." Acts Ja. VI. 1572. c. 48.

This might seem to have some affinity with A. S. 
aewe^ signifying german ; as aewen-brother , a bro 
ther german. Perhaps the same root might origi 
nally or derivatively denote propinquity of situa 
tion, as well as of blood ; Su.G. fast is used 
precisely in the same sense. Thair sum aighn 
aighuafasta; Who have contiguous lands; Leg. 
Gothland, ap. Ihre.
E WIN, adv. Straight, right, directly. 

And in the cist he turnit ewin his face, 
And maid ane croce ; and than the freyr cuth

lout; 
And in the west he turnit him ewin about.

Dunbar, MaiHand Poems* p. 77. 
EWYNLY, adv. Equally.

I trow he suld be hard to sla, 
And he war bodyn ewynly.

Barbour, vii. 103. MS. V. EUINLY. 
To EXAME, EXEM, v. a. To examine, S. 

Thairfoir bcfoir ye me condampne, 
My ressounis first ye sail exame \

Dial. Clerk and Courteour, p. 3. 
Than this Japis sage and auld of yeris,— 
Begouth for tyl exem, and till assay 
The wound with mony crafty medlcyne.

Doug. Virgil, 423. 55. 
Evidently corr. from Fr. examin-er^ id. 

To EXCAMBIE, v. a. To exchange, some 
times scambie, S.
Ital. Mimb-iare, scamb-iarC) L. B. excamb-iare) 

excamb-ire, id. 
EXCAMBION, s. Exchange, barter, S.

" He did many good things in his time to his 
church, —and acquired thereunto divers lands, as 
the town of Crawmond, with the lands adjoyning, 
for which he gave in excambion the lands of Cambo 
in the same parish, and the lands of Muchler besides 
Dunkeld." Spotswood, p. 100.

L. B. ex cambium ; escambio^ Leg. Angl.
To EXEME, EXEEM, v. a. To exempt; Skene.

Lat. exim-ere.
———"Therefore—the glorificatioun of his bodie 

exemes it next fra the rules of physicked Bruce's 
Serm. on-the Sacr. M. 3, a. 
EXPECTANT, ^ A candidate for the minis-

EXT
try, who has not yet received a license to
preach the gospel.
u No expectant shall be permitted to preach in 

publike before a congregation till first he be tryed 
after the same manner, ——which is enjoyned by 
the act of the Assembly of Glasgow, 1638*" Act 
Assembly, 7 Aug. 1641.

Under the term Probationer^ this is improperly 
mentioned as synon.
To EXPISC ATE, v. a. " To fish out of one by

way of a discovery," S.
This does not seem to be an E. word, although 

it has found its way into some of the later editions 
of Bailey's Dictionary. It has been originally used 
in our courts of law. „ .

" It is very evident, this method was fallen upon 
to expiscate matter of criminal process against 
gentlemen and others, to secure their evidence, and 
keep it secret likewise, till it was past time for the 
pannels to get defences. Wodrow's Hist. ii. 292.

Lat. exjnsca-ri, id. 
To EXPONE. 1. To explain.

u The council had subscribed the King's cove, 
nant, as it was exponed at the first in the 1581: 
year." Baillie's Lett. i. 9K 
2. To expose to danger.

" They lying without trench or gabioun, war e®~ 
ponit to the force of the haill ordinance of the 
said castell." Knox, p. 42. Lat. expon-ere, 
To EXPREME, v. a. To express, Doug. 
EXPRES, adv. Altogether, wholly. 

To mak end of our harmes and distres, 
Our paneful laubour passitis expres ;_ 
Lo the acceptabil day for euermoreL

Doug. Virgil, 456. 31.
Fr. par expres^ expressly ; chiefly. 

EXTRE', s. Axle-tree, S. '. 
—Quhana tho, allace, gret piete was to se! 
The quhirland quhele and spedy swift extre 
Smate doun to ground.—

Doug. Virgil* 422. 53, V. AX-TREE. 
To EXTRAVAGE, v. n. To deviate in dis 

course, from the proper subject ^ to speak ia*
coherently as one deranged*
" The Duke of Albany desired, that he might 

be permitted to speak, where he extravaged so tjiat 
they inclined to assoilye John his* brother, and find 
that he deserved to be put in a correction.house.* 
Fountainhall, i. 137.

This is evidently the same with Stravaig^ q. y..



FAB FAD

F.

THE inhabitants of some of the Northern coun 
ties use this letter instead of wh or quh.

On this subject Rudd. observes; " I am almost 
perswaded, that when the Saxon language began 
first to get footing among us, these in the North, 
who spoke Irish before, pronounced theW as an F, 
as they had done with the Lat. V. And these more 
Southward pronounced it as Gu, Cu, or Qu,— in 
imitation of the Welsh or French, &c. to whom it 
seems they had a nearer relation than the other." 
Gl. Lett. Q.

This idea is by no means natural. For the gut. 
tural sound is^ used in Perthshire and other counties, 
in which the Irish or Gaelic once prevailed ; where, 
as the peculiarity of pronouncing .Ffor Wh begins 
to appear in Angus and Mearns, and completely 
marks the inhabitants of Aberd., Moray, &c. ; al 
though there is considerable groxind for believing 
that these districts are occupied by a Gothic race.

I perceive no satisfactory reason for this singula. 
rity. Ereu supposing them to be of Northern ex. 
tract; it would not solve the difficulty to recur to 
what has been said of the inhabitants of Scandina 
via, that P and W are wanting in their dialects^ 
and supplied by V ; the former being the most open 
of the labial letters, and the latter the most shut, 
so that it may be pronounced with the mouth almost 
closed, which made it an acceptable substitute in 
Scandinavia, where the cold climate rendered their 
organs rigid and contracted. V. Pinkerton's En. 
quiry, i. 353. 354. For if the Pictish inhabitants 
of these districts were Goths, why were they thus 
distinguished from other Picts ? Another difficulty 
forcibly presents itself. The guttural sound, un 
known in the North of S^ is retained in hv of the 
Icelanders and other Scandinavian nations. 
FA', FAE, s. Foe, enemy.

Pas on, sister, in my name, and thys ane thing 
Sa lawlie to my proud/a, and declare.

* Doug. Virgil, 114. 41.
A. S. fa, fah, inimicus. This is most probably 

from^-aw, fig-an, O. Su.G. fi-a, MoesG. fi-jan, 
Alem. ji-en, fig-en, to hate. 
FA, ij. and s. V. FAW.
FABORIS, s. pi. Suburbs of a city.

On to the yettis and f aborts off the toun 
Braithly thai brynt, and brak thair byggyngis

doun. Wallace, viii. 527. MS. 
Edit. 1648 and 1073 read suburbes. Faulxburg 

also occurs.
—u He was placit in a desert ludging near the 

wall and faulxburg of the town, callit the kirk of

feild, prepairit for a wicked intent."—Historic K. 
James the Sext, p. 9. 

Fr. fauxbourg, id. 
FABURDOUN.

In modulation hard I play and sing 
Faburdoun, pricksang, discant, countering,

Palace of Honour, i. 42. 
Fabaurdoun, Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 5. 
Here there is an enumeration of the different tones 

and forms of music then in use. As Fr. faux- 
bourdon signifies the drone of a bag-pipe, it may 
refer to bass. The Fr. term, however, is used to 
denote what is called simple counterpoint!, in music, 
V. Diet. Trev. 
FACHENIS,//. Faulchidns.

This Auentinus followis in thir weris,
Bure in thare handis, lance, staffis and burrel

s peris, 
And dangerus fachenis into the staiffis of tre.

Doug. Virgil, 231. 51. Dolon, Virg. 
Fr. fauction. This word, properly signifying a 

short crooked sword, is most probably from Lat. 
falx, a hook or bill. 
FACHT.

Then ilka foull of hlsfacht a fether has tane, 
And let the Houlat in haste hurtly but hone 
Dame Nature the nobillest nychit in ane; 
For to ferm this fetheren, and dochly hes done>

Houlate, iii. 20.
This seems to bejlickt in MS., in reference to the 

wing as the instrument of Jlight. Thus Germ. flu. 
gel, Belg. vlugel, signify a wing. Dan. ̂ 03, me- 
taph. the wing of a building, of an army; which 
shews that it has been originally used for that of a 
bird. Instead of hurthy and so, in MS. it is as 
given in the extract. 
F ADDIS, s.pl. Lang faddis, longboats.

u But more tary thay gaderit ane army out of 
Ireland, Argyle, Lome, Canter, & othir partis 
adiacent. Syne landit with mony galyouns and 
langfaddis in Albioun." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 15. a. 
Biremibus, Boeth. Elsewhere it is used in render, 
ing Lat. triremibus, B. ix. c. 30.

Gael, fada, a boat; longfhada, a galley, Shaw. 
FADE, FEDE, adj.

Her sailes thai leten doun,
And knight ouer bord thai s trade,

Al cladde:
The knightes that weijade 
Thai did as Rohand bade*

Sir Tristrem, p. 16. st. 14. 
This is rendered « faithful" in Gl. I suspect that



FAB
it rather signifies, prepared, synon. with al cladde, 
or ready to obey. A. S. fad-an, fad-ian, ordinare, 
dispqnere, to set in order ; Schilter mentions Franc. 
fad-en, fath-en, id. : and Cimb. fath-a> ordinare, 
ornare.
FADE, s. A company of hunters.

———The range, and the fade on brede 
Dynnys throw the grauis,ssercheyng tjie woddis

wyd, 
And sutis set the glen, on euery syde.

Doug. Virg. 103. 49. Indago, Virg. 
" At .last quhen the /«///had brocht in the wolf 

afore the houndis, the skry arais, & ylk man went 
to his gam." Bellend. Cron. B. vi. c. 3.

Rudd. conjectures that this is for fold. But 
there is not the slightest affinity. Lye, (Jun. 
Etymolog.) erroneously renders this, " a pack of 
hunting dogs," canum venaticorum turba. He de 
duces it from Isl. veid-a, to hunt; mentioning, as 
cognate terms, A. S. waeth-an, id. Belg, weiden- 
er, weidman, a huntsman. This word, however, 
in its form is more immediately allied to Gael. Jr. 
Jiadhach, hunting, fiadh, a deer; whence giarr- 
fiadh, a hare, fiadh-chullach, a wild boa,r,jfiadhoig, 
a huntsman, jiadh-ghadh, a hunting spear, Jiadh- 
lorga, a hunting pole.

Fiadh, land, a forest, or Jiadh, wild, may per 
haps be viewed as the radical word. But both the 
Goth, and Celt, words seem to have had a common 
origin.
To FADE, a. a. « To taint, corrupt, or f. fall 

short in." Gl. Wynt.
Set thow hawe/cmf/// thi lawte, 
Do this dede yhit wyth honeste.

Wyntown, vii. 1. 69. 
" Isl. fat-ast, (v. impers.) is defective." Gl.

FADER, FADYR, s. Father.
And then come tythandis our the se,. 

That his/0<3^r wes done to ded.
Bar dour, i. 347. MS.

A. S. faeder, faedyr, Isl. Su.G. Dan. fader, 
Belg. vader, Germ, vater, Alem./afer, Lat. pater, 
Gr. crfi6TU£, P&rs.pader, id,, MoesQ.fadrene, parents.
FADGE, j. A bundle of sticks, Dumfr. Fadge,

a burden, Lancash. Gl.
A. S. ge-feg, commissura, compago, fromfeg-an, 

ge-feg-an, jungere ; Belg. vo£g, a joining, voeg-en, 
to join ^ or rather Sw.fqggapaa sig, onerare, Se. 
ren. N. vo. Fag-end. 
FADGE, FAGE, s. 1. " A large flat loaf or ban-

nock; commonly of barley «meal, and baked
among ashes," Sibb. But the word is also used
to denote a kin$ of flat wheaten loaf, baked with
barm, in the oven* Loth.
" They raajte not all kindes of breade, as law 

requyres ; that is, ane fage, symmel, wa&tell, pure 
cleane breade, mixed breade, and bread of trayt." 
Chalmerlan Air. c. 9. § 4*

A Glasgow capon and &faJge 
*Ye thought a feast.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 339.
" A herring, and a course kind of leavened bread 

used by the common, people." Note.

F A I
Sken&derires this from Gr. 0#y-#, to eat. But it 

is undoubtedly the s^me with Teut. wegghe, panis 
triticus, libum oblongum, Kilian. Belg. wegge, 
a cake, a farthing-loaf. Sw. hetwegg, a sort of 
bread prepared with spices, eaten warm on Shrove 
tide, q. calidus panis. Perhaps Pr.fouace, a thick 
cake, or bun, hastHy baked, has the same origin.
2. A lusty and clumsy woman, S.

Her oxen may dye i' the house, Billie,
And her kye into the byre ;

And I sail hae nothing to my sell
But a f&tfadge by the fyre.

Sir Thomas and Fair Annet^ Ritsori** S. 
Songs, ii. 188.

TO FADLE, FAIDLE, v. n. To walk in an 
awkward and waddling manner, Ang.
This is perhaps radically the same with E. w&ddle^ 

the origin of which is very uncertain.
FADOM, s. A fathom, S.

Isl. fadm-r, id. quantum mensura se possunt ex. 
tendere lacerti cum manibus ; G. Andr. The Isl. 
word also signifies the bosom.
FAGALD, s. Faggot.

— G ret fagaldis tharoff thai maid,.
Gyrdyt with irne bandifi braid.
The fagaldis weill mycht mesuryt fee
Till a gret toWnys quantite.

Barbour, xrii, 615. MS.
Instead of townys, in edit. Pink, it is towrys ,* 

edit. 1620 tunnys, i. e. the size or a weight of a tun. 
Mr Pink, readers fagald, parcel. But it is evidently 
Fr. fagot, a little disguised ; or from C. B. Arm. 
fagoden, id. ; L. B. fagat-um, fagot«um. 
FAY> s. 1. Faith, belief.

That/«y the Brettownys than held cleae,
Ane hundyr wynter and sextene.

Wyntown,) v. 13. 51. 
2. Fidelity, allegiance.

— With him tretyt sua the King, 
That he belewyt of hys duelling ; 
And held him lely his fay, 
Quhill the last end of his lyff day.

Barbour, xiii. 545. MS., 
Fr. foy, O. F. Hisp. fe. 

To FAICK, n). n. To fail. V. FAIK. 
FAID. V. FADE, s.
To FAIK, v. a. To grasp, to inclose in one'fc 

hand.
— Thy rycht arme of smyttin, O, Laryde, 

Amyd the feild lyis the beside ; 
Aud half lyfeles thy fingeris wer sterand, 
Within thy neif dois grip and/0/& thy brand.

Dvug. Virgil, 830. «3.
Rudd. refers to Belg. voegh^en, conjungere. But- 

the word, as thus used,, is undoubtedly the sarae with. 
Fland./tfc^-m, apprehendere, Kilian; corresponding 
to Fr. empoigner, 0'Arsy : Isl. eg foe, fak vcl 
faeck, capio, accipio, G. Andr. p. 63. 
To FAIK, i). a. To; fold, to tuck up. A wo 

man is said tofaik her plaid, when she tucks it 
U£ around her, St
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Sic hauns as you sud ne'er loefaikit, 

Be hain't wha like.
Burns, iii, 375.

u Unknown," Gl. But it certainly signifies, 
folded, like the hands of the sluggard.

E.fake, 44 among seamen, a coil of rope," (Johns.) 
is evidently from the same fountain. It is more pro 
perly defined by Phillips, u one circle or roll of a 
cable or rope quoiled up round ; so that when a ca 
ble is veered, or let out by hand, it is demanded, 
How many fakes are left; i.e. how much of the 
cable is left behind unveered."

Rudd. views this as the same with the preceding v. 
As originally signifying to clasp, it might indeed in 
an oblique sense denote the act of tucking up, be 
cause one lays hold of a garment for this purpose. 
It may, as Rudd. conjectures, be allied to Belg. 
voeg-en conjungere. But undoubtedly we hare the 
same word, in a more primitive form^ in Sw. veck, 
a fold, lagga i veck, to lay in plaits or folds; Deck 
paa en kiortel, a plait or tuck on a petticoat; hence 
veckl-a to fold; Wideg. Ihre mentions wik-a (vik-a) 
as signifying plicare; and Seren. faggor, plicae, vo. 
Fag-end. Perhaps Teut. fock-en, to hoise up the 
sails, is radically the same. 
FAIK, s. 1. A fold of any thing; as a ply of a

garment, S. B.
He tellis thame ilk ane caik be caik; 
Syne lokkes thame up, and takis zfaik, 
Betwixt his dowblett and his jackett; 
And eitis thame in the buith, that smaik.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 171. 172. st. 7.
i. e. He takes.a fold of one of the cakes, doubl 

ing it. 
2. A plaid, Ang. Faikie, Aberd.

— "I had nae mair claise bat a spraing'd/az&ze." 
Journal from London, p. 8. i. e. a striped plaid.

So denominated, either because worn infolds ; or 
from Teut./oc£e, superior tunica. V. FAIK, v. 2. 
FAIK, s. A stratum or layer of stone in the

quarry, Loth. 
FAIK, /.

" In the summer months, the swarms of scarfs, 
marrots, faiks, &c. that come to hatch in the rocks 
of Dungisbay and Stroma, are prodigious." P. 
Canisbay, Caithn. Statist. Ace. viii. 159.

The Razorbill is called the Falk, Martin's St. 
Kilda, p. 33. " In the Hebrides this bird is called 
Falk orfaik." Neill's Tour, p. 197. 
To FAIK, <u. a. 1. To lower the price of any

commodity, Loth. Perths. Will ye nofaik me .*
Will you not lower the price ? - He will not
faik a penny i he will not abate a single^ penny
of the price. ^ 

2. To excuse/ to let go with impunity, Loth.
Su.G./#/A:-tf, licitari, to cheapen, to attempt to 

purchase a thing, lsl.fal-a; from/a/ promercalis, 
any commodity exposed to sale. As this word oc 
curs in a radical form in Su.G. and Isl. we cannot 
suppose that it is from Fr. de-falqu-er, Lat. defalc- 
are.
To FAIK, FAICK, v. n. To fail, to become 

weary, S. B.
She starts to foot, but has na maughts to stand :

F A I
Hallach'd and damish'd, and scarce at her sell, 
Her limbs tbeyfaicked under her and fell.

Ross's Helenore, p. 24.
Perhaps from the same origin with weak / -Sw. 

vek~na, Norw. vik-na, flaccessere, Su.G. wik-a, ce- 
dere; or allied to Teut. vaeck, somnus, vaeckigh, 
soporatus.
To FAIK, v. n. To stop, to cease, S. B. 

The lasses now are linking what they dow, 
And faiked never a foot for height nor how.

Ross's Helenore, p. 73.
In this sense it is also said. My feet have never 

Jaikit, I have still been in motion.
This most probably may be traced to the same 

origin with Faik, to fail.
FAIL, FALE, FEAL, s. i. Any grassy part of 

the surface of the ground, as united to the rest. 
The varyant vesture of the venust vale 
Schrowdis the scherand fur, and every fale 
Ouerfrett with fulyeis, and fyguris ful dyuers, 
The pray bysprent with spryngand sproutis 

dyspers. Doug. Virgil, Prol.,400. 38. 
2. A turf, a flat clod covered with grass cut off

from the rest of the sward, S. 
** To keip thaim fra all incursionis of ennymes in 

tymes cumyng, he beildit ane huge wall of Jail and 
deuait rycht braid and hie in naaner of ane hill fra 
the mouth of Tyne fornens the Almane seis to the 
flude of Esk fornens the Ireland seis." Bcllend. 
Cron. B. v. c. 4. Vallum portentosae molis ex 
cespitibus, e terra exciais. Boeth.

Fail and divot are thus distinguished in Ang. 
Fail is used in building the walls of an earthen 
house, and divot for covering it. The fail is much 
thicker than the divot, and differs in shape. The 
divot differs also from tour or turf, as strictly used ; 
the divot being of grass and earth, and the turf 
either of a mossy or heathy substance, or partly of 
both. Sod is properly a thick turf, resembling the 
fail, not so directly used for fuel, as for keeping 
in the fire kindled on a hearth, and casting forward 
the heat.

Rudd. thinks that this word may be derived from 
L.B.focale, whence O. Fr. feulle, E.fuel; "be. 
cause turf is the most common kind of fuel in 
S." But this word is seldom, if ever, used to de 
note turfs for fuel, but those employed for some- 
other purpose. Sibb., with much more reason, re. 
fers to Teut. veld, solum, superficies. But the term 
seems to assume still more of a radical form in Su.G» 
wall, (pron. vail), grassy soil; sward, solum herbi- 
dum; Ihre. Koera boskapen iwall, to drive cattle to 
the grass. The ground is said valla sig, when it 
begins to gather a sward, q. to fale itself.

We learn from Ray, that in the West of E. 
a veiling signifies ploughing up the turf or upper 
surface of the ground, to lay in heaps to burn.'* 
V. WELLE. Hence,
FAIL-DYKE, s. A wall built of sods or turfs, S. 

In behint yon auld/ai/ dyke? 
I wot there lies a new slain knight.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 241* 
To FAIL YE, v. n. i. To fail. 
2. To be in want of any thing. 
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— Thai of the o&t, tfatfaittyt met, 
Quhen thai saw that thai mycht nocht get 
Thair wittaillis till thaim, be the se, 
Thai send furth rycht a gret menye 
For to forray all Lowthiane.

Barbour, xviii. 269. MS. 
— Failyied meat, edit. 1620. 
Fr. fai/ler, to fail; also, to lack, to want. 

FAILYIE, FAYLYHE', s. 1. Failure, non-perform 
ance.

" Thay sail keep all thair injunctiounes; and in 
case of failyie in ony of the premisses, the pain to 
be upliftit." Act Sedt. 7 June, 1587. 
2. The penalty in case of breach of bargain, S.

Fr. faille, id.
To FAYND, v. a. 1. To tempt, to assault by 

temptation.
The Deril come, in full intent 
For til fand hym wytht argument.

Wyntown, v. 12. 1241.
2. To put to the trial.

Yongling, thou schalt abide, 
Foles thou wendest to fand.

Sir Tristrem, p. 48.
Not find, as expl. in Gl. But, " thou thinkest 

to make trial of fools," or cc that thou hast such to 
deal with."

Thai war sa felly fleyit thar, 
That I trow Schyr Richard off Clar 
Sail hafF na will tofaynd hys mycht 
In bataill, na in forss to fycht, 
Quhill King Robert, and his menye, 
Is due 11 and in that cuntre.

Barbour, xvi. 219. MS.
3. To attempt, to endeavour.

—— The Barnage at the last 
Assemblyt thaim, and/oywd^tf fast 
To cheyss a king, thar land to ster.

Barbour, i. 42. MS.
Rycht so did the ferd, quhair he furth fure; 
Yaip, thocht he yung was, tofaynd his pfFence.

Houlate, ii. 23. MS.
i. e. Ready, although young, to act a proper part 

in war,
A. S.fand-ian, tentare ; Chaucer, fonde, to try.

To FAYND, v. n. To make shift for one's 
self. Fayndyt weitt, made a good shift, ex 
erted himself well, S.

So fand thai thar a gentill worthi knycht 
At Climace hecht, fnlt cruell ay had beyn, 
Andfayndyt weill amang his enemys keyn.

Wallace^ x. 1026. MS. 
In this sense we still say to Fend, q. v. 

FAYNDING, s.
——— Quha taiss purpos sekyrfy,
And followis it syne ententily,
For owtfayntice, or yheitfaynding,
With thi it be conabill thing,
Bot he the mar be- wnhappy,
He sail eschew it in party.

Barbour, iii. 289. MS.
This cannot signify trial, endeavour. For how" 

could a man atchieve any thing without this ? Can 
it mean^ defection, flinchmg or turning ashle, A. S*

F A I
fundung, decessus, recessus ? Or perhaps shifting, 
guile, Su.G. fund, Belg. vond, dolus, technae ? 
This agrees withfaintice conjoined. 
FAINY, adv.

— Thai war both/omj/ oursett ̂  thairfoir Imurne 
soir. Houlate, ii. 17.

The word is very indistinct in MS.
FAINTICE, s. Dissembling, hypocrisy, Bar 

bour, iii. 288. MS. V. FAYNDING. 
Yr.fainiise, id. fromfaind-re, to dissemble. 

FAIPLE, s. One is said to hang his faiple, 
when chopfallen, or when from ill humour he 
lets fall his under jaw, S.

It is only by transposition, that we could suppose 
any affinity to Su^G.^/ftfp-a, plorare; Isl.Jlipa, la- 
brum Tulneris pendulum.
FAIR, adj. Calm, opposed to stormy. It is

fair, but rainy ; Orkney.
FAIR, FERE, FEYR, s. Appearance, shew, car 

riage, gesture.
Thus thai faught upone fold, with ane fel fair,
Quhill athir berne in that breth bokit in blude.—
The feght sa felly thai fang, with ane fresch

fair. Gawan and Gol. ii. 21.
All efrayt of that/a/r wes the fresch king.

Ibid. iv. 21. 
Bot he was ladlike of lait, and light of his fere.

Ibid. i. 13.
Turnus thare duke reulis the middil oist, 
With glaue in hand maid awful fere and boist.

Doug. Virgil, 274. 29. 
Tell me \iisfeyr, and how I sail him knaw, 
Quhat is his oyss ; and syn go luge the law. 
The schipman sayis, Rycht weill ye may him

ken,
Throu graith takynnys, fnll clerly by his mdn. 

Wallace, ix. 101. MS.
With club, and bel, and partie cote with eiris 
He feinyeit him ane fule, fond in his/eim.

Priests of Peblis, S. P R. i. 19. 
This term seems allied to A. S.jfaer, iter, gressus^ 

Isl. id. iter, profectio, comitatus; atferd, modus, 
methodus; from Su.G. /0r-a, agere, Ihre, p. 430, 
orfoer-a, ducere. But it cannot be denied, that it 
sometimes occurs in a sense very similar to that of 
A. S.feorh, Tultus, or Alem./arwwtf, forma.

Affer has the same signification and source. Espe 
cially as denoting military preparation or equipment, 
it may be immediately traced to Su.G. affaerd-a, to 
send away, ablegare, mittere from af, from, and 
faerd-as, a dem. from far-a profisisci, and of the 
same meaning.
FAIR, FAYR, FAR^J. 1. Solemn or ostenta 

tious preparation.
— He thoucht he wald, in his lyff, 
Croun;hys young son, and hys wyff. 
And at that parleatirent swa did he 
With gret/o^r and solemnyte.

Barbour, xx. 126. MS.
— Quhen ner cummyn wes the day, 
That ordanyt for the weddyn was, 
The Erie, and the Lord of Douglas, 
Come to Berwik, with tnekUl/ar,
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And brottcht young Dawy with thaim thar.

Ibid. rer. 83. MS. 
2. Funeral solemnity.

Thai did to that doughty as the dede aw.
Uthir four of the folk foundis to the fair,
That wes dight to the dede, be the day can daw.

Gawan and GoL Hi. 7.
Thus fair here clearly denotes the solemn rites 

owing or due to the dead, and prepared for them.
Germ, fey r-en, to celebrate, feyre, a festivity, a 

solemnity, feyr-tag, a festival day ; Alem. jfir-on, 
Su.G. jfir-a, celebrare. Some derive these terms 
from Germ./ewr, ignis, as if feyren merely signi 
fied, to light up the Jires at the proper seasons,, 
which were kindled in honour of the heathen deities, 
by the ancient Germans. Others view the term as 
originally denoting Jire-worship. But as many 
Gothic, as well as Celtic terms, respecting religion, 
were introduced by the Latins, it is more probable 
that this word was formed from Lat. fer-ia^ a holi 
day ; whence also Fr./oeVe, E. and S./flsV, a market.

I am not fully satisfied that this ought to be view- 
ed as radically different from the preceding^ word. 
The ideas suggested fey both are very congenial.
FAIR, s. Business, affair.

This rich man, be he had hard this tail, 
Full sad in mynd he wox baith wan and pail. 
And to himselfe h« said, sickaiid full sair, 
Allace> how now! this is an haisty/az'r.

Priests of Peblis, Pink. S. P. R. i. 38.
This may be contracted from Fr. affaire. Or the

observation made by Tyrwhitt may here apply ;
Fr.seems to have been derived from the 

v. faire, whenever it can be interpreted by the 
word ado;" as this hote fare, v. 3997. What 
amounteth all this fare ? v. 13192, &c. 
FAYR, adj. Proper, expedient.

And quhen the King had hard this tale, 
His cunsail he assemblyt haiie, 
To se quihethir/r^r war him till 
To ly abojit the toun all still, 
And assailye quhill it wonnyn war ; 
Or than in Ingland for to fayr.

Burbour^ xvii. 837. MS.
MoesG. fagr, ido^ieus, utilis, appositus, aptus ; 

A. S. faegr, faeger, spedosus ; Su.G. foer, lal. 
faer, bonus, utilis, which Hire considers as allied to 
Gr.
FAIRD, s. l. Passage, course.

" The master gart all his taarynalfc & men of 
veyr hald them quiet at rest^ be rason thatthemo*- 
yng of the pepil vitht iu ane &dhip? stoppis hjnr of 
hyr faird." Compl. S. p. 65. 
2. Expedition, enterprise. ;

u He has 'eVer sltice bended his whole wfts, and 
ejnployed all his power, to mak6*his last and ̂ rc«t. 
e.st faird inevitable?» Proclairiatidh'* co&cerniiig 
Philip 'of Spain, Cfrldenrobff, $. &1$.

None gained by those 'bloody fmrds9 
But two fnVefe4 beggers who turned lairds-; 
Who stealing publick geese and wedded, "-& 
WerefrMj l^r tendering &kin and feathefs;/

. ColviFs MockfotwirP. i. ;p. &5. 
This is eyidctetty the s^me with Sn,G, f&erdy iter5

FAY
cursus ; whence is formed haerfatrd) expeditio mi- 
litaris, from/ar-rt, ire. V. FARD. 
FAIRDED,/)«r^. pa. Painted, disguised. V.

FARD, v. 
FAIRDING, s. Violent blowing.

The boriall blasts, with mony schout, 
In that forest did fle; 
Not caldly, bot baldlie,

They thudit throw the treis : 
With rairding anAfairding, 

On hie the fier fleis.
BureVs Pilgr. Watson's Coll. ii. 17. 

Fardis is used, Doug. Virgil^ for violent blasts 
of wind. V. FAUD, s.
FAYRE, FARE, s. Course, journey, voyage. 

And all the weddrys in thairefqyre 
Wes to thare purpos all con tray re.

Wyntown, vi. 20. 105.
Is!. /0r, iter. Hence E. warfare. V. FAIRD. 

FAIR-FARAND. V FARAND. 
FAIRFASSINT, adj. Having great appear 

ance of discretion or kindness, without the re 
ality, Ang.
From fair and Fasson, q. v. 

FAIR-FOLK, s. Fairies. V. FAREFOLKIS. 
FAIR-FUIR-DAYS. V. FURE-DAYIS. 
FAIRHEID, s. Beauty, fairness; Dunbar. 
FAIRIN, FARNE,/>«r/. pa. Fared, from fare.

" Advertise me tymely in the morning how ye 
haue/rt/rm, for I will be in pane unto I get worde," 
Lett. Detection Q. Mary, H. 4, a.

The King than at thame speryt yarne, 
How thai, sen he thaim seyne, had/ante.

Barbour^ iii. 547. MS. Chaucer, faren. 
FAIRY-HILLOCKS, pL Verdant knolls, in 

many parts of the country, which have receiv 
ed this denomination, from the vulgar idea that 
these were anciently inhabited by the fairies, or 
that they used to dance there, S. 
The very same superstition still remains in Swe. 

den. The language of Ihre conveys precisely the 
latter idea. Aelfdans^ ita vocantur circuli, qui in 
pratis cernuntur laetiori ridere virore. Credit vul. 
gns hie saltasse Alfos. V. Olal Magni Hist. Lib. 3. c. 
10. Aelf* genius, andcfoni, saltatio. V. FAREFOLKIS. 
To FAIRLY. V. FERLY, v. 
FAIRNTICKL'D, adj. Freckfed. V. FERNI-

TICKLER.
FAIT, s. To lose fait of a tlnng, to lose one's 

good opinion of it, S.
This seems to be originally a Fr. expression; 

perhaps from faire fete de^ to joy in, to be proud 
of, to make much of; from feste% fete> a feast. 
ZoFAYT, *. a. , ^,, ,. 

,. >M , Whp wfljesingeslay^ ,; c 
. . Thar/ hini.no ferthjar go.; : .,, * 

Fajs 1 y ̂ caq sto w fayi^ 
That»ever worth the wo.

, . , Sir Tristrem^ p. 175. 
. « T#a betray ^ fhenc^/c/^r5 traitor," Gl.

Perhaps fayt rather signifies to frame, to fabri 
cate ^ from Fr. fatj&^fatti /the part of faire^ as 
faytour seems to be from facteur a 
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To FAIZLE, v. a. To coax, to flatter, S. B.

Su.G. fussla, per dolum et clandestine artes a- 
vertere, Ihre ; to carry off by guile \ fias-a, to flat 
ter, in whatever way. 
FAKLESS. V. FECKLESS. 
FALD, FAULD, s. i. A fold, a sheep-fold, S. 

And in your loof ye's get, as aft doun tauld, 
The worth of all that suck within yourfauld. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 116.
2. An inclosure of any kind ; applied to an army 

intrenched with stakes.
Eschame ye not Phrigianis, that twyis tak is, 
To be inclusit amyd ane/0/d of stakis ? 
And be assegeit agane sa oft syis, 
With akin spylis and dykis on sic wys ?

Doug. Virgil, 298. 51.
A. S. fa/aed,fal</, Alem. IsI./oM, Su.G.faella, 

L. B. fald-a, septum anhnalium. Sibb. fancifully 
derives this "^.foe-lett from fah, inimicus (wolf 
or fox) and laettan, impedire, originally made of 
planks ; or q. fie-hald^ a place for holding fie or 
sheep." ( But it is evidently from MoesG. fald-an, 
A. S. feald-an, Su.G. faal-a, plicare. Stabulum, 
proprie vero septum ex stipitibus cratibusque in 
terram defixis complicatisque factum. V. Spelman, 
vo. Falda ; Junius, Gl. Goth. vo. Faldan. Ihre 
derives faella, a fold, from faell-a conjungere. 
To FALD, FAULD, <u. a. To inclose in a fold, S. 

Sw. faella faar, to inclose sheep* 
Sibb. has observed that u the Saxon husbandmen 

•were obliged commonly to fold their sheep upon the 
fields of the landlord, for the benefit of the dung ; 
which servitude was called faldgang." It was also 
called faldsoca, or the privilege of having such a 
fold ; L. B. faldagium, E.faldage, also fold-course, 
and free-foil/.' The money paid by the vassal to 
his superior, for* being freed from this obligation, 
was called in A. S. jaldgange-pening. 
To FALD, v. n. To bow, to bend, to submit, S. 

Quhen I your foewtie do behald, 
I man unto your fairnes/#/</.

Philot. st* 2. Pink. S. P. R. iii. 5. 
Of th> Ylanders, thou forced for to fold, 
Such as deboir'd from thy obedience darre.

Garden's Theatre , p. 14.
In this sense the term seems to be used by Wynt. 

Bot Fortowne, thowcht schofald fekilly, 
Will noucht at anis myscheffis fall.

Cron. viii, 33. 134.
This, according to Mr Macpherson, <c seems pret. 

of Fa/, which appears to be overturn^ throw down," 
Gl. But the idea is not natural. Fold apparently 
signifies bend, as denoting the variable character at 
tributed to Fortune; from A. S. feald-an plicare, 
used metaph. Fait might signify, to let fall; if 
there were any example of its being used in this ac 
tive sense. Su.G. Isl. faell-a, hpwever, signifies 
to fit together, to associate. Faella s am man sakir, 
to join different accusations together : hence fallin 
aptus. It also signifies to shed, to let fall.

*< Nayther the a per tie wald/a/4 to the uther, nor 
yet condescend to ony midds." Historic James Sext, 
p. 122.
To FALE, v. n. To happen, to take place. 

—That done of his counsal wes,

F A L
Tyl hald thaim in mare sikkyrnes 
Than ner-hand a se be-s4d, 
Quhare doutis and perilis may/0/<? sum tid. 

Wyntown, ix. 24. 146.
Evidently the same with E. fall ; Su.G. falla, 

accidere. 
FALK, FAUK, s. The Razor-bill, a bird; Alca

torda, Linn.
« The bird, by the inhabitants called the Fa/k, 

the Razor-bill in the West of England, the dwk in 
the North, the Murre in Cornwall, Alca Hoteri, 
is a size less than the Lavy." Martin's St Kilda, 
p. 33. V. FAIR, s. 
To FALL, v, n. 1. To fall to, as one's portion,

pron. faW) S.
Ane said, The fairest fallis me ; 
Tak ye the laif and fone thame.

Peblis to the Phy, st. 7. 
2. To be one's turn, by rotation, or according to

fixed order. It fawis me now, S. 
To FALL^, v. n. To be lost or disappear fora

time, S.
" Christ's papers of that kind cannot be lost or 

fall by. Rutherford's Lett. p. 11. ep. 28* 
To FALL with child, to become pregnant, S.

Is I. faa is used in a similar sense, denoting the 
pregnancy of cattle ; suscipere foetum, gignere, G. 
Andr. p. 63. But this seems to be only a peculiar 
use of /aa, capere.
To FALL. Wynt. vii. 33. 134. V. FALD, v. 2. 
FALL, (pron. faw) s. A measure nearly equal

to an E. perch or rood, S.; including six ells
square, S.
" There is twa sortes of falles, the ane lineall, 

the vther superficiall: The lineall fall is ane met- 
wand, rod, or raip, of sex elnes lang, quhairbe 
length and bredth are seuerally met. Ane superfi- 
ciall/0# of lande, is sa meikle botfndes of landes, as 
squairly conteins ane lineall fall of bredth, and ane 
lineaH/a//of length." Skene,, Verb. Sign. vo. Par- 
ticata.

When he says5 in the same place, that" sa meikle 
lande, as in measuring faittes vnder the rod, or raip, 
in length is called ane fall of measure;" he seems 
to derive the word from the v. falL But fall is 
synon. with rod. For it is evidently the same with 
Su.G./afe, pertica, a pole or perch. The inhabit, 
tants of Gothland use fala in the^same sense; also 
for a staff or cudgel. Jsl. f&le always denotes the 
handle ;of a spear. Su»G. wal (val) is synon. with 
fale, fustis, pertica.'

This is evidently, a very ancient term. For Ul- 
philas uses waluns for staffs, the pi. ofwal-us. Ihre 
reckons Lat. vall-us, a stake or palisade, a kindred 
word ; and observes that the Celts prefix #. C. B. 
Arm. gwalen^ whence Fr. gaule, a rod <# pole. 
Thus it appears that we have received tjiis name for 
a measure, as well as raip, from the Scandina 
vians. V. A«t>. JF<*//? /fl», is $ie only term used 
for a rqod in S. * 
FALL, FAW, i. A trapi Mowe»fa<®, a tfap fb*

jcatching mice, S.
Houses I haif enow of gril ^fence,
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Of cat, nor fall, nor trap, I haif nae dreid. 

Borrowstoun Mows, Evergreen, ii. 148. st. 13. 
Germ, falle, Su.G. falla, Belg.ua/, A. S.-feall, 

decipula; mus-fealle, Belg. muyze-val, a mouse- 
trap. It is so denominated, because in the forma- 
tion of a trap, there is something that/a//,?, and se 
cures the prey.
FALLBRIG, s. A sort of bridge, used in a 

siege ; so called, because the besiegers let it 
fall on the walls, that they might enter by 
means of it.

—Thai the schip on na mauer 
Mycht ger to cum the wall sa ner, 
That that fall brig mycht neych thartill, 
For oucht thai mycht, gud or ill.

Harbour, xvii. 419. MS.
FALLEN STARS, Jelly tremella, S. Tremel- 

la Nostoc, Linn.; a gelatinous plant, found in 
pastures, &c. after rain.
It has a similar name in Sw., " Sky-fall, i. e. 

fragmentum nimbi." Linn. Flor, Suec. 1136. 
SEA FALLEN STARS, SEA LUNGS, S.; an animal 

thrown on the sea-shore in summer and au 
tumn ; Medusa aequorea, Linn. 

To FALLOW, v. a. To follow, S.
SterfF the behuffis, les than thou war vnkynd?
As for to leif thy brothir desolate
All hyme allane, na, fallow the samyn gate.

Doug. Virgil, 339. 36.
Here th& E. retains the original vowel as in A. S. 

folg-ian, Alem. folg-en, Belg. volg-en; while the 
S. changes it. This is a singular instance.
FALOW, FALL 

Jhone the Sc 
Wyth Jhon

>w, x. Fellow, associate. 
>wlys that ilkc yhere 
•vrmynefalow and fere

As a wardane of Scotland.-
Wyntown, viii. 15. 128. 

It is full fair for to be fallow, and feir, 
To the best that has been beevit you beforne. 

Gawan and Gol. i. 22. 
Falow and fere are «ynon. terms. 
Goth, felag,, sodalitium, communitas, a foelga, 

sequi, Seren. V. FELLOW.
To FALLOW, v. a. To equal, to put on a foot- 

ing with.
And lat no nettill vyle, and full of vyce, 
Her fallow to the gudly flour-de-lyce.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 6. st. 20. 
FALSAR, FALSARIE, .r. A falsifier, a forger.

"|—King James the Fyft, and in lykewyse our 
souerane Lady, ——maid actis for ordouring of 
Notaris, and punischement of/a/,v«m." Acts Mar. 
1555. c. 18. Editr 1566. c. 44. Murray.

" If the servant of any wryter to the signet shall 
adhibite his masters subscription to a bill of suspen 
sion, or other bill used to be drawn by wryters,— 
they^will proceed against and punish these persons 
zsfalsaries and forgers of writes." Acts Sed. July 
ult. 1678.

L. B. Falsarius liter arum, qui literas supponit 
vel adulterat; O. Fr.fauhaire, id. 
JFALSED, FALSETTE, FALSIT, j, i. Falshood. 

Fayth hes ane fayr name, botfalsit faris better. 
Dunbw, Maitlartd Poems, p. 61.
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2. A forgery.

" —Considdering the greit and mony falsettis
dayJie done within this realme be Notaris,— thair-
foir it is statute,'*&c. Acts Mar. 1555. c. 44. ubisup»

O. Fr. faulsete, id. Su.G. falskhet, vefsutia.
FALT, FAUTE, FAWT, s. Want, of whatever

kind.
Bot that war wondir for to fall, 
Na w&rfaute off discretioun. 

, Barbour, vi. 345. MS. 
Thus gud Wallace with Inglissmen was tane, 
In fait of helpe, for he was him allayne.

Wallace, ii. 142. MS. 
Thai thocht he suld, for gret necessite, 
And faute offfude, to steyll out off the land. 

Ibid. viii. 710. MS.
Faut is sometimes used by itself, to denote want 

of food.
And now forfaut and mister she was spent, 
As water weak, and dweble like a bent.

Ross's Helenore, p. 25. 
Defaut of mete, O. E.

Atte last the kyng was y brougt to gronde, 
For honger for defaut of mete, alas! thilke

stonde. R, Glouc. p. 56. 
O. Fr. faute, want of any thing ; Teut. faute, 

defectus, Su.G./a^ faat, id. Tha them var faat, 
lade ha?i til; when any thing was wanting, he sup 
plied it, Chron. Rhythm, ap. Ihre; fat-as, Isl./«£- 
ast, deficere, deesse.
FAME, FAIM, FEIM, s. i. Foam, S. 

The bittir blastis, contrarious alwayis, 
Throw wallis huge, salt fame, and wilsum wayis, 
And throw the perrellus rolkis, can vs driue.

Doug. Virgil, 29. 52.
2. Passion. In a mighty feim^ in a great 

rage, S. B. q. foaming with fury. This, 
however, may be allied ta Isl.y#;rc-tf, elox 
feror; which is also rendered as a stibst., rae- 
ceps motus, G. Andr. p. 80. 
A. S. fam, faem, Germ, faum, spuma. 

To FAME, v. n. To be in a rage, S. \feim, S. B. 
FAT\iEN,/>/. Foes.

Guthre, be that, did ryclit weyll in the toun ; 
And Ruwan als dang off thar famen doun.

Wallace, ix. 726. MS. 
————Bayth schayme and felloun ire 
Thare brcistis had inflammyt hote as fyre, 
In the plane feild on thare famen to set.

Doug. Virgil, 275. 17. 
A. S. fah-won, foe-man, inimicus, Lye. 

FAMYLE, FAMELL, s. Family, race. 
Cesar Julius, lo, in younder planis, 
And all thefamyl/ of him lulus, 
Quhilk eftir this ar to cum.—

Doug. Virgil, 193. 39. Fr.famtlle. 
His leve then at the King tuk he,— 
And com til Brugis in that quhile 
In lionoure gret wyth hlsfamyle.

Wyntown, ix. 27. 116.
FAMOUS, adj. Of good character, as opposed 

to infamous. A famous witness, one to whose 
character there can be no exception. 
" And as to the reset of James Spreul, that the time
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when he came to his house, he was in a high fever. 
——And for proving of this, adduced several famous 
witnesses. 7 » Wodrow, II. 309.

Yi.fameux, u of much credit;" Cotgr.
To FAND, v. a. To try. V. FAYND. 
FAND,/>ntf. v. Found, S.

—For a while their dwelling good they/and.
Hudson*"s Judith, p. 16. 

It is used by Wyntown. V. EITH. 
Fanth is the prct. of NLoesG.Jinth-an, scire, cog. 

noscere, intelligere; which, I am convinced, is ori 
ginally the same with A. S.find-an, invenire. For 
what is it to find, but to attain the knowledge of any 
object, of that especially which is matter of inquiry ? 
To FANE, v. a.
Fy onhir that can nochtfenye hir awin name to fane ! 
Yet am I wys in sic wark, and was all my tyme.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 61. 
This apparently signifies, to cover, to protect. 

The only word that seems to have any affinity is 
Su.G. vaann-a, curare. 
FANE. In fane, fondly, eagerly. 

With spurris speedily thai speid 
Our fell is in fane. Gawan and Gol. i. 2. 

A. S. Su.G.faegen, laetus; Isl. fagn-a, laetor, 
gaudeo.
FANG, /. I. Capture, act of apprehending. 

To my purpos breiffly I will me haist, 
How gud Wallace was set amang his fayis. 
To London with him Clyffurd and Wallang gais, 
Quhar king Eduuard was rychtfayn off that fang.

Wallace, xi. 1219. MS.
Hence one is said to be in the fang, when seized, 

either by the hand of man, or by severe affliction, so 
as to find itanipossible to escape, S. B.
2. The thing that is seized or carried off; as

stolen goods, Ang.
According to Rudd. " we say, a thief taken in the 

fang, i. e. in the act, or upon the place." But the 
phrase is with the fang, i. e. having in possession. 
For, as Skerie observes, it is equivalent to " hand, 
haveand, and back-bearand."

" It is statute be the Lawe of this realme, that 
ane thiefe of stollen woodde, taken with the fang in 
ane vther Lordes landes, suld be arreisted with the 
wdod, and sail suffer the law in his court, fra quhom 
the woodde was stollen." Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. 
Infangthefe. V. also Quon. Attach, c. 39. § 2. 

Snap went the sheers, then in a wink, 
The fang was stow'd behind a bink.

Morison's Poems, p. 110.
3. Used in the pi., metaph. for claws or talons; 

as, u he had him in his fangs," Rudd. S. A. 
Bor. fang, a paw or claw.

4. " The coil or bend of a rope; hence also,
noose, trap;" Gl. Sibb.
Sibb. strangely supposes that it is the same with 

thwang, whang ; being deceived by the oblique use 
of the term, in the fourth sense. Hence, having pro 
perly mentioned A. S.fang, captura, captus, he adds, 
u from thwang, cordjgia, ligamentum, But there is 
not the slightest affinity.

A.S. fang, Teut. vanghe, id. correspond to the 
lirst sense. Isl./emg-r, fenge, equally agrees with
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the second, being rendered praeda, captura. Su.G. 
faenge denotes a captive; whencefaengehus, a prison, 
faengelse, captivity, &c. Teut. vangh also signifies 
decipulum, tendicula; which accords with the fourth. 

A. S./awg-may be fromfeng-an, capere, manu pre. 
hendere. This, however, is only a derivative from 
MoesG. Alem. fah-an, id. in the same manner as 
A. S. hang-an is formed from MoesG. hah-an, 
suspendere. As the primary sense of Su.G. Isl.faa, 
apprehendere, is, accipere, the $. fang may have been 
formed from it before the v., and formed so as origi 
nally to include the idea of receiving. For Isl. fang 
has been viewed as primarily signifying the bosom, or 
the space between the arms; and derivatively, as much 
as a man can grasp in his arms. Hence, in gradation, 
it may have been transferred to power;—right of 
possession^ violent invasion ; prey, &c. V. VereL Ind. 
To FANK, FANKLE, v. a. To entangle, especial 

ly by means of knots or nooses. A line is said 
to befan&it, ovfanklit, when it is so entangled and 
warped, that it cannot easily be unravelled, S. 

Lo, quoth the Mous, this is OUT ryal Lord,
Quha gaif me grace quhen I was by him tane^ 

And now is fast heir fanklet In a cord,
Wrekand his hurt with murning sair and 

mane.
Henrysone, Evergreen, i. 1:96. st. 34. 

This is certainly a derivative from the v. fang; 
more immediately allied to Teut. vanck, tiecipulum, 
tendicula, whence vanckelick, captivus. Be-vangen, 
irretitus, conveys a similar idea. 
FANNOUN, FANNOWNE, s. The wdarium, " a 

linen handkerchief carried on the priest's arm 
at mass."

The Byschape Waltyr— 
Gave twa lang coddis of welwete,— 
With twnykil, and Dalmatyk, 
Albis wyth parurys to tha lyk 
Wyth stole an&fannowne lyk to tha.

Wyntown, ix. 6. 155.
MoesG. fana, cloth; fanins niujisplat, panni rudis 

assumentum; Mar. ii. 21. Alem. ang-fane, sudari- 
um; Su.G. fana, pannus. Wachter views the Lat. 
word as the origin; and this he derives from Gr. 

vo$, a web. ¥?:fanon, a a scarfelike ornament 
worne on the left arme of a sacrificing priest;" Cotgr.
To FANTISIE, v. a. To regard with affection ; 

used in the same sense with the E. v.fancy. 
" Yit was -thair besydis, ane strange inforcement, 

abill to inflame hir haitrent itself, I mene the lufe 
quhairwith scho in temperately fa ntiseit Both well." 
Buchanan's Detect. Q. Marie, 6. b. a.

Fr. fantasier, to fancy, to affect, also, to ima» 
gine, to devise; from.Gr, fyatvrato-ia. 
FANTISE^ s. Vain appearance.

Desire, quod scbe, I nyl it not deny.
So thou it ground and set in cristin wise; 

And therefore, son, opyn thy hert playnly. 
Madam, quod I, trew withoutin'/^&e.

King'* Quair, iv. 19, ¥*^pk(wfotie+ 
FANTON, s. S^oon, faint.

Comfort your men> tfiatin thfafanfan sterui^ 
Withisptfeit afrraisH atnLeuwe .wit away3
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Quaking for feir, baith pulsis, vane and neruis;

Palice of Honour) ProL st. !!• 
Fr.fantosme, a vision.

FANTOWN, adj. Fantastick, imaginary. 
•Syne thai herd, that Makbeth aye 
Infantown fretis had gret fay. 
And trowth had in swylk fantasy.

Wyntown, vL 18. 362.
FAR, s. Pompous preparation. V. FAIR, s. 2. 
FAR, s.

And as he met thaim in the way.
He welcummyt thaim with glaidsum far,
Spekand gud wordis her and thar.

Barbour, xi. 256. MS.
This word may also signify preparation. But it 

seems rather the same with Fair, appearance, q. v. 
FAR, FARE, FAYR, s. Journey, expedition.

————Said he, u Now mak yow yar. 
" God furthyr w& in till our/0r."

Barbour, iv. 627. MS. 
Now have I told you less and mare, 
Of all that hapned in my fare.

Sir Egeir, p. 14.
A. S. fare, Isl. far, id. Mr Macpherson here 

mentions Fare Isle, as signifying a the isle in the 
fareway between Orkney and Shetland;" Gl. 
FARAND, FARRAND, adj. Seeming, having 

the appearance of; a term generally used in 
composition, although sometimes singly. 

Sum the maist semely farrand personage 
Tyistis to the feild to prieue his grene curage. 

Doug. Virgil, 223. 46.
1. e. one appearing as the most seemly personage. 

Hunc decus egregiae/arm0e movet atque juven-
tae. Virg.

AULD-FARAND, adj. Sagacious, prudent; usually 
applied to children, when they discover more sa 
gacity than could be expected at their time of 
life, S.
A. Bor. audfarand, id. Ray derives this from

aud, used for old, and far and, the humour or genius,
ingenium. But I know not where he finds the latter.
FAIR-FAR AND, adj. 1. Having a goodly or fair

appearance.
Syne in ane hal, ful fair farrand, 
He ludgit al the lord[i]s of his land.

Priests of Peblis, Pink. S. P. R. i. 5.
2. Having'* a fair carriage, mien, or deportment. 

—Thai apperit to the Paip, and present thame ay ; 
Fair farrand, and free, 
In ane guidlye degree. Houlate, i. 12. 
Desyre lay stokkit by ane dungeoun dure. 
Yet Hones tie [culd] keip him fayr farrand.

\King Hart, i. 35.
S. It is now used to denote dne who assumes a 

specious appearance, who endeavours by his 
language or manner to cajole another, S. Thus 
it is commonly applied to one who is very 
plausible. He's owrefairfarr andfor me, Ang. 

FOUL-FARREN, adj. Having a bad appearance.
" You have not been longsome, and foul farr en 

both;" S. Prov. " spoken to them that have done 
a thing in great haste ?' Kelly, p. 393.
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EuiL-FARAND, adj. Equivalent to vnseernly. 

Deliuer he was with drawin swerd in hand, 
And quhiteiargate vnsemely and euilfarand. 

Doug. Virgil, 29&. 50.
WEILL-FARAND, adj. l. Having a goodly appear- 

ance.
He had wycht men, and weillfarand, 
Armyt clenly, bath fute and hand.

Barbour, xi. 95\ MS.
2, Handsome ; as connected with rycbtfair. 

Thus marwalusly gud Wallace tuk on hand: 
Lykly he was, rycht fair and weillfarrand; 
Manly and stout, and tharto rycht li be rail; 
Plesand and wiss in all gud gouernall,

Wallace, vi. 781. MS.
I have sometimes thought, that we might trace this 

termtoSu.G. IsL/ar-a, experiri; as Isl. wel orthun 
farin, signifies, experienced in speaking; lagfarcn, 
skilled in law; to which Belg. eervaaren, skilful, 
experienced, corresponds; whence eervaarenheyd, 
experience; from eer, before, and vaaren, to fare. 
But it seemsJto agree better with Su.G./0r-o, agere; 
mentioned by Sibb. fora val med en, to treat Dne 
with clemency; fara ilia med en, to use one ill. 
Hence foer~a is used for the habit or mode of acting; 
analogous to Teut. vaer-en, gerere se. 
FARAND, part. pr. Expl. " well-favoured," 

Pink.
Tharfor thai went till Abyrdeyne,
Quhar Nele the Bruyss come, and the Queyn^
And othir ladyis fayr, and/arawe/,
Ilkane for luff off thair husband;
That for leylle luff, and leawte,
Wald pertenerys off thair paynys be.

Barbour, ii. 514. ftfS.
The term here seems rather to signify, travelling. 

" They fared from home, animated by love to their 
husbands." 
FARANDMAN, s. A stranger, a traveller.

u Farandman, ane stranger or Pilgrimer, to 
quhom justice suld be done with al expedition, that 
his peregrination be not stayed or stopped." Skene, 
Verb. Sign, in vo.

This is used as equivalent to Dustiefute, Burrow 
Lawes, c. 140. But Skene observes, that in the Book 
of Scone, foreign merchants are ca]\edfarandmen.

A. S. farende, itinerant; Belg. vaarend man, a 
mariner. Isl. far menn, nautae negotiators; G. 
Andr. p. 65. 
FARAR, compar. Better.

Me thinks/arar to dee, 
Than schamyt be verralie 
Ane sclander to byde.

Gawan and Gol. iv. 3. V. FAYR, adj. 
FARCOST, ,r. The name of a trading vessel.

" It appears, that in 1383, the burgesses of Elgyn 
had a trading vessel, named Farcost, that sailed up 
the Lossie, which then had direct communication with 
the Loch of Spynie, at that time an arm of the sea." 
P. Elgyn, Morays. Statist. Ace. v. 11.

It seems uncertain, whether this was the name 
given to this vessel in particular, or that by which 
vessels of this kind in general were known at that 
time.
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It is evidently of Northern origin. Su.G.jfar- 

fcost is a term used to denote any thing employed as 
the instrument of travelling, as a horse, a ship, &c. 
omne id, quo iter fit, equus, navis, &c. Ihre ; from 
/ar-«, profisisci seu terra sive mari, and kost instru. 
jnentum, medium agendi. Isl.farkost, navis; VereL 
vo. Kost. 
FARAR, s. A traveller or voyager.

.Prom the eft schip vprais anone the wynd, 
And folio wit fast the sey fararts behynd.

Dottg. Virgil, 154. 4. 
A. S.jfor-ow, Su.G./«r-03 profisisci. 

To FARD, FAIRD, v. a. 1. To paint.
u The fairest are butfarded like the face of Jeze 

bel." Z. Boyd's Last Batell, c. 510. 
2. To embellish ; metaph. used.

" I thocht it nocht necessair til hef fardit ande 
lardit this tracteit vitht exquisite tennis, quhilkis ar 
nocht daly vsit, bot rather I hef vsit domestic Scottis 
langage, maist intelligibil for the v[u]lgare pe- 
pil." Compl. S. p. 25.

u They—mask a feigned heart with the vail of 
fairded language." Calderwood's Hist. p. 458.

Fr./ard-er, id. fard, paint. It seems doubtful, 
whether the Fr. word has any affinity to Alem./ar- 
nua, Geim.farbe, Su.G./aer^, id. pigment urn, co 
lor. This etymon is more eligible than that of Me 
nage, who derives it from Lat./wcws, wljich he supposes 
may have been changed tofucardus, then tofuardus, 
then tofarduS) whence fard. 
FARD, s. Paint. O. E. id.

" .Fare? and foolish vaine fashions of apparell are 
but bawds of allurement to vncleannesse. Away 
with these dyed Dames, whose beauty is in their 
boxe !" Boyd, ut sup. p. 959. 
FARD, adj. Corr. from favoured. Weillfard, 
\ well favoured, S.

Now waly faw that weillfard mow!
Lyndsay, S.P. Repr. ii. 86. 

Waly, waly fa tha twa weillfard facis !
Ibid. p. 159.

FARD, FARDE, FAIRD, s. 1. Course, motion. 
And sone as he persauis quhare that went 
Forganyst hym cummand throw gressy swarde 
His derrest son Enee with hasty farde.

Doug. Virgil, 189. 16. 
——Than Italy als sone 

Sche leuis, and with swift farde gan do fle, 
Throw out the skyis to the heuynnys hie.

Ibid. 226. 46.
With felloun/tfrcte and swift cours, he and he 
Gan to discend, leuand the holds hie.

Ibid. 232. 20. also 386. 42.
2. Used obliquely, as denoting force, violence, ar 

dour. 
" At last king Feredech seand the myddil ward

of Pichtisapprocheandtodiscomfitoure, ruschit with
sic farde amang his ennymes, that he was excludit
fra his awin folkis." Bellend. Cron. B. x. c. 8.
Tanto impetu; Boeth.

" God in the February befor had stricken that
bludy Tyrane the Duke of Guiss, quhilk somquhat 

, brak the/arc? of our Quene for a season." KnoX,
p. 334. MS. I. id. In Lond. edit, it is rendered heat.
3. Blast; q. a current of wind.
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He with gretefardis of windis flaw throw the skye? 
And to the cuntre of Libie cum on hye.

Doug. Virgil, <2&. 20. 
4, T-& make afaird, to make a bustle.

Even tho' there was a drunken laird • 
To draw his sword, and make afaird,

In their defence;
John quietly put them in the guard, 

To learn raair sense.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 224.

Rudd. derives it from Fr.fardeau, a burden, load 
or weight; Sibb., more naturally, rather from Teut. 
vaerdigh, promptus, agilis. But it seems to be mere- 
Jy Su.G./«m/, cursus, iter; as it occurs in sense 1. 
It is not peculiar to the S. term that it has been 
metaph. used. For Su.G. faerd is transferred to 
a course of any kind ; and often includes the idea of 
violence: Han fick en fanders faerd^ he was sent 
packing with a vengeance; Wideg. Fart is used in 
the same manner. Skeppet aer ifart, navis in cur» 
su est. Deinde de quovis velociori progressu sumi- 
tur. Thus it is said of one who is slpw ; Det har in- 
genfart med honom, he makes no progress in his 
business ; medfart) adv. quickly. Ihre, vo. Fara. 
Rudd. has given this word the sease of weight', al 
though without reason; most probably from its sup 
posed relation to Fr.fardeau. The term may, how 
ever, be from A. S.ferhth, ferth, animus, spiritus. 
If so, its primary sense is ardour of mind. V. 
FERD, FAIRD, FAIRDING. 
FARDER, adj. Further, S.

" No farder distance is there betui*t the pro 
nouncing of the one sentence and the vther, nor is 
betuixt the Kings bed and the second hall." Bruce's 
Eleven Serm. E. 4, b.

Belg. verder, Alem. furdir. It is properly the
compar. of far procul, A. S.feor.
FARDILL1S, s.pl. Shivers, pieces; syn.flinders.

The schild infardillts can fle in feild, away fer.
Gawan and Gol. iv. 2.

Teut. vier-deel) quadra, vier-deel-en, quadripar- 
tire. V. FARLE.
FAREFOLKIS, s. pi. Fairies; fair-folk, Banffs. 

Douglas renders Fauni Nymphaeque, Virg. by 
farefolkis and elfis.

Thir woddis and thir schawis all, quod he, 
Sum tyme inhabit war and occupyit 
With Nymphis and Faunis apoun euery syde, 
Quhilk farefoIkis or than elfis clepin we.

Virgil, 252. 45.
The origin of this word is so uncertain, that al 

though a great variety of hypotheses have bee» 
formed, still nothing but conjecture can be offered. 
Dr Johnson derives fairy from A. S.ferhth, as if it 
signified a spirit. But its, proper meaning is, the 
mind or soul, as restricted to the spirit of man. Ca- 
saubon derives it from Gr. $>ngg$, Fauni. Skinner 
mentions Fr. /ee, a fairy ; but seems to prefer A. S. 
/«r-flw, to go, to travel, because these demons were 
vulgarly believed to ramble abroad, and to lead 
dances during the night.

Rudd. thinks that they received this name, either 
q. fair folk) because of their supposed beauty, or 
q. faring folk for the reason mentioned by S-kinner. 
There is one circumstance, which might seem fa»
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rourable to the first supposition. Another class of 
genii have been called Brownies, most probably from 
their supposed swarthy appearance. V. BROWNIE. 

It might seem to be a confirmation of the second 
suppoakiaft, that SiuG./or-a, profiscisci seu terra 
sive mari, is also used to denote the losses sustained 
by sorcery or diabolical agency ; and Belg. varende 
wyf signifies a witch, who wanders through the air; 
also, a sudden whirlwind supposed to be excited, by 
the power of magic. Sibb. has mentioned Teut. 
vaarende vroitwe, Dryas, hamadryas, sylvarum dea, 
Kilian.

Concerning the kst etymon it ha* been obserred> 
that " the FT. faerie is a much more obvious root; 
which may, perhaps, be ultimately traced to the 
peri of the Persians, or fevi of the Saracens." 
Edin. Rev. 1803, p. 2Q3* u The oriental genii and 
peris seem to be the prototype of the faeries of ro*. 
mance. Th« very word faery is identified with the 
peri of the East; which, according to the enuncia 
tion of the Arabs or Saracens, from whom the Eu 
ropeans probably derived the word, sounds pheri, 
the letter p not occurring in the Arabk alphabet." 
Ibid. p. 132.

It appears highly probable, indeed, that we have 
received this term through the medium of the Fr. 
But the appropriate sense of Fr. faerie, J'eerie, sug- 
gests the idea, that it may have had a Goth, origin. 
Par feevie signifies, u fatally, by destiny, by the 
appointment of the Fairies;" Cotgr. and fee, not 
only a fairy, but as an adj., fatal, destined. Now, as 
fie corresponds to our fey, both in sense and orU 
gin ; as Isl. feig-r, feig-ur, the root, is still expl. as 
denoting a supposed determination of the Fates; 
it is not improbable that there may have been a 
Goth, word of this form, though now obsolete, GOT- 
responding to Normr and Valkyrior, the modern 
names of the Parcae, used in like manner as a de 
signation for these imaginary beings.

Seren. vo. Fairy, refers to Isl. fer uppa man, in 
cubus, and Sw. biaera, EphiaUis species, as cog.* 
Bate terms.

As our ancestors firmly believed that it was a 
common practice with the Fairies^ to carry off 
healthy and beautiful children from their cradles or 
the arms of their nurses, and leave their own puny 
brood in their place; the very same idea has pre 
vailed on the continent. Alp, alf, strix, lamia, 
saga, quod daemon is instar nocturni per loca habi- 
ta£a qberret, et in varias mutata forma» infantes e 
cimis abripiat, et in locum eorum alios et deteriores 
substituat; Wachter. This idea is not altogether 
banished from the minds of the vulgar, in some 
parts of S. When a child, from internal disease, sud 
denly loses its looks, or seem to wanish, as they 
express it, strong suspicions are sometimes enter 
tained that the declining child is merely an elvish 
substitute. This foolish idea also prevails in the 
Hebrides. They had a singular* mode of obtaining 
restitution. " It was usual with those who believ 
ed that their children were thus taken away, ta dig 
a grave in the fields upon Quarter-day? and there to 
lay the fairy skeleton till next morning; at which, 
time the parents went, to the place, where they 
doubted not to find their own child instead of this
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skeleton." Martin'* West. Isl. p. 118. By this 
process, they would at any rate often get rid of the 
skeleton.

The Solomon of our country, as he has been call, 
ed, gives a curious piece of information, which, it 
seems, had been learned from those who had been 
thus carried away.

" This we haue in proofe by them that are car 
ried with the Phdrie, who neuer see the shadowes 
of any in that Court, but of them that thereafter 
are tryed to haue beine brethren and sisters of that 
crafte." K. James's Daemonol. -p. 135.

We also learn from him, that they were reckoned 
particularly fortunate wha were thus carried away, 
and afterwards restored* V. SONSY, also BUNE-
WAND.

FARY, FARIE, ,f. 1. Bustle, tumult,, uproar. 
Bot evir be reddy and addrest, 
To pass out of this frawfull/ary.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 59. st. 8. 

2. Confusion^ consternation; such as may be 
caused by an external tumult, or by that of 
the passions.

— And baith his handls in that samyn stede 
Towart the heuin vpheuis in ane/ary.

Doug. Virgil^ 350. 37**
Yit studie- nocht ovir mekill, adreid thow warie ; 
For I persaue the half ings in zuefarie.

Police of Honour, iii. 65.
Feery.Siudfeery-fary are still used in both senses. 

Si Fery occurs in O. E. for a festival;
Eehe daye is holye daye with hym, or an hyghe»

fery. P. Ploughman, Fol. 60, IK 
V. FIERT, and FIERY-FARIT.

FARING, s. The leading of an army. 
And quhen that ewan-sang tym Wes nerr 
The folk with owt that wer wery, 
And sum woundyt full cruelly, 
Saw thaim within defend, thaim swa f. 
And saw it wes not eyth to ta 
The toun^ quill sik defens w«srmad r 
And thai that in till faring had 
The ost, saw that thair schip war brynt^ 
And of thaim that tharin wes tynt; 
And thair folk woundyt and wery $ 
Thai gert blaw ttie retreit in hy.

Barbour, xvii. 456. M. S;
Mr Pink, has not explained this word; But from 

the punctuation he has given to-this passage, as well 
as the variation of some words from the reading in 
MS., he seems to hare understood faring as relating, 
to those within the town. 

In edit. 1020, it is;
—By them that within tfte steering had, 
The host saw that thair schip was brynt, &c.

But it is evident that the leaders of the English? 
army, which \&y itfithout the town, are meant; those 
who had the host in till thair faring, or under their 
conduct. It is not said of the host or army in ge 
nera], that they saw their ship burnt, but of the 
leaders. For they wha saw this, also saw thair folk 
woundyt and wery.

It does not appear that A. S./arww was used to* 
denote the command of an army. But Isl.



FAS
and Su.G./aer.a, signify to lead. Ihre renders the 
latter, rei ducem esse et antesignanum ; the very 
sense the term faring requires here. Su.G. foer-a 
ett skepp, to have the command of a ship; and/oer- 
a an en skeppshaer, to lead an army. In re derives 
it from/ar-0, ire, profisisci; for what isfoera, says 
he, but to cause one to change his place ?

The publisher of edit. 1620, although he has mis 
taken the application of the term, has given its pro- 
per signification, by substituting steering, which in 
our old writings is equivalent to government.
FARLAND, adj. .Remote, or coming from a dis 

tant country.
Thow may put all into appeirand perrell^

Gif Inglis forcis in this realme repair. 
Sic ar nocht meit for to decyde our querrell. 

Thoch farland fules seim to haif fedders fair.
Maitland Poems, p. 161.

Instead of this the Prov. now used is ; " Far 
awd* fouls haif fair fethers,' S.

A. S. feorlen, feorlend, longinquus.
FARLE, FARTHEL, FERLE, s. Properly, the 

fourth part of a thin cake, whether of flour or 
oat-meal ; but now used often for a third, ac 
cording to the different ways in which a cake 
is divided, before it be fired, S. 
" They offered me meat and drink, but I refused, 

and would not take it, but bought a /arthel of 
bread and a mutchkin of ale." Wodrow's Hist, 
i. Append, p. 101.

Then let his wisdom girn and snarl 
O'er a weel-tostit girdlejfar/e.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 78. 
Teut. vier-deel, quadra, quarta pars. A. S. 

feorth dael; Sw. enfierdedel, id. V. FARDILLIS. 
To FARLIE. V. FERUE. 
FARRACH, s . Foree, strength, activity, expe 

dition in business; a% He wants farrach, he 
has not ability for the work he feas undertaken, 
S. B. 

But his weak head n&efarrach has
That helmet for to bear ; 

Nor has he mergh iatil his banes
To weild Achilles' spear.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 11. V. FUNDY. 
Isl.faer, Su.G. foer, agilis, fortis, validus. Ir. 

farroch, G&el.farrach, denote violence, force.
FARSY, adj. Having that disease of horses cal 

led in E. ihe farcy. Fr. farcin.
He fipillis lyk sine far si/ aver, that fly r it at ane 

gillot. Dunbar, Mditland Poems, p. 49. 
FARTIGAL, s. A fardingale, or woman's hoop. 

To raak thame sma, the waist is bound ; 
A buist to mak thair bellie round : 
Thair buttokis bostexit up behind ; 
Afartigal to gathair wind.

MaMand Poems, p. 186.
As the satire contained in this poem is very severe 

on the dress and manners of the times, the author 
might perhaps mean to play a little on the word. It 
corresponds, however, to Fr. vertugale, id. 
FAS, /. Hair. *

—— His tynrorel buklit was,

'FAS

Lyke til ane lokkerit mane with monyfas.
Doug* Virgil, 351, 51. 

A. S.feax, capilli, IsLfax, juba. V. FASSE.
To FASCH, FASH, v. a. 1. To trouble, to vex, 

S., applied to what is afflictive to the boifj-. 
a Loudon is fashed with a deiluxion; he will 

stay till Monday, and come on as health serves, 
journey or post." Baffle's Lett. i. 215.
2. Denoting that which pains the mind.

" I hare also been much fashed in my own mind 
upon this occasion." Bail lie's Lett. ii. 110.
3. To trouble, to molest; in a general sense, S. 

Cumb. id.
Quhateir ye pleis, gae on, quod I, 
1 sail not fash ye moir.

Vision, Evergreen, i. 222. st. 16* 
To fash one's thumb, to give one's self trouble, S. 

Dear Roger, when your jo puts on her gloom, 
Do ye sae to, and never fash your thumb.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 71. 
Then wouodred I to see them seik a wyle 

Sa willinglie the precious tyme to tyne : 
And how thay did them selfs far so begyle, 

To fashe of tyme, quhilk of kself is fyne. 
K. James VI. Cron. S. P. iii. 488. 

Gif of our fellow*chip youfasche, 
Gang with them hardly belt.

Cherry and Sloe, st. 43.
" You soon fash of a good office; S." Prov. Kelly, 

p. 390.
Fr. fasch-er, to vex. •

To FASCH, FASH, v. n. To take trouble, to be 
at pains, S. Te needna fash, you need not 
take any concern about it.

2. To be weary of, to account a trouble, S.
3. To meddle with any person or thing, supposed 

to subject one to some degree of trouble or in 
convenience, S.
Fr. sefach-er, to grieve; to fash one's sejf, S. 
It appears that we hare borrowed this word im 

mediately from the Fr.; and there is no evidence, 
as far as I have observed, that it is more ancient 
than the reign of Mary. The fancies of Menage 
and others, that it has been formed from Lat./atf* 
gare, fastidire, fascinare, or fastis, scarcely de. 
serve to be mentioned. There is reason to believe 
that it is originally Gothic. Su.G. faa9 accipere, is 
sometimes .used with a passive termination. Then 
it becomes facts, signifying, tangere aliquid. Saa 
moste ingen bruku eelden, epter h&n aer farlighin 
vidhfaaass ; Sic nemo igne uteretur, quurn tractatu 
sit periculosus. Dial. De Missa, p. 92. Han aer 
ei god, att facts vid; dieitur de iracundo, quern con* 
sultum non est attingere, Faas widen, tangere alu 
quern ; Ihre, vo. Fact. This is nearly the same with 
our vulgar language, concerning one of a testy tern, 
per 5 " Ye had better no fash with him," S. Su.G. 

fiask-a may perhaps be also allied, multo agendo 
nihilagere; as well as its cognate, Germ. fatz»en, 
nugari, ineptire.
FASCH, FASH, s. i. Trouble, vexation, S. 

O' a' the numerous human dools,— 
The tricks o' knaves, or fash o' fools',



FAS
Thou bear'st the gree. Burns, if. 394.

2. Pains taken about any thing, S.
3. Sometimes used to denote a troublesome per 

son, S. corresponding to Fr. unfacheux. 
FASCHEOUS, FASHIOUS, adj. Troublesome.

" I am now passand to my facheous purpois."— 
Lett. Detection Q. Mary, G. 8, a.

u The way of proceeding was fashions both to 
ours, and the English commissioners." Baillie's 
Lett. i. 221.

Fr. facheux, facheuse9 id. 
FACHERIE, FASHRIE, *. Trouble, vexation, S.

66 Burne this fetter, for it is ouir dangerous, and 
nathing weifl said in it, for I am thinkand upon 
nathing but fascherie." Lett. Detection 2. Q. 
Mary. H. 1. b.

" Our SoTeraine Lorde, and his Estaites—consid-
dered the great facherie and inconvenience at sindrie
Parliamentes, throw presenting of a confused muU
titude of doubtful! and informal articles, and sup.
plteationes."—Acts Ja. VI. 1594. c. 218. Murray.

The hevinly furie that inspyrd my spreit,
Quhen sacred beughis war wont my brouis

to bind,
With frostis of fachrie frozen is that heit, 

My garland grein is withrit with the wind.
Montgomerie, MS. Chron. £ P. iii. 505. 

Fr. facherie, molestia, aegritudo; Dicf. Trey.
FASSE, s. A bauv

Trew lufe is lorn, and lautee haldis no lynkis \ 
Sic gouuernance I call noucht afasse.

Pink.S. P. R. iii. 134. 
Sic gouuernance I call noucht worth afasse. 

Edit. 1508.
Mr Pink, leayes this for explanation. But it is 

undoubtedly the same with fas, often used by Doug. 
in the same sense.

Sayis not your sentence thus, skant worth ane
fas ; 

Quhat honeste or renowne, is to be dram ?
Doug. Virgil, 66. 17. 

Bot full of magnanymyte Eneas 
Pasis thare wechtals lichtlie as an fas.

Ibid. 141.16. V. FAS.
FASSON, J. Fashion, S. B. fassm.

" Ane pottar yil mak of ane masse of mettal di- 
uerse pottis of defferent fassons." CompL S. p» 
29. Fr.facon. 
FASTAN REID DEARE.

" They discharge any persons whatsometer, 
within this realme in any wyse to sell or buy any 
fastan reid or fallowe Deare, Daes, Raes, Hares/' 
&c. Acts Ja. VI. 1600, c. 23. Murray.

This may perhaps signify red or fallow deer, that 
have been inclosed in a park, as distinguished from 
those that run wild ; A. S. faesten, a wall, wudu 
faestenne, propugnaculum silvestre, fast-stowe, a 
park, a place inclosed ; MoesG./«^-«w, custodire. 
As, however, the sale of all» kinds of game seems to 
be prohibited by this act, it appears doubtful, 
whether fastan may not be a, term strictly con. 
joined with reid, as characterising, the colour, and 
resembling the modern phrase fast c&lours^ which 
i& used to deaate those that are not lost by being

FAT
exposed to the air or washed. In this sense, ft 
might denote a deeper colour than that of the fallow 
deer.
FASTEING, Wallace, ii. 33. Edit. Perth. V. 

STEING.
FASTRYNGIS-EWYN,FASTRONEVIN^. The

evening preceding the first day of the Fast of 
Lent. Fasterns-een, S. Fastens een, A. Bor. 
and Border. This in E. is called Shrove-Tues- 
day, because then the people, in times of Pope 
ry, used to apply to tbe priests to strive them, 
or hear their confessions, before entering on the 
Fast.

And on the Fastryngis-ewyn rychty 
In the begynning off the nycht, 
To the castell thai tuk thair way.

Barbour, x. 373. MS.
" It behuifit thame to banquet hir agane; and so 

did banquetting continew till Fastronevin and efter." 
Knox's Hist. p. 346.

The S. designation is much older than the E. For 
Shrove-Tuesday is not to be found in A. S. Nor 
does it appear that there is any particular name for 
this day in thart language. A. S. faesten signifies 
a fast, in general. But allied to our word, as de 
noting Shrore-TUesday, we find Germ. Fastnacht, 
Fastelabend, Su.G. Fastelagen, Dan. Fastelaun, 
Belg* V*astenavond; abend, agen, aun and* avon? 
all signifying evening^ as nacht is night.

Our language retains, not pnly Fasterns-een, but 
Yule-een, and Hallow-een. They were thus design, 
cd, because all the feasts commenced and ended with 
the evening. The Northern nations, even in the 
time of Tacitus, begun their computation of the 
day in this manner. Apud illos nox diem duxerit. 
De MOT. Germ. This, indeed, was the original 
mode. " The evening and the morning were the 
first day." We have a remnant of the same ancient 
customs in the E. words Se'ennight and Fortnight 
instead of seven or fourteen days.

The barbarous custom of cock-fighting, still per* 
mitted in some schools on Fasterns-een, is a relic- 
of the Popish Carnival, or Bacchanalian revels, 
which it was customary to celebrate at this time, as 
a preparation for the Fast-
FATHERBETTER, adj. Surpassing one's fa 

ther in any respect. This is a common prow 
verbial expression, S. B.
" Remembering my service to your good kind 

Lady, and her glowming son, whom I pray God to 
bless, and make fatherbetter, I rest, &c. Baillie's 
Lett. ii. 138.

This wish was much more apropos than the good- 
man could have imagined at the time. For the let 
ter was written to Lord Lauderdale, afterwards the 
Duke of that name, and the most bitter persecutor 
of that profession which he had once so zealously 
supported.

This term is very ancient. IsU faudrbetringr,. 
id. The term is also inverted ;• betur fedrungar. 
This is defined hy Olaus, qui ex inferioris sortis 
ortus pareatibuS; ad dignitates magnas perveait» 
Lex. Run,

3D 2.
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FATHEIUBRQTHER, s. An uncle by the 

Father's side, S.
" Failyieing the father brother, and the aires 

lauchfullie gotten of his bodie; the father sister 
(Matertera, hoc est Amita) and her bairnes suld 
succeede." Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Eneya. \ also, 
Reg. Maj. B. ii. c. 25. § 5. V. Buomii. 
FATHER-SISTER, s. Aunt by the father's side.

V. preceding word.
FATPRILS, s.pL Apparently, folds or puck- 

erings of female dress, S. O.
Now haud you there, ye're out o* sight, 
Below ihefatt'rilS) snug an' tight.

Burns) iii. 229.
FAUCH, FAW, FEWE, adj. Pale red, fallow. It 

seems to signify dun, being defined a colour be~ 
tween white and brown, Shirr. Gl.

To the lordly on loft that lufly can lout;— 
Salust the bauld berne, with ane blith wout, 
Ane furlenth before his folk, on feildis sa faw*

Gawan and Gol. ir. 22. 
Ane lenye wattry garmond did him wail, 
Of cullour fauch, schape like an hempyn sail. 

Doug. Virgil, 240. b. 41.
Sometimes printed fauth in consequence of the si- 

tnilarity of c and t in MSS. Fe&e also occurs.
Himself the cowbil with his bolm furth schewe, 
And quhen him list halit vp sails fewe*

Ibid. 173. 50.
Rudd. thinks that this is metri gratia. But it is 

used without any such reason*
Thus to fote ar thei faren, thes frekes unfayn, 
And fleen fro the forest to the j'ewe felles.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 7. 
Perhaps it may here signify grey. 
Lai. fav-us, whence fr.fauve, id. But the fol 

lowing Northern words may he allied; A. S. fah, 
discolor, Aelfr. Gl. fealu^ fuscus ; fealg, fealh, 
hel?us ; Teut.^0/, fahl, id. Isl.faulr, fulvus.
To FAUCH, FAUGH, v. a. l. To fallow ground,

to suffer it to lie, after being ploughed without
a crop, S.
u A part of folding ground, enriched by the 

dung of sheep and of cattle, penned thereon in 
Summer, during the night and heat of the day, or 
fauched, (a kind of bastard fallow) and manured 
by a little compost dung, bore three, four or five 
crops, and then, according to the quality of the 
ground, was allowed to rest four, five or six years.' 1 
P. Montquhitter, Aberd. Statist. Ace. xxi. 139. 
2. To beat. He faught him well, he beat him

soundly, Shirr. Gl. perhaps instead of whackt.
E. thwacked^ id. It may, however, be the v.
faugh used metaph., like dress*
The origin seems to be Isl. faag-a, G. Andr.~p, 

64. ; Su.G. fei-a, faci-a^ Teut. vaegh-en. Germ. 
feg-en^ purgare ; as one special design of fallowing 
*is to cleanse the soil from weeds. To this corres 
ponds A. Bor. tofeigh or fey, to cleanse.
FAUCH, FAUGH, adj* Fallow, not sowed, S. V. 

the v»

FAW
FAUCH, FAUGH, s* i. A single furrow, out of 

lea; also the land thus managed ; Ang. 
" The fauchs, after being five years in natural 

grass, get a single plowing, (hence they were called 
one fur ley) the land continuing without a crop for 
one year, and then bearing four crops of oats, with, 
out any dung." P. Keith-hall, Aberd. Statist. Ace. 
U. 535,

u Thvfaughs are a part of the outfield never dung, 
ed, and yet carry usually five crops of oats, and never 
less than four, when in tillage, the other half of them 
is always in lea; but the crops, both of oats and 
grass, which they produce, are generally poor in 
deed." P. Cluny, Aberd. Statist. Ace. x. 239.

u Farmers faugh gars lairds laugh j" Ramsay's S. 
Prov. p. 26.
2. Metaph. applied to the tearing of one's charac 

ter to pieces; most probably from the rough 
work that the plough makes in ground that has 
been lying under grass, Ang. 

FAUCHT,/>rtf. Fought. V. FECHT.
FAUTE,FAWT. v. FAW.
FAUCUMTULIES, s.pL Certain perquisites 

which the tenant is bound to give to the pro 
prietor of land, according to some leases; as 
fowls, &c. Ang. 

FAVELLIS,/)/-
Syne wes ther ane to taist all nutriment 
That to the king wes servit at the deis i 
Ane uthcr wes Mfavellis for sent 
Of lie our, or of ony lustie meis.

King Hart, Maitland Poems , p. 5. st. 8* 
Mr Pink, is uncertain whether it should bejavel- 

Us or savellis. As sent is for scent, it is probable 
that the other is a corr. of savouris. 
FAUGHT, s. Struggle. V. FECHT. 
FAULTOUR, s. A transgressor.

Quhair sail appeir that dreidfull Juge, 
Or how may faultouris get refuge ?

Iqndsqy's Warkis, 1592. p. 152. 
Fr. faulte^ a fault; fautier, faulty. 

FAW, adj. fale red. V. FAUCH. 
FAUSE-HOUSE, s. A vacancy in a stack, for 

preserving corns, S.
u When the corn is in a doubtful state, by being 

too green, or wet, the stack.builder, by means of 
old timber, &c. makes a large apartment in his stack 
with an opening in the side which is fairest exposed to 
the wind: this he calls a,fause~house." Burns, iii. 
128. 129. N. q. false house.
FAW, adj. Of diverse colours. This at least 

seems the sense in the following passage. 
Ferly fayr wes the field, flekerit and/aa?9 
With gold and goulis in greyne, 
Schynand scheirly and scheyne.

Gawan and Gol. ii. 13.
A. S./#£-,/a&, versicolor, variabilis. What con 

firms this interpretation, is the mention made of yel 
low, red, and green, in the following line.
To FAW, FA% v. a. 1. To obtain, to acquire. 

My hairt tak nowdir pane nor wa, 
For Meg, for Merjory, or yit Mawis;



FAW
Bot be thou glaid, and latt hir ga; 
For [ne'er] a crum of the scho/#

Bannatyne Poems, 204. st. S. 
———— he mauna/a' that. Burns, iv. 227, 

" Falls to, belongs; she falls to get;" Lord 
Hailes. But if fall be the word, it is eridently used 
in a sense directly the reverse of that which is usual. 
Instead of falling to a person, the person is said to 
faw the thing. This might perhaps be viewed aa al 
lied to Su.G./«a, Dan./tf0-er, to get, to gain, to 
acquire, to attain; also, to be able, whence Germ. 
faJiig, capable, fit* We have indeed a common 
phrase somewhat similar; It faws me to do this, or 
that, it is my turn; which may be equivalent to fall, 
oifall to, as meaning, to happen. Su.G./«a, how 
ever, has the sense of accidere. Faa han stiaelae, si 
accidat ut furetur; Ihre. But the first etymon is 
preferable. 
2. To have as one's lot, S.

A sonsy rede swythe rede to me, 
How Marstig's daughter I may/a% 

My love and lemman gay to be.
Jamieson's Popular Bail. i. 210; 

FAW, FA', s. 1. Share, what is due to one. 
To London he press'd,

And there he address'd, 
That he behav'd best of them a', man; 

And there without strife 
Got settled for life, 

An hundred a year for his fa9 , man.
Ritson's S. Poems, ii. 65. 

Frae 'mang the beasts his honour got his/a', 
And got but little siller, or nane aw a'.

Ross's^ Helenore, p. 22. 
Q. what/«//5 to one. 

2. Lot, chance, S.
A towmond o' trouble, should that be my/a', 
A night o* gude fellowship sowthers it a'.

Burns, iv. 205. 
FAW, FA', j. A fall, S. 
To SHAK A FA', . i. To wrestle, S.

By this time Lindy is right well shot out,— 
And kibble grown at shaking of a fa1 .

Ross's Helenore, p. 16.
2. To exert one's self to the utmost 5 metaph. 

used, S.B.
Sae lack where ye like, I shall anes shak aft?, 
Afore I be dung with the spinning o't.

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 135. 
To wrestle a fall was formerly used in the same 

metaph. sense.
66 We must wrestle a fall with some kiad of crea 

tures before our covenant be abolished." Baillie's 
Lett. ii. 111.
FAW-CAP, s. A stuffed cap for a child's head, to 

guard against the bad effects of *,fall, S. B. 
Belg. valhoed, id. Sw. fall-walk, a pudding or 

roll for a child's head, from fall, and walk a to roll. 
FAW, s. A trap. V. FALL. 
FAW, FEWE, adj. V. FAUGH, 
FAWELY, adv. Few in number, ^.fewly.

Quhar he fand ane without the Othir presance, 
Eftir to Scottis that did no mor grewance 5 
To cut hys throit or steik him sodanlye,

F E
He wayndyt noclit, fand he thaim/###/«/.

Wallace, i. 198.
This is the reading in MS. instead of streik, sedan* 

lye, mayndit not, and s&wely, Perth edit. 
In edit. 1648, it is thus altered;

He cared not, fand he thaim anerly.
1. e. alone, singly.

MoesG./««?ot, A. S.feawa, Su.G. Dan.jfaa, few. 
FAX, s. Face, visage.

His fax and berd was fadit quhare he stude, 
And all his hare was glotnyt full of blude.

Doug. Virgil, 48. 13.
The fillok hir deformyt/aa? wald haue ane fare face*

Ibid. 238. a, 39.
Wer scho at home, in her contree of Trace, 
Scho wald refete full sone injte and face.

Henry sone's Orpheus Kyng. Edit. 1508. 
Lye views this as the same with Isl.^/fci, conspec 

tus; Jun. Etym. Fas, gestus; G. And*, p. 65. 
FAZART, adj. Dastardly, cowardly.

—Fazart fowmart, fostert in filth and fen.
Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 74. 34* 

Su.G. fas-a, to fear. Jag fasar therfore, rem 
hanc horreo; Ihre. 
FAZART, s. A coward, a dastard. 

Tofazarts hard hazarts 
Is deid or they cum thair.

Cherrie and Sloe, st. 27.
i. e. Great dangers have the aspect of death to 

cowards, before they approach them. 
—————Cadit non caesus, et urnam 
Vivus init, quisquis Medicum non morbidus optat.

Lat. vers.
FE, FEE, FEY, FIE, s. 1. Cattle, in general. 

The King in hy gert sese the pray 
Off all the land: quhar men mycht se 
Sa gret habundance come of fe, 
That it war wondre to foehauld.

Barbour, x. 110. MS. 
In the centre thar wonnyt ane 
That husband wes, and with his jfe 
Offtsyss hay to the peile led he.—— 
He had thaim helyt weile with hay. 
And made him to yok hisfe.

Ibid.w. 151.215. -MS. 
Oxen seem to be thefc meant in the last extract»

2. Small cattle, sheep or goats.
—————Lo, we se 

Flokkis and herdis of oxin and of fee, 
Fat and tydy, rakand ouer all quhare.

Doug. Virgil, 75. 4.
——Armenta videmus,

Caprigenumque pecus.———— Virg. Lib, 3. 
Robene sat on gud grene hill, 

Keipand a flok of fie.
"Bannatyne Poems, p. 98. st. 1. 

In st. 2., 4. and 6., it is restricted to scheip.
3. Possessions, in general. This at least seems to 

be the sense in the following passages.. 
Tharfor in him affyit he, 
And ryche maid him off lapdis and/e/ 
As it wes certes rycht worthi.

Barbour, x. 272. MS. 
The King, eftre the gret journe,—
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In set townys gert cry on hycht,
That quha sa clemyt till haf rycht
To hald in Scotland land, or/*,
That in thai xii moneth suld he
Cum and clam yt.—— Ibid, xiiu 725. MS. 

4* Money.
The Erie of Flawndrys mad hym let. 
For, thai sayd, courupte wes he— 
Than wyth the Kyng of Inglandis Fe.

Wyntown^ Yii. 8. 754.
5. Wages, S,

" Towards the end of Spring, most of the boys go 
to the lower country, where they are employed in 
herding till the ensuing winter; and besides gaining 
a small fee, they have the advantage of acquiring the 
English language." P. Balquhidder, Perths. Statist. 
Ace. yi. 95.
6. Hereditary property in land. 

This Kyng Jhon————— 
Til Alayne of Galluway gave in Fe 
And herytage gret landys. He 
Made to the Kyng Jhon than homage 
Of thai landys as hys herytaget

Wyntown^ viL 8. 920.
7. Hereditary succession, in whatever respect, 

The King send than James of Douglas, 
And Schyr Robert the Key th, that than was 
Marschell off all the ost, of fe, 
The Inglis mennys come to se.

Barbour, xi. 456. MS. 
i. e. hereditary marshal of the army.

9. The term is used in our Law, to denote abso 
lute property, as contradistinguished from life- 
rent.
" Usufruct—is defined by the Romans, a right 

that one has to use and enjoy a subject during life, 
without destroying or wasting its substance; which 
definition is well enough adapted to the nature of 
our life rents. He, whose property is thus burdened, 
is, in our law-language, called thejftzr, and the naked 
.property tbe/ee." Erskine's Instit. 234. 39.

Lands held \nfie are also distinguished from those 
that are wadset; the former being called irredimable, 
the latter, vnder reversion. Skene, ap. Reg. Maj. 
B. iii. c. 35. § 1.

Isl./e, Su.O./«£, A.S./eo, Germ.vfeA, all de. 
note both pecus and pecunia, cattle and money; 
A}em.feho,Jio9 Belg. vee, cattle. From Su.G. fae, 
are faehus, a cowhouse, faewag, a walk for cattle, 
faelad) apasture,/<oefor£/e, a shepherd, &c. Some of 
the Northern Etymologists derive fae, fe, cattle, 
money, from I$l./a«? fae9 to acquire. V. Kristni. 
sag. Gl. YO. Fe.

The wealth of our ancestors consisting principally 
in cattle, the name was naturally transferred to 
money, when it hecame the medium of traffic; in 
the same manner as Lat. pecus has been supposed to 
be the origin of the word pecunia. There may, in 
deed, be some affinity between /e, Alem./eA-o, and 
pec-us, f and p being letters of the same organs; 
especially as in MoesG.. tlje term for wealth or pos 
sessions i&faihus* Junius views it as derived from 
Gr. STAHI, grex ; Goth. Gl. 

The term; originally denoting cattle as the princi-

FEE
pal property, would naturally be extended to pro* 
perty of erery kind. This has been generally the 
case in the Northern languages. The A. S. word 
denotes goods moveable and immoveable; Su.G. fae, 
facilitates, possessio, cujuscunque generis; Ihre. 
Isl./tfe, pecunia, opes, bona, thesauri, facultates, 
pecora, armenta; Verel. Ind. Hence it would easily 
be transferred to the property transmitted to heirs* * 

I had supposed that this Goth, term must be the 
origin of L. B. feodum, feudum ; and am happy to 
find that Somner is of the same opinion. He derives 
it from/eo and had, a particle denoting quality, in. 
stead of which hood is used E., heid S. It may, 
however, be from Su.G. foe and od possessio.

It seems probable, that/ai was originally used to 
denote small cattle; as corresponding to pecus in its 
more proper sense. May not this be the origin of 
Su.G./#«r, ovis, for which Ihre can find none? 
FEAR, FIAR, f. 1. One to whom any property 

belongs in fee> who has the property in rever 
sion. V. FE, sense 6.

2. As connected with the term conjunct> it denotes 
a liferenter, in contradistinction from the pro- 
prietor.
" The husbande and the wife are infeft in certaine 

landes, the langest liver of them twa, and the aires 
gotten, or to be gotten betuixt them, quhilk failyie- 
ing, his aires: In this case the husband is proprietary 
and the wife is conjunct-fear or liferentar." Skene, 
Verb. Sign. VQ. Feodum. 
FEALE, adj. Faithful, loyal.

————Prent the wordis,—— 
Quhilk is ar nocht skar, to bar on far frae bourdis, 
Bot lealej botfeale, may haell avaell thy Grace.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 201. st. 27. 
Fr./ea/, id. from Lat.jfc/e/-if. Hence E.fealtyy 

S.fewte.
FEATHER CLING, a disease of black cattle, S. 

" Feather Cling.—This disorder is occasioned by 
want of water in very dry summers, or in the hard 
frosts of winters. The food parches the stomach 
and intestines, hardens and concretes in the fold of 
the second stomach or monny plies^ so that the dung 
of the animal is excreted in small quantities, and in 
the form of small hard purls, whteh are generally 
black and foetid." Prize Essays, Highl. Soc. S. ik 218. * 
FEATOR, s. A transgressor. V. SATOURE. 
To FEBLE, v. n. To become weak, to give way. 

—Till his folk he cryt hey ; 
" On thaim! on thaim! thai/e&fe fast! 
This bargane neuir may langar last!"

Barbour, iL 384. MS* 
Fr. foibl-ir^ to give away* ^ 

To FSBLIS, v. a. To enfeeble, ta weaken* 
With hungyr he thoucht thaim tofeblis, 
Syne bring on thaim thair enemyss.

Barbour, xiy. 349. MS.
Edit. 1620, feebfoh. Fr. affoiblir, id. foiblesse, 

weakness.
FEELING^ s.. Weakness, the state of being en*. 

feebled.
Quhat is your force, botfeb/mg of the strenth ? 

Doug. Virgil^ 93. 21.
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To FECHT, v+ a. \. To fight; pret. fauclt, 

fawcht.
Bot thai, that in-til Berwyk lay,
Send til thame swne, and can thame say,
That thai mychtfecht. ——

viii. 27. 71.
* — This Edward of Ingland —

Fawcht wyth Schyr Dawy cald Gryffyne, 
TJiat brodyr wes to Lewlyne.

Wyntown, vii. 10. 389. 
The pret. occurs in this form, O. E.

The b&Tonsfauht ageyn, thei wist of no socoure.
R. Brunne, p. 223. 

2. To struggle, to toil, S.
There's wealth and ease for gentlemen, 
And semple-folk m&unfecht and fen.

Burns, iv. 311.
A. S. feaht-an, feoht-an, Alein. feht-an, Teut. 

vecht-en, Germ, fecht-an.
FECHT, s. 1. Fight, battle, S. ; d&vfacht, fought* 

Nowthir Hercules wappinnis nor armyng 
Mycht thaym defend, nor yit thare syre that hecht 
Melampus, and companyeoun was infecht 
To Hercules in his sare journeis feile.

Doug. Virgil, 327. 6. Alem.fehte. 
2+ Struggle, of whatever kind, S.

I whyles claw the elbow o' troublesome thought ; 
But man is a soger, and life is a f aught.

Burns, iv. 205.
FECHTAR, s. One who is engaged in fight, a war 

rior, S.
On kneis he faucht, felle Inglismen he slew, 
Till hym thar socht mvyfechtars than anew. 

Wallace, i. 324. MS. 
A. S.feohtere, Teut. vechter, pugnator.

FEGHIE-LEGHIE, adj. A term which seems 
to conjoin the ideas of insipidity and inacti 
vity, Aberd. Su.G.Jia£&-a, hue illuc vagari ? 

FECK, FEK, s. l. A term expressive, both of 
space, and of quantity or number. 

He was so fers he fell attour ane/<?&, 
And brak his held upon the mustarde stone.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 84. 
i. e. he fell some space beyond. What feck of 

ground? How much land? What feck of siller has 
he? How much money? Monyfeck, a great num. 
ber; maistfeck, the greatest part; little feck, a small 
quantity ; also, what is of little value, S. B. 

My words they were na monyfeck.
Ritson's S. Songs, i. 24. 

And the maistfeck 
Wha's seen't sinsyne, they ca'd as tight

As that on Heck. Ramsay's Poems, ii. 328.
2. The greatest part; used without any adj., S. 

—— Me think this war the best off all, 
To kepe ourstrynth of castell and of wall toun, 
Swa sail we fend thefek of this regioun.

Wallace, viii. 699. MS.
3. Of feck, of value, deserving consideration. 

Thay are mair faschious nor of feck ; 
Yon fazards durst not for thair neck 

Ciim up the craig with us.
Cherrie and Slae, st. 46.

F E C
Importuna magis quam par mihi ti/rba, nee 

audent, «Sec. Lat. vers. 1631. 
i. e. They give more trouble than can be repaid 

by all their worth.
This term is of very uncertain origin. According 

to sense 1. it corresponds to A. S.faec, space, inter, 
val, distance, applied both to time and place; litel 
faec, little time; Germ, fach-en, to divide into equal 
spaces, fach, one of these spaces. The second sense 
seems to have moreanalogy to A.S./doA, Teut. veegh, 
opes. V. Feckfow. As used in sense 3., notwith. 
standing some similarity of signification, it most pro. 
bably claims a different origin. It is nearly allied to 
Fr. homme de peu d'effect, a weak and witless feU 
low; Qui n'a point d* effect, void, unsuccessful. In 
one passage, indeed, it seems to be used in the sense 
of effect, consequence.

Wald ye foirse the forme, 
The fassoun, and thefek, 
Ye suld it fynd inorme, 
With bawdry yow to blek.

Scott, Chron. S. P. iii. 148. 
FECKFTJL, FtfcKFow, adj. 1. Wealthy, possess 

ing substance, S. Hence fectsfow-like, having 
the appearance of wealth or abundance, S.

2. Active, possessing bodily ability, S. B. 
Great room he made, so did his trusty men, 
Till mony nfeckful chiel that day was slain.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 52.
3. Powerful.

You Ramsay make [mock ?] nfecbfu' man,
Ringleader of a hearty clan.—
He'll gar his " thistles" rive your " bays."

Ramsay's Poems, i. 343.
MoesG. faihu, A. S. feoh, wealth, possessions, 

money. V. FE. 
FECKY, adj. Gaudy, rich, S. B.

Then says auld auntie to her dother Bess, 
Ye'er nae like this wi' a' your fecky dress : 
She dings you wi' her namely gown of gray, 
As far's a summer dings a winter's day.

Ross's Helenore, p. 33. V. FECKFUL. 
FECKLESS, adj. 1. Weak, feeble, as applied to 

the body, S. dumb.
Breathless and feckless, there she sits her down, 
And will and willsome spied a' her around.

Ross's Helenore, p. 25.
" Feckless fouk are ay fain of ane anither;" 

Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 26.
2. Feeble, in relation to the acts of the mind. 

Fals Fenyeir, with flyting and flattrie 
Maist sinful and sensual, shame to rehearse, 

Whose feckless foolishness, 
And beastly brukleness 
Can no man, as I guess, 

Well put it into verse.
Polwort, Watson's Coll. iii. 25. 

Has thow not heard, in oppin audience, ; 
The purpose vaine, thefeckles conference 
Th' informal reasons, and impertinent 
Of courteours ?——

Hume, Chron. S. P* iii. 376. 
u My faith is both faint im&fectlesse, nothing but 

a smoke of faith." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 242.
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Effectless is used in the the same sense by Shak- 

speare.
3. Spiritless, Ang.
FECKLY, FECTLIE, adv. i. Partly, S. 

—— Reward her for her love, 
And kindness, which \feetlie keztd.

Watson's Coll. i. 14» 
2. Mostly, for the greatest part, S. 

The water feckly on a level sled 
Wi' little dinn, but conthy what it made.

Ross's Helenore, p. 2$.
This word, as used in sense 1, is nearly allied to 

the Fr. phrase, en effect. 
RECKLESSNESS, s. Feebleness, S.

" Loye oYerlooketh blackness and fecklesness." 
Rutherford's Lett. P. i. ep. 193. 
FECKET, s. An under waistcoat, properly one 

worn under the shirt, S.
Grim loon ! he gat me by ihefecket, 

And sair me sheuk.
Burns, iv. 388.

Allied perhaps to O. Holland, woac/c^ amiculum 
ferate, a winding sheet, q. what goes as, close to 
the body, as % shroud, or Teut. /oc&i, an, old wovd, 
signifying an upper coat, Kilian ; or rather to Isl. 
pyk? pyka, iuterula, a shirt, a smock j also a waist. 
coat.
FE0DERAME, FSIXDEROME, FEDDERONE, 

FEDREM, s. pi. Wings. 
Pas, son, in hast, graith thy wy&gk in effect, 
Slide with thy /edcferome, to yone Troyane 

prince. Doug. Virgil, 107. 35. 
Afedrem on he take : 

And schupe in Turky for to flie.
D unbar ̂ Bannatyne Poems, p, 20. st. 8. 

Rudd. and Lord Hailes both reader it, q. feather 
ing. Sibb. views it as the pi. of Tent, verier^ 
pluma. But it is a compound word, from A. S. 
/aether-ham, faether-hama, f aether -hqmc^ a dress 
of feathers ; whence /ether-hamcm, talaria, " sh$es 
that Mercury, as poets faine, did wear with wings ;" 
Somner. Feder-hatnan, induviae phunosae, Lye; 
from f aether, feder, and harn, ham a, horn,, a 
covering.

Hardyng uses, the term in, its original form. 
In Cair Bladim he made a temple right, 
And set a flamy ne therein to^gautme ; 
And afterwarde a Fetherham he djghtt* 
To flye with winges^ as he could c b.est dbcexne, 
Aboue the ayre nothyng hym to werne. 
He flyed on high ta the temple Apolyne, 
And there broke his neck, for all his great doc. 

trine. Crow. Fol. 22. b. 
But here it is used* improperly, if the marginal 

note be accurate. For, according to this, it sig- 
jjufies " a man decked ip feathers."
FEDE. V.
To FEBE, *. a. To educate,

Fiftene yere he gan hem fade,
Sir Rohand the trew-e ; 

Hti t^rugl^t him ich alede 
Of ich BMAer of glewe, -,

Sir Ttisteem, p, 92-. s*.

FEE
A. S./p(/-aw, to educate; feded, edueatus» Su.G, 

foed-a not bnly signifies gignere, but alere, nutrire. 
MpesG. fod-an, educare; Tharei was foUifhs^ where 
he was educated, Luke, ir. 16.
To FEE, FIE, v. a. To hire. Johnson renders

this word, as used by Shakspeare, " to keep
in hire." But it properly denotes the act of
hiring.

" But now, said he, gredines of preistis not only
receave fals miracle», bot also thei cheriss and fas
knaves for that purpots, that thair chapells may be
the better renowned, and their offerand may be aug-
mentit.^ Knox's Hist., p. 14.

A. S.feoh, Isl./<?, praemium. V. FE«
FEEDING STORM, one that is on the in.

crease, 8.; also used metaph. 
" AH thir things hold out our affairs as if they

were not, This is a feeding storm." Baillk's Lett*
1. 296. V. STORM.
To FEEL, v. a. " Erroneously for, to smell*

Ex. You complain much of that tannery, hut
I cannot say I feel, it." Sir J. Sinclair's Ob-
serv. p. 83. 

FEER FOR PEER, every way equal, S. B. V.
FERE, companion. 

FEERICHIN, adj. Bustling, confused, S. B.
synon.Jlusterin. This epithet is applied to one
who does every thing with a mighty pother. 

Belg. vierigh, ardent. Or rather from Fiery, $. q. v. 
FEERIE, adj* Clever, active. V. FERY. 
FEETH, FBITH* jr. A» net, fixed and siretching^

into the bed of a river, Aberd. 
" The, largest feith-net is six fathoms long, two 

fathoms deep at the riter end, and one fathom, at 
the land end." State, Leslie of Powfe, &c. p. 109.

" They set short nets called feeths in some cor* 
ners of the river, and salmon are often found en 
tangled in the mashes of these nets»—Many fin», 
nocks are caught in the Do» by smallJeeMf* which 
the fishermen set for that purpose after the season of 
the salmon-fishing i^orer." Statist. Ace. (Aberd.> 
xix. aiS. 231.

MoeeCL fatha sepes ; q* a hedge for retaining the 
A$h; or Su.G. /att*a capere? But it may rather 
be from Dan. vo& a net; Isl, v#d tragitla; G. 
And*, p» 250. i, e^ a drag-net, a flew, Ainsw. 
Perhapa fipom ved, vod, vad-&y vadare • q. such a 
net as men* were wont to use in w&dmgy without 
finding it nece&sary to employ a, boat; or from vad, 
radum, qy a net used ia shallow places.
To FEEZE. This v. seems properly to denote 

an operation resembling that of a screw. It is 
conjoined with different prepositions, which de 
termine its meaning. 1. To fe.e&e about, ta 
turn any thing round^ S»,

2. To fy®& abowt% metaph. to hang off and on ;
•qc to moy^ b^cfcwards. and^ forwards within a
smaJl, compasv as when a person wishes, to
keep near one point, used as u.n. S^B.

WUea Qtbor ewes they lap the
And ate the kail for a,' the tyke,.
My ewi« n^ei^play'd the like,.



FEY
But feezed about the barn wa. 

V. Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 287. where it is erron 
eously given tee^d.
3. To feeze on, to skrew, S.
4. Tofeexe off, to unskrew, S.
5. To feeze up, metaph. to flatter ; also, to work

up to a passion, S.
In its proper sense, it is undoubtedly allied to Belg. 

vyz-en, to skrew up ; whence E, vice, a small iron 
press with screws. In the last sense it might admit 
of a different origin ; Su.G.^ww-a, to wheedle, cui- 
piam quoquo mo'do blandiri, Ihre; Is\.fys-a, to in 
cite, to persuade,
FEY, FEE, FIE, adj. 1. Predestined; on the 

verge of death \ implying both the proximity 
of this event, and the impossibility of avoid 
ing it, S.

Wallace in ire a burly brand can draw, 
Quhar feill Sothron war semblit vpon raw, 
To fende his men with his deyr worthi hand: 
The folk was jfej/ that he befor him fand.

Wallace, iv. 616. MS. 
The hardy Erll befor his men furth past;— 
A scherand suerd bar drawyn in his hand, 
The fyrst was jfey that he befor him fand.

Ibid. viii. 833. MS. 
Or thow be fulyeit fey freke in thfe fight 
I do me in thy gentrice.——

Gawan and Gol. iv. 9.
i. e. 44 Ere thou be dishonoured and devoted to 

death, as being under my power, I trust myself to 
your honour."

Vnsilly wicht, how did thy mind inuaid
Sa grete wodnes ? Felis thoii not yit (quod he)
Othir strenth or mannis force has delt with the ?
Scis thou not wele thy selfe that thou art fey ?
Tharfor to God thou yeild the and obey.
The power of goddis ar turnyt in thy contrare,
Obey to God.——

Doug. Virgil, 143. 25. 
Non vires alias, conversaque numina sentis ?

Virgil, v. 466.
Or is here used for than, as nor more commonly. 

44 Puir faint hearted thief," cried the Laird's
ain Jock,

44 There'1 nae man die but him that's fie ; 
44 I'll guide ye a' right safely thro'; 

u Lift ye the prisoner on ahint me."
Minstrelsy Border, i. 180.

This is undoubtedly the primary sense, as it is that 
in which it is still used, S, When a man does any 
thing out of the ordinary line of his conduct, or di 
rectly the reverse of his character, as when a-peev 
ish man becomes remarkably good-humoured, or a 
covetous man becomes liberal, it is common to say, 
He's surely fey, i. e. he is near Ms end. Any thing 
of this kind is called a fey taikin, S. B. a presage 
of approaching death. ~

44 A neighbour endeavoured to comfort Margaret 
Cruickshank, when in the 59th year of her age, for 
the loss ef a daughter with whom she had long re 
sided, by observing that in the course of nature she 
could not long survive. 4 Aye', said the good old 
woman with pointed indignation, 4 vfh&tfye token do

FEY
ye see about me ?" P. Montquhitter, Aberd. Statist, 
Ace. xxi. 150.

* 4 Fall on the fayest, the beetle among the 
bairns ;" S, Prov. u Spoken when we do a thing 
at a venture, that may be good for some, and bad 
for another;" Kelly, p. 111.

46 There is fay blood in your head," S. Prov. 
44 The Scots call a man/02/, when he alters his con. 
ditions and humours, which they think a sign of 
death;" Kelly, .p. 333. This, however, is not 
properly the sense of the term. When a man is 
said to be fey, these unusual humours are not the 
reason of the designation ; but, by a change of dis 
position, he is supposed to indicate that his death is 
at hand.
2. Unfortunate, unhappy, producing fatal effects. 

This is an oblique sense, in which it is gene 
rally used by Douglas.

And younder, lo, beheld he Troyltis 
Wanting his armoure, the fey barne fleanfl ; 
For to encounter Achilles unganand.

Virgil^ 27. 49. 
Infelix puer atque impar congressus Achilli.

Virg.
With ane grete fold of gold fey Priam us 
Secretly vmquhile send this Poljkiorus.

/6td.'68. 41. Infelix, Virg. 
Nor yit be naturale dede perischit sche, 
Rot fey in haisty furour inflammyt hie, 
Before hir day had onuyslye hir self spilt.

Ibid. 124. 38.
Here it corresponds to nwsera, Virg. 
It is applied to the love of-Corocbus for Cassandra, 

which was the cause of his death at Troy. 
-——Mydoneus son also, Corebus yyng, 
Quhilk in tjjay dais for fey luf hate burnyng 
Of Cassandra, to Troy was cmnmyng that yere.

Ibid. 50. 33. 
Insano Cassandrae incensus amore. Virg.

3. Fey is sometimes used with respect to corn/ 
A fey puckk is a grain that has lost its sub 
stance, or become decayed, S..B. 

This word is common to all the Northern dialects. 
Is\.feig-r, moribundus, morti vicinus, cui extrema 
Parcae jam nunc fila legunt, G. Andr.; morti imrni- 
nenti propinquus; Verel. Su.G./eg-, nigh to death, 
natural, accidental, or violent. A. S.faege, mori 
bundus, morti appropinquans, admoriendum destina- 
tus; Hickes. Aletn. vaig, id. Belg. veeg, veegh, 
fatal; veeg zyn, to give signs of death ; een veeg 
teyken, a fatal presage ; the verjf phrase mentioned 
above as still common in S. frtfee, fatal, destin 
ed, is undoubtedly from the same origin.

Germ, feig signifies thnid, which, as Ihre ob 
serves, has doubtless originated from the vulgar be. 
lief, that those who were^near death, as if they had 
a presentiment of their fate, failed in respect of 
courage ; while, on the contrary, fortune was sup. 
posed to favour the brave. -It-'is^ised, on one oc 
casion, by Douglas nearly in this sense.

— We as thrallis leif sail our natiue land, 
And vnto proude tyrantitis, has the-ouerhand, 
Sail be compellit as lordis tyl obey, ' 
That thus now sleuthfully sa/0n£ 

3 E
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still on thir feildts as we war dede, 

And for our self list schape for na remede, .
Virgil^ 41.6. 2,8.

The only Lat. epithet used by Virg. is lent us. 
Su.G. Jag tror han aer /eg, I believe that a fa 

tality hangs over him ; Wideg, / trow that he be 
fey, S. Isl. ufeigr, morti hoc terapore non destina. 
tus ; Verel. He's no fey yet, S. 
FEYDOM, s. The state of being^/i?/, or that con 

duct which is supposed to indicate the near ap 
proach of death, S.

Is\.feigd, a £., noting that death is at hand; mors 
immiuens, G. Aodr. V. FEIDOM* \ 
FJLY, s. 1. A fief, or possession held, by some 

tenure, of a superior,
Thai said, succession of kyngrik 
Was nocht to lawer/eys lik. 
For ther mycht succed na female, 
Quhill foundyn mycht be ony male*

Harbour, i. 58. MS. 
i. e. Not like to inferior fiefs. 

2. It seems used improperly for a kingdom.
—— It myght fall lyk, 

Sum hethyn man, or herytyk 
Mycht wsurpe Crystyn Feys, 
And wyn, and joys swylk dygflyteis.

iVyntown^ vi. 2. 49.
This is evidently the same with FB, FEE, q. v. 

FEY, s. A foe.
I luf fredome; yet man I be subject; 
I am compellit to flatter with my fey s.

Maitland Poems) p. 150. V. FA. 
FEID, FEDE, s. Enmity, hatred ; a quarrel, S. 

Schir Ranald knew weill a mar quiet sted, 
Quhar Wily ham mycht be bettir fra thair fede. 

Wallace, i. 354. MS.
" Gif anie man is (convict as) mensworne,—to 

condemne ane innocent man, for feid or favour of 
anie man, in accusation or testimonie, he sail be 
excluded, and want the comfort and societie of all 
Christian men." Reg. Maj. B. iv. c. 29, st. 1.

M.faide^fed) Su.G.fegd, A.S./aeA/A, Alera. 
fcde, Belg. vcede, veide, Germ feid^ L. B. faida, 
E^fewd. It strictly denotes the hatred which took 
place between the heirs of one slain, and the slayer, 
till the blood was supposed to be avenged; or, in 
general, the hereditary enmity subsisting between 
different clans or families, for what causes soever. 
The term seems formed from A. S. /a, /a£, a foe, 
or Ji-an, to hate, and had, which, used as a termi 
nation, signifies state or condition. 
FEIDOM, s. Enmity, a state of enmity. 

Throch feidom our freidom 
Is blotit with this skore.

Vmgn^ Evergreen, i. 212. st. 1. 
From A. S. fa, foe, and dom, judgment, or Franc. 

duam, power*
FEIGH, FEECH, wterj. Fy, an expression of 

disgust or abomination, S.
— Ye stink o» leeks, Qfeigh!

Ramsay*s Poems, i. 262.
This, as well as E.^, foh, faugh, are undoubt 

edly allied to MoesG.^-/«w, 0. Su.G.j?-«, Alem. 
fi-en, Jig*eny A. S. Ji-an, odisse; Alew. gi-vehen,

F E I
odiosum, Gl. Pex. p. 319. Jutzius mentions C. 6. 
fei, and Bullet, Asm. f&c&, feck, as terms expressive 
of displeasure, disgust or aversion.

O. E.fugh is nearly allied.
u He that seith to his brother, fugh, schal be 

gilty to the counsel!," Wiclif, Matt. v. Raca, in 
our version,

Fugh, a term of abhorrence, Gl. rendered, u I 
can't endure thee." Hist. Engh IL ransl. prefixed to 
Wiclif, N. T. p. 5.
ToFEIK. V.
FEYK, s. This seems to signify that kind of 

restlessness, sometimes proceeding from ner 
vous affection, which prevents one from keep 
ing in one position ;. otherwise called the 
fidget*.

They bad that Baich should not be but — 
The Fjrencie, the Flaxes, the Feyk, and the

Felt, 
The Fevers, the Fearcie, with tfce apeinyie

Flies ;
The Doit, and the Dismal, indifferently dclt ; 
The Powlings, the Palsey, with Pecks like pees ; 
The Swerf, and the Sweitiog, with Sounding to

swelt ; 
The Weam.ill, the Wild fire, the Vomit and

the Vees ; 
The Mair and the Migrame, with Meaths in the

Melt ; 
The Warbles, and the Wood-worm whereof

Dog dies ; 
The Teasick, the Tooth-aik, the Titts and the

Tirles :
The painful Poplesie and Pest* 
The Rot, the Roup, aad the aiOd Rest, 
With Parlesse and Plurisies eppreat, 

And nip'd with the Nirles.
Polwart, Watson's Cofy Hi. 14. 

It is possible, however, that the disease meant may 
be the same with fykes, expl. " an itching in the 
fundament," Gl. Sibb. V. FYKE. 
FEIL, FEILE, FEILL, FELE, adj. Many. 

The word opposed to this is quhoyne. 
And we ar quhoyne, agayne sa fele.

Barbour, xi. 49. MS. 
i. e. a We are few, opposed to so many." 

The Inglissmen semblit on Wallace thar, 
Feill on the feild of frekis fechtand fast.

Wallace, ii. 47. MS. 
S trek it in stretis here and thare thay ly, 
Feil corsis dede of mony vnweildy wicht.

Doug. Virgil, 51. 22. 
Vale is used in the same sense, O. E. 
— Thre thousend wel ywrye, & tuo Kondered also, 
Wythoute fot men, that were so vale, that ther 

Has of non ende. R. Glouc. p. 200. 
The phrase feil men, which so frequently occurs, 

in our old writers, is purely 1*1. Jiolmenne, multi- 
tudo hominum, G. Andr. Fiol, pluralitas ; A. S. 
feala, fela, MoesG. Alem.^/%/, Germ. veil, Belg. 
vele, many. These are viewed as radically the same 
with Gr. 5WA-0?. The term is still used to denote, 
1 . Number, quantity, S. 

The vulgar speak of a fell quhene, an improper
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phrase. They also say, & fell heap; sometimes re. 
dundanily, fell many.
2. Degree Fell will, remarkably well. 

O leeze me on my spinning wheel,
O leeze me on my rock and red £ 

Frae tap to tae that deeds me bien, 
And haps mejtel and warm at een.

Burns, IT. 317.
Fiel is expl. in Gl. u soft, smooth." But there 

is no evidence that the word is used in this sense. 
It is merely fell and warm, i* e. very warm. Gay, 
ell) and uncoj form a climax in vulgar description : 

Gay and &eel, tolerably well; F$U weel^ very well, 
so as to produce satisfaction of mind; Unco weel, 
exceedingly well.

Franc. Jilu wola, optime. Fell pains, great trou 
ble about any thing, S. corresponding to Germ, viel 
sorgen, abundance of care. V. FELL SYIS. 
To FEIL, #. a. To learn, to understand; me- 

taph. applied to the mind.
His modyr come, and othir freyndis enew, 
Wkh full glaid will, to feil thai tithingis true. 

Wallace, ii. 434. MS. 
Belg. ge-voel-en, sentire ; also, sapere. 

F?IL, FEILLE, s. Knowledge, apprehension. 
Thar duelt a Wallas weldumaiy t him full weill, 
Thocht Ingliss men thar of had \\i\\\feille.

WtiUace, ii. 14. MS. 
Thou has full little fell of fair indyte.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 53, st. 8» 
FEIM, s. Foam. V. FAME. 
FEIR, s. Demeanour, deportment.

Be kynd, courtas, and fair of feir,
Wyse, hardy, and fre.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 98. st. 3. V. FAIR. s. 
FEIR, FERE, FEARE of WERE, " a warlike expe- 

dition, a march in a hostile manner, processus 
seu apparatus bellicus," Rudd. 
" It is treason, gif anie man rises in feare of 

war against the King, his person violentlie, quhat 
age the King be of, young or auld, or resets any 
that hes committed treason." Crimes, Tit. 2. c. 1. 
§ 3. Feir of weir, Ja. II. 1449. c. 25. 

Bostaris, braggaris, and barganeris, 
Eftir him passit into pairis, 

All bodin mfeir of weir.
Dunbttr, Bannatync Poems, p. 28. st. 4» 

Rudd. derives this from A. S. far-an, profisisci, 
fare, iter, expeditio ; whence warfare. " All bo- 
din, &c. literally all arrayed in feature of war;" 
Lord Hailes. This seems not so properly to signify 
a warlike expedition, as the preparation made for it; 
or, as expressed by Rudd. apparatus bellicus. Thus 
the phrase, All bodin infeir of weir, is immediately 
explained as referring to military accoutrements; 

—In jakkis, stryppis, and bonnettis of steillj 
Thair leggis wer chenyiet to the heill,

Frawart wes thair affeir.
It is used by Lyndsay, in such connexion that it 

cannot respect a warlike expedition; because it re 
fers to men travelling singly.

Oppression did sa loud his bugil blaw, 
That nane durst ride but into feir of weir. 

V. Bannatyne Poems^ Note, p. 236.

F E L
This Lord Hailes renders " Partial shew." Stbb. 

has adopted the Same mode of expression; " shew 
of war."

It may be observed that Su.G. fara, while its 
primary sense is to go, also signifies to dress, to put 
on ; Farr i sin baestu klaedher, optimaa vestes 
suas induere; Ihre. vo. Fara. I suspect, hotir~ 
ever, that this is the same with Fair, appearance, 
q. v. ; also with Affer, affeir. This idea is support. 
ed by the use of affeir, as well as feir9 by Dunbar 
in the passage quoted above. 
FEYR. Infeyry in company, together ; Bunb. 
V. FERE.
FEYRD, fourth. V. FERD. 
FEIRIS.

— The Paipis armis at poynt to blasone and beir,
hsfeiris for a Pursovant.

Houlate, ii. 3. " Affairs, actions,'? Pink.
But the phrase seems equivalent to as effeiris, i. 

e. u as belongs to a Pursuivant."
FEIRS of tie year. V. FiARS.
FEITH, s. A kind of net. V. FEATH.
FEK, s. For its different senses, V. FECK.
FEKIT, FYKIT.

Agayn he turnyt till England haistely, 
And left his deid, Mfekyt in to fy.

Wallace, ix. 1863. Perth edit. But in MS,

This seems to have been a proverbial phrase. It 
may either signify, cc driven to shame,*' from Teut. 
fyck-en, to push, to drive ; or troubled so as to be 
filled with confusion, as a thing is said to fyke one, 
S. when it occasions much trouble. By deid, we 
are to understand the work K. Edward had engag 
ed in.

In edit. 1648, and 1673, it is rendered, 
And left his turne alljfickled infollie*

FELCOUTH.
Than Butler said, This is zfdcouth thing.

Wallace, v, 248. Edit. Perth. Read seL 
couth, as in 1VJS. 
FELD, pret. V. FELT.

And thai, that at the fyrst meting, 
Feld off the speris sa sar sowing, 
Wandyst, and wald haiff bene away.*

Barbour,xvi. 628. MS»
To FELL, T>. «« To kill ; used in a general 

sense, whatever be the instrument, S. 
I wan the vogue, I Bhaesus/e//'cf, 

An' his knabbs in his tent.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. £5« 

This is meant to correspond to peremi, Ovid. 
Met. Lib. xiii. 250.
To FELL, v. n. To befal.

Well fells the lad that's farthest i' your books* 
Ross's Helenore, p. 34. &u.G.fall»a, accidere. 

FELL, adj. Keen, hot, biting, S.
The dame briogs forth in complimental mood ; 
To grace the lad, her weel-hain'd kebbuck/e//,

Burns, iii. 178.
This is merely the E. wqrd used obliquely. The 

term signifies hot, A. Bor*
To FELJ^ Ffi£L4 OFE, v. a. . To let out, or cast 

3
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a net from a boat; a term used by fishermen,
as opposed to hauling, S. B.
" Depones, that upon the north side of the river,

—there were the following shots when he became a
fisher;——to the south of it, the Ware-shot,—and
another called the Neuks, opposite to the sandy
beach, which shot is commonly used by felling or
laying the net up the water, to intercept fish going
out by the sea, upon a flowing or returning tide."
State, Leslie of Powis, &c. p. 55.

Depones that the fishers pointed out to him a shot 
called the Mouth of the Allochy, but they did not 
describe the exact place where they felled it off, nor 
where they hauled the net. Ibid. p. 197.

Allied perhaps to Su.G. faell-a, dejicere, demit, 
tere, vel potius facere ut quid decidat,—Ihre; from 
fall-a, cadere. Faella ankare, to drop anchor; 
Wideg.
FELL, s. A precipitous rock, a rocky hill, S. 

A. Bor.
Be-twene ihefellis and the se 
Thare thai fand a hale cuntre 
And in all gudis abowndand.

Wyntown, ix. 7. 41.
cc Fintry is situated in the midst of that range of 

hills, which reaches from Stirling to Dunbarton, and 
behind that particular district of them usually deno 
minated the Campsie Fells." P. Fintry, Statist. 
Ace. xi. 371.

The feynd fair with the forward ower the fells.
Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 74. st. 33. 

Su.G. fiaell, a ridge or chain of mountains; 
Alem. felis, Germ, fels, a rock ; Isl, fell, " a 
small mountain resting on one larger and longer," 
Gl. Rymbegla. Fioll, mountains; Edda Saemund. 
Suidas uses 0s*Ai/s for mountainous places. 
FELL-BLOOM, s. Yellow clover, an herb, S. 

Medicago lupolina, Linn. Perhaps q. the bloom 
or blossom of the Fells. V. preceding word. 

FELL SYIS, many times, often.
Me think we suld in barrat mak thaim bow, 
At our power, and so we dofeill-syss.

Wallace, iL 238. MS. 
I thank yow gretly, Lord, said he, 
Off mony largess, and gret bounte. 
That yhe hatf done mefetsyss9 
Sen fyrst I come to your seruice.

Barbour, xx. 225. MS.
A. S. /£/a, many, and sith, tempus. V. FEIL. 

FELLIN, s. V. FELT. 
FELQUN, FELLOUN, adj. 1. Fierce, cruel.

Certis I warne yow off a thing 
That happyn thaim, as God fbrbed— 
That thai wyn ws opynly, 
Thai sail of ws haf na mercy. 
And, sen we knaw thair felone will, 
Me think it suM accord to skill, 
To set stoutncs agaync felony.

Barbour^ xii. 259. MS.
2. Violent, dreadful.

Strang luf beginnis to rise and rage agane, 
TbefeUomt stormes of ire gan hyr to schaik. 

Doug. Firgil, 118. 44,
3. Graat ; denoting any thing in the extreme.

FEN
He wald resist, and nocht in Scotland gang, 
He suld haiff dreid to wyrk so felloune wrang,

Wallace, vi. 289. MS..
Fr. felon, fellon, fell, cruel; A. S. felle* Belg. 

fel, O. Fr.fel, id. 
FELONY, FELNY, s. i. Cruelty.

How mycht he traist on hym to cry, 
That suthfastly demys all thing 
To haiff mercy for his cryng, 
Off him that, throw his/e/owy, 
In to sic poynt had na mercy ?

Bar bour, k. 330. MS. 
2. Wrath, fierceness.

An Erie than wes ner hym by, 
That slwe a man in hysfelny.

Wyntown, vi. 13. 90. 
—In-tilfelny and dyspyte 
All Scotland he gert interdyte.

Ibid. Tii. 9. 13£,
A. S. fe/nisse is used in the same sense. But our 

word is evidently Fr. fellonie, id.
FELT, j-. The creeping Wheat-grass, S.

— " This soil, — if not regularly cleaned by 
pasturing and crops of turnips, is apt to be over 
run with the creeping wheat-grass, known by the 
vulgar name offeft or pirl-grassJ5 P. Fintry, Sta. 
tist. Ace. xi. 374.

It seems to receive this name,, because the ground 
is matted by it so as to resemble the cloth called felt. 
FELT, s.

They bad that Baich su4d not be but— 
The Frencie, the Fluxes, the Feyk and the Felt. 

Watsons Co/L m. 13. V. FEYK. 
Perhaps what is called the fellum or fellin, the 

name given to that disease of cattle, in whieh they 
are hide-bound, Border. 
To FELTER, v. a. To entangle, S. B.

Thus making at her main, and lewdririg on, 
Thro' scrubs and craigs, with mony a heavy

groan;
With bleeding legs, and sair massacred aboon,. 
With Lindy's coat ayefeltring her aboon.— 

Ross's Helenotre., p. 61.,
Skinner explains this term in the same manner, 

deriving it from Fr. feultircr,, to cover with, felt. 
" Faltered, revelled, dishevelled." North.^Gl. Grose» 
FELT GRAVEL, the sandy gravel.

u Before his death he was tormented with the.FV// 
gravel, which he bare most patiently." Spotswood's 
Hist. p. 10k
FELTIcFARE,^ The Red-shank, or Field-fare^ 

a bird, S,
It has been supposed, that from the name redi 

shank, S. rede schanke, " probably originated the 
nursery story of the fieldfare burning its feet, when- 
it wished to domesticate with men like the robin- 
redbreast." Gl. Compl. p. 365. 
FEN, s. Mud, filth.

He slaid and stummerit t>n the sliddry ground, 
And fell at erd grufelingis amid the/€/z, 
Or beistis blude of sacrifyce.———

Doug. Firgil, 138. 42. Fimum, Virg», 
It occurs in Lybeaus Disconus ; 

Bothe maydcnesj and garssoun,
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Tovryllfen schull on the throwe.

Ritsotfs Met. Rom. ii. 64. 
i. e. a foul mud," a redundancy. 
Mr Took derives fen, as used by Douglas, from 

A. S.fynig-ean, mucescere ; u to wax musty, fusty, 
Jinnewed or hoare;" Somner. But it is evidently the 
same with A. S.fenn, lutum, sordes, MoesG. fani^ 
lutum, Lat. foen-um.
To FEN. V. FEND, if. 2. 
To FEND, v. a. To tempt,

————Our lordis, for thair mycht; 
Will allgate fecht agane the rycht. 
Bot quha sa werrayi* wrangwysly, 
Thai/em/ God all to gretumly : 
And thaim may happyn to mysfalL

Barbour, xii. 364. MS.
Offend occurs in edit. 1620. But the word seems 

rather from A. $,fand-ian, ten tare.
To FEND, FENDE, v. a. 1. To defend, S. 

Wallace in ire a burly brand can draw, 
Quhar feill Sothron war semblit vpon raw, 
To/ewJe his men with his deyr worthi hand. 

Wallace, iv. 614. MS. 
My trees in bourachs owr my ground 
Shall/ewe/ye frae ilk blast o' wind.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii» 3£. 
Fr. de-fend-re, id. 

2» To support, to maintain- 
But there is neither bread nor kale,

To fend my men and me.
Battle of Otterbourne, Minstrelsy Border, i. 36» 

3. To provide for one's self, in whatever way; 
with the pron.
u 1 am sure if my one foot were in heaven, and 

then he would say, Fend thyself, I wilFhold my grips 
of thee no longer; I should go no further, but pre 
sently fall down in as many pieces of dead nature.'* 
Rutherford's Lett. P, I. ep. 89.

Fr. de-fend-re afso signifies, to preserve, to main- 
tain. But I am doubtful, whether the v., as used 
in senses 2 and 3, is the same as in sense 1, and so 
from the Fr., or from A. Sr. For it was anciently 
written Faynd, q. v.
To FEND* FEN, v. n. 1. To shift, to make 

shift; generally as implying the idea of some 
degree of difficulty, 8» A. Bor*

Thift and tressoun now is chereist, 
Ar few for falsett now may fend.

Chron. S. P. ii. 46. 
Then I knew no. way how to fen / 
My guts rumbled like a hurlcbarrow.

Watson's ColL i. 13.
" There is a great difference between/ew o'er, and 

fair well;" S. Prov» w Their is a great difference 
between their way of living who, only get a little 
scrap to keep them alive, and theirs who get every 
day a full meal.;?* Keltyy p. 305.

To fend for, to shift for. A, Bor» 
2. To fare, in general. How do ye fend? how

goes it with you ? S.
FEND, FEN, s. The shift which one makes for 

one's self,whether for sustenance, or in any other 
respect. To mak a fend^ to do any work, or

FEE
continue in any situation with some degree of 
difficulty.

Nefend hcfyndis quhiddir away to wend, 
Nor on quhat wyse hym self he may defend. 

Doug. Virgil, 446. 35. MS- 
On the corns and wraith of labouring men, 
As outlaws do, scho maid an easy fen*

Henrysone, Evergreen, i. 144. st. 1* 
FENDIE, adj. Good at providing for one's self, 

in a strait,. S.
^ Fendifr dexterous at finding out expedients." 

Sir J. Sinclair's Observ* p. 101. He improperly 
derives it fromjind.

A. Bor fendable is synon. ^ One that can shift 
for her or him self." Gl. Grose. 
FENESTER, s. A window.

In corneris and clerefenesteris of glas 
Full besely Arachne weuand was.

Doug. Virgil, 402. 9.
StL.G.fenster, Alem. vender, G.B.fenister, id*- 

all evidently from Lat. fenestra. 
FENT, s. The opening left in the sleeve, or at 

the bottom of a shirt, coat, &a. S. 
Yr.fente, a clift, rift, slit, &c. Cotgr. La fente 

d'un€ chemise, thefent of a shirt. It is evidently 
from fend-re, to cleave, to slit; Lat. find-ere. 
FER, s. Preparation, or perhaps ado* 

Than thai that in the schippis wer 
Ordanyt a schip, with full gretjfer, 
To cum with all hyr. apparaill 
Rycht to the wall, for till assaill.

Bwrbouv, xvik 400. MS. V. FAYR^ s. 
FER, adto. Far. Onfer^&om far.

From the cheif tern pill, rynnand in full grete hyer 
Onfer, O wrechit pepil can he cry.

Doug. Virgil, 40. 2. 
Fer by, far past, far beyond. .

—My febil and slaw vnweildy age,
The dasit blude gane/er by, the hate rage,
With force failyeit ta hant the strang weris.

Doug. Virgil, 260. 43. 
Ferrw, farther.

Na/errar thai mycht wyn out off the land.
Wallace, vii. 1044.

A, §.feor,fyrr, MoesG. fairra, SiuG.^/er, IsL. 
far,fiar, Alem./erro, Belg. varre^verre, id. 
FERCOST, s.. " Ane Wnde. of schip or little 

hoatet" Skene.
u In ane priviledge granted to the Burgh of Dun- 

die, for reparation and Digging, of their Porte and ' 
Haven,, be King James the Second, in the yeir of' 
God 1458^—mention is maid of ane Fercost, quhilk 
is inferior in birth and.quantity, ta ane schip, because 
the impost and taxation lay etc vpon ilke schip is tea 
schillings^ and vpon the Fersast,.. twelve pennies." 
De Verb. Sign, in vo. See also Acts AleX II/c. 25. 

This extract should have been given under FAR-- 
COST, which is evidently the same..

The term, as used in S. m^y have merely denoted a. 
coasting vessel, q. one that/ares along the coast* 
FERD, FEIRD, FEYRD, adj. Fourth.

Skars on the ferd day at morne did I aspie 
Hie from the walHs crop pis Italic.

.* •: * .. Doug. Virgil, 175, 49».
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lf The foure marmadyns that sang quhen Thetis 

vas inareit on month Pillion, thai sang nocht sa sueit 
as did thir scheiphyrdis, quhilkis ar callit to name, 
Parthenopie, Leucolia, Illigeatempora, the feyrd 
cfellit Legia." Compl. S. p. 99.

Su.G. fiaerde, Isl. jftorda, Germ, merte, Belg. 
vierde, O. E. verthe,ferthe.

Ana yut there was of Welsse men the verthe ost 
therto. JR. Glouc. p. 452.

Slthen in hhferthe yere he went tille Aluerton.
JR. Brunne, p. 82.

F£RD, s* "Force, ardour.
"It was our great desire to hare at once been at 

handystrokes, well understanding that the ferd of 
our hot spirits could not long abide in edge." Bail- 
lie's Lett. i. 170.

In ferd seems to be used in a similar sense, in O. E. 
Erles with thar powere, barons that er of pris, 
Knyghtes gode & wight, sergeanz alle in ferd, 
Thise salfe alle be dight, & help the with ther 

suerd. R. Brunne, p. 202. 
Hearne improperly ex pi. the word, when thus dis 

joined, " in a fright,'* GL Inferd, used as one 
word p. 23., he renders " fearless."

Bot the Scottes kyng, that mayntend that strife, 
Opon Elfride ran, als traytoure inferd. 
Elfride be wonded with dynt of a suerd. 
Perhaps rather, enraged, q. with great ardour of 

mind. V. FARD, s.
FERDE, s. An host, an army.

Ther folo me nferde of fendes of helle.
They hurle me unhendeley, thai hanne me in hight. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 15.
A. S.faerd,fyrd, exercitus, from/ar.an ire, pro- 

fisisci.
FERDELY, ado.

——With his fute the yett he straik wp rycht, 
Quhill braiss and band to byrst all at anyss. 
Ferdely thai raiss, that war in to thai wanyss. 
The wachman had a felloune staff of steill, 
At Wallace strake, bot he kepyt hym weill. 

Wallace, iv. 244. MS.
Edit. 1648, it is changed to frayedly, i. e. " with 

affright."
It seems doubtful, whether it means a actively, 

cleverly," as being formed fTomferdy adj., or u un 
der the influence of terror." The passage would 
admit of the former sense. But it may be an error 
«f the writer for/m%, q. v. 
FERDER, adv. Farther.

And ferder elk perordour mycht ye knaw, 
Within the cheif deambulatour on raw 
Of forefaderis grete ymagis dyd stand.

Doug. Virgil, 211. 16.
FERDY, FEIRDY, adj. Strong, able, active. A 

ferdy man, an able-bodied man, S. 
Sibb. writes \t far die, fear die, fierdy, rendering it 

u expeditious, handy, expert." Its meaning is 
somewhat different, S. B.

I need na tell the pilgets a' 
I've had wi' fairdy foes; 

It cost baith wit aad pith to see 
The backj-seams o' their hose.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect!? p. 19,

The superl. formed from this \sferdtlest, strongest; 
S. B.

This might at first view appear derived from Isl. 
faer, able, powerful; faere, strength. But another 
word,fery, feerie, is formed from this. Ferdy, there 
fore, seems to be merely Su.G. faerdig, paratus, 
Germ.fartig; fromfaer^d, a journey, or course. Belg. 
vaerdig, ready, quick; vartiga, expedites, paratos, 
Gl. Pez. p. 319. Su.G. ofaerdig denotes any one 
who is lame, or unfit fcwra journey. V. TONGUE- 
PERDY. 
FERDLY, adv. Fearfully, timidly.

He sparyt at hir, quhat hapnyt in the ayr. 
Sorou, scho said, is nothing ellis thar. 
Ferdly scho ast, AI lace, quhar is Wallace ?

Wallace, vii. 255. and also v. 1042. 
Ferdly is still used in this sense, Border. 

FERE, adj. " Fierce, wild;" Tytler. Lat. 
fer-us.

Of bestis sawe I mony diuerse kynd. 
The lyon king and his fere lyonesse.

Kings Quatr, v. 4.
It may, however, signify companion. But the 

former sense is supported by the application of the 
same epithet to the tiger, st. 5. 
FERE, s. Appearance, shew. V. FAIR, 
FERE, FEER, s. A companion; fl.ferts. 

The quhethir ane, on the wall that lay, 
Besid him till his fere gan say, 
'< This man thinkis to mak gad cher."

Barb our, x. 385. MS. 
Off thair/em leyffand was left no ma.

Wallace, v. 408. MS.
Chaucer, id. A. S. ge-fera, Teut. ge^ferde^ soci- 

us, comes. Skinner views far»an, ire, as the root* 
But it is more closely allied to Isl. egfaer, eo, feror; 
whence faer, which not only signifies iter, profectio, 
but comitatus; G. Andr. p. 67. Isl. faere is also 
rendered, the power or opportunity of meeting, oc- 
casio aggrediendi, congrediendi facultas; Verel. 
Ind. Hence, perhaps, E. and S. fair, a market, i. e, 
a place where people have an opportunity of meet* 
ing; which Dr Johns, derives from Fr.fotre. Some 
might prefer Lat. fer-ia, especially because fairs 
were held during the Popish festivals, and are still 
held at the same times in this country. Butferia 
seems retained in a form more nearly resembling the 
original word. V» FIERY.

Feerforfeer, every way equal.
—That's hearkning gueed, the match i&^eerfor 

feer. Ros$*$ Helenore, p. 21. 
In fere, together, in company. 

Thir four, trewly to tell, 
Foundis infer.

Gawan and Got. iii. 8. 
i. e. " they go in company." Chaucer, id. 

Allinferis, altogether. 
7 The last sex bukes of Virgil al inferis

——— contenis s t rang bat tellis and weris.
Doug. Virgil, 7. 33. 

Yfere, yferis, are used in the same sense. 
Al samyn swam thay hand in hand yfere.
—The chiftaiiis all joned with hale poweris, 
And hendmest wardis swarmed all yferis.

Owg. Virgil, 322. 34.—331. 52.
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A. S. gefer,gefere, comitatus, consortium. Hence 

yfere, ge being softened in pronunciation into y, of 
which there are many instances. In Gen. geferes. 
Eart thu ures geferes, Es tu nostri comitatus ? Jos. 
v. 13. Hence y feris.
FERE, F£R, adj. Entire, sound. Hale and fir, 

not a§ Mr Pink, imagines, 4< whole and fair, 
complete and in good array;" but whole and 
entire, a phrase yet commonly used, S. 

For the King, full chewalrusly, 
Defendyt all his cumpany; 
And wes set in full gret danger ; 
And yeit eschapyt haile and^r»

Barbour, iii. 92. MS. 
So hele andyere mote sauf me Jupiter!

Doug Virgil, 282. 21.
This Rudd. traces to the same source with in fere, 

yfere, &c. But it seems rather allied to Isl.faer, 
Su.G./ber, valid us, C. Q.ffer, robust us.
FERE of WEIR. V. FEIR.
FERE.

The Kyng hym self Latinus the grete here 
Quhisperis and musis, and is in manere/tfri, 
Quham he sail cheis, or call vnto hys thraw 
To be his douchteris spous, and son in law.

Doug. Virgil, 435. 9.
Of fere occurs in MS. If this be the true reading, 

it may signify, afraid, q. of fear. But the other 
seems preferable, as probably denoting uncertainty 
of mind; A. S./aer, cassus, improvisus.
FERETERE, s. A bier.

How mony fereteris and dule habitis schyne 
Sal thou behald, as thou flowis at Rome 
Doun by hys new made sepulture or touine ! 

Doug. Virgil, 197. 32. 
It&l.feretrum.

FERY, FEIRIE, FEERIE, adj. Fresh, vigorous, 
active, agile, S.

All thocht he eildit was, or step in age, 
Alsfery and als swipper as ane page.

Doug. Vtrgil, 173. 54. 
i. e. a as agile and nimble as a boy."

A King thair was sumtyme, and eik a Queene, 
As monie in the land befolr had bene. 
The king was fair in persoun, fresh and fors; 
AneyVzr/e man on fute, or yit on hors.

Priests ofPeblis, Pink. S. P. Repr. i. 18.
Mr Pink, renders it bold, but without any reason.

We still use a similar phrase, It is said of one who
is not fit for walking from lameness or otherwise ;
He's no feerie of the feet, Loth.

——7-Of foot he is not f eerie, 
And may not deal with travel.

WaUorts Coll. i. 59.
Rudd. says; u f. from A. S*/ar-aw, ire." It might 

seem, at first view, that this is most probably the same 
with Ferdy, q. v. especially asSu.G. ofaerdig, comp. 
of o prtv. and/oerrfig-, has the same sense, as expl. by 
Ihre. Dicitur de claudo, aut meinbro quodam debi. 
li, proprieque notateum qui itineri suscipiendo inep- 
tus est. V. Faerd, iter. But both feerie and/er- 
dy are used, S. B. in a sense somewhat different; the 
first as denoting activity or agility? the second,

F E 11
strength, without necessarily including .the idea of 
activity.

This is nearly allied to Germ*ferig promptus, ex- 
peditus, alacer ; which seems formed from Isl. faer\ 
agilis, fortis. V. FERE, adj. 2.

I know not, if these words have any connexion 
with Isl. fior, vita, vigor; Landnamabok. A. S. 
feorh, soul, life, spirit.

Feerie is also used Loth, in a sense directly the 
reverse, as signifying, frail, feeble. This rather cor 
responds to the term in Isl. opposed to/aery ufaer, 
ofaer, weak. 
FERILIE, FEERELIE, adv. Cleverly, with agili-r

ty, §. " Ferdwi nimbly, cleverly;" Rudd. 
Of that the Scottis tuke gude comfort, 
Quhen thajr saw him szfecrelie 
Loup on his hors sa galyeardlie. 

Lyndboy's Squyer Meldrum, 1594' A. viii. 6. 
FERIAT, adj. Feriat tymes, holidays.

" The said advocates, clerk», &c- to testide thalr 
godlie dispositioo to tke furtherance of God's service, 
do otter to pay yeirlie, not excluding but compre 
hending herein all vacant and feriat tymes, to the 
pro vest, &c.——alien arlie to the behuif of the said 
minister serving the cure of the kirks within the said 
burgh, all and hatll the sum of 11 pennies money of 
this, realm, furth of ilk twenty shillings of mail!, 
quhilk sail be pay it——for thair housis, chambers 
and buiths occupied and poa&essit be thaim." Acts 
Sed€. 29 July, 1637**

L&t.feriati dies, Plfn. fromferiae, holidays. 
FERIE-FARIE,i. Bustle, disorder. V.FARY. 
FERIS, v. n. Becomes, is proper.

——I dedeinye not to ressaue 
Sic honour certis quhilk feris me not to haue.

Doug. Virgil, 23. 30. V. AFFERIS, EFFEIR. 
FERYS, s. ft. « For efferis, affairs, things," 

Rudd.
We hym behald and al his cours gan se,— 
Hys talbart and array sew it with breris: 
Bot he was Greik be all his \therferys.

Doug. Virgil^ 88. 30.
Ferys seems rather to signify marks; from Fair, 

feyr, appearance, q. v.
FERYT, FERRYiT,/»r<*. v. Farrowed.

——On the wallis thai gan cry 
That thair sow vtesferyt thar.

Barbour, xvii. 701. MS. 
Anone thou sail do fynd ane mekyll swyne, 
Wyth thretty hede/errytf of grisis fynd.

Doug. Virgil, 241. 9.
Sw. Smoland. faerria, porcellos parere, Seren. 

frvmfarre, vorres, A. S. fearh, porcellus. These 
are evidently allied to Lat. verr-es. 
FERYT, p> tt. v. Waxed* grew, became. 

Thair cheyff chyfivajeryt als ferss as fyre, 
Throw matelent, and werray propyr ire.

Wallace, iii, 165. MS.
Su.G.yir-a, to act, to conduct one's self, whence 

fora, consuetudo vel modus agendi.
FERITIE, s. Violence, ferocity j from Lat.

fsr-us.
u Shall a bare pretence of zeale* and intention of 

a good ende, make more than Cyclopickey^ri'tfe, and
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devilish deceifce, to become good religion ?" Forbes's 
Eubulus, p. 123. 
FERLE. V. FARLE.
FERLIE, FERELY, FARLIE, s. A wonder, a 

strange event, S.
Thisferety befelle in Englond forest.

SVr Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 29. 
Aboue this eik betid ane marefertie.

Doug Virgil^ 207. 5. 
Ane gveteferly and wounder was perfay 
To Turnus king of Rutilianis in that tyde.

Ibid. 324. 39. 
It is used by Langland.

—On a May morning, on Maluerne hylles, 
Me befel ^ferly^ a fayry me thought.
—Maiiyejfer/es haue fallen, te few yeres.

P. -Ploughman^ Pass. 1. A. i. a. ii. a. 11. 
In a poem, written before A. 1300, entitled " A 

Disputation bytwene a Crystene man and a Jew," 
the phrase, heddefarly^ occurs.

The cristen mon heddefarly 
What hit mihte mene.

Warton strangely mistakes the meaning, rendering 
it, " was very attentive, heeded;" whereas it evi 
dently signifies, " was surprised;" literally, u had 
wonder." V. Hist. E. Poet. II. 231. Note.
It is written^r//, P* Ploughman, Fol. 51. b. Chau 

cer uses it as an adj. signifying strange; which seems 
its original sense, nof, as Sibb. supposes, " from q. 
fair-like, from the gew-gaws exposed to sale at a 
fair;" \)VitfromA.S.faerotiC)faerh'c,ferliC) subi- 
tus, repentinus; also, according to Somner, horren- 
dus. This is undoubtedly formed from A. S. faer, 
subitus, and /ic, q. having the appearance of sudden 
ness. Heiice it has naturally enough been transfer 
red to what causes surprise. Su.G.y?/r/(^, lal.ferlig, 
are used in the sense of Lat. mire, as farlig packer , 
mire pulcher,yer/c^a diuptfen^ palus mire profunda ; 
Ihre, vo.'.Fartf, p. 429. Thusjfer/^ occurs in O. E. 

He felt him heuy bferly seke, his body wex alle 
seere. ; /{. Brunne, p. 18. 

To FERLY, v. n. To wonder.
The fare portis alsua heferlyt fast.

Doug. rirgil, 26. 10. 
N&neferlies mair than fulis,

Cherrie and Slae, st. 61. 
This v. has been formed from the s. 

FERLYFULL, adj. Wonderful, surprising. 
—With sa,ferlijfull a mycht 
Off men off armys, and archeris,— 
He Come, ridand out off his land. 
Barbour^ xiii. 638. MS. Ibid. ver. 638. 

FERLYST, Wallace, xi. 197. Perth edit. Read 
Terfyst, q. v.

To FERME, v. a. To establish, to make firm. 
—Lat vs formest haist vs to the se, 
And thare recounter our fais, or thay land: 
Or thay thare futesteppis^/crme, ana* tak array. 

Doug. Virgil, 325. 28. 
Fr./eTw-er, to fasten, Lat. firm-are.

To FERME, v. a. To close, to shut up. 
Thus said he, and tharwith in his thocht 
Deuysis——
—— qiiham he suld not from the sege vprars,

FEE
Bot still remane toferme and clois the toun> 
The wallis and the trinschis inuiroun..

Doug. Virgil, 325. 35. 
Fr.ferm-er, id.

FERME, s. Rent.
u The auld possessoures [of fews of kirk-lands, 

not having regular confirmation] sail not be prejudg 
ed be this act? and sail have their confirmations, for 
payement of the 4. maill, and the fermorares for 
doubling of their ferme;—seeking the samin within 
yeir and day, after the publication ofUhis act, uther- 
waies to pay 8. mailles or threefermes." Acts Ja. 
VI. 1584. c. 7.

Mr Russel has justly observed, that "farm clear 
ly signifies rent payable in grain or meal." Con. 
veyancing, Pref. ix. He is mistaken when he adds, 
that " the word duty is only applicable to services," 
Ibid. For ii is at least occasionally used as synon. 
with mail. Hence the compound term tack-duty.

Fr.ferme, a toll or rent. L. B.jfir*m-a, id. which 
Spelm. deduces from A. S.fearme, denoting food of 
every kind; because anciently lands were farmed 
out, not for money, but on condition of the tenants 
supplying their landlords with vivres in kind. Others 
derive it from Arm.ferma rent^fermi to hire, to pay 
rent. V. Diet. Trev.
FERMORER, s. A farmer.

" All and sundry, Prelatis and benificed men,— 
ar charged, be vertew of the saids letters, now pre 
sently being in Edinburghe, or sail happin heireftir 
to repair thairto, thair Factours and Fermorars." 
Knox's Hist. p. 298.

This is undoubtedly a corr. of Fr. fermier^ or 
L. R.firmar-iiiSi id. although it occurs in our Laws. 
V. FERME, s. 
FERN, FEARN, s. M A prepared gut, such as

the string of a musical instrument," Gl. Sibb.
S. tharm, E.
A. S. thearm, Isl. tharm, Belg. darm, Sw. tarm^ 

intestinum. This word is much corr. Butferm is 
used, S. B. 
FERNITICKLES, s. pi. Freckles, spots in the

skin from the influence of the sun, S.
Perhaps having ticks or dots resembling those on 

the fern or braken ; or from Dzn.fregne, freckles. 
FERNITICKLED, FAIRNTICKL'D, adj. Freckled, S.

farn-tickledy A. Bor. id.
And there will befairntickl'd Hew.—

Ritson's S. Songs, i. 210. 
FERN YE AR, FARNE-YEIR, FAIRNYEAR, s. The

preceding year, the last year, S*
He,fairnyear, 'gainst the en'mie's power, 

Wi' a choice gang had wander'd.
Rev. J* NicoPs Poems , ii. 3.

<c Every one knows that the epithet given to 
Robert III. was Faranyeir: But the import of the 
word is not generally known. Faren, faran^ is 
gone or past^ as farand is going or passing.—Thus 
faranyeir means of the past year* or late ; and Robert 
Faranyeir is precisely the late King Robert. Robert 
III. sometimes received the appellation of John Fa- 
ranyeir, because his baptismal name was JcJtn. And 
thus he was distinguished from John Balliol^ or John 
the fint." Annals, Scot. II. 282.
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But the learned writer seems to err in his etymolo 

gy. For although fame, as Sibb. has observed, vo. 
Fare, sometimes signifies " went, passed;" the term 
before us is more probably allied to MoesG.faerni, 
old. Fairnyi vein batizo ist; Old wine is better. 
Alem.fom, olim. A. S.jfyrw, antiquitas %^/rn-</«g%, 
antiquae dies, olim. Teut. vernen, anni superiore, 
vierne, vetus. The Germ, yet say, lang zuvorn, diu 
ante; and call wine of the last yea,r,ferniger orjir- 
ner wien ; Isl. Su.G.forn, vetus.

O. E.ferne ago is long ago.
————He was found once, 

And it is feme ago, in Saynt Frances time. 
P. Ploughman, Fol. 80. b.

We also find fele ferniers, which must be under, 
stood as signifying many past years.

I haue followed the in fayth, thys XLV wynter,
And ofttimes haue mened the to think on thin end,
And how fele ferniers are faren, & so few to 

comen. Ibid. Fol. 59. b.
In the first edit, it is printed/erwzes; but correc 

ted as here in edit. 1561.
Feme yere, Chaucer, according to Tyrwhitt, 

" seems to signify former years." But from the 
connexion, it can only mean, last year.

Farewell all the snowe of feme yere.
Troil. B. 5. v. 1176.

Junius therefore properly refers to Alem. forn, 
when expl. this phrase; Etymol. He derives forn 
fromforan, orforna, ante, before, Gl. Goth.; but 
MoesG.fairni, fromfairra, longe, procul.

Lesley, Bp. of Ross, uses fame dayes, but whether 
as signifying old or past, seems doubtful. In the 
former case, his language is tautological.

u I might here fetche foorth olde fame dayes. 
I might reache backe to the noble worthie Kings 
long before the conquest, of whose royal blood she 
is descended." Title of Succession, A. 1584. p. 20.

Lord Hailes is still farther from the truth in assign 
ing the reason for conferring this surname on Robert 
III. For, first, it does not appear that he was ever 
called Robert Fernyeir. In Skene's Table of the 
Kings, he is designed " Robert 3. sur-named John 
Farne-yeir." Nor is there the least reason for sup 
posing that this name was not conferred on him till 
after his death. It indeed seems to have been given 
him soon after his accession. The reason of it is ob 
vious. After he had, for whatever cause, assumed 
the name of Robert, the people, struck with the sin 
gularity of the circumstance, in a ludricous way cal 
led him John Fernyeir, because he was formerly 
named John; literally, he who last year was John.

This is not the only instance of the term Fernyeir 
having proved a stumbling-block to the learned. 

, Skinner after mentioning it, sagely observes; Exp. 
February^ nescio an sic dictus, a Feriis, &c.

It may be added, that those who meet with any . 
particular hardship during the year, are wont to use 
this Prov* u If I live anither year, I'll ca' this year 
Fernyear ;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 41. 
FERNYEAR'S TALE, a fabrication.

So with the lady on a time, 
On his foot with her would he gang, 
Then to his fellow would amang; 
An4 then told him & fern-year* s tele.

F E R
—But all was feigned each a deal.

Sir Egetr, p. 19.
i. e. a story that had as little relation to the truth 

as what happened last year; equivalent to the mo- 
dern phrase, an old song. Among is probably corr. 
S. fernyears news is used to denote any piece of in 
telligence that has been known long ago. 
FERR, Fared, Wallace, iii. 83. Four, MS. 
FERRARIS, s.pl. Earell ferraris, casks used 

for carrying on horseback the drink necessary 
for an army, or in travelling.

The barell ferraris that war thar 
Cumbryt thaim fast that ridand war.

Barbour, xv. 39. MS. 
The schip-men sone in the mornyng 
Tursyt on twa hors thare flyttyng. 
[Ane] a pair of coil crelis [bare,] 
That covryt welle wyth clathis are; 
The tothir barell ferraris twa; 
Full of wattyr als war tha.

Wyntown, viiS. 38. 53.
It is certainly the same word with Fr. ferriere, 

"a kinde of big Dutch leathern bottle;" Cotgr. 
Une grosse bouteille de metal, et ordinairement d'ar. 
gent, dans laquelle on porte du vin chez le Roi. 
Kite est carree, ou demironde d'un cote, et plate de 
1'autrc.— La ferriere n'est differente du flacon que 
par la figure. Dans Rabelais, ]& ferriere est un fla 
con de cuir. Panurge appelle sa ferriere, Fade 
mecum ; Diet. Trev.

' Perhaps from Lat. fer-o, ferre, to carry; or fer- 
rar-ius, as probably bound with iron hoops. 
FERRY COW, a cow that is not with calf, and 

therefore continues to give milk through the 
winter, S. A cow of this description is oppos 
ed to one that gozsyeld.
I suspect that the phrase is radically the same with 

Belg. vare koe, a cow that yields no more milk. 
For although it seems to signify the very reverse, 
perhaps the original idea was, that a cow, that did 
not carry, would by degrees lose her milk entirely. 
FFRRYAR, FERREAR, s. A ferryman," a boat 

man.
u All baitmen and/ern/«m, quhair hors ar fer- 

ryit, sail haue for ilk baite a tfenebrig, quhairwith 
thay may ressaue within thair baittis trauellouris hors 
throw the realme, vnhurt and vnskaithit." Acts Ja. 
I. 1425. c. 66. edit. 1566.

Thir riueris and thir watteris kepit war 
Be ane Charon, ane grisly ferr ear.

Doug. Virgil, 173. 42.
Su.G. faeria, to ferry; faerje-karle, a ferry-man. 

FERRYIT. V. FERYT. 
FERS. Onfers.

All hevinly thing mone of the self discend, 
Bot gif sum thing onfers mak resistence; 
Than mey the streme be na way is mak offence, 
Na ryn bakwart.——

Henrysone, Bannatyue Poems, p. 117. st. 5. 
" Fers, force;" Gl. If this be right, onfers 

must signify, perforce, of necessity. 
FERSIE, s. The leprosy of horses, S. farcy, E. 

" Fire is good for the fersief Ferguson's S. 
Prov. p. 12. V. FARSY. 

3 F
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FERTER-LIKE, adj. Expl. « Like a little 

fairy," Gl.
Wi' sickness now }\tf$ferter-like) 

Or like a water-wraith.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 6. 

This, in Gl. Lyndsay, is mentioned as one of the 
blunders of Sibb. But it is not his; for he has given 
it from the Gl. to the Poems above quoted.

I can^form no probable idea of the origin, accor 
ding to the sense here given ; but am inclined to 
suspect that the proper meaning of the tenn has been 
misunderstood in colloquial use, and that it has some 
affinity to Fertour, the word immediately following; 
ghastly, q. one who looks as if he were ready for his 
coffin.
FERTOUR, FERTOR, s. A little coffer or chest, 

a casket.
" King Alexander in the secound yeir of his regne 

conuenit all the prelatis and baronis of his real me, 
& tuke vp the bonis of his grandame Sanct Margaret, 
& put thame in ane precious fertour of syluer the 
xxi. day of July." Bellend. Cron. B. xiii. c. 16. 
Capsulae argenteae; Boeth.

L. B. feretrum, a sarcophagus; whence O. Fr. 
jfterfre, a chest in which reliques of saints were kept. 
V. Feretrum, Du Cange.

Malcolm Canmore having chosen Forfar as one of 
the chief places of his residence, the memory of his 
excellent Queen is still held in great veneration there. 
A place, which now forms a peninsula, jutting into 
the Loch of Forfar, but which was formerly an island, 
is still called St Margaret's Inch. Tradition says, 
that she used frequently to retire thither for the pur- 
poses of devotion; and the foundations of a building, 
said to have been erected with this design, are still to 
be seen. Till of late years the young women of 
Forfar were wont annually to walk in procession to 
the Inch on the 21st of July, in commemoration of 
the translation of her bones, as mentioned above in 
the extract from Bellenderc.

The term is commonly used by O. E. writers.
—*———Hetok vp the bones, 

In zfertre tham laid a riche for the nones.
li. Brunne, p. 36. 

To FEST, v* a. 1. To fix, to secure»
Our seymly soverane hymself forsuth will noght

cese
Quhill he have frely fangit your frendschip tofest.

Gawan and Gol. ii. y.
Su.G./aetf-a, Belg. vest-en, to fasten, A. S.faest, 

> fast. A. Bar. to Jest , to fasten, to tie, or bind. 
£. To confirm, by promise or oath.

For thi manheid this forthwart tp me/es/, 
Quhen that thow seis thow may no langer lest; 
On this ilk place, quhilk I hailf tane to wer, 
At thow cum furth, and all othir forber-

Wallace, xi. 487. MS. 
—Fewte I yaufest without fenyeing, 
Sa that the cause may be ken<J, and knawin throw 

skill. Gawan and GoL iv. 26. 
Harry the Minstrel uses it iu the same sense. 

Passand thai war, and mycht no langar lest, 
Till Inglissmenj thair fewte for tofest.

Wallave, xi. 540. MS.

F E T
Test, by mistake, in Perth edit.; butfest in MS. 

as in edit. 1048 and 1673.
Ihre's definition of £u.G. fast-a shews that it is 

used in a sense nearly allied to enfeoff. Fast a did. 
tar actus ille forensis, quo emtori plenaria rei vendi. 
tae possessio adjudieatur, postquam certo, et in lege 
definite, tern pore contractus hie publice annuntiatus 
est. The origin seems to be fast firmus. Germ. 
fest-en, vest-en, stipulari, interposita fide vel jura, 
mento; Isl.fest-a, juramento confirmare,/esfo kong* 
domi, in sententiarn regis jurare; /esta, stipulatio ii- 
dei; Verel. Ind. 
To FESSIN, «y. a. To fasten, S.

" Sa mekil is the lufe of God & our nychbovr 
fessinit and linkit togiddir, that the tane lufe can 
nocht be had without the tothir." Abp. Hamiltoun's 
Catechisme, 1551. Fol. 42. b. 43. a. 
FESTNYNG, s. Confirmation of a bargain. 

He gert stryk off hys twa handis, 
Thsitfestnyng wes of the cownandis.

IVyntown, vi. 12. 76.
A. S. faestnung, \§\.festing, id. V. HANDFAST. 

To FETYL, v. n. To join closely, to grapple 
in fight.

The Scottis in-to gud aray * 
To gyddyr knyt thaim, apertly 
Tuk the feld, and manlykly 
Fetlyt wyth thare fais in fycht.

Wyntown, viii. 16. 197.
8u.G./e#-£0, Isl. Jit-ia, to tie, ligare, connec. 

tere ; Isl. Su.G./aetf/, ligamen, cingulum, a band, 
a fetter, a girdle. Mr Macpherson mentions the 
last word as used in the same sense, Westmorel. 
FETTIL, FETTLE, s. Exph « Ease, condition, 

energy, power, strength," Gl. Shirr. Her 
tongue tint fettle, her tongue lost the faculty of 
speech, S. B.

The grip detain'd her, but she cud na speak ; 
Her tongue for fear tint fettle in her cheek*

Ross's HeZenore, p. 28. 29. 
• His queets were dozen'd, and the fettle tint.

Ibid. p. 44.
Perhaps, q. lost the power of its strings or liga 

ments. V. FETYL, v. 
To FETTLE, v. a+ To tie up, S.

I give this word on the authority of the learned 
and ingenious Callander in his MS, notes on Ihre, 
vo. 'Faettl, vinculum. V. FETYL, v.

This occurs as a v. n. in Forbes's Eubulus, p* 
157^; but k is probably an errat. for ettleth. 

Not daring more our doctrine to oppone, 
Hee j'ettleth, faltie to finde o«r vocation. 

A. Bor. fettle signifies ta prepare.
FETTLE, adj. 1. Neat, tight, well-made, S. B. 

of the same meaning as TL+feat, which has 
been derived from Fr. fait, q. lien-fait. Ra 
ther perhaps from Su.G. fatt9 aptus; if not 
from the same origin vtitiifetyl.

2» Short; applied to one who is low in stature,, 
but well-knit, S. B.

FETOUS, adj. Neat, trim, Rudd*
FETUSLY, adv. Featly, neatly

His riche arrey did ouer his schulderis



FEU
Bet on ane purpour claith of Tyre glitteryng, 
Fetusly stekit with pirnyt goldin thrcdis.

Doug. Virgil, 108. 51.
Sibb. has properly referred to O. Fr.faictis,-isse, 

id. 
To FEUCH, FEUGH, /. To take a whiff, S. B.

" Feugh at his pipe. 0 Journal from London, 
p. 2.

Isl.Jiuk-a, to be driven by the wind, vento agi- 
tari, ningere; jftuk, a cloud, or any thing, driven by 
the wind ; Belg. fuyck-en, to drive. 
FEUGH, s. A whiff, S. B.

Isl.Jiuk, tempestas rigida. 
FEUCH, s. « A sounding blow, S. B." Gl.

Shirr. Feuchit, Fife. Teut.fuyc&, pulsus. 
FEVERFOULLIE, s. Feverfew, S. Feather»

wheellie^ S. B. 
FEVER-LARGIE, s. Expl. Two stomachs to

eat, and one to work ; County unknown. 
FEU, FEW, f. A fief; a possession held of a

superior, on payment of a certain yearly rent,
S. The mode of possession is also called Jew- 

ferme, the rent few-dewtie, or few-mail!. 
u In case it sail happen in time cumming ony vassal 

or fewar, balding lands in few-forme,—to failyie in 
making of payment of his few-dewtie;—they sail 
amitte and tine their said few of their saids lands, 
conforme to the civill and cannon Law." Acts 
Ja. VI. 1597. c. 246.

Sibb. asserts, that the word in all the three forms 
of feu, fee, Fr.Jief, " is an abbreviation of L. B. 
feudum or feodum, the original meaning of which 
was certainly neither more nor less than bondage 
or slavery." He adds that feudum comes from A. S. 
theudom, theozodom, servitium, servitus, mancipatio; 
and that " those writers who had occasion to men* 
tion the word in Latin, took the liberty to write 
feudum instead of theudum, there being, in fact, no 
such sound, as th in that language."

But this passage is one continued tissue of errors., 
The first assertion ought to be inverted. For it 
will generally be found, that the L. B. terms, such 
especially as respect laws, customs, &c. are merely 
Gothic or O. Fr. words latinized. Of this innu 
merable proofs occur in Du Cange. Feod-um,feud- 
urn, as Somner acutely observes, seems to be merely 
A. S. feo-hod, from feo pecunia, and had, or hod9 
a particle denoting quality, as in childhood, &c. with 
a Lat. termination ; unless the last word should ra 
ther be Gothic od, possession. Somner views feo-. 
hod as analogous to all-hod, whence he derives L. B. 
allodium. But allodial rights are opposed to those 
that are feudal. V. Erskine's Inst. B. ii.T. 3. and 
UDAL.

To support his theory, Sibb. has imposed a sense 
on feudum, which it did not originally bear. Sub- 
jection, and often servitude, was connected with 
feudal possession. This arose, however, from the 
nature of the tenure, but was not necessarily im 
plied in the sense of th£ term; which simply de 
noted possession on the ground of paying a certain 
rent, in money or other goods, being of the same 
origin with Fe, q. v.

Is it probable that feudum, a word generally used
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through Europe, should originate from theowdom, 
a term which seems to have been confined to the A. S. ? 
With what propriety can it be said that u there 
is no such sound as th" in Lat. when it retains so 
many words of Gr. origin, which begin with this 
very sound ? Were the writers of the dark ages 
more refined in their taste, and more fastidious as 
to the admission of foreign sounds, than those of 
the Augustan age ? In a word, if feu be from theu- 
dam, how did our ancestors so readily give up their 
own primitive sound for one borrowed from bar 
barous latinity ?
FEUAR, FEWAR, s. One who holds lands on con 

dition of paying a certain rent or^duty to the 
superior, S. V. FEU. 

FEURE, s. Furrow. V. FUR. 
FEWE, adj. Fallow, or grey. V. FAUGH. 
FEWLUME, s. " Forte, a sparrow halk," 

Rudd.
He comptis na mare the gled, nor thefewlume,
Thocht wele him likis the goishalk glaid of

plume. Doug. Virgil, 271. 54.
FEWS, FOUETS, s.pL Houseleek, S. Semper- 

vivum tectorum, Linn. A cataplasm of the 
leaves is reckoned very efficacious in burns and 
hot ulcers.

FEWTE', s. Fealty, allegiance.
Off all Rauchryne bath man and page 
Knelyt, and maid the King homage; 
And tharwith swour himfewte, 
To serve him ay in lawte.

Barbour, iii. 757. MS,
O. Fr.feaulte,feaute, fromfeal, faithful, and this 

from Lat. fidel-is.
To FEWTER, FUTER, v. a. To bring close or 

lock together.
Nane vthir wyse the Troianc oistis in feild, 
And Latyue routis lokyt vnder schield. 
Metis in the melle, joned samyn than 
'Xh&yfewter fute to fute, and man to man,

Doug. Virgil, 328. 41. Fuler, MS. 
Haeret pede pes, densusque viro vir. Virg. 

According to Rudd. u their feet are intangled or 
faltered [feltred] together, from Fr.feutre, a felt." 

Isl.fodr-a, subnectere, consuere. But I suppose 
that it is rather allied iojiaetr-a compedibus constrin- 
gere; fiotur shackles for the feet; q. They fetter 
foot to foot. 
FEWTIR, s. Rage, violent passion.

Thair cheyff chyftan feryt als ferss as fyre, 
Throw matelent, and werray propyr ire ; 
On a gret horss, in till his glitterand ger, 
Infezvtir kest a fellone aspre sper.

Wallace, iii. 168. MS.
Isl.fudra, efflagro, citus moveor, more fulgoris ; 

fudr, calor, motus. 
FIALLES, j. />/. Vassals, dependants, those

holding by a feudal tenure. 
" The Cardinallis banner was that day displayit, 

and all his fiallis war chargit to be under it."— 
Knox's Hist. p. 4ft.

MS. I.fieallis. London edit, files, p. 46. 
3F 2
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L. B.fevalis, of the same meaning with feudalis, 

fromfevum used zsfeudum. Du Cange. 
FIARS, s. pi. The prices of grain legally fixed,

in a county, for the current year, S. 
u Sometimes—the price in sales of grain is fixed 

by the Sheriff-fiars. These are the rates settled by 
a sentence of the sheriff, proceeding on the report 
of a jury, on the different kinds of grain, of the 
growth of the county for the preceding crop ; and 
serve as a rule for ascertaining the prices, not only 
in contracts where the parties themselves cannot fix 
them, but in all sales where it is agreed to accept of 
the rates settled by the fiars." Erskine's Instit. 
B. iii. T. 3. s. 4.

Rudd. and Sibb. write fetres, feirs, but I sus 
pect, improperly. The former derives it from fere, 
entire; the latter, with much more plausibility, 
66 from Fr. feur9 estimatio venajium, pretii consti- 
tutio; affeurer, annonae venali pretium edicere ; 
/oy, fides, because the affeurers were sworn to give 
a just judgment." But feur is undoubtedly from 
Lat. /or-MW, the market place where commodities 
are purchased, and by which the price is generally 
regulated. V. Diet. Trev.

Figrs, notwithstanding the similarity, seems to 
have no affinity to feur. It is of Goth, origin; Isl. 
fiar^fear^ the genit. of/e,jfe, pecunia, opes, bona, 
thesauri, facultates, pecora, armenta, Verel. ; a 
term including every species of wealth, real or 
fictitious. Fiar audn, consumptio facultatum; 
ibid. V. FE. 
FICHE, s. A fish.

For Phebus was turnd in a cat, 
And Venus in ajfiche maist flat.

Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 4.
The author, however, has forgot the mythology 

here. It was Phoebe that was metamorphosed into 
a cat.

Although the Northern nations did not deal so 
deeply in transformations as the Latins, the ancient 
Norwegians believed that, as the whales drove the 
herring into the coast, when the mariners quarrelled 
and shed blood, they drove them away. Spec. Regal, 
p. 125. 126. The fishermen on our own coasts be- 
lieve, that the fish have an unnatural redness dur 
ing war.

The phrase, a foul fah^ which we apply to one 
of a bad character, is used in Su.G. A piscatoribus 
habemus, quod ful fish, hominem astutum, cal- 
lidum, appellemus ; Ihre, vo. Fogel. 
FICHYT, part. pa. (pron, hard). Fixed. 

Myn hart^cAyf sekyrly was, 
Quhen I wes in pro&perite 
Off my synnys to sauffyt be, 
To trawaill apon Goddis fay is.

Barboyr, xx. 178. MS. 
Fr.j6cA.er, to fix. 

FYCHYJ, pret. Fetched.
llkane of thir wyth thare streynth 
Fychyd the tre ane akyrleynth.

Wyntown, vii. 4. 162. 
A. S./eec-flw, to fetch.

To FICKLE, v, a. To puzzle, to perplex, to 
reduce to a nonplus, Loth»

FIE
It occurs apparently in this sense in Wallace, ix. 

1863. edit. 1648.
And left his turne Mfickled in follie.

Where it is used for fykit in MS. V. the passage, 
vo. Fekit.

Fikele is used O. E. in the sense of flatter. 
This was lo ! the gode dogter, that nolde^&e/e 

nogt. R. Glouc. p. 36.
This is from A. S. Jicol, versipellis, " a wilie or 

crafty fellow," Somner. The other might seem to 
be a dimin. irvrnjike. But it undoubtedly claims 
the same origin with Su.G. wickla^ pron. vickla^ 
complicare, Ihre, vo. wika; en-vikla^ to puzzle, 
Seren. from veck, a fold; veckla^ to fold up, Wideg.

Junius, Skinner, and Johnson, all derive fickle 
E. unstable, from A. S.^/fco/, versipellis. But there 
is no relation, except in sound. Etymologists, by 
not attending to the near affinity, I might almost 
say, identity of the letters/, z>, a?, in the Northern 
languages, have often perplexed both themselves 
and the world with unnatural derivations. Fickle is 
evidently from A. S. wicel-iari) vacillare, to wagg, 
to stagger, to reel; Somner. Isl. weikl-a^ Su.G. 
wackl-a, id. What is fickleness, but the vacillation 
of the mind? Although Su.G. wackla, : as well as 
wick-tt) instabilem esse, motitari, are traced to 
sources different from that of wik-a, vik-a, plicare, 
(which also signifies flectere), and envikl-a, to 
puzzle; I am inclined to think that they are all 
from one fountain. For when the mind is puzzled 
or perplexed, it is reduced to a state of fickleness. It 
may also be observed that the Lat. term vacill-are 
has the same radical letters with the Northern words; 
if it be admitted that c was sounded by the Romans 
hard, like Gr. *.
FICKLY, adj. Puzzling, Loth. V. the v. 
FIDDER, s. A multitude, a large assemblage.

The Pown I did persaue, 
Togidder with the turtill Dow, 

The last of all the laue. 
Thisjtdder, togidder, 
Unto the wood ar went. 

Burel'sPilgr. Watson's Coll. ii. 29. 
This seems to be merely fidder^ fudder^ used im 

properly. V. FUDDER.
FYDRING, s.

Bewar now, ore far now 
To pas into this place ; 
Consydring quh&tjydring 
Lyes in your gait alace ; 

—With sackles blud, quhilk heir is shed, 
So ar thir placis haili orespred, 

Lamentabill to tell.
Burel, Pilg. Watson's Coll. ii. 39. 

This term, from what follows, seems to imply the 
idea of danger or hostility ; q. confederation^ abbr. 
from Fr. confeder-ez. Or it may merely denote the 
collection of a multitude. V. FIDDER.
FIE, s. Sheep. V. FE. 
FIEL, Burns, iv. 317. V. FEIL, adj. 
FIERCELINGS? FIERCELINS, adv. In a hur 

ry, with violence, S. B.
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Some fright hejudg'd the beauty might have

g°t,—
And thought that she ev'n by hersell might be, 
And if awaken'd^mtf/zwgtf aff might flee.

Rossj s Helenore, p. 28. 
————I came Jiercelins in, 

And wi' my trantlims made a clattering din.
Ibid. p. 37.

It is sometimes used as an adj. 
Thbjiercelmgs race her did so hetly cadge, 
Herstammack cud na sic raw vittals swage.

Ibid. p. 56. i. e. " her violent motion." 
FIERY, s. 1. Bustle, confusion, S. 
2. It is sometimes used to denote rage; alsopron. 

faroch,fiiroch, Perths.
Su.G. fir-a, to celebrate; fira ens fodelse dag, 

to celebrate one's birth-day, Germ, feyer-en, id. 
Ihre observes, that the learned are not agreed, whe 
ther this word has been preserved from the times of 
heathenism, and derived from feur, fire; or adopt, 
ed, after the introduction of Christianity, from Lat. 
feria, a festival. The former seems most probable; 
as Teut. vier-en, not only signifies feria re, to keep 
a holiday, but festos extruere ignes, to kindle festi 
val fires; and also, to celebrate the Vulcanalia, to 
keep the feast of Vulcan, who by the A.S. was 
called fyres-god, by the Alem. feur-gott. Teut. 
vier-en corresponds to Franc, fir-on, feriari.

Perhaps, as used in the second sense, it is from 
Gael, fearg^feirge, anger, indignation. V. FARY. 

. FIERY-FARY, s. 1. Confusion, bustle, S. 
All folks war in njiery fairy.

Battle Harlaw, Evergreen, i. p. 78. st. 2. 
Allace, I have not time to tarie, 
To schaw you all theferiefarie ; 
How those, that had the gouernance, 
Ainang them selfis raisit variance.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 269. 
2. It is used by Baillie in a peculiar sense, as if 

equivalent to shew, pretended bustle. 
" What he said of the King, he meant ever of his 

just proceedings;—that chamber and table dis 
course, for argument, flum-flams, andfearie-fairies, 
could not be treasons." Journal of Stratford's 
Trial, Lett. i. 285.

'fhis is evidently formed from the preceding word, 
conjoined with Fary, q. v.; which is the same in 
another form. 
FIESE WILK, the Striated Whelk.

Buccinum tenue dense striatum, duodecim mini 
mum spiris donatum longitudinis uncialis. a Fiese 
Wilk. Sibb. Fife, p. 134.

Denominated from its spiral form. V. FEEZE, t>. 
FIFT, Houlate, iii. 10.

—The lilt pype, and the lute, the cithill andjift. 
Read as in MS. in fist \ i. e. " the cithill in hand." 

FY-GAE-BY, s. A ludicrous designation for 
the diarrhoea, S.
It seems to receive this name from the haste which 

it causes; q. fy, an interjection, equivalent to? 
make haste ; gae by, give me liberty to pass. For 
the same reason it is also called the Backdoor-trot. 
They are both low words. Other terms are used,

F I K
the grossness of which forbids that they should be 
mentioned.
FYELL, PHIOLL, s. " A cupola, or round 

vaulted tower," Rudd.
Pinnakillis,jfye//&, turnpekkis mony one, 
—Thair micht be sene.—

Palice of Honour, iii. 17.
Mr Pink, has left this for explanation, not having 

observed that Douglas elsewhere gives a different or- 
thography of the same word.

Towris, turettis, kirnalis, and pynnakillis hie 
Of kirkis, castellis, and ilk faire ciete, 
Stude payntit, euery fane, phiol/and stage, 
Apoune the plane ground.—

Doug. rirgil, Prol. 400. 21. 
Rudd. derives it from Fr.^o/e, E. a vial, as Ital. 

cupola, according te Evelyn, is from Lat. cupa or 
cuppa, a large cup, which it resembles.

But the origin is certainly Lat. Phalae, which, 
according to Vitruvius, were towers of an oval 
form ; denominated from the Fa/ae or Phalae, the 
pillars erected in the Rofoan Circus, for marking 
how many rounds the charioteers had completed,— 
one being taken down for every round. V. Adam's 
Roman Antiq. p. 340. In latter times wooden 
towers were called Phalae. Duo jubeutur institui 
lignea castra, quae nos sumus soliti vocare Phalas. 
Guibert. Hist. Hierosol. Lib. vii. c. 6. In an O. 
Fr. Gloss, cited by Du Cange, Fala is rendered, 
Tour de bois, Beffroi; or, a watch-tower. Lat. 
faltty a high tower made of timber, Plaut. 
FIGMALIRIE, s. A whim, a maggot. 

But Bess the whig, a raving rump, 
Tookjigmaliries, and wald jump, 
With sword and pistol by her side, 
And cock a-stride a rowing ride 
On the hag-ridden sumph, and grapple 
Him hard and fast about the thrapple.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 496.
Perhaps originally the same term with Whigma- 

leerie, q. v.
To FIKE, FYKE, FEIK, v. n. l. To be restless, 

to be constantly in a state of trivial motion, 
without change of place, S.

If we had made our judgements lurk, 
Till once we'd seen how things would work., 
We should have met with little more 
Of foul reproaches than before : 
But we forsooth must fyke and fling. 
And make our pulpits sound and ring 
With bulkie words against the Test ; 
And now we see the day I guest.

Cle/and's Poems, p. 105. 
——Fasheous Frederic gars her fyke. 

Ram say9 s Poems, ii. 435.
2. To move from, one place to another in an in 

constant and apparently indeterminate manner. 
The Bee now seiks his byke ; 
Quhils stinging, quhils flinging, 
From hole to hote did fyke.

BurePs Pilgr. Watson's ColL ii. 26.
3. To b£ at trouble about any thing, S. j syncwu 

fash*
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Sibb. refers to Teut. fick-cn, fricare. But it ex 

actly corresponds to Isl. fyk-a, Su.G. fik-a, citato 
cursu ferri, cursitare; fiack-a, hunc illuc vagari. 
This word Ihre views as formed from Isl. fiuk-a, to 
to be carried or driven by the wind. A. Bor. feek, 
to walk about in perplexity, seems origiually the 
same word; also fick, id., " to struggle or figh£ 
with the legs, as a cow in the tie, or a child in the 
cradle." Gl. Grose.
To FIKE, FEIK, <t>. a. 1. To give trouble, to vex, 

to perplex. This will fike him, S., this will 
give him pain.

2. To do any thing in a diligent but piddling 
way, S., used ^s a v. a.
" You feik it away, like old wives baking," 

Prov. " Bustle at it,—spoken when people do a 
thing in haste," Kelly, p. 379. But the phrase ex 
cludes the idea conveyed by both words. It denotes 
a diligent but tardy process.
FIKE, FYKE, s. 1. The agitation caused by any 

thing which, though trifling in itself, costs a 
good deal of trouble; bustle about what is trif 
ling ; S.

O sic zfike and sic a fistle 
I had about it! 

That e'er was knight of the Scots thistle
Sae fain, I doubted. 

Hamilton, Ramsay 1 s Poems, ii. 332. 
2. Restlessness, from whatever cause, whether 

pain or pleasure, S.
The term is often used in this sense in pi. 
u Ye have gotten ihefikes in your [bottom], or 

a waft clew." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 82. 
A Briton free thinks as he likes, 
And as his fancy takes ihefykes, 

May preach or print his notions.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 362. 

Su.G. fykt, studium. V. FEYK. 
FIKIE, ad/. Troublesome 5 especially as requir 

ing minute attention. It is applied, indeed, to 
persons as well as things, S. 

FIKEFACKS, s.pL l. Minute pieces of work 
that cause a considerable degree of trouble to 
the agent, those especially which are occasioned 
by'the troublesome humour of another, S. 

2. Little troublesome peculiarities of temper, S.
Teut. jickfack-en, agitare, factitare, Jlckf acker, 

ardelio, a busy body. In Lower Germany, ac 
cording to Ihre, fakfack-en signifies to be engaged 
in trifles. The repititiori seems to denote frequent 
reiteration in the same course, as well as perhaps 
its insignificance. The first syllabble which con 
tains the root, seems to claim the same origin with 
Fike.
FILCHANS, s.pl. Bundles of rags patched or 

fastened together; the attire of a travelling 
mendicant, Ang.

To FYLE, FILL, v. a. 1. To dirty, to foul, to 
defile, S. 
Quhat hard mischance filit so thy pleasand face ?

Doug. Virgil, 48. 29. 
2. To infect, to diffuse contagion.

'• Gif thair war ony persounis, that had na gudis
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to find thame self, put furth of ony towne, thay of 
the towne sould find thame, & not lat thame pas 
away fra the place, that thay war depute to remane, 
to jy/e th£ countrie about thame ? Acts Ja. II. 
1445. c. 63. Edit. 1566. This act is entitled. The 
Reu/efor the Pestilence.
3. To sully; used in a moral sense.

Is that trew luf, gude faith and fame tofyle $ 
Doug. Virgil, ProL 95. 12. 

" It is a nasty bird i\&t files its ain nest." Ram 
say's S. Prov. p. 41.

It is used by Shakspeare.
For Banquo's issue have I^JVmy mind.

Macbeth.
4. To calumniate, to accuse ; a forensic term.

" Eight or ten witches, all (except one or two) 
poor miserable like women were pannelled.—The 
first of them were delated by these two who were 
burnt at Salt-preston, in May 1678, and they di 
vulged and named the rest, as also put forth seven 
in the Loneheade of Leswade ; and if they had been 
permitted, were ready to file, by their delation, 
sundry gentlewomen, and others of fashion.'* Foun- 
tainhalPs Decisions, i. 14.
5. To find guilty, to pronounce guilty; in our

courts of law, opposed to assoifeye.
** Gif anie man is fyled or condemned of that 

crime, his judgement and punishment of his life and 
limme dependcs only vpon the Kings benefite and 
gude will." Reg, Maj. B. iv. c. 1. § 5.

It occurs in the same sense, R. Brunne, p. 173. 
The folk of Griffonnie, a monk thei chese to

king. 
—Eft we toke him fled, brouht him ageyne to "

toun, 
The courtc opon him sat, the quest fyled him

& schent, 
For trespas of that, he toke jugement.

i. e. The inquest found him guilty.
A. S. afyl-an, ge-fyl-an, contaminare, polluere; 

Alem. be-vel-an, Teut. vuyl-en inquinarc; MoesG. 
fuls, foetidus, Su.G./wJ, deformis, O. Goth, fyll- 
skia, sordes. 
FYLE,*. A fowl.

Fane wald I wit, quoth the^/e, or I furth furc,
Quha is fader of all foule, pastour and Paip ?

Houlate, i. 7. MS.
The Houlate is the speaker. A. S. fugel, Isl. fug/, 

id. U and Y are frequently interchanged in the 
Goth, dialects. The Su.G. termfogel is often used 
metaph. A man of a bad character is called en fu/ 
fogel, literally, " a foul fowl". By a similar metaph. 
when we speak of one who is descended of a wick 
ed race, we call him " a hawk of an ill nest," S. 
FILIBEG^ PHILIBEG, FEIL-BEG, s. A piece of

dress worn by men, in the Highlands, instead
of breeches, S.
" The feil-beg, i. e. little plaid, also called kelt, 

is a sort of short petticoat reaching only to the 
knees, and is a modern substitute for the lower 
part of the plaid, being found to be less cumber 
some, especially in time of action, when the High 
landers used to tuck their brechcan into their gir 
dle." Pennant's Tour in Scot. A. 1769, p. 210,
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c< Upon the road to Port-ree, Prince Charles 

changed his dress, and put on man's clothes again, 
a tartan short coat and waistcoat, with philibeg, and 
short hose, a plaid and a wig, and bonnet/' Bos» 
well's Journ. p. $22.

Were it not that Hardyng has far more ill nature, 
than genuine humour, when he makes any reference 
to the Scottish nation, we might suppose that, in 
the following curious passage, he rather meant to 
allude to the sansculotte dress ascribed to our an. 
cestors, than to assert what he considered as his. 
torically true.

This sfcone was called the regale of Scotland 
On which^the Scottish kynges wer breechelesse set,. 
At their coronement, as I can understande. 
For holynes of it, so did they of debte. 
All their kynges upon this stone was sette, 
Unto the tyme Kyng Edward with long shankes 
Brought it awaye again the Scottes unthankes ; 
At Westmonestery it offred to Saincte Ed-

warde,
Where it is kept, and conserucd, 
To tyme that kynges of Englande afterward 
Should coroned be, under their/ete obserued ; 
To this entent kept and reserued, 
In remembrance of kynges of Scottes alwaye, 
Subiectes should be to kynges of England ay ! 

The stanza immediately following, although on a 
different subject, deserves to be transcribed, as af 
fording a curious proof of his irresistabfe propensity 
to turn every thing to the support of the supremacy 
he ascribed to the English crown. This seems in. 
deed, to have been the great object of his life. 

Also afore the fifte Kynge Hen ryes daye, 
Their siluer coigne was, as it ought to be ; 
The Kynges face loke on syde alwaye, 
To his soueraine lorde of Englande, as I see, 
Whiche to been hetherward of egalitee 
Unto their lorde, they haue of newe presumed 
To loke euen forth, which would now be con. 

suineti. Chron. Fol. 41. a. b. 
Hardyng, however, had forgotten, the side-faced 

coins of Canute, Edward the Confessor, William the 
Conqueror, and other kings of England : nor did 
he observe, that in this instance^ his zeal hurried 
him into an argument, that might with no less force 
be turned against himself. But it is full y as strong 
as the most of those that he produces in this contro • 
yersy.

Gael. filleadh-beg, from fitteadh, a fold, plait, 
or cloth, and beg little. One might, however, bring 
as natural an etymon from the Goth. Isl. fi/a, a 
light garment, levidensa, levis vestis, and beig-a, 
incurvo, flcto, arcuo \ q. to surround one's self 
with a light garment, to wind it round one: that 
kelt which Penn. mentions as if Gael., or rather 
kilt, is Goth, will, in the proper place, appear 
unquestionable»
FILL, j. Full.

Quhen thay of youth ressavit had thej$7, 
Yit in thaire age lakkit thame no gude will.

King'* Quair,\\i. 11.- 
Sw. fyUey id. ; fyll-a, A. 3. fyll-an, unplerc.

FILL A I, FILLED, s.

FIN
Eneas samyn willehis Troyane inenye 
Dyd of perpetuall oxlnjillatis ete.

Doug. Virgil, 247. 9.
Fillet in E. is u the fleshy part of the thigh." 

In S. it denotes the flank, both in man and beast. 
Fr.filef, the fleshy part along the back bone \ Sw. 
fyld, Seren.
FILLER, s. The only term used for a funnel for 

pouring liquids, S. Sir J. Sinclair's Qbserv- 
p. 117. 

FILLOKt FILLY, s. Properly a young mare ^
but used metaph. 

1* For a giddy young woman.
Thejftllod hir deformyt fax wald haue ane fare

face,
To mak hir maikles of hir man at myster mys- 

cbeiuis. Doug. Virgil, 238. a. 39» 
—Lat fillok ga fling her fill.

Bannatyne Poems, 204. st. 2. 
2. Filly as distinguished from jittock, is used by 

Scott in the poem last quoted, for a frothy 
young man.

And let her fallow ane filly fair.
Bannatyne Poems, 205. st. 4. 

C. B. guilog, equa, Lhuyd. According to Bul 
let, ffeilog is a colt or foal, and also denotes a 
woman of a wicked life. He deduces it from Heb. 
W^Sipilgesh a concubine, referred to rtfi, palag, 
divisit, as its root. This Heb. word is retained, in. 
deed, both in Gr. TraAAa^u, and Lat. pellex. It 
may be observed, however, that Su.G.fioll signi. 
fies lascivus,^o//-a, lascivire, Ihre, vo. ^Fole ; and 
Isl. fylge tone, concubina. Filly is originally no- 
thing but the feminine of foal. "isl. fit, Sw. foel, 
pullus, equinus ; fern, foelja, V. Linn. Faun. Suec. 
FILSCH, adj. Empty, faint, hungry, Loth. 
FILSCHt s. A general designation for any kind 

of weeds or grass covering the ground, especi 
ally when under crop, S. B. 
This is probably to be referred to Su.G. fel-a, 

Jial-a, to cover ; whence fell, a covering of any 
kind, fiaelster, locus occultus, fylskni, occultatio, 
FILSCHY, adj. A sheaf of corn is said to be 

Jilscby, when swelled up with weeds or natural 
grass. In the same sense, the phrase, filched 
up, is also used, S. B.

FIN, s. " Humour, temperament," Shirr. Gl. 
To FIND, v.a. 1. To feel.

The smith's wife her black deary sought^ 
And fund him skin and birrt.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 276V
" / am much hurt, find where it pains me." Sir 

John Sinclair's Observ. p. 84. 
2. To grope, to grabble, S.

In S. indeed, fell is used in the sense ofjind, and 
vice versa* Sw. befinn-&*\i&s a similar acceptation. 
Huru beftnnen i eder? How do you feeJ yourself ? 
Isl. dilfinningi tacfus, G. Andr. vo. Finna^ p^ 70. 
FINDY, adj. Expl. " Solid, full, substantial.3 » 

46 A wet May and a windy, makes a full barn and 
* finch/." S. Prov, Kelly, p. 51.

Perhaps from the v. jflnd, as signifying to sup. 
port.
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FINDLE, s. Any thing found; also the act of 

finding, S. B. 
A. S. fyndele, adinventio.

FINDSILY, adj. Expl. " apt to be finding." 
" A findsily bairn gars his dady be hang'd ;" 
S. Prov. " spoken to children when they say 
that they found a thing which we suspect to be 
picked." Kelly, p. 30.
Perhaps from A. S. find-an, and saelig, feiix, 

q. one who is happy or fortunate in finding. 
To FINE, FINE, <u. n. To make an end, to give 

over.
Eftyr swne thai passyd syne,
And held to Durame, or thai waldfyne.

Wyntown^ viii. 40. 110. 
Fr.fin-ir, li&t.jftn-ire.

FINGERIN, s. Worsted spun of combed wool, 
on the small wheel; as distinguished from 
wheeling which is worsted spun on the large 
wheel, from wool not combed, but merely 
carded, S.

FINGROMS, s. pi. A kind of woollen cloth made 
in Aberdeenshire, denominated as would seem, 
from the quality of the worsted of which it ̂ is 
wrought.
" In the beginning of this century, the woollen 

manufacturies of Aberdeenshire were chiefly coarse 
slight cloths, called plaidens and fingroms, which 
were sold from 5d to 8d per ell." Statist. Ace. 
(Aberd.) xix. 203. V. preceding word, from which 
it seems corr.
FYNYST, part. pa. Limited, bounded. 

* Hale he is all quhare, not deuidit, n&fynyst ; 
Without all thing he is, and nocht excludit.

Doug. Virgil^ Prol. 310. 13. 
FYNKLE, s. Not periwinkle, as Mr Pink, 

conjectures, but fennel.
The fynkle fadit in oure grene herbere.

BalL Pink. S. P. R. iii. 127. 
A. S. fyntf) Germ, fenchel, Belg venckel, Alem. 

finacholj Lincolns. fenkel; all from Lat. foenicul- 
urn, id. Finkil is the term still used, Moray. 
FINNACK, FINNOC, FINNER, A white trout, a 

variety of the Salrno fario, S. B. 
Finnacs are a species of fish in colour and shape 

like a salmon. They weigh from 21b to 41b. White 
trouts are of a less size, but of a whiter colour. 
They are supposed to be two species of sea trouts." 
P. Birnie, Elgin, Statist. Ace. ix. 156. N.

a In those rivers, and in some of the lakes, there 
are salmon, finnacks^ white, black, and yellow 
trouts.—July, August, September, for white trouts 
and finnacks,—November for char,—and April for 
yellow trouts." P. Kilmalie, Inverness. Statist. 
Ace. viii. 410. 411.

It is written Phinnick, Ibid. vi. 3. ; and Phinoc 
- by Pennant.

64 The whitling and the firmer, or fumoc, have 
been supposed by many to be young salmon. This 
is, however, not the case ; for although they are 
unquestionably of the same genus, yet they are ob- 
siously distinct varieties.— Finners orjinnocs, which
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usually abouud in every salmon river, have fins • of a 
yellow colour.—Finners weigh from one to four 
pounds, according to their age, and to the quality 
of the water in which they were bred ; but they 
always retain the distinctive mark of yellow fins, as 
well as particular spots greatly different from those 
on salmon." J. Mackenzie, Prize Essays High 
land Society of S. iL 377. 378.

Dr Shaw, in his General Zoology, gives the PAz- 
noc of Scotland, as a distinct species, by the name 
of Salmo PhinoC) or Whiting salmon. It is asserted, 
that the fry of this fish have never been seen by the 
most experienced anglers or salmon-fishers.

The name finnoc might seem to originate from 
Gael, feannog, which, according to Shaw, signifies 
a whiting. But as finner is synoa., I suppose that 
it has been given from the peculiar colour of the 
fins.
FINNER, s. A species of whale that makes its 

appearance on the coasts of Shetland. 
" Large lean whales are sometimes stranded in

the creeks and sometimes chased ashore by boats.
These commonly measure from 60 to 90 feet in
length arid are denominated finners." P. Unst,
Statist. Ace. v. 190.

This seems to be the Balaena Physalus of Linn.
Fin fish. Marten's Spitzberg. V. Pennant's Zool.
iii. 41.
FINNIE, s. A salmon not a year old. S. B.
FINNIN, s. A fiend, a devil, Ang.

The name of the Finnin's den is still given to a 
place between Forfar and Dundee, according to the, 
account given by Pitscottie, and the tradition of the 
country, once the residence of canibals.

" About this time there was apprehended and 
taken, for a most abominable and cruel abuse, a 
brigand, who haunted, and dwelt, with his whole 
family and household, out of all men's company, 
in a place of Angus, called the Fiend's Den. Hist. 
Scotl. p. 65.

This name, given by the people of the country, 
might be viewed as a mere corr., were there not a 
striking analogy between the teru&Jinnm and SuG. 
fanen^ anc. fianden, fanden, cacodaemon, of the 
same origin with^ewe?. V. Fanen, Ihre. 
FINNISON, s. Anxious expectation, earnest

desire, Fifes.
Teut. vinnigh, acer, vehemens; sordide avarus; 

Kilian.
To FIPPIL, v. n. To, whimper, to whine, to 

act in an unmanly manner.
m^jippilit lyk ane faderles fole ; 
' And be still, my sweit thing. 
< Be the halyrud of Peblis, 
6 1 may nocht rest for greting.'

Peblis to the P%, st. 25. '
This may be allied to Isl. jifl, a noted fool, ex 

treme stultus homo, G. Andr. fifla, infatnare. But 
V. Faiple^ which is undoubtedly from the same ori 
gin.
FIPPILIS, Maitland Poems, p. 49.

And quhen the smy on me smirks with his smaick 
smolat,
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Uejipiltis lyk ane farsy aver, that flyrit on a gil-

lot. Corr. from edit. 1508. 
It S0em« doubtful whether the word may admit of 

the meaning here which is mentioned above. Per- 
haps it denotes a whiffling sort of motion ; as allied 
to Isl. Jifla, ad stuprum allicere, or Jtpla, attrecfcu 
re, libidin 3se tangere. 
FIR, adv. Far.

Thair speris in Splendris sprent, 
On scheldis schonkit and schent, 
Erin our thair hedis went 
In feild^r away. Gawan and Gol. ii. 24. 

Corr. from edit. 1508. 
A. S. fyrr, Isl. fir ', far ', Su.G.^crr, id. 

To FIRE, v. a. To bake bread, whether in an 
oven or by toasting, S.
" The dough is then rolled thin, and cut into 

small scones, which, whenjfree/, are handed round 
the company." Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 28. N.

Teut, vier-en, incendere. 
FYREFANGIT,/*zr*./>0. i. Laid hold of by fire.

—— This Chorineus als fast 
Ruschit on his fa, thus fire fangit and vnsaucht.

Doug. Virgil^ 419. 24.
Scott describing the cruelties of Popery, says ; 

And quha eit fiesch on Fridayis Wisfyrefangit. 
Bunnatyne Poems, p. 19O. st. 10. V. 

Note, p. 309. 310.
Cheese is said to be Jlrefangit, when it is swelled

and cracked, and has received a peculiar taste, in
consequence of being exposed to much heat before it
has been dried, S. Fire-fanned, firebitten, A. Bor.
FIREFLAUCHT, FYIRSLAUCHT, ^ Lightning,

a flash of fire, S. A. Bor. It is " also termed
slew-fire," Gl. Compl. S.

Erth the first moder maid ane tokin of wo, 
And eik of wedlok the pronuba Juno, 
And of thare cupling wittering schews the are, 
The flamb of fyreflaucht lighting here and thare.

Doug. Virgil, 105. 41.
u The^/z'r s/aucht vil consume the vyne vitht in 

ane pipe in ane depe caue, & the pipe vil resaue 
na skaytht." Compl. S. p. 93.

Fyrefiaucht, is evidently from Su.G. fyr, Teut. 
vier, ignis, and vlack*en, spargere flammani ; vib- 
rare instar flammae ; coruscare. Perhaps Su.G. 
jlack-a, Isl. jlak-a, circumcursitare, Jleck-ta moti- 
tare, are allied. Fyirslaucht is from Teut. viersla- 
Ten, excudere, sive excutere ignem, rapere in fomite 
flammam ; Kilian. Yser-slagh seems to have the 
same origin, ferri scoria ; q. the sparks which fly 
from hot iron when it is struck. By a similar com. 
bination it is called in A. S. legeth-slueht, from 
leget, fulgur, and slaeht, slaege, percussio, ictus ; 
also thunres slaege, fulminis ictus.

" Otheris kcst thair ankeris to eschew the crag. 
gis, nochtheles be stormy wallis thay fyrit thair 
takillis." Bellend. Cron. B. iv. c. 14. Illis revul- 
sis (per saevientes undas), Boeth.

Perhaps it signifies, dragged, from Isl. faer-a, 
ducere. 
FIRLOT, FYRLOT, FURLET, s. A corn mea 

sure in S., the fourth part of a boll.

" Thay ordanit the boll to met victuall with, 
to bedeuidit in foure partis, videlicet, fourefyrlottis 
to contene a boll, and that fyrlot not to be maid 
efter the first mesoure, na efter the mesoure now 
vsit, bot in middill mesoure betuix the twa. J> Acts 
Ja. I. 1526, c. 80. Edit. 1566.

—Ane furme, ane/wr/etf, ane pott, ane pek. 
Bannatyne Poems^ p. 159.

Skinner derives it from A. S. feower^ quatuor, 
and lot) hlot) portio, q. the fourth part. Teut. 
viertel.
FIRNE, adj. V; next word. 
FIRRON, FARREN, adj. Of or belonging to the 

fir, or the pine tree.
The^mw closouris opnys, but noyis or dyn, 
And Grekis hid the hors coist within, 
Patent war made.—— Doug. Virgil, 47. 34. 

Su.G./z/r<?, Teut. vueren, Germ.forhen, fueren, 
abies. Many, we are informed by Ihre, think that 
this tree has received its name from the circum 
stance of its so ea&ily catchingjfre? because of the 
great quantity of resin it contains.
FIRTH, s. 1. An estuary, S.,frM, E.

u Fiffe is diuidit fra Louthiane be the reueir of 
Forth, quhilk rynnis with ane braid jirth in the 
Almane seis. 5> Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 9. 
2. Douglas uses it to denote a mere bay. 

Thair standis into the sicht of Troy an ile 
"Wcle knawin be name, hecht Tenedos umquhile?
—Now is it bot anejirth in the sey flude : 
Ane rade vnsikkir for schip and ballingere.

Doug. Virgil, 39. 21. Sinus, Virg. 
Su.G. fiaerd, Isl.ford-r. Some have derived the 

word, by transposition from Lat./re/-ww, id. But it 
is not likely that this Lat. term would penetrate into 
the recesses of the North. Fretum itself may with 
more probability be viewed as originally Gothic. 
Others derive it from Moes.G./0r-arc, navigare, as 
it properly denotes water that is navigable. G. \ 
Andr. refers it to Isl. Jiara, Irtus, item, raaris re- 
fluxus, et ejus locus ; pi. ferder.

Mr Macpherson renders Firth of Forth, frith of 
the wood, adding that it is " translated by the Is- 
lanclic writers Mfrknqfiord." But this, it would 
seem, rather signifies the darkjlrt^
FIRTH, FYRTH, s. A sheltered place, whether 

arable, or used for pasture; an inclosure ; a 
plain.
Skinner, Ritson, and Macpherson, render it wood. 

But, as Sibb. has observed, it is opposed to wood. 
He had both hallys and bouryg, 
Frythes, fayr forests wyth flowrys.—=—
—JBy forest, and ^QJ fry the.—

Rom. of EmarS.
Mr Pink, renders \ifield; Sibb. " an arable farm; 

extensive cultivated fields, or perhaps any secure 
place of residence or possession within a wood." 
Camden seems to give the sense pretty nearly, whea, 
he calls it u a plain amidst woods." Remains,-p. 
145. Phillips gives a similar definition.

This word is frequently used by our old writers, 
as well as by those of E. It is connected 
Jell, and/a/d.

a G
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Eejirth and/orres/ furth they found.

Peblis to the Play, st. i.
In this connexion it seems to denote a plain or 

pasture land, as distinguished from that which is 
woody or wild.

The king faris with his folk, ourjirthts zn&fellis.
Gawan and Gol. i. 3.

Firth and fell may "be equivalent to dale and hill, 
plain and mountain.

Gryt court hors puts me fraihe staw, 
To fang the Fog bejirthe and/a/J.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 112.
Also Doug. Virgil, 193. 48.
Fald seems nearly synon. w\tbjirthej A. S.faeld, 

campus, planities; with this difference, perhaps, that 
fald may denote open ground, and^r/Ae what is in. 
closed or sheltered.

Hardynge seems to use it as nearly equivalent to 
garden or orchard.

——What kynde of ympe, in garden or in frith
Ymped is in stocke, fro whence it came
It sauoureth euer, and it nothyng to blame;
For of his rote, from whence he doth out spryng,
He must euer tast, and sauour in eatyng.

Chron. Fol. 97. b. ch. 98.
It is by no means a natural idea, that the same 

word is used to signify an arm of the sea, as if it were 
" afield of water*) alatinism." Maitl. P. Note, p. 
413. Mr MacpJierson refers to Gael, frith, " a 
wild mountainous place, a forest," Shaw. The sup. 
position made oy Sibb., that " it seems to be mere, 
ly a variation of the O. E. or Sax. worth, praedium, 
fundus," is far more probable. A.*S. weorthig, is 
rendered praedium, " a farme, a court-yard;" and 
worthige, C( a croft, a small field, or piece of ground 
adjoining to a farme-house;" Somner. But I shall 
hazard another conjecture.

Firth is very similar in signification to Girth, 
q. v. In A. S. we find the compound word firth* 
.geard denoting an asylum, although there is no evi 
dence that Jlrth by itself signified an inclosure. 
Firth, in this composition, is on the.contrary under 
stood as denoting peace. But in the Ostrogothic 
Laws fridgiaerde signifies that fence by which ani 
mals are defended; sepimentum quod animalia arcet. 
Fridgiarde skal war da tit Martinmaessu urn aker, 
ok urn ang til Michialsmessu ; An inclosure should 
be kept around fields till Martinmas, and around mea 
dows till Michaelmass ; Leg. Ostg. Ihre, vo. Frid.

Fryodgiard, in the Laws of the Westrogoths, de 
notes a pasture common to different- villages, inclosed 
by the same fence. The immediate origin is frid-a, 
tueri, which Ihre derives from frid, libertas. Our 
Jirth, ox frith, seems to be the Goth, fridgiard with, 
out the last part of the word. It is highly probable, 
indeed, that A. S. frith geard originally had the same 
meaning with the Su.G. term ; as derived, not from 
frith* pax, which limits its signification to a sanctu. 
"ary, but from frith-ian, tueri, protegere, denoting 
pi*otection, or shelter, of whatever kind. 
To FISSLE, v. n. To make a slight continued

noise ; snch as that occasioned by the motion of
a mouse, S. The E. word rustle is the term
most consonant in that language. 

" Ex sono/' according to Sibb. But it seems the
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same with Teut. futsel-en, agitare, factitare, attrec- 
tare; nugari. Hence futseler, frivolarius; Kilian, 
K.§.fys-an, festinare; Su.G. fos-a, agitare; Isl. 
fy$-est, concupiscere,/^, destderium,/ws;, cupidus ; 
fussl-a, to carry oflf by guile and clandestine arts, in 
which cleverness of hand is requisite. The general 
origin is fus, citus, promptus. Another etymon 
may however be preferred by some. As the term 
denotes the sound of slight motion, it might seem aU 
lied to Germ, faeslein, any light body, as a little 
wool, stubble, chaff, &c. Wachter derives it from 
Isl.jfr, chaff, a dry leaf; and it must be acknow 
ledged, ih&tfussle seeins primarily to respect the mo 
tion of leaves. 
FISSLE, FISTLE, s. Bustle, fuss, S.

The oddest fike andjissle that e'er was seen, 
Was by the mither and the grannies ta'en.

Ross's Helenore, p. 13. V. FIKE, s. 
FIT, s. Foot, S.

6 think that eild, wi' wyly^yfr, 
Is wearing nearer bit by bit.

Fergussorfs Poems, ii. 107.
FIRST-FIT, s+ The name given, in the calen 

dar of superstition, to the person whoj£rtf en 
ters a house, on any day tvhich is particularly- 
regarded as influencing the fate of a family, S. 

Ere new year's morn begin to peep,
Wi' glee, but little din. 

At doors, the lasses sentrie keep, 
To let the/rtf^/iB.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 33. 
" It is supposed that the welfare and prosperity 

of every family, especially the fair part of it, depend 
very much upon the character of the person who is 
first admitted into the house, on the beginning ef the 
new year. Hence every suspected person is careful 
ly excluded ; and the lasses generally engage, before 
hand, some favoured youth, who willingly comes, 
happy in being honoured with that signal mark of 
female distinction." Ibid. N. 
FITTY, FUTTY, adj. « Expeditious;" Gl. Sibb. 

From^/fr the S. pronunciation of foot, pes; as 
Su.G.fota sig, niti, insistere, fromfotj Getm. 

fuss-en, from fuss, id.
FITTIE-LAN', s. " The nearer horse of the hind 

most pair in the plough," S. <±.foot the land. 
Thou was a noble./frrte /an', 
As e'er in tug or tow was drawn !

Burns, iii. 143.
The fore-horse on the left hand, in the plough, is 

called hand^afore; the hindmost on the left hand, 
the hand-akin; the same on the right hand, the/wr- 
ahin." Ibid. iv. 373. 374. 
FITTING, s. Footing, S.

^ Fight against iniquitie, as against a foraine ene 
my at the borders of your heart, euen at the first 
landing, before it ̂ fitting in fast and stable ground.'* 
Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 987. 
FITTININMENT, s. Concern, footing in, S. B* 

Bat why a thief, like Sisyphus,
That's nidder'd sae in hell, 

Sud here izkfittininment 
Is mair na I can tell.

Poems in the Buohan Dialect^ p, 4.
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To FITTER, ^. a. To injure any thing by fre 

quent treading, S. It is also used in a neut. 
sense, as signifying to make a noise with the 
feet, such especially as is occasioned by quick 
reiterated motion; S.
Belg. voeteer-en, to foot it; Sewel. Hence, 

FITTERIN, j. The noise made by frequent and
rapid motion of the feet, S.

To FITCH, v.. n. To move, by slow succusa- 
tions» from one place to another, S. 
As this word is nearly allied, both in< form and 

meaning to E. Jidge, it has probably had the same 
origin ; perhaps Su.G.^-a or^oecA^a, ckcumcur- 
sitare. 
FITHOWE, FITHAWE, f. A polecat.

u That na. man* haue mertrik skinnis furth of the 
realme, and gif he dois, that he pay to the King 
IK s. for the custume of ilk skin, and for x. Fow- 
martis skinnis called Fithowis x. d," Acts Ja. I. 
1424. c. 24. edit. 1566. Fithawe, Skene.

¥i.jitcheW)fochat. Belg. vitche, ^v.Jissau, Sw. 
fakatta, id. Gael, fiadchait signifies a wild cat. 
Report Comnu Highland Soc. App. p. 198. N. 
V. FOWMARTE. 
FYVESUM, adj. Five together, or in company,

V. he termination SUM.
F1XFAX, s. The tendon of the neck of cattle 

or sheep, S. A. Bor. paxwax, Norfolk ; Gl^ 
Grose.
Belg. pees, Germ. Jlachs, a tendon or sinew. 

FIXFAX, s. « Hurry, the middle of any busi 
ness." Gl. Ross.

Now by this time, poor Nory's mair nor fain. 
The truth of Bydby's unco tale to ken ; 
And just at Lindy's door came slipping in. 
When they are in thejixfax of their din.

Ross's Flelenore, p. 82.
This is probably formed', as a duplicated term, 

from Su.G. fiks, Germ. Su.G.^, promptus, alacer,, 
denoting a state of action or bustle, from^&-#, cita 
to cursu fcrri; whence fikt studium. Perhaps, it 
IB merely Fikefacks, q. v. somewhat yaried in sense 
and pronunciation.
To FIZZ, v. n. To make a hissing noise; as 

hot iron when put into water, or, as a bottle of 
brisk beer when, the cork is drawn, S. 

O rare T to see thee jfe and freath 
I' th* lugget caup.

Burns, Hi. 15.
I$l.fys-a, flare, efflare, sufflare; fys, flatus. May 

we not view as cognate terms, («r. Qvr-aa, q>v<r<r-*#9 
sufllo, inflo ; and (pv<r-ioa, anhelo, inflo ? 
Fizz, FIZE, s. A hissing noise, like that made 

by gunpowdeiy in a loose state, when it is set 
fire to, S. V. CUTTIE, s»

To FIZZ, or Fizz about, <u. n. 1. To make a
great ado, to be in a biiotling state, S. 

2. To be in a rage, S. The transition is natural ;
as when one is thrown into a tumultuous state^.
one is easily irritated.
Ihl./3/ -a, to instigate, insfigare, calcar addere; 

A* S./^-attj.festmare j, also; fugarej Su.G
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agitare; fys-a, properare; Alem.fuas-an, id. Hire
views Isl. pias-a, niti, pias, nisus, nixus, as also
allied. The origin seems to be Su.G. fusr citusr
promtus.
Fizz, s. 1. A great bustle about any thing, S.
2. A rage, heat of temper, S.

Su.G. Jlas conveys precisely the same idea with 
faz in sense 1. Discursus, qualis esse solet, duni 
magni hospites advenhmt, unde dicitur, goerajiaes 
af en^ multo apparatu aliquem accipere, aut etiam 
cuipiam quoquo modo blandiri, ijuod etiam Jiaesa* 
dicitur uno vocabulo. Ihre, vo. Fiaes,-

Fizz is undoubtedly the same with E. fuss, which 
Johns, calls u a low cant word." After what we 
have seen as to both v. and s., the propriety of this 
description is submitted to the reader* 
FLA, s. A flea.

Lang eir me thocht yow~ha-d nouther force nor
micht, 

Curage nor will for to haue greiuit &jla.
Palice of Honour) iii. 74. A. S.fla, id.. 

FLACKIE, s. A kind of truss, resembling a 
saddle-cloth, made of meadow straw; used for 
preserving a horse's back from being hurt by 
the cassie or creel, which he bears, Orkney. 

From Su.G.^/fazc/c, flat, plain ; mjlik, a lappet, Isl. 
Jlaeksa, a cloak. This is called a,Jlet, Caithn. 
To FLAF, FLAFF, ^. n. l. To flap, S.

Thus vengeabil wraik in sic forme changit thus^ 
Euin in the face and visage of Turnu& 
Can fie, and./?«/, and made him for to growe, • 
Scho soundis so with mony hiss and how.

Doug. Virgil*, 444.-2 f.. 
Then doubt ye not a thousand jlqffing flags. 
Nor horrible cries of hideous heathen hags.

Hudson9 s Judith^ p. 28. V. TARGET.. 
2. To flutter.

Pallas him keppit sic wise on his brand. 
That all the blade vp to the hilt and hand 
Amyd hisjlaffand lungis hid has he.

Doug. Virgil, 329. 53.
Teut. flabbe, muscarium, a fly-flap. As this 

word originally denotes any thing loose, flaccid, or 
pendulous, perhaps Isl.Jltpct, labrum vulneris pen-» 
dulum, is a cognate term., 
To FJ^AFFER, <u. n. To flutter, S. B. 
FLAG, s. A piece of green sward, cast with a/ 

" spade, S. synon.jfa//, q. v. A large sod, put 
at the back of the fire^ is called &fldg ; Border. 
Ray says that ii^ Norfolk the green turf pared off 

from the surface of the earth for burning, goes by 
this name.

Dani^/fc/gver, Teut. vlaegfaen, deghibere$ whencer 
probably vlack, superficies. But Is\.Jlag-a has still 
more propinquity; exscindere glebam ; flag, locus 
ubi gleba tcrrae fuit descissa; Gk Andr. ^. 72. He 
derives it fromjlaa, deglubere, 
FLAG, j* A squall, a blast of windier of wind 

and raini
The sey thus trublit, and the terepest fi>rth senfc 
Felt Neptune———— 
Lukand'about, behaldis the se ouer air 
Eneas nauy shatterit, fer in sounder; 
With fludis ouer set the Troianis; at and 

3 G.2.
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By Jlaggis and rane, did from the heuin discend.

Doug. Virgil, 17. 9.
Sibb., justly rejecting the conjectures of Rudd., has 

referred to Teut. vlaeghe, procella, tempestas. It 
also signifies, repeal tin a et praeceps phi via; Kilian. 
We may add Sw.Jlage, flatus^oegta, vento agitari; 
Verel. Shaw renders Gael, j&tfcfo, " a sudden blast 
or gust of wind." Not finding any similar word in 
C. B. or in Ir; except^zwcA, wet, zndjliuch-am, to 
wet, I suspect that this has been borrowed from the 
Goth. 
FLAG, s. A flash of lightning.

Dym skyis oft furth warpit fereful leuin, 
Flaggis of fyre, and mony felloun flaw, 
Scharp soppis of sleit, and of the snyppand snaw. 

Doug. Virgil, 200. 54.
Rudd. and Sibb. both appear to view this as the 

same with the last word. The Belg. phrase, een 
donder vlaag, a storm of thunder, would seem to 
support this idea. But I consider it as different, 
finding that Teut. v lack-en signifies, to flash as light, 
ning, spargere flammas, vibrare instar flammae, co- 
ruscare; Belg. vleug, a blaze, a flash. 
FLAGGIS, s. pi. " Flanks," Lord Hailes. 

Sic fartingaillis onflaggis als fatt as quhailis, 
Fattit lyk fulis with hattis that littil availis.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 44. st. 15. 
Fancy might trace a connexion with Gr. A^ya*, 

Aeolice 0Pu*y#v, ilia. But as there is no other in- 
stance of flag being used in this sense, and nothing 
to support it in any kindred language, it may pro. 
tably be viewed as a designation for the wearers, re. 
spectiixg their unweildy size; Isl.Jlagd, faemina gi- 
gantea.
FLAYIS.

Men hard noucht bot granys, and dyntis 
Thatyfeo? fyr, as menflayis on flyntis.

Barbour, xiii. 36. Pink. edit. 
Mr Pink, renders fl&yis, flies. But slew and 

slay is are the words in MS. V. SLAY, v. 
FLAIK, FLAKE, PLATE, s. i. A hurdle. 

With erd and stayne thai fillit dykis fast; 
Flaikis thai laid on temyr lang and wicht; 
A rowme passage to the wallis thaim dycht.

* Wallace, vii. 984. MS.
u It had na out passage, bot at ane part quhilk 

was maid be thaym vr\i\iflaikis scherettis and treis." 
Bellend. Cron. Fol. 38. b. 

Sum of Eneas feris besely 
Plaits to plet thaym preissis by and by, 
And of smal wikkeris for to beild vp ane bere. 

Doug. Virgil, 362. 5.
2. In pi. it is used to denote temporary folds or 

pens, sheep-flakes.
They have been thus denominated, because pro 

perly made of rods wattled together, so as to resem 
ble hurdles, S. although also sometimes made of spars. 

u In our avdn countrie here, when our shepheards 
flit their flockis, they flit their flaikis." Brucc's 
Eleven Serm. II. 5. a.

" There are some cart and cartwheel wrights, with 
some carpenters for making flakes or paling for 
folding cattle in Summer, and inclosing fields." P k 

Elgin, Statist. Ace. iv. 109.
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Fris. vlaeck, synon. with horde, Teut, vleckte, 

crates, gerrae; Su.G. flake, Isl. fleke, Jlack, id. 
" For those who defend castles, it is proper, at giora 

fleka mek storum eik-vondum, crates yiminibus quer- , 
cinis contextas, to make flakes with aikwands." 
Specul. Regal, p. 415. 416. O. E.Jteak. Ihre de 
rives the term from Su.G.Jlaet-a, nectere, because 
hurdles are plaited. Teut. vlechte, from vlecht-en, 
nectere, contexere, more clearly illustrates the con 
nexion ; especially as Doug. uses not only flake, 
but flate. The origin of the term is nearly ex. 
pressed both by Virg. and by his translator. Crates 
—texunt. Flatis to plet.

In O. 1&.fleke occurs as a v., signifying to bend, 
to bow, Gl. Hearne; or rather to cover with 
hurdles.

Botes he toke & barges, the sides togidere
knytte,—

TheiJIeked tham ouerthuert, justely forto ligge, 
Ouer the water smerte was so ordeynd a brigge»

R. Brunne, p. 241. 
PLAIN, PLANE, s. An arrow.

Into the chace oft wald scho turne agane, 
And fleand with hir bow schute mony anejlane. 

- Doug. Virgil, 387. 52. 
——The ganyeis and thejlanys flew.

Ibid. 301. 48.
A. S. flane, sagitta, flaene, framea, hasta; Isl. 

fleinn, hasta, aculeus. A. S.jla also signifies an ar 
row, a dart.
FLAIR, s. The skate, a fish.

" Raia levis, the Skate or Flair." Sibb. Fife, 
p. 119.
To FLAIJIY, <u. a. , To cajole, to flatter. V.

FLARE, v.
FLAYT, pret. Scolded. V. FLYTE, 0. 
To FLAM, v. n. To fly out and in; used with 

respect to any cutaneous eruption, when incon 
stant as to its appearance, S. B. V. FLEM. 

To FLAME, FLAMM, v. a. Not, as Mr Pink, 
supposes, to singe; but to baste roasted meat, 
while it is before the fire, by dripping butter on 
it, S.

Scho thrangis on fat capouns on the speit;— 
And bade hir madin, in all haste scho may, 
^Q flame, and turne, and rost tharae tendyrlie. 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 70. 
It occurs in a coarse, but emphatic Prov. 
" Every man flammis the fat sow's arse." i. e. 

" They will be sure to get most gifts that least want 
them;" Kelly, p. 93.

Fr. flartib-er, id., a secondary sense of the v. 
signifying to flame, as this operation makes the 
meat to blaze. V. Diet. Trev. 
FLAN, FLANN, s. A sudden blast, a gust of 

wind, S. This term is generally applied to those 
gusts which come from the land ; especially from 
high grounds in the vicinity of the sea, or from 
a defile between them.
Ci Also tho' the wind be not so stfong, there will 

cotnejlanns and blasts off the land, as to their swift 
ness and surprisal something like to hurricanes, 
which boating with a great impetus or force upon
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their sails, overturns the boat, and in a moment hur 
ries them into eternity. By such iflan the Laird of 
Munas, a Gentleman in this country, is said to have 
perished the former year 1699, when within sight of 
his own house." Brand's Descr. Shetland^ p. 81.

Isl. flan-a. V. next word. Flennings drifa, 
nimbus nivium. V. FLAW. 
FLANE, s. An arrow. V. FLAIN. 
To PLANTER, 1. To waver, to be in some 

degree delirious; used concerning persons un 
der affliction, when the bodily disease affects 
the mind, Ang.

1. To waver, to flinch, to faulter in evidence or 
narration; as when one seems disposed to equi 
vocate or prevaricate. Ang. 

Isl. flan-a) to be carried away with precipitation, 
praeceps feror, incertus ruo; flan) praecipitantia in 
eundo ; fiane^ erroneus, importunus et praeceps fa- 
tuus. G. Andr. p. 72.
To FLARE, v. a. To cajole, to coax, Loth. ; 

flairy, Fife, id.
Isl. flaar) crafty, flaerd) guile, jtarad-r^ false ; 

Jlar-a, to deceive; Su.G.Jlaerd, guile, A. S.Jlaerd, 
nugae.
FLARE, s. Flattering language, Loth. V. the v. 
FLASH, s. * A depository for timber; a term

used in Leith.
Kilian gives vlaesch as an O. Teut. word synon. 

with bosch, a wood, a grove, a forest. This term, 
imported by mariners, may have been metaph. 
transferred to the place where timber was erected ; 
from its quantity, q. a factitious wood. 
To FLAST, v. n. To boast, to gasconade, S.

This may be allied to Su.G.jtaes-a, anheiare, synon. 
with blaes-a; as blaw and blast are used in the 
same metaph. sense, S. or Isl.jlas-a, praeceps feror, 
a frequentative fromjtan-a, id. Jlasy praecipitantia. 
To FLAT, v. a. To flatter.

Quhat slicht dissait quentlie ioflat and fene ?
Doug. Virgil, 98. 2.

This may be referred to Fr. fat-er, id.; but 
perhaps rather to Teut. vlaed^en^ id. or Su.G. Isl. 

Jlat) subdolus. Alt tala fagurt oy theinkiaflatt, belle 
loqui, sedsubdole cogitare. V. Ihre, vo. Flat^Jlaeder. 
FLAT, s. A field. This is used in a sense 

somewhat different from the E. word. 
——— The fire be felloun wyndis blast, 

Is driuen amyd the jlat of cornes rank.
Doug. Virgil^ 49. 16. 

Or how foil echeris of corn thick growing, 
— In ane yallow cornejlattis of Lyde.

Ibid. 234. 27.
This may be merely from Su.G. flat) planus. 

FLAT, s. Floor of a house; V. FLET. . 
To FLATCH, v. a. To lay over, to fold down ;

a term used by mechanics, Loth. 
Su.G. Jlat) planus, or flaet-tt) Germ, flecht-en) 

nectere.
FLATE, s. A hurdle. V. FLAIK. 
FLATLYNYS, FLATLINGS, ado. Flat. 

And he doune to the erd gan ga 
A\\flatlynyS) for him faillyt mycht.

Barbour) xii. 59. MS. 
Howbeit thay fall doun flatlingis on the flu re,
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Thay haue no strenth thair selfe to rais agane.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 72. 
FLAUCHT, FLAUCHTER, FLAUCHIN, s. A flake ^ 

as a flaucbt of stoaw, a flake of snow, Ang. j 
sn<yw-flag$9 flakes of snow, A. Bor. 
Johnson derives Jlake from Lat. floccus. But 

Teut. vlockey a flock or lock, would hare been a pre 
ferable etymon; whence vlock-en, ningere, synon. 
with sneeuw-en. Our terms are more closely allied 
to Isl.Jlak, tomus, dissectum, Sn.G.jftage, a frag, 
ment, a part broken off from the rest; snoeflage, a 
flake of snow. This Ihre derives fromjlaeck-a divi- 
dere, partiri, which he views as allied to Heb. palach, 
dividit.
FLAUCHT, FLAUGHT, s. A handful, S. B. 

A mournful ditty to hersell she sung, 
In flaughts roore out her hair, her hands she 

wrung. Ross's Helenore, p. 55. 
He's sent to you what ye lo'ed maist, 

Kflaught o' his yellow hair.
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 20. 

Sibb. views this as a corr. of claught from claw. 
But it seems to be merely the preceding word, used 
in a secondary sense. 
FLAUCHT of land, a piece of ground, a croft,

Ang.
This may be allied to the Su.G. phrase, ettjlackt 

land, planities; or rather of the same origin with 
Flaucht, 1. q. something spread out. 
FLAUCHTBRED, adv. 1. At full length, S. 5 

braidflaucht, synon.
Lindy bangs up, and flang his snood awa',
And i' the haste of running catcht a fa',
Ft'aught-bred upon bis face, and there he lay.

Ross's HelenorG) p. 14. 
2. With great eagerness, S.

Lindy looks also butt, and Nory spies, 
And O my Nory, here's my Nory, cries. 
Flaught~bred upon her, butt the house he sprang. 
And frae her mother's oxter fiercelings wrang.

Ross's Helenore, p. 82.
Sibb. views this as " perhaps the same with belly- 

flaught) stretched flat on the ground." But this is 
not the proper sense of belly-flaught. Flaught- 
bred seems literally to signify, spread out in breadth, 
fully spread, as a hawk darts on its prey. The 
Su.G. phrase enjlaeckt oerri) may throw light on it, 
" a spread eagle," the arms of the Emperor of Ger 
many ; from Jlaeck-a findere, partiri. It may sim 
ply mean, spread out like a flock of wool, or flake 
of snow. V. FLAUCHT. 
To FLAUCHTER, v. a. To pare turf from the

ground." Shirr. Gl. S. B.
Dan.^/^-er, deglubere ; the earth being as it were 

flayed. V. FLAG, 1. 
FLAUCHTER-FAIL, s. " A long turf cut with a

flauchter spade," Sibb. S.
FLAUCHTER-SPADE, s. A long two, vhanded in 

strument for casting,turfs, S.. VI.the v. 
" The turf is produced by setting fire'to the grass 

and heath about the month of June, and then rais 
ing the surface with whaj is called a flauchter- 
spade." P. Killearn, Stirling,»Statist. Ace. xvi. 120.
FLAW, s. 1. A blast of wind.
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Dym sky is oft furth warpit fereful leuin, 
Flaggis of fyre, and mony felloun^ao?.

Doug. Virgil, 200. 54.
2. It is applied to a storm of snow, Ang.

46 The falls of snow, which generally happen in 
March all over Great Britain, is [are] in this neigh. 
bourhood called St. Causnan's Flaw." P. Dun. 
nichen, Forfars. Statist. Ace. i. 422.
3. A sudden flash of fire.

Sternys in the ayre fleand 
Wes sene3 ^ flawy s of fyre brynnand.

Wyntown^ vi. 1. 78. 
Hir ryal tressis inflambit euil at eis, 
Hir crownell picht with mony precius stane, 
Infirit all of birnand flawis schane.

Doug. Virgil, 207. 17.
4. Rage, passion 5 used metaph. Ang.

Rudd. derives it from Lat. flatus. But it is per- 
haps allied to Isl.,/?a, mephitis; or may be origi 
nally the same with Flag, 2. q. v. It was used in 
E. in the first sense, but is marked by Johnson as 
obsolete.
To FLAW, v. n. " To lie or fib," Gl. Ramsay. 

That makes me blyth indeed ! — but dinna^/10, 
Tell o'er your news again, and swear till't a'.

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 89. 
FLAW, fret. Ftew, did flee.

——— Dewy Iris throw the heuyn 
With hir salfroun vt'mgisjlaw full euin.

Doug. Virgil, 124. 44. 
A. St.fleah, volavit, fromjleog-an. 

FLAW. Fiery Flaw» the name given to the
Sting Ray, Raia Pastinaca, Linn. 

Pastinaca Marina, the Fire or Fiery Flaw. Sibb. 
Scot. p. 23. This is the Fire Flaire of Ray. V. 
Penn. Zool. p. 71.
FLAW PEAT. « The word Flaw is of Saxon

origin, and applied to that sort of peat which
is most remarkably soft, light, and spongy. It
is often, though erroneously, pronounced Jfbw-
featr or flow-moss. — It often forms a stratum
from 4 to 8 feet deep, is generally of a brown
or reddish colour, and affords but a weak fuel
that burns to light white ashes." Dr Walker's
Prize Essay, Highl. Soc. S. ii. 9. 10.

If of A. S. origin, I have never perceived the radu
eal word. But indeed there is good evidence that the
origin 1s diffcr-ent^andj^pta is the true pronunciation.
V. FLOW. -
FLAWKERTIS, ^pl. Boots, greaves, o* ar 

mour for the legs.
Sum stele hawbrekis forgis furth of plate, 
}&\n\ysi flawkertis and leg harnes fute hate.

Doug. Virgil, 230. 25.
I have observed no word resembling this, unless 

we should reckon \$\. Jlatk-iast) to surround, to en 
viron, worthy to be mentioned.

Baneris rycht fayrtyflawmand", 
Auc} penselys to the wynd wawand, 
.Swa felo thar war off ser quentiss, 

t it war gret slycht to diuise.
Barbour xh 192, MS.
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Mr Pink, renders it flaming. But the sense seems; 

to require that it should signify, flying, or dis. 
played ; q. from A. ^.flaeme^fleme, flight, flema, a 
fugitive. V. FLAM, v.; orFr.flamme, a pendant, 
a streamer. But the origin is uncertain, 
FLEASOCKS, s.pl. The shavings of wood. 
FLECH, (gutt.) s. A flea, S. B.

A. S. fleah, Teut. floh, Alem. vloh, id. This 
like^/tee, E.^, is derived from the verb signifying 
to fly.
FLEGHYNG, s. Flattery. V. FLEICHING. 
FLEDGEAR, s. One who makes arrows.

"It is decreeted and ordained,—that there be & 
bower," hawmaker, u and a fledgear in ilk head 
town of the schire." Acts Ja. II. 1457. c. 65. 
Murray; flegear, edit. 1566. c. 70.

Gzim.jiitsch, flitz, Belg.Jfcft, lid.flizza. Fr. 
fleche, an arrow. Fleschier, the Fr. derivative de 
notes an archer. L. f$.flecharius,flecheriuS)flechiari- 
ws, Sagittarius vel qui facit sagittas; Du Cange. E. 
Jletcher is used with more latitude than its origin ad 
mits ;. u a manufacturer of bows and arrows;" 
Johnson.* 
FLEED, s. A head-ridge on which the plough

is turned, Aberd. 
- Teut. vlied-en, terga vertere E. 
FLEE, s. A fly, S.

u Yee continuallie flit from one temptation to 
another, whereon yee feede like &flee happing from 
scab to scab." Z. Boycf s Last Battell; p. 277.

Belg. yliege, from vlieg-en to fly, as A. S.fleoge, 
fromfleog-an, id.
FLEEGERIE, FEEGARIE, s. 1. A whim; nearly, 

of the same meaning with E. vagary, of which, 
it is probably a corruption, S. 

2. In pi. toys, gewgaws, S.
Ah ! slmu'd, a,new gown, of a Elander's laca

head,
Or yet a wee coatie, tho* never sae fme*. 
Gar thee grow forgetfu'?— 
Rouze up thy reason, my beautifu' Annie,, 
And dinna prefer yourjleegeries to me.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 258. 
To FLEG, v. a. To affright, to terrify, S. 

Appear in likness of a priest; 
Na like a.deel, in shape of blast; 
With gaping cliafrs tojleg us a'.

Ramsay\s Poe-ms, ii. 529.
TQ.FLEG, v* n. To be afraid, to take fright, S: B.. 

This might seem allied to \§\.Jieyg-a, incitare,, 
Verel. Ind. or fleig-ia, praecipitare, mittere, G. 
Andr. As, however, A.S.fa-on signifies fugare^ 
as well as volare, it may be merely faog-an or Isl. 

fliug-a*) Tent, vliegh-en volare, used transitively. It 
would seem, indeed, ih&tjleg and fley^ in all their 
senses, are ta. be viewed as merely these verbs 
which originally denote the flight of birds, used,, 
obliquely.
FLEG, s. Afrightv S.B; allied to Isl, myrkva- 

flog, afraid of darkness.
——— Or has some bogle-bo, 

Glowrin frae 'rnang auld waws, gi'en ye zfleg?
Ramsay's Pocm*sy ii. 4». 

For they had'gi'en him sik
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He look'd as he'd been doited.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p* 8. 
To FLEG, v. n. To fly from place to place, 

to flutter, Dumfr. A. S. feog-an, ls\.fliug-a, 
volare. 

FLEG, s. Apparently, a stroke.
— When he saw the traitor knight was near,
— At full speed to claw his noddle flew ;
Syn at the lown a fearfully/fog- let flee,
That from his rumple shear'd away his thigh.

Hamilton9 s Wallace, p. 45.
FLEGGAR, s. One who talks loosely, who 

magnifies in narration, who overleaps the 
bounds of truth, Loth.

Can this have any relation to Su.G.^'cAr-0, Germ. 
jlick-en, to patch, whence skoflickare, a cobbler; as 
in S. cobbler is metaph. used in the same sense 
vriihfeggar; and one who fabricates stories, is said 
to cobble? Or is it Q. flyer, one who flies Heyond 
the truth ? V. Fleg, to fly.
To FLEY, FLEE, w. a. 1. To frighten, to ter 

rify, S. Fleyit, field, part. pa.
Ceis not for to pertrubil all and sum,
And with thy felloun dreddour thame ivfley.

Doug. Virgil, 376. 54. 
Thai war sa felly fleyit thar, 
That I trow Schyr Richard off Clar 
'Sail haiff na will to faynd hys mycht, 
In bataill na in forss to fycht.

Barbour, xri. 217. MS. 
And he the Dewil wes, that hym gat, 
And bad hyr nouchtjfez/c? to be of that,

Wyntown, vi. 18. 82. 
The ejdest, Adam, might no man him^ee. 
So stout, tho' aged but eighteen was he.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 40. 
They are but rackless, yung and rasche, 

Suppose they think usfaid.
Gherrie and Slae, st. 43.

4C This being done, the Lords were delivered, and 
come a-land again, that were pledges, who were 
right jleed; and shew the Prince and the council, 
that if they had holden Captain Wood any longer, 
they had been both hanged." Pitscottie, p. 94.

Isl. fael.a is used in this sense, terreo. 
2. To put to flight, tofley or foe away, S. 

In this sense^e is used, O. E.
Folk inouh redy was gadred, to the cite 
Thei went egrely, & .did tho kynges^e.

R. Brunne, p. 39;
To FLEY, FLY, ^. n. To take fright, S. B. 

Nory, poor 'oman, had some farder gane, 
For Lindyjfy'd, and standing was her lane.

Ross's Helenore, p. 23. 
FLEY.

And fele that now of war vtfley 
In till the lang trew sail dey.

Barbour, xix. 179.
I had conjectured that this must be an error for 

$ley, sly, experienced, and find that it is sley in MS. 
To FLEICH, FLEITCH, v. a. To flatter, to ca 

jole; properly, to endeavour to gain one's 
point by_ soothing speeches, by words or ac-
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tions expressive of great affection, S.Jlatel, id. 
A. Bor.

But he with fals wordisjlechand, 
Was with his twa sonnys cummand.

Barbour, T. 619. MS. 
Except yee mend, I will notjleich, 
Yee sail end all mischeuouslie.

Spec. Godly Ball. p. 13.
Rudd. derives .it from ¥r.Jlech-ir, to soften, to 

prevail with, to persuade. But this rs a forced 
meaning; a,sfech-ir properly signifies to bend. Our 
word may be traced in a variety of forms in the 
Goth, dialects. It is immediately allied to Teut. 

flets-en^ adulari, blandiri, assentari, alicui adgratiam 
loqui, synon. with vleyd-en, of \v\i\c\vjlets-en seems 
a deriv. Vleyd-en appears also in the form of vley- 
en^ id. Alem.j?eA-ew, adulari, also, suppliciter in- 
vocare; whencc^ari, adulator,J?e^ar«, adulatores, 

fleliam^ blanditiae. Wachter views vleyden as the 
more ancient form. Isl.Jladra, id. Jleta^flete, adul. 
atrix, a female flatterer ; bollejiedar, to be over. 
come by flattery, Jledil^ a flatterer, also one who 
is inveigled by blandishments ; G. Andr. p. 72. 
This writer views the term as primarily denoting the 
fawning of a dog. Fladra, adulor. Adblandiri 
more canum, dum mulcent suos heros seu homini gra- 
tulantur ; Jktdr^ adulatio canina. Lex. p. 71. 72. 
Fr. Jlat-er is evidently from this origin. Thus it 
appears that E. flatter and S. fleich are radically 
the same. 
FLEICH, FLEECH, s. A piece of flattery.

" Fair fall you, and that's ^fieech^ S. ProT.; 
" an ironical commendation of them, whose words 
and actions we approve not." Kelly, p. 105. 
FLEICHING, FLECHYNG, s. Flattery, S.

—— Part he assoylyd tliare5 
That til hym mast plesand ware 
Be gyftis, or be othir thyngis, 
As qweyntis, slychtis, or flechyngis.

Wyntown, vii. 9. 222. 
How Camilla hir fais doun can ding, 
And vincust Aunus, for al his farejleiching.

Doug. Virgil, 387. 35. Rubr^ 
FLEICHER, FLECHOUR, FLEITSCHOUR, $. A flat 

terer,
A-mang thame wes iolsjlechowris than, 
That sayd, thare was na lyvand man, 
That Edmund wald, fra he ware dede, 
Prefere til Knowt in.til hys stede.

Wyntown, vi. 17. 77. 
And, gif I dar the treuth declair, 
And nane mejleitschour call, 
I can to him find a compair, 
And till his barn is all.

Maitland Poems^ p. 
r, adulator. V. the v.

FLEYD, part. pa. Affrighted. V. FLEY. i. 
FLEIG, /. Flight.

44 The nobyllis that war conspirit aganis hym 
beand aduertist of his Jleig, followit .on him sa 
scharply, that he was finaly comprehendit and 
slane." Bellend. Cron. B. v. c. 5.

Teut. vliegh-en) to flee.
FLEYITNES, s. Fear, affright,
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" The herrons gaif an vyild jskrech as the kyl 

hed bene in fyir, quhilk gart the quhapis for^yfet/zY- 
nes lie far fra hame." Compl. S. p. 60. V. FLEY, v. 
FLEYNE. Vntojbyne.

Glade is the ground the tendir flurist grene,— 
The wery huntar to fynd his happy pray, 
The falconere rich ryuir vntojleyne.

Doug. VirgiL 125. 10. 
This seems to signify, onjiight. V. Ryuir. 

To FLElP, v. a. To turn inside out. V. FLYPE. 
To FLEYR, or FLEYR up, v. n. To distort the 

countenance, to make wry faces; also, to 
whimper, Ang. To fleir and greit, to whim 
per and cry.

After they gat him then they bound him, 
And brought him headlong up the street; 
Falset began iojleir and greit: 

But ere the Judges were aware,
•They haltered him baith head and feet, 

And harld him hard into the barr. 
Truth's Travels^ Pennecuik's Poems, 1715. p. 100. 

Isl. flyre has a sense directly contrary, saepius 
rideo, G. Andr., possibly from a similar reason, 
the contraction of the muscles of the face, which 
this term especially expresses. The word may be 
from Fr. pleur-er, Lat. plor-are, to cry, to whine ; 
although few of the terms peculiar to the North 
have a Lat. or Fr. origin. But most probably it has 
a common origin with Su.G. plir-a^ oculis semi- 
clausis videre, as expressive of the contraction of 
the muscles already mentioned. 
To FLEIT, v. a. " To flee, to run from," Rudd. 

This sey that gois about mony grete land, 
Thou beand my gyder, enterit haue I, 
And eik the wylsum desert land Massylly, 
Quhare the schauld sandis strekis endlang the

schore;
Now, at the last, th&tjleit vs euermore, 
The forthir coist of Italic haue we caucht.

Doug. Virgil, 164. 39.
This respects the apparent motion of the land, to 

those who are at sea. Belg. vlied-en^ to flee. 
To FLEIT, FLETE, v. n. 1. To flow.

Nor yet thou, Tullius, quhais lippis sweit 
' In rettorik did intill tennis jleit. 

i. e. u did flow in rhetorical language."
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems', p. 10. st. 8.

2. To float.
Gif thow desyres into the seis to Jleit 
Of hevinly bliss, than me thy Lady treit.

Vertue and Vyce, Evergreen, i. 40. st. 18. 
Leander on a stormy nicht

Dlztjleitttnd on the bilious gray.
Evergreen, i. 110. st. 6.

Su.G. flyt-a, xlsl. fliot-a, Teut. vliet-en, fluere, 
fiuitare ; Su.G. Jtyt-a, natare, Isl. egjleite^ fluere 
facio,

Fleit,flett, pret. floated.
The Irland folk than maid tham for the flych^ 
On craggis clam, and sum in wattir^ett.

Wallace, vii. 847. MS.
Part drownit, part to the roche Jleit or swam. 

Palice of Honour, iii»
3. To sail.
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Wes nane that euir disport mycht hare 
Fra steryng, and fra rowyng, 
To furthyr thaim off th&irjletmg.

Bardour, iii. 588. MS, 
4. To abound.

That glorious garth of euery flouris did^ei/, 
The lustie lilleis, the rosis redolent, 
Fresche hailsum frutes indeficient.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 248. 
FLEYSUM, adj. Frightful, S. V. FLEY, v. 
To FLEKKER, FLYKER, v. n. 1. To flutter, S. 

Scho warmyt wattir,.and hir serwandis fast. 
His body wousche, quhill filth was of hympast. 
His hart was wicht, &\\di Jlykeryt to and fro. 

Wallace, ii. 267. MS. 
2. To quaver, to shiver, to tremble.

I saw that cruell feynd eik thare, but dout, 
Thare lymmes rife and eit, as he war wod,— 
And the hait flesche vnder his te\tlijlekkerantf+

Doug. Virgil, 89. 34.
Doug. uses Jlychterand in the same sense. V* 

FLICHTER. Sibb. views this as the same vtithjlikker 
to flatter. But although they are apparently allied, 
we may more properly distinguish them,aslhredoes 
with respect to Su.G. Jlekra adulari, and Jleckra 
motitare, with which the v. under consideration is 
closely connected; A. S. Jliccer-ian, Belg. vliggh- 
er-en, Germ, flickern, id.; E. flicker. It is used 
obliquely in sense 2.
FLECKERIT, adj. " Spotted," Pink. 

Ferly fair wes the feild, fteckerit and 
With gold and goulis in greyne, 
Shynand scheirly and scheyne.

Gawan and Got. ih 1 $.
This is the only sense the word can properly ad 

mit here. But it seems to be used tmfleckit. 
To FLEM, FLEME, *;. a. To drive away, to ba 

nish, to expel.
Allace, in wer quha sail thi helpar be!
Quha sail the help 1 quha sail the now radem I
Allace, quha sail the Saxons fra the fa m !

Wallace, xi. 1124. 
•——We socht this cicte tyll, 

As fo&kisjlemyt fra thare natyue cuntre.
Doug. Virgil, 212, 51. 

It is common in O. E.
Therefor kyng William did^eme alle that kynde, 
Thar landes fra tham nam, that men mot knowe

& fynde. R. Brunne, p. 82.
Otherfamd hein out of Engelond, non byleued

nere. R. Glonc. p. 315.
A. S. Jtym-an, ge-ftem-an, fugare ; Isl. Jlaeme^

extorrem facio, exulare facio, eg flaemest, exulo.
Flaemingr^ A. S. Jhjma, Jlema^ an exile, an out.
law, " whereof (saith Lawrence Noel) the Flew*
ings are named ; by reason that their country being
wild and strong, was a fit receptacle for outlaws>
and so was first inhabited. ?) The land, he adds, is
called by themselves Flander-land, q, Fleondra-
land, that is, the land of runaways. V. Somner, vo.
Flyma. Flemere^ a banisher, Chaucer.
FLEMENS-FIRTH, s. An asylum for out- 

laws.
And ill beseems your rank and birth
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To make your towers bflemens-firth, 
We claim from thee William of Deloraine, 
That he may suffer march-treason pain. 

Lay of the Last Minstrel, c. iv. 21. V. FLEM. 
FLENCH, Harbour, vii. 21. Read as in MS.

sleuth^ q. v.
FLENCH-GUT, s. The blubber of a whale laid 

out in long slices, before being put into casks, S. 
Su.G. flank-a to slice, to cut into flat pieces, 

Wideg. Su.G. flank, portio grandior, segmen. 
turn; flenga, frustum. Isl.JftV&e/id. Ihre views 
E. Jlitqh as allied ; as, ajlitch of bacon. 
To FLEND, v. n.

Had ye it intill a quiet place, 
Ye wald not wane tojlend.

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 90. 
Apparently, " think of fleeing." 

FLEI^DRIS, FLENDERS, FLINDERS, s. pL Splin- 
ter^, broken pieces. 
Smate with sic fard, the airis \\\Jiendris lap.

Doug. Virgil, 134. 27. 
This vntrew temperit blayd and fikill brand, 
That forgyt was bot with ane mortal hand, 
lujlendris flew, and at the first clap 
As brukyll yse in litle pecis lap.

Ibid. 438. 52, 
The bow injlenders flew.

Chr. Kirk, st. 9.
The next chain'd do* that they cam at, 

They garr'd it a' to flinders flee.
Minstrelsy Border, i. 178. 

The tough ash speir, so stout and true, 
Into a thousand flindefs flew.

Lay of the last Minstrel, c. iii. 6. 
Rudd. says, " f. a F. fendre, Lat. findere ; q. 

Jindulae." According to Callander, the true origin 
is Goth, flinga, which Ihre explains frustum, ut. 
pote quod pefcutiendo rumpitur ; or, a fragment, 
as being broken off in consequence of a stroke, from 

flengd) percutere; Isl. isflingar^ pieces of broken 
ice. But neither of these writers has discovered the 
true etymon. Our word is undoubtedly the same 
with Belg. flenters, splinters, fragments, tatters, 
To this source may the E. word also be traced, s 
being frequently prefixed in the Gothic languages, 
andy*and p interchanged. Perhaps the Belg. word 
is allied to Isl. flenne, flentae, distraho, divarico; 
G. Andr. p. 75.
FLEOURE, FLEURE, FLEWARE, FLEWER, 

FLEOWRE, s. Flavour; generally in a bad 
sense.

——His lang berde and hare
—Scaldit thus ane strzugjieoure did cast.

Doug. Virgil, 419. 22. 
Thar Toce also was vgsum for to here, 
With sa corrupit^ewre, nane mycht byde nere.

Ibid. 75. 20. Fleware, 207. 39. 
Of filth sicjkwer straik till his hart, 
That he behowit for till depart.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 309. 
Of that rute the kyndjfeowwre, 
As flouris havand that sawoure, 
He had, and held.— Wyntown^ ix. 26. 107.
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Fleure is generally used in a bad sense. " Fleure 

—a stinking smell;" Rudd. TO. Odoure.
From YT. flair, odor, whence E. flavour, Rudd. 

Armor, far, odorat; Isl. fla, mephitis. Lye re. 
fers to C. B. ffia*r, putor, foetor, Jun. Etym. 
FLESCHE, s. Fleece.

Quhen that I go to the kirk, cled in cairweeds,
. As fox in an e lambisjlesche feinye I my cheir. 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 60.
A. S. fleos,flys, Belg. vlies, id.

FLET,/>n*. v. V. FLYT, to scold. 
FLET, adj. « Prosaic/' Gl. Compl.

" Sum vas in prose, & sum vas in verse: sum 
Tar storeis, and sura varjiet taylis." Compl, S. p. 
08.
FLET, FLETT, s. 1. A house, or place of resi 

dence, in general.
This sense seems retained in an expression used to 

denote poTerty. It is said, that one has neither fire 
norflett, Ang. Perhaps, sitten in theflete, is equi 
valent to kept the house.

But we haTe e'en seen shargars gather strength, 
That seven years have sitten in theflet, 
And yet haTe bangsters on their boddom set.

Row's Helenore, p. 89.
A. S. flett denotes, not merely a parlour, but 

a house, a dwelling, a fixed residence ; Su.G. flet, 
Isl. flaet,flet, id.; also, the area-of a house.
2. The inward part of a house, as opposed to

the outward; the principal* part, the henhouse,
synon.
" Bot his maried wife induring her lifetime, sa 

lang as she remanes widow, sail possesse the inwarde 
parte of the house, called theflett." Burrow Lawes, 
c. 25. § 2.

66 A fair fire makes a joomj&£." Ferguson's S. 
Prov. " because it makes people sit at a dis 
tance ;" Kelly, p. 24. He erroneously writes slett, 
rendering it " fireside."

—The Folis fend in the/**,
And monye mowis at mete
On the fluir maid. Houlate, iii. 15.

Mr Pink, leaves the word for explanation. In. 
stead of fend read fond, as in MS. The meaning is ; 
the two fools, formerly mentioned, after their sport 
at the expence of the bard, entered into the interior 
part of the house, or rather, farther within the hie 
hoUe, to afford diversion to the Lords while at table.
3. The word now generally denotes one floor or 

story of a house; most commonly written fiat, 
S- Thus we say, The firstfiat,', the secondfiat, 
&c. 
" To be sold —— That house in Hill Street,

being No. 11. consisting of fourjfofr. The under 
Jloor consists of parlour," &c. Edin. Evening Cou-
rant, Dec. 19. 1803.
FLET, •/. A matt of plated strawy shaped 

like a saddle-cloth, for preserving a horse's 
back from being injured by vbis load, Caitbn. 
synon. fiackie, Orkn. 
" They carry their victual in straw creels called

€assies,~-and fixed over straw flets, on the horses 
3 H
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backs with a clubber and straw ropes. * P. Wick, 
Caithn. Statist. Ace. x. 23. 
FLET, s. A saucer, S.

IsJ. fleda and fleda bolle are used in a similar 
sense; Vascula nullius fere profunditatis \ G. Andr. 
p. 72.
FLET,/>r<*. 'Floated. V. FLEIT. 
FLETE, s. "Product/' Rudd.

So thyk the plantis sprang in euery pete. 
The feildis ferlyis of thare fructuous^ete.

Doug. Virgil, 400. 30.
Belg. vlict-en, abundare. But this seems only a 

metaph. use of the v. as signifying inflow. Thus 
flete here properly means, the abundance covering 
the earth, like water in motion. In various lan 
guages, indeed, the same metaph. occurs. Lat. 
superfluere, abundare, Su.G. oefwerfloeda, Germ. 
uberflussen, E. overflow, Tcut. vlieten, all convey 
the same idea, borrowed from a flood of water. 
To FLETHER, v. a. « To decoy by fair 

words ; Jlethrin, flattering" ; Gl. Burns. 
Expect na. Sir, in this narration, 
A fleechin,^^rm, dedication, 
To'roose you up, an' ca' you guid.——

Burns, iii. 221.
This is radically the same with E. flatter, and 

Fludder, 1. q. ?. 
FLEUME, FEUME, s. Phlegm.

u I sau brume, that prouokis ane person to vome 
Mfeume.—1 saw ysope, that is gude to purge con. 
gelie Jleume of the lychtnis," CompL S. p. 104. 
Written a\sofeulme, ibid. Teut.JIttyme. 
To FLEURTS^ <u. n. To blossom, to flourish. 

The feildis grene, andjlurist meidis 
Wer spulyeit of thair plesand wedis.

Lyndsay's Warkis, p. 43. 1592. 
Fr. fleur-ir, id. 

FLEURISE, FLUREISE, s. Blossom, flourish, S.
" The borial blastis of the thre borouing dais of

marche hed chaissit the fragrant Jlareise of cuyrie
frute tree farathourt the feildis." Compl. S. p. 58.

" As the tree is first seene in the budde, and then
in the flourish, and after in the frute, so must the
life of man bee.'^ Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 1101.
FLEWET, FLUET, s. " A smart blow," Gl.

Rams.
If they and I chance to forgether,

The tane may rue it; 
For an they winna had their blether,

They's get njlewet. 
Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, ii. 336, 

" I'll give you &jtuet on the cheek blaxte, till the 
fjre flee from your een holes;" S. Prov. Kelly, p. 396. 
FLYAME, s. Phlegm.

First, for the fever feed in folly, 
With fasting stomach take oyl-doly, 
Mixt with a mouthful of melancholy,

Fromfyame for to defend thee. 
Polwart, IVatson's Coll. iii. 10. V. FLEUME. 

JTJCHEN, s. Any thing very small, an atom, 
Dumfr.
This is perhaps allied to flauchin, as a flake of 

snow. If ncvt> to A. S.JIohy fragmeiitum; or, Flow, 
"13, B. an atom, q,. v»
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To FLIGHT, v. n. To change, to fluctuate. 

This war Id evir &o\sflicht and wary, 
Fortoun sa fast Mr quheill dois cary.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 58. st. 2. 
In the last stanza of the poem he substitute» 

change for flight.
How ever this warld do change and vary, &c. 

A. §.Jlogett-an, Teut. vlett-en, fluctuare. There 
is an evident affinity between the Goth, and Lat. 
terms. 
To FLIGHT, v. n.

With sobbing, siching, sorrow, and with siter 
Thair conscience thair hartis sa did bite ; 
To heir thame^'cA/, it was ane cace of cair, 
Sa in despite, plungit into dispair.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 235. 
Flyte, edit. 1670. It seems to signify, bitter re- 

flection on their fate.
To FLICHTER, FLYCHTER, v. n. i. To flut 

ter, S.
The foule affrayit^/c/^erzY on hir wingis*

Doug. Virgil, 144. 39. 
Ane fellon tryne come at his taill^ 

Fsistjlichtren through the skise.
Burel, Watsorts Coll. ii. 24. 

Amidst this horror, sleep began to steal, 
And for a wee IL&C Jlightring breast to heal. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 62.
2. To tremble, to quive'r", to throb; used ob 

liquely.
Doun dusehit the beist dede on the land can ly, 
Spreuland ^LU&flychterand in the dede thrawis.

Doug. Virgil, 143. 51. Tremens, Virg. 
My flichterand heart, I wate, grew mirry than. 

Henrysone, Evergreen, Lyon and Mous \ st. 9.
3. To startle, to alarm, to affright, S. B.

It is transferred to fear, as by means of this one 
\sjluttered and put into disorder. V. FLEKKER.
To FLICHTER, FLIGHTER, v+ a. A prisoner is 

said to befticbter'tly when pinioned, S. 
" The magistrates of Edinburgh are appointed, as 

soon as the body of D. Hackstoun of Ilathillct is 
brought to the Water-gate, to receive him, and 
mauttt him on a bare-backed horse, with his face to 
the horse's tail, and his feet tied beneath his belly, 
and his h&nds jlightered with ropes ; that the Exe 
cutioner, with head covered, and his coat, lead his 
horse up the street to the Torbooth, the said Hacks 
toun being bare-headed." Order of Council, Wod- 
row, ii. 141.

His legs they loos'd, but flighted}d kept his hands.
Ross^s Helenore* p. 46.

This may seem to be allied to A. $.Jlyhten,jlyht-clath, 
ligatura., binding, or tying together, Somner; Teut. 
vlicht-en, neatere, to bind. But as the y. flichter 
properly denotes the act of moving the wings, alas 
motitare, it may be used in this peculiar sense, in 
the same manner as Teut. vleughel-zn, which prima* 
rily signifies to bind the wings of a fowl, or pinion 
it, is used metaph. for pinioning a prisoner ; alas 
constringere, revincire vel retorquere alicui manus 
post terga, Kilian ; from *v/eughe/9 a wing, whence 
also v/iche£-en and vluggkel-en to flutter^ tor move
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the wings, which seem the same with vleughel-en, 
only with a slight difference as to the orthography. 
To FLICKER, v. a. To coax, to flatter, S.

Sibb. views this as the same with flekker, to 
shake, to flutter, as containing an allusion to the 
manner in which a bird moves it wings. Flicer-ian 
is indeed the term used Deut. xxxii. 11. tiwa earn 
his briddas spaenth toflihte. and ofer higflicerath. 
4 * As an eagle stirreth up her ne$t,fluttereth over her 
young." And it beautifully expresses the soothing 
modes employed in this instance by maternal tender 
ness. But our theme is immediately allied to Isl. 
Su.G. fleckra, adulari, by the use of the same me. 
tapfo., Ihre observes, according to which the Lat. 
word, properly respecting the action of a dog, when 
he fawns on his master by wagging his tail, is used to 
denote flattery of any kind. Fleckra, as signi 
fying motitare, although viewed by Ihre as radical 
ly the same with A. S. flicer-ian, is applied to the 
fawning of a dog. Lopp hunden framfor oat, och 
fleckrade med sin rumpo; The dog ran before and 
fawned with his tail. Tob. ii. 9. Hence flikert, 
adulatio. In Teut. we find a similar phrase, vleyd- 
steerten, blandiri cauda. Perhaps the word is ori 
ginally from \s\.flak-a, pendulum mo tare; G. Andr. 
p. 72. 
To FLICKER, v. n.

—Dorothy wean'd she mith lippen, 
And flickered at Willie again.

Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 296. 
" Grinned," Gl. Perhaps rather, used flirting 

airs.
To FLYDE, v. n. To flutter, Pink., or rather 

to fly.
Man, thow se for thyself; 
And purches the sum pelf. 
Leyd not thy lyfe lyke ane elfe, 
That our feild can fly'de.

Maitland Poems, p. 199, 
Teut. vlicd-en, fugere, aufugere. 

FLIEP, s. A fool, a silly inactive fellow, Aberd.
V. FLUP. 

FLYND, t. Flint.
The king faris with his folk, our firthis and fellis, 
Feill dais or he fand siflynd or of fyre.

Gawan and GoL i. 3.
To FLINDER, v. n. To flirt, to run about in 

a fluttering manner; also applied to cattle, 
when they break through inclosures, and scam 
per through the fields, Ang. 
It is probably allied to the E. v. flounder ; or 

may be a deriv. from Isl. flan-a, praeceps feror, 
incertus ruo. Su.G.^oi-a is used with respect to 
the rambling of cattle. 
FLINDERS. V. FLENDRIS. 
FLINDRIKIN, /.

Fiddle-douped, Flindrikin, £c.
Watson's Coll. ii. 54. 

Perhaps it is the same with Flandrekin. 
But Flandrekins they have no skill

To lead a Scottish force, man; 
Their motions do our courage spill,

And put'us to a loss, man. , 
Ritson's S. Songs, il. 71.
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Flindrikin is used as an adj. in the sense of flirt* 

ing, Fife.
The sense being uncertain, the origin must be so 

too. Perhaps it denotes a restless person, who is 
still fluttering about, from the v. flinder, or Teut. 
vleder-en, volitare; whence the gout is called vleder- 
cyn, because it flies through all the joints. The form 
of the word, in the last extract, would suggest that 
it had been originally a term of contempt given to 
foreign officers, q. natives of Flanders. 
* To FLING, v. a. l. To baffle, to deceive, in

whatever way, S. Flung, baffled. 
2. To jilt, to renounce as the object of love, S.

Wise heads have lang been kcnd to curb the tongue;
Had I that maxim kept I'd ne'er been flung ;
Yet if fair speeches will, I'll win his heart.

Moriaotfs Poems, p. 152.
The latter acceptation, especially, is analogous to 

one sense of the term in E. to fling off, to baffle in the 
chace. It is strange, that both Skinner and Johns, 
should derive this from Lat.^g-o, without once ad- 
verting to §\*.Gr.fleng-a, tundere, percutere, as at 
least the intermediate form. For as \*\.Jieig-a sig 
nifies, conjicere, mittere, Ihre views the Su.G. v. as 
formed from it, n being used per epenthesin. From 
the similarity of meaning, it appears that the Lat. 
and Isl. words are radically the same. 
FLING, s. 1. A disappointment in whatever

way, S.
2. A disappointment in love, in consequence of 

being jilted, S.
3. A fit of ill humour. To tak thejlmg, m flings, 

to become unmanageable; a metaph. borrow 
ed from horses that kick behind. 

Perchance his guds ane uthir yeir 
Be spent, quhen he is brocht to beir, 

Quhen his wyfe taks the fling.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 180. st. 8. 

Brocht to beir, dead, carried to the grave. Teut. 
baer, baar, signifies not only a bier, but the grave. 

For gin we ettle anes to taunt her, 
And dinna cawmly thole her banter, 
She'll tak the flings, verse may grow scanter. 

Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, ii. 344. 
" Turn sullen, restive, and kick," N. 
Taking thefling-strings, is a synon. expression, S. 

FLINGIN-TREE, s. a. "A piece of timber hung 
by way of partition between two horses in a 
stable," Gl. Burns, S. 

2. A flail, S.
The thresher's weary fa'ngin-tree, 
The lee-lang day had tired me.

Burns, iii. 100.
Properly, I believe, it is only the lower part of 

the flail that receives this designation. 
To FLING, v, n. 1. To dance.

u Quhat brute the Maries and the rest of the ' 
Dawnsers of the court had, the Ballats of that age 
did witnes, which we for modesties sake omitt; bot 
this was the commie complaynt of all godly and wyse 
men, that if thay thocht thatsuche a court suld long 
continew, and if they Juikit for none uther lyfe to 
cum, they wald have wischit thair sones and dauch- 
ters rather to have bene brocht up \jith Fidlars and 
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Dannsars, and to havebein exercisit in flinging upoun 
a flure, and in the rest that thairof followes, tfien to 
have bene nurischcd in the cumpany of the godly, 
and exercised in vertew." Knox's Hist. p. 345.

The term has fceen thus used probably from fling 
ing or throwing the limbs in dancing. Hence the 
Highland fling, a name for one species of movement 
in which there is much exertion of the limbs.

" We saw the Highlanders,—dancing the fling to 
the music of the bagpipe in the open street." Neill's 
Tour, p. 1. 2.

I scarcely think that it is from Su.G.Jling-a, to 
beat, in reference to the motion of the feet. 
To FLIPE, FLYPE, v. a. To pull off any thing, 

as a stocking, by turning it inside out, S. 
Than quhen thai step furth throw the streit, 
Thair faldingis flap pis about thair feit, 
Thair laithlie lyning furthward./fyjwf, 
Quhilk hes the muk and midding wypit. 

Lgndsay's Warkis, 1592. (on Syde Taillis) p. 309. 
Isl.Jltpa, the pendulous lip of a wound; q. that 

part which is turned inside out, or hangs over. 
FLIPE, s. A fold, a lap, S.-nearly synon. with E. 

flap.
—Those who were their chief commanders— 
Were right well mounted of their gear;— 
With good blew bonnets on their head; 
Which on the one side had zfltpe, 
Adorned with a tobacco pipe.

Cleland's Poems, p. 12. 
Hence the phrase fleip-ey'd. 
" I will sooner see you sleip-ey'd \\.fleip tfy'eQ, 

like a French cat;" S. Prov. " a disdainful rejection 
of an unworthy proposal; spoken by bold maids to 
the vile offers of youn£ fellows." Kelly, p. 218. 
Expl. " with the inside out," N.
FLIRDON, s.

Your mouth must be mucked while ye be in.
structed,

Foul Flirdon, Wansucked, Tersel of a Tade. 
Montgomerie, Watson's Coll. iii. 5. 

This, from the connexion, might seem to contain 
an allusion to one labouring under a diarrhoea; Isl. 
flaw, laxus, patulus. If it means a moral defect, it 
may be allied to Su.G. flaerd, guile; Isl. flara, 
«rafty; A. S.fleard-an, to err.
To FLYRD, v. n.

Sum sings. Sum dances. Sum tell storyis. 
Sum lait at ewin brings in the moryis. 
Sumjfyrcb. Sum fenyeis: and sum flatters. 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 102. 
This is one of the words given as not understood. 

Bat &jtyrd, or zjtyrding thing, is an empty unset 
tled person, S. B. It is nearly the same with £. 
flirt; only, I think, applied to both sexes.

A.S.Jleard-ian, nvigm,fleard, nugae; Isl.flora, 
Jlarad-ur, vafer. Ihre mentions flaerd as the term 
anciently used in the sense of vanitas, ineptiae; vo. 
Flaeder* The v. to Jttrd is also used S. as the E. 
v. flirt.
To FLYRE, v. f& l. Tagibe, to make sport, 

S. B. tojker, E. 
lo come twa^rond folia with a fond fair,

F L I
The tiiquheit, and thfc gukkit gowk, and yecto 

hiddie giddte. Houlate, iii. 15. 
Isl.^r-cz, subridere, saepius ridere; Sti.G. j?&r~ 

0, oculis petulanter ludere*
2. To leer, S^ B.

He hunkert him down like a clockin hen> 
An'flyret at me as I wad hae him.

Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 34$.
3. Expl. " to look surly," Ang.

How then he'd stare wi' sour grimace,— 
Synejfyre like some outlandish race, 

At wretched me!
Morison's Poems, p. 96. 

FLYRIT, Maitland Poems, p. 49. not understood*
V. FlPILLIS.

FLYROCK,*.
Ther is not in this fair ^flyrock^ 
That has upon his feit a wyrock, 
Knoul taes, or mouls in nae degree, 
But ye can hyde them.———— 

Dunbar, Soutar, fyc. Evergreen, u 254. st« 5. 
A pparently a contemptuous designation for a man; 

allied perhaps to Fland../fere, a lazy and deformed 
girl.
To FLISK, v. n. To bounce, to skip, to caper, 

to fret at the yoke. It primarily respects a 
horse, S.

I hare considered the Test, 
And scruples wherewith some are prest; 
Objections, doubts, and every thing, 
Which makes some brethren jfo&"and fling; 
Which done, I'm forced to suppose, 
There's many's sight as short's their nose, 
Or else we would not thus miscarry, 
And be in such feiry ferry.

Clelmd's Poems, p» 62. 
Though when they're high tkeyflisk and fiker 
Yet dogs get of their bones to pike.

Ibid. p. 76. V. BRAINDOE. 
Su.G.jfcw-0, lascivire, vitulire, Isl. id. praeceps 

ferri; Su.G. flasot, inconstans, yagus ; Isl. flvse, 
praeceps. Sw. flasig, frolicksome; or perhaps a 
deriy. from Su.G.^/foez-a, to break loose, used con,* 
cerning horses or cattle.
To FLIST, v. n. 1. To fly off, S. A bottle is

said tojlist, when the confined air forces out the
cork, and ejects the liquor. F&SJB*, id» A»Bor.

2. To be in a rage or violent emotion, S. B, To
flirt and fling, id. synon.jS&>$.

She sat, and she grat, sheflisted, she flang; 
And she threw, and she blew, and she wrigled

and wrang.
This is the oral recitation of that old song, The 

Rock, &c. Instead of which, in the copy affixed to 
Ross's Helenore, with his additions, it is

—————she fat, and she Hang. p. 123.
3* The v. is also used impers. It'sflistin, it rains

and blows at once, S. B.
The first sense seems to correspond most to Tent. 

flits-en, evolare, fugere: the others to Sw.flaes-0) 
anhelare, to puff and blow, a term often used con., 
cerning horses, when blowing hard after severe work>
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whidi Ihre considers as radically the same with blaes- 
a; whence blaest, ventus, tempestas. It may indeed 
be traced to Su.G. Iil.jftw-a, q. v. in FLISK. But 
the former seems preferable, not only as the t>. is used 
to denote the action of the wind, but because of the 
connected phrase Jlist andjSing, which undoubtedly 
respects the rage of a brute animal, as expressed by 
the action both of its nostrils, and feet. It may 
be added, that this idea is further supported by the 
use of the synon. Snifter, q. v. 
FLIST, s. 1. A keen blast or shower accom 

panied with a squall, Ang.
2. It is often used for a flying shower of snow, 

Ang.
3. A fit of anger, Ang.
FLISTY, adj. i. Stormy, squally, Ang.
2. Passionate, irascible, Ang»
To FLIT, FLYT, v. a* l. To transport in what 

ever way, to move a person or thing from one 
place to another, S. One is said to help to flit 
another, when he assists him in removing; to 

JKt a horse, or cow, when the situation of either 
is changed, as at grass; toj%> the tether, gtc.

Wi' tentie care I'll^Y thy tetter, 
To some hain'd rig, 

Whare ye may nobfy rax your leather 
WiJ sma' fatigue.

Burns, iiS. 145.
<c To JKt, to remove any thing in general, parti* 

cularly furniture." Sir J. Sinclair's Observ. p. 84. 
2. To transport by water, to ferry over. 

——Jamys of Dowglas, at the last^ 
Fand a litill sonkyn bate, 
And to the land it drew fut hate. 
Bot it sa litill wes, that it 
Mycht our the wattir bot thresum^/.

Barlour, iii. 420. MS.
$u.G.J[ytt-a9Jlytt-ia9 transportare ab uno loco ad 

alter urn. Isl.j^tt-za, as rendered by G. Andr., vec- 
to, transfero, still more expressly conveys the idea 
implied in the language of Barbour. Not only the 
form, but the use of the term, both in O. S. and in 
these Northern dialects, suggests that it is an active 
transitive v. from Su.G.^*-<*j IsLJleit^a, to float, 
q. to cause to float. For it is most probable that the 
primitive sense offytt-ia was, to transport by water.
To FLIT, FLYT, v. n. To remove from one house

to another, S-
Br Johns, has justly observed concerning this 

word, which occurs in O. E, as signifying to remove, 
to migrate, in general; " In Scotland it is still used 
for removing from one place to another at quarter, 
day, or the usual term."

46 As one^Vs, another sits, and that makes the 
mealings dear ;" S. Prov. Kelly, p. 8.

" Better rue sit, than ruejfe,^ S. Prov.—« sig. 
Difying that we know the inconveniencies of our pre. 
sent condition, but not the consequences of a change ;' J 
Kelly, p. 59.

u Fools are fond of\flitting, and wise men of sit. 
ting;" S, Prov. Ibid. p. 105.

Su.G.fytt-ia is also used in a neut. sense; migrare. 
exacjtly corresponds to the S* ^ to r«~

FLY
move, to change one's place of abode;" Wolff.
Hence,
FLITTING, FLYTTING, s. 1. The act of removing

from one place of residence to another, S.
Dan. flytni9g> u the changing of lodgings or
dwelling;" Wolff.

2. The furniture, Sec. removed, S.
The schip-men, sone in the morayrig, - 
Tursyt on twa hors tharejh/ttyng.

Wyntown, viiL 38. 50,
3. A moonlight fitting, removal from a place 

without paying one's debts, S. 
" He made a moonlight flitting ? y Ramsay's S. 

Prov. p. 32.
A. Bor. id. to remove. Two Jlittings are as 

bad as one fire ; i. e. Houshold goods are as much 
injured by two removals as one fire; Gl. Grose. 
To FL YTEr FLITE, <zr. n. i. To scold, to brawlr 

S. A. Bor. Pret.^*, anciently flayt*
In cais thay bark, I compt it neuer ane myte, 
Quha can not bald thare pece ar fre tojkte, 
Chide quhill thare hedis riife, and hals worthe 

hace. Doug. Virgil, ProL 66. 28. 
So fer he chowpisr I am constrenyt tvjiyte.

Ibid. 5. 47.
It occurs in an ancient work which ought un. 

doubtedly to be viewed as S.
——Men says sertayne, 

That wosoj&'tes, or turoes ogayne, 
He bygins all the melle.

Ywaine and Gawin, Ritson's Met. Rom. ver. 504. 
She sat, and she grat, and shejkt, and she flang, 

Song, ROM'S Helenorcy p. 133* 
Hence, Jlyting free.

" I'mJtyting free with Mm ;" S. Prav. " I am 
so far out of the reach of your tongue, that if you 
should scold, you have nothing to say to me." 
Kelly, p. 219. If I mistake not, I have heard it 
used as signifying, that one feels himself under so 
little restraint with another, that be takes the li 
berty of scolding him.

A. §.Jtit-an, contendere, rixari, to contend, to 
strive, to brawle; Chaucer,flite and fight, proincre- 
pare ; Sornner. A\vm.Jlizz-an, contendere ; Su.G. 

Jilt-as, altercari3t/Jfr lis, contentio, Germ.JIeess, id. 
From the Alem. v. the devil was denominated uuider- 

fiiez, adversarius, literally, one vrhoJKtes against 
another, as perhaps corresponding to his character 
of the accuser. Wachter derives it, but without suf 
ficient ground, from Lat. lis, contention. 
2. To pray in the language of complaint, or re 

monstrance. It is used in this singular sense 
by Blind Harry.

Bot for his men gret murnyng can he ma; 
Fiayt by him self to the Makar off buffe, 
Quhy he sufferyt he suld sic paynys pruff.

Wallace, v. 229. MS.
E. flout, Mr Tooke has observed, is the part, 

past of this 0., used as a noun. 
FLYTE, FLYT, s. A severe reprehension, continu* 

ed for some time, S. There seems to be no IL, 
word that can properly express the sense. 

. It occurs in Ywaine and Gawin. 
Na, mar moves me thijtyt
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Than it war a flies byt.

Ritsotfs Metr. Rom. i. 5. 
FLYTER, s. One who is given to scolding, S.

6 ' The Lord was not a,flyter, a chyder, an vp- 
braider, a cryer," &c. Rollocke on the Passion, 
p. 500. 
FLITTING, s. i. The act of scolding, S.

44 Much fouljlyting was among them." Baillie's 
Lett. i. 51.
2. A name given to a singular species of poetry 

for which our countrymen seem to have had a 
peculiar predilection.

Fumart, cum forth, and face my Flyting, 
Warse than a warlo in thy wryting.

Stewart, Evergreen, \. 120. V. TENCHIS, 
FLYTEPOCK, s. The double-chin, S. B.

Thus denominated because it is inflated, when one 
is in a rage, iromflyte, v. and pock, a bag, as if this 
were the receptacle of the ill humour thrown out in 
scolding. Choler, churl, synon. 
FLYTEWITE, FLYCHT-VYTE, s. A fine for conten 

tion, or for verbal abuse.
u Flycht-vyt is liberty to hald courts, and take up 

the vnlawpro melletis. Because flycht is called Jlyt- 
ing) in French melle, quhilk sometimes is conjoyned 
with hand straikes." Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Melle- 
turn.

This definition is inaccurate in different respects. 
Skene limits the term to the right of holding a court 
of this designation. Spelman more justly defines it 
in its proper sense, as signifying, mulctam ob con- 
tentiones, rixas et jurgia impositam ; observing that 
both Skene and Cowel improperly extend it to strokes. 
V. Spelm. vo. Fletwite.

A. S.Jlit-wite, id. from JUt^ scandal, strife, and 
wite, a fine.
To FLO AN, FLO AN ON, v. a. To shew attachment 

or court regard, in an indiscreet way; a term 
generally, if not always, applied to women, 
who by the lightness of their carriage, or by a 
foolish fondness and familiarity, endeavour to 
engage the affections of men, S. B. - 

And for yon giglet hussies i' the glen. 
That night and day axe fanning o' the men, 
Aye shakin fa's, and aft times o' their back, 
And just as light as ever the queen's plack; 
They well may had their tongues, I'm sure that they 
Had never ground the like on us to say.

Ross's Helenore, p. 18.
Isl. flon, stolidus, fa'tuus; flane, erroneus, flan- 

a, praeceps feror, as respecting one who hurries on 
headlong in any course, especially in one that bears 
the marks of folly. 
FJ.OBBAGE, .f.

Than sicjlobbage sche layis fra hir 
About the wallis.——

Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 88. 
This seems to signify phlegm, {{.flabby or flaccid 

stuff from the throat; alHcd perhaps to E. flabby, 
which Seren. derives from ^w.flabb, bucca, labi- 
um pendulum.
FLOCHT, FLOUGHT, s. i. Perhaps, flight; t?« 

Jloclt, on the wing, ready to depart.
O sueit habit a and likand bed, quad sche;

FLO
Sa lang as God list suffir and destanye, 
Ressaue my blude, and this saule that onjloclit is, 
And me delyuer from thyr heuy thochtis.

Doug. Virgil, 123. 4.
This signification, however, is doubtful, not mere 

ly from the common use of the phrase, but especially 
from the sense of the last line.
2. Perturbation, state of being fluttered ; anxiety, 

S. B.
In the meyne sessoun Venus al onjlocht, 
Amyd hir breist reuoiuand mony ane thocht, 
Spak to Neptune with sic pietuous regrate. 

Doug. Virgil, 154. 7. Exercita curis, Virg. 
Feir pat my hairt in sic ^flocht^ 

It did me mutch mi chief.
BureVs Pilg. Watsotfs Coll. ii. 47. 

" These horrible designs breaking out, all the city 
was in a fought." Baillie's Lett. i. 331.

Elsewhere he uses a-flight and in a flight as synon. 
\ ** We are all a-flight for this great meeting." 

Ibid. p. 361.
" All thir things puts us in a flight." Ibid. p. 70.

3. Fluctuation, constant variation.
Full oft I muse, and hes in thocht, 
How this fals warld is ay onjlocht, 
Quhair nothing ferme is nor degest.

Dunbar, Banna&yne Poems, p. 58. st. 1. 
Alem. flught, Belg. vlught, flight; or A. S./o- 

gett-an, fluctuare. V. FLIGHT.
Rudd. renders this word " fear, terror," as well 

as anxiety. I have observed no proof of the former 
sense. Sibb., adopting this signification, derives it 
from Fleg, terrify.
FLOCHTRY, FLOUGHTROUS, adj. Fluttered, hurri 

ed and confused in speaking or acting, S. B. 
Sleep crap upon her sick and weary heart: 
That of her sorrow steal'd away a part. 
Butfoughtrous dreams strove what they could

to spill 
The bliss that sleep was making, to her ill.

Ross's Helenore, p. 59*» 
Herflouchtrous .heart near brast wi' teen. 

Jamieson's Popular Ball. L 241. ,V. FLOCHT. 
To FLODDER, PLOTTER, v. a. i. To overflow.' 

The dolly dikis war al donk and wate, 
The low vsdisjtodderit all wyth spate.

Doug. Virgil, 201. 2.
2. To blur, or disfigure in consequence of weep 

ing. It contains an allusion to the marks left 
on the banks of a river by an inundation; 
synon. bluther.

"Wepand he went, for wo men mycht haue sene 
With grete terisjVodderit his face and ene.

Doug. Virgil, 363. 16. 
———Pallas lyfeles corps was lyand dede; 
Quham anciant Acetes thare did kepe, 
^Nithjlottrit berde of toris all bewepe.

Ibid. 360. 33. Flotterand teris, 461. 32. 
This seems a frequentative from Dan.Jlyd-er, to 

flow, to flow down, Su.G.j?0f/-0, to inundate., to 
overflow. V. FLUDDER, s. 
FLOIP. V. FLUP.
FLOYT, s. Apparently, a flatterer or deceiver. 

Thy ragged roundels, raveaad Royt,



FLO
Some sljort, some lang, some out of lyne, 
With scabrous colours, fulsome Floyf, 
Proceedand from a pynt of wine ; 
—Yet, fool, thou thought no shame to write 'm. 

Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 2. 
Teut. fluyte, fallacium, mendacium blandum; 

fluyt-en, mentiri, blande dicere; Kilian. This term, 
indeed, seems nearly allied to some of the words 
mentioned under Fleich^ q. v.
FLOOK, FLEUK, s. 1. A generic name for vari 

ous kinds of flat fish, S.
2. Most generally used to denote the common 

flounder, S.
Sir R. Sibbald enumerates the Gunner Flook^ 

Pleuronectes maximus, orturbot; the TurbotFlook^ 
pleuronectes hyppoglossus, or halibut; the Bonnet 

' Flook) pleuronectes rhombus,' or the peart; the 
Mayock Flook, pleuronectes flesus, or common 
flounder ; the Reb Flook^ pteuroaectes limanda, or 
dab; the Cratg Flook^ supposed to be the Smear 
Dab ; the Rannok Flook, and the Sole Flook^ pleu 
ronectes solea. Hist. Fife, p. 119. 120. V. Note. 
In his Scot, he writes Fleuk^ p. 24.

A. S.^oc, passer ; either a flounder, or plaice. 
FLOOK-MOW'D, adj. Having a crooked mouth, S. B.
FLOCKED, adj. Barbed ; or perhaps, feathered.

u Death indeed is fearfull, armed with waues and 
snares : We in our weaknesse make it also fearfull^ 
painting it with bare bones, with a skul girning with 
its teeth, and with its sting, like bflooked dart, for 
to pierce throw the heart of men." Z. Boyd's Last 
Battell, i. p. 14.

If it signify barbed^ it may be allied to ^.flook of 
an anchor, a term the origin of which is quite obscure: 
if feathered^ from Teut. vluggh-en, plumare, Germ. 
fluck seyn, to be fledged. The first sense is preferable. 
FLORENTINE, s. A kind of pie; properly 

f meat baked in a plate with a cover of,paste, S.
The name has probably been introduced by some 

foreign cook, from the city of Florence. 
FLOR1E, adj. Empty, vain, volatile, S. A

floriefool, an empty fellow; ajlorie creature, &c.
u Flory, (corrupted from flowery), showey, vain." 

Sir J. Sinclair's Observ. p. 102,
Teut.//on?, homo futilis et nihili; Kilian.. 

FLOSS, s. The leaves of reed Canary grass, Pha-
laris arundinacea, Linn.; of which bands are
made for threading cames, Orkn.
Perhaps from Isl.^oe, a moss ; as this plant grows 

on,, the banks of rivers, and in marshy places. In 
some parts of Sweden it is called/tec£. V. FJLOW-MOSS, 
FLOT, s.. The scum of a pot of brath when it

is boiling, S.
Isl.^o/, fat; flod, liquamen pingue, quod dum co- 

qjiuntur pinguia, effluit et enatat; G. Andr. p. 74. 
Su.G.^o^, anc.^^, is also used in the same sease 
with our word ; adeps, proprie ille, qui juri super- 
natat; Hire. Some derive the Goth, word from 

flut-a, to swim. A. S. flot-smere, ollae pinguedo 
supernatans. 
FLOT-WHEY, s. Those parts of the curd, left in

whey, which, when it is boiled; float on the top ;
Clydes» Fketings, Ang.

FLO
u Thai maid grit cheir of——-flot quhaye " 

Compl. S. p. 66. V. QUHAYE.
These terms have an evident affinity to Isl flqute^ 

lac coagulatum, et postea agitatum, ut rarescat, ac 
flatibus intumescat; G. Andr. p. 72.
FLOTE,* A fleet.

" King Ewin to meit thir attemptatis assemblit ane 
flote of schippis." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 23. a. 

-He had na ner socouris
Then the Kingis flote.-

Barbbur, iii. 601. MS. 
A. S.Jlota, Su.G. Ital./o«a, Belg. vlote, Fr. 

flotte ; from A. S.fleot-an^ to rise or swim on the 
waves; Su.G.^tf-a, Belg. vlott-en, natare. 
FLOTHIS, s. pi. Floods, streams.

The men off But befor thair Lord thai stud, 
Defendant him, quhen> fell stremys off blud 
All thaim about \i\J3athif quiiair fhai yeid.

Wallace^ x. 251. ms..-- 
Alem. flout, a stream, a river. V. FLOUSS.. 

To PLOTTER. V. FLODDER.
FLOTTRYT,/»^.

———— Sum fled to the north ; 
vii thousand large at anys flottryt in Forth y 
Plungy t the depe, and drownd with out mercy. 

Wallace, vii. 1209- MS.
This may be merely flodder ,flotter, used in a neut. 

sense, q. floated. It seems, however, to denote the 
noise made by a person splashing in the water, when 
trying to save himself from drowning. If from A. S. 

floter-an, to flutter, the idea is transferred from the 
action of wings in the air to that of the hands and 
arms in water.
FLOUGHT, s. Flutter. V. FLOCHT. 
FLOUR, s. The meal of wheat ; the term meal 

being appropriated to the flower of pats, bear 
and pease, S. Hencer

FLOUR-BREAD^ s. Wheaten bread, S.
u It was happy for the poor, that flour that year, 

was cheap, for the poorer sort did at that time, 
[1782] use flour-bread, otherwise they would have 
been. in danger of perishing." P. Methlick, Aberd.: 
Statist. Ace. iv. 322.
ELOURE JONETT,. s. According to Mr Ellis,. 

probably, \hefleur de genet, Lat. genista, broom. 
The plumy s eke like to theftourejoriettis.

King's Quair, ii. st. 28. 
FLOURIS, s. pi. Prime of life.

How euer it was, intill.his^oMm 
He did of Deith s,uffer the schouris.

Lyndsaifs Warkh, 1592. p. 80.. 
i. e. while he was flourishing. 

FLOURISH, s. Blossom, S, V. FLEURISE. 
FLOUSS,- s. A,flood, OK stream.

The bataill thar sa feloune was, 
And swa rycht gret spilling of blud, 
That OB the erd \htfloussis stud.

Barbour^ xiii. 20. MS. 
In Pink. edit, erroneouly sloussis. In edit. 1^20y.

While on the erd the streames yeode. 
TeuLjluyse, aquagium, aqueductuSj^^-ew, Su 

cre, meare cum impetu. Germ, fluss is used in
sense nearly allied to that of Significant.
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humorem flucntem, sanguinem ant pituitam; 
profluvio; Wachter. He adds, that it also denotes 
water in a state of motion, or a river; but ima 
gines that this sense is not of great antiquity. Alem. 

Jluse^ fluxus. Wachter derives the Germ, term from 
Jliess-en, to flow. This word is evidently akin to 
Flothis, q. v.
FLOW, s. (pron. as JL.bow). A jot, a particle, a 

small portion of any thing, S. B.^yiV», hate, stam, 
synon. A. S.^/&, a fragment, a crumb. 

FLOW, FLO WE, FLOW-MOSS, s. i. A watery 
moss, a morass, S.
" He (Delabatie) being a stranger, and knew not 

the gate, ran his horse into a Flow-Moss, where he 
could not get out till his enemies came upon him, and 
there murdered him, and cutted off his head, and 
took it with them." Pitscottie, p. 130.

46 There are other extensive mosses in this district, 
^~»«xmry called./fozpej, which it is not probable ever 
will, or ever can be, converted into arable lands. 
Some of these^o^e* are found to be 20, 25, or 30 feet 
deep, and that the water has little or no descent." 
P. Carnwath, Lanarks. Statist. Ace. x. 328. 329.

66 In this inuir there is a small piece of water called 
the Flow, which also gives its name to a good part 
of the marshy grounds, lying to the south and west 
of it." P. Fala, Loth. Statist. Ace. x. 601.

" In many of these morasses, orjlows, as they are 
called, when the surface is bored, the water issues 
out like a torrent with great force." P. Halkirk, 
Caithn. Statist. Ace. xix. 20.
2. The texmjlow is applied to a low-lying piece 

of watery land, rough and benty, which has not 
been broken up, Loth. Tweedd. It is distin 
guished from a moss. Sportsmen generally ex 
pect to find grouse in such a place» 
\$\.Jloe is used precisely in the first sense. Loca 

palustria, vel stagnantes aquae; Oh Lex. Run. 
Fluentum, palustria, a Jloe^ fluo; G. Andr. Isl. 

flo) Su.G.^, palus. G. Andr. also renders flaa^ 
palus; palustris terrae locus, p. 71. 74. Su.G.^o/- 
mosa is synon. Locus palustris, ubi terra aquae sub- 
tus stagnante supernatat; Ihre. V. FLAWPEAT. 
FLOW AND, adj. Inconstant, changeable.

" He counsallit thaym neuir to make ane lord of 
the His; for the pepyll thairof ar &yj?owand\n thair 
inyndis, and sone brocht to rebellyoun aganis the 
kyng." Bel lend. Cron. B. xiv. c. 17. Eaque in. 
colarum mobilitas ingeniornm; Boeih.

From E.jfoa?, Belg. vloey^en, used nretaph.; or 
perhaps vlug, fickle, volatile. 
FLUD, FI.UDE, s* l. An inundation, S. 

This chapiter tellis, that a/wde 
Nere the cyte owyryhude.

Wyntown, iv. 14. Rubr. 
2. Flux of tide, S.

For Swlway was at thare passyng 
All eh, that thai fand than onjSud.

Wyntowri) ix. 3. 47. 
FLUDMARK, s. Watermark, S. 
To FLUDDER, FLUTHER, v. n. To exhibit the 

appearance of great regard to any one, to cajole. 
And quhan that my delate is upon uther, 
Than many folk wil cum, and with me Judder;

FLU
And sum wil tel il taiies of the Queene, 
The quhitk be hir war neyir hard nor sene. 
And that I do thay say al weil is done. 
Thus fals clatterars puts me out of tone.

Priests of Peblis, Pink. S. P. R. i. 34. 
Mr Pink, has misapprehended the sense, in render 

ing this/ro//c. It is evidently synon. with Flether, 
and respects the base means employed by flatterers ; 
as allied to Isl.^adra, adulari, Su.G.j?oecfer, inep- 
tiae, also, a guileful person, a deceiver. 
To FLUDDER, pron. Flutter, <v. n. To be 

in a great bustle; a fluiherin creature^ a bust 
ling and confused person, S. 
This perhaps is radically the same with T&. flutter^ 

Sw.^acWra, id. Be\§. fodder-en to flap. 
FLUDDER, FLUTHER, s. Hurry, bustle,, pother, S. 
FLUDDER, (pron. Flutter,} s. When a river 

swells in some degree, so as to become discolour 
ed, it is said, There i* afluther in the waiter, S. B. 
This denotes a slighter change than what takes 
place in a spate.
Evidently formed from A. S.Jlod, Belg. vlaed, or 

S.J0W/, a flood. V. FLODDER. 
FLUFF'D,/»arf./»0. "Disappointed," Gl. Shirr. 

Teut. Jlauwe) fractus animo, flawv-en, deficere, 
concidere animo ? Dan. for-bfaff-crt to stun, 
to perplex. 

FLUM, s. " Flattery;" Sir J. Sinclair's Observ.
p. 120. V. BLEFLUM.

FLUM, s. Flood, river; metaph. used, as Rudd. 
observes, like flumen ingenii, Cic. q. a speat 
of language. 
Doug. describes Virgil, as

—————Of eloquence the flude, 
Maist cheif, profound and copious plenitude, 
Surss capitall in vene poetical!, 
Souerane fontane, zndjlum imperial 1.

Virgil^ 482. 16.
fLUNKIE, s . A servant in liverj; a term now 

used rather contemptuously, S.
Sojlunky braw, when drest in maister's claise, 
Struts to Auld Reekie's cross on sunny days.— 

Fergusson's Poems , ii. 76. 
Our Laird gets in his racked rents, 
His coals, his kain, and a' his stents: 
He rises when he likes himsel; 
His flunkies answer at the bell.

Burns) iii. 3.
Tr.JIantpuer; u to be at one's elbow for a helpe at 

need;" Cotgr. Perhaps rather allied to A. S. vlonce, 
pomp; also, pride; or Su.G.^mfc, clever, dextrous. 
JSnJKnk gtttfrce, a brisk lad, q. one fit to serve with 
alertness.
FLUP, s. One who is both aukward in his ap 

pearance, and foolish, Ang. Clydes. Fliep^ 
Aberd. Flaip, Perths. A laidlyjbip, an aukward 
booby, Ang. It seems also to imply the idea 
of inactivity.
Su.G. Jleper, homo ignavus, mollis, Ihre; mea- 

cock, milksop; Jkpig^ pusillanimous, cowardly; 
Wideg. Isl. fleipr-a^ ineptire, futilia Ioqui,j?£2pr0, 
effutiae, futiles conjecturae eventuum; G. Andr. 
p. 73» stoliditas; Verel. Sw.,/fepery, id.
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FLURJOOM,

IH-slmyen, watu&riyen, jopt clefo
A myting for flyting, the Fivrdarn maist Jyjt<e, 

ii, ncabbit, ilWacjit jm0sen,tyke.
, ii. 7,3. st 31. 

Jyte.
Edinburgh edit. 15Q8. N.ot 

FLURISFEVER, j. The scarlet fever, S. B. 
denominated from the ruddiness of the skin ; 
Fr.jfewviir, £o blooffi; #s teinf 
complexip*!. If. F&£iws. 

FLURISH, FLOURISH, s. Blossom on trees, S. 
fkejiyris&es and fragrant flow res, 
Thrpugji Phoebus fostring heit, 
Refresht with dew and silver showtres, 
Casts up an odor sweit. 
The clogged bussie humming beis — 
On fl o wers and /.qufisbes of treis, 
Collects their liquor browne.

A. Hume, Chron. S. P. iii. 388. 
FLUSCH, J. I- A run of water.

The dolly dtkis war al donk and wate?— r- 
The plane stretis and euery hie way 
Full ofJkkSGtes) dubbis, my re and clay.

jD0M£. Rrg-tf, «01, 4.
Rudd. seeji\£ tOiTendef .thi6j>oo/^, be cause cpn join 

ed with dubbis. But, when a mixture of snow and 
water remains en the ground, after a thaw has com. 
menced, it is still s^id, S. There is ajitivh on the 
ground. It is alsp sometimes used to denote the 
OTer flow ing of a .ri^er.
2. Abundance; «a terrn generally applied to some 

thing liquid.
Germ.JlusS) aqua vel humor fluens ; actus fluendi; 

Wackier. Sw.Jluse, id. originally the same with 
Flouss, q. v.
To FLUSTER, v. n. To be in a state of -bustle,

to do any thing confusedly from burry, S. 
Tent. vlughS) Jlw^hs^ quick; Lat. vetox ; Germ. 

/lugs, Su.G. j^woe, vc^ociter; Isl. Jlose, praeceps, 
praecipitaus, zjias praecipitantia. 
FLUSTER, j. Hurry, bustle, confusion proceed 

ing from hurry, S.
FLUTCH, s. An inactive person; as, a la%y 

flutch. Loth. Tei^t. fiauw^ languidus,^//w-^« 
languidium et remissum esse. Hence, 

FLUTCHY, adj. Inactive, Loth. 
FLUTHER. V. FLODDER, FLUDDER. 
FOAL, s. A bannock or cake, any soft and thick

bread, Orkn. 
FOCHE, s. A pretence.

In this case to speik ony mair, 
At this tyme is not necessair : 
Thair friuole/odtes to repeit, 
That this new ordour wald debait,

Dial 1. Clerk and Courteour, p. 26. 
Perhaps allied to Su.G. puts-a, decipere; puts^ a 

fetch, techna ; Seren. V. FOTCH, 2. 
FODE, FOODE, Fwr>E, s. Brood, Offspring. 

— For I warned hym to wyve 
My doghter, fayrest/ocfe oly?e 
Tharfor es he wonder wrath. 

Ywaine and Gawin^ Ritson's Metr. Rom. i. 95.

FOG
That this is tt& tr\ie meaning appears jfrom a 

«age in ^n Q. £. poem.
With feem w^is Athulf t^ie ^e, 
^Ii child, ipy oune jfacfe. 

Gfstf, K. ftorn, Rftson'a Afotr. Rom.ii. 147. 
Thi^ is probably the signific^tioji ;n that passage, 

in which Mr Macphersoii views it u as an up official 
title of dignity."

—Saxon and the $cottis biude 
Togyddyr is in ytion frely Fwde, 
Dame Maid, oure Qw.ene, ai\d our 
Now weddyd wyth oure'Kyng JJ

Wyntown^ Tiu 4. 
Sibb. understands the term, as signifying perhaps 

" leader, chieftain ; M adding that " foode occurs in 
the prophetic legend of Thqma^ the Rhymer, st. 2$. 
36.—where,—it has been rashly and unnecessarily 
akered to brude." But although such alterations are 
inexcusable, in .this instance the sense is retained. 

On ilka syde sail sorow be sein, 
Befouled is monie doughty brude.

With him cummis monye ferlie brude 
To wirk the Scotti* grit hurt and peyne.

Ghron. S. P. ill. p. 132. 133. 
Riftson renders it, ^freely fed, gently nurtured, well- 

bred," from A..S.foed-<tn, to feed. This sense has 
been adopted, Edin. Rev. Oct. 1803, p. 203. where 
freely fo$e is rendered " well nurtured." But it i» 
radically the same with Su.G. affaeda, brood, off. 
4sprin§; from Su.G. foed-a, gignere, which Jhfe de 
rives from Isl./ud. V. FUD. 
FODGEL, adj. Fat, squat and ptymp, &. O.

My mither can card and spin, 
And I am a fine/o<fee/ lass, 

And the siller comes linkin in.
Ritson's S. Songs, i. 242. 

If in your bounds ye chance to Jight 7 
Upon a firie,.fat,/0d#e/ wight, 
O' stature short, but genius bright,

That's he, mark weel—
<Qn-Capt. Grose's Peregrinations, Burns, iii. 347. 
Teut. voedsel, alimentum, cibus, from vocd-en, 

Su.G./oerf-«, alere; q. welUfed. V. FUDGIE. 
FOG, FOUGE, /. Tbe generic name for moss in S» 

Gryt court hors puts me fra the<staw, 
To fang the/og, be fir the and fald.

Dunbar, Matt land P#ews, p. 11^. 
— <€ Their houses were the most miserable ho» 

vels, built with stone and turf, without mortar, and 
stopped with fog, or straw, to keep the wind from 
blowing in upon them.'1 P. Tungland, Kirkcudb. 
Statist. Ace. ix. 32fi.

" A rowing stane gathers nae fog /*' Ramsay's 
S. Prov. p. 15.

u Be sixteen myle of sea to this ile towards the 
west, lyes ane ile callit Suilskerray, ane myle lang, 
without grasse or hedder, with highe black craigs, 
and black fouge thereupon part of them.'9 MOIV- 
roe*s lies, p. 47.

Dan. fug, fuug, SW./WM^, down, mossiness.
To FOG, v. n. To become'covered with moss, S*

u I have—observed, that about this town [Pee 
bles], both fruit and forest-trees have a smoother 
skin than elsewhere, and are seldom seen, either to» 
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fog or be bark-bound, the soil is so clean and good, 
and supplied with the scent of water sufficiently." 
Pennecuik's Tweeddale, p. 31. Hence, 
FOGGIT, adj. Properly, supplied with moss, in 

allusion to the nest of a field mouse, &c. but 
metaph. supplied in any respect; weel-foggit, 
well-furnished, S.

For noucht but a house.wife was wantin, 
To plenish his weel-foggit byke.

Jamiesorfs Popular Ball. i. 293. 
It also denotes wealth in general, S. 

— She'd may be frae her test'ment score ye; 
And better ye were mir'd or bogget, 
In case auld lucky be wellfogget.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 332. 
FOGGIE, adj. Dull, lumpish.

" For this cause flee the foggie lithernesse of the 
flesh.—Put to the spure to this dull jadde of my fog" 
gie flesh, that I may make more haste in my jour 
ney." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 954. 1100. 
To FOG, v*a. To eat heartily, S. B.

Metaph. from corn being wettfoggit, i. e. having 
abundance of grass mixed with the straw, so as to 
render it fitter for pasture; or rather, as the term 
seems to be primarily applied to cattle, from the cir 
cumstance of their being filled with fog, foggage, 
or aftergrass.
FOGGIE^ s. A term used to denote an invalid, 

or garrison soldier, S.
Su.G.fogde, formerly, one who had the charge .of 

a garrison ; but now much declined in its meaning, as 
being applied to stewards, beadles, &c. Belg. voogd, a 
guardian, a tutor; stad-voogd, a mayor. Teut voght. 
Perhaps our term originally signified the governor of 
a garrison ; and like the Sw. word sunk in its signi 
fication.
FOY, s. 1. An entertainment given to a friend 

who is about to leave any particular place of 
residence, or go to another country. Those, 
who are attached to him, meet to drink hisfoy^ S. 

Sailors lives are, my boy, 
Full of pleasure and joy.— 
Ere we sail there our/oy.

Morison*s Poems9 p. 178.
Foi is used in Kent, as denoting " a treat at 

going abroad or coming home;" Gl. Grose. 
2. Used -metaph., as equivalent to wishing one a 

good journey in an ironical sense. 
I hope we now may drink afoy 
To frogs, wha did our trade destroy.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 105. 
Belg. defooi geeoen, coenam profectitiam dare ; 

Skinner. Sw. drtckafoi, id. Seren,; perhaps origi- 
taally from Tent, foey^ foedus; as this entertainment 
is meant as a seal of friendship, and it was custom. 
ary, among ancient nations, to confirm the cove, 
wants into which they had entered, by eating and 
drinking together.
tOYNYIE, FUNYIE, s. That species of pole- 

cat, called the wood^martin, or beech-martin, S 
There sawe I———
The bugill draware by his hornis grete, 
"The martrik sable, ihefoyni/ec, and mony mo.

King's ftz/atr, v. 6.

F O L
" Na man sail weir claithis of silk, na furringls 
Fr./oitt'we, id. Tent./ozeywe, mustela foenaria. 

FOIR GRANDSYR.
of Mertrickis, Funyeis Purray." Acts Ja. I. 1420. 
c. 133. Edit. 1566. c. 119. Murray.

Myfoir grandsyr^ hecht Fyn Mackowll, 
— He gatt my gud-syr Gog Magog.

Bannatyne Poems^ p. 174. st. 4. 
From the connexion, it is plain that this signifies 

great-grandfather. Fair, before, is prefixed, which 
is often used in reckoning generations, as /ore- 
eldriS) forefathers.
FOISON, FUSIOUN, s. 1. Abundance, plenty. 

The lave, that ran with ont the toun, 
Sesyt to thaim in to gretfuswun. 
Men, and armyng, and marchandiss.

Barb our, ix. 439. MS.
This sense is common in O. E. Fr.foison, id. men. 

tioned by Johnson as an A. S. word, undoubtedly 
by mistake. Menage derives it from Lat. fusio^ as 
maison from mansio. Poison, plenty, Essex, Sussex. 
2. Pith> ability; used to express both the sap 

of a tree, and bodily strength, S. 
My thread of life is now worn very sma*, 
Just at the nick of bracking into twa; 
What fusion's in it I sail freely ware, 
As lang's as I can, in seeking out my dear.

Ross's Helenore, p. 4^ 
Thus it is used by R. Brunne. 

It were than grete ferly how, 
That tho stones that thou of sais, 
Ere so heuy and of suilk pais, 
That non has force uefosoun, 
To remoue tfaam vp ne doun.

App. to Pref. cxci.
Foison^ the juice of grass, &c. South of E. 
A. Bor. feausan, taste or moisture, is evidently 

the same word, used obliquely, 
FOISONLESS, adj. Without strength or sap, S.

" Fair folk is ay jfisonless;" S. Pro?. K«lly, 
p. 104. This has originated from the idea gene 
rally prevalent, that those who are fair are less strong 
and vigorous than such as have a dark complexion» 
FOLD, s. Earth, ground, the dry land. 

Thus thai faught upone fold, with ane fel fair.
Gttwan and Got. ii. 91.

— I sail boidword, but abaid, bring to you heir^ 
Gif he be frick on the fold, your freynd, or your 

fay. Ibid. i. 5. 
For/nc&, in edit. 1508. it is/reiJt.

Wallace and he furth foundyt our the fold.
Wallace, xi. 640. MS.

A. S./o&fe, id. terra, tell us, humus. Folde waes 
tha gyt graes ungrene ; Terra nondum erat grami- 
nosa; Grenefold^ terra gramine tecta; Somner. Isl. 
folld, terra.
'FOLY, adj. « Belonging to fools,' 1 Rudd. 

And now that secund Paris, of ane accord 
With his vnworthy sort, skant half men bene, 
Aboue his hede and halffettis wele besene 
Set like ane myter thefoly Troy ane hatt.

Doug. Virgil,. 107. 2£.
I have observed it in two other places, 158. 23. 

299. 38. and still with the same , application. In 
the first of these, the foil/ hat merel;p$ignifies the



FON
fool's cap. That, with our ancestors, this was a fa- 
vourite mode of emblematically representing various 
characters, appears from one of Lyndsay's Inter- 
ludes, S. P. R. ii. 92, &c. To some such custom 
these modern verses seem to allude :

When caps among a crowd are thrown, 
What fits you best take for your own. 

Either from Fr./o/, foolish; or Su,G.Jiallig, id. 
fromjioll, anc./o/, fatuus. 
FOLIFUL, adj. Foolish, q.fuj/ of folly.

" Foliful affectionis vil be ther auen confusione 
quhen God pleysis." Compl. S. p. 195* 
FON, FONE, s. pi. Foes.

He felt himselfe happynyt amyd his fon.
Doug. Virgil, 51. 43. Fone, 387. 39. 

— Turnyt is my strength in fobilnesse, 
My wele in wo, my frendis all hi /one.

King's Quair, ii. 52. 
To FON, i>. n. To play the fool.

This was the practik of sum pilgramage, 
Quhen Fillokls into Fyfe began to fon; 
With Jok and Thome than tuik thai thair veiage. 
In Angus to the Feild Chapeil of Dron.

Lyndsay's Wvrkis, 1592, p. 75. 
« Orgif thay wald slay the Erie Bothwell, and 

spair the Quene, thay wer in holp scho sould mary 
Johne Hammiltoun the Dukis sone, quhome with 
merie luikis, and gentill countenance (as scho could 
wcill do) scho had enterit in the pastyme of the 
glaikis, and causit the rest of the Hammiltounis to 
fon for faumnes." Buchanan's Admon. to Trew 
Lordis, p. 19.

Fonne, id. Chaucer also, a fool. Tyrwhitt men. 
tions fonne as A. S. But I have observed no si. 
milar word in that language. It is the same with 
Su.G. Isl./00fte, fatuus; whence faan-a,faan-ast, 
fatue se gerere, Su.G./ckinig-, delirus, stuHus, Isl. 
fanytr homo nihili; Germ, fanz-en, nugas agere.

Perhaps this is the origin of E.fond, and also of 
fun sport.
To FONE, v. a. ** To fondle," Pinjt- 

Ane said, The fairest fallis me, 
Tak ye the laif and /one thame.

Peblis to the P%, St. 7.
Perhaps properly to toy, or play the fool with. V. 

preceding word.
To FONDE, FOUND, v. a. 1. To go*

How shal we fare, quod the freke, that fonden
to fight ? 

i. e. " Who go to battle."
Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 21. 

Fighting to fraist, Ifonded fro home.
Ibid. ii. 6.

—— The King in hy 
——— Him rewardyt worthely:— 

And syne our all the land gan found, 
Settand in pes all the countre.

Barbour, x. 256. MS 
2. To found ojfc to go from, to depart.

The worthy Scottis so felloun on thaim dang, 
At all was dede within a litill stound : 
Nane o^that place had power for to found.

Wallace, x. 32. MS. 
A. 8. fund-tan^ tendere. Thefande with his; qui

FOR
contra eum profectusest; Lye. This seems radically 
the same with IsL finn-ast, convenire in unum; 
whence fund, conventus. Ther kommo maanga i 
hans fund; Many came together to him ; Chron. 
Rhythm, ap. Ihre. Isl. far a a fund* to meet any one. 
FONERIT.

But quhan I fonerit had the syr of substance in
erde;—

Than with an e stew stert out the stoppel of my hals:
That he all stunneist of that stound, a£ of ane steil

wapin. Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 57.
Read seuerit^ as in edit. 1508.

FONNED, adj. Prepared; as, ill-finned, ill-
prepared, and vice versa, Ang. 

Perhaps from A. $. fund-tan, jfind-an, disponere; 
unless allied to Teut. vond, Su.G. fund, arts, wiles, 
whence ill-fundig, dolosus, call id us. 
FOOLYIE, s. Gold leaf, foil, S.

Belg./oeft, Fr.feuille.
FOOR-DAYS, FAIR FOOR DAYS. V. PURE- 

DAYS.
To FOOT, v. a. To kick, to strike with the 

fiot; a term used with respect to horses, Ang. ; 
<d footing horse, one that kicks, 3. 

FOR, an inseparable particle, which according to 
Mr Macpherson, " implies negation, excess, 
priority, or vitiation of the natural sense of 
the word to which it is prefixed." Gl. Wynt. 

But it ought to be observed, that the particle, im. 
plying priority, is properly/ore, corresponding to 
A. S./ore, $u«G.foer,foere, ane./or, Teut. veur, 
Belg. voor, all signifying, in composition, before. 
But/or, as denoting negation, excess, vitiation, and 
often as used intensively, is analogous to A. S./or, 
Su.G./oer, Teut. ver, which in these languages ad- 
mit of similar meanings. The distinction of ortho 
graphy, between the two particles, is rarely attend. 
ed to in our S. works. 
FOR, con/. Because.

Bot/or Schyre Willame de Bowne 
That Erie wes of Northamtown, 
Helde the castelle of Louchmabane,— 
He fand thare stalwart barganyng.

Wyntown, viii. 38. 189. 
A. S./or, Su.G.yber, propter. 

FOR, prep. Denoting quality, as, What for a
man is be ? what sort of a man is he ? 

Ihre gives an example of the same kind as to Su.G. 
/oer, which, he says, otiose ponitur post hwad. 
Hwadfoer en ar the ? quis vel qualis est ille ?

But the term can scarcely be viewed, as super, 
fluous. It may be rendered, " What is he for a 
man ?" resembling the Fr. idiom, Je le tiens pour 
homme de bien et d'honneur. Diet. Tre?. 
FOR, prep. Against,

—— Ane Macgullane, 
And ane othyr hat Makartane, 
With set a pase in till his way, 
Quhar him behowyt ned away.— 
Men callys that plase Innermallane: 
In all Irland straytar is nane. 
For Schyr Eduuard that kepyt thai; 
Thai thoucht he suld nocht tbar away.

Barbour, xir. 11& MS. 
- 312



FOR
A. S. for often has the sense of contra in cott- 

position, although there i* no evidence of its being 
thus used by itself.
FOR AT, adv. Forward, S. ; corr. from the E. 

word.
— Forat cam* the bloomin maid, 

Nor stern, nor yet affrighten'd,
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems^ i. 139. 

FORAI V£RT, part. pa. Much fatigued, S. B. 
Fortaivert is used in the same sense, of which 
this may be a corr. 

FORBEAR. V. FOREBEAR. 
FORBEtf, part. fa. In a state of great trepi 

dation or perturbation.
This has been expl. " baffled, 4. sore buffed, 

from Fr. buffe;" Gl. Sibb.
Thai off the ost, quhen nycht gan fall, 
Fra the assalt withdrew thaim alt, 
Woundyt, and wery, and forbeft, 
With mad cher the assalt thai left.

Barbour, xvii. 793, MS.
A. S./07*. Su.G./oer, and A. S. beof+ian, SuXJ. 

baefw-a, Isl. bif-ast^ Befg. beev-en, trepidare.

I him for be ft as ane herd, and laithit him mekif.
Dunbar, Mainland Poems, p. 58. 

Read forfeit v'v& in edit. 1508, lothed, Belg. ter. 
leed.cn. V. Forkthte. Or per^ps frctol A. S. 
forlaet-cn, to forsake. 
FORBY,*np. 1. Past, beyond.

— Thai sped thaim fleand, qithill thai 
Forby thair buscheraent trar past.

Barbour, vi. 415. MS. 
The buschment by same deill were past.

Edit. 16*0. 
2. Besides, over and above.

" Forby thir thre erllis aftd lord foresaid thair 
was. xxx. knychtis and landit men all of ane sur 
name." Bel lend. Cron. B. xiii. c* 16. Praetor, 
Boeth. V. SA*.

Su.G.foerbi, Datt. /or*fti*c 3 by, pftst. Belg. ver- 
by, voorbfr past, beyond; literally, past before. 
Teut. veur-by, tratts, praetor, ultra.
FoRBT, FoREBYE, atfo. 1. Past, beyond. 

When he cam to his lady's bour door,
He Stude a little foredye; 

And tKfefe he heard A fou fattsc knight 
Tempting his gaye ladye.

Minstrelsy Border , li. 18. 
It is sometimes conjoined with the t. go.

For.tirit of my thoucht, and wo-begone, 
And to the wyndow gan I walk in hye, 

To see the warld and folk that wentforbye. 
KingsQuair, H. 11. 

Teut. veur-by+gaen 9 praeterire, tfansire. 
Forbt, O. E. is used as signifying " away, there 

from ;" Gl. Hearne.
Tille his partk gan cheue the bisshop Oliaere, 
He turned notforbi for leue ne for loth.

R. Brunne, p. 286. 
2. Besides, over and above, S. 

The otfcer burgissis/or% 
Wer cled in thair pontificall. 

BurtVs Entrant, Q. 1590. Watson's Coll. ii. 14.

P O R
Lang mayst thou teach—-—
What pleugh fits a wet soil, and wiflk «fce dry;
And mony a thousand useful t\RQg&forby.

Ramsay's Poeiksy H. 393.
FORBLED, part. pa. " Bleeding, sbeddmg 

blood," Rudd. But it signifies, overpowered 
from loss of blood.

Thou wery and forfodiin in that stede,— 
Aboue the hepe of dede corps otter ane 
Fell daun/0rWed, thare standing thyne allane. 

Doug. FttgiL 181. 38.
FORBODIN, ¥&RSov*M,part.pa. 1. Forbidden. 

" I shew unto you that all those canes wer /0r- 
boden gooddi», expreslie inhibite be the King of 
heauen." Bracers Eleven Sen». H. 3. a. 
2. Wicked, unlawful.

— The purpotire mantin an<i rich quent attyre,— 
Sum time array of Helene Quene of Arge, 
Quhilk from the realme of Mice with her sche

brocht, 
Quhen sche to Troy forbodfo Hymeneus socht

D&ng. Virgil, 53. 36.
A. S. forbioA-tvn, to forbid. Su:G. foer&iud-a, 

to debar from public worship. ' This differs in sense 
from b&nnfy foerbmnfy a» much as a papal inter, 
diet differs from excommunication. This use of the 
Sti.G. term, however, suggests the origin of the 9. 
pfttese teenthwM*! by Rttdd. c; a forbo&n fettow, 
an unhappy Wlow,*' ^. one lyln^ under an irttt-rdkt. 

Douglas uses the same term} apparently in & dff. 
ferent sense. Concerning Helenor it Is said that 
King Meonius

—— Him to Troy had send tfcat hinder yere, 
Vnkend in armour, forbodin for were, 
Deliuer he was with drawin sn erd in hand, 
And quhite targate rnsemely and euil farand.

Doug. Firgil, 296. 48. 
Vetitns armis. Virg.

This may seem literally translated. But I suspect 
that Douglas might use this expression, apparently 
&o harsh in translation, in the proper sense of thi 
Lat. part. q. unprepared, from for priyative, and 
bodin^ prepared.
FORBREIST, *. I. The forepart of a coat or 

garment.
Of saffroun hew betuix yallow and rede
Was his ryche man til, of qpUiani theforbreist

Ratlyng of brycht gold wyre wyth gyltyn
trappys, 

Of cordis fyne was buklyt wyth ane knot.
Doug. Virgtl^ 393. 9. 

2. Front or van of an army,
At theforbreift thai pro wit hardely,
Wallace and Grayme, Boid, Ramsay, and Lundy,
All in the stour fast fechtand face to face.

Wallac^ vii, 1188. MS.
A. S. forc-brvost) Teut. veur-borst, thorax; 

Hence the Word has been used metaph. 
FORCEAT, s. A slave, a galley-slave, Gl.

Sibb. Fr. forat, id. V. BEGGER-BOLTS. 
FORCY. V. FORSYE. 
FORCHASIT, part. pa. Overchased.

Radour ran hame, full fleyit and forchaist,



FOR
Him for to nyde crap in the dungeoun deip. 

King Hart) i. 33.
FOR-CRYIT,/>0r#. pa. Worn out with crying. 

Quhen he was tynt ; for-knokit and for-cryit, 
About he went, onto the tother syd.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 73. 
Belg. zich verkryt-en, to hurt one's self with 

crying. Tynt certainly ought to be tyrit. 
FORD,*. 1. Way.

Few men of fenss was left that place to kepe, 
Wemen and preistis wpon Wallace can wepe; 
For weill thai wend the flearis was thair lord, 
To tak him in thai maid thaim redy/0rrf, 
Leit doun^the bryg, kest wp the yettis wide. 
The fray it folk entrit and durst nocht byde. 

Wallace, IT. 482. MS.
The knycht Cambell, off Louchow was lord, 
At the north yett, and Ramsay maid thaim ford

Ibid. vtii. 751. MS.
Su.G. fort, id., via communis. Kiaeraer jsum- 

mae grannae, at annaer man haftr hufat g&tu oc 
fort a ; If any of the neighbours complain that ano 
ther has blocked up the way to his house; Skaane 
L. p. 11. ap, Ihre, vo. Fort. Gatu being conjoined 
with/or/a, it appears that the latter is synon. with 
our gate, a way. In the Laws of Jutland, fort is 
used in the same sense ; as also C. B. fford, Alem. 
furt. I lire thinks that/0r£ has a common origin 
wiihfaerde, Isl. for, iter. He also concludes, that 
this word is of the highest antiquity, from the use 
of Lat. angiportus, which he views as formed from 
MoesG. agguuSypTon. anguus, narrow, and fort a way. 
2. Used also metaph. for the means to attain an 

end ; or preparation for any work.
To leid the range on fute he maid him/on/. 
Wallace to God his conscience fyrst remord ; 
Syne comfort thaim with manly contenance. 

Wallace, iv. 589. MS. 
Quhen Wallace was agreit, and this Lord, 
,To rewll the rewm he maid him gudlyybrJ.

Ibid. viii. 1588. MS. 
FORDEIFIT, part. pa. Deafened.

Thair yelpis wilde my heiring Mfordet/it.
Police of Honour, i. 3. 

Teut. verdoov-en, to deafen. V. DEVE. 
FORDEL, /. i. The first place, the precedence. 

And eftir thayra elike furth in euin space, 
Pristis and Centaure straif for the first place : 

. And now has Pristis ihefordel, and syne in hye 
The big Centaure hir warris, and slippis by. 

Doug. Virgil, 132. 40.
The word in this sense exactly corresponds to 

Tent, veur-deel, primae partes, primas in aliqua 
fce locus, Kilian ; from veur before, and deel, part. 
2. The word is still used to denote progress, ad 

vancement. '* He makes little fwdel" he 
works, walks, &c. slowly, S. B. 
Teut. veur-deel, promotio, omne id, quod nos 

j u vat et promo vet ante alios ; hence it is used for 
profit, advantage, as Belg. voordeel. Su.G. foer- 
del, quod quis praecipua habet prae reliquis, et dein 
quodvis commodum. Ihre thinks that the term re» 
fers to the lots used by our Gothic ancestors for di 
viding inheritances. He to whom the best por-

FOR
had fallen by lot, was said to have the/or del*tion

FORDEL, adj. Prepared. Fordel work is work 
done before it be absolutely necessary ̂  Ang. 
For dais, used as a s. fi< stock previously prepar 

ed, or not yet spent," Buehan. Teut. veur-deelen, 
promovere.
FORDELYD, part. pa. Wasted, caused to 

perish.
——Suppos I fand be name 
Thame wryttyn all, ybit of the fame 
Of mony, and the dowchtynes, 
That lang tyme swa/orcfdfydwes, 
Mater nane I worthy fand.—

Wyntown, Cron. ii. 10. 2Q« 
A. S. fordilg-ian, delere, obruere; fordilgqde, 

delevit, from for intensive, and dilg-tan, id. 
Belg. verdelgh-en, id.
To FORDER, ^. a. To promote, to forward, S. 

further, E,
Su.G. fordr-a, Germ, forder~n, Belg. voorder- 

en, A. S. forthr-ian, id. The Su.G. word is from 
Su.G. Isl. /orrf-a, nutrire, sustentare. This Ihre 
derives fromfoer, ante, prae. 
FORDERSUM, adj. Forward, active^ expediti 

ous. S. B.
"They are eith hindered that are not f'order- 

Some ;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 72.
Germ 9 forders0m»t) without delay.. V. Siw. 

FORDYD,/>r<#. Ruined, destroyed ; from a tr. 
common in O. E.9 fordo, not as Johns, writes 
itforedo.
Barbour, giving an account of the Castle of For. 

far being taken by Philip the Foraster from the En 
glish, says that he

-——Yauld the castell to the King, 
That maid him rycht gud rewarding: 
And syne gert brek doun the wall, 
And fordyd well, and castell all.

Barbour, ix. 32$.
In edit. 1620, forded. In MS. the word seems 

rather sordyd. If this be the true reading, it must 
mean, defiled. Sordes is still used A herd, for filth. 

By the way it may be observed, that we have here 
a proof of the accuracy of Barbour. For, among 
the ruins of the castle, within the walls, the remains 
of a well, nicely built, were lately discovered. It 
would appear that the castle had never been rebuilt 
since that srme.

It is surprising that Mr H. Tooke should so far 
mistake the sense of fordo &s used by Chaucer in 
the following passage.

I se no more but that I am/orffo ,*
Myne herytage mote I nedes sell,
And ben a beggar, here may I no lenger dwell.

Frankl. T. F. 55. p. 2. col. 2. 
" Forth-done, i. e. done to go forth, or caused to 

go forth, i. e. out of doors.*' Divers. Purl. i. 49£. 
Nothing can be more evident than that this is the 
same with fordone, undone.

A. S. fordo-n,fordo-an, Belg. verdo»en, to waste. 
To FORDYN, ^. n. To make a great noise, to 

echo, to resound. Fordynnyt, overpowered 
with noise. 

Of greting, gouling, and wyfelie womenting



FOR FOR
The rums did resound, bray and rare ; 
Quhilk huge bewailing all fordynnyt the are. 

Doug. Vtrgil, 123. 35. 
The land alhale of Italy trymblit and qftok, 
And how cavernis or furnys of Ethna round 
Rummyssit and lowit, fordynnyt with the

sound. Ibid. 91. 11. 
For intensive, and A. S. dyn-an, Isl. dyn-a, 

Dan. dyn-er, Su.G. don-a, strepere. 
FORDOUERiT, FORDOWERIT, part. pa. 

" Wearied, over-toiled, over-waked," Rudd. 
The Rutulianis ouerset with slepe and wyne, 
Liggis soupit, fordouerit, drounkyn as swyne.

Doug. Virgil, 283. 38.
The word seems rather to signify, stupified; Teut. 

verdoor-en, synon. versott-en, infatuare; infatua. 
ri, stultescere; door, stultus, stolidus, socors, Ki- 
lian ; whence Belg. door, a fool. V. however, 
DOWERIT.
To FORDRIUE, v. a. To drive out of the right 

course.
Juno inflammit, musing on thir casis nyse, 
The quhile oure sey that salis the Troianis,
—Sche thame fordriuis, and causis oft go wyll 
Frawart Latyn.—•— Doug. Virgil, 14. 5. 

A. S. fordrif-an, ahripere, " to drive away," 
Somner. Sw. foerdrifw-ay id. Teut. verdryv-en, 
pellere de medio, profligare. 
FORDRUNKIN, fart. pa. Very drunk. 

Sowpit in slepe, his nek furth of the caif 
He str&VLcht, fordrunkin, liggiug in his dreme.

Doug. Virgil, 89. 42.
A. S. for-drenc-an, inebriare; Teut. ver-drink-. 

en, to waste by drinking.
FORDULLIT, part. pa. Made dull, greatly 
- confused.

My daisit heid,/orcfo## dissele, 
I raisit up half in ane lithargie.

Police of Honour, i. 26. 
Teut. verdwaa/-en, verdol-en, errare. 

FORD WARD, FORDWART, FORTHWART, s. A 
paction, an agreement.

Of Schir Gologras' grant blith wes the king; 
And thoght thefordward wes fair, freyndschip 

to fulfill. Gawan and Gal. iv. 26.
—————Tarchon kyng 

All reddy was to fulfyl his Hkyng,— 
And vp gan kny t thtrefordwartis and cunnand 
Of amyte and perpetual ally.

Doug. Virgil, 319. 16.
——Off a thing, I pray the, let me feill. 
For thi manheid this forthwart to me fest, 
Quhen that thow seis thow may no langer lest 
On this ilk place, quhilk I haiff tane to wer, 
At thow cum furth, and all othir forber.

Wallace, xi. 487. MS.
In edit. 1648, it is entirely cast out: 

For thy manhood this to me manifest.
In edit. 1758, although forthward is replaced, it 

is viewed as an adverb :
For thy manhood thus for thward to me fest.

A. S. for-word, pactum, foedus, " a bargain, a
league, a covenant, a 
Chaucer, forword^ id.

condition, an agreement. 
Teut. veur-warde. The

A. S. term seems comp. of for, and word, q. the 
word going before.. Kilian says of Teut. veur- 
waarde, q. veur-woord, which Rudd. adopts. Ki 
lian elsewhere observes that waerd\s an old term 
synon. with woord, verbum. Otherwise we might 
have viewed the Teut. term as formed from waerd- 
en cavere, curare, q. a precaution; especially as 
A. S. waere, and Germ, wer signify, both cautio, 
and pactio, foedus. 
FORDWARTE, adv. Forward.

" Theoistis cummysfordwarte arrayitin battell." 
Doug. Virgil, 274. Marg. 

Belg. voordwaerd ; id.
FORDWEBLIT, part. adj. Greatly enfeebled, 

S. B.
Her flouchtrous heart near brast wi* teen ; 
Her limbs fordweblit grew.

Jamieson's Pop. Ball. 1. 241. V. DWABLE. 
FORE. This, which seems to be properly a

prep, is sometimes used as a s. 
To ibe fore. 1. Still remaining or surviving, ac* 

cording to the application* Any thing is said 
to be to the fore, when not lost, worn out, or 
spent, as money, &c. The phrase is also used 
concerning a person, when it is meant that he 
is still alive, S. "In being, alive; unconsum- 
ed," Shirr. Gl.
—" If Christ had not been ta the fore, in our 

sad days, the waters had gone over our soul." Ruth» 
erford's Lett. P. I. ep. 193.

" He adds, ' He found the King's memory per» 
fectly fresh as to all things in Scotland; that he 
asked by name, how it was with Mr Douglas,— 
and haying asked how Mr Smith was, he said, laugh, 
ing, Is his broad sword to the fore ? I answered, I 
knew it was taken from him, when he was made a 
prisoner, but his Majesty might be persuaded Mr 
Smith would be proTided of one when his semce 
required it." Sharp's Lett. Wodrow's Hist. I. xxv. 
V. PUDDLE, v.
2. Money saved as a stock. He has something to 

the fore-, S., he has a little money saved. 
u He had a good estate, and well to the fore ; 

but being smitten by the ambition of his good-bro 
ther Dr Whiteford, tread his steps of rain lavish- 
ness and dilapidation of what he had, to seek what 
he did not deserve." Baillie's Lett. i. 126.

" It is true he had no great means to the^fore of 
his own at this time." Spalding's Troubles, I. 195.
3. Having the start of another, in whatever re 

spect, S.
" I am now two ta the fore with you, albeit I 

wrote none the last post." Baillie's Lett. ii. 221. 
FORE, s. Help, advantage, furtherance. A great 

fore^ a great help, S. B.
Su.G. foere denotes the easiness or convenience 

of a way, when it is rendered fit for travelling ; 
godt foere, viae commoditas ; from far-a, to fare. 
Foer, good, useful, convenient. Fora, which pri 
marily signifies carriage, also denotes any kind of 
wealth, commodity, or means; A. S. fore a vehi 
cle, also, access. 
FORE-ANENT, FORNENCE, FORNB^ FOR-



FOR
NENTIS, FORNENT, prep. Directly opposite to,
S. foment*
4 * They are to say, Clangregore, Clanfarlane.—

———Like way es a great number of wicked thieves, 
oppressoures, and peace breakers, and receipters of 
thieft, of the surnames of Armestranges, Ellotes,
—and utheris inhabiting the bordouris fore-anent 
England," Acts Ja. VI. 1594. c. 227.

u This watter of Sulway rynnis in the Ireland 
seis: and is the marche of Scotland fornence the 
west bourdoilris.——Fornens Esdail, on the tothir 
side lyis Eusdail." Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 5. In 
contrarturn littus, Boeth.

u He wes haldyn kyng of Britoms fornentis the 
Ireland seis." Bellend. Cron. B. yii. c. 11. 

My faithfull heart I send it heir, 
In signe of paper I present it; 
Wald [that] my body war foment it»

Evergreen, i. Ill» st. 8^
O. E. forn aghens, over against, seems to be ra 

dically the same. It indeed scarcely differs from 
fornens.

" But the Centuryon that stood forn aghens sigh 
that he so criynge hadde died and seide veryly this 
man was Goddis sone." Mark xv.

Jfore-nens has been derived from A. S. «-/ore- 
nean. But the word does not occur in this form. 
It is for-nean ; and this does not signify opposite 
to, but penes, prope, almost, near, nigh ; Somner. 
Fornens, &c. are evidently from A. S.foran before, 
and agen, ongean, opposite to, against. Foran 
vngean, ex adverso; Foran ongean Galileam ; over 
against Galilee ; Luke viii. 26. 
FOREBE^RIS, s. pi. Ancestors, forefathers, S. 

Sometimes corr.forbezrarzs ; synon. Foreldris. 
Thare is the first hill, yclepit Ida, 
Thare our forebearis in thare credillis lay.

Dwg. Virgil, 70. 48. 
This is the proper orthography.

His forbearis quha likis till wndirstand,
Of halelynage, and trew lyne of Scotland.——

Wallace, i. 21. MS.
" I exhort you to proceed in the renown and 

fame which ye and your forbeers have conquest 
in times past." Pitscottie, p. 32.

This word appears in no other language; but 
seems formed from A. S. fore, before, and ber-an, 
bear-an, to bring forth.
FORECASTEN, part. pa. Neglected, q. cast 

away.
" I tell you, Christ will make new work of old 

fore cast en Scotland, and gather the old broken 
boards of his tabernacle, and pin them, and nail 
them together." Rutherford's Lett. P. i. ep. 35.

Su.G. foerkast-a, abjicere, repudiate ; foerkas- 
tad, reprobatus, Apoc. xii. 10. Hire. 
FOREGAINST, FORGANE,/^. Opposite to. 

" There was 10,000 Irish thir two months lying 
on the coasts of Scotland fore gainst our country, 
keeping these in the west under Eglinton and Ar- 
£yle in suspense." Baillie's Lett. i. 205.

Wele fer from thens standis ane roche in the se, 
Forgone the fomy schore and coistis hie.

Doug. Virgil^ 131. 38.

FOR
And they Jorgane the schippis ay, 
As they sailit, they tooke their way.

Barbour, Edit. 1620/ p. 308. 
In Pink. edit. xvi. 555. 4forgat/n, q. T. 

FOREHANDIT, adj. Rash, precipitate, S. B. 
FORELDERIS, s. pi. Ancestors, 

Thretty agane thretty then 
In felny bolnyt of auld fed, 
As thare for-elderis ware slane to dede.

Wyntown, ix. 17. 6.
Su.G. foeraeldrar, Isl. forellri, majores ; from, 

foer, ante, and alder, A. S. aldor, senior; Teut. 
veur-ouders, majores.
FORENAIL'D, fart. fa. Money is said to be 

forenaiFd, when it is spent before it be gained, S. 
Q. nailed before, because it cannot be applied 

to another purpose ? Teut. ver+naeghel-en, id. or 
perhaps rather from verniel-en^ consumcre, dissi- 
pare.
FORENICHT, s. The anterior part of the 

night, from the gloom till bed-time, S. 
Teut. veur-nacht, prima pars noctis. 

FORESKIP, j. Progress made in a journey, ,in 
relation to one left behind, S. B., from A« S. 
fore, before, and the termination skip, E. ship^ 
Sw. skap^ denoting state or condition, 

FORESPEAKER, FOIRSPEIKAR, s. An advo 
cate.
" Gif the over-lord of the defender is essonyied 

at thrie courts ; ncvcrtheles he sould compeir at the 
fourt court, or else send ane forespeaker for him.' r 
Reg. Maj. B. i. c. 25. § 2.

" That all men that ar foirspeikaris for the coist, 
to haue habitis of grene, of the fassoun of a Tuni* 
kill, and the sleuis to be oppin as a Talbert. And 
quhilk of the foirspetkttris that wantts it in the tyme 
of the said Parliaments, or generall counsallis, the 
said habites, and efterwartis speikis for meid, sail 
pay. v. pund to the King." Acts Ja. II. 1455. c. 
52. edit. 1566. Foirspeikaris for the coist, i. e. 
those who plead for a fee; as equivalent to spelling 
for meid, or reward.

The word is still used in this sense, S.B.
Mind what this lass has undergane for you,— 
How she is catch'd for you frae wig to wa', 
And U&Q for speakers has her cause to ca'.

Ross'f Helenore, p. 104.
A. S. forezpeca, prolocutor ; veur-spraeke, Sw. 

foerespraekare^ id. an advocate ; A. S. forespraec- 
an, Teut. veursprek-en, to intercede.
FORESTAM, s. 1, The prow of a ship.

Thay seuch the fludis, that souchand quhar
thay fare

In sunder slidis, oner weltit eik with airis, 
Fra thare forestammis the bullir brayls and 

raris. Doug. Virgil, 132. 19. 
2. "The front," or forehead, Rudd. I have not , 

marked this sense in Douglas. Forestum, id. 
Shirr. Gl.
Su.G. stamm, pars navis prima vel ultima; fram- 

stam, prora, bakstam, puppis. Aiie. stamn, Ish 
stdfn, Teut. veur-steve, Rdg.voor-steven, 11. stem? 
This is derived from Su.G. staf, talKt^. asser.



FOR
FORETERES, s. Fortress.

Turnus the prince, that was baith derf and bald, 
Ane bifnaod bleis lete at t\\vforeteres glide.

Doug. Virgil, 296\ 20.
To FORFAIR, v. a. To waste; as denoting 

fornication, to abuse.
" Wemen,——gif they/orfwr or abuse their bo 

dies in fornication, and are convict thereof: all they 
quha hes committed sic ane tres pas, sail be disheris- 
sed. Reg. Maj. B. ii. c. 49. § 1.

It occurs in O. E. as signifying to destroy. 
—In that ilk toun did he krie a krie, 
That alle that him serued, & of his meyne ware, 
Man, woman & childe, suld thei Meforfare. 
Kastels suld thei bete doun, kirkes suld thei 

brenne. R. Brunne, p. 42. 
A. S. forfar-an, perdere; Su.G. foerfar-a, 

disperdere, to squander, to waste. One might sup. 
pose that this were com posed of A. S./or, Su.G./oer, 
Belg. ver,, negative, and/ar-ew, far-a, vaer-en, va- 
lere. But as Ihre observes, the simple term/«r.« has 
the sense of perdere, in the O. Goth, and Isl. ; 
whence^r(/ar-tf, to lose, and firifar-ast, to perish. 
To FORFAIR, FORFAR, i). n* To perish, to be 

lost.
Bot and thow will, son be the hour off thrc, 
At that ilk tryst, will God thow sail se me. 
Quhill I may lest, this realm sail nochtforfar.

Wallace, x. 521. MS. 
Without God puneis their cruell vice. 
This warld sail all forfair.

Spec. Godly Ball. p. 22. 
Improperly rendered by Lord Hailes, offend. 

Forfajtr, part. pa. Lost, Barbour.
This Lord the Brwyss I spak of ayr, 

* Saw all the kynryk swaforfayr, 
And swa trowblyt the folk saw he, 
That he thar off had gret pitte.

Barbour, i. 478. MS. 
A. S. forfar-an, Teut. vervaer-en, perire., 

FoRFAiRN,/»0r£. jtar. This is mentioned distinct 
ly, because used obliquely by modern writers. 
la Forlorn, destitute, S.

'Tis right we together sod be ; 
For nane of us cud find a marrow, 

So sadly forfairn were we.
Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 150. 

Syne I can ne'er be ssur forfairn, 
When I hae a plaid of haslock.woo'.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 205»
2. Old-fashioned, Gl. Ross, S. B.

Up in her face looks the auld hag forfairn, 
And says, Ye will hard.fortun'd be my bairn.

Ross's Helenore, p. 61. 
Now, Sir, you hae our Flaviana's Braes, 
And well, ye see, our gossip did me praise; 
But-^e're/orfozr/i, and sair alter'dnow, 
Sic youngsome sangs are sareless frae my mou !

Ibid. p. 119.
3. Worn out* jaded, S»

This mony a year I've stood the flood an* tide ; 
And tho' wi' crazy eild I'm sair forfairn, 
I'll he a Brig, when ye're a shapeless cairn !

Burns) iiL £5.

FOR
To FORFALT, FORFAULT, v. a. JTo subject to 

forfeiture, to attaint.
" This Roger of Quincinis successioun (familia) 

wes disherist and forfaltit Tor certane crymes com. 
mittit aganis the kingis m^ieste. JJellend. Cron. B. 
xiii. c. 15.

TT.forfazre, L. B. forisfacere. 
FORFALT, s. Forfeiture.

*^ ; Eftir hisforfalt the constabulary wes geuyn to 
the Hay is of Arroll." Bellend. Cron. ubi sup.

Fr.forfatt, L. B. forisf act-urn, id. 
FORFAULTRIE, j. Forfeiture.

" Our nobles, lying up in priseos, and under 
forfaultries or debts, private ^r publick, are for 
the most part either broken or breaking." BaHUe's 
Lett. ii. 410.
FORFANT, adj. Overcame with faintmess. 

Astonisht I stud tryrabling thair0
Forfant for verie feir ; 

And as the syllie huntit Jiair, 
From ratchis maks reteir.

Burel, Pilgr. Watson's Coll. ii. »33. 
Jar intensive, ox^ faint, which is derived by Junius 

from Fr. feind-re, properly to dissemble ; by Skin. 
ner and Johnson from /cm-e/y to fade, to wither. 
Su.G. Isl. faene, however, signifies fatuus ; Isl. 
faan-a fatue se gerere, from foe, hrutum. Y. G. 
Andr. and Seren. TO. Faint.

. « Severely scolded ;*'
Gl. Sibb.

FORFOUCHT, FORFOUCHTEN,/^^.^^. i. Ex 
hausted with fighting. This is the primary- 
sense.
Forfouchtyn thai war and trewald all the nycht ; 
Yeit feill thai slew in to the chace that day.

Wallace^ vii. 604. MS
2. Greatly fatigued, from whatever cause. 

I wait [nocht] well quhat it wes, 
My awin grey meir that kest .me : 
Or gif I wesforfochtin faynt, 
And syn lay doun to rest me.

Peblis to the P%, st. IB. 
Into great peril am I nought ; 
Bot I am sore and all f or ef ought.

Sir Egeir, p. 52. 
It occurs in the first sense iq Hardy ng.

Where than he fought, against the bastard
strong, — 

In battail sore ferf bughten there ful long,
Chron. Fol. 186. a.

Belg. vervecht-en, to spend with fighting ; vefi- 
vocht-en, spent with fighting.
To FORGADER, FORGATHER, v. n. i. To 

meet, to convene. '
And furth sche passit wy th all hir cumpany, 
The Troiane ]>epi[\ forgadertt by and by, 
Joly and glaid. —— - Doug. rirgil, 104. 38. 

2. To meet in a hostile manner, to encounter j 
improperly writtenybn?£0/&*r. 
" Sir Andrew Wood —— past furth to the Frith 

well manned, with two ships, to pass upon the said 
English-men, whom he foregathered withal imme 
diately before the said castle of Dunbar, where they



B O F O R

scottle, p. 100. 
3. It is iM)^,coi»wn}y, used? to , denote ap acciden 

tal meeting, S^ 
This, falconer h,aditane, his ^ajc

He there foregathered with a^

s|p ki y^t she "

It signifies^
, S. B.

And thaiigk foe 
As. she wad you 
Hqw» coud she think that grace or thrift cud be 
With anesh&uow.ciae^ $ae, w^ixsvijarn se 
Fouk ay had best

Pressed. 
compingere ;*' 
tq t|^n]^ tj^t

9i
, fremere, 

inclined 
let fly;

Forgetful, S* B.
as dgnfttiog an act

FORGETT1L, a 
R. firunne uses 

of» fbfgetfulness. 
So did kyi\g Philip mth sauted on than» gasi pres, 
Bot fox 3<fyr$etilsch2p R, & ke batte les, 
Philip le£t his engyoes withQuten k^pyag anyght.

JR/ Bvmnfy p. 11^.
A. S. forgytel) forgytol, obh'\io.gu% IsU qjfe?:. 

geoiol, Itelg.svergeetelyk) id. 
Tt> FORHO'W, ^j. «. To forsake, to abandon^ 

S.B.
Thare housis thay/orAoz» and kuis waist^ 
And to the woddis socht as tliay war chaist. 

Doug. Virgil, 2^0. 37. 
Mind wfeat this lass has undergone for you,, 
Since ye did her so treach'rously/orAor».

" ' Rvss's Helenorei p. 104. 
in the same seijse, a bird is said '-4 toforkozi) her 

nest/' wheri she deserts it, S. B»
Su.G. /wj^/jprfe 

ftrom ^r} H^gat. and «f^9 ; ^r, as 
in the sense of ge tere, tp conduct Qye% fef ; more 
probably in its original s^e^^ tp ba^e? s^Jfarhow 
de^qtes rhe Fewr^e of possession. 
FORHP^^R% J. A dqserfe^ on^ 

place.
— Q\f*bir sa] I 
Yone iJ 
Dp pqt

FORJESKET, ~FoRjjvpED,part.pa. Jaded with.
fatigue, S. id. QL Shirr-
These are given as synon. 

used iri his sense, S. B.
Forjesket sair; with weary

the com ou,t-owre t
My aw.Kwart muse sair pleads and begs, 

i would na write.
Bprns, lii. 

affinity to Teut, 
en, conjicere in fugajm, profligare ?.'

. pa. Banished, made a foreign 
er ; formed from 

— - — As tho coude I HO betfer wyle, 
Dot toke a boke'to rede upon a quhyle : — 

Coinpilit by that nobil senatoure 
Of. Rome quhilome that wajs the warldis 

And from estate by Cortujae a quhile 
wa.8, to ppvejrt in exile.

i. 3. 
FORK» To stick a fork in the waw. Some are

so foolish as to believe,, that a midwife, by
doing so, can throw the pains of a woman in
labour upon he,r husband, S.
That this act qf fixing a fork in the walj^ was sup. 

posed to be of great efficacy in L Witchcraft, appear* 
from the account ; gryeii pf i£ in relation to the car- 
rying off a cqw'd- mtl^,. in J^tejAS ^ctte^^um^ V* the passage, vo. ^IC^EV^K." '" r ' ' '"' ' u

^ **for<$i Dunbar. 
Woji} out with' knock-

ing. V. EosaRxn;: 
To FQRLAT, *. «. To lie in anibusji. Gl-§il?T?*

Teut. verlaegh»en, insidiad; Su.G» laegg-fy Aleijv 
lag-on. Germ. Lag -en ̂  id. 
To FORLANE^ v. a. To give,, tQ gmrt ̂ - Ql,

Su.G./oerfaett-a, coneedere, donare; Belg. p&r-
leen.en, Germ. vefrleih-eriS &U.G-. laeit-a w^s an.
ciently used iiv the same seqse; from JHpejjfQ. letv-
jan, IsL /«'-a, praebere, doRare.
FORLANEr />#r*./»^ "Alone, left alone, all

alone ;" Rud&. But thft learned writer seems
to haye nus.tak.3n tl^e nieaning of the worcj^ a|
used by D.oug. I haye pj>seyyed it^ on\y in one
passage, where it undoubtedly signifies^ fprnica-
ta est.

—•—He porturit als fuliweilawa^ 
The luf abhominafail of quene Fasiphe, 
Full priuely with the'buil 'fortarie was sche. 
The b I an (lit kynd, and birth of formes twane^ 
The monstrus Mynptaure doith t^are remAne. 

— - ^ / - Doug. Virgil, 163. 16. 
In the same senjse it is used by Thomas of Ercil- 

doune.
As women is tjius/^r i 

Y may sa,y bi me ;

Yuel yeniers er we.

D is usc$ ̂ pt^ey^r5 \ff tEe fo^ifiy s^ens^ |gr H( 
gone, Tegf. jpr^e^f-

The s,e4e of luye w^ sowiij cgj my face;— 
^uf P9\v alas! that seue witn frost is^slalae,

enry.

FORLANE, afy 
He lykes not sic

hroh.

fortune loun of laits, 
3 K



FOR
He says, thou skaffs and begs mair beir and aiis, 
Nor ony criple in Carrick land about.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 54. st. 11. 
The term as here used seems to signify importunate, 

one who in asking will not take a refusal; as corre 
sponding to Su.G. foerlaegen) solicitus, qui anxie 
rem aliquam cupit; qui anxius est, ut re, quam desi- 
derat, potiatur; Teut. ver-legen, incommodus, im- 
portunus. The phrase may be, " so covetous a fel 
low ; one whose manners discover so much greedi- 
ess."
To FORLEIT, FORLETE, v. a. To forsake, to 

quit, to leave off. R. Brunne, Chaucer, id. 
Thome Lutar wes thair menstral meet;—— 
Auld lychtfutts than he did forfeit, 
And counterfutin Franss.

Chr. Kirk, st. 6. Chron. S. P. ii. 361. 
E'en cruel Lindsay shed a tear, 

Forfeiting malice deep.
Minstrelsy Border-, iii. 336. 

Wer he alyve, he wald deploir 
Hisfolie; and his love forfeit, 
This fairer patrane to adoir, 
Of maids the maikles Margareit.

. MontgomeriC) Maitland Poems, p. 166. 
A. S. forlaet-an, Su.G./oer/ae*-a, id. Isl./or- 

ct-dj deserere, forfeit) pret. Teut. verlaet-en, 
Gerni. verlass-en, id. Ulph. fralet-an, dimittere. 
It is fromfor,foer) ver, intens., and MoesG. let-an , 
A. S. laet-an, Su.G. laet*a, to leave. 
To FORLEITH, v. a. To loath, to have disgust 

at; Gl. Sibb.
Teut. ver-feed-en, fastidire, A. S. lath-tan, Sw. 

led-aS) id. 
FORLETHIE, s. A surfeit, a disgust, S. B.

" Ye ken well enough that I was ne'er very brow- 
den'd upo' swine's flesh, sin my mither gae me a/ar. 
fethie o't." Journal from London, p. 9. 

Lethie is used in the same sense, Loth.
To FORLY, v» a. To lie with carnally. 

Thar wyffis wald thai oft/or/^, 
And thar dochtrys dispitusly : 
And gyff ony of thaira thair at war wrath, 
Thai watyt him wele with gret skaith.

Barbour, i. 199. MS.
The quhilk Andiemelus was that ilk, I wene, 
Defoulit his faderis bed incestuoslie, 
And had/orfywe his awin stepmoder by»

Doug. Virgil, 330. 5.
By seems superfluous, A. S. forlig-an, Su.G. 

foerligg-O) A\em.furlig-an, fornicari; A. S.forfeg- 
en^ fornicata est; forfegani, in Leg. Fris. scortato- 
res et adulteri. V. FORLANE, part. 
FOR-LYIN, fart. fa. .Fatigued with lying too 

long in bed. 
For-wakit and for-wallouit thus musing,

Wery/or./j/m, I lestnyt sodaynlye,
And sone I herd the bell to matins ryng,

And up I rase, na langer wald I lye.
King's Quair, i. 11.

Wery here seems redundant. Teut. verleghen, 
fessus; Kilian. 
FORLYNE, fart. fa. V. FORLY.

FOR
4

To FORLOIR, v. 0. To become useless, q. to 
lose one's self from languor.

My dule spreit dois lurk for schoir. 
My hairt for langour doisforloir.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 125. 
FORLORE, part. pa. Forlorn, utterly lost; a word 

common in O. E.
It is used in two more ancient forms by R. Glouc.

Theruore gode lond men ne beth nogt al ver-
lore. P. 260.

He vndude alle luther lawes, thatmehuld byuore,
And gode lawes brogte vorth, that er were as uor-

lore. Ibid. p. 281.
i.e. " that were formerly as it were lost,"

A. S./or/eor-an, Su.G./oer^ar-o, Teut. rer/aar- 
ew, perdere. Hence the Fr. phrase, tout estfrelorc, 
all is lost.
FORLOPPIN, part. fa. Fugitive, vagabond; 

an epithet applied to runaways. 
The terrour doublis he and fereful dtede, 
That sicforloppin Troianis at this nede 
Suld thankfully be resett in that ryng.

Doug. Virgil, 228. 7, 
Me thocht a Turk of Tartary 
Come throw the boundis of Barbary, 
And lay forloppin in Lombardy, 

Full long in wachman's weid.
Dunbar9 Bannatyne Poems, p. 19. st. I. 

Perhaps wachman should be wathman, a wanderer. 
V, WAITH.

" Is it nocht thocht, that the preist monk or 
fleschelye/or/oppm freir, followis treulie the verray 
doctryne of S. Paule: quhilk is rynnegat fra his re- 
ligiouR, «fe makis ane monsterous manage, and it wer 
with ane Non ? and yit he wyll sweir, and saye, that 
all that he dois, is for the glore of God, & the liber, 
tie of the EuangeJI. O intollcrabyl blasphemation, 
fury, & wodnes. Now ar the wordis off the cheiff 
apostole Peter cum to in effect, sayand, that bis deir- 
ly beluffit brother Paule, had wryttin mony thyngi», 
in the quhilkis ar sum harde to be vnderstand, quhilk 
men vnlernit, and inconstant peruertis (as vtheris 
scripturis) to thair awin damphatioun." Kennedy, 
Commendator of Crosraguell, Compend. Tractiue, 
p. 78. '

Teut. verloop»en, to run away, verloopen knecht9 
servus fugitivus; loop-en, Su.G. loep-a, Germ, lauff- 
en, to run. V. LOUP. t . 7
FORMEKIL, adj. Very great, Rudd.
FORMOIS, adj. Beautiful; Lut.formes.us. 

In to my gairth, I past me to repois, 
This bird and I, as we war wont a forrow, 
Amang the flouris fresch fragrant, and/ormofy. 

Lyndsuy's Warkis, 1£92; p. 187. Formous,-
Chaucer.
FORNE, adv. Toforn^ before^ formerly, 

He wes fer balder, cirtes, by his feif, 
Saying he folio wit VirgilH* lantern toforn^ 
How Eneas to Dido was forsworn.

Doug. Virgil, 10. 37. / 
Su.G./0rw, praeteritus; A. §*forne9 prius; /or-

an^ ante. . V. FERNYfcAR. , ;
FORNENT,/>r^. Concerning./,



FOR
Bvt w6 'will do you understand 
What we declare foment Scotland. 

Rob. IIL's Answer to Henry IV. ofEng. Watson's
Coll. ii. 4. V. FOREANENT.

FOROUCfl, FOROUTH, prep. Before, as to time. 
4 1 sail als frely in all thing 
6 Hald it, as it afferis to king; 
6 Or as myn eldris forouch me 
* Hald it in freyast rewate.'

Barbour^ i. 163. MS. 
In to that tyme the nobill King— 
Is to the se, owte off Arane, 
A \\i\\\forouth ewyn gane.

Ibid. v, 18. MS, 
A litill before the even was gane.

Edit. 1620. V. next word. 
FOROUTH, FORROW, A FORROW, adv. i. Be- 

fore, as to time.
In to Galloway the tothyr fell; 
Quhen, as yz forouth herd me tell, 
Schir Eduuard the Bruyss, with L, 
Wencussyt of Sanct Jhone Schyr Amery, 
And fyfty hundre men be tale.

Barbour, xvi. 504. MS. 
For oft with wysure it hes bene said aforrow, 
Without glaidnes awailis no tressour.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems^ p. 54. st. 1, 
\. e. in times of old. Lyndsay, id, V. FORHXXIS. 

. 2.' Before, as to place^
Syne tuk thai southwartis thair way.. 
The Erie Thomas wes forouth ay.

Belabour, xiv. 242. MS.
This seems a derivative from MoesG. faura, be. 

forev The form of forouch is nearly preserved in 
Germ, vorig, prior. S* for at, as to go for at, to 
go on, if not a corr. of E*forward, may be the same 
with forouth. It seems doubtful, however, whe 
ther forouth may not have crept in, instead of 
forouch) from the similarity of c and t in MSS. If 
noU it may be viewed as the same with Svr.foerat, 
foe,nt^ before; gaafoerut, go before; Sevaelfoe- 
rut, a sea phrase, keep a good look out, S. look weill 
foraf. Ihre writes foerrut, antea, vo. Ut. 
FOROWSEIN, seen before, foreseen.

Walys ensample mycht have bein 
To yow, had ye iiforow sein.

Barbour, i. 120. MS.
Forow is written distinctly from sein in MS. 

FOROWT, FOROWTYN, prep. 1. Without.
—Quha taiss purpos sekyrly,. 

And followis it syne ententily, 
For owt fayntice, or yheit faynding,— 
He sail eschew it in party.

Barbour, iii. 289. MS. 
This form of the prep, seldom occurs. 

In Rauchryne leve we now the King 
In rest, for* owtyn barganyng.

Ibid. iv. 2.
For, is generally Written in MS. distinctly from 

Qwt, or owtyn. 
2. Besides.

He had in.til his company 
Foure scor of hardy armyd men, 
For-owt archeris that he had then.

Wyntown> viii. 42, 126,

FOR
Sw. foerutan signifies both absque and praeter. 

FORPET, s. Thefourtbpartofzpeck, S. It 
seems merely a corr.

I hae brew'd a, forpet o' ma't, 
And I canna come ilka day to woo.

Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 184.
c * People from a considerable distance will c'hear- 

fully pay 2s. 6d. for as much land as is requisite for 
sowing a cap-full, or forpet of seed, 40 of which* 
measures are allotted to an acre: each forpet gene 
rally produces from 11 to 25 Ib. of dressed flax from 
the mill." P. Culter, Lanarks. Statist. Ace. vi. 77. 
FOR-PLEYNIT,/>*r*./>0. Worn out with com 

plaining or mourning.
So lang till evin for lak of mycht and mynd,

For-wepit a.n&for-pleynit piteously, 
Ourset so sorrow had both hert and mynd,

That to the cold stone my hede on wrye 
I laid, and lenit.——

King's QuQir, ii. 54.
To FORRAY, v. a. To ravage, to pillage.. 

Than gert he/orroy all the land; 
And sesyt all that euir thai fand.

Barbour, xv. 511. MS. 
Thir lordis send he furth in hy. 
And thai thar way tuk hastily r 
And in Ingland gert bryn, and sla: 
And wroucht tharin sa mekill wa, 
As thai forrayit the countre, 
That it wes pite for to se 
Till thaim that wald it ony gud. 
For thai destroyit all as thai yhud.

Rid. xvii. 527. MS.
Yone detestabil and myscheuous Enee— 
Ane certane horsmen, licht armyt for the nanis, 
Has send before, for to for ray the planis.

Doug. Virgil, 382-3.
Rudd. apprehends that the term, as here used,, 

merely signifies u to over-run, to take a view, what 
the Fr. call reconnoitre." But it is meant to expl. 
the phrase used by Virg., quatere campo% to scour 
the country.

It occurs in the same sense in our Laws. 
" —Sum quha night lie and dailie rievis, forrayis, 

and committis open thief t, riefe and oppression."-:— 
Ja. VI. 1593. c. 174. Here it is expletive oirieving 
or robbing.

In latter times, it was written forrow, furrow» 
u Creighton—furrowed the lands of Corstorphin 

—and drave away a race of mares, that the Eaiie 
Douglas had brought from Flanders." Hume's Hist. 
Doug. p. 167.

The word seems immediately from Fr.fourrag-efy 
fourr-er, which signify, not only to forage, but to 
waste, to ravage.. Both Spenser and Shakspeare use 
the E. word in the same sense. It is probable, there, 
fore, that as foraging parties lived as freebooters, the 
term might thus come to denote depredation. Dr 
Johns, supposes that fourrage is from Lat./om. 
Du Cange, with far greater probability, deduces it 
from L. B.fodrum, fodder, which Spelman and.Som- 
ner derive from A.S.fodre, pabulum, alunentum; 
whence foder are, for rare, fodrum exigere;. fodrarii^ 
qui ad fodrum exigendum, vel tollendum pergunt; 
nostiis Fourriers / also/orz«r«,praedatores mill tares, 
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FORMAT, s. 1. The £ctof fotaging, or a search 

through the country for provisions. In this 
sense it occurs more rarely.

—Quhill thai went to iheforray;
- And swa thair purchesyng maid thai: 
Ilk man treweillyt for to get 
And purchess thaim that thai niycht etc.

Barbour,ii. 578. MS. 
' 2. A predatory excursion.

~-Quhen the Newill saw that thai 
Wald nocht pass furth to the/on^, 
Bot pressyt to thaim with thair mycht, 

' He wyst weill than that thai watd fycht.
Barbour, xv. 468. MS, 

This is expl. by what Newill says; 
Bot me think it spedfull that we 
Abid, quhiJl hys men scalyt be 
Throw the countre, to tak thair pray*

Ibid. Ter. 457.
.Thir four hundreth, rycht wondyr w( eyll arayit, 
Befor the toun the playn baner displayit:— 
Aforray kest, and sesit mekill gud.

Wallace, ix. 462. MS.
i. e.. " planned a predatory excursion, and siezed 

a valuable prey."
3. The party employed in carrying off the prey. 

Theforray tuk the pray, and past the playn, 
Towart the park.——

Wallace, ix. 467. MS. 
V. the v. and next word.

4. It seems also to denote the prey itself. 
That rad noucht gretly skathful was 

.Til the cuntre, that thai throwcht-rade 
For thai na gret/o/rflw made.

Wyntown, viii. 40. 26*4.
5. It would almost seem occasionally to signify 

'the advanced guard of an army*
Willame of Dowglas, that than was 
Ordanyd injfarray for to pas, 
And swa he dyd in the mornyng 
"Wyth the mast part of thare gadryng, 
And towart the place he held the way 
All strawcht, qwhare that his fais lay.

Wyntown, viii. 40. 136.
Fb&REOURis, s.pl. A foraging party, or those em 

ployed to drive off a prey. 
Than Wallace gert theforreouris leytf the pray; 
Assemblyt sone in till a gud aray.

Wallace, ix. 472. MS. 
Jn Perth edit, erroneously ferreours. 
The word is dertamly from L. B. foriarii. V. the 

v. O. Yv.forrier and/owmer, often occur in the 
same sense.

Par li pais corroient le Forrier.
Roman d'Auberi. 

Li Fourriers viennent, qui gas tent le pais.
Roman de Garin; Du Cange, vo. Forarii.

This word occurs, in different forms, in most of
the languages of Europe, as denoting a quarter.

* master; Ital. foriero, Hisp./oreno; Teut./on'er,
mensor, designator hospitiorum sire diversofiorum;
forier-en, designare hospitium; Kilian.

The Goth, Affords so striking a coincidence, that 
could we aot trace the term, as abore, through its

T O <H
different chariges, it fright seem to claim a "Scandina 
vian origin. , Su.G. foerare denotes an iiifttior kind 
of military officer,' to wbotn the charge of the contoys 
of provisions belonged.. Ihre says, that he was anci 
ently called fourrzer. This wouhl spem" to1 J«nnt t>ut 
a Fr. origin. But' h;e'gives the vord as a derivative 
from Su.G.Jber-fl, to lead, to conduct; often appli. 
ed to the conduct of an* army ; £oera an en skepps- 
haer, ducere exercitmn, 'foera £fig, 'gerere bellum, 
anfoerare, dux. Hence also/or«, vectura, carriage 
of any kind. 'The root is /or- a, ire, prdfisisci, cor 
responding to A. S./ar-cm ; whence /or, a journey, 
an expedition.
FORRET, s. l. " Front, fore-head, corr. from 

fore-head," Rtrdd.
Alecto hi/thrawin visage did away, — 
And hir in «chape transfotinyfbf ;5nelfet? 

Hirforett skorit with runkilliaarid mony rat.
'Doug. Yirgil, 221. 35.

2. Metaph. used to denote the-brow of a' "hill. 
Rycht ouerforgane theforret of the'bira, 
Vndir the hingand rokkls was-alstra 

v Ane coif, arid tharrn fresche ^atfirlsptingand. 
Doug. Virgil, 18. 16. 

FORRET, adv. Forward, S.
— Tweesh twa hillodks, the poor iahlbie lies, 
And£ aye Mlforret as it stbopt td tfce.

Ross*s Helehore, p. 14. 'V. FdR^utH. 
To FORREW^ s>. n. To repent exceedingly,

ret.
The- Kytig of N'of-way at the Itfst 

• And hys menfor-rwyd sare 
That evyre tftfai kVr/wyd ^thare.

'Wyntown, rii. 1(X 203. 
^!nd AC'S. hreow»an, Alem. riuun^bn, 

Teut. ro^*ew,'poemtere.
FCTfR'YD^R, s. ' OneVSio' rictes before in arm 

ed pai;ty, to procure information. 
.Th&irforrydar was past till Ayr agaynq, 
Left thaim to cum with pouer of gret waille. 

lfi< ,. Watface, ill. 7Q. ks. 
Sw.foefndare, Dan. for rider, one Twfco rides be- 

fore.
FORROWN; FaRRUN,j&or^./>«. -Exhatrsted with 

running.
Feill Scottis horss was drewyn into trawaill, 
Forrbtin that <d!ay so^frkyt can -'tlefaiU.

-Wallace, x. 704. MS. 
From /or, detiothig extes», and f*mj to run. 

FORS, FORSS, s. 'A sirfeam," a cuftent. 
On BbfsSlief fap^Htad thfoch a |ref tbut/ f-aid , 
To Dawryoch he ktiew thtydfss Mf tfelll ; 

'Befor Him come fevlf stuffy t in fyne steill. 
He strait the fy^stl&uitsraid^in^e^ 
Quhill horss ̂ and Mn batthe ttet th^'iUrattir doune.

. MS.
In going from Gask to Dalreoch, Wallace had to 

cross the river fiarn. : The Svbrd Jsjfor^j Pertft'edit., 
in others ford.

Su.G./ors denotes not only a cataracj, But a -ira* 
pid stream. Isl. fors^foss ;' VferelJ TO/ 'Foss. Fis» 
Ha alia forsa, £ iisca^turiinrf iut ffiiinina ; Ost. Leg. 
ap. Ihre. tian com faidt ifoneri:afitrvommen;



FOR
Her got fofo tee midstream of the riter; Widcg, 
Hence Sw.'/or$-a, ' to tiish.

It is used in the &a»efcense in Lapland. 
" There1 -being still fcew v torrents to stem, and new 

citaracts tot>vercome, we weue of ten obliged tx* land 
and drag our boats up6n the shore >beyond crne.-of 
these cataracts, so that we cpuld not reach f]t$K$?is- 
fors, or the Torrent-©f Kingis, which is 11 miles fur 
ther, till the 30th." "Mortf aye's Travels, ii. 289.

Skinner mentionsjTorses as occurring hi Eng. Dic 
tionary in the sense of waterfalls (V.*Philips) ; but 
Expresses7 gfeat'doubt whether this wo^rd was ever^ in 
use. Here, hdwever, he is certainly mistaken; for 
it occurs in this sense in the composition of the names 
of several-waterfalls in the vicinity of the-Lakes of 
Cumberland; as !Airey-force, Scale-force.

" W« shbukl have visited the wkterfall at 'Scalt- 
. force, but wer6 told that there had been so little rain 
as to prevent the effect." *Ma\fman>s EtfDWAion to 
the Highlands and Lakes, p. 223. V. also:p. 206. 

Ihre derives it from Su.G.r/0rs,"vehemerotia. He 
thinks that in Isl. it is softened into foss forrthe sake 
ofa moreagrefeable sound. G. Andr., however, un- 
xlepjFors, furor, \gi<?es'/ostf#r as^signifying, effuridi- 
tur praeqeps ;'and/0rs is still used hi Isl. for a cata 
ract. 
To FORS, v. n. 'To cate.

So thay the kirk had in thair cuir, 
"Thay for» but ly&tt how it fuir.

*Ihinbar, Mattland Poemsr 105. 
This v. is often uged impers. It forst nocM, it 

gave us no concern.
Aponlhe seyonHewar lang has beyn, 

'^Tfll rychtwyss men he dois full mekyll teyn. 
"l!Wtycht'we4)e saiff, itforst nocht off our gud.

"iVttllace, x.Sl
*—* We rek no i for *6ur go Ad. 'Edit: 

-i;e. " WeTahie ttt)t otirTsirbstance." I dafno 
^force^ I care not. Chamber. «^TIrisi "o* is forated fl^om 
therFr; fAfttkse/JeW/at^ihf force de Jcda, I care 
not for, I am not moved by, that.
POftS/Fty^CE, s. Necessily. 0/fors, enforce,

of necessity.
u Sir Patrick's hofse entered with him, aid could 

no wise encounter bis marrow, so*that it was force 
for'the's^id Sir"Patrick' ̂ Hamilton to light OH feot." 
Pits(S>ttte; p. 104.

Be our p'afty was passit Straithfulan 9 
The^mall ftite folk began to" irk ilkane$ 
And borss, bffors, tfehiiffyt for to faill.

Wallace^ vii. 7<35>^MS. 
S 6 lamp of day thou art^ and shy n and sone,

oneforce mon thar ly cht beg or b or owe. 
Dotifr Virgil, 4. 9. 

i^^g^talnly ^n erratum foi4 on. ,
FORSAMEKILL, conj. Fbr as much.

C6 It is sfatnt,—th&tforsamekill as there is great 
rarkie and skantaes within the realnie, at this pre. 

"sent tyme^ of siluer; that thairfoir ane new cunyie 
bfr-strikin." Stat.* Dav. ii, c< 46. s. 1. 
'From/or, wz, ao, and mekifa much, «q. T.

FORSCOMFIST, fart. pa. i 
, heat, S.

,T © R
2. »Nearly mffoeated by a ;bad smell, S. V.

SCOMTIST. 
ToTORSET, v. a. }. To overpower, to over*

burden one with work, S. 
2. To surfeit, S.

Teut. ver-saet-en>) saturare, exsaturare, obsatu. 
rare; ̂ Kilian. In the first sense, however, the term 
seeing to' have more affinity to A. $..for-swtth-an re- 
primere. V. OUERSET.
FORSET, s. The act of overpowering or over 

loading. A for set of «warA, an excess of la 
bour above one's strength; aforstt of Meat, a 
surfeit, S.

FORSY, FORSYE, FORCV, FORSS, adj. Power^- 
ful. Superl.ybr^a^.

In warldlynes quhy suld ony efisur ? 
For thow was formytforsye on the feld.

/ Wallace, ii. 214. MS. 
Witl/ retornyng that nycht xx he slew. 
Thefofseast ay rudly rabutyt he.

Ibid, v, 291. MS. 
Perth bdli.'fersast.

Vnto an/orcy man ar to be wrocht 
Hpneis and armour.—

/ Doug; Virgil, 257. 55^ 
I was within thir sextie yeiris and sevin, 
An'e freik on feld, alsforss, arid als fre, 
Als glaid, als gay, als ying, als yaip as yie. 
/ 'HenrysonC) Bannatyne Poems, p. 131. st. 4. 

This may be immediately from • Fr/jfarce. Su.G. 
fors-a, however, signifies to rush. Seren. men 
tions Goth./or$, ira,' furor, yehementia, as a cog 
nate term, under Force, E.
FORSLITTIN, part. pa. Left for expl. by 

Mr Pink.
I have been threatnit and forslittin 

ISa oft, that I am with it bittin.
~Philotus, S. P. R. i..3g* st, 101. 

This, I suspect, is an error for fyrjt&tfa', scolded. 
If not, it might sigrtify, worn out, q. with abuse. 
Su.G. foerslitt-a, deterere, distrahere,* from, foer, 
intens. and slit-a, rumpere; Teut, verslijt-en) id. 
A. S.forslitenj ruptus.
To FORSPEAK, *. a. i. « Taf injure by im 

moderate praise," Gl. Sibb. 
One is said to for speak another, when he «o com 

mends him as to have a supposed influence in making 
him practically belie the commendation. If one 
highly praises a child for sweetness of temper, and 
the child soon after betrays ill humour; the,person, 
who bestowed the praise, is said to Jiave forspokjn 
the bairn, S,

• The word, in the same sense, assumes the form of 
a s.

66 Some charms are secretlyii&d*to prerent evil; 
and some-omens looked t6 by thq older people.— 
The tongue—must be guarded, even when it com. 
mends ; it had more need, one ̂ w^uld think, wheu 
it^ discommends. Thus to prevent what is called 
forespeakingj they say- of a person, Grpd save th'em; 
of a beast, Luck sair it," [i. p e. preserve $*.] P. 
Forglen, Banffs. Statist. Ace. xiv. 541, N. 

The word occurs in the same senseia l(X E- ^



FOR
" Bnt whie should there be more credit giuen to 

witches, when they saie they haue made a reall bar. 
gaine with the diuell, killed a cow, bewitched but 
ter, infeebled a child, forespoken hir neighbour, &c. 
than when she confesseth that she transubstantiateth 
hirselfe, maketh it raine or haile, flieth in the aire, 
goeth iuuisible, transferreth corne in the grasse from 
one field to another?" Reginald Scot's Discouerie 
of Witchcraft, 1584. B. Hi. c. 11.
2. " A person is said to be forspoken, when any 

sudden mischance happens on the back of a se 
ries of good fortune; or when a child, for 
merly promising, suddenly decays, the child is 
said to \)zforspoken" Gl. Shirr.

3. Fore-spoken water.
" When the beasts, as oxen, sheep, horses, &c. 

are sick, they sprinkle them with a water made up 
by them, which they call fore-spoken water ; where, 
with likeways they sprinkle their boats, when they 
succeed and prosper not in their fishing." Brand's 
Descr. Orkney, p. 62.

As used in sense 1. it may seem related to A. S. 
for-specen, spoken in vain; or legally reckoned of 
no account, as it occurs in the Laws of Canute. " He, 
who in a controversy shall presume to defend himself 
or his vassal by means of calumnies, habbe that ealle 
for specen, the whole of this shall be accounted/or. 
specen;" c. 24." Du Cange renders it interdictum, 
forbidden, but the term seems here to preserve the 
A. S. sense literally, in cassum, vel frustra dictum.

In sense 3, it denotes consecrated water. It has 
been rendered bewitched; as in sense 2. it evidently 
respects the supposed power of incantation. Whe 
ther in this sense it simply signifies, q. spoken a- 
gainst, or has any relation to Germ, spok, Belg. 
spook, a spectre, I shall not pretend to determine. The 
latter idea might seem to have some degree of probabi 
lity, as Belg. voorspook signifies a portent, an omen» 
FORST, fret. v. V. FORS. 
To FORSTAW, FORESTA', v. a. To under-

stand, S.
A cripple I'm not, yeforsta me, 

Tho' lame of a hand that I be; 
Nor blind is there reason to ca' me, 

ALtho' I see but with ae eye.
Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 150.

Sn.G.foersi»-n, Teut. versta-en, Germ, versteh- 
en, intelligere. In re thinks that these Goth, words 
were formed in resemblance of Gr. i;nr*^«/, scio, 
intelligo, whi'eh he derives from IT/ and trift*i9 sto. 
But, indeed, the reason of this strong figure is ex. 
tremely uncertain.
FORSTARIS, j, A female forester, or inhabi 

tant of a forest.
Pandarus and Bitias, twa brethir germane, 
By Alcanor engendrit that Troyane, 
Quhame Hiera, the wlldefovstaris knaw, 
Bred and vpbrocht in Jouis haly schaw.

Doug. Virgil, 302. 10. 
Q. for,st<uress, from Fr.forestier, a forester. 

To FORSURNE., v. a. 
—• Gif that ye be ane counsellar sle, 
Quhy suld ye sleuthfullie your tymeforsurne? 

JSC* Hart, M ait I and Poems, p. 29. st. 24.

FOR
Left by Mr Pink, as not understood. But, either 

simply, or as conjoined with sleuthfullie, it sig 
nifies to waste, to spend, to consume. Singly, it 
may signify to care for • Tent, veursorgh-en, also, 
versorg-en, curare, procurare, prospioere; MoesG. 
saur~jian, A. S. sorg-ian, Alem. suorg-en, to be 
careful; MoesG. suarja, care.
FORSWIFTIT, part. pa. Bewildered, strayed. 

Forswiftit from our rycht cours gane we ar, 
Amang the wyndy wallis wauerand fer.

Doug. Virgil, 74. 14.
This is rendered " driven swiftly," Rudd. Add. 

But it is certainly from for in tens, and Alem. swif-an 
vagari, oberrare; Teut. sweyv-en, sweyff-en, id. 
Sw. swaefw-a, to fluctuate, to wander.
FORTAIVERT, part.pa. Much fatigued, S.

V. TAIVERT.
FORTHENS, adv. At a distance, remotely si- 

tuated.
Thare lyis^ane werlye cuntre weil/or/fo/i$, 
With large fieldes lauborit ful of fens.

Doug. Virgil, 67. 32.
Q. forth thence, A. S. forth andthanon, hinc hide. 

FORTHERSUM, FORDERSUM, adj. i. Rash; 
acting with precipitation, S. B.

Gin ye o'er farther some turn tapsie turyy, 
Blame your ain haste, and say not that I spur 

ye. Ross's Helenore, Introd.
2. Having a forward manner, S. B. 

The ither was a right setting lass, 
Though forth&some ; but meek this lassie was. 

Ross's Helenore,, p. 94.
3. Of an active disposition ; as, farther some ivi9 

, wart, S. B. opposed to dilatoriness. 
FORTHGENG, s. The entertainment given 

at the departure of a bride from hex own^, or 
her father's, house, Ang.

Forth and gang, to go. A. S. forthgang, pro» 
gressus, exitus.
FOR-THI, FORTHY, conj. Therefore, A. Bor. 

Agayne hym thai ware all irows : 
For-thi thai set thame hym to ta 
In-til Perth, or than hym sla.

Wyntown, vii. 7. 207. 
Nochtfor thi, nevertheless, notwithstanding.

—— The tothyr failyeit fete; 
And noehtfor thi his hand wes yeit 
Wndyr the sterap, magre his.

Barbour, iii. 124. MS.
Forthy is often used by Chaucer and Gower m 

the same sense. In the MS., both of Bruce and of 
Wallace, it is almost always written as two different 
words. Sw.foerty, id. A. §. forthi,forthy, ideo^ 
propterea.
FORTHY, adj. Forward; or perhaps frank, fa 

miliar in manner.
" Wherever is no awe or fear of a king or prince, 

they, that are most forthy in ingyring and furth. 
setting themselves, lire without measure or obe 
dience after their own pleasure." .Pitscottie, p. 1.
V FuRTHY
To FORTHINK, v. a. To be grieved for, tP 

repent of.
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The day will cum that th<y&fartkmk sail it, 
That thai have put sic lesings into writ.

Maitland Poems, p. 316. 
Scho tauld him hir tresoun till ane end.— 
At hir he speryt, giff scho forthocht it sar. 
Wa, ya, scho said, and sail do euirmar.

Wallace, iv. 759. MS, 
*I}\tifoirthocht that thai faucht.

Houlate, iii. 16.
He sighed and said. Sore it meforthinketh 
For the dede that I haue done, I do me in your

grace. P. Ploughman, Fol. 9§. a. 
It is often used by Chaucer. Alem. forthenc-an, 

perperam cogitare de. Su.G. foertank-a, aliquid 
male factum censere. Belg. zich verdenck-en, to 
grudge, to waste away with though if til ness. 
FoRETHINKING, s. Repentance.

" Such a man also may haue—some secrete 
checker of remorse for^ his bygone follies, euen 
Judas his ^gT^gXet*, repenting or forethinking." 
Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 447. 
FORTHYR, s. Assistance, furtherance, any 

thing tending to accomplish an end in view. 
The lokmen than thai bur Wallace, but baid, 
On till a place his martyrdom to tak ; 
For till his ded he wald n&forthyr mak.

Wallace, xi, 1344. MS.
A.S.furthrung occurs in the same sense, expe- 

ditio negotii. V. FORDEB.
FORTY, adj. Brave, valiant.

O you of Grekis maist/or^y Diomede, 
Quhy mycht I not on feildis of Troye haue deid ?

Doug. Virgil, 16. 10. 
Fortissime, Virg. from Lat. fortis9 or Fr. fort,

id. Both Rudd. and Sibb. have conjoined this with
forsy ; but they evidently differ as to origin as well
as signification.
FORTHWART, s. Prudence, precaution; used 

perhaps in the general sense of, deportment. 
A ryoll King than ryngyt in to France, 
Gret worschip herd off Wallace gouernance, 
Off prowis, pryss, and off his worthi deid, 
A^ndforthwart fair, commendede off manheid ; 
Bath,humyll, leyll, and off his priwyt pryss, 
Off honour, trewth, and woid of cowatiss.

Wallace, viii. 1618. MS.
A. S. for-ward, precautio. But perhaps the 

Word is allied to Sn.G. Ish/orcf-a precavere.
FORTRAVALIT, FORTRAWAILLYT, part.pa. 

Greatly fatigued, in consequence of travelling, 
and especially from watching, S.

Than Danger to the duir tuik gude keip, 
Both nycht and day, that Pitie suld nocht pas : 
Quhill all fordwart, in [the] defalt of sleip, 
Scho bissilie as fortravalit scho was.

King Hart, r. 45.
The first scho is certainly by mistake for swa, so. 

6(1 I inon soiourne, quhar euyr it be 
Leuys me tharfqr per charyte." 
The King saw that he sa wes failyt, 
And that he it wes for trawctillyt.

Barbour, iii. 326. MS. 
Ik is used for eik, also.

—— To slepe drawys hewynes.

FOR
The King, that all fortrawaittyt wes, 
Saw that him worthyt slep nedwayis.

Barbour, vii. 176. MS.
Fr. travaille, tired, fatigued ; formed after the 

Goth, manner with for intens. prefixed. 
To FOR V AY, FORUEY, FOR WAY, v. n. i. To 

wander, to go astray.
Full soberlie their haknayis thay assayit, 
Efter the faitis auld and not forwayit.

Police of Honour, i. 9.
2. To err, either in judgment or practice ; metapli. 

The names of cieteis and pepyll bene so bad 
Put be this Caxtoun, bot that he had bene mad, 
The nude of Touer.for Tyber he had write, 
All men may know thare heforueyit quyte.

Doug. Virgil, 7. S. 
Ane brutell appetite makis young fuli&foruay.

Ibid. Pro/. 96. 15.
It seems comp. of For negat. and way, or A. S. 

waeg ; although I have »ot observed a word of this 
formation in any other dialect. However, it may 
be from Teut. verwaey-en, vento agitari. 
FORWAY, s. An error.

Tharfor wald God I had thare eris to pull, 
Misknawis the crede, and threpis vthir/orzea^/i's. 

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 66. 25. 
i. e. " Affirm other false doctrines." Rudd. by 

mistake cites this as the v.
F6RWAKIT, fart. pa. Worn out with watch* 

ing, much fatigued from want of sleep, S. 
Sum of thare falowys thare ware slay ne ; 
Sumfor-wakyd in trawalyng.

Wyntown, viti. 16. 141. V. FORWALLOUIT. 
Belg. vervaakt, u exceeding sleepy, having 

watched mnch beyond one's ordinary time;" Sewel. 
FORWALLOUIT, fart. pa. Greatly withered. 

The term is used with respect to one whose 
complexion is much faded by r^son of sick 
ness, fatigue, &c. S. 

For-wakit and for*wallouit thus musing, 
Wery for-lyin, I lestnyj sodaynlye. 

King's Quair,
FORWARD, s. Faction, agreement. 

Tristrem com that night ; — 
To swete Ysonde bright, 

As forward was hem bitvene.
Sir Tristrem, p. 

R. Brunne uses the term in the same sense.
Me meruailes of my boke, I trowe, he wrote

not right, ^ 
That he forgate Wiliam of forward that he him

hight.
Neuerles the forward held what ^o^as in his

thouht. €ron. p%65«
Chaucer/orz&ard, id. Same with FORWARD, £. v.

FORWEPIT, part. pa. Disfigured, -or worn
out with weeping. V. Fok-PLElrfrrr. 

FORWONDRYT, part. pa. Greatly surpri^d, 
astonished.

—— He agayne to Lothyane 
Till Schyr Amer his gate has tane ; 
And till him tauld all hale the cass, . 
That tharoff all for vwndryt wass, [ 
How ony man sa sodanly

i. 11.

124.



MS.

d 
R* Brwnne, p. 37;

« Unworthy, ugjy,

FOR
•>

Mycht do so gret chewalry»
Barbour, TI. 1Q, 

It occurs in O. E. 
That was alle forwondred, for his dede com

tene.
Teut. verwonder^en, miraru 

FORWORTHIN,/>*r*./^ 
hateful ;" Rudd.

Yone was ane canem* OP caue in auldday£s, — 
Ane grisly den> and ane for war thin gap.

Doug Virgil, 247-* 3tf.
But it seems rathe» to signify lost, undone, qast 

away ; and in its fall extent, execrable.
Forwarthin f uler, of all tie warld refuse, 
What ferly i* thocht thou rejoyce to flyt 3

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 53. st. 8. 
A* S. fov-wG&r4h-afl) perire iforvwrden-licy dam. 

nabilis ; forwyrd, an accursed thing ; comp. of /or, 
in the same sense in which Belg. ver is often 
directly inverting the ffieaniag, and 
FQRWROCBT, jior*. /»<?. 

out with labour.
Eneas and his feris, on the^trand 

a*d Tortaroc&f,, sped them
U»M0. «Ttr^ 18. 3;, 

tj ,ma&t+forewrocht, and waik. 
10i J?am«racA^ edit. 1A79. 

Belg. verwerck-en, to .consume, with worljag. 5 
He hsestzmfo, vtrvcxfa, heibephiiftt (or *ke$J fcimv, 
self witb WQ^kkig. At. & fo;rwyre-an< is u^ed dif 
ferently ;, signifying to defray, to Lpse. 
FORYAWD, />*;** afa Wqr* o^t with ;£a%ue ; 

obaoieff ̂  iith,- ; p€f b*p* %* foryede^ 
&&tg*ed witk walking. 

T€> FORYEILD, v« «. Torepa j, to recompense?.
~H ——— For/ tha»k 

Ami outragkftusr full hardy 
Tke gMdis mot condia^ly

Doug* Virgil^ 57. 2> 
Here it is used ink relation to punishment, a^ /or- 

^We by Ch%ucer.
A. $*for-geild-an,fofr-gyld-an) reddere, com pen. 

sare. Teut. verghzld-eri) id. from for aac} gild-on^ 
gheld-en. Weder%hel<t-en is synon., as ako Su.G. 
wedergild-a.
FORYEING,/>«rf./r. Foregoing, taking pre 

cedence ,
— Forcing the fcjris of ane lord,» 
And he ane stfrumJiell, a^d stand ford.

t)unbar)MaitlandF9emS) p. UK 
A- S* /O7va»% praejre.

To FOR YET, FORYHET^ v. a. To forget* S. B. 
S$ o» tbU wi^e gehe wxLforyet nething.

Dwg. Virgil, 122. 31. . Cia^cer> id. 
fofiytt & also used aa the porf . j»o«

Lfill, laif, and lawte lyU behind, 
And auJ4 kynd^ is qpyifor-yett,

Bqnnqtyne Poems, p. 184. 
Quha will befor thire bukis cede,: — 
Sail find discendand lyneaYy, 
Na persowne, tl^t I fand, foryhete 
Till Malcaline the spows of Saynt M^rgret. 

IVyntown, vi. 15. 69* 
FORYOTIDENT, t$\ Tked, out of bre^tji, over*

wjonien. V.
comp with ww»aefi$i 4^» i. 

FOS, Fo&s» J. A pit
Fix and; GALLOWS. 

FOSSA, J. The grass tiiat grows among stubble,
Ang»

Su.G. 6(^«^tgni§es stubble. B\it/os«* is undt>ubt^ 
edljp the same which occwrs in a Lat. charter, ^. D. 
1205. — Non vidimus tempore Henrici et Richardi 
quondam Kegum Angliae quod, quis redderet 4^ci- 
mas de feriis aut- dte genestis aut de foms ubi prius 
fuerint denwsmatae. Du Gange thinks this an error, 
instead of» froseis, wliich he renders, "-^*8^ ^nd 
barren ground*;" TO. fraustum* But (Dowel seems 
rightly to render the. passage : — " We never sa^v that 
any one paid tith of fu^zse or broom ; or of* Itatfcr-- 
math or after pasture, wher,e the grass or hay 
been once mowed* before.'* Law Diet. TO. 
FOSTEL, j. A vesael^ a cask.

Grein Lust, I leif to the at my last 
Of faittisie vaxefostell fillit fbw."

JFr.fwtoille, t, B* fustaili^m, a wine cask; 
Tent. Fr./w^j id. dfe»^ed firom 
Tuev. 
FOSTER, ^. Progeny ©I. Siblk

Sw. fester, child, emtyryo, fbetiw. 
Ta FOTtfH,, FOUTCH, v. *. i. To change

situation.
" Look in what maner wee see the sheepheards 

tents flitted and /o toted, ef &e> th» same znanei*- 1 see- 
my life to bo flatted) a»d ^dN^.)f BFUC«'» £&e?ei* 
Sejia^ K, 4. b. 
21 To shii^ or ch&fig* horses in a plough. It is

»aidthatfefmers begin to^/o^, w%a the day
is so far lengthened:; that the plough i^ twicer
yoked in orie day, Loth. Rfe. 

3. To exchange in whatever way^ I'llfeutyb with
you*) I wffl make an exchange^ S. B^.
Su.Gr. byt'-a, mntare£ V. vnext 

To FOTCH, v*. n. : T^ fpaeh.
They band apt ky nines' in that 

Nane fr,aQ his feir t&.jjbfeh.
Hfvergrtefij i\. ISO, st. ^1.

i. e. u to ftipch fronj his companion."
The only words which seem to have any affinity 

are Isl. fat-ast, Su.G, fat-qs, fatt-a$, deficere, 
deesse, fagere ; IsL feg.felt$± r^tr.prsum ftectpr, Gr 
Andr. As Jiinehing is a change of conduct, a shift. 
iftg of o»e'e course, the senses formerly mentioned 
may be traced to this or, vice v&rw* Or f&tch, a» 
signifying to flinch, may be radically the same with 

. puts^ decipere, circum venire.
. A cart4oatf. V. FUDBER^ 

A piteh.foi?^, Buohan. 
FOUD, Jr The name giyen to the president of

the Sirprerrre Ctert formef ly held in, thp Ork 
ney Islands.
" The President^ or principal person |i^ the Laic- 

ting was named the Great Fowl or Iscijrqi&n, and 
subordinate to him were several Kttle/au(^ or un 
der sheriffs or bailiffs." Barry's Orkney, p. 217.

Su.G. fogde, ane. fogat,fGgati, fougte, 
tus; Germ» vogd, yogt) praeftctus
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vel castri. I have seen no satisfactory conjecture as 
to the origin* 
FOUGE. V. Fos.
FOUL, adj. Wet, rainy, S.

—— She was not sac skeegh, 
Nor wi* her answer very blate or dreegh ; 
But says, Pm wae, ye've got so foul a^ay.—

Ross^s Heknore, p. 3d. 
— An9 glower in round the lift, to see 
Gif fair otfowl the morn wad be, 
Trudg'd wi' his collie, to his cot.

Rev. J. NicoFs Pmms, ii. 84.
To FOUND, v. n. To go. V. FONDE.
To FOUNDER, v. a. To fell, to strike dowa,

to give such a blow as to stupify one. It is
also said, that one is foundered, when he receives
a stroke, as by a fall, which causes stupefac 
tion, S.
It occurs in a similar sense, 0. E. 

Hefowtder'd the Saracens o' twain, 
And fought as a dragon.

R. Brunne, Ellis's Spec. i. 122.
Mr E. renders it forced. But he conjectures that 

" it is a mistake t>f the transcriber for sender* d, i. 
e. sundered, separated."

Perhaps from Fr. fondre, to fall ; fondre cFen- 
haut, to fall down plump ; converted into an active 
transitive v.
To FOUNDY. V. FtnjDY.
FOUNE, adj. Of, or belonging to, fawns.

And sum war cled in pilchis andfoune skynnis. 
Doug. Virgil, 220. 42.

FOURHOURS, . /. The slight entertainment 
taken between dinner and supper ; denominated 
from the hour commonly observed in former 
times, which was/far o'clock P. M. The term is 
now vulgarly appropriated to tea^ although the 
hour is changed. Formerly, it denoted some 
stronger beverage, S.

Thus Aulus hath for ten years space extended 
The plea ; and further more I have expended 
Vast sums, to wit, for washing, lodging, diet, — 
For morning-drinks, four-hours, half gills at

noon,
To fit their stomach for the fork and spoon ; — 
For rolls, fornackets, roundabouts, sour cakes, 
For Cheshire cheese, fresh butter, cookies,

bakes, 
Far {ranches, saucers, sheepheads, cheats,

plack-pyes.
Client's Complaint^ Watson's CoU. J. 22. 23,

This poem, written some time in the seventeenth
century, gives a curious picture of manners, and
particularly of the means employed by clients to
keep their lawyers in good humour.

From a passage in Knox's Hist, it seems probable 
that the custom of four-hours had its origin in the 
tavern.

" The craftsmen wer required to assemble thame. 
selfis togither for deliverance of thair Provest and 
Bailyes, bot they past to their four houris pennie." 
p. 270.

F O U
This pi. mode qf expression is generally used by 

the vulgar. " If s nineJwnirA," It is nine o'clock, 
— " twall.hours at een>" midnight, $. This is evi 
dently a Fr. idiom.
FOURNEUKIT, adj. Quadrangular, having 

four corners, S.
" The mone beand in opposition (quhen it is 

maist round) apperit suddanly as it war foure 
nuMt*" Bdlend. Cron. B. vii. c. 18.

Ne spare thay not at last, for laik of mete, 
Thare fatale/cn/n nukit trunscheouris for til ete. 

Doug. Virgil, 908. 52. Quadrae, Virg. 
Belg. tiicrhoekig, id. £. nook has been viewed 

as formed from Relg. een hoek, angulus ; which 
Lye approves. Add. Jun. Etyin. S&aw mentions 
Gael, nine, id. But I have not observed it in any 
other Celt. Dictionary.
FOURSUM, used as a s., denoting four in com 

pany.
The/owr-swm bald, and huvit on the grene.N — 
With that the foursyfn fayn thai wald have 

fled. —— - King Har/, 1. 25. 26. V. SUM. 
FOUSEE, Foust, s. A ditch, a trench. 

An olst of tends, stentit on the grene, 
With turettis,/0fcsy. and erdedykis ilk dele, 
He gan addrcs to closin wounder wele.

Doug. Firgil, 210. 35.
" The Proveist assembles the commonaltie, and 

cumis to the fouseis syde, crying, Quhat have ye 
done with my Lord Cardinal! ?" Knox, p. 65.

To FOUTCH, ^/. a. To exchange. V. FOTCH. 
FOUTCH, s. An exchange of one thing for ano-.

ther, S. B.
FOUTH, FOWTH, ^. Abundance, plenty, full- 

. ness, S.
Of Helicon so drank thou dry the flude, 
That of thy copious fouth or plenitude 
All men purchesce drink at thy suggerit tone. 

Doug. Virgil, 4. 6. V. ALMOUS. 
" Te sal eit your bred with fouth, & sail dwel 

in your land without feir." Abp. Hamiltoun's Ca. 
techisine, 1552, Fol. 10, a. b.

It does not appear that there was any subst. noun 
resembling this in A. S.

Rudd. derives it from fow for full, q. fuffi. 
It is indeed from full; for Wyntown uses it in 
its primary form, Fwlth oj mete, abundance of 
meat. V. Bnisr. But Teut. vulte.is used precise 
ly in the same sense ; plenitude, saturitas. 
FOUTH, adj. Abundant, copious.

When the wind's in the West, the weather's at
the best. 

When the wind is in the East, it is neither good
for man £n]or beast.

When the wind is in the South, rain will be 
fouth. Kelly* s S. Prov. p. 353. 

FOIJTY, FUTIE, adj. Mean, base, despicable, 
S. pron.ytMfy.

—— He, Sampson like, 
Got to his feet, finding no ether tool, 
Broke one rogue's back with a strong wooden

stool,
And, at a second blow, with little pains, 
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Beat out another fouty rascal's brains.

Hamilton's Wallace, p./353. 
An' Paean's sin was left, ye ken,

At Lemnos, to be sear'd 
Wi* Vulcan's ir'ns ; then to blame me 

Isfutie and mislear'd.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect> p. 31. 

Fr.foutu, a scoundrel, from foutre, to lecher. 
FOUTTOUR, FOUTRE, s. A term expressive of 

the greatest contempt, S.
I trow the Fouttour lyis in ane transs,

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 90.
Mr Pink, renders it rascal» But the sense is more 

general. It has evidently been borrowed from theFr. 
FOW, Fu», adj. 1. Full, S.

Bot thir lawmakers that ar now, 
Thinkislhat the saull will be SB. fow, 
Anis in four oulkis, it will neid nane 
Quhill the fourt-Sonday cum agane. 
It is ane takin, I yow tell, 
Saullis hounger they feill nane thame sell, 
And thairfoir dois the word disdane; 
Thay ar sa/o»;, now they neid nane.

Dial. Clerk and Courteour, p. 20.
a It is usual in S. 5 " as Rudd. has observed, "to

change // or I into w." This, however, has prevail.
cd far more generally in conversation, than in writ.
i«g-
2. Saturated with food, S.

" He's unco/ow in his ain house that canna pike 
a bane in his neighbour's ;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 33.

" You are never pleas'd fow or fasting ;" S. Prov. 
Kelly, p. 376.
3. Drunk, inebriated.

Na, he is drunkin I trow ; 
I persaive him weiUfow.

Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 28. 
For this our grief, Sir, makes us now 
Sleep seldom sound, till we be fow.

Pennecuifrs Poems, 1715, p. 2. 
" A fow heart is ay kind," spoken when one in 

his cups shews impertinent fbndness ; Kelly, p. 44. 
Awa, she says, fool man ye're growing fu\

Ross's Helenore, p. 117. V. DAFT. 
This idiom, which seems quite unknown in E., is 

found on the continent. Su.G./w//, ebrius ; hence, 
/ytl-a sig, se inebriare, fyllbult, helluo, fylleri, 
ebrietas, Ihre. Germ, voll, literally full, also sig 
nifies drunk ; Er war voll, he was fuddled. 
FOW, s.

Sumtyme, quhen husbandmen went to the weir, 
They had ane jack, ane bow, or els ane speir : 
And now befoir quhair thay had ane bow, 
Ful fain he is on bak to get Ane fow : 
And, for ane jak, ane raggit cloke hes tane ; 
Ane sword, sweir out, and roustie for the rane.

Priests Peblis, S. P. R. i. 13. 
Mr Pink, renders it " a club." Mr Sibb. " per. 

haps a knapsack." The first is by far most pro 
bable. Perhaps it is from Fr. fust,f&t, a staff or 
baton, as the staff of a spear. 
FOWE *nd GRIIS.

Robbers, for sothe to say, 
Slough mine felawes, Y wis, 

In the se;

FOW
Thai raft me Jowe and grits, 
And thus wounded thai me.

Sir Tristrem, p. 77.
" Fowe, from the Fr. four tire, signifies furs in 

general; Grits a particular kind of fur, sb called 
from its grey colour." Note, p. 280. But it is 
not probable, that fourrure would be softened into 
fowe. Might notJowe rather refer to the fur of the 
pole cat, Fr. foine,fouine ? V. next word.
FOWMARTE, s. A pole-cat, S. A. Bor. 

Mustela putorius, Linn.
" It is ordanit, that na man haue Mertrik 

skinnis furth of the realme; and gif he dois, that 
he pay to the King ii. s. for the custume of ilk skin, 
and for x. Fowmartis skinnis callit Fithowis, x. d." 
Acts Ja. I. 1424. c. 24. edit. 1566. 
, Junius views fullmer, id. as comp. of O. Fr. ful 
fetid, and merder a martin, observing that in Belg. 
it is called vissc, from its bad smell. Kilian accord, 
ingly renders Teut. msse,fisse, vitche, mustelae ge 
nus valde putidum ; hence fitchat. In O. E. it is 
also written fulimart, and distinguished from the 
Jitchat.

" The beasts of the chase in some [books] are 
— divided into two classes : The first, called beasts 
of sweet flight, are the buck, the doe, the bear, the 
rein deer, the elk, and the spytard [i. e. an hart one 
hundred years old]. In the second class are placed 
ihe, fulimart, thejitchat or fitch, &c. and these are 
said to be beasts of stinking flight." Strutt's Sports, 
p. 14.
FOWSUM, FOUSUM, adj. 1. Luscious, un 

gratefully sweet, S.
——Glaikit fools, owr rife o' cash, 
Pamper their weyms wi' fousom trash.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 19,
2. Obscene, gross ; as E. fulsome is used. 

Quhat is your lufe bot lust,— 
Anefowsum appetyte, 
That strenth of person waikis ; 
Ane pastance unperfyte, 
To smyte you with the glaikis ?

Scott, C fir on. S. P. iii. 144.
3. Nauseous, offensive ; like E. fulsome.

Kind Scota heard, and said, Your rough-spun
ware . 

But sounds right douff and fousome i' my ear.
floss's Helenore, Introd.

According to Sibb. " q.faulsome." It has evident 
ly the same origin with E. fulsome; which has been 
generally derived from A. S./w/, impurus, also, ob- 
scoenus, and sum, denoting quality, q. v. 
FOWSUMLIE, adv. Loathsomely large; applied 

to what is overgrown in size. 
" Howbeit thaw wer accumpanyt with thaym 

all thair tender age, thow sail fynd thaym throw 
thair intemperance and surfetdietsa/oomj/n/z'e grow- 
in fn thair myd or latter age, that thay sail .appeir als 
vncouth to thy sycht, as thow had neuir knawin 
thaym in thair tender age." Bellend. Desc. Alb. c.
4. In tan tarn evadunt deformitatem ; Boeth.
FOWSUM, adj. Somewhat too large; often ap 

plied to a garment, S. B. apparently from fow^ 
full.



FRA
To FOX, v. n. To employ crafty means, to act

with dissimulation.
" The Venetians will join with France. The 

Florentines and the other petty princes are foxing 
already for fear." Baillie's Lett. ii. 175, 176.

Isl. fox-a signifies fallere, to deceive ; fox, false, 
adulterated ; Ved fox, kaup fox, Falsa et fraudu- 
lenta venditio ; Verel. Ind. Wachter views the Isl. 
v, as the origin of the name/o#, in the various forms 
which it assumes in the Gothic dialects. 
FOZY, adj. 1. .Spungy, soft. As, afozy peat,

a peat that is not solid ; a foxy neep, a spungy
turnip; a fo*y stick^ a piece of wood that is
soft and porous, S.

2. " A fat full-grown person," Shirr. Gl. more 
properly one who is purfled^ or as we say, 
blawn up, S. B.

3. Deficient in understanding ; metaph. applied 
to the mind. A fo%ie chield, an empty fellow, 
S. B.
A. S. wosig, humidus, succulentus ; Teut. voos, 

vooghs, voosch, spongiosus ; voose torven, cespites 
fungosi, S. B.fozy tures. Vodsigh, palustris, marshy ; 
Isl. vos, aquositas, vaese, veskia, humiditas. Foss, 
id. Verel. Ind. vo. Vos.
FRA, FRAY, FRAE,/>n?/>. i.From,S. O.E.A.Bor. 

————Thai na met6 thar within had, 
Bot as thai/ra thair fayis wan.

Barbour, iii. 447. MS. 
The third tellis how fray Troyis cite 
The Troianys carryit wer throwout the se.

Doug. Virgil, 12. 33. 
The speat may bear away

Frae aff the houms your dainty rucks of hay, . 
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 82.

2. After, from the time time that; used elipti- 
cally.

Than thocht he to have the leding 
Off all Scotland, but gane saying, 
Fra at the Brwce to ded war brocht.

Barbour, i. 581. MS. V. also ix. 110. 710. 
Syne neyst he thowcht to be kyng, 
Fra Dunkanys dayis had tane endyng.

Wyntown, vi.~ 18. 29.
3. Since, seeing. It is still used in this sense, S. 

The king,/ra Schyr Ayiner wes gane, 
Gadr.yt his menye euirilkan. 

Barbour, viii. 1. MS. V. Wyntoun, ix. 7, 3. 
Thai said it $uld ful der be boght, 

The land that thai war flemid fra.
Minors Poems, p. 3.

Callai^der derives this from Su.G. from, proi*. 
sum. But it is more natural to trace it to fraa, a, 
ab, ex, A. S. Isl./hi, id. It seems almost certain, that 
the origin is MoesG. fairra, longe, which Ulph. 
often uses in the same sense .with fram ; as, Ni 
qffidja fairra alh, departed not from the temple, 
Luke, ii. 37. Thus fra seems, "merely an abbrevia 
tion of fairra, as denoting change of place or .dis 
tance. There is a striking analogy between this and 
Lat, pro, as well as Gr. •*?*%*. , . _ . 
FRAAT, conj. Nevertheless, -however ; a corn 
^ of fora' tbat,S.

That's unco luck, but gueed I sauna ca't';

FRA
And yet intilPt there something

Ross's Helenore, p. ,48. 
FRACK, FRAK, FRECK, adj. i. Ready, active, 

diligent.
The riche and pure he did alyke regaird^ 
Punist the euill, and did the gude rewaird. 
He wald not lat the Papists cause ga bak, 
Gif it were just, bot wald be forhhn/ra£.

Diallog, Honour, Gude Fame, fyc. p. 12. 
—I am assurit had ilk preichour 
Into the mater bene as frak 
As ye haue bene heir, sen ye spak, 
It had not cum to sic ane heid 
As this day we se it proceid. 
Bot I can se few men amang thame, 
Thocht all the warld suld clene ouirgang thame. 
That hes ane face to speik agane 
Sic as the kirk of Christ prophane.

Ibid. p. 29. Hence, 
FRAKLY, adv. Hastily.

Na mare he said : but wounder/raHjf thay 
Vnto thare labour can thame al add res.

Doug. Virgil, 258. 6.
2. It is still used in a sense nearly allied. A 

freck carly or ifreck auld man, is a phrase com 
monly applied to one, who although advanced 
in life, retains a considerable degree of vigour 
and activity; S. B.

3. Open, ingenuous ; as E. free is used.
" The first Lord that ever was specified in the 

summons, was Lord David Lyndesay of the Byres, 
because he was most familiar with King James III. 
and was frackest in his opinion, and used himself 
most manfully in his defence against his enemies." 
Pitscottie, p. 96. 
To MAIK FRACK, to be diligent in preparation, to

make ready.
u Thir thingis newlie ratefeit, the merchantis 

maik/rac£ to saill, and to thair traffique, quhilk be 
the trouble of weirs had sum yeirs bein hinderit." 
Knox, p. 35.

" The said Johnne [Chatirhous] maid frock for 
the persuit; and upotin the Magdalene day, in the 
morning anno 1543, approchit with his forcis." 
Ibid. p. 39. '

Lord Hailes views wra%9 *wrek as the same with 
this ; observing, that it is frequently used by the Scot, 
tish writers. u Knox," he observes, p, ,35, " says, 
The merchantis matk frack to sail.—This is plainly 
the same word. To mattefrack, is to load a cargo. 
Hence the modern word freight.'* Bann. P. Note, p. 
304. But this learned writer has mistaken the sense of 
frack. This appears from the structure of the language. 
The phrase, maik frock, governs these words, u to 
thair traffique," as well as " to sail." Besides, it fol 
lows in the next sentence, u From Edinburgh were 
frduchtit twelf sliipjris," &c. According to analo 
gy, Knox must therefore have-written, " maik 
fraught.'? According to Lord Hailes's interpreta 
tion^ in what sense did Chatirhous " maik frock for 
the pursuit?" Did he bring -his forces by Awater? 
The contrary is evident from.the passage.

I may add, that in a MS. of Knox, apparently as 
old m the first edition, the phrase is rendered, " The 
m erohantis maid preparations to 'feaill." 
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F R A F R A
Frek occurs in O. E. in the sense of ready or eager. 

Cure king and his men held the felde — 
With lordes and with knyghtes keae, 
And other doghty men bedene, 

That war fujl/n^ to fight— 
Both ar blast and many a bow 
War ready railed upon a row, 

And full fret for to fight.
MimP$ Poems, Wvrtotfs Hist. iii. 104. 

The term is certainly allied to $u,G./roec£, ala. 
cer, strenuus. Isl. /raA:,r? strenuue, citus, innitens 
operi ; frek-a^ celery at faka spwrid, aceelerare 
gradum, to quicken one's pace* 
To FRAK, v. n. To move swiftly.

— The Troiams/raMw ouer the flude.
Dcug. Virgil, 14. 11.

Now quha was blyth bot Mneatheus full yore, 
Quhilk—/ra/tfo> fast throwout the opin see, 
Als swiftlye as the dow affrayit dois fle. —

Ibid. 134.38.
Rudd. derives it from A* S, froeC) profugus, or 

Teut. vracht, vectio. Sibb. 9 without the slightest 
reason, refers tofloggis of fire, as if synon. The 
origin is certainly th« same with that of Frack, q. v. 
FRACTIOUS, adj. Peevish, fretful ; applied to

the temper, S. \frt.fractus. 
FR AGALENT, adj. Advantageous, profitable,

Ang. 
To FRAY, v. n. To he afraid.

" This and the convoy of it make us tremble for 
fear of division. — Thir thingis make 
lie's Lett. i. 80,

The E. v. formed from Fr, effrvy^eri thus 
a neut. jtnse. It is ugod actively by t^esame writo. 
FRAY, s. Fear ; Fr. effray, ejfroy*

" Great were the frays «f {hi* people, and *eir 
tears to God plentiful." Baillie's Lett. & 69. 
FRAYDANT, adj.

Quhateir thair wyfea 4aii them 
Thay wirk it aiany way is ; 
Ar fraydant at the man, 
Quhil itJiay bri^ hlna our

M<*fa*t Pnms, p» 188. 
This, according to Mr Pink, may ue qwrrsU 

some ; which indeed seems to be the sen», But I 
urcwild not derive if from jfr^p, |w»t A» 8. freQth+an, 
to fret, to chafe, ^f which U nay be the part» pr. : 
q. freothend. « They aw ^UH fpetdnft, tiU they 
make him surmount «ill hid otataalefi, QT erary thing 
that lei* their 4eaigii8«n Or there may be an 
sion to the nautical ten» vtvys. 
FRAYING, /.

Bat or all wp dhimhene war thai, 
Thai that *r«r wachys till astay, 
Hard Bering, and priue «pekiag, 
And als*wQ.fnaying offarmyog.

This may fiigJiiff, ruhfciitg of armour, or the rat. 
tling otJcafiioned by coilisiom ; Fr* frey-er^ Belg . 
vryv^cm^ to rub. This is m£Uii»Q«d by Johnsou JM 
onev s«He of K fray ,• ahhougii he giyes no auth». 
rity. The woffd in MS., however, srems father 
fraping ; from Fr. fr appear, to hit, to strike* In 
edit. 16tO. it ta Dewfefol jrovong, which is move 
obscure than any ot Ae vfbtr readi

FRAYIT, /**.>. Afraid; Wall. Doug. V. FRAY. 
To FRAIK, v. n. To flatter, to wheedle^ Ang. 

Fife.
Yet some wiH/roffc, an» say, « My dear, 

O how I do adore you.*1
A. Douglas's Poems, p, 79. 

FRAIK, s. Much ado in a flattering sort of way* 
He maks a great fraik, he pretends great re 
gard, Ang. Perhaps from the E. s. freak, which 
some derive from A. S.fraec, periculosus. 

FRAIL, s. Expl, fail, Gl.
The sheep, the pleugh, the^/raz'J, declare 
The employments whilk they courtit.

Rev. J. Nicol's foem$, ii. 5. 
This seems merely a provincial cor*. S. A. 

To FRATS, *. n. To make a cracking or crash 
ing noise.

Sone eftir this of men the clamor rais,
The takillis, grassillis, cabillis can frate and

frais. Doug. Virgil ̂ 15. 45.
Rudd. oifers various conjectures as to the origin

of this word ; Fr. ecraser coaterere, crois&ir ere»
pitare, froisser, contnndere ; Germ, rauschen, stre*
pitum edere. But it is allied, as Sibfr. has observed,
to Su.G. frets -a crepitare. It may be added, that
fraes*» signifies, stridere. This exactly corresponds
to stridor^ the word here used by Virg, Frusta par.
ticularly denotes the sound of dry wood, when it
catches fire. A. Bor./rase, to break.
FRAISE, s, A cajoling discourse, To make a

/raise. V. PHRASE»
FRAISE, s. Acalf'sfraise, the pluck of a calf, S. 

Tentjfrase, vituli lactantis fissa intestina ; Germ. 
id. Fr. f raise, a calf's pluck.
To FRAIST, FRASTYN, FREST, FRESTIN, <v. a. 

To try, to prove, to make an attempt upon. 
I rede ye mak furth ane man mekar of made, 
That will with fairnes/roeW freudsdtip to fynd,

Gawan «nd Gol. i. la 
He lansit out oar ane land? and drew noght ane

lyte;
Quhair he squid frastyn his force and fangtn his

fight. Ibid. iii. 20.
— Wondir freschJy thair force thai/re^ on the

feildis. Ibid. iii. 4.
Twa rynnyng renkis raith th$ riolyse has tane ;
Ilk freik to his fair to/w*m his fa.

Ibid. Hi, 21.
i.e. "Each took,*1 literally, ! *< two running 

races, with an Intention to make aa effort against 
his foe.M

It s.ee»9 to b« the same word wfikh R. Branne 
uses, p. H9, although Hearee re»4ers it fraught*. 

Maid in Bristow lettres fast settdes? 
Bl messengers trowe, farto procore fnendes, 
To burgei§& citez (the wardeyns alle schvfrcistes) 
& to lordes of feez, that scho on trektes. 
Sn.G. frest+fy Isl, freist-tt) ane. /rm*a, Uair. 

frist~er, A. S. fraj.tgean9 MoesG. /rw&-a«, id. 
Ihre refers to Gv. #*$»£-*&**• id. 
To FRAK, v. n. To move swiftly. V". under

FRACK. 
To FRAME, v. n. To succeed.

" -•*• Thai indeed fhe defender did exprewhrs dis.



FRA
like with their enterprise, as a business which could 
not frame, and that it had been wisdom to have 
stayed all moving till the event of the Dutch war 
had been seen,'' Information for Marq, Argyle, 
Wodrow's Hist. i. 50.

A. S. frem*ian) valere, prodesse ; " to profit, to 
serve or be good for ;" Somner. 
FRAMET. V. FREMXT. 
FRANCHIS, s. Sanctuary, asylum. 

The king syne schew to Win the hajy schaw, 
Quhilk straug Romulus did reduce and draw 
In manere offranchis or of sanctuary.

Doug. rirgily W3. W>
Fr. franchise, id. Rudd., on the authority of 

fiottomari, mentions L, T&.jrancma as used in the 
same sense. The origin is Germ, frank, liber. 
To FRANE, FKAYX, v. a. To ask, to inquire, 

to interrogiite, P^t, yr.franand.
it dots cum, all men dois/rane.

Dvnbw, Maitl&nd Poems, p. 118. 
al enragit gan efter harnes frane, 

Armour al witles in his bed, eckis he.
D*ug. Virgil, 223. 15. 

Now aperb hefranand with all his mkht, 
To k»aw Eaeas wuxdring be the se.

Ibid. 319. 36.
* Freyned, enct»ired; P. Ploughman. Somner ob 
serves that Frane is used i* the same seose, Lancash. 

A» S. froegnrfan, MoesG. fraihn-an, Su.G. 
fraegn-a.) Isl. fregn-,&, ihterrogare. It occurs in a 
more primitive form in Aleni./ra£-«ft, Tent, vracgh- 
en, hi. Su.G./rae, W. 
FRANE, s. Interrogatipn, inquiry.

Quheo that scho spak, her toung was wonder
s!4,—

HIT frane was cuverit with aiie piteous face, 
Quhilk was the causs that oft I cryit, allace !

famnatyne MS. Chron. S. P. iii. 235.
V. the v. 

To FRATE, v. n.
The takilUs, grassillis, cabillis can /rate and 

Irais. Doug. Virgil, 15. 44. 
Rudd. renders this word as if it denoted a noise 

or cfaeking, tfeat made by the rubbing of cables, and 
were synon, with frais, It might indeed be traced 
to Isl./ra^-a fremcre. Cut it seems rather to sig 
nify the rubbing itself (aud/r^V the uoise majie by 
it) corresponding to A. 8, freoth-an, frieaye ; Su.G. 
fraet-a, to wearr to gnaw, to corrode, 
To FRAUGHT, FRA WCBT, v, «* To freight, S 

— " And at nane qf o«r Soueranfi Lordis liegis 
tak schippis to fraught vnder colour to defraud our 
Souer^ne l*ord npr his lieg^,'* Acts Ja. IV. 148S. 
c. U. Edit. 1566, c, 3, Murray. 

Johnson mentions this as ao. used in E. « for 
by corruption," But it is evidently the

Teut. t?roc^<rfl, vectajre, vectura onerare, Mod. 
Sa£ /r«cA/-<?«, Sw, frakt-&, id. Germ, frett-en, 

whoncq Sew», derives Isl.ffacke, rudwis,

T, FRAWCHT, s. 1. The freight of a 
vessel, that with which it is loaded, S. 

A bate suld be oa ilke svde

FRE
For to wayt, and tak the tyde,
Til mak thanuj/raax^, that vald be
Fra land to land be-yhond the se.

Wyntown, vi. 18. 
2. The fair, or price of a passage, 3.

" Tarry breeks pays no fraught /" S. Pror. 
u People of a trade assist one another mutually/1 
Kelly, p. 318.

Teut, uracht, Sw.frakt, freight. 
FRAUCHTISWAK, s. One who has tho charge of 

loading a vessel.
—" And this to be serchlt be the offieiaris of 

the burgh, and the htidfrauchtismen of the schip.*' 
Acts Ja. III. 1487. e. 130, Edit, 1500. fr*wfrte$- 
men, Murray, c. 103.
FRAWART, FHAWAKTIS, /»r#f From» con 

tra.^ to,
Sche thame fordriuis, and causis oft go wyll 
Frawart Latyne.—— D(Wg* Virgil, 14* 0. 
Thy self or thaine thou,/rawr&> God remouis.

Ibid. 95. 43.
A. S. frvmipevrdt aversus, Rudd. Rather from 

fra, and wwrd, Gerro. wart) a ternupation denoting 
place or situation. 
FRAWFULL, adj.

How evir this warld do change and ?ary, 
Lat us in hairt nevir inoir be sary;" 
Bot evir be reddy and addrest; 
TQ pajss out of this frawfull fary.

Dunbar, nannatyne Poems, p. 59. 
This Lord Hailes renders u freward, untoward.*' 

If this be the meaning, it may be from A. ^.fraefel, 
fraevol, praecox, Germ, fraevel, h\em. frasuuili, 
id. But it is doubtful, if the term does not merely 
signify, fray-full, q. full of frays.
To FRE, v. n.

Be thou vexit, and at nadir,
Your freinds will/re and on yow wondir.

Mainland Poems, p. 134.
Given by Mr Pink, as not understood. It may 

signify, make enquiry; Su.G.fra, Isl. frae* V. 
Franc. Or perhaps for fray, take fright, stand 
aloof. 
FRE, adj. Noble, honourable.

Schir Ranald come son till his sister/re, 
Welcummyt thaim hayme, and sperd of hir en. 

tent. Wallace, i. 3t9. MS, 
It seems to bear this sense in the following pas» 

sage, as beiftg connected with noble, and contrasted 
with pure.

To play with dyce nor Cairts accords 
T0 the, hot with thy nobU lords, 
Or with the Quene thy moder/r<£; 
To play with pure roep disaccord*.

To King James V. Bsmwtyoe Poems>
p. 146. st, 5.

Mr EHb obserres that " free, in old English, is 
almost constantly used in the sense of noble pr gen* 
teel." Spec. ii. 32. The same observation, I tbiak, 
applies to S.
MoesG.frj-jq, llher, A. SL freak, Belg. vrij, Getin, 

fret, id. 
TRE, adj. Beautiful, handsome»

The Archebyschape of Yhork than—



FRE
Crownyd with solempnyte 
Dame Malde, that suet Lady fre.

Wyntown, vii. 4. 48.
The term, however, may here signify, noble. 

Of Ysonde than speketh he,
Her prise;

Hou sche was gent and/re, 
Of love was non so wise.

Sir Tristrem, p. 83.
Su.G. frid, pulcher, anc.,/ri/ Isl.fryd, Germ. 

frey, Relg.fraai; C. 'B.ffraw, Arm./raw, id. It 
has been supposed, with considerable probability, 
that the term as used in this sense, has some relation 
to Frey-a, the Gothic name of Venus, whence our 
Friday, Lat. dies Veneris ; whence also, according 
to Ihre, the word/ru, originally denoting a woman 
of rank, although now applied indiscriminately; 
Isl.fry, matrona; Teut. vrouue, doinina, hera, ma* 
gistra. 
FRE, s. A lady.

I followit on that fre, 
That semelie was to se.

Mainland Poems, p. 205.
This is merely theadj. ; apparently, as signifying 

noble, which both in S, and O. E. is often used 
Subst. like bricht, clere, &c. V. FRELY. 
To FREATH, v. n. To foam, to froth, S. 

O rare ! to see thee fizz smdfreath !
Burns, iii. 15. .

To FREATH, v. a. To work up into froth, to 
make suds for washing, S.

* > —— See the sun 
Is right far up, and we've not yet begun 
'Tofreath the graith.——

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 86. 
FREATH, s. Froth; as that of soap for washing

clothes, S.
Su.G.frada, Dan.fraade,frae, spuma. 

FRECHURET s. Coolness.
The breathless flocks drawes to the shade, 
And frechure of their fald; • 
The startling nolt, as they were madde, 
Runnes to the rivers cald.

A. Hume, Chron. S. P. iii. 388. 
Tr.fraischure, id. 

FRECK, adj. V. FRACK- 
FREDFULL, adj. Readfrendfull. Friendly. 

Gud Wallace sone throu a dyrk garth hym hyit, 
And till a houss, quhar he was wont to ken, 
A wedow duelt was frendfull till our men.

Wallace, ix. 1379. MS. 
FREE, adj. l. Brittle, as applied to stones,

wood, &tc, S. B. 
2. Free corn is that which is so ripe as to be

easily shaken, S. B.
Sw.fron, friabilis, swLC.fraekn ; but our term, I 

suspect, is merely E./ree, used in a peculiar sense, 
as denoting what may be easily liberated by a 
'change of its present state.
To FREESK, v. a. To scratch, to rub roughly 

to curry, Ang. A. Bor. fridge, to fret, to rub 
in pieces. 

Teut. vryv-en, to rub.

F R E
FREESK, s. A hasty rub; metaph. any piece of

work done expeditiously, Ang. 
FREIK, FREKE, FRICK, s. I. Mr Pink, renders 

this, man. But it is certainly too indefi nite. For 
the term is frequently used in such connexion 
as to suggest the idea of a strong man, or an in 
trepid man, one who is fit to appear with hon 
our on the field of battle. 

Had never leid of this land, that had been lev and, 
Maid ony feute before, freik, to fulfil 
I suld sickirly myself be consentand.

Gawan and Gol. ii. 10. 
•—Wondir freschly th&ifrekis fruschit in feir.

Ibid. st. 20.
It is applied to Arthur and all his npble atten 

dants.
Thus to fote ar thei faren, thesfrekes unfayn.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 7. 
I sail boidword, but abaid, bring to.you heir, 
Gif he be/ricfc on the fold, your freynd, or your 

fay. Gawan and Gol. i. 5 
Freik, edit. 1508.

Than Wallace said, with sobir wordis, that tid, 
Schir, I am seik, for Goddis luff latt me ga. 
Langcastell said, Forsuth it beis nocht sa; 
A felloune/rafc thow semys in thi fair.

Wallace, ii. 395. MS. 
Derfly to dede feylefrekys thar he dycht.

Ibid. v. 965. MS.
I was within thir sextie yeiris and sevin, 
Ane freik on feld, als forss, and als fre, 
Als glaid, als gay, als ying, als yaip as yie.

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems , p. 131. st. 4. 
Quhat/rez'& on feld sa bald dar maniss me ?

Henry sone, Ibid. p. 134. st. 2. 
This designation is given to Conscience, in P. 

Ploughman.
I am fayne of that forward, sayd thefreke than.

Fol. 17. b.
Su.G. fraeck, alacer, strenuus. Isl. frek-r, id. 

Tho at badivaeri sterker ocfrekner; although they 
were at the same time robust and active; Ol. 
Tryggu. S. ap. Ihre; Dan./refc, daring.
2. A fellow; but, as Sibb. has observed, u more 

commonly a petulant or forward young man."
——Quod I, Loune, thou leis. 

Ha, wald thou fecht, quod the/re#, we haue bot 
few swordis. Doug. Virgil, 239. a. 27. 

The wyifs keist up ane hiddwous yell, 
Quhen all thir yo linker is yokkft; 
Als ferss as ony fyre flauchts fell, 
Freiks to the field thay flokkit.

Chr. Kirk, st. 21. Chron. S. P. 
Su.G. fraeck, in like manner, is used in two dif 

ferent senses; signifying not only strenuus, but tu- 
midus, insolens. The first may be viewed as the ori 
ginal sense. In different Northern dialects, it seems 
primarily to have denoted a man of real valour, and 
afterwards to have been applied to one who only pre 
tended to be so, who acted in a thrasonical way. 
Wachter indeed defines Germ, freck, nimis liber, me- 
tu et pudore solutus; deriving it from A. S. freah, 
freoh, free. If this be the etymon, the hypothesis 
given above must be inverted.



F R E
A. S.fraec-genga, denotes a fugitive, a rcnegado ; 

also, a glutton: and ge-frec-nan, exasperari, which 
Hickes derives from Goth, fraeck. This has also 
been viewed as the origin of E. freak. 
FREIRIS, j. A friary, or convent of friars.

a Als sone as the Bruce had red thir writingis, he 
inquirit diligentlie quhair the Cumin wes. This ser- 
uand suspeckand na euill, schew that he wes in the 
freiris of Dunfreis." Bellend. Cron* B. xiv. c. 7. 
Choro Fratruni Minorum ; Boeth. Fr. frerie, id. 
frairie, frairies, L. B.fratreia ; Du Cange. 
To FREITH, FRETH, v. a. To protect, to assist. 

Nouthir Troianis, nor Rutulianis/rezV^ will I; 
Lat aithir of thame thare awin fortoun stand by. 

Doug. Virgil, 317. 25. 
A. S. frith-tan, protegere. 

To FREITH, v. a. To liberate, to set free. 
The rycht is ouris, we suld mor ardent be; 
I think tofreith this land, or ellis de.

Wallace, ix. 820. MS. 
In other editions it is changed to free.

Quhen thai had brynt all tre werk in that place, 
Wallace gert/mYA the wemen, offhys grace; 
To do thaim harm neuir his purpos was.

Ibid. ix. 1513. MS. 
Frethit, Wyntown, ix. 24. 59. 
This word is used by Hardyng, to denote the li 

beration of a captive.
Then was Humfrey erle of Herford frethed clene, 
And enterchaunged for kyng Robertis wyfe, 
That holden was in England then full ryfe.

Chron. Fol. 170. a.
I have not observed that A. S. frith-ian is used in 

this sense. The v. is ge-frith-ian) liberare; Su.G. 
freot, free, frid, liberty.
FREIT, FREET, FRET, s. A superstitious notion, 

or belief, with respect to any action or event as 
a good or bad omen, S. It is pronounced^/r^, 
S. B. Loth, freity generally elsewhere. 

Syne thai herd, that Makbeth aye 
In fan town fretis had gret fay, 
And trowth had in swylk fantasy, 
Be that he trowyd stedfastly 
Nevyre dyscumfyt for to be, 
Quhill wyth hys eyne he suld se 
The wode browcht of Brynnane 
To the hill of Dwnsynane.

Wyntown, vi. 18. 362.
2. A superstitious observance or practice, meant 

to procure good or evil, a charm, S. 
" His [the diuels] rudiments, I call first in gene- 

rail, all that which is vulgarly called the vertue of 
word, herbe, and stone, which is vsed by vnlawfull 
charmes, without naturall causes; as likewise all 
kind of practiques, freites, or other extraordinary 
actions, which cannot abide the trew touch of natu 
rall reason.—Unlearned men (being naturally curi 
ous, and lacking the trew knowledge of God) finde 
these practises to proue trew, as sundrie of them will 
doe, by the power of the diuell for deceiuing men, 
and.not by any inherent vertue in these vaine wordes 
and freites." K. James's Works, Daemonologie, 
p. 99. 100.
3. Any thing performed as an act of religious
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worship, that has no other origin than super 
stition.

—In hys lettrys said he thane.
That the pepil of Ireland
Wnfaythful wes, and mystrowand, »
And lede thame 'all befretts wyle,
Nowcht be the lauche of the Ewangyle.

Wyntown, vii. 7. 223. 
But holie water in the ayre to tosse, 
And with the finger heere and there to crosse, 
Scorne thou, as fruitlesse/re^s, least Sathan slight, 
And scorne such weapons should resist his might. 

Morels True Crucifix , p. 170.
4. This word is also used in a kind of metaph» 

sense. To-stand on frets, to stickle at trifles, to 
boggle at slight matters, which deserve as little 
attention as any superstitious notion or rite, S. B. 

Fouk need not on frets to be standing, 
That's woo'd and married and a\

Song, added to Ross's Helenore, p. 147. 
The idea thrown out by K. James occurs in the 

old ballad, Adam o' Gordon.
Wha luik tofreits, my master deir, 

Freits ay will follow them.
Pink. Select S. Ballads, i. 49. 

It is thus expressed in prose:— 
" He that follows freets,freets will follow him;"

5. ProY. Kelly, p. 128.
This ProT. contains an observation fpunded on ex. 

perience. We are not to suppose that those who 
framed it, believed the efficacy of superstitious rites. 
But they must at least have meant to say, that those, 
whose minds are under the influence of superstition, 
being continually on the watch, will observe many 
things as ominous or fatal, which are entirely 
overlooked by others; and thus produce (o them 
selves a great deal of unhappiness. It may have been 
meant, however, to express something farther, which 
is not less ti;ue; that God, in his righteous provi 
dence, often suffers those who neglect a more sure 
testimony, and grve their minds to omens and super 
stitious observances, to meet with such things as seem 
to confirm them. Thus he threatens to choose the 
delusions of a disobedient and idolatrous people, and 
to give them what they seek, altars for sin.

Mr Macpherson on this word refers to Alem.frist- 
an, to interpret. But there seems to be no affinity. 
According to Sibb., " perhaps from Scand. fraegd, 
fama, rumor; or quasi frights. 99 There is not the 
least foundation for the latter hypothesis; which is 
that given by Ritson, who referring to the Prov. al 
ready mentioned, thus explains it; " Those to whom 0 
things appear frightful or ominous, w4ill be always 
followed by frightful or ominous things;" Scotish 
Songs, Gl. In mentioning fraegd, Sibb. has come 
nearer to the truth. For Isl. frett, which signifies 
a rumour, in the plural denotes oracles, pro 
phecies, or responses of the dead; Edda Saemund. 
It is used in the same sense, Landnamabok, p. 13. 
This is very nearly related to our term; as it seems 
primarily to denote a notion founded on oracular au 
thority ; and in a secondary sense, an omen, or one 
thing portentous of another. The Isl. term, by*some 
Northern Etymologists, has been derived from frcg.
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audio; imperf./rae, which ifi viewed as radically the 
same with Geim. frozen, interrogation. The con 
nexion, indeed, is very intimate; a great part of 
what we hear beiog in consequence of interrogation. 

With all due deference, however, to the Northern 
writers, because of their superior opportunities of in. 
formation, I am much incline^ to think that IsL 
fraett,frett, an omen or oracle, is immediately from 
fraette, percipio, interrogo, relatu acquire; G. 
Andr. p. 78., and that both are allied to Su.G. IsL 
fraede, wisdom, erudita instilutio; fromfraede eru- 
dio, certiorem et guarum facio; Ibid. p. 76. Kenna 
beilog fraedi, to know sacred .wisdom; Tryggu. S. 
ap. Ihre. This corresponds to MoesG. frathyan, 
cognoscere, sapere; frathi, sapientia. It was very 
natural for an ignorant people, to appropriate the 
character of wisdom to those who were supposed to 
be most versant in omens and portents; just as our 
ancestors used the phrase, a wyss wife, for denomi 
nating a witch. The very term witch has been sup 
posed to have a similar origin. It is at any rate ana 
logous to Fris. wtt-vroutive, witike wyfe, tnulter sciola. 

I mention this only as the more immediate origin of 
Isl.frett. For Ihre traces fraede, and the other terras 
expressive of wisdom, to fraa, fraag-a, interrogare. 
FREITTY, FRETTY, adj. Superstitious, given to the

the observation offreits, S. 
FRELAGE, s. Freedom, power; privilege» 

Quhat God has to him grantit sicfrelege?
Doug. Virgil, 277.31.

Still used in Sheffield, Ray. Freelege, A. Bor. id. 
Rudd. derives it from Fr. E. privilege. But it seems 
more closely allied to Germ./r##fe, free ifrei-gela*- 
sen, a free man; Alem.jtfrfazm, frilazin, a free girl. 
Du Cange derives frilatz from A. S.freoh and les-an, 
to send away, maaumittere. Su.G./roefo, Isl.frtals, 
free. 
FRELY. frdyfute.

Then schippyt thai, for owtyn mar, 
Sum went till ster, and sum till ar, 
And rowyt be the ile of But. 
Men mycht se mony frely fute 
About the cost, thar lukand, 
As thai on ayris raiss rowand.

Barbour, iii. 578. MS.
This seems forfretyfode otfude, a common phrase 

in ancient poetry, denoting a person, and especially 
a female of high birth. These may be here poetically 
introduced, as witnessing the exertions of Bruce and 
his men. V. FODE.
FRELY, s. A beautiful woman; the adj. used 

as a s.
To Kerle he thus argownd in this kind, 
Bot gret desyr remaynyt in till his mynd, 
For to behald that/re/^ ofFfassoun.

Wallace, v. 653. MS.
A. S. freolic, liberalis, ingenuus; Teut. frqyeltck, 

belle, pulchre, eleganter; Kilian. IsL fridleik^r^ 
beauty. V. FEE, adj. 2.
FRELY, FREELY, adv. Intirely, completely, S» 

Then quho sail wirk for warld's wYak, 
Quhen flude and fyre sail our it frak, 
And frely fmstir feild and fure, 
With tempest kene and hiddous crak ?

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poemsy p. 73,

FEE
Used in the same sense by Wyatown; and S. B. as 

augmenting the sense,/retffy weil, quitewell^very well. 
[She] did her jobs sae/r^cfy eanny, 

That mony ane laments poor Nanny.
Shimfs* Poems, p. 266.

Su.G. friliga is used as an affirmative, utique, om- 
nino; Germ, freylich, assuredly.
FREMYT^ FRSMMrr* adj. i. Strange, foreign; 

§.frem, S. A. Bor.fremJ.
———^-O fader maist dere 

Anchises, desolate why left thou me here 
Wery and Irkit in &&efremmi/t land ?

Doug. Virgil, 92. 29.
Frem folks, strangers, S. Afremd body, a stran 

ger, S. 6. fremed,frim, peregrinus, Lincoln. 
2. Acting like a stranger,-keeping at a distance, S. 

" Better my friend think meframet, than fashi- 
ous;" S. Prov. Kelly, p. 72. i. e. it is better that 
one should see his friend seldom, than, be trouble, 
some with his visits.
3 Having no relation or affinity. Quit*fremd, 

nowise related, S. *4 Scotisyra&, cui swb op- 
ponitur;" Rudd. A. Bor. frem^fremt, <4 far 
off, not related to 5" Gl. Grose. V. FkfiND. 

4. Unlucky, adverse.
Sa infortunate was we thaitfremyt day, 

That maugre plainly quhethir we wold or no, 
With strong hand by forse schortly to say, 

Of inymyis taken and led away
We weren all, and broucht in thaire con tree,

Kmg's-Quatr, ii. 5. 
It is used by R. Glouc. and Langland. 

That chyld wax so wel & ythen, as seyde
fremde & sybbe,

That he wolde be a noble mon, yyf he moste 
lybbe. P. 346. 

Lightlye that they leauen, losels it habbeth, 
Or dieth intestat, and the bishop entreth, 
And makith mirth theirmidde, and his men bothe, 
And siggen he was an niggard that no good might spare 
To frend ne tofremid, the finde haue his soule.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 79. a. 
Germ. A. S./remd, Aleiti.fremider, Belg. vremd9 

Su.G.fraemmande, MoesG. framathja, peregrinus; 
all from the Goth. prep./ram, signifying from; as 
Gr. siftWKo; from &; and Lat. exterus, from e, ex, to 
which fountain the E.-word, stranger, may also be 
traced, as corr. in passing through the medium of Fr. 
from Lat. extratoeus.
FREMITNES, FKEMMI^NES, s. Strangeness, dis 

tance of conduct.
My collar rent is be Dame Fremitnes, 
The pirenis thaitof ar reft be sad Nysenes.

Lament. Lady Scotl. A. iiL b. 
i. e. niceness, prid6, personified. 

Bot outher man I use scurrilitie; 
Of els sic straunge and uncouth fremmitnes, 
That I wait nocht quhane to mak merines.

Maitland Poem$, p. 152. V. Fremyi, 2. 
FRENCH-GOWS, s. pi. A piece of female 

dress, apparently used in the seventeenth cen 
tury; perhaps gause.

For she invents a thousand toys,
That house, and holdr and all destroys;—
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French~gows cut out and double banded, &c. 

Watson's Coll i. 30. V. TUFF. 
FREND, FRIEND, s. l. A relation, S. 

The Lordys that tyme of Ingland, 
That than remanyd qwik lyvand, 
Menyd be-for the Kyng rycht sare 
Thare kyne, thare/renews, that peryst ware. 

Wyntown^ vii. 10. 354.
" Friends agree best at a distance;" S. Erov. 

" This is spoken of relations, who agree best when 
there is no interference of interests," Kelly, p. 103. 
2. A connexion, one allied by marriage, S.

" Make friends of framet folk ; S. Prov. spoken 
to dissuade people from marrying those who are their 
kindred." Kelly, p. 247.

Su.G. fraende, frende, Isl. frendi, a kinsman. 
This is the proper sense; although it is extended both 
to allies and to friends. V. Ihre, and G. Andr. p. 77. 

Teut. vriende agnatus, cognatus. Rudbeck de 
rives fraend consanguineus, from/roe, semen, quasi 
sanguine eodem nati; Atlantic. P. II. 570.

A. S. freond is merely the part. pr. of fre-on 
amare; amans, amicus, Lye; q. a loving person. 
Wachter views Alem.friunt, and Germ.freund, id. 
as contr. from the part, of/r^-ew, to love.

MoesG. frijonds occurs only in the sense of ami. 
cus. But it has the same relation to the v.fri-jon 
amare, being the part. pr. For the sentiment, ex 
pressed by it, applies to the term as used in both 
senses; as we are bound by the ties of love both 
to relations and to friends. 
FREN YIE, s. A fringe.

—Frenyeis of fyne silk fret tit full fre.
Gawan and Got. ii. 1.

Teut. frengie, frenie, fimbria, lacinia; Kilian. 
To FRENN, v. n. To be in a rage, Ang. 
FRENNISIN, s. Rage, violent passion, Ang.; per 

haps from Fr. phrenesie madness, E. phrensy. 
FRENSGHLY, adv. ^Frankly, readily.

—Cast this vther buke on syde ferby, 
Quhilk vnder cullour of sum strange wycht 
Sofrenschly leyes, vneth tuo wordis gais pycht.

Doug. Virgil, 7. 54. Germ, frank, Hber.
FRENSWM, *#. Friendly.

——The Kyng of Ingland
.Held sic frendschepe and cumpany
To thare Kyng, that wes worthy.
Thai trowyd that he, as gud nychtbore,
And bsfrenswm composytore,
Wald hawe jugyd in lawte.' Wyntown^ viii. 2. 52. 

To FREQUENT, v. a. To «acquaint, to give in-
formation, Ang.
An improper use of the E. or Fr. v. instead of at* 

quaint. 
* FREQUENT, adj. Great; as respecting con-

course of people ; q. well-attended.
" The noblemen, gentlemen, and ministers of the 

West and South, did meet in frequent number." 
Baillie's I^ett. i. 16.

—* To-morrow, in Stirling, is expected a,frequent 
council." Ibid. p. 37.
FREQUENTLY, adv. In a great or considerable 

cumber.
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" The noblemen——came in frequently against 

the afternoon." Baillie's Lett, i.,34.
FRER, FfcERE, s. A frier.

Leryd and lawde, nwne and/rer?, 
All wes slajne wyth that powere.

Wyntown, viii. 11. 87. Fr.frere, id. 
* FRESH, adj. Open ; applied to the weather,

as opposed to frosty, S.
"Fresh weather; open weather." Sir J. Sin. 

clair's Observ. p. 49.
66 Our,winters—have been open and^es/i, as it is 

termed." P. Campsie, Stirlings. Statist. Ace. XT. 
319. N. 
FRESH, s. A smaller flood in a river, S.

" Interrogated, Whether the river, when there is 
afresh in her, does not partly run down said Alloehy 
Grain ?—depones, that when the river is in a spcat, 
as much of her will run down the Alloehy Grain as 
would make an ordinary summer water." State, 
Leslie of Powis, &c. p. 62.

u Whether, when there is a speat or fresh in the 
river, it is not his opinion that the said dyke has a 
tendency to throw the waters of the river over upon 
the Fraserfield side.", Ibid. p. 164. 165.

Here used as synon. with speat. But I apprehend 
that it is not, in its general use, quite so strong, but 
more properly synon. with Fluthery q. v»
FRESON, s.

A freke, on afreson, him folowed in fay: 
Thefreson was afered for drede of that fare. 

_Sir Gttwan and Sir Gal. ii. 5. 
Gawan, his steed being skilled, orders hhfoeson 

to be brought, st. 17.
Go feeche me my Freson, fairest on fote, 
He may stonde the in stoure in as mekle stede. 

From the connexion, it certainly denotes a horse of 
some kind, perhaps a palfrey, as being used in place 
of the charger. Fr./mon, a a man, or horse, of 
Frizeland;" Cotgr.
To FREST, FRESTIN. V. FRAIST. 
FREST, s. Delay.

With that thar bowys away thai kest, 
And come on fast, but langerfrest.

Barbour, vii. 447. MS. 
This consaill thocht thaim wes to best. 
Then send thai furth, bot langer/retf, 
The woman that suld {>e thar spy.

Ibid.ver.-547. MS.
Mr Pink, leaves this word without explanation. 

It is evidently the same with Su.G./r*s/,/r&/, tern, 
poris intervallum. Triggia nattafrist^ the space of 
three days; Ihre. A. S.Jirst-an, to make a truae, 
literally, to grant an interval or cessation of arms; 
fyrst^firsty time, respite, truce. Hence, according 
to Somner, furst^ in the laws- of Henry I; c. 46. 
Nisi de furto, vel c&pltaJibus sit, in quibus statira op. 
portet responderi, de quibuscunque iuiplacitetur ali. 
quis, furst et fondungf habeat» These words, he 
adds, " denote the respite granted to the criminal, 
or time for deliberating whether he shall plead or 
not; unless it signify a power of traversing the bill 
of indictment." He does not distinctly efcpl. fon» 
dung. But it seems to signify trial as to the means 
of exculpating one's self from a charge; from A. S» 

3M
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fund*tan, fclti, or rathor from fand-ian tentarc, 
\v hen ce/0?z cfe, Chaucer, to search. V. FfcisT, v. 
To FRET, it. a. To eat ravenously, to devour.

—— In sic hunger thou stad sal be, 
As thou art caryit til ane strange coist, 
That all the raeissis consumit ar and loist, 
Thou art constrenyt thy burdis gnaw and^/ref. 

Doug. Virgil, 209. 18.
A. §.fret-an, Teut./re£-e#, vret-en, id. MoesG. 

fret-an, Su.G./r0ef-cr, Alem.fr ezz-en, Genn./rew* 
en, comedere.
FRET, s. A superstition, an omen. V. FREIT» 
tRETHIT, part. pa. Liberated. V. FREitH* 
FREUCH, FREWCH, FROOCH, (gutt.) adj\ 1. 

Frail, brittle ; applied to woodj also to flax in 
spinning, when the fibres are hard and brittle, 
S» B. A Bor.yroo#&, id* 
" The strhigle-trees flew in Hinder*, as gin they 

had been &$ freugh as kaiUeaa tacks*" Journal 
from London, p. 5.
2. Dry ; applied to com, that has recovered from 

the effects of rain in the time of harvest, Ang* 
3 t Metaph. referring to friendship, fortune> fitc. 

Ha, quha suld haue affyance in thy blis,— 
Whilk is alace sa Jfreuch and yariant ?

Pulice of Honour, i. 7. 
Wo worth this warldls frtwch felicitie !

Ibid. *t. 56,
— — — This w&rfd is Terry frewch) 
And auld kyndnes is quyt foryett.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 185. st. 5. 
This is probably from the same root with Su.G. 

fraekn, friabilis, qni cito dissilit. Rotten hay in 
Isl. is denominated /rack and frttgg, ®- Andr. The 
term more generally used for brittle is Frusch, q. v. 
FREUALT, Read smial.

Grayifl pressyt in and stratk SUM Itigtis knyeht, 
Bfcfor the BruCe apon th* basnet brycht. 
That seruall stuff, and all his othir weid, 
Bathe bayn and brayn the nobill suefd throtich

yeid. Wallace, x. 375. MS. 
Frivofc) e&t. 1648, 1673 and 1758. But ser* 

vile is certainly meant, as denoting the insufficiency 
of the metal of which the basnet was made. 
FREWALL, adj. Frivolous ; used in the sense

Fy OB fortouft, fy on thi frmaU quheyll, 
Fy on thai traist, for her it has no left.

Wallace^ TI. «7. MS* 
Perhaps thni skdold be read tfii.

FREWP,
Cryand Crawis, and Kais, aftd that crewis tke

Oofne,
War puirfrewp forward 
That with die lete of t^e lard 
Will into the come yard 
At even and at morne. Houlvte, 1. 15. 

Dele the second and, in line first, according to 
MS.

The poet here represents the Romish dergy under 
the notion of different kinds of birds. While pik* 
maxsis are priors, herons chanters, &c», crams and 
iais are only expectants. For they are still crying

FRY
and craving the corn. The expression 
therefore correspond to this allegorical exhibition* 
The meaning evidently is, that they are far behind 
the rest; as they can have nothing without the 
JLatrcfs permission.

The only idea I can form of ffewp isj that it is 
from Fr. fripe, broker's ware, frippery; also, 
worn to rags. Pair frewp may hare been a phrase 
used in S. to denote either such trumpery, or a tat- 
ter-de-mallion. Thus to be puir frewp forward, is 
to get no farther access than a person of this descrip 
tion, i. e. to be far behind, to be kept at the backs 
of others.
FREZELL, s. An iron instrument for striking 

fire.
" He is ener readid to strik fire with his frezell 

and bis flint, if wee will find him Under." Z. Bojd's 
Last Battell, p. 1269. 
FRY, ^- A disturbance a tumult.

It sets them well into our thrang to spy; 
They'd better whish't, reed I sud raise *fry* 

Ross's Helenore^ p. 18.
This may be merely E,/ra# varied in proa. But 

Isl. fry* signifies querela3 and fry*fy fryg-fo> «ar» 
i>ere, vilipendere. 
FRlCK. V. FREIK. 
FRIDOUND, fret. *. Quavered* 

Compleitly, mair «weitly,
Schofridound flat and schairp, 

Nor Muses, that uses 
To pin Apollo's harp»

Cherrfe and Stete, st. 7.
Fr.frcdonn-er, to warble o* quaver, in singing, 

or playing on ati instrument; fredon, a semi* 
quaver; warbling, Quavering, Cotgr. The origin 
of the Fr. word is quite obscure. 
FRIED CHICKENS, chicken-broth with eggs

dropped in it, S.
46 Fried chickens, properly, Friar's chickens. A 

dish invented by that luxurious body of men.** Sir 
J. Sinclair's Obsert. p. 150.

Tha phrase is thus traced to the monastic times* 
FRIEND-STEAD, adj. Possessing a friend.

" I am sure, while Christ lives, I am well enough 
friend-stead; I hope he will extend his kindness and 
power for me." Rutherford's Lett, P. i. ep. 144. 
FRIGGIS, s.pt.

With forks and flales they Uit grit flappis, 
And flang togidder lykftiggis.

Chr. Kitk, st. 14.
This seems to mean, stout men, fit for War. Ac* 

cording to this view, frigg is the same with/m'£, 
sometimes written frick. In Mr Pinkerton's copy, 
from Maitland MS. it is, with friggis. This would 
totally alter the sense.
FRYME^ Houlate* ii. 5*, " seems ryme, prophe* 

cy, "Pink.
But fry me is a palpable error of the copyist. In 

MS. the passage is;
Our Souerane of Seotlandis armes to knaw, 
Quhilk sal be Lord and Ledar 
Of bred Britaine all quhair, 
As Sanct Margaretis air, 
And the stgne schaw.
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Holland gives two proofs that tie king of S. 

should be sovereign of all Britain; first, his being 
heir to S. Margaret, Queen to Malcolm Canmore, 
who was of the Saxon blood-royal; secondly, hi» 
armorial sign, the lion rampant.

He bure a lyoin as lord, of gowlis full gay, 
Maid maiklea of mycht, on mold quhace he

movit* 
FRIM-FRAM, ^. Expl. «trifle."

This word seems to occur only in a work^ which 
breathes so much of the spirit of a party,, as to de 
stroy its- own credibility.

" Ciiticks with their f$im-fram$ Mid why tie 
whaties, may imagine a hundred reasons for Abra. 
ham's going out of the tod of Caldea*"—Scotch 
Presb. Eloq. p. 145.

It is given as synon, with why tic whatie, and 
seems to denote a kind of silly shuffling or tergiver. 
sation ; formed perhaps by a reduplication of SuG. 
from) forward, or as conjoined with from, from, 
q. going forward and then backward, to and/ro.
To FRIST, «r. a* 1. To delay, to postpone.

In some remarks on Ramsay's Gl., k is said, that 
« Frist is a mistake for TraM, to tnist." Works 
of Sir D. Lyndsay, i. 131.

But this is a singular assertion ; as the term is so 
frequently used by our writers.

<( I but beg earnest, and am content to suspend 
and frist glory while supper time." Rutherfordrs 
P. i. ep. 91.

" We /rittall our joys ufl Christ, till he and we 
be in our own house above/' Ibid. ep. 123.

It is also used as v. n. in this sense,
" But let f«th/rw* and trust a while." Ibid. P. 

iii. ep. 48,
It may be obserred, however, that in these ex 

amples, the t>. does not signify a simple delay, but 
ene submitted to with confidence and hope. 
2. To gire on credit, to grant delay as to pay.

ment; implying the idea of confidence in a per 
son, S.
Will ye frist me 9 Will you give me credit for 

some time, or not ask ready money ? Perths. In 
some parts., at ka*t; of this county, il is pronounced 
Jtrst.

Sen foisted good* ar not forgmn, 
Quhen cup is fult, then hold it evin.

Jfo*(ffMff3r**, MS. Chron. S. P. iii. 504.
Thfe refer* t*, the S. Prev^. " Th« thing that's 

fristeet » no fcwsghw» ;" Kelly, p. 305.
" That deb* knot forgiven^ but fristed: death 

fcafh not bidden you farew^ but bath only feft you 
for * abort setflo»/11 ifeuthcsfoni, P. iL ep. 6.

*6 i any con tent, ray faith will /mt God my bap-- 
ptnets." ItMd. P. i. ep. 156.

Mere there is only a slight deviation.from tfce pri. 
mary SCTYSC. Far to give cm credit, is merely to 
dc/«^ the exftc*Kvn of what is owng Ivy anoth*r.

Su.G. Id. //««^? to delay. Jteiddu han fresta 
till margin ; O»alia»t,iit spatrara illis dortft in diem 
posterimi; ^ 'Tfcej b^to him /r^l th«n till tte 
iwocB,» S. Ol. Trygg». S. *p. 11w«. Frtstmark i» 
the time allowed to ft tnayer to try the cattU he has 

Jiar* dcaa^i; a boundary «

FRO
whether r«$pecting time or place. Thus the word 
signifies the term during which the goods are al 
lowed on credit. V. Frestmark, Verel. Ind. p. 170. 
Germ. /riW-ew, prorogare tern pus agendi vel pa. 
tiendi, Wachter. 
FRIST, FRISTING, J. 1. A delay, suspension.

?' I would subscribe a suspension, and a fristing 
of my heaven, for m»ny hundred years, (according 
to God's good pleasure) if you were sure in the up 
per lodgings in our Father's house before me." 
Rutherford's Lett. P. i. ep. 2* 
2* Tojrist) on credit.

Ane dyrour cofle, that winy hen,< — 
Takis gudis to frist fra f remit men ; 
And brekis his obligatioun.

Bemnafyne Poems, p. 171. st. 6. 
Afrist^ ofm/, is used iu the same sense, accord** 

ing to Kelly, p, 32. " a trust."
«All ills arc good * frist f* S. ProT. "The 

longer a mischief is a coming, the better." Ibid» 
But the phrase is rather an illustration of sense first ; 
as signifying, « when delayed."

hi. frtst^vr, Gerpj. fritf* & dday* V. th0 v.. 
and FREST. 
FRYSTr^. First.

This wes the ftyst strak off the fy^6tr 
That wes perfornyst douchtely.

Harbour^ ^rii. 60- MS.
This may be an error in MS» as I have met with 

no other instance. A. S. fyrst ; Su.G..foer$t9 id. 
which, as Ihrc obserres, is a suporlatire formed from 
the part. foe*9 before*
FRITTE, 9.

Hale m«der of our makar, and medecyn of miss !
Halejfift* aa>d salve for the synnis serin!

Houlate, iii. 7.
This is part of an absurd address to the Virgin 

Mary. Fritte is left by Mr Pink, as not under 
stood. So much merit being ascribed to the Virgin 
by the church of Rome, it may denote compensa 
tion, satisfaction; Germ./nede, Alem. /ritfo, id.: 
or security, protection,, as the §ara« Gerip. word also 
signifies. Su.G./riiJ, id. &.&. frith, peace, /re<rf, 
liberty, manumission, This term is retained in O. E. 
as signifying peace, or rather security from death. 

That bataile was hard, so men has nofritk, 
Slayn was thai coward, & his sonne him with. 

Jk Brvnne, p. 90.
Isl.yroe^howeterj andjrygd, signify, recreatlo, 

morbi yel doloiis leuimen ; G. Andr. p. 79. which, 
approaches most nearly to the sease ol .th« 
term salve.

freindis maitis, hairtis warmis, 
Qpod Jbhnie tkat/racjy fu4e. 

S. P.
wise,

FROG, J. An upper aaHt^ a seaman's coa 
In the IftegyiHiiflg off the nycht, 
To the caetell thai tuk tkair way. 
With bdak/ro£i4 hetyt war that.

Bttrbwr, x.
As I th»t gripvpit with H*y crukit h«mdi|^ 
The schajrp r^Lkis teppis at the sakese, 

3 M ^
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In heuy wate/rog- stade and chargit stfre, 
Thay gan with irn wappynnis me inuade.

Doug. Virgil, 176. 2. 
i. e, " Bestead with a heavy wet coat." 

Ten thowsand ells yied in his<frog9 
Of Heland plaidis, and nlair. 

Interlude, Droichis, Bannatyne Poems, p. 174. 
O.-Flem./rocAr, lena, suprema vestis, Kilian. Ff. 

froc. L.B.frocuSjfroccus. ,
Nil toga ruricolae, mlfrocus religioso.

Will Brtto, Philipp. p. 108. 
I had conjectured that frog QT frock was of Goth, 

origin, as farmed from A. S. rocc, Su.G. Germ, rock, 
Belg. rok, an outer garment; and observe that the 
learned Spelman has thrown out the same idea. 
Teut. rock and lyf-rock, signify a coat. F or v 
is often prefixed, when a word passes from one 
language to another. Ihre derives Su.G. rock from 
rauh, Belg. ruych, rough ; as the inhabitants of the 
Northern countries generally wore the skins of ani 
mals in their rough state.
To FROG, v. n. To snow or sleet at intervals, 

Ang. This word is frequently used to denote 
the distant appearance of flying showers, espe 
cially of snow, in the Grampian mountains, to 
those residing in the plain. Thus they say, 
Ifsfroggin in the hills.

Unless we suppose r to have been inserted, it can 
not be viewed as allied to Dan./og nimbus, nix ven- 
to agitata. V. Seren. vo. Fog. It has more re. 
semblance to Germ, verrauch-cn, to evaporate, to 
rise in steam or smoke.
FROG, s. A flying shower of snow or sleet, Ang. 

This is certainly the sense of the word as used by 
Sir D. Lyndsay, although overlooked by Mr Pink. 

Quhat kin of a woman is thy wyfe ? 
S. ———— A storm of stryfe; 
A. frog that fylis the wind ; 
A ft Hand flagg ; a fly rie fuff; 
At ilka pant sche lattis a puff.

Pink. S. P. Repr. ii. 71. 
This sense corresponds to storm, flagg, fuff. 

FROG, s. A young horse, more than a year old,
• but not two, Buchan.

Allied perhaps to Teut. vroegh, properly denoting 
the morning, but used in composition to signify 
what is early ; Vroegh ryp, praematurus, praecox. 
Or, to Su.G.frogth, laetitia, because of the play* 
fulness of colts. 
To FRONT, y. n. Meat is said to front, when

it swells in boiling, Ang. 
FROUNSIT, fart. fa. Wrinkled.

His facefrounsit, his lyre was lyk the lede, 
His tethe chattrit, and shiveret with the chin. 

Henry sone's Test. Creseide, Chron. S. P. i. 162. 
J?r.frons-er, to wrinkle; also, to frown. Chaucer 

use&frounceles, as signifying, without wrinkles.
•FROW, s. A lusty woman, S.

The word, although used in this peculiar sense in 
S., is evidently the same with Germ, fraw, Belg. 
vrowe, a woman. Wachter and Lhre view these as 
derived from MoesG./raw/a, a lord, as originally 
denoting domestic authority. Su.G* ffu properly 
signifies a woman of rank. V. FRE, adj. 2.

R R U
FROWDIEf A A big lusty woman, S. B 

This migh't at first view seem a diinin. from
But perhaps it is immediately allied to Sw. frodig,
plump, jolly. En fet och fredig karl, a fat and
plump man, Wideg.
FROWDIE, s. A cap for the head, with a 

seam in the back part of it, worn by old wo 
men, Ang. 

Perhaps q. Su.G./rw-/1̂ , a lady's cloth or cap,
as riatt-tijg denotes a nightcap.

This piece of dress is also called a sow^back ; most
probably from the resemblance of the hinder part
of the cap to the back of a sow, both being curved.
FRUCTUOS, adj. Fruitful.

Thare is ane place quham the Grekis thay sa, 
Vnto his name clepis Hisperia, 
Ane nobill land, richt potent in batall, 
And/rwcfw0$*grund, plentuos of Vittall.

Doug. Virgil, 29. 44. Lat. fructuos-us, id. 
FRUNTY, FRONTY, adj. Free in manner, spi 

rited ; implying the idea of forwardness, Fife. 
Davy's a decent thrifty chield, 

A winsome lad, an* Jrunty.—
A. Douglases Poems , p. 95.

This seems formed from Fr. effronte, impudent, 
overbold; although used in a softer sense. I need 
scarcely add, that it is radically allied to E. ef 
frontery.
To FRUSGH, FRWSCH, v. a. l. To dash, to 

strike with violence.
Sa wondir freschly thai frekis fruschit in feir^ 
Throw all the harnes thai hade, 
Baith birny and breist plade, 
Thairm wappynis couth wade.

Gawan and Go/, ii. 20.
* Fruschit in feir, i. e. u crushed, dashed, knock 
ed, together."

Togidder duschis the stout stedfs attanis, 
That atheris counter fruschit viheris banys.

Doug, Virgil, 386. 17.
2. To break in pieces. Part. pa. fruschyt, to 

"frusohyt*
—The crag wes hey, and hidwouss, 
And the clymbing rycht peralous i 
For hapnyt ony to slid and fall, 
He suld sone be to fruschit all.

. Barbour, x. 597. MS.
3. To overthrow, to discomfit; tofrvschit, pret. 

The Sothroune part sofrusched was that tide, 
That in the stour thai mycht na langar bide.

Wallace, iii. 197. MS.
On thame we shout, and in thar myd rout duschit, 
Hewit, hakkil, smyte douo, and all to fruschit 
Thay fey Gregiouus, on ilk syde here and thare.

Doug. Virgil, 51. 53. Sternimus, Virg. 
Immediately allied to Fr. froiss-er, to dash, 

Jtnock, or clatter together; also, to crash, burst, 
or break in ^ pieces; to quash; Cotgr. The Fr. 
word may perhaps be radically from the Goth.; as 
Su.G./rwf-o signifies, cum fremitu et effuse proci- 
dere. This, however, properly denotes the violent 
fall of water; although Ihre views it as allied to 
fraes-a, stridere. VM however, the adj. 
To FRUSCH, v. n. To break, to fall to pieces.
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Ane othir he straik on a basnat of steille; 
The tre to raiffand^mc/ift euire deille. 
His steing was tynt, the Ingliss man was dede. 

Wallace, ii. 52. MS.
O bruckle sword, thy mettal was not true, 
Thy /rushing blade me in this prison threw.

Hamilton's Wallace, p. 28.
FRUSCH, FRUSH, adj. Brittle ; asfruscb wood, S. 

O wae betide thefrush saugh wand ! 
And wae betide the bush of briar I 

It brake into my true love's hand,
When his strength did fail, and his limbs did 

tire* Minstrelsy Border, ii. 155. 
Teut. broosch, bruysch, Belg. frroos, Germ. bro*s, 

C. B. brau, Arm. bresg, Gael, brisg, id. Alem. bruzi, 
brittleness. Kilian not only explains the Teut. term 
as signifying fragilis; caducus ; but, also, praeceps, 
ferox. The latter sense would seem to mark some 
affinity with $u.Gr.frus-a. I need scarcely remind 
the reader, that f and b are very frequently inter 
changed. V. the v.
F&USCH, /. Breaking, or noise occasioned by it. 

Tfiar wes off speris. sic bristing, 
As athir apon othyr raid, 
That it a wele gretfrusch hes maid. 
Horss come thar fruschand heid for held, 
Swa that fele on the ground fell deid.

Barbour, xvi. 160. MS.
To FRUSTIR, v. a. To render useless, to de- 
k stroy.

Than quho sail wirk for warld's wrak, 
Quhen flude and fyre sail our it frak, 
And frelyfrustir feild and fure ?

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p, 73. 
i. e. cc Render berth field and furrow, or every fur. 

roW of the field, completely useless."
Fr. frustr-er, to disapppoint, to frustrate; Lat. 

.frustr-are.
FRUSTIR, adj. 1. Frustrated, disappointed.

Thy modyr and thow rycht heir with me sail
bide,

Quhill better be, for chance at may betyde.— 
Quhat suld I spek of? frustir as this tyde, 

^For gyft of gud with him he wald nocht bide. 
Wallace, i. 313. MS. .

Edit. 1620',, frustrate. It may, however, be used 
•as a s. q. Quhy suld I t spek of frustir? i. e. of his 
disappointment. 
2. Vain, empty, inferior in worth.

The frustir lute it blindis men so far,
In to thair mynds it makis thame to vary ;—
All luve is lost bot upone God allone.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems$ p. 92. st. 12. 
FUD, FUDE, j. l. The matrix.

O worthi byrth, and blyssyt be ihifud;
As it is red in prophecy beforn,
In happy tym for Scotland thow was born.

Wallace, viii. 1640. MS.
This ward seems to have been still misunderstood 

by editors, and hence has been absurdly rendered 
food, in editions, as if meat had been meant. The 

, high compliment he*re paid to Wallace, apparently 
contains an allusion to these words, " Blessed be 
the womb that bare thee;" Luk. xi. 27.

FUD
A.S. foth, matrix. But we hare the very form 

of the S. word in Isl.fiid, id-,; G. Andr. p. 79. 
Hence ls\,foed-ast, to be born, Dan./oeJ-er af sig, 
to breed, mirfoed-er to miscarry, foed*el nativity, 
foede-by, foede-sted, the place of one's nativity-; 
Su.G. Isl. Jaed-a, to bring forth, Germ, fod-en, 
foed-en, .id. also to be b6rn. Ital. potta, render 
ed by Veneroni, la nature de la femme, and puttana, 
a whore, have been traced to the same Goth, origin. 

•The affinity of Gr. <ptm*-«>, to generate, and ftvrl§s9 
matrix, has also been remarked.
2. The backside, S. B.

They'll fright thefuds of the pockpuds, 
For mony a buttock bare's coming.

Ritson's S. Songs, ii. 56.
The English soldiers are here ludicrously deno 

minated from their supposed partiality for pock- 
pudding.

An' frae the weir he did back hap, 
An' turn'd to us his/wd.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 5.
3. A hare's, or rabbit's, tail or brush, S. Rudd. 

Ye maukins, cock your fud fu' braw,
Withouten dread. " 

Your mortal fae is now awa'. •
Burns, iii. 119. V. FODE.

FUDDER, FOTHYR, FUTHIR, FlDDER, J. 1. A
large quantity, although indefinite. It seenis 
primarily used to denote a cart-load.

— With this Bunnok spokyn.had thai, 
To lede thair h*y, for he wes ner : 
And he assentyt but daunger : 
And said that, in the mornyng , 
Wele sone, nfothi/r he suld bryng, • 
Fayrer, and gretar, and weile mor, 
Than he brocht ony that yer befor.

Barbour, x. 198. MS.
Futhir, as used by Douglas, has been rendered 

" a thing of little or no value," Rudd.
Is nahe bot thou, the Fader of goddis and men, 
Omnipotent eternal Joue I ken : 
Onlie thy help, Fader, thare is iiane vthir; 
I compt not of thir pagane Goddis &ne'fttthir9 
Quhais power may not help ane haltand hene.

Doug. Virgil, 3l\. 29.
If this, mentioned by Rudd., be the proper mean, 

ing, it must be quite a deferent word, alhed per. 
haps to Fr. feutre, a skin, a piece of felt, Su.G. 
foder, Germ./Mfter, id. 'But it is doubtful, if the 
expression does not refer to the multitude of^thf 
heathen gods as contrasted with the unity of tl|e 
true God. In this sense Douglas might say, ^ I 
make ono account of a whole, car Uload of such con 
temptible deities."
2. A certain weight of lead. . • • , -»

" Ibzjidder of lead containis neerby sexscore and
aucht stane." Skene, Verb. Sigh. vo. Serplaith. %

It is used by Dunbar nearly in this sens», as de»
noting a certain weight of metal.

Out of thair throttis they shot OH udder 
Hett moltin gold, niethocht, a/acWer.

Bannatyne Poems, p. ^9. st. 6.
3. A great number. •* "* 

. Quhen all wes done, Dik with *ne aix
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Cam furth to fell we f udder.

Chr. Kirky st. 23. Chron. S. P. ii. 36(5. 
Fodder, /other, E. " Fodder, OT /other of lead, 

a weight of lead containing eight pigs, every pig 
three and twenty stone and a half." CoweL

The weight seems to differ in different counties 
of E. Chaucer f other 9 " a carriage-load ; an inde 
finite large quantity." Tyrwhitt.

A. S. father ', fothur, " a cart, a wain load, a 
foother, as of lead ;" Sonmer. Fother wudu, a fo- 
ther or cart-load of wood, I/eg. Canut. Germ. 
fuder, id ; mensura vecturae maxima, vini, foeni, 
Jignorum, lapidum, &c. Wachter; Teut. voeder. 
Wachter objects to the derivation of it from/wr-era, 
to carry ; as being contrary to analogy, and with 
out any respect to the insertion of the letter d. He 
prefers MpesG. Jidur, quatuor, (A. S. feother, 
fyther)) as, he says, we understand by fuder^ as 
much as one quadriga, or carriage, having four 
•wheels, and drawn by four horses, can bear. la 
confirmation of this, he mentions what had been 
remarked by Festus, that pefaritum was the name 
which the Gauls gave to a carriage ; and that the 
name originated from the use of four wheels ; add 
ing that Celt, pedlar signifies four.

Although the origin is doubtful, yet Wachter 
feerps not to have observed, that Kiliao mentions 
voer, voeyer, as synon. with roofer, vehes, vectura ; 
and Getm.fuher, fahre, as used preciiely in» the 
same sense. It may be alsa observed, that Teut. 
yoeyer is equivalent to voeder, pabulum, our fod 
der; which, as Wachter himself observes, is in Germ. 
/ur, per syncop. ftomfuter. This, then, may be 
sufficient to set aside his objection as to the letter d. 
It must be evident, that the derivation from vocr- 
en, far-en, to carry, is far more natural than that 
fromjldur, four. Thus it will correspond to Su.G. 
fora, a eart-load : whence, foersel, carriage. 
JUDDER, j. lightning.

. ——— «The wind, with mony (jnhyd^
Maist bitterly thair blew.
With quhirling and dirKqgr
Tbe/w«Wer fell so thick,
poirn dryutng ^nd ryuing,
The lelues that thay did lick.
—Than fled, thay*, and sched thay^
-Jhieiy ane from ajie vdder ; 
Dpup touching, an4 coutdkiogj 
to fe the fficfetj of f udder.

BurePs filg , Watson'* Coll ii. 24: 
PB, ^bv^c» Id. which is used by Chaucer to the 

jame seascj 0. of Fame, ii. 27. Some have derived 
tlfe Ft. word from Lat. fulgur. But it certainty 
dahrrs a Goth, origin ; Isl. fudrq denptteg a rapid, 
motion, like lightning; eQagro, citns moveor, more 
fylguris; fudr, calor, »olu»| G> Andr. p. T9. Ihi e 
ku «bserved tfcis aftmity .

A p«fl e?
To gar your
V» f ttMs'4 tile ILIng to sell

HI» 4*^agli*er t» the «MQO ; 
%iiri9ta% irdM« and ttt your sails ;

Ye gat your pipes in tone.

F U f
In Caithness a sudden gust is called fed, feud. 
This might seem allied to Isl. fud-r, motus. V. 

Fudder, 2. But, because of the change of wh^ quh, 
the inhabitants of the Northern counties into/,/wd- 
dy is perhaps q. whuddy or whiddy. Thus it would 
resemble Isl. hwida^ aer ; also, fervida actio vel pas. 
iio pressa ; G. Andr. V. QUHIB, and Note on this 
word, Jamieson's Popul. Ball. K 102. 103* 
FUDDUM^ j* Drift continued fer a few mo 

ments, and returning after a short interval, Angi 
most probably from the same Goth* origin with. 
Fudder^ or Fuddy^ q. v. 

FUDGIE, adj. Thick, gross, Loth, apparently-
the same with FODGEL, q. v. 

To FUF, FUFF, v. »* To blowj to puff, S*
This word is used by Bong, although overlooked, 

by Rudd.
The irne himpis, into the cauis blak, 
Can bysse and quhissil; and the hate fire 
Doith/w/and bla^in bleisses bimand schyre»

Virgil, «5r. 17.-
FuJF&*dbla® is the phrate still commonly used 

in S. ; sometimes fuffandpcgh.
When strangers landed, wow sae thran^, 
Fuffin and peghing, he wad gang, 
And crave their pardon that sae laag 

He'd, been a coming.
Ramsvy's Poems, i. 235.

Germ, pfyffi-cn) id* the initial letter, being thrown 
away. A. Bor. faff, to blow ia puffs, is evidently 
from the same source.
To FuFFf v. a. To blow intermittently, S* 

She/Mjpf her pipe wi* aic a^aat^
In wrath she was sae vap'rhij 

She notic't na, an aJzte burnt 
Her bwv new worset apron — —

Burns, Hi. 151v
Teut. jpwjf-ew, poff-en, id. The letters &>/, p9 

being nearly allied, the Fr. have changed this to 
bouff-er. E, wkiff retains more af the fort* of C» B. 
chwyth, halitus, flatus. 
FOTF, s. A blast, . syncm. with fufc S^ 

—A fillaud fla«g., ^flyjrie^v ——
tynttsgyt £ #. B^r. ii. 7U V. F*oo, 2*

^ The first puffqf a fat haggis^ is the worst;» S.
Prov. " If ypu, wrestle with a fat ma«^ and sustain
his first tnset, he will S4M» be QD^ of bf^tb
ly, p. 304i
FUFFAR&, j. pi* Bellows,. Aog. 

Formed fr pm/^ v, in the (a
,G, jwtf? id* f*oi» 3 Teut., 
Wow, 

, To, *l at>y tUiag Ih disor 

20,

der. It. is porti^darly applied
creai^d er disofdered; from being xoughly
handled. Cxrfoffi, corapu from this^ajad /a^y,
are &yaon^
These term» are MpedaMy used i»^ reference to the 

dhreaftOif 4bf«Male, w4en pot in ^i solder in^oBseqnence 
of ronxpm§ or tojnng with yoo»g fetlows. Ii epce 
one mtgjbt aJaa.sup^os» tha*/^fe were <mg**»aJfy the 
aame wtk W. j^-a, ad slupniin allicere; ahro, Ufa- 
tuarfe This i» derrv^d froi»/^, Jg^, a fool ; Land. 
namab. Gi, MwUrw* bk»au$ «I
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ndmo * O. Andr. p. 69. By the Way, it Ififrf be ob 
served, that this is probably the true origin of E. 
whiffle and wheffler.

Fuffle^ indeed, may with great propriety be traced 
to Isl.^/Jp/0, often confounded with Jifia^ to touch 
frequently ; contrectare ; attrectare, libidinose tan- 
gere. Fiplar hotfd, his hand frequently touches ; 
Landnamab. Gl. Isl. ftp* a also signifies, turbare. 
It is evidently, in a similar sense that Lyndsay uses 
fuffillingi in his Answer to the Kingis Fiyting* 
FUGE, s.

- ———— That wer ane mervale huge! 
To by richt blew, that never ane hew had sene ! 
Ane senrand be, that never had sene inzfuge!

King Harty ii. 30.
As in this stanza several things are mentioned, 

which are either correlates or contrasts, perhaps this 
signifies a master ; Tent, voeght. Germ. vo$t) Belg. 
voogd, a master^ a tutor. or governor. 
FUGE', FUGIE, adj. Fugitive.

Ye/«g£ lynnage of fals Laomedone, 
Addres ye thus to mak bargane anone ?

Doug. Virgil, 76. 2. 
FUGE', FUGIE^ j. i. A fugitive, S.

How fouPs the bibble he spits out,
Fan he ca's me zfugee ! 

Achilles played na trumph about 
Wi' him, he says ; but judge ye.

Poems in the Buchan Bietfoct, p. 29. 
Hence the vulgar phrase, applied to a legal deed, 

tafugie warranty S.
2. A coward, one who flies from the fight; a term 

well known to those who amuse themselves 
with the bwnatie sport of cock-fighting, S.
* 4 This custom [coclufightingj was retained in 

many schools in Scotland within this century ; per- 
haps it is still in use. The schoolmasters were said 
to preside at the battle, and claimed the run-away 
cocks as their perquisites. These were called' Fu» 
gees?' Brand's Popular Antiq. p. 234.

To the disgrace of our country, this custom is still 
retained in some schools. It is, however, I believ65 
more generally abolished.

FUISH, fret. Fetched, S. F*tt, pres. 
But someway on her theyfuish on a change, 
That gut and ga' she keest with braking strange. 

Ross's HelenorC) p. 56* 
To FULE, i). n. To play the fool. 

But hefufyt for owtyn wer, 
That gaiff throuch till that creatur.

Harbour, iv. 222. MS, 
Isl./o/, fatuus. V. THROUCH.

FULYE, s. 1. A leaf.
The varyant Vesture of the venust talc 
Schroudis the scherand fur, and euery fate 
Ouerfrett wyth/w^efs, and fyguris ful dyuefS 
The pray bysprent wyth spryngand sproutis 

dyspers. Doug. Virgil, Prol. 400. 3P. 
2. Leaf gold, S. /w7, E.

Thefulye of the fyne gold fell in the feild.
Gawan and Gol. iii. 23.

We still use/M^/e in the same sense, without the 
addition of the term gold, Fr. feuitlc^ id»

F U M
To FCFLYIE, fc. 4i To defile.

" He with vnbridillit lust fulgctt Ms 
Bellend. Cron. B. v. c. 1.

MoesGL/a/s, A. S. Isl./a/, foal; Teut. vugl^en^ 
Su.G./yfrAr-a, to defile. 
FULYIE, FOULTIE, /. 1. The sweepings and dfcng

of a town, S.
" The Lords—considered a representation made 

by the Magistrates of Edinburgh, bearing that the 
muck tmdfulyte of the toune being now rouped and 
s«t in tack, the soum payable by the ta£ksmen for 
the same, is not sufficient to defray the expense of 
cleansing the streets. M Act Sed*. 4th Aug. 1692. 
2. Hence transferred to manure.

" The Master's foot is the best foulyie;" S. Prov* 
u i. e. dung, gooding;—signifying that the care and 
Concern of a matt will make his business prosper." 
Kelly, p. 308. 309.

MocsG.fuls, putris, foetidus, Isl. full) fal, id* 
Belg. vulliS) filth, dung. 
iFuLYEAR, s+ A defiler, one who pollutes.

" He Was ane rauisar of virginis, full/ear of ma- 
tronis, gret nurisar and fauorar of detractouris.'* 
Bellend. Cron. B. vim c. 7. 
FULLYE&Y, j. Lfeaved work, that which is

wrought like foliage.
FuOfyery, bordouris of many precious stone— 

Palice of HonoUr^ iii. 17.
$T.fueill-er, to foliate. V. FULYE and SKARS*

MENT.
FULLYLY, FtrttELV, adv. Fully. 

—Thai mycht nocht se thaim by, 
For mystj a bowdraucht/w/fe/y.

Barbour, ix. 579. MS*
FULMAR, j. A species of Petrel, Procellaria 

cinerea, common in St Kilda. 
u The Fulmar in bigness equals the Malls of the 

second rate;—it picks food out of the backs of living 
whales; it, as is said, uses sorrel with it, for both art 
found in its nest;—it comes in November, the sure 
messenger of evil tidings, being Hi ways accompanied 
with boisterous W. winds, great snow, rain or hail.'* 
Martin's St Kilda, p. 30. 31.

The term would seem to have some analogy to its 
Dan. name hav-hest, Sw. kqf-haest, i. e, sea-horse; 
for Isl./u/a signifies a fole, and mar, the sea, q. the 
colt of the sea.
FUMART. V. FOWMARTE. 
FUMLER, s. Caikfutiiler, " turn cake, a para- 

site, or perhaps a niggardly fellow, that will 
give none of his bread to others;" Rudd. 

I am na c&ikfmnler^ full weil ye knawe; 
No thing is mine quhilk sail nocht yours be, 
Giff it efferis for youre nobilite. * * 

Doug. Virgil^ Prot. 482. 34. r 
Rudd. conjectures^ that this is for tvhumle, to 

whelm or turn over, according to the mode of pro* 
nunciation in the North of S. But neither does the 
sense favour this View, nor the analogy. 
no where uses this corr. mode of writing. 
to denote a niggard, by an oblique use of 
Su.G./wmfa, Belg. vomtotl-en ; q. one who aukwardi 
ly tries to conceal his cake when his friend c^lls. 
This is scarcely a deviation from the use of E.



FUN
up. The primary sense of fumble is to grabble in 
the dark; transposed from Is], falma, palpo in tone- 
bris; G. Andr. 
To FUND Y, FUNNY, v. n. To become stiff with

cold, to be benumbed.
! u An eating horse never fannied;" S. Prov. 
Kelly, p. 52. Fundied, Ramsay's S. Pror. p. 13.

a The wile limmer was sae dozen'd an* funied 
wij cauld, that she had neither farrach nor maughts." 
Journal from London, p. 3.

It is more generally pronouncei\fundy. The idea 
expressed, is that a horse will not catch cold while 
eating. Kelly renders this foundered: and as a horse 
is said to be foundered, when a stagnation pf the 
blood, and stiffness of the muscles, are produced, in 
consequence of his being exposed to cold, after being 
yery warm ; it is not unlikely fa&tfundy is the O. S» 
word for this. It is still used in the same sense with 
founder.

Fundred and Funnit are used in the sense of cold- 
:rife; "Afoundy'dbody, one that cannot endure cold; 
Founded with cold, rigens frigore." Rudd. A 
cat is said to be afunnit creature, perhaps because 
fond of lying near the fire. .

Sibb. refers to Teut. ghe-wondt, saucius. But it 
has no connexion with the, idea of being wounded. 
We might suppose that, as E. founder seems formed 
from Vr.fondre, to come down, the effect being put 
for the cause, the S. word had the same origin, only 
the termination of the t?. being thrown away, ftut 
it creates a difficulty here, that Doug. uses founder, 
as borrowed from the Fr. v. in the sense of fall 
down.

The auld trymblyng towart the altare he drew,
That in the hate blud of his son sched new,
Founderit.——

Virgil, 57. 22. V. also 394. 22.
We must therefore leave the origin as quite uncer 

tain. 
FUNDYN,/>ar**/>*. " Founded, settled," Pink.

But Barbour uses it in two other senses.
1. Found. *

Bot the King—in all assay is, 
Vfesfundyn wyss and a wise".

x. 37. MS.
2. Supplied, furnished with the means of suste 

nance.
For he had na thing for to dispend, 
Na thair wes nane that evir kend 
Wald dt> sa mekill for him, that he 
Mycht sufficiantly/imtfyw be.

Barbour, i. 3$2. MS.
A. S. Jind-an, suggerere, suppeditare, submini- 

strare. K. and S.Jind is still «sed in the same sense, 
4 * He finds me in money and in victuals," Johns. 
FUNYIE, t. A polecat. V. FOYN. 
To FUNK, v. a. 1. To strike, S.
2. To kick behind, S.

Perhaps from Teut. fuyck-en, pellere, pufsare. ' 
Ftwfc,,*. l. A stroke, S. 
£. A kick, S,
3. Ill humour. In a funk ̂ in a surly state, or in 

a fit of passion, Loth. 
la this sense* it might seem allied to Teut. In de

F U R
\

fonck zijn, turbari, tumultuari, in pertnrbatione 
esse; KiJian.
To FUNNY. V. FUNDY.
FUR, FURE, FEURE, s. i. A furrow, S.

That Kyng off Kyll I can nocht wndirstand, 
Off him I held neuir a/wr off land.

Wallace, viii. 22. MS. 
Bar r on is takis fra the tennentis peure 
All fruitt that growis on ihefeure.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 51. St. 3. ' 
Hence furlenth, the length of & furrow. . Here we 

see the origin of E. furlong.
To the lordly on left that lufly can lout,, 
Before the riale renkis, richest ori raw ; 
Salust the bauld berne, with ane blith wout, 
Ane furlenth before his folk, on feildis sa faw. 

Gawan and GoL iv. 22.
2. Something resembling a furrow; used metaph. 

Thare followis ane streme of fyre, or ane lang
fure, «' 

Castand gret licht about quhare that it schane. 
Doug. Virgil, 62. 12. Sulcus, Virg. 

Dan. jfor, Su.G. for, fora, A. S.Jurh, Belg. vore, 
id. Ihre derives Su.G. for from/ar-a,' terrain eser- 
cere, to cultivate the ground.

1. Went.
Wallang with him fur, 

Quhill he was brocht agayn our Carleill mur.
Wallace, x. 583. MS. V. FuRE^tf. 

2. Fared ; with respect to food.
Yeitjfor thai weill of stuff, wyn, aiH and breid. 

Wallace, xi. 441. MS.
FURC, j. Gallows. V. PIT .AND GALLOWS. 
To FURE, v. a. i. To carry, especially by sea. 

" That the act of frauchting and lading of schippis^ 
mycht be put till executioun eftcr the tenour of the 
samin, and at na gudis befurti be the maister vpon 
his ouerloft." Acts Ja. III. 1487. c. 130. edit. 1566". 
Fured, c. 109. Murray. 
2. To conduct, to lead.

For thocht a man wald set his bissy curis, 
Sae far as labour used his wisdom furisy 

To flie hard chance of infortunitie,— 
( The cursid weird yet ithandly enduris, 

Gien to him first in his nativitie.
Bellend. Evergreen, i. 33. st. 5. 

Or it may simply signify; " as far as labour arid 
wisdom can go.'*

Su.G./oer-a, to carry, also, to lead ; Bejg. floer- 
en, to carry. 
FURE,/>r<#. Fared.

The wardane syn?e til his cuntre" 
Fure, and a qwhile thar restyd he.

Wyntown, viii. 37, 180. 
A. S.for, ivit, pret. offar-an ire. 

FURE, adj. 4A JTirir^ fresh, sound, in good 
plight.—On fate fare, sound in the feet;" Gl* 
Sibb.
This is radically the same with Fefy, q. v. 

FUR£, 7J. Apparently,, a strong man, the word 
last mentioned used as a j. 

—A forky/wre.———
^ M&ttland Poems, p, 47*



FUR F U S
Mr Pink, on this word refers to A. B.fur proinp- 

tus, Lye's Diet, $ut the word is fus* Su.€$. en 
Jber karf, "vir ftfrtis, is very nearly allied. 
FURE^^YV FUIR^AYS, FOOR-DAYS. l. 

Late* in tW afternoon, S. B. Furedays dinner- 
time, ablate hour: for dinner. foordays? A. 
B©r» id. • . , 
O, E./we daye$i also, forth dayes* Thus Ro- 

Jkin Hood is introduced as fraying -r . . ,
^| isferre dayes^ god sendeus a gest,

That we were at our dynere. 
' Rit son's R. Hood, i. 7. 

1 u And whanne it was forth dayes hise discjplis 
camen and seiden^ this is a desert place and the ff me 
fa now passide." Mark vi. 35. u The day was now 
far spent." Mod. Yers.

A. S, farth dageS) die Iqnge proTecta ; forih.riihtes^ 
nocte iWg^provecta; forth^ pr'di&'ctusj ** advanced, 
farre spent/' Somner ; and dfc^e/ifti^enitive otdag 
a (lay,. He"expl.,'^br^ as if he had viewed ilt as a 
jpart of the v.far-ah ; evidently distinguishing It from 
forfh* prpr.su.nv • / . -

frroad* ^ay-li^Ji^ as contrasted"' '
As on's the house could pang ? 

the y p-ung fquk era they 
came,]» djng

i' the wglit
Pitts

p. II.
*4ifierent from the fojv 

e former, says; " The 
same vor4 plight, haweTFery^giii% 5>efor^ dfty-ligM; 
from fo^-f vevr+dygb, tepxpus iitelru caaum S * Tl\i& 
is certainly, the origin, of thes latteV, 
FU^Ef^XES^ /, f(. Skin* w& %. ; ' 

u q$Jtyrfeile*a contijining 4000? 
Sign, wjo

^ Degcr,

of

w He itot ir^s fi)«t»d i^; te ^my lju.st 
and/^ri«m^, or but 
was scjhamelully sc/urgit,'^ 
16. Tgftiario, Boefn.4

Apparently corr. from Teut, 
id. from uwer, t?i^r9 fire? and 'fj 
FURK AND FQSX a jxhrase usfed in

signifying GdM
Lat ftifca a galk>ws^ 

FURLENTH,J. The length of a farrow. V.Fuk, 
FURLET. V. FIRLOT. 
FURMAGE, ii Cheese ; VT.fourmage.

Furmage full fyne s'cho brocht insteid of geiP.
Henry sone, Evergreen, i. ISO. st. IS- 

FURMEr /. A form or bench.
—Auefurme, ane furlet, ane pott, ane pek —

Bannatyne Poems^ p. 159. 
To FURROW, v. a. To depredate. V.FORRAY,.

FURS ABIL, adj. What can te g wie4 or '
away. . ; j. v u., .-'..? ^
" Rollent Foster Inglisman, kapttfriUI of Wark — 

spulyeit — ̂ the haill tennentis' insieht oT the haill ba- 
rounie that wasfursabiL" Maitiand P^nj^y NUte. 
P. ^06.

Fr. forcvable^ id. Perhaps it shpuldv rather be 
tursabil,. which is r u^od in this se.ase- 
FURSDAY^FufcisBAY, FOUK.SDAY, s. Thnrs-

dayy S.; ^
C4 It is statute and ojd in it, <\thait thaJr ,he*thre 

njerca-t dayis oukliein the said towne/[Ediobtirgh] ) 
for selJing of flosdie : that is to say r Sunday, ^IonotTtn- 
day, a«d FwrisdayS* Acts Ja, V. 154D> c. 104. 
Foursdayy Skene, e^ 1^2.

Thh is evidently a cocr. of Thursday; ».frora Tlior 
.ihc Son of:Odin r this day being originally dedicated 
to him. Hui it is un usual; time to chaaigerfA i&ttof/ 
FURTH.- ^ X3b muckh\fii«th, *i\xKiwp&w air ;"

Gl. Shirr. 'Thi$ 1» ^merely- ^th4<; a 
- forth, affrba*!, ; imt fif db^rs, usetl'^ ^ 
To FURTHEYET, v. a. To ^>ur bt^

On the fre^che Wen^s keist hhf al^mpur?ful4 
,' On

p. 5

''••'A; S.- forth~g&)t-&ii) 
profusus, efFusus. V. YET, v. 

$rV 1. Forward, 
m*ai» of stout 
d forward m the field ; 

But now he is bond en with eil<t. 
Sir

2. Frank> ^a^ible,; of easy access^
3. Expl. u <Jounig€Otts, unabashed." .' - n

.Johnny €aidT :Gin je bie dtvil '/* l ^! i>
Come in owrep yrc**^ welcoioa iierej j 

In he can» fa* feiyth a*'/zW%» ••:
-4. Dvuglatfr PoGm^ p. 102. 

To FURTHSCHAWf .w..«. To toanifes^ to dis 
play^- - !I ^ '-- ' ' ''.:- . -"' ; - >• : "1 * •' '-

u Thus m^iit^C idle,' Ito4f ftflafw^Age, p^ttande 
my keakj ^nfideaO» hi'Jipta onelie^ quha causit tha 
dum to spekc, the blynd to se ? ? tkl6-igHfdmn*-t& TIU 

, hau^I fwrthscfaiwhi tiM&MtftmMlotmy 
: »ocht detftfng (glide redAre^ M« tfeo^ Wyil 

on the sau^ n<? wi^ sicty^ fa^tfur
as did the ^H*9 Lerde 

quha oiferit hir sobir ferdin^ with als guile hart, ^s 
flat' !offbrk fl^l^^^^orifl^mft t^ thair 

elitieify of CrosragiM^^ Compend. 
>. t. 8* " • -V ' '- W^^-'-^. »M* r^l 

FURTH SETTER, s. An editor^used as iqttvu. 
lent to author* s«.K* s "^ 

" I am as^urit (benercil^ni; ^eflaf^J'^ilhfen thow 
^Oils marlbaitd ct>nsit!det*lrtie ffcfe\^Bti* lytle trac- 
tiue,- thairefter persauis quha is the furthsetter and. 
author of the samyn, thaw wyl wounder gretlie and 
meruell ; that I (quha am ane man roid of all eld.' 
quence, rude of ingyne9 and jugement) durst be sa 
baulde, as to attempt suir heych ane purpose, spe- 
cialie in this miserable tyme, quhairinto thair I§ sua 
gret diuersitie of opinioun amangis swa mony, preg 
nant men of ingyne." Kennedy of Crosraguell^ 
Compend. Tractiue. p. 2

3. N



PUT
FUSH, pret. v. Fetched.

Her aunt a pair of tangs fush in, 
Right bauld she spak and spruce.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 272. V. FUISH. 
FUSIOUN. V. FOISON. 
FUST, adj.

The wyfe said, Speid, the kaill ar soddin, 
And als the laverok is fust and loddin; 
When ye half done tak hame the brok.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 160. st. 10. 
- " The lark is roasted and swollen." It seems to 
be a cant proverbial phrase for, Dinner is ready;" 
Lord Hailes. On what grounds this interpretation 
is given, I do not perceive. The sense seems to be; 
" Make haste, the dinner is ready ; it is so late that 
the lark is at rest and silent in her nest. As you 
must go home, you have no time to lose ; and when 
you do so, take the fragments with you."

It is favourable to this view, that the wooer is re. 
presented, st. 1., as coming about evening. Ir. 
fois-im, signifies, to rest; foistine, resting, fost- 
am, to stop. Loddin appears to be low den, the 
same as Loun, quiet, silent, q. v. 
FUTE-ALE, j. A sort of entertainment given 

to those present, when a woman, who has born 
a child, for the first time gets out of bed ; pron. 
fit-ale, S.
Su.G. oel, cerevisia, is compounded in a great 

variety of ways. Barnsoel denotes the baptis 
mal banquet; kirkgaangsoel, that given after a 
puerperal woman has been at church, &c« Ihre, vo. 
Del. V. KIRK, v. 
FUTEBROD, s. A footstool, or support for

the feet, S. MoesG./oteior^ id. 
FUTE HATE, FUTE HOTE. i. Straightway, 

immediately, without delay. 
The king send a gret cum pany 
Wp to the crag thaim till assaile, 
That war fled fra the gret battaill: 
And thai thaim yauld for owtyn debate, 
And in hand has tane thaim fute hate.

B arbour, xiii. 454. MS. 
Sute hate, edit. Pink.
" King Athelstane to dant thir attemptatis come 

in Louthiane with mair diligence than was beleuit, 
and followit hait fute Oft the Pichtis." Bel lend. 
€ron. B. x. c. 5* Hostium haerens vestigiis; 
Boeth. ,

And forth scho drew the Troiane swerd fute 
kite. Doug. Virgil, \<&. 51. 

In this sense foot hot,fote hote, frequently occurs 
in O. E.

The table adoun riht he smot 
In to the flore/oof hot. 

King of Tart, JRtfw*'* E. W. R. ii. 160.

F W N
Chaucer, Gower, id.

2. Closely, exactly, accurately.
Syne I defende, and forbiddis euery wicht, , 
That can not spell ther Pater Nostef richt, 
For to correct, or yit amend Vyrgill, 
Or the translater blame in his vulgar style: 
I knaw what pane was to follow him fute hate.

.Dpug. Virgil, Pref. 8. 16.
3. As denoting proximity of situation.

Vnder the montane law thare studefute Hote
Ane bing of erth, vpheplt like ane mote.

Doug. Virgil, 396. 12,
Rudd., who has marked only the first and most 

common sense, explains it, " e vestigio, verbatim, 
with a hot foot, i. e. pede festinante, hard at the 
heels."

Mr Tooke renders it, a — without giving time 
to the foot to cool; so our court of Pie Poudre, 
pied poudre, in which matters are determined be- 
fore one can wipe the dust off one's feet." Divers. 
Purley, I. 487.

" Haut le pied, in Fr." says Tyrwhitt, " has 
the same signification.—So that I should suspect hot, 
in our phrase, to be a corruption of haut." Note, 
iv. 260. But this conjecture has not the least pro. 
bability.

Fancy might tyace this phrase to Isl. fothuatur 
pedibus celer, from fot foot, and huatur, Su.G. 
hwat, swift. But it is undoubtedly a metaph. 
phrase borrowed from hunting, in which the dog 
pursues the tract of animals, and is most successful, 
when the tract is recent, i. e. when the footsteps of 
an animal are as it were hot. In like manner, sports, 
men speak of the seat of a hare being warm, when 
she has lately quitted it. Thus, the expression, fute 
hate, primarily refers, not to the pursuer, but to 
the object of pursuit; while it necessarily implies 
that the pursuit is begun and carried on with all 
possible expedition. This phrase has some analogy 
to that of reid hand, tosed in our laws with respect 
to one who has committed slaughter. But it is more 
nearly allied to that of hot-trod used on the Border.

44 The pursuit of Border marauders was followed 
by the injured party and his friends with blood, 
hounds and bugle-horn, and was called the hot-trod. 
He was entitled, if his dog could trace the scent, to 
follow the invaders into the opposite kingdom."— 
Scott's Lay of the Last Minstrel, N. p. 308. 
FOTIE, adj. Mean, base, despicable^ S. V.

FOUTY.
FUTHIR. V. FUDDER. 
FWDE. V.FODE. 
FWLTH, s. Fullness. V. FOUTH. 
FWNGYT, Barbour, viii. 307. V. SWYNGYT.



GAB GAB

G.
IT must be observed, that in modern words, de 
rived from those which are ancient, the letter G is 
often lost, as in E. fair, fain, gain, ram, from A. S. 
Jo GA, GAE, v. n. l. To go, S.

The battaillis than to giddyr fast thai ga.
Wallace, i. 106. MS.

To follow Virgill in this dark poet rye,
Conuoy me, Sibyll, that I ga not wrang.

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 158. 14.
It seems doubtful whether this was anciently pron. 

ga or gae, or if there was any uniformity. For in 
different counties the part. pr. is still gaain. Pret. 
gade,S. anc.yhediyheidiyhudei part.pa^arae, gayne.

A. S. £0-/i, pret. eode, geode ; Isl. ga, pret. od; 
Su.G. Dan.jfflay Belg. gaa-n, Germ, geh.en, Precop. 
ge~en. V. GANG.
2. To gae throw, to bungle any business. He 

gaed through his discourse, S.; he lost his recol 
lection, so as not to deliver it rightly. He 
stickit it, S. synon.

The sameness of signification between these two 
phrases, seems to suggest that there is an allusion 
to the act of piercing with a sharp weapon.
3. To gae throw, to waste, to spend to the utmost.

He gade throw aw his gear, he spent the whole
of his property, S.

This is a Belg. idiom, still retained in that lan 
guage. Hy is door gegaan, he is bankrupt.
4. To gae one's way, or gtoit, to depart, to go 

about one's business, S. V. GAIT.
5. To gae withy to fail. He's gane aw with, he's 

gone all to wreck, S.; i. e. every thing is gone 
against him.

A. S. with, contra, adversus ; as with magan, con 
tra valere, with don, contra facere, with-gan, or 
~gaen, contra-ire, oppugnare. 
GAAR, GARR, s. i. The oozy vegetable sub 

stance in the bed of a river or pond, S. B. 
2* The rheum that flows from the .eyes, when in 

a hardened state, S. B.
A.S. gor, eoerram. dirt, mire; Flandr. goor, 

limus, lutum. Su.G. gor, pu$, matter proceeding 
from a wound. E. gore is radically the same. 
GAB, s. 1. The mouth, S.

u Ye take mair in your gab than your cheeks can 
had ; Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 86.

—In flowing numbers I shall sing, u Ap 
proves :"

If not, fox like, I'll thraw my gab and gloom,
And ca' your hundred thousand a sour plum.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 328. V. WEIRDED.

2. The taste, S.
Be that time bannocks and a shave of cheese 

Will make a breakfast that a laird might please; 
Might please the daintiest gabs, were they sae

wise 
To season meat with health, instead of spice.

Ram say9 s Poems, ii. 73.
Ir. gob, a beak, bill, or mouth; or cab, the 

mouth. V. GOB.
To GAB, v. n. To gat off*, to mock, to iUude. 

And when Ferandis modyr herd 
How hyr sone in the bataill ferd ; 
And at he swa wes discomfyt; 
Scho resyt the ill spyryt als tyt: 
And askyt quhy he gabyt had 
O^the ansuer that he hyr mad ?

Barbour, iv. 290. MS.
" Spoke vainly," Pink. But this does not ex. 

press the meaning. The very same idea is conveyed 
as by Su.G. Isl. gabb-a, A. S. gabb-en, deridere, 
illudere. The phrase, gabyt off, is very similar to 
one in which the Su.G. s. occurs. V. the s.

Gabbin has been used much later in the sense of 
jeering, mockery. V. the$. ^ 

C. B. goapa, jocari, goapaer, irrlsor ; Fr. gab" 
er, to mock. As Ital. gabbo signifies sport, a joke, 
gabbare is to illude. Ihre, vo, Gabb, mentions E. gibe, 
Belg. gabber-en, nugare, and L. ILgabator, Isidor. 
gabarus, insulsus, as cognate terms, Junius refers 
E. gabble to the same origin. But this seems more 
immediately allied to Isl. geifl-a, blaterare. 
2. To prate, to talk idly, S.

" To gab, (a corruption of) to gabble." Sir J. 
Sinclair's Observ. p. 84.

In the same sense it is used by Chaucer,,
ffe though I say it not, I n' am not lefe to 

gabbe* Milleres T. 35 JO. 
Chaucer also uses it as signifying, to lye ; Gabbe 

I of this ?——Num id mentior ? Boetlu Lib. 2.
Also, Gower.

-Gab nought
But telle, if euer was thy thought 
With fals Seniblaunt, and Couerture*

Conf. Am. Fol. 38, a.
GAB, J-. 1. Prating, saucy talking, Agvde gift 

of the gab, a great deal to say, facility in talk* 
ing S. now sometimes used, rather ludicrously, 
but without any intended disparagement; al 
though it had originally been applied in a bad 
sense.

2. Entertaining conversation, S. It may, how 
ever, signify gibes.

3N2



GAB
Some unco blate, and some wP gabs, 

Gar lasses hearts gang startiu.
Burns, iii. 126.

Su.G. gabb) irrisio, The gwrde gabb (if them ; 
They mocked them ; 2 Cron. xxx. 10. C. Br. goab, 
goap* id. V. the v.
GABBED, adj. 6i That hath a great volubility of 

the tongue," Rudd. Thus, a gabbit chit, a 
child that has much chat, S. B. Hence, 

Auld-gabbit, sagacious, S. synon. auld-moif d. 
— Resembling a late man of wit,

Auld gabbet Spec, \vha was sa6 cunning, 
To be a duaimie ten years running.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 362. 
GABBING, s* 1. Illusion, mockery. 

I said that thy sone suld ga 
To Pariss, and he did richt swa : 

. . Folowand sic a mengye,
That neuif, in his lyif tyme, he 
Had sic a mengye in lecling. 
NoW seis thow I mad na gabbing.

Barbour, iv. 300. MS.
2. Jeering, raillery.

At bughts in the morning nae blyth lads are
scorning,

The lasses are lonely, d'owie and wae 5 
Nae damn 5 na«^a66m^bntsighing.andsabbtng, &c. 

Flowers of the Fofast, Ritson's S. Songs, ii. 3.
3. Idle prating, S.

Was it not eik as possibill Eneas,
As Hercules or Theseus to hell to pas ?
Quhilk is na gabbing suthly, nor na lye.

Dong. Virgil, Pref. 6. 42.
Iftre the word might perhaps be rendered as in 

sense 1.
, illusio; Tsl. £•««&£&«, delusio. 

T6 GABBER, v. n. 1. To jobber, to gibber, to 
talk incoherently $ S»
Befg. gabbef-vn, id. Hence E. gibberish, if not 

rather from Tent. gabber^dticie, nugae, Kilian. Per- 
Iraps Isl. gifr-a loquitur, is radically the Same; 
gifr, battologia.
GABBY, adj. 1. Possessing fluency of speech, S. 

And on condition I we're as gabby 
As either thee or honest Hftbby, 
That I lin'd a' thy elaes ifri' tabby. —

Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, ii. 335. 
Alfho' mair gabby he may be

T*han Nestor wise and true, 
Yet few will say, it Was nae fau't 

That he did him furhow.
P cfems m the Buchan. Dialect, p, 7. 

2. Loquacious, S.
" — Yet. he was a fine gably, auld-farren early." 

— Journal from London, p. 2. 
GABBIT, s. A fragment, a bit of any thing, 

S. B. Thetis no a hale gabbit o't, it is all to 
fags, S.: B.
Gobette u*6d by Wicliffor bit, small portion. 
C4 Be hadde broke the cheynes and hadde broke 

the stockis to smale gobetis*" Mark v. 
Also by Chaucer in fhe same sense. 

He said he had a gobbet ̂ of. the saile 
Which Seint Peter hadde, whau that he went

GAD
Upon the se, till Jesu Christ him hent.

Prol. Pard. v, 23. 
Fr. gob, gobeau, a lump, a morsel. 

GABER, j. A lean horse, one so frail as to be 
scarcely fit for service, Stirling's. 
This word has been imported from the Highlands; 

Gael. gabhai\ ^ formerly, a horse ;" Shaw. 
GABERLUNYIErj. '« A wallet that hangs on 

the side or loins;" Ritson. Hence, Gaber-
lunyie-n " a wallet man or tinker;" id.

the man who carries the wallet on his back, 
an itiiretfant mecfoank? Qt Ifftker, t^ho carries 
in his bag the; imp*eiftente':dfte tirade ;" Cal- 
lander. • - , *. •*- «- 

—— - Ye're yet our young-,
And ha* na leai'd the bfefar^s tongue,
To follcrvt me frae town to town.

And carry tne fedbertttn$ie c6&. ^r--.. 
— She's aii4 w\i&JhG gabetyunyie^rhatf. ~" '

Jtt^ort'*.*;'J?o»gff, i. 166. 167.
On what authotity 'gafor is fendeYfe* a:!wkflet, I 

have not been aMe to lea^ft. SiBb. expl. it * 4 a'btfs. 
ket or wallet/' deriving H ffoni^^^^re, "-fttf. 
ginally a wicker boat co^grptl Wltft l«ithef. J/ Blit 
the dtilyword tbat-^e&nrtb- haV6 airiy'iiterfr'bMnce 
of affinity is Fr. gtbkrw,^ iiilti of^kclc ^s^-'by 
Qrenadi^rs for carrying their grenades * Diet. Trer. 

Teut. loenie, lon^ie, 'a roin. Were not gtiber- 
lunyie so nsed as afjpai^eiifly to signrfy something 
from which the owner is denominated, it might Have 
been supposed that the person had his nam6 q. A, S. 
gebeor, Jiospes, and lan egenus, i. e. a -poor gttt^st ; 
or as in the sang,* th&poor rn,an* •• 
G ABERT, J-. A lighter, a vessel for inland navi»

gation, S.^ fiom Fr* gabare, id,
c * The freight froi^i Glasgow is ^eaeralfy between 

2s and 2s 6d the single cart, but those who take a 
great cargo [ot coals] arxl employ gaberts, get 
them a little cheaper." P. Kilfinan^ Argyles. Sta 
tist. Ace. xit. 2$6,*.; ; 
GABERf &> s« pL l. A kind of ^llows, of

wo6d or. stone, erected , for supporting, the
wheel to which the rope of a draw-well is
fixed, Ang. 

2. Three poles of wood$ erected, and forming
an angle at the top, for weighing hay^ Ang. 

GAD, GADE, j, ]. A- rod, S. pron.#*w/dL
u Arie rod is ane staffe, 6r gade of tymmer^qnbarr*. 

with land is measured. " Skene, Verb. Sign. ,vo. 
Particata.
2. A spear. .

— " That thei wear found right often talking 
with the Skottish prikkers within les then their gads 
length a sunder.'* Patten's Ace, Somerset's Expe 
dition, ap. DalyelPs Fragments, p. 76.
3. A fishing-rod, S. A.
4. A goad.

" Afflictions to the soule is like the" gade to the 
oxe, a teacher of obedience." Z\ Boyd's Last Bat. 
tell, p. 1068.

Hence gadwand, S. a goad ** for driving yoke-
or oxen ; 5> Rudd. 

In euery age wyth irne graifh we ar boun3



G A F
And passand by the plewis, fat gadt&anihi 
Broddis tire okih. with speris in our handis.

• - ' Doug. Virgfy -2y&* 25.
This is undoubtedly from the &ame origin \fith E. 

goad; A. S. goad, gad, Stf.G. gudd, Is|. gaddr^ 
stimulus, aculeus, a point or sting. In the second 
sense, one signification. Df, the A. S. Vord i's-r@tai4u 
ed ; 4 -6 the point of 4 weapon, spear,, or arlrow- 
head ;" Somner. . ,. •„,. 
To GABGE^ if.' n. " T^^ dictate impertinently, 

ta falkicfly with a stiipiA graVity >"' Gh Rams.
It sets ye well ihdeed to gadge ! 

* Ere I t' Apollo did ye cadge, ̂ - r 
•"-*• A Glasgow capon and a fadge •- 

Ye thought a feast.

To GADYR, <». a. To gather. 
In.til the wyntyr folowand 
Nest eftyr Ottyrburhe, of 

1 The Kyng gert gadgr a cownsale
At Edynburgh. ffiynlbfcto) ix. 

^A. S. gaeder-an^ id. Seren. views this as 
to Isl. giaedi^ res, opes.
GA£I>RYNG, fw Assembly; applied to a Pat- 

liameiit.
-^^-To the lord the Brws send he 
Word to cum to that gaddrgng.

Wyivtown, viii. 18. 115;
It is elsewhere used to denote the assembling of 

men, in th^formation of an army. ;
GAE, s. The jay, a bird ; CorVus glandarius, 

Linn.
The Hobic and the Iledder-bluter

" Aloud the Gae to be their tuter, .
Thame to conduct and gyde.

BurePs Pllgr. Watson's Coll \L 28. 
Alduti) permitted, allowed.
This seems '.to approach to the more ancient or 

thography ; Fr.gay,geay, O. Teut. gap, gaey, id. 
perhaps from the lively humour and motions of this 
bird, Teut. Fr. gay, brisk, merry. The name of 
the juck-daw has probably a similar origin. This 
in Teut. is gacke., Germ. Sax. Sicatnb. gack. Now 
gack-en is given by Kilian as synon. with gheck- 
en, to sport, to be playful, and gaeck with gheck, 
play ; also, a fool, a mountebank. Isidore sup 
poses that the jay is called gracuius^ a garrulitate. 
GAF, GAFF, pret. Gave.

Than all thai gaf assent thartill.
Barbour, xv. 460. MS* 

—— ̂ Gret giftis to thaim gaff he.
Barbour, xviii. 544. MS. 

GAFF, j.
a Night, or blaze-fishing, during close-time, with 

gaffs*) spears, leisters, &c. is very injurious to the 
legal fishing, and is practised with impunity, over 
Tarious parts of the country." Prize Essays, High 
land Society, ii. 409.

This may be the same with Gaff mentioned by 
Phillipsy as signifying u an iron-hook to pull great 
fishes into a ship," It seems to have the same origin 
with •(S'AyEi/dfcftj. i|. v.

1 The irfcme G&ff+net, however^ is given S. to the 
latest sort of net^ which stretches nearly across a

G A I
i is dragged by t\vo men, bue on each batik, 

with long poles, to which the ends of the nets arc 
fixed*». -The lower partis sunk by means rof lead;,: 
the upper is buoj^ckyp by cork. This kind 4>f net 
is common nl Tweed.
To GAFF AW,-», n. To latigh aloud, S. 

— To bend wi'.ye,- and spend wi'-ye 
An evening, and gaffaiv. — 
- ^ - -* Ramsay9 s Poehts^ ii. 73. 

GAFF AW, s. A loud laugh. V. GAWF. . . 
To G AGOIUN, v. a. To slander, to dishonour» 
^ ' Yet'anti tfitou glaike or gagoiufr 

: The trfteth, thou sail cbihe downe* ' • '*
- ' • • ''Sjfds.&odfy-'&aM^p. 9;' •-. 

Fr. &lle de'jofe^' Eord 
13th Centj p*<P67. -- •*

to de&o-tir A sdkltj?r'a 
tojfee ftefickj meriy,

t&'efijaf air WiJ&ed deligfctS. • : 'B«t ; tfce iflfeitiitfg * 
be* ;" ** If ihtm Wittier trifle tfith **6 truth, or 
ft:*' V C. 6^ g&gan, to slander 5 " 
GAY, adv. Prettj, moderately 5 

' V. Gar. '

tfie
to the cross.»» Brtice's 

. 'H. 7. a. T. GA. ; ^ ~
. Fit. -V.GAi*:^ vt ' : v 

GAYM-CUM, s> : Return, coming a'galn; 
— That wyth thame fra thinfe thai bare 
Til Kyncirdyn, quhare the Kyng 
Tylte that gayfie-Covn'e liiiil^'by^yn^. . - v • - . ,A-. Wy^o^i^ is.
But ^hkri 4ie ^aW« pasfeit Mith day And 
Of her gafaCWtte) in. son-owe gan opprefese 
His w&ful hSMe irt cair and hetfinesse. 

Henry sd'bV* Test. Creseide, Ghron. S. P» L' '
The g&grits of my yeiris gent, 
The floflris ^)f my fresche youtheid^ 
I wait;noeht hbw away is .went.

" Properties," Pink. It may perhaps bear this 
meaning, from Su.G. -gagn^ commodttm, whence E» 
gttin* But it is m&re natural to understand it as 
merely put for gayness^ cheerfulness^ gaiety. 
GAIR, GARE, GORE, s. ;l. A stripe or triangu 

lar piece of cloth, inserted at the bottom, on 
each side of a shift, or of a robe» , It is pro 
nounced in both these way% S» 
: Amiddis ^«hom born in aiiDgoldirt chair,— 

Was set a Quene, as lyllie sweit of suvair, 
In purpour rob hemmit with gold ilk gair^ 
Quhilk gemmit cldspis closed all perfite.

^Palice af Honour, i. 10* 
His garment and his gite ful gaie of grene5 
With goldin lisiis,gUte on every gare. 

Henry tone's Test. Greseide^ Chron. S. P. i. 163* 
Mr Pink, rduders it border. But this does not 

Express the meaning,, The border an4 hem are to* 
nearly allied. Here it may denote every breadth^ or 
distinct division of the cloth in the robe. He has 
perhaps been misled by Jojms.on, who, after Skin. 
ner, renders goar a any edging sewed upon cloth 
to strsngSien it ;" ff&m G. B. goror^ ora superior.



G A I
- The same word occurs in Chaucer, although not 
understood by Tyrwhitt,

A barme-cloth eke, as white as morowe milk,
-"- Upon her lendes, full of many a gore.

Millerei T. v. 3237. 
An elfe quene shal my lemman be, 

And slepe under my gore.
Sir Thopas, v. 13719.

Mr Ellis has entirely mistaken the sense of gore, 
as it occurs in an old love song» 

-Gainest under gore,
Hearken to my roun. Spec. E. P. i. 111. 

4< Gore") he says, " appears to be the same with 
gear, dress, from the Saxon gearwa, vestis."

tWe have both the form, and precise meaning,
-of our word in Isl. geir? segmentum panni figura 
triquetca; G. Andr., a cutting of cloth of a trian. 
gular figure. The sense is varied in Teut. gheere, 
tacinia, sinus vestis, limbus. Another sense, is ad. 
ded, however, which coincides with the former; 
Pars qua largior fit vestis ; Kilian. Belg. geer, the 
gore of % smock ; Sewel.
2. Gore, gair^ " a spot or slip of tender fertile 

grass on a barren mountain or heath;" Gl. Sibb. 
He improperly refers to Teut. gaer, maturus, 

percoctus. For the denomination does not respect 
the fertility, but the form. Gore, as denoting " a 
small narrow slip of ground," occurs in some O. E. 
law-books. V. Cowel. Hence, 
GAIRED, GAIRY, adj. Having streaks or stripes 

of different colours, S. A gairy cow, a cow 
that is streaked on the back or sides. 

GAIRIE, s. The name given to such a cow. 
First she drank Cromray, and syne she drank Garie^ 
And syne she drank my bonny grey marie.

Ritson's S. Songs, i. 229.
GAIKIE-BEE, s. Apis terrestris, Linn. r S. The 

A. muscorum is called the Todler-tike, and the 
A. hypnorum, the Red-arsy bee. Their names 
occur in the following puerile rhyme. 

The Tod/er-tike has ne'er a good bike,
Nor yet the Gairie-bee ; 

But the Red-arsy has the best bike, 
Allow'd among all the three.

GAIRDONE, s.
Na growine on ground my gairdone may de-

graid,
Nor of my pith may pair of wirth a prene. 

Henrysone, Bnnnatyne Poems, p. 131. st. 3.
This word is overlooked by Lord Hailes. As the 

writer speaks of his bran and breiit in the preced 
ing line, this probably means arm ; q. "DO man 
sprung of the dust may undervalue the strength of 
my arm." Or perhaps growine is for grume. V. 
GARDIE. 
GAIRFISH, the name given, in the vicinity of

Dundee, to the Porpoise.
" At first sight, it would be thought beneficial to 

the salmon fishing, if a method could be invented, 
by which the porpoises, or Gairfish as they are cal 
led, which devour st) many salmon, might be destroy- 
td. J> P. Monifieth Forfars. Statist. Aec. xiii. 493.

Geir Walur is one species of whale mentioned 
in Spec. Reg. c. 21., and by Verel. vo< Hwalur.

G A I
GAIS, imperat. Go ye, from ga, 

Thus suld a prynce in battale say,
—6 Cum on, falowis% the formast ay» 
A pryiicis word of honeste,
— Gais on, gais on,' suld nevyr be.

Wyntown, tx. 27. 374. 
GAISHON, GESHON, s. 1. A hobgoblin, Dumfr.

This word, according to the account given of it, 
conveys a very strange idea, or rather an incoherent 
mass of ideas. It is said to denote a skeleton cover, 
ed with a ski» ; alive, however, but in a state of 
insanity. In Stirlings. it simply signifies a skeleton. 
2» It denotes any thing considered as an obstacle

in one's way $ as the furniture of a house, &c,
when in a disorderly state, Fife* Hence,
Ill-gaishon'd, mischievously disposed, Fife, sy- 

non. lll.muggent) S. B.
It might seem to have some affinity with the Is!. 

phrase gassona laete^ scurrilitas, a Gessonibus ut- 
pote lusoriis ; G. Andr. Or shall we view it as al 
lied to the old Celtic word Gesus, vir fortis, Wacht. * 
According to Bullet, in the Patois of Besan9on, 
gesse still signifies force. 
GAISLIN, s. A young goose, S. gets/in, Ang.

gosling, E. ^//flgyLancash. Westmorel.
46 If I may not kep goose, I shall kep gaislm ;" 

Ferguson's S. Prov. p. 20.
Su.G. Dan. gaas, Isl. gas, a goose; Su.G. gaas- 

ling, Germ, ganslein, a gosling. 
GAIST, GAST, s. 1. The soul, the spirit. 

The Erie Thomas, that qwhill than lay 
In hard seknes, yhald than the^atf 
Til God, that wes of mychtis mast.

Wyntown, viii. 26. 5.
2. A spirit, a ghost, S.

All is bot gaistis, and elrische fantasyis ;— 
Out on the wanderand spretis, wow, thou cryis,

Doug. Virgil, 158. 25.
A. S. gaste, Belg. gheest, Su.G. Dan. gast, id. 

Manes Gqstae dicti, vulgo Gaster ; Wormij Literat. 
Dan. p. 19.
3. A piece of dead coal, that instead of burning 

appears in the fire as a white lump, S. 
It may have received this name, either as wanting 

life, or more probably, from its supposed resem 
blance to the spirits of the dead, who, it is believed, 
generally appear in white. This etymon is confirm, 
ed by the metaphor, pale as ashes, commonly used 
in the description of apparitions. In Sutherland, 
coal of this kind is called Batchelor coal; q. desti 
tute of heat, or, unprofitable to society. 
GAIT, GATE, s. 1. A road, a way, S. A. Bor. 

Lincoln.
At Corssenton ihegait was spilt that tide, 
For thi that way behowed thaim for to ride. 

Wallace^ni. 81. MS, 
In this sense it is also used m eta ph.

It is richt facill and eith gate, I the tell, 
For to discend and pas on doun to hell.

Doug. Virgil^l. 2K 
In the same sense it occurs in O. E.

—Er this day thre dayes, I dare vndertaken, ., 
That he.worthe fettred that felon faste^ytfc 

chaines, , , .,
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And newer eft greue gome that goeth this ilke 

gate. P. Ploughman, Fol. 92. b. 
Su.G. Isl. gata, seinita, via.

2. An indefinite space, a little way, some distance. 
Sa tha sam folk he send to the dep furd, 
Gert set the ground with scharp spykls offburd. 
Bot ix or x he kest a gait befor, 
Langis the schauld maid it bath dep and schor. 

Wallace, x. 43. MS.
3. A street, S. Yorks.

All curious pastimes and consaits,
Cud be imaginat be man,
Wes to be sene on Edinburgh gaits,
Fra time that brauitie began.

Bur el i Wat sorts Coll. ii. 5.
" —The names of the streets—are the Cast\Q-gafe, 

the Braid-gate, the Over kirk- gate, the Netherkirk- 
gate, the Gallon-gate;—We almost never hear now 
of the Braid -gate and the Castle-gate. They are be- 
crime universally the Broad-street and the Castle* 
street." Statist, Ace, (Aberdeen,) xix, 183.

MoesG. gatvo, platea; Usgang sprato in gatvons 
jah staigos baurgs ; Go quickly into the streets and 
lanes of the city; Luke xiv. 21. Su,G. gata, O. 
Teut. gatte, Alem. gazzo, gazza, Germ, gasse, id. 
Ihre views this as the primary sense of the word, 
postponing that of a way. The latter, however, 
seems to have the principal claim. For what are the 
streets of a town or village, but just the ways lead 
ing through it ?
4. An expedition, especially of a warlike kind; 

used in the same manner as Su.G.faerd, espe 
cially when it is conjoined with haer, an army, 
war; and Fr.journee. 

Than Schir Gawine the gay 
Prayt for ihejournay, 
That he might furth wend. 
The king grantit ther gait to Schir Gawane, 
And prayt to the grete God to grant him his

grace, 
Him to save and to salf.————

Gawan and GoL iii. 12.
5. This word occurs in a variety of forms both in 

sing, and pi., in the same manner as ways 
E. so as, in composition, to have the power of 
an adv. Sa gat, so, in such manner; B arbour. 
How gats, literally, what ways, i, e. in what 
manner; ibid. Tins gatis, Doug, S, after this 
manner. Mony gath, in various ways, Doug, 
^irg. 476. 2. Otbergates, O. E, V. GAITL1NG.

6. To tak the gait, to depart, to set out on a jour 
ney or expedition of any kind. Also, to flee, 
to run away, S. A child is said to tak the gait^ 
when it begins to walk out, S. 

The duerwe toke the gate, 
And Mark he told bidene.

Sir Tristrem,p. 117*
Now by this time the evening's falling down, 
Kill-heads were red, and hows were eery grown; 
Yet with what pith she had she taks the gate.

Ross's Helenore, p» 62. 
R. Brunne uses this phrase, p. 141. 

My sonne, myn heyre, that was corotmed late, 
1

G A I
Of his lif was my speyre, he myght haf takeirthe gate» 
i. e. engaged in an expedition to the Holy Land. 

To York the gate he toke, & souht Saynt Wil. 
Ham. Ibid. p. 304. 

Mr Macpherson properly mentions the S. phrase, 
Gang your gate, begone. Barbour uses a similar 
jihrase, in the sense of departing, going away. 

With that thair gate all ar thai gane, 
And in thre partis thair way has tane.

Barbour, vi. 549. MS. V. How, s. 1. 
And our poetical prince, James I.

He said, Quhair is yon culroun knaif ? 
Quod scho, I reid ye lat him 
Gang hame his gaites.———

Peblis to the Play, st. 17. ' 
This idiom was not unknown in O. E. 

——Ilk man gede his wets.
R. Brunne, Add, to Pref. CLXXXVIII. 

Gang your ways is also used, S. 
7. To had the gate, to prosper, to have success ; a 

metaph. borrowed from one's " keeping the 
highway," (Gl. Rams.) or rather, holding 
straight on a road, S. i-' 
Res en in s derives IsU gata a street, a way, froi& 

gat-a perforare; as being an opening. But tlte con 
jecture of Ihre seems more probable, that it i§ from 
gaa to go, as Lat. tier, from eo, it-um, id7 ^Poti 
what is a way, but the course which one holds in 
going or travelling ? > 
GATEWARDS, adv. In a direction towards, S. B ?f

q. directly in the road. V. OUT-ABOUT. 
GAIT, s. A goat, S. . \' 

44 Ye come to the gait's house to thigg woo »y 
Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 81,

Su.G. get, A. S. gat, Belg. ghiete, gheyte, id. 
GAITGLYDIS,

—Quhair that mony gay gelding ^ 
Befoir did in our mercat ling, 
Now skantlie in it may be sene 
Tuelf gait glydis, deir of a preine.

Maitland Poem%> P« 183 '
Glyde is an old horse. Gait may perhaps signify 

small, puny, from get, a child. V. GLY^E. 
To GAIT, v» a. To set up sheaves of corn on 

end. Also, to set them up gaitwise, id. §. B*' " 
As the sheave is opened towards the bottom, both 

for drying it, and making it stand ; perhaps from IsL 
gat, foramen, gat-a, perforare. 
GAITLING, GYTLING, j. An infant, S. a di- 

xnin. from GET, q. v. , ,^r 
The wires and gytlings a' spawn'd out

O'er mid dings and o'er dykes,
Wi* mony an unco skirl and shout, >

Like bumbees frae their bykes.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 278.

This seems to have been also written gedling, 
O. E., although used in an opprobrious sense. The 
passage in P. Ploughman, in which this term occurs, 
is curious, as shewing the ideas entertained in an 
«arly age with respect to the moral qualities of those 

were begotten in bastardy. ,. y ^- 
—He made wedlocke firste, and hym selfe saide, .,,+ 

Bonum est ut unusquisque uxorem suarn /jcr- 
teat propter fornicationem. f A^J-
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And they that othergates be geten, -faf •

ben hold, ^ 
As fake folke, fundlinges, faytours*ancl Uers, 
Ungratious to get good, or loue of the people, 
Wandren and wasten, what they catche muy^ 
Agayne dowell they do euyl, & the deuyl seru% 
And after their deathes daye, shal dwell with $&

same,
But God giue hem grace here, hem selves to amende.

Fol. 45. a.
GAKIE, s. That shell called the Commercial 

Venus, or Venus Mercenaria. 
« —Gakies," Sibb. Fife, p. 135. " It is of this

shell that the money of the American Indians, called
Wampum, is made." Ibid. N.
To GALAY, ^. n. To reel, to stagger. 

— To Philip sic rout he raucht, 
That thochthe wes off mekill inaucht, 
He gert him galay disyly ; 
And haid till erd gane futlyly, 
Ne war he hynt him by his sted. 

:V Bar hour, ii. 422. MS. Edit. 1§$0, stakker.
A. S. gael-an, ambiguum animi reddere, 

'GALYEARD, GALLIARD, adj. 1. Sprightly,
brisk, lively, cheerful.

v . . Ouer al the planis bray is the stampand stedis, 
"* * ** Ful galyeard in thare bardis arid werely wedis. 

: ; " " Doitg. Vfrgit, 385. 34.
"•Among our yeomen, money at any time, let be 

*then, uses to be very scarce; but once havfrig enter 
ed on the common pay, their sixpence a-day, they were 
galliard." Baillie's Lett. i. 176. "Brisk, lively/' GK 
2. Wanton. Rudd. gives this sense; and it seems 

to be, that of the following passage.
The galyeard grume gruntschis, at gamys he 

greuis. Daug. Virgil, 238. a. 38. 
Fr. gaUlard, id. Bat this must be traced to A. S. 

gal, Teut. gheyl, lascivus •/ Isl. gittel-a, illecebris 
inescare, Su.G. gelning, jufems lascivus. 
GALYEARD, GALLTARD, s^

" William Johns tone of Wamphray, called the 
Halliard) wa$ a noted freebooter.-— His nom de 
guerre se'ems to have been derived fVom the dance 
cajfed The Galliard. The word is still used in Scot». 
land to express an active, gay, dissipated character." 
Minstrelsy Border, I. 230. 231. 
&A.LYAKT&IE', adv. In a sprightly m&nnei», 

Thow saw monyane fresche gttlJaad, 
" WeU& ardour! t for ressauing 0! t\&w- q&ei) e. \ 
Ilk craftisman with bejit bo w Ui his haiid 
Tfvblygafyttrtlie in, s«fhort cl^eitWag of Srene'

Lyndsay's Warki^ 15$9.> p. 293. 
To GAIJE,, GAEL, ^ n. T^.cry with a harsh 

note j a term applied to the cuckoo> 
The gukkow galu^ aad so quhitteris the quale, 
Qnhil ry veris rekdit3 schawis, and «mery dale. 

. -.- Doug. Virgil, 403. m. 
In May begins the gowk to gaiL

Scott, Ewergre^rii ii. 187. st. 6, 
-"•3Plic owgin undo«to<3edly la IsL Su.G. gal-y^ A. S* 

gal-an, canere. But the term docs not sjeeni neces^. 
saplLy to imply much music in. thernote, For- it is 
afeo. ^Drtdered^ vocem G^lii emittere ; . G. Andr. 
Ihre. Daix. gal-ery to ccow, Mi gaLlfa denotes the

crowing pf a cock. Gal-a^ aures obtundere, to stu- 
pif^.-ljy noise, has been viewed as different. But, I 
suspect, it is radically the same word, thus applied, 
because of the original appropriation of the term ta 
harsh music. Ihre views this as the origin of Lat. 
gall-us, the name for a cock. Su.G. gaell-a, and 
Germ, gell-en, sonare, seen! to acknowledge this a& 
their origin. Hence also E. yell.

The only instance I have met with, in which this. 
v. seems to retain the original sense, is as used by 
Chaucer, Court of Love, v. 1357. where the nightin 
gale is said to " cry and gale." Hence, as Tyrwhitt 
observes, the name Nighte-gale, or Nightengale^ 
i. e. the bird that " sings by night.'*

Elsewhere he uses it to denote Idud laughter» 
The frere lough when he had herd all this — 
And whan the Sompnour herd; the frere gale —— 

Prbl W. of Bathe, v. 6411. 6413» 
Now telleth forth, and let the Sompnour gale.

Freres T. v. 6918. 
To GALXIE, GALLYIE> ^.«. To roar, to brawl,

to scold, Ang.
&a,G.gaell-a, IsL giall^a, to vociferate. V. GALE.

GALYIE^ GALLYIE, GELLIE, s. A *oar or cry-
expressive of displeasure, Ang, 5 gow^

Su.G. gaelL) vociferatio^.
GALLAND, s-. A young fellow. V. 
GALLANT, adf. Large, of such dimensions

as fully to answer the purpose intended-, S. B.
" — Flae him belly-flaught, his skin Wk$ mak a 

gallant tuichin for you." Journal from London, 
pv-2. V. SAX.- - , , 
GALLIARD, s, V. G^YEARJ). - ., 
GALLION, s. A lean horse, Tweedck 
GALLYTROUGH, s. :± name given to the

char, Fife ; elsewhere called, tke red^belly^ red-
wame.
" The gallytrough, @r char^ abouiwis in the loch 

[Lachleven], — They arre never known to rise to a fly, 
or to be caught with a hook, baited in a-»y way what 
ever." P. Kinross, Statist. -A CG. vi. 16?,

This is undoubtedly the same with Gerletroch^ 
mcnttob&Tby Sk R. Sibtb^ Fiscis in Lacu/Levhta— • 
Gvrletroch dictus.
- (yeallog is the Gael, name for a salmon trout, 
&hftw ; and deargen or tarragon for char. Gaily- 
trough might be viewed as coni^). of .both terms* Y.

GALLOWAY, s. " A horse not more tfom four 
teen hands high, .muck used in the North $"
Johns,. ,
This word, I apprehend, is properly S^ It seems

to be generally supposed thai the term had been bor 
rowed from the county of that name in S. But it
may be merely the Su.G. and Germ, word^ wattach,
cantherius, corresponding to E. gelding, from galL
testiculus, or gall-a, Isl. getd-a, castrare. Ihre,.
however, thinks that the name originated from the
Wallachians, who, he says, were the first to use
horses of this kind,
GALLOWS, j. 1. JCxpl. An elevated station for 

a view, Lottu. If. .ibis bg an oblicjup sense of 
the t^rm.used to'deuote the fatal tree, it is^ evi-
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a very odd one ; as this station is meant 

ta be the termination of one's prospects in the 
present life. 

2. Three beams erected in a triangular form, for
weighing hay, S, ; synon. Gaberts. 

GALL. WINDE, a gale, a strong wind.
u Behold and see Jib w this world is like a working 

sea, wherein sinne like a gall winde or strong tyde 
carrieth many tribulations ai*d <Jestructioas/rom<^oun- 
trie to countrie." Z. Boyd's Las>t BatteJI, p. 544. 

In another place, the orthography is different. 
" Our life like smoke or chaffe is carried away as 

with a gale wmfa9 and yet we cannot co.uslder." 
P. 1256.

ThS term is used as if it were an adj., frpm Isl. 
gol, ventusfrjgMipr, Verel. ; gala^ flatus lenis et sub- 
frigidus ; G. Andr. Both the latter writer .and Ihre 
view Su.G. $0/, gelu (cold), T.entus acrior et cito 
transiens, as the root.
GALMOUND, GALMOUDINS. V, GAMOPNT. 
GALNES, s. " Ane kind of jnendis* assittujient 

or satisfaction for slaughter," Skeue. 
" Gif th$ wife of ane^rte map is slane, her husband 

sail ha^i* the J£elcbyn? and her friend sail haue the 
Cro and Gained #eg. Maj. B. iv. *. 38. § &

According <to Dr Macphejson, " Galmes is a 
GaoHc word, #nd means a pledge, o? compensation 
for any thing that is carried away or destroyed." 
-r-Gael. " Grial is a pledge, and Meas an estimate. " 
Critical Dissert, p. 13.

This etymon is very doutrtful ; especially as the 
iirst part of the word has so great an affinity to Su.G. 
giaeld) mulcta, the term commonly used by the Goths 
to denote compensation of whatever kind ; A. S. geld, 
Alem. chatd, chalt^ Germ. gelt. Germ, nes-en, K- 
berare, sal rare. Q. the freedom from punishment 
purchased by paying ajine. Or nes may be merely 
the A.S. termination. Isl. gillde^ pretimn rei, aes- 
timium hominis ; half$ittde9 algitlde^ semi et plenum 
pretium sohendum pro damnodato; G. Andr. p. 88. 
GAM, adj. Gay, sportive, cheerful.

Now wo, now weiH, now firm, now friyolous, 
Now gam, now gram, now louis, now defyis ; 
Inconstant warld and quheiU contraricKi^s.

Potioe of Honour, i. 6.
This seems to have been a proverbial phrase, ex 

pressive of the character of aa Inconstant person, as 
here of Fortune; q. u *iow playful, the» sad," or 
perhaps angry ; A. S. gram, ira, molestia. Grame 
is used by Chaueer as -signifying both fury and grief. 
Gam is from A. S. gam*ian, ludere, or Isl. gamm-a, 
jocor, delecto ; at gior at gamme, jocari. 
GAM,, s. A tooth, S. B. £ammes9 pi. This is 

rendered gums f>y Rudd. whom "Sibb. follows. 
His trew cpmpanyeouns kdis of the preis, 
Harland his wery limbis dplf as lede, 
For sorow «diakkand to and fro his hede, 
And scheddis of blude furtii spittand throw his

iippis,
With bludy gammis, left him to thare schyppis. 

J)oug. Virgil, 143. 34.
Bente? is th€ word used by Virg. This also is the 

sense in the passage quoted by Rudd. where a lion 
is described tearing a roe or hart;

1

And al tfce beistis boweilis thrymlis 
Hurkilland tiiareon, quhare he reman it and stude, 
His fcedy gammes bedyis with the rede biude. "

P. 345. 31.
As it is witi^ his teeth that the lion thrymlis thr ouch 

or penetrates the trowels, Doug. would scarcely say 
that the gums, which are naturally red, were bedyed 
with blood. Besides, the epithet gredy with far great. 
er propriety applies to the teeth, than to the gums.

It is used in the saaac sense in a silly poem by 
Clerk.

Quod sch», my clip, My unspaynd lam^ 
With mitbers tnMk yit in your gam.-r*

• Evergreen, ii. ^0. «t. 6^ 
The word is still common in Aug. It seems espe 

cially to denote a Jar^ UK)lfe. Ttai« they iay^ greit 
gams, large ;teoth ; sowijetiiaes^ g&m$ oj £e&h.

The p«Jy word which this s.eei»$ to resemble, is 
Gr. <y*p^ dens tacdtrj^ 4u& g^m^eth has the 
sasne sense ; ibut appar^n^ly dTr^in gam*a, palatum,

GAMAREERIE, adjf Tal,
aukward, having •sfrrntwkat of a grisly appearv
ance ; appropriated to a female, lx ''
Perhaps from E. gammer •, a term applied to a wo 

man, Pr, V, GIM^IEJL. ' ?
GAMBET, /.. A gambol, the leapiq# or capcr- 

feg pf pn^ dancing.
Vpstert Troyanis, and syne Italianis, 
And gan do doubil JbrangiUis an 

d romidis tra^ii^ man

Gambade occurs in O. E. . Jn aq accqimt of the 
marriage of the daughter of Henry VJI. to James 
IV. of Scotland^ written by Join Young, Somerset- 
Herald, A. 1&Q2* tWs word is used to denote the 
capering motions of .a high^mettlctl horse.

u The Bde of Nwthuml^erlaund^was «nounted 
upon a fayr courser; hys harnays of Gpldsmythe 
warke, and thorough that sam was saw en small bells 
that maid a mejlodyous aoys^e, wtthout «paryng 
gambads."

Elsewhere it seems to denote ceremonious reve 
rence or obeisance.

" Before the said Scottysmen passed the Lords, 
Knyghts, and Gentlemen, makyngvgambaudes to tbe 
grett gowre ;" i. e. to the splendid company, which 
represented the kingdom in general, as welcoming the 
Queen ; /r om F*. gorre, gorgeousness, pomp, mag- 
nificence. /

Downwards jt is added,; " The said Lord of 
Northu^berl&und maid his devor at the departyhge, 
of gambads and lepps, as Aid likewise the Lord 
Scrop the Father,, *«i4 many others tliat retorned 
ageyn, in takynge ther congie. 9 ' LelandU ColLectan. 
Vol. IV, p. 276. 281, *Edit.a770.

Fr. gambade , Ital. gambata^ crurium jactatia; * 
from gamba, Fn g»mbe^ qrus. 
GAMB80NS, GAjiyso,yN3, s. pL Arrnour for

deferring the forepart of tbe body.
His gloves, his game sons, glowed as a giede ; , 
With grayaes of reve that grafe4 ben gq$>

Sir Gawm wd'gir Gal.#. £* ,
Mr Piui. by mistake renders it 4t Minour /or ite 

3 O
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legs.' 7 But it scarcely differs, save in name, from the 
acton and jack. The game son is defined to be "a 
thick coat, made of linen and hards, or old patches 
quilted, and plated with steel." Chron. Colmar. 
A. 1298; Grose on Ant. Armour, p. 247.

Fr. gamloison, a horseman's quilted coat. O. Fr. 
gambeson, gaubeson, gobbison. It appears in a va 
riety of forms in old MSS.; gambeso^ gambesum, 
gambacium, wambasium. The latter is perhaps the 
more ancient form; Germ, wanmez, wambs, Belg. 
wambes, wambeis, thorax, from wambe, venter, as 
being properly a covering for the belly. ^ V. Wambs, 
Wachter, andCluver. Germ. Antiq. Lite 1. c/16. § 8. 
GAMFLIN, part. adj. Neglecting one's work 

from foolish merriment, S* B. 
This may be from the same root with Su.G. gafl- 

ning, a giddy or wanton person. In a sense nearly 
allied, young women are said to be gamflm with 

.young men, when they pass their time in frolicsome 
. discourse or in romping with them. It may be alii- 
ed, however, to Su.G. gaffla, to laugh aloud or im 
moderately. ., • , 

~GAMYN,j.* Game, play.
The gud King, upon this maner, 
Comfort thaira that war him ner, 
And.maid thaim gamyn ec solace.

Barbour, Hi. 465. MSi
- A. S. gamen, id. Su.G: Is!, gamman, laetitia; 
glaedje och gamman, laetitia et gaudium. V. GAM, 
adj.
GAMMES. V. GAM, 2. 
GALMOUND, GAMOUNT, s. A gambol. 

He bad gallands ga graith a gyis, 
And cast up gamountlis in the skyis, 

The last came out of France. 
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 27. st. 1. 

Castand galmoundh with bendis and bekis.
Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 266. 

V. also Knox, p. 15. rendered gambade, Lond. 
edit. p. 16.

Hence galmouding, gamboling. 
44 It vas ane celest recreation to behald ther lycht 

lopene, galmouding, stendling bakuart & forduart." 
Compl. S; p. 102.

"Abantiq. Fr.jalme, projambe; hence, jalmade 
or gealmade, gambade ;" Gl. V. GAMBETTIS. 
GAN,/>ntf. Began.

To Scotland went he than in hy, 
And all the land gan occupy.

Barbour, i. 184. MS.
This sayand, scho the bing ascendis on ane, 
And gan embrace half dede hir sister germane.

Doug. Virgil, 124. 18. 
Thus it is used in O. E.

Age this thre louerdinges the king gan luther to 
be. R. Glouc. p. 524. 

« Gan, began,» GL Thus it is also used by 
Lydgate.

This is evidently the pret. of A. S. gynn-an, Germ. 
ginn-en, incipere; MoesG. du-ginn-an, uf-ginn-an, 
id. Alem. gonda, incepit. Wachter views Isl. eww- 
a, to begin, as the radical word. Junius thinks that 
beginn-en i$ from Teut. be or bi signifying to, and 
gan, gen, to go. Ihre deems this conjecture not im. 
promote; Lat. ingredi signifying to begir>; to enter

GAN
upon; and initium being from ineo. This steems 
much confirmed by the use of Belg.^oa» to go, in 
the same sense; aan gaan, to go to; to begin, to un 
dertake ; gaande ruaken, to begin to stir, the part. 
being used. The v. gaan indeed is employed in a 
great variety of combinations, to denote entrance on 
any work; gaan kyken, to go and s^gaan slaapen, 
to go to sleep, &c. This is sometimes written 
Can, q. v.

" GAN AND, part. adj. V.. GA^E, v. 
GANARIS, s.pl. Ganders.

Yit or evin enterit that bure offyce,— 
Grit Ganaris on ground, in gudlie awyce, 
That war demit but dout Denys duchty.

"Houlate, i. 16.
A. S. gandra, Gloss. Aelfr. ganra, anser; Germ. 

gans, id. It has been supposed that the name had 
its origin from the whiteness of the goose. Candidi 
anseres in Germania, verum minores, ganzae v;ocan- 
tur. Plin. Nat. Hist, L. x. c. 22. C. B. cann, 
white. V. Wachter, vo. Gans. Wynt. writes gan» 
nyr; Doug. ganer,

Thare was also ingrauit al at rycht 
The siluer^awer, flichterand with loud skry. 

Doug. Virgil, 267. 5.
GANDANOCK, s. A name given, by the fish 

ermen on the shores of the Frith of Forth, to 
the Saury Pike of Pennant, Esox saurus, Linn, 
occasionally, if I mistake not, called the smpe- 
Jlsh. It arrives in the Forth in shoals generally 
about the month of September. 
" The Saury-pike, or skipper, sometimes passes 

southward in shoals,- in September, in company with 
the herring.—In the Frith of Forth, it is called Gan- 
dannock. It has uncommonly long slender jaws, so 
that its mouth resembles very much the bill of the 
avoset." NeilPs Tour, p; 63.

46 Sometimes about the end of September, there 
comes a vast shoal of fish, called gandanooks, or 
Egyptian herrings." P. Alloa, Statist. Ace. viii. 
598.
To GANE, GAIN, GAYN, <u. n. K To be fit, to 

be proper, to become. Ganand, part. pr. 
—Lat it duel with the, as best may gane, 
Within that wrechit corps, and thare remane. 

Doug. Virgil, 377. 21. 
Likle he was, richt byge and weyle beseyne, 
In till a gyde of gudly ganand greyne. .

Wallace, i. 214. MS.
Gaynand price, a fit or sufficient price; Acts Ja. 

V. c. 29. 
2. To belong to*

This singil substance rndefferentlie thus gani& 
To thre in ane, and ilkane of thay thre 
The samyn thing is in ane maieste.

Doug. Virgil, Pro/. 309. 24. 
Goih. gan-ah, sufficit; Su G. gagn-a, Isl. gcgn-a, 

prodesse; from gagn, commodum, utilitas, whence 
E. gain. The first form in which we trace the v. 
is MoesG. ?agetg-an, luerari.
To GANE, if. a. 1. To fit, to correspond to one's 

size or shape. That eoat'does nae gane him, it 
does not fit him, as implying that it is too wide, 
or too narrow, Sv ;
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2. To we&r with one, to last) ihe pron. added, 8. 

JW the lore ye bear to me,
-'Buy me a pair of shoon then. 

Clout the auld, the new are dear ; — 
Ae pair may gain ye haff a year.

Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 174.
3. To suffice, S.

For I brought as much white monie, 
As gane my men and me,

Minstrelsy Border y iii. 66.
GANE, GAYN, adj. i. Fit, proper, useful. Gay* 

nest) superl.
With that, was comen to toun, 

Rohand, with help ful gode,
And gayn. —— Sir Tristrem, p. 49. 

Thair of gromys wes glaid, gudly, and gane, 
Lovit Criste of that case, with hartis sa clene. 

Gawan and Gol. iv. 3. 
2. Near; applied to a way.

Gay nest) used in the sense of nearest, or shortest, 
or most direct ; S. B.

Quhen thai had slayne and woundyt mony man, 
Till Wallace In, the gay nest way thai can, 
That passyt sone, defendand thai in rycht weill.

Wallace, vi. 175.
She ran and scream'd, and roove out at her hair, 
And to the glen the gainest gate can fare.

Ross's Helenore) p. 23.
Su.G. gen, utilis. This word is used with respect 

to roads, as in the last quotation. Nee praetermft- 
teudum hoc loco est> gen velgin deviis usurpatum, 
compendium itineris denotare ; genwaeg, via brevior, 
quo aliquid itineris facimus compendii. Ihre, TO.

GANENYNG, s. Supply of any kind that is neces 
sary.

Heir is thy ganenyng, all and sum : 
This is the cowll of Cullielum.

Lyndsay^ Pink. S. P. Repr. ii. 110. 
This seems to be an errat. for Tu/lielum. 

GANE, s. " The mouth or throat," Rudd. 
The hartis than and myndis of our menye 
Mycht not be satifyit on him to luke and se3 
As to behald his ouglie ene twane, 
His teribill vissage, and his grisYiegane.

Doug. Virgil, 250. 29. 
————— Saif the alane, | 

Nae leid haif I luivd all this owk, 
Fow leis me OB that grades gane.

Evergreen, ii. 19. st. 4.
Rudd. refers to A. S. gin, C. B. gyn, rictus ; Sibb. 

views it as " slightly varied from gaum, palatum." 
But if it signify mouth, its origin seems to be C. B. 
gen, genae, Corn, gene, Arm. genu, Ir. Gael, gion, 
all denoting the mouth. C. B. gen also denotes the 
chin. Perhaps, however, it may respect the lower 
part of the face in general. MoesG. kinni, Isl. 
kianne, maxilla, the cheek-bone ; or it may signify the 
snout. G. Andr. mentions Isl. gimia, proboscis, 
which, _ I suspect, should from its place be ginnia, 
being a deriv. of gyna, hio, os deduco et pando. I 
have been informed, th&tgane andganyie signify the 
throat, Border.
X2ANER, s. Gander. V. GANARIS.

G A N
To GANG, GANGE, S. B. GENG, v. n. i. To 

go; to advance,step by step, S. A. Bor. 
" Bynd thame togidder continually in thi hart, 

and festin thame fast about thi ha)s, quhen thow 
gangis lat thame gang with the, quhen thow slejpis, 
lat thame keip the, & quhen thow walknys, speik 
with thame." Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1552, 
Fol. 79. a.
2. To walk, to go out; applied to a child, S. 

Quhen thow was young, I bure the in my arme, 
Full tenderlie till thow begouth to gang, * 
And in thy bed oft happit the full warme.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 224.
3. To proceed, in discourse.

Of Cornikle quhat suld I tary lang ? 
To Wallace agayne now breiffly will I gange. 

Wallace, i. 144. MS..
4. To travel on foot; as opposed to riding, S. 

Do ye gang, or ride f 
This night I maun be hame afore I sleep. 
Gm ganging winna do't, though I sud creep. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 39.
5. To pass from,one state to, another.

The f ass o mis and the ritis, that nocht gang
wrang, 

Of sacrifice to thaym statute I sail.
Doug. Virgil^ 443. 9.

6. To proceed in any course of life.
•" Thair is now (sais he) na damnatioun ynto,thame 

that ar in Christ Jesu, quhilk gangis nocht efter the 
ilesh, bot efter the spirit." Abp. Hamiltoun's Cate 
chisme, 1552. Fol. 74. b.
7. To have currency, S.

u The said penny of gold to haue passage and^aw^ 
for xxx. of the saidis grotis." Acts Ja. IV. 1488. 
c. 10. Edit. 1566.
8. To gang tbegither, or togethery to be married, in 

vulgar language, S.
- We are but young, ye ken, 

And now we'r,e£0ww thegither.
Ritsotfs S. Songs^ i. 203. 

And sae I think it best ye bid the lad 
Lay's hand to his heart, and to the bargain hadd. 
For I am much mis tan e, gin, at the last, 
To gang together be not found the best.

Ross's Helenore, p. 90.
9. To gang to gait, to go abroad.

——Ye sail weir even as ye would,— 
Your myssell quhen ye gang tv gait, 
Fra sone and wind baith air and lair, 

To kepe that face sa fair.
Phiiotus, Pink. S. P. Repr. iii. 14.

10. Togangto the gait, to set out on a journey, S. B. 
Now by the time that they a piece Jiad ta'en, 
All in a brattle to the gate are gane.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 96.
This seems formed fromgae, as A. S. gangan, from 

ga-n^ gaa-n. Su.G. gaang-a from gaa, ire, and 
faeng-d) from faaj accipere. There is one circum 
stance, however, that creates a difficulty. In McresG. 
the oldest known dialect, the t?. appears only in the 
form of gagg-an, pron, gang~an. a Alein. gang-an^ 
Belg. gangh-en, Isl. gang-a. In Aug. the word is 
pron. geng* like I%sl. e£-gen& I go. V. GAr GAE, v. 
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C? A N
?

GANG?, /. 1. A j««:oey. ji/kr gMg, S.H. along 
journey, or a loog walk* A. S. gang*, Is\.gang-r, 
her, ambuktia, Su.G. £0&g> itus, actus eondi.

2. A pasture or walk for,cattk^ Tbeheatt gang, 
the whole extent of pastors, jf^t* #»«£, an 
excellent pasture, S. rat*, synotr. M. gong-r is 
used in a kindred sense, rusticorum itet, cum 
pecudes Autumno compellunt; G. Aoidf. p. 83.

3. As much as one goes for, or carries, at once. 
A gang of watel*, what is brought from the well 
at one time, S. Sw. en gaangy one time. For 
denna gaangen, for this bout.

4. In composition, a passage. Throw-gang, a
lane, an alley. Svr.gaang^ a passage; enmorck
gating, a dark passage. 

GANGIJJG, j. Going* 
—Quhen the Erie Thomas persawing 
Had off thair cummyng and fintis gwnghtgj 
He gat hm a gud cui»p*ny. Barbomr, sir. 400. MS* 
GANGING CUBES. Thts pbrase is used by Gal-

lander, MS. Notes on Ihre.
He refers to Su.G. gungowfo fa*, mofcilia, as dis- 

tinguished from li ggandc fa£y b<m» immobilia, S. 
/I/ZT?^ graith.

S. gangin gruith, or gear, denotes die furnittre of 
a iniln which a tenant is bound to uphold; lying 
graith) that which is upheld by a landlord. &. B. gaain 
graith, apparatus of aay kind that is in good order. 
GANGAR, GENGER, s. A walker. Agudt geng-

er, a good walker, S. B. A. S. gangere^ pedes,
pedester, " a footman^'^Somner. 

GANGAREL, GA>JGREL, i. i. A wandering per-
son, one who strolls from place to place, a va 
gabond, Ang.

How scho is tute-mowit lyk ane aep; 
And lyk a gangarel onto graep.

Dunbar^ Maitland Poems, p. 97.
Perhaps it means, to grope on like a blind beggar.
Isl. gcwgufolk) those who beg from door to door, 

mendrciostiati:mpietentc*s;G. An(Jr. p. 83. V. L., term.
2. A child beginning to Tvalk, Aug.

—Nory now zgangrel trig was grown, 
And had begun to toddle about the town.

Ross*s Helen&re* p. 13.
3. Metaph. ufced to denote a novice.

Take yet anither gangfvll by the hand: 
As gryt's my mister, ah* my duds as bare.

Ros^s tittenore, Introd.
Su.G. gangling^ qui inter eundem vacillat; Ihre. 

GANGAHRIS, j^ pi. This seems to be a cant phrase 
anciently used for feet; like the modem one, 
sbeep*$ trotters^ for the feet of sheep. Or per 
haps ludicrously, front A. S. gangere. 

He is our mekil to be your messoun, 
Madame t red you get a les on; 
His gangarrts all your cbalmers schog. 

ftunbar, Maitland Pvems^ p. 91. V. GA

G A N

GANGDAYIS, j. pi. Day* of perambulation, or of 
walking through the bounds of a parish, in Ro 
gation week. Tftcy toat&d round the fields and 
meadotos, carrying totShes* haly water, and the 
images of Saints^ paatiy let the ptrrjwse 0f bk$-

iing ihc iwfr-so^wi csrbpf and partly to pr^Vect 
the incursions, of destructive animals. This 
custom, acoofdiag to G.. Andr., wa^^ransmit- 
ted from the times of heathenism* 
" In this tyme was iastttut the pro^es«leun of the 

gangdetyis in Franrce, thre dayis afore the Ascension 
day, be Mamercius by shop of Veen,^ BeJUiid. 
Cron. B. ix. c. 6.

A. S.gang-dag&&, Sa.G. g&ngd&gtir*, id/ 
GANYE, GAINY£, GEN?IE, GAYNYHE, s. 1. 

An arrow, a dart, a javelin.
- - Sche that was in that craft ryctrt experf ,-*- 

Glidis away vnder the fotity sei9, 
Als swift as ganye or fedderk armw flefe. r

Dung, rfrgtt* *23. 46. 
So thyk the gant/vis and the fismys dew, 
That of takyllis and sdfaftfe all the feHtftsr 
War strowit.— Ibid. 301. 46. 

Willame of Dowgto thare w«s syne 
Wyth a spryngald gw/nybt throw the The, 

Wyntw®^ viii, 47, d&,
t. e. Sihot through the thigh with an arrow or 

javelin thrown ftNMn an eftghm 
2. An iron gun, as opposed to the use of tow 

and arrow.
We may nocht fte fra yon barge wait I W£flT, 
Weyll stuft thai ar with gwn gange of steill.

Wallace, x. 816. MS.
" Ir. gaine, reed, cane, (Lhuyd) arrow, (Bnllet) 

Isl. gan-a, to rush;" Gl. Wynt. Ganeo, hasta. 
Tel jaculutn, lingua Gallica; Du Cange. The ttse 
of the term, by H. Miastret, if not improper, trotifd 
suggest that tire word wete radically the same with 
gyn, as being merely an abbrev. of Fr. engm. L» B. 
ingen-wwtt, applred to military engines. 
GAN1EN, s. Boasting in the way of exaggera 

tion or lying ; BatifTs.
GANYEILD, GENYELL, J-. A reward, a re- 

campence, a requital.
The goddis mot condingly the foryeild, 
Eftir thy desette reti(!rmg sit ganyeitd.

&oug. Virgil, B7. 3. Atstf 2*4. 17. 
Thaty ^rafd haif wating on alwuy, 
But gu^rdotin, genffeitti, or [regard].

Banntityne Pvems, p. 209. s st. 11. 
Out of your shins the substance rins, 

They get rrd gentfelt ells.
Bttlfrevte, Bvergre&n, ii. 200. 

The last phrase seems to afhide to the custom of 
giving a yard of ell gyaffr, to the score, or as a re. 
compence for pu^cfrashig a certain namben&f* yards. 

Lord Halves strangely fancies that genyield is q. 
yield gain, or prolite It is evidently from A.S. 
gen, agahi, aftd gHd^an^ to pay. 
GANK, s. rt An unexpected trouble;" Gl. 

Ross, S. B.
But for the herds and gueeds ill was I paid. 
What ganks I met with, now I sauna tell.

Rossrs Helenore, p. 37.
Perhaps radically tne same with begutik. V. BEGECK. 

GANSALD, GANSELL» s. u A severe rebuke,
S. J> Rudd.

u Its a gude grace, fcut an ill gansell," S?r Krpr»; 
spoken ofttaosfe, tvlioj havlog cbmmeMe#U person



GAP G A
or thing, add some refleetie** or other thai Is
tual retraction of alf th»v pitaise previously bestowed.

Etidd» views ftf» as the ^une with ganyviicL> a ^e. 
w^fsi; Bnt ehrrs wofd^ aUhou^h *rr«»ieom?iy printed 
ganzeild) ought undoubtedly to be ganije&d. No«r^ 
akh^u^h the y foa# by thi igoorarKJe of copyists 
been written ^, it has nfeve* m one mstance - b^cn 
pro»^«tced in this manaer, in the language of tlie - 
vulgar.

Su.G. get&aegeke signifies cofwtradicdoa. Ohir 
wordy however^ may be rather q. $en, against, amd 
sael-iatb ddh«fy to pay, whence so/ a, ft»e iot lo. 
mk^de. . AUhoTa^h I M%* heard the Prov. used in con. 
versation, only as given above, itis proper to observe 
that Kelly IKI» it, u A godd goMe,, but she .has-aai ill 
gansel ;" ^ S6^ ad aidisay, u A g@od gioose 
may h«nre a» ill $ma&lf* p. 11. Kelly explains 
gansel u gabbie.".; i:'- -i 
GAN8CH, ir* ' A'.WOTteE at any thing j pro-

ifie same origin with
E. gnash. »" r r - 
To GANT, OAI^^ -»; ni I. To yawn, fcy- 

optsmng 'the tnotrtfc, S r
—— fteiHif thriirfg ttftFei^ fhis ifto^t 

Enceladus body with thunder h% haff bromf, 
;Afld Mddttons fithna abcfae life betr ̂ et ; 
Q^eri Hfe Hsf^aw^ or fttpnr, the fyr§ fe b8fc, 
And from that f arsis' the ifambe ddtffc ftfist OT 

gtide. : Daug. Wrytt> $7; 55. 
^ Gaunfing t)0d6s wanting^ one of thwe, ' 
Meatj sleep, or good company. Svfto,t; ; r 
* WWen jr^ple yawi*', they ar« 

sleepy, or solitary ;f> Kelly, p. 110.
'A:^. jzm-fen, gevn-tim, gm£im, 

fteig. $en-en, M.|y/i.a, id. ; gae , 
ore crethictd'aidsprcere ; Or. %&*•£ Ware. f 
kiers. " 
GAHT, GAUNf, j. A yawn, S. %

Sum rasit atle cry with waik vot&as tfeay^tedtshi r 
al for.tfcH&*, tore ct^ihotrr 

ftrikrwah gaspyng '
GANTREES, ^. A-stand for alelt&iteb, 

Syiie'the blyth "carles tooth and iaU; > *' '
Fejl kfeenly to the wark * : 

To ease the gttntrees of thie'ale, ' 
And bry wha was ihaist stark.

The " ' part

Gabbock, Hcrd^ CcHectMn, & 24. If iik be 
the form, perkap* fro* &*& fee raorttft. ,->..., - 

A A fool, a sUly Wlttw-

stentsr tfc b^ ^erely
as detfotfn| barrel. ^ It l^*pti>ba^Ie l!fit this 

staltd Was pd^rikny^ttt^Tbyed for supporting barrels 
or cUks of ale when rnf a ̂ slfite? of 'ftiHi^ftta&on^

It is also 
of Aberd. fkWftf^^M^ln^ '- 

May -^otfleW ^r^ frfo^

thV |%n.- '

GAPPOCKS, " K jpf. ' s of *&*&,'
3.

f. ^
There wiU be tartaa, dragon atid brochan, 

Anifotfth of gfto& gappatks at skate, '

o«r great ^
a c^athmair ttfriWd o^er tytfr gaT4ftttt cart «ion* a heap 
o* shfritete an' pea&i*<ftf /* Journal ffom I^ndon, 
p. 3. Here it fs used as an «4f. -^

u Rrttage," qiitytfr H*b, w ye senseless tawpte!
TMink ye this you<h> a gilfy-gawpg
And that hfe

fl
Tfitw to Lefc&moe «&ng$*iet FTt&tos,
Wha itarne f^Hiic>#|lrt a#%j^i*.
Isl. gnpe,tfl. ; fattins, btfrlefcs ; § 

braggadocio. O. Attdr. dertves tfc^ iorie, 
the other, frtm*£tfp-ii, it*^aff^ ; ^(, Sabiatts
Befg,,£ft^Vv*pi4t^^
ditatdm - ori^ *f^tu ^rthflt. ? So^e — Aiffiflf «lii
d^^dffe et stttM», s <fM^s ^iftiiito, ettem firtifes^ et
nullo hiatu dignas adaikamlaj-.
circumspectio ; .V«ireh,
to allure te We ; fckeme a^|U»^fie in
Tk«»frV%4^«^ migbt; ^iffii»44y «denote a fo^4 tliat
might be easily enticed. V . J^UP^ ^-
To GAR, GER, ^.^r t ir. To

A- Bar., Landtslb-». - . •*. . -r--; 
Within stt jrto tftly Ifa^i th^im bar, ; 
That the schipmwt sa kindly t war, 
That thai the schip on na maner 
Mychtt^r tp cum the watt-sa ner, 
That thar fallbrig mycht aeych thartill.

tfie 
To aU the rel^gio«s, tp retje an(t to. singe/

$tr$ajpan a&d Sir GaLu.%9. 
First I mbn far tfce vnderstand, 
How At&m gatre ex^rresse TOmroa 
That those quhilks cum of Sethts 
SuM not contract with Caynis

u,

I *i»d it-wsed', Ipjfthe same writer, without any 
other Tertf. *' • > ,/; ^

Titan €he nyn^t spheit, ami m^filr f>rin«ipall
Wall fche latf, we teteit all ihat heuin,

:Quftaij| daily thdtrouit fe cmrtiireull ;
. Baith ftrmament, and aH the planetis ^etftft, '•
Frqte eht t^lrcs^ftt^H^-ttftfefuH euftn, * 

f ; f A til *hes$abe of %w smd

TOs is o%4• •
war tharef

Atid stuffy tf it w| th tti 1

Wmtown, ttf; 10.

* ** a returof to^Wera tttat $wf way will J^*j[ that Js 
force, you to do such a-foftlg; "as if they ^fouU 
a hard task ;" K,elly, 111;-^ ""'' 

ttqcxitirsmO/]



GAR
Aristotle and ofher moe to argue I taught,
G rammer for gyrleal^ar^Arste to wry.te,
And beat hem with a/bales, but if ther would

leajroe. -^% ^ S- Wlowma*), F. 48^ a.
* Mr Ellis e$ plains ̂ far/, >s, occurring hi another

passage, M jqad% Saxv^, But, I can find no evi- -.
dence that this .woctj was ever ws#4 in A. S., unless
gearw-ian^ to prepare, .should . be viewed as the
same. As J^angland, the supposed author of the
Vision, is said to have lived in Yorkfi., he might
have borrowed ihis word from some of the Northern
counties. It is used, however, by Minot^Chauc., 3bc.

SiuG. goer-Oj ane. gioer-a) g<*r*&i Dan. gior,
Isl. gior-a, . {^pere. Ifcce views : Akm. gar-en,
^arww-en, an4 A. S. gearwriqn, parare, ,-as allied.
He observes that Arm., te gheure signifies* tfa^u
hast done, ef gheure? ,he hath done^ from^ra, fu-
cere. He also mention* the consqpancy of Lat.
geroy which pf ten signifies, to make, as gerere, bell-
um. A.mong terms supposed to be allied, Pers.
kerd-ia, tp do, to make,, has been, taken notice pf,
GARATOURIS. V, GREW. . :
GARB, s. 1. A young bird, Aug.
2. Metaph. a child^Ang.; gdrbefy'tymn.

Perhaps from Isl, £w^r, verax | ~o r rather Norw/
a raveni'-

GARBEROB, , ,
66 An aquitance # discharge 4o the Earledf Dutn- 

bar of the kings jeW«fe- &$«ri&r0&.?> Table un. 
printed Acts, fe. VI. Pairl. 18; 4

J?T. garde-robti. •' » , 
GARDE;yYANeE, s. A .cabinet. —

Quhair^tfe' leit blude It wis iio I^wchtfr,
Fttfl nidny ins'trunieif fpi-yiawchtir 

Was in his gurdf^^wi^e." '*
Ihtnttir, 'Barih&ffit'jPoemsj p. 20. st. 5.

¥t. fg&de dividndes, '
_ _^__ -' ?G ARDY, *s.

Thus say^ he, and an one with ane swak 
gardyvp has

. .
— In a hint he claspt her hard and fa$t, , 
With bftith hfafardtis round about her waist.

^ ^ Ros^s tielenor^ p. :88* 
Radd. and Sibl>. thinlsj that tbeirms are tlnu3 de- 

n ominated,. because they serve as guards to thia fefdy «
As Lat ^%</j:i|$^£V{H^ 
is also usefl to figoify tte measure ( JJK>rroire4 from 
it,; an etf^ ; an,d, a^ in the same manner the Goth. 
term^, ^ ,ebL aUeina^ : &c. which properly denote 
the bending of the arm, are employed rfq expressjhe 
same measure, itmigljt^e Wppoy&jt ^at the name 
jarfl^liad originated trpm gard, a yard of measure, 
the arm bjfin^ the original and primitive standard. 
V. GAKJDIS.^ But jt 'is mp|^^<>babiy o^Celtic ori. 
gin ; as G. B» g^^^sigpffie^ ulna^ «and^Grael, gair- 

.the arm. ^ ;

Journal
was well garftycctuiir itsell."'

.. . n 
The fomy stoure of seyis ri^ithare and h
Throw fers bak dratichtis of sere gardis square

GAR
Thay seuch the fludis— TT^ .
i &oug: Virgil, m. 16.
Rudd. views gardis as the plur. of gardy, .the arm. 

Bn t the expression here . evidently . meaas, v 
square yard^"

Ihe word, as thus used, is merely A,i 
gyrd^Belg. gaerde, a rod, corresponding to ellwand. 
GARE, adj. i. Keen,. ready to-do .executijwi*

This ilk Brutus sal first amang Romanis
Ressaue the dignite and state Consulare,
With heding swerd, baythfeUoun^ sc^arp, And^ «re,
Before hym borne throw out all Romes toun. .

u Doug. Virgil^ 194. 53. » 
2, Greedy,- rapacious, covetous;

But fears of: want, and carking car« — . 
By night and 'day opprest me sair. — 
While friends appeared like harpies ^ore,

That wished me dead. 
; R&m$gy'frj*oemsi i, 309. ,

Lye derives the word, as u$e4 ^Douglas, from 
Ir.ger,gear, id-, obfef^g tha|; |fehfy ̂ till say i» S. 
a 3/flre /fooA^ 9 for a sharp hook ; Jun. Etym. It is, 
however, the same witk ^. y&r$$ Chaucer, ready ; 
written gare by R. Gloiie., ̂ gege J)y E. Brunne. 
A. S. gearo, »gearur expe4itus, ' promptus, paratus ; 
from gearw+i<tnr parare. r , _,„•'.. .r

In the second aense^ it seems more allied to 
MoesG. ^V-o>2? 'd.esiderare, Sw. 6^ar-0f|, japtpe- 
tere j I^T. girn-(t$t, id.. De avaris plerumque acci- 
pitur,- Verel. j gior^ kigluviosus, vorax ; giri avari- 
tia ; Su.G. glrigy avarus. It may, howeYJBr, be .the 
same word used anetaph. ; like £. keen^ which, in 
colloquial iaja^uage, .is |fre^p^ntly equiyalent to eo- 
veious. V. TARE. ^ : *-. /:. 
GARE^ JT? The great aujs, j! Alca impennjs, Linn.

u .J^ere be ma^y, sorts of these fowls (in the 
isl|4ic3^«|f Hirta), some of theni of strange shapes, 
among which there is one they call the Gare fowl, 
which is bigger than any goose, and hath eggs as 
big almos^a* those of the ostrich." Sjbbald's Ace. 
Hirta, .aflfited to Monrqe's Ilejs. pri62.* v/ ^ {\,

Isl. gyr, g^rfugl;f 'goirfig^,^^^Qt^^7. 
Pennants Zpol. ii. 507. This/piwT is described by 
V^ormiHS,. i» kis Museum^ p. 300» ?Mt , ~. 
GARE, V. A Mripe of cloth. V. GAIR. 
GARNISbUN^ j. i. A garrison. :: , 

Evandrus horsemen clepit Archadianis — 
Thay placis now quhare as thou gaif command, 
Can oc<^p£, al biding thy cumming : 

. , Bot Tumus has Uetermit, as certaiie thing, 
Grete garnisouns to send betuix thaym sone.

.., , ,
* f^ body of , , : ;j 
Ane otst of fute men, thik as the haje scJiour, 
FtilLpwis thi» Turnus, driuand up the 3tour, — :* 
The power of Aurunca

, ^
And the ancient pepyl hait-Sicanis.,^^- 237. 47. 
Fjr. gQrnison. . The origin ii Sa^Gv^arii.a, which 

priiparlly signifies to beware, and secondarHy to; de. 
fend; whence warn, any kind of fortification. 
GARR. V. GAAR.

Preparation, dressing.

u|> or the cok crew,



GAR
For retting thair micht na man rest, 
For garray, and for glew.

Peblis to the P%5 st. 2.
A. S. gear a, apparatus ; or gearwa^ habitus, ves. 

tis apparatus.
GARRIT, GARRET, GARROT, GARET, GERRET, 

s. ^i. A watch tower.
Bot, neuirtheles, the Scottis that was with out 
The toun full oft thai set in to gret dout, 
Thair bulwerk bryntrycht brymly off the toun, 
Thair barmkyn wan, and gret gerretis kest 

doun. Wallace , viii. 781. MS. 
Misenus the wate on the hie garrit seis, 
And with his trumpet thame ane takin maid, 

Doug. Virgil^ 75. 42.
L. B. garitd) garitta^ an elevated tower on the 

tops of houses or walls of a citadel. In this sense 
it is used by W. Britto, in his Philipp. c. 2. V. 
Du Cange. Fland. gariete^ eminentiae murorum, 
Kilian ; Fr. guarite^ guerite^ garite^ a lodge for a 
centinel placed on high • also, a sentrie; Cotgr. The 
origin is Su.G. waere, waeria, arx, castellum, from 
waer-a, to defend; or war-a^ which signifies both 
videre and tueri. The ideas are indeed intimately 
connected; as the watchman looks out merely for 
the purpose of defence, and there can be, no suffi 
cient defence without accurate observation. Hence 
E. garret. 
2. The top of a hill, Rudd.

Rudbeck derives Su.G. war-a^ videre, tueri, from. 
wart) which, in the language of the ancient Goths, 
signified a mountain. V. Ihre, vo. Wara^ videre.
GARRITOUR, GARITOUR, j. The watchman

on the battlements of a castle.
Than on the wall ane garritour I considder. 

Police of Honour, iii. 55. Garitour, K, Hart. 
GARRON, GERRON, /. i. A small horse, a

galloway, S.
u Bot the greatest number of horses are what 

are commonly called Highland Garrons^ value 
from L.3. to L5. each." Statist. Ace. P. Kil- 
team, Ross. i. 266.

44 The kind bred here is the Garrons, which are 
never housed, feed themselves in the mountains in 
summer and harvest, and pasture near the houses in 
winter and spring. They are of a good size, and 
not inferior in quality to any in the Highlands. 
Some of the best are supposed to be worth 7 or 8 
guineas." P. Edderachylis, Sutherl. Ibid. vi. 285.
2. An old stiff horse, Loth.
3. It seems to be the same term used metaph.

which is applied to a tall stout fellow, Ang.;
pron. gerron.
Germ.^orr, gurr, C. B. gorwydd, equus ; Teut. 

gorre^ equa, cabalhis ; dicitur plerumque equus an- 
nosus €t strigosus, Kilian. Sw. gurre^ equa, used 
in the same sense as Teut. gorre^ Wachter. Isl.joor, 
equus, jumentum.

Spelman, however, says ; Jumenta, seu caballi 
colonici, are u in Ireland called garrons." Ir. gar- 
ran, " a strong horse, a hackney or work horse, 
perhaps a dimin. of gabhar^ a horse, pronounced 
and written gectrran^ or giorfan ;" Obrten,, Gael.

OAR
gearrati) a workhorse, a hack; Shaw. -lib must 
be observed, however, that L. B* warranio signifies 
a stallion, equus admissarius ; , Hisp. guaragn~on, 
Ital. guaragn-O) Wv.ferrand, id. 
GARRQN NAILS, large nails of different sizes,

spike nails, £.
GARSON, s. An attendant ; used in the gene 

ral sense of retinue. , - .: -' -^ >**,-, 
. Quene was I somewile, brighite^of browes 5 * r 

Then Berell, or BraogWayn, thes hurdes so
bolde ;— *- . \ 

Gretter than Dame Gaynour, of garson, and 
golde. Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 12,. 

Fr. garqoH) a boy ; from gars, a male. Su.G. 
trasse, puer.
GARSUMMER, s. Gossamer, " the long 

white cobwebs which fly in the air in calm 
sunny weather ;" Johns.

His breeches and his cassock were 
Made of the tinsel Gar summer. ' r

King of Fairy ) Watson's Coll. k 138. 
Johns, derives the E. word from L. B. gossipium. 

As, however, the Germans call it sommerweben^ and 
weiberxomirter) i. e. the webs of summer ; and as 
the word, as written by Chaucer, has partly the sairie 
composition; it is not improbable that it i& an O. 
Goth, word, expressing something in relation to 
summer, although the meaning pf the first syllable 
be lost. This is called wormwebs^ Border. Teut. 
herfst draet seems equivalent ; fila sereno- coelo in 
acre texta, praecipue autumn i 'tempo re ; Kilian, q. 
harvest threads. V. LAMP, 2. 
GART, GERT. Pret. of GAR, GER, q. v. 
GARTANE, GAIRTAIN, *'.' : A garter, S. 

— Syne clam pit up Sanet Peter's kciss,
Bot of ane auld reid gar fane. 

Symmye and his Broder, Ghron. S. P. i. 360. 
Gael, gairtein^ id. Goth, girtur, IsL giorde, 

cingula ; from giord-a, to gird. 
GARTEN BERRIES, Lady Garten terries, 

44 bramble berries, rubus fructicosus ;" GL 
Sibb. 

GARTH, s. i. An inclosure.
Yhit this gud wiff held Wallace till the nycht, 
Maid him gud cher, syne put hym out with

slycht, 
Throw a dyrk garth scho gydit him ^In cowart went, and vp the watfyr pasf.' ^ 

? Wallace J i. <*&: MS..
" Gaith, [1. Garth] a sraill-pattle 

tivated ground, with waste land around $t^ fealrry's 
Orkney, p. 224. ^ ; -f ^r
2. A garden. : * ' ' 

I muvit fur thai ane, quhenas midnicht wes past? 
Besyd ane gudlie grene^ar^ full of gay flburis, 
Hegeit, of ane huge hicht, with hawthorne treis.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems ̂  ^p. 44. 
Mr Pink, derjv.es it from Celt, ghtoarth'^-fott or 

castle, literally, an inclosure. But it is evidently 
from A. S. geard^ aa incloaure, also a garden. Grene 
geardas, green gardens ; Somner. Su*G. D&n.gaard) 
hortus. Seren. derives the Su.G. word from gaard- 
a, to hedge. Ulphilas u§es aurtigards for garden, 
A. S. ortgettrd, weortgwrd? which seems literally to
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signify a place fenced for tke preservation of 'herbs 
erf raits ; hence E. orchard. V. GORDS. 
GARVIE, *. The sprat, a small fish, taken in 

friths aud bays, S. Clupea sprattusf Linn. 
** Sardina, die sprat: I take this to be the same 

fish we call the Garvie." Sibb. Fife, 127.
a —They ar^ «iften very successful in taking th« 

smaller fish, such as, herrings, -garvtes, or sprats, 
spariings :0r smelts, P. Alloa, Statist. Ace. viii. 597. 

Tliis is considered by some as merely a young or 
small-sized herring. But it is a different species* 
The Germans seem to have the same idea with re. 
speet to the sprat, which is entertained by many in 
S. as to its being a kind of herring. For they call 
it meerhering, from meer the sea, and hering a her* 
ring. Why it should be called a sea herring, it is 
«sot jeajsy t$ conjecture.

It might seem probable that tfetsjEsh, as being of 
an uncertain species, receiYed its na,me from the 
place in the vicinity of which it had been first caught, 
Inoh-6r0me in the Firth of Fprth. It is, however, 
unfavourable to this idea, that they are called Gar- 
vocks near Inverness.

^f The fish caught on this coast are tourings, and 
gyrvocks or sprats ;" St&$s*. Ace. ix. 6O9, 
To GASH, v. n. 1. To talk a great deal, with 

out any symptom of diffidence. A child who 
has much prattle is said to be a gashing crea 
ture. If tfiis prattle display acuteness beyond 
the chftd's years, the term auld-farand is fre 
quently conjoined.

2. To tajte- perjljfy to give an insolent reply, S.
3. To talk, freely and fluently 7 S. synon. gab, 

The cputhy cracks begin, when supper's o'er, 
The cheerjng supper gars them glibly gash. 

Fergvssvn's Poems, ii. 56. 
She lea'es them gaskin at their cracks, 
And slips out by hersel.

Burns, iii. 129-
Jn fhe second sense^ at least, it seems nearly allied 

to Fr. gauss-er, to scoff, to gibe; goss-er, id. Ihre 
mentions the latter as akin to Su.G. gas-a, effuse 
laetari. It is not improbable, hpwever, that Su.G. 
kaux-u, ialtercarijfroin &^27#, id. ought to be viewed 
as the nearest cognate ; especially -as a pert person 
is said to gash again, S. V. the $. 
GASH, s. l. Prattle- The word generally con 

veys Ike i4ea of loquacity, S.; gab, synon. 
2» .fj^tlanguage, S^WUl.yqu&twp yqur-g&sk to 

me% WaJTy OB presume to telkinsolendy to me ? 
V. the v. It may deserve to be remarked, however, 

that Isl. keskne is rendered dcridentia, illusio ; aad 
keskin, kjeskilftfr, irrisprius, G. And?.; keskiord, 
cavillatio, from keskvi, pjppacitas, and ord yerbum; 
Gl/Orkneyi^ga, S.
GASH, adj. J. Shrewd and intelligent in con- 

ye^satiou, sagacious, S. 5 nacky^ or knacky', 
pjmon.

I «Wily, witty was, and gash* 
With my autd feini pack y pash.

Watson's Coll. i. €9. 
—^^Wha gart the Itearty billies stay,

To eeeliis snowt, to hear him play, 
And gab sae gash.

Ramxay's Poems, i. 233. 
Here the adj. is used adverbially.

2. Having the appearance of sagacity joined with 
that of self importance, S.

Here farmers gash, in ridin graith 
Gaed hoddin by their cotters.

Burns, iii. 31.
3. Trim, well-dressed; having a certain appear 

ance of dignity.
At that time men cou'd gang to market, 
Wi' plaiding hose, and straiken sarket, 
Wi' coat of kelt, and bluish bonnet, 
And owrjay white, as wife cou'd plan it. 
And garters ty'd aboon the bran ; 
A.nd gash they thoucht such country-man. 

R> Gallowuy's Poems, p. 111. 
The same conjecture has occurred to me, which 

Sibb. mentions, that it may be an abbreviation of 
Fr. sagace, from Lat. sagax.
GASH, s. A projection of the under jaw, S. 

a One with a long out chin, we call gash-gab* 
bet, or gash-beard-," Gi. Rams. 

To GA§H, v* n. l. To project the under jaw, S. 
2. To distort the mouth in contempt, S.

Fr. gauche, awry ; gauch-ir, to writhe, Germ. 
gosche, rictus, grinning or opening the mouth iu 
scorn ; also contemptuously applied to the mouth 
itself. 
GAST, s, A gust of wind, Aberd. A. S. gest^

id. 
GASTROUS, adj. Monstrous, Dumfr. Germ.

gastrig, squalidus? 
GATE, s. A way. V. GAIT. 
GATE, s. Jet. V. GET.

Or than amyd the blak terebynthe 
Growis by Oricia, and as the gate dois schyne* 

Doug. Virgil, 318, 29. Yet, Dunbar. 
Tent, ghet, Belg. git, Fr.jayet, A. S. gagat, Lat. 

gagat-es.
GATING, part.pr.

Bot as the foular casts his cair
His catch for to preuent, 

So they war trapit in the snair, 
Into an accident : 

'Still waiting and gating, 
Quhill thay wer all oretane.

BureVs Pilgr. Watson's Coll. ii. 3S. 
The word, from its connexion, suggests the idea 

of gazing, looking around, or perhaps conjecturing. 
If the former be the sense, it must be allied to Isl. 
giaet-a, observare ; gaa, attendere, curare, cavere, 
pret. gaede ; whence gactf, cura, <td hafa gaat a, 
euram ad inspectionem habere ; gctatlaus, negligens. 
If the latter; to Isl. Su.G. gaet-a\ A. S. get-an, 
conjecturam facere. But the former is most proba 
ble. V. G. Andr. p. 81. 86. 88. 
GAUCY, GAUCIE, GAWSY, adj. 1. Plump, jol 

ly, big and at the same 6me lusty, S. The 
term seems properly to denote that stateliness 
of appearance for which one is solely indebted 
to size.
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" The first was a leiftenant o' a ship, 

Swack young fallotf." Journal from London, p. 1. 
For [ne'er a protick] has he deen;

Fan it was fair fuir days; 
Nor without^a^cv/ Diomede, 

Who wis his guide always.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect , p. 11.

2. Applied to any thing large, S.
Risgaucie tail, wi' upward curl. 

Hung o'er his hurdles wi' a swirl.
Burns,, iii, 3.

3. Metaph. stately, portly : applied both to per 
sons and things.

Weel might ye trow, to see them there,— 
Whan pacing wP a gawsy air 

In gude braid claith.
Fcrgusson's Poems, ii. 21, 22. 

Lang sync^ my Lord, I had a court.
And uobles filPd my cawsy : 

But since 1 have been fortune's sport, 
I look nae hawft' sae^aoj.vy.

Ramsay's Poems , i. 48.
C. B. guas, Arm. goa?, goase denote a youth ; 

Su.G. gaasse, a male as opposed to a female ; also, 
a boy. As Servius, in his Notes on Virgil, observes 
that the Gauls called strong men Gaesi, Aeneid. lib. 
8.; Ihre views the Su.G. word as originally the 
same. The Gauls, in their own language, accord, 
ing to Polybius, called mercenary troops Gessatae. 
Camden has observed, that the Britons give the 
name of guessin to those whom he calls servz con- 
ductitii. This is merely the pi. of C. B. guas ; or 
of the compound word gaisgeach, a champion, i.e. 
guas gwygh, a stout lad; Letter to the Welsh, 
Transl. p. 21.

Servius says, that as the Roman hasta or spear 
was by the Gauls called gessa, they denominated 
strong men, gaesi, because they used spears of 
this kind in battle. But Bullet, with greater pro 
priety, derives the term from guas already men. 
tioned; and refers to an ancient Glossary, as ren. 
deririg gesi'9 hommes vaillans. Froissart calls sol. 
diers geus y and ghacs is a combatant.

C» B. guas commonly denotes a servant, as well 
as a young man. Hence many learned writers have 
supposed that the g being thrown away, Fr. vas was 
formed, and that this is the origin of vassal., the di. 
mm. of which is vasse/et, whence valet, a servant. 
Ihre observes, that as Su.G. gasse denotes a boy, 
soldiers are called gossar.

This term being adopted by the Germans, it fre- 
qnently occurs in their compound names ; as Ario- 
gaesuS) strong in battle ; Laniogaesus, powerful at 
the sword. Many examples may ue f6und in Wacht, 
vo. Gesus. The word came afterwards in to disrepute, 
so as to denote a person of the meanest or vilest 
character. Thus gheus, mendicus hnpudens, Ki- 
lian ; what we would call a sturdy beggar , or in 
vulgar language, a rdndy beggar. This is viewed as 
the origin «of Fr. gueuxy a beggar; a name given 
from contempt to the first Protestants in the Low 
Countries, who began to throw off the yoke of the 
tyrannical and unfeeling Philip II. of Spain.

I shall only add, that various vestiges of the 
same word may be traced in Gael, j as gaise, gdisge^

G A U
valour, feats of arms, gaisgeachd, id., gaisdidheachy 
a champion, gaisgal^ valiant. 
GAUCKIT, adj. Stupid. V. GOWKIT. 
GAUD, GAWD, s. 1. A trick,

Quhat God amouit him, with sic znegaude 
In his dedis, to vse sic slicht and fraude ?

Doug. Virgil, 315. 31. 
2. A bad custom or habit, of whatever kind, S.

B. This word, although always used in a bad
sense, does not necessarily imply the idea of
cunning, as it has been generally explained. It
is often thus expressed, an ill gaude.
It is used by Chaucer as signifying a jest, a trick ; 

and has been derived from Fr. gaud-ir, to be fro. 
licksome ; also to jest. Sercnius refers, without 
any good reason, to Goth, gaud, hitratus. There 
might seem to be some affinity with Isl. gaed, Oh 
Lex. ged, indoles, affectus, to which Belg. gude^ 
cura, is evidently allied.

But supposing Fr. gaud-ir the origin, this must 
certainly be traced to Su.G. gaed-as, Isl. gaed-ast, 
gaet-ast) laetari, Belg. gad-en, placere. The root 
is Isl. gaa, gaudium, gesticulatio. 
GAVEL, GAWIL, s. The end-wall of a house,

properly the triangular or higher part of it, S*
gable-end, E.

——The Northsyd swa westwart, 
And that westgawil alsua, ,. 
In-til hys tyme all gert he ma.

Wyntowri, vii, 10. 275.
Su.G. gafwel) Belg. gevel, id. MoesG. gibla, a 

pinnacle ; Isl. gafl^ the end of any thing, as of a 
ship, a house, &c. This G. Andr, traces to Heb. 
*?3.5i gebel, terminus, 
GAVELOGK, s. An iron crow or lever, used

in quarrying stones, S.
The ancient Goths gave the name of gajflack to 

a kind of dart which they used ; A. S, gafelucas^ 
hastilia. Matth. Paris, A, 1256 y observes that the 
Frisiaus used missile weapons, which ^they called 
gaveloces. Hence Fr.javelle,javel£ot, &. javelin,

Ihre explains gaffel as signifying whatever is fork 
ed, or has two branches, quicquid bifurcum est. 
Hence our gavelock receives its name, as being gene, 
rally divided into two toes at the lower end. Su.G. 
gajflack denotes an ancient javelin or dart used a- 
mong the Goths, Pelletier, (Diet, Celt.) derives 
gafflack from two Celt, words, galf, forked, and 
jftach a staff or rod, as signifying a forked staff. But 
Ihre views the Celts as borrowing fyom the Gqth» - 
in this instance. And it deserves notice, that A. S. 
gafla signifies furca. This word, A. Bor « denotes 
an iron bar for entering stakes into the ground. 
GAUGES, s.pl. Wages, salary. :

" It is desyrit of our saids Lorx[s and College of 
Justice, for bettir expeditioun ;of the multitude of 
actionis that presentlie cumes betpir you and thaim, 
to haife the said College eiked the nowmer of six, 
and in the meyn tyme, the guages to he, eiked and^ 
augmentit, to the effect the said Lprds jnay bettir 
wait upon the administration of fjisttice.;5 Acts 
Sed1 2 March 1562. " ^! "'

Fr. gages, id. most probably anc. mitte&guitges y 
L. B. gag-ium, Id, guag+ium, pigtoi^i '^/-'- •* 

3P
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GAUKIE, GAWKY, s. «A foolish staring ideo- 

tical person." Sometimes it also implies the 
idea of some degree of lightness of conduct, S. 

Wert thou a giglit gawky like the lave. 
That little better than our nowt behave; 
At naught they'll ferly, senseless tales believe, 
Be blyth for silly hechts, for trifles grieve ; 
Sic .ne'er coud win my heart.—

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 108.
The term is also applied to a man, although sel 

dom.
Daft carle, dit your mouth,

What signifies how pawky, 
Or gentle born ye be ; but youth, 

In love you're but a, gawky.
Ibid. ii. 299.

Sw. gack, Su*G. geek, a fool, Germ, gacke, a
simpleton. This seems the same with O. E. goky.

A charter is chalencheable, before a chiefe justice
If false laten be in that letter, the laweis impugne,
Or painted pentrelniarie, or percell ouerskipped,
The gome that gloseth so charters, for a goky is

holden. P. Plowman, Fol. 57. b.
Skinner renders this, vir vilis, tenebrio, as if it

meant a rascal, a lurker, deriving it from Fr. co-
quin. But he certainly mentions a better etymon,
as communicated by a friend, Sw. gook, a cuckow,
Teut. gauch, a fool. V. GOWK.
GAUKIT, GAWKIE, adj. Foolish, giddy, S. 

formed from the s. 
Well said, a gawkie name is easy won, 
And some's ca'd swift wha ne'er a race has run.

Morisorfs Poems, p. 137.
GAI)L, s. Dutch myrtle, S. V. SCOTCH-GALE. 
GAULF^. A loud laugh. V. GAWF. 
To GAUNT, v. n. To yawn. V. GANT. 
GAUT, J. 4< A hog, a sow; as, a mill-gavt ;" 

S. Sir J. Sinclair's Observ. p. 180. 
This word, I imagine, is properly S. B. It is 

evidently thf same with Isl.jrz/1, golf, Su.G. gallt, 
sus exsectuset aijukus; fram gaell-a casttare. Su.G.

porcetra, A. S. giltes, E, geU, Beig. gelte. 
o GAW, v. <r. l. To gall, S. 
44 Touch ag7*a?\/horse on the back, and he will 

fling ;" Ferguson's Prov. p. 31. 
2. Metaph., to fret, S. 

That clattern Madge, my titty, tells sic flaws, 
Whene'er *ottr Meg her cankart humour gaws.—~

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 117.
To GAW, <u. n. To become pettish* Loth. 5 q» 

to be golfed.
Yet prucient fouk may tak the pet: 
Anes tfitfawart porter wad na let 
Him in white latter meat was hett,

13icj*a&'d fou sair> 
iTfang in I^fiojSle o'er the yett^ 

ttfhitk ne'er did mak.
Rdfffsay's Poems, 2. 237.

GAW, s. The ipfttfc feft on* the skin by a stroke 
or wound, OK int consequence of the pressure of 
a rope or chain, S. gall, E» 

fl is show* «single rs sfeaves th#i»arlfs nactoirbi, 
Of leugh t$£g tfceafc'tf ty*cs> ajfed

«

GAW
And girds of galeys growand iiow in gctws.

Polwaft, Watson's Cott- in. 24,
i. e. u His peeled shoulders show the marks of 

the cat-and-nine tails. Of these, andof the marks of 
other instruments for flogging, there are tires or 
rows ; as well as of the strokes received on board 
the galleys, which grow in different cicatrices." 
GAW, s. A gall-nut.

u It is a tight tree that has neither knap nor 
gaw ;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 44»

Su.G. galle, vitium, defectus.
GAW, s. 1. A furrow or small trench made for

drawing off water, S.
" Gaw is that slit or opening made by a plough 

or spade in the side of a pond, loch, or stagnated 
water, by which it is drained off. — It is drawn 
from a loch in the parish of Stewarto» by zgaw, in 
which it runs at some distance, and then seeks a 
course for itself." P. Kilmaurs Ayrs. Statist. Ace. 
ix. 354. N. 
2. A hollow with water springing in it, Ang.

This, although the / is lost in pronounciatk>n, is, 
probably allied to Isl. geil fissura, ruptura, in> 
monte, &c. gil, in clivis et montium lateribus hiatus^ 
seu vallis angusta ; alveus profundus et laxus ; G» 
Andr. p. 85. 88.
GAWD, s. A goad for driving oxen, S. GL 

Ross. Hence the proverbial phrase, Come o&t 
afore the gawd^ Come forward and sfcew your 
self.

Then says ta Jean ? come out afore tfce^tmtf, 
And let folks see gin ye be what y«rer ea'd.

Ross's Helenore, p. 12&. V. GAO*
GAWDNIE, GOWBNIE, s. The yellow Gur 

nard, or Dragohet of Pennant, a fish^ Callio-
nymus Lyra, Linn. ; Fife.
<c The G&ydniey as the fishers call it, gilt-neeked: 

and backed, — of the bigness of a small w kiting. 3> 
Sibb. Fife, 129. • {.

4fc Its colours, which are yellow^ felue^ 
are very vivid when tfce 4ish is new caught» 
blu« in particittar is of inex:pi»3*ikle srpkadour^ hair- 
i»5 the richest 'caeraleaa tints> glowing with a. gem*. 
meous briHiawey. Hence the aame Gowdnie, -i» e. 
gold-fish.»' Ibid. N. /, . 
To GAWF^CrAfc*; v. n. To feugh violently aftd> 

coarsely, to 'give a horselaugh^ S».
Gajjin tb«y wi' sjd^s sae ^alr ^ '' * "

p -v. * 1-JL^msayis FoGms,f n. 3s J. 
— Whcr ^art tfi6 Heges^az^fand ^kn a,y, 
Aft till the cock preclahn'd the mora.

Ibid. i. 327.
Sti.G. gaflta. sig has the-sapte meaning ; c 

nare, immooerato risu ora. djs.tor^uere^ Sw 
lung, deristo. ,,Tliese se^nfv Derived 'from Qev 
en, to gape^ os pande,E« 5 Jiiare •. if no|frotll. 
irrisk). V. Kristni^. fel. -\ . 
GAULF, GAWF, GAFF, GAKAW* A 

laugh^S, " - - • ' -"" 
" The Qtfen* Regent sat at the tjrterof tfifi as. 

saaiit ^»-ufxitrm tfce fiair«.WalL of'tbe-ca&tdl of Ediiu
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burgne, a,nd quhen ache perceared the overthrew of 
us, and that th$ Ensenyeis of the Frcnche war a. 
gain displayit upoun the walls, sche gave ane gawf 
of Uuchter, and said. Now will I go to the Mes, 
#«d prays God for that whilk my eyis have sein." 
Kuox's Hist. p. 227.

The same word, with a slight variation of ortho 
graphy, is used as an adj.

44 Hir pompe lackit one principall point, to wit, 
womanly gravity ; for quhen sche saw Johne Knox 
standing at the uther end of the tabill bair-heidit; 
sche first smylit, and efter gave a guulf lauchter." 
Ibid. p. 340.

" When he came into the house, the devil gave a 
great gaff of laughter. * You have now, Sir, done 
roy bidding.' ' Not thine, answered the other, but 
in obedience to God, have I returned to bear this 
man company, whom thou dost afflict." Sinclair's 
Satan's Invisible World, p. 48.

Syne circling wheels the flattering gaffaw.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 327.

I*efha>ps the word in this form may have original, 
ly denoted an universal roar of laughter in a com 
pany ; <j, the gawf of a% i. e. all. It is still said, 
They ^at up w? a gaffaw, They all laughed loud. 
To GAWP UP, v. a. To devour, to «at greedi 

ly, to swallow voraciously, S.
Syne till't he fell, and seem'd right yap 
His mealtith quickly up to gawp.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 531.
a Good gear is not to be gapped i" Ramsay's S. 

Prov. p. 28.
This may be from Isl. gap-a, hiare. But I sus 

pect that it is radically the same with E. gulp.
And so sitten they to euensong, & songen other.

while,
Tyll Glotton had igolped a gallon and a gill. 
His guttes began to gothlen, as two gredy 

sowes. P. Ploughman^ FoL 25. b. 
In edit. 1561, it is igalped.
Sw. gulpa, buccis vorare deductis5 Belg. goty-en^ 

ingurgitare, avide haurire.
GAWP, s» A large mouthful, S* 
GAWRIE, s. The name given to the Red Gur 

nard, S. Trigla cuculus, Linn. 
" The red Gurnard, or Rotchet; our fishers call 

it the Gawrie." Sibb. Fife, 127.
Perhaps corr. from Fr.gourneau, or Germ, kurre- 

Jische, id. Schonevelde gives it the latter name. 
GAWSIE, adj. Jolly. V. GAUCY. 
GEAN, GEEN, s. A wild cherry, S.

" The orchard [is remarkable] for a great nunu 
ber of large old trees, bearing the species of small 
cherry, called black and redgeens." P. Petty, In 
verness. Statist. Ace. iii. 26.

Fr. guigne, guine ,* u guigne s, a kind of little, 
sweet and long cherries, termed so, because at first 
they came out of Guyennef Cotgr. Others de 
rive the name from Guines in Picardy. 
GEANTREE, GEENTREE, s. A wild cherry- 

tree, S.; sometimes simply gean. 
" These geen-trees were sent there from Kent, 

about a century ago, by Alexander Earl of Moray." 
Statist. Ace. iii. 26.

4
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" Herd and there we meet with small plantations 

of ash and oak, and fir and gean.'* P. Kemback, 
Fife, Statist. Ace. xir. 307.
GEAR, GEARED. V. GERE.
GEARKING, part. adj. Vain; Lyndsay.

A. S. gearc-ian, apparare, preparare. 
GEAT, s. A child. V. GET. 
GEBBIE, GABBIE, s. The crop of a fowl, S, 

Used ludicrously for the stomach of a man. 
She round the ingle wi' her gimmeis sits, 
Crammin their gabbies wi' her nicest bits.

Fergusson's Poems^ ii. 4.
I see no word to which this may be allied, save 

Gael, ciaban, the gizzard. Now, Su.G. krafwe tie-» 
notes both the crop and gizzard.
To GECK, GEKK, v. a. (g hard J 1. To sport, 

to be playful; applied to infants when cheer 
ful, Ang.

2. To deride, to mock, S.
I trow that all the warld evin 

Sail at your guckrie^ecA:.
Philotus, Pink. S. P. Repr. iii. 39. 

She Bauldy loves, Bauldy that drives the car^ 
But geeks at me, and says I smell of tar.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 68. 
To say that ye was geck'd yese hae nae need, 
We'll gee a hitch unto your toucher gueed.

Ross's Helenore, p. 81.
3. To jilt, S.

Begeck is more commonly used, q. v.
4. To toss the head with disdain, S.

The saucy Ant view'd him with scorn, 
Nor wad civilities retarn ; 
J$Mtgecking up her head, quoth she, 
" Poor animal \ I pity thee."

Ramsay'9 Poems , ii. 476. 
And Bessie, nae doubt o't, geckit^

And looked down pauchty eneuch, 
To think while the lave were negleckit, 

That she wad get Hab o' the Heuch.
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 295. 

Teut.gheck-eny be-gheck-en^ deridere. Su.G.#ec&- 
asy ludificari. A. S. gecance, ludibrium. Seren. gives 
Sw. gaeck-a as signifying, to jilt. 
GECK, GEKK, s. i. A sign of derision. 

Quhill preistis cum with bair schevin nekks, 
Than all the feynds lewchre, and maid gekks.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 27. st. 3. 
2. A taunt, a jibe.

Quha cum uncalit, miservd sold sit,
Perhaps, Sir, sae may ye. 

Gudeman, Gramercy for yoor^ecAr, 
Quod Hope, and lawly louts.

Cherrie and Slae, st. 7§. 
Teut. gcck, gheck, jocus.

GED, (g hard) /. A pike, a jack, Lucius mari- 
nus; a term pretty generally used, S. 

And with hist handys quhile he wrocht 
Gynnys, to tak geddis and salmonys, f 
Trowtis, elys, and als mcnovnys.

Barbbuf, ii. 576.. MS.
Mr Pinfc. is strangely mistaken in his note bh'this 

passage, when he speaks of the gedd as < { a small 
3 P2
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fish rather larger than minnons." The very con 
nexion shews the error.

Now safe the stately sawmont sail. 
And trouts bedropp'd wi' crimson haill. 
And eels well kent for sou pie tail. 

And geds for greed.—
Burns, in. 119.

Su.G. Isl. gaedda, id. Ihre derives this from 
faddy aculeus, a point or sting, because of the sharp 
ness of its teeth. He observes, after Martin and 
Wachter, that the different appellations of this fish, 
in almost all languages, are borrowed from its arm- 
ed mouth. Thus in Germ, it is called hecht from 
heck-en to bite; Belg. snock, from snoy-en to strike; 
Pr. brocher^ from broch-er, to prick, (perhaps ra 
ther from broche, a needle, or broches the tusks 
of a wild boar) E. pike, from pick to strike with the 
beak, or piquer to prick (rather from pike, a spear, 
•which Su.G. gadd also signifies). Its Gael, name is 
gedos. I know not, if this be allied to gath, a lance, 
javelin or pike.
GED-STAFF, (g hard) s. 4 * A staff for stirring 

pikes from under the banks, that they may 
come into the net; or rather Jedburgh staves, 
mentioned by Jo. Major. F. 43.—Ferrum cha- 
lybeum 4 pedibus longum in robusti ligni ex- 
tremo Jeduardienses artifices ponunt;" Rudd. 
Sibb. adopts the latter hypothesis; adding, tbat 
w the phrase, Jetbart staffs and Kelso rungs, 
is still common."

Sum jarris with suneged staff to jag throw blak
jakkis. Doug. Virgil, 239. a. I.

It seems rather to signify, a pointed staff, from
Su.G. gadd, aculeus ; or perhaps a staff made for the
very purpose of jagging throw, pricking or killing
gedds. If the word had any connexion with Jed-
burgh, or the river Jed9 thej would more probably
have been used.
GEE, (g hard) s. To tak the gee, to become pet 

tish and unmanageable^. S. tig, dovts, strunt, 
synon.

—Lang or e'er tbat I came hame,
My wife had ttfen the gee.— 

The ne'er a bed will she gae to,
But sit and tak the gee.

RitsorCs S'-. Songs, T. 90. 91.
—Lads, gin your lasses grow dorty, 
Let never their gees mak you wae.

Jamiesorfs Popular Ball. i. 300* 
This is tfte more common mode of using the term. 

It occurs,, however, hi a* different forjn.
But when I speak to them> that's stately?.

I find them ay to!en with the gee^ 
And get the denial right flatly.

Songs, Ross^s Uelenore, p. 149. 
It seems the same word which occurs in pi. 

This barme and blaidry buists-up all my bees; 
Ye knaw ill gyding genders mony gees? 
And specially in poets for example.

Montgomerie^ MS. Chron. *V. P. iii. 500. 
Isl.geig-r, geig, offensa, pernicies. 

GEELIEWHIT. V. GILLJEWETFOOT. 
. A wild cherry, V. GEAN..

GEY, GAY, (g hard) adj. Tolerable, middling. 
I observe one passage in which this word seems 

used in this sense.
My gudame was a g ay wif, but scho was rygh t gend.

Ball, printed Edin. A. 1508. Pink. S. P. R. iii. 142.
Not, as might at first appear, gay as to dress;

but, indifferently good. In the same sense we still
say, a gey body, i. e. not bad, moderately good, S-.

A gey wheen, a considerable number ; a gay pickle, 
a middling quantity, S.

It has been supposed that there is some similarity 
in the use of gay in O. Fr. But I have met with no 
example of this kind. V. GEILY. 
GEY, GAY, adv. Moderately, indifferently. Gey 

and weil, pretty well; gey and soon, pretty soon^, 
S. The copulative is often thrown away5 S. B, 
gey hard, moderately hard.

Last morning I was gay, and, early out, 
Upon a dyke I" lean'd, glowring about..

Ramsay*$ Poems, fi. 70.
GEILY, GAYLY, GEYLIES, adv. Pretty well;, 

also, in middling health, S. 
a Gayly wad be better; 5 ' Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 

27. expressive of the general discontentment of man» 
kind, with their present situation..

Kelly, when giving Scottish Proverbial phrases^ in 
answer .to the question, " Ho,w do ye do ?" men 
tions this as a comical reply ; u Bra'ly, finely, geily. 
at least;" i. e. " indifferently," p. 400.

" Geily is sing Walloway's brother," S. Prov. 
a spoken when we ask how a thing is done, arid are 
answered Gaily, that is, indifferently, as if indifferent 
was irext to bad." Kelly, p. 115.

" But Icanna say Thad any cause to wish the 
body ill, for he didgaylies confeirin." Journal from 
London, p. 2.

As used in relation to health, it. might seem.allied: 
to Teut. gheef, gheeve, gheve, gave^ gaeve, sanus^ 
integer. Ihre renders Su.G.^e/usualis, gaef, feJix, 
probatus ; from gifwa^ to give. 
GEIDE,/>r<#. Went. Wallace,,!, 246. Perth 

edit. 
Thai wyst nocht weylle at quhat yett.he in,

yeide. MS. 
GEYELER, s. Jailor.

Gelimus was maist his geyeler n&w.
In Ingliss menr allace, quhi suld we trow ?

Wallace, ii. ^33. MS.
Fr. gayoler, id. geole, C. B. geol, a prison. 

ToGEIF,GEYFF,*/.tf. To give. Gf^part. pa, 
Quhat ? sail our child Lauiuia the may 
To.banyst men be get/ to lede away ?

Doug. Virgil, 219. 15.
SuiG.^-e/W/, gif-wa, A. S. gyf-an, MoesG.^- 

an, id.
To GElGj (g soft) v. n. To inak« a creaking 

noise, a& a door when the hinges need to be 
greased, S.

Vnder the pay sand and the heuy charge 
Gan grane or ge?g the euil ionit barge.

Doug. Virgil^ 178. 11.
Rudd. and Sibb. both view the word as formed 

from the sound. Perhaps it is,allied to Germ, gefg--
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en, fricare, to rub, whence Wachter derives geige a 
fiddle; marking the resemblance of Gr. yfat** stri- 
dulum canere, Lat. gingrire. Teut. ghiegaeg^en^ to 
bray. V. JEEG. 
GEIG, s. " A kind of an old fashioned net used

now for catching of spouts." Note, Evergr.
i. 261.
TevLt.jaght-garen,jaght-net, plagae, retiae, cassis; 

Sw.jagt-naet, hunter's net.
GEIL, GJ:ILL, x. Jelly, S.

Funnage full fyne schabrocht insteid of geil. 
Henrysone^ Evergreen^ i. 150. st. 18. 

Of Venisoun he had his wailJ, 
Gude Aquavite, wyne and aill; 
With nobill confeittis, bran suidgeill. 

Lyndsatfs Squyer MeldKum^ 1594. B. vL 6. 
FK. gel, id. " 

GEILL POKKIS.
———Of fyne silk thair furrit eloikfs, 
With hingand sleivis, lyk geillpokkis.

Maitland Poems, p. 326.
This, but for what reason it is not easy to guess, 

is rendered by Mr Pink, jelly*bags. But the expres 
sion obviously denotes the bags wora by mendicants; 
from Teut. gheyl-en, ghyl-en, to beg* Perhaps 
Su.G. gil-id) procari, is to be viewed as a cognate.
GEING, (g hard) ^. A term used to denote in 

toxicating liquor of any kind, Ang. 
This, although it might at first appear as merely a 

cant term, seems to claim high antiquity. It is un 
doubtedly the same with Isl.gengd, cerevisiae motus, 
cum maturat se; olid gungr, cerevisia ebullit. It 
seems to have originally denoted ale in a state of 
fermentation.
GEING, (g hard) s» Dung^, sterctis humanum, 

Border.
A. S. gang, geng, latrina, a jakes ; gang-wytte, id. 

Chaucer gong^ A. S. gongstole^ a close-stool.
GEIR, s. Accoutrements, &c, V. GE'R.
To GEYZE, GEISIN, GIZZEN, GYSEN, (^hard),

v. n. To become leaky for want of moisture,
S. GuixeriW, A. Bor.

—My barrel has.been geytfd ay.—
Fergusson's Po.ems 9 ii. 62.

My kimstaff now stands gizzen'd at the door.
Ibid. p. 3.

Tubs or barrels are said to be gsisent^ when the 
staves open in consequence of heat or draught.

Su.G. gistn-a, gisn-a^ idv. Dicitur de vasis ligneis 
quando rimas agunt; Ihre. \&V.gisin^ dried, gisn-a^, 
rarefio, hisco, nam de vasis hiscentibus dicitur; G. 
Andr. p. 90* .This is derived from gia, to yawn; 
gy, yawning, opening. C. B. gwystn^ dry.
GE1SL1N. V. GAISLIN.
GEIST, s. 1. A gallant action,, an exploit; Lat*. 

res gestae, gesta.
The wofull end per ordoure here,,alias] 
Followis of Troy, and ggistis of Eneas.

Doug. Virgil, 51. 12.
2, The history of any memorable action, or a 

song in praise of it. 
—Crt'teus also was the Muses freynd?—

GEL
That in his mynd and breist al tymes bare 
Sangis and geistis ——— —

Doug. Virgil, 306. 7.
According to Hearne, those who proposed truth 

in their relations, called them gests, which word was 
opposed to the French Romance. Pref. to Lang- 
toft's Chron. xxxvu.
GEIST, GEST, s. 1. A joist, or beam for sup 

porting a floor, S.
Thare hetchis, and thare ouerloftis syne thay

bete, 
Plankis and geistis grete square and mete.

Doug. Virgil^ 153. 3. 
2. A beam, used in a general sense. 

Off gretgestis a sow thai maid, 
That stalwart heildyne aboyn it had.

Barbour, xvii. 597. MS. 
Edit.

GELORE, GALORE, GILORE, pron. gelyore, s. 
Plenty, abundance, S. B. It is also used ad 
verbially.

Gin she came well provided ay afore, 
This day she fuish the best of cheer gilore. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 52.
" By this time the gutters was comin in at the 

coach-door galore." Journal from London, p. 3. 
Gillore occurs in O. E.

To feasting they went, and to merriment, 
And tippled strong liquor gillore.

Rit son's R. Hood., ii. 144.
Ir. gleire, much, plenty, a great deal. Gael, leor, 

go leoir, enough ; Shaw. It might, however, be 
traced to A. S. geleor-an, to pass over or beyond, 
as overflowing necessarily implies abundance. 
To CELL, (g hard) -y. n^ To tingle, to thrill 

with acute pain, S.
— Trust ye well and certainly. 
Assoon as love makes you agast, 
Your oyntments will you nothing last; 
Your wounds they will both glow and gell, 
Sow full sore, and be full ill.

Sir Egeir, p. 13;
Germ, gell-en, to tingle; used'in Luthep*s Vers. 

1. Sam. iii. 11. Teut. ghijl-en, fervere: 
To CELL, (g hard) v. n. To crack in conse 

quence of heat ; a phrase used .concerning wood-' 
which cracks in drying, S« 
Isl. geily fissura, incisura, ruptura_; in foenili, 

monte, clune, &c. ; G. Andr. p. 85. 
GELL, s. A crack or rent in wood,, occasioned

by heat or drought,, S. V» the v.. { 
GELL,, (g hard) s. A leech ; commonly apipli- 

ed, in its simple state, to that used ii&medi cine,, 
or what i& called the lough-leech >, as distinguish 
ed from the bwse-ge&QS horse-leeeh, S. B-: geU 
lie, Perths. '^-^
C. B. gel, Armigelaifen, a -horseleech ; Su.G. igely 

Alem. egal) Germ, egel, igel, Belg. echel, Kilian eich- 
el) Su.G. blodigel^ Germ, blutegel, from blod, blut, 
blood, and igeJ. In Luther's Vers., engel signifies 
a horseleech, Prov, xxx. 15. The E. term leech has 
been transferred to this animal, from its original sense 
as denoting a physician. A» S. laec, because of Us
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usefulness in disease. Hence, l>y the vulglPj a leech 
is often denominated a bl&cji doctor^ §. pr, « black 
doctor falpit in a peef% Aberd. i. e. whelped in a 
pool.
GELLIE. V. GAWK, 
GELT, s. Money, V. GILT. 
GEN,j&n^>. Against. A. S. gean^ id. 
GEND, (g hard) adj. Playful, frolicksome$ 

foolish .
was so guckit, and so gend, 

That day ane byt scho eit nocht; 
Than spak hir fallowis that hir kend ; 
Be stilJ, niy joy, and greit not.

Peblis to the Play, st. 3.
My gudame was a gay wif, but scho was rycht^e?2f/. 

Ballad, printed A. 1508. Pink. S. P* R. iii. 142. 
Thus ferlyit al thair was, baith he and he, 
Quhat maner of ane thing mieht this be ; 
And lyke to ane was nocht into Rome> 
Yit than his word was fill of al wisdome. 
For he as fule began guckit and gend> 
And ay the wyser man neirar the end.

Priests of Peblis, Pink, S. P. R. i. 24. 25, 
This word i& omitted in the GI. Elsewhere Mr 

Pink, mistakes its sense, ex pi. it peevish; Select 
Scot. Ballads, ii. 166. N. It is evidently allied to 
Su.G. gante, a buffoon, or mimic; gmt-us, to play 
in a childish manner, or toy as lovers do; ganteri, 
sports, merry conceits. Isl. gant-a, ludiucare, scur- 
rari, gantalaete, scurrilitas, i. e. the manners of a 
buff on. V. Laits. Ihre views Gr. yxvou exhilaro, 
tanpai gaudeo, as cognates. We may perhaps add 
Teut. ghen-en> subridere. 
GENYIE, s.

I trow he was not half sae stout, 
But anis his stomach was asteir. 
With gun afld#efly&, bow and speir,

Men micht see monie a cracked croun ! 
Reid of Reidswire, Minstrelsy Border, i. 118. IIP. 
Ramsay, Gl. Evergreen, expl. this " dart or ar 

row." But it ia general signifies " engine of war," 
as rendered by my friend Mr Scott. It may indeed 
denote fire-arms,* as expletive of gun; especially as 
pestelets are mentioned in the following stanza, as 
used by those on, the) other side. 
GENYEILD, GENTELL, s. V. GAOTEILD. 
GENIS, s. An instrument of torture.

46 we —— committis our full power — to the saids 
tordis — to proceid in examination of the saidis Johue 
Soutar and Robert Carjnylie ; and for the mair cer- 
tane tryale of the verite in the said matter, and sik 
manifest falssttis as thay haif aceusit uthers of, to 
put thaim or either of thaim in the- buittis, genis, or 
ony uther tormentis, aud thairby to urge thaim to 
declair the treuth." Act Sed^9 June 1579.

The buittis, we know, debates boots of iron, into 
which the legs of prisoners were thrust, and wedges of 
iron driven in by the strokes of a maul or hammer. 
This barbarous mode of examination was used so late 
as the reigns of Charles II. and James II.

,The buittis denoting one species of torture, it 
seems evident that another is meant by genis ; especi-
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ally as it is added,—u or ony «ther towaeatis." 
Most prafcably the rack, or something resembling it, 
i$ intended; a» the word is evidently formed from 
Fr. gehenne, geme, gesne, all signifying the rack ; 
gehenn-er, to stretch upon the rack. These terms 
are undoubtedly from Lat, gehenny hell, because of 
the severity of the.sufferings. 
GENYUS CHALMER. The bridal chamber. 

War not also to me is displesant, 
Genyus chalmer, or matrimonye to hant; 
Perchance I might be vincust in this rage, 
Throw this ane cryuae of secund mariage.

Doug. Virgil, 99. 53.
Si non pertaestim tkal&mi taedaeque fuisset. Virg, 

Rudd. overlooks the word genyus, which is either 
from Fr.gendre, engendre, to beget, whence^eflewor, 
casters of nativities; or Gr. ytvos, •yines* genus. 
GENTY, (g soft) adj. Neat, limber, and at 

the same time elegantly formed, S. 
White is her neck, saft is her hand, 
Her waste and feet's foil genty.

Ramsay's Poems, il. 226. 
It is evidently the same with O. E. gent. 

Elizabeth the gen-t, fair lady was sche,
Tuo sons of ther descent, tuo douhfeers ladies

fre. R. Brunne, p. 206.
Teut. phent, jent, bellas, seitus, elegans, pukher.

GENT1L, adj. Belonging to a nation, Lat.^-
til-is) id.

—Thau Proserpyne, quhilk by our gentil lawis 
Art rowpit hie, and yeliy loude by nyeht.

Doug. Virgil^ 121. 3U 
GENTILLY, adv. Neatly, completely, 

Bat yeyt than with thair inychtis all, 
Thai pressyt the sow to wart the wall; 
And .has hyr set tharto gentilty,

Barbour, xvii. 689. MS.
It is still tised in the same sense, Ang. This is 

improperly rendered cunningly^ edit. 1620, p. 346. 
GENTRICE, GENTREIS, s. 1. Honourable 

birth ; Dunbar.
2. Genteel manners, honourable conduct. 

I knaw he will do iuekill for his kyne; 
G entryss and trewtht ay restis him within.

Wallace, iii. 274. MS.
3. Gentleness, softness.

Gentrefo \i slane, and Pety is ago. 
Henrysone> Bannatyne, Poems, p. 114. st. 24. 

GEO, (g hard) & A designation for a deep hol 
low, Calthn. synon. G//, Gaw/, q. v* 
" Betwixt Brab^t^r and, Freswick there is a deep 

hollow, called, in the dialect of the parish, the Wolfs 
goo, which must have derived its name from being 
the haunt of wolves in former times." P. Caaisbay, 
Statist. Ace. viii. 159.

This is undoubtedly the same with Isl, gy&, hiatus 
vel ruptura rnagna petrarum; G. Andr. gia, fissi 
montis vel terrae hiatus j alias, gil> geil, giel; Verel. 
Ind. V. GOE.
GER, GERE, GEIR, GEAR, (g. hard}, s. 1. 

Warlike accoutrements in general. 
Qiihen thai with in hard swilk a rout 
About the houss, thai raiss in hy,
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Aftd tuk thair get rycht hastily,
And schot ftifth, fra thai harnasyt war.

Barboitr, ix. 7O9. MS.
u Graithed in his gear, i. e. hating on all his ar 

mour, and so in readiness;" Rudd.
Isl. geir not only signifies a particular kind of 

sword, gradually inclining from the hilt to the point, 
&s the sword of Odin is described, (G. Andr.) but 
was anciently used in a more general sense. Hence, 
in a list of old poetical words, given by Wormius, 
Literat. Dan. dyn geir a is rendered strepitus ar- 
toorum, the din of geir, or as we now sayt of 
arms ? as geir a signifies lantea, and also bellum* 
The ancient Goths accounting it dishonourable to 
make their exit from this world by a bloodless 
dleath^ Odin is said to have set an example, in this 
respect, td his followers. Sturleson, (Ynglinga? S.) 
Says^ that " ftnding death approaching, he caused 
himself to be marked with that sign which is called 
Qeirsodde, and thus claimed as his property all who 
trere slain m battle; asserting that he should imme 
diately go ta Godheim, or the seat of the gods, that 
lie might thefe gladden the hearts of his friends.**

On this Keysler observes, that Geirs-oddr, u with 
which ifc was the will of Odin to be marked, was 
nothing else thaft a slight wound by a sword ; geir, 
trith the ancients, being a kind of dart or spear.. 
Sitig Ha^uiti, being brought into Valhalla (or the 
>Hall Of the slain, the place supposed to.be allotted 
to flie biuye), wfoeft he desired to retain his arms, is 
Te^reseftted', in Haconarmalum, as expressing him 
self thus; Gtett er til geir at taka, i. e. It is good 
&> hare geir at hand." Snorro also relates, that 
Niord* havktg been seized with a mortal disease, 
eaus&l himself to be marked for Odin before Ms
-death. Hence, as Keysler thinks, had originated 
tfee Cvtsfeom of the Heruli, which PrOcopitts thus de 
scribes. u It was not permitted, either to the old, 
4T to the diseased, to live. But when they were op 
pressed by age, or by great sickness, they were 
^bouftd to supplicate theif $ear relatives to deliver
*kem from the cares and sorrows of life. They ac 
cordingly having erected a large pile of Wood, and 
placed the person on it, made another of the nation, 
fctrt not a kin-srtnan, rtrsh upon him with a dagger. 
FOE they d»id hot- aceotrnt it lawful for relations to 
Ite stained with Minrdred blood. Afterwards his

was btrfnf €?oth. Hrst. Lib. 2. ap. Antig, 
141. H3;

^S»peir; A. S: gw, a javelift^ arms'^
. ger, a wiefcproir. Mr Macphensotr al"sd men- 

s5 Fers. gerra as used in th'e latter senre. 
Olaus, Lex. Run., understanding this term as 

denoting a javelfti, orstoasrp-pmftted sword, gutfh »s 
that described by Tacitus, (De Mor. Germ.) ob 
serves that m Iceland maify propejf name» are form 
ed fr^m it; as Geintrdr, Gerard^ k e. a hardjave* 
Tin1 ; *Gvir-raudur, a red or rusty javolio; Geir- 
TkiofP, oti'e wlfo steals a javelin ; Geir-tholdur>, 
Gyralcl, one wljo holds a javelin; Geir-man, the 
man of the ja.veKfn, «dU. $®$&Q iwleed have con 
jectured that the riaifte af the Gefmtim h&d this 
origin. There wsus aJ$# a, ^^rli4te goddess, suppos 
ed to fee th« ai*biti0r4S battle^ caU^ &e$r&. Lex. 
Ran. T

G E R
It does not seem quite certain, that this sense of 

geir, as denoting some piece of armour, is the pri 
mitive one. Isl. ger signifies, finished; also, fur. 
nished, provided; totus absolutus, perfectus: 2. 
instructus, (Gunnlaugi S. Gl.) from gior-a, facere, 
instruere. Thus, as denoting, like its synon. graith, 
that which prepares or makes one ready for any 
work y it may also have a similar origin, from the v> 
signifying to prepare; with this difference, that geir 
more nearly resembles Su.G. giaer-a, Isl. gior-a, 
A. S. geqrw-tan, parare, and graith, A. S. ge-raed- 
ion, Isl. reid-a, Su.G. red-a, id. V. GERIT, and 
GRAITH.
2. Goods, effects* u Goods and gear is an ordi 

nary S/ phrase, especially in law;" Rudd. 
u Quhasaeuir dois ony deid commandit be God 

mair for lufe of temporal geir, or for feare of tern* 
poral paincj than for ony lufe thai haif to God, 
thai lufe nocht God wkh all their saule." Abf>* 
Hamiltoun's Cateehisine, 1552, Fol. 16. b.
3. Booty, prey.

Aft hae I brought to Breadblee,
The less gear and the mair, 

But I ne'er brought to Breadisiee, 
That grieved my heart sae sair.

Minstrelsy Border, i. 80*
** Gear—usually signifies goods, but here spoil." 

N. ibid.
4. " It signifies all kind of tools or accoutrements

that.fit a man for his business ;" Rudd. S. 
5» Money, S.

For such trim botiy baby «.clouts 
Still on the Laird she greets and shouts, 
Which made the Laird take up more^ar 
Than all the land or rigs could bear.

Watson's Coll. i. 30.
GERIT, GEARED, part. adj. Provided with ar 

mour.
Thorn Halyday in wer was full besye; 
A buschement saw that cruell was to ken, 
Twa hundreth haill off weittgerit Ingliss men.

Wallace, v. 806. MS, 
i. e. Well provided with armour.
*' It is ordanit, that all maner of men, that hes 

land or gudis, be reddy horsit and geirit, and 
efter the faculte of his landis and gudis, for the 
defence of the realme." Acts Ja. II. 1456. c. 62, 
Edit. 1566. Geared, c. 57. Skeiie, Murray.

This seems merely the A. S* part. pa. ge-gered, 
ge*gyr&d, vestitus, fr$m< ge-gearw-iafij gv-gyr-ian, 
ptfarparare, vestiffe.
GERLETROCH, s. A species of fish mention-

ed, Sibb. Scot. p. 28. V. GALXYTR«HJGH. 
©ERRON, GAIRUN, s. A sea-trout, Ang. 

The trout and par, now here now thare^
As in a, wuddrum bang ; 

The gerron gend gaif sic a steiidj
As on the yjrd him flaftg : 

Atfd doun the stream, ftke levin's gleam ?
The fleggit salmond flew; 

The ottar yaap his pray let drap,
And to his hrddils drew.

Addxt. stanza to Water Kelpie', Minstrelsy Border, 
ill. to be inserted ctftef si. 9,



G E R
This fish in Su.G. is denominated lax-oring. 

Shall we view our term as allied to the last part of 
this, q. Ge-orhig, the ge being adventitious ?
GERS, GERSS, GYRS, j. Grass, S.

————Sum bet the fyre— 
On the grencgers sat doun and fillit thame sync».

Doug. Virgil, 19. 39. 
— Sum steddys growys sa habowndauly 

Of gyrs, that sum tym, [but] thair fe 
Fra fvvlth of mete refrenyht be, 
Thair fwde sail turue thame to peryle.

Wyntown, i. 13. 11.
Both modes of pron. are used at this day. 
A. S. gacrs, Belg. gars, gers, id. 

GERSY, adj. Grassy, full of grass, S.
He held doun swymmand the clere ryuer streme, 
To cu<le his hete under ane gersy bra.

Doug. Virgil, 224. 74.
GERSS-HOUSE, GIRSS-HOUSE, s. A house in the 

country, possessed by a tenant who has no 
land attached to it, Ang.; q. grass-house. A 
tenant of this description is called a gerss-man. 

There are several similar phrases in Su.G. Grass- 
fari, a fanner who is expelled before his lease ex 
pire, and thus obliged to leave his harvest green, 
inessemque in herba deserit; Ihre. Graessaeti, inqui. 
linus, a tenant who has neither field nor meadow. 
This corresponds to S. gerssman.

The propriety of the reason given for this desig. 
nation by Ihrc, is by no means obvious. Dicitur 
nempe ita, quia arvum quod colat non habet; sed 
graminis insidet. There must be an error or omission 
in the last expression. Whatever be the meaning of 
the Su.G. term, ours would seem borrowed from it. 
GERSSLOUPER, s. A grasshoper, S. B.

This has obviously the same signification as the 
E. word. V. LOUP. 
GERSS-MAN-. V. GERSS-HOUSE. 
GERSS-TACK, s. The tack or lease which a 

gerss-man has ; sometimes, a lease in conse 
quence of which the tenant has no benefit of 
the grass on the farm, for the first year, Ang. 

The S. as well as the Su.G. words of this family 
seem to have been formed a privatione, and remind 
one of the whimsical etymon given of Incus, a 
grove, a non lucendo.
GERSOME, GERSSUME, GRESSOUME, s. A 

sum paid to a landlord or superior, by ^te 
nant or fiar, at the entry of a lease, or by a 
new heir who succeeds to a lease or feu, or on 
any other ground determined by the agree 
ment of parties, S. 

Barronis takis fra the tennentis peure 
All fruitt that growis on the feure, 
In mailis and gersomes raisit ouir he.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 51. st. 3. 
" It salbe lesum to his hienes, to set all his pro 

per landis,—in fewferme,—swa that it be not in di 
minution of his rentall, grassummes or ony vther 
dewteis." Acts Ja. V. 1540. c. .97. Edit. 1566. 
Gerssumes, Skene, c, 116. It is now pron. gras- 
sum. It is explained by the phrase entresse sijver, 
Acts Mar. c. 6. Ja. VI. c. 43. Murray.

G E S
Some haTG supposed that the term is merely Lat. 

gratiam in the accus., as denoting the sum given as 
a donative.

Because u grass is called gerss by the vulgar in 
many parts of S." it is strange that the learned edi 
tor of the Bawnatyne Poems should imagine, that 
the word grassum originally meant " an allotment 
of grass or pasture;" Note, p. 261. In proof of 
this, he observes, that 6i in a grant by William the 
Lion to the Monastery of Coldiugharne,^it is said, 
Et omnia nemora et gressuma sua sint sub defen- 
sione Prioris et custodia. Ch. Colding. p. 29." 
But all that this can prove, is the co-rrupt use <*f 
the word in that age; or perhaps 1 only the igtiojr- 
ance of the monk who wrote this charter, and who 
had been misled by mere similarity of sound.

It is the same with A. S. gaersuma, gersume, a 
compensation, a reward, a fine; L. B. gersurnfy 
used in old charters to denote the money paid ou 
the conclusion of a bargain, as earnest. Gorsum^ 
in thq Danish Laws, signifies that compensation, 
which the heirs of one, who has been killed by ano 
ther, demand from tjie slayer, in addition to what is 
fixed by law.

Su.G. gersim, Isl. gcrsemi, Dan. gorsum, gior* 
sum, res pretiosa. Gersemar occurs in the pi. in a 
Norwegian work assigned to the twelfth century, 
as simply denoting treasures. Tok ek gull ok gim- 
steina,—herfengnar ger&emar; I took gold and 
gems,—spoiling treasures. Spec. Regal, p. 631.

Sturleson gives a whimsical account of the origin 
of this word, as used in the sense last mentioned. 
" Freya," he says, u had two daughters, exceed, 
ingly beautiful, Hnossa and Gerseme, from whom 
henceforward whatever was most precious received 
its designation;" Ynglinga S. c. 13. Hno$, ac 
cording to G. Andr., was a heatfeen goddessy e cujus 
nomine res pretiosae vocantur hnoser.

Somner derives A. S. gaersuma from gearo, para- 
tus, and sum as expressive of quality ; founding 
his deduction on this circumstance, that in old char 
ters a certain sum was said to be given in gersumam^ 
as equivalent to the more modern expression in ma- 
num, or prae manibus^ L e. in hand. As gearo sig 
nifies ready, he also thinks that the common phrase, 
ready money, contains an allusion to the meaning 
of gaersuma. This etymon would have been more 
complete, if, instead of considering sum as a termi 
nation merely denoting quality, he had viewed it, as 
it is also used, in the sense of aliquid, q. something 
ready, or in hand. G. Andr. adopts a similar ety. 
mon, deducing the term from Isl. giaer-a, parare, 
facere. 
To GES, v. n. To conjecture, to guess j Wyn-

toun.
Su.G. giss-a. Germ. Belg. giss-en^ Isl. gisk-n, id. 

GESNING, GESTNING, *. (g hard). Hospi 
tality, hospitable reception. A. Bor. guest-
nlng.

I the beseik, thou mychty Herctiles, 
Be my faderis gesning, and the ilk deis, 
Quhare thou strangear was ressanit to herbry, 
Assist to me.:—— Doug. Virgil, 333. 20* 
Bot to quhat fyne richt soon it dredis me,



GET
Sail turn this pleasand gestnyng in Cartage,

Ibid. 34. 23.
It is a fancy unlike the mind of Rudd., to sup. 

pose that this word should have any connexion with 
Fr. gesine, lying in childbed; as if one received the 
name of a guest, because being a stranger he got 
the bed appropriated on such occasions to the mater- 
familias; especially as he refers to Dan. girting, 
hospitii swmptu's. V. Jizzen-bed. Isl. gistning is 
used in the same sense with our theme ; A. S. gest, 
Su.G. gaest, IsL gest-r, a guest; Su.G. gaest-a, 
Isl. gist-a* to visit, to go as a guest. Some derive 
gest from Isl. gist-a, to take food. G. Andr. says 
that this was anciently gisl-a, whence gisle, obses, an 
hostage. Here, indeed, the connexion of ideas me 
rits attention.
GESSERANT.

— Drcssit thame to sprede 
Thaire curall fynis, as the ruby rede,

That hi the sonne on thaire scalis brycht, 
As gesserant ay glitterit in my sight.

King^s Qucnr, c. v. st. 2.
" Like some precious stone, sparkled in my eye;" 

Note. But on what authority is it thus rendered ? 
Notwithstanding the redundancy, this seems spark 
ling y Teut. ghester, ghenster, a spark, gheynster- 
en, to sparkle. 
GEST, j. Ghost, spirit.

Thegud king gaif the gest to God for to rede.
Houlate, ii. 12. V. GAIST. 

GEST, s. A joist; also an exploit. V. GEIST. 
GET, GETT, GEAT, GEIT, s. i. A child.

— Set of hys get fell other wayis, 
And to be gottyn kyndly, 
As othir men ar generaly.

Wyntown, vi. 18. 102. 
——— Saturnus £•££ Juno,— 

Has send adoun vnto the Troiane nauy 
Iris— Doug. Virgil^ 148. 1. 
The quene hir self Saturnus gett an one 
Set to hir hand, and vndid the batcl.

Ibid. 227. 50.
2. A contemptuous designation for a child, S. j 

brat, synon.
Feyndis get is an opprobrious name used by 

Dunbar for child of the devil. Everg. ii. 60. st. 25. 
Knox, speaking of Lesley the historian, thus de 

scribes him,—u Leslie Preistis geit, Abbot of Lun- 
doiris, and Bischope of Rois." Hist. p. 86. Getty 
MS. I.

Then Cupid, that ill-deedy geat, 
With a' his pith rapt at my yeat.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 145. 
They've gotten a geet that stills no night or day, 

Ross's Helenore, p. 19. 
This is the modern sense.

3. Offspring, progeny ; used as a collective term.
— Edgare ras, that wes eldast, 
And that tyme to the crowne nerrest 
Of all than lyvand of the get 
That Malcolme had of Saynt Margret.

Wyntown, vii. 3. 157. V. also v. 165.
4. Applied to the young of brutes.

G Y
——JCKIIS big foule the erne. 

With hir strang tallouns and hir punsis sterne 
Lichtand had claucht the litil hynd calf ying, 
Toring the skyn, and made the blade out spring; 
The moder this behaldyng is al ouerset 
Wyth sorow, for slauchtir of hyr tendir get.

Doug. Virgil, 465. 42. 
This is evidently from Goth, get-a, gignere; Se-

ren. Isl. gaet-a, id. Chaucer uses^ as a part. pa. 
For of all creatures that euer were get and borne 
This wote ye well, a woman was the best.

Praise of Women, Fol. 262.
GET, s. JET. V. GEITE.
GETHORN. V. GYTHORN.
GETTLING, s. A young child. V. GAIT-

LING.

GEWE, conj. If. V. GIF.
To GY, GYE, v. a. To guide, to direct. 

Thus stant thy confort in unsekernesse, 
And wantis it, that suld the reule and gye.

King^sQuair, i. 15. 
Go to the batal, campioun maist forcy, 
The Troianis baith and Italianis to gy.

Doug. Virgil^ 261. 1. 
It was used in E. when R. Brunne wrote. 

Ine kyng of Wessex was a knyght worthie 
Forto gye TS alle, that now er comen here.

Chron. p. 2. Chaucer, id.
Rudd. views it as the same with Gee, gie, to move. 

But that they are quite different words, appears both 
from the meaning and pronunciation. Skinner 
views it as merely guide curtailed. But O. Fr. gui- 
er is used in the same sense; whence guieour, a 
guide, and O. E. guyour, " guide, captain;" Hearne. 

Adelard of Westsex was kyng of the empire, 
Of Noreis & Surreis, guy our of ilk schire.

R. Brunne, p. 6.
The Fr. word may perhaps be traced to Isl. eg 

gae, gaa, prospicio, attendo, euro, caveo; as Fr. 
guid-er, E. guide, are probably from gaet-a, curare, 
thedimin. ofgaej or from gaed, gied, animus, mens, 
which comes from the same root. L. B. guiare^ 
praeire, is formed in the same manner. V. Du 
Cange.
Gy, s. A guide.

Bath Forth and Tay thai left and passit by 
On the north cost, Guthre was thar gy.

Wallace, ix. 682. MS. 
His p. guia, id.

GY, s. A proper name; Guy, Earl of War. 
wick, so much celebrated in O. E. poems. 

And yit gif this be not I, 
I wait it is the spreit of Gy. 
Interlude Droichis, Bannatyne Poems, 173.

st. 2.
This seems to have been a favourite idea with our 

poets. It is used by Dunbar.
Thy skoldirt skin, hewd lyke a saffron bag, 
Gars men dispyt thair flesch, thou spreit of Gy.

Evergreen, ii. 56. st. 16.
Lyndsay, also, when speaking of the means he 

used to divert James V. when a child, says, 
— Sum tyme lyke ane feind transfigurat, 

3Q



G I F
And sumtyme lyke the grieslie gaist of Guy.

Complaint to the Kingis Grace. 
GIB, GIBBIE, (g hard), s. A name given to 

a male cat that has been gelded, for rendering 
him more diligent in hunting mice, S. 

— In came hunter Gib, the joly cat.
Henry sone, Evergreen, i. 152. st. 24. 

Shakspeare uses the term gibcat, u I am as me 
lancholy as a gibcat, or a lugg'd bear." Dr Johnson 
renders this, but improperly, u an old worn out 
cat." For the word applies to a cat of any age. 
Melancholy is ascribed to it, because, being emas 
culated, it is more sedate than one of a different de 
scription ; as it is also attributed to a lugged bear, 
because deprived of liberty, and dragged along in 
a chain. The term seems properly to signify one 
devoted to his natural prey; from Fr. gibb-ier^ 
Arm. gib-er, to hunt, to pursue game of any kind. 
Hence the phrase hunter Gib.
GIBBLE, (# hard) s. A tool, an implement oi 

what kind soever, S. B. and A. ; whence ^- 
let, any small iron tool, Ang. 

Gibble is used in a very general sense; hence, ap 
plied to a chapman's wares.

Then on the morn ilk chapman loon
Rears up his market shop ; 

An' a' his gibbles looses down ; 
Crys, u Nane wi' mine can cop."

Morisorts Poems, p. 13.
Teut. gajfel, furca, furcilla, radically the same 

with gavelock.
GIBBLE-GABBIX, s. Noisy confused talk, 

as of many persons speaking at once, Shirr. GL 
Gibble must be viewed as the primary and original 

part of the word, as the reduplication is generally 
a sort of parody on that which precedes it. Isl. 
gafl-a, biaterare. This indeed seems to he the ori 
gin of E. gabble. 
GIDE, GYDE, s. Attire, dress.

Thus Schir Gawan, the gay, Gaynour he ledes>f 
In a gleterand gide, that gkmed full gay.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 2. 
Her gide was glorious, and gay, of a gresse green.

Ibid, ii. 3.
Likle he was richt byge and weyle beseyne, 
la till a gyde of gudly ganand greyne.

Wallace, i. 213. MS. 
In edit. Perth, erroneously wyde. 
This seems radically the same with E. weed, Isl. 

tod, vestis, pannus. The g has been prefixed, as 
in many other Goth, words, such especially as have 
been adopted by the Fr. Thus A. S., E. wise, man 
ner, was rendered guise. Even in A. S. giwaede is 
used as well as waede ; Alem. giuatt, stola. 
To GIE, v. a. To give. V. Git, v. 
GIELAINGER, s. A cheat. V. GILEYNOUR. 
G1E.ST, a eontr. of gie, or give, us it, give it to 

us 5 still much us«d by children, S. 
Quoth I, Maister, Is ther moralitie 
Into this fable ?—u Son, sayd he, richt gude. 
I pray you giest, quoth I, or ye conclude.

Henrysone, Evergreen, i. 197. st. 36. 
To GJFr GYF^ GIFF^ v. a. To give ; now ge. 

softened into gie, S.

GIF
It is the mast ferlyfull sycht 
That cuir I saw, quhen for to fychfi 
The Scottis men has tarie on hand; 
Agayne the mycht of Ingland, 
In plane hard feild, to giff batail.

Barb our, xii. 457. MS. 
Grant me my life, my liege, my king ! 
And a bonny gift I'll^ie to thee— 
Full four and twenty milk-white steids, 
Were a' foaled, in ae yeir to me.

Minstrelsy Border, i. 65.
A - S. gyf-an, Isl. gifv-a, Su.G. gifw-a, O. Dan. 

gief-a, MoesG. gib-an, id. pret. gaf, gef. 
GIF, GYVE, GEUE, GEWE, conj. If. 

Gif thay haue sic desire to Italy, 
Do lat thame beild thare ciete wallis square.

Doug. Virgil, 373 26. V. GEWE. 
Gyve thai couth, thai suld declere 
Of that gret dystans the matere.

IVyntown, viii. 5. 107.
" For geue it had plesit God to haue geuin me 

gretar knawlege, & ingyne, gretar fruct sulde 
thowr haue had of the samyn." Kennedy of Crosrsu 
guell, Compend. Tractiue, p. 3.

Or yet gewe Virgil studc wel before,— 
Gif I have failyeit, baldlie repreif my ryme. 

Doug. Virgil, Pref., 12. 4.
Skinner has deduced this from A. S. gif-an, to 

give, of which it has been viewed as the imperative. 
Although this example is more consonant, than seve 
ral others, to the hypothesis, that the E. conjunc* 
tions are merely the imperatives of verbs, it is at 
tended with difficulty even here. The relation 
between the MpesG. and A. S. is so intimate, that 
if this system had been adopted in the one language, 
it can hardly be supposed that nothing analogous 
would appear in the other. l$ut gau zndjabai signi. 
fy if in MoesG. ; and neither of these seems to have 
an origin similar to that ascribed to gif. Not gau ; 
for the iiBperat. pi. of gib-an, is gibith, date. The 
latter ha& no better claim^ for according to the mode 
of Northern writers, the kind of^ used-in this word 
must be pronounced as y consonant or i before a 
vowel; being a letter of quite a different power 
from that used in gib-an, to give, which corres 
ponds to Gr. r. Thus Ulphilas writes the same 
letter, instead of the Gr. 1 in M™, *y^, tv$aw, 
&c. Gau itself is in different instances written in 
the same manner. Besides, ibu, iof, ob, oba, oc 
cur in Alem., and if in Isl., in the sense of si. 
A. S. gu also signifies if, which can have no con 
nexion with the v. gif-an, but seems immediately 
formed from MoesG. gau. The learned Ihre views 
what he calls the dubitative particle if, gif, as 
well as the MoesG. conjunctions, as allied-to S«.G. 
jef, dubium. It is also written ef and^/y whence, 
an iwa, without hesitation. This is the origin of 
the v.jefis-a, Isl. if-a, to doubt. 
GIFFIS, GYFFIS, imper. v. Gif.

Quha list attend, gyffis audience and draw nere.
Doug. Vzrgil, 12. 18.

Mr Tooke has fallen into a singular blunder with 
respect to this word. Douglas, he says, uses gtffis 
in the sense of if. In proof, he quotes this very 
passage; Divers. Purl, i. 151. 152. But beyond a-



GIL
doubt this is the imperat. 2d. pi. used in ils proper
sense. There are innumerable instances of the
same kind, as heris^ hear ye, Virg. iii. 27.
GIFF-GAFF, s. Mutual giving ; mutual obli 

gation ; an alliterative term still very com 
mon, S. 
" Giff gaff makes good fellowship.'' S. Prov.

Kelly, p. 114.; more commonly, " giff-guff maks
gude friends."

The term seems composed of the pres. and pref.
of gif, or A. S. gif-an, gif and gaf, q. I give, he
gave.
GYIS, GYSS, j. l. " A mask, or masquerade ;" 

Lord Hailes.
He bad gallands ga graith &gyis, 
And cast up gamountis in the skyis, 

The last came out of France.
—Heilie Harlottis in hawtane wyis. 
Come in with mony sindrie £///£, 

Bot yet luche nevir Mahoune.
Dunbar, ttannatyne Poems, p. 27. 

2. A dance after some particular mode or fashion. 
It is so used by Henrysone as to admit of this 
signification.

Then came a trip of myce out of thair nest, 
Richt tait and trig, all dansand in a %ys$, 
And owre the lyon lansit twyss or thryss.

Evergreen, i. 189. st. 13.
According to the latter signification, the term is 

merely Teut. ghyse, Fr. guise, a mode, a fashion. 
As used in the former, it is from the same origin 
with Gyzard, q. v.
GYKAT, Maitland Poems, p. 49. V. GILLOT, 
GIL, (g hard) s. A hole, a cavern ; gi//9 A. Bor.

—He—drew me doun derne in delf by ane dyke; 
Had me hard by the hand quhare ane hurd

lay;——
I gryppit graithlie the^zY, 
And every modywart hil; 
Bot I mycht pike thare my fyl, 

Or penny come out.
Doug. Virgil, 239. b. 18.

It seems to be used in the West of S. for a kind 
of small glen or defile.

u This gallant hero, it is well known, had several 
places of retirement towards the head of this parish, 
and in the neighbourhood, some of which retain his 
name to this day ; Wallace hill in particular, an 
eminence near the Galla-law ; and a place called 
Wallace Gill, in the Parish of Loudoun, a hollow 
glen, to which he probably retired for shelter when 
pursued by his enemies." P. Galston, Ayrs. Sta. 
tist. Ace. ii. 74.

Rudd. properly refers to Isl. gil, hiatus montium, 
fissura mentis. Geil also denotes a fissure of any 
kind. Geil, interstitium inter duo praerupta, Gl. 
Orkneyinga S. 
GILD, s. Clamour, noise, uproar.

The gild and riot Tyrrianis doublit for ioy ; 
Syne the reird followit of the younkeris of Troy.

Doug. Virgil, 37. 11. 
For throw the gild and rerd of men sa yeld, 
And egirnes of thare freyndis thaym beheld,

G I L
Schoutand, Row fast; al the woddis resoundis,

Ibid. 132. 26. 
Throw all the land great is the gild

Of rustik folk that cry ; 
Of bleiting sheep, fra they be fild, 

Of calves and rowtting ky.
A. Hume, Chron. S. P. iii. 391. 

Isl. gelid) clamor, tumultus, from giel, vocifero ; 
Dan. giell-er, resonare ; Teut. ghill-en, stridere ; 
Hcb. Vo, gool, exultavit, tripudiavit. Yell, E. has 
the same source. Only we have retained the g, as 
also in Gozd, and Gale, q, v.
GILD, adj. Loud. " A gild laughter, i. e.

loud ;" Rudd., S. B.
From the same origin with the s. 

GILD, adj. 1. Strong, well-grown.
" Ane gild one is apprised [in Orkney] to 15. 

mcalcs, and ane wedder is four meales." Skenc, 
Verb. Sign. vo. Serplailh.

This is a Su.G. phrase. Ihre informs us, that en 
gild oxc is one that is full-grown. A person come 
to maturity, especially if robust, is called en gild 
man; gild, gill, validus, robustus. The same 
writer observes, that the former phrase is used in 
the same sense in Belg. 
2. Great. u A gild rogue, a great wag or rogue j"

Rudd., S. B.
GILD, GILDE, .r* A society or fraternity insti 

tuted for some particular purpose, S.
We meet With a statute in favour of the Mer 

chant Gild so early as the reign of William the) 
Lion.

" The merchants of the realme sail have their 
merchant glide: and sail enjoy and posses the 
samine ; with libertie to buy and sell in all places, 
within the bounds of the liberties of burghis." Stat. 
K. W. c. 35.

For guarding the honour of this fraternity, a Law- 
was made in the Burroughs, perhaps in a later pe 
riod.

" Na Sowter, Litster, nor Flesher, may be bre- 
ther of the merchand glide ; except they sweare that 
they sail not vse their offices with thair awin hand, 
bot onlie be servants vnder them. Burrow Lawes, 
c. 99.

Besides the merchants gild^ there were other so- 
cieties to which the same name was given. These 
were abolished in Berwick, by an act of the mer» 
chant gild, A. 1283.

u That all particular glides and societies halden & 
keiped within our burgh hitherto sail be discharged 
and abrogat. And that all cattell (or moveable gudes) 
awand to them, be law and reason, sail be exhibit, 
and perteine to this gild." Stat. Gild, c. 1. § 2.

Societies known by this designation, were form. 
€d, in various countries of Europe, not only for 
the purposes of trade, but of friendship, of mutual 
defence, and even of religion.

A. S. grid, which primarily signifies tributum, so- 
lutio, from gild-an^ sqlvere, was secondarily used 
in the sense of fraternitas, sodalitium ; ceapmanne- 
gild) the merchant's gild. The name, as applied to 
such societies, had its origin, not only from the con» 
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tribution made by the members ; but, as Spelm. sup 
poses , from their sometimes exacting the wergeld, 
or compensation for the slaughter of one of their 
number. Hence gild-stipe^ fraternitas, and ge» 
gylda, socius, rendered L. B. congildo. The lat 
ter term occurs in the Laws of Ina; u If any 
one shall demand the were (or compensation) for 
one slain, (a stranger who did not cry out), the 
slayer, on making oath that he killed him as a thief, 
no, laes thaes ofslae genan gegyldan, ne his hlaford, 
shall be free of all payment, either to the compa 
nions (S. gild-brether) of the person slain, or to 
his lord". C. 20. Edit. 1568. V. also Leg. Alured. 
c. 27.

In England, fraternities of this kind having be 
come so rich as to have lands and possessions of their 
own, these were taken from them by the first of 
Ed. VI. c. 14., and appropriated to the use of the 
royal exchequer.

Bartholinus gives a particular account of these, 
as subsisting in the North of Europe. u There 
were instituted," he says, " in honour of St Olaf, 
of St Canute King and Martyr, of St Canute the 
General, and of King Eric, who is also denominated 
Saint) convivia, meetings, held according to cer 
tain regulations, they being such fraternities as are 
commonly called Gilds. The statutes of these fra 
ternities, which are still extant among us in MS., 
principally bear on this point, that the slaughter of 
any one of their gild-brothers, congildis suis, should, 
if possible, be avenged by the rest. For the law 
of the Convention of St Canute the General is in 
scribed, and commences in the following manner: 
This is the law, convivii, of the friendly con» 
mention of St Canute of Kincstadt, which ancient 
and wise men instituted, and ordained to be every 
where observed for the benefit of the gild-brothers 
of this convention. If one, who is not a gild-bro 
ther, non gilda, shall have killed congildem, one 
who is, and the gild~brethren be present, they shall 
ally if possible, avenge his death. Conventions of 
this kind were therefore instituted for mutual as 
sistance, and members of such a fraternity agreed, 
for the preservation of concord, that, if necessary, 
they should meet together for reconciling those who
•were at variance." De Causis Contempt. Mortis, 
p. 130--134.

Associations for mutual defence had been formed 
io France, under the same name; gelde, geldon. V, 
Gilde, gildia, Du Cange. Teut. guide, gilde, socie- 
tas contributionum, Kilian; guildionia, Leg. Lon. 
gobard.

Fraternities of a similar kmd had been formed as 
early as the reign of Charlemagne; but, it would 
appear, had been abused as scenes of disorder and 
intemperance. Therefore, A. 789., we find the 
Emperor, prohibiting all such conjurationes, " as 
are made by St Stephen, by us, or by our sons." 
He indeed forbids every mode of swearing in such 
societies. St A nsehn com plains of Lord Henry, who
•was Chamberlain, that in many respects he con 
ducted himself most irregularly, and particularly in 
drinking, so that, in giltfis, in the gild-meetings, 
fce drank with the drunken, and was intoxicated in 
their company. Jab. 2. -ep. 7.

GIL
In these convivial meetings, they not only emptied 

cups in memory of the Saints, but pretended to 
drink in honour of the Saviour. This shocking cus. 
torn must evidently be viewed as a relique of heath 
enish idolatry.

Keysler and Ihre accordingly trace the term to 
that early period of the history of the Goths, when 
the nation met in honour of their false gods, espe 
cially at the winter solstice, every one bringing meat 
and drink for the purpose of mutual entertainment 
at their general convention. The Cimbnic word, 
gildio, was used, as signifying, to defray the ex- 
pences of the compotations. Hence Su.G. julgtlle 
still signifies the feast of Yule. The sacred convi 
vial meetings, according to Keysler, were called Of- 
fergillen, or Off per gilde ; because, as would seem, the 
meat and drink used at these gilds were consecrated 
or offered to their deities. Antiq. Septent. p. 
349. 350. 362. Snorro Sturleson gives a particular 
account of their mode of celebrating these feasts» 
V. SKUL.
GILDEE, s. The name given cm the west

coast, to the Whiting Pout, or Gadus Barbatus,
Linn. V. Statist. Ace. v. 536. 

GYLE-FAT, s. The vat used in brewing, for
fermenting wort, S.
u Gif ane burges —deceis,— his heire sail haue 

———the best leid, with the mask-fatt, ane gyle-fat, 
anebarrell, ane gallon." Burrow Lawes, c. 125. st. 1.

" Perhaps from Dan. gaer, yest," Sibb. But 
there is not the least affinity. It is undoubtedly 
from Belg. gyl, new-boiled beer; Teut. ghijl, chy. 
his, cremor cerevisiae, Kilian. This is probably 
from ghyl-en, bullire, fervere; as the beer has been 
recently boiled, before being put into the gyle-fat; 
or as being still in a state of fermentation.

This is called the gyle, Orkn. Thus they have a 
common phrase, We'll have a tunned cog out of the 
gyle at Christmas, i. e. " an overflowing pot out 
of the vat in which the ale is working.'* 
G1LEYNOUR, GILAINGER, s. i. A cheat, a

deceiver.
" The greedy man and the Gileynour are soon $. 

greed." S. Prov. Kelly, p. 307.
It is thus expressed by Ramsay ; " The greedy 

man and the gislanger are well met;*' p. 66. Kelly 
explains it; 4C The covetous man will be glad of a 
good offer, and the cheat will offer well, designing 
never to pay." 
2. It is certainly the same term which is rendered

* an ill debtor," Gl. Rams.
Proud shaups, dull coofs, and gabbling gowks, 
Gielaingers, and each greedy wight, 
You place them in their proper light.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 134.
It is printed gee langer, Gl. Shirr., as if it signi 

fied give longer time.
$u.G.gil-ia, gy!l~a, to entice, to entangle, to de 

ceive. O. Fr. guill-er, Languedoc ghil-ia, id. 
Su.G. gyllningar, fraudcs. Isl. viel, deception, 
vae/-a, to deceive (whence Ihre deduces the word 
felon) E. wily and guile are evidently allied." V. 
GOLINGER, and GOLINYIE. 
GILLIE, *. " Boy ?" Pink,
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Auld guckis the mundie, scho is a gillie^ 
Scho is a eolt-foill, not a fillie.

5. P. Repr. i, 37.
If this be the sense, allied to IT. gilla, giolla, a 

boy; properly, a servant, a page. But it seems 
rather to mean, a cheat, a deceiver. V. preceding 
word.
GILLIEGAPUS,GiLLiEGAcus. V. GAPUS. 
GILLIEWETFOOT, GILIIWETFIT, GILLIE- 

WHIT, (g hard) s. 1. A worthless fellow, a 
swindler, one who gets into debt and runs off, 
Loth., almost obsolete.

2. It is said to have formerly denoted a running 
footman; also, a bumbailiff, a beagle. 

Men oft by change of station tynes,— 
Like Gilliewetfoots purging states 
By papers thrown in pocks or hats. 
That they might be, when purg'd from dung, 
Secretaries for the Irish tongue.

ColviVs Mock Poem, P. i. p. 83.
As this work is at the same time nonsensical and

obscure, I cannot determine the sense in which the
word is used. It evidently suggests the idea of a
very contemptible person.

It elsewhere occurs as a contemptuous designation 
for the retainers of a Laird or chieftain, who was 
wont to take free quarters on his vassals. V. SORN. 

I suspect that gilliewhitfoot is the true orthogra- 
phy; perhaps from Su.G. gyll-a, Isl. gil-ia, deci- 
pere, andteWfl, actio fervida, huidr-ar pernix fertur, 
or Su.G. hwat, celer, citus, fothwatr, pedibus celer; 
q. a deceiver, who runs quickly off. 
GILLOT, s.

He fipillis lyk ane farsy aver, that flyrit at ane 
gillot. Dunbar, Matt/and Poems, p. 49. 

This is the reading of Edin. edit. 1508, instead of 
gyftat.

Perhaps a lizard, Fr. galeote ; or rather the herb 
Avens or bennet, Fr. get/tot, galliot. 
GILL-WHEEP, GELL-WHEEP, s. " The cheat," 

Gl. Shirr. To get tie gill-wheep, to be jilted, 
S. B. 

Sane [soon] as ane kens a lass gets the gill.
wheep,

Scandal's o'er guid a t^le to fa' asleep. 
Whae'er was thrangest wi* the lass before, 
They lay the blame for common at his door.

Shirrefs' Poems, p. 67.
This may be from the same fountain with E.jilt; 

which Junius properly derives from Isl. gil-ia, amo- 
ribus circumvenire; or from Sa.G. gyll-a, to deceive; 
conjoined with wheep, whip, as denoting something 
sudden and unexpected. V. WHIP. Or, the last 
syllabJe, as expressing that celerity of action which is 
common to sharpers, may be allied to Isl. kuapp-ast, 
repente accidit; also, vagus ferri. 
GYLMIR. V. GIMMER.
GILPY, GILPEY, s. A yo^ng frolicksome fel 

low, " a roguish boy^" Gl. Rams. 
A gtlpy that had seen the faught,

I wat he was nae larig, 
Till he had gather'd seven or aught 

Wild hempies stout and strang.
Ramsay's Poemt, i. 278.

G I M
A. S. gytp-an, to boast, q. a young braggadocio ? 

Gilp, ostentation, boasting, arrogance j Isl.gialf-ra, 
incondite loqui.
GILS5, s. A young salmon. V. GRILSE. 
GlLT,/>ntf. ^. Been, or become guilty.

——Quhat have I gilt to faille
My fredome in this warld and my plesance ?

King's Quair, ii. 7. 
A. S. gylt-an reum facere; gilt, debitum.

QILT, s. Money. S. gelt.
But wishing that I might ride East, 
To trot on foot I soon would tyre; 
My page allow'd me not a beast, 
I wanted gilt to pay the hyre.

Watson's Coll. i. 12. 
Thoucht he had gilt that gat hyr han', 

Na gilt, na gear, ane herte dow wyn.
Jamieson's Popular Ball. ii. 321.

—All our gelt goes up to London town, 
And ne'er a farthing we see coming down.

Pennecuik*s Poems, p. 15.
Rudd., while he derives this from Germ, geld, Teut. 

geldt, id. strangely supposes that these words are 
derived from A. S. E. gold, S. gowd, Belg. gouty 
u the species being put for the genus/' But Germ. 
gelt, money, is merely an oblique use of gelt, pay. 
ment, compensation, this being generally made in 
money; from gelt-en, A. S. gild-an, to pay.
GILTY,«#. Gilded.

All thoucht he be the lampe and hert of heuitr,
Forfeblit wox his lemand^zYty leuin.

Doug. Virgil, 200. 15.
A. S. gild-on, deaurare. While some derive gold 

from Isl. gul, yellow, Skinner prefers gild-an, sol- 
vere, and Wachter Isl. gilde, pretium, as the origin. 
The same word has both meanings in A. S. But it 
is otherwise in Su.G. and Germ. 
GYM, adj. Neat, spruce, S. Johns, mentions

tbis as an old word, but gives no example. 
The payntit powne paysand with plumys gym^ 
Kest vp his tele ane proud plesand quhile rym, 

Doug. Virgil, 402. 1.
Lye mentions C. B. gwymp, pulcher. Gimmy-, 

Sir J. Sinclair says, is^till used iq England. Obeerv. 
p. 102. 
GIMMER, GYLMYR, (g hard) s. 1. A ewe that

is two years old, S. Gelt gimmer* a barren ewe j
lam gimmer, a young sheep, or a ewe lamb of a
year old, A. Bor.
" Giminer, a ewe sheep in its second year, or from 

the first to the second shearing;" Gl. Sibb.
" Than the Jaif of ther fat flokkis fplouk on the 

fellis baytht youis and lammis, kebbis and dailis, 
gylrnyrs and dilmondis, and mony herueist hog." 
Compl. S. p. 103.

The editor has observed that " a Iaij>b is smeared^ 
at the end of -harvest when it is denominated 3, hog; 
whence the phrase, harvest hog: and that after being 
smeared the second time, an ewe-hog is denominated 
a gimmer; and a wedder-hog a dymond." He also 
marJLs the affinity between this word and l&l. gim~ 
bur, id. and lam-gimbur^ a ewe-lamb which is one 
year old.

G. Andr. renders ^Mwflwragnella, v&gimlingr sig-
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nifies a male Iamb of the first year ; Su.G. gymmer, 
girnmer, id. Bklentem vel oviculam denotat, quae 
seiuel peperit; Hire, vo. Gymse. This learned 
writer derives it from gumse a ram, se being merely 
a termination. He expresses his surprise, that Ray 
should have thought that there was any affinity be 
tween this term and E. gammer, the usual compella- 
tion of a woman of the lower order. But Stadenius, 
Explic. Yoc. Biblic. p. 724., has derived gumse, a 
ram, from gumme a man, which is evidently the root 
of E. gammer; and Thre himself has remarked that 
gamme, or gamma, in Goth., anciently signified a 
woman in a general sense. He also admits that gum- 
me was used as a title denoting a leader. Hence per 
haps it may have been transferred to the ram as the 
leader of the ilock. As, however, gamma signified 
a woman, it is perhaps fully as probable that gim- 
mcr was directly formed from this, q. a female be- 
longing to the Ilock.
2. A contemptuous term for a woman, S. 

The lads upon their lasses ca'd, 
To see gin they were dress'd; 

The mim-mou'd gimmers them misca'd; 
Ye're sure they maun be press'd.

R. Galloway*s Poems, p. 90. 
" Ugly gimmer, coarse> ill-favoured woman," Gl» 

Shirr.
She round the ingle wi' her gimmers sits, 
Crammin' their gabbies wij her nicest bits; 
While the gudeman out-by maun fill his crap 
Frae the milk coggie, or the parritch cap.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 4.
Perhaps from gimmer a ewe, or as having the same 

origin with E. gammer. It may, however, be mere 
ly a vitiated pron. of Cummer, q. v. 
GYMMER, (g soft) adj.

In May gois gentlewomen gymmer, 
In gardens grene their grumes to glade.

Scott, Evergreen, ii. 186. st. 3. 
Ramsay expl. this " court and enjoy." But it is 

unquestionably the compar. of gim,gym, neat, trim, 
a ward common to S. and O. E. This Rudd. and 
Sibb. improperly view as the same with Gymp, adj. 
q. v.
To GYMP, (g soft) v. n. " He dare not gymp, 

he dare not stir or talk freely," Rudd. S. B. 
But it denotes more than mere freedom of speech; 
being equivalent to gibe, taunt. 
Rudd., not having observed that various words in 

Su.G. beginning with sk, and in Germ, with sch, are 
in S. written ami pron. with g soft orj, has mention, 
ed this v. without giving a hint as to its origin. It 
is merely Isl. skimp-a, Su.G. skymf-a, skaemt-a, 
Germ, schimpf-en, Belg. schimp-en, to scoff, to 
taunt. This is now generally pron. Jamph, q. v. 
jpYMP, GYMPE, JYMP, s. 1. A witty jest, a 

taunt, SLB. knack, synon*
Tharfw gude freyndis, for ane gympe or ane

bourd, 
I pray you note me not at euery worde.

Doug. Virgil, 5. 19.
2. A quirk, a subtilty. This is one of the senses 

given by Rudd.
O man of law! lat be thy sutelte,

G Y N
With Mvysjympis, and frawdis interkat. 

Henry zone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 120. St. IS. 
This word occurs, with very little variation, in 

most of the Northern languages. Su.G. skynif, lu. 
dibrium ; Germ, schimpj, Bclg. schimp, a jest, a ca 
vil ; that kind of jest that turns out to the reproach 
of the person against whom it is levelled. Isl. skymp, 
sport; also, any jeering discourse. Wachter informs 
us, that schtmpfand ernst are opposed to each other; 
ernst in scktmpf kercn, to turn serious things into 
jest. Belg. schimp-dicht and achimp-schrift, a sa 
tire, a lampoon; schamp-scheut, a dry jest. This 
approaches more nearly to Jamph, q. v. for the deri. 
vation of the Goth, terms as used in this sense.
GYMP, GIMP, JIMP, adj. 1. Slender, slim, de 

licate, small, S.
Thare was also the preist and menstrale sle 
Orpheus of Thrace, in syde rob harpand he,— 
Now vf\i\\ gymp fingers doing stringis smyte. 
And now with subtell euore poyntalis lyte.

Doug. Virgil, 187. 37. 
O than bespak hir dochter deir, 

She was baith^Y/wp and sma: 
O row me in a pair o' sheets,

And tow me ouer the wa.
Adam o' Gordon, Pinkerton''s SeL S. Ballads, i. 48. 

Rudd. renders it " neat, pretty, handsome.'' The 
jast is the only term that has any connexion. But 
it is applicable only to that species of handsomeness 
which implies the idea of delicacy of form. Thus in 
an old song, ladies are said to be jimp and sma. 
Jimp about the waist, is a phrase used to denote an 
elegant and slender shape, S.
2. Short, scanty, too little, in whatever way; as 

to length, breadth, duration, &.c. Jimp measure, 
measure that is under the proper standard, S. 
scrimp, synon. A piece of dress is said to be 
jimp, when it is too short or too narrow. 
The latter seems in fact the primary sense; as the 

word is undoubtedly from Isl. Su.G. skam, vkamt, 
short, skaemma, skaemt-a, to shorten ; in the same 
manner as gymp v. and s. are from skymp-a, skymf, &c« 
GIMPLY, JIMPLF, adv. Scarcely, hardly, S. 
GIN, conj. If, S. A. Bor.

Than with his speir he turned her owr—
O gin her face was wan !— 

He turn'd her our and our again—
O g in her skin was white ! ,, 

Adam o' Gordon, st. 24.25. Pink. SeL Bull. i. 45. 
" Gin is no other than the participle given, gi'en, 

gi'n." Divers. Purl. I. 155.
This hypothesis, however plausible, is liable to 

suspicion on the grounds already mentioned, vo. Gif. 
MoesG.gan,jan, are mentioned as signifying if, Gl. 
Wynt. vo. .And. But I cannot discover on what 
authority.
To GYN, v. n. To be ensnared. 
GYN, GENE, j. 1. An engine for war; pi» 

gynnys.
The gynour than deliuerly
Gert bend the gyn in full gret Tiy ;
And the stane smertly swappyt owt.

Harbour, xvii. 682. MS.
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—Twa galais of gene had he 

For til assege it be the se.
Wyntowri) viii. 33. 77,

Gynnys for crakys^ great guns, artillery. 
He gert engynys, and cranys. ma, 
And purwayit gret fyr alsua; 
Spryngaldis, and schot, on ser ma^eris 
That to defend castell afferis, 
He purwayit in till full gret wane: 
Bot gynnysfor crakys had he nane; 
For in Scotland yeit than but wene 
The wse of thaim had nocht bene sene.

Barbour, xvii. 250. MS.
This was A. 1318, after Berwick was taken from 

the English. The Scots saw them first, in the be 
ginning of the reign of Edw. lit. A. 1327, used by 
the English army at Werdale in the county of Dur 
ham. V. CRAKYS.

Gyn is merely an abbrev. of Fr. engin^ used to de. 
note a military engine: and this from Lat. ingen-ium^ 
which as it primarily signified art, machination, came 
secondarily to denote a warlike engine, as be- 
ing the effect of invention. In this sense it is used 
by Tertullian, de Pallio, c. 1. and commonly by the 
writers of the dark ages.

It seems to have been early abbreriated. Etfaen 
fer ginys en Valencia—per combctttre. Chron. Pet. 
*IV. Reg. Arragon. Lib. 3. c. 23. ap. Du Cange.

Gynnys is used for engines by R. of Glouc. Gyn 
was changed at length to gun. This seems the na 
tural origin of the latter term. Accordingly, Hart, 
in his edit, of Bruce A. 1620, instead of gynnys for 
crakyS) substitutes guns for crackes.

The only circumstance that can give birth to hesi. 
tation as to this etymon- of the modern term is, that 
Goth, gun, Isl. %unne y denote warfare, battle; and 
fttnnar, in Edda, is used for a battering ram, aries 
pugnax; G. Andr. p. 99. Germ, gund, bellum, a 
Francic and Vandalic word, according to Wachter. 
Hence gundfane, Fr. gonfanan, vexillum militare, 
framgund) and fane a standard. Wachter, however, 
deduces gund from A.S.guth, id. although on grounds 
rather doubtful.
2. " The bolt or lock of a door, S." Rudd.
GYN, s. A chasm, a gap.

And thus his spreith he had vnto his in. 
And with ane quhine stane closit has the gyn*

Doug. Virgil^ 248. 25.
Rudd. is at a loss whether to view this as denoting 

the bolt of lock, or the door itself. But it is neither. 
The quhine stane seems to hare been all the door that 
Cacus had. With this he filled up the mouth or 
opening of his cave, previously described as 

Ane grisly den, and ane forworthin gap.
P. 247. 35.

A. S. gin, hiatus, intercapedo, intervallum; IsL 
gina, chasma nubium ; from A. S. gin-an, Isl. gyn- 
a, to gape, to yawn.
To GYN, v. n. To begin ; gynlth^ begins. 

O empti saile! quhare is the wyoci suld blowe 
Me to the port quhare gyneth all my game ?

King's Qitair, i. 17.
I dee for wOf me think thou gynis slepe.

ii. 38. V.
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GYNEN, 3. p. pi.
At thilke tyme ay gynen folk to rcncwe.

King^s Quair, iii. 46» 
GYNNYNG, s. Beginning. 

—Be his sturdy gynnyng 
He gert thame all hawe swylk dredyng, 
That thare wes nane, durst neych hym nere, 
Bot quha be name that called were.

Wyntown, viii. 43. 123. 
GINGE-BRED, s. Gingerbread, S.

u There was of meats, wheat-bread, main-bread, 
and ginge-bread." Pitscottie, p. 146.

This is mentioned as part of the entertainment 
made for James V. by the Earl of Athole in the 
wooden palace which he erected for his Majesty, 
when on a hunting excursion in the Highlands, 
GINKER, s.

Then must the grandson swear and swagger^
And show himself the bravest bragger,
A bon companion and a drinker,
A delicate and dainty ginker.
So is seen on't. These foolish jigs
Hath caus'd his worship sell his rigs.

Watson's Coll. i. 29. 30.
Being connected with jigs, it seems here to signify, 

dancer; Germ, schwinck-en, schwenk-en, celeriter 
movere, circumagere, motitare; schwank, agilis» 
The term, however, may be allied to Jink^ q. v.
GYNKIE, (g hard) s. A term of reproach appli 

ed to a woman; as, She's a worthless Gynkie, Ang. 
A dimin. from Isl. ginn-a decipere, allicere, sedu-

cere; or Belg. ginnek-en, to sneer ?
GYNOUR, s. Engineer, Barb. xvii. 681. V.GYN. 
GIPE, j. A designation for one who is greedy 

or avaritious.
——The twa brethren in the Snipes, 
Wha, though they be but greedy gipes^

Yet being once in Cramond 
Storm-sted, and in gret miserie, 
For very hunger like to die, 
Did give me lodging chearfullie, 

And fed me well with salmond.
Watson*s Coll. i. 61.

IsL gypft) vorax; item> capedo, excipulus. 
GIPSY, s. A woman's cap, or mutch, S. plaited 

on the back of the head, Ang. 
This designation intimates that our great-grand 

mothers borrowed some of their fashions from the 
honourable sisterhood of Gipsies^ as well as theladies 
of the present age.
GIPSEY HERRING, the name given by fishermen 

to the pilchard, S.
" The pilchard—is known among our fishers by 

the name of the gfpsey herring; and in November 
1800 it appeared in considerable numbers in the 
Forth, intermixed with the common herrings." 
Prize Essays, Highland Society of S. ii. 271. 
GIRD, GYRD, s. i. " A hoop," Rudd. a twig 

bent in a circular form,. S. It is also prcm.jrz>r, 
Aberd. girthr G\. Shirr..

Has your wine barrels cast the girds, 
Or is your white bread gone ?.;

Minstrelsy Border, ii, 120«
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The word, in this sense, approaches fleafest to the 

original meaning, A. S. gyrd, virga, Isl. girde, vhnen, 
a rod, a twig. Sw. gere, circulus, vasa vitilia conti- 
nens; Ihre. 
2. A stroke, a blow, S.

The brodyr, that the hand ax bar, 
Swa saw his fadyr Hand thar; 
A gyrd rycht to the King he couth maik, 
And with the ax hym our straik.

Harbour, v. 629. MS. 
Hence to let gird, to strike, to give a blow. 

He leit gird to the grome, with greif that he had, 
And claif throw the can tell of the clene schekle. 

Gawan and GoL iii 23. 
They girnit and leit gird with granis.

Chr. Kirk, st. 13.
It is also used to denote the act of throwing a mis. 

sile weapon.
Than Turnus, smitin full of fellony,
Ane bustuous lance, with grundin hede full kene,
That lang while tasit he in propir tene,
Lcte gird at Pallas.————

Doug. Virgil, 334« 12» Jacit, Virg. 
Verde seems used in the same sense by Chaucer, 

although by Tyrwhitt and others rendered, a rod. 
Btft sore wept she if on of hem were dede 
Or if men smote it with a yerde smert.

Pro*. Cant. T. 149.
Tke term has been understood in the primary 

sense; whereas the secondary is certainly preferable 
in this instance. A smart stroke is a more natural 
idea than a smart rod. It seems doubtful, if we are 
not to view gerden, as used by R. Glouc. in the 
same sense. V. RIG.

It is proper to mention, however, that this etymon 
of the word, as denoting a stroke, is rather opposed 
by the use of Su.G. gerd, giaerd. These terms, 
which properly denote a work or deed, from 
goer-a, anc. giaer-a, facere, (S. gar, ger) also sig 
nify a stroke. An tho at giaerd kortii thera mael- 
lurn; quamvis plagae intercesserint; Dal. Leg. ap. 
Ihre. Fullgaerd, gravior vulneratio. 
To GIRD, <u. a. 1. To strike, to pierce; gene 

rally used with the pron. throw, either. pre 
fixed or affixed.

—This Catillus stalwart schaft of tre ' 
Throw girdis baith his braid schulderis ban is. 

Doug. Virgil, 387. 23. 
Hypanis eik, and Dymas als alsua, 
War by thar fallowis throw gird bayth tua.

Ibid. 53. 21. Confixi a soeiis. 
Gird thrtiw, pierced.

Out throw the scheild platit wyth stele in hy, 
Duschitthedynt, and throw thecorslettis glydis, 
Gird throw the coist persing baith the sydis.

Ibid. 327. 40. 
Girde, O. E. is used in the same sense.

Girde off Gyles head, and let him go no ferther. 
P. Ploughman, Fol. 11. a.

—To thise cherles two he gan to preye 
To slen him, and to girden of his bed.

Chaucer, Mon&es T. v. 14464. 
•«-Through-girt with many a
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—His entrails with a lance through-girded quite. 

TotelVs Collect. Songs and Sonnets, 1559.
Wartorfs Hiyt. E. P iii. 53.

The primary sense is evidently to strike; that of 
piercing being expressed by the aid of a prep. Teut. 
gord-en, signifies, caedere loiis ; from gor J, vincu. 
lum, lorum. Bui gord seems to be merely gheerde, 
virga, a little transformed ; especially as gord-en al 
so signifies to gird. Now, twigs are the first thongs 
or fetters known in*a simple slate of society. In. 
deed, gird, a twig, gives the origin of the v. gird, to 
bind round, in all the forms it has assumed in the 
Goth, languages. For a twig or rod, formed like a 
hoop, would naturally be used as the first girdle. 
To GIRD, v* n. To move with expedition and 

force.
With that come gyrdand, in a lyng, 
Crystall of Seytoun, quhen he swa 
Saw the King sesyt with his fa. 
And to Philip sic rout he laucht,——— 
He gert hym galay disyly.

Barbour, ii. 417. MS. 
u Piercing up," Pink. 

x With that come girdand in greif ane wound grym
Sire.

With stout contenance and sture he stude thame
beforne. Gawan and GoL i. 7.

This is perhaps merely an oblique sense of the
word as signifying to pierce through» I hardly
think that it is allied to Su.G. ger-a, mittere.
To GIRD, 13. n. To drink hard, S. B. 

They hunt about from house to house,— 
Still girding at the barley-juice, 

And oft get drunk. 
Forbes's Dominie Deposed, p. 42. 

This word vulgarly denotes a stedfast adherence 
to any act or course; whether from the idea of gird- 
ing, as used E. or binding fast, seems uncertain. 
GIRD, s. A trick.

Was it not euin be sic ane fenyetgird 
Quhen Paris furth of Phryge the Troy ane hird 
Socht to the ciete Laches in Sparta, 
And thare the douchter of Leda stal awa 
The fare Helene, and to Troy tursit raith ?

Doug. Firgil, 219. 22.
Gird, E. signifies a twitch, a pang; a sarcasm. 

This, I think, may be viewed as a metaph. sense of 
our term as denoting a stroke. When Churchyard 
uses the phrase, u A gird to the flatterers and fau- 
ners of present tyme," it may signify a blow given to 
them. V. Worthiness of Wales, p. 21. col. In the 
same sense it is used by Reginald Scott. a A gird 
at the Pope for his saucinesse in God's matters." 
Discouerie of Witchcraft,-B. xi. c. 12. Marg.

But Seren., under this word, refers to Isl. gaur, 
vdr insolens, gaarun.gr, ludio.

As denoting a trick, it scarcely seems to have any 
connexion with the sense in which the E. word ia 
used. Rudd. thinks that it is " metaph. taken from 
a gird or hoop: whence we say, a souple trick, and 
to go about one, i. e. deceive or beguile." But this 
is very much strained.

It may rather be traced to Su.G. goer-a, facere, 
as signifying incantare. Thus utgiord denotes the
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evil arts of necrotnatitfers ; J Isl. giaerningar^ pl. m£lae
artes, magfa; :
GIRDLE, s. A. circular plate of cast iron, for

toasting cakes over the fire.
There lyes of pat-meal ncrer a peck, 
With water's help which girdles hot bakes, 
And turns to bannocks, and to oaf cakes.

ColviPs Mock Poem, P. II. p. 8.
" From this, it seems probable, the Scotish army 

had little armour. They carried but a small portion 
Of provisions to the field. A little oatmeal was all, 
and a girdle to prepare their cake." Dalyell's Frag 
ments, p. 13.

Sibb. mentions Fr. gredill-er, to scorch, to brail. 
But it properly signifies to curl, crisp, or Crumple 
with heat; Cotgr. With more propriety he refers 
to Su.G. For the shovel, on which bread is put for 
being baked in an oven, is called grissel. This, I&re 
conjectures, had- been originally graedsel, from 
graedd-a to bake; which v. certainly give» the ori 
gin of our girdle. E. grid-iron seems to- acknow 
ledge the same source ; although Junius derived it 
from Fr. grit, q. gril-iron, and Lye from A. S. 
grindle, a rail, from Isl. grind, id. 
GYRE-C ARLING, (g hard) s. 1. " The Queen

of Fairies, the great hag, Hecate, or mother-
witch of the peasants." Gl. CompL S. p. 31$. 

— -The propheceis of Rymour, Beid and Ma-r-

And of many vther plesand history^ 
Of Reid Etin, and the Gyre Carting : 
Comfortand thee, (juhen that I saw the sory 

Lyndsay's W&rkis, 1592. Ep. to Ja. V, p.
——— It is the spreit of Marliog, 

Or sum sche gaist or gyrearling.
Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. Repr*. ii. 1&. 

Leave Bogles y Brownies, Gyre-carlings and( gaists. 
Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 27. 

I question the propriety of the first appellation. 
The Queen of Fairies seems to have had attributes 
of a less terrific kind.

Superstitious females, in Fife, are anxious to spin 
off all the flax that is on their rocks, on the last 
night of the year ; being persuaded that if they left 
any unspun, the Gyre-carlin, or as they also pro- 
nounce the word, the Gy-carlin, would carry it off 
before morning.

The word is pron. Gay-carlin, Border. The 
meaning of the last part of this designation is ob 
vious. V. CARLUST.

The first syllable may be from Isl. Gerra.^eiV, 
Teut. ghier, Belg. gier, a vulture ; which seems to 
be denominated from its voracity : Teut. ghier-en, 
Belg. gier-en, Alem. ger-en, signifying appetere, to 
be earnestly desirous, to covet; and Su.G. gaer-a 
to eat voraciously, whence Gaeri(G. Andr.) Geri, 
(Mallet, ii. 106.) one of the wolves of Odin. The 
other is called Freke or Freki, as the former sup. 
poses, from L&t.ferox; the work allotted to them 
being to consume the bodies of the dead.

Ger, according to Olaus, denotes one who is 
greedy and voracious, as if he were inhabited by 
Geri, the wolf of the god Odin, which, as is feign. 
ed in the Edda, fed its lord with the flesh and blood of 
those who were slain in battle. Lex. Run. vo. Ger,
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To this Teut. ghier-wolf, rendered by Kilian, ly- 

caon, helua, has an evident analogy; and Belg. 
gier+wolf, a ravenous wolf.

Or, Gyre-carlin may be allied ta Geira, the name 
of one of the Valkyriur or Fates of the Gothic na 
tions, whose peculiar province seems to have been 
to decide the fate of battle. They received their 
name, according to G. Andr., from val, slaughter, 
and kior, lots; berng supposed to determine the 
death of men as rt were by lot. But the last part 
of the name Valkyriur is r&ther from Isl. hier-a^ 
Su.G. kor-ct, to dfrtrse; because they were believ 
ed to b-e employed by Odm to setect hi battle those 
who should die, and to make victory incline to 
what side soever he pleased. The three destinies of 
greatest distinction, among the Northern nations, 
were Urd, the past. Verandi, the present^ and 
Sctitde, the future. V. Mallet, i. 103.

It merits observation, that as the Romans had 
three Parcae, Clot ho, Lachesis, and Atropos, there 
Js a considerable analogy. For the first was sup. 
posed to preside over the birth, the second over the 
life, a;nd the third1 over the death of each individual. 
V. Rosin. Antiq. Rom. Lib. 2. c. 15. In this 
manner were the attributes aWd worK of the One 
Supreme disguised and distributed, during the dark 
ness of fieathenism. 
2. A scarecrow, S. B.

u Altho' you had seen- her yourseil you wou'd 
ria hae kent fat to mak o' her, Unless it had been a 
gyr-carlen, or to set her up amon' a cum air bear to 
fley awa' the ruicks." Journal from London, p. 2.

In like manner several other terms, originally de 
noting supernatural beings, are used to signify the 
imitations'of them ; as doolie, bogle, &c. 
GYRE FALCONS, GERFALCONS. This is the

reading of Houlate, ii. 1. MS. where it is Eyre
falcons, Pink. edit.

Gyre Falcons, that gentillie in bewtye abondis, 
War Were Duckis, and digne, to deme as efferd.

1. e. a precious leaders.'*
Germ, geirfalk, id. according to Wachter, is 

comp. of geir a vulture, and/a/Are a falcon; because 
the vulture is the prey of this species of falcon; 
ghier-va/ck, Kilian.
To GIRG, JIRG, v. n. To make a creaking 

noise, S. Girgand, part. pr.
Ne ceis thay not apoun the girgand wanys 
The greit aikis to turs away attanis.

Doug. Virgil, 365. 17. 
Vox ex sono efficta, Rudd. But V. CHIRK. 

GIRKE, s. A stroke, E.jeri.
" Now must he runne into ruine : Let mee giue 

him &girke with my rodde;" Z. Boyd's Last Battell, 
p. 1216.

Lye (Jun. Etym.) derives the E. word from A. S. 
geraecc-an corrigere; Seren. from Isl. hreck-ia pul- 
sare, orjarke pes feriens.
To GIRN, v. n. 1. To grin, S. Girnand, part, 

pr.; dentibus infrendens.
He vnabasit about on euery syde 
Behaldis, girnarid ful of propir tene,

Doug. Virgil^ 345; 10.
2. To be crabbed or peevish, to snarl, S. 

3 R
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What sugar'd words frae wooers lips can fa% 
JSutgirning marriage comes and ends them a*. 

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 128. 
Ye sages tell! was man e'er made 
To dree this hatefu' sluggard trade ? 
Steekit frae Nature's beauties a1 . 
That daily on his presence caj ; 
At hame to girn, and whinge, and pine 
For fav'rite dishes, fav'rite wine.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 106. 
Johnson mentions girn as still used in S. as a 

corr. of grin. This is probable, as the cognate 
terms are most nearly allied to grin ; A. $. grenn. 
ian, Su.G. grin-a, Isl. grein-a, Dan.^rme, Belg. 
grinn-en. Ihre derives the word from grein-a, id. 
videre, because one in the act of grinning draws 
down, the mouth, and separates the lips. In Isl. he 
adds, " the mouth of man, when distorted, and the 
snout of some animals, is denominated graun, Fr. 
groin, S. grunyie."

As used in sense 2. it may however be allied to 
MoesG. gaern-an, desiderare, Isl. girn-ast, concu. 
piscere, whence girnd desire, anger; Verel. A 
child is often said to girn, when it becomes peevish 
from earnest desire of any object, or fretfully im 
portunate, S. But it is favourable to the other ety. 
men, that, as Wachtcr observes, Belg. gryn-en sig* 
nifies to weep, and is especially used with respect to 
children.
GIRN, s. A girn, a distortion of the counte 

nance. 
GYRNING, s. Grinning.

Sic gyrning, granyng; and sa gret 
A noyis, as thai gan othyr beit.

Barbour, xiii. 157. MS. 
GIRN, GYRNE, s. 1. A snare, a grin, S.
" He commandit that na haris be——tane be nettis 

or girnis, becaus haris wer oftymes murdrist be sic 
maner but ony game." Bellend. Cron. B. 5. c. 11. 

" Sanct Paul sais thus;—Thai that will be riche, 
fallis into temptatioun, and in the gyrne of the 
deuil." Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, Fol. 61, b. 
2. A snare of any kind, metaph.

Impos'd on by lang-nebit jugglers,— 
Wha set their gowden girns sae wylie, 
Tho' ne'er sae cautious, they'd beguile ye.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 330. 
Foorth of his girne therefore come out.

Spec. Godly Ball. p. 31.
A. S. giren, girn, gryn, Isl. girne, id. These words 

seem derived from those denoting yarn, or thread, 
this being the substance of which nets and snares are 
made. Although in A. S. thread is called gearn ; yet 
Germ, garn, andTeut.^aerew, equally denote thread, 
and a grin or snare. Su.G. garn, in like manner, 
signifies thread, and a net. Wachter unnaturally de. 
rives garn, thread, from garn a snare.
GIRN, J. An issue by means of a cord, a tent

put into a wound, a seton, Border.
Isl. girne, chorda. This seems radically the same 

with the preceding word.
GIRN ALL, GIRNELL, GRAJNEL, s. l. A 

granary, S. 
* 4 The Bischopis Girndl was keipt the first nicht be
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the laubour of Johne Knox, quho by exhortatiouu 
removed suche as wald violentlie have maid irrup. 
tioun." Knox, p. 145.

Hence girnal-ryver, the robber of a granary, 
Evergreen, ii. 60. st. 25.

" The Queen promised to furnish the men of war 
out of her own girnels, in during the time of the 
siege." Pitscottie, p. 5. V. also Acts Ja. II. 1452. 
c. 38. Murray.

Their sick and old at home do keep the skore, 
And ouer grainels great they take the charge.

Hudson*s Judith, p. 13. 
2. A large chest for holding meal, S.; q. a small

granary.
Sibb. views this as a corr. of granary; rather of 

Fr. grenier, id. 
To GIRNALL, GIRNELL, tf. a. Tto store up in

granaries, S.
" Girnalling of victuallis forbidden." Acts Ja. II. 

1452. c. 38. Tit. Skene.
GIRNIGO, GIRNIGAE, s. A contemptuous de 

signation for a peevish person, S. 
Auld Girnfgae o' Cragend's dead.

Gl. Compl. S. p. 318. V. GIRN, v. 
GIRNOT, s. The gray Gurnard; vulgarly gar»

net) Loth. Trigla triglandus, Linn. 
« Great shoals of various kinds of fish surround 

all the coasts of the parish; such as herring, cod, 
ling, mackarel, codling, seth, girnot, rock .fish, or 
sea-parch, &c." P. Kilfinichen, Argyles. Statist. 
Ace. xiv. 175.
GYRS, s. Grass. V. GERS. 
GIRSILL, s. A .salmon not fully grown ; the

same word written grilse.
" For the multiplicatioun of fische, salmound, gir- 

sillis, and trowtis, &c.—it is auisit," &c. Acts 
Ja. III. 1469. c. 45. Edit. 1566. c. 37, Murray. 
V. GRILSE.
GIRSLE, s. Gristle, S. 
GlRSLIE, adj. Gristly, S.

— Risgirslie nose was crashin 
Wi' thumps that night.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 155. 
GIRT, fret. v. Made, for gert.

" Girt it ground," caused it to take root. Hou- 
late, iii. 20. 
GIRTEN, s. A garter.

Thair girtens wer of gold bestreik ; 
Thair legs were thairwith furneist eik.

Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 12. V. GARTEN. 
GIRTH, GYRTH, GIRTHOL, s. i. Protection; 

in a general sense.
Wallas ratornd, sa sodeynly him saw ; 
Out at a syde full fast till him he yeid ; 
He gat uogyrth for all his burnyst weid, 
With ire him straik on his gorgeat offsteill; 
The trensand blaid to persyt euiry deill 
Throu plaitt and stuff, mycht nocht agayn it 

stand. Wallace, iv. 660. MS. 
i. e. " His armour proved no defence." 

Few men or nain would give him girth.
Penny's Truth's Travels, Pennecuik, p. 85. 

2. A sanctuary, an asylum.
" He sail make securitie to the Schiref^ anent
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that crime, before he pas furth of the immunitie, or 
girth, to the quhilk he did Hie," Stat. Rob. II. c. 9. 

He mysdyd thair gretly but wer, 
That gave n&gyrth to the awter.

Barbour) ii. 44. MS. 
————At the portis or cloister of Juno, 
Than al bot waist, thoch it was girth stude tho 
Phoenix and dure Ulixes, wardanis tway, 
For to obserue and keip the spreith or pray.

Doug. Virgil, 64. 10. Corresponding to 
Junonis asylo in the original.

Skene derives girth from A. S. geard^ Rudd. 
from gird) an inclosure ; Sibb. with more propriety 
from A.S. grith) peace.

Isl. grith) grid is used, in the Edda, in the sense 
of gratia, securitas. Gridastadur exactly corrcs. 
ponds to our girth ; Loca pace coristituta, asylu^ 
Templi et refugii loca; from grid) a truce, a cove 
nant ; induciae, foedus, pax tempori destinata et 
data; and stadt) a place; G. Andr. p. 97. Hofa

jus asyli in tenaplis ; Verel. Ind. 
Su.G. grid) pax, incolumitas. Ihre supposes that 

grid and frid) corresponding to Alem. grith and 
frith) were originally the same word. This appears 
not improbable, as gnwairthi) the MoesG. synonyme, 
assumes a sort of intermediate form; whith, w being 
sunk, would be pronounced as gairthi) or ga being 
thrown away, as vairthi^ fairthi^ or frith) w and/ 
being frequently interchanged. 

It is written grith by Rymer. 
When Edw. III. proposed an invasion of Scot 

land, " all persons," as Lord Hailes observes, 
" who on account of felony had taken refuge in 
sanctuaries, were pardoned by royal proclamation, 
under condition of serving at their own charges, in 
the army of Baliol. They are denominated Grith- 
men) i. e. Girth-men. Foedera, V. 328." Annals, 
ii. 210, 211, N.
3. The privilege ^granted to criminals during 

Christmas, and at certain other times.
u like Lord may tine his court of law, twelfe 

inoneths and ane day. And gif he halds his court 
in time defended of [prohibited by] law, that is to 
witt, fra Yule girth be cried, quhill after the law 
dayes, or within the time of Harvest, or then be 
fore the thrie schireff courts, or mutes." Baron 
Courts, c. 26» This is expl. in the parallel passage, 
Quon. Attach, c. 9. " after the King's peace 
publicklie proclamed—before Yule, or in Har 
vest," &c.

Thus it appears, that from the traditionary vene 
ration paid to this season from time immemorial, 
no criminal during its continuance, might be prose 
cuted or punished.
4. Used metaph., ijti the sense of sanctuary, or 

privilege.
Than suld I worth red for schame, 
And wyn, til succoure me fra blame, 
The Gyrth of excusatyowne, 
Gud will pretendand for resowne.

Wyntown) vii. Prol, 27.
Perhaps girthol) mentioned by Skene, (Verb. 

Sign.) is merely Yule girth inverted,
Su.G. frid,.already mentioned as equivalent to,
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grid) girth, is used in the Laws of Upland in the 
very same connexion as girth) in the passage last 
quoted; to denote a legal protection against appear 
ing in judgment at certain times. The Yule girth 
in Sweden is called Jula^fridher ; that during spring, 
Var-fridher; Ledungs fridher) feriae expeditiouis 
militaris. Another season of the same kind is de 
nominated Disathings fridher) that is, the time of 
the fair of Upsal. This had its name from Disa» 
blot) the great annual sacrifice celebrated at Upsal, 
during heathenism, in honour pf all the goddesses 
worshipped by the Goths ; from Disa, a goddess. 
V. Ihre, vo. Fridy Disa. G. Andr. indeed expl. 
Isl. Dys as corresponding to the Roman goddess 
Ops.
To GYS, v. a. To disguise. V. Gris. 
GYS AR, GYSARD, s. I. A harlequin; a term 

applied to those who disguise themselves about 
the time of the new year, S. gysart.

I saw no gysqrs all this yeir,
Bot— kirkmen cled lyk men of weir ;
That never cummis in the queir;
Lyk ruffians is thair array.

Mattland Poems) p. 298.
Whan gloamin gray comes frae the east, 

Through a' thegysarU venture ;
In sarks an' paper helmets drest.——

Rev. J. NicoFs Poems , i. 29. 
u The exhibitions of gysarts are still known in 

Scotland, being the same with the Christmas mom- 
mery of the English. In Scotland, even till the be 
ginning of this century, maskers were admitted into 
any fashionable family, if the person who introduced' 
them was known, and became answerable for the 
behaviour of his companions. Dancing with the 
maskers ensued." Bannatyne Poems, Note, p. 235. 
2. A person whose looks are disfigured by age, 

or otherwise, S.
46 The third was an auld wizen'd haave-coloured 

carlen, a sad gysard indeed, an' as baul' as ony et- 
tercap." Journal from London, p. 2.

The custom of disguising now remains only among 
boys and girls, some of whom wear masks, and 
others blacken their faces with soot. They go from 
door to door, singing carols that have some relation 
to the season, and asking money, or bread superior 
in quality to that used on ordinary occasions.

One circumstance in the procedure of the Gy- 
sards may appear very odd. It is common, in some 
parts of the country at least, that if admitted into 
any house, one of them who precedes the rest, car 
ries a small besom, and sweeps a ring or space for 
them to dance in. This ceremony is strictly observ 
ed ; and, it has been supposed, is connected with 
the vulgar tradition concerning the light dances of 
the Fairies, one of whom is always represented as 
sweeping the spot appropriated to their festivity.

The custom of appearing disguised at this season 
is of great antiquity. A similar one prevailed in 
many of the cities of Gaul during the times of heath 
enism, and was continued after the establishment of 
Christianity. We accordingly find that it was one 
of the canons enacted by the Council of Auxerre in 
Burgundy, A, 578, that no one should be permitted *
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<m the calends of January, vetula aut cervolo face» 
re. Some have understood these words of sacrific 
ing a calf or deer. But they evidently signify to 
act the calf or buck, i. e. -to counterfeit these ani« 
mals. In a Homily ascribed to the celebrated Au 
gustine, Bishop of Hippo, concerning the calends 
of January, it is said; " What wise man -can be 
lieve that others are in their senses, who acting the 
stag, wish to assume the appearance of wild beasts ? 
Some are clothed in the skins of cattle, others have 
the heads of beasts, rejoicing if they can appear so 
much in a beastly form." An old Penitential pre 
scribed three years penance for those who were 
chargeable with this offence. V. Menage, vo. Biche; 
Du Cange, vo. Cervu/a; Spanhem. Hist. Christ. Sec. 
6. p, 1133.

The singing of carols is also very ancient. The 
heathen Romans observed this custom during the 
Calends of January. Hence it was prohibited in 
some of the early canons of the Church, as a prac 
tice unbecoming Christians. Non obscrvetis dies, 
qui dicuntur Aegyptiaci, aut Calendas Januarii, in 
quibus cantilenae quaedam, et commessationes, et 
ad invicem dona donantur, quasi in principio anni 
boni fati augurio. — Si quis, Calendas Januarii ritu 
Paganorum colere, vel aliquid plus novi facere prop- 
ter annum novum, aut mensas cum lampadibus, vel 
eas in domibns praeparare et per vicos et plateas 
cantores et cboros ducere praesumpserit, anathema 
sit. V. Rosin. Antiq. p. 29.

The Su.G. term lulbock has had a similar origin. 
It is a sport, in which young people, at the time of 
Yule, assume the skin and appearance of a ram, and 
thus run on those who oppose them. The word li 
terally signifies the buck or stag of Yule. " It is 
this," says Ihre, " I believe, that foreign writers 
call cermdiLs, or in cervulum se transformare; as of 
old sports were profanely used during their solem 
nities."

On account of the excess to which the amuse 
ments used during this season were carried, Pacia- 
nus Barcilonensis wrote a book against them, which 
he entitled Cervus or the Buck. This is now lost, 
as Fabricius observes, Biblroth. Latin. Med. Aevi,

This word is not, as has been supposed, an ab- 
breTiation of Fr. disguise. It is from Teut. guyse, 
a scoff, sanna, irrisio ; guyse setten, to make 
mouths, to put on a fool's face, illudere alicui ore 
distorto vel alio qtiovis sannae genere; — naso suspen. 
dereadunco^ Kilianr
ToGYSEN.
GISS ARME, GISSARNE, GITKBRN, s. A hand- 

ax, a bill* ' '• 
64 He quhahes-ies nor four tie schilling land, sail1 

haue ane hand axe (gysctruni) Lat. Ed.) atie bow? 
and arrowes." Stat. Will. c. 23. § 4,

Du Cange thinks that this ought to be read gy- 
sarm.

—In thare hartd withhaldand eirery knycht 
Twa jawillifng speriSj or ihzn git same stauis. 

Doug:. Virgil, 267. 17.
The same word seems la have been corrupted to 

Git hern.
Reft from !* r<tf anis in t&e ba*£an<3j bare thay,
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Baith helmes, hors, scheildis and Tthir gere, 
Swerdis, githernis, and mony stalwart spere.

Ibid. 461. 26.
Ensesque et tela ferentes ; Maffei. 

Fr. guisarme, id. • although guysarme is impro- 
perly rendered, espece de sabre, ou d'epee, Gl. 
Romm. de la Rose. It seems merely a corruption 
of Lat. gesum, by which Du Cange renders it. Gesa, 
a gero, is, genus armorum quod Gallicae dicitur 
Gisarma; Joan, de Janua, ibid. Gesum^ asta, 
[hasta] jaculum ; Isidor.
GITE, j, A gown.

His garmond and his gite ful gay of graie, 
His widret wede fro him the winde out wore. 

Henrysone's Test. Creseide, Chron. S. P. i. 162. 
Chaucer, id.
Perhaps radically the same with weed; Alem. 

giuatt.
GYTE. To gang gite, to act extravagantly, in 

whatever way, whether from anger or joy j to 
act as in a delirium, S. bite, S. B. synon. 
The man's gane gyte I Dear Symon, welcome

here; —
What wad ye, Glaud, with a* this haste and din ? 
Ye never let a body sit to spin.

Ramsay's Poems , ii. 92.
Perhaps from Isl. gaet-ast^ Su.G. goed-as^ lae- 

tari, from gied, the mind, a term sometimes used to 
denote cheerfulness ; gae, gaudium.
GITHERNIS, Doug. Virgil, 461. 20. V.Gls*

SARME.
GYTHORN, j. A guitar.

The croude, and the monycordis, the gythornis
gay.——— Houlate, iii. 10. 

The harpis and the gythornis playis attanis.
Doug. Virgil, 475. 54.

Cithara is the only word used by Maffei, which 
Doug. explains as denoting both harps and gy- 
thornis. The guitar, indeed, is merely a species of 
harp.

Chaucer, giterne; Fr. giterne^ guiterre, evi 
dently formed from cithafa. V. CITHARISTS. 
GITIE, adj. Shining as an agate.

Vpon thair forebrews they did beir— 
Pendants and carcants shining cleir, 
With plumages of gitie sparks.

Watson's Coll. ii. 10. V. GATE, GET. 
GIZZEN, s. Childbed. V. JIZZEN-BED. 
To GIZZEN, v. n. To become dried. V.

GEYZE.
To GLABBER, GLEBBER, ^. », To speak in 

distinctly y as children who have not learned to 
articulate with propriety, S» 
Tent, klapper-en^ klepper-en^ crepitare; A7<?p- 

per-tanden^ crepitare dentibws. Gael, glafaire^ a 
babbler ; Shaw..
GLACK, s, 1» A defile between mountains or 

hills, Perths. Ang. It denotes a more extensive 
hollow than the word Sware.

Whan words he found, their elritch sound
Was like the norlan blast, 

Frae yon deep glack af Catlaps back,
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That skeegs the dark-brown waste*

Minstrelsy Border , iii. 359. 
2. " A ravine in a mountain," Gl. Pop. Ball. 

—The wolf wow'd hideous on the hill, 
Yowlin' fr&eglack to brae.

Jamieson's Pop. Ball. i. 234. 
S. It is sometimes used to signify an opening in a 

wood where the wind comes with force, as 
through a funnel, being confined on both sides, 
Perths.

4. " The part of a tree where a bough branches 
out," Gl. Pop. Ball. It is also explained, 
** the part of the hand between the thumb and 
fingers." Ibid.
The ingenious Editor 'of these Ballads derives ft 

from Gael, glaca^ to lay hold of. This may indeed 
be the origin of the term as used in relation to the 
hand ; but in th« other senses, in the first three at 
least, it is evidently from Gael, glac, a narrow glen, 
glaic, a defile. As denoting the hand, it seems the 
same with the following word.

I am much inclined to think that Su.G. glttgg is ra. 
dically the same, as signifying a hole, an aperture of 
any kind, as in a wall, a hedge, &c. Hire, Wideg. 
Dan. glugge^ a breathing-hole, a vent, a window. 
This G. Andr. derives from Isl. gligg-r, which anci 
ently signified the wind ; hence transferred to an 
opening for the admission of air. Ventus, antiqua- 
turn est, sed hodie retinetur ghtggr, Danice, Vindue^ 
—scilicet, foramina seu fenestrae ubi venti transpi- 
rent^fenestra aperta. Lex. p. 92.

The derivation of window is perfectly analogous ; 
Isl. vindauge, Su.G. vindoega. This is from vind9 
ventus, a,udauge^oega^ primarily, oculus, the eye; in 
a secondary sense, foramen, i. e. an apertuVe for the 
wind. For the principal use of a window^ among 
barbarous nations, is as an airhole for expelling 
the smoke.
GLACK, s. l. A handful, or small portion of 

any things, Ang.
And Nory at it did for blythness fidge, 
Taks frae her pouch a glack of bread and cheese. 
And unto Lindy with a smirtle gees.

Ross^s Helenpre, p. 16.
2. As much grain as a reaper holds in his hand, 

before it be laid down in order to be bound, 
Ang.

3. A snatch, a little food taken hastily, Ang.
Gael. glaic9 a handful, Shaw ; Ir. lan glaice, id. 

Glac^ the hand, Lhuyd. 
To GLACK one*s mitten, to put money into one's

hand, as a gift, or as a bribe, S. B.
u I hae been sae eident writing journals that I 

hae been quite forfoughen wi' them : but [ne'er] 
ane has glacked my mitten for as sair as I hae been 
niddered wi' them." Journal from London, p. 1.

This may be allied to A.S. ge-laecc-an, to lay 
hold of; but rather, I suspect, to the s. last men. 
tioned ; Ir. Gael, glac-am, to take, to receive.
GLAD, GLAID, GLADE, GLID, adj. 1. Smooth, 

easy ia motion. " Spoken of doors, bolts, &c. 
that go smoothly," Rudd.

0. Slippery ; glid ice, S. B, <
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3. It is sometimes metaph, applied, to a person 

who is not to be trusted ; borrowed from the 
idea of what is slippery, S. B. 
A.S. glid) Belg. glad) Su.G. glatt, lubncus;

glatte is, glid ice, S.
GL ADDERIT, part. pa.

—Gor is his tua grym ene gladderit all about, 
,And gorgit lyk twa guttaris that wer with glar 

stoppit.
DunbtfT) Maitland Poems, p. 48. 

u Collected ;" Pink. It may indeed be a deriva 
tive from A.S. ge-lath-ian, congregare. But it 
seems rather allied to Teut. kladder-en, matfulare, to 
bedaub ; or the same with gludderit. V. GLUDDER. 
GLAIK, more commonly pL GLAIKS, s. i. 

The reflection of the rays of light, on the roof 
or wall of a house, or on any other object, from 
a lucid body in motion. Hence, to cast the 
glaiks on one, to make the reflection fall on 
one's eyes, so as to confound and dazzle, S. 
Mr Pink, having defined glaikes, u reflection of 

the sun from a mirror ;" it has been observed, that 
cc in this sense it seems only provincial ;" Gl. Sibb. 
But it is thus used both in the North and West; 
and if I mistake not, generally in S. It seems, in* 
deed, the primary signification.

Greit in the glaiks , gude Maister Gwiliane"
Gowkks; 

Maist imperfyte in poetrie and prose.
Kennedy, Evergreen, ii. 73. St. 32. 

Here it is pretended that Dunbar shone only by 
a false and illusory lustre.
2. A prism, or any thing that produces reflection* 

In one nook stood Lochabrian axes, 
And in another nook thtglaxe is.

Adamsotfs Muses Threnodie, p. 4.
3. A deception, a trick ; in a general sense ; 

used both in sing, and pi. It is especially ap*. 
plied to any person or thing that suddenly 
eludes one's grasp or sight^ S* 

To play the glaiks with one, to gull, to cheat. 
Get I thame, thay sail beir thair paikis. 
I se thay playd with me the glaikkis.

Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. Repr. ii. 156» 
To get the glaik, to be gulled or cheated, S k B. 

Yet routh o' honour he has got,
Even tho' he gets the glaik, 

Fan he's sae crous that he would try 
To be brave Ajax' maik.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 3. 
" Glaik, cheat;» Gl. V. FON. 
This sense would suggest that it is radically the 

same with A. Bor. gleek^ to deceive or beguile. As 
it is used by Shakspeare ; u I can gleek upon occa 
sion ;" Lambe thinks, that it has been improperly 
rendered joke or scoff.
To hunt the glaiks i to pursue any object with per 
petual disappointment.

—Through the country we did come, 
We had far better staid at home. 
We did nothing but hunt the gl&tks ; < 
For after we had got our paiks, n. 
They took us every on?as prizes,
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And condemn'd us in assizes.

ColviPs Mock Poem, p, 55. 
Yet with the glaikis he was owergane, 
And in adulterie he was tane. 

Legend Bp. St Androis, Poems 16th Cent. p. 317.
4. The act of jilting. To gie theglaiks, to jilt one, 

after seeming to give encouragement in love, S. 
I helpit a bonnie lassie on wi' her claiths, 
First wi' her stockins and then wi' her shoon : 
And she gave me ihvg/aiks when a' was done. 

Hurtfs Collection, ii. 230.
5. Used in pi. as a contemptuous appellation for 

a giddy and frivolous person. 
His wyf bad him ga hame, Gib Glaiks.

Chr. Kirk, st. 23. Chron. S. P. ii. 366.
6. A bat; Loth.

The provincial use of this term is evidently bor 
rowed from the unsteady flight of the bird thus de 
nominated, resembling the literal glaiks; in conse 
quence of which those who think to catch it are often 
gulled, when they seem almost certain of their prey. 

The same etymons have occurred to me as to Sibb. 
It may be from A. S. glig^ ludibrium ; or MoesG. 
laik-an, Su.G. lek-a, Isl. /eik-a, to play, to sport. 
As Ulphilas uses bi-laik-an in this sense, the same 
T. might also assume the form of ga-laik-an. It may, 
indeed be merely Teut. glick-en, nifcre, fulgere, ru- 
tilare.
To GLAIK, GLAIKE, v. n. To trifle with; to 

spend time idly or playfully, S. 
Yet and thou glaike, or gagoiun 
The trueth, thou sail come downe.

Spec. Godly Ball. p. 9. 
I wat thair wes ten thousand score 
Of birds and beists maist brude: 

To ken thame, or pen thame, 
My wit it wes to waik ; 
Or yit thair, to sit thair, 
On sick consaits to glaik.

BureVs Pilgr. Watson's Coll. ii. 29. 
GLAIKIT, GLAYKYT, GLAKYT, part. adj. i. Un 

steady, light, giddy, frolicsome, S. 
u The ciuil lauis deifendis & forbiddis al monopo- 

les and conuentions of the comont pepil, be cause the 
maist part of them ar euil condicionet, & ar obedient 
to there apetitis and to there glaykyt affections." 
Compl. S. p. 219.

A Macaronic, proud and glaiktt, 
—A* his life, had, thowless, sneakit 
Thro' clartie streets to ladies' tea-bells.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, ii. 101. 
2. Foolish, rash, inconsiderate.

Quhen Jhon off Lyn saw thaim in armour
brycht,

He lewch, and said thir haltyn words on hycht; 
Yonglakyt Scottis can ws nocht wndyrstandj 
Fulys thai ar, is new cummyn off the land.

Wallace, x. 845. MS. 
Quhattane ane glaikit fule am I, 
To slay myself with melancoly, 
Sen weill I ken I may nocht get hir ?

«r qubat suld be the caus, and quhy, 
o breke my hairt, and nocht the bettir ? 

Scott? Chron. S. P. iii. 170.
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3. It is often applied to young women, when 

light, thoughtless, and giddy ; including at least 
the idea of coquetry, S.

I think sic giglottis ar hot glaikit \ 
Without profite to haue sic pride, 
Harland thair claggit taillis sa syde.

Lyndsay, On syde taillis, 1592. p. 308« 
A spendthrift lass proves ay a glaiket wife, 
And that maks duddie weans and mickle strife. 

Morison's Poems, p. 131. 
GLAIKING, s. Folly ; wantonness. 

Sum takkis our littill autoritie, 
And sum oure mekle, and that is glaiking; 
In taking sould Discretioun be.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 51. st. 1. 
GLAYMORE, s. 1. A two-handed sword.

" We also saw his bow, which hardly any man 
now can bend, and his glaymore, which was wielded 
with both hands, and is of a prodigious size." Bos- 
welPs Journ. p. 255.
2. The common broad-sword, with a basket-hilt, 

now generally receives this name. 
" —The broad-sword now used, though called the 

glaymore (i. e. the great sword) is much smaller than 
that used in Rorie More's time." BoswelPs Journ. 
p. 255.

Gael, claidhamh, a sword, more, great. It is ge 
nerally pron, claymore, S.
GLAIRY-FLAIRY, adj. Gaudy, shewy, S. B.

from the E. v. glare, and its synon.Jlare. 
GLAIRIE-FLAIRIES, s. plur. Gaudy trappings of

little value, and unbecoming in the wearer, Ang.
GLAIZIE, adj. " Glittering, smooth as glass," 

glossy, S.
I've seen thee dappl't, sleek, m&glaizie.

Burns, iii. 141. V. GLEIS.
GLAMER, GLAMOUR, s. The supposed influ 

ence of a charm on the eye, causing it to see 
objects differently from what they really are. 
Hence, to cast glamer o'er one, to cause decep 
tion of sight, S.
This word is used by Dunbar; but I have not 

marked the passage.
And she came tripping down the stair,

And a' her maids before her; 
As soon as they saw her well far'd face, 

They coost the glamer o'er her.
Johnny Faa, Ritson's S. Poems, ii. 176. 

It had much of glamour might 
Could make a ladye seem a knight; 
The cobwebs on a dungeon wall 
Seem tapestry in lordly hall; 
A nut-shell seem a gilded barge, 
A sheeling seem a palace large, 
And youth seem age, and age seem youth— 
All was delusion, nought was truth.

Lay of the Last Minstrel, C. in. 9. 
Here the s. is used as an adj. 
See a very curious N^ote on the subject of Gla 

mour, affixed to this beautiful-Poem, p. 260-262.
The vulgar believed, (and the idea Is not yet univer 

sally exploded) that a four-bladed stalk of clover
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was the most effectual antidote to the influence of 
glamer. To this ridiculous idea Z. Boyd refers in 
the following passage.

" What euer seemeth pleasant into this world vnto 
the natural eye, it is but by juggling of the senses : 
If we haue the grace of God, this grace shall be in- 
deede like as &foure nooked dauer is in the opinion 
of some, viz. a most powerfull meanes against the 
juggling of the sight." Last Battell, i. 68.

This superstition is probably as ancient as the 
time of the Druids. The wild trefoil, at least, as it 
was greatly regarded by them, still has particular 
virtues of a medicinal kind ascribed to it by the 
Highlanders, when it is culled according to the anci 
ent rjtes.

" In the list of plants, must be reckoned the seam- 
rog, or the wild trefoil, in great estimation of old 
with the Druids. It is still considered as an anodyne 
in the diseases of cattle: from this circumstance it 
has derived its name Seimh, in the Gaelic, signifying 
pacifick and soothing. When gathered, it is pluck 
ed by the left hand. The person thus employed, 
must be silent, and never look back till the business 
be finished." P. Kirkmichael, BanfFs. Statist. Ace. 
xii. 453. 454. N.

This is the seamrog or shamrog worn by Irishmen 
in their hats, as Obrien says, u by way of a cross 
on Patrick's day, in memory of this great Saint."

As amber beads are in Loth, called glamer beads, 
it has been supposed that this may point out the ori 
gin of the term in question ; especially as, in an ig. 
norant and credulous age, the electrical power of 
amber would be viewed as the effect of witchcraft. 
It was believed, indeed, that witches generally wore 
amber beads, because of their magical power, and 
for purposes of fascination.

It is, however, a strong objection to this origin, 
that although glamer be a term generally used, with 
respect to enchantment, this pronunciation of the 
word, as denoting amber, is confined to one county, 
and perhaps not general there.

I have sometimes thought, that this word might be 
from Isl. glimbr, splendor. It might seem to con 
firm this idea that, as some Philologists have observ 
ed, the Heb. word tan1:, lahhat, used in Ex. vii. 11. 
to denote the enchantments of the Egyptian sorcer 
ers, signifies secret and close conveyance, or glister 
ing like the flame of a fire or sword, by means of 
which the eyes of men are dazzled.

It may be conjectured, however, that another Isl. 
word has a fairer claim than any of the etymons men 
tioned. Glam skygn signifies, squint-eyed, blear- 
eyed, having a disease in the crystalline humour of 
the eye, wall-eyed. From the definition given of this 
phrase by G. Andr. it seems highly probable th&tglam 
is the origin of our glamer. J^imus, lippus, glaucoma 
seu glaumias in oculis gestans, raaxime autem visu he. 
bes etfascmatis oculis; Lex. p. 91. From the last 
words it would appear that, in Iceland, this disease 
was sometimes considered as the effect of witchcraft 
or enchantment.

With respect to E. wall-eyed, which Johns, de 
rives from wall and eye, without giving any sense of 
wall, it may be observed that the origin is Isl. vagi,

G L A
glaucoma; whence vag/a auga, a cloud in the eye5 
nubes in oculo^ albugo; G. Andr. He refers to 
Gr. #yA«», subalba cicatrix in oculis. 
GLAMOURIT, part. adj. Fascinated, under a de 

ception of vision.
All this and mair maun cum to pass, 
To cleir your glamourit sicht. 

Vision, Evergreen, i. 220. st. 14. V. the s. 
GLAMER, s. Noise, especially that made by 

persons rushing into an apartment. 
It occurs in the account given of the slaughter of 

Rizio.
Concluding thus, on nycht thay did persave

him
At supper tyme, quhair he]was in hir chalmer, 
Than came your King, & sum Lords with ane

glamer,
And reft him from hir, in spyte'of his nois, 
Syne schot him furth, quicklie amang his fois, 
Quha stickit him, withouttin proces moir; 
Bot all this mischief come sensyne thairfor.

Diallog, Honour, Gude Fame, &c. p. 6. 
One might suppose that this word were merely a corr. 

of Lat. clamor, did not several similar terms occur in 
other Northern dialects; as Isl. glamr-a, Su.G. 
glamm-a, strepitum edere. Wapnaglam signifies the 
noise of weapons; Hist. Alex. Magti. ap. Hire. Isl. 
glaumur, noise; Er her miglaumur mikill, multus 
hie strepitus est; u there's mekill glamer here," S. 
Isl. glaumur also denotes joy; as Su.G. glamm-a is 
rendered, not only garrire, but laetari. To this 
corresponds Gael, glam, noise, an outcry, a shout, 
glamm-am to cry out; glamaire, a noisy silly fellow. 
Isl. glamme is beyond a doubt radically the same, 
gerro, subidtis; G. Andr, p. 91. The origin is per 
haps g/ym-ia, clamare, vehementer sonare. 
GLAMROUS», adj. Noisy.

The Byschop Beik was braithly born till erd, 
At the reskcw thar was a glamrous rerd; 
Or he gat wp full feill Sotheroun thai slew.

Wallace, viii. 302. MS.
Editors, not understanding this word, have substi 

tuted that very useful one, felloun ; as in edit. 1648 
and 1673. V. GLAMER, 2.
GLAMMACH, s. 1. A snatch, an eager grasp 

at any thing. It generally denotes an ineffec 
tual effort, Ang. 

2. A mouthful, Ang. Gtam, glammie, S. A.
Gael, glaimm, a large mouthful, a gobbet; glamh- 

am, to catch at greedily ; glamm-am, to eat voraci 
ously, glaimsair, a voracious eater.
To GLAMP, v. n. 1. To grasp ineffectually, S. B. 

But O the skair I got into the pool: 
I thought my heart had couped frae its hool. 
And sae I waken'd glamping here and there. 

Ross'i» Helenore, p. 43.
2. To endeavour to lay hold of any thing beyond 

one's reach, S. B. V
3. To strain one's self to catch at any thing.

Hence glampit, part. pa. sprained; andglamp, a 
sprain, in consequence of reaching too far, or making 
a hasty exertion, Ang.
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This seems to be a frequentative from the v. Glaum ; 

q. v. especially as in sense Lit is synan.
CLAR, GLARE, GLAUR, s. i. Mud, mire, 

slime, S. pron. glaur.
They a chasit thaym throw the watter of Dune; 

quhair moriy of tham ouirset with slik and glar thair- 
of wer slane." Rellend. Cron. B. vi. c. 17, 

— Sliddry glar so from the wallis went, 
That of thare fete war smytin vp on loft.

Doug. Virgil, 326. 27.
Sauflie sche brocht bayth prophetes and man, 
And furth thame set arayde the foule glare.

Ibid. 178. 16. 
———— Geordie — spat out 

The glaur that adown his beard ran.
Rev. J. Nico/'s Poems, ii. 160. V. SHARN. 

Anciently the term seems to have been nearly ap 
propriated to the slime or viscous mud on the banks 
of rivers, lakes, or on the sea-shore. It is now ap 
plied to mud, without necessarily including the idea 
of its being viscous, S. 
2. Any glutinous substance.

u For tua houris lang, baytht my eene greu as fast 
to gyddir as thai hed bene gleuit vitht glar or vitht 
gleu." Compl. S. p. 105.

This in Gi. is rendered " mud, mire." But from 
the effect, and also the connexion with glue, the 
term seems used in a more definite and restricted 
sense, as denoting glutinous matter; like Fr. la 
glaire dfune oeuf, the white of an egg. A. S.g/aere, 
succinum, u G/at/re, as glayre (i. e. the white) of an 
egge;" Somner. Glair is used in the same sense, S. 

Fr. glaire also in a general sense denotes a slimy 
soil. This, I suspect, may be radically from Su.G. 
ler, Dan. leer, Isl. leir, lutum, coenum, withge pre 
fixed, q. ge-leir. The word, however, has by some 
been deduced from Gael. gaur. 
GLASCHAVE, adj.

— With gredy mynd, and glaschaue gane; 
Mell hedit lyk ane mortar-stane.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 111. 
This probably signifies, a voracious mouth, as cor 

responding to a greedy mind; Su.G. glupsk, vorax; 
Sw. glufs-a, Isl. gleyp-a^ voro, deglutio. If this be 
not (he sense, it may be designed to convey a coarse 
idea, according to the general strain of this poem; 
from Fr. glassouer, a jakes.
GLASH1E, adj.

Her wav'ring hair disparpling flew apart 
In seemly shed : the rest with reckless art 
With many 3, curling ring decor'd her face, 
And gaue her gfashie browes a greater grace.

Hudson's Judith, p. 55. 
GLASSOCK, s. The name of a fish, Sutherl.

u In summer, glassocks, or Says, are got in great 
plenty." P. Edderachyls, Statist. Ace. vi. 290. 

The Say. is undoubtedly the Seath or Coal-fish.
Perhaps from grey, as expressing its co 
lour. In C. B. it is called Ghivetlyn glas ; Penn. 
Zool. III. 348. G&e\. glaisain is expl. by Shaw, a 
sort of fish. Both in the West Highlands and in 
Caithness. Seaths are called Gray Fi*h, q. v. 
To GLASTER^ v. n. " To bark, to bawl," 

Rudd. GL Shirr, glaistcr.

OLE
Sum glasteris, and thay gang at al for gate woll: 

Sum spendis on the auld vse, 
Sum makis ane tume ruse.

Doug. Virgil, 238. b. 1*
The meaning of this obseure line may be; u Some 

brag much, if they have made the slightest exertion; 
although to as little purpose, as he who should travel 
in quest of goat-wool."

I consider the word as here signifying to boast; 
first because the sense seems to require it, as the ac 
tion described is voluntary. It is also most conso- 
naut to what follows, sum makis ane, tume ruse, i. e«. 
they boast where they have no reason. Besides, this 
is perfectly analogous to the sense of the s. Glaste- 
rer, q. v.

This is probably from Fr. glast-ir, to bark, to 
yelp; especially as the Fr. word seems deducible 
from Su.G. glqfs-a, which not only signifies to bark, 
but to speak foolishly, inconsiderate loqui; glaepp- 
a, id. glappe, .nugator, glopska^ stultitia. 
GLASTERER, s. A boaster, a braggart.

u The Papists plead their cause at some times by 
objecting of ignorance to the Reformed kirkes. 
But I have never heard it of any of our adversaries- 
against us, except of some vain glasterers, who think 
themselves learned, because tht-ir dwelling hath 
marched a long time with bookes and learning : and 
know not their own ignorance, because they paine 
not themselves to read and consider difficulties." 
Course of Conformitie, p. 150. 
To GLAUM, v. n. To grasp at a thing. It 

most generally denotes a feeble and ineffectual 
attempt; as that of an infant who begins to 
grasp at objects ; or of one groping from blind 
ness, or in the dark, Ang. A. Bor. goam, to 
grasp or clasp.

My heart for fear gae sough for sough, 
To hear the thuds, and see the cluds 
O' clans frae woods, in tartan duds, 

Wh&g/aum'd at kingdoms three, man.
Burns, iv. 362.

This seems nearly allied to Su.G. glims, in the 
phrase, taga i glims, used in a signification nearly 
equivalent, errare in capiendo, frustrari, q. to let a 
glam at a thing, S.

Isl. gams is used in the same sense, frustratio; ad 
snapa gams, frustra male haber^; G. Andr. To 
this A. Bor. goam seems more nearly allied ; as also to 
giaeme, hio, pateo, include, capio; G. Andr. p. 88. 
There may, however, be some affinity between Su.G. 
glims, S.glaam, and IsLglyme, luctor, glymte, lucti- 
tor ; as, in struggling, persons stretch out their hands 
somewhat in the same manner, as when groping in 
the dark. V. GLAMP, v.
GLAUM, s. A grasp at an object, especially- 

one that is ineffectual, Ang. V. the v. 
GLE, GLEW, s. i. Properly game, sport; being 

the same with E. glee, and used in the same 
sense, S.

For reiling thair micht na man rest. 
For garray, and for glew.

Peblis to the Play, st. 2.
2. Metaph. amd proverbially applied to matters of 

great importance, as, the fate of battle.
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Thomas Randell off gret renowne, 
And Adam alsua offGordoun,, 
— Thocht in to the Forest to ly ? — 
And with trawatll, and stalwart fycht, 
Chace Dowglas out off the countre. 
Bot othyr wayis then yeid the gle.

Barbour, ix. 701. MS. 
Thai thoucht that all that thai fand thar 
Suld dey, but ransoun, euirilkane : 
Bot wthyr wavis the gle is gane.

Ibid. xv. 176. MS.
The Kyng said, " As the glew is gane, 
Better than thow I mycht it do.",

Ibid. vi. 658. MS.
A. S. gle, glie, gleo, gliw, id. Jt is not improba 

ble, that the root is I&l. gli-a, Fris. gli-an, splende. 
re, to shine; as light is both the cause and the em- 
bleui of joy. Ihre? however, views A. S. gle, gau- 
dium, as radically allied to Su.G. le, Isl. hlacg-a, 
hlae-a, lilej-a, Gr. ysA^, ridere, to laugh. V. next 
word.
GLE-MEN, s.fl. Minstrels. The words are used 

as synon.
Na menstrallis play it to thaym but dowt, 
For gle-men thair wer haldin out.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 30. 
A. S. glig-man, gli-man, a musician ; also, an ac 

tor, a mimic ; from gleo, gli, glig, music, minstrel 
sy, and man» Isl. glyare, scurro, ludio, from g lyr, 
gly, cachinnus.
GLEAM. * 4 Gane gleam, taken fire, gone in a 

gleam or blaze," S. B.
In spite o' Ajax muckle targe,

The barks had a' gane gleam ; 
If ither fouk had na been there, 

He'd been sent roasten hame. 
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 27. 

Perhaps rather q. gan gleam, begun to gleam. 
GLED, s. The kite, falco milvus, Linn.

As this name is used in E. glead, I mention it mere 
ly to observe, that in S. it is very generally known 
by the designation, the greedy g led.

A. S. glide, glida, Su.G. glada. Rudd. adopts
the idea of Somner, ad Gloss. Lips, that the name is
from glid-an, to glide, " because he glides easily
through the air with very little motion of his wrings."
To GLEEK, if. n. " To gibe, or sneer." Sir

J. Sinclair's Observ. p. 85. A. Bor. id. V.
GLAIK, s.

GLEG, adj. l , Quick of perception, by means 
of any one of the senses, S. 
Gleg of the ee, sharp. sighted, S. 
In this sense Isl. gfauggr is used, Edda Saemund. 

rendered, perspicax, lynceus ; acer visu, G. Andr. 
The gods tho' look on mortal men

Wi' eyn baith just and gleg. 
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 8. Hence, 

Gleg-eyed, sharp-sighted, S.
Yet gleg-eyed friends throw the disguise 
Receiv'd it as a dainty prize.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 70. 
earing, quick in hearin 

he unlatit woman the licht man will lait,
Gleg of the lug, or of hearing, quick in hearing, S. 

Th
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Wyth prik youkand ecrls, as the awsk gteg*

Fordun, Scotichr. ii. 376. V. LAIT, v. 
Beilenden use» it as applicable to the senses in ge 

neral.
u Thir mussillis ar sa doyn gleg of twiche and 

heryng, that howbeit the yoce be neuir sa small that 
is maid on the bra besyde thaym, or the stane be 
neuir sa small that is cassin in the watter, thay douk 
haistelieand gangis to the ground." Descr. Alb. c. 12.
2. Sharp, keen ; applied to edged tools ; as, a gleg 

razor, a gleg needle, S.
————Death snaps the thread 

Wi' his gleg shears.
Rev. J. Nicol's Poemsj i. 107.

3. Clever, quick in motion, expeditious, S, 
I may as wecl bid Arthur's Scat 
To Berwick-Law make gleg retreat.—

Fergasson's Poems, ii. 104. 
Forbye, he'll shape you aff fu' gleg 
The cut of Adam's philibeg.

Burns, iii. 349. 
Here the adj. is used as an adv.

4. Attentive, S.
—The lad vih&gleggest waits upon it, 
Receives the bubble in his bonnet.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 330.
Isl.glogg-r, perspectus, considerans. This word 

is also rendered attentus. MoesG. glaggwuba, dili- 
genter, accurate; Luk. i. 3. xv. 8.
5. Smooth, slippery, glib; gleg ice, ice that is 

very smooth, because it facilitates the motion of 
any body, S. The term opposed is tauchie.

6. Transferred to the mind ; acute, clever, quick 
of apprehension, S.

There was a sage calPd Albumasor, 
Whase wit was gleg as ony razor.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 528. 
I need na tell you how you sud behave, 
But a' unto your glegger wisdom leave.

Ross's Helenore, p. 41. 
For he's a man weel vers'd in a' the laws, 
Kens baith their outs an* ins, their cracks and

flaws;
An' ay right gleg, whan things are out o' joint. 
At settlin' o' a nice or kittle point.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 5.
7. Eagerj keen; conjoined with the idea of avarice. 

Wha creeps beneath a load of care, 
When interest points he's gleg and garc, 
And will at naithing stop or stand, 
That reeks him out a helping hand.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 441.
The Isl. term appears to have been primarily ap. 

plied to vision; as the v. glogg-va, videre, is formed 
from it; and its root seems to be Su.G. Dan.^/o, 
attentis oculis videre. Sibb. by mistake views this 
word as a provincial corr. of glad, glid, smooth. I 
have met with no vestige of this word in A. S., O. E. 
or Provinc. E.
GLEGLY, adv. 1. Expeditiously, S. 

Some fock, like bees, fu' glegly rin, 
To bikes bang'd fu' o' strife and din.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 105. 
3 S
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2. Attentively, S.

To this auld Colin glegly 'gan to hark.
Ross's Helenore, p. 126. 

GLEG, s. A gad-fly. V. CLEG. 
To GLEY, GLYE, v. n. l. To squint to look, 

obliquely, S. Gly, Lincolns.; gty, glee, A. 
Bor.; skellie, synon. 

2. Metaph. to overlook.
« There's a time to glye^ and a time to look even;" 

S. Prov. There is a time when a man must over, 
look things, which at another time he would take 
notice of," Kelly, p. 339. Hence, 
GLEY, s. A squint look, S. skelly, synon. 
GLEY'D, GLEID, GLYD, part. pa. 1. Squint- 

eyed, S.
Amang Sotheroun full besyly he past;— 
Spyand full fast, quhar his awaili suld be; 
And couth weyll luk and wynk with the ta e. 
Sum scornyt him, sum gleid carll cald him thar. 

Wallace> vi. 466. MS.—i. 211. 
Ritson has gleed, S. Songs.
u Saw you that, and shot not at it, and you so 

gly*d'a gunner ?" S. Prov. " A reprimand to med. 
dling boys, that take up things that they have no- 
thing to do with." Kelly, p. 294.

Skinner derives gly, without any congruity, from 
A. S. glow-an, Belg. gloy-en, ignescere, .candescere. 
Our word, according to Sibb., is u perhaps from 
Teut. gloeren, limis oculis aspicere, quasi glo-ey'd." 
But it is certainly more nearly allied to Isl. gioe^ 
glocdt) Hppio, lippe prospecto, to be sand-blind, pur 
blind ; glyn, lippitudo oculorum. This seems the ori 
gin of Teut. gloer-en. As glent to shine, in a secon 
dary sense signifies, to squint; gley might be viewed as 
radically from ls\.gli-a splendere. For gley ing seems 
primarily to denote the act of looking askance, q. 
darting a, glance of the eye on any object obliquely. 
2. Oblique, not direct; used in a general sense. 

That wa?s gleyd, tbat wall,stands obliquely, S. 
In this sense it might seem allied to Isl. at standa 

gleid, distensis stare cruribus; glid-na, distorqueri. 
A. Bor. glea, a-glea, signifies, crooked. 
To GLEDGE, v. n. To look asquint suddenly,

Fife.
GLEID, GLEDE, s. 1. A burning coal, S. 

—With eighen hoiked full holle, 
That gloed as tliegledes.

Al glowed as a giede, the goste there ho glides. 
Sir Gawan and Sir GaL i. 9. 10. 

Thare standis ane yle, wyth reky stanys as
gledis, 

Vpstreking hie betuix the coist Sicille.
Doug. Virgil, 257. 5. 

Fumantibus ardua saxis, Virg. 
This is evidently the primary sense; A. S. gled, 

Teut. Su.G.gloed, Germ, glut, pruna. C. B. ^fo, 
id. from Su.G. Isl. glo-a, splendere, scintillare; 
A. S. glozc-an, 'Teut.gloyen, gloed-en, ignescere, can 
descere. 
2. A strong or fright fire.

Allace, scho said, in warld that I was wrocht! 
Gift0 all this payne on my self mycht be brocht! 
I haiff seruit to be brynt in a glcid'

Wallace, iv. 751. MS.

G L E
All Duram toun thai brynt wp in a gleid.

Ibid. viii. 515. MS. 
This sense is retained, S. B.

Ye ken right well, fan Hector try'd
Thir barks to burn and scowder,— 

—I, like birky, stood the brunt, 
And slocken'd out that gleed.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 2.
3. Fire, in general.

—Furth sche sprent as spark of glede and fyre; 
With spedy fute so swiftly rinnis sche.

Doug. Virgil, 390. 29.
Here glede seems synon. vriihfyre. It is used in 

the same sense by Chaucer.
He sent hire pinnes, methe and spiced ale. 
And wafres piping hot out of the glede.

Millere's T. v. 3379.
4. u A temporary blaze, such as is made with 

brush-wood, opposed to a constant regular 
fire." LordHailes, Note, p. 283. S. Barai. 
Poems.

5. A small fire.
Thy awin fyre, freind, thocht it be bot &gZe£d) 
It wannis weill, and is worth gold to the.

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems , p. 128. 
" The word is still common in this sense;" Chron.

5. P. i. 114. N.
6. A mass of burning metal.

Sum of the trouch apoun the s perk 1 and gledis 
The bissancl watteris strinklis and ouer spredis. 
Doug. Virgil, 258. 20. Stridentia aera, Virg.

7. A hot ember. There's nae gleid, S. the fire is 
quite gone out.

8. " A spark of fire," Gl. Sibb. 
In this sense it is used in O. E.

Al wickednes in the world, that man mai work
or think, 

Is no more to the merey of God, than in the sea
a glied.

Omnis iniquitas quantum ad misericordiam Deiy 
est quasi scintilla, in medio maris. 
P. Ploughman, Fol. 25. a. Chaucer3 id. 

'Fouregledes have we, which I shal devise, 
Avaunting, lying, anger, and covetise. 
These four sparkes longen unto elde.

Rcves Pr. \. 3880.
On gleid occurs, but whether as signifying, in the 

flame, q. in gleid; or glittering, seems doubtful. 
The allusion is to swords.

Gaudifeir, and Galiot, in glcmand steil weidisr 
As glavis glowand on gleid, grymly thai ride.

Gawan aitd GoL ii. 20. 
GLEYD, CLYDE, s. An old horse, S. B.

•—Ane crukitgleyd fell our ane huch.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 159. st. 6. 

i. e. a horse that was lamed by falling over a precipice.. 
Fan his peer glyde was sac mischiev'd,. 

He'd neither ca' nor drive, ' 
The lyart lad, wi' years sair dwang'd, 

The traitor theef did leave.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect: , p. 8. 

Sibb. derives this from A. S. gilte, castratus. But 
if we suppose the denomination to, be given from the 
quality, it may be allied to Su.G. IsL glat-a, perde.
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re; if on a more general ground, to Isl. 
equus gradarius. 
GLEIS, s. Splendour.

Thir goddesses arrayt in this fine ways,— 
Afore this prince feli down upon thair kneis,— 
Quhair he rejoyced in his heavenly gleis*

Vertuc and Vycc^ Evergreen, i. 36. st. 10 
Isl.gliS) nitor. Germ, gleiss-en, fulgere. A. Bor. 

glish, «c o glitter or. shine.
To GLEIT, GLETT, v. n. 1. To shine, to 

glitter.
Sum cumpanyis, with speris, lance and targe, 
Walkis wachand in rewis and narow stretis, 
Arrayitbattallis, withdrawio swerdis that gletis. 

Doug. Virgil, 50. 18. 
Yit I now deny now, 
That all is gold that gleits.

Cherrie and Side, st. 92. 
Or Phebus' bemes did glcit aganes the West^ 
I rais, and saw the feildis fair and gay.

Maitland Poems, p. 260.
2. It is used rnetaph. to denote the polish given to 

language.
Yone are the folks that comfortis euerie spreit,
Be fine delitc and dite angelicall,
Gausand gros leid all of maist gudncss gleit.

Police of Honour , ii. 8.
i. e. " making rude language to shine with the 

greatest polish."
Teut.glocd-en, ignescere, candescere; Isl. gloed-a, 

prunas succendere, whence glitt-a, fulgere. Su.G. 
glatt) splendidus. This is evidently from the same 
fountain with Glcid, s. 
GLE-MEN, j./>/. Minstrel. V. GLE. 
GLENDER-GANE, adj. A term applied to 

one who is in a declining state of health, in bad 
circumstances as to his worldly affairs, or who 
has fallen into immoral habits. In a similar 
sense glender-gear is used; Perths. Loth. 
The idea is probably borrowed from glanders, S. 

mortersheen, a disease of horses which is generally 
considered as incurable.
GLENGORE, GLENGOUR, GRANDGORE, s. 

Lues Venerea.
-So mony glengour markis

Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 42. st. 4. 

Ci That all manner of persons, being within the 
freedom of this burgh, who are infected with the said 
contagious plague called the Grandgore, devoid, rid 
and pass furth of this town, and compeir upon the 
sands of Leith, at 10 hours before noon, and there shall 
have and find boats ready —— to have them to the inch 
(Island of Inchkeith), and there to remain till God 
provide for their health." Order of Priv. Council, 
A. 1497. Arnot's Edinburgh, p. 260. 

Als John Makrery, the kingis fule, 
Gat doubill garments agane the Yule: 
Yit in his maist triumphand gloir 
For his rewaird gat the grandgoir.

Lyndsay's Warhis, 1592. p. 268, 269. 
It seems doubtful which of these is the proper form 

of the word. According to Arnot, it had the name 
parce qu' elle ce prenoitaux plusgorgias.
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But as Fr. gorre denotes this disease; also, the small 
pox; it may be supposed that the epithet grand had 
been prefixed for the sake of distinction. The term, 
however, might originally have been an equivoque. 
For, as gorre also signifies pomp, gorgeousness, it 
has given birth to the phrase, Fcmmes a la grand 
gorre, " huffing or flaunting wenches ;" Cotgr.

If gleifgore be the original form ; it may be, as 
Sibb. conjectures, q. glandgorc. It would appear 
that this disgraceful disease was sometimes simply 
called Gor in former times.

Sum deis in hydropesie, 
And vtheris strange infirmiteis, 
Quhairin mony ane thousand deis : 
Quhilk humane nature dois abhor, 
As in the Gut, Graueli and Gor.

Lyndvay's Warkis, 1592. p. 147. 
To GLENT, GLINT, v. n. 1. To glance, to 

gleam, S.
Phoebus well pleas'd, shines from the blueserene^ 
Glcnts on the stream, and gilds the chequered green* 

llamsatfs Poems, i. 126. 
O'er lang frae thee the Muse has been, 
Sae frisky on the Simmer's green, 
Whan flowers and gowans wont to glent 
In bonny blinks upo' the bent,

Fergussotfs Poems , ii. 92» 
The rising sun owre Galston muirs,

Wi' glorious light w&sglintm; 
The hares were hirplin down the furs, 

The laverocks they were chantin.
Burns^ iii. 28./

2. To pass suddenly; applied to a gleam of light, a 
a flash of lightning, or any thing that resembles it, S. 

Ae fire-flaught darted through the rain,
Whare a' was mirk before, 

And glinted o'er the raging main.—
Minstrelsy Border, iii. 338. 

How slow ye move, ye heavy hours,
The joyless day how dreary : 

It was na sae, ye glinted by, 
When I was wi' my dearie.

Burns^ iv. 178.
It signifies, glided, in an O. E. Poem, Harl. MS, 

In at the gape he glent , 
By the medyll he was hent. 

The Pryorys, Jamiesorfs Popular Ball. i. 261. 
" To glent, to start aside;" Clav. Yorks. Dial.

3. To peep out, as a flower from the bud, S. 
Cauld blew the bitter-biting north 
Upon thy early, humble, birth; 
Yet cheerfully thou glinted forth

' Amid the storm, 
Scarce rear'd above the parent earth 

Thy tender form.
Burns, iii, 202.

4. To squint. " denting, squinting," Gl. Shirr. 
" leering," Gl. Sibb.; to look askew, A. Bor. 

———Then he brought his right leg foremost, 
As he had been to make a sore thrust; 
Glinting and squinting with his eyes.

Cleland's Poems^ p. 97. 
It may, however, signify, looking askance. 

GLENT, GLINT, s. i. A glance, a glimpse, a 
3 S 2
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transient view, S. / got but a gKnt of him, 
I had only a transient view of him, S.

—Where was an opening near the hou5 
Throw whilk he saw & glent of light.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 523.
2. A flash ; as a glint of lightning, S.
3. A moment; used as filing gliffin, S. In a 

glent, QIC glint, in a moment, immediately.
—By my guess I strove to set them right; 
Syne in a glent they were out of my sight.

Ross's Helenore, p. 94. 
The bonny bairn they in the hurry tint; 
Our fouks came up and fand her in a glent.

^ Ibid, p 127.
The most natural origin is Teut. giants, splendor, 

fulgor, jubar; giants-en, splendere, fulgere. It 
must be acknowledged, however, that in sense 1. it 
has a great resemblance to Su.G. glaent, glint; doer- 
en staa paa glaent, the door is a jar; from Isl. 
glen-a,glent-a, pandere, divaricare; G. Andr. p. 92. 
To GLEUIN, v. n. To glow.

—————Haboundit smokkis dirk, 
With huge sope of reik and flambis myrk, 
So that the caue did gleuin of the hete.

Doug. Virgil, 250. b. 14. V. GLIFFIN, v. 
To GLEW, v. a. To make merry.

Thy tresour have thai falsly fra the tane;— 
For think, Thai never cum the for to glew.

King Hart, ii. 18. A. S. gleow-ian, jocari. 
GLEW, s. Sport. V. GLE. 
GLIB-GABBET, adj. Having a glib tongue, S.

—An' th&tg/ib-gabbet Highland Baron, 
The laird o* Graham.

Burns, iii. 22.
GLID, adj. Slippery. V. GLAD. 
To GLIFF, GLOFF, GLUFF, v. n. To be seized 

with sudden fear. It seems to be more gene- 
rally used impers. It glift him, Loth. Border, 
gluft, id. Caith.

That dolefu' day, in whilk the lift
Sent down sic show'rs of snaw and drift,
To smuir his sheep—he was sae glift,

He raft wi' speed
To save their lives—ah ! dreadfu' shift, 

It was his dead.
Berwickshire Poems, p. 11.

<c I'm seer you wou'd hae laughin sair, gin ye had 
seen how the auld hag gloffed fan she fell down after 
I gat out ouer her." Journal from London, p. 4, 5. 
2. To take fright, to be seized with a panic, S. B. 

As she was riding on a windle-strae, 
The carling gloff'd and cry'd out, Will-awae. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 64. 
Oglift, O. E. must be viewed as radically the same.

•————The Londreis wer in speyr, 
Him for thar kyng vplift, his name was kald

Edgar. 
For William thei wer oglift, £ said, " That we

ne dar. 
" For slayn is kyng Harald, & in lond may

non be 
" Bot of William haldfor homage & feaute."

R. Brunne, p. 72. 
Teut. glipp-en, fugitare, transfugere clanculum.
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Or shall we view it as allied \Q B«Ig. gluyp.en, to 
sneak, tosnudge; ortaourgloppe, as this denotes the 
falling of the countenance, iji consequence of fear 
or sorrow. But V. GLIFFIN, 
GLIFF, GLOFF, GLUFF, s. i. A panic, a sudden

fear, Loth, gliff, id. A. Bor.
" There came never sic a gliff to a daw's heart;" 

S. Prov. Ramsay, p. 72. Gloff, Kelly, p. 337, 338^
2. a The shock, felt in plunging into water j" GL 

Ross. S. B.
Flaught-bred into the pool mysell I keest, 
Weening to keep his head aboon at least: 
But e'er I wist, I clean was at the float, 
I sanna tell yow, what a gloff [ got,

Ross's Helenore, p. 42.
3. Glow, uneasy sensation of heat, producing

faintishness, Ang. Germ, glutb, id. 
GLIFF, s. A glimpse, a transient view, S. 

Gliffe, a sudden sight of any thing by chance ^ 
Clav. Yorks. Dial. Chesh. id. V.. following- 
word.

To GLIFFIN, v. n» To open the eyes at intervals^ 
in awaking from a disturbed sleep or slumber. 

The King then wynkyt a litill wey ;' 
And slepyt nocht full encrely; 
Bot gliffnyt up oft sodanly. 
For he had dreid off thai thre men? . 
That at the tothyr fyr war then.

Barbour, vii. 184. MS.
Instead of glissnyt, Pink. edit. It is gliffnyt also 

in edit. 1620.
This may be allied to Teut. gluyp-en, iusidiari, 

observare. But it seems more probable that this 
word, as well as gliff, v. and s. as all conveying the 
idea of something sudden or transitory, are derived 
from some Goth. v. signifying to shine, as Su.G.^/o, 
anc. gli~a ; especially as gleuin, which is nearly al 
lied, signifies to glow.

Asglijfin is equivalent to glance, it is to be ob 
served that most of the terms which respect the mo- 
tion of the eyes seem borrowed from the action of 
light. Thus blink, to wink, is from Dan. blink-er, 
which signifies both to wink and to shine. We may 
observe this analogy in Glimmer, Glent, Gliss, Glisk, 
Glisnyt, and perhaps in Gley, q. v. 
GLIFT. V. GLIFF, v.
GLIM, s. An ineffectual attempt to lay hold o£ 

an object, Aberd.
—Ane, like you, o' skilly ec. 
May mojiy glim and snapper see, 

Yet spare your blame.
Shirrefs' Poems, p. 336.

Glim is also used as an adj. signifying blind, 
Aberd. Hence, glim-glam, blind man's buff, from 
glim and glam, to grasp at an object.

Glim may be allied to Isl. glam^ visu hebes. V. 
GLAUM, ». 
* To GLIMMER, v. n. To blink, to wink, to

look unsteadily, S.
GLIMMER, s. A smooth shining lamellar 

stone, Mica of mineralogists, Loth.; in some 
parts of S. called Sheeps siller. 

GLISK, s. A transient view,, a glance, S. synon. 
glint.
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Joost then, he to the barn-door drew 

An' got aglisk o' Willie.
Rev. J. Nicotfs Poems, i. 157. 

Isl. gliS) nitor • or it may be a deriv. from gliss^ v. 
GLISNYT, GLISINT, fret. Blinked with the 

eyes, like one newly awakened from sleep; 
synon. glimmered.

Affrayit I glisnit of slepe, and sterte on fete^ 
Doug. Virgil, 49. 11.

The Quene is walknit with ane felloun fray, 
Up glisnit) and beheld sche wes betray'd.

King Hart, i. 48.
Glissnyt occurs Barbourvii. 184., rendered glanced 

by Mr Pink. But it is gliffnyt in MS. V. Glif- 
fm, v.

This is radically the same with E. glisten^ A. S. 
glisn-ian, coruscare. V. GLEIS. 
To GL1SS, v. n. To cast a glance with the eyes. 

He glissed up with his eighen, that grey wer 
and grete.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 2. 
This is merely an oblique sense of Gleis, q, v. 
Glyste up, O. E., although not expl. by Ritson, 

^must be understood in this sense.
Sche glyste up wyth the hedeows store, 
A sorowfull wakenyng had sche thore.

Le Bone Florence, Ritson's E. M. R. iii. 70. 
GLISTER, s. Lustre, glitter.

u The glister of the profeit, that was jugeit Iicirof 
to have insewit to Scottis men, at the first sicht 
blindit mony menis eyis." Knor, p. 110.

Su.G.glistra, scintilla, 'feut.glmster, i&.glinster- 
en, glister-en, scintillare, fulgere. Although glister 
be used in E. as a v., I have not observed that it oc 
curs as a s.
GLIT, s. 1. Tough phlegm, that especially 

which gathers in the stomach when it is foul, S. 
2. A slimy substance in the beds of rivers, S.

This is nearly allied to E. gleet, improperly deriv 
ed by Johns, from A. S. glidan, to glide. Both 
words certainly have a common origin; Isl. glut, 
glact-a, humor, liquor; Landnam. Gl. p. 414. Hu 
mor vel vapor perlucidus; G. Andr. p. 91. This 
he derives from glaer, glaett, vitreus. Perhaps Lat. 
glis, glitiS) humus tenax, is from the same origin.
GLOAMIN, GLOMING, s. Fall of evening, twi 

light, S^ gloming, A. Bor. This is some 
times called the edge of the e'enning, S. B. 

The glowing comes, the day is spent. 
The sun goes out of sight, 
And painted is the Occident 
With purpour sanguine bright.

A. Hume, Chron. S» P. iii. 390, 
A. S. glommung* glomung, id. 
In A. S. this word was applied to the dawn as well 

as to the twilight; morgen-giommung, crepusculum 
inatutinum, acfen-glommuiig, crepusculum vesper, 
tinum. Wachter, mentioning the A. S. word, views 
it as derived from 'Yeut.glimm-en, to glimmer, to shine 
faintly. As Germ glum signifies turbid, he thinks 
that there has been a transition from the idea of ob 
scurity to that of muddiness, because of the natural 
resemblance. 
GLOAMJN-SHOT, s. A twilight interview, S.

G L O
*•' I once more roved out yesterday for SL

shot at the muses; when the muse that presides o'er
the shores of Nith, or rather niy old inspiring dearest
nymph, Coila, whispered ine the following." Burns's
Works, iv. N° 36.

The idea seems borrowed from one taking a stolen
shot at game in the dusk of the evening, when less in
danger of being detected.
To CLOCK, v. a. To gulp, to swallow any li 

quid in large draughts ; as including the idea of 
the sound made by the throat, Ang. wacht, 
synon. 
This seems radically the same with Teut. klock-en^

sonitum reddere, qualem angusti oris vasculum solct;
Su.G. klunk-a, Dan. glunk-a. According to this
analogy, our dunk must be a cognate to glock.
Gael. glug) the motion and noise of water confined
in a vessel; Shaw.
GLOCK, s. A gulp, Ang. wacht, synon.
GLOFF, s. A sudden fright, S. V. GLIFF.
GLOG, adj. Slow;. used ini:omposidon, as glog~ 

rinnin water, a river or stream that runs slowly,, 
a dead and dark body of water, Perths. 
Perhaps q. ghe-lugg^ from Fris. luggh-en^ ignave

et segniter agere. Gael, glog, however, is expl. a
soft lump, and gliogar^ slowness; Shaw. The latter
is perhaps radically the same with Isl. kioek^ klauk^
mollis, non firmus ; Verel.
GLOY, s. Straw. " In the North of Scotland 

they stripe off the withered blades from the 
straw, and this they call gloy, with which they 
thatch houses or make ropes ;" Rudd. 

—————The chymmis calendare, 
Quhais ruffis laithly ful rouch thekit war 
Wyth stra or gloy by Romulus the wycht.

Doug. Virgil, 267. 3. Culmus, Virg. 
Fr. glut/) straw ; Fland. Holl. gluye, gheluye^ fas-

cis stramentorum, strajnen arundinaceum. I suspect.
that Teut. klye, kleye^ Su.G. kli^ Franc, cliuva. Germ.
kley^ Mew, furfur, bran, are radically the same with
gloy. Hence,
To GLOY, v. a. To give grain a rough thrash 

ing, Loth.; now almost obsolete.
GLOIS, s. A blaze. V. GLOSE.
To GLOIT, v. n. l. To work with the hands in 

something liqufd, miry, or viscous, Ang.
2. To do any thing in a dirty and aukward man 

ner, Ang.
This word has evidently been borrowed from fish 

ers. We find it used in a more primitive sense, in
Sw. gloet-a efterjiskar, to grope for fish ; gloet-a
cfter aal, turbare aquam, to brogue for eels; Seren-
vo. Grope^ Brogue. V. GLUDDER.
GLOITTRY. V. GLUDDERIE.
GLONDERS, s. pi. In tie glonders, in a state of 

ill-humour, to be pouting, to have a frowning 
look. I am informed that the phrase is some 
times used in this sense, Loth. 
" The Quein, with quhome the said Erie [Both.

well] was than in iheglonders, promeisit favours in
all his lawfnll suitis to wemen, gif he wald deliver the
said Mr George [Wischeart] to be keipit ia the
castell of Edinburghe." Knox^ p. 50.
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This is the word used in both MSS. Lond. edit, 

p. 55. glunders.
I have observed no similar word, unless we should 

suppose this to be a corr. of Isl. glamoegder, qui 
aspectu est terribilis ; Verel.
To GLOPPE, GLOPFEN, v. n. Perhaps to pout, 

to let the countenance fall, as when one is 
about to cry or weep.

Hit yaulcs, hit yamers, with waymyng wete. 
And seid, with siking sare, 
u I ban the body me bare! 
u Alas now kindeles my care! 
u \gloppe, and I grete." 
Then gloppcnet, an.') grete, Gaynour the gay. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 7. 8. 
He folowed in on the freke, with a fresch fare, 
Thorgh blason, and brene, that burneshed were

bright,
With a burlich brande, thorgh him he bare : 
The bronde \vas blody, that burneshed was

bright.
Then g/oppencd that gay : 
Hit was no ferly, in fay.——— 
He stroke of the stede-hede, strcite there he stode. 
The faire folc fondred, and fel to the grouude. 
Gawayn gloppened in hert. 
Of he were hasty and smert. 
Out of his sterops he stcrt.

Idid.ii. 15. 16.
Gloppen is overlooked in Gl. Gloppe is mention, 

tioned interrogatively, sot ? Here it is unquestion 
ably a v. We find a variety of terms of the same 
form and signification in other Northern languages ; 
Germ, glup-en, oculos vultumque demittere ; gluper, 
qui neminem erecto vultu adspicere audct; Wachter. 
Isl. glupn-ast, vultum demittere; gliup-ur, tristis 
vel vultu nubilo, Verel.; glttpn-a, contristari, dole- 
re, ad lacrymas.bibulas cflundeudum movcri; glupn- 
a vul, in lacrymas solvi; G. Andr. p. 92. 93. Per 
haps Belg. gluyp-eri) to sneak, to snudge, has the 
•*ame origin. The radical term may be Su.G. glup^ 
faux, as in the form of the countenance denoted by 
this word, the chops appear fallen.

But as A. Bor. gloppen signifies, to startle; glopp'nt, 
frightened, Lancash.; and gloppen, surprise, West, 
morel.; glopp and gloppen may be equivalent to 
GLITF, GLOFF, q, v. This seems the most natural 
sense in last extract. 
GLORE, s. Glory. Fr. gloire, id.

Thou haldis court ouer christall heuinnis clere, 
With angellis, sanctis, and heuenlye spretis sere, 
That but ceissing thy glore and louyngis syngis. 

Doug. Virgil, Pro/. 311. 40. 
To GLORE, v. n. To glory.

Quhy glore ye in your awin vnthriftines ?
~ Doug. Virgil^ Prol. 96. 37. From the s. 

To GLORG, v. n. To work in some dirty
business, Ang. 

GLORG, s. A nasty mass or compound of any
kind, Ang<

GLORGIE, adj. Glorgit, part. pa. Bedaubed, 
in consequence of being engaged in dirty work, 
or travelling in a miry road, Ang. 

CLOSE. GLOIS, j. l. A blaze, S,
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2. The act of warming one's self at a quick fire, S. 

Till supuertyme then may ye chois, 
Unto your garden to rcpois 
Or merelie to lak ane gZois.

Philot. Pink. S. P. R. iii. p. 12. 
Germ, giauz, Jsl. glosse, ttainma; gloss-ar, corus- 

cat. Tfris G. Aiuir. derives from Gr. yAav£a, splen» 
deo. But it is evidently of Goth, origin, either from 
g/o-a, id. or fr^in lios^ lux, lumen, whence lyse, luc- 
eo, with g prefixed.
To CLOSE, GLOZE, v. n. To blaze, to gleam. 

The fire is said to \*e.glozin9 when it has a bright 
flame.
Germ, glauz-en, to shine. V. the s. 

GLOSS, s.
The hardnyt horss fast on the gret ost raid; 
The rerd at rayss quhen sperys in sondyr 
Duschyt in gloss, dewyt with speris dynt. 
Fra forgyt s toy II the fyr flew out but stynt.

Wallace, x. 284. MS.
This passage has been much altered in editions, be 

cause of its obscurity ; as in edit. 1648, and 1673. 
The ricrd then rose when speares in sunder

glade:
Dusched in cJrosse dunted with speares dint, 

In edit. 1753, it is changed to glass. 
The meaning of gloss must be left undetermined, 

unless we view it as the same word now pron. Glush, 
q. v. It may be read glosch, as the contraction used 
in MS. frequently occurs for sch.

The meaning may thus be; u The noise that was 
raised, when spears were broken into shivers, blended 
with that of the stroke of spears, deaved or stunned 
the ear." 
GLOTTEN, s. A thaw, S. A.

Su.G. glopp, pluvia copiosa nive mixta? 
To GLOUM, GLOOM, v. n. To frown, to lock 

sour, to knit the brows, S.
u Sche gloumed both at the Messinger, and at the 

requeist, and scarselie wald give a gude word, or 
blyth countenance to any that sche kriesv earnest 
favorars of the Erie of Murray." Kuox's Hist, 
p. 321.

To be glum, Lincolns. frontem contrahere, to 
frown, Skinner; gloom, A. Bor. id. 

1 This seems only a secondary sense of the O. E. u. 
used by Spenser, and also by S. writers, as denoting 
the obscurity of the sky.

u Storms are likely to arise in that flat air of Eng». 
land, which long has been glooming, that all the skill 
of the Archbishop's brain will have much ado to calm, 
before a thunderbolt break on his own pate." Bail, 
lie's Lett. i. 91.

Lye and Johns, rather oddly refer to A. S. glo- 
mung, crepusculum. A more natural cognate is 
Germ, glum, turbidus; to this corresponds Su.G. 
glaurnmig, qui faciem subluridam habet. 
GLOUM, GLOWME, GLOOM, s. A frown. 

But sick a gloom on ae brow-head, 
Grant I ne'er see agane.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 16.
u Nowe God's glowmes, like Boanerges, sonnes 

of thunder, armed with fierie furie, make heart and 
soule to melt." Z. Bovd's Last Battell, p. 4.
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This occurs in O. E. For Palsgraue mentions 

" glumme^ a sower loke;" Fol. 36. b. Gloming 
also signifies " sulky, gloomy looks;" Gammer 
Gurton's Needle. V. Notes, Dodsley's Coll. XII. 378. 
To GLOUR, GLOWR, v. n. To look intensely or 

watchfully, to stare ; S. Gloar, Westmorel. id. 
He girnt, he glourt, he gapt as he war weid. 

Dunbar^ Maitland Poems, p. 77. 
He glowris evin as he war agast, 

Or fleid for ane gaist.
Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 28. V. HABOUND. 

Belg. glimr-en, to peep, to peer. Teut. gluyer- 
cri) to look asquint. This sense is retained in E. 
gloar. Isl. glor-a, lippe prospicere. The common, 
origin is Su.G.^/o, attentis oculis videre. 
GLOUR, s. A broad stare, S.

What shall I say of our three brigadeers,
But that they are incapable of fears,
Of strength prodigious, and of looks so fro.

ward,
That every glour they gave would fright a 

coward ?
Pennecuitfs Poems, 1715. p. 22. 

To GLOUT, v. n. " To pout 5" Sir J. John 
Sinclair's Observ. p. 85.

This seems S.B. Canitbecorr. from GLOPPE? q. v. 
GLU, s. A glove, S. B. Gluw, Wynt. 

—Hawand thare-on of gold a crowne, 
Audgluzvys dn hys handis twa.

Wyntotzn, vii. 8. 443.
Goth, gloa, Isl. glofe, anc. klofe, id. This G. 

Andr. derives from klyfwa, to cleave, because of the 
division of the fingers. 
To GLUDDER, (pron.^^r) v. n.

Thir syllie freyrs with wyfis weil can gludder; 
And tell thame talcs, and halie mtnnis lyvis. 
Richt wounder weil thai pleisit all the wyvis. 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 66. 
This Mr Pink, renders, to chat. But the sense 

in which it is now used, is to do any dirty work, or 
any work in a dirty manner; S.B. V. GLOIT. 
Here it seems to signify, to carry on in a facetious, 
but low and cajoling, stile. I cannot think that it 
has any affinity to Isl. glott^ species sarcasmi, glotle^ 
subrideo ; Ol. Lex. Run.
GLUDDEPvY, GLOITTRY, adj. That kind of work 

is thus denominated, which is not only wet, but 
unctuous or slippery to the touch. Thus the 
work of tanning kather would receive this de 
signation, S. B.
Alem. glidir, lubricum, Schilter. A. S. glid. 

To GLUFF, v. n. V. GLIFF. 
GLUGGERY, adj. Flabby, flaccid ; applied to

young and soft animal food, as veal, Ang. 
To GLUNSH, -y. n. To look sour, to pout, S. 

But when ane's of his merit conscious, 
He's in the wrang, when pratsM, ih&tglunshes.

Ramsay''s Poems , ii. 361. 
Does ony great man glandi an' gloom ? 
Speak out, an' never fash your thumb.

nurns^ iii. 20.
This may have the same origin with gloum / if 

not allied to Isl. glenska^ caviilatio.

G N A
GLUNSH, s. A frown, a look expressing displea 

sure or prohibition, S. 
May gravels round his blather wrench, 
Wha twists his gruntle wi' uglunch 

O' sour disdain !
Burns) iii. 17. V. GRUNTLE. 

GLUNSCHOCH, s. A sour fellow, one who has a 
morose look.

———Glowrand, gapeand fule, thou art begyld \ 
Thou art but Glunschoch with the giltit hipps, 
That for thy lounrie mony a leisch has fyld. 

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 53. st. 7.
To GLUNT, if. n. To emit sparks, Ang,

brundy synon. V. GLENT. 
GLUPE, s. A great chasm or cavern, Caithn.

u Near the top of the rock, and on that which 
faces the Orkneys, there is a vast gulph or cavern 
(called by the neighbouring inhabitants, the Glupe) 
stretching all around perpendicularly down, till its 
dusky bottom comes on a level with the sea, with 
whose waves it holds communication, by an open, 
ing at the base of the intervening rock." P. Canis- 
bay, Statist. Ace. viii. 150. V. also p. 165.

This may be merely a corruption of E. gulf, Tent. 
golpe^ vortex, vorago. It seems, however, nearly 
allied to Isl. gliuf-r, fluminum inter montium et 
rupium confragosa et praecipitia decursus, vel ipse 
hiatus, per quern precipitantur flumina ; Verel. Ind.
GLUSH, s. Any thing in the state of a pulp ; 

particularly applied to snow, when beginning 
to melt, S. 

GLUTTRE', s. Gluttony.
In their brawnys sone slaid the sleuthfull sleip. 
Throuch full gluttrc in swariF swappyt likr

swyn ; 
Thar chyftayne than was gret Bachus off wyn.

Wallace^ vii. 350. MS.
To GNAP, v. n. To chirp as a grashopper. 

The greshoppers amangis the vergers gnappit. 
Police of Honour , Pro/, st. 5. 

Teut. hiapp-cn, crepitare ; Su.G. gny^ susurrus^ 
Germ, kny, mutire.
To GNAP, v. a. To eat, S. B. V. GNYP. 
GNAP, s. A bite, a mouthful, S. B.

I was sent ty them with their small disjune : 
And when I saw their piece was but a gnap^ 
Thought with mysell of mending their mishap»

Ross's Helenare^ p. 69. 
GNAPING, part.pr.

She pleads a promise, and 'tis ver}^ true ; 
But he had naithing but a jamphing view : 
But she \ngnaping earnest taks it a'.

Ross^s Helcnvre, p. 90.
The term is perhaps used metaph.,, from the eager. 

ness of a hungry person in eating. 
To GNAP, v. n. " To attempt 5" Gl. Shirr, 

S.B.
But keep me frae your travel'd birds,
Wha——— only ken to gnap at words.

And that P stands for pye.
Shirref^ Poems, p. 293.

GNARR,J. A hard knot in wood, S. Chaucer, id, 
Teut. knorre^ tuber, nodus. Wachter views this



G N E
as formed from knoll, tuber, by a change common
with the Germans, of / into r.
To GNAT, v. a. 1. To gnaw, Ang.
2. To gnash, to grind the teeth, Ang.

This, notwithstanding the difference of termina 
tion, may be from the same root with the other 
Northern terms used in the same sense ; A.S.gnag- 
an, Su.G. gnag-a, Isl. nag-a, Alem. chneg-an, 
Belg. gnagh-en, knugh-en, Germ, nag-en. Isl./tvzof- 
cty however, signifies to pluck, vellico, G. Andr. 
andgnoed-er is nearly allied to the word in sense 2, 
Strider, pret. gnadde. 
GNAT, s. A bite, a snap, Ang. 
GNIB, adj. Ready, quick, clever in motion or 

action, S. B. synon. glib*
Says ?igiiib elf; As an auld carl was sitting 
Among his bags, and loosing ilka knitting. 
To air his rousty coin, I loot a claught, 
And took a hundred dollars at a fraught.

Ross's Helenorc, p. 64. V. RAUGHT, s. 
An' wi' mischief he was sac gnib

To get his ill intent, 
He howk'd the goud which he himsell 
Had yerded in his tent.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 7. 
It is often used in a similar sense T to denote too 

much dexterity in laying hold of the property of 
another, E. liglitfingered.

Su.G. knappe corresponds in signification, citus, 
velox. Hence knapphaendig, qui manu promtus 
cst; knapp-a, tcnacem esse \ Dan. knibe, arete te- 
ncre, sive prehendere.
To GNIDGE, v. a. 1. To press, to squeeze, 

S. One is said to gnidge another, when he 
presses him down with his knees, S. B. 

An' Aeacus my gutcher was, 
Wha now in hell sits .jidge, 

Whare a fun-stane does Sisyphus 
Down to the yerd sair gnidge.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 4. 
Fun-stane, whin.stone. V. QUHIN. 
This seems to be a very ancient word. Sibb. de. 

rives it from E. knead. But although this may be 
from the same root, there are many other terms 
more nearly allied : Su.G. knog-a, to strive with 
fists and knees; Isl. hnos-a, knos-a, to thrust, to 
push ; Teut. knuds-en^ to beat, to knock ; Belg. 
knittsch-en, id. Isl. hny-a, kny-a, trudere. 
2. To gnudge off*, to rub off, to peel by rubbing, 

S. B.
With beetles we're set to the drubbing o't, 
And thenfrae our fingers to gnidge aff the hide, 
With the wearisome wark of the rubbing o't. 

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 135. 
Sw. gnid-a to rub ; Seren. gnugga, id. Wideg. 

V. KNUSE.
GNEIGIE, adj. Sharp-witted, Moray, 

Auld far ran and gneigie was he, ay, 
As travelt folk are wont to be.

Jameson's Popul. Ball. i. 302. 
Apparently the same with KNACKY, q. v. 

To GNYP, GNIP, GNAP, v. a. i. To crop, to 
gnaw. 

Here first I saw, apoun the plesand grene,

G o A
Ane fatail takin, four hors quhite as 
Gnyppa?id greissis the large feildis on raw.

Doug. Virgil, 86, 30* 
Hir fcirs steidstmle stamping reddy ellis, 
Gnyppand the fomy goldin bit ginghng.

Ibid. 104. 27.
Rudd. derives this from A.S. gnt/pp-an stridere. 

But there is no such word ; it is gnyrr-an. Sibb. 
refers to Teut. knabbel-en, morsitare, frendere. But 
it is more nearly allied to knapp-en, mandere, Germ. 
kneiff-en, kneipp-en, vellere, vellicare ; Isl. knyp-a9 
vellere, secare ; Su.G. knaepp-a, frangere.

Hence probably E. nip, as applied to the action of 
the teeth in browsing.
2. To eat, S. B. Hence, says Rudd. " Gnipper 

and gnapper, i.e. every bit of it, or bit after 
bit;" S. B. Rudd. V. GNIJTER.

3. It occurs, as would seem, in the sense of S. 
knap, a term used to denote the affectation of 
speaking with a high accent.

But keep me frae your travell'd birds., 
Wha never ance dree'd Fortune's dirds, 
And only ken to gnap at words.

Shirrcfs' Poems, p. 293. " attempt," Gl. 
GNIPPER FOR GNOPPER, an alliterative 

phrase used to express the sound made by a 
miln in grinding grain. 

They cowit him then into ths hopper, 
And brook his banes gnipper for gnopper. 
Allan o' Mautj Jamieson's Pop. Ball. ii. 237. 

Su.G. knaepp-a^ Bclg. knapp-en, to knap, to 
crack ; or, from Gnyp, v. V. sense 2.
GOADLOUP, s. The gantelope, " a military 

punishment, in which the criminal, running 
between the ranks, receives a lash from,each 
man."
u Because I refused, they threatened in their 

anger, that whosoever gave me a drink of water 
should get the goadloup." Wodrow's Hist. I. Ap 
pend, p. 102.

Johns, refers to Belg. gantelope. But I can find 
no such word. The orthography of the S. word di 
rects us to the etymon. Both it and the E. term 
seem corrupted from Sw. gatulopp, gatlopp, which 
Ihre derives from gata, a street, a way, also used to 
denote a double rank of men, who, a space being 
left in the middle, form a sort of hedge and loep-a 
to run, because the person condemned has to run 
between them. Fr. haie, a hedge, is also used for 
a double row of soldiers. V. Diet. Trev.

The gantelope is in Germ, called spiss-rute, 
from spiss a company of soldiers, or spits-en pun- 
gere, and rute a rod.
GO AN, s. A wooden dish for meat; Loth. 

On whomelt tubs lay twa lang dails, 
On them stood mony a goan.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 267.
Apparently the same with A. Bor. gun, a flaggon 

for ale; gawn, goan, Chesh. a gallon, by contr. of 
the latter term ; Ray. This perhaps is the true ori 
gin of S. gantree, A. Bor. gaun-tree, a beer-stand. 
GO A RE, jf. A hurt, a wound. 
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GOD
c * A man hath a goare in his legge : which legge, 

all-he-it, in an hudge degree festered; yet walketh 
and mooveth," &c. Forbes's Eubulus, p. 152.

Evidently formed from the E. v. to gore, the ori 
gin of which is uncertain. 
GOAT, s, A narrow cavern or inlet, into which

the sea enters, Ang.
Isl. gioota, caverna terrae, sen cisterna sine aquis; 

G. Andr. p. 89., I know not, if gat, foramen, from 
gata, perforare, be allied. V. GOT.
GOAT-CHAFFER, s. The Cerambyx aedilis, 

Linn.
" Capricornus, the Goat-chaffer, Sibb. Scot, p.- 31. 

To GOAVE, v. n. V. GOIF.' 
GOB, s. The mouth.

And quhair thair gobbis wer ungeird, 
Thay gat upon the gam mis.

Chr. Kirk, st, 20.
i. e. their mouths being defenceless ; an allusion 

to those who being armed with warlike geir, or with 
a helmet defending the whole head, are in the heat of 
action deprived of that part which protects the face. 
2. The stomach, S. gebbie*

This word occurs Maitland Poems, p. 333. V. 
GAB, GEBBIE.
GOB1GH, s. A name apparently given by cor- 

ruption, to the goby.
66 I cannot here omit mentioning an uncommon 

kind of fish called gobich, that made its appearance 
on this coast about 3 years ago ; they darted to 
the shore with the greatest violence, so that the peo 
ple took them alive in large quantities. The body 
of this fish was long, and its head resembled that of 
a serpent \ its weight never exceeded 3 or 4 ounces.' 1 
P. Kilmuir, W. Ross, Statist. Ace. xii. 270.

From the description it might seem to be the Pipe 
fish misnamed. 
GOGKMIN, GQKMAN, s. A centinel.

u They had a constant ceiitinel on the top of their 
houses, called Gockmin, or in the E. tongue. Cock- 
man, who is obliged to watch day and night, and at 
the approach of any body, to ask. Who comes 
there?" Martin's West. Isl. p. 103. V. also p. 91. 

It is written Golcrnan, more properly ; P. Harris 
(Island) Statist. Ace. x. 37.

This name has most probably been left by the 
Norwegian possessors of these isles. Cockman is 
merely a corruption of Gokman.

It is perhaps allied to Germ, guck-en, Su.G. kox- 
a, Isl. giaeg-ast, intentis oculis videre, S. to keek, 
q. speculator ; although adopted into Gael. For 
Shaw renders gochdman " a watchman." 
GODBAIRNE, s. Godchild, the child for 

whom a person stands sponsor in baptism ; ac 
cording to the ritual of the church of Rome, 
retained in this instance by some Protestant 
churches.

Bot quhat sail be my Godbairne gift ?
Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 111.

i. e. the gift conferred by the sponsor. A. S. god- 
beam Sw. gud-barn, puer lustricus. V. GOSSOP.
To GOGGE, v. a. To blind, to blindfold. 

" Glad was he to gogge the worlds eyes with th«

G O I
distinctions : of vsurie he made a byting & a tooth* 
lesse ; lyes he diui-ded in officious and pernicious." 
Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 1208.
GOGGLES, s. pi. Blinds for horses that are apt 

to take fright, to prevent their seeing objects 
from behind, S.
The E. T. goggle, to look asquint, according to 

Junius, is from Lat. codes, having one eye only. Se- 
ren. derives it from \.&\.gag-r, prominens. Perhaps, 
the s. is rather from Alem.gougul-are, Teut. guychel- 
en to juggle, praestigiis fallere.
GOE, GEU, s. A creek.

" The names of the different creeks, (in the pro 
vincial dialects, goes) are numberless,—as Whale- 
goe,—Redgoe,—Ravengoe,—Todsgoe, or the shel 
ter of foxes, &c." Wick, Caithn. Statist. Ace. x. 2, N.

u Guiodin is a rocky creek, situated near the 
farm of Kerbuster. The name is supposed to mean 
the geu or creek of Odin." Neill's Tour, p. 25.

In Orkney, a creek or chasm in the shore is call 
ed geow. Whether this be radically the same with 
Geo, q. v. is uncertain.
To GOIF, GOUE, GOVE, GOAVE, Goup, 2/. i. 

To stare, to gaze, to look with a roving eye, S. 
Gawve, to stare, Clav. Yorks. Dial. 

His face he schew besmottrit for ane bourde, 
And all his membris in mude and dung.bedoyf, 
That leuch that riall prince on him to goif.

Doug. Virgil, 139.32. 
Thus in a stair quhy standis thow stupifak, 
Gouand all day, and nathing hes vesite ?

Palice of Honour, iii. 20. 
But lang Y\\gove and bleer my ee, 
Before alace ! that sight I see.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 399. 
Goup is used in this sense, Ang.

As they're sae cracking, a' the house thrangs
out, 

Gouping and gazing at the new come rout.
Ross's Helenore, p. 97. 98. 

2. To examine, to investigate.
Sic way he wrocht, that quhay thare tred lyst

Na taikynnis suld conuoy thame to his coif. 
Doug. Virgil, 248. 26. Quaerenti, VIrg.

3. It is frequently used as signifying, " to look 
broad and stedfastly, holding up the face.'* 
Shirr. Gl. pron. gove, also goup, S* B. 

——How he star'd and stammer'd. 
When goavan, as if led wi' branks, 
An' stumpan' on his ploughman shanks, 

He in the parlour hammer'd.
Burns, i. 139.

Expl. " walking stupidly." But this does not 
convey the meaning.

Some glowr'd this way, some that about, 
Somegoiip'd in air. SJiirrefs9 Poems, p. 220. 

Gauve, Northumb. spoken " of persons that un 
handsomely gaze or look about them ;" Ray.
4. It sometimes signifies not only to throw up the 

head, but to toss it from side to side. Thus 
cattle are said to gove, when startled, S. 
Germ, gaff-en, adspectare, Sw. gap.a ande intue* 
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G O L
ri, Belg. gaap.en id. IsL gap-a hiare, also circum- 
spicere, explained by the synonymous phrase 
gapa och koxa; Verel. V. GOUK. Isl. goon-a 
seems to have the same origin. It conveys the 
vulgar idea attached to goif, of looking upwards; 
Prominens prospecto, veluti qui nubes suspicit; 
goon-r, prospectatio in altum suspectantis, G. Andr, 
p. 94. Goni, inepte et stulte intueor, Gunnlaug. 
S. Gl. According to Wachter, Germ, gaff-en, as 
signifying to stare, must be traced to the idea of gap» 
ing j because those who eagerly view any object, do 
it with open mouth. But the general root is cer 
tainly Isl. gaae, prospicere, attendere. 
GOLACH, j, 1. The generic name for a beetle, 

Ang, A black golach, a black clock ; a horned 
golack, an earwig, Forficula auricularis, Linn. 

2. The earwig, Loth., also called a coacbbell.
Gael, for char-gollach, an earwig. Gollach is 

said to signify forked. Sw. klocka also denotes an 
earwig; Seren. vo. Ear.
GO-LAIGH, GO-LAIGHIE, s. A term prima 

rily applied to a low, short-legged hen; and se 
condarily, to a woman of a similar shape, S. B. 
From the v. go, and laigh low. 

GOLDING, s. A species of wild fowl.
" They discharge any persons whatsomever, with 

in this realme in any wyse to sell or buy——Atteil- 
les, Goldings, Mortyms." Acts Ja. VI. 1600. c. 
23. This is erroneously rendered Gordons, Skene, 
Crimes, Tit. iii. c. 3. § 9.
GOLDSPINK, s. The Goldfinch, S.; (pron. 

goudspink ;) Fringilla carduelis, Linn. 
The mirthful maueis maid greit melodic, 
The gay goldspink, the merll richt merilie.

Lyndsay^s Warkis, Prol. p. 3. 1592. 
The goudspink, music's gayest child, 

Shall sweetly join the choir.
Burns, iii. 357.

Teut. goud-vincke, id. The name golspink is in 
Faun. Suec. given to the Yellow-hammer. V. Penn. 
Zool. p. 325.
GOLF, GOFF, GOUF, s. 1. A common game 

in Scotland, in which clubs are used, fpr strik 
ing balls, stuffed very hard with feathers, from 
one hole to another. He, who drives his ball 
into the hole with fewest strokes, is the winner. 
" That the futball and golf be vtterly cry;t 

downe, and not to be vsit." Ja. II. 1457. c. 71. 
Edit. 1566. c. 65. Murray.

Skinner, from this prohibition, seems to have 
adopted a very unfavourable idea of this amusement. 
As Lat. colaphus a blow, is the only etymon he men 
tions, he viewed it perhaps as something allied to 
boxing. Certe, he says, ludus hujusmodi merito 
interdictus fuit: tutius autem est ignorantiam fateri. 
But the only reason of the interdiction was, that 
the attention given to these games prevented the re 
gular practise of archery, and caused the neglect of 
weaponscha\ving, which were necessary for training 
men for the defence of their country.

——u That in na place of the realme thair be 
vsit fut-ballis, golf, or vther sic vnprofitabill 
sjportis for the commoun gude of the realme andde-

GOL-
fense thairof. And at bowis and schuting be 
hantit.——Acts Ja. IV. 1491. c. 53. Edit. 1566. c. 
32. Murray.

u The golf," says Mr Pinkerton, " an excellent 
game has supplanted the foot-ball. The etymolo 
gy of this word has never yet been given : it is not 
from Golf, Isl. pavimentum, because it is played in 
the level fields ? Perhaps the game was originally 
played in paved areas." Maitland Poems, Note, p. 
379.

It is more natural to derive it from Germ, kolbe, 
a club ; Belg. kolf, a club for striking bowls or 
balls, a small stick ; Sw. kolf, properly a hooked 
club, which is the form of that used in this game. 
Isl. kylba, kylfa, kylva, clava. Germ. Su.G. klub- 
ba is certainly radically the same. Wachter derives 
it from klopp«en, to strike. Lat. clava, colaph*us, 
C. B. clwppa, id. and L.-B. colp-us, a stroke, seem 
all radically allied.
2. Gouf, a blow, a stroke, S., seems to claim the 

same origin ; especially as this is the pronun 
ciation of the word as used in the former sense. 

She lends me a gouf, and tells me I'm douf, 
I'll never be like her last Goodman.

A. NicoVs Poems, 1739. p. 53. 
Since writing this article, I have observed that, 

in the Statist. Ace. Golf is derived from the Dutch 
game called Kolf, which is played in an inclosed 
area, with clubs and balls. In this area two circu 
lar posts are placed, each of them about 8 or 10 
feet from each end wall; u and the contest is, who 
shall hit the two posts in the fewest strokes, and 
make his ball retreat from the last one with such an 
accurate length, as that it shall be nearest to the op 
posite end wall of the area." The game is particu 
larly described, Statist. Ace. (Inveresk) xvi. 28. 
30. N.

It appears that this game was anciently known in 
E. Hence Strutt, speaking ofGoff, says, " In the 
reign of Edward the Third, the Lat. name Cambu- 
ca was applied to this pastime, and it derived the de 
nomination, no doubt, from the crooked club or 
bat with which it was played; the bat was also call, 
ed a bandy from its being bent, and hence the game 
itself is frequently written in E. bandy-balL"— 
Sports and Pastimes, p. 81.
GOLINGER, s. A contemptuous term, Dumfr. 

I do not know the precise meaning. 
Isl. goelengar, gaelingar, illecebrae, from goeLa 

gaul-a, illicere. Medgoelingar som ok flaerdar ; 
with allurements and false persuasions ; Verel. Ind. 
p. 97. Flaerdur is allied to our Flare, Jlairy, to 
cajole. V. GILEY.VOUR. 
GOLINYIE, s. Apparently a subterfuge. 

But who reason in generals,— 
They bring but bout-gates and golinyiesy 
Like Dempster disputing with Meinzies.—

Colvil's Mock Poem, P. ii. p. 41. 
This most probably acknowledges the same ori 

gin with the preceding word ; Isl. goeleng, the sing. 
of goelengar ; if not the same with GILEYNOUR, q. v. 
GOLK, s. Cuckow. V. GOUCK. 
GOLKGALITER, s. This is mentioned in a 

long list of diseases, in Roull's Cursing.



GOO
Golkgaliter at the hairt growing.

GL Compl. S. p. 331.
From the language connected, this would seem to 

refer to bile in the stomach \ perhaps from Germ. 
koken^ evomere ; S. kouck^ to keck, and A. S. geal- 
lei) bile • or if we suppose the word changed, A. S. 
geolster, sanies, tabum.
GOME, GUYM, s. A man. It seems properly 

to signify a warrior y and sometimes a brave 
man, 2&frec)> is used.
Wrightis welterand doune treis, wit ye but weir, 
Ordanit hurdys full hie in holtis sa haire ; 
For to greif thair gomys gramest that wer, 
To gar the gayest on grund grayne undir geir. 

Gawan and GoL ii. 13. 
Stanys and spryngaldis thai cast out so fast, 
And gaddys of irne, maid mony goym agast. 

Wallace) viii. 777. MS. 
It is misprinted^ro^m. Perth edit. 
The same word occurs in O. E.

I Gloton, quod t\\e gome, giltye me yelde, 
That I have trespased with tong, 1 cannot tel 

ho we oft. P. Ploughman, Fol. %6. a. 
The traytour schall be take, 

And never ayen horn come, 
Thaugh he wer thoghtyer^o/we, 

Thaa Launeelet du Lake.
Lyb< BisconuS) Ritson's E. Rom. ii. 47. 

MoesG. guma,) vjr5 homo, gumeins* masculus; 
A. S. gama^ vir nubilis, Seren. vo., Groom. Alem. 
gomori) id. gomman^ paterfamilias. Somner, thinks 
that A. S. gyffl) in comp. denotes excellence; as 
gum»rinC) a prince, a chieftain ; a designation given 
to the three sons of Noah. V. GRUME. 
GOME-GRAITHE, s. Furniture for war.

We ar in our gamen, we have no gome-graithe. 
But yet thou shalt be mached be mydday to 

morjae. Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 8. 
V. GRAIT.HE.
GOMRELL, GAMPHRELL, s. A stupid or sense, 

less fellow, a blockhead, S.
By break of day, up frae my bed 
Off dirt I'm rais'd to draw the sled ;—• 
Or drcst in saddle, howse, and bridle, 
To gallop with somegamphrel idle.

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 511.
Sibb. derives this, with considerable probability, 

from Fr. goimpre^ goinfre, which is thus defined 
Diet. Trev.; Goulu, gourmand, qui ne se plait qu' 
a faire bonne chere a la table;—one who minds no*, 
thing but his belly. Grose mentions^/wmer, to idle, 
sm&gomertll) a silly fellow. Gamerstatigs, " a great 
foolish wanton girle;" Clav. Yorks. Dial. 
To GOO, v. n> To make a noise with the throat, 

expressive of satisfaction; a term used with re 
spect to infants, S. croot, synon. S. B. 
It seems originally the same with E. coo, a term 

descriptive of the cry of doves, supposed to be 
formed from the sound.
To GOOD, GUDIN, v. a. To manure. V. GUDE. 
GOODING, j. Manure. V. GUDIN. 
GOODMAN, s. 1. A proprietor of land, a 

laird^ S. 
; * As for the Lord Hume> the Regent durst not

GOO
meddle with him, he standing in awe of Alexander 
Hume of Manderstoun, Coildinknows, and the 
Goodman of North Berwick, and the rest of that 
name, was boasted with very proud language." 
Melville's Mem. p. m.

This is the same person formerly designed Alex 
ander Hume of North Berwick, and mentioned in 
connexion with u divers other barons and gentle, 
men." Ibid. p. 93.

Hamilton of Bothwelhaugh, who murdered the 
Regent Murray, is also called u the Goodman of 
Bothwelhaugh." Ibid. p. 103.

"The 16 of Junii (1603) Robert Weir broken 
on ane cart wheel with ane coulter of ane pleuch, 
in the hand of the hangman, for murdering ihegude- 
man of Warristone." BirrePs Diary, p. 61. The 
same person is called the Laird of Waristoun, and 
lord Waristoun; Jamieson's Popul. Ball.i. 109. 111. 

In a kind of Poem, entitled, The Speech of a 
Fife Laird, newly come from the Grave, we have 
a further proof of the same simplicity of manners. 
The writer, in accounting for the sudden change 
of property, attributes it to the desire of rank. 

Mark, then, I'll tell you how it was. 
Which way this wonder came to pass: 
—When I was born at Middle-yard-weight, 
There was no word of Laird or Knight: 
The greatest stiles of honour then, 
Was to be titl'd the Good^man. 
But changing time hath chang'd the case, 
And puts a Laird in th' Good-man's place/ 
For why ? my gossip Good-man John, 
And honest James whom I think on ; 
When we did meet whiles at the hawking, 
We us'd no cringes, but hands shaking ; 
No bowing, should'ring, gambo-scraping ; 
No French whistling, or Dutch gaping. 
We had no garments in our land, 
But what were spun by th' Good-wife^s hand.

Watson's Coll. i. 27. 28. V. GOUPHERD. 
For the reason of this use of the term, V. GUD, 

adj. sense 3.
2. More generally a small proprietor, one who is 

owner of a single farm which he himself occu 
pies.
u The Good-man of God's Croft hath a Lam, 

mermure Melene [farm], and many beside him that 
loueth God more than he, hath not so good, there, 
fore the Good-man of God's-Croft js.not a sincere 
man, hee loueth not God for himselfe, hee is a mer« 
cenarie, which they cannot be, who have not re* 
ceived so much from God." Bp. of Galloway's Di» 
kaiologie, p. 64.

I am informed, that in Fife, a small proprietor, 
who labours his own farm, is still called the Good" 
man of such a place.
3. It is now commonly applied to a farmer, in 

contradistinction from the proprietor, S. 
The auld guidman raucht down the pock, 
An' out a handfu' gied him.

Burns, iii. 133.
4. A husband. V. GUDEMAN.
5. The master of a family, S. as in E. 

The gudman sayd unto his madia sone* 
3T 3



GOO
<c Go pray thame bayth cum doun withoutin 

hune." Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 76.
6. Gude man seems, in one passage, equivalent to 

man, in the allegorical description of Age. 
Ane auld gude man befoir the yet wes sene, 
Apone ane steid that raid full easalie.

King Hart) ii. 2.
7. Ajaylor.

" That morning before his death, February 17, 
the Good-man (Jaylor) of the Tolbooth came to 
him in his chamber, and told him he might save 
his life, if he would sign the Petition he offered to 
him." Wodrow's Hist. ii. 636.

" They paid Two Shillings Sterling to the Clerk 
of the Tolbooth, for inserting their names in his 
book; Two Merks to the Under-good-man of the 
Tolbooth." Ibid. p. 614.
8. By a very strange perversion, or perhaps inver 

sion, this designation has been given to the devil. 
cc A practice grossly superstitious prevailed in the 

northern parts of Scotland, till the end of the six. 
teenth cen tury. It fell, indeed, nothing short of Dae 
mon-worship, and was undoubtedly the remnant of 
Paganism. Farmers left a part of their land's per. 
petually untilled and uncropt; this spot was dedi. 
cated to the Devil, and called the Goodman's Croft. 
This monstrous superstition, the church, in A. D. 
1594, anxiously exerted herself to abolish." Ar. 
not's Hist. Edin. p. 80. He refers to the Book of 
the Universal Kirk, p. 446. ; and explains the 
phrase in a Note, " the landlord's acre". I hesi 
tate, whether this has not rather been by inversion, 
instead of the ill man, a name often given by the 
vulgar, and by children, to the Devil. It was a 
common maxim, proceeding from fear, to use very 
civil terms in speaking of the invisible world, or 
those supposed to have connexion with it. Fairies 
were generally called our good neighbours. Those 
supposed to be witches were also accosted or spoken 
of with great respect.

This was also called the old man's fold, this be- 
ing a name still vulgarly given to the devil.

66 The old marts fold, where the druid sacrificed 
to the demon for his corn and cattle, could not be 
violated by the ploughshare." P. Montquhitter, A- 
berd. Statist. Ace. xxi. 148.

A similar phrase, however, is used in an innocent 
sense in Latiarks. The spot of ground, appro 
priated by a^iHmmer for his own use, when he 
wishes tq retire*w>m the fatigues of his occupation, 
and resigns the farm to his son, is called the Gude- 
man's Acre.
GOQG, J. A term applied to the young of ani 

mals, to birds unfledged ; also to very young 
meat, that has no firmness, Ang. 
A. S. geong, young, or geoguth, youth. 

GOOL, GULE, adj. Yellow.
—Ill-fart and dryit, as Densman on the rats, 
Lyke as the gledds had on thy gule snowt dynd.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 50. 
Thou was full blith, and light of late, 
Very deliver of thy weed, 
To prove thy manhood on a steed. 
And thou art now both gool and green.

Sir Egeir, p. 3.

G O R
A. S. geolu, guul, Su.G. gul, IsL gul-ur, id.'

This Seren. derives, although on very questionable
ground, ab antiquiss. derivatisque foecundissimo
Scytho-Scandico, Glea,gliaa, g/00,nitere, splendere.
To GOOSE, v. a. To iron linen cloths, S., a

word now nearly obsolete ; from goose9 s. a tay-
lor's smoothing iron.

GOOSE-CORN, s. Field Brome-grass, S. Bro- 
mus secalinus, Linn. Sw. gaas-hafre, i. e. 
goose-oats. Synon. Sleepies, q. v. 

GORBET, s. 1. A young bird, S. B. 
Now sail I feid yow as I mae: 
Cry lyke the gorbettis of ane kae.

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 89. 
2. Metaph., a child, Ang. V. GARB. 
GORBY, s. A raven, S, corby. Rudd. quotes 

this as used in Doug. Virg. But the quota 
tion is incorrect; and I have omitted to mark 
it right. Norw. gorp, id.

To GORBLE UP, v. a. To swallow with eager 
ness ; Loth.

Raff soon reply'd, and lick'd his thumb, 
To gorbVt up without a gloom.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 531.
This, as well as the *., might seem to be formed

from E. gor ̂ belly, a paunch or belly. But perhaps
it has the same origin with Gorbet, and Garb, q. v.
GORBLING, GORLING, s. An unfledged bird, S.

gorbel, Moray.
They —gape like gorblings to the sky, 
With hungry maw and empty pouches.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 45. 
2. Metaph. a very young person ; Loth. 

It griev'd me———— 
By carlings and gorling[i\, 

To be sae sair opprest.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 70.

GOR-COCK, s. The red game, red cock, or 
moor-cock.

Full ninety winters hae I seen,
And piped where gor-cocks whirring flew, 

And mony a day I've danced I ween, 
To lilts which from my drone I blew.

Anon. Poem, Burns, iv. 17o. 
I know not whether this term be properly S. It 

is mentioned by Willoughby. V. Pennant's Zool. 
p. 269. 
GORDON, s. A wild fowl. V. GOLDING.
GORDS, s. pi. A term used in Orkney, which 

seems to denote lands now lying waste, that 
had formerly been inhabited and cultivated. 
Perhaps from Su.G. gaard, (pron. gord) sepi- 

mentum, area clausa, villa rustica; MoesG. gards, 
domus.

6r0rdmay, however, be the same with "Garth, 
which implies a place where there is a small patch of 
ground cultivated amidst a large waste." P. Kirk- 
wall, Orku. Statist. Ace. vii. 554. V. GARTH. 
GORE, s. The rheum that flows from the eyes,

in a hardened state, S. V. GAAR. 
GORE, s. A strip of cloth. V. GAIR. . 
GORFY, adj. Having a coarse appearance ; 

Ang. 5 apparently corr. from Grojf, q. v.



G O S
GORGE.

•—Gryt graschowe-heidet gorge millars—
Dtinbar, Maitland Poems, p. 109. 

Perhaps it should be read q. gorgie^ with the se 
cond g soft. It may allude to Fr. gorgue du mou- 
lin, the conduit of a water-milm Or rather from 
Fr. gorge , gorged, crammed ; in allusion to the 
quantity of food they have in their power, 
GORGOULL, s.

Nixt come the gorgoull and the graip,
Twa feirfull fouls indeed ; 

Quha uses oft to licke and laip 
The blud of bodies deid.

BurePs Pilgr. Watson's Coll. ii. 24. 
This seems to be a corr. of gorgon. It has been 

supposed that the harpy is meant; Gl. Compl. p. 
339. This is probable, as the graip is the griffin, 
another fictitious animal.
GORMAND, s. A glutton. Fr. O. E. gour 

mand,
Gredie Gormand^ quhy did thon not asswage 
Thy furious rage contrair that lustie queue, 
Till we sum frute had of hir body sene ?

Lyndsay's War kit ̂ 1593. p. 290. 
GORM AND, adj. Voracious, gluttonous.

The sillie sauls, that bene Christ's sheip, .' 
Sould nocht be givin to gormand wolfis to keip.

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 235, 
Fr. gourmand-er to raven, to devour. 

GORMAW, GOULMAW, s. The corvorant. 
The golk 5 ihcgormawj and the gled,. 
Beft him with buffets quhill he bled.

Bannatyne Poems^ p. 21. st. 10. 
u The swannis murnit, be cause the grey goul 

maw prognosticat ane storm." Cdtupl. S. p. 60.
The name gormaw is still retained by the com 

mon people. V. Gl. Compl.
According to Dr Caius, corvorant is from corvus 

varans. Pennant's Zool. p. 608, Note. Analogi 
cally, gormaw may be from Teut. gorre, valde ava- 
rus, and maeghe^ Belg. maag, A. S. maga, sto- 
machus. I suspect that it is the same word, which is 
vulgarly pronounced grammaw^ as a term for a vora 
cious person, one whose appetite is never satisfied, S. 
To GORL, v. a. To surround the roof of a 

stack with straw-ropes, twisted in the form of 
lozenges, for securing it against the wind ; Loth. 
Perhaps from Teut. gordel^ cingulum, q. to sur 

round as with* a girdle ; gord-en^ Su.G.^/ord-a, cin- 
gere.
GOSK, s. Grass that grows through dung, Ang. 
Go SKY, adj. l. Rank, luxuriant, having more

straw than grain, Ang.
2. Large in size, but feeble j applied to an ani 

mal, Ang.
Isl. kask-r signifies strenuus, validus. But from 

the sense of the word, and existence of the s., this 
can scarcely be accounted the origin.

I am rather inclined to think that this, notwith 
standing the change of the initial letter, is radically 
the same with husk, Teut. huysken-, siliqua ; espe 
cially as Fr. gousse signifies a cod, shell or husk. 
GOSS, s. l. " A silly, but good-natured man, 

S." Rudd.

COS
Soon as he wan within the close»

He dously drew in 
Mair gear frae ilka gentle goss 

Than bought a new ane.
Ramsay's Works^ i. 237.

2. The term is frequently used to denote a mean, 
griping person; often, greedy goss, Loth. Gos- 
sie, id.
Isl. gose signifies a little servant, servulus. But, 

if our word be not, like the following, an abbrev. 
of gossipi it may rather be allied to Fr. gaussee, 
gosseej one who is made a laughing-stock. 
GOSSE, s. An abbrev. of gossip.

Gude gosse, sen ye have ever bene 
My trew and auld familiar freind, 
To mak mair quentance us betwene, 

I gladlie could agrie.
Philot. Pink. S. P. R. iii. 18. st. 41. 

GOSSEP, GOSSOP, s. Gossip ; one who stands 
as sponsor for a child. 

For cowatice Menteth, apon falss wyss, 
Betraysyt Wallace that was hisgossop twyss. 

Wallace, xi. 848. MS.
Schyr Ihon Menteth that tym was captane thar; 
Twyss befor he had his gossep beyn, 
Bot na frendschip betwix thaim syn was seyn.

Ibid. viii. 1593. MS,
J. Major, when giving an account of the trea 

chery of Menteth, mentions this very circumstance 
as a peculiar aggravation. Vetus est proverbium, 
nullus est capitalior hostis quam domesticus inimi- 
cus : 4n Joanne Menthetho, cujus binos liberos de 
fonte leuauerat plurimum confidebat. De Gcstis 
Scot. Lib. mi. c. 15. Fol. 73, b. Edit. Ascensian. 
1521.

Similar is the account given by R. Brunne, in his 
translation of Langtoft's Chronicle. It breathes all 
the violence of national hostility which charac 
terised that disastrous period.

A Ihesu! whan thou wille, how rightwis is thi
mede! 

That of the wrong has gilt, the endyng may
thei drede. 

William Waleis is nomen, that maister was of
theues, 

Tithing to the kyng is comen, that robberie mis»
cheues.

Sir Jon of Menetest sewed William so nehi, 
He tok him whan he wend lest, on nyght his

1cman bi. 
That was thorght treson of Jak Schort his

man.———
Selcouthly he endis the man that is fals, 
If he trest on his frendes, thei begile him als,

&c. Chron. p. 329. 
John Hardyng gives a very different account of 

this affair. But his testimony, it is well known, is 
of very little weight, as to any thing that regards 
Scotland.

And then therle of Angos Umfreuile, 
That Regent was of Scotland constitute, 
Toke Willyam Waleys, then at Argyle, 
His brother John also without resute, 
With rebelles mo, that were al destitute
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By battaile sore, there smytten full cruelly. 
Where Umfreuille then had the victorye.

Chron. Fol. 167, a.
A.S. godsib, Su.G. gudsif, are used in the very 

same sense, lustricus, sponsor ; from God and sib, 
sif, (whence S. sib,) as denoting one related by a reli 
gious tie. It appears, however, that this term was 
more generally applied to the female sponsor, who 
according to the forms, still retained by the church 
of England, is called God-mother. It was then 
written God-sibbe. Hence gossip, in the modern 
acceptation, is more generally appropriated to the 
same sex. The male sponsor was more commonly 
denominated God-faether, Su.G. Gud-fader; and 
the child, in relation to either male or female spon 
sor, A. S. God-bearn.

These terms, originally appropriated to a relation 
of a religious kind, may at length have been used to 
denote another, which, although in itself merely civil, 
from the increase of superstition in the darker ages, 
came to be viewed so much in a religious light, as to 
give the name of a sacrament to that ceremony by 
which it was constituted. Hence in coiisequence of 
the connubial tie, the father-in-law might be called 
Gud-father, the mother-in-law Gud-mother ; i. e. 
according to the meaning of the Su.G. terms, to 
which ours seem more immediately allied, father in 
God, mother in God, or father and mother by a 
spiritual relation ; as Ihre explains gudfader, quasi 
pater spiritualis. For in Su.G. Gud signifies God. 
Most of the terms, indeed, that are now vulgarly 
used In S. with respect to alliance by marriage, were 
anciently appropriated to the supposed baptismal re 
lation. In this sense, not only were Gudfader and 
Gudmoder used in Su.G., but the child, for whom 
one stood sponsor, was called his or her gudson or 
guddoter ; the terms now appropriated by the com 
mon people to denote the relation of a son-in-law or 
daughter-in-law. V. Jhre, vo. Gud. This learned 
writer remarks, that, in consequence of the spiritual 
relation supposed to be constituted at baptism, the 
right of the sponsor was viewed as equal to that of 
the natural parent. This right was denominated 
Gudsifia-lag, i. e. the law of the spiritual relation. 
V. GUD, as comp. with father, mother, &c.

It may not be reckoned superfluous, here to men 
tion the reason why the Goths wrote the name of the 
Divine Being Gud. During the times of heathenism, 
they called their false deities God, pi. godin. After 
the introduction of Christianity, by a slight change, 
they, for the sake of distinction, gave the name of 
Gud to the Supreme Being; restricting that of God, 
sometimes written gaud, to the former objects of 
their idolatrous worship. Hence, God, gode, after 
wards had the sense of deaster, idolum. Ihre thinks, 
that it is too plain to require any proof that the 
name, as applied to the true God, was borrowed 
from gud, bonus, good. He scouts the idea of Gr. 
©g«s being derived from &t*#9 video, $t#, curro, or 
Sw dispono; accounting it far more probable that the 
Greeks borrowed this term from the ancient Scythi 
ans, from whom, He says, they derived almost all their 
theology; and that it in fact has the same meaning 
with Gud, bonus. For this quality, he adds, is ex 
pressed by two words in MoesG. 'gods and tkiuths

G O V
or thiutheigs. Thus, Thiuthe gasothida gredagans ; 
He hath filled the hungry with good things ; Luke,
1. 35. whence thhithtaujan, benefa,cere9 thiuthspillon 9 
evangelizare, thiuthjqn, henedicere. From thiuths, 
therefore he thinks, that the Greeks and Latins, ac 
cording to the various changes of cognate letters, 
made Zivs, A<$, 3*«s, Daus, Dius, &c.

It may be added, that, besides the use of the terms 
denoting affinity by marriage, there are other vesti 
ges among the vulgar in S. of the Gothic mode of 
pronouncing the name of God. In these irreverent 
exclamations for preservation, help, blessing, which 
many are accustomed to use, they flatter themselves 
perhaps that there is no profanation of the divine 
name, because the term used is gud, pron. in the 
same manner as gud, good; as Gud safe us. But 
not to mention the absurdity of supposing, or of act 
ing as if one supposed, that preservation, blessing, 
&c. can come from any hand but that of God; it 
seems highly probable that this is not, as may be 
imagined, a corruption of the name now given to the 
Supreme Being, but the name itself a,s anciently pro 
nounced. 
GO-SUMMER, s. The time that succeeds sum-

mer, the beginning of autumn, S. 
GOT, GOTE, s. A drain or ditch* in which there

is a run of water, S. Gowts, drains, South E.
Belg. gote, geute, id. L. B. got-a canalis; Alem. 

giozzo, fluvius. Ihre traces these words, a^ well 
as Su.G.Jiodgiuta canalis, whence E. floodgate, to 
giut-a fluere, to flow. Here we see the origin of E. 
gutter, which Dr Johns, whimsically derives from 
guttur, the throat. V. GOAT. 
GOUT), s. The vulgar pron. of gold, S. 

My goud! my bandls ! alackanie! 
That we should parti

Ramsay 1 » Poems, i. 304. 
GOUDSPINK,*. The Goldfinch, S. V.GOLD-

SPINK.
GOUDIE, s. A blow, a stroke, Ang. 

Isl. gadd-r, Su.G. gadd, clavus ferreus ?
To GOVE. V. GOIF.
GOVELLIN, part. adj. 1. A woman's head 

dress is said to be govellin, when it hangs loose 
ly and ungracefully, Ang.

2. Applied to one, from the appearance of his 
eyes, when he is intoxicated, Ang. 

In both senses, it seems to be a deriv. from Goif, q. v. 
GOUERNAILL, s. Government, management, 

governaille) Chaucer.
Rycht lawly thus till him thai thaim commend, 
Besocht him fair, as a peyr off the land, 
To cum and tak sum gouernaill on hand.

Wallace, viii, 16. MS. 
Gouernal, Doug. Virgil, 308. 10. 
Fr. gouvernail, which primarily denotes the helm of 

a vessel, by means of which it is steered, managed or 
governed, is also used in a moral sepse. Tenir legou- 
vernail, to sit at the helm; metaph. to govern a state. 
GOVERNANCE, ^. Conduct, deportment. 

Scho knew the fpoyr had sene hir govirnance^ 
Scho wist it was uo bute for to-depy.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 79.
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From Fr. part, gouvernant, ordering. 

To GOUK, v. n. 1. To gaze, to stare idly, to 
gaze about in a vacant or foolish manner, Ang. 

2. To expect foolishly, to lose time by delaying 
without reason. 

Sum pynis furth ane pan boddum to prent fals
plakkis; 

Sum goukis quhil the glas pyg grow al of gold
yy fc >

Throw curie of quentassence, thocht clay mug- 
gis crakkis.

Doug. Virgil, 238. b. 51. 
But the idea of expectation is only secondary. 
Guiks is rendered, " expects time foolishly, and 

delays;'' Gl. Evergr. But I have not marked the 
passage.

Rudd. improperly refers to Fr. gogues, jollity, 
glee, lightheartedness. Germ, guck-en, spectare, 
prospectare, is certainly a cognate term. Hence 
sterngucker, astronomus; a stargazer. Mod. Sax. 
gyk-en; Su.G. kox-a, attentis oculis observare. 
Wachter views gucken as contr. from ge-aug-en, or 
from aug, the eye. But the Isl. cognate term is giaeg- 
ast« Eirn afglape giaegist inn um unnara glugga; 
The fool ,gaze& throw the windows of others; Syrac. 
21. The root is undoubtedly gaae^ prospicere. 
GOUK, s. The Cuckow. V. GOWK. 
GOUK, s. A fooL V. GOWK. 
To GOUL, V. n. To howl, to yell, to cry with 

a loud voice of lamentation, S. O. E. gouling, 
part. pr.

Skars sayd I thus, quhen gouling pietously, 
With thif wourdis he ansuerd me in hy.

Doug. Virgil, 5O. 1.
It is used to denote both the howling of a dog, and 

the bitter lamentation made by man, 8.
Isl. gol-a, goel-a, is a term appropriated to the 

yelling of dogs and wolves; G. Andr. Gaul-a, hor. 
rendum triste et inconditum vociferare, gaul, talis 
clamor; gool, ululatus, Edda Saemund.; gol, G. 
Andr. This is the root of E. yell, if not also of 
howl. The v. in Su.G, is changed to yl-a. Lat. 
ulul-are, belongs to the same family. 
GOUL, s. i. A yell, a cry of lamentation, S. 
2. A loud cry, expressive of indignation, S. A. 
GOULING, s. The act of yelling, or of making^ 

lamentation.
Thay schouting, gouling, and clamour about him

maid;
The body syne bewalit haue thay lade 
In ane soft bed.

Doug. Virgil, 170. 40. V. the v. 
GOULE, s. The throat, the jaws.

Thare may be sene ane throlf, or aynding
stede,——

To Acheron reuin doun that hellis sye, 
Gapand with his pestiferus goule full wyde. 

Doug. Virgil, 227. 45. Fr. gueule, Lat. gula.
GOULL-BANE, s. This name is given to a 

bone near the hip; S. B. I am informed, that 
it is the top of ihefemur^ where it is lodged in 
the acetabulum.

GOULMAU. V. GORMAW.

G O U
To GOUP, v.n. i. To gaze idly, to stare. V.

GOIF.
GOUPIN, GOWPIN, GOWPING, s. I. The hol 

low of the hand, when contracted in a semicir 
cular form to receive any thing, S. B. Goupins^ 
both hands held together in form of a round 
vessel, S.

A nievefu' o' meal, or a gowpen o' aits,— 
Wad hae made him as blythe as a beggar 

could be.
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 301. 

When we came to London town,
We dream'd of gowd in gowpings here; 

And rantingly ran up and down, 
In rising stocks to buy a skair.

Ramsay^s Poems, ii. 273. 
For to the Grecians he did swear,

He had sae great envy, 
That goud in goupens he had got 

The army to betray.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 7. 

2. A handful, S.
" Nochttheles quhen thay ar tretit with soft and 

moderat empire, thay ar found richt humane and 
meke pepyl, richt obeysand to reason. And nocht 
allanerly kepis thair faith efter the reason of thair 
contract, bot geuys a,negowpin, or ellis sum thing is 
mair abone the iust mesure that thay sell." Bellend. 
Descr. Alb. c. 16.

This is now more commonly denominated a goup- 
enfow, S. A. Bor. gowping, or a gowpen-Jull, id.

IsL gaupn, gupn, Su.G. goepn, manus concava; 
vf\ie\\csgaupna, to embrace, to contain. Ihre ob 
serves from Bertrand, that the Swiss use gauf in the 
same sense with Su.G. goepn. He also observes, that 
Heb. "pn, hophen denotes the palm of the hand, the 
fist; Pers. kef, id. It may be added, that Arab. 
]3rr signifies to take with both hands, duabus mani- 
bus cepit; and that this v. in Piel is used by the 
Talmudists in the sense of, pugillo cepit. Hire might 
have found a Heb. word, still more similar. This is 
rp, caph, vola, the palm of the hand ; thus denomi 
nated as being hollow, from rp3, caphaph, curvavit. 
GOUPHERD, part. pa.

Then must the Laird, the Good-mans oye, 
Be knighted streight, and make convoy, 
Coach'd through the streets with horses four, 
Foot-grooms pasmented o'er and o'er : 
Himself cut out and slasht so wide, 
Ev'n his whole shirt his skin doth hide. 
Gowpherd, gratnizied, cloaks rare pointed, 
Embroider'd, lac'd, with boots disjointed; 
A belt embost with gold and purle; 
False hair made craftily to curie; 
Side breeks be button'd o'er the garters; 
Was ne'er the like seen in our quarters.

Watson's Coll. \. 29.
Gowpherd and gratnizied perhaps signify what is 

now called puckered and quilled; from Fr. goulfi, 
swollen, or gouffre, goulfre^ a gulf, q. formed into 
cavities; gratigne, scratched. Purle is evidently corr. 
from pearl.
GOURDED, part. adj. Gorged; a term appli 

ed to water when pent up, S. B. V. GURD;
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GOURL. V. GURL.
GOUSTY, adj\ 1. Waste, desolate; dreary in 

consequence of extent or emptiness, S,
————Eolus the kyiig 

In gousty cauisj the windis loud quhisling 
And braithlie tempestis, by his power refranys 
In bandis hard.———

Doug. Virgil, 14. 45. Vasto antro, Virg.
1. e. dreary because of their great extent.

———Thay went amyddis dym schaddois thare, 
Quhare euer is nicht, and neuer licht doith re»

pare,
Throw out the waste dungeoun of Pluto king, 
Thay vode boundis, and that gousty ring.

Ibid. 172. 35. Inania regna, Virg. 
Doug. in like manner renders vastus goistly. 

Bot his feint schankis gan for eild schaik, 
His goistly coist and membris euery straik, 
The feble braith gan to bete and blaw.

Virgil^ 142. 13. Vastos artus.
2. What is accounted ghostly, preternatural;

synon. wanearthly.
Cald, mirk, andgoustie, is the nicht, 
Loud roars the blast ayont the hight.

Jamiesoris Popular Bait. ii. 339,
" He observed one of the black man's feet to be 

cloven ; and that his apparel was black;—and that 
the black man's voice was hough andgoustie." Glan- 
ville's Sadducismus, p. 393. In the same Relation, 
we find u hollow and ghostly /" Satan's Invisible 
World, Rel. I. p. 8. It seems doubtful, however, 
whether as applied to sound, it does not denote that 
which is emitted from a place that is empty or hollow.

According to Rudd. q. gastly, to which Sibb. adds 
goistly, u because timorous people fancy that ghosts 
frequent such places as woods, caves, dens, old ruin 
ous buildings, which the Romans therefore called 
horrcntia."

The term, however, is from L. B. guast-us, waste, 
desert; guast-um, Ital. guast-o, Fr.gast, wasteness, 
devastation, also, a waste. V. Du Cange. Teut. 
woeste, vastus, descrtus; Franc, uuost, uuuost, Gl, 
Fez. vuosti, A. S. wcste, Germ. wmte. 
GOUSTROUS ,adj. Frightful, Dumfr. probably

allied to the preceding word; or to A. Ror.goster,
gawster, to bully, to hector.

GOUTHERFOW, adj. Amazed, having the ap 
pearance of astonishment. It seems to suggest
the idea of one who appears nearly deranged
from terror or amazement, Ang.
[t is perhaps allied to Isl. galdr, vesanus, amens. 

Jhre mentions Su.G. galle as having the sense of vi- 
tium, defectus, whence he derives galladitr, vitiosus, 
adding ; u I h-ive a suspicion, that the Isl. word pro 
perly denotes that kind of defect which is produced 
by magical arts, and thus that it originates from Isl. 
galldr, incantatio." The same idea had been thrown 
out by G. Andr. According to, this etymon, gouther- 
fow must have originally denoted one under the 
power of incantation, q. galldur-full.
GOW, s. A halo, a cloudy, colourless circle sur 

rounding the disk of the sun or moon ; suppos 
ed toportend stormy weather, Ang. brugb, synon.

GOW
Isl. gyll, parelion, solem antecedents, a colore au- 

reo vel fulvo; gyll-a deaurare, gulUr, flavus; G. 
Andr. p. 88.
GOW, s. To tak the gow, to run off without pay 

ing one's debts, to make what is called a moon- 
light flitting, Ang.
The word is undoubtedly allied to O. Teut, gouw, 

a country or region; especially as to tak the road, 
to tak the country, to Jlee the country, are equiva 
lent phrases. Germ, gau, gow, pagus, regio; 
MoesG. gauje, ingens alicujus regionis tractus ; Bi- 
rinnandans ala thata gawi; running through that 
whole country ; Mar. vi. 5?. Hence gow, or gaw^ 
forms the termination of the names of many places 
in Germany. V. Gauy Kilian and Cluver. Germ. Ant, 
Lib. ii. c. 39. Hence also the terms used in West, 
phalia, Gow-gref and Gow-gericht9 the president or 
governor of any territory. L. B. gogravius, id. Du 
Cange, id. gobia9 pagus, regio. V. Spelman. Fris, 
gae^ pagus, vicus rusticus. Wachter views all these 
as corresponding to Gr. yn, ye«, y#«*, the earth.
GO WAN, s. l. The generic name for daisy, S. 

" We saw the pleasantest mixture of Gowans so 
commonly called, or daisies white and yellow on 
every side of the way growing very thick, and cover 
ing a considerable piece of the ground, that ever we 
had occasion to see." Brand's Orkney, p. 31. 
2. When the term is used singly, it denotes the 

Common or Mountain daisy. 
" Bellis pcrennis: Common Daisie. Angiis. Go» 

wan. Scotis." Lightfoot, p. 487.
Her face is fair, her heart is true, 

As spotless as she's bonnie, O; 
The op'riing£-0z0«ra, wet wi' dew, 

Nae purer is than Nannie, O.
Burns, iii. 279.

Gael, gugan is rendered a bud, a flower, a daisy ; 
Shaw. But I suspect that this is a borrowed term, 
as it is not found in Lhuyd or Obrien. 
EWE-GOWAN, s. The Common daisy, S. B. ap 

parently denominated from the ewe, as being 
frequent in pastures, and fed on by sheep. 

HORSE-GOWAN, s. This name includes the Leon-
todon, the Hypochaeris, and the Crepis, S. 

YELLOW GOWAN, the name given in S. by the 
vulgar, indiscriminately to different species of 
the Ranunculus, to the Caltha palustris or 
Marsh marigold, and (particularly S. B.) to 
Chrysanthemum segetum or Corn marigold. 
In the West of S. it is applied to Hydepnos au 

tumn ale.
While on burn banks the yellow gowan grows^ 
Or wand'ring lambs rin bleating after ewes, 
His fame shall last.——

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 5. V. LUCKEN. 
44 Corn Mangold. Angiis. Gules, Gools, Guills, 

or Yellow Gowans, Scotis." Lightfoot, p. 489.
A. Bor. goulans, Corn marigold, from the yellow 

colour ; V. Ray. Could we view this as the prima 
ry application of our gowan, it would determine the 
etymon.
GOWAND, s.

This govsand grathit with sic grit greif,
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He on his wayis wi*ethJy Vent, but wene.

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 133. 
Lord Hailes gives this passage as not understood. 

Gowand may signify, traveller ; Dan. gaaende, go 
ing. Or, V. Gow, 2. The writer says, st. 1. 

Muvand allone, in rnornyng myld, I met 
A mirry man———

Or, it may signify a youth, as opposed to auld 
man; G er m. jugen d, j u v en t u s ; M o es G. jug go n s. 
Thus the sense may be; u This Youth, having re 
ceived the preparative of such a grievous lecture from 
Age, who foretold so many calamities, went on his 
way with displeasure."
GOWANY, adj. Abounding with mountain 

daisies, S.
O Peggy \ sweeter than the dawning day, 
Sweeter th&ngowany glens or new-mawn hay! 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 94. V. GOWAN. 
GOWDIE. Heels o?er gowdie, topsy-turvy, heels 

uppermost, S.
Soon heels o'er gowdie! in he gangs.—

Burns, iv. 392.
My mind sae wanders^ at whatever I be, 
Gaes heels o'er gowdie, when the cause I see. 

Morison^s Poems, p. 121.
X5-OWDY, s. A jewel, or any precious orna 

ment.
—My tender girdil, my wally gowdy.———

Evergreen, ii. 20. 
i. e. " my rich or precious jewel." 

A pair of bedes black as sable 
She toke, and hynge my necke about. 
Upon the gaudees all without 
Was wryte of gold, pur reposer.

Gower's Conf. Am. Fol. 190. a. 
A pair of bedes gauded all with grenc.

Chaucer, Pro/, v. 159.
This is rendered by Tyrwhitt, u having the gau 

dies green."
The word is of Fr. origin, gaudees, prayers be 

ginning with a Gaudete. Tyrwhitt accordingly 
quotes the following passage from Monast V. III. 
p. 174. Tria paria preculiarium del Corall cum le 
gaudeys argenti deaurata. It seems to have been at 
first used to denote those beads used by Papists for 
devotion; and afterwards to have signified beads 
used in dress, or any thing of the same ornamental 
kind. 
To GOWFF, v. a. To strike, S.

But, word and blow, North, Fox, and Co, 
Gowffd Willie like a baj , man.

Ritsotfs S. Songs, ii. 126. V. GOLF. 
GOWINIS,^.//. Gowns.

Now pure as Job, now rowand in richess; 
Now gowinis gay, now brattis to imbrass.

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 123. st. 5. 
L. B. gun-a, gunn-a, vestis pellicea; Gr. Barb. 

ywv-ct, id. C. B. gwn, toga; Ital. gonna.
GOWK, GOUK, s. A fool, a simpleton, S,

With pensive face, whene'er the market's hy, 
Minutius cries, u Ah! what a gowk was I." 

Ramsay's Poems, i. 325. 
Daft gowk! crys ane, can he imagine 
Sic haverel stuff will e'er engage ane
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To read his warks, anither age in ?

Rev. J. Nlcol's Poems, ii. 131. 
At first view this might seem merely a metaph. use 

of the word signifying a cuckow. But when we 
trace it in cognate languages, it appears to be radi 
cally different. Franc, gouch, stolidus, Alem. 
g'och, Germ, gauch, Su.G. geek, Isl. gick, stultus, 
fatuus, C. B. coegy id. A. S. goec, praeceps, rash, 
unadvised, has undoubtedly a common origin with 
the words already mentioned. Under this, Somner 
refers to Teut. gheck, which both signifies, pracceps, 
and stultus. Wachter rather fancifully derives the 
Germ, word from kaio, vacuus, inanis. 
GOWKIT, GAUCKIT, GUCKIT, part. adj. 1* 

Foolish, stupid, S.
———Ane hundreth standis heirby 

Peranter ar as gauckit fulis as I.
Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 93, 

Fool goukit chield, sic stuff as that to true: 
Gin ye believe them, nane will credit you.

Morison's Poems-, p. 187.
" Let these bishops then in time bite upon thkj 

who for one preaching made to the people rides fortie 
postes to court| for a daies attending on the 
flocke, spends monthes in court, councell, parlia* 
ment and conventions; and for a thought or word 
bestowed for the weale of any soule, cares a hundreth 
for their apparell, their trayns, fleshly pleasure, and 
gowkit gloriositie." Course of Conformitie, p. 27. 

So mony maisteris, so rnony guckit clerkis.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 42. st. 4. 

It would appear that gowk had been formerly used 
as a v., like Su.G.geck-as ludificari, fromgect, stul. 
tus ; Teut. gheck-en, morionem agere. 
2. Light, giddy. In this sense it is often applied 

to young women, who are light in their carri 
age. A guckit quean, Ang. Glaikitt synon. 

Scho was so guckit and so gend, 
That day ane byt scho eit nocht.

Peblis to the Play, st. 3. 
V. GUCK, and HIDDIE GIDDIE. 

GOWKITLIE, GOUKETLIE, adv. Foolishly.
Gif on fault their be, 
Alace I men hes the wyit \ 
That geves sa gouketlie 
Sic rewleris onperfyte. 
Arbuthnat, Maliland Poems, p. 141. 

GOWK, GOLK, s. The cuckoo, S. more gene- 
rallygouckoo, S. B. gock, Stirlings.^o^, A. Bor. 
u The Cuckoo (Cuculus canorus, Linn. Syst.), or 

gouk of this place, is found, though but rarely, in the 
retired and romantic hills of Hoy and Waes." Bar* 
ry's Orkney, p. 311.

It is often, but improperly, written golk* 
The golk, the gormaw, and the gled, 
Beft him with buffets quhill he bled.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p* 21. st. 10.
This ivord is common to almost all the Northern

languages; Su.G. goek, Isl. gauk-r, Alem. cuccuc,
Germ, gauch, guguck, Belg. koekoek, Dan. kuckuck.
C. B. cwcczo, gwccw, Fr. cocu, coucou. We may
add Gr. »«cxwf, Lat. cuculus. It seems probable that
the name has been formed from the uniformity of the
note of this bird. Hence the S. Prov., u You breed of
the gouke, you have ay but one song." Kelly, p. 362,

3 U
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GOWK'S ERRAND, a fool's errand, an April errand,

S. also, to bunt the gowk j to go on a fool's errand. 
" Has Jove then sent me 'mang thir fowk," 
Cry'd Hermes, " here to hunt the gowk?" 

Ramsay's Poems , ii. 490.
« This is also practised in Scotland under the title 

•f Hunting the Gowke." Gross's Class. Diet. vo. 
April Fool.

Both expressions signify, that ^>ne is intentionally 
5ent from place to place on -what is known to be a 
wild-goose chace. The first, although equivalent to 
a fool's errand, does not seem immediately to origi 
nate from gowk as denoting a foolish person, Iwt 
from the bird which hears this name.

Young people, attracted by ^he singular cry of 
the cuckoo, being anxious to seo it, are often very 
assiduous to obtain this gratification. But as this 
bird changes its place so secretly and suddenly; 
when they think they are just within reach of it, 
they hear its cry at a considerable distance.. Thus 
they run from place to place, still finding themselves 
as far removed fram their object as ever.. Hence the 
phrase, hunt the gowk, may have come to be used for 
any fruitless attempt; and particularly for those vain 
errands on which persons are sent on the first day of 
April.

Nor is it unlikely, that the custom of sending one 
on what is called a gowfrs errand, on the first day of 
April, has had its origin, in connexion with what is 
mentioned above, from the circumstance of this bird's 
making its appearance in our country about the be- 
ginning of this month. It is said, indeed, that it is 
generally about the middle of April that it is first ob. 
Served. But if we reduce this to the old stile, it will 
fall within a few days of the beginning of the month : 
and it is well known that it is silent for some short 
time after its arrival; its note,, which is that of the 
male, being a call to love. 
GOWK'S-HOSE, s. Canterbury Bells, Campanula

rotundifolia, Linn. Stirlings. pron. goc&'s lose. 
GOWKS-MEAT, s. Wood sonel^ an herb, S. Ox-

alis acetosella» Lirm.
u Wood Sorrel. Anglis. Gouke-mevt. Scotis." 

Lightfoot, p. 238.
It is singular, that this plant should have the same 

name in S., as in Gothland in Sweden. Ostrogotis, 
Gioekmat; Linn. Flor. Suec. N° 406.
GOWK'S SPITTLE, the name vulgarly given to the 

frothy matter frequently seen on the leaves of 
plants; which is said to be the work of a spe 
cies of insect called Cicada spumosa by Linn. 
Sir R. Sibb. sterns to embrace the vulgar opinion,

that it is the juice emitted by the plants.
Quae vulgo dicitar Cuculi Saliva herbas inficfens-

exhalatio est, quae facilliine putresdt, et vcrmiculo^
gignit, herbasque adurifr, nisi abstergatur; Scot.
Anhn. p. 15.
GOWL, s. A hollow between hills, a defile be-, 

tween mountains, Perths. synon. glack.
From thence we, passing by the windy gowle,. 
Did make the hollow rocks with echoes yowle» 

H. Adamsotfs Muses Tftrenodie, p. 149. 
u The windy Gowle, as it is so named at this day, is

& steep and hollow descent betwixt two tops,of Kin*
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noul-hilf. When the wind blows strong from the 
north, it blows fiercely down this opening." Note> 
ibid.

Although this is a local name in this instance, and 
in several others, the denomination has originated 
from the circumstance of the term being descriptive 
of the situation.

Isl.geil, gil, in clivis et montinm lateribus hiatus, 
seu vallis angusta; G. Andr. This word seems re 
tained in its proper sense, A. Bor» u Gill, a place 
hemmed in with two steep brows or banks j" Ray, 
p. 134. Teut. ghioole, cavea, caveola. As the 
wind, rushing with violence throw such defiles, causes 
& howling noise, the designation may have originated 
from this circumstance. Thus it might be viewed as 
a metaph. use of goul, yell; in the same manner as 
the great rock, fabled in the Edda, to which the wolf 
Fenris is bound, is in Isl. called gioll, from gal-a to 
howl, because of its echoing sound. V. G. And*. 
It may, however, be allied to Isl. gaul7 any chasm or 
aperture: Vocamus quod hiat et patescit; Ibid, 
p. 85. 
GOWLIS, s.pL

—The rosy garth depaynt and redolent, 
With purpour, asure, gold, and gowlis gent,. 
Arrayit wes be Dame Flora the Quene——

&olden Targe, Bannatyne Poems, p. 9. st. 5. 
This Lord Hailes renders marigolds. But it seems* 

rather the same with gules, a term in heraldry signi 
fying red; as the poet's description is metaph., and na 
particular flower is mentioned, but only the colours, 
in such terms as are commonly appropriated to heral 
dry. Dunbar seems inclined to blazon this field». 
The word is used by Doug. as signifying red.

—Sum grcs, sum gowlis, sum purpoure, sum 
sanguane. Virgil, 401. 2*, 

GOWP, *. A mouthful5.
Thrie garden gowps tak of the air,. 
And bid your page in haistprepair 
For your disjone sum daintie fair.

Philotus, Pink. S. P. R. iii. 11.
Teut. golpe, Belg. gulp, a draught; whence the* 

E. word. 
GRABBLES, s.pL A disease of cows, in which

all their limbs become crazy, so that they are
unabk to walk, Ang. 

GRACE DRINK, the designation commonly,
given to the drink taken by a company, after
the giving of thanks at thje end of a meal, S.
" XQ this queen [Margaret, Malcolm Canmore's 

queen] tradition says, we owe the custom of the 
grace drink..; she having^ established.it as a rule at her 
table, that whoever staid till g^ace was said, was re* 
warded with a bumper." Encycl. Britann. vo. 
Forfar. 
GRADDAN, s. 1. Parched corn, grain burnt

out of the ear, S. Both the corn, and the meal,
prepared in this manner, are said to be grad-
dancd, S.
u The corn is graddatfd^ or burnt out of the ear 

instead of being, thrashed: this.is performed two 
ways ; first, by. cutting off the ears, and drying them 
in a kiln, then setting fire to them on a^ floor, and 
picking out the grains^ by this operation rendered a»,
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black as coal. The other is more expeditious, for 
the whole sheaf is burnt, without the trouble of cut 
ting off the ears: a most ruinous practice, as it de 
stroys both thatch and manure, and on that account 
has been wisely prohibited in some of the islands, 
Gradanned corn was the parched corn of Holy Writ. 
Thus Boaz presents his beloved Ruth with parched 
corn ; and Jesse sends David with an Ephah of the 
same to his sons in the camp of Saul. The grinding 
was also performed by the same sort of machine the 
quern, in which two women were necessarily em 
ployed : thus it is prophesied, Two women shall be 
grinding at the mill, one shall be taken, the other 
left. I must observe too, that the island lasses are as 
merry at their work of grinding the Graddan, the 
*##$«? of the antients, as those of Greece were in the 
days of Aristophanes,

Who warbled as they ground their parched corn. 
Nabes, Act v. Scene n." 

Pennant's Voyage to the Hebrides, p. 321. 322.
u At breakfast this morning; among a profusion 

of other things, there were oat.cakes, made of what 
is called Graddaned meal, that is, meal made of grain 
separated from the husks, and toasted by fire, instead 
of being threshed and kiln-dried." Bos well's Tour, 
.p. 190.

Considerable quantities of wheat, parched in the 
same manner, have of late years been found in dig 
ging the Canal, between Forth and Clyde, along the 
line of Antonine's Wall, in those subterranean struc 
tures which have been viewed as Roman granaries. 
Hence it would appear, that the Romans aiso used 
parched corn.

According to Pennant, graddan is " from grad 
quick, as the process is so expeditious;" ubi sup. 
But he has not observed that Gael, gread-am signi 
fies, to burn, to scorch, and that greadan, the name 
given in that language to parched corn, is evidently 
formed from it. This v., however, is not confined 
to the Celt. Su.G. graedd-a has the same meaning; 
assare, igne torrere \ graedda breed, panem coquere, 
to bake; graeddpanna, a frying-pan. Ihre conjec 
tures that this word is more properly braed-a, as 
pron. in some parts of Sw. But there is every reason 
to think that he is mistaken; especially as the traces 
of this v. appear in E. grid-iron, and S. Girdle, q. v. 
2. This name is sometimes given to that kind of 

snuff which is commonly called Iran, as con 
sisting of large grains, S.
Gael, greadan, snuff. The origin of the name is 

obvious. Before snuff was become so general an ar 
ticle of trade, in consequence of general consump 
tion, those who used it prepared it for themselves, 
by toasting the leaves of tobacco on or be 
fore the fire. When sufficiently parched, they put 
these leaves into a box, grinding them with something 
used as a pestle. Hence, from the resemblance of the 
mode of preparation to that of grain, the snuff was 
called greadan, S. graddan, and the box in which it 
was bruised 'the miln or mill. 
GRAF, GRAWE, s. A grave, Loth, graff.

u Wiolators of grawes" are declared infamous, 
Stat. Win. c. 11.

A.S.graef, IsLgrauf, Alem. grab, graua, Dan. 
Belg. grqff, id. V* GKAIF. o
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GRAGGIT, part.pa. " Wrecked, excommuni 

cated, consigned to perdition. Sax. wracan, 
exulare," Gl. Sibb.

I mak ane vow to God, and ye us handill, 
Ye sail be curst and graggit with buik and 

candil. Lyndwy, S. P. R. ii. 251. 
The etymon given above is not satisfactory. 

GRAY, adj. Used metaph. like black, as de 
noting what is bad, or perhaps fatal. 
" You'll gang Agray gate yet;" S. Prov.—u You 

will come to an ill cud ;" Kelly, p. 380.
u Ye'll take a bad, evil, or improper course, ye'll 

meet an evil destiny ;" Gl. Shirr
GRAY FISH, x. A name given principally to 

the Coal fish, Gadiis carbonarius, Linn. 
u Gray Jish^ as they are called, abound every 

where around the coast, and constitute a great part 
of the sustenance of the inhabitants.—They seem to 
be the intermingled fry of various genera, and are 
called by the inhabitants Sellacs." P. Canisbay, 
Caithn. Statist. Ace. viii. 154.

44 There is a species of fish taken on this coast, 
which goes by the general name of Grayfah*" P. 
Kilmartin, Argyles. Ibid. p. 93.
To GRAIF, GRAWE, v. a. To bnry, to inter.

———Eneas unto the Latynis gaif 
Tuelf dayis of respit the dede corpsis to graif. 

Doug. Virgil, Rubr. 363. 39. 
Law, luve and lawtie graoin law thay ly.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 190. st. 5. 
Gr&wyn, interred.

At Jerusalem trowyt he, 
Grawyn in the Burch to be.

Barbour, iv. 309. MS.
MoesG. grab-an, A. S. graf-an, Alem. greb-an, 

Isl. graf-a, Teut. grav-en, Dan. grav-er, to dig. 
Su.G. be-grafw-a, to bury; Belg. begraav-en. 
Chaucer, grave, id.
To GRAYF, v. a. To engrave.

———Vulcanus thare amang the layf, 
Story is to cum dyd in the armoure gray/.

Doug. Virgil, Rubr. 266. 26. 
A. $.graf-an, Belg. grav-en, ls\. graf-a, id. Lye 

views MoesG. grab-an, fodere, as the origin. 
GRAYLORD, s. Apparently, the Coal fish full 

grown.
" The coast of St Kilda, and the lesser Isles, are 

plentifully furnished with variety of cod, ling, macka- 
rel, congars, braziers, turbet, graylords, sythes." 
Martin's St Kilda, p. 19. V. GRAY FISH. 
To GRAINE, GRANE, v. n. 1. To groan, S, 

Yorks.
Vnder the paysand and the heuy charge 
Can grane or geig the euil ionit barge.

Doug. Virgil, 178. 11. 
2. To complain of bodily ailments, S.

44 A graining wife and a grunting horse ne'er faiPd 
their master." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 11.

A. S. gran-ian, Belg. gran-en, id. 
GRAINE, GRANE, s. A groan, S. Doug. 

Thay gyrnit and lait gird with grants, 
Ilk gossop uder greivit.

Chr. Kirk, st. 15. V. the *.
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GRAIN, GRANE, s. i. The branch of a tree, 

S. B.
Apoun anegrane or branche of ane grene tre? 
His vthir wechty harnes gude in nede 
Lay on the gers.———

Long. Virgil, 350. 12., 
V. also Acts Ja. VI. 1581. c. 11. Murray.

2. The stalk or stem of a plant.
———The chesbow hedes oft we se
Bow down thare knoppis, sowpit in thare grane-,
Quhen thay are^hargit with the heuy rane.

Doug. Virgil, 292. 8.
Lye thinks that grein is used in the same sense in 

Devonsh. Add. to Jun. Etym.
3. A branch of a river, S.

Touer is kend ane grane of that riuer 
In Latyne hecht Danubium, or Ister.

Doug. Virgil, 7. 21.
u That branch of the river which runs between 

Mr Fraser's bank and the Allochy Island, is called 
the Allochy Grain, or North Branch of the river, 
and the other is called the South Branch of the river." 
State, Leslie of Powis, &c. 1805, p. 22.
4. The prongs of a fork are called its grains, S.

This is derived from Su.G. gren-a, Isl. grein-a, 
dividere. Hence the phrase, Aeen grenar sig, the 
river divides itself. Grein, pars, distinctio; also 
signifying a branch. Belg. grenzen, boundaries, is 
evidently a cognate term.
GRAINTER, s. One who has the charge of 

granaries.
This is my Grainier, and my Chalmerlaine, 
And hes my gould, and geir, under hir cuiris. 

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 222.
Fr. grenetier, the overseer, keeper or comptrol 

ler of the king's granaries; .greneterie, the office of 
the comptroller of the granaries, Cotgr. " Hence a 
granary is, in Scotland, called a graintal or gryntal- 
house y" Gl. Lynds. But, as far as I can learn, 
these terms are confined to Aberd. and the northern 
counties.
To GRAIP, v.a. 1. To grope, S. 
2. To feel, used in a general sense.

Schyr, I sail schow yow for my wage, 
My pardonis, and my prevelege, 
Quhilk ye sail se, and graip.

Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 68. 
A. S. grap-an, id. In sense 2. perhaps from 

MoesG. greip-an, Su.G. grip-a, arripere; S. grip. 
GRAIP, GRIP, j. The griffin.

Nixt come the gorgoull and the graip, 
Twa feirfull fouls indeid.

BurePs Pilgr. Watson's ColL ii. 24. 
The gled, the grip, up at the bar couth stand 
As advocatis expert in to the lawis.

Henry tone, tiannatyne Poems, p. 110. st. 5. 
It would appear that this name, generally appro 

priated to a bird which is merely the offspring of 
fancy, was by the ancient Goths given to a real one. 
Hence that and jut Runic dibtich; Mikilcr greip a 
hauki; the grip is larger than a hawk. Wachter 
thinks that tlitro can be no doubt that this word 
passed from the Hv 5 )erboreans to the Greeks and 
other nations; as in the Scythian language it denotes
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a ravenous bird from MoesG. greip-an, Su.G. grip- 
0, Germ, greijf-an, rapere; whence undoubtedly 
Fr. grijfe, the claw or talon of a bird.

Sw. grip, Germ, greyff, Belg. gryp-vogel, id» 
'L&t.gryps, Gr. y^vfy. Kilian renders '^QuLgriffoen, 
id. q. gryp-hoen.

But I suspect that this word sometimes denotes a 
vulture; particularly in the account given of Theseus. 

And on his breste thare sat a grisely grype, 
Quhilk wyth his bill his bally throw can bore. 

Henrysone^s Orpheus, Edin. edit. 1508. 
GRAIP, s. A dung-fork, an instrument formed 

with three iron prongs for cleaning a stable, S» 
The graip he for a harrow taks———

Burns, iii. 133. V. STURT, v. n. 
Su.G. grepe, id. tridens, quo ad stabula purgan- 

da utantur pastores; Ihre. This he derives from. 
grip-a, prehendere. It is also called dynggrep, 
Widcg. Teut. grepe, greep, greppe, fuscina, tri- 
dens. Hence most probably Gael, grapadh, id. j, 
Shaw.
To GRATTH, GRATHE, v. a. i. To make 

ready, to prepare, S.
Schippis we graith, and nauy reddy maide 
Betwix Anthandros and the mont of Ida.

Doug. Virgil, 67., 17.
2. To dress, to put on military accoutrements. 

Thir men retornede, with owtyn noyess or dyn ?— 
Than grathit sone thir men of armyss keyne.

Wallace, iv. 230. MS. 
Busk is used in a similar manner. 
The word has the same meaning in O. E. 

Aruirag greythede hym and ys folk a boute.
R. Glouc. p. 64.

This term occurs in a peculiar sense in the Battle 
of Harlaw5 ,st. 5.

He vowd to God omnipotent,
All the haile lands of Ross to haif, 

Or ells be graithed in his graif.
Evergreen, i. 80.

It may, however, be reducible to the sense of 
dressed; as A. S. ge-raed-ian is sometimes used; 
Somner.
3. To dress food.

" Of coukes graithand or makand reddie flesh or 
fishe, not wel nor convenient for men to be eaten." 
—Chalmerlan Air, c. 38. § 41.

A. S. geraed-ian, Teut, ghe-raed-en, parare; Isl. 
greid-a, Su.G. red-a, expedire. 
GRAITH, adj. 1. Ready, prompt. 

As quhylum did the Phitones, 
That quhen Saul abaysyt wes 
Oif the Felystynys mycht, 
Raysyt, throw hyr mekill slycht, 
Samuelis spy rite als tite, 
Or in his sted the iwill spy rite. 
That gaiiF rycht graith ansuer hyr to.

Harbour, iv. 759. MS.
A. S. ge-rad, ge-raed, paratus, iristructus; Teut B 

ge-raed, citus, ge-reed, paratus. 
2. Not embarrassed, not impeded.

Throw the gret preyss Wallace to him socht; 
His awful deid he eschewit as he mocht, 
Vndyr ane ayk, wyth men about him &et.
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Wallate mycht nocht a graith straik on him

get: 
Yeit schede he thaim, a full royd §lope was

maid. Wallace, iv. 76. MS. 
Gret has been substituted in editions.

3. Straight, direct.
Fawdoun was left beside thaim on the land;
The power come and sodeynly him fand:
For thair sloith hund the graith gait till him

yeid; 
Off othifc trade scho tuk as than no heid.

Wallace, v. 135. MS.
4. Earnest; as denoting accurate observation.

Quhenthai slepyt, this tray tour tuk graith heid. 
He met his eym, and bad him haiff no dreid; 
On sleip he is, and w ith him bot a man ; 
Ye may him haiff, for ony craft he can.

Wallace, xi. 1003. MS. 
In all the edit., it \sgud or good. 

GRAITH, s. I. Furniture, apparatus of whatever 
kind, for work, for travelling^ &c. S. gear, 
synon»

Lat thame commaund, and we sail furnis here 
The irne graith, the werkmen, and the wrichtis, 
And all that to the schippis langis of richtis*. 

Dolg. Virgil, 373. 40.
It is also applied to the necessary apparatus of a 

ship. V. LEDISMAN.
House-graith, furniture necessary for a house, S*. 

Su.G. husgeraed, utcnsilia, supellex domestiea; 
Germ, hausgeraeth, Belg., without the prefix, huys- 
raed, id.

Maister'-graith, the beam by which horses are 
joined to a plough or harrow, Ang.

Riding-graith, furniture necessary for riding on 
horse-back.

Here farmers gash, in ridin graith 
Gaed hoddin by their cotters.

Burns, i. 40.
2. Accoutrements for war; synon. geir. 

—Go dres yow in your graith. 
And think weill, throw your hie courage. 
This day ye sail wyn vassalage. 
Than drest he him into his geir, 
Wantounlie like ane man of weir. 

Lyndsay?s Squyer Meldrum^ 1594. A. riii. a. 
a. It is used apparently as equivalent to substance, 

riches.
Philottis is the man,———— 
Ane ground-riche man and full of graith: 
He wautis na jewels, claith, nor waith, 

Bot is baith big and beine.
Philotus, S. P. R. iii. £.

4. Applied to some parts of wearing apparel.
u They make shoone, buites, and other graith, 

before the lether is barked." Chalpierlan Air, 
c. 22.
5. Any composition used by tradesmen in prepar 

ing their work.
" They [skinners] hunger their lether in default 

of graith, that is to say, alme [allum], egges, and 
other graith," Chalmerlan Air, c. 23. § 2.
6. Warm water so wrought up with soap as to be 

fit for washing clothes, S.
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————See the sun

Is right far up, and we're not yet begun 
To freath the graith: if canker'd Madge, our

aunt,
Come up the burn, she'll gie us a wicked rant. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 86.
7. Stale urine, Ang. It seems to receive this de 

signation, as being used in washing. 
In both these senses it corresponds to the first;

properly signifying, the necessary apparatus for
washing.
8. Materials of a composition ; transferred to th&< 

mind.
Virgillis sawis ar worth to put in store;— 
Full riche tressoure thay bene & pretiusgraithe. 

Doug. Virgil, ProL 159. 28.
A. S. ge-raede, phalerae, apparatus; geraeded 

horse, instructus equus; Germ, gerath, geraete, 
goods, stuff, tackling. Wachter mentions gerade 
as an ancient word signifying,' supellex uxoria, or 
the paraphernalia belonging to a wife ; as rings, 
chains, bracelets, apparel, £c. S. Splechrie, q. v. 
Hence her-geraete, supellex castrensis, q. war-graith. 
The word appears in Su.G. and Isl. in the more pri 
mitive form of rede, raithi, reidi; but in the same 
general sense; instrumentum, apparatus. Godrhaestr 
med enu bezta reidi; a good horse with the best fur. 
niture; Knytl. S. p. 28. Var that skip alwael buit 
baethi at monum be aullum reida; navis bene ornata 
erat viris atque armamentis; the ship was weil bodin 
baith with men and all kind of graith / Heirns Kr,, 
T. I. p. 653. 
GRAITHLY, adv. 1* Readily.

———Than, with all our ham ays, we
Sail tak our way hamwart in hy.
And we sail gyit be graithly,
Quhill we be out off thair daunger,
That lyis now enclossyt her. .

Earbour, xix. 708. MS.
Readily, directly; or perhaps distinctly, as de 

noting that they would have no difficulty in finding 
a safe way through the moss. Gyit signifies guided;. 
not, as Mr Eilis renders it, guised^ Spec. I, 244.. 
2. Eagerly.

J gryppit graithlie the gil, 
And every modywart hil. 

Doug. Virgil, 239. b. 18. V. GRYPPIT;
GRAM, adj. Warlike ; superl. gramest.

Wrightis welterand doune treis, wit ye but weir, 
Ordanit hurdys ful hie in holtis sa haire; 
For to greif thair [thir] gomys gramest that wer, 
To gar the gayest on grund grayne undir geir. 

Gawan and Gol. ii. 13.
This seems to be only an oblique sense of the ori 

ginal word, Su.G. Isl. Alem. Belg. gram, A. S, 
grame, iratus. This transition is not unnatural; as 
we speak of the rage of battle. It has been thus 
used in Su.G. and Isl. gram, homo fcrax ; Then 
lede grain^ homo ille ferocissimus : Mot tholikgram 
war han off week ; contra talem athletam ille imbe- 
cillis erat; Hist. Alex. M. ap. Ihre. A,S. gram- 
ian, grem-a, to be angry ; Su.G. gram-ia, irrkare, 
Alem. grem-o, irrito.

Perhaps we ought here td advert to GRAMES 
4,
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DIKE, (Gramysdiic, Boeth.) the traditionary name 
given to the wall of Antoninus between Forth and 
Clyde. But the reason of the designation is burled 
in obscurity. The idea, that it was thus denomi 
nated from a hero of this name, who first broke 
through it (Boeth. cxxx. 55.) is so puerile, as not 
to require confutation. Were there any reason to 
adopt Buchanan's hypothesis, that this wall was 
built by Severus, we might discover a tolerable 
foundation for the name. For it might be viewed 
as the translation of the Lat. or Celt, designation. 
But all the historical evidence we have, as well as 
that derived from the inscriptions which have been 
discovered, goes to prove that it was erected by 
Antoninus.

It is a singular fact, that the same name is given 
to this wall, as to that actually built by Severus in 
the North of England. Goodall accordingly has 
observed from Camden, that the wall built by Seve 
rus, between Sol way Firth and the mouth of the 
Tine, is to this day, in the language of the Welsh, 
called Gual Sever, from the name of the Emperor 
who erected it; and by the English and Scottish 
who live in its neighbourhood, Grimisdike, which 
in their language, literally signifies, the wall of Seve 
rus : for with them Severus is rendered Grim. He 
adds ; "It must nevertheless be acknowledged, that 
other walls In England are equally called Grimis. 
dikes ; but it may be considered tfiat this is done im 
properly, by borrowing the name of the most fa 
mous wall." Introd. ad Fordun, Scotichron. p. 28. 

This indeed seems to be the only reasonable con 
jecture we can form, with respect to the reason of 
the name given to the wall of Antoninus. Severus, 
because of his victories, being much celebrated in 
Britain, especially as he erected a wall of such ex 
tent, after his name was given to this, it might natu. 
rally enough be transferred to that which had been 
reared by one of his predecessors in S. This idea 
is confirmed by the circumstance of his name being 
given to other walls which were not built by him. 
It has indeed of late been supposed, that even that 
wall in the North of England was not the work of 
this emperor; but, we apprehend, without sufficient 
reason. 
GRAM, j. 1. Wrath, anger.

———Defend I suld be one of tho, 
Quhilk of their feid and malice never ho, 
Out on sic gram, I will have na repreif.

Pulice of Honour, ii. 25.
i. e. cc Fie on such wrath !" Chaucer, grame9 

id. A. S. Su.G. gram, id. Isl. greme, or Godagreme9 
Deorum ira ; Olai Lex. Run. V. the adj. 
-2. Sorrow, vexation.

" Lat vs in ryot leif, in sport and gam, 
In Venus court, sen born thareto I am, 
My tyme wel sail I spend: wenys thou not so?" 
Bot all your solace sail returne in gram, 
Sic thewles lustis in bittir pane and vro.

Doug. Virgil, 96. 23. 
Amanues mirth it wol turn al tugrame.

.Chaucer, Can. Yem. T. v. 16871. 
A. S. gram.h not only rendered ira, but molestia, 

injuria; Germ, gram, moeror. Su.G. gram not 
only signifiesiratus, but moestus, tristis,and£r#£m#
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sig, dolere ; whence Ital. gramo, O. Fr. grams, tris-* 
tis, E. gtim,
GRAMARYE, s. Magic.

Whate'er he did.of gramarye, 
Was always done maliciously.

Lay of the last Minstrel, iii. 11» 
Dark was the vaulted room of gramarye, 
To which the wizard led the gallant knight.

Ibid. vi. 17.
This is evidently from Fr. grammaire, grammar, 

as the vulgar formerly believed that the black art 
was scientifically taught; and indeed ascribed a con 
siderable degree of knowledge, especially in physics, 
and almost every thing pertaining to experimental 
philosophy, to magic.

I find this term in what Bishop Percy views as a 
Legend of great antiquity.

My mother was a westerne woman,
And learned in gramarye, 

And when I learned at the schole, 
Something she taught itt me.

Eeliques Ant. E. Poetry, i. 56» 
The learned Editor gives materially the same view 

of the origin of the term. u In those dark and ig 
norant ages, when it was thought a high degree of 
learning to be able to read and write, he who made a 
little farther progress in literature, might well pass 
for a conjurer or magician." Note, Ibid. p. 61.
GRAMASHES, s. Gaiters reaching to the 

knees; sometimes applied to a kind of stock 
ings worn instead of boots, S.; commonly used 
in the pi. Gammashes, id, Cl. Yorks. Dial. 

He had on each leg a gramash, 
A top of lint for his panash. 1

ColviPs Mock Poem, P. p. 14. 
———Dight my boots ; 

For they are better than gramashes 
For one who through the dubbs so plashes.

Ibid. p. 81.
Fr. Germ, gamachcs, gamasphen, id. These terms 

notwithstanding the change, are certainly from the 
same source with Gamesons, q. v. 
GRAMMAW. V. GORMAW.
GRAN ATE, GRANIT, adj. Ingrained, dyed in 

grain.
Syne nixt hir raid in granatc violat 
Twolf damisellis, ilk ane in thair estait.

PaUce of Honour, i. 11.
This is the same with granit, Virg. 399. 20., ren 

dered by Rudd. " of a scarlet or crimson colour."
The colour here meant is violet. Fr. engrene, id. 

Ital. grana, the berry used for dyeing cloth of a 
scarlet colour.
GRANDGORE, s. V. GLENGORE.
GRANDSHER, s. Great-grandfather.

" There is sundrie kindes of nativitie, or bon 
dage ; for some are born bond-men, or natiues of 
their gudsher, and grandsher, quhom the Lord may 
challenge to be his naturall natiues, be names of 
their progenitours gif they be knawin : sic as the 
names of the father, gudsher, an&grandsher." Quon. 
Attach, c. 56* § 5. Avo, et proavo,——ari, et 
proavi, Lat.
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It seems to be still used in this sense in Moray; 

and probably in some other northern counties. 
His gransher, his gutsher, his daddie,

And mony ane mair o's forbeers, 
Had rented the farm already.———

Jamieson's Popul. Ball. i. 292. 
GRANGE, s. 1. " Corn, farm, the buildings 

pertaining to a corn farm, particularly the gra 
naries;" Gl. Sibb.

———The fomy riuer or flude
Brekis ouer the bankis, on spait quhen it is

wod ;—
Quhyll houssis and the flbkkys flittis away. 
The come grangis, and standand stakkys of 

hay. Doug. Virgil, 55. 38, 
i. e. c< the contents of the granaries." 

2. u Grange (Granagium) signifies the place 
where th« rents and tithes of religious houses, 
which were ordinarily paid in grain, were de 
livered and deposited in barns or granaries.'* 
Nimmo's Stirlingshire, p.. 508, NV 
It confirms this account,, that a number of places 

are called Granges, or the Granges of such a place^ 
which seem to have been connected with religious 
houses. They could not have received their desig 
nations from the primary use of the term, unless we 
should suppose, what seems contrary to fact, that 
they had been tbe only places in the vicinity where 
barns or granaries were erected.

Fr. grange, L. B. grangria, from Lat. gran*, 
um^ grain.
GRANIT, pant.adj. Forked,- or having gf^ams, S, 

This epithet is applied to Neptune's trident. Thus 
Neptune says concerning, Eolus.

He has na power nor aucthorytye
On seyis, nor on the thregranit sceptourwand,
QuhilkJs by cut gjeuin me to.bere in hand.

Doug. Virgil, 17. 23. V. GRAIN. 
GRANK, st " The groaning or howling of a 

wounded hart.?*" Rudd.
The dere so/dedlie woundit, and so lame, 
Unto his kynd resett gan fleing hame,— 
All blude besprent with many grank and 

grone. Doug. Virgil, 225. 5. 
Perhaps it rather denotes a kind of neighing ; 

from Teut. greuick-en, false ridere^ ringere; gre- 
nitk^ risus equinus.
GRANZEBENE, jr. The Grampian moun 

tains in S*
" Tay risis far beyond the monfanis of Granzefrene 

fra Loch tay, quhi'k is. xxiu. mylis of^lenth, antl 
.x. mylis of brcid." Bellend. Descr..Alb. c. 9.

Bullet derives this w6rd from Celtic gram car 
grant crooked, and ben mountain, because these 
mountains are crooked. According to-Baxter, q. 
Granni collar, from the ancient worship of Apollo 
Grannius; uloss.

Mr Pink, says that u the Grampian hills seem* 
to imply the hills of warriors ;" as, according, 
to Torfaeus, u in the earliest times every indepen-^ 
dent leader was called Gram, and his soldiers 
Gram**," Enquiry Hist. Scot. I. 144. But I sus. 
pect that the Lut. term Grampim is a corruption, 
and that Granz-ben is the true name. Bein^ as sig-^
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nifyiug a mountain, although perhaps radically a 
Celt, word, might be adopted by the Goths : for it 
is retained in the names of several places in Germa 
ny. V. Wachter. Might not the first syllable be 
from Su.G. graens, Germ, grenze, limes? q. the 
mountains forming a boundary between the two 
great divisions of Scotland.

Since writing this article, I have met with another 
etymon, which is left to the judgment of the reader.

" Grampian, from Grant and Beinn. Grant like 
the otyos of the Greeks, has two opposite meanings. 
In some fragments ascribed to Ossian, it signifies 
beautiful. This meaning, now, is obsolete, and it 
signifies deformed, ugly, &c.

44 The old Caledonians, as these mountains abound! 
ed in game, and connecting beauty with utility, 
might have given the name in the former sense. Mr 
Henry Saville, and Mr Lhuyd, two eminent anti 
quaries, call them Grant Beinn, from which comes 
the soft inflected Grampian of the Romans*" P.. 
Kirkmichael, Banff's. Statist. Ace. xii. 428.>
To GRAP, GRAPE, v.a. l. To grope,., to, han«- 

die, S.,
They grap it} they grip it, it greets,- & they 

grane. Poiwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 21. 
Then first and foremost^ thro' the kail,

Their stocks maun a' be sought ance ; 
They steek their een, an graip an' wale, 

For muckle anes and straight anes.
Burns, iii. 126. 

2. Metaph. to examine.
Bot first I pray you grape the mater clene^ 
Reprocheme not, quhill the werk be ouersene^

Doug. Virgil, 12. 12.
A. S. grap-iany " —to feel,.to .handle, to grab or 

groap ;" Somner.
GRAPPLING, a mode of catching salmon, S.,

44 In the Annan,—there is a pool called the Roc&~~ 
hole,— where incredible quantities of salmon are 
caught, by a new and singular mode of fishing, cal 
led grappling* Three or four large hooks are tied 
together, in .different directions, on a^.strong line, 
having a weight of lead sufficient to make it sink 
immediately as low as the person.inclines, and then 
by giving the rod a sudden jerk.upward, the hooks, 
are- fixed, in*o^ the. salmon, which are thus dragged, 
to laud by force»'/ R. St. Mungo, Dumfr. Statist. 
Ace. xi. 384. 385.

The same mode is observed in the Highlands, P. 
Kiltarlity, lavern. Ibid. xiii. 512*
GRAPUS, s. A* name for the devil,..or for a

hobgoblin, Aug.-.
Su.G. grip-a*) pjekendere, orgraVb±&, its deriv. 

arripere ? The composite term Doolie-grapus is 
often used in the same sense. V. DOOLIE.
GRASCHOWE-HEIDET; adf:

—Gryt grftschowe-heidet gorge milldrs-—
Dunbar, Maitland Poems^ p. 109. 

Not, as Mr.Pink. conjectures, from Goth. gra± 
selig, horribitfs j Ittrtmore prabably from Fr.grais-^ 
seux, greasy.
TQ GRATHE, v. a. To make ready. V». 

GSAITHE.
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GRATHING, Wall. ix. 1158, Perth, edit, read

gnicling, as in MS. V. GRUGH., 
GRATNIS, Houkte^ ii, 8. *2., an error for

gratius in MS., gntcious-. Precious 15" after wards
spelled in the same manner, jbrifrftr. 

GRATNIZlED,Wat*.Goll.i.29.V.GoupHERD. 
To GRASSIL, GRissfcL, GIRS'SIL, v. n. To

rustle, to make a rustling or crackling noise. 
Sone eftir this of men the clamor rais, 
The takillis, grassillis, cabillis can frafe and 

frais. Doug. Virgil , 15. 44.
By the interposition of a comma, this is printed as 

if it were a s. pi. But. this must, be a typographic 
cal error ; as Rudd. explains the word as a v.

I have not heard the v. itself used, but frequent* 
ly its derivat. girstlin. u There was a girstlin of 
frost this morning^'* S. s This exactly corresponds 
to the use of the Fr.nO. gresitte, u covered, or 
hoare, with reeme." Gresil, " reeme, or the white 
frost that hangs on trees»" Cotgr. The Fr. word, 
which the Editofs of Diet. Trev. view as radically 
the same with gresle, grelc, hail, may probably be 
from griiil an old Celtic word of the same meaning 
with the latter.

Fr. gresill-er, to crackle. This is perhaps radi 
cally allied to A.S. hristl-an, crepitare, Su.6. Am/- 
a, rist-a, quatere, primarily used to denote the 
noise made by the shaking and friction of armour. 
V. GRISSIL.
GRAVIN, GRAWE, GRAWYN. V.GRAIF,<Z/. i. 
GRAUIS, s.pl. Groves.

-The range and the fade on brede
Dynnys throw the grauis.-

Doug. Virgil, 103. 50. 
A.S.^ra/, Alem. gruoba, lucus. 

GRAUNT, adj. Great. V. GRUNE. 
GRE, GREE, s. 1. A step, a degree ; referring 

to literal ascent.
The birdis sat on twistis, and on greis, 
Melodiously makand thair kyndlie gleis.

Police of Honour, ProL st. 3. 
Greese, stairs into a chamber; Clav. Yorks. Dial.

2. Degree, quality.
Quhilk souerane substance in gre superlatiue 
Na cunnyng comprehend ma nor discriue.

Doug. Virgil, ProL 308. 48. 
a From^re to^re," from one degree to another; 

R. de Brunne.
3. The superiority, the preeminence.

To James Lord of Dowglas thay ihegre gave, 
To go with the Kingis hairt.———

lioulate, ii. 11. V. GROVE. 
Suld thou than cesse, it were great schame allace ! 
And here to wyn gree happily for ever.

K. Quair, ii. 40.
a To wyn the gree, or victory^ This is a, Scot 

tish phrase, still used with us." TytL.N. Hence 
gree S. B. denotes u vogue, fajne," Gl. Shirr.
4. The reward, the.prize.

Quod he,—styndand the bullis face forgane, 
Quhilk of thare dereyne was the price and gre.

. ^ Doug. Virgil, 143. 45. 
Hence, to bear tfie*gre, to'have the victory, to 

carry off the prize.

GRE
And eik wha best on fute can ryn laj; se, • 
To preif his pith, or wersill^ and bere the gre.

Ibid, 129. 36.
To bear the gree is still commonly used in the 

same sense, S.
The gre yet h&th he gotten, for al his grete 

wound. P. Plowman, Fol. 98. 
The Herauder gaff the child the greej 
A thousand pound he had to fee. 

Ipomydon, MS. Harl. ap. Strut?s Sports, p. 101.
——————Theseus let crie, 

To s ten ten alle rancour and envie. 
The gree as wel of o side as of other.

Chaucer, Knightes T. v. 2735.
5. A degree in measurement.

cc The last and outmaist ile is named Hirtha, 
quhare the eleuation of the pole is LXIII. greis." 
Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 13.
6. Relation, degree of affinity.

Tyl James than of Scotlatid Kyng 
Thl's Erie of Mare be gud couhtyng 
Wes Emys son : swa he and he 
Wes evynlike in the tothir^rtf.

Wyntown, ix. 27. 56^ 
i. e. cc in the second degree." 
Lat. grad-us is used in all these senfses, except 

the third and fourth; which may be viewed as ob 
lique uses of the word as applied in sense second. 
From the Lat. word Sw, grad and Teut. graed9 
id. are immediately formed. 
GRECHES, v. Perhaps, frets, is irritated.

Gawayn greches therwith, and greved ful sare»
Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 15. 

Fr. griesche, sharp, prickling. But I suspect it 
is for gruches. V. GRUCH. 
GREDUR, j. Greediness.

All hours ay, in bours ay, 
Expecting for thair pray, 
With gredur, but dredur, 
Awaiting in the way.

Burel, Pilgr. Watson's Colt ii. 39. 
To GREE, v. n. To agree, to live in amity, S. 

My cousin Betty, whom ye ken and saw, 
And left full dowy down at Bonny-ha', 
Whan you come aff, sail your companion be, 
And like twa sisters ye will sort and gree.

Ross's Helenore, p. 112.
Fr. gre-er, to agree, to give consent unto, Teut. 

grey-en, greyd-en, gret-en, placcre, gratum sive ac- 
ceptum esse. This has been viewed as allied to Lat. 
grat-ict ; but perhaps rather to Su.G. grid, A.S. 
grith) pax, foedus. It is indeed by no means im 
probable, that the latter have the same origin with 
the Lat. term.
To GREE, v. a. To reconcile parties at vari 

ance, S.
GREE, s. Tinge, dye ; juice for sfkining. 

The bonny bairn they in the hurry tint; 
'Our fouks came up and fand her in a glent. 
'Bout sax or seven she looked then to be; 
Her face was smear'd with some dun colour'd 

gree. Ross's Helenore, p. 127. 
In some parts of Ang. gree denotes the ichor 

which oozes from a sore in a brute animal!
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This word seems formed by the writer, metri 

eausa.
GREEK, (of stones) s. The grain, the texture, 

or particular quality of one stone as distin 
guished from another, S»
" They [the stone quarries] consist of 3 different 

kinds of stone, one of a bluish black colour, with 
a fine greek, capable of receiving a polish like mar. 
ble." P. Carnock, Fife, Statist. Ace. xi. 483.

Su.G. gryt, which primarily signifies a stone, is 
used in the same sense with our greek. Thus, wara 
af g°dt 8ryt) is an expression used with respect to 
stones which are proper for the end in view. In 
the same sense we «peak of a gude greek. 
To GREEN, v. n. To long. V. GRENE. 
GREENBONE, s. 1 . The viviparous Blenny, a 

fish, Orkney.
" The Viviparous Blenny, (blennius viviparus, 

Lin. Syst.) from the colour of the back-bone, has 
here got the name of green-bone." Barry's Ork 
ney, p. 391. v
2. The Gar Pike or ̂ Sea-needle, Esox belone, 

Linn.
u Acus altera major 15ellorili: our fishers call it 

the Gar fish, it is sometimes an ell or more in 
length, with a beak or neb eight inches long. Some 
call it the Greenstone. Sibb. Fife, p. 127.

It seems to receive this name from " the light 
green, which stains the back bone of this fish when 
boiled." V. Pennant's Zool. p. 274. 
GREEN BREESE, a stinking pool, BanfFs. 
GREEN L1NTWHITE, the Green finch, a

bird, S. Loxia chloris, Xiinn. 
GREEN SLOKE, Oyster green, S. Ulva lactu-

ca, Linn. 
GREGIOUN, >. A Grecian or Greek.

Your hamc passage by blude mon fundin be, 
And haue your asking be deith of ane Gre» 

gioun. Doug. Virgil, 42. 31. 
GPJLYD+part.pa. Graduated; Wyntown. 
GREIF, s. i. A fault, an offence.

The bridill now refuse thay not to dre,— 
And to implore forgifnes of Mgreif, 
Quyet and end of harmys and myscheif.

Doug. Virgil, 453. 43. 
2. Indignation for offences.

Lerne for to drede gret Joue, and not gane-
stand,

And to fulfyl glaidly the Goddis command : 
And for thaVe greif wele aucht we to be wer ; 
Sum tyme in ire will grow grete Jupiter.

Dovg. Virgil, 454. 26. 
Fr. grief, an injury.

GREIF, GRIEVE, s. i. An overseer, a monitor. 
This awstrene greif answerit angirly, 
Fpr thy cramping thow salt baith crukc and 

cowre.
Henry Kone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 132. 

2. Grieve still signifies the manager of any farm, 
or the overseer of any work; as the road- 
grieve, he who has charge of making or mend» 
ing roads, S. 
" A grieve (or overseer) has from L. 4 to L* 7,

ORE
besides his shoes." P. Duirnish, Sky, Statist. Ace.- 
iv. 135.

" A good grieve is better than an ill worker;" S. 
Prov. Kelly, p. 5.

This word, although sunk in its meaning in ourcouru 
try, had, and still has a very honourable acceptatiou 
on the continent* O.Teut.grae/, judex, praescs, prae. 
fectus. In composition itis equivalent to count; comes; 
regulus. Hence theGerm. titles, Landgrave, Margrave, 
&c. This order has been inverted, according to Ihre, 
as to Su.G. graf. He observes, that although it prima 
rily denoted a Count, it is now, after the example of 
the Germ., transferred to a praefect of any kind» A* 
lem. Grauu, L, B. Graf-ius, Graph-ius, Grav-ius.

Many theories have been formed as to its origin* 
Kilian deduces it from grauw, hoary, as corres 
ponding to Lat. pater, senior, senator. But in 
A. S. the word occurs, not only in the form of 
gerefa, comes, praescs, but also of refa, as in 
Scyre-refa, Hickes Gr. A.S. p. 136. Whence the 
modern term sheriff, and reeve, E. a steward* 
Hence it appears most probable, that g is merely 
the sign of the old prefix ge, MoesG. ga. Ihre 
thinks that the word in its simple form is derived 
from O. Goth, reflect, arguere, mulctare, whence 
raessa, punire ; all denoting the work of a judge. 
V. GRIEVE, v.
To GREIN, v. n. To long. V. GRENE. 
GREIS, s. pi. Greaves for the legs.

Schir Golagros' mery men, menskful of myght, 
Ingreis, and garatouris, grathit full gay ; 
Sevyne score of scheildis thai schew at ane 

sicht. Gawan and Gol. ii. 14. 
His leg harnes he clappyt on so clene, 
Pullane greis he braissit on full fast.

Wallace, viii. 1200, MS. V. also Wyivt 
ix. 8. 131.

Fr. greves, id. Garatouris probably denotes ar 
mour for the thighs; Fr. girets, armour for the 
thighs of horses.
To GREIT, GREYT, GRET, pron. greet, v. n+ 

To weep, to cry, S. A. Bor. 
The tale when Rohand told. 
For sorwe he gan grete.

Sir Tristreni) p. 42. 
—Ane of thaim, that thar wes tane. 
That wes arayit jolyly, 
He saw greyt wondre tcndrely ; 
And askyt him quhy he maid sic cher. 
He said him, " Schyr, with owtyn wer, 
u It is na wondyr thoucht I gret y 
" I se fele her losyt the suet 
" The flour of all North Irland."

Barbour, xvi. 228. 231.
Gret, v. 231, seems the pjret. ; Grot is usedj S. 

And wae and sad fair Annie sat>
And drearie was her sang ; 

And ever, as she sobb'd and grat,
" Wae to the man that did the wrang!" 

^I'mstrelsy Border, ii. 120.
——Symon knew

His welcome master :—round his knees he gat5 
Hang at his coat, and syne for blythness^raf.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 
3 X
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Ray derives the term from Ital. griJare^ to cry 

or weep. But this undoubtedly has a common ori 
gin with our word ; MoesG. greit-an^ gret-an^ fle- 
re ; Nigret, weep not, Luke vii. 13. Su.G. graet- 
fl, Isl. graat-ct) Precop. cricl-en, Belg. kryt-en^ 
Hisp. grid-ar^ id. Lye renders graed-an^ clama- 
re, flere, and afterwards gives graet-an as synon. 
But none of the authorities quoted by him support 
the latter sense. I have not indeed met with any 
passage where it clearly admits this meaning. Wep- 
an is still used, as far as J have observed, in the 
Version of the Gospels, where gret-an occurs in 
that of Ulphilas. A.S. graed-an seems properly 
to denote the act of crying with a shrill voice. V. 
Lye, Somner.

O. E. grede seems properly to signify clamare. It 
does not appear that R. Glouc. uses it in any other 
signification.

——These deserites bi gonne al on hym grede.
p. 85. 

Or, as it is in another MS.
———The disherites gonne on him to grede. 

Ritson rendering gredde, " cry'd, wept," quotes 
the following passage.

Hue fel adoun a bedde,
And after kny \esgredde,
To slein mide hire kyng Lothc*

£. Metr. Rom. ii. 141.
Grede seems to be once used in a S. poem for 

weep.
Thes knyghtes arn curtays, by crosse, and by

crede,
That thus oonly have me laft on my deythe day, 
With the grisselist Goost, that ever herd I grede.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 8. 
This, however, may be metri causa; as grete is 

used in this sense in the same stanza. 
R. Brunne uses grete for weep, p. 148.

I am Thomas your hope, to whom ye crie £
grete,

Martir of Canterbire, your bale salle I bete. 
GREIT, GRETE, s. The act of weeping or cry 

ing, S.
Thare saw he als with huge grete and murning. 
In middil e»rd oft menit, thir Troyanis 
Duryng the sege that into batale slane is.

Doug. Virgil, 180. 47.
MoesG. gretS) Su.G. graet^ Isl. grat, Germ. 

kreide^ fletus.
GRETING, s. The act of weeping or crying, S* 

Thocht I say that thai gret sothly, 
It wis na greting propyrly ; 
For I trow traistly that gretyng 
Cummys to men for mysliking. 
And that nane may but angry gret, 
Bot it be wemen, that can wet 
Thair chekys quhen euir thaim list with teris, 
The quethir weill oft thaim na thing deris.

Barbour, iii. 514, 515. MS. 
Barbour lias a curious digression on this subject 

from v. 504 ta 535. V. the v. 
GREKING, GRYKING, s. Peep, break of day, 

S. " Creek of day ̂  Rudd. \ sometimes 
S. B.

G R E
Phcbus crounit bird, the nichtis
Clappin his wingis thryis had crawin clere:
Approching nere the greking of the day.

Doug. Virgil, 202. 10.
It assumes the form qf gryking, in the Prophecy 

of Thomas of Erseldoun, MS. Cotton Library. 
In a lande as I was lent 
In the gryking of the day 
Ay alone as I went 
In Huntlc bankys me for to play 
I saw the throstyl and the jay———

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 275. 
Sibb. mentions cc greik of day," as still used, 
This word may be radically allied to Su.G. gry, 

grau-en, Dan. gry-er, illucescere, used to denote 
the dawn. Teut. gra, the dawn. But it seems ra 
ther to have the same origin with modern S. CREEK, 
q. v. also, SKREEK. 
GRENBES, GRENNDES, s. pi. Grandees.

The grete grendeS) in the grenes, so gladly thei
go.——— 

The gretgrenndes wer agast of the grym bere»
Sir Gawan and Sir Gol. i. 5. 10. 

To GRENE, GREIN, v. n. 1. To long for, to 
desire earnestly ; in whatever sense, S. 

Sum grenis quhil the gers grow for his gray 
mere. Doug. Virgil, 2385 a 53. 

They came ther justice for to get, 
Will nevir grein to cum again. 
Battle Redsquair, Evergreen^ ii. 224. st. 1. 

" But I green to hear better news." Spots, 
wood, p. 410.
2. The term is more strictly applied to a woman 

with child, who is said to green for any thing, 
particularly some kind of food, that she ear 
nestly longs for, S. Hence the phrase, a green- 
ing wife, Rudd.
It occurs in this sense in the S. Prov. ; " Green 

ing wives ar ay greedy ;" Ramsay's Prov. p. 28.
Sibb. derives this from Teut. greyd-en appetere* 

But this etymon reminds one of the S. adage, ad- 
dressed to those who are supposed to ask, more from 
covetousness, than from necessity ; " You may be 
greedy) but ye're not greening," Ramsay's S. Pror. 
p. 83. The origin certainly is MoesG. gairn-an, 
Su.G. girn-as, A.S. georn-an, desiderare ; whence 
also E. yearn. Perhaps Germ, ger-en, cupere, re. 
tains most of the primitive form.
GRENING, GREENING, s. i. Ardent desire, 

longing; especially in sense 2, mentioned un 
der the ^., S.

Frae ladies to a servant wench,
I can well fit them ilka inch ;
An' if they're fley'd that they should pinchj

I'll try them on ; 
Perhaps I may their greening stench,

Ere I hae done.
Forbes's Shop Bill^ Journal,*$c. p, 13. 

2. The object of this longing,
Frae anes that thou thy \greining get, 
Thy pain and travel is foiyet.

Cherrie and Slae, st. 37. 
GRENE-SERENE, *. " the Green-finch;
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so denominated from the sweetness of its song. 
It is commonly called the Green linnet ;" Gl. 
Compl.
u The grene serene sang sueit, quhen the gold 

spynk chantit." Compl. S. p. 60.
Fr, serin, " a little singing bird of a light green 

colour;" Cotgr. Of the greenfinch, Pennant says, 
that its u native note has nothing musical in it; but a 
late writer on singing-birds says 5 they may be taught 
to pipe or whistle in imitation of other birds.'' 
Zool. i. 323. Serin, however, is rendered by 
Boyer, the thistle-finch, Fringilla carduelis, Linn. 
GRESSOUME. V. GERSOME. 
GRETE, s. Sand or gravel in rivers. 

For to behald it was ane glore to se— 
The siluer scalit fyschis on the grete 
Ouer thowrt clere stremes sprinkilland for the 

hete. Doug. Virgil^ 400. 5. 
Grete occurs in Sir Tristrem, p. 150. 

He fonde a wele ful gode, 
Al white it was the grete*

" From graeade, Sax. Corn.—The corn was now 
ripe," Gl. But as wele is rendered u well," it is 
more natural to view grete as denoting the gravel 
in its bottom. Being white^ it was an evidence of 
the purity of the water.

A. S. greot, scobs, grit or gravel, Somner. Su.G. 
gryt, Isl. griot, id» glarea, smagriote^ salebrae, 
Germ. Belg. C. B. grut, id.
GRETE, & A stair.

Or ony scry was raissyt in that stour, 
Douglace had tane the yet off the gret tour, 
Rane wp & grete, quhar at the Capdane lay. 
On fut he gat, and wald haiff beyn away.

Wallace, ix. 1642, MS. Edit. 1648, staire* 
The Scottis about, that war off mekill mayn, 
On gretis ran and cessyt all the taun*. 
Derffly to dede the Sotheroun was dongyn 

doun. Wallace, viii. 605, MS. 
Up greissu run,, £c. edit. 1648. 1673. The 

meaning is, " They ascended the wall by steps, and 
seized the town."

Teut. graet, Ital. grad-o, Lat. grad-ut.
GRETUMLY, GRYTUMLY, adv. Greatly, in a 

great degree.
Full gretumly thankyt him the King ; 
And resawyt his seruice.

Barbour, iii. 668, MS. 
And thai tha,t saw thaim sa stoutly 
CoiM€ on, dred thaim sa, gretumly 
That all the ro,wt, bath les and mar, 
Fled prekand, scalyt hec and thar^

Barbour, ix. 619, MS.
" Q»ihair is the toune of Cartage that dantit the 

elepharitis, and vase grytumly doutit & dred be the 
Romans ? Compl. S. p. 31.

This may b& merely the ablative of A. S. great y 
which is greafum, with the addition of the term lice, 
expressive of similitude. For the ablative, both of 
adjectives and. substantives, is sometimes used adver 
bially. Thus miclam, the ablative of micel, great, 
signifies valde; and wundrum, from wundor, mire; 
as wundrum Jaest) wonderfully firm; wutufrumfae- 
ger, wonderfully beautiful. But I am rather in.

G R I
clined to think that um in this mode of composi 
tion, corresponds to the Su.G. particle om, which, 
when affixed to nouns, forms adverbs : as stronin- 
gom, severally ; fyrstum, in the first place ; bakom, 
behind, from bak the back ; jramom, before. Um 
is sometimes used in Su.G. as in senstum, lastly, 
from sen, late, our syne. Isl. millum, in the mean 
time, is by Ihre, derived from medal middle ; al 
though G. Andr. deduces it from mille, also. Whe 
ther um, in this composition, has any connexion 
with Su.G. Teut. om, A. S. umb, ymb, circum, 
seems quite uncertain. Haillumly, wholly^ S. is 
formed like gretumly. 
GREUE, s. A grove ; greues, pi.

So gladly thei gon, in greues so grene.
Sir Gatvan and tiir Gal. i. 5. 

A. S. graef, lucus.
GREW, s. A greyhound, gru> S. Grew qulelpis, 

the whelps of a greyhound. 
u He tuke gret delyte of huntyng, rachis and 

houndis, and maid lawis that grew whelpis suld 
nocht lyne thair moderis, for he fand by experience 
houndis gottin in that maner unproffitabyl for hunt- 
yng." Bellend. Cron. FoK 13. b.

Grey is used in the same sense, King's Quair, v. 5. 
Isl. grey, a dog. Grey thykki mer Freya ; Ipsa 

canis mihi Freya videtur; Kristnisag. c. 9. Goth. 
grey karl, homo caninus; Seren. 
GREWE, s. i.. The country of Greece. 

I say this be the grete lordis of Grewe.,
Henrysone, Traitie of Orpheus, Edin. 1508* 

2. The Greek language.
The first in Grezve was callit Euterpe»

Henrys&n&j IMd. 
In Latine bene Grewe termes sum.

Doug. Virgil, 5. 9. O. Fr. griu, id. 
GREWING, J« Grievance, vexation.

——All the laiff
That war tharin, bath man and knaifF, 
He tuk, and gaiif thaim dispending ; 
And sent thaim hame, but mar grewing.^. 
To the Clyffurd, in thar countre.

Bar hour, viii. 510., MS.
GRIECE, s. Gray griece, a particular kind of 

fur, to be worn by the Lords of Parliament on 
their clokes, denominated from its colour. 
u The other lordes of Parliament to have ane 

mantil of reide, rightswa opened before, and lyned 
with silke, or furred with eristic gray griece or pur- 
ray." Acts Ja. II. 1455. c. 47. Murray. Cristu 
gray grece, Edit. 1566. c. 52.

Gray Griece is only a tautological specification 
of the colour: far Fr. gris, grue, Germ, greis^ 
Belg. grys, Ital. gryso, signify grey. 

Har man teles wer of greae felwet, 
Ybordured with gx>ld, ryght well ysette^ 

Ipelvred with §ry$ and gro.
Launfal, Ritson's E. M. Rom*i. ISO. 

Grys and gro are- evidently synxm., both terms 
denoting the same, colour.

—I haue sene him in sylke^ & sometime in
russet

Both in graye and in %ryse, and iri a gilt har. 
neys. P. Plowman. Fol. 80, 

3
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I saw his sieves purfiled at the hond 
With gris, and that the finest of the lend.

Chaucer, T. Pro/, v. 193.
The Fr. call this kind of fur petit-gris, also menu 

ttair, E, minever. It is said to be the skin of a 
species of rats or squirrels, denominated in Lat. 
mus ponticus, because found in the neighbourhood 
of the Euxine sea. V. Diet. Trev. L. B. griseum, 
grisium, pellis animalis cujusdam, quod vulgo vair 
Galli appellant. Hence gpiseus color. V. DuCange. 
GRIES, s. Gravel.

The beriall stremis, rinnand ouir stanerie^rm, 
Maid sober noyis. —

Police of Honour^ ii. 42.
Stanerie grtis is tautological.
In one edition, however, whether London or 

Edinburgh, is not mentioned, stern j/ is used. V. 
STANERS^

Germ, gries, calculus, arena, sabulum ; Alem. 
griez, Belg. gruys, id. Wachter considers grus-en, 
to crumble, to break in pieces, as the origin. Greis 
is radically the same with Grete, q. T. ; as Germ. 
gries with grut. 
GRIESHOCH, s. Hot embers ; properly, those

of peats or moss-fuel, Ayrs.
" When the menials in a Scottish family pro. 

tracted their vigils around the kitchen fire, Brownie, 
weary of being excluded from the midnight hearth, 
sometimes appeared at the door, seemed to watch 
their departure, and thus admonished them, * Gang 
a' to your beds, sirs, and dinna put out the wee 
griesckoch (embers)." Minstrelsy Border, Introd. 
Vol. I. cii.

GaeL griosach, id. It denotes a considerable 
quantity of burning embers. Isl. ausgrue has the 
same sense ; Cinis corrasus, et ignitus ; ashes scrap 
ed together, and in an ignited state. G. Andr. 
derives it from eisa, iguitus cinis, and grua, multu 
tudo.
GRIEVE, s. An overseer* V. GREIF. 
To GRIEVE, v. a. To oversee, to overlook others.

Thus, he is said to grieve the shearers, who acts
as overseer to reapers during harvest, S. V.

To GRYIS, GRISE, v. a. To affright. 
Terribill thochtis oft my hart did gryis.

Police of Honour, i. 71* 
———— Na kynd of pane may ryse, 

Vnknawin to me5 of new at may megryse.
Doug. Virgil, 166.27.

A. S. agris-an, horrere ; agrisenlic, grislic, hor- 
ribilis ; Isl. grislega, horribiliter ; Germ, graus-en^ 
horrere, graus, horror ; Gl. Pez. orgruison, abhor» 
rescant. V. AGRISE.
To GRISE, v. n. To shudder, to tremble. 

i —— My spreit abhorris, and dois grise^ 
Tharon for to remember. ————

Doug. Virgil, 38. 51.
GRYKING, s. Peep of day. V. GREKING. 
To GRILLE, v. a. To pierce.

The grones of Schir Gawayn dos my hert grille. 
The grones of Schir Gawayn greven me sare.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 23«

GUY
Thou has wonen hem in werre with a wrang

wille;
And geven hem to Schir Gawayn, that my hert 

grylles. Ibid, st, 7, 
This is probably from Fr. grill-er, to broil, to 

scorch; also, to ruffle. I know not if Teut. grit- 
Ugh, grelligh, pruriens, be allied. It is used with 
respect to inflamed sores. 
GRYLLE, adj. Horrible.

Ho gret on Gaynour, with gronyng grylle.
Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 22. 

Chaucer, grille, id. In Prompt. Parv. gryl iff 
rendered horridus. Teut. grouwel, horror. It is 
evidently a deriv. from the v» signifying to shudder. 
V. GROUE. 
GRYLLES, s.pl.

Mi name is Schir Galaron, withouten eny gile; 
The gretest of Galwey, of grenes arid gryllesy 
Of Connok, of Conyngham, and also Kyle.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 7, 
Perhaps this may metaph. signify in closures, op 

houses, castles, from Fr. grille, an iron grate. A, S. 
gerela signifies attire; habitus, vestiinentum, stola. 
But the sense is quite uncertain.
GRILSE, GILSE, s. A salmon not fully grown,

as the term is generally understood ; although
some view it as a distinct species, S. It seems
to be the same fish which the E. called the Grey9
Salmo eriox, Linn.
" It is defended and forbidden, that na man take 

fisch or take salmond or salmon trouts, grihis, in 
forbidden time." 1 Stat. Rob. I. c. 11. § 3.

" Within a few miles also of the west end of the 
Mainland is the Loch of Stennis, the largest in Ork 
ney, whereon are some mills; some trouts and sal- 
mon-gilses are found in it, and the brooks that run 
from it." Brand's Orkney, p. 32. The word is 
pron. both grilse and gilse.

The grilse, it is said, is u a smaller species of sal 
mon, or the common salmon a year old. Naturalists 
have not determined this point with certainty." 
Statist. Ace. Cramond, i. 220. N.

Shaw mentions Gael, grealsach. But whether this 
species be meant is uncertain ; because all the expl. 
given is, a sort ofjish. The term is more probably a 
corr. of Sw.graelax, id. q. a grey salmon. V. LAX. 
GRYMING, s. A " sprinkling;" what forms

a thin covering, S. A.
The sun was na up, but the moon was down,

It was the gryming of a new fa'n snaw, 
Jamie Telfer has run ten myles a-foot, 

Between the Dodhead and the Stobs's Ha'. 
Minstrelsy Border, i. 98.

This seems originally the same with the E, v. to 
grime, u to dirt; to sully deeply," Johns.; better 
defined by Phillips, u to smut, or daub with filth." 
Grime, s. a dirt deeply insinuated." Johns, derives 
the s. from Grim, adj. hideous. But they are radi 
cally different $ grim being from Su.G.^raw, iratus; 
whereas grime is evidently allied to Su.G. Isl. grim* 
ft, a sort of mask or hat, with which pilgrims used to 
cover the face that they might not be known. Hence 
G. Audr. fancifully derives the Isl. name for a pit-
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grim, pilogrimr, from Gr. ye^ts pileus, a hat, and 
grima. Ihre says ; u Our peasants call him grimug 
whose face is covered with spots of dirt, as if he used 
this as a mask." Belg. griem-en, denigrare, maculis 
inficere. Isl. grima also signifies the skin of the 
face. But perhaps we discover its primary sense, as 
used to denote night; nox, grimliust nox subob- 
scura; VereL G> Andr. defines gryma, nox a 
pruina, p. 97»

S. B. gree, tinge, such as is used by gypsies, seems 
to have some radical affinity. V. GREE.
GRYNTARIS, s.pl.

The souerane king of Christindome, 
He hes intil ilk countrie, 
His princis of greit grauitie: 
In sum countreis his Cardinalis ; 
Fals Heremitis, fassionit like the Freiris, 
Proude parische Clarkis, & Pardoneiris : 
Thair G-ryntaris, and thair Chamberlanis, 
With thair temporall Courtissanis.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 123. 
This signifies those who had the charge of grana 

ries. Perhaps, it was sometimes extended to those 
who had the oversight of farms. For L. B.granitarius 
is thus defined; Qui praeestgranario, vel forte ̂ ram- 
cae, seu praedio rustico; Du Gauge. V. GRAINIER. 
GRIP,.r. Griffin. V. GRAIP. 
GRYPPIT, pret.

I gryppit graithlie the gil, 
And every modywart hil; 
Bot I mycht pike thare my fyl, 

Or penny come out.
Doug. Virgil, 239, b. 18.

It seems to signify, searched by means of the finger 
or hand; as synon. with rype, although merely the 
v. grip, E. gripe used in a peculiar sense. 
GRIP, s. Possession.

Heir ye ar gaderit in grosse, at the gretest, 
Of gomys that grip has undir my governyng. 

Gawan and GoL iv. 14.
This is only an oblique sense of grip hold, E. gripe* 

V. GRIPPY.
GRIPPY, pron. gruppy, adj. Avaritious, as imply 

ing the idea of a disposition to take the advan 
tage, S.
A. S. grife, avarus, griping, Somner. This seems 

radically allied to A. S. grip-an, Su.G. grip-a, pre- 
hendere, S. grip. Grip is used in Edda Saemund. in 
the sense of rapina. Su.G. gripar, piratae veteres; 
A. S. gripend, rapiens. Ihre derives grip-a, from 
grip, an O. Goth, word denoting the hand; as hand» 
a to take, from hand manus: Isl. greip, id. carpus, 
seu interstitium digitorurn et capedo; G. Andr. p. 
96. Ihre refers to Heb. SVtfK, agreph, which de 
notes the fist.
GRIPPILL, adj. Tenacious, that which takes a 

firm hold. Teuch is used as synon.
———This schaft the grete fors of his cast 
Had thraw the ilk stound, and thare fixit fast, 
Amang the grippill rutis fast haldand, 
Wedgit full law the lance on end did stand.
—————The teuch rutis of this ilk tre—

Doug. VirgiL 440. 21. 38. 
Gripple must have been tised "m O. E., being men» 

I
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tioned by Somner, when explaining A. S. gripend y 
rapiens. There is not the least reason for viewing, 
it, with Sibb., as u perhaps the same as Thrippil or 
Thropil, to entwine, to interweave, to entangle. 11 
V. GRIPFY.
GRIS, GRYS, GRYCE, j. A pig, S. griskm^ Ang. 

Anone thou sail do fynd ane mekyil swyne, 
Wyth thretty hede ferryit of grists fyne.

/ Doug. Virgil, 241. 9. 
—Ane guss, ane^rj/ce, ane cok, ane hen—

Bannatyne Poems, 158. st. 3. 
This word occurs in O. E.

Ne neither gose uegrys, but two green chesis. 
P. Ploughman, Fol. 76. b.

O. E. gryce, a young wild boar; Phillips. Isl. 
Su.G. grys, porcelius; di-gris, a sucking pig. V. 
DEY. Hence gris-a, to pig, porcellos parere; Seren. 
To GRISE, GRYSE. V. GRYIS. 
To GRISSILL, v. a. To gnash, to make a noise 

with the teeth, synon. crinch.
He wosche away all with the salt watir, 
Grissilland his teeth, and rummissand full hie, 

Doug. Virgil, 90. 47.
Rudd. views this as radically the same with gras* 

sil; from Fr. gre^Hl-er^ to crackle, to crumple. 
GRIST, s. Size, degree of thickness, S.

u The women spin a great deal of lint, for so much 
a hank, or buy bags of lint, at about a guinea, which 
they work up into linen, by an 800 reed, which is 
sold at Newcastle, Edinburgh, and Shetlancf, at 
about lid. the yard, besides many pieces of finer and 
coarser grists for themselves." P. Birsay, Orkney, 
Statist. Ace. xiv. 324.

" To be sold,—a quantity of linen yarn of diifer- 
entgrists; it is all spun from Dutch flax," Edin. 
Even. Courant, March 22. 1804.

Meal is also said to be of a certain grist^ accor 
ding to the particular size of the grains. This in. 
deed seems the primary idea, from A. S. grist, moli. 
tura, meal to be ground.
GRIST, J. The fee paid at a mill, generally in 

kind, for grinding ; S. multure^ synon. 
Thus Rudd. defines multure, u the grist or mil 

ler's fee for grinding of corn." Mr Tooke justly 
views Grist as the past part, of A. S. ge-ris-an, ge+ 
liris-an, MoesG. hris-jan, ga-hris-jan, contundere? 
conterere, collidere. Divers. Purley, II. 372. 373. 
GRIT, GRYT, adj. 1. Great, S. greyt.

But whan I waken'd, to my grite surprise, 
Wha's starvding but a laird afore my eyes ?

Ross's Helenore, p. 88.
ic —Belyke sche wald have bidden him fairweil; 

for thair auld familiarity was grit." Knox, p. 228.
2. Large, big, S.

Gif I in mind suld nocht omit, 
Bot intill ordour all resolue, 
The vollume wald be wondrous grit^ 
And very tedious to reuolue.

Burel, Watson9 s Coll. ii. 13.
3. Thick, gross, S.

The Tod was nowthir lein nor scowry^ 
He was a lusty reid-hair'd Lowry, 
Ane lang taild beist and grit withall.

Evergreen^ i.
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4. Familiar, in a state of intimacy, 5.

" How came you and I to be so great?" S. Pror. 
Kelly, p. 164. The word is here written, like many 
others, according to the E. orthography.

Awa, awa! the deel's o'er grit wi' you.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 120.

Great, E. occurs in the latter sense; but, accor 
ding to Johns., a a low word," although used by 
Bacon. I am, however, inclined to think that the 
term, in this peculiar signification, is not to be view 
ed as the adj. great used improperly, but as immedi 
ately formed from A. S. grith^ Isl. grid, pax; A. S. 
grith-ian, to agree, to be in a state of agreement, to 
enter into a league. This A. S. v. denotes the recon 
ciliation of those who were formerly at variance: Se 
Cyng Melcolm com andgrithed withthone Cyng Wil- 
lelm; u King Malcolm came, and agreed/' or " en 
tered into a league with king William." Chron. 
Sax. p. 181.
5. The heart is said to be grit^ when one is ready 

to cry, at the point of weeping, S.
But up and spak the gude Laird's Jock?

The best falla in a' the cum panic; 
u Sit down thy ways a little while, Dickie, 

" And a piece o' thy ain cow's hough Pll
gie ye." 

But Dickie's "heart it grew sae grit,
That the ne'er a bit o't he dought to eat.

Minstrelsy Border, i. 161. 
Grit-hearted is used as an adj. in the same sense. 
The heart may in this sense be denominated great, 

because it seems as if swelled by the force of passion. 
In O. E. the same idea is expressed in a similar 

manner.
—Ys hert was so gret for ys fader deth there, 
That he ne mygt glad be, ar he awreke were.

JR. Gtouc. p. 135. 
GRIT, s. The grain of stones, S.

u The face of the hill, which is called the Stony 
Fold^ is covered with loose heaps oft)Jue moor-stone? 
very hard, and of the finest grit." P. Falkland, 
Fife, Statist. Ace. iv. 438.

This word has formerly been used in E. 
* c But these stonis at Stonehenge be all of onegryt 

without chaunge of colour or vayne, & all of one 
facyon. 5> Rastall, ap. R. Brunne, Pref. LIT. 
GRYTH, s. Grace ; quarter in battle. 

On the our loft he slew son othir thre. 
Longaweill entryt, and als the maistir Blair; 
Thai gailf no gryth to frek at thai fand thar.

Wallace, x. 884. MS. 
Grith, peace, O.E.

So wele were thei chastised, all come tille his
grith,

That the pes of the lond the sikered him alle 
with, s R. Brunne, p. 34.

GROATS, s. pi. Oats with, the husks taken
off, S.
This word is found in Ainsworthj as. if E., but it 

is a provincial term.
u Groats, oats hull'd, but unground. Glossary 

of Lancashire words. This word is derived from the 
Anglo-Saxon Grat, far.' 7 Brand's Popular Antiq. 
p. 355.
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Groats were formerly much used for thickening 

broth, S. Hence the 8. Prov. " He kens his groats 
in other folks kail;"—" spoken of those who are 
sharp and sagacious in knowing their own;" Kelly, 
p. 153.
GROFE, GROUFE. V. GRUF^. 
GROFF, adj. 1. Having harsh features, S. It 

is often applied to those who are much pitted 
with the small pox. In this sense it is nearly 
allied to E. gruff\ sour of aspect. Su.G. groff 
crassus.

2. Unpolished, rude, S.
Now have ye heard the tragedy,——— 
Which though it be both groffsmd rude^ 
And of all eloquence denude; 
Yet, Sirs, imbrace't as it were good, 

For I took pains to mend it.
Watson*s Coll. i. 67. 

Teut. grof, impolitus, rudis.
3. It is sometimes used in the sense of obscene,,

smutty, S. 
GROME, GRQYME, GRUME, s. i. A man.

———Sone thai can thame dres, 
Full glaid thai glyde as gromes unagaist.

King Hart, i. 23.
It is also used by Harry the Minstrel, as gome^ 

for a warrior.
The worthi Scottis the dry land than has tayue, 
Apon the laifF fechtand full wondyr fast, 
And mony groyme thai maid full sar agast.

Wallace, vi. 725. MS*.
2. It occurs in the sense of paramour, lover. 

In May gois gentlewomen gymmerj 
In gardens greiie their grumes to glade.

Evergreen, ii. 186. st. 3.
In O. E. the word came at length to signify a ser~ 

Tant.
———Every man shalltake his dome, 
As wele the mayster as thegrome.

Gower, Conf. Am. Fol. 46. b* 
In the same manner, the distinctive name of our 

species partially sunk in its acceptation ; man, both 
hi S. and E. being used for a* vassal', in latter times 
for a servant. The original word is Gome, q. v. 
The letter r has been inserted only in S. and E.
GROOSIE, adj. Gross and squalid ki appear 

ance. It especially regards the aspect, S. 
It seems doubtful whether this is the same with

Belg. gruyzig, nasty, sluttish; or connected with
Groue, Gjrousum, q. v*
GROSET s. Style, mode of writing.

Yit with thy leif, Virgil, to follow the, 
I wald into my vulgare rurale^ros-e^ 
Write sum sauoring of thy Eneadose-

Doug. Virgil^ 3. 46.,
Fr. grosse, the ingrossment af an instrument^ 

pleading, evidence^ &c. Cotgr.
To GROSE, v. a. I. To rub off the wiry edge 

of a tool; as^, to grose a mason's iron, to- rub it 
on a stone till the sharp edge of it be taken ofl^ 
Loth.

2* Also used when cue accidentally rubs off part
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of one's skin, as, / have grosed tie skin off my 
thumb, Loth.

GROSET, GROS£R, GROSERT, s. A goose- 
berry, S.

:—Right bauld ye set your nose out, 
As plump and gray as onie grozet.

Burns, iii. 229.
t^Grosers, gooseberries;" A. Bor. Gl. Grose. In 

Statist. Ace. xv. 8. N. it is derived from Gael.^rorazY/. 
This, however, has most probably been formed from 
Fr. groseille, id. Junius thinks that the E. word is 
corr. from Su.G. krusbaer, uva crispa, q. curled, 
from the roughness of the coat of this kind of ber 
ries ; Belg. kruysbesie, id. The S. term bears more 
evident marks of this affinity. 
GROSSE. In grosse.

For what we do presage is not in grosse, 
For we be brethren of the rosie cross; 
We have the mason-word and second sight. 
Things for to come we can foretell aright.

Muses Threnodie, p. 84.
Perhaps, at random, like things sold in gross ; or, 

vain, foolish, from Fr. gros, grosse, rude, sottish. 
To GROUE, GROWE, (pron. q. groo) v. n. 

1. To shudder, to shiver, from cold, or any- 
other cause, S. groose> Loth. To growxe, A. 
Bor. j to be chill before an ague-fit. Ray.

2. To be filled with terror. / grow, I am 
troubled, A. Bor.

—Quhen wiwys wald childre ban, 
Thai wald rycht with an angry face 
Betech thaim to the blak Douglas. 
Throw his gret worschip and bounte, 
Swa with his fayis dred wes"he, 
That thaim growyt to her his name.

Barbour, xv. 541. MS.
Ilk sowch of wynd, and euery quhisper now, 
And alkin sterage affrayit, and c&usit grow, 
Both for my birdin and my litill mait.

Doug. Virgil, 63. 7. 
Nunc omnes ierrent aurae ; Virg.

3. To shrink back from any thing, to be reluc 
tant.

To James Lord of Dowglas thay the gre gave, 
To go with the Kingis hairt. Thairwith he

nochtgrowit;
Bot said to his Souerane, " So me God save! 
Your grete giftis and grant ay gratius I fand; 
But now it moves all thir maist, 
That your hairt nobillest 
To me is closit and kest 
Throw your command."

Houlate, ii. 11.
4. To feel horror or abomination, S. 

. At tresoun growyt he sa gretly. 
That na traytour mycht be him by, 
That he mycht wyt, that he ne suld be 
Weill punyst off his cruelte.

Barbour, xx. 517. MS.
Teut. grouw-en, Germ, grauw-en, Dan. gru-er, 

Su.G. grufw-a, horrere. Ihre thinks, that as this 
word is properly used when the hair bristles up, it 
may perhaps be formed from Isl. ru, hair, with g 

/prefixed. There seems little reason to doubt that this
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is radically the same with grise, S. and aggrise, 
which in O. E. signifies to shudder; agrose, shudder 
ed, trembled, Chaucer. A. S. gris-lic, grislie, seems 
formed from the v. without the prefix. 
GROUSUM, ad/. 1. Frightful, horrible, S» 
2. Used in a secondary sense to denote a person

who is very uncomely, S.
Growsome, ugly, disagreeable, A. Bor. 

He taks a swirlie, auld moss-oak.
For some black, grousome carlin ; 

And loot a winze, an 7 drew a stroke, 
Till skin in blypes came haurlin 

Alf's nieves that night.
Burns, iii. 136.

Germ, grausam, dreadful, ghastly. V. GROOSIE, 
GRUOUS. 
GROUF, s. The short-lived and disturbed

sleep which one has during sickness, Ang. Loth.
pron. gruf, (as Gr. v.) S. soujf, synon.
Isl. gropin, sedatus, cessans ? This word is pro 

perly applied to what ceases to boil; gropn-a, de- 
ferbeo. Shall we suppose that it has been transfer 
red to that transient cessation which one has from 
the feeling of pain or sickness ? Or perhaps allied 
to Alem. geruouuet, rested, from ruow-on, quiescere. 
To GROUK, (pron. groofc) v. n. To look over

one with a watchful and apparently suspicious
eye, Ang.
From the sense in which it is often used, as de 

noting the watchfulness of a very niggardly person, 
who is still afraid that any of his property be given 
away or carried off; it might seem allied to Su.G, 
girug-as, avarum esse. Or, from the attitude refer» 
red to by this term, it may be merely Isl. krok-va, 
curvare; or ge and Su.G. raack-a, A. S. rec-ean, to 
reach, pret. roht. The origin, however, is quite un 
certain. 
To GROUNCH, GRUNTCH, v. n. 1. To grunt,

and " by a little stretch,'' according to Rudd.,
to dig like a sow. 

2. To grudge, to grumble.
The galyeard grume gruntcliis, at gamys he 

greuis. Doug. Virgil, 238. a. 38.
Grounche is given by Shirr, as a word still signi 

fying, to murmur, to grudge, and as synon. with 
glunsch ; Gl. S. B.

Isl. gren-ia, grun-ia, Su.G. grymt-a, A. S. grun- 
an, Belg. grunn-en, Fr. groign-er, Ital. gritgn-are, 
Lat. grunn-ire, Gr. y$vg-wy Belg. grinz-en, to 
whine, a frequentative from Teut. gryn-en, os dis- 
torquere; Germ, grunz-en, grunnire. V. GRUNYE. 
GROUNDIE-SWALLOW, s. Groundsel, an

herb, S. Senecio vulgaris, Linn. 
GROUNDS, s.pl. The refuse of flax, left in

dressing it, Loth. ; backings, synon. S. B. 
GROZET, s. A gooseberry. V. GROSET. 
GROZLIN, part. adj. Breathing with difficul 

ty through the nose, Fife. 
GRU, s. The crane, a bird.

The gru befoir me thair appeirs,
Quhois legs were lang and syde. 

From the Septentrion quhilk rejteirs,.
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Into the winter tyde.

BurePs Pilgr. Watson's Coll. \\. 9T. 
Wr.grue^id. L&t.grus. 

GRU, .r. 1. A particle, an atom. No a gru of
meal, not a particle of meal, S. 

i. Applied metaph. to the mind. He has na a gru 
of sense, he has no understanding, S. 
A. S. grot is used in a similar sense; Nan grot 

andgiteS) nihil prorsus intelligence; Boet. xli. 5. 
ap. Lye. Perhaps this is from grut, /ar, pollis, q. 
a grain. Our term, however, may have been intro 
duced from Gr. ygu? quicquid minutum est. 
To GRUB, v. a. " To dress, or to prune," 

Rudd.
————Saturne fleand his sonnis brand—— 
Taucht thame to grub the wynes, and al the

art 
To ere, and saw the comes, and yoik the cart.

Doug. Virgil, 475. 26.
Perhaps rather to plant; MocsG. grab-an^ fode- 

re ? pret. grob ; q. to plant by digging, and proper- 
ly preparing the ground; Fland. grubb^ fovea. 
To GRUCH, <u. n. To grudge, to repine, Wynt.

O. Fr. grouch-ier^ id.
GRUCHING, GROWCH, (cb hard) s. Grudge, re 

pining ; Rudd.
Eftir souper Wallace baid thaim ga rest: 
My selff will walk, me think it may be best. 
As he commaundyt, but gruching thai haiff don. 

Wallace, ix. 1158. MS.
In the old edit, it is printed graithing; in that of 

Perth, graining{ which makes poor Harry speak 
nonsense, as transcribers and editors have often 
done.

Than busk thai but blin; monye bewscheris 
Graithis thame, but growching^ that gate for to 

gane. Houlate, i. 12. MS. 
GRUFE, GROUFE. On groufe, flat, with the face 

towards the earth, -dgryif, id.
He ruschis, plenycand on woful manere. 
And fcl on groufe aboue dede Pallas bere.

Doug. Virgil, 365. 46. 
He hath marveile so long on groufe ye lie; 
And saith, your bedis beth to long somdele. 

Ifynri/sone, Test. Creseide, Chron. S.P. i. 168. 
By mistake it has been printed grose.

Some borne oa spears, by chance did swim a
land,

And some lay swelting in the slykie sand: 
Agruif}&y some, others with eyes to skyes. 
These yielding dying sobs, these mournfull 

cryes. Muses Threnodie, p. 112. 
Crruf. seems to be used either as a s. signifying the 

belly, or rather as an adj. in the sense of flat, Emare, 
v, 656. as Chaucer uses groff.

She was aferde of the see. 
And layde her gruf upon a tre, 

The ehylde to her pappes.
Ritson's E. M, Rom. ii. 251. 

Isl. grufe, grufde, pronus et cernuus sum; a gruf- 
3P4, cernue, prone; udliggia agrufu, in faciem et 
^pectus ac ventrem prostratus* cubare, (our very 
phrase, to ly a-grufe.)- Gr. ^VTTO^ iuflexu9; recur, 
vus; G. Andr. p. 99.
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"The S, phrase, to lie on his grufe, might seem t'4 

indicate that this term originally denoted the belly. 
But this is most probably an impropriety. It seems 
rather allied to Isl. groof, a pit, graf-a, pret. grof, 
to dig; Belg. groef, a furrow; especially as IsU 
grufl signifies coeca palpatio eorum quae sunt humi; 
whence E» grubble, and Su.G. groefl-a, to creep 
groping one's way.
GRUFELYNGIS,GRULINGIS, adv. In a grovelling 

situation, lying flat.
The quiet closettys opnyi wyth ane reird, 
And we plat lay grufelyngis on the erd.

Doug. Virgil, 70. 26% 
As he loutit our ane bra, 
His feit founderit hym fra. 
Schir Gologras graithly can ga 
Grulingis to erd.

Gawan and GoL iv. 2.
Isl. grufland is used in a sense more allied to E. 

grubbling. Ad ganga gruflandr hendr epter noken y 
Anceps, et suspensa manu, aliquid quaerere. 
To GRUGGLE, v. a. To put any thing out of 

order by much handling, S. V. MISGRUGLE. 
GRUGOUS, adj. Grim. V. GRUOUS. 
GRUME, s. A man. V. GROME. 
GRUMMEL, s. Mud, dregs, sediment, Ang.

" —Whether the walls,—which are strong, built 
with stone and lime at the least,—should be pulled 
downe and built with sand and grummel/?" Gods- 
croft's Paralogie, ap. Bp. of Galloway's Dikaiologie, 
p. 83.

" Let them be repaired, not with sand and grum- 
mell) of promiscuall regiment, these are weake de. 
fences for a besieged citie, but with episcopall authe 
ntic." Bp. of Gall. Ibid.

Isl. gorm, groml) also grom-r, coenum, turbida et 
fecosaaqua; G. Andr. p. 95. col. 1. §\k.Gr.grum y 
grummel, id. Ihre remarks that the Goths have left 
this word in Italy, as the inhabitants of that country 
call the dregs of wine groma. But his supposition, 
that E. druinly is from the Su.G. word, by a change 
of g into f/? is not at all natural. 
GRUMLY, adj. Muddy, dreggy, Ang. Gumlie is 

synon. S.
Then down ye'll hurl,—— 

And dash the gumlie jaups up to the pouring 
skies. Burns, iiu 56. 

Su.G. grumlog, id*, turbidus, faeculentus. V, 
the s.
To GRUMPH, v. n. To grunt, to make a noise 

like a sow, S.
Su.G. grymt-a, id. V. GROUNCH. 

GRUMPH, s. A grunt, S. Hence, grumphie, & 
name sometimes given by the vulgar to a 
sow, S,
" Better tholea^rwwpft than a sumphj" Ram. 

say's S. Prov. p. 29. The meaning seems to be, that 
it is better to deal with a surly man, than with a 
blockhead.
GRUNDIN, part. pa. Ground, whetted; old 

part, of grind.
All kyntf defensis can Troianis prouide,—— 
fbegrundin dartis lete He doun thik fald.

Dwg. Virgil, 296. 1&.
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Betwix Cornwall and
He sayllyt ; and left the grunye of Spainye 
On northalff him ; and held thair way 
Quhill to Savill the Graunt cum thai.

Barbour, xx. 324. MS.
In former edit, it is rendered the ground of Spain» 

t/ie. But the term seems to signify a cape or pro 
montory, probably CapeFinisterre, or perhaps Cape 
St Vincent, as this must lie to the northward before 
one sailing from Britain can reach Seville. This 
may be Fr. groin, the snowt, used metaph. Isl. 
graun, os et nasus, bourn proprie, G. Andr. ; also, 
gron, C. U* groin, a beak or snout. A. Bor. groyne, 
a swine's snout. This is only to suppose the same 
figure as in the use of A. S. nese, Su.G. naes, the 
nose, for a promontory. It may, however, signify 
coast; Isl. grunn, fundum aquae et marts, ubi non 
profundum. Savill the graunt, i. c. grand or 
great.
GRUNYIE, s. 1. It is used in a ludicrous sense 

for the mouth, S. V. Rudd. vo. Grounchis^ 
Fy, skowdert skin, thou art but skyre and

sk rum pie;
For he that rosted Lewrance had thy grunyie. 

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 54. st. 10. V. Ilusmox.
2. A grunt.

Syne Sweirnes, at the sccound bidding,, 
Com lyk a sow out of a midding ; 

Ful slepy was his grunyie.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 29. st. 7.

The learned editor of these poems is mistaken in
reiuh'iing it snout. As here used,, it is evident that
the word is immediately formed from Fr. grogn-er^
to grunt. For the more remote origin, V. GRUNE.
GRUNTILL, GRUNTLE, s. 1. The snout.

Heir is a rellik, ——— 
The gruntill of Santt Antonis sow, 
Quhilk bare his haly bell.

Lyndzay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 69.
2. Used for the chin and parts adjoining ; or face 

in general, S.
The gallows gapes after thy graceles gruntle. 

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 54. st. 10. 
May gravels round his blather wrt-nch, — 
Wha twists his gruntle wi' a glunch 

O' sour disdain. ——
Burn*, iii. 17. " Phiz," Gl. 

Isl. graun is used with great latitude ; for the 
chin, the beard, the nose, and even the whole face ; 
Verel. [nd. V. GRUNE.
To GRUNTLK, v. n. A term used to denote 

the cheerful cooing made by infants when they 
are highly pleased, S.

Evidently a deriv. from grunt, or Su. G. grynt-a, id. 
GRUNTLE, s. 1. The sound made by infants, in 

dicating satisfaction, q. a little grount, S* 
2. A grunting sound of any kind, S.

He uas so blosie, some did think 
That he had got his morning drink. 
He threw a, gr untie, hands did fold, 
Sometimes on his Kane's head took hold. 
His clowdiy brows, and frizled hair^

G R U
Did tell he was thuart cross grain'd ware.

Cleland's Poems, p. 02. 
Can lintic's music be compar'd 
Wi9 gr unties frae the City Guard?

Fergitsson's Poems, ii. 34. 
To GRUNTSCH. V. GROUNCH. 
GRUOUS, GRUGOUS, s. Grim, grisly, S. B.

" I believe gin ye had seen me than, (for it was 
just i' the gloinin) staakin about like a hallen-shaker, 
you wou'd hae taen me for a water-wraith ? or some 
gruous ghaist." Journal from London, p. 4. 

For Paris an' the grugous carls
That sta* the wr ife come in, 

And gart me wish I were awa* 
While I had a hale skin.

Poem* in the Buchan Dialect, p. 21. 
From the same origin with Groue, v. 

GRUPE, .f. A hollow or sewer made in a stable 
or cowhouse, behind the stalls of horses or cat 
tle, for receiving their dung and urine, S. A. Bor. 
A. S. groepe, a small ditch, Su.G. grop, id. 

Teut. grippe, gruppe, groepe, groeve, sulcus; 
MoesG. groba, fovea; from A. S. grqfw-an, Su.G. 
grafw-a, MoesG. grab-au, to dig. 
GRUPPIT, part. Strained, sprained, S. B.

It seems formed from A. S. grip,an, to seize, ta 
grasp; the cause being put for the effect, a sprain be 
ing often occasioned by overstretching. Somewhat 
in a similar manner Su.G. fverstraeck-a signifies to 
sprain, from/oer, denoting excess, and straeck~a, to 
stretch.
To GRUSE, v. a- To press, to compress, Fife. 

Teut.£-r#2/s-e;z, redigerc in rudus, Germ, grus-en, 
conterere, coinminucre; from gruys, sand, gravel. 
GRUSHIE, adj. " Thick, of thriving growth," 

Gl. Burns, Ayrs.
The dearest comfort o' their lives, 
Their grushie weans an' faithfu' wives; 
The prattling things are just their pride. 
That sweetens a' their fire-side. Burns, iii. 6. 

Alwn.gruoz, grower, Germ, gross, Fr.groi, mag- 
nus; Teut. grootsch, grajtsigh, am^lus. Wachter 
seems to view Lat. crais^us as the origin. Isl. 
graes, vir centaurus; whence ^graess-legr, cyclopi- 
cus, belluinus et grandis; G. Andr. p 97. Olaus 
mentions O, Cimbr gres as corresponding to Germ. 
gro\s; whence g^y^-eJidur, insigni robore pracditus, 
ejidur signifying strong; Lt;x. Run. Perhaps we 
may add Flandr. groe^e, vigor, incrementum, from 
Teut. groey-en, vircre, virescere, frondere, to grow. 
For gnivhie seems primarily to respect the growth of 
plants; as Teut. groen, viridis, (^. green,) proper- 
signifies that which is ina growing state, being mere 
ly the par*, pr. for it is also written groeyende. 
GRUTTEN, part. pa. Cried, wept, S.

Dar'st thou of a' tny betters slighting speak, 
That have nar gr utten sae meikFe, h-arnms; Greek ?

Ram • ay's Poems, \. 354. V, GRETT. 
To GRUZZLE, v. n. To use the mouth as 

children often do, who retain the custom of 
moving their lips as if they were still sucking, 
so as to articulate indistinctly, Loth. 
This might seem to be a deriv. from Gru^e, v. as 

denoting the indistinctness of articulation which pro- 
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ceeds from compression of the lips. But perhaps it 
is rather allied to Teut. grijs-en, ringere, os distor- 
quere, os depravare. 
GUBERT, adj.

————Thair gouns wes gay,
With gabert warke wrocht wondrous sure,
Purfild with gold and silver pure.

Watson's Coll. ii. 7.
This may either signify, tasseled, or fenced like 

button-holes. Fr. guipure, a gross black thread, 
whipt about with silk ; guipures d'or, golden and 
wreathed aglets or tags; Cotgr. This may be the 
origin of the name of that piece of mourning-dress 
called weepers. For it can scarcely be borrowed 
from the v. Weep. Gubert is most probably the 
same with GOUPHERD, q. v. although in both places 
the precise sense is uncertain. 
To GUCK, v. n. To trifle, to play the fool. 

Go, go, we naithing do but gucks.
Cherrie and Slae, st. 51. 

Nugamur duntaxat. Lat. Vers. 
Germ.gauch, Belg. guych, a fool; guygh-en, ride- 

re, nugari, Kilian.; geck-en, Su.G. geck-as, to play 
the fool. V. GOWK, 2.
GUCKIT, adj. Foolish ; giddy. V. GoWKIT. 
GUCKRIE, s. Foolishness.

I trow that all the warld evin 
Sail at your guckrie geek.

Philot. S. P. Repr. iii. 39. 
GUD, s. 1. Substance, goods.

The ost was blith, and in a gud estate, 
Na power was at wald mak thaim debate. 
Gret ryches wan off gold and gud thaim till.

Wallace, viii. 1160. MS. 
2. Provisions.

The power send thaim wyn and wenesoun, 
Refreschyt the ost with gud in gret fusioun.

Wallace, viii. 1169. MS.
A. S. Su.G. god bona, facultates, Isl. giaede, id. 

Germ, gut, quaevis possessio mobilis et immobilis. 
Teut. goed not only signifies bona, facultates, but 
fruges, according to the second sense given above. 
GUD, GUDE, adj. 1. Good, in the general sense 

of the term, S.
2. Brave, valiant.

A knycht Schyre Jhon cald Stryvelyne——
Wyth a welle gret multytud
Of manlyk men bathe stowt and gud,
———Past to the castell of Loch Lewyn.

Wyntown, viii. 29. 8. 
Schyr Willame suythly the Mowbray, 
That yharnyt to be at assay, 
Wyth othir gud, went to the yhate.

Ibid. viii. 31. 133. V. SOUGHT. 
Su.G. god fortis. V. Ihre. Alem. gute strenuus; 

Gute knehte, strenui milites ; Schilter.
3. Well-born, S.

Supposs that I was maid Wardane to be, 
Part ar away sic chargis put to me; 
And ye ar her cummyn offals gild blud, 
Als rychtwis born, be awentur and als gud, 
Alss forthwart, fair, and als likly off persoun. 
As euir was I; tharfor till eonclusioun, 
J>att ws cheyss v off this gud cumpany.

GUD
Syne caflis cast quha sail our master be.

Wallace, vii. 374. 375. MS.
It is doubtful, if this be the meaning, v. 375. It 

may signify brave. In v. 377. it means, honourable.
It is still frequently used in the same sense. Many 

a quarrel, to the effusion of blood, has been pro. 
duced at schools, by the use of this term ; although 
not understood, by any of the combatants, as having 
the least relation to moral qualities. u You are no 
sae gude as me;" i. e. u You are not so well-born.

I have met with one instance of this use of the 
word in O. E.

" Why, my Lord ? quoth she, you that are of so 
high and honorable descent, can you offend my lady 
by loving her ? or you that are as good as she, do not 
deserve love for love ? She is the childe of a king 
and so are you." Hist. Palladine of England, p. 72.

We find some scanty traces of this peculiar use of 
the word in ancient dialects. In the version of Ui- 
philas, Joseph of Arimathea is called guds ragineins^ 
an honourable counsellor, Mark xv. 43.; or as ren 
dered by Wachter, nobilis decurio. Where we 
read 4C a certain nobleman," Luke xix. 12.; it is 
manna godakunds, homo nobilis. Meibomius .ob 
serves, that the Germans formerly called a nobleman, 
or one of the equestrian order, gudeman. In an old 
Alem. poem quoted by Schilter, guotman signifies 
noble. Sidd warth her guotman ; Ab eo tern pore fac- 
tus est nobilis. Alem. gudeman, nobilis ; Schilter, 
vo. Guat. Hence our term gudeman was formerly 
applied to a landholder. V. GOODMAN. In the 
Laws of Upland in Sweden, goeda andgoedhaer gt~ 
aera, respect the proofs given of good extraction. 
Notat probare natales ingenuos, vel bono se loco or- 
tumesse; Ihre. Su.G. god, nobilis. In the Danish x 
Laws, god is commonly used as signifying noble; godc 
maend, viri nobiles; Orkneyinga S. vo. Goligr. 
Noblemen were often called boni homines. V. 
Wachter, vo. Gut. MoesG. godakunds seems to be 
from gods or go da, bonus, and kunds, a termination 
used in composition, from kun, genus, q. boni gene- 
riS) as Plautus expresses it.

Haec erit bono genere nata.——
Pers. Act. iv. sc. 4. 

GUD, used in composition, as a term expressive
of honour, or rank, as in sense 3. V. Goop-
MAN ; which ought to have been inserted here. 

GUD, used in composition, to denote the various/
relations, constituted . by marriage, to the kin.
dred of the parties; and, in some instances, as
a mark of consanguinity.
Rudd. has observed that " in all names of 

consanguinity, or affinity, where the E. use step, 
or in law, we use, good." As to consanguini 
ty, however, it is used only in denominating the 
grandfather and grandmother; and it is not so com 
monly applied to a stepfather^ &c^ as to & father-in- 
law, &c.
GUD-BROTHER, s. A brother-in-law, S. 

Gae hame, gae hame, good-brother John,
. And tell your sister Sarah, 

To come and lift her leafu* lord ! 
He's sleepin sound on Yarrow.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 77.
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GUDDAME, GUDAME, s. A grandmother, S. 

Hyr gudame lufyde Eneas -, 
Oif Affryk hale scho lady was.

Wyntoicn, iii. 3. 167.
My gudame wes a gay wif, bot scho wes ryght 

gend. Ball. Pink. S. P. JR. iii. 141. 
GUD-DOCHTER, s. l. A daughter-in-law. 

Fyfty chalmeris helde that riall sire, 
Quharein was his gude dochteris ladyis yinge, 

Doug. Virgil^ 55. 48. 
2. A stepdaughter, S, 
GUDEMAN, s. A husband, S.

——Venus, moder til Enec, efFerde, 
And not but caus, seand the felloun rerd. 
The dredfull boist and assemblay attanis 
Aganis hir son of pepil Laurentanis, 
To Vulcanus hir husband an&gudeman, 
Within his goldin chalmcr scho began 
Thus for to speik.——

Doug. Virgil, 255. 14. 
But it wad look, ye on your feet had fa'en^ 
When your goodman himself, and also ye 
Look sae like to the thing that ye sud be.

Ross*s Helenore, p. 128.
GUD-FADER, GUD-FATHER, s. 1. A father-in« 

law, 8.
" He—left behynd hym Tiis gud fader Dioneth 

with ane legion of pepyl to gouerne Britane." 
Bellend. Cron. B. vii. c. 12. 
2. A stepfather, S.
GUD-MODER, GOOD-MOTHER, j. 1. A mother- 

in-law, S.
" I pity much his mother, who ever loved this 

cause, and his good-mother, whose grace and virtue 
for many years I have highly esteemed." Baillie's 
Lett, ii. 187. 
2. A step-mother, S.

" This Caratak fled to \a$ gudmoder Cartumandia 
quene of Scottis, quhilk eftir deceis of his fader Ca- 
dallane, wes maryitapon ane vailyeant knycht namit 
Venisius." Bellend. Cron. B. iii. c. 15. Suaeque 
novercae ; Boeth.

In this sense it is emphatically said; u A green 
turf's a, good good-mother." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 11. 
GU.D-SYR, GUD-SCHIR, GUDSHER, (pron. gutsier) 

s. A grandfather, S.
For to pas agayne thowcht he. 
And arryve in the Empyre, 
Quhare-of than lord wes hys gud-syr.

Wyntown, vi. 20. 102.
" This Mogallus efter his coronation set hym to 

follow the wisdome and maneris of Galdus his gud- 
schir." Bellend. Cron. B. v. c. 2. 

Gudsher, Quon. Attach, c. 57. § 5. 
For what ourgutchers did for u$

We scarce dare ca* our ain, 
Unless their fitsteps we nil up,

An' play their part again.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 15. V. SCHIR. 

GUDSISTER, s. A sister-in-law, S. 
<5-UD SONNE, GUD SONE, s. l. A son-in-law, S. 

" He [Hengist] send ambassatouris to Vortigern; 
saying, he was nocht cumyn in Britane to defraud 
his gud sonne Vortigern of the crowne of Britane,

GUD
for he was mair dere and precius to hym than ony 
othir thyng in erd." Bellend. Cron. B. viii. c. 18. 
Generum, Boeth.

Gyf that thou sekis an alienare vnknaw. 
To be thy maich or thy gud sone in law,— 
Here ane lytil my fantasy and consate.

Doug. Virgil, 21£. 33.
This might at first view appear a tautology. But 

in law seems added to distinguish this relation from 
that of a stepson. 
2. A stepson, S.

It is not easy to account for this use of the term 
gud. It has been observed, TO. Gossep, that the 
words appropriated to the spiritual relation, suppos 
ed to be constituted at baptism, between the sponsors 
and the child, might at length be extended to the va 
rious affinities produced by marriage. But it must 
be acknowledged, that this hypothesis is liable to one 
very considerable objection. There seem to be no 
traces of such a transition in any of the cognate dia 
lects, or indeed in any modern language.

It might be conjectured, that we had borrowed this 
idiom from^the Fr. who use beau to express the sam& 
relations; as beau-pere, a father-in-law, also, a step, 
father; belle-mere, a mother-in-law, less proper 
ly, a step-mother, £c. But Fr. writers give no 
satisfactory account of the origin of this phraseolo 
gy. Pasquier supposes that beau-pcre has been corr. 
used for beat pere, q. blessed father. It is not im 
probable, that this form of designation was transmit 
ted from the Franks. For as beau properly signifies 
beautiful, Teut, schoon, id. is used in the same man 
ner; schoon-vader, uxoris pater, q. pulcher pater; 
schoon-moder, uxoris mater, &c.; Kilian. This 
corresponds to behoude-vader, behoude-moder, a fa 
ther, a mother by marriage.

The only conjecture I can form, is that beau which 
frequently occurs in the sense of decor MS, and 
schoon, purus, are used as signifying, honourable. 
S. gud, by the same analogy, may be allied to MoesG. 
gads, decorus, honestus; which as has been former 
ly observed, is rendered honourable, Mark xv. 43, 
This mode of expression might be primarily adopted 
in regard to the parents, and be afterwards transfer 
red to all the near connexions. Or, shall we sup 
pose, that it was meant to denote the respectabilky 
of the relation constituted by marriage, although 
there is no consanguinity, as opposed to that which 
originates from bastardy ?

Belsyre has been formed by O. E. writers in imi 
tation of beau pere.

Here bought the barne the belsyres gyltes, 
And all for her forefathers fareden they worse. 

P. Ploughman, Fol. 44. a.
It seems doubtful, whether this be meant of an» 

cestors in general, or strictly of a father-in-law. 
For Langland here speaks of the mixture of the pos 
terity of Shcm \_Seth must be meant] with that of 
Cain ; whom perhaps he calls their belsyre, alluding 
to the relation constituted by marriage, in the nearest 
degree. Belsire, however, in a metrical Genealogy 
affixed to R. Glouc., is used for grandfather, corre- 
spending to goodsire.

This Richard than regnyd sone 
After his frelsire, as was to done. P. 593. 
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In connexion with what has been said above, we 

may observe that Mr Tooke has not hit upon the 
proper origin of the E. term step, as used in desig 
nations expressive of relation without consanguinity. 
He objects to the various derivations formerly 
given ; as that of Becanus, who renders stepmo 
ther, q. stiff'mother, because commonly severe in 
her conduct, dura^ saeva ;—of Vossius, q. fulciens 
mater, a stiff or strong support of the family ;—of 
Junius, q. the mother of orphans, from A. S. stew- 
an, Alem. stiuf-an, orbare; and of Johns. " a wo 
man who has stepped into the place of the true mo 
ther."

" One easy corruption, 7 ' Mr Tooke says, a of 
this word, sted (locus, place, stead) in composition, 
has much puzzled all our etymologists." Thus, 
viewing step as, in this connexion, a corr. of sted he 
refers to the " Dan. collateral language," in which, 
he says, u the compounds remain uncorrupted ;— 
stedfader, stedmoder, &c. i. e. vice, loco, in the 
place of, instead of a father^ a mother, &c." Div. 
Purl. i. 439—441.

But had this acute writer turned his eye to the 
Sw. or Germ., he would have found something that 
would have lent more plausibility to his idea as to 
the original meaning of the term ; while he must have 
seen that there was no necessity for supposing so 
great a change of its form. For Su.G. styffader is 
stepfather, styfmoder stepmother, styfson, stepson; 
Germ, stiefvoter, stiefmoder, stief son ; correspon 
ding to A. S. steop-faeder, steop-moder, steop-son. 
Now, the word sted being common in A» S., as sig 
nifying place, it is incongruous to all the rules of 
analogy to suppose, that, in a solitary instance, 
without any apparent reason, it should be trans 
formed in the same language, into steop.

Wachter says, that steop and stief Are from A. S. 
9to&, locus, which is in all languages used in the 
sense of vice. He therefore views stief-fader as 
vice-father. This would have answered Mr Tooke's 
purpose better than the proofs brought from Dan. 
Hire, however, prefers the etymon given by Juriius 
to that of Wachter ; adding in confirmation, that 
in A. S. an orphan is called .\teop-cild; Joh. xiv. 18. 
Ne laete ic eow steop-cild, I will not leave you or 
phans.
To CUDDLE, v. a. To mangle, to cut any 

thing in an aukward and improper way, to
haggle, S.
This is corrupted perhaps from Fr. coutele, 

slaughtered, a deriv. from couteau, a knife. 
GUDE, s. Often used for the name of God. V.

GOSSEP. 
To GUDE, GUIDE, GOOD, v, a. To manure,

to fatten with dung ; sometimes, gudin.
a They good their land with sea ware, and lightly 

midden muck." MS. Adv. Libr. Barry's Orkney, 
p. 447.

" The place quhar he winnes his peitts this yier, 
ther he sawis his corne the next yeirc, after that he 
guids it weill with sea ware." Monroe's Isles, p. 46.

" He quha is infeft therewith [ware,] may stop 
and make impediment to ail^ other persones, als 
•weill within the floud mark5 as without the samhi.

G U D
to gather wair for mucking & gliding of their 
landes." Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Ware.

This is evidently a very ancient word. For Su.G. 
goed-a, which primarily signifies, to make better, 
meliorem reddere, is used in a secondary sense pre 
cisely the same; stercorare, quum laetaminemcliores 
reddantur agri; Ihre. Isl. giodd-a, to fatten, to 
cherish ; both from god bonus.
GUDIN,GOODING,J. Dung,manure, S.pron.gudin. 

u They dung their land for the most part With 
sea-ware, which having gathered, they suffer to rot, 
either on the coasts, or by carrying it up to the 
land upon horses or on their backs ; they lay it in 
heaps, till the time of labouring approach ; which is 
the reason why the skirts of the isles are more ordi 
narily cultivated, and do more abound with corns, 
than places at a greater distance from the sea, where 
they have not such gooding at hand." Brand's De- 
scrip. Orkney, p. 18, 19.

Isl. Su.G. goedning, laetamen ; also goedseL id. 
GUDELIHED, s. Goodliness, beauty.

———To suich delyte, 
It was to see her youth in gudelihed, 
That for rudenes to speke, thereof I drede.

King's Quair, ii. 30»
A. S. godlic, pulcher, and the termination had. 

GUDGET, s. i. A soldier's wench, a trull. 
Had sho na scharne, tuke sho na cure3— 
All honest bewtie to dispyse, 
And lyke ane man hir disagyse, 
Unwomanlie in sic ane wyse,

As gadget for to gang ? /
Philotuv, S. P. R. iii. 33.

Mr Pink, leaves this word unexplained. Sibb. 
refers to gy*ert, mummer, as if it were svnon. But 
it is evidently from Fr. goujute, formed from gouge, 
both having the same signification. 
2. It is used, as would seem, for a servant attend 

ing the camp.
u Whether thou be a captaine, or a single soul, 

dicr, or a gudget, beware to bee in euill companic. 
Say not, I am not a principall man, but a seruant 
I must obey the authoritie, and I must followe my 
captaine." Rollocke on the Passion, p. 23.

This, according to Borel, is the sense of the 'term 
in Languedoc. En Langedoc gouge signinV, simple- 
ment une servante ; Diet. Trev. I suspect, how 
ever, that the designation has originated fromfouge^ 
which signifies a soldier's pay; as soldier itself, from 
sold, sould, stipendium.
GUDG1E, adj. Short and thick ; square ; as 

applied to the form of the body. A gudgie 
varl, a thick stout man, homo quadratus. 
Fr. gouju, chuify ; Gael, guga, a fat fellow, Shaw. 

GUDLINIS, GUDLINGIS, s. Expl. " some 
kind of base metal for mixing illegally with 
gold;" Gl. Sibb.

Goldsmyths fair weill, abone thaim all,— 
To mix set ye not by twa prenis 
Fyne ducat gold with hard gndlynis.

Lyndiayi S. P. R. ii. 193.
GUDWILLIE, GUDWILLIT, adj. i. Lifieral, 

munificent, S.
But had I liv'd another year5
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If folks had been goodwi/lic9 

I had had mair.————
Watson's Coll. i. 58, 59.

a They are good willy o' their horse that has 
«lane ;" Ferguson's S. Prov. p. 31. 
2. Cordial, denoting what is done with cheerful 

ness, S.
And here's a hand my trusty fiere?

And gie's a hand o' thine ; 
And we'll tak a right gudewillie waught

For auld lang syne. Burns, iv. 124. 
1st. godmllie, §\\.Q.godwillig, Teut. goed-willigh, 

benevokss ; Isl. godmllid, spontaneus ; Germ, gut- 
willigheit, benevolentia.
GUEED, adj. Good, North of Ang,, Aberd. 

He's a gueed lad, and that's the best of a'.
Ross's Helenore, p. 21.

GUEEDS, s. pL Goods, North of Ang. Aberd. 
—He wad gar the gueeds come dancing hame. 

Ross's Helenore, p, 29.
GUEDE, j. Whit. No gucde, not a whit. 

Swiche a werk was nought.
At nede ;

Thei al men hadde it thought 
It nas to large no guede.

Sir Tristrem, p. 165.
The Editor has justly observed, that 44 the words 

are more nearly allied than might be conjectured 
from their appearance, gu frequently being con 
verted into a?, and (/into the similar sound of t. It is 
the nequidof the Latin." Gl. Junius mentions O. E. 
wid as synon. with whit; never a wid^ Etym. 
Mo«sG. waihts, A. S. wiht^ Su.G. watt, waatta^ id. 
GUEST-HOUSE, s. A place of entertainment. 

—u This lower kingdom of grace is but Christ's 
hospital and guest-house of sick folks, whom the 
brave and noble physician Christ hath cured upon a 
venture of life and death." Rutherford's Lett. P. 
ii. ep. 53.

A. S. gest~huS) a diversorium, hospitium ; an 
inne, a house or place of entertainment;" Somner, 
from gest a guest.
GUFF, s. A savour ; generally used in relation 

to the sense of smelling, and to what is unplea 
sant, S.
One is said to have an ill guff, or a strong guff) 

when one's breath savours of something disagree 
able. Gue, (Fr.gout,) is also used; but if I mistake 
not, still in reference to the taste.

IsL gufa, vapor ; gufar, vaporat, exhalat; getfe, 
lentus afflatus; G. Andr. 
GUFF, GOFF, j. A fool; GL Sibb.

Fr. goffe, id. Isl. gufa, metaphora—pro ho- 
mine vappa et diobolari; G. Andr. 
GUFFIE, adj. Stupid, foolish, S. 
GUFFER, s. The viviparous Blenny, a fish; 

Blennius viviparus, Linn.
" Mustela vivipara Schonfeldi; our fishers call it 

the Guffer." Sibbald's Fife, p. 121.—-Nostratibus 
ike Guffer, quibusdam Eelpout." Scot. p. 25, 
Germ, ael-pute, id. 
GUHYT. L. GYHYT, pret.

In till his bern he ordand thaim a place, 
A mow of corn he gyhyt thaim about,
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And closyt weill, nane mycht persawe without.

Wallace, xi. 339. MS.
This is certainly from A. S. ge-hyd-an, occultarc; 

gehyt, occultat, condit; gehyden, tectus, covered ; 
Somner. The sense is given tolerably well by 
means of the word substituted in old editions, as jn 
1648;

A mow of corn he builded them about.
GUiDE-THE-FIRE, a poker, Fife. 
GUIDE-THE-GATE, a halter for a horse,

Dumfr.
The reason of this, as well as of the preceding de 

signation, is perfectly obvious. 
GUIDESHIP, s. Usage, S. B. Ross's Helenore. 
GUIDON, s. A standard, ensign, or banner,

under which a troop of men at arms serves ; Fr.
u The Earle Douglas bore Percie out of his sad 

dle. But the English that were by did rescue him 
so that hee could not come at himself, but he snatch 
ed away his speir with his guidon or witter ; and 
holding it aloft, and shaking it, he cried out aloud, 
that hee would carry that into Scotland as his 
spoil." Ilume's Hist. Doug. p. 98.

IInine explains the one term by the other : and 
they have evidently the same meaning. For guidon 
is from guid-er to direct, and witter is that which 
makes known, the chief being known by the ban 
ner ; from Goth. zscit-a, monstrare, Germ. wiss~en. 
Su.G. witar, wettar, denotes a pile of wood .erected 
on a cape or promontory, kindled in order to make 
known the approach of an enemy. Both guidon 
and witter seem radically the sam M , Goth. wet~a be 
ing probably the root of Fr.gitid-er. V. WITTER. 
GUILDE, GUILD, GOOL, s. Corn mangold, S.

Chrysanthemum segetum, Linn. Gules, S. B.
goulans, A. Bor. golds, A. Austr. Ray.
" Corn Marigold. Anglis. Gules, Gools, Guilts, 

or Yellow Gowans. Scotis." Lightfoot, p. 489.
44 Gif thy fermer puts anie guilde in the lands 

pertaining to the King, or to ane Baron ; and will 
not clcnge the laud: he sould be punished as ane 
traitour; quha leades and convoyes ane hoist of ene 
mies, in the Kings lands, or the Barones." Stat. 
Alex. II. c. 18.

Lord Hailes, referring to the statute, that everp 
bondman, in whose land a single stock of guild 
should be found, should pay to his lord a sheep as 
a fine, says ; 46 I am told that this ordinance conti 
nues to be enforced ia the barony of Tinwald in An- 
nandale." Ann. Scot. ii. 339.

44 The word," he says, " seems to be an abbre 
viation of the Germ, goldblum." The name, indeed, 
has apparently been imposed, from the resemblance 
of the flower to gold : Tent. geudMoeme, Dan. 
guld blomst^guld urt, i. e. the gold-flower, the gold- 
herb. I am not satisfied, however, that our word, 
pron. gules, S. B. is not immediately formed from 
Su.G. gul} got, yellow ; which is most probably 
the origin of the term gold itself.

In the Latin of our laws, this plant is called Ma- 
neleta. u Mandet," says the same learned writer, 
u is a Gael. word. In the Welsh, Cornish, and 
Armoric dialects, me/yn^ or melen, is yellow, and, 
in the Irish, lat is a plant. Thus mdenlat is the
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yellow plant; and menelat is the same word trans 
posed." Ibid. p. 347.
GOOL RIDING, s. A custom of riding through 

a parish, to observe the growth of guild, and to 
impose a fine on the negligent farmer, S. 
" An old custom takes place in this parish, call 

ed Gool-riding, which seems worthy of observation. 
The lands of Cargill were formerly so very much 
over-run by a weed with a yellow flower that grows 
among the corns, especially in wet seasons, called 
Gools, and which had the most pernicious effects, 
not only upon the corns while growing, but also in 
preventing their winning when cut down, that it 
was found absolutely necessary to adopt some effec 
tual method of extirpating it altogether. Accord 
ingly, after allowing a reasonable time for procur 
ing clean seed from other quarters, an act of the 
baron-court was passed, enforcing an old act of Par 
liament to the same effect, imposing a fine of 3s. 4d. 
or a wedder sheep, on the tenants, for every stock 
of gool that should be found growing among their 
corns at a particular day, and certain persons stiled 
gaol-riders^ were appointed to ride through the fields, 
search for gool and carry the law into execution 
when they discovered it. Though the fine of a wed 
der sheep,—is now commuted and reduced to Id. 
sterling, the practice of gool-riding is still kept 
up, and the fine rigidly exacted. The effects of 
this baronial regulation have been salutary, beyond 
what could have been expected. Five stocks of 
gool were formerly said to grow for every stock of 
corn through all the lands of the barony, and 20 
threaves of barley did not then produce one boll. 
Now, the grounds are so cleared from this noxious 
weed, that the corns are in high request for seed; 
and after the most diligent search, the gool-riders 
can hardly discover as many growing stocks of gool, 
the fine for which will afford them a dinner and a 
drink." P. Cargill, Perths. Statist. Ace. xiii. 536, 
537.
GUKKOW, f. The cuckow. V, GOWK* 
GUKSTON GLAlKSTON, a contemptuous de-> 

signation given to the Archbischop of Glas 
gow, because of the combination of folly and 
vainglory in his character. 
u The Cardinall wes knawin proude ; and Dunbar 

Archbishope of Glasgow wes knawin a glorius 
fulle." The Cardinal claiming precedency of Dun- 
bar, even in his own diocese, the latter would not 
yield to him. u Gud Gukston Glaikston the foir- 
said Archbischope lacked na ressonis, as he thocht, 
.for manteinance of his glorie.———At the Queir 
dure of Glasgow Kirk, begane stryving for stait 
betwix the twa croce beiraris ; sa that fra glouming 
thay come to schouldring, from schouldring thay 
went to buffetis, and fra [to?] dry blawis be neiffis 
and nevelling; and than for cherities saik, thay cryit, 
Dispersit, deditpauperibus, and assayit quhilk of the 
croces war fynest mettell, quhilk staf was strongest, 
and quhilk bearar could best defend his maisteris 
preeminence; and that thair sould be na supe- 
rioritie in that behalf, to the ground gangis 
bayth the croces. And than begane na littill fray ; 
botyit aminie game, fo* rocketis war. rent? tippetis
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war torne, crounnis war knypsit, and syd gounis 
mycht have bein sein wantonelie wag frae the ae wall 
to the uther: Mony of thame lackit beirds, and that 
was the mair pietie, and thairfoir could not buckil 
uther be the byrss, as sum bauld men wald have 
done. Knox's Hist. p. 51. Guckstoun Glaikstoun^ 
MS. II.

This is one of those alliterative modes of expres 
sion that were so much used by our ancestors.— 
Guckston is evidently fromgouck, gowk, a fool, and 
Glaikston from glaiks, the unstable reflexion of the 
rays of light. The sense indeed is given simply in 
these words, a glorius fidle.
GULE, adj. Yellow. V. GOOL. 
To GULLER, v. n. To make a noise, like wa-> 

ter forcibly issuing at intervals through a nar 
row opening, or as when one gargles the 
throat; to guggle, S. butter, synon. 
From Sw. kolr-a, to guggle, ebulliendo strepitare, 

Seren. vo. Guggle. I know not if kolr-a may be al 
lied to gol, a whirlpool, g and k being very, fre 
quently interchanged ; or Isl. kolga, fluctuum tu 
mor algidus, as being a term originally expressive of 
the noise made by the waves, especially among the 
cavities of rocks.
GULLY, GOOLY, s. l. A large knife, S. A. Bor. 

Quoth some, who maist had tint their aynds,— 
Yon gully is nae mows.

Ramsay's Poems, xi. 260.
Hence to guide the gully, expl. " to behave cau 

tiously," Gl. Ross. It properly signifies, to have the 
supreme management, S.; sometimes simply, to ma 
nage; the term well being conjoined to express the 
idea of caution.

But ye maun strive the gully well to guide>9 
And daut the lassie sair, to gar her bide.

Ross's Helenore, p. 40.
cc Sticking gangs na by strength, but by right 

guiding of the gooly ;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p, 63. 
2. A warlike weapon, S. B.

The gentles clapped a' their hands ;
An' cry'd' Ha, ha, ha, ha ! 

Ulysses has the gullies win, 
Well mat he bruik them a'!

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 37. 
To GULLIGAW, v. a. To cut or wound with a 

knife, in a quarrel, S. B. from gully and gall^ 
pron. gaw, to excoriate ; which Lye derives 
from Ir. gaill-im laedere, nocere ; Jun, Etym. 

GULLION, £. A quagmire, Loth, gool, a ditch, 
Lincoln.
Su.G. goel, O. Germ, guile, palus, vorago, gur- 

ges. E. gully seems radically the same. 
GULP, j. A term applied to a big unweildy

child, Ang.
GULSCHY, adj. Gross, thick ; applied to the 

form of the body, Clydes. 
Perhaps from Teut. guhigh, voracious. 

GULSCHOCH, GULSACH, s. The jaundice; 
gulsach) Aberd.; gulset* Ang. 
u I saw virmet, that vas gude for ane febil sto- 

mac, & sourakkis, that vas gude for the blac gul<* 
set." Compl. S. p. 104.
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The disease immediately referred t6 is wnat we 

now call the black jaundice.
a Ye ken well enough that I was ne'er very 

browden'd upo' swine's flesh, sin my mither gae me 
a forlethie o't, 'at maist hae gi'en me the gulsach." 
Journal from London, p. 9.

" In Galloway, and the west march of Scotland, 
it is commonly pronounced^T/foo^." Gl. Compl.

Su.G. gulsot, id. from gul yellow, and sot sick 
ness. Sot is from MoesG. sauhts, id. Belg. geel- 
zuclit, Germ, gelbe sucht. This disease is in A. S, 
called geolu adL At first view one would render 
this, as Dr Leyden has done, u yellow 0z7," ibid. But 
ail, as Juriius and others have observed, is undoubt 
edly from A. S. egl-an, egl-ian, dolere, u to feel 
pain or grief, to ayle," (Somncr.) corresponding to 
MoesG. agio, afflictiones, molestia; and, according 
to Seren., to Goth, al-a, timere. A. S. adl, adel, 
morbus, also, tabum, seems to be still retained in E. 
addle, as primarily applied to unproductive eggs, 
and thence to empty brains. In Isl. this disease 
is simply called gula ; G. Andr. p. 99. 

This s. is used as an adj. by Dunbar.
Thy gulschoch gane does on thy back it bind. 

Evergreen, ii. 58. st. 19.
A mouth having a jaundiced appearance ; as equi 

valent to gule snout. V. GULE. 
GUM, s. 1. A mist, a vapour.

Ane schot wyndo unschet ane litel on char,
Persauyt the mornyng bla, wan and har,
With cloudy gum and rak ouerquhelmyt the are*

Doug. Virgil, 202, 26. 
The gummis risis, doun fallis the donk ryro.

Ibid. 449. 35.
Rudd. derives this from Lat. gummi, E. gum. I 

hesitate much as to this etymon, although I cannot 
offer a better one.
2. There is said to be a gum betwixt persons,

when there is some variance, S.
This is probably a metaph. application of the 

term as used in sense 1, q. a mist between them. 
GUMLY, adj. Muddy. V. GRUMLY. 
GUMPHIE, s. A foolish person, Ang.

Isl. gumps, frustratio, elusio; gums-a, illudere, 
lactare aliquem. Dan. kumse, a loggerhead, a 
blockhead. It is singular, that several words of the 
same meaning have such similarity of sound ; as 
Sum/, Tumfie, q. v. 
GUMPLEFACED, adj. Having a dejected

countenance, chopfallen, S.
This can scarcely be deduced from Fr. gonfle^ 

swelled, because it rather suggests the idea of the 
contrary. It may be allied to Isl. gefla, labium 
demissum, quale vetularum ; G. Andr. p. 80. ; or 
glinpna, glupna, contristari, dolere. Glupnett oc 
grimlett, facie torvo et truculenta; Edd. Verel. Ind. 
V. GLOPPE. 
GUMPTION, (pron. gumshiori) s. Common

sense, understanding, S. Gawmtion or gump 
tion, North umb.

What tho' young empty airy sparks 
May have their critical remarks ;—

'Tis sma' presumption, 
To say they're but unlearned clarks5 
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And want the gumptiont. 

Hamilton, Ramsay's Poems, ii. 336. 
Sometimes I think it rank presumption 
In me to claim the Muses' gumption.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 86. 
I had suspected that this word was allied to Isl. 

gaum, Su.G. gom, care, attention ; and find that 
Grose refers to a similar origin, gawm, to under 
stand, A. Bor. Lancash. id. gaumless, senseless. 
Su.G. gom-a, to give the mind to any thing. This 
word is very ancient, being evidently the same with 
MoesG. gaum-jan, percipere ; lah ni gaumsama^ 
And not perceive, Mark iv. 12. Hence A. S. gym- 
an, custodire, attente et cum cura servare. Alem. 
caum-an, goum-an, curare. The radical idea af 
fixed to the MoesG. v. and retained in IsL, is that 
of seeing, videre ; Jun. Gl. Isl. gaume, prospec. 
to, G. Andr. Hence gaumgiaefne, consideratio, 
gaumgiaefen, consideratus. V. RUMGUMPTION. 
GUNNER FLOOK, the Turbot; Pleuronectes 

maxinius, Linn.
u Rhombus aculeatus Rondeletii: our fishers call 

it, the Gunner Flook." Sibb. Fife,, p. 119. 
GUNSTANE, s. A flint for a firelock or pis-

tol, S.
GURAN, s. A sort of small boil, a tetter, S. 

Gael Ir. guiran, a pimple. Arm. gor, a pus 
tule.

To GURD, GOURD, v. n. To stop ; a term ap 
plied to a body of running water. It is said to 
gourdy S. B., when it is stopped in its course 
by earth, ice, &c.
Quhat bern be thou in bed with hede full of beis; 
Graithit lyke sum knappare, and as thy grace

gurdis
Lurkand lyke ane longeoure ? Quod I, Loune, 

thou leis. Doug. Virgil, 239. a. 25. 
The sense, however, is doubtful here. Doug. 

and Sibb. refer to Lat. ingurgitare, as the only pro 
bable origin. But Skinner mentions gord as used by 
one writer, and signifying a gathering of rain water, 
a torrent. He derives it from Fr. gourd or gourt, a 
torrent or whirlpool.
To GURDE, v. a. To strike; the same with. 

gird.
He gurdes Schir Galeron groveling on gronde. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 21. 
i. e. " strikes him do vn to the ground." 

GURDEN, v. 3 pi. Gird.
Gawayn and Galeron gurden her stedes, 
Al in gleterand golde gay was here gere.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 13. 
GURL, GOURL, GURLIE, GOURLIE, adj. i. 

x Bleak, stormy ; applied to the state of the air, 
S. " Rough, bitter, cold," Shirr. Gl. 
For gourt weddir growit bestis hare, 
The wynd maid waif the rede wede on the dyke.

Doug. Pirgil, 201. 8. 
The lift grew dark, and the wind blew loud,

And gurly grew the sea.
Sir Patrick Spens, Minstrelsy Border^ iii. 67* 

2. Surly, applied to the aspect. 
Iberius with a gurlie nod 
Cryd Hogan, yes we ken your God,
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Its herrings ye adore*

Vision., Evergreen, i. 225. st. 
Rudd, conjecturally derives it from A. S. 

tabuiHj lutum. But there is no affinity. It might 
seem allied to Isl. hrollr, horror ex gelu et frigore, 
from hrylle, exhorreo; G. Andr. p. 124. ; or to Ir. 
girle, guairle, as signifying a storm; Lhuyd, vo. 
Tempestas. But more probably, it is from the 
same origin with Teut. guur, which Kilian explains 
by the synonymes suer^ acidus, sour, and stuer, tor- 
vus, trux, austerus, ferox. Belg. guur, cold, bleak ; 
Guur weer^ cold weather. Gourlie would seem to 
be merely guur with lik similis, affixed. 
GURR, s. A rough knotty stick or tree, Ang.

This is perhaps allied to Su.G. guring, gorrtall, a 
pine tree not fully grown, abies immatura, Ihre. 
GUSGHAGH, s The cheek of tie guschach, the

fireside, Aberd. V. COUTCHACK. 
GUSCHET, s. 1. That part of armour anci 

ently used, by which the armpit was defended. 
The tothir iled, and durst him nocht abide ; 
Bot a rycht straik Wallace him gat that tyd : 
In at the guschet brymly he him bar, 
The grounden suerd throuch out his cost it 

schar. Wallace, ii. 63. MS. 
Fr. gousset, id. Hence E. gusset, often applied 

to that part of a shirt which goes under the arms. 
2. The clock of a stocking, S. 

An' first o' hose I hae a fouth, 
Some frae the North, some frae ihe South,— 
Wi' different clocks, but yet in truth

We ca' it gushet.
Forbes'j Shop Bill, Journal, p. 11. 

GUSE, s. The long gut, or rectum, S. 
GUSEHORN, GUISSERN, s. The gizzard, S. 

Thy Gal and thy Gui^sern to gleds shall be given. 
Montgomerie, Wat son* * Coll. iii. 14. 

Ghzern, Lincoln, from Fr. ge^ier, id. 
GUSSIE, s. A designation given to a coarse 

lusty woman, S.
Fr. gousse, stuffed with eating : from gousse, the 

husk, pod, of pease, beans, &c. 
To GUST, GUSTE, v.a. 1. To taste, S.

u They are not reddie to taist or guyte the aill, 
sa oft as the browsters hes tunned it.———They fill 
their bellies (they drink overmeikill) in the time of 
the taisting, swa that they tine and losse the discre 
tion ofg'tsting or/taisting." Chalin. Air? c. 6. § 2, 3.
2. To give a taste or relish to.

Gust your gab with that, Prov. phrase for. Please 
your palate with that, S.

He's nae ill boden, 
That gusts his gab wi' oyster sauce. 

An' hen weel soden.
Fergussorfs Poems, ii. 20.

To GUST, v+ n. 1. To try by the mouth, to eat. 
u Be thair bot ane beist or fowll that hes norht 

gustit of this meit, the tod will cheis it out amang 
ane thousand." Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. xi. Si 
qua non degustant, Boeth.
3. To taste, to have a relish of.

u Toddis will eit na flesche that gustis of thair 
awin kynd " Bellend. Descr. Alb. ut sup.
4. To smell.

GUT
The strang gustand ceder is al to schid.

Doug. Virgil, 365. 15.
" The vulgar in the North of Scotland frequent* 

ly confound these two senses, and use them promis 
cuously ;" Rudd. 
5. To learn from experience.

u Having anis gustit how gude fisching is in drum., 
ly watteris, thay can be na maner leif the craft.'*— 
Buchanan's Admon. to Trew Lordis, p. 5.

Lat. guyt-are, Fr. goust-er, gout-er. It may b& 
observed, however, that Isl. klaeda gustur, is ex 
plained, Pro odore, affectu, &c. quemlibet con. 
comitante, which seems to signify that it originally 
refers to smell ; as gustar is used with respect to the 
air, Spirat modicum ; G. Andr. 
GUST, s. A taste, a relish, S.

66 We smel with our neyse the sauoir of breid 
and wyne, we taist with our mouth the gust of breid 
and wyne,—yit thair is na substance of breid and 
wyne in that sacrament." Abp. Hamiltoun's Gate- 
chisme, Fol. 142, b. V. GUSTARD. 
GUSTED, part. adj. Having a savour or relish.

" The flesche of thir scheipe cannot be eaten be 
honest men for fatnesse, for ther is no flesche ou 
thaim, bot all quhyte like tall one, and it is so very 
wyld gusted lykways." Monroe's Isles, p. 42. 
GUSTY, adj. Savoury, S.

The rantin Germans, Russians, and the Poles, 
Shall feed with pleasure on Q\IT gn*ty shoals. 

Ramsay's Poems, i. 53. 
Fu' fat they are, and gusty gear.

Ibid. ii. 353. V. CUR*.
GUSTARD, s. The great bustard, Otis tarda, 

Linn.
u Beside thir thre vncouth kynd of fowlis, is ane 

vthir kynd of fowlis in the Mers mair vncouth, namit 
gustardifi, als mekle as ane swan, bot in the colour 
of thair fedderis and gust of thair ttesche thay ar litit 
diflVn-nt fra ane pertrik." Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 
11. V. also Sibb. Scot. p. 16. 17.

Bullet mentions this bird, but only in such term^ 
as have been borrowed from Boece, who calls them 
gintardes. The name is probably a corr. of the Fr. 
name otfarde. V. Penn. Zool. I. 284.; and Tour 
in S. 1769, p. 52. N. 
GUT, s. . The gout, S.

—The Glengore, Gravel, and the Gut.———
Montgomerie, Watson's Cull. iii. 13. 

GUSTY, adj. A low word, signifying, glutton 
ous, voracious, S. evidently from E. guts, pi. 
the intestines.

To GUTTER, v. n* Ta do any thing in a dirty 
or slovenly way,, Ang. apparently from Gut- 
ters^ q. v.

GUTTERS, s. pi. Mire, dirt, often used in pi. 
Hence the phrase, Aw gutters, bedaubed with 
mire, S.

Sae smear'd wi' gutters was his bulk,
11« stinket in his hide ; 

Ere 1 to him my shoulder got, 
My back-bane links were sey'd.

Poems in the Buchati Dialect, p. 28. 
V. PLOUTER, s.

Therej swankies young, in braw braid
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Are springin' o'er the gutters.

ii, 3.
This may be merely a secondary use of E. gutter, 

a passage for water ; which Junius traces to Cimbr. 
gautur, aquae effluxus. But as Su.G. gyttia denotes 
mire, especially what remains after a flood, the S. 
word may probably have the same origin. A. S. 
gyte signifies a flood ; gyt-an, to pour. The for. 
mer5 however^ is more probable*

II A B
GuTTERY, adj. Miry, dirty; as, a guttery road, 

a way covered with mire, S.

GUTTY, adj. Thick, gross j applied both to 
persons and things, S.

This seems primarily to have been applied to per. 
sons of a corpulent habit, from E. gut, used in the 
pi. for the belly, S.

H.
HAAF, HA-AF,. HAAF-FISHING, s. The term used

to denote the fishing of ling, cod, and tusk, Shetl.
" Many persons now alive remember when there 

was not one six-oared boat in the ministry; and the 
first master of a boat to the Ha-af, or ling fishing, 
from Sansting, is now alive." P. Aithsting, Statist. 
Ace. vii. 593.

a Teind has always been exigible on the produce 
of the haaf fishing. This haaf fishing (as the word 
haaf, or distant sea, implies,) is carried on at the 
distance of from 25 to 30 miles from land." NeilPs 
Tour, p. 107. Hence,

To go to haaf or haaves, in Orkney, signifies, to 
go out to the main sea; this being the sense of haaf; 
Isl. Su.G. haf, mare, oceanus.

The phraseology, used on the E. coast, is perfect, 
ly analogous. The cod and ling-fishing u is calU 
ed the out sea fishing, from the fishing ground lying 
at the distance of 40 or 50 miles from shore." P. 
Benholme, Kincard. Statist. Ace. xv. 230. 
HAAF-FISH, s. The Great Seal, Phoca barbata,

Shetl. Selchy is the name of the Common
Seal, Phoca Vitulina.

HAAFLANG,tf#. Half-grown, V. HALFLIN. 
HAAR, s. 1. A fog. Sea haar, a chilly, pierc 

ing fog or mist arising from the sea, S. 
2. A chill easterly wind, S.

u In the months of April and May, easterly winds, 
commonly called Haars, usually blow with great 
violence, especially in the afternoons, and coming up 
the narrow Frith, are exceedingly penetrating." 
Nimmo's Stirlingshire, p. 438.

u In common with all the eastern part of the island, 
this parish is well acquainted with the cold damp 
easterly winds, or haars of April and May. These 
haars seldom fail to affect those who have ever had an 
ague." P. St Andrew's, Fife, Statist. Ace. xiii. 197.

Skinner mentions a sea harr as a phrase used on 
the coast, Lincoln.; he expl. it, tempestas a mari 
ingruens. Most probably it had originally the same 
sense with our term; which seems radically the 
same with HAIR, adj. q. T. 
To HAAVE, v. a. To fish with a pock.net, Bord.

a A second mode of fishing, called haaving or 
hauling, is standing in the stream, either at the flow 
ing or ebbing of the tide, with a pock net fixed to a 
kind of frame, consisting of a beam, 12 or 14, feet 
long, having three small sticks or rungs fixed into it. 
—When ever a fish strikes against the net, they, by 
means of the middle rung, instantly haul up the 
mouth of the net above water," &c. P. Dornock, 
Dumfries, Statist. Ace. ii. 16.

This is evidently from Su.G. haaf, fund a, rete mi 
nus, ex pertica suspensum, quo ex aqua pisces tollun- 
tur. Ihre properly derives it from haefw-a, tollere, le- 
yare/to heave, because by means of it the fish are lift-v 
ed above water; Dan. haav, a bow net. It is singular, 
that to denote this mode of fishing, we should use the 
same phraseology with the Northern nations, as well 
as with respect to the Leister, q. v. Isl. haaf-r de 
notes a drag-net; sagena, G. Andr. p. 103. 
To HABBER, v. n. To stutter, to stammer, S.

Belg. haper-en, Germ, hapern, id. Teut. haper- 
en met de tonge, haesitare lingua, titubare; Kilian. 
In Sw. it is happla.
HABBERGAW, s. l. Hesitation, suspence, S.B. 
2. An objection, S. B.

From Habber, v. and Isl. galle, vitium, defectus. 
V. Weathergaw. Some derive Belg. haper-en, from 
Isl. hap-a, to draw back, because he who hesitates 
retraces his former footsteps. 
HABBIE, adj. Stiff in motion, Loth, perhaps in

allusion to the motion of a hobby-horse. 
To HABBLE, <u..n. 1. To snap at any thing, as

a dog does, S. 
2. It is also used to denote the growling noise

made by a dog when eating voraciously, S.
Belg. happ-en, to snatch, Teut. habb-en ende 

snabbTen, captare, captitare. Hence, 
HABBLE, s. The act of snapping, S. 
To HABBLE, v. n. To stutter, S. V. HABBER. 
To HABBLE, v. a. To mismanage a business.

To habble a lesson, to say it confusedly, S. 
HABBLE, HOBBLE, s. A difficulty, a perplexity, S.

Fland. hobbd^ nodus; hobbel-en, in nodi formam 
involucre.

5 Z
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HABBLIE, adj. Having big bones, ill set; a

term still applied to cattle, S. 
HABIL, HABLE, adj. \. Fit, qualified, S. 

To that, baith curtas and cunnand 
He wes, bath habyl and avenand.

Wyntown, ix. 26. 78.
" But if only one goes, he is entitled by use and 

wont, and writings explanatory of the will, without 
any competition to the benefit of this legacy; if 
found habile or fit for being received at a college, and 
if attested by the parson of Mortlach." P. MorU 
lach, Statist. Ace. xvii. 433.
2. Prone, disposed to.

Be na dainser, for this daingeir 
Of yow be tane an ill consait, 
That ye ar habill to waist geir.

Maitland Poems, p. 329.
3. It seems frequently used in the common sense of

modern able.
u Swa the commandimentis of the kirk and al vthir 

hiear poweris ar nocht allanerlie ordanit for thame 
self, hot rather to geue men occasioun to be the mair 
habyl to kcip the command of God." Kennedy, 
Commendaiar of Crosraguell, p. 71.

Abill is also used as synon. with habil, fit. 
Was neuer yit na wretche to honour abill.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 258.
4. Liable, exposed.

—Like to the bird that fed is on the nest,
And can not flee, of wit wayke and unstable, 

To fortune both and to infortune liable.
King's Quair, i. 14. 

Lat. habil-is, Fr. habile. 
TLO HABLE, v. a. To enable» to make fit.

Than wold I pray his blissful grace benigne, 
To liable me unto his service digne.

Kings Quair, ii. 20. V. the adj. 
HABIRIHONE, s. A habergeon.

To me he gaif ane thik clowtit habirihone, 
Ane thrynfald hawbrek was all gold begone.

Doug. Virgil^ 83. 50. V. AWBYKCHOWNE. 
HABITAKLE, s. A habitation.

—Thay haue of Sanctis habitakle, 
To Simon Magus maid ane tabernakle.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 142. 
Lat. habit acul-um.

To H ABOUND, vV n. 1. To abound. 
2» To increase in size.

—Hir figure sa grisly grete haboundis, 
Wyth gtourand ene byrnand of flambis blak. 

Doug. Virgil^ 222. 46.
Hence habowndand, abounding; habowndans, a. 

bundance, Wyntown. 
HACE, HAIS, adj. Hoarse.

Quha can not hald thare pece ar fre to flite, 
Chide quhill thare hedis riffe, and hals worthe 

hace. 'Doug. Virgil, Prol. 66. 29. 
A. S. Isl. has, Su.G. hoes, hes, Belg. hesch. Germ. 

heisch, id. V. HERS. 
HACHART, s. A cougher.

Ane was ane hair hachart, thafhostit out fleume.
Maitland Poems, p. 54.

In edit. 1508, it is hogeart; perhaps an errat. 
Probably from HAUGH, v. q. T.

HAD
HACHES, s. pL Racks for holding hay. 

His stede was stabled, and led to the stalle, 
Hay bertely he had in haches on hight.

Sir&awan and Sir Gal. ii. 9. V. HACK, I. 
HACK, HAKE, HECK, HEK, s. i. A rack for 

cattle to feed at, S. Lincoln. 
To live at hack and manger , S. Prov. to live in great 

fullness. V. HACHES.
At hack and manger Jean and ye sail live, 
Of what ye like with power to tak or give.

Ros&'s Helenore, p. 113. 
—From him they took his good steed, 
And to his stable could him lead, 
To hecks full of corn and hay.

Sir Egetr, p. 36. 
I haif ane helter, and eik ane hek.

Bannatyne Poems., p. 159. st. 7. 
Skinner and Ray have derived this from A. S. 

hegge, haege, sepes, or haeca, Belg. heck^ pessulus, 
repagulum. But Su.G. haeck exactly corresponds; 
locus supra praesepe, ubi foenum equis apponitur; 
Ihre. The cognate Belg. word is hek, rails, inclo- 
sure.
2. A wooden frame, suspended from the roof, 

containing different shelves, for drying cheeses, S. 
A hake was frae the rigging hanging fu* 
Of quarter kebbocks, tightly made and new. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 77.
HACK, s. Muck-hack^ a dung-fork with two 

prongs shaped like a hoe, formerly used for 
cutting what was called muck-fail, when thrown 
into the dunghill, Ang. Hack, a pick-ax, 
A. Bor,
Isl. hiack-a, caedo, hiack^ frequens et lentus ictus. 

To this day, Sw. traagards-hacka signifies a hoe, and 
hack-a up, to hoe; Dan. hakke, a mattock, a pick, 
ax. E. hoe^ although immediately from Fr. 
houe, might seem originally allied to Isl. hogg-va^ 
Su.G. hugg-a, caedere, imperf. hio.
HACK, s. A chop, a crack or cleft in the hands

or feet, as the effect of severe cold or drought,
S. Hence the hands or feet, when chopped,
are said to be hackit.
From Isl. hiack-a^ Su.G. hack-a ̂ to chop, in the 

same manner as the E. word is used in this sense. 
HACKSTOCK, *. A chopping-block, or block

on which flesh, wood, &c. are hacked, S.
Germ, hackstock, id. 

HAG SHE, j. Ache, pain.
Ane hacshe hes happenit hastelie at my hairt rute, 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 52*
A. S. aece, Isl. ecke, ecki, dolor. 

HADD YR, HADDER, s. Heath, ling, Erica vul-
garis, Linn.; heather, S. hadder, A. Bor. 

In heich haddyr Wallace and thai can twyn. 
Throuch that dounwith to Forth sadly he 

soucht. Wallace, v. 300. MS.
i. e. high or tall heath; in Perth edit, incorrectly 

heith haddyr.
" In Scotland ar mony mure cokts and hennis, 

quhilk etis nocht bot seid or croppis of hadder." 
Bellend. Descr. Alb. c. 11.

MoesG. haithjoy ager, huithiwisk, silvestris; IsK
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heide, sllva, tesqua. Su.G. hed, solum incultum, 
Germ, heide, solitudo, also, erica. It is strange that 
Dr Johns, should refer to Lat. erica, as it it could 
have been the origin of E. heath. 
HADDER AND PELTER, a flail, Dupifr.

This designation seems descriptive of both parts of 
the instrument. The hadder, or halder, is that part
-which the thrasher lays hold of; the pelter^ that
•which is employed for striking the corn. 
BADDIES COG, a measure formerly used for 

meting out the meal appropriated for supper 
to the servants, Ang. It contained the fourth 
part of a peck.
Perhaps from A- S. Su.G. had, Alem. heit, a per- 

son; as being originally used to denote the portion 
allotted to an-individual. V. COG. 
To HAE, v. a. To have j commonly used for 

have, S-.
But we hoe all her country's fead to byde.

Ross's Helenorey p. 89. V. HAIF. 
HAE, s. Property, possessions, Aberd.

Belg. ftave, Germ, habe, Su.G. haefd; all from 
the verb signifying to have.
HAFF-MERK MARRIAGE, or BRIDAL, a 

clandestine marriage, S. 
————I carena by,

Tho' I try my luck with thee, 
Since ye are content to tye

* The haffmark bridal band wi' me.
Ramsay's Poems^ i. 309.

To gae to the half-mark kirk> to go to be married 
clandestinely. The name seems to have arisen from 
the price of the ceremony.
HAFFIT, HAFFAT, HALFFET, s. The side of 

the head j pi. hqffits^ the temples, S. It has 
been defined, perhaps more strictly, u the part 
of the face between the cheek and the ear, and 
downward ta the turn of the jaw j" Gl. Mary 
Stewart, Hist. Drama.
a He had nothing on-his head, but syde red yel 

low hair behind, and on his haffits, which wan down 
to his shoulders; but his forehead was bald and 
bare." Pitscottie, p. 111. .

And down thair haffats hang anew 
Of rubies red and saphirs btew»

Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 11. 
Her hand she had upon her haffat laid.

Ross's Helenore, p. 27.
—Euer in ane his bos helme rang and soundit^ 
Clynkand about his halffettis with ane dyn.

Doug. Virgil, 307. 28. 
Of roses I will weave

To her a flowery crown ; 
All other cares I'll leave, 

And busk her haffets round.
Ross's Helenore, p. 117.

" I'll take my hand from your hajfet;" S. Prov. 
Kelly, p. 396. i. e. I will give you a blow on the 
cheek.

This is viewed by Rudd. q. half-head. L have 
been apt to think that it was merely A. S. heafud^ 
caput, which in latter times, when going into desue. 
tudc, might have been used in an oblique sense. 
But I find that the former etymon is confirmed by the

H A G
use of A. S. hcalf-heafod) in the sense of semicrani- 
um, sinciput, and of healfes heafdes ece for the nie- 
grim, q. the half-head or haffat ache. • 

MoesG. haubith) Su.G. hufwud, Isl. haufud, ho- 
fud) the head. 
HAFLES, adj. Poor, destitute.

Quhen ilka thing hes the a win, suthly we se, 
Thy nakit corss bot of clay and foule carion, 
Hatit, and hafles; quhairof art thow he ?

Houlate, iii. 27. MS.
A. S. hafen-leas, inops, literally, loose from ha* 

vmg, or without possession; Alem. habelos, Belg. 
havens, id. A. S. haefen-least, Su.G. hafwandsloesa^ 
egestas, paupertas.
HAFT, s. Dwelling, place of residence. To. 

change the haft, to remove from one place to 
another, S. B.

Now, loving friends, I have you left, 
You know I neither stole nor reft. 
But when I found myself infeft

In a young Jackr 
I did resolve to change the haft

For that mistake. 
Forbes's Dominie Depos'd, p. 46. 

Su.G. haefd, possessio, from haefd-a, a frequenta* 
tive from hafw-a^ habere; Isl. hefd-a^ usucapere. 
To HAG, v. a. 1. To cut, to hew j hack, E.

Isl. hogg-ua9 Su.G, hugg-a, id. Isl. hoegg^ 
verber.
2. Moss-ground that has formerly been broken 

up ; a pit, or break in a moss, Si 
" The face of the hill is somewhat broken with 

craigs and glens; the summit and back part is a deep 
rouir ground, interspersed with moss hags," P. 
Campsie, Stirlings. Statist. Ace. XT. 317. N.

H<e led a small and shaggy nag, 
That through a bog from hag to hag, 
Gould bound like any Bilhope stag.

Lay of the Last Minstrel, C. IT. st. 5i 
There is no affinity to Teut. ghehecht, lignetum 

sepibus circumscriptum, to which Sibb. refers. Both 
are from the v. denoting the act of cutting. The
-word, in sense 2., might indeed be traced to Isl. hogg,
hio, as applicable to the yawning of a pit.
HAG, s. A term often used in public adver-

tisements^ to denote one cutting or felling of a
certain quantity of copse wood, S.
" They [the oak woods] are of such extent as t<^ 

admit of their being properly divided into 20 sepa 
rate hags or parts, one of which may be cut every 
year." P. Luss, Dunbartons. Satist; A'cc. xvii. 244.

" There is to be exposed to sale by public roup,
——a hag of wood, consisting of oak, beech, and. 
birch, all in- one lot.'* Edin. Even; Cottrant, March 
26. 1803.

Sw. fa/gge, felling of trees.
HAGABAG, s. i. Coarse table-linen ; proper 

ly, cloth made wholly of'tow for. the use of the 
kitchen, S. B.

Clean hagabag I'11 spread 'upon h'is board, 
And serve, him with the. best we can afford.

Ramsa£s Poems, ii. 84. 
2. Refuse of any kind, S. B.

Perhaps from Teut. hacke, the Jast, always used as 
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denoting something of inferior quality; or huycke, 
a cloak. For it seems originally the same with E. 
hwckaback, although differently defined. 
HAGBERRY, HACK-BERRY, s. The Bird.

cherry, S, In Ang. pron. hack-berry.
" Wild fruits are here in great abundance, such as 

crab-apples, hazlc-nuts, geens, bird-cherry, called 
herehagberry.—The fruit of the bird-cherry (prunus 
padus), or the bark in winter, is an excellent astrin 
gent, and a specific in Diarrhoeas and fluxes. The 
disease common to cows in some pastures, called the 
moor-ill^ is cured by it." P. Lanark, Statist. Ace. 
xv. 25.

u Prunus padus. Bird-cherry. Anglis. Hag- 
berries. Scotis." LightfoQt, p. 253.

" On the banks of the Lunan, there is a shrub 
here called the hack.berry (prunus padus) that car 
ries beautiful flowers, which are succeeded by a clus 
ter of fine blackberries; they are sweet and luscious 
to the taste, but their particular qualities are not 
known." P. Clunie, Perths. Statist. Ace. ix. 239.

It is singular that the E. name should be a transla 
tion of the Sw. one of Prunus avium, Fogelbaer^ q. 
the Fowl-berry; and ours the very designation given 
in Sw. to the Padus,—Haeg; Linn. Fl. Suec. N° 
431. Haeggebaer, the fruit of bird's cherry; 
Wideg. know. I not, if the name refers to haegd, 
hage, a hedge; or to hage^ a field, a pasture. The 
account given of it by Linn, might agree to either. 
For he says, it is an inhabitant of villages and fields. 
HAGBUT of CROCHE, or CROCHERT, a

kind of fire-arms anciently used.
" Mak reddy your cannons,—bersis, doggis, 

doubil bersis, hagbutis of croche, half haggis , culue. 
renis, ande hail schot." Compl. S. p. 64.

" Euerie landed man—sail haue ane hagbute of 
found, callit hagbute of crochert, with thair 
calmes, bulletis, and pellokis of leid or irne." 
Acts J. V. 1540. c. 73. Edit. 1566. c. 94. Murray.

Fr. arquebus a croc; Gl. Compl. But the term 
is more nearly allied to O. Fland. haeck-buyse, O. 
Fr. hacqubute^ sclopus. This is said by Cotgr. to be 
somewhat bigger than a musket. Croc denotes the 
grapple or hook, by means of which the arquebuse 
was fixed to a kind of tripod or small carnage. Fr, 
crochet^ corr. to crochert, also signifies a hook or 
drag.

" It appears to me," says Grose, " that these 
* culverines or hand canons, which were fixed on little 

carriages, were what we now call the arquebus a croc 
(arquebus with a hook) or something very like it. 
They were since called the arquebus with a hook, 
on account of a little hook, cast with the piece; 
they are placed on a kind of tripod,—are of different 
lengths, and for caliber, between the smallest canons 
and the musket; they are used in the lower flanks, 
and in towers pierced with loop-holes, called mur 
derers. A long time after the name of arquebus was 
given io a fire-arm, the barrel of which was mounted 
on a stock, having a butt for presenting and taking 
aim : This was at the soonest about the end of the 
reign of Louis XII. It became in time the ordinary 
piece borne by the soldiers." Hist. Eng. Army, 
I. 152. V.HAGG.

HAG
HAGBUTAR, s. A musqueteer.

a He renforsit the towne vitht victualis, hagbuta* 
r«X ande munitions." Compl. S. p, 9. 
HAGE, L. Hagis, s. pL Hedges, fences. 

» HfJgis, alais, be labour that was thar, 
Fulyeit and spilt, thai wald na froit spar.

Wallace, xi. 21. MS. 
A. S. Teut. haege, Belg. haegh. Dan. hage, id.

HAGG, s. u Haggis, hagues or haquebutts, so 
denominated from their butts, which were 
crooked ; whereas those of hand-guns were 
straight. Half-haggis, or demihaques, were fire 
arms of smaller size." Gl. Compl. V. HAG 
BUT.
The same account is materially given by Grose ; 

although he speaks uncertainly.
u This piece is by some writers supposed to owe 

its name to its butt being hooked or bent, some 
what like those now used, the butts of the first 
handguns being, it is said, nearly straight. There 
were likewise some pieces called demi-haques, either 
from being less in size, or from having their butts 
less curved." Hist. Eng. Army, L 155.

In S. these demihaques were formerly used in 
shooting and fowling. For there is a statute di 
rected against those who " tak vpone hande to 
schute at deir, ra, or vther wylde beistis or wylde 
foulis, with half-hag, culuering, or pistolate." Acts» 
Mary, 1551. c. 8. Edit. 1566.

Harquebus is by Fauchet (Origine des Armes, 
p. 57) derived from Ital. area bouza, or the bow 
with a hole. But the Teut. name is evidently from 
haeck a hook, and buyse a tube, or hollow body. 
For the same reason, this in Su.G. is called hake» 
byssa, from hake a crooked point, cuspis incurva, 
uncus, and byssa, boessa, the name given to fire 
arms. According to Hire, the O. Fr. changed this 
word into haquebuse, and the moderns to arquebus y 
TO. Hake. But we have seen, that in O. Fr. hac- 
quebute is used, which Thierry properly defines, 
sclopus uncinatus.

It appears that the Byssa was used in the time of 
Charles VIII. for discharging stones against the ene 
my. V. Ihre, vo. Byssa and Hake. 
HAGGARBALDS, s.pL A contemptuous de 

signation. 
—Vyld haschbalds, haggarbalds, and humniels.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 109. 
V. HEGGERBALD.
HAGG ART, s. A stack-yard. This word, I

am informed, is used in Wigtonsh. and some of
the western parts of the Stewartry of Kircud-
bright. It Has most probably been imported
from Ireland, where it is in common use.
This might seem derived from hay, A. S. heg^ hig,

and geard, q. a yard for containing hay; or from
A. S. haeg, hag, sepes, septum, q. a yard inclosed
by a hedge. But as this seems rather tautological,
I prefer deriving it from haga, Su.G. hage, agellus,
praedium, a small piece of ground adjoining to a
house, E. haw, and geard, sepes, sepimentum \ q.
an inclosed piece of ground.
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HAGGART, s. An old useless horse, Loth.

supposed to be a dimin. from E. bag. 
"To HAGGER. It's haggerin^ it rains gently,

Aug., whence bagger a small rain ; butberin,
synon. It haggles^ it hails, A. Bor. 

HAGGERDECASH, adv. In a disorderly
state, topsy-turvy, Ang. 

HAGGERSNASH, s. Offals, S. B. Perhaps
from S. bag, Su.G. bugg-a, to hack, and snask-
a devorare ; q. to devour what flies off, or is
cast away, in backing ; originally appropriated
to dogs. Isl. sneis, portio excisa, G. Andr. p.
219. 

HAGG1ES, s. A dish commonly made in a
sheep's maw, of the lungs, heart and liver of
the same animal, minced with suet, onions,
salt and pepper.
The Germ, in like manner, call a haggles leber- 

wurst, i. e. a liver-pudding. Sometimes it consists 
only of oat meal, with the articles last mentioned, 
Without any animal food, S.

The dish expressed by this term in S. is different 
from that to which it is applied in E. In the lat 
ter country, it denotes " a mess of meat, generally 
of pork, chopped, in a membrane;" Johns. It is 
properly a large sausage.

The gallows gapes after thy gracelcs gruntle, 
As thou wald for a haggles^ hungry gled.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 54. st. 10.
Dr Johns, derives haggess from hog or hack. The 

last is certainly the proper origin ; if we may 
judge from the Sw. term used in the same sense, 
hack-polsa, q. minced porridge. Haggles retains 
the form of the S. v. hag. In Gael, it is tagais, as 
ihey have no h in their language ; Arm. hacheis^ Fr. 
hachis.
HAICHES, s. Expl. « force," S. B. 

A mim mou'd maiden jimp an' spare,— 
Mistook a fit for a' her care, 

An* wij a hatches fell.
Morisotfs Poems, p. 25.

Perhaps it is originally the same with HAUCH or 
HAUCHIS, q. v., the effect being put for the cause. 
HAGMAN, s. One employed to fell wood, S.

V. HAG. 
HAGMANE', s. The last day of the year. V.

HOGMANAY.
HAID. Philot. st. 106. V. HAIT, s. 
To HAIFF, HAIF, v. a. To have, to possess,

&c. pron. bae, S.
I haiff gret hop he sail be King, 
And haiff this land all in leding.

Barbour, ii. 89. MS.
Isl. haf-a, Su.G. hafw~a, MoesG. hab-an, id. 

Ihre observes, from Hesychius, that the Greek* 
used «C-fu for f#-«v, to have. 
To HAIK. V. BOLYN. 
To HAIK, v. n. To go about idly from place to

place ; as baikin throw tbe country 9 S. To bake,
to sneak or loiter, A. Bor.
Most probably it has been originally applied to 

pedlars^ as from the same origin with E. hawk, 
whence hawker. Germ, hoeker, Su.G. hoekare, a
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pedlar. This has had many etymons. Perhaps the 
most probable is hoec/ce, sarcina, a truss or pack. 
V. Wachter and Ihre. 
To HAIL, v. a. " A phrase used at football,

when the victors are said to bail tbe ball, i. e.
to drive it beyond, or to the goal;" Callander.
Hence to bail tbe dules^ to reach the mark, to be
victorious.

—Fresche men com and hailit the dalis^ 
And dang thame doun in dalis.

Chr. Kirk, st. 22. Chron. S. R. ii. 366. 
Callander views the word as probably derived 

from Isl. hillC) tego ; and this from Goth, hulj-an, 
to cover. Or the expression may refer to the cry 
given by the victor, as hail is used in E. 
HAIL, s. The place where those who play at 

football, or other games, strike off.
To HAIL, jr. a. To haul, to hale, to drag, S.

" Hail al and ane, hail hym vp til vs." Compl. S. 
p. 62.

44 On the morrow this erle was hailit with his 
complicis throw all streitis of the toun." Bellend. 
c. xvii. c. 8.

Belg. hal-eri) Fr. halter, id.
To HAIL, HALE, v. n. To pour down, used 

with respect to any liquid, S.
—They are posting on what e'er they may ; 
Baith het and meeth, till they are haling down.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 73.
Hele is used in an active sense, as signifying to 

pour, in a Poem which seems originally S» 
I toke the bacyn soue onane, 
And helt water opon the stane. 
Ywaine, v. 367. Ritson's E. M. Rom. i. 16. 

Isl. helley fundo, perfundo; Su.G. haella^ efiun- 
dere, Ihre, to pour down, Seren. A. Bor. he aid, to^ 
pour out, Ray; hylde, to pour, Chaucer; that" 
hyldeth all grace ; inhilde, to pour in. Held, hell^ 
hill) Junius.

The phrase, Its hailin on, or doun^ is common, 
ly used with respect to a heavy rain ; Isl. helle- 
steypa imber ingens, effusio aquarum ; G. Andr. p. 
110.
HAILUMLY, adv. Wholly, completely, S. B. 

But Bydby's dridder wasna quite awa'.
—She says to Nory, O yon dreadfu' crack ! 
I haihtmly thought wad ha been our wrack I 

Ross's Helenore, p. 75. 
V. GRETUMLY, and HALE.

To HAYLYS, HAYLS, v. a. To hail, to ad- 
dress; Wyntown.
Su.G. hels-a, salutare, to wish health; from hel, 

sanus, bene valens. V. HALLES. 
To HAIMHALD. V. HAMHALD. 
H AIMS, HAMMYS, HEMS, s. pi. A collar, formed 

of two pieces of wood, which are put round the 
neck of a working horse, S. Heams, id. A. Bor* 

Of golden cord wer lyamis, and the stringis 
Festinnit conjunct in massie goldin ringis;— 
Eyir haims conuenient for sic note, 
And raw silk brechamis ouir thair halsis hingis.

Palice of Honour, i. 33. 
The haims ar.e said to be of evir or ivory.
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Hem if sometimes, although more rarely, used in 

the singular.
" Depones that —the deponent remembers to have 

seen her father carry a horse and hem to Muirtown," 
Case, Duff of Muirton, &c. A. 1806.

Sibb. has referred to Teut, hamme, numella, ren. 
dering it u fetters, to which they bear some resem. 
blance." He has not observed, that this properly 
means a collar; and that Kilian uses the phrase koe- 
hamme, i. e. haims, or a collar for a eow. 
To HAIN, HANE, v. a. 1. To spare, not to 

exhaust by labour, S.
Gif that ane man had stedingis ten,
Quhilk requyrit mony beistis and rnen^
And greit expensis for to cure thame,
Gif that this man had, till manure thame,
Bot aucht oxin into ane pleuch,
Quhilk to all wald not be aneuch ;
Quhidder wer it better, think ye>
Till laubour ane of thame onlie,
Quhare ilkane wald ane uther hane,
And quhilk to teill his beistis miche [might]

gane,
Or in ilk steding teill ane rig, 
Quhairto ane saifguard he must big ?

Diall. Clerk and Courteour, p. 22. 
They are so fed, they lie so saft, 
They are so hairi*d, they grow so daft; 
This breeds ill wiles, ye ken fu' aft,

In the black coat, 
Till poor Mass John, and the priest-craft

Goes ti' the pot.
Forties's Dominie Depos'd^ p.,42. 

2. To save, not to expend; most commonly used 
to denote parsimonious conduct, S. 

The Miser lang being us'd to save,— 
Jumpt in, swain o'er, and hatred his plack.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 468. V. KNACK, 9.
" Hain'd geer helps well," S. Prov. Kelly, p.

148 ; equivalent to u Eng. A penny sav'd is a pen.
^y got."

" Lang fasting hains nae meat ;" Ramsay's S. 
Prov. p. 48.

" They that ham at their dinner will hae the mair 
to their supper ; Ibid. p. 72.

This word seems to have been primarily applied 
ta the care taken of one's property,, by securing 
it against the inroads of beasts ; from Su.G. haegn- 

* a, Teut.. heyn-en, Belg. be-heyn-en, to inclose 
with a hedge. Accordingly, to ham, is to shut up 
grassland from stocky Glouc. What is parsimony, 
but the care taken to Itedge in one's substance? 
It might indeed be traced to A. S. heart, pauper, 
humilis, honth, penuria, res angusta. But the for 
mer etymon is preferable. V. H-ANITE. 
To HAIN, HANE,JZ/. n. To be penurious, S*, 

Poor is that mind, ay discontent, 
That canna use what God has lent; 
But envious girns at a' he sees, 
That are a crown richer than he's ; 
Which gars him pitifully hane, 
And hell's ase-middins rake for gain.

Ramsay*s Works, ii. 385* 
HAINING. V. HANING. 
To HAINGLEj v. n. 1, To go about in a feeble
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and languid way, as one docs who is only re 
covering from disease, S.

2. To hang about in a trifling manner, to dangle, S. 
This, in the first, which seems the proper sense,

is merely a Sw. word; haengl-a, to languish. Han
gaer och haenglar, he goes languishing about; Wi-
deg. Hence,
HAINGLES, s. pi. 1. The expressive designation 

given to the Influenza, Ang.; perhaps from 
banging so long about those who are afflicted 
with it, often without positively assuming the 
form of a disease; or from the feebleness in. 
duced by it.

2* To hae the haingles, to be in a state of ennui, Ang.
HAIP, s. A sloven, Ang. Fife. 

She jaw'd them, misca'd them, 
For clashing cfackin haips.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 125. 
It sometimes simply denotes slothfulness; at other

times, unweildiness of size conjoined with this.
Shall we view it as merely an oblique sense of E.
heap cumulus, S. B. pron. haip;. or as allied to
Teut. hoppe^ obscoena, spurca muller T
HAIR, j. A very small portion or quantity ; as^ 

a hair of meal, a few grains, S. V. PICKLE, 
sense 1.

HAIR, HAR, HARE, adj. 1. Cold, nipping. 
And with that wird intill a corf he crap^ 
Fro, hair weddir, and frostis, him to hap. 
Hvnrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 114. st. 21. 
A-ne schot wynda unschot ane litel on char, 
Pfersauyt the mornyng bla, wan and har.

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 202, 25. 
It is surprising that Rudd. should attempt to trace 

this word to E. harsh, Gr. %i^, incultus, C. B. 
garro, or to Ir. garg as per, when the s. occurs pre 
cisely in the sense in which the adj. is used by Doug. 
Haere, teens pruina, urens frigore veutus, adurens 
frigus, gelida aura; Kilian. V. H'AAR*
2. Metaph. keen, biting, severe.

———Ye think my harrand some thing har.
Montgomerie. V. HARRAND.

3. Moist, damp. This sense remains in hair- 
mould', a name given to that kind of mouldiness 
which appears on bread, &cc. and in hayr ryim^ 
hoar frost.
" The hayr rym is ane cald deu, the quhilk fall is 

in mysty vapours, and syne it fresis on the eird." 
Com pi. S, p. 01. 92.

With frostis hare ouerfret the feildis standis» 
Doug. Virgil, Prol. 200. 47.

———My hair-mould milk would poison.dogs.. 
Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 3.

Hair-mould is also used as a s\
It is doubtful whether this or that of cold, nip 

ping, be the primary sense* Perhaps the latter; be- 
cause the moistness, with which the chill air is fill 
ed, in what we call a haar, produces the hoary 
appearance of the earth ; mouldiness also proceeds 
from dampness. The word, in sense. 3. immediately 
corresponds to Isl. hor, mucor.
4.. Harsh, ungrateful to the ear.

Thy cristal eyen myngit with blud I makx
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Thy voce so clere, unplesaunt, hare and haee. 

llenrysone's Test. Creseide, Chron.S. P. i. 167. 
5. Hoary, with age.

—His figure changeit that tyme as he wald,
In likenes of ane Butes hare and aid.

Doug. Virgil, 300. 55.
Rudd. views this as a different word from that 

which occurs in sense 1. But if the term, as denot 
ing moisture, be radically the same with that used 
in the sense of cold, nipping, it must be also the 
same as signifying hoary. Junius, accordingly, de 
rives Isl. har, can us, from hor, mucor. Thus, the 
term as applied to the head, is borrowed from the 
appearance of nature, when it often assumes the 
badge of that dreary season, which bears a striking 
analogy to the decay of human life.

That gars me oftsyis sich full sair ;
And walk amang the holtis hair,
Within the woddis wyld.

Maitland Poems, p. 205.
Mr Pink, renders hair high, from Isl. haar, al- 

tus. But if holtis signify groves, as in E. perhaps 
hair should be expl. hoary. Thus A. S. ofclifeha- 
rum, de clivis canis; Boet. Consol. p. 155.

This sense, however, of holtis, causes rather a re 
dundancy ; woddis being so nearly allied. As the 
poet speaks of wyld woods, holtis may denote 
rough places, from Isl. hollt, glaretum, terra asper 
et sterilis, gleba inutilis. In this case, hair would 
be most naturally rendered high.
HAIRY MOGGANS, hose without feet, Fife.

V. MOGGANS.
HAIRSCHIP, HAYRSCHIP. V. HERSCHIP. 
HAIRSE, s. A lustre, a sconce with lights, S. B. 

Germ, kerze, Belg. kaers, Isl. kerti, a candle; 
kertapipa, a candlestick, Alem. kerzistal, id. 
Wachter refers to Lat. cereus, supposing that the 
word was originally applied to wax-candles. 
HAIRST, HARST, s. Harvest, S. baist, Moray. 

Labour rang wi' laugh and clatter,
Canty Hairst was just begun ; 

And on mountain, tree, and water, 
Glinted saft the setting sun.

MacneiWs Poet. Works, L 12. 
A, S. haerfaest, Belg. harfst, herfst, Alem. har- 

uest, Germ, herbst. Some derive this from Hertha, 
the Earth, a deity of the ancient Germans, and 
Belg.feest, feast, q. the feast of Earth. V. Skinner, 
TO. Harvest. Seren. from Su.G. ar annus, and vist 
rictus, q. victus et alimentum totius anni, provision 
for the whole year.

It has been observed concerning the inhabitants 
of Moray, that " they suppress r in a good many 
words, as fist for first, hoss for horse, puss for 
purse ;" and that u this is the more remarkable, as 
in general the Scotch pronounce this letter much 
more forcibly than the English do." P. Duffus, 
Statist. Ace. viii. 397, N.

But pus is Isl. for a purse (pera) \ and haust, 
for harvest, Su.G. Dan. hoest, id. 
JHAIRT, s. Fleing Halrt.

First lovis foule the Eagill fair 
I saw discend down from the air ; 

Syne to the wood went he :

HAL
The Heron, and thejlewg flair/, 
Come fleing from ane vther pakt, 

Beside him for to be.
Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. Si. 

What this bird is, that accompanies the herqn, I 
have not been able to discover. 
HAIR-TETHER, a tether made of hair, suppos 

ed to be employed in witch-craft. V. To 
MILK the Tether, and NiCNEVEN. 

To HAISTY, v. a. To hasten, Bellend. Crop
V. AVENTURE. Fr. hast-er, id. 

HAlT,part.pa. Called. V. HAT. 
HAIT, s. The most minute thing that can be

conceived. V. HATE.
HAITH, a minced oath, S. generally viewed as 

a corr. of faith. V. Shirr. Gl. 
—Haith, Allan hath bright rays, 

That shine aboon our pat.
A. Nicors Poems, 1739, p. 88. 

HAKE, s. A frame for holding cheesed. V.
HACK.

To HALD, v. a. To hold, S. generally pron. 
bad, A. Bor. baud, id.

———He of Rome wald his day 
Hald wytht thi he payid na mare5 
Than hys eldaris payid are.

Wyntown, v. 9. 773,
MoesG. A.S. hald-an, Isl. halld-a, Alem. half" 

en, id.
This v. admits of a variety of senses, both active 

and neuter, as conjoined with prepositions, nouns, 
&c.
1. To bald again, to resist, to withstand, by word 

or action, S.
2. To bald by, to pass, S.
3. To bald dayis. V. DAYIS.
4. To baldgaain, to continue, to go on, S. 

Belg. gaande houd-en, to keep one's course.
5. To bald in, to supply. Hald in eldin, supply 

the fire with fuel; spoken of that kind which 
needs to be constantly renewed, as furze, 
broom, &c., hence called inhaddin eldin, S. B.

6. To contain any liquid, not to leak. That lume 
does na bald m9 that Vessel leaks, S*

7. To bald in witb, to keep in one's good graces, 
to curry favour, S.

8. To bald still, to be at rest, to stop, S. 
Sw. haalla still a, to stop.

9. To bald till, to persist in assertion, intreaty, ar 
gumentation, scolding, fighting, &c. S.

10. To bald to, to keep shut; as, Hald to the door, 
keep the door shut, S* Sw. baalla til, or baal~ 
la til doren, id.

11. To bald out, to pretend, to alledge, S.
12. To bald out, to extend to the full measure or 

weight, S. Willtbattlaitb bald out? Will it 
be found to contain the number of yards men 
tioned ?

13. To bald wf, or witb, to take part with, to sup- 
port, S.

To HALD, HAD, v. n. To stop, to cease, S, 
Enough of this, therefore I'll had.
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Lest all the Poland dogs go mad 
Before their wonted time of year, 
When* such poor cowish stuff they hear.

Cleland's Poems, p. 112.
HALD, HAULD, s. i. A hold, vulgarly had. To 

gae be the badds, to go in leading strings, to go 
by the help of another supporting.

2. A habitation. Neither house nor bald, no kind 
of dwelling-place, S.

—Thay thir cruell marchis left for fere. 
And in the Cyclopes huge caue tynt me, 
Ane gousty hold*, within laithlie to se.

Doug. Virgil, 89. 16.
3. A stronghold, a fortified place.

Roxburch hauld he wan full manfully.
Wallace, vii. 913. MS.

This evidently signifies a place that may be held, 
or defended; Su.G. haall-a, tueri, defend ere, 
whence haldande bus, Isl. haald.

Tke hade af Herluganom et hald. 
Uabebant a Duce arcem.

Chron. Rhythm, p. 42. ap. Ihre*
4. A possession.

Than lat vs striue that realme for to possede, 
The quhilk was hecht to Abraham and his sede: 
Lord, that vs wrocht and bocht, graunt vs that 

hald. Doug. Virgil, 358. 11. 
To HALE, v. n. To pour down. V. HAIL. v. 
To HALE, v. n.

" What is that but the faithfull soule haling like 
an hawk for to flie from the mortall heart as from 
the hand of a stranger, for to come home to her 
Lord in eternitie ?—My soule is sa ravished with 
your speach that it fluttereth within mee & haleth 
to bie away from this mortalitie."——Z. Boyd's 
Last Battell, p. 848. 849.

I can scarcely think, that this is used in the sense 
of the E. v. signifying to drag. As it respects the at 
tempts of a hawk to take flight, it may be allied to 
Isl. hal-a sig up, scandere, to ascend. 
HALE, HAILL, adj. Whole, entire, S.

He thocht he saw Faudoun that ugly Syr, 
That haill hall he had set in a fyr.

Wallace, v. 208. MS.
All hale is, sometimes at least, used adverbially, 

q. entirely all.
Thus all that land in herytage 
He wane all hale, and maid it fre 
Tyl hym and hys posteryte.

Wyntown, ii. 8. 121. 
Ml hale my land sail yauris be.

Barbour, i. 497. MS.
Hence the phrase, so common to this day in legal 

deeds, all and haill, S. The term is also used ad 
verbially.

Isl. heill, Su.G. hcl, Belg. heel, integer, totus^ 
Ihre refers to Gr. EA-<?, unus et totus. 

Hale and fare. V. FERE.
HALE, HAILL, adj. l. Sound, in good health, S. 

All sufferyt scho, and rycht lawly hyr bar: 
Amyabill, so benyng, war and wyss, 
Curta&s and swete, fulfillyt of gen try ss, 
Weyll rewllyt off tong, rycht haill of conte- 

nance. Wallace, v. 599. MS.
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This, however, may signify, " having a collected 

appearance;" or, " a good command of her counte 
nance."
2. It is often used in the sense of vigorous. Of a 

robust old man, it is said, He's a hale carlyit, S. 
Moes.G. hails, Precop. hels, Su.G. hel, A.S. hat, 

sanus, bene valens. Hence, as Ihre proves at large, 
the salutation, hail, denoting a wish, for health to 
the person to whom it is addressed. 
HALE-HIPE, adj. Not having so much as the 

skin injured, S. B.
But he gaed aff hale-hide frae you,

For a' your windy roust; 
Had ither fouk met wP him there,, 

It had been till his cost.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 28- 

HALE-SKARTH, adj. or adv. Wholly safe, entire- 
' ly sound, u q. whole from so much as a scratch^ 

S. skart ;" Rudd., Sibb. 
Thocht I, sal scho pas to the realme of Spert 
Hale skarth, and se Mycene hir natiue land ?

Doug. Virgil, 58. 19.
The use of scartfree, S. in the same sense, may 

seem to confirm the etymon given by Rudd. But it 
seems doubtful, whether we should not rather refer 
to Su.G. skaerd-a, a hurt, a wound, Alem. orscardi, 
laessio auris, a hurt in the ear, Ivdscardi, laesio 
membri.
HALE-WARE. 1. The whole assortment, used ia 

relation to things, S. from hale, whole, and 
ware merchandise; A. S. ware, Su.G. wara9 
Belg. waere, merx.

2. The whole company, applied to persons ; all 
without exception, S.

An' frae the weir he did back hap^
An' turn'd to us his fud : 

And gar'd the hale-ware o' us trow 
That he was gane clean wud.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect., p. 5., 
Whole-ware is also used.

Yea, they'r alledghig that his Grace 
Must to his Ladie's wit give place; 
Then this will follow, I suppose, 
She drags the whole-ware by the nose.

Cle/and's Poems, p. 18: 
HALF, s. 1. Side ; a half, one side. 

Schyr Gilis de Argente he set 
Apon a half, hys regngye to kept*; 
And off Walence Schyr Aymery 
On othyr half, that wes worthy.

Barbour, xi. 175. 177. MS.,
2. Quarter, coast, as relating to country. 

Tharfor into the Fyrth come thai, 
And endlang it wp held thai, 
Quhill thai besid Emierkething, 
On west Aa/ftowart Dunferlyng 
Tuk land; and fast begouth to ryve.

Barbour, xvi. 550. MS.
3. Part, side in a metaph. sense.

The trew on his half gert he stand
Apon the marchis stabilly. Barbour, xix. 200. MS.
A.S. haelf, pars, latus, ora, tractus ; east-healfy

ora orientalis; Isl. haalfa^ aalfa, pars, plaga mundi;
Nordurhaalfa, JEuropa, Sudurhaalfa, Africa^

4
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turhaalfa Asia, Westurhaalfa America; G. Andr. 
p. 9.
HALFLANG, adj. Half-grown. V. HALFLIN. 
HALFE-HAG, f. A species of artillery. V. HAGG. 
HALFER, HALVER, j. One who has a moiety or 

one batfof any thing, S.
u The way, that is halfer and compartner with the 

smoke of this fat world, and with ease, smelteth 
strong of a foul and false way." Rutherford's Lett. 
P. i. ep. 173.

44 If sorrow be the greediest halver of our days 
here, I know joy's day shall dawn, and do more 
than recompence all our sad hours." Ibid. ep. 40. 
To gang haavers, to be partners, S. 
HALFXINDALL, adv. " About half," Pink. 

Befor the toune thai come alsone: 
And bot halfindall a rayle of way 
Fra the cite, a rest tuk thai.

Barbour, xiv. 497. MS. 
Haluendele, O. E. id.

Haluendele his godes he gaf to G ode's werkes, 
Sustened abbeis, norised pouer clerkes.

R. Brunne, p. 24. Halfendeale, Spenser. 
Teut. half deel, dimidia pars.

HALFLIN, HALFIN, HAAFLANG, adj. Not fully 
grown. A haftin laddie, a male who has not 
reached his full stature*

The haaf-lang chiels assemblin there,
In solemn council bent were 

Wi' utmost vigour, to prepare 
J?or mony a bauld adventure 

On Lammas day.
Rev. J. NicoFs Poems, ii. 00. 

The word is also used as a s. 
" Wages of a man servant, (1742) L. 2, (1792) 

L. 10.——Of a haJUn, (between man and boy,) 
(1742), 11s. 8d. 1792) L. 5." P. Ruthven, For- 
fars. Statist. Ace. x\\. 304.

It may indeed be q. half lang or long ; but per» 
haps radically the same with Half-lying.

In A. S. a person of this description is called 
healf-ealdj of middle age, Su.G. half-wuxen, i. e. 
half-grown.
HALFLYING, HALFLINGS, HAFFLIN, HALLINS, 

adv. Partly, in part, S. q. by one half. 
Thus halflyng lowse for haiste, to suich delyte, 
It was to se her youth in gudelihed, 
That for rudenes to speke thereof I drede.

K. Quair, ii. 30. 
I stude gazing halflingis in ane trance.

Lyndsay's Warkis, ProL p. 3. 1592, 
How culd I be bot full of cair, 
And halflings put into d is pair, 

So to be left alone ?
Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 30. 

Gin ye tak my advice ye've gane enough. 
I think nae sae, she says, and hallins leugh. 

Rosa's Helenore, p. 68,
O. Sw. halving, haelfning, half. Teut. halve- 

tingh, dimidiatim, semi: et, divide e: et fere, ferme, 
quodammodo, propemodum; Kilian. V. term. LING. 
HALF-MARROW, s. A husband or wife, S.

* 4 —Plead with your harlot-mother, who hath 
been a treacherous half-marrow to her husband Je-

HAL
sus." Rutherford's Lett. P. i. ep. 123. V. MAR-,
BOW. .
HALF-MARK BRIDAL. V. HAFF-MARK. 
HALF-WITTED, adj. Foolish, scarcely rational, S.

Sibb. defines Haverel^ a " chattering half-witted 
person;" Gl.

Isl. liQalfvita,) semifatuus; Ol. Lex. Run.
HALY, adj. Holy, consecrated.

Thir Papys war gud haly men.
JVyntowri) vi. 2. 113.

He honoryd God, and Holy Kyrk. Ib. vi. 3. 39. 
A. S. halig) halga, Isl. heilagr^ which Seren. de 

rives from Aa/-a, laudare.
HALYNES, j. Sanctity, holiness. 

This eldest brodyre Karoloman 
Til halynes all gawe hym than.

Wyntown^ vi. 4. 42.
HALY, HALILY, adv. Wholly, entirely. 

He levyt nocht about that toun 
Towr standand, na stane, na wall ? 
That he na holy gert stroy.thaim all.

Barbour, ix. 455. MS. 
And thair till in to borwch draw I 
Myn herytage all halily.

Barbour, i. 626. MS. V. HALE. 1. 
HALKRIG, HALKRIK, s. A corselet.

C€ Sone efter he armyt hym with his halkrig, bow 
and arowis, and fled with two seruandis to the 
nixt wod." Bellend. Cron. B. v. c. 5.

" That all vthers of lawar rent and degrc in the 
law land haue jak of plate, halkrik, or brigitanis." 
Acts Ja. V. 1540. c. 57. Edit. 1566. c. 87, Murray. 

Fr. halcret. Arm. halacrete^ id. 
u The halecret was a kind of corselet of two 

pieces, one before and one behind ^ it was lighter 
than the cuirass." Grose's Ant. Arm. p. 250.

Our word most nearly resembles Belg. hals- 
kraagie a collar. The corselet was also called in 
Teut. ringh-kraege.
HALLACH'D, adj. Crazy., V. HALLOKIT. 
HALLAN, HALLON, HALLAND, s. i. A mud 

wall, or what is called a cat-and-clay wall, in 
cottages, extending from the forewall back 
wards, as far as is necessary to shelter the inner 
part of the house from the air of the door, when 
it is opened. The term is sometimes applied 
to a partition of this kind extending to the op 
posite wall: but the first seems to be the origL 
nal sense, S. Rotten, A. Bor. Sfirewaiv, 
synon. S. B.

Hab got a kent, stood by the kalian.——
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 529. 

Your niece is but a fundling, that was laid 
Down at your hallon-side ae morn in May.

Ibid. p. 116. 
The gude-man, new come hame, is blyth to

find.
When he out o'er the halland flings his een, 
That ilka turn is handled to his mind.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 55. V. COSH. 
2. Hallen, a screen, Gl. Shirr.

I have sometimes been inclined with Sibb. to de*
rive this name from the circumstance of its extending
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half-w ay) q. halflin^ as the / is often sunk in pron. 
Germ, theilen signifies a partition. But this seems 
formed from Goth, del-a^ to divide. I therefore pre 
fer deriving it from Su.G. haell which denotes the 
hearth-stone, also the stone laid at the threshold of 
the door. Thus liallan may be q. the wall near the 
hearth or the threshold.
HALLAN-SHAKER, HALLAND-SCHECKAR, s.

1. A sturdy beggar, S. B.
u I believe gin ye had seen me than, (for it was 

just i' the glomin) staakin about like a hallen-shaker^ 
you wou'd hae taen me for a water-wraith, or some 
gruous ghaist." Journal from London, p. 4. 
" Sturdy-beggar;" Ibid. Gl.
2. A beggarly knave, a low fellow.

Sic knavis and crakkaris, to play at carts and 
dyce,

Sic halland-scheckaris, quhilk at Cowkelbyis 
gryce,

Are haldin of pryce, when lymaris do convene. 
Dunbar^ Bannatyne Poems ̂ p. 44. st. 12.

ffalland-shaker. Draught-raker, Bannock- 
fa aiker———

Polwartj Watson's Coll. iii. 30.
3. One who has a mean or shabby appearance. 

Tho' I were a laird of tenscore acres. 
Nodding to jouks of hallenshakers^— 
I'd rather roost wi' causey-raikers.—

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 349.
" The trembling attendant about a forgetful great 

man's gate or levee, is also expressed in the term 
hallenshaker." Note, Ibid.

Hallanshakerlike is a phrase commonly used of 
one who has a very suspicious appearance, or who 

•is very shabby in his dress, nearly corresponding to 
E. ragamuffin.

Lord Hailes derives it from Fr. haillons, rags, and 
shaker. But this seems extremely questionable; not 
only as the word is thus supposed to be formed from 
two languages, but as there is no vestige of the Fr. 
term being adopted by us in any other instance. 
There seems greater probability in another etymon, 
to which this has been preferred. According to an 
cient and established custom, it is said, although a 
beggar might come within the outer door, he had no 
right to advance any farther than the kalian. There 
he was bound to standr although shaking with cold, 
till he received his alms, or obtained leave to come 
towards the fire. Hence, according to some, he was 
called a kalian-shaker^ because he shivered with cold 
behind the kalian. Others, however, expl. shaker 
actively, and \iew the compound term as denoting 
one who, if not immediately supplied, made such dis 
turbance as to shake the mud-wall. 
To HALLES, HAILS, HELSE, HAILST, v. a. To 

salute, to hail, S. B.
64 Of this sort the said galiasse in schort tyme cam 

en vynduart of the tothir schip : than eftir that thai 
hed hailsit vthirs, thai maid them reddy for battel." 
Compl. S, p. 65.

Without thair naikit face I se, 
They get na ma gude dayis of me, 
Hails ane Frenche lady quhen ye pleis, 
Scho will discouer mouth and neis ;

HAL
And with ane humbill countenance. 
With visage bair, mak reuerance.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 310. 
And first scho helsit him, and then the queine, 
And then Meliades, the lustie ladie scheine.

Clariodus and Meliades^ MS. Gl. CompL 
This is radically different from hals to embrace, al 

though Rudd. and others seem to confound them.
1. Both terms are retained, S. B. but differently 
pron., the one being varied as above, the other inva 
riably pron. hause. 2. They are differently written 
in other Northern languages. While in Su.G. we 
find hals-aS) in Alem. hah-an^ hels-an, to embrace; 
they are distinguished from Su.G. hels-a, Alem. 
heiliz-an) to salute. 3. They are radically different; 
the former being from hols, the neck, the latter from 
Su.G. hel, A. S. haly Alem. heil, MoesG. hails^ sa- 
nus, salvus. Hence the last word is used also in the 
sense of s^lve, hail, Hails thiudan iudaie^ Ave rex 
Judaeorum; Mark xv. 18. i. e. in the primary 
sense of hail9 u enjoy health and prosperity." Dan» 
and hil vaere^ ave; Su.G. helsa^ Isl. heilsa^ salus. 
They are accordingly distinguished in O. E.

" I haylse or greete, Je salue.—I halse one, I 
take hym aboute the necke ; Je accole." Palsgraue^ 
Fol. 156. b. Hence, 
HALESING, HALSING, s. Salutation.

The saule we bery in sepulture on this wyse, 
The lattir halesing syne loud schautit thrys^ 
Rowpand attanis adew!——

Doug. Virgil, 69. 23. 
Furth sprent Eurialus formest,—— 
With rerde and fauorabyl halsingis furth he

sprang, 
As oft befallis sic times commouns amang.

Ibid. 138. 50.
HALLIER, s. Half-year, S. B. V. HELLIER. 
HALLINS, adv. Partly, S. B. V. HALFLYNG. 
HALLOK1T,S. HALLACH'D,S.B.«#. l.Crazy, 

S. This is one sense given of hallac&d, Gl. 
Ross; and it seems the more ancient one. 
u Most men at first did (and not a few continue 

to do so to this day) out of a kind of foolish pity, 
look upon them as a well-meaning kind of harmless, 
though \iSilf~hallocked persons." Poster, to Ruther 
ford's Lett, p. 515.
2. Giddy, foolish, harebrained j often implying 

the idea of light behaviour, S.
At last her dolour gets the upper hand; 
She starts to foot, but has na inaughts to stand; 
Hallach'd and damish'd, and scarce at her sell, 
Her limbs they faicked under her and fell.

Ross's Helenore^ p., 24» 
My neebours, she sang, aften jeer me,

An' ca' me daft^ haiucket^ Meg. 
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems^ ii. 157. V. HALOC. 

HALLO WEEN, s. The evening preceding All- 
hallows, or the day set apart by the church of 
Rome in honour of All Saints, and for praying 
for the souls that are supposed to be in Purga 
tory, S.
To haud Halltiween, to observe the childish OF. 

superstitious rites appropriated to this evening. 
Some merry, friendly, countra folks
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Together did convene. 

To burn their nits, an' pou' their stocks, 
An* haud their Hallozveen.———

Burns, iii. 125.
A great variety of superstitious rites are still ob 

served on Ilallozyeen. Many of these are particu'- 
lariy and accurately described in the Notes to Burns's 
picturesque Poem on this subject, which it would be 
superfluous to transcribe. Some of them bear un 
questionable marks of a heathen origin; as it is ac 
knowledged that the observation of this day was bor 
rowed from heathenism.

As observed in the church of Rome, it corresponds 
to the Ferialia of the ancient Romans; in which 
they sacrificed in honour of the dead, offered up 
prayers for them, and made oblations to them. This 
festival was celebrated on the 21st of February. 
But the church of Rome translated it, in her calen 
dar, to the 1st of November. She observes it with 
the same intention as the heathen did. It was anci 
ently designed to give rest and peace to the souls of 
the departed.

Est honor et tumulis, animas placate paternas. 
Ovid. Fast. Lib. 11.

It is said to have been instituted by Aeneas., in hon 
our of his father Anchises ; Virg. Aen. Lib. v.

" Such," says Father Meagher, " was the devo 
tion of the Heathens on this day, by offering sacri 
fices for the souls in Purgatory, by praying at the 
graves, and performing processions round the Church 
yards with lighted tapers, that they called this month 
the Month of Pardons, Indulgences, and Absolutions 
for the souls in Purgatory; or, as Plutarch calls it, 
the purifying Month, or Season for purification; be. 
cause the living and dead were supposed to be purg 
ed and purified on these occasions, from their sins, 
by sacrifices, flagellations, and other works of mor 
tification." Popish Mass, p. 178. 179.,

It was generally believed by the heathen, that 
when the accustomed service of the dead was neglec 
ted, they used to appear to the living to call for it. 
Thus Ovid informs us, that when, in consequence of 
wars, the observation of this festival was omitted, it 
was reported that the dead left their tombs, and were 
heard to complain and howl, during the night, through 
the streets of the city and ia the fields: but that, upon 
the wonted honours being paid to their manes, there 
was an end of these prodigies.

At quondam, dum longa gerunt pugnacibus armis 
Bella, Parentales deseruere dies,

Non impune fuit, &c. Fast. Lib. ii.
In some parts of S., it is customary on this even 

ing for young people to kindle fires on the tops of 
hills or rising grounds. A fire of this kind they call 
a HALLOWEEN BLEEZE. Whatever was the original 
design of kindling these fires, they are used as means 
of divination.

This is evidently a remnant of heathen supersti. 
tion : especially as both Celts and Goths were great 
ly addicted to divination by lots. Of the same kind 
is the custom of burning nuts on Hallow-even, un 
der the designations of any two persons supposed to 
be sweethearts.

" On All-Saints Even, they set up bonefires in 
every Tillage. When the bonefire is consumed, the
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ashes are carefully collected in the form of a circle. 
There is a stone put in, near (he circumference, for 
every person of the several families interested in the 
bonefire; and whatever stone is moved out of its 
place, or injured before next morning, the person re 
presented by that stone is devoted, or fey; and is 
supposed not to live twelve months from that day. 
The people received the consecrated fire from the 
Druid priests next morning, the virtues of which were 
supposed to continue for a year." P. Callandor, 
Perths. Statist. Ace. xi. 621. 6 f2°2.

The more ignorant and superstitious in Scotland 
arc persuaded that, on the night of All-Saints, the 
invisible world has peculiar power; that witches, 
and fairies, and ghosts, are all rambling abroad; and 
that there is no such night in the year, for intercourse 
with spirits, or for obtaining insight into futurity. 
Many, from an unwarrantable curiosity as to their 
future lot, perform various rites, which in themselves 
can be viewed in no other light than as acts of devil- 
worship. Among these may be reckoned, winding 
a blue clue from a kiln-pot, sowing hemp.seed., lift 
ing, as it is called, three wecht-fulls of naithing^ &c. 
&c. in expectation of seeing the person who is to be 
one's future husband or wife, or of hearing his or 
her name repeated.

These, as observed by some, may immediately flow 
from mere frolic, or an osteutaiion of courage and 
contempt of the fears of others. But the intention 
of the agent cannot alter the nature of the work.

The ancient Romans, during the Ferialia^ used to 
walk around the places of interment with lighted tor 
ches. To this custom Ovid evidently alludes; 

——Habent alias moesta sepulcra faces.
Fast. Lib. ii.

Sueton also informs us, that Octavius, while in the 
Isle Caprea, saw from his diningroom a great crowd 
of people, carrying torches, at the tomb of one who 
had died a year before. They celebrated the praises 
of the deceased, in extemporary verses. Vit. Octav. 
p. 104.

This night is also celebrated, in some places, by 
blazes of another description, which more nearly re 
semble the torches of the Romans and other ancient 
nations.

" On the evening of the Slst of October, O. S. 
among many others, one remarble enough ceremony 
is observed. Heath, broom, and dressings of flax, 
are tied upon a pole. This faggot is then kindled; 
one takes it upon his shoulders, and running, bears 
it round the village; a crowd attend. When the 
first faggot is burnt out, a second is bound to the 
pole, and kindled in the same manner as before. 
Numbers of these blazing faggots are often carried 
about together, and when the night happens to be 
dark, they form a splendid illumination. This is 
Hallow-een) and is a night of great festivity." P. 
Logierait, Perths. Statist. Ace. v. 84. 85. V. 
SHANNACH.

In the celebration of the Ferialia, the Romans al. 
ways offered gifts to the manes of their ancestors. 
These were accounted indispenable. But Ovid re 
presents the souls of the departed as very easily satis 
fied.

Parvaque in extinctas munera ferte pyras. 
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Parva petunt raanes pietas pro divite grata est 

Munere non avidos Styxhabet ima Deos.
Fast. Lib. ii.

Virgil introduces Aeneas as saying, with respect 
to his deceased father;

Annua vota tamen sollemnisque ordine pompas 
Exsequerer • strueremque suis altaria donis.

Aen. Lib. v.
There is one thing, however, in which the Romans 

differed much from our ancestors, as to the Festival 
in honour of the dead. They reckoned it a time pe 
culiarly unpropitious to love. On the contrary, if 
we may judge from the customs still remaining in this 
country, it has been accounted very favourable in 
this respect; the most of the charms that are used 
having this direction. But Ovid describes this sea- 
son as unfriendly to love.

Dum tamen haec fiunt, viduae cessate puellae:
Expectet puros pinea taeda dies. 

Nee tibi, quae cupidae matura videbere matri, 
Comat virgineas hasta recurva comas.

Fast. Lib. ii.
According to the testimony of some of her own 

members, the Church of Rome borrowed her pray 
ers for the dead from heathenism.

u This," says Meagher, speaking of the funeral 
procession in the Isle Caprea formerly mentioned, 
u is taken notice of by Cardinal Baronius, and ac 
knowledged to be the same with the anniversary ser 
vice for the dead, as performed in the Church of 
Rome." Popish Mass, p. 179. " The custom of 
praying for the dead," says Polydore Virgil, "is of 
ancient date. Cicero shews it in his first harangue 
against Antony, where he says; Let funeral honours 
and supplications be made for him whose grave is 
not known. Thus they performed an anniversary 
service, that is, they offered sacrifices every year in 
honour of the dead.—Thus we observe the same ce 
remony for the salvation of the dead." De Rer. 
invent. Lib. 6. c. 9. About the year 608, as we 
learn from Alcuin. (de Divin. Offic.) the Pantheon 
at Rome, which had been consecrated to the service 
of all demons, omnium daemoniorium, with the vilest 
rites, was by Boniface IV. dedicated in honour of 
" the holy Mother of God, and of all Saints ;" and 
it was ordained that this should be observed during 
the kalends of November. Sigebert informs us, that 
this feast was received through all Gaul, by the au 
thority of the Emperor Louis the Pious, A. 835. 
Chron. Fol. 64. b.

With respect to the reason of observing this feast 
in November rather than in February; it is proba 
ble, that this was done in compliment to the barba 
rous nations, that formed the iei> horns or kingdoms 
of the Beast. For November was accounted a holy 
month by somo of them, in their heathen state. 
Hence we iiau that the ancient Saxons called it Blot» 
monat, that is, the month of sacrifices. Keysler 
Anfiq. p. 368.

A* S. edlra halgena maesra, Su.G. all helgona 
dag) Dan. atie helgens dag. Germ, tage alter heili- 
gen.'
.HALLOWEEN BLEEZE, a blaze or bonefire kindled 

on the eve of Hallowmas, S. V, HALLO- 
WEEN*

HAL
HALOC, s. « A light thoughtless girl, a term 

of common use in the South of S." Gl. Compl. 
vo. GI ay kit.
Dunbar uses the phrase halok lass in this sense. 

Maitland Poems, p, 61.
Perhaps from A. S. haelga, levis, in cons tans; 

Lye. 
HALOW, s. A saint.

Coldinghame than fowndyd he,.
And rychely gert it dowyt be
Of Saynt Eb a swet Halow :
Saynt Cuthbert thare thai honowre now.

Wyntown, vii. 4. 15.
" Pers. owlia the saints, the holy;" Gl, A. S, 

halga sanctus.
HALS, HAWSE, S. A. Bor. Hause^ Hass, (pron. 

bass) s. i. The neck.
" About this tyme Somerleid thane of Argyle son 

to Somerleid afore rehersit rasit gret truble in al 
partis quhare he come, quhil at last he wes brocht 
be the erle of Merche with ane cord about his half 
afore the king, and gat remissioun be that way of 
his offence." Bellend. Cron. B. xiii. c. 15. 

Ponce Pylate was thair hangit be the hals, 
With vniust judges for thair sentence fals.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 232*
2. The throat, S.

He got of beer a full bowl glass, 
Which got bad passage at his hasse; 
His throat was so to excess dry, 
It spung'd it up ere it got by.

Cleland's Poems, p. 22.
a Like butter in the black dog's hause;" Ram 

say's S. Prov. p. 50. This is said of any thing that 
is past recovery.

When a particle of food or drop of liquid goes in 
to the windpipe, it is vulgarly said that it has gone 
into the wrang hause. The Germans have a similar 
idiom. As kehle denotes the throat, they say; Es 
ham mir in die unrechten kehle, it went into the lung, 
pipe instead of the weasand-pipe. 

Hals signifies the throat, O. E, 
Mylys ete ther of als, 
He seyde, Hyt stekyth in my hals, 

I may not gete hyt downe.
Le Bone Florence, E. M. R. iii. 62.

3. Metaph. any narrow entry or passage.
The hauyn place with ane lang hals or entre——— 
Within the wattir, in ane bosum gais.

Doug. Virgil, 18. 5.
The first is undoubtedly the primitive sense* 

MoesG. A. S. Su.G. Dan. Isl. Germ. Belg. hals9 
collum. Hals is also rendered throat by Seren., by 
G. Kndr.JMgulus, Haufud hauggua ec mun ther hal- 
si; Edda, For.Skirnis, xxiii. 1 must strike off your 
head by the neck. This in O. S. would be; Ich 
mon hag off your head be the hals. Stiernhielm de 
rives hats, frum haall-a* hald-a, sirstentare, because it 
supports the head; Ihrc, from Lat. coll-um, the 
neck.

^ The metaph. use of hals, sense 3. resembles that 
of E. neck as applied to an isthmus. Pap of the hasp 
is a vulgar phrase for the uvula, or lid which guards 
the entrance into the trachea or wind-pipe,, sometimes
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called the hock, E. Germ, zagflem. Klap of the
hass is synon. Hence^
To HALS, HAWSE, tf. a. To embrace.

——Quhen sche all blithest haldig the,— 
And can the for to hals and embrace, 
Eissand sweitly thy quhite nek and thy face. 
Than may thou slely thy yenymous ardent fire 
Of freindful lufe amid hir breist inspire.

Doug. Virgil, 34. 52. 
Collo dare btachia circum, Virg. 
Su.G. Isl. hals-as, amplexari, ut solent amantes; 

Alem. Belg. hals-en, hels^en. Chaucer, halse. In 
a similar manner, from Lat. coll-um, the Ital. have 
formed accoll-are, and the Fr. accoll-er, to embrace. 
V. HALLES. 
HALS, s. Embrace, kis^s.

Defy the warld, feynyeit and fals 
With gall in hart, and hunyt hals. 
Quha maist it servis sail sonast repent.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 122. 
i. e. honied kiss.

HALSBANE, s. The collar-bone; hause-been, S. B. 
There's gowd in your garters, Marion, 

And silk on your white hauss-bane.
Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 50. 

HALSFANG, s. The pillory.
44 Gif they trespasse thrise,—the Baxter sail be 

put vpon the Pillorie (or halsfang) and the Brow- 
ster vpon the Cockstule." Burrow Lawes, e. 21. 
§ 3. Lat. collistrigium .

A. S. halsfang, id. from hals collum, and/ewg-arc 
capere.
HALTAND, HALTYNE, adj. 1. Haughty, 

proud.
Proude and halt and in hys hert walkit he.

Doug. Virgil, 165. 3.
2. Scornful, contemptuous; as proceeding from a 

haughty mind.
Quhen Jhon off Lyn saw thaim in armour

brycht,
He lewch, and said thir haltyn words on hychtj 
Yon glakyt Scottis can ws nocht wndyrstand.

Wallace, x. 844. MS. 
Edit. 1648, naughty.
Fr. haultain, hautain, proud. This has been de 

rived from hault, haut, height, as formed from Lat. 
alt-us, high; with less probability from MoesG. 
hauhs, id. 
HALTANDLIE, HALTANELY, adv. Proudly.

—Haltanely in his cart for the nanis
He skippis vp, and mustouris wantoaelye.

Doug. Virgil, 420. 34. 
HALTIR, HALTIR GEISTIS.

And principally sen this hors was here, 
Of haltir gehtis beildit vp but dout. 
The stormy cloudis ouer all the are can rout. 

Dovg. Virgil, 42. 21. 
Trabibus acernis, Virg.
This ought to signify joists of maple. But the 

word has no affinity to any other used in this sense. 
Perhaps it denotes beams chained or fastened toge 
ther ; from Su.G. haella, haelda, Alem. heide, helte, 
Teut. held, compes, pedica. The Su.G. word also 
signifies the iron which surrounds the rim of a cart.

HAM
wheel. Ihre derives it from haall-a, ten ere. I 
suspect that YJ. halter, capistrum, has a common ori 
gin with Su.G. haelda, &c. although the word has 
been disguised in A. S. halftre, Germ, haffter. Hal* 
ter, as well as halfter, occurs in this sense in Teut. 
HAMALD, HAM-HALH, HAIMALD, adj. l. 

What belongs to one's house or home, domes-, 
tic, S, pron. hamelt, bamel, haimeld. 

Eolus, ane pepill unto me innemye 
Salis the sey Tuskane, caryand to Italie 
Thare uincust hamald goddis, and Ilione.

Doug. Virgil, 15. 11. 
i. e. household gods, Penates.

2. What is one's own property, or what he holds, 
at home by unquestionable right; proprius. 
u And quhen that thing is entered be the defen. 

der, and is challenged be the persewer, as ane thing 
waTered fra him, ane certaine space, and vnjustlie 
deteined, and withhaldin fra him, and is readie to 
haymhald the samine (to proue it to be his awin 
haymhald proper beast) and the defender alledge his 
warrant, he sail haue ane lawfull day to produce 
him." Quon. Attach, c. 10. § 2.

In the same sense Skene speaks ̂ f a lauchfull and 
haimhald cattell;" Verb. Sign. vo. Haimhaldare.
3. What is the produce or manufacture of our 

own country, as distinguished from that which is 
imported, S.
u Hamhald lint, or haimhald hcmp^ is that quhilk 

growis at haime, within this realme, and is opponed 
to lint and hempe quhilk is brocht furth of vthcr 
cuntries." Skene5 ibid. 

Whisky is made to say;
——I can het the skin, 

And set the saul upo' a mirry pin; 
Yet I am hameil, there's the sour mischance! 
I'm nae frae Turkey, Italy, or France.

Fergussonjs Poems, ii. 74.
4. In a more restricted sense, what is wrought or

made at home, i. e. in one's own house, S.
Haimilt claith is that which has been spun at

home, and given out to be wrought, as distinguished
from what has been purchased in the piece, although
the latter should be the manufacture of the country ?
5. This is also called haimilt-made. 
5. Vernacular, in the language of one's conn*, 

try, S.
Thus I ha'e sung, in hamelt rhyme^ 

A sang that scorns the teeth o' time.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 576. 

Nae herds on Yarrow's bonny braes,
Or banks of Tweed, 

Delight to chaunt their hameil lays.
Fergusson's Poems, ii. 24. 

The Bard to Beat tie homage pays.
Nor can refuse 

To send some hamelt, rustic lays,
To your sweet Muse. 

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, t. 93. 
Young Ferguson, in our ain days, 
Began to sing in hamel lays.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 25.
Skenc writes haim-hald, as if he had viewed it q, 

haim > home, and hald, hold; or perhaps merely as
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he found it written in the L. B. of our old Laws, in 
which the v. is haymhaldare.

I find no traces of the word, except in Su.G. Isl. 
heimil proprius; Isl. heimitd proprietates, heimilt 
familiare, Verel. heimile, domicilium; heimilis que- 
dar vilni, familiarium attestatio et sententia in re du- 
bia; Cod. Leg. ap G. Andr. p. 108. 165. I need 
scarcely add that the origin is heim, domus. V. HAME. 
To HAMALD, HAYMHALD, v. a. i. To prove any

thing to be one's property, which is presently
in possession of another, or claimed by him.
44 And gif the defender hes na just cause, to re- 

teine that thing; the challenger sail haymhalde that 
thing, as his awin. And gif it be ane beast, ane 
buke being placed betwix the homes of the beast, 
or vpon his forehead, and he and his witnes, at the 
least twa, sail sweare that that beast did waver away 
from him. 7 ' Quon. Attach, c. 10. § 6. V. also 
the quotation under the adj. sense 2. 
2. To domesticate. A beast is said be haimilt,

when, after a change, it becomes accustomed to
tbe pasture to which it is sent, or to the place
where it is housed; Loth.
Isl. heimil-a,) domo recipere; Verel.

HAMALD, HAM-HALD, s. Borgh a/ham-hald, one 
who pledges himself, or becomes security, that 
the goods bought from the seller shall be safely 
delivered to the purchaser.
44 It is statute be King Da^id, that na man sail 

buy anie thing, except he quha selles the samine 
finde to the buyer ane lawfull borgh (quhilk common- 
lie is called an borgh of haimehald). Reg. Maj. B. 
i. c. 18. § 1.

44 Na man sail buy any thing within burgh, with 
out the seller finde him sufficient borgh ofhaymhalde, 
except meate, drinke, claies shappcn and cutted to 
be worne, and sic like other small merchandise." 
Burrow Lawes, c. 128. § 1.

The Su.G. v. hemull-a conveys a similar idea; 
cvictionem praestare, ut solet venditor fidem dare, 
fore, ut rem acquisitam quietus possidcat emtor. He 
also gives the following explanation ; Dicitur de re 
bus mobilibus, quarum certa possessio emtori prae- 
statur. This learned writer observes, that while 
some derive the v. from heimil proprius, others view 
it as com p. of hem and mull, or muld, dust; in allu 
sion to the custom of giving to the purchaser posses 
sion of landed property, by laying a turf or handful 
of dust, taken from that property, in his lap or bo 
som. Isl. heimild, alienatio, guarenniatio. Heim- 
illdar madr exactly corresponds to our Borgh of 
ham-hald, being rendered guarendator, G. Andr. 
p. 109., a warranter, literally a ham-hald man.

Sw. hemul denotes u the satisfaction, which he 
who sells a thing he has no legal right to dispose of, 
must give the buyer when the right owner claims it 
as his property ;" Wideg. 
HAME, HAJM, s. Home, S.

—That Emperowr thare-eft 
That Kyng hys Lutenand left——— 
Hame tyl Rome quhen that he 
Agayne passyd wytht hys reawte.

Wyntown, v, 3. 81.
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I winna stay at hame, lord Thomas,

And sew my silver seam ; 
But I'll gae to the rank highlands, 

Tho' your lands lay far frae hamv.
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 114. 

A. S. ham, Alem. Isl. Germ. Belg. heim, Su.G» 
hem, domus, mansio ; MoesG. haim, ager, also villa. 
Wachter derives heim from heim-a to cover. Ihre 
inverts the idea, vo. Hem; although he admits it, 
vo. Ham. Mr Tooke views E. home as the past 
part, of A. S. haem-an coire. 
HAME-COME, s. Return, arrival, S.

Now thy sonnis dede corpis cruelly slane 
Thou sail behald, alace the panis strang 1 
This is oner hamecome thou desyrit lang.

Doug. Virgil, 361. 28. 
The hame-come of King Robert 
Outr of Ireland fra Sir Edward. 

Bruce,—Ruhr, of one of the sections.
Edit. 1620, p. 323.

A. S. ham and cyme adventus ; Isl. heimkoma, do- 
mum adventatio, Sw. hemkomst, id. hemkomma, to 
come home. V. WELCOME-IIATM.
HAME-FARE, s. The removal of a bride from ber 

own or her father's to that of her husband, S. 
from hame and fare, to go.
This in Isl. is brudfe.rd; Sponsae deductio ad do- 

mum ; Verel. q. bridefare. V. INFAR. 
HAMEL, HAMELT, adj. Domestic, &c. V.

HAMALD.
HAMELY, HAMLY, adj. 1. Familiar, friendly, 

such as the intercourse of companions is wont 
to be, S.

The ost baith met samyn syne. 
Thar wes rycht hamly welcummyn 
Maid amang thai gret Lordis thar: 
Of thair metyng joyfull thai war.

Barbour, xix. 794. MS. 
Unwarly wenmghisfallowis we had be, 
In hamly wordis to vs thus carpis he: 
Haist you, matis, quhat sleuth tariit you thys 

late? Doug. Virgil, 51. 37. 
Thocht ye be hamely with the King,—' 
Bewar that ye do not doun thring 
Your nichtbouris throw authoritie.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 203.
2. Free, without ceremony; as persons are wont 

to demean themselves at home, S. 
Thare fand thai Inglis men hamly 
Duelland, as all thare awne ware.

Wyntown, ix. 8. 202.
3. Condescending, courteous, S.

His frendes thusgat curtasly 
He couth ressawe, and hamely^ 
And hys fayis stoutly stonay.

Barbour, xviii. 546. MS. 
The harrold than, with honour reuerendly, 
Has salust him apon a gudly maner. 
And he agayn, with humyll hamly cher, 
Resauit him in to rycht gudly wyss.

Wallace, viii. 1656. MS,
4. Plain, destitute of refinement, S.
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Rudd. seems to say that this word is not used in 

S. in the same sense with E. homely. But it cer 
tainly is* in the following Prov.

" Hab-'s ay couthy, although it be never sa 
hamely."

Na dentie geir this Doctor seikis;— 
Ane hamelie hat, a cott of kelt. 

Legend^ Bp. St Androis, Poems 16th Cent. p. 327.
In the same sense a vulgar stile is called a hamely 

Tsay of speaking^ as opposed to elegant diction. 
This, however, may be understood in the sense of 
familiar, or condescending.

This use of the word is rare, and may be viewed 
as a deviation from the proper signification. It oc 
curs in another S. Prov., in which it must be inter 
preted in sense 1.

a Hame is a hamely word." Kelly, p. 132. 
u Familiar, easy, pleasant. It differs from homely 
in the English, which is coarse." Ibid. N. 
5. Easy, not attended with difficulty.

u And it is very hamely to you to knawe what is 
meant be the highest mountaines: be them hee vn- 
derstandeth the greatest kings and kingdomcs in the 
earth." Bruce's Eleven Serm. Q. 5. b. Expl. 
" easy," Eng. edit. p. 288. f

Our word is not a corr. of the E. one, but exact 
ly corresponds to Su.G. heimlig, Alem. haimleich. 
Not&t familiar em, ut esse solent, qui in eadem domo 
vivunt. War allom blidr, ok aengom ofmykit litilla- 
tugr, ok fam hemelikr; Be courteous to all, more 
humble than what is proper to none, and familiar 
with few. Kon. Styr. p. 92. ap. Ihre.
HAMELINESS, s. Familiarity, S.

" O'er niickle hamelmess spills courtesy;" S. 
Prov. Kelly, p. 270. ; equivalent to the E. adage; 
u Too much familiarity breeds contempt."
HAMESUCKEN, HAIMSUCKIN, s. " The crime 

of beating or assaulting a person within his 
own house," Erskme's Instit. 719. 51. 
u Gif ane man will challenge ane other of Haim- 

suckzn, it is necessare, that he alledge, that his 
proper house quhere he dwelles, lyes and ryses, 
daylie and nichtlie, is assailyied." Reg. Maj. B. iv. 
c. 9. § 1.

Although this term be used in the Laws of E. 
I take notice of it, because it has been differently 
explained. Spelman, as Sibb. has observed, ex 
plains hamsocken of the privilege or immunity of a 
man's own house, from A. S. ham domus, and socne 
libertas. It is also defined by Rastall; u Homesflken 
(or hans soken) that is, to be quit of amercements 
for entrynge into houses violently and without li 
cence, and contrary to the peace of the kinge. 
And that you hold plea of such trespas done in your 
court, and in your land." Exposition of Difficult 
Words, Fol. 138, b. V. also Collection of Sta 
tutes, Fol. 167, b.

Ranulf of Chester, however, explains the term 
as we do, making it equivalent to hamfare. Ham- 
sockne, vel hamfare, insultus factus in domo* Lib. i. 
c. 30. And Bracton ; Invasio domus contra pacem 
DoiiiHi R^gis; Lib. iii. Tr. 2. c. 23. ap. Spelm.

are we to account for these contra-
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dictory explanations ? It appears, that the early 
writers on the E. law had suffered themselves to be 
misled by the apparent formation of the term. As 
A. S. socne, socna, as well as soc, soca^ signify pri 
vilege, immunity, also, the power of holding a 
court; they had probably, as Spelman does, viewed 
the word as composed of ham home, and socne^ pri 
vilege. Hence, from the use of soca in the same 
sense, they had occasionally changed the very form 
of the original word, rendering it hamsoca.

Sibb. rightly conjectures, that the original signi 
fication of the E. term was the same with ours. For 
even the learned Spelman has totally misunderstood 
the authorities he brings for his explanation.

The first is from the laws of Edmund, c. 6, which 
he thus quotes; Statuit——Hamsocae violatores re 
bus omnibus plectendos, &c. But in the A. S. it is ; 
Eac we cwaedon be mundbryce and hamsocnum, &c. 
literally ; Also we say concerning mundbryce and 
hamsocne; or, as in the Lat. version of Lambard, 
A. 1568, Decrevimus, ut si quis pacem violarit, 
aliumque domo sua manentem oppugnarit, £c. These 
two words regard crimes nearly allied, mundbryce 
denoting the breach of the peace. In the A. S. in 
scription, they are equally used as denominating the 
crimes specified in the statute; Be mundbryce and 
hamsocne, properly rendered, De pace rupta, et 
immunitate domus violata.

His next quotation is from the Laws of Canute, 
MS. c. 39. in Lambard, c. 14. In Danelega habet 
Rex Fightwitam, i. e. forisfactum expeditionis : 
Grithbrech, i. infractionem pacis: et Hamsocnam^ i/ 
invasionem mansionis. Here he explains the Word 
properly. But he mistakes the sense of Fyhtwite 
which signifies the fine for fighting^ dimicationis— 
muleta, (Lambard;) having overlooked the A. S. word 
fyrdwite, which, in Spelm. translation, corresponds 
to forisfactum expeditionis; although rendered by 
Lambard, militiae devitatae—mulcta, by Lye, ^x- 
peditionis detrectatae mulcta, as denoting the fine 
paid for being absent from the host.

Spelman, however, virtually retracts the just ex. 
planation he had given of hamsocne^ when he adds ; 
Capite an tern 52 adjungit mulctam. Gif wha ham 
socne gewyrce^ &c. Si quis Hamsocam violaverit; 
jure Anglorum Regi emendet 5 libris. This in 
Lambard is c. 59. Here he strangely mistakes the 
meaning of a very simple and common A. S. verb, 
gewyrce^ i. e. work or perpetrate. Lambard thus 
gives the sense; Si quis altcrius in domum invaserit, 
&c.

Thus, it is evident, that the sense of the term has 
been misapprehended by~ some of the most learned 
E. writers, which has produced such confusion in 
their definitions. But still a difficulty occurs as to 
the use of this word in the E. law. In many old 
charters it is granted as a priviledge, ut quietus Jit 
de Hamsoca ; in others, hamsoca is granted as a pri- 
vilege. I can scarcely think that the former denot— 
ed an immnnity to the actual transgressors, as this 
would have been a dispensation for the crime. 
Might it signify an exemption from paying a share 
of the fine which was probably exacted by the king 
or superior; from the district; hundred, or other di-
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-vision, where this crime was committed, and when 
the offender was not discovered ? The latter seems 
to denote the right of holding courts for enquiring 
into and punishing the crime of hamsocne.

Skene has materially given the true origin ; as he 
derives it from haim and Germ, suchen, " to seek 
or serche, persew or follow," understood in a hos. 
tile sense. Teut. heym-soeck-en^ invadere violan- 
ter alicujus domum; Kilian. Germ, heimsuchung^ 
heimzucht) invasio domus; Wachter. Su.G. hem- 
sokn,—dicitur, quando quis vim alteri in sua ipsius 
doino infert; hemsoek-a, aedes alterius invisere, 
atque adeo usui debet, quod violentiae ideam inclu- 
dat; Ihre. Isl. sokn insultus, invasio hostilis ; Ve- 
rel. Hence soknare, a kind of messenger or bai 
liff. Su.G. soek-a is used as signifying to assail 
with violence, like Lat. petere. 
HAMESUCKEN, adj. Greatly attached to one's

home, Clydes.
This is obviously an improper use of the term.

HAMEWITH, 1. Used as an adv. Homeward, S. B. 
He taks the gate, and travels, as he dow, 
Hamewith) thro* mony a wilsome height and 

how. Ross's Helenore, p. 44.
2. Used as an adj.

And now the Squire his hamewith course intends. 
Ross's Halenore, p. 125.

3. Used as a s. To the bamewith) having a ten 
dency to one's own interest. He's ay to the 
hamewith, he still takes care of his own, S. B. 

V From A. S. ham, Isl. heim, habitatio, and A. S. 
with, Isl. wid versus, q. towards home.
HAMELL, s.

The love of pelf comes from the devil, 
It's root of all mischief and evil.— 
It corrupts hamell, sharp, and sweet, 
It poysons all, like aconite.

ColviPs Mock Poem, p. 77. 
This seems to denote some kind of liquor. 

HAMES, HAMMYS, s. pi. " A sort of collar for 
draught horses or oxen to which the traces are 
astened;" Gl. Sibb. 
The bodyis of Rutulianis here and thare 
Thay did persaue, and by the coist alquhare 
The cards stand with lymouris bendit strek, 
The men ligging the hames about thare nek.

Doug. Virgil^ 287. 6.
The word in sing, kame is found in E. dicti 

onaries, although not used by E. writers. V. 
HAIMS.
HAMMERFLUSH, s. The sparks which fly 

from iron when beaten with the hammer / used 
for rubbing up iron-work, Ang. smiddie aiss, 
synon. S. This is elsewhere pron. Hammer- 

fiaught.
IsLjlys, offa; G. Andr. It denotes a fragment 

of any kind, as of broken bones; Ihre. 
HAMMIT, HAMMOT, adj. Plentiful. This 

term is sometimes used to denote corn growing 
very close; but it is properly applied to corn 
which has many grains on one stalk; to pota 
toes, when there are many at one stem, Ang.
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It cannot reasonably be referred to healme straw, 

because it is often said, " The corn's very hammit, 
though there be little fodder." Perhaps from MocsG, 
hiuhmtt) hiuma,) multitude; or rather A.IS* hamod, 
tectus, q. well covered with grains. Or can it be a 
corr. of Su.G. yninig^ abundans ? Et ymnigt aar^ 
a fruitful year; Wideg. A hammit crop, S. B.

Shalloch is used in the same sense, Mearns; which,,, 
according to analogy, may naturally enough be de 
rived from Isl. skiol-a,) skyl-a, operire, tegere; Su.G. 
skylj skiul) a corn rick, skyla saad to make up ricks 
of corn. 
To HAMP, v. n. To stutter, to stammer, Loth.

S. A. mant^ synon. 
HAMP, s. The act of stuttering. 
To HAMPER, v. a. To straiten, to confine by 

giving little room, S.
Thare lay ane vale in a crukit glen,— 
Quham wounder narrow apoun athir syde 
The bewis thik hamperith^ and dois hyde 
With skuggis derne.———

Doug. Virgil^ 382. 27.
Both Junius and Rudd. view this as a different word 

from that which is used in E. But in some instances 
they approach very near. I mention this there 
fore, especially in regard to the etymon. It has 
been derived from hamper a basket; from hanaper^ 
the exchequer, &c. The only probable origin is that 
mentioned by Scren. Isl. hampr^ funiculus grossus 
lineus ; Sw. hamp-as (med nogot) rei difficili intri- 
catus laborare.
To HAMPHIS, v. a. To surround, Gl. Ross ; 

to hem in, to confine, GL Shirr.
Syne in a clap, as thick's the motty sin, 
They hamphis'd her with unco fyke and dyn. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 63.
Out gush'd her een, but word she cudna say, 
Sac humphis'd was she atween glee and wae.

Ibid. p. 82.
Agast the Sothroun stood a stound, 
Syne hamphisd him, pele-mele, ane and a'.

Jamieson's Popul. Ball. xi. 175. 
" Enclosed and crowded round," Gl. 
This may be referred to the same origin with 

HAMPER.
To HAM-SCHAKEL, HABSHAIKEL; HOB- 

SHAKLE, v. a. u To fasten the head of a horse 
or cow to one of its forelegs, to prevent its 
wandering too far in an open field. Teut. 
bamme, poples, numella." Sibb. 
If hamme be here taken in the first sense, it may 

be objected that cattle are thus bound, not by the 
/icrw, but under the knee; if in the second, that 
the component words are of the same meaning. The 
origin must therefore be left as uncertain. 
HAMSCHOCH, J. A sprain or contusion in 

the leg, a hurt, a severe bruise, Fife. 
Perhaps this is only Amshach, a misfortune, aspi 

rated, and applied in a restricted sense. Or can it 
be from A. S. ham the hip, the thigh, and shack v. 
to distort ? The last syllable might, however, seem 
allied to Gael, siach-am to sprain. 
HAMSTRAM, /. Difficulty, S, B.
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And Colin and his wife were mair nor fain, 
To crack with Nory5 and her story ken. 
With great hamstram they thrimled thro5 the

thrang, 
And gae a nod to her to after gang.

Ross's Helenore, p. 86.
We might view this as composed of Su.G. haemm* 

a, impedire, and Isl. strembin, percrassus, difficilis; 
or of Teut. ham poples, and stremm-en cohibere, in 
allusion to a horse being S. ham-shackled. 
HAN, pret. Have.

He made knight with his hond; 
He dede him han on heye 
The fairest that he fand, 
In place to rid en him by.

Sir Tristrem, p« 45. 
tf He caused him instantly to have;" Gl.

—Mi maiden ye han slain.— Ibid. p. 104. 
Han is thus used by R. Glouc., and may beacontr. 

of the part. pr. haefen, or 3 p. pi. pret. haefdon.
HANCLETH, s. Ancle. 

—— I will conclude, 
That of syde taillis can cum na gude, 
Syder nor may thair hanclethis hide.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 309, 310,
A. S. ancleow, talus; perhaps from an, which in

composition has the force of Lat. ad, in, and cleof-
an, to cleave, q. the place where the bones separate.
HAND. By hand, adv. Applied to any work 

that is already done, or any hardship that has 
been sustained, S^
To put any thing by hand, to go through with 

it, S.
" The greatest part but play with Christianity, 

they put it by hand easily." Rutherford's Lett. ep. 
11. P. i.

u A good thing by-hand; a good thing over."— 
Sir John Sinclair's Observ. p. 53.

Weill at hand, in good keeping, plump, 
Thow sail tak Ferrand my palfray, 
And for thair is na horss in this land 
Swa swycht, na yeit sa weillat hand, 
Tak him as off thine awyne hewid, 
As I had gevyn thairto na reid.

Barbour, ii. 120. MS.
This may signify, in good condition. But per 

haps it is a French idiom, equivalent to, a la main, 
nimbly, actively, or, homme a la main, a man of 
execution; q. a horse so swift, and of so great ac 
tion.

To put hand in, to use violence to, to put to 
death.

" As for his conclusion, 4 Men may not put hand 
in Tyrants,' it can never be deduced from his text." 
Uume's Hist. Doug. p. 417.

Fra hand, adv. Forthwith, immediately.
Speid sune your way and bring them heir fra

hand. Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 238.
Wald thow nocht mary/re hand ane uder wyfe?

Ibid. ii. 7.
Thair come till hir anew of men fra hand, 

Quhilkis chaist your Lords sone efter in Ingland. 
DialL Honour, Gude Fame, $c. p, 7.

—————And with that we did land.

HAN
Syne lap upon our horse/r« hand, 
And on our jornay rudelie raid.

DialL Clerk and Courteour, p. 1. 
Out of hand is used in the same sense, S. 
u Out of hand, immediately. Ex. He did such & 

thing out of hand, for, he did it immediately. At 
the same time, out of hand may be found both in 
Spenser and Shakespear, and is still occasionally 
used." Sir John Sinclair's Observ. p. 54. 

Doug. uses spede hand for, make haste.
Haue done, spede hand, and mak na mare de*

lay. Virgil, 120. 6.
The phrase is mentioned by Rudd. as still in use, S»

HANDCUFFS, s. pi. Fetters for the wrist, ma 
nacles, S.
From cuff, q. sleeves of iron. Or shall we rather 

deduce it from Su.G. handklofvor, manacles, from 
hand and klofzva, any thing cloven; speciatim, says 
Ihre, tendicula aucupum. Hickes thinks that K. 
glove is from the same source. 
To HANDCUFF, v. a. To manacle, S. 
To HAND-FAST, v. a. 1. To betrothe by joining

hands, in order to cohabitation, before the
celebration of marriage.
" This James [the sixth Earl of Murray] begat 

upon Isobel Innes, daughter to the Laird of Innes, 
Alexander Dunbar, a man of singular wit and 
courage. This Isobel was but hand-fast with him, 
and deceased before the marriage; wherethrough 
this Alexander he was worthy of a greater living 
than he might succeed to by the laws and practices 
of this realm." Pitscottie, p. 26.

" She not only would not yield to it, but even 
sued for a divorcement from the Pope, at the Court 
of Rome, alledging that Angus had been affianced, 
betrothed or hand-fasted to that Gentlewoman 
[Jeane Douglas,] who bare the childe to him, be 
fore he had married her [the Quene Dowager], and 
so by reason of that pre-contract, could not be her 
lawful husband." Hume's Hist. Doug. p. 249. 
2. It is used as synon. with contract.

a Though every believing soul is, when the Fa- 
ther draweth it to Christ, contracted and handfast- 
ed with him, Hos. ii. 19, 20., yet, for good and 
wise reasons, it pleaseth the Lord Christ to delay 
the taking of us home to himself, and the accom 
plishment and consummation of the begun marriage, 
—even as in earthly marriages there is first, a Con. 
tract or Espousals, and then, for just and honest 
reasons, some space of time ought to intervene be- 
twixt that and the full accomplishment of the mar- 
riage." Fergusson on the Ephesians, p. 389.

A. S. hand-faest-cn, Mem dare. Su.G. hand- 
faestning, u a promise which is made by pledging 
the hand, whether by citizens who thus bind them 
selves to their prince, or by those who are about to 
be married, mutually engaging themselves; from the 
phrase faesta hand, which signifies to join one 
right hand to another. Hence, in the laws of the 
Westrogoths, handfaetfna darstamma denotes es 
pousals. V. Ihre, vo. Hand.

Su.G. faesta sensu ecdesiastico notat sponsalia so- 
lenni ritu sponsam sponso addicere. Hence fasste- 
moe sponsa^ faesteman sponsus, fasta and hand- 
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faestnad, sponsalia. Faestandafae, in the laws of 
Upland, denotes the gift made by the bridegroom to 
his future father-in-law, as a pledge of the subse 
quent marriage. Ihre, vo. Faesta, p. 436.

The word iu [si. seems to be applied both to es 
pousals and marriage. Festir, sponsalia, Verel. 
Festing, alias fextar in pi., confirmatio nuptialis, G. 
Andr. p. 68. Feste is the very word used in the 
form of marriage; Eg feste thig mier til logligrar 
eigin konu; Confirmo te mihi legaliter in uxorem.
HAND-FASTING, HAND-FASTNYNG, HAND-FIST 

ING, s. " Marriage with the incumbrance of 
some canonical impediment, not yet bought off. 
A perversion of this custom remained till near 
the end of the last [seventeenth] century;" Gl. 
Wynt.
44 Among the various customs now obsolete, the 

most curious was that of Handjisting, in use about 
a century past. In the upper part of Eskdale, at 
the confluence of the white and the black Esk, was 
held an annual fair, where multitudes of each sex 
repaired. The unmarried looked out for mates, 
made their engagements by joining hands, or by 
handfisting) went off in pairs, cohabited till the next 
annual return of the fair, appeared there again, and 
then were at liberty to declare their approbation or 
dislike of each other. If each party continued con 
stant, the handfisting was renewed for life: but if 
either party dissented, the engagement was void, and 
both were at full liberty to make a new choice ; but 
with this proviso, that the inconstant was to take 
the charge of the offspring of the year of probation. 

44 This custom seemed to originate from the want 
of clergy in this county in the days of popery: this 
tract was the property of the abby of Melrose, 
which through ceconomy discontinued the vicars 
that were used to discharge here the clerical offices : 
instead, they only made annual visitations for the 
purpose of marrying and baptising, and the person 
thus sent was called Book in bosom, probably from 
his carrying, by way of readiness, the book in his 
breast: but even this being omitted, the inhabitants 
became necessitated at first to take this method, 
Avhich they continued from habit to practise long 
after the reformation had furnished them with 
clergy." Pennant's Tour in S. 1772, P. I. p. 91. 92. 

44 ——At that fair, it was the custom for the un 
married persons of both sexes to choose a compa 
nion, according to their liking, with whom they 
were to live till that time next year. This was cal 
led hand-fasting, or hand in fist, &c. P. Eskdale. 
muir, Dumfr. Statist. Ace. xii. 615.

It seems to have been occasionally written hand- 
fwting, from the false idea, as in the last extract, that 
the last part of the word is formed from E.Jlst.

Whatever might be the particular cause of the 
prevalence of this custom in Eskdale, it is evident 
from the preceding article, that it had been practised 
also in the North of S. It prevailed even in the He. 
brides.

44 It was an ancient custom in the Islands, that a 
man should take a maid to his wife, and keep her 
for the space of a year without marrying her; and 
if she pleased him all the while, he married her at
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the end of the year, and legitimated the children: 
but if he did not love her, he returned her to her 
parents, and her portion also; and if there happen, 
ed to be any children, they were kept by the fa 
ther: but this unreasonable custom was long ago 
brought in disuse." Martin's West. Islands, p. 114.

The term occurs in the same sense O. E. 
44 Vne faincayles \Jiancayles\ an assuryng or 

handfastynge^ of folks to beraaryed;" Palgraue's 
French Gram. B. iii. F, 12, b.

We also meet with some traces of the same cus 
tom in France. Sponsalia inter se per verba de fu- 
turo contraxerunt, carnali copula subsecuta et prole 
procreata; cum lapsis aiiquibus annis——ad solemp. 
nizationem matrimonii in facie Ecclesiae procedere 
vellent, &c. Charta Amadei Lugdun. Archiep. A. 
1438. ap. Du Cange. 
HAND-HAUAND, part. pr. Having in possession,

applied to stolen goods,
44 Ane frie man sould not be imprisoned at the 

complaint of ane other,——except—gif he is takin 
with reid or hait hand of slauchter, or with the 
fang, or iu handhauand thift, or roborie." Quon. 
Att. c. 39. § 1. 2.

With the fang, is explained as equivalent to hand- 
haveand and back-bearand; Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. 
Injangthefe.

Hand-habend is used in the same sense, Laws of E. 
A. S. aet haebbendra handa gefangen, in ipso furto 
deprehensus ; Lye. Teut. hand-haven, to possess; 
Isl. handhave, the possessor of any thing, qui pos 
sessor est, et in manu tenet. V. Verel. 
HANDY-GRIPS, s. pi. Close grappling, q. corr.

hanny-grips, S, B.
44 Certainly my light is dim, when it cometh to 

handy-grips." Rutherford's Lett. Ep. 12. 
J Tis better then the cause we try

Wi' the wind o' our wame, 
Than for to come in hanny-grips 

At sic a driery time.
Poems in the Buchan Hialect, p. 2.

Q. a grip or hold with the hand. Handgrep is an 
old Su.G. word, compounded in the same manner, 
although varying in its signification. It denotes 
the knack of using the instruments of any trade, 
art, &c. in a legal sense, the joining of hands for 
confirming a bargain. 
HANDSEL, s. 1. The first money that a trader

receives for his goods, as in E.; also, a gift
conferred at a particular season, S. 

2. A piece of bread given before breakfast, Gal 
loway.
This is merely an oblique sense of Su.G. hand- 

soel, mercimonii divenditi primitiae, from hand and 
sel-ia, A. S. sell-an, to deliver; as denoting that 
this piece of bread is an earnest of the meal which 
is to succeed it.

Ihre observes, that this term is used by other Goth 
ic nations with greater latitude, as denoting a gift 
of any kind; and thence restricted to gifts devoted 
to a religous use. He views MoesG. hunsl sacrifice, 
offering, as radically the same; whence, it is believ 
ed, A.S. hnsl was formed, the term used to denote 
the sacrament of the Supper, as converted into a sa-
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crifice in the church of Rome, also husl-ian. Hence
E. hous-el, to give or receive the eucharist, in the
Romish sense; unhouseled, not having received this
sacrament.
HANDSEL MONDAY, the first Monday of the

New Year, O. S. ; so called, because it has
been the custom, from time immemorial, for
servants and others to ask, or receive, handsel,
on this day, S.
" On the evening of Handsel Monday, as it is 

called, some of his neighbours came to make merry 
with him." P. Tillicoutry, Clackm. Stat. Ace. xv. 
201, N. 
HAND-STAFF, s. i. The upper part of a flail,

S. the lower being denominated the souple.
This exactly corresponds to Su.G. handwal, id. 

from hand, manus, and wal fustis, pertica. 
2. The name of a constellation, supposed to be

Orion's sword.
The Elwand, the elementis, and Arthuris huffe^ 
The Home, and the Hand staffe.

Doug. Virgil, 739, b. 4.
HAND-WAIL'D, adj. Remarkable, distin 

guished, in whatever way; carefully selected, S. 
Lord'Arnulph quickly after him does send 
Fifteen hand-waild, well-mounted Englishmen.

Hamilton1 s Wallacej B. vii. 125. 
Thy raffan rural rhyme sae rare, 
Sic wordy, wanton, hand-wail'd ware, 
Sae gash and gay, gars fowk gae gare 

To hae them by them.
Ramsay^s Poems^ xi. 351.

It is often used in a bad sense; as, a hand-waiPd 
waster^ a mere prodigal, S.

From hand and wale^ to choose; q. picked out by 
the hand. 
HAND WAVING, s. A mode of measuring

grain by streaking it with the hand, S. B.
" They yield from five pecks to half a boll of 

meal: and are measured by handwaving, i. e. they 
are stroked by the hand about four inches above the 
top of the firlot." P. Keith-hall, Aberd. Statist. 
Ace. ii. 533.

From hand and wave, Su.G. wefw-ay Isl. wef-ia, 
circumvolvere. 
HANDSENY1E, s. i. An ensign or standard,

corr. from ensenyie.
" Heireftir all the inhabitants of Edinburgh that 

profest enmitie to the Queene—erectit ane hand- 
senyie of thair awin to invade the toun quhair they 
frielie dwelt." Hist. James Sext, p. 128. 
2. A token.

66 He gaue them handseinyeis of his visible pre 
sence, as was the tabernacle, the ark," &c. Bruce's 
Eleven Serm. P. 8, a. V. ENSEINYIE. 
HAND-WHILE, commonly HANLA-WHILE,

adv. " A short time;" Gl. Sibb. A. S. id.
momentum.

To HANE, v. a. To spare. V. HAIN. 
HANING, HAINING, s. Hedges, inclosures.

u That euerie man spirituall and temporall, 
within this realme, hauand ane hundreth pund land 
of new extent be yeir? ——plant wod and forest, and
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inak hedgeis, and haning for himself, extending to 
thre akers of land, and abone or vnder, as his he» 
retage is mair or les." Acts Ja. V. 1535. c. 10 
edit. 1666. In c. 11. it is ordained, " that all de- 
stroyaris of grene wod,—and sic like of all new han~ 
ingisj' be prosecuted and punished.

This seems to be the meaning of haining, as used 
by Ross.

As they grew up, as fast their likings grow, 
As haining water'd with the morning dew.

Helenore, p. 14. V. next word. 
HANITE, HANED,/>#/•/./>#. Inclosed, surround 

ed with a hedge.
u It is defended and forbidden, that anie man 

dwelland within the wood, or anie other, sail enter 
within the close, or hanite parts of the wood, with 
their beasts or cattell." Forest Lawes, c. i. § 1. Qui 
coopertorium syjvarum intrent, Lat.

On this passage Skinner says; Videtur ex con- 
textu densiorem seu opaciorem sylvae seu saltus sig- 
nare, ab A.S. heah, altus, sublimis, i. e. pars ilia 
sylvae quae altissimis arboribus consita est.—But 
here the cattle could do very little injury.

The wood of Falkland, after being cut, is to be 
" of new parkit agane, keipit and hanit for rising 
of young grouth thairof;" Acts Mar. 1555. c. 23. 
edit. 1566. c. 49. Murray.

Those who '* cuttes or pulles haned brome," arc 
to pay ten pounds for the first offence, twenty for 
the second, forty for the third, &c. Pec. Crimes, 
Tit. iii. c. 3. § 5.

It is a curious fact, that whereas proprietors and 
tenants are now at such pains to clear their lands of 
broom, they were formerly bound by statute to sow 
it, as would seem for the purpose of forming hedges. 

u The Lordis thinkis speidful, that the King 
charge all his frehalders,—that in the making of 
thair Witsondayis set, thay statute and ordand, 'that 
all thair tenentis plant woddis and treis, arid mak 
hei£,is, and saw brome efter the faculteis of thair ma- 
Hngis." Acts Ja. II. 1457. c. 191. edit. 1566. c. 
81. Murray.

Su.G. haegn-ci) tueri circumdata sepe, from hag, 
sepimentum ; haegn~a aarf, to protect one's inheri 
tance ; Mod. Sax. keg-en^ to keep, to defend one's 
property; Germ, ham, septum; locus septus, 
Wachter. V. HAIN.
HANGARELL, HANGRELL, s. " An Imple 

ment of the stable, upon which bridles, hal 
ters, &c., are hung ; commonly a stout branch 
of a tree, with a number of knobs left on it -9 " 
Gl. Sibb.
This is formed as a dimin. from A. S. hang-en, 

Su.G. haeng-aj to hang. V. L, term. 
HANGIT-LIKE, adj. A vulgar term, applied 

to one who is out of countenance, or knows not 
what excuse to make for his conduct. It is said 
that he looks very hangit-like, S. 
It seems borrowed from the appearance of a con. 

T»ct going to execution.
HAN YIEL SLYP, one who is uncouthly dressed, 

an ugly fellow, Buchan; improperly printed 
hanzieL
" In came sik a rangel o' gentles^ and a iithry of 
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hanyiel slyps at their tail, that in a weaven the 
house wis gaen like Lawren-fair." Journal from 
London, p. 8.

This phrase is applied to livery servants. Hanyiel 
may be allied to Teut. hanghel, as denoting some 
thing "in a dependent and dangling state. Su.G. 
slipper denotes one who is unarmed, from slap, 
lax, remiss ; also, empty. Hence slyp, as an op 
probrious designation, may have had its origin: or 
perhaps from Teut. slepp, a train or retinue ; slepp 
van knechten ande dienaars, a long train of clients, 
servants or attendants. V. Kilian.
To HANK, v. a. 1. To fasten, to secure, so as to 

prevent removal, S. w To hanckle^ to en. 
tangle ;" A. Bor.

And at the schore, vnder the gresy bank, 
Thare nauy can thay anker fast and hank.

Doug. Virgil, 208. 34.
A man is said to be hankit, when he has so en 

gaged himself to a woman, that he cannot recede 
without the breach of faith, and loss of character, S. 
2. To tie any thing so tight, as to leave the im 

pression of the cord; to gall with a rope or 
cord, to hankie, id. S. The neck is said to be 
hankit, when a necklace is tied too strait. It 
still conveys the idea of a circular impression. 

Ye's find that we can cast a harder knot. 
And till him straight, and binds him o'er again, 
Till he cry'd out with the sair hanking pain. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 47.
Sibb. derives this from Teut. henck-en suspendere. 

But the origin seems to be Isl. hank, as denoting 
a collar, a small chain, torques, catenula, Sw. id. 
a withy-band, vinculum ex viminibus contextum et 
convolution. Mr Tooke views hank as the part. 
past of the A.S. v. hang-an pendere, to hang. 
HANK, s. 1. A coil, any thing resembling a 

wreath, S. Thus it is used to denote the coils 
of a serpent.

Bot they about him lowpit in wympillis threw, 
And twis circulit his uayddil round about, 
And twys fafdit thare sprutillit skynnis but

dout,
About his hals, baith nek and hede they schent. 
As he etlis thare hankis to have rent.

Doug. Virgil, 46. 6.
2. The word is now generally applied to thread, 

cords, &c. formed as a coil, a skain. It is 
used in E., but as explained by Junius and 
Johns, it denotes thread in the form of a clue. 
Isl. hank is also rendered, funiculus in forma cir- 

culi colligatus.
HANKERSAIDLE. V. ANKER-SAIDELL. 
HANN Y-GRIPS, s. pi. Close grappling. V.

HANDY GRIPS.
To HANSH, HAUNSH, v. a. To snap or snatch 

at, violently to lay hold of; especially applied 
to the action of a dog, when seizing any thing 
thrown to him, and apparently including the 
idea of the noise made by his jaws when he 
snaps at it, S.
" A number greedily haunsht at the argument, 

MY Andrew Ramsay? Mr J. Adamson^ and others j

HAP
but came not near the matter, let be to answer for 
mally." Baillie's Lett. i. 200.

Hamsh is used nearly in the same sense, Ang. to 
eat in a voracious and noisy way, as a dog tearing at 
a bone.

These terms may be radically allied to Germ. 
hasch-en, capere cum celeritate ; Isl. hack-a, avidd 
et ictibus vorare, canino more; G. Andr. p. 104. 
coL 1; but more immediately to O. Fr. hanch-er, 
" to gnash, or snatch at with the teeth;" Cotgr.
HANSH, s. A violent snatch or snap, S. gansch,

synon.
HANTY, adj. " Convenient, handsome;» GL 

Rams., S. Haunty, id. GL Shirr.
For tho' I be baith blyth and canty

I ne'er get a touzle at a', 
But Lizie they think far mair hanty, 

And she has got naething at a'.
JR. Galloway's Poems, p. 214. 

In the first sense it would seem merely E. handy 
corrupted. In the second, however, it has more 
affinity to Isl. hent-a decere, hentilig-r, decens. In 
both, indeed, it might admit this origin.
HANTLE, J. 1. A considerable number, S. 

hantyl, GL Sibb. banket, S. B. perhaps corr. 
" —A hantle cries, Murder, and are ay upmost." 

Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 11.; equivalent to another; 
" The greatest thief makes the loudest cry." 

Rosie had word o' meikle siller, 
Whilk brought a hantle o' wooers till her. 

Ramsay's Poems^ xi. 547. 
2* Used as equivalent to much, S. B. 

He sudna get the prize; he's like
The man that clips the sow, 

He makes a hantle rout an' din, 
But brings but little woo.

Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 35. 
According to Sibb. a q. hand-full." Sir J. Sin. 

clair also says ; "Hantle is a corr. of handful." Ob- 
serv. p. 43. But this corresponds neither to sound 
nor sense. The term conveys the idea of a greater 
quantity than handful. The one may even be op- 
posed to the other. Su-G. tal, numerus, (A. S. 
tale) is composed with a variety of words ; as man» 
tal, proportio ex numero capitum; bondetal, pro- 
portio pro numero patrumfamilias; jordatal, ratio 
fundi. May not the S. word be q. handtal, such a 
number as may be counted by the hand or finger ? 
Or perhaps it is merely Sw. antal, number, aspirat 
ed ; stort antal, a great number; ringa antal, few, 
Wideg. Our word, indeed, corresponds to E. num 
ber, as signifying many, according to sense 3. Johns. 
Diet. u Much of that we are to speak may seem 
to a number perhaps tedious," &c. Hooker.
To HAP, v. a. 1. To cover, in order to con 

ceal, S.
Bannocks and kebbocks knit up in a claith^ 
She had wiled by, and row'd up in her waith: 
This she ere even had tcntily laid by, 
And well happ'd up aneth a coll of hay.

Ross's Helenore, p. 53.
2. To cover, in order to defend from cold. This 

is the most common sense, S.
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" Hap, to tuck in the bed clothes;" A. Bor. 

Gl. Grose. V. UMOST CLAITH.
And quhen that thou art laid into thy hole, 
Thy heid will be na hyer than thy sole. 
And than quhair is thy cod, courche or cap, 
Baith goun and hude had wont the for to hap f 
Nocht bot ane sheit is on thy body bair; 
And as thow hes done heir sa finds thow thair.

Priests of Peblis, p. 47. 
This bonny foundling, ae clear morn of May, 
Close by the lee-side of my door I found, 
All sweet and clean, and carefully hapt round 
In infant weeds of rich and gentle make.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 182.
3. To defend from rain or snow, S., as, to hap a 

stack.
Ae Martinmas, when stacks were happet, 
The twa lairds took a jaunt for ance.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 10.
4. Metaph. to screen, to cover from danger in 

battle.
Syne slouch behind my doughty targe, 

That yon day your head happit.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 9. 

This v. is also used in Lincolnshire. Skin 
ner derives it from A. S. heap-ian, cumulare; 
Ray, from heap. It may be observed, however, 
that Isl. hiup-r denotes a shroud, or winding-sheet, 
involucrum quo funera teguntur; hyp-ia, involvor, 
G. Andr. Heb. rrsrr, haphah, texit, covered. 
HAP, HAFPIN, s. A covering of whatever kind, 

S. When body clothes are spoken of, any 
thing proper for defending from the cold is also 
called a hap-warm.

I'll mak a hap for my Johny Faa,
And I'll mak a hap to my deary; 

And he's get a' the coat gaes round,
And my lord shall nae mair come near me. 

RitsorfsS. Songs, ii. 178.
—Remember, I'm baith hap and saul 
To Venus there; but me, she'd starve o' caul'. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 34.
—Fock, the nipping cauld to bang, 
Their winter hapwarms wear.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 26.
A word occurs in a very ancient Norw. work, 

which would seem allied, as being used in this sense. 
Yfir-haufn is rendered toga, denoting a gown, a 
mairtle, or the upper garment worn by a man. Haf 
ok thuilika yfirhaufn ; Have also thy gown, or man. 
tie; Spec. Regale, p. 286. Yfirhafnarlaus is in 
like manner rendered, togae expers; Ibid. 296, 297. 
Isl. yfir signifies upper, superior. One would al 
most think that the term were synon. with S. uvar 
or upper happin y the letters/ and p being frequent 
ly interchanged. I have not, however, met with 
haufn by itself; and am therefore uncertain as to its 
signification. 
To HAP, v. n. 1. To hop, S.

But master Monkey, with an air 
Hapt out, and thus harangu'd the fair.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 470. V. FLEE. 
2. To halt, to walk lamely,'S. V. HOP. 
HAP, s. A hop, a light leap, S,

H A R
HAP-STEF-AN' LOWP, adv. " Hop skip and leap," 

Gl. Burns, S.
The third cam up, hap-step-ari* lowp, 

As light as onie lambie.
Burns, iii. 29. 

The term refers to a common sport of children.
HAFPITY, adj. Lame, that which causes one to

hop, S.
I've a hen wi' a happity leg.

Ritson's S. Songs, i. 183. 
HAP, (pron. hawp) s. The hip, or fruit of the

brier, S. B.
A. S. heopa, id. Seren. says, it has its name from 

its adhesion ; Isl. hyp-ia, contrahere. Su.G. niup- 
on, id. which Ihre derives, for the same reason, from 
niup-a, primoribus digitis comprimere. V. HEP- 
THORNE.
HAPPER, s. The hopper of a miln, S.

" They [myllers] malitiouslie occupyes ane great 
er space betwix the happer and the myln-stane, for 
thair awn profite; for the law permits there na mair 
space nor ane sommer wand of ane hasel trie." 
Chalmerlan Air, c. 11. § 3»
HAPPERBAUK, s. The beam on which the hopper

of a miln rests, S. V. BAUK. 
HAPPY, adj. Used in a peculiar sense, as signi 

fying lucky, fortunate, i. e. boding good for 
tune, constituting a good omen, S. synon. canny, 
chancy.
" There are happy and unhappy days for begin, 

ning any undertaking. Thus, few would choose to 
be married here on Friday, though it is the ordinary 
day in other parts of the church. There are also 
happy and unhappy feet. Thus they wish bride 
grooms and brides a happy foot; and to prevent any 
bad effect, they salute those they meet on the road 
with a kiss." P. Forglen, Banffs. Statist. Ace. 
xiv. 541. N.

This corresponds to the Dies Fasti et Nefasti of 
the Romans. Felix and Infelix are applied in the, 
same manner. 
BAR.

Qwhil thai ware lyand at that town, 
Thai had oft-tymys bykkeryng, 
Qwhare there wes har and nere schotyng.

Wyntown, viii. 37. 54.
Mr Macpherson views this as an error u for hard 

or/ary" Gl. As Doug. uses har for sharp, nip 
ping ; it may be here metaph. transferred to warfare, 
like E. keen.
HAR,HARE, adj. Cold; also,hoary. V. HAIR, 
HAR. Out ofharpMt of order, in a state of con 

fusion.
The pyping wynd blaw vp the dnre on char, 
And driue the leuis, and blaw thaym out of har^ 
Intill the entre of the caue again.

Doug. Virgil, 83. 11.
Perhaps from A. S. hearre, Teut. harre, herre, 

cardo, a hinge; as we use to say that any thing is 
unhinged, when out of order. Rudd. observes that 
" in Orkney they say, The door is off o* har, i. e. 
off the hinges." Addend.
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HARBIN, s. The Coalfish, in a certain stage.

V.SEATH.
HARCHATT. V. HARESHAW. 
HARD FISH, the name indiscriminately given,,

in S., to cod, ling, and torsk, salted and dried. 
HARDHEAD, HARDHEID, s. A small cojn of

mixed metal, or copper.
4C Dailie thare war such numbers of Lions (alias 

called Hardheids) prented, that the basenes thare- 
of maid all thingis exceiding dear." Knox's Hist, 
p. 147.

According to Fynes Moryson, in his Itinerary, 
hardheads were u worth one penny halfpenny." 
Part I. p. 283.

Mr Pink, thinks that u Moryson's fugitive intelli 
gence misled him," and that u the hard-head is 
really the French hardie, Scotified." " Hardies," 
he adds, u were black money struck in Guienne, 
and equal, in all points, to the Hards struck in 
Dauphiny, though the last term obtained the prefer 
ence, and remains to this day. An ordinance of 
Louis XI. mentions their both having been current 
time out of mind; and the hardie is supposed to be 
so called from Philip le Hardi, under whom they 
were first struck, and who began to reign in 1270.— 
Now the hardie, as the Hard, was three deniers, or 
three pennies Scotish, instead of a penny halfpenny." 
Essay on Medals, II. 110.

Moryson's intelligence, however is confirmed by the 
testimony of Godscroft concerning the earl of Morton.

" The commons, and chiefly the Town of Edin 
burgh were offended with him, because he had dimi 
nished the value of a certain brasse or copper coyne 
(called Hardheads), and abased them from three 
half pence to a penny: and also the plack piece 
(another brasse coyne), from four pence to two." 
Hist. Douglas, p. 334.

They may have been called Lions, from the lion 
rampant being struck on the reverse.

Mr Cardonnel, speaking of Ja. VI. says concern 
ing his copper coins; " Of this king there are only 
two. N° 1. [Plate II.] was called the Hardhead. 
The reverse has two points behind the lion to denote 
its value of two pennies." Numism. Scot. Pref. 
p. 37. This proves the depreciation ; and may refer 
to what was done by Morton. But it is evident 
that the coin, also bearing a lion, struck under Mary 
1559, had previously received this name. For the 
complaint already quoted from Knox, refers to this 
year. 
HARDHEAD, s. A species of sea scorpion;

apparently the Father-lasher of Pennant, Cottus
Scorpius, Linn.
" Scorpius major nostras; our fishers call it Hard 

head." Sibb. Fife, p. 128.
From the following description, this designation 

seems proper enough.
u The head is very large, and has a most formid 

able appearance, being armed with vast spines, which 
it can oppose to any enemy that attacks it, by swel 
ling out its cheeks and gill covers to a large size." 
Pennant's Zool. III. 179. 180.
HARDIN, HARDYN, adj. Coarse; applied to
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cloth made of hards or refuse of flax; pron. 
harn, S. A. Bor. id.
" In the ferd he ordand that na Scottis man suld 

veir ony clais bot hardyn cotis." Compl. S. p. 150. 
u They prayed that the honest women might be 

tried what webs of hardin or sheets they might spare, 
that every four soldiers might be accommodate in a 
tent of eight ells." Baillie's Lett. i. 202.

" —Of artificers 57, of whom 44 are weavers, 
who—manufacture for sale a great deal chiefly of 
what they call Harn, and coarse packing cloth, for 
which they find a ready market in the town of Dun 
dee." P. Kinnaird, Perths. Statist. Ace. vi. 236.

Teut. herde, heerde, fibra lini; A. b. heordas, stu- 
pae, tow-hards; Somner. Perhaps the word appears 
in a more primitive form in Isl. haur, linum rude; 
G. Andr. p. 107. Sw. hoor, undressed Hax. 
HARE, adj.

—Thare ilk man a fagote made, 
Swa towart Perth held strawcht the way.—- 
Quhen thai of the town can thame se, 
That semyd ane hare wode for to be.

Wyntown, viii. 26. 228. 
And thryis this Troiane prince ouer al the

grene,
In tyl his stalwart stelit scheild stekand out, 
Lyke ane hare wod the dartis bare about.

Doug. Virgil, 352. 38. 
Immanent silvam, Virg.
This seems to signify, rugged, shaggy, hirsutus ; 

as rendered, Gl. Wynt. A. S. haer, Su.G. haar, 
crinis, pilus. 
HAREFRA, adv. Herefrom, from this.

tc Let no man withdraw himself harefra." Knox's 
Hist. p. 167. Sw. haerifiaan, id. 
HARESHAW, s. A fissure in the upper lip, a 

harelip, S. anciently harchatt; still hareskart^ 
Renfrews.

The harchatt in the lippis befoir.———
RouWs Cursing, Gl. Compl. S. p. 331. 

This is probably formed like Germ, haasenschraatj 
hasenscharte, id. scharte signifying a notch or gap» 
If shaw be viewed as a term originally diffe 
rent, it may be derived from Su.G. Isl. ska, a 
particle denoting separation or division. In Sw. this 
is called harmunt, harmynt, from har, hare, and 
mund, munn, mouth.
HARYAGE, s. " A collective word applied 

to horses,—O. Fr. hara<z>" Gl. Wynt. 
Ane hart/age he mycht say he had gud. 
That had swylk twelf in-til his stud.

Wyntown, viii. 2^. 55.
The persons spoken of are erlys and^retf barownys. 

Wyntown seems to allude to a literal stud. The 
term may be allied to haraz, coetus, L. B. harac- 
turn, which Hickes deduces from A. S. hergas, legi- 
ones; Gr. A. S. p. 37. It is perhaps more immedi 
ately allied to A. S. herge, hergh, herige, turma. 
As this allusion, however, must appear rather singu 
lar, I have a suspicion, that Wyntown refers to the 
twelve peers of Charlemagne ; and that haryage may 
be a deriv. from A. S. haerra, Germ, herr, domihus, 
or herzog, dux belJi. But this is mere conjecture.
HARIE HUTCHEON, the name of a play
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among children, in which they hop round in a 
ring, sitting on their hams, S. B. Belg. 
hurk-en, to squat, to sit stooping. V. CURCUD- 
DOCH, and BLIND HARIE.

HARIGALDS, HARICLES, s.pL i. The heart, 
liver, and lights of an animal; the pluck, S. 
44 He that never eats flesh, thinks harigalds a 

feast." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 37. 
2. Used metaph. and ludicrously, although im 

properly ; being applied to the tearing of one's 
hair, a rough handling, &c.

I think I have towzled his harigalds a wee! 
He'll no soon grein to tell his love to me.

Ramsay's Poems , ii. 150,
This has probably received its name from Fr. hari- 

cot, a dish of boiled livers, this forming part of what 
in S. is called a head and hari gals. 
* To HARK, v. n. To whisper, S.

'He said no more, but set him down; 
Then some began to hark and rown: 
Some's heart began to faint and fail, 
To think that cabbage, beef, and ale, 
Mutton, and capon, should be wanting; 
Such thoughts made some to fail a gaunting. 

Gleland's Poems^ p. 99. 
Then whispering low to me she harked, 
Indeed your hips they should be yarked, 
No more Mass John, nor dare you dark it. 

Forbes's Dominie Deposed, p. 38. 
This must be merely an oblique use of Fris. hark- 

en^ S. and E. hark^ to listen; as when persons whis 
per, the mouth of the one is applied to the ear of the 
other.
To HARLE, v. a. 1. To trail, to drag along 

the ground. The idea strictly attached to the 
term, as thus used, is that the object lies in a 
flat or horizontal position, S. 

About the wallis of 'Troy he saw quhat wyse 
Achilles harlit Hectoris body thrys.

Doug. Virgil^ 28. 9. 
Vnto the caue ay bakwartis be the talis 
To turne thare futesteppis he thaym harlis and 

tralis. Ibid. 248. 23.
2. To drag with force; implying the idea of re 

sistance, S.
Lo the ilk tyme harland vnto the King 
Troiane hirdis with gret clamour did bring 
Ane young man, baith his handis behind his

bak
Hard bundin———— Doug. Virgil, 40. 33. 

Gif thou list pas, quod sche, thy self to spill, 
Harll vs with the in all perellis, quhar thou wyl.

Ibid. 61. 25.
" Heir sail thay harle Chestetie to the stokkis." 

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 136*.
• 4 I never lov'd 'bout gates, quoth the guodwife, 

when she harl'd the goodman o'er the fire;" S. 
Prov. Kelly, p. 205.
3. To draw to one's self by griping or violent

•means ; S. Hence it is said, " Ye're come of 
the house of Harletillem $" Ramsay's S. Prov. 
p. 86. V. HARLE, s.

1
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4. To roughcast a wall with lime, S. perhaps 

from the motion of the trowel on the surface. 
44 Within these five years, a very few of them 

[farmhouses and cottages] have been—snecked or 
harled with lime." P. Keith-Hall, Aberd. Statist. 
Ace. ii. 534.

It is certainly the same word that R. Glouc. uses; 
in Gl. rendered, 4t hurled, whirled^ hurried^ haras» 
sed, drove, thrust, cast."

—————The sserreue vaste 
Bi the top hii hente anon, & to the grounde him

caste,
And harledv him vorth villiche with mani stroc 

among. P. 536. 
It also occurs, although with less proximity of 

signification, p. 487.
Kyng Richard this noble knigt Acres nom so. 
And harlede so the Sarazins, in eche side aboute, 
That the ssrewen ne dorste in non ende at route, 

Junius views this as the same with hary used by 
Chaucer, rendered harry, from Fr. hari-er.

44 —On the left side, mo devils than any herte may 
thinke, for to hary and drawe the sinful soules to the 
pitte of helle." Persones, T. III. 151.

This idea is very doubtful. But the origin seems 
buried in obscurity ; unless we should suppose it to 
have some affinity to Isl. whirla, turbine versari con. 
tinuo, which is considered as radically the same with 
Su.G. hurr-a, cum impetu ferri, circumagr, men. 
tioned by Seren. as a very ancient word. 
To HARLE, <u. n. 1. To move onward with dif 

ficulty, implying the idea of feebleness, S. 
2. To hark about, To go from place to place. It 

generally conveys the idea of inconstancy, of 
feebleness, or of some load or incumbrance, S. 

HARLIN FAVOUR, some degree of affection. The 
phrase is most nearly allied in sense to Fr. pen- 
chant.
<fc I believe she was a leel maiden, an' I canna say 

but 1 had a kine o' a harlin favour for her." 
Journal from London, p. 7.

Either an attachment which makes one hang on, 
or which as yet moves slowly.

Sometimes harlin is used by itself in this sense. 
An' as for Poortith, girnio carlinc! 
Wha for the Bardies has a harlin^ 
Aft hae I borne her wickit snarl in.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems ̂ i. 120. 
HARLE, s. JU The act of dragging, S. Thus 

of a paralytic person, it is said, He has a harle 
with the left leg.

2. Money or property obtained by means not ac 
counted honourable; as, He gat a harle of sil 
ler, S. 

HARLE, s. The Goosander, a fowl, Orkney.
44 The Goosander (mergus merganser, Lin. Syst.) 

the harle of this country, remains with us constant. 
ly, and may be seen every day in the lochs, and ia 
the sea,'* Barry's Orkney, p. 302.

Harle avis palmiprs Anate major. An Mergan 
ser? Sibb. Scot. p. 22.

This learned naturalist was right in his conjecture. 
The name seems of Fr. origin. Merganser, VHarle* 
Brisson, Penn. Zool, p. 55S.
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HARLOT, J. 1. A scoundrel, a worthless fel 

low.
Gud men mon thoill off harlottis scorn in wer.

Wallace, viii. 1027. MS.
" He repudiat his nobyl quene Agasia the kyng of 

Britonis dochter. And gart his vicious harlotis de- 
force hir." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 19. a. Nebulonum 
turbae foedissime prostitutum; Boeth.

Tyrwhitt has justly observed, that this name was 
anciently given to men as well as to women. Thus 
it is used by Chaucer, Prol. Cant. T. 649. 

He was a gentil harlot, and a kind. 
The learned Camden throws out a very fanciful 

idea on this subject. Arietta was the name of the 
woman who was mother to William the Conqueror. 
" She," he says, u was for her honesty, closely with 
an aspiration, called Harlot." He seems to think 
that " this name began from her, and in honour of 
her, was appropriated by the Normans in England, 
to all of her kind profession, and so continueth." 
Remains, p. 202.

It is more probable, however, that this designation 
was primarily given to men. But whether this was 
in a sense expressive of immorality of conduct, is 
doubtful. For it is used both by S. and E. writers,
2. As denoting one of low rank, a boor, synon. 

with carle, churl.
Gif ony churle or velane the despyse, 
Byd hence hym harlot, he is not of this rout, 

Bellend. Proheme to Cron.
Velane evidently signifies a person attached to the 

glebe. This corresponds to the use of the term by 
Chaucer.

A sturdy harlot went hem ay behind, 
That was hir hostes man, and bare a sakke, 
And what men yave hem, laid it on his bakke.

Sompn. T. 7338.
It is not easy to determine the origin; as there are 

several etymons which seem to have nearly an equal 
claim. L. B. harelat-us was used as synon. with 
rebellis. Rebellium seu Harelatorum, Chart. A. 
1350. This is derived from harela, harella, conju- 
ratio, conspiratio. Rebelliones et conjurationes per 
niodum Harele et monopolii, contra nos et gentes 
nostros—commisissent; Ibid. It also signified a 
military expedition, and in Chart. A. 1206, occurs 
as equivalent to exercitus. Si vero aliquis hominum 
vel Comitis vel Episcopi remanserint ab exercitu sive 
Harella, Sac. Du Cange remarks its approximation 
in sense to Fr. harelle vexation, from har-ier to vex, 
referring to Skinner, vo. Hare. But as Skinner 
properly derives the Fr. v. from the Goth, term here, 
an army; it is more natural to suppose that harelle 
had a similar origin, without the intervention of the 
Fr. v a

Richards, in his C. B. Diet, mentions herlod as 
signifying simply a young man, and herlodes a young 
woman. To the latter Bullet refers harlot in its 
modern acceptation.

But with more consonancy to the sense of harela- 
tus, we may refer to the Goth, as the source. Seren. 
vo. Harlot, mentions Su.G. haer, exercitus, and 
lude, mancipium vile, a boor or villain ; adding, 
Inde Harlot idem vicjetur significasse ac mulier,quae

in potestatem aut servitium cessit militum. But al 
though he gives this etymon, adverting merely to the 
modern sense of harlot, it is not less applicable to 
the ancient. It indeed applies with greater proprie 
ty. Or, it may be derived from Su.G., haer, and 
lyd, laud, Isl. Hod, A. S. leode, populus; q. the 
lower order, of which the mass of an army is com 
posed. According to this deduction, what is given 
above as the second sense, is the primary one, al 
though less common with ancient writers.

As Chaucer renders Roy de ribaulx, Rom. Rose, 
King of Harlots, v. 6068., a very striking analogy 
may be observed in the use of these two words. Fr. 
Riband seems anciently to have denoted a strong 
man, and thence to have been transferred to those 
who, as servants, attended an army. In later times 
it has been used to signify a scoundrel, a worthless 
fellow, one devoted to a lewd life. Hence ribaulde, 
a punk, a trull; as exactly corresponding to the 
modern sense of harlot. V. Diet. Trev. 
HARLRY.

The Pitill and the Pipe gled, cryand pewe, 
Befoir thir princis ay past, as pairt of pur 

vey ouris. 
For thay culd cheires chikkynis, and purchase

poultre,
To cleik fra the common is, as kingis katouris, 
Syne hive honir, and behald the harlry place.

Ho id ate, iii. 1.
This Sibb. renders honourable. But Leg. harbry 

as in MS., the place of harbour or rest. Instead of 
hive, it is rather have, or hove. The last might sig 
nify that they^claim honour as their due. It behoves 
them to receive it; Belg. hoev-en, to need, to be 
hove.
HARM1SAY, HARMESAY.

A man, allace, and harmisay, 
That with my only dochter lay, 
Syne dang my sell: quhat sail I say 

Of this unhappie chance ?
Phitotus, Pink. S. P. R. iii. 56. 

—Makand his bargand with a boy, 
Was ower to Flanders fled and ferreit, 
Cryand out, harmesay, he was herreat ; 
Lamenting sair his lose and skaith. 

Legend, Bp. St Androis, Poems 16th Cent. p. 311. 
It may signify, woe is me, as synon. with allace y 

A. S. earme wretched; earm-ian to grieve. In this 
sense the v. erme is used by Chaucer.

Bot wel I wot, thou dost min herte to erme. 
Pard. Prol. v. 12246.

Or, have mercy y MoesG. arm-an misereri, armai 
ansis, miserere nostris. Germ, arm-en, id. Augus 
tine (Epist. 178.) refers to the Barbarians, evidently 
the Goths, as saying in their own language, Sihora 
armen, or as Junius reads it, armai, quod interpre- 
tatur, Domine miserere. V. Wachter, vo. Armen. 
HARN. V. EURDYN, HARDIN. 
HARNES, s. Defensive armour, Doug.

Harness being used by E. writers, I mention the 
word merely to observe, that although immediately 
allied to Fr. harnois, it is of Goth, extraction ; Isl. 
harneskia, a solid breastplate; Sw. harnisk, id. 
Some derive the Goth, term from haer exercitus, and
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wist clenodium, q. clenodium viri armati: others, 
from tarn iron, and isk used as a termination, q. an 
instrument of iron.
HARNES, s. 1. The brains, Wyntown, S. 

A. Bor. pron. barns.
" Sa they count faith ane imagination of the mind, 

ane fantasie and opinion, fleeing in the harnes of 
man." Bruce's Serm. on the Sacrament, H. 8. a. 
2. Used metaph. for understanding.

He has nae harns, he has no judgment, S. 
Hernes occurs in O. E. as in Minot, p. 10. 

—Sum lay knoked out thaire hernes. 
Norm. S. haernes, Dan. Sw. hiaerne, Alem. Germ. 

him, hern, id. Isl. hiarne the skull. The general 
origin seems MoesG. quairn, id. which some view as 
allied to Gr. *gawy. 
HARN-PAN, s. The skull, S.

Wallace tharwith has tane him on the croune, 
Throuch bukler hand, and the harnpan also. 

Wallace., iii. 365. MS. 
In the harne pan the schaft he has affixt.

Doug. Virgil, 291. 25.
Teut. hirn-panne, id. cranium ; from him brain, 

and panne patella, q. patella cerebri; Kilian. Teut. 
panne and hoofd panne are used in the sense of 
calva: A. S. panne, cranium, Su.G. panne frons, 
Celt, pen, caput.
HARP, s. An instrument for cleansing grain, a 

kind of scarce, S. Skrae, synon. 
Dan. harpe, Sw. harpa, id. " a kind of grate for 

separating the rich corn from the poor;" Wideg. 
Jhre thinks that it has received its name from its re 
semblance to the musical instrument thus designed. 
But as Isl. hrip signifies cribrum, the origin is more 
probably hrip-ar perfluit, G. Andr. q. run through. 
HARPER CRAB. V. TAMMY HARPER. 

^HARRAGE, s. Service due from a tenant to a 
landlord, according to the oppressive system of 
feudal times ; properly arage. 
u These two species of labour were, in the old 

tack, distinguished by the names of harrage and car- 
rage." P. Foulis, Perths. Statist. Ace* xv. 605. 
V. ARAGE. 
HARRAND, /. Snarling.

How belt ye think my harrand some thing har, 
Quhen ye leist wein, your baks may to the wall, 
Things byds not ay in ordour as they ar.

Montgomerie, MS. Chron. S. P. iii. 499. 
Hirring, E. snarling, growling; Lat. hirr-ire. 

To harr, to snarl like an angry dog; A. Bor. 
HARRO, interj. An outcry for help ; also, of 

ten used as a cheer, or encouragement to pur 
suit, S. harrow, E.

And fra the Latine matrouns wil of rede 
Persauit has this vile myscheuos wraik, 
Thay rent thare hare, with Harro, and Allake! 

Doug. Virgil, 432. 50.
It seems to be merely Fr. haro, harou. The 

term, it is said, was especially used by the Normans, 
who were wont to give this cry, when any capital 
crime was committed, as theft, fire-raising, or man. 
slaughter. According to the laws of Normandy, all 
who heard this cry were bound to go forth, and if 
they perceived any danger of life or Hmb> oy any
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deed done which would subject the perpetrator to 
the loss of life or limb, they were under obligation 
to retain him, or to raise the cry of haro after him. 
Otherwise, they were to satisfy their prince, that 
they did not hear the cry. Hickes. Thes. Thus the 
term has much the same meaning as E. hue and cry.

Some have considered it as a call addressed to 
Rollo, the chief who led the Normans into France, , 
q. Ha Roul, i. e. O Rollo ; the origin of this custom 
being indeed ascribed to him, as he was greatly cele 
brated for the impartial administration of justice.

Caseneuye justly ridicules the idea, that this term 
has any relation to Rollo; because haro denoted the 
hue and cry long before his birth. For the monk 
Kero, who was cotemporary with Pepin the father 
of Charlemagne, in his Gl. expl. clamat by hareet, 
and damamus by harcmces; which shews that haro 
is a word belonging to the old Tudesque. " Thus, 7 ' 
he adds, " our forefathers used haro absolutely to 
signify a noise and cry."

I need scarcely mention the etymon given by the 
learned Hickes, as it evidently has no affinity. He 
derives it from Cimbr. hior, MoesG. hairus, gladius ; 
as the pursuit of the malefactors, against whom this 
cry was raised, was called Spada, i. e. a sword, be 
cause they were to be repressed by force of arms.

The notion that this cry was an invocation of 
Rollo, or Hrolf, however whimsical, points to the 
true source. It indicates a sort of traditionary con. 
viction, that the term was introduced into France by 
the Normans. For it is undoubtedly of Goth, 
extract.

Tyrwhitt says, that it is derived from liar altus, 
and op clamor, two Islandic words, which were pro. 
bably once common to all the Scandinavian nations. 
He adds, that the very word haroep, or harop, was 
used by some of the inhabitants of the Low Coun. 
tries, in the same sense in which Harou was by the 
Normans. Cant. T. Note, v. 3283.

But the word in Su.G. is haerop, Isl. heroop, cla 
mor bellicus, from haer, her, an army, and op, a 
cry. Su.G. oepa haerop, x:lamorem bellicum ciere, 
a phrase often used by Sturleson. Thus it original, 
ly signified what we would now call the war-hoop of 
the Northern nations. G. Andr. renders heroop, 
tumultus, as corresponding to Gr. «A*AIJ. It is 
synon. with Su.G. dyst, dust, Isl. thys, S. dust. 
Josua hey rde folk sins heroop and thys ; Josua audi- 
ret clamorem et sonitum populi; Exod. xxxii. 17. 
This respects the shouting of the Israelites, when 
they worshipped the golden calf. 
HARRY, adj. Obstinate, stubborn, S. B.

Perhaps from the same origin with HAIR, HAR, 
q. v.
HARRY-NET, s. V. HERRIE-WATER. 
HARSK, HARS, adj. l. Harsh, rough, sharp,,

pointed.
From that place syne vnto ane caue we went, 
Vnder ane hyngand heuch in ane dern went, 
With treis eldis belappit round about, 
And thik harsk granit pikis standard out.

Doug. Virgil, 75. 24. 
—On thir wild holtis hars also 
In faynt pastoure dois thare beistis go.

Ibid. 173. 17. 
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2. Bitter to the taste ; Wyntown.

Su.G. harsh, Isl. hersk^ar^ Belg. harsch, hars, 
austerus.
To HART, v. a. To encourage, to infuse spirit 

into, S. heart.
The Byschap that sa weill him bar, 
That he all hartyt that thar war, 
Wes yeyt into fechting sted, 
Quhar that v hundre ner war ded.

Harbour, xvi. 662. MS.
Teut. hert-en, animare, fortem reddere; A. S. 

hyrt-an, id. 
HARTILL, s. Heart-ill.

—The Hunger, the Hartill, & the Hoiststill, the
Hald.

MontgomeriC) Watson's ColL iii. 13. V. CLEIK. 
Perhaps the same with A. S. heort-ece, cardialgia, 

heart-ache.
HARTLY, HARTLYE, adj. Hearty, cordial, 

Than hecht thai all to hide with hartlye will» 
Wallace, iii. 115. MS.

" That nobil kyng, persauand the gude vil ande 
hartly obediens of this pure man, he resauit that litil 
quantite of cleen vattir as humainly as it hed been 
ane riche present of gold." Com pi. S. p. 11.

Teut. hertelick) amicus ex animo ; Dan. hierte- 
lig, id. 
HARTFULLIE, adv. Cordially, earnestly.

u This wyll I humelie and hartfullie pray the 
(gentil redarc) in recompance of my lytle werk, and 
gret gud wyll (affectioun beand laid on syde) dili- 
gentlie and temperatelie to reid this our sobir trac. 
tiue." Kennedy's (Crosraguell) Compend. Tractiue, 
p. 3.
HARUMSCARUM, adj. Harebrained, unset- 

tied, S. Harum- star urn, id. A. Bor. Harum- 
scarum is also given by Grose as a cant E. 
term ; Class. Diet.
We might view this as allied to Germ, herum- 

schwarm-en, to rove about, from herum about, and 
schwarm-en^ to live riotously ; or from E. hare to 
fright, and scare to startle, two words nearly of the 
same import being conjoined for greater emphasis. 
HASARD, HASERT, adj. Gray, hoary.

Thou auld hazard leichoure, fy for schame, 
That slotteris furth euermare in sluggard ry. 

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 96. 26.
——— Auld dame, thy vyle vnweildy age,
Ouer set with hasert hare and fante dotage, ———
In sic curis in vane occupyis the.

Ibid. 222. 28.
Of this word I see no probable origin. G. Andr. 

mentions Isl. haus as a contemptuous name for the 
head ; caput, in brutis proprie et despicatis appella- 
tur. 
HASARD, J-. An old dotard.

This aid hazard caryis ouer fludis hote 
Spretis and iiguris in his irrie hew^it bote.

Doug. Virgil, 173. 51.
HASARTOUR, s. A gamester, one who plays 

at games of hazard*
The hasartouris haldis thame haryit hant thay 

not the dyse.
Doug. Virgil, 238. b. 10.

HAS
Fr. hasardeur, Chaucer, hasardour. 

HASCHBALD, s.
—Vyld haschbalds, haggarbalds and hummels^ 
Druncarts, dy sours, dyours, drevels.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems ̂ p. 109. 
Q,u. gluttons, q. hats-bald, powerful in swallow 

ing ? Teut. hah-en signifies to gormandize.
To HASH, v. a. 1. To slash, S. Fr. hach-er^

from Goth, hack-a* secare.
2. To abuse, to maltreat; as, to hash clothes^ to 

abuse them by carelessness; to hash grain, to in 
jure it by careless reaping, S.

The cheering bicker gars them glibly gash 
O' simmer's showery blinks and winter's sour, 

Whase floods did erst their mailin's produce 
hash. Fergusson'1 ? Poems, ii. 56.

HASH, s. 1. A sloven; one who abuses his 
clothes, S.

——I canna thole the clash 
Of this impertinent auld hash.

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 455.
2. It is used in a more general sense, as if equi 

valent to coqf.
A set o' dull, conceited hashes 
Confuse their brains in college classes ; 
They gang in stirks, and come out asses.— 

Burns, iii. 238.
HASHLY, adv. In a slovenly manner, Loth. 

What sprightly tale in verse can Yarde 
Expect frae a cauld Scottish bard, 
With brose and bannocks poorly fed, 
In hoden grey right haMy cled ?

Ramsay 9 s Poems, ii. 383.
HASHMETHRAM, adv. In a state of disorder, top 

syturvy, S.
Isl. thraum solum transversum, q. thwer um^ 

G. Andr.; i. e. distorted on all sides, cross-grain 
ed, S. thortour.
HASKY, adj. 1. Rank, strong, luxuriant; ap 

plied to growing corn or vegetables ; also to 
man, A hasky carl, a big raw-boned man, S. B. 
gosky^ synon.

2. Coarse to the taste, unpalatable, S B.
3. Dirty, slovenly ; applied to a person, S. B.
4. Applied to coarse or dirty work, S. B.

Isl. kask-ur. strenuus; hence, according to Ihre, 
Su.G. kaxe, vir strenuus, praecellens. Hask^ dry, 
parched ; A. Bor. Grose. 
HASLERAW, Lungwort Lichen, S. Lichen

pulmonarius, Linn. 
HASLOCK, adj. A term descriptive of the finest

wool of the fleece, being the lock that grows on
the hals or throat.

———I'll make you a propine,—• 
A tartan plaid, spun of good haslock woo, 
Scarlet and green the sets, the borders blue. 

Gentle Shepherd, Act i. Scene i. 
It may be observed, however, that Gael, ceaslach 

is expl. u fine wool;" Shaw. 
HASbOCK, HASSICK, s. I. A besom, S. B.
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2. It is applied to any thing bushy ; A hassick of 

hair, a great quantity of it on the head, S. 
" The tither wis a haave coloured smeerless 

tapie, wi' a great hassick o' hair hingin in twa- 
pennerts about her haflats." Journal from London, 
p. 7.
3. A large round turf of peat- moss, in form of a

seat, and used as such, S. A.
Sibb. expl. it, as not only signifying a besom, but 

cc any such thing made of rushes, hair," &c. It 
may, however, be derived from Sw. hwass, a rush, 
juncus ; which seems to be also the origin of E. has 
sock, and hask used by Spenser, as denoting a fish 
basket. V. Seren. vo. Hassock, and Johns.

I am not certain, therefore, if, as applied to hair on 
the head, it may not be a corr. of Fr. a hausse queue, 
a phrase metaph. signifying, in great haste. Accor 
ding to Cotgr. it alludes to u the fashion of women, 
who, to make the more haste, tuck up their clothes 
behind." Perhaps the primary allusion was to the 
binding of the hair loosely on the head. 
HASTARD, adj. Irascible, S. formed perhaps

after the Belg. idiom, q. haastig aardt, of a cho 
leric nature ; or Isl. hastr irabundus, and art
natura.

a. " Confounded," S. A. 
But Meg, wi* the sight, was quite haster'd. — 

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, ii, 160. 
Q. fluttered, flurried.

HASTER'D, HASTERN, adj. Early, soon ripe ; 
hastern aits, early oats, S. B. 
Su.G. hast-a, celerare, or hast-ig, citus, and aer-a, 

metere, or aering, Alem. am, messis, q. early 
reaped.
HASTOW, hastthou?

Quhat sory thoucht is fallin upon the ? 
Opyn thy throte ; hastow no lest to sing ? 

King's Quair, ii. 38.
In vulgar S. the v. and pron. are often conjoined; 

and tou, tu, is frequently used for thou, espe 
cially in the West. Germ, tu, id.
HAT, HATE, HAIT, fret, and part. Was cal 

led.
Now gais the messynger his way, 
That hat Cuthbert, as I herd say.

Harbour, iv. 585. MS. 
It is also used for am called.

Of the realme Ithachia I am, but leys, 
Ane of the cumpany of fey Vlixes, 
And Achemenides vnto name I hate.

Doug. Firgil, 89. 10. 
——— The schyl riuer hait Ufens 
Sekis with narrow passage and discens, 
Amyd how valis, his rcnk and ische.

Ibid. 237. b. 8.
Chaucer, id. Hote is used in the same sense, 

O. E.
MoesG. hait -an, A. S, hat -an, Su.G. het-a, Isl. 

heit-a, Alem. heitz-on, Belg. heet-en, Germ, heiss- 
en, vocare. V. HECHT.
HAT, adj. HOT. V. HET.
To HATCH, HOTCH, v. n. To move by jerks,

HAT
to move quickly up and down, or backwards 
and forwards in a clumsy manner, S. botch is 
most in use.

Some instead of a staig over a stark monk
straid, 

Fra the how the hight some hobbles, some
hatches.

Montgomerie, Watson's Coll. iii. 17. V. CATINE. 
E. hitch is used in the same sense; although it oc 

curs so rarely that Johns, could find but one exam 
ple. Skinner refers to A. S. hicg-an to strive, to 
endeavour, or Fr. hoch-er, which has the same sense 
with our v. Isl. hik-a, however, cedo, recede, re- 
troccdo, seems the radical word; hwik-a, id.
To HATCHEL, v. a. To shake in carrying, Fife, 

a deriv. from batch.
HATE, HAIT, adj. Hot, warm, S.

O restles yowth ! hie, hait, and vicious; 
O honest aige ! fullfillit with honoure.

Kennedy, Bannatyne Poems, p. 189. st. 3. 
A. S. hat, Su.G. het, Isl. heit-r, Dan. heed, Belg, 

heet, heyt, id.
HATE, HAIT, HAID, s. Any thing, the small 

est thing that can be conceived. Ne'er a hate^ 
nothing at all: Neither ocht nor hate, neither 
one thing nor another, S.
It is often used in profane conversation, in con 

nexion with fient for fiend, and deill, devil; as in 
Philot. Pink. S. P. R. iii. 40., where it is printed 
haid, but undoubtedly the same word. It also 
occurs in Morison's Poems, p. 183.

Isl. haete, haeti, denotes the smallest object that 
can be imagined; minutia, minimum quid; Verel. 
Sw*. hit, waet, waettar, a whit; minutissimum quid 
et hilum; G. Andr. Haetigi, ne hilum quidem ; 
Edda Saemund. Belg. iet, Germ, icht, ichts, any 
thing. MoesG. waiht, res quaevis, aliquid, and A. S. 
wiht, res vel creatura quaevis, seem radically the 
same; whence E. whit, and wed mentioned by Ju- 
nius. This is the origin of naught, nocht; MoesG. 
niwaiht, A. S. nowiht, nawiht, nawcht, naht. Alem. 
nieuaeht, necht, niet, i. e. no creature or thing.

Ihre has observed, that Festus uses hetta in the 
same sense. In transcursu notabo, apud Festum 
hetta occurrere pro re minimi pretii, qui idem auctor 
habet, non hettae te facto, quod est, ne hili quidem 
te facio. He adds, that other Glossarists write vec- 
ta; as the word was pronounced in both ways by 
the Gothic nations. V. vo. Waet.
HATHILL, HATHELL, s. A nobleman, or any 

person of eminent rank.
His name and his nobillay wes noght for ta

nyte :
Thair wes na hathill sa heich, be half ane fute

hicht. Gawan and GoL iii. 2O.
With baith his handis in haist that haltane couth

hew,
Gart stanys hop of the hathill that haltane war

hold. Ibid. st. 25.
Thus that hathel in high withholdes that h^ude.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 28. 
Hathel in high, q. very noble person. In pL 

batheles.
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Thai skryke in the skowes, 
That hatheles may here.

Sir Gawan and Sir GaL i. 10. 
This is expletive of what is said a few lines before. 

The grete grenndes wer agast of the grym bere* 
And afterwards;

llathelese might here so fer into halle. 
This is the same with ATHILL, q. v.

HATHER, s. Heath, Acts Ja. VI. V. HAD-
DYR.

HATRENT, HEYTRENT, s. Hatred.
c; Ther ringis na thing amang them bot auareis, 

inuy, hatrent, dispyit." Compl. S. p. 69.
Dr Leyden has observed that the same analogy 

prevails in other words, as kinrent kindred, ban* 
rent banneret. V. Gl.

Kinrent) however, is merely A. S. cynren, cyn* 
rytij natio, genus, with t affixed. Banrent seems to 
have been formed in a diiFerent manner; to which 
\ve may add manrent homage. This is either from 
A. S. man-raedeii) by transposition; or from man* 
red, id., by the insertion of n.

Wachter has observed that end, in Germ, is a 
term corruptly formed by epenthesis. Thus, tugend 
is used for tuged, duguth virtue; and jugund for 
juguth youth. He ascribes this change to the 
Franks. Prolog. Sect. 6. They may have borrow 
ed this form from the Moeso-Goths, or had it in 
common with them. For Ulph. uses junda, ablat» 
jundai, for youth.
HATRY, adj. Disordered. A latry beaat, when 

the hair has not been combed out for a long 
time, S. B. Ahatry hesp, a hank of yarn that 
is entangled or disordered. ^ 
It seems originally the same with Atry, q. v. only 

used in an oblique sense.
To HATTER, v. a. To batter, to shatter 5 as 

allied in sense to hew. 
Helmys of hard steill thai Jiatterit and heuch» 

Gawan and Gol. iii. 5.
I know net if this be related to Teut. hader con. 

tention, Germ, hader-en, to quarrel, to contend; 
perhaps rather to Su.G* hot-a, hoet-a, Isl. heit-ast, 
to threaten; Sw. hoet-a aat eller til naegon, to aim 
a blow at one; Isi. haett-a, periclitare, Edd» 
HATTIR, adj. Maple. V. HALTIR. 
HATTIT KIT, a wooden bowlfull of sour 

cream, Linlithg. Sour cogue, synon. S. 
This might seem to be denominated from its hav 

ing a thick covering on the top, q. hatted. But 
Teut. hott-en signifies, to coagulate; whence hotte^ 
milk in a coagulated state.
HATTREL, s. A collection of purulent matter 

in any part of the body, S» B. V. ATIR and 
ATRY.

HATTREL, s. The core or flint of a horn, S. O, 
HATTOU. What hattou, what art thou named. 

The king seyd,—u Wher wer thou born, 
What hattou belamye?"

Sir Tristrem, p. 33. st. 49. V. HAT, and
HASTOW. 

HAUCH, s. A term used to denote the forcible

H A V
reiterated respiration of one who exerts all hib 
strength in giving a stroke, S. hech. 

—————Bissy wr ith wedgeis he 
Stude schidand ane fouresquare akyn tre, 
With mony pant, with felloun hauchis and

quaikis, 
Als eft the ax reboundis of the straikis.

Doug. Virgil^ 225. 28. 
Rudd. views this as an interj. 
Germ, hauch, halitus, Belg. hyging, panting. V. 

HECH, v. and s.
HAUCHS of a sock, the three points into which 

the upper part of a ploughshare is divided, and 
by which it clasps in the wood, Ang. 
Isl. haeck. Dan. heckte, hagc, uncus, a hook. Sw. 

liake^ haekt-a, id.
HAUGH, HAWCH, HAUCH, HALCHJE, j. Low- 

lying flat ground, properly on the border of 
a river, and such as is sometimes overflowed, S. 

He gert set wrychtis that war sleye, 
And in the halche of Lyntaile 
He gert thaim mak a fayr maner.

Barbour, xvi. 336. MS* 
Amyd the hawcbes, and euery lusty vale, 
The recent dew begynnis doun to skale.

Doug. Virgil, 449. 25.
" The haughs which ly upon the Glazert and 

Kelvin, are composed of carried earth, brought 
down from the hills in floods." P. Campsie, Stir- 
lings. Statist. Ace. xv. 316.

This has been generally derived from Gael, augh, 
which has the same signification. It may, however, 
with as much propriety be viewed as a Goth. word. 
For Germ, liage denotes not only a mall, and a 
field, but an inclosed meadow ; Wachter. Isl. hage9 
a place for pasture; A. S. ge-hetge 9 a meadow.
To HAVE, v. a. Mr Macpherson has justly ob 

served, that this ^., besides its common modern 
acceptations, occurs in several senses which are 
now obsolete. 1. To carry. 
u That na man haue out of the realme, gold nor 

siluer, bot he pay. XL.d. of ilk pund of custume t« 
the King." Acts Ja. I. 1424. c. 15. Edit. 1566. 

First se that him to his lang hame thou haue. 
Doug. Virgil, 168. 14. 

And thus his spreith he had vnto his in.
Ibid. 243. 24,

2. To behave.
Of gret pepil the multitude—
Commendyt heily his affere,
His aporte, and his manere,
As he hym hawyt adresly,
And his court taucht sa vertuously.

Wyntown, ix. 27. 318.
To HAVER, v. n, To talk foolishly or incohe 

rently, S. pron. bower.
Yet gleg-eyed friends throw the disguise 
Receiv'd it as a dainty prize, 

For a' it was sae hav'ren.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 70.

Isl. g$fr»a loquitor, gifr battologia; G. Andr. p. 
88: hefor garrulus, Edd. Saemund, 
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HAVERS, HAIVERS, j. Foolish or incoherent talk,

jargon, S.
Your fable instantlie repeat us. 
And dinna deave us wi' your havers.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, xi. 101. V. CLAVER, 1.
HAVERIL, s. One who habitually talks in a fool 

ish or incoherent manner ; " a chattering half 
witted person;" Gl. Sibb., S. 
It is often used as an adj.

Frae some poor poet, o'er as poor a pot, 
Ye've lear'd to crack sae crouse, ye kaveril 

Scot. Fergussorfs Poems, xi. 75. 
Poor hatfril Will fell aff the drift.—

Burns, iii. 126.
HAVES, s.pl. " Goods, effects ;" Gl. Sibb. 
HAUGULL, s. A cold and darhp wind blow 

ing from the sea, during summer. This word 
is used on the N. E. coast of S. 
It is evidently the same with Isl. hafgola, flatus 

ex oceano spiraris, ct refrigerans, from haf the sea, 
and gola, aric. gioolu, a chill breeze ; G. Andr. p. 
94. col. 2. The sea, it is said, is denominated haf, 
on account of the motion and elevation of the 
•graves, from hef elevo ; Gl. Kristnisag. V. Dois. 
TER.
HAVINGS, HAVINS, HAWING, s. l. Carriage, 

behaviour in general. An adj. is sometimes 
conjoined, expressive of quality.

Their gudelie havings made me nocht affeird.
Bellend. Evergreen, i. 35. st. 8. 

Bot the King, that wes witty, 
Persawyt weill, be thair having, 
That thai luffyt him na thing*

Barbour, vii. 13$. MS. 
The King has sene all thair having, 
And knew him weil in to sic thing, 
And saw thaim all commounaly 
Off sic contenance, and sa hardy, 
For owt effray or abaysing, 
In his hart had he gret liking,

Ibid. xi. 246. MS.
2. Good manners, propriety of behaviour, S.

" Hear ye nae word, what was their errand
there ?"

u Indeed, an't like your honour I dinna ken. 
For me to speer, wad nae gueed havins been." 

Ross's Helenore, p. 94. V. VOGIE. 
Havance) manners, good behaviour^ Devonsh. Gl* 

Grose.
3. Weeds, dress, S. B.

To them he says, Ye'll take this angel sweet, 
And dress with havins for your mistress meet.

Ross's Helenore, p. 114.
Isl. haeverska politeness, civility of manners ; 

haefverskar, modest, civil. G. Andr. derives the 
former from Hebe, Jupiter's waiting maid. But I 
need scarcely say, that this is a mere fancy. It is 
obviously from haef, Su.G. hof, manners, conduct; 
and this from Su.G haefv-a decere, Isl. haef-er9 
decct, impers. v. Hence also haefelatr, temperans, 
modestus, the last syllable being the same with our 
Laity LaitS) q. T.

H A W

HAUNTY, adj. " Convenient, handsome,' 5
Shirr. Gl. V, HANTY.

To HAUP> #. n. To turn to the right, a term 
used in the management of horses, or cattle in. 
the yoke. It is opposed to wynd, which signi 
fies to turn to the left, or towards the driver, S* 
u To haape is generally applied by ploughmen to 

the forcing the oxen backward, to recover the pro 
per direction of the furrow, which is termed haap- 
ing them back; and the word of command to the 
bullocks in this case is, Haape! haape back!" Exm. 
Gl. Grose.

This exactly corresponds, in the general meaning, 
to Isl. hop-a, retro cedere; hop, hopan, retroces- 
sio; G. Andr. p. 119.
HAW, HAAVE, adj. 1. Azure ; or a colour be 

tween blue and green.
The dolorus altaris fast by war vp stent, 
Crowned with garlaridis all of haw sey hcwis.

Doug. Virgil, 69. 16. Cacruleum, Virg. 
Thus mekill said sche, and tharwyth bad adcw, 
Hir hede walit with anc haiv claith or blew.

Ibid. 445. 9. Glaucus amictus, Virg. 
2. Pale, wan, S. B.

—Up there comes twa shepherds out of breath^ 
Rais'd-like and blasting, and as haw as death.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 23. 
He looked sae haave as gin a dwam 

Had just o'ercast his heart.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect! , p. 8. 

Rudd. refers to haws, the fruit of the hawthorn, 
Sibb. to Sw. haf, the sea, as the origin. Whether 
the term may have any ultimate connexion with this, I 
cajiuot say. But it is immediately allied to A. S.
haewen, glaucus, u gray of colour, or blew, skie- 
coloured; Chaucer, hewen, hewed, coloratus, hae- 
wen-gren, alias gren-haewe, caeruleus, blew, a- 
zure." Somner. 
To HAWGH, v. n. " To force up phlegm with

a noise," S. to hawk, E.
C. B. hochio, Dan. harck-er, Isl. hraek-iay sere- 

are, hraeke, Dan. harck-en, screatus. 
HAWYS, imperat. v. Have ye.

He cryed, u Hawys annys hastily."
Wyntown, ix. 8. 127.

i. e: " Take to your arms without delay."
————Schyr, sen it is sua
That ye thus gat your gat will ga,
Hawys gud day ! For agayne will I.

Barbour, xiii. 305. MS.
Have good day, edit. 1620. This is certainly the 

meaning. But haivys has been used by Barbour as 
the 2d. sing, imperat. after the A. S. idiom; as in O. 
E. we often find worketh for work thou, &c. In 
the same sense Barbour uses haldis for holdye^ Ibid. 
Y. 373. MS.

——Haldis about the Park your way. 
HAWKIT, adj. Having a white face, having 

white spots or streaks; a term applied to cat 
tle, S.

He maid a hundreth nolt all hawk it.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 22. st. 13. 

Allied perhaps to Gael, gealc-atn to whiten.
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Hence Hawkey, " a cow, properly one with a 

white face."
Nae mair the hawkeys shalt thou milk. 
But change thy plaiding-coat for silk. 
And be a lady of that ilk.

Now, Peggy, since the king's come.
Ramsay''s Poems, ii. 96.

The term is also used to denote u a stupid fel 
low," Shirr. Gl.
HAWK, s. A dung fork. V. HACK, 2. 
HAWSE, s. The throat.

Wi' Highland whisky scour our hawses.—
Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 14. V. HALS. 

HAZEL-RAW, s. Lichen pulmonarius, S. 
44 Lungwort Lichen. Anglis. Haxleraw, Sco- 
tis." Lightfoot, p. 831.
This is found u upon the trunks of old trees, in 

shady woods." Ibid. 
HE, s. A male, S. B.

———She well rneith be.
Gentle or simple, a maik to any he.

Ross's Helenore, p. 17. 
HE AND HE. 1. Every one.

The Troianis with him samyn, he and he, 
Murmurit and bemyt on the like wyse.

Doug. Virgil, 140. 27. 
2. Both, the one and the other.

—Coupis ful of wyne in sacrifyce 
About the altaris yettis he and he.

Ibid. 413. 23. Hie et ille. Virg.
HE, HEE, HEY, adj. High ; ieiar, higher. 

The gret kyrk of Sanct Andrewis he 
He fowndyd.——— Wyntown, vii. 7. 259. 

A. S. hea, heh, Dan. hoi, Isl. hau. 
Hence hely, highly.

This dede Walays at Strevelyne, 
And hely wes commendyt syne.

Wyntown, viii. 13. 172. 
A.S. healice, alte.

To HE, HEE, HEY, v. a. 1. To raise high, to 
heighten; Dunbar.

He send for maysonys fer and ner, 
That sleast war off that myster, 
And gert weill x fute hey the wall 
About Berwykis toune our all.

Barbour, xvii. 939. MS. 
A. S. he-an, id. 

2. To raise in rank, to dignify; heyit, part. pa.
———The King his ire him forgave: 
And for to hey his state him gave 
MurrefF, and Erie thareoff him maid.

Barbour, x. 264. MS.
——I wate weill thai sail nocht faill 
To be rewardyt weill at rycht, 
Quhen ye ar heyit to your mycht.

Ibid. iv. 667. MS.
HE AD-LACE, s. A narrow ribbon for binding 

the head; pron. q. bead/ess, Ang. synon. snood. 
HEADLINS, adv. Headlong, S. B. 

——I play'd a better prank ; 
T gard a witch fa' headlins in a stank.

As she was riding on a windle strae.
Ross's Helenore, p. 64. 

HEAD-MARK, s. Observation of the features
of man or any other animal, S.
" An intelligent herd knows all his sheep from 

personal acquaintance, called head-mark, and can. 
swear to the identity of a sheep as he could do to 
that of a fellow servant." P. Linton, Tweedd. Sta 
tist. Ace. i. 139. 
HEADSMAN. V. HEDISMAN.
HEADSTALL, s. The band that forms the 

upper part of a horse's collar, bridle or branks^ 
Ang.
A. S. stealle, locus, q. the place for the head. 

HEADUM AND CORSUM, topsy-turvy. To 
lie headum and corsum, to lie with the head 
where the heels should be, Dumfr. 
Head and cross, q. across. Or it may allude to 

the form of our old silver money, in which the 
King's head was on one side, and a cross, S. corss, 
on the other; as the same allusion to modern money 
is vulgarly expressed by heads or tails. In like man. 
ner heads and thraws signifies higgledy-piggledy, S. 
The Sw. have a similar phrase, Haers och twaers, i. 
e. here and across or athwart. 
To HEAL, v. a. To conceal. V. HEILD. 
HEARY. V. HERIE. 
HEARKNING, s. Encouragement, S. B. 

And for the gear, his father well can draw: 
For he's nae boss, six score o' lambs this year; 
That's hearkning gueed, the match is feer for

feer. Ross's Helenore, p. 21. 
If this be not a corr. of heartening from the E. 

«?., it may be allied to Isl. harka af sier, fortiter se 
habere et praestare bono animo; harka, fortitude, 
herkin, fortis; from hardr, hard, durus; G. Andr. 
p. 107.: or O. Teut. herck-en, afFectare, cum affectu 
quaerere aut petere ; Kilian. 
To HEART UP, v. a. To encourage, to hear.

ten, S. 
HEARTENING, s. Encouragement, S.

" To the great disgrace of many preachers, to the 
heartening and hardening of lewd livers,— men, 
whose life was full of scab & scandales—, are— 
decked & busked vp with flowers of rhetorick, so 
wrapped vp into hyperbolick commendations as it 
were into a seare-cloath, for thereby to keepe close 
within smothered the stinking smell of their most 
filthie memorie." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 1053» 
* HEARTY, adj. 1. Cheerful, gay, S. 

——Come, deary, gee's a sang, 
And let's be hearty with the merry thrang.

Ross's Helenore, p. 117. 
2. Liberal, not parsimonious, S. 
HEARTSCALD, HEARTSCAD, s. 1. Heart- 

burning pain, at the stomach.
Tho' cholic or the heart-scad tease us, 
Or ony inward dwaam should sieze us, 
It masters a' sic fell diseases.—

Fergusson's Poems, xi. 40.
2. A disgust, S.
3. Metaph. regret^ remorse 5 nearly synon* with



H E C
E. heart-burning in its figurative sense. 

. " What an heart-scald should this bee vnto us, 
that wee have so long neglected this best part, not 
remembering our latter end ?" Z. Boyd's Last Bat. 
tell, p. 1266.

The last syllable is S. scad, the same with E. 
scald^ Belg. schaud-en.
HEARTSOME, adj. 1. Merry, cheerful, S. 

Dear Katie, Willy's e : en away !
Willy, of herds the wale,— 

Ay heartsome when he cheer'd our sight. 
And leugh with us all day.

Ramsay s Poems, ii. 42. 
'2. Causing cheerfulness ; applied to place, S.

————A' our sighs are vain. 
For never mair she'll grace the heartsome green.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 16. 
HEATHER, s. Heath, S. V. HADDYR. 
HEATHER-BELLS, s. pi. The blossoms of heath, S.

——— Blue hetherbells
Bloom'd bonny on moorland and sweet rising 

fells. Ramsay's Poems, ii. 105. 
At barn or byre thou shalt na drudge,

Or naething else to trouble thee \ 
But stray amang the hether.bells, 

And tent the waving corn wi' me.
Burns, iv. 81. 

HEATHER-BIRNS, s.pl. The stalks and roots of
burnt heath, S. V. BIRN.

HEATHER-CLU, s. The ankle, Ang. q. what 
cleaves or divides the heath in walking; Su.G. 
klyfw-a, Isl. klofv-a, to cleave. 

HEATHERIE, adj. Heathy, S. 
Thy bard lone-danderin gaes, 
Thro' cowslip banks, and heathrie braes.— 

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 98. 
HEAWE EEL, the conger, Muraena conger, 

Linn.
" Conger ; our fishers call it the lie awe Eel, 'tis 

usually some two ells long, and of the grossness of 
the calf of a man's leg." Sibbald's Fife, p. 121.

This is nearly allied to its Sw. name hafs-aal, i. 
e. sea-eel. V. Seren, Heawe has evidently the 
same signification with haf. V. HAAF. 
To HECH, HEGH, (gutt.) v. n. To breath kard 

or uneasily, to pant, S.
Teut. hygh»en, Germ, hauch-en, to breath quick 

ly ; Belg. hyg-en, to pant, to putf. 
HECH, HEGH, s. The act of panting, S. Rudd. 

vo. Hauch. V. HAUCH. 
Hence, Hegh-hey, q. v. 

HECHIS, s. pi. The hatches of a ship.
—The plankis, hechis, and mony brokin are. 
That on the streme went fletand here and there.

Doug. Virgil, 326. 25.
To HECHT, HEYCHT, v. n. i. To call, to 

name.
There was an ancient ciete hecht Cartage.

Doug. Virgil, 13. 23. 
O. E. hight, id.

Henry toke his way toward the Emperoure, 
To the Emperour of Almayn his doubter to

H E C
Malde hight that mayden, a fayrer mot nott lyue.
That mayden moder hight Malde the gode

quene. R. Brunne^ p. 105.
2. To promise, to engage.

Thai may weill monyss as thai will: 
And thai may hecht als to fulfill, 
With stalwart hart, thair bidding all.

Barbour, xii. 384. MS. 
Than hecht thai all to bide with hartlye will. 

Wallace, Hi. 115. MS. 
Hete, hight, O. E. 

Seynt Edmunde the martire his help I yow hete*
R. Brunne, p. 148. 

He had hold his way as he had hight.
Chaucer, W. BatVs T. v. 6696.

3. To offer, to proffer, S.
The Miller he hecht her a heart leal and loving : 
The Laird did address her wi' matter mair mov 

ing,
A fine pacing horse wi' a clear chained bridle, 
A whip by her side, and a bonie side-saddle.

Burns, iv. 54.
4. To command.

Hidder at the command of Jotie cummin am J, 
Quhilk from thy nauy stanchit the fyre, quod he, 
And from hie heuin at last hecht reuth on the. 

Doug. Virgil, 152. 10.
Literally, commanded pity ; miseratus, Virg, 
A. S. hat-an, Su.G. het-a, and Isl. heit-a are used 

in these different senses ; signifying, vocare, promit- 
tere, jubere; also Alcm. heizan, heizz-an; Moes.G. 
hait-an, to call, to command, ga-hait-an, to pro- 
mise; Germ, heiss-en, to call, to command. From 
Isl. heit-a, promittere, vovere, and kona, a woman 
betrothed is called heitkona.
HECHT, HEYCHT, s. A promise, an engage 

ment. This word is still used, Loth.
If that thow gevis, deliver quhen thow hechtis9 
And suffir not thy hand thy hecht delay.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 148. 
To that this King gert put his sele: 
Bot in that heycht he wes noucht lele.

Wyntown, viii. 18. 12.
Bruce uses the old Prov. in which this term signi 

fies a promise, rather in an improper sense, as if it 
denoted a prediction whether of good or evil.

" For so soone as J heard the prophet say, that I 
suld dy, so soone I begouth to mak me for it; for 
gif all" hechts had, as the Prophete hath said, gif I 
get no outgait in the mercie of God; I man die." 
Eleven Serm. G. 2, a. 

Isl. heit, votum.
HECK, s. A rack for cattle. V. HACK. 
To HECKLE, HEKLE, v. a. To fasten by means 

of a hook,^///^, or otherwise.
The gown and hoiss in clay that claggit was, 
The hude hecklyt, and maid him for to pass.

Wallace, vi. 453. In MS. heklyt. 
Teut. haeck-en, to fix with a hook, from haeck, 

a hook ; Su.G. haekt-a, fibula connectere; haekte, 
fibula, uncinolus, quo vestis constringitur. Hence 
also haekte, haektelse, a prison, a place where persons 
are bound or fastened. The origin is hake, a hook, 
hak-a to lay hold of with a hook. Isl. hack^ fibula.
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To HECKLE, v. a. 1. To dress flax, S. lacKle,

E.
2. Metaph. to tease with questions, to examine 

severely, S. One who has undergone a strict 
examination, or been sharply handled in a 
course of probation, is said to have come o'er the 
heckle-pins, S.
Johns, derives hackle from hack to chop; not ob- 

fcerving that Teut. hekel-en has precisely the same 
meaning; carminare, pectere linum ; Sw. haekla, id. 
The latter is also used metaph. Haekla naegon, to 
find fault with one, to censure one; Wideg. The 
teeth of the hackle are in like manner called haeckle- 
pinn-ar. The origin is Teut. haeck, Su.G. hake^ 
cuspis incurvus, a hooked point.
HECKLE, s. A fly, for angling, dressed mere 

ly with a cock's feather, S. from its resem 
blance of a comb for dressing flax. 

HECKLER, s. A flaxdresser, S. Teut. hekelaer,
Sw. haeklare, id. V. HEKKIL. 

HECKLEBACK, s. The fifteen spined Stickleback, 
a fish ; Gasterosteus spinachia, Linn. 
u Aculeatus marinus longus, Shonfeldii; our 

fishers call it the Stronachie or Heckleback." Sibb. 
Fife, p. 128.

The name is evidently borrowed from its resem 
blance to a hackle or flax-comb. 
HEDDER-BLUTER, HETHER BLUTTER, s. The 

bittern.
The Hobie and the Hedderbluter 

Aloud the Gae to be thair tutor.
BureVs Pilgr enter, Watson's Coll. ii. 27. 

14 A bird, which the people here call a hether 
flutter, perhaps it is the bittern, (it makes a loud 
roaring noise), built its nest on the island in the 
loch, about eight or nine years ago : but as some su. 
pcrstitious people suggested that its loud and un 
common cries forboded no good, [it was] soon either 
destroyed or banished." P. Galston, Ayrs. Statist. 
Ace. ii. 72.

This is undoubtedly a corr. of the name. Aelfr. 
in his Gl. expl. haefenblaete bugium, viewed as an 
error for buteo vel butio, a buzzard. 
HEDDLES, HEDELES, HIDDLES, j. pL The 

small cords through which the warp is passed 
in a loom, after going through the reed, S. cal 
led also the graith, because necessary to prepare 
the warp for being wrought.

With subtell slayis, and hir hedeles slee 
Ptiche lenye wobbis naitly weiffit sche.

Doug. Virgil, 204. 45.
" The principal part of the machinery of a loom, 

vulgarly called the Caam or Hiddles, composed of 
eyed or hooked threads, through which the warp 
passes, and which, being alternately raised and de 
pressed by the motion of the feet on the Treadles, 
raises or depresses the warp, and makes the shed for 
transmitting the shuttle with the weft, or something 
§imilar, seems also to have been called Licia ; hence, 
Licia telae addere^ to prepare the web for weaving, 
to begin to weave; Virg. G. i. 285." Adam's Rom, 
«Antiq. p. 523.

H E E
The analogy between this term and that used in 

Isl. can not be easily accounted for. Haafhalld^ 
vulgo hofudld, nexura quibus stamina licio annex- 
untur, ut fiat filorum volutio, et texturae pro trarna 
transitus; G. Andr. p. 105. He derives it from 
hafr, haf, threads, yarn.
HEDE-STIKKIS, s. pi. " A species of artil 

lery; likewise denominated stock-fowlers and 
staggs," Gl. Compl.
46 Mak reddy your cannons,^—hede stikkis, 

murdresaris." Compl. S. p. 84.
Su.G. stycke, in re bellica tormentum majus; 

Ihre. Germ, stuck, tormentum bellicum ; Wachter, 
Teut. stuck-geschuts, tormentum aeneum, bombarda; 
Kilian. These terms primarily signify a part, a por 
tion. Ihre says, he will tell why this term is trans 
ferred to artillery, when the Fr. have told why they 
use the word piece in the same sense. The s. hede 
may have been prefixed, as denoting a principal 
piece, a large cannon; as in Teut. a principal per. 
son, a captain, is called hoofd-stuck.
HEDE-VERK, s. A head-ache.

u Til eschaip the euyl accidentis that succedis 
fra the onnatural dais sleip, as cateftis, hedever- 
kis, and indegestione, I thocht it necessair til ex- 
cerse me vitht sum actyue recreatione." Compl. S. 
p. 56.

A. S. heafod-waerc, cephalalgia; waerc signifying 
an ache or pain. Head-wark, id. Northumb. Lan- 
cash, i Teeth-wark, the tooth-ache.
HEDY PERE. s. Of equal stature or age, S. 

Rudd. pi. hedisperes ; head and peer, Fr, pair, 
Lat. par ; q. whose heads are on a level, who 
are of equal height.

HEDISMAN, HEADSMAN, s. A chief, a prin 
cipal man in a district.

Glaid wox the Troyane Acestes, and but mare 
Did make proclame thare merkettis and thare

fare;
And al the hedismen gadderis and set doun, 
Stabillis thare lawis and statutis for that toun. 

Doug. Virgil, 153. 18, 
Patres, Virg. q. Patricians.
u This trubyll was pecifyit with smal labour, fra 

the heiddismen (be quhom the first occasioun rais) 
war punist." "Bellend. B. ix. c. 30. Cesisque duci- 
bus; Boeth.

" The King seeing he dan toned the North-coun 
try and the Isles, and tharethrough he fand he had 
great peace and rest, and there was great riches and 
policy, by the taking of the headsmen of the coun 
try, and putting of them in ward ; and so conquest 
great love of the commons, because of the peace 
and rest in his time." Pitscottie, p. 152.

A. S. heafod-man, primas, dux, praepositus; te- 
nens in capite; Su.G. hufwudman, antesignanus; 
Isl. haufudsmadr, capitaneus; hooft-man, praefec- 
tus, princeps ; et dux militum; Kilian.
HEELlE, adj. Slow; also, adv. slowly, Aberd.

V. HULY.
HEELIEGOLEERIE, adv. Topsy-turvy, in
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a state of confusion, Ang. tapscdteerie, heels o*er
gowdie, synon. 

HEELS O'ER GOWDY, topsy-turvy, S. B.
V. GOWDY. 

HEELS O'ER HEAD, adv. 1. Topsy-turvy,
in a state of disorder, S.

Now by this time the house is heels o'er head, 
For ae thing some, and some anither said.

Ross's Helenore, p. 86.
2. Without distinction, or particular enumera 

tion, S.
HEEPY, j. A fool, a stupid person, S. 

But Mause begrutten was and bleer'd, 
Look'd thowless, dowf, and sleepy; 

Auld Maggy ken'd the wyte, and sneer'd, 
Cau'd her a poor daft heepy.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 273.
In the Gl. this is explained " a person hypochon 

driac," as if formed from the E. word. Callander, 
however, MSS. Notes on Ihre, renders it u a stu 
pid man," viewing it as aHied to Su.G. haepen, at- 
tonitus, thunderstruck, haepna, obstupescere. V. 
HAIP. 
HEER, HIER of yarn, the sixth part of a besp or

hank; or the twenty-fourth part of a spyndle, S.
u The rock and the spindle were then used, by 

which a woman could spin at an average only 3y 
hiers in a day.—A hier is 240 threads, or rounds of 
the reel, each of them 91 inches long." P. Leth- 
not, Forfars. Statist. Ace. iv. 19.

Perhaps allied to Isl. hoor, linum rude, lineamen- 
tum; G. Andr. p. 107; or originally the same with 
Su.G. haerf-wa, a handful of yarn, a skain ; pen- 
sum fili, quantum scilicet verticillo semel explicatur, 
colo exceptum ; Ihre, p. 788. 
To HEEZE, HEEZY. V. HEIS, HEISIE. 
To HEFT, v. n. l. To dwell, Aberd.

This word is evidently the same with Su.G. haeftf- 
a, colere, possidere. Konungr take ey aalla haefdi 
sina undidana gods ; Let not the king take or possess 
the fields or goods of his subjects ; Kon. Styr. This, 
as Ihre observes, coincides both in sound and sense 
with the Lat. cognate habit-o. He, certainly with 
propriety, views haefda as a frequentative from hafw- 
a, habere. Alem. puhafta is expl.inhabitantern, Schil- 
ter, vo. Buen. Germ, wonhaftig, domiciliatus, Ibid, 
q. hefted to a vconning or place of dwelling. 
2. It is used in a transitive sense, as signifying, to

cause or li accustom to live in a place," GL
Rams. S.

For sindle times they e'er come back, 
Wha anes are heftit there.

Ramsayjs Poems, ii. 44.
The s. is written HAFT, q. v. 

To HEFT, v. a. To confine, to restrain. A
cow's milk is said to be heftit, when it is not
drawn off for some time, S. This inhuman cusr
torn very generally prevails, that the udder
may make a great appearance in a market.
Teut. haff-en, tenere, figere, to which Sibb. re 

fers on the preceding word, is more analogous to 
this. Su.G. haeft-a, impcdire, detinere. It pri 
marily signifies to seize, to lay hold of; and is? like

HEY
the former, a frequentative from hafwa. Isl. hefte, 
coerceo, haft, a knot. Germ, haft-en, to hold 
fast, Belg. heft-en) to detain; A. S. haeftling 
a captive, Sw. haefta tenesmus, are all radically 
allied.
HEGESKRAPER, s. A designation given to 

an avaricious person.
Ane curlorous coife, that hege-skraper, 
He sittis at hame quhen that thay baik, 
That pedder brybour, that scheip-keipar, 
He tellis thame ilk ane caik by caik. 

Pedder Coffeis, Bannatyne Poems, p. 171. st. 7. 
Q. one who may be said even to scrape hedges 

from covetousness; or synon. with Teut. hegh-dief, 
viator, latro; also one who lurks about hedges that 
he may steal and spoil; Kilian. It is probable, 
however, that the term may be used in a different 
sense; especially as the passage contains a descrip. 
tion of the most rigid household economy. Germ. 
hage signifies a house, hag-en to receive under 
one's roof, to cherish ; Isl. hag-speki is the know 
ledge of household affairs; hag-raeda to consult 
about family management, hag-ur the state of fami 
ly matters.
HEGGERBALD, s.

Thou and thy quean as greidy gleds ye gang,— 
Foul haggerbald, for hens this will ye hang.

D unbar, Evergreen, ii. 55. st. 13. 
Dunbar also writes it Ilaggarbald, q. v. But the 

sense seems quite uncertain. A. S. higre is a bonds 
man. Thus it might signify a bold or presumptuous* 
slave.
HEGH-HEY, HEGH-HOW, HEIGH-HOW, interj. 

Expressive of langour or fatigue, sometimes of 
sorrow, S. 

Heigh hey! she says, as soon as she came
near,

There's been a langsome day to me, my dear. 
Ross's Helenore, p. 66. 

Heigh how is heavy some. 
An old wife is dowisome, 
And courtesy is cumbersome 
To them that cannot shew it.

Kelly, p. 156. 157. 
HEICH, (gutt.) adj. High, S.

King Eolus set heich apoun his chare.
Doug. Virgil, 14. 51.

A. S. heah, heag, MoesG. hauhs, Belg. heagh. 
Seren. mentions the very ane. Scythic word ha, id. as 
the root.
To HEIGHT, v. a. To raise. V. HICHT. 
HEYCHT, s. A promise. V. HECHT. 
HEID, HED, term, denoting state or quality; as 

in bairnheid, youthheid ; corresponding to E.-. 
hood, A. S. had, hade, Su.G. had, Alem. Germ. 
hett, Belg. heyd, persona, status, qualitas. 
Germ, keit, is used in a similar manner. Ihre 
conjectures that the term is from "Su-.G. het-a^ 
A. S. hat-an, MoesG. hait-an, to name, nayie 
and person being-often used as synon.

HEYDIN, HEYTHING, HEITHING, HETHYNG, ** 
Scorn, mockery, derision. 

Quha awcht thai horss, in gret heithmg he ast;. 
4 D



HEY H E I
He was full sle, and ek had mony cast.

Wallace, v. 739. MS. 
Ane young man stert upon his feit, 
And he began to lauche 

For hey din.
Peblis to the Play, st. 11. 

Ha! quhat do I ? quod scho, all is for nocht, 
Sail i thus mokkit, and to hething driue, 
My first luffaris agane assay beliue ?

Doug. Virgil^ 118. 48. 
And thow had to me done onie thing, 
Nocht was with hart; bot vane gloir, and 

hething.
Priests of Peblis, Pink. S. P. R. i. 43. 

In this sense must we understand a passage impro 
perly printed in Evergreen, perhaps from theinaccu* 
racy of the transcriber.

Yit at the last scho said, half in hie thing) 
Sister, this vittell and your royal feist 
May weil suffice for sic a rural beist.

Henrysone, Evergreen, i. 148. st. 12. 
It is undoubtedly heithing, i. e. u half in deri 

sion ;" and with this the language agrees, as the 
barges mous derides the rustic state and manners of 
her sister.

This term is used by Chaucer.
Alas (quod John) the day that I was borne!
Now are we driven til hething and til scorne.

Chauc. Reves T. v. 4108.
As Chaucer ascribes this language to a young 

clerk educated on the borders of Scotland, Junius 
thinks that this term had found its way into E. from 
the North. But the town referred to is not on the 
borders. It is certainly Amtrather in Fife.

John hightc that on, and Alein highte that other, 
Of o toun were they boru, that highte Strother, 
Fer in the North, I can not tellen where. 

It is also used by R. Brunne.
Alle is thy hething fallen opon the.

Cron. p. 273.
Although Skinner had explained hethen mockery, 

it is surprising that Rudd. should " incliue to think 
that drive to hething ——— signifies to traverse the 
country, q. to go a heathing, i. e. through less fre 
quented places, to seek for a match among the No- 
mades, mentioned in the next verse;" especially as 
a few lines below, the phrase is repeated precisely 
in the same sense.

Thus dreuin to hething, and all thy grace bi-
waue,

Tynt woman, allace, beris thou notyit in mynd 
The mansweririg of fals Laomedonis kynd ?

Doug. Virgil, 119. 8. 
Quis me autem (fac velle) sinet ? ratibusque su-

perbis
Irrisam accipiet? nescis heu, perdita, &c. Virg. 
Sibb. renders hething, halt fling, u q. oathing, 

swearing, cursing, banning." Both Rudd. and he, 
on the supposition of its signifying mockery, think 
that it a may be the same as hooting." But there is 
no affinity.

Isl. haedne, haethne, illudcndi actio, haedin, lu- 
dibriosus, hcmdgiar?^ illusor, q. one who yearns for 
sport at the expence of others; haed-a, Su.G. id. to 
expose to derision^ illuderc, irriderc; had, Isl.hactd,

1

ludibrium, illusio; hadungar gabb, sarcasmus, illu- 
sio contumeliosa; Verel. The radical term is un 
doubtedly Isl. hy-a, ludifico, derideo; whence hop 
og hy, saltatio et lusus; G. Andr. p. 112. It seems 
doubtful, whether Alem. hon contumelia, opprobri 
um, hon-en illudere, contumelia afficere, Gl. Fez. 
gihontost illudisti, be radically the same. Fr. honte 
shame, disgrace, is evidently from the latter.
HEIGHEING, s. A command, an order. 

After him he sent an heigheing^ 
Fram court he dede him be.

Sir Tristrem, p. 182. V. HECHT, s. 
HEIL, HEYLE, HEILL, HELL, HEAL, s. Health, 

S. 
Mastir Jhone Blayr to Wallace maid him

boune; 
To se his heyte his comfort was the mor.

Wallace, v. 547. MS.
u Domiciane empriour aduertist of his vehement 

dolour, causit hym to returne in itaty to recouir his 
heil be new air and fude." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 
46. a.

Auld Colin says, He wad be in the wrang, 
Gin frae your heal he held you short or lang. 

Roasts Helenore, p. 50. 
And now the sun to the hill-heads gan speal, 
Spreading on trees and plants a grow thy heal.

Ibid. p. 65.
Makyne, the howp of all my heill, 

My hairt on the is set.
Bannatyne Poems, p. 102. st. 15. 

I am not certain, that here it is not used in the 
secondary sense of Su.G. hel, as denoting felicity. 

It occurs in O. E.
Tille Acres thei him led, better hele to haue. 

R. Brunne, p. 192. 
A. S. hael, Su.G. hel, salus, sanitas.

To HEILD, HEILL, HEYL, HEAL, HELE, v. a. 
To cover.

—Thair gownys, deliuerly.
That heylyt thaim, thai kest away.

Barbour, viii. 469. MS.
————The party popil grane 
Heildit his hede with skug Horculeane.

Doug. Virgil. 250. 51.
2. To conceal, to hide, S. heal, Gl. Shirr.

Stoup-fulls of crouds and ream she aft wad
steal,

And cou'd her sou pie tricks frae minny heal. 
Ross's Helenore, p. 50.

3. To defend, to save ; used obliquely.
Thay cast dartis thikfald thare lord to heild, 
Wyth schaftis schot and flanys grete pk-nte.

Doug. Virgil, 348. 36.
It signifies to cover in various parts of E. Hflid 

is used in this sense by Widif. " The schip was 
hilid with wawis;" Matt. viii. Unhile, to un 
cover. u Thei unhiliden the roof where he was;" 
Mark ii. ,

A. S. hel-an, Isl. hael-a, tegere, to cover; So.G. 
hael-a, id. Alem. hel-an, Germ, hel-en^ Belg. 
heel-en, Isl. hyl-ia, occultare, to hide. Both Radd. 
and Ihre refer to Lat. cel-o, h and c being lettc-rs of 
ten interchanged. Lat. coel-um and cil~ium are sup.
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posed to belong to the same family. The latter is 
expl. by Isidore, tegmen oculorum.

Sibb. derives hell from heyl to cover. Junius with 
less probability deduces it from holl antrum, a hole 
or pit; Etym. The idea of Ihre deserves attention, 
that the primary meaning of Su.G. hael is death; 
and, that as this word occurs in all the Scythian dia 
lects, the name was given to death, before it was used 
with respect to the mansions of the dead. It is still 
used in composition ; as haelsot a mortal disease, 
haelwan a symptom of death, slaa i hael, to put to 
death. Isl. hael, helia, is the Hecate, or Lethe, of 
the Edda, the goddess supposed to have the power 
of death. It must be acknowledged, however, that 
in MofsG., the most ancient dialect of the Gothic 
we are acquainted with, halje has no other sense than 
that of the place of suffering. 
HEILDYNE, s. Covering.

Oft gret gestis a sow thai maid, 
That stalwart heildyne aboyn it had.

Barbour, xvii. 598. MS.
A. Bor. hylling, stragulum ; a bed hilling, a quilt 

or coverlet, Northumb. This is certainly the mean- 
ing of a term left as not understood by Ritson. 

Your fester pery at your heed, 
Curtaines with popinjayes white and reed. 
Your hyllynges with furres of armyne, 
Powdred with golde of hew full fyne.

E. Met. Rom. iii. 180.
To HEILD, HEYLD, w. n. i. To incline. 

This gudely carvell taiklit traist on raw,— 
Now sank scho law, now hie to heuin up heil" 

dit. Police of Honour, iii. 9.
2. Metaph. to give the preference. This is the 

word used in MS. Barbour, vi, 353. where it is 
laid, Pink, edit., bold, edit. 1620. 

1 wald til hardy men t hey Id haly, 
With thi away war foly : 
For hardyment with foly is wice. 
Bot hardyment that raellyt is 
With wyt, is worschip ay, perde; 
For, but wyt, worschip may nocht be. 

A. S. held-an, hyld-an, Su.G. haell-a, Isl. hall-a, 
Teut. held-en, Germ, hell-en, anc. hald-en, inclina- 
re; A. S. heald, bending. To he aid a vessel, to in. 
cline it to one side in order to empty it; to heal, to 
lean or incline to one side, Northumb. 
HEILD, s. On leild, inclined to one side. 

Eneas houit stil the schot to byde, 
Hym schroudand vnder hys armour and his

scheild, 
Bowand his hoch, and stude a lytle on heild.

Doug. Virgil, 427. 41. V. the v. 
HEILIE, adj. Holy ; or having the appearance 

of sanctity.
Heilie harlottis, in hawtane wyis, 
Come in with mony sindrie gyis.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 27. 
Alem. Germ, heilig, Su.G. helig, A. S. haelig. 

V. HALT.
, HELY, HIELY, adj. Proud, haughty. 

Thay begin not quhair thair fathers began, 
with ane heily hart^ baith doft and derft^

HEY
Thay ay begin quhair that thair fathers left.

Priests of Peblis, Pink. S. P. R. i. 9. 
The reason is here given why

—Burges bairnis—thryve not to the thrid air. 
Mr Pink. expl. this silly. But the sense is deter, 

mined by the use of the same term by Doug. 
This ilk Numanus Remulus in that stede 
Before the frontis of the batellis yede,— 
Richt proude and hiely in his breist and hert, 
That newlingis of the kinrik was ane part 
To hym befel, his grete estate this wise 
Voustand he schew with clamour and loud cryis.

Virgil, 298. 46,
Tumidus is the word expl. by both epithets. 

Knaifatica coff misknawis himsell, 
Quhen he gettis in a furrit goun; 
Grit Lucifer, maister of hell, 
Is nocht sa he lie as that loun.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 171. st. 5. 
It occurs in Wallace.

A sonc he had ner xx yer of age :
Into the toun he usyt euerilk day,
Thre men or four thar went with him to play;
A hely schrew, wanton in his entent;
Wallace he saw, and to wart him he went.

B. i. 211. MS. Hiely, edit. 1648. 
" Fynallie, thai brek this command, that ar in 

thair wordis prydful, helie, vaiue glorious, thai that 
auantis or prysis thame self of thair wisdome, rych- 
teousnes, ryches, strenth, or ony vther thing." 
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1551. Fol. 32. a. b. 

The term is also used adverbially, Priests of 
Peblis, p. 42.

I have na ma freinds for to cum to, 
Bot ane the quhilk is callit my thrid freind;— 
And as my freind he was not in my mynde; 
Bot helelie and lichtlie of him leit: 
And now to him thus mon I ga and greit. 

The copulative between the adverbs precludes the 
idea of wholly being the sense. As allied to lichtlie, 
it may signify contemptuously.

This may be deduced from A. S. healic, heahlic, 
sunimus, sublimis, excelsus, q. high-like; or heallic, 
aulicus, palatinus, belonging to a prince's court. 
HEYND, HENDE, adj. 1. Gentle, courteous. 

Quhen that P^neas heynd, curtas, and gude, 
Thare peticioun sa ressonabyl vnderstude, 
As man that was fulfillit of bounte, 
Thare hale desire ful glaidlie gran tit he.

Doug. Virgil, 563, 53.
Hende is used by Chaucer and other old E. writers 

in the same sense. 
2. Expert, skilful.

Ane hastie hensour, callit Harie,
Quha was an archer heynd, 

Tytt up ane tackle withouten tary.
Chr. Kirk, st. 10. 

It is sometimes used substantively.
He had that heynd to ane hall, hiely on hight. 

Gawan and Gol. i. 15.
Thus that hathel in high withholdes that hende. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 28. 
Skinner views hende, q. handy or handsome; 

Rudd. deduces it from A. S. hyndene, societas, q. so- 
ciable. Sibb. with more probability refers lo A. S. 
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ge-hynan, hnmiliare. Ge-hynde, ge-heende, ge- 
hende, humiliatus, has considerable resemblance. 
But perhaps the term most nearly allied in significa 
tion, is Su.G. Isl. hyggin, prudens; and although 
the form be different, g is often lost in pronouncing 
A. S. higiend, intentus, from hig-iqn, Isl. hygg-a, 
attendere, Dan. hig-er, desiderare. The origin is hige, 
animus, the mind. Tent, hegh-en^ hegen^en^ instru. 
ere, ornare, colere; educare; fovere; are apparent. 
ly from the same source. 
HEYNDNES, s. Gentleness.

Servit this Quene Dame Plesance, all at richt,— 
Conning, Kyndncs, Heyndnes, and Honestie.

King Hart) i. 15. 
HEYND, s. A person.

Arrayit ryallie about with mony riche wardour, 
That Nature, full nobilie, anuamilit fine with

flouris 
Of alkin hewis under hewin, that ony heynd

knew,
Fragrant, all full of fresche odour fynest of 

smell.
Dunbar) Maitland PoemS) p. 45.

The term, as here used, is more nearly allied to
Su.G. hioH) an individual, a person, than to A. S.
hyn€) a servant. The Su.G. word occurs only in a
secondary sense for a servant. V. HYNE.
HEIR, s. Army, or warlike retinue.

He did the conquer to knaw all the cause quhy, 
That all his hathillis in the heir hailly on hight, 
How he wes wounyng of wer with Wawane the 

wy. Gawan and Go/, iv. 24. 
i. c. " He informed the conqueror of all the rea 

sons of his yielding; and that all the nobles in his 
army, who from on high viewed the conflict, were 
convinced that he was overcome by Gawan." For 
it seems necessary to view hailly as a verb. It may 
signify to confirm or ratify, A. S. halg-ian) sancire. 

A. S. here, Su.G. Isl. haer, Germ, her, exercitus. 
V. HERE.
HEIR DOWNE, adv. Below on this earth. 

Complane I wrald wist I quhome till,— 
«Quhidder to God, that all thing steirs,— 
Or unto warldlie prince heir dozone.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 109. 
HEIRIS, s.pi. Masters, K. Hart. V. HER, s. i. 
HEYRD, HEYRT. To gang or gae keyrd, to 

storm, to fume, to be in a violent rage, Ang. 
heyte, synon.
It seems questionable if hyrit be not used in this 

sense, in the following passage, as descriptive of the 
enthusiasm of two pilgrims held up to ridicule.

To rowme thay were inspyrit;— 
Tuk up thair taipis and all thair taggis,

Fure furth as thay war fyrit:— 
Tuk counsall at Kirkew craggis,

Than liame, as thay war hyrit,— 
Cum Symmye and his Bruder.

Chron. S. P. i. 360.
Thus Sw. hira denotes the staggers in a horse; 

Scrcn. Su.G. /?j/r-«, hir-a^ vertigine agi, to become 
giddy; Isl fffr-fl-stffurore, ce/Vfuriosus; oodrocaeir, 
insanus et furiosus. Aed-a and acr-ast are given as 
synon. Su.G.^r-a cum impetu forri, to be hurried a-

HEY
way, yr furious; Isl. hyr fire, hyr-a heat. Alem. ur 
ferus, iratus. Schilter derives it from Goth. or-0, orr- 
a, hurr-a, se movere. Belg. erre ira, iratus; A. S. 
erre, yrre^ iratus. 
HEIRLY, adj. Honourable, magnificent.

————Parte of the feild 
Was silver sett with a hairt, heirly and he.

Houlate, ii. 8.
Mr Pink. expl. herlie heartily. But this is evi 

dently the same with Germ, herlich clarus, illnstris 9 
Su.G. hsrrlig wagnificus, A. S. haerlic laudabilis. 
Various terms have been referred to as the root; 
Germ, her high, her glory, herr, a lord ; Su.G. 
haer, an army. Even supposing that the adj. had 
been immediately formed from her glory, which 
seems the proximate idea; it is by no means impro 
bable, that this may be ultimately resolved into haer, 
her^ an army. For the ancient Goths had no idea 
of glory, save what was gained by arms. And 
it is to be regretted, that this idea is far from being 
relinquished by their descendants. Analogous to 
this, Germ, herzog, a duke, properly signifies the 
leader of an army; A. S. hertoga, Su.G. haertig, 
Isl. hertog; from haer exercitus, and tog-a ducerc.
HEIRISCHIP. V. HERSCHIP. 
To HEIS, KEYS, HEEZE, v. a. To lift up, E. 

hoise. Pret. heissit.
All samyn haistand with ane pauis of tre 
Heissit togiddir.———

Doug. Virgil^ 295. 6.
Rudd. mentions A. S. heahsian, id. But I can. 

not find it in any Lexicon. Su.G. hiss-a, Belg. 
hys-en, frx>m Dan. hoei, altus. A. S. heah, id. 
HEIS, HEEZE, KEYS, HEISIE, s. 1. The act of 

lifting up.
The samyn wyse, as thay coramandit ware, 
Thay did anone,——— 
To wart the left wyth mony heis and hale 
Socht al our Hot fast bayth wT ith rouch and sale. 

Doug. Virgil., 87. 21.
2. Aid, furtherance, S. B.

Gin that be true, I'll gie the match a heeze, 
And try to cure auld Helen o ? the bees.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 77. 
Ha, heh ! thought I, I canna say 
But I may cock my nose the day, 
When Hamilton the bauld and gay 

Lends me a heezy.
Ramsay9 s Poems, ii. 328.

3. The act of swinging, Loth.
4. Used, in a general sense, as denoting any thing 

that discomposes one , synon. taissle.
My gutcher left a gude braid sword,— 
And if I can but get it drawn,— 
I shall lay baith my lugs in pawn, 

That he shall get a heezy.
Ritsorfs S. Songs , i. 183.

The word now most commonly used is heisie, heem 
zie ; one is said to get a heisie in a rough sea. Heeze, 
however, is used for a lift, or help, Ang.
KEYS AND How, a sea cheer.

The noyis vpsprange of mony marinere, 
Byssy at thare werke, to takilling cucry tow,



HEL
Thare feris exhortyng with mony heys and how, 
To spede thanie fast towart the realme of Crete. 

Doug. Virgil, 71. 39. 
Nauticus clamor, Virg. 
Heisau is used in a similar sense, Compl. S. 
u The marynalis began to heis vp the sail, cryand, 

heisau, heisau." P. 63. q. heis all. V. How. 
HEK. V. HACK.
HEKKIL, HECKLE, s. i. A hackling-comb, a 

comb for dressing flax, S. Rudd. 
Teut. hekel, Sw. lin-haeckla, id. The root, ac 

cording to Kilian, is haeck crooked. 
2. 44 A cock's comb" as expl. by Rudd.

Phebus rede foule his curale creist can stere, 
Oft strekand furth his hekkil, crawand clere 
Amyd the wortis, and the rutis gent, 
Pikland hys mete in alayis quhare he went.

Doug. Virgil, 401. 51.
Rudd. has mistaken the meaning of the word as 

here used. It signifies the feathers on the neck of a 
cock : and thus conveys quite a different idea from 
the curale creist, or comb, mentioned in the preced 
ing line. A feather from the neck of a cock still re 
ceives this designation, as well as a fishing-hook 
dressed with one of these. V. HECKLE. 
To HELE, v. a. To conceal. V. HEILD, 
To HELE, v. a. To pour. V. HAIL, v. 3+ 
HELDE, j. Age ; instead of eld. 

— The Kyng wes than hawand 
Bot nyne yhere, but may, of helde, 
All wayk than wapnys for to welde.

Wyntown, viii. 26. 17. 
HELY, adv. Highly. V. HE, 
HELY, adv. Loudly,

Men mycht her wemen hely cry, 
And fle with cataill her and thar.

Barbour, iii. 734. MS. V. HE, high.
HELIE, adj. Proud, haughty. V. HEILY. 
HELYNG, s. Covering.

And the treis begouth to ma 
Burgeans, and brycht blomys alsua, 
To wyn the helyng off thair hewid, 
That wykkyt wyntir had thaim rewid. 

Barbour, v. 11. MS. V. HEILD, HEILD YJ^E. 
HELLTER, HALYEAR, s. Half a year, S.

Three halyears younger she than Lindy was. 
Ross's Helenore, p. 16.

Improperly expl. Gl. to Ross, " a whole year;" 
fron)
HELLIS. This in pi, is used by some of our old

writers for hell.
u — His godheid was sa fast ionit with his manly 

nature that suppose the saule and the bodie was per- 
fite syndry, yet his diuinitie remanit bayth with his 
tody lyand in the graif, and also with his saule de- 
scendand to the hellis." Abp. Hamilloun's Gate- 
chisme, 1552. Fol. L06. b.

The use of thi? pi. has been introduced by Popish 
writers, as corresponding to the term in the creed, 
Inferos ; especially as they view the word in differ 
ent senses. Hence Jiamiltoun adds :

" Ilellh. Heir is (o be nofit, quhair is hellj and 
how mony distinct partis or placis thair is of hell."

H E L
Of these he reckons four; the hell of the damned, 
the hell of children dying unbaptised, the hell of pur 
gatory, and the hell of the fathers, or limbus 
patrum.

This mode of expression, in consequence of its be- 
ing familiar, was occasionally used by early Protes 
tant writers, although in quite a different sense.

" Greater vnquietnesse is not out of the heis, nor 
hee getteth on all sides." Bruce's Eleven Serin. S. 
1. b.

Bp. Douglas uses the phrase the helL V. STICII- 
LING.

This general acceptation is perfectly analogous to 
that of the Heb. Gr. and Lat. terms, Sheol, Hades, 
and Inferi; which all primarily denote the state of 
the dead, or that of those whose souls and bodies are 
disunited, with out necessarily including the idea either 
of happiness Or of misery. Thus A. S. hell is used 
for the grave ; Icfare to minum sunu to helle; Gen. 
xxxvii. 35. I will go down into the grave unto my 
son. The term has been deduced from hel-an tegere; 
as MoesG. halje from hul-jan, Alem. hella, from 
hel-en, id. Isl. hel in like manner signifies death, 
and helae, helia sedes, locus mortuorum. Ganga i 
open mun heliar; Ad certissimum necem ruere; 
Verel. V. HEILD, v. a. 
HELLIS-CRUK, s. A crook for holding vessels

over a fire ; or perhaps what is otherwise called
a clips.

His nailis wes lyk ane hellis cruk, 
Thairwith fyve quarteris lang. 

Bludy Serk* st. 4. Pink. S. P. R. iii. 190.
From Teut. hels-en to embrace; or Su.G. Isl. 

haell clavus, a spike or nail, hael-a clavis figcre. 
HELM of WEET, a great fall of rain, Ang.

A. S. holm, water, the sea; ofer holm boren, car 
ried on the waters. I know not if Su.G. haell-a, 
&c. to pour out, has any affinity; Isl. helling, effu- 
sio. 
HELMY, adj. Rainy, Ang.

Helmy weather nearly corresponds to the A. S. 
phrase, holmeg weder, procellosum coelum; Cacd. 
ap. Lye, vo. IVaeder: from holmeg pluviosus, pro. 
cellosus. This term especially denotes rainy weather, 
as proceeding from that quarter on which the sea 
lies. Thus, the affinity between it and the A.S. is 
still more evident; as holm not only oignifies water 
in general, but the sea. 
HELME STOK, s. « The helm of a ship, gu-

bernaculum," Rudd.; more strictly, the handle
of the helm.

Sic wourdis he saide, grippand the helme stok
fast, 

Lcnand theron-————
Doug. Virgil, 156. 55.

Teut. helm-stock aen ty schip, ansa gubernaculi, 
pars sumnia clavi; Kalian. 
HELPL1E, adj. Helpful, much inclined to give

assistance, S. B.
u Bos [i. e. bouve, drink] quhay that will, draw 

sobirncs to hym, scho is helplie, of littil apphsit, 
help of the wittis, wache to hele [health,] kepar of 
the body, and contynewal lynthare [lengtheiier] of 
the lif. For to excesse; thair may nevir cum gud



HEM HEN
nor profit, nor body nor lif is nevir the betiir. And 
sa it tynis all maner contience, voce, aynd, lythenes 
and colour» A gluton all way has sum seiknes or 
sorow. He is hevy, fat and foule : his life schortis, 
and his dcde approchis." Porteous of Nobilnes, 
translatit out of Frenche in Scottis be Maistir An- 
drow Cadiou ; imprentit Edr . 1508. I have given a 
long quotation from the levynth vertu, viz. Sobirnes; 
this work being, as far as is known, the earliest trans 
lation in prose, the first work indeed printed in S.

Teut. helpelick, auxiliaris, Sw. Dan. hielpelig, id. 
A. S. ulph, auxilium. 
HEM, s. Edge. Stones are said to be set on

their hems, when they rest on their edges, as
opposed to their sides, S. B.
Thus the word seems to have been anciently used 

with greater latitude than it now admits, as preserv 
ed in E. 
HEM, pron.pl. Them.

Thai werray the wylde swyne, and worchen 
hem wo. Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 5.

This O. E. term occurs frequently in this poem, 
•which retains much of the A. 8. idiom, having been ei 
ther written in England,or altered by an English writer.

A. S. heom, him, not the accus. as Skinner says, 
but dat. pi. illis.
HEM, s. A horse-collar. V. HAIMS. 
HEMMIL, s. A heap, a crowd, a multitude; as,

a hemmil of folk, a great assemblage of people ;
ahemmil of beasts, a great number of cattle, S B.
Wachter mentions wimmel, gewimmel, as denoting 

a great body of people, from wimmeln, redundare 
muhitudine ; which, he thinks, may be traced to Gr. 
«fuAog, coetus, multitude. Or can it have any affinity 
to Germ, heim-en, O. Su.G. haem-a, whence Ihre 
derives himmet heaven, which primarily signifies a 
covering ? Or shall we consider it as coir, from 
Teut. handmael, Germ, hantmahl, the forum, the 
place where the inhabitants of one district were 
bound to assemble ?
To HEMMIL, v. a. To surround any beast in or 

der to lay hold of it, Aug. q. to environ with a 
multitude.

HEMMYNYS, s.pl. Shoes made of untanned 
leather.

———At sa gret myschef he wes, 
That hys knychtis weryd rewelynys 
Of hydis, or of hart hemmynys.

Wyntown, viii. 29. v. 274.
That the shoes here mentioned were usually made 

of the skins of harts or deer, appears from the lan 
guage of our celebrated Thomas of Ercildoune. 

Tristrem schare the brest,
The tong sat next the pride; 

The heminges swithe on est, 
He schar and layd besid.

Sir Tristrem, p. 31. st. 44.
This passage is aptly illustrated by the following 

Note, p. 262.
" The mode of making these rullions, or rough 

shoes, is thus described; ' We go a hunting, and 
after we have slain red deer, we flay off the skin by 
and by, and setting of our bare foot on the inside 
thereof^ for waut of cunning shoemakers, by your

grace's pardon, we play the coblers compassing and 
measuring so much thereof as shall reach up to our 
ancles, pricking the upper part thereof with holes, 
that the water may repass where it enters, and 
stretching it up with a strong thong of the same, 
above our said ancles. So, and please your noble 
grace, we make our shoes. Therefore we, using 
such manner of shoes, the rough hairey side out. 
wards, in your grace's dominion of England, we be 
called Rough-footed Scots." Elder's Address to 
Henry VI11. apud Pinkerton's History, II. 307.

A. S, hemming, pero, which Lye expl. as meaning 
the same with brogue; Jun. Etym. vo. Brogue. 
The word properly signifies a covering; Su.G. ham, 
A. S. ham, hama; from O. Su.G. haem-a, Germ. 
heim-en, to cover. A. S. cild-hama the womb, i. e. 
the coveiing of the child, heort-hama the covering 
of the heart, &c. Isl. hemingr is used perhaps in a 
more primitive sense, denoting the skin pulled off 
from the legs of cattle afterwards fitted for brogues : 
Pellix seu corium, cruribus armentorum detractum; 
sic vocatur, quod dimidiam qualemcunque figurara 
repraesentet, qualis peronibus rusticis soletaptarij 
G. Andr. p. 110. He derives it from Lat. semi, 
half. It seems more allied to Isl. ham, induviae. 
V. REWELYNYS.
HEMPY, s. 1. A rogue; one for whom the 

hemp grows ; S. V. Gl. Rams. 
Aft thrawart Hempies, not a few,— 
Laws human an' divine brick thro';— 
Till on a woodie, black an' blue, 

They pay the kain,
Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 52, 

•2. A tricky wag, S.
— He had gather'd seven or aught 
Wild hempies stout and strang.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 278. 
Now sou pie hempies to the green 
Skelp atfwi' the fit-ba.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 37. 
I suspect the etymon given ; although I cannot of. 

ferone that is satisfactory. Isl. huompa, celeriter ruo. 
To HENCH, v. a. To throw stones by bring 

ing the hand alongst the haunch, S. 
HENDRE, HENDER, adj. Past, by-gone. 

Quhen I was young this hendre day, 
My fadyr wes kepar off yon houss.

Barbour, x. 551. MS.
MoesG. hindar, Germ, hinder, retro. Su.G. hin- 

draedag, however, denotes the following day; and 
most properly, the day succeeding marriage, when 
the young husband presented a gift to his spouse, 
called hindradaga giaef, by way of reeompence for 
the sacrifice she made to him.

Hence, as Rudd. observes, E. hinder, Teut, hin- 
deru, &c, impedire. He who hinders another, says 
Ihre, lays some impediment in his way, which keeps 
him back, or throws him behind. The v. is pron. 
hender, hendir, S. B. as written by Doug.

ct Narratione shewinge the causes wherfore Juno 
henderidi\\z Troians." P. 13. Marg. 
HEN-PEN, s. The dung of fowls; perhaps

properly that of hens, Ang. 
HENSEMAN, HEINSMAN, s. A page, a close 

attendant.



HEN
Robene Reid-brest riocht ran, 
Bot raid as a henseman.

Houlate, iii. 1. MS.
E. henchman is used in the same sense. Skinner 

derives it from A. S. hine a servant and man, q. 
hinesman. A. S. hine-man is used in the sense of 
agricola. Spelman deduces it from Teut. hengst a^ 
horse and man, q. eques vel equi curator. He 
has observed that Hengist and Horsa, the two fa 
mous Saxon invaders of E., had their names from 
this animal; Hengist being denominated from a war- 
horse, Horsa from a common one. Which of 
the etymons given above, has the best claim, 
is very dubious. From the use of the term here, 
it appears to have belonged to a henseman to ride. 
HENSEIS, s.pl.

Bot fowl, jow-jourdane-heded, jevels, 
Cowkins, henseis, and culroun kevels——

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 109. 
From the connexion, this contemptuous designa 

tion seems nearly allied in signification to Teut. hen- 
ne9 homo imbellis, muliebri animo. Perhaps, how 
ever, it is merely an abbrev. of Henseman, q. v. 
HENSOUR, HENSURE, s. Perhaps a giddy 

young fellow, or a braggadocio.
Ane haistie hensour, callit Harie,— 
Tytt vp ane tackle withouten tary; 
That turment so him teynd.

Chr. Kirk, st. 10,
Callander refers to Celt, hein, a strong young 

man, Sibb. says, u perhaps one who had been 
trained to the use of arms; See HEYND ; or one who 
was expert in making stake and ryce fences, from 
Teut. heyn-en sepire." The latter idea is quite 
outree.

We learn from G. Andr. that the ancient Norwe 
gians called their noblemen henser / primorum no- 
men. He also renders hensing, caterva, cohors, p. 
111. I suspect, however, that hensour is of Ger 
man extract; from hanse a society, whence L. B. 
ansuarii, qui ceteros mortales fortuna et opibus an- 
tecellunt; Kilian. The Germ, word may be traced 
to MoesG. hansa a multitude, a band; whence evi 
dently Isl. hensing mentioned above, and perhaps 
henser, as denoting the leader of a band. Hensour 
may thus be equivalent to a comrade, a fellow, or 
one belonging to a society. Hence the designation 
of the Hanse towns in Germany. Sw. hensker, 
however, Isl. heiniskur, denote a fool. 
HENS-WARE, HENWARE, s. Eatable fucus, 

S. Fucus esculentus, Linn. This is also called 
£'adderlocks, q. v.

KENT, fret. Laid hold of. V. HINT. 
HE NF-WYFE, s. A woman who takes care of 

the poultry about the house of a person of 
rank, S. hence the metaph. phrase, Hen-wyjfis 
of Venus, applied to bawds.

With Venus hen-wyjfis quhat wyse may I flyte? 
That straykis thir wenschis hedes them to pleis.

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 96. 53. 
HENWILE, s. A stratagem, a circumvention.

u —The great hopes they put us in at first,——— 
they somewhat blasted, by their needless lingerings 
here? and using, as we suspected, such courses as

HER
savoured of their old unhappy and unprofitable way 
of hen-wiles, to make and increase parties among 
us." Baillie's Lett. ii. 80.

—This dull and unstable birth, 
Which at this time possess the earth, 
Seeks out raw shifts, and poor hen wiles, 
And with such trash themselves beguiles.

. Cleland's Poems, p. 55.
The only word, which I have met with, that has 

any resemblance, is Flandr. hand-wyle, momentum 
temporis. It might indeed signify a delay.
HEPTHORNE, s. The brier, Rubus vulgaris 

major, S.
On cace thare stude ane lityl mote nere by, 
Quhare hepthorne buskis on the top grow hie. 

Doug. Virgil, 67. 51. V. HAP. 
HER, HERE, s. l. A lord, a person of distin 

guished rank.
Als fele wrinkis and turnys can sche mak, 
As dois the swallo with hir plumes blak> 
Fleand and seirsand swiftlie thare and here, 
Ouer the grete lugeingis of sum michty here. 

Doug. Virgil, 427. 1,
This designation is given even to a sovereign. 

The Kyng hym self Latinus the grete here 
Quhisperis and musis.———

Ibid. 435. 8.
2. A chief, a leader.

Bayth comoun pepyl and the heris bald 
To bryng agane Eneas ful fane thay wald.

Doug. Virgil, Z81. 41.
3. The magistrate of a burgh.

His leiff he tuk at heris of the toune ; 
To Meffane wode rycht glaidly maid him boune. 

Wallace, iv. 419. MS.
Perth edit., has; edit. 1758, her, then; edit. 

1648, heirs, corresponding to heris, MS. i. e. those 
who had the rule, the Mayor and others formerly 
mentioned. 
4. A master.

—Ay for ane thar wes twenty, 
And twa men ar a mannys her.

Barbour, ix. 640. MS. 
i. e. u Two men are able to master one." 

In edit. 1620,
And two men is over mony heere; 

which does not make sense of the passage.
A. S. hera, Su.G. herre, Teut. herr, Belg. hecr, 

dominus. Rudd. views Lat. her-us as the root. 
But it is more probable, that this word has a com 
mon origin with the rest. This some suppose to be 
Isl. ha, altus; others, her, prior, which Wachter de 
rives from er ante; others her, Su.G. haer, an ar 
my. V. HEIRLY. I need scarcely add, that this, 
which was given as a title of respect to the highest 
personages, is now used in the Low Countries as we 
use Master. For it is well known, that Mynheer 
properly signifies, my lord.
HER, HERE, s. Loss, injury, damage.

Wallace raturnd towart the court agayne, 
In the mursyde sone with his eyme he mett, 
And tauld how thai the way for his man sett,— 
" The horss thai reft quhilk suld your harnes 

ber."



HER
Schir Ranald said, " That is hot HtiH her. 
We may get horss and gud in playne; 
And men be lost, we g€t neuir agayne."

Wallace, iv. 60. MS. 
Sir Rannald said, that is but little deare. 

Edit. 1648, i. e. injury. The reading in MS. sug 
gests a similar idea; as appears from the use of the 
term in another work.

Helmys of hard steill thai hatterit and heuch. 
In that hailsing thai hynt grete harmys and here. 

Gawan and Gol. iii. 5.
It seems synon. with herschip, spoil, from A. S. 

here, Su.G* haer, an army. Ihre mentions a simi 
lar use of Su.G. haer. Effectu pro causa posito, 
notat vim hostilem, aut quamlibet hostilitatem. 
Far a med haer, hostiliter grassari; p. 823. 
HER,/ro«. Their, O. E.

With fresch houndes, and fele, thei folowen 
her fay re.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 4. 
A. S. heora, her. V. HIM.

HERANDIS, s.pl. 1. Errands. 
————Tharc bad thai, 
And thare gave absolutyown, 
As thai had in-to commyssyown-, 
To the clerkys, that corne of thai north landis, 
That to thame soucht in-to tha herandis, 
That thai pure and sympyl thowcht^ 
And litil had to, gyve or noucht.

Wyntown, vii. 9. 204.
2. In another place, it may rather signify tidings, 

q. hearings.
Of Ingland this Kyng, for-thi 

For gret herandis and hasty 
Sped hyin swne owt of oure land.

Ibid. viii. 16. 4O.
HERBERE, s. A garden for rearing herbs. 

Ane paradise it semyt to draw nerc 
Thir galzeard gardingis, and eik grene herbere. 

Doug. Virgil, Prol. 401. 45. 
Lat. herbar-ium. On the word herber Warton 

says ; u An herbary, for furnishing domestic medi 
cines, always made a part of our ancient gardens.— 
In the Glossary to Chaucer erbers is absurdly inter 
preted arbours; Non's Pr. T. v. 1081. 4 Or erve 
Ive growing in our erberisS Chaucer is here enu*. 
merating various medical herbs, usually planted in 
erberis or herbarics." Hist. E. P. II. 231.

It would seem, however, that it is used for arbour 
by James I.

Now was there maid fast by the touris wall
A gardyn faire, and in the corneris set 

Ane herbere grene, with wandis long and small,
Railit about, and so with treis set 

Was all the place, and hawthorn hegis knet3 
That lyf was non, walkyng there forbye 
That mycht within scarce any wight aspye.. 

So thick the bouis and the levis grene
Beschadit all the allyes that there were, 

And myddis every herbere mycht be sene 
The scharp grene suete jenepere, &c.

King's Quair, ii. 12. 13.
It seems elsewhere used in the same sense} as being 

a place for birds to nestle in.

HER
Then soon after great din heard I 
Of bony birds in a herbeir, 
That of love sang with voice so clear, 
With diverse notes.—— Sir Egeir, T. 356. 

HERBERT, HERBRY, HARBORY, s. i. A place 
of abode for troops, a military station, 

To Berwik with all his menye, 
With his bataillis sirrayit, come he j 
And till gret Lordis ilkane sundry 
Ordanyt a feld for thair herbery.

Barbour, xvii. 298. MS. 
2. A dwelling place, a place of residence.

" He giffis the meit, drink, and claith & harbory, 
cattel, geir, & corne, and al gud that thow hes." 
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, Fol. 171. b.

Teut. herberghe having the sense of diversorium, 
caupona, Sibb. derives it from her publicus, corn- 
munis, and berghen servare, tueri. Su.G. haerberge 
is indeed used in the same sense, signifying an inn, 
a lodging, a place where a multitude may be enter 
tained ; deduced by Ihre from haer a crowd, and 
berga to store, to nourish. But the word original, 
ly denoted a military station, as indeed it is used by 
Barbour; A. S. here-berga the abode of an army, a 
tent, a camp. Thence it came to signify a lodging 
of any kind ; and particularly, one appropriated for 
the reception of a multitude. Gl. Pez. heripergo, 
diversorium. Rudd. derives our word from Fr. 
hauberge, auberge, Hisp. alvergue, Ital. alvergo, 
id. But these are all corr. of the Goth. term.

Harborowe is used in O. E. Langland, speaking 
of the ark, says;

Of wights that It wrought, was none of hem
saued; 

God leue it fare not so by folke that the fayth
teacheth.. 

Of holy kirke the harborowe is, & Gods
house to saue, 

And shilden vs from shame therin, as Noes
ship did,

And men that made it amyd the flood he drown 
ed. P. Ploughman, Fol. 51. b. 

To HERBERY, HERBRY, v. a. 1. To harbour, to 
to station.

He till the New Park held his way, 
With all that in his lcding war, 
And in the park thaim herberyt thar.

Barbour, xi. 356. MS. 
———Thay may this night, and thai will, 
Gang herbery thaim, and slep and rest.

Ibid. ii. 276. MS.
" Na men dvvellancl within burgh, sail harberie in 

his house any stranger, langer than ane nicht, ex 
cept he will giue ane pledge for him." Burrow 
Lawes, c. 90.
2. It is metaph. used concerning a person. 

———Til the gud Lord of Dowglas, 
Quham in herbryd all worschip was. 
He taucht the archerys euirilkane.

Barbour, x. 42. MS.
A. S. herebeorg-an, hospitari, Teut. herbergh-en^ 

id. O. Fr. heberg-ier, Rom. Rose. 
HERBRY AGE, s. A place of entertainment, an inn, 

used as synon. with ostrye, or at least as denot 
ing residence there.



HER
Till ane ostrye he went, and soiorned thar.—r 
Thai gert go seik Schyr Ranald in that rage; 
Bot he was than yeit still at herbryage.

Wallace, iv. 107. 108. MS.
This corresponds to the sense of Teut. herberghe^ 

Su.G. haerberge.
HERBRIOURIS, s. pi. An advanced corps, sent to 

occupy a station, or provide an encampment, 
for the rest of an army.

At Melross schup thai for to ly; 
And send befor a cumpany, 
Thre hundre ner of armyt men.— 
The King of Ingland, and his men. 
That saw thair herbriouris then 
Cum rebutyt on that maner, 
Anoyit in thair hart thai war.

Barbour, xviii. 291. 334. MS. 
HERDIS, HERDS, s. Hards, the refuse of flax. 

And pyk, and ter, als haiff thai tane j 
And lynt, and herdis and brynstane.

Barbour, xvii. 612. MS. 
Mr Pinkerton leaves this for explanation. 
u Quhairfoir let all men fle euill company, and to 

traist not in men, for reddy ar we to imbrace euill, 
as reddy as herdis to ressaue fyre." Talla's Con. 
fession, Detection Q. Mary, penult p. V. HARDIIT.
HER DOUN, adv. Here below, in this lower 

world.
—Clerkys, that ar witty,
May knaw conjunctions offplanetis,—
And off the hewyn all halyly
How that the dispositioun
Suld apon thingis wyrk her doun,
On regiones, or on climatis,
That wyrkys nocht ay quhar agatis.

Barbour, iv. 700. MS.
HERE, a term used in the composition of several 

names of places in S. pron. like E. lair. 
I recollect two of this description in Aug. A 

Roman camp, about four miles S. from Forfar, is 
called Here- or Haer-fauds. I must beg leave here 
to correct a mistake into which I have fallen as to 
the meaning of this name, so far back as A. 1786; 
having expl. it, on insufficient evidence, " the folds 
of the strangers." Biblioth. Topog. Britan. N° 36. 
But it undoubtedly signifies, u the folds or inclosures 
of war," or " of the army." There is another place 
at no great distance, denominated the Here-cairn. 
The same name occurs in other parts of the country. 
u There is in a muir in this parish, a vast number of 
tumuli, called the Haer Cairns. In this muir, it is 
thought, that the famous battle between Agricola the 
Roman general, and Galgacus the general of the Ca 
ledonians, was fought." P. Kinloch, Perths. Statist. 
Ace. xvii. 479. I need scarcely refer to A. S. here, 
Su.G. haer, Teut. her, an army. Many A. S. words 
have a similar formation ; as here-berga, a military 
station, here-wic a military village, Harwich in E.; 
also in Su.G., as, haerstrat a military way ; Germ. 
herstall, a camp, her-fart a military expedition, &c. 

While illustrating this term, I may observe, that it 
has been said that the name of Hercules is of Goth, 
origin; Isl. Herkolle, dux, literally, caput exerci- 
tus, from her army, and kolie head; Verel. Wach-

II E It
ter indeed deduces it from Germ, her terrible, and 
kettle, kule, club; making a remark which certainly 
merits investigation, that many of the names of the 
heathen deities are so formed, both in the Scythian 
and Celtic languages, that if compared with the 
images representing them, the name will be found ex. 
actly to correspond to the image, and the image to 
the name. That the Germ, nations were no stran 
gers to Hercules, is evident from the testimony of 
Tacitus, who mentions that, according to their rela 
tions. Hercules had been amongst them; and that, 
when going to battle, they celebrated him in songs 
as the most illustrious among the brave. De Mor. 
Germ. c. 3.
HEREAWAY, adv. 1. In this quarter, S. 
2. In the present state, S. *

" That light is not hereaway in any clay-body; 
for, while we are here, light is in the most part broader 
and longer than our narrow and feckless obedience." 
Rutherford's Lett. P. II. ep. 2. 
HEREFT, adv. Hereafter, after this.

Ramsay bad cess, and mum nocht for Wal.
lace,—

My hed to wed Lochlewyn he past to se;—— 
Tithandis offhym ye sail sc son hereft.

Wallace, ix. 1209. MS. 
It is absurdly rendered, in edit. 1648,

Tydings of him full soon ye shall hear oft. 
From A. S. her here, and Eft, q. v.

To HERE TELL, v. n. To learn by report, S. 
Fra tyme that he had semblit his barnage, 
And herd tell weyle Scotland stude in sic cacc, 
He thocht till hym to mak it playn conquace. 

Wallace^ i. 59. MS. 
It is used by R. Brunnc, p. 240.

Sir Edward herd wele tclle of his gret misdede. 
This is an Isl. idiom, heyrdi tala / Edda Saeni, 

audivit.
HEREYESTERDAY, t. The day before yes-

terday, S.
46 Always herey ester day ̂ when we were at the 

very end of it [the Directory,] the Independents 
brought us so doubtful a disputation, that we were 
in very great fear all should be cast in the hows, and 
that their opposition to the whole Directory should 
be as great as to the government." Baillie's Lett. 
ii. 73.

This term, although not common in our old books, 
is very ancient; being evidently the same with A. S. 
aer-gystran daeg^ nudius tertius, " the day before 
yesterday, three days before;" Somner. Belg, eer- 
gisteren^ id. from A. S. aer, Belg. eer, before. 
Germ, ehegestern, id. from A. S. eher, before, and 
gestern, yesterday, Franc, gesteron, id. V&rgestern 
is used in the same sense. Mr Tooke views A. S. 
gestran, in gestran daeg, as the jiart. past of ge- 
strin-an^ acquirere. And says 4fc a day is not got 
ten or obtained till it is passed, therefore gestran daeg 
is equivalent to the passed day." Divers. Parley, 
II. 292.
HEREYESTREEN, s. The night before yes- 

ternight, S. Gl. Shirr. V. YESTREEN.
HER1E, HEART, s. A compellation still used by 

4 E



HER
some old women, in addressing their husbands, 
and sometimes vice versa, S.

My father first did at iny mither spear, 
lleary, is Nory fifteen out this year ? — 
I mind it well enough, and well I may, 
At well I danc'd wi' you on your birth day; 
Ay heary^ quo' she, now but that's awa'.

Ross's Helenore, p. 20. 21.
It is expl. u a conjugal appellation, equivalent to 

my dear ;" Gl. Ross. But although the females of 
this age may be unwilling to admit of the genuine 
meaning, it is properly a term expressive of subjec 
tion; being formed from A. S. hera^ Teut. herre, 
Belg. heer, lord, master. I need scarcely add, that 
this mode of address is as ancient as the patriarchal 
age. At well) corr. of I wat^ or wot, well; also, 
utweel, S. 
HERIS, imperat. v. Hear ye.

As the matir requiris, ane litil her is»
Doug. Virgil, 111.27. 

HERISON, s.
The Houlet and the Herisort, 
Out of the airt Septentrion, 

Come with ane feirfull voce.
Burel, Pilgr. Watson's Coll. ii. 26. 

Fr. herisson signifies a hedgehog. The writer 
might perhaps suppose it to be a fowl. 
HERITOUR, j. 1. An heir.

" Sifilii et heredeS) fyc. Gyf we be sonnis, we 
ar also heretouris, heretouris I say of God and par. 
ticipant of the eternal heretage with Jesus Christ." 
Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme, 1552, Fol. 95, a. 
2. A proprietor or landholder in a parish, S.

" The rest is divided among a great number of 
heritors. Thirteen are possessed of a L. 100 Scots, 
and upwards, of valued rent.—There is a conside 
rable number of smaller heritors^ possessed of single

i." P. Avendale, La- 
narks. Statist. Ace. xi. 389.
farms or plough-gates of land.

Fr. heritier, an heir; L. B. heritator. 
HERLE, KURIL, j. A Heron. Ane pluclit

herle, a plucked heron. This phrase is given
as not understood by Mr Pink.

I thocht myself ane papingay, and him ane 
pluchit herle. Maitland Poems, p. 58.

Herle is still the common name in Ang., in some 
places pronounced hurt/.

In Ang. it is vulgarly believed that this bird 
waxes and wanes with the moon; that it is plump, 
when the moon is full, and so lean at the change, 
that it can scarcely raise itself, so that it may almost 
be taken with the hand.

The name seems a dimin. from Isl. kegre, Su.G. 
haeger, Dan. heire^ id. The Fr. use the word 
herle, but in quite a different sense, as denoting a 
sheldrake. Armor, herligon, however, signifies a 
heron. 
HERLING, s. A species of sea-trout. V.

HlRLING.
HERNIT, pret. Perhaps for bertnit, heark 

ened.
The king sat still; to travail he nocht list; 

hernit syn a quhyle to Wit his taill.
King IJart, ii. 48*

HER
HERON-BLUTER, *. The snipe, S. B. V, 

YERN-BLUTER.
HERREYELDE, HERE-GEILD, HYRALD, *. 

The fine payable, on certain conditions, to a su 
perior, on the death of his tenant. 
44 Gif ane dwelles vpon land perteining to ane 

frie man, and as ane husbandman, haides lands of 
him; and he happin to deceis, his maister sail haue 
the best eaver, or beast (the best aucht) of his cat. 
tell, provyding that the husband man did haue of 
him the aucht parte of ane dawacheof land, or main 
For gif he had ane les parte of land, he sould giue 
nathing for his herreyelde." Quon. Att. c. 23. 

It is sometimes corr. written hyrald*
Howbeit the Barrouns thairto will be laith, 
From thence furth thay sail want thair hyrald- 

hors. Lyndt>ay^ S. P. R. ii. 257. 
Skene derives the term from Belg. here, heer, a 

lord or master, aiidyeild a gift, tribute or taxation. 
He observes, however, that according to others, 
herre yeld signifies what is given to the lord or mas. 
ter, when going to the army, for the support of the 
war. Verb. Sign, in vo. This is certainly the 
original sense. Here-gyld, accordingly, is men 
tioned in the Saxon Chron., as denoting a military 
tribute, from here an army, and gyld tribute or 
tax.

It is probable that our term was originally used 
in the same sense as the A. S., but that it was af 
ter wards "extended to the impositions of landhold. 
ers on their tenants, during the reign of the feudal 
system. The duty, or gressoume, payable, accord 
ing to the tenor of many modern leases, by every 
new successor to a lease, seems to be a relict of this 
custom. The idea, was certainly inhumane, to think 
of taxing a man's property, because of his paying 
the common tribute to nature; or even if it should 
be viewed in this light, of taxing his heirs, at the 
very time that a family had met with the severest loss. 

Lyndsay justly lashes this oppressive custom, as 
one great cause of the ruin of the lower classes. 

We had a meir, that careit salt and coill; 
And evirilk yeir sche brocht us hame a foill.— 
My fader was sa waik of blude and bane, 
He dyit, quhair foir my moder maid grit mane; 
Than sche deit to, within ane oik or two; 
And than began my poverty and wo. 
Our gude gray meir was baitand on the feild, 
Our landis laird tuik hir for his here geild.

Pink. S. P. R. ii. 64.
To HERRY, HERY, HIRRIE, HARRIE, v. a. i. 

To rob, to spoil, to pillage, S. 
Now ga we to the King agayne, 
That off his wictory wes rycht fayne, 
And gert his men bryn all Bowchane 
Fra end till end, and sparyt nane; 
And heryit thaim on sic maner, 
That eftre that weill L yer. 
Men meny t the Herschip off Bowchane»

Barbour, ix. 298.MS.
E. harrow is viewed as radically the same. But, 

it seems doubtful, if all the examples given by 
Johns, are not referable to the "&. as formed from the 
.y. harrow. E. harry signifies to tcase? to ruffle, to
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YCX, from Fr. har-er, id. Johns, mentions the 
following as one of the different uses of the word in 
S. u One harried a nest, that is, he took the 
young away." 
£* To ruin by extortion or severe exactions, S.

Sum with deir fernie ar hirreit haill,
That wount to pay hot penny maill.
Sum be thair lordis ar oppresij
Put fra the land that thai possest.
Sair service hes sum hirreit sone.

Maitland Poems, p. 321.
Johns, mentions as another use of the term in 

S., he harried me out of house and home [more 
commonly, house and hauld"] that is 5 he robbed me 
of my goods, and turned me out of doors."

Rudd. improperly refers to the Fr. v., which is 
most probably the Goth, word used obliquely. A. S. 
herg-ian, vastare, spoliare, praedas agere; Su.G. 
haer-ia, bello aliquem infestare, depraedari, from 
haer, primarily a multitude of men, an assembly, 
secondarily, an army. Alcm. her-en, Germ, heer- 
en, verheer-en, id.

Isl. her-ia is used precisely in the same sense. 
Concerning some, who would not acknowledge the 
authority of Harold K. of Norway, A. 885, it is 
said; Voru i Orkneyum eda Sudreyum a vetrom, 
enn a mmrom heriado their i Noregi, oc gerdo thar 
mikin landzskada: They passed to the Orkneys and 
Hebrides in winter, and in summer infested the 
Norwegian coast with predatory incursions, sub. 
jecting the inhabitants to great deyestation. Snorro 
Sturl. ap. Johns. Antiq. Celto-Scand. p. 2.

It deserves notice, that in anc. Goth. Pierian was 
ail epithet conferred, by his worshippers, on the god
Odin, the Mars 
from his warlike

of the Northern nations, borrowed 
devastations. After the introduc 

tion of Christianity, it was used only by way of 
contempt. Verel. Ind. 
HERRYMENT, s. l. Plunder, devastation, S. 
2. The cause of plunder, S.

— Staumrel, corky-headed, graceless gentry, 
The herryment and ruin of the country.

Burns, Hi. 58.
HERRIE-WATER, HARRY-NET, s. J. A kind of net 

so formed as to catch or retain fish of a small 
size, and thus to spoil the water of its brood. 
44 —Ordainis the saidis actes to be extended, and 

have effect———against the slayers of the saidis reid 
fisch, in forbidden time,——or that destroyes the 
smoltes and frye of salrrvound in mil-dammes, or be 
polkes, creilles, trammel-nets,, and herrie-waters." 
Acts Ja. 1579. c. 89.

This seems to be the same called a harry-net, S. B. 
u Depones, that he does not know what a harry- 

net is, unless it be a net that is worked in a burn*" 
State, Leslie of Powis, 1805. p. 79. 
2. The term is metaph. used to denote both stra 

tagem and violence. Thus it is applied to the 
^rts of the Roman clergy.

Thair herywater thay spred in all countries; 
And with their hois net dayly drawis to Rome 
The maist fine gold, that is in Christindome. 

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 136. 
Erron. berry-water? in later editions.

1
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Applied also to the conduct of conquerors.
" After that Alexander had fished the whole 

world with his herrie-water-net, what found he but 
follie and euanishing shewes?" Z. Boyd's Last 
Battell, p. 488. 
HERRINB AND, s. A string by which yarn is

tied before it be boiled. It is warped through
the different cuts or skeigns, so as to keep them
separate, Ang.
Isl. haur, also haarund, coarse linen yarn, and 

band. 
HERS, HEARSE, adf. Hoarse, S.

And eik the riuer brayit with hers sound, 
Quhil Tyberinus bakwart did rebound.

Doug. Virgil, 278. 38.
V. SKRAIK, v. and ROOPY.
Belg. haersch, heersch, id. In other dialects the 

r is wanting; Su.G. haes, hes, Isl. haes, A. S. 
hase. Wachter views the former as the genuine 
term ; but for a strange reason, as being a transpo 
sition of Lat. raucus. V. HESS. -
HERSCH1P, HEIRSCHIP, HEIRISCHIP, s. l. The 

act of plundering, devastation, S. 
On Inglissmen full gret herschipe thai maid ; 
Brynt and brak doun byggingis, sparyt thai

nocht,
Rycht worth! wallis full law to ground thai 

brocht. Wallace, viii. 941. MS. 
Barbour, ix. 298. V. HERY. 
Heirschip is the word by which Bellend. trans 

lates depopulation Cron. B. xi. c. 11., and rapina^ 
c. 13.
2. The cause of plunder.

Sa to this maist triumphand court of Rome, 
This similitude full weill I may compair, 
Quhilk hes been Herschfp of all Christindome. 

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 141.
3. Booty, prey, that which is carried off as plun 

der.
Syne westlins thro' the glen his course he steers, 
And as he yeed, the track at last he found 
Of the ca'd her ship on the mossy ground. 
But \vi' some hopes he travels on while he 
The way the hership had been driven could see.

Ross's Helenore, p. 46. 
i. e. Of the cattle driven as booty.

Even within the last century, some of the High. 
landers used to make predatory incursions into the 
Lowlands, and either carry off the cattle, or make 
the owners redeem them, by paying a sum of money. 
This in Stirlingshire, and perhaps in other counties, 
was called lifting the hership, or corr. herschaw. 
V. Black Maill, vo. MAIL. 
4. Ruin, wreck of property.

u And speciallie Aduocatis, Procuratours, •&
Scrybis,——breakis this command tvva maner of
wajis. Firt, quhen thai tak wagis to procure or de-
fende a cause, quilk thai ken is unlauchful &aganis
Justice. Secondlie, quhen for thair wagis thay tak
on hand ane lauchfull cause, bot for lucre of geir

vthay diifar and puttis of the execution of justice,
fra day to day, and oft tymes fra yeir to yeir to the
gret skaith and herschype of thaim quhilk hes ane

4E2
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rycht actioun of the pley." Abp. HamiUouu's Ca- 
techisme, 1552, Fol. 60, b.

" Gentle servants are poor mens hardschtp," S. 
Prov. ; because the conceit of their birth, and blood, 
will make them despise and neglect your service: — 
Kelly, p. 116. The word ought to be her ship.

In the same manner must we understand another 
S. Prov. u Hareships sindle come single." Kelly
i~._.«^rt^l Tr ^vnlflinc i* hv &/xr//«A»*»

5. Scarcity, as the effect of devastation.
" The land wart pepyll be thir waris war brocht 

to sic pouerte and heirscliip^ that thair land was left 
ynsawin & Tiilabourit." Bellend. Cron. B xi. 
c. 11.
6. Dearness, high price.

All men maids me debaitr 
For heirischip of horsmeit. 
Fra I be semblit on my feit, 
The outhorne is cryde.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 198.
Mr Pink, quotes this among passages not under 

stood. It is explained " stealing of horse-corn," 
Gl. Compl. But the language signifies, that this 
poor courtier was constantly engaged in disputes at 
inns, on account of the extravagant price of pro. 
vender for his horse; and pursued by the rabble, 
because he refused, or was unable, to pay to the ex. 
tent demanded. Any thing very high-priced, which 
must of necessity be had, is still said to be a mere 
herriskip. This is evidently an oblique use of the 
term as used in sense 1.

Su.G. haerskap, Franc, heriscipi, denote an army. 
The term might obliquely be used to signify devas 
tation, as the effect produced by hostile irruption ; 
hsre itself being transferred to harm, injury. V. 
Her, 2. Or, schip, as corresponding to the A. S. 
term, stipe, Sw. skap, Belg. schap, Germ, schaft, 
may denote action, from sceop-an, skafv-a, $fc., 
creare, facere. Thus Germ, herrschaft, from herr 
dominus, denotes domination, or the act of ruling. 
ilerschip might, in the same manner, signify hostili 
ty, q. the act of an army. 
HER TILL, adv. Hereunto, to this. 

Her till thar athys gan thai ma. 
And all the lordis that thar war 
To thir twa tyardanys athis swar.

Barbour, xx. 144. MS.
Sw. haertil, id. Ihre has observed that haer^ 

and ther there, are formed from han he, and then 
that ; like Lat. hie and illic from the pron. hie and 
file. 
HERV Y, adj. Mean, having the appearance of

great poverty, Ang.
I am at a loss whether to deduce this from A.& 

herew-ian to despise, to make no account of; or 
here-feoh a military prey, as originally descriptive 
of one who has been rifled by the enemy, or beet* 
subjected to military execution. 
HESP, s. A clasp or hoot, &. Su.G. laspe, Id.

hespa. Germ, hespe, id. 
To HESP, v. a. To fasten, to fix in whatever

way ; used more generally than hasp, E. 
HESP, HASP, s. A hank of yarn, the fourth

part ef a spindle or speynel, S.

H E T
——" About SO years ago, when they unirer- 

sally spun with one hand, a hesp or slip, which is 
the fourth part of a spindle, was thought a suffici 
ent day's work for a woman." P. Leslie, Fifes. 
Statist. Ace. vi. 43.

Teut. hasp is used nearly in the same sense; fila 
congregata et ex alabro deposita. antequam glome- 
reatur. Ua**-** ----^ to wind on t;ie reeL
Teut. hasp also denotes a fleece of wool, corres 
ponding to L. B. hapsum, ibid.

The S. term is often used metaph. " To make a 
ravell'd hesp, to put a thing in confusion ; to redd 
a raveWd hesp, to restore order," Shirr. Gl. Belg. 
haspel-en, which properly signifies to reel, is also 
rendered to intangle. 
HESS, adj. Hoarse.

Sister, howbeid that I am hess, 
I am content to beir ane bess. [I. e. bass.] 
Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 35. V. HEKS. 

HEX, HAT, adj. i. Hot.
Strike iron while 'tis het, if ye'd have it to wald, 
For fortune ay favours the active and bauld.

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 250. 
2. Keen, metaph.

Hardy and hat contenyt the fell melle.
Wallace, v. 834. 

HETFULL, adj. Hot, fiery.
A hetfull man the stwart was of blude,
And thocht Wallace chargyt him in termys rude.

Wallace, ii. 91. MS. 
HETLY, adv. Hotly^ S.

The fiercelings race her did so hetly cadge, 
Her stammack cud na sic raw vittals swage. 

Ross's Helenore^ p. 56.
HET PINT, the name given to that hot beverage^ 

which it is customary for young people to car 
ry with them from house to house on New 
year's eve, or early in the morning of the new 
year; used also on the night preceding a mar~ 
riage, and at the time of childbearing; S. 

The lads, weel kennin what is due,
Their new-year gifties take; 

Het-pint's to warm the cauldrife mou, 
And buns an' succar-cake.

Rev. J. Ntcol's Pvems, i. 34» 
And now cam the nicht o' feet-washin',——— 
And gossips, and het pints, and clashing 

And motiy a lie was there.
Jamieson's Popul. Baft. i. 295. 

A het pint in a cap maun neist be made, 
To drink the health o' her that's brought to bed.

Morisori*s Poems , p. 19li
This is made of spirits, beer, sugar, and eggs. 

It is called a pint, most probably from the vessel, or 
measure of liquids, .in which it had been formerly 
carried about, containing a Scots pint, or half agal~ 
Ion E. The same custom prevailed in E.

u Wassail^ or rather the wassail bowl, whicb 
was a bowl of spiced ale formerly carried about by 
young women on New year's eve, who. went from 
door to door in their several parishes singing a few 
couplets of homely verses composed for the pur» 
pose, arid presented the liquor to the inhabitants of 
the house where they called; expecting a small gratu-
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ity in return. The wassail is said to have ori 
ginated from the words of Rowena, the daughter of 
Hengist; who, presenting a bowl of wine to Vor- 
tigern, the king of the Britons said, Waes Hael 
laford canning, or, Health to you, my lord the 
king.—The wassails are now quite obsolete ; but it 
seems that fifty years back, some vestiges of them 
were remaining in Cornwall; but the time of their 
performance was changed to twelfth day." Strutt'A 
Sports and Pastimes, p. 270, 271. 
HEX STOUP, synon. with Het pint, S.

Het-stoups an.' punch around war sent, 
Till day-light was a-missin.

'R&V. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 147. 
HETHELICHE.

Quath Ganhardin, " Y finde,
That schamely schent ar we; 

To wive on our kinde, 
Hetheliche holdeth he.

Sir Tristrem, p. 168.
" Haughtily," Gl. But it is either reproachful^ 

or as an adv. reproachfully; Isl. haedttigt, Sw» 
haediligt, contumeliosus, from had, irrisio cum 
contumelia. V. HEYDIN.
HETHING, s. Scorn, derision. V. HEYDIN. 
HEUCH, fret. v. Hewed.

Heluiys of hard steill thai hatterit and heuch. 
Gawan and Gol. iii. 5.

This is more related in form ta Isl. hogg-va, 
Su.G. hugg*a, than, to A. S. heaw-ian, caedere.
HEUCH, HEUGH, HEWCH, HUWE, HWE, HEW, 

s. 1. A crag, a precipice, a ragged steep, S. 
The Kyng than gert hym doggydly 
Be drawyn owt, and dyspytwsly 
Cure a hezvch gert cast hym downe, 
Doggis til etc his caryowne.

Wyntown, vii. 4. 93.
—From that place syne vnto ane caue we went, 
Vnder ane hyngand heuch in ane darne went. 

Doug. Virgil, 75. 22. Sub rupe cavata, Virg, 
On athir hand als hie as onie toure, 
The big hewis strekis furth like ane wall.

Ibid. 86. 25. Scopuli, Virg.
—Sum flede downe oure the hwe.

Wyntown, viii. S3. 92. 
The cherries hang abune my heidr— 
Sae Inch up in the hewch.

Cherrie and Slae, st. 24. 
—Vertice nubifero, Lat. vers. 
u Gif an wylde or head strang horse caries ane 

>nan against his will over ane craig, or heuch, or to 
the water; and the man happin to drowne; the 
horse sail perteine to the King as escheit." Quon. 
Attach, c. 48. § 10.

Dr Ley den says ; u It is exactly the contrary of 
a rock or steep hill, as it is interpreted by Ruddi- 
man.——Hmgand heugh is a glen, with steep 
overhanging braes or sides." Gl. Compl.

But from the examples it must appear that the 
censure is unmerited. Dr L. has given too limited 
an interpretation of the word, which is still used in 
this sense, S. B. Thus, the precipitous rocks on the 
side of the sea, between Arbroath and the Redhead, 
are called heughs. In like ^nanner5 a proverbial
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phrase is used, respecting the difference as to the con 
tinuance of light, after sunset, in Spring and Har 
vest, which clearly expresses the use of the term. 

The Lentron ewyn's lang and teugh ; 
But the Hairst cwyn tumbles o'er the heugh. 

Or, as given by Kelly, p. 334.
The Ware evening is lang and tough, 
The Harvest evening runs soon o'er the heugh. 

Ware, spring.
The very passage to which Dr L. refers can admit 

no other interpretation.
This term does not necessarily imply, as Sibb. 

seems to think, that the place is " covered, in part 
at least, with wood."
2. Sometimes used to denote merely^ a steep hill 

or bank, such as one may ascend or descend on 
horseback, S.

Sym lap on. horseback lyke a rae,
And ran him till a heuch ; 

Says, William, cum ryde down this brae.
Ever greeny ii. 183. st. 16.

3. u A glen, with steep overhanging braes ot 
sides." V. sense 1. This is the signification 
of Loth, and Border.
Dr L. refers to A. S. heolfy, & deep rugged val 

ley or small glen. ;*'*fiM$ I have not» been able to 
find this word in Somner? Lye, or Benson.
4. The shaft of a coal-pit; denominated perhaps

from its precipitous form, S.
u They quha sets fire in coilheuchis, vpon privat 

revenge, and despit, commits treason." Skene5 
Cap. Crimes Tit. ii. c. 1. § 14.
5. A hollow made in a quarry, Loth.

Rudd. thinks that the term may be derived from 
A. S. heaf-ian, elevare, attollere. Sibb. refers to 
Teut. hoogh, altus, profundus, arduus, or heve ele 
vated. This word has been traced to C. B. nek* 
uchal, high, a height, a top, &c. But it is surpris 
ing, that none of our etymologists have marked its- 
evident affinity to A. S. hou, mons; ernes hoitr 
mons aquilae, the eagles mountain or cliff; R. Ha- 
gulstad. Lye refers to Hoga, Spelm. In L. B. it 
is also written hogh-ia, hog-ium, hog*um, mons, col. 
Ms. Spelm. mentions the obsolete E. term ho, and 
how, pro monte. In Domesday Book Grene-how in 
Norfolk is called Grene-hoga, i. e. mons viridis. 
In an anc. MS. it is said, of Edward of Shanburne ;, 
Invenit quendam collem et hogum petrosum, €t ibi 
incipiebat aedificare quandam villam, et vocavit illaoi 
Stanhoghiam. This in S. would be Stane heugh ; 
as Spelm. explains it, mons lapidosus. It is evident, 
ly this word which occurs in Sir Gawan and Sir 
Gal. i. 5., rendered by Mr Pink, holts, hills.

The huntis thei hallow, in hurstis and huwes.
S. P. R. iii. 200.

He derives it from Germ, hoch, Alem. hog, Belg., 
hook, altus, editus. It is doubtful whether the A. S. 
word be the cognate of Isl. haug-r, haugi, collis, tu 
mulus; Edd. SaemunxL Franc, hog, promontorium ;, 
V. How, s. 2,
HEUCK, HEUGH, j. A disease of cows, sup 

posed to proceed from want of water, or from 
bad water, which eventually inflames the eye, 
in which case it is accounted dangerous. But
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it primarily attacks the stomach, or the belly ; 
Ang.
When the eye becomes inflamed, the vulgar cure 

is to rub it with blue vitriol, which is thence dcno- 
minated the heuck-stane. 
HEUCK-BANE, s. The huckle-bone, Ang.

Belg, huck-en, Su.G. huk-a, to bow ? 
To HEVYD, v. a. To behead. VTHEWiD. 
HEWID, s. Head; in that sense in which the 

E. word is explained by Johns., u spontaneous 
resolution."

Tho^v sail tak Ferrand my palfray; 
And for thair is na hors in this land 
Swa swycht, na yeit sa weill at hand, 
Tak him as off thin awin hewid, 
As I had gevyn thairto na reid.

Harbour, ii. 121. MS* 
Hevyd, Wynt. v. 12. 359.
Here the word appears in a sort of intermediate 

state between the A. S. heafud, heafod, and the 
modern form. Chaucer writes heved; Wyntown 
hevyd. Hence the v. hevyd, to behead. 

—Schyre Thomas Brown wes tayne ; 
That syne wes hevyddyt hastily : 
It semyd thai luwyd hym noucht grettumly. 

r \ Wyntown, viii. 31. 99. 
Heading-ax is the S. term for an ax used in be 

heading. Mr Tooke seems to give a just idea of the 
etymon of the term denoting the head, when he ob 
serves that A. S. u heqfod was the past participle of 
heaf-an, meaning that part (of the body, or, any 
thing else) which is heav'd) raised, or lifted up, 
above the rest." Divers. Purley, ii. 39. 
HEWYD, HEWYT,/>flr/./>fl. Coloured. 

That ar to say, Chanownys quhyt, 
For swa hewyd is thare habyt.

Wyntown, vii. 5. 192. 
Thar best and browdyn wes brycht baneris, 
And horss hewyt on ser maneris; 
And cot armowris off ser colowris.

Barbour, viii. 230. MS.
I scarcely think that it signifies coloured here, 

but, u decked out in various ways;" from A. S. 
hiw-tan speciem illusoriam induere, or hew-an, os- 
tendere.
HEWIS, 3. p. v.

Luke to thyself, I warn the weill, on deid; 
The cat cummis, and to the mouse hewis e.

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 127. st. 3.
" Probably the same with heaves, raises or lifts

up his eye. It may however imply no more than
haves or has. So arbitrary was spelling with us»"
Lord Hailes, Note.
HEWIS, s. pL Shapes, forms; ghosts. 

First I conjure the by Sanct Marie, 
Be alrisch king and quene of farie,— 
Be sanctis of hevin and hezcis of hell.

Philot. Pink. S. P. R. iii. 45. 
A. S. heaizgas, simulacra; or hiwe, a representa^ 

tion or resemblance. A. S. hiice also signifies a fa 
mily. But this sense is less natural. 
HEWIT, fret. Tarried.

Evin to the castell he raid, 
He&it in ane dern slaid.

Gawan and GoL iii. 15.

H Y C
Leg. huvit, as in edit. 1508. 

HEWIT, part. pa. Having hoofs, q. hooved. 
From the tempil of Diaiae euermo 
Thir horny hewit horsis bene debarrit.

Doug. Virgil, 237. 3,
HEWMOND, HEUMONT, s. A helmet. 

The spulye led away was knaw ful rycht, 
Messapus riche hewmond schynand brycht.

Doug. Virgil, 292. 51.
a This Cochran had his heumont born before 

him overgilt with gold; and so were all the rest of 
his horns." Pitscottie, p. 78.

E. helmet, q. helmond, has been derived from 
A. S. hel-an, or Isl. hilm-a to cover, and mond, 
Teut. mund, mouth. Isl. hylminge signifies cover. 
ing.
HY, s. Haste.

The Emperowre Lowys wyth gret hy 
The Lumbarddys gaddryd als fast 
Til hym, and to Rome he past.

Wyntown, vi. 5. 24.
A.S. hige, diligentia, Isl. hey-a, agere, inchoare. 

To HYCHT, HIGHT, v. n. 1. To trust, to ex 
pect.
It is used like the modern phrase, I assure you. 

This Schyr Eduuard, forsuth Ik hycht, 
Wes off his hand a noble knycht.

Barbour, ix, 480. MS. 
A. S. Ic hihte, spero.

£. To promise.
And Ik hycht her in leaute, 
Giff ony deys in this bataille, 
His ayr, but ward, releff or taile, 
On the fyrst day sail weld.

Barbour, xii. 318. MS.
—Yet hights him more than art can well per.

forme. Hudson's Judith, p. 41.
V. HECHT, v. It may be added, that both v. and

s. seem to be still used in reference to prediction. V.
Gl. Burns, in vo.
HYCHT, s. A promise, an engagement. 

To wart Ydymsy syne thai raid 
Ane Irsche King, that aith had maid 
To Schyr Eduuard of fewte.— 
Schyr Eduuard trowit in hys hycht', 
And with hys rout raid thiddir rycht.

Barbour, xiv. 335. MS.
To HICHT, HIGHT, HEIGHT, v. a. i. To raise 

higher, to heighten, S. Thus provisions are 
said to be hichted, when the price is raised. 

Thir peur Commounis, daylie as ye may sie, 
Declynes doun fill extreme povertie; 
For some ar heichtit so into their mail!, 
Thair wynning will nocht find thanie water caill. 
How kirkmen heicht thair teindis it is weill

knaw in, 
That husbandmen noways may hald thair awin.

Lyndsay, S. P. A. ii. 161. 162. 
A.S. hiht-an, augere. 

HlCHTY, adj. Lofty.
Within thay hichty boundis Turn us richt 
Lay still at rest amyddis the dirk nycht.

Doug. Virgil, 221. 30. Altus, Virg. 
A. S. hihth, altitudo.



HID
HIDDIE-G1DDIE, HIRDIE GIRDIE,^. Top. 

sy-turvy, in a confused or disorderly state. 
In come twa flyrand fulis with a fond fair, 
The tuquheit, and the gukkit gowk, and yede 

hiddie-giddie. Houlate, iii. 15. MS. 
That jurdane I may rew, 
It gart my heid rin kiddy giddy.

Lyndsay, S. P. Repr, ii. 193. 
" Mr Robert Gn'erson being named they all ran 

hirdie girdle, and were angry : for it was promised 
he should be called Robert the Comptroller, alias 
Rob the Rower, for expriming of his name." Con» 
fessions of Scotch Witches, Glanville's Sadduc. Tri 
umph, p. 399.

Hiddie-giddie seems the proper pron., as the term 
is used, in the same sense, Loth., q. head in a giddy 
state.
HIDDIL, HIDLINS, adv. Secretly. 

I tald my Lord my heid, but hiddil, 
Sed nulli alii hoc sciverunt, 
We wer als sib as seif antf riddill.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 36. st. 7. 
Hidlins is now used, S. V. next word. 

HlDDILS, HlDDILLIS, HlDLINGS, S. pi. Hiding-
places, lurking-places.

Thai ordanyt, that he still suld be 
In hiddilliS) and in priwete.

Bardour, v. 306. MS. 
Bot Scilla lurkand in derne hiddillis lyis.

Doug. Virgil^ 82. 19.
In the hiddih of a dyke, under the cover or shelter 

ef a stone wall, S.
Thair ar nae bounds but I half bene, 

Nor hidlings frae me hid.
Cherrie and Slae. st. 55. 

In hidlings, adv. secretly, S. V. STEND, v. 
In hidils, or hidtis, O. E. signifies in secret, clan- 

destinely.
u Prie thi father in hidlis, and thi father that 

seeth in hidlis schal yelde to the. Wicl. Mat. c. &. 
" Howe king Alured fled to Ethelyngay in hi 

dils, for dread of Danes, and serued an axherde of 
the cowntie." Hardynge's Cron. Tit. ch. 109.

A. S. hydels, latibulum; spelunca. Su.G. hide, 
latibulum; MoesG. hethjo, cubiculum, according to 
Junius, properly the most remote part of a building, 
appropriated for preserving treasures, or for doing 
any thing secretly. Gl. Goth. 
HIDDIRTYL, HIDDIRTILLI&, adv. Hitherto. 

Schaw—————— quhidder your nauy 
Has errit by thare cours, and fer gane will, 
Or yit by force of storme cachit hiddirtyl.

Doug. Virgil, 212. 12. 
Thus hiddb'tillis warren dereynes sere 
Exercit in wourschip of his fader dere.

Ibid. 147. 48. 
Acts Mar. c. 9. hiddirtils.
A.S. hider hither, and til, tille, to, Svr. haertils, 

id. 
HID WISE, adj. Hideous.

Schir Edmond loissit has his life, and laid is full
law:

Schir Evin hurtis has hynt hidwise, and sair. 
Gawan and GoL iii. 7. 

Rud(J. derives it from Fr. hidwy^ id. Seren., on

II I L
the E. word, refers to Isl. heide, desertum, locus 
borridus.
HIEGATIS, s.pl. High ways, Acts Ja. VI. 

The public road is still called the hie gate, S. 
V. GATE.

HIE HOW, interj. Bravo, an exclamation, used 
as equivalent to Evoe, Virg. 
Sche schoutis Hie, How! Bacchus God of wyne, 
Thow onlie art wourthie to haue our virgyne. 

Doug. Virgil, 220. 25.
This seems to be the same cry that is still used by 

our seamen, when wishing to pull at once, or per- 
form any work together.
To HYGHT, v. a. To promise. V. HICHT. 
HY-JINKS, s. A very absurd mode of drink 

ing, by throwing the dice in order to determine 
who shall empty the cup.

Aften in Maggy's, at hy-jinks, 
We guzzled scuds.

Ramsay9 s Works, i. 216.
From the description there given of it in a note, 

it appears to be materially the same with the drunk, 
en game called Whigmaleerie, q. v. 
To HILCH, v. n. To hobble, to halt, S. 

—Then he'll hilch, and stilt, and jump, 
LAnd rin an unco fit.

Burns, iii. 160. V. CROUCHIE. 
Can we view this as corr. from Germ. hmk-en 9 

claudicare? Hinchet, claudicatis, Gl. Pez. 
HILLIEGELEERIE, adv. Topsy-turvy, S. B. 
HILT AND HAIR, the whole of any thing, S. 

Why did you sae ? Says Bydby, for ye had 
In your ain hand to hadd, baith heft and blade; 
Tho' I did wiss't indeed, and wiss't it sair, 
That ye were mine, ev'n ilka hilt and hair^ 
I cudna force you to gee your consent.

Ross's Helenore^ p. 83*
I need scarcely say, that hilt is not used in the 

sense of the E. word, as signifying a handle, or heft, 
as in a preceding line. It is evidently of the same 
meaning with Su.G. hull, anc. hold, flesh, the whole 
body; also, the outermost skin. Isl. holld, in pi. 
carnes viventium; G. Andr. Su.G. Nyti hull oc 
hud; Let him have the flesh, or carcase, and hide. 
Ihre informs us, that med hull och haar is a Prov. 
phrase denoting the zvhole; instead of which the 
Germ, say, met haut and har. He derives hull and 
hold from hol-ia to conceal, because the skin covers 
the bones and intestines. V. Ihre, vo. Hull, Hud, 
Horund. Ata up naagot med hull och haar, to. 
devour, or, to eat up a thing entirely; Wideg. 
A. S. hold, a carcase. V. GOURIES, Addend. 
HILTED RUNG, a crutch.

———Mayhap, my hilted rung,
A stick that never yet was dung,—
May lay your vile ill-scrapit tongue»

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 17,.
Q. a stick with a hilt or handle. This phrase has 

perhaps been formed by the author.
HILTER-SKILTER, adv. In rapid succession, 

implying the idea of confusion, S. helter-skel- 
ter, E. 
This has been supposed to be a corr. of Lat. hila—

riter, celeritcr^ a phrase said to OCCUE in some old
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Jaw-deeds, as denoting that any thing was done 
cheerfully and expeditiously. I have not, however, 
met with this phrase; and would rather view the 
term as a corr. of A. S. heolstr sceado, chaos, a con 
fused or disordered heap of things. Ne waes her tha 
giet, nymthe heolster-sceatho ; nihil adhuc factum 
erat praeter chaos; Somner.
HIMEST, Leg. HUMEST, adj. Uppermost. 

Guthre with ten in handys has thaim tayn, 
Put thaim to dede, of thaim he sawyt nayn. 
Wallace gert tak in haist thar humest weid, 
And sic lik men thai waillyt weill gud speid;— 
In that ilk soit thai graithit thaim to ga.

Wallace, ix. 705. MS. 
Himest) Perth edit., upmost, edit. 1648. 
This seems to be merely A. S. ufemest supremus, 

aspirated. V. UMAST. . it., if
HIMSELL, corr. of himself. The use of this 

is of considerable antiquity. We find it in Phi- 
lotus.

First I conjure the be Sanct Marie,-— 
Be auld Sanct Tastian him sell, 

Be Peter and be Paull.
Pink. S. P. R. i. 45. 

At him or her sell, in the full possession of one's
-mental powers, S. B.

Hallach'd and damish'd, and scarce at her sell, 
Her limbs they faicked under her and fell.

Ross's Helenore, p. 24.
Weill at himsell, plump, lusty, en bonpoint; a 

vulgar phrase, used in Clydes.
By himsell, or hersell, beside himself, deprived of

*reason, S.
Some fright he thought the beauty might have

got—
And thought that she even by hersell might be. 

Ross*s Helenore, p. 28. 
He gat hemp-seed, I mind it weel,

An' he made unco light o't; 
But monie day was by himsel, 

He was sae sairly frighted 
That vera night.

Burns, iii. 132.
HYNDER, s. Hinderance, obstruction, S, B. 

bender.
u Yit thair vyce did na hynder, nor dirogatioun 

to thair authoritie, bot thay had the grace of God to 
do the thing quhilk ryndit to thair office." Kenne 
dy of Crosraguell, p. 84.
HINDER, adj. Last, immediately preceding, 

Loth.
—The spacious street and plainstanes 

Were never kend to crack but anes, 
Quhilk happen'd on the hinder night.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 67. 
Su.G. hinder, id. hindradag, postridie. 

HINDER-END, s. i. Extremity; as, the Un 
der-end of a web, S. 

2. Termination, S.
" Falshood made ne'er a fair hinder-end;" Fer- 

guson's S. Prov. p. 11.
The term is evidently tautological. 

HYNE, s. i. A person. Every hyn&, every 
individual.

H Y N
Be this, as all the pepil euery hyne 
The feist continewit fully dayis nyne? — 
The stabill aire has calmyt wele the se, 
And south pipand windis fare on hie 
Challancis to pass on burd, and tak the depe.

Doug. Virgil^ 153. 30. Gens omnis, Virg, 
Rudd. has overlooked this, which seems the pri 

mary sense of the word, corresponding to Su.G. 
hion individuum humanum, persona. Some derive 
the latter from Alem. hihun, which properly signifies 
a husband or wife. The origin is rather Isl. hiu fa- 
milia, from MoesG. heiwa domus, familia. A. S. 
hine has some analogy in signification, as it denotes 
ope of the same family.
2. A young man, a stripling; without regard to 

distinction of rank.
Waltre Stewart of Scotland syne, 
That than was bot a berdles hyne, 
Come with a rout of noble men, 
That men mycht be contynence ken.

Harbour, xi. 217. MS.
3. A servant; properly, one employed in rustic 

labour, S. hind, E,
u Their falles escheits sometimes be pasturing of 

beastes in the heretage of any Lorde custumably, af 
ter the custome of that Lordship, be multiplication, 
or manynes of Hynes, or of Hirdes them keipand, 
and haldand, quhilk beastes may be made escheit." 
Baron Courts, c. 61. § 1.

In S. it is now restricted to a farm-servant, as 
distinguished from one employed in the house, or in 
tending cattle.

u The circumstances of the country are such as to 
reward the toil of the hinds, or labourers, in this 
parish, with a very liberal share of the produce of 
the lands." P. Legerwood, Berw. Statist. Ace. xvi. 
493.

A. S. hine famulus, servus, Su.G. hion, Alem, 
hien, hyen, hey en, id. 
4. A peasant.

There was anc ancient ciete, hecht Cartage^ 
Quham hynis of Tire held in heritage.

Doug. Virgil, 13. 24. Coloni, Virg. 
The term, as previously signifying a servant, is 

transferred to a peasant, as in former times all the 
cultivators of the soil were bondmen. A. S. hine» 
man agricola, colonus. 
HYNE, adv. 1. Hence, S, hine, Cumb* 

That porte of Italy is ane fer way hyne, 
Quhilk is preuidit your kyn be Appollyne.

Doug. Virgil, 84. 23.
Hyne far awcf, is a phrase yet commonly used in 

Ang., as signifying, far hence, at a great distance. 
2. Referring to,the eternal state, as contrasted with 

the present.
Gif thow to mennis lawis assent, 
Aganis the Lordis commandement, 
As Jeroboam and mony mo,— 
Assentaris to idolatrie; 
Quhilkis puneist war richt piteouslie. 
And sa from thair realmes were rutit out^ 
Sa sail thow be withoutin dout; 
Baith her and hyne withoutin rnoir, 
And want the everlasting gloir.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 273. 
4
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Belg. heen, heenen, away; A. S. heonan; Germ. 

hin, hinnen; Su.G. haen, hence; MoesG. hindana, 
hindar, trans.

Fra hyne-furth occurs, Acts Ja. III. i. e. from 
henceforward.
HINDERNYCHT, s. The last night, the past 

night.
This hindernycht bygon. 

My corps for walking wes molest, 
For lufe only of on.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 21?. st. 1. 
A. S. hinder, remotus; MoesG. hindar, Teut. 

hinder, post. V. HINDER. 
To HYNG, v. a. To hang, to suspend, S.

—Yone is he,——r
The thryd armours or riche spulye grete 
Reft from chiftane of were, this Marcellus 
Sail hyng vp to the fader Qnirinus.

Doug. Virgil, 196. 53.
Isl.heng-ia; Su.G. heng-a9 Dan. haeng-er, Teut. 

heng-en, id.
To HING, v. n. 1. To hang, to be suspended. 

Elisian fields had never braver alleyes 
Then we imagine, and for wonders rare, 
More than the Carian tombe which kings in air. 
Do we conceave.——

Muses Threnodic, p. 143. 
His soft enfeebled hands supinely king.

Ramsay''s Poems, i. 96. 
2. To he in a state of dependance.

a Neuertheles the summondis that ar now depen. 
dand and hingand betuix ony parteis, to be pro- 
ccidit, as thay war wont." Acts Ja. IV. 1494. c. 
90. Edit. 1566. c. 57. Murray. 
HINGARE, HYNGARE, s. i. A necklace; "be 

cause it hangs from, or about the neck;" Rudd. 
vo. Hingy Doug. 

2. Hyngaris, pi. hangings, tapestry.
u He maryit the said erlis douchter, & gat fra 

hym besyde mony goldin and siluer veschell, sindry 
riche & precious hyngaris, in quhilkis war the his. 
tory of Hercules maist curiusly wrocht." Bellend. 
Cron. B. xvii. c. 1. Auleis byssinis, Boeth. 
To HYNK, HINK, v. n.

Thy corps sail clyng, thy curage sail wax cald. 
Thy helth sail hynk, and tak a hurt but hone. 

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 133. 
" Thy health shall incontinently haste away, nor 

will there be any relief or intermission from disease. 
Hynk is from A. S. higan, festinare; hence? to hie." 
Lord Ilailes, Note.

But several other etymons may be offered, which 
suggest a more natural sense of the passage. Germ. 
hcnk-en, to suspend. Thus, it would signify; u Thy 
health shall be in a state of suspence." This me. 
taphor is used Deut. xxviii. 66. u Thy life shall hang 
in doubt." Su.G. haeng-siuk appellatur, qui inter 
aegrotum at sauum meclius est, et de quo neutrum cli- 
ci pofest; Hire, vo. Ilaenga. Germ. Be'lg. hmk- 
en signifies to halt, to stagger; which suggests a 
similar idea. Su.G. hzcink-u, vacillare, to waver, to 
fluctuate.

I have met with it in another passage, which seems 
to allude to the motion of a door that is moving

H I N
backwards and forwards. This suggests the idea of 
hesitation or suspense.

And when this Test came first a thort, 
Any that saw his strange deport, 
Perceiv'd his maw to hink and jarr. 
He went abroad, but not so farr. 
As soon as London air he got, 
It slipt like oysters ov'r his throat. 
He said no more, but down did get, 
And keckled at his own conceit.

Gleland's Poems, p. 105.
HINKLINE, s. An obscure intimation, same as 

E. inkling.
44 He wrote to Geneva & Tiguria sinistrous infor 

mations of all our proceedings, & as might best serve 
to purchase if it had been never so little a hinkline 
of their pen to have born out his course," &c. Mr 
James Mellvill's MS. Mem. p. 104.

Seren. derives the E. word from Isl. inn-a intime 
impendere. But as Su.G. wink is synon., perhaps 
rather from wink-a, to beckon. 
To HINT, HYNT, v. a. To lay hold of, to 

snatch, to grasp, S.
Quhill Warans ost thik on the bryg he saw, 
Fra Jop the horn he hyntyt, and couth bla\v 
Sa asprely, and warned gud Jhon Wricht.

Wallace, vii. 1179. MS.
Swyith hynt your armour, tak your wappinnis 

all. Doug. Virgil, 274. 54. 
lie hent it in his hand, he laid hold of it, S. 

Chaucer uses hente in the same sense; immediately 
from A. S. hent-an capere, raperc. But we trace 
the origin by means of Su.G. hacnt-a, id. manu pre- 
hcndere, from hand manus. Accordingly, it is also 
written haend-a; Isl. hendt-a, henth-a. 
HYNT, s. Act of exertion.

Conscience to Sin gave sic ane [angrie] dynt;—- 
Yit Conscience his breist hurt with the hynt.

King Hart, ii. 15.
HINT, s. An opportunity, Gl. Ross. I have 

heard the word used in this sense, Ang. Thus 
one asks a hint of a book, or an opportunity of 
running over it.

That lad I liked aboon ony ane, 
And like him yet, for a' that's come and gane; 
And boot to tell for fear I lost the hint, 
Sae that I on him hadna steal'd a dint.

Ross's Helen ore, p. 102. 
Force will compel you to comply at last; 
Sae look about you ere the hint be lost.

Ibid. p. 103.
It may either be q. hold, from the v.; or from 

Su G. haend-a, accidere, the idea of opportunity 
and accident being intimately connected. Isl. hemL 
er, v. impers. contigit, accidit. Ihre derives the 
v. from hand manus; because what succeeds or fails ? 
is «aid to go well, or ill, in one s hand. 
HINT. /// a lint, in a moment, S. B,

Out throw the thickest of the crowd he sprang, 
And in a hint he claspt her hard and fast.

Ross's Helenore, p. 98.
This may be from the v., as implying that a thing 

is done as quickly as one grasps an object. 
HINT, adv. To the hint, behind, S. 
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MoesG. hindar, A. S. hindan, Teut. hinden, post. 

HYNTWORTHE, /. An herb.
—And, in principio, sought out syne,— 
Halie water, and the lamber beidis, 
Hyntworthe, and fourtie vther weidis. 

Legend, Bp. St Androis, Poems IQth Cent. p. 319. 
To HIP, v. a. To miss, to pass over, S. hap is 

used, S. B.
It is from the same origin with hop) E. Alem. 

hopp-an, Su.G. hopp-a, Germ, hupff-en, Belg. hupp- 
en. Gloss. Eston. Spegel. hypp-aen. Sw. hoppa oef- 
zsoer is expl. to overpass, omittere; Seren. A simi 
lar term was used in O. E.

—One word they ouerhypped at ech time that
they preach^

That Poule in hys pistle to al the puple told; 
Periculum est infalsis fratribus.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 65. b. 
Ouerhipped, edit. 1561.

HIP, *• An omission, the act of passing over, S* 
HIPPEN, s. A kind of towel used for wrapping 

about the hips of an infant, S. hipping, A. Bor. 
Neist, the first hippen to the green was flung, 
And thereat seeful words baith said and sung. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 13.
This respects a superstition used after childbirth. 

To HIRCH, (ch hard) v. n. To shiver, to thrill 
from cold, S. groue synon. 
Perhaps radically the same with Hurckle, q. v. 

HYRCHOUNE, (ch hard) s. A hedgehog; S. 
hurchin.

—As ane hyrcheune, all his rout 
Gert set owt speris all about.

Earbour, xii. 353. MS.
E. urchin. Junius refers to Fr. herisson, Lat. 

erinac-eus. Lye views the E. word as contr. from 
Arm. heureuchin, id.
To HIRD, v.a. 1. To tend cattle, S. 
2. To watch over, to guard any person or thing. 

Su.G. 1st. hird*a, A.S. hyrd-an, custodire, servare. 
HIRD, HYRDE, s. One who tends cattle^. S* 

Was it not euin be sic ane fenyet gird 
Quhen Paris furth of Phryge the Troy ane hird 
Socht to the ciete loaches in Sparta, 
And thare the douchter of Leda stal awa ?

Doug. Virgil, 219. 23.
A. S. hyrd, hyrde, Isl. hyrde, hirder, Su.G. 

herde, ane. hirdmg, MoesG. hairdeis, Alem. hirde, 
hirte, Belg. hirder, id. Junius observes that in 
A. S. the term was originally used with great latitude, 
as denoting a keeper of any kind; cylda~hyrde a 
pedagogue, cwen-hyrde a eunuch or keeper of 
women: and that it came afterwards to be restricted, 
as in the Gl. of Aelfric, who uses hyrde in the sense 
of pastor; Gl. Goth. But all that appears is, that 
thg latter was the more proper, and perhaps the pri 
mary, signification.
KIRBIEGIRDIE. V. HIDDIE GIDDIE* 
3> HIRE, v. a. To let, S.

14 The Scotch use hire, as the Fr. do louer, which 
signifies both to hire, or to get the temporary use of 
any thing, and to let, or gi*e it." Sir J, Sinclair's 
Observ. p. 87..

H I R
" A horse-hyrer, is properly one that gives the 

hyre, and not he who gets it." Ibid. p. 121. 
HYREGANG, s. In hyregang, as paying rent, as a

tenant.
Rewardis of riche folkis war to hym vnknaw: 
His fader erit and sew ane pece of feild, 
That he in hyregang held to be hys beild.

Doug. Virgil, 429. 7.
Conducta tellure, Virg.
Perhaps from Su.G. hyr merces, and gang mosr 

consuetude. 
HIREMAN, s. A male servant who works fo£

wages or hire, S^B.
" The wages of a hireman, that is, a man-servant 

hired for the half year, capable to hold the plough, 
and work with horses, were formerly 16s. 8d.; such 
a man's wages now are L. 3, or L. 3. 10s." P. 
Lethnot, Forfars. Statist. Ace. iv. 15.

A. S. hyreman is generally used ta denote a client, 
a vassal; derived from hyr-an obedire. It occurs, 
however, in the same sense with hyrling. 
HIRESHIP, s. Service $ abo, the place of ser 

vants ; Gl. Shirr. 
HIREWOMAN, s. A maid-servant, S. B.

a Thow sail nocht cowet thi nychtbouris house^ 
nor his croft or his land, nor his seruand, nor his 
hyir woman." Abp. Hamiltoun's Catechisme3 1552», 
Fol. 72. a. V. BALBEIS. 
HIRY, HARY.

Hiry, hary,. hubbilscKow, 
Se ye not quha is cum now, 
Bot yit wait I nevir how, 

With the quhirle-wind ?
Bannatyne Poems, p. 173. st. 1.

" These words," according to Lord Hailes, u are- 
a corruption of Fr. haro, or the cry a I*aide." As 
here expressed, there is something like a confirmation 
of the opinion* that haro is formed from MoesG., 
hiri, come. 
H1RLING, HERLING, s. " A small' kind, of

trout, a little bigger than a herring, and shaped-
like a salmon: its flesh is reddish, like that of
the salmon or« sea trout, but considerably paler."
Dumfries, Statist. Acc.-i. w.
" The Cluden abounds in fine burn trouts,—some 

salmon, some sea trout, and her lings."——They a— 
bound in all the rirers in this part of the country, 
and have the name of her ling in all the adjoining, 
parishes." Statist. Ace. Holy wood, i. 19.

u The river Nith, produces saiinon, trouts, floun 
ders, pikes, eels, and a specie» somewhat larger than, 
herrings,called hirlingsS.' P. Dumfries, Ibid. v. 132.

They are s^id to be " peculiar to the rivers that 
discharge themselves into the Sol way firth." Ibid. 
Tii. 505. 306.

It can scarcely be supposed that its name has been 
formed.from its resemblance, in size, to the herring. 
This is in Isl. called har, from her or haer, an army, 
says Seren., because they appear in great troops.

The Shad is by the Welsh called herlyn, herling, 
Penn. Zool. III. 350.

But Sibb. says that the Hirling (nostris Dumfrisi. 
ensibus) is like the Scomber, and resembling the 
Ascllus Merlucii in flavour; Scot* p. 24. He con-
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jectures that it is the Trachurus; Scomber Trachu- 
rus, Linn.; the Scad or Horsemackrel, Willough, 

By others they are called sea-trouts. 
" It [Tarff] abounds with trout and pike, and in 

the summer and harvest there are sea-trouts, called 
herlings, and grilse and salmon, which run up into 
it from the sea." P* Tungland, Kirkcudb. Statist. 
Ace. ix. 320.

It is the same fish which is called a whiten in 
Annandale. V. Statist. Ace. xiv. 410. V. WHITEN* 

From all that I can learn, this fish is of the Salmo 
genus. It is common in the Earn in Perths., where 
it is called a whiting, also whitling. It comes up 
from the sea along with the grilses. I am assured 
by a gentleman, who has frequently catched them both 
in Dumfries, and Perths., that there is no difference 
between the hirling of the former, and the whiting 
of the latter. Some view the hirling as the sea trout 
the first time that it returns from the sea; others, as 
a young salmon of the same age, supposing that the 
next year it is a grilse. The former is the most pro 
bable opinion. For it is certainly the Salmo Trutta 
of Linn, after its first visit to the sea. It is, there- 
fore, a mistake to view this fish as " peculiar to 
those rivers that discharge themselves into the Solway 
Frith." 
HIRNE, HYRNE, s. 1. A corner.

" Vnto the al-seeing eie of God, the maist secreet 
hirne of the conscience is als patent, cleare and mani 
fest as onie outwarde or bodilie thing in the earth can 
bee to the outwarde eie of the bodie." Brace's 
Serm. on the Sacrament, O. 5. a. 
2. A retirement, a recess, a lurking place* 

Vnder the quhilk big iland in the se 
Ane coif there is, and hirnes fele thar be, 
Like tyl Ethna holkit in the mont.

Doug* Virgil, 257. 9.
Hid hirnis is used instead of cavas latebras, in the 

description of the wooden horse, Ibid. 39. 51. 
Ileryn occurs for hirne, Ywaine and Gawin. 

He herd thair strakes, that war ful sterin, 
And yern he waytes in ilka heryn*

Ritson's E. M. Rom. \. 135. 
Hurne, a corner, Prompt. Parv. A. S. hyrn, Isl. 

horn, Dan. hioorne, Su.G. horn, ane. hyrn, id. an- 
gulus. Rudd., apparently without good reason, de 
rives all these from Lat. cornu. Sibb. mentions 
A. S. aern, ern, locus, frequentius autem locus se- 
cretior, as the origin of him. But aern properly 
signifies a house, a cottage; casa, domuncula; also, 
a privy place, a closet; Somner. 
HYRON1US, adj.

With sackles blud, quhilk heir is shed, 
So ar thir placis haill orespred

Lamentabill to tell: 
Ane pepill maist hyronius, 

Rustick, ignare and rud.
Burel's Pilgr. Watson's Coll. ii. 39. 

This seems merely erroneous, disguised by a strange 
orthography.
To H1RPLE, i). n. l. To halt, to walk as if 

lame, S. A. Bor.
Hard hurchcon, hirpland, hippit like an harrow, 

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 57. st. 17. 
To Colin's house by luck that nearest lay,

H Y R
He, tired and weary, hirpled down the brae,

Ross's Helenore, p. 44.
This has no affinity, as Sibb. supposes, to TeuL 

hippelen, saltare, subsilire : It may be radically the 
same with E. cripple, from A. S. cry pel, Teut. krep- 
el, by a slight change of the letters, unless we should 
view it as from Su.G* hwerfia, to move circularly; 
or rather Isl. hrap-a, vacillanter in lapsus progredi; 
Olai Lex. Run. 
2. To move crazily, as if lame, S.

The hares were hirplin down the furs.——
Burns, iii. 28.

HYRSALE, HIRSELL, HIRDSELL, HIRSLE, His- 
SEL, s . 1. A multitude, a throng j applied to 
living creatures of any kind, S.

—Enipresowneys in swilk qwhile 
To kepe is dowt, and gret peryle; 
Thai thowcht for-thi mare honest6 
Wnyholdyn to sla thame in melle, 
Than swilke ane Hyrsale for til hald, 
And bargane to be in bataile bald.

Wyntown, viii. 11. S3.
" They thought it better to slay those whom they 

took in the ships, than to keep such a multitude of 
prisoners." 
2. A flock, S.

" They are never confined in hirsels, nor in folds 
by night; they seek their food at large." P. Castle- 
town, Roxb. Statist. Ace. xvi. 65.

" Ae scabbed sheep will smit the hale hirdsell}" 
Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 10.

Near saxty shining simmers he has seen, 
Tenting his hirsle on the moorland glen.

Ramsay1 s Poems, ii. 8. 
On Crochan-buss my hirdsell took the lee.

Starrat, Ibid. ii. 389.
This is corr. pron. hissel, Ayrs. expl. " so many 

cattle as one person can attend;" Gl. Burns. 
The herds and hissels were alarm'd.

Burns, Hi. 255.
Sibb. derives it from Fr. haraz or harelle; Sax. 

herd, grex." In Ang. the term is by no means re 
stricted to a flock. A drove of cattle is indeed call 
ed a hirsell of beasts. But it is common to speak 
of a hirsell of folk, a hirsell of bairns, &c. 

In the South of S. it is applied to sheep. 
u The farmer reckons himself fortunate, if he loses 

only three of each score in his hirsle." P. Selkirk, 
Statist. Ace. ii. 440.

If we suppose that it was primarily applied to cat 
tle, the first syllable may be hird, herd. But it 
might be derived from Su.G. haer an army, and saell- 
a to assemble, whence saell a company ; q. a multi 
tude assembled, which precisely expresses the general 
idea conveyed by the term. MoesG. harjis legio, 
multitude, is a cognate of haer, and perhaps exhi 
bits the most ancient form of the word. 
To HifcSEL, v+ a. To put into different flocks, 

S.A.
u The farms for breeding sheep are from 500 to 

2500 acres. In these there is room to hirsel or keep 
separate different kinds of sheep, which makes the 
want of fences the less felt." P. Hutton, Dumfr. 
Statist. Ace. xiii. 573.
HYRSETT, s. The payment of burrow mail? 

4 F2
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for one year, as the condition on which a new- 
made burgess continued to enjoy his privilege, 
although his property is not built upon. 
The reason of this law appears from another, ac 

cording to which no man could continue to enjoy the 
privileges of a burgess longer than a year, unless he 
had "anc land inhabit, and strenyeable," i. c. ground 
built upon, and such as might be liable to be seized 
on for his debt.

66 Quhen ane man is made ane new burgess, haue- 
and na land inhabit, he may haue respit, or continu 
ation for payment of his burrow mailes for ane yeare, 
quhilk is called hi/rsett." Burrow Lawes, c. 29. § 1. 

A. S. hyre merces, and sett-an collocare, Su.G. 
saett-a or A. S. seta, Su.G. saete, incola, q. one who 
inhabits for money.
To HIRSILL, HIRSLE, v. n. 1. " To move or 

slide down, or forward, with a rustling noise, as 
of things rolled on ice, or on rough ground 5" 
Rudd. S.

And when the dawn begoud to glow, 
I hirsl'd up my dizzy pow.

Ramsay''s Poems, 5. 219.
Sibb. defines it more justly, " to move one's self 

in a sitting or lying posture; to move without the 
rommon use of the limbs." It seems properly to de 
note that motion which one makes backwards or 
forwards on his hams. Thus we say, that one hir- 
sills doun 'a hill) when instead of attempting to walk 
or run down, he, to prevent giddiness, moves down 
ward sitting, S. 
2. To graze, to rub on.

Thare on the craggis our nauy stude in dout, 
. For on blynd stanis and rokkis hirsillit we, 

Tumlit of mont Pachynus in the se.
Doug. Virgil, 92. 7. Radimus, Virg. 

Rudd. refers to A. S. hyr$t-an murmurare; and 
an Addit. to hristl-an crepere. The last approaches 
to sense 2. But neither expresses what seems the 
primary signification, Teut. aerseLen, Belg. aarzel- 
cn, retrogedi, q. culum versus ire, from aers podex, 
may have been transferred to motion on this part of 
the body.
To HIRSP, v. n. To jar, to be in a state of dis 

cord.
u We were wont to close up our great controver 

sies with heartie harmonic : now in common matters 
we hirsp like harp and harrow." Course of Con- 
ibrmitie, p. 56.

We still say to risp the teeth, i. e. to rub them 
forcibly against each other; S. Risp is also used 
in the same sense with E. rasp, as signifying to rub 
with a rough file. The general origin undoubtedly 
is Su.G. rasp-a, Belg. rasp-en, id. 
HIRST, s, i. The hinge of a door.

And tho at last with horribill soundis thrist 
Thay waryit portis jargand on the hirst 
Warpit vp brade.———

Doug. Virgil^ 184. 27.
V. also 27. 5., 229. 54. Rudd. hesitates whether 

it should not be rendered threshold. But in all these 
places cardo is the word used by Virg. In the fol 
lowing passage, however, limen is rendered hirst. 

Within that girgand hirst also suld he

H I R
Prouunce the new were, battcll and mellev

Ibid. 229. 37.
But perhaps the phrase is used inetaph. for, with 

in the threshold. 
2. " Miln-hirst, is the place on which the cribs

or crubs (as they call them) ly, within which
the mi 11-stone hirsts, or hirsills ;" Rudd.
This learned writer properly refers to A. S. %rr, 

cardo. This he derives from hyrstan, " to rub or 
make a noise." But there is no evidence that the v. 
signifies to rub. Its only senses are, to murmur; 
and to fry or make a noise, as things do when fried» 
To A. S. hyrr we may add hearre^ Isl. hior, Teut* 
hat^re, herre, id.
HIRST, HURST, s. 1. A barren height or emi 

nence, the bare and hard summit of a hill, S. 
A. Bor. hirst, a bank or sudden rising of the 
ground; Grose.

The folk Auruncane and of Rutuly 
This ground sawis ful vnthriftely, 
With scharp plewis and steil sokkis sere. 
Thay hard hillis kirstis foi till ere. 
And on thir wild holds hars also 
In faynt pastoure dois thare beistis go.

Doug. Virgil, 373. 16. 
Branchis brattlyng, and blaiknyt schcw the

brayis, 
With hirstis harsk of waggand wyndil strayis.

Ibid. 202. 29.
The huntis thei hallow, in hurstis and huwes. 

Sir Gain:an and Sir Gal. i. 5. 
Sae down she leans her birn upon a hirst»

Shirrefs' Poems, p. 98.
Hurstis) according to Mr Pink., signifies woods. 

Sibb. renders hirst simply u a knoll or little hill.*y 
But this is not sufficiently definite. Doug. uses it as 
equivalent to wild holtis.
2. A sand bank on the brink of a river, S. B.

" —At that time the current of water removed a 
sand-bank or hirst that lay on the margin of the river 
near to the slated corf.house, and placed it in the 
mouth of the said AUochy Grain, and thereby occa 
sioned the rising or hirst above described." State, 
Leslie of Powis, &c. p. 62.
3. Equivalent to shallow,, in relation to the bed

of a river, S. B»
u Being asked. If these dykes were removed, there 

would be a ford or hirst in the water, and if the dykes 
do not improve the navigation of the river, by deep* 
ening its channel ? depones, That he does not know 
whether if these dikes were removed, there would be 
fords or shallows at the places where they stand." 
State, Fraser of Fraserfield, 1805. p. 192.

The term is most probably allied to Isl. hriost-ur 
terra inutilis, Verel. hreyst-ur, barren places.
4. It is used for a resting place, S. B.

But, honest man, he scarce can gae,— 
—Wi' the help of haul' and hirst, 

He joggit on.
Shtrrefs' Poems, p. 219. ,

This is only an oblique sense; as travellers fre 
quently sit down to rest on an eminence.
5. " A small wood;" Gl. Sibb.

A. S. hurst is rendered silva, whence L. B. hursta.
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id. V. Spelman. Germ, horst, locus nefflorosii* 
ft pascuus, ab ogej mons; Wachter. Teut. horscht, 
horst, virgultum : sylva humiles tantum frutices pro- 
ferens; Kilian.

If these terms be radically the same with ours, it 
is hard to say which of the two significations is the 
original one. Hirst, without any transposition, 
might be traced to Su.G. har, which exactly corre 
sponds to the common idea with respect to a hirst; 
Locus lapidosus, ubi solum glarea et silicibus cou- 
stat; Ihre. Or, the term may have been primarily 
used to denote the barrenness of ground, as manifest, 
ed by its producing only useless twigs and brush 
wood, from Isl. hreys, hrys. For in pi. it is ren 
dered, Loca virgultis obsita et sterilia; G. Andr. p. 
123. Teut. horst virgultum. Afterwards it may have 
been transferred to such places, as from their eleva 
tion and bleak situation, are unfit for cultivation. 

Hurst occurs in O. E.
The courteous forest show'd 

So just-conceived joy, that from each rising
hurst, 

Where many a goodly oak had carefully been
nurst,

The sylvans in their songs their mirthful meeting 
tell. Dray ton's Poly-olbion, Song 2. 

Mr Tooke views hurst as the part, past of A. S. 
hyrst-an ornare, decorarc; and says u that it is ap 
plied only to places ornamented by trees." Divers. 
Purley, II. 224. But in its general application, it 
suggests an idea directly the reverse of ornamented* 
H1SSEL, s. A flock. V. HYRSALE. 
HISSIE, HIZZIE, 's. The common corr. of 

housewife; generally used in a contemptuous 
way, and applied to a woman whether married 
or single, S.

Shall I, like a fool, quoth he? 
For a haughty hizzie die? Burns, iv. 27. 

HISSIESKIP, HUSSYFSKAP, s. Housewifery, S. B. 
My hand is in my hussy^fskap, 

Goodman, as ye may see.
Ritsotfs S. Songs, i. 227.

Mair by chance than giddhissieskip, a Prov. phrase, 
signifying, that a thing happens rather by accident, 
than proceeds from proper management. V. the ter 
mination SKIP.
HISTIE, adj. Dry, chaft, barren, S. O. 

—Thou beneath the random bield
O' clod or stane, 

Adorns the histie stibble-field
Unseen, alatie. Burns, iii. 203. 

Perhaps q. hirsty, from Hirst, 2. 
Htt,pron. It, S.

Hit yaules, hit yamcrs, with waymyng wete. 
Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 7. 

This word frequently occurs in O. E. 
Mr Tooke, with great appearance of truth, views 

hit as the part, past of MoesG. haitan, A. S. haet- 
an, nominare; as equivalent to the said. Divers, 
Purley, IL 56. He justly considers MoesG. hait-an 
and A. S. haet-an, as radically the same verb. But 
it induces a suspicion as to the solidity of this etymon, 
that the analogy is lost, as to the supposed partici 
ple, when the particles are compared. For what is 
Mt, hyi, in A. S. ? is in MoesG, ita. Mithfahedai
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nimand if a; With joy they viewed it; Mark iv. 16. 
JVegos voaltidedun in skip, siva siue ita juthan ga- 

fullnoda; " The waters beat into the ship, so that it 
was now full;" Mark iv. 37. Can we reasonably 
view ita as the part, of hait-an? Why is the aspirate 
thrown away ?

A. S. hit, Isl. hitt, hid. Dan. hit, Belg. het, id. 
HITCH, s. l. A motion by a jerk, S. The v.

is used in E.
2. Metaph., augmentation, assistance in the way 

of advancing any thing, S.
To say that ye was geck'd yese hae nae need ; 
We'll gie a hitch unto yoar toucher gueed.

Ross*s Helenore, p. 84.
Johns, derives the v. from A. S. hicg-an, niti, ar 

Fr. hoch-er. But our hotch is evidently from the 
latter; and the former has not the same evidence of 
affinity as Isl. hik-a, cedere, recedere; hik tergiver* 
satio; commotiuncula; G. Andr. p. 112^ 
HITCH, s. A loop, a knot, S. O. 

Upon her cloot she coost a hitch, 
An' owre she warsel'd in the ditch.

Burns, iii. 77.
HITE, HYTE. To gae byte, to be in a rage, to 

act as if one were mad, S. B. synon. Heyrd, q. v* 
If ye be angry, Bessie may gae hyte, 
Gin ony's blam'd, she's sure to get the wyte. 

SMrrefs* Poems, p. 66. 
Aunt, I'm asham'd ; a' now maun think you hite*

Ibid. p. 165.
Various Goth, words resemble this. Isl. heipt-a, 

animo violento agere, hevpt, iracundia; whence 
Su.G. gen hoeft-a, sese opponere. Isl. aed-a, fu- 
rere, aedis geinginn, provenio delirans. This > how* 
ever, may be rather allied to S. wod, furious. Per. 
haps Flandr. hayet-en, desiderare, may be radically 
allied, as denoting eagerness or vehemence of desire. 
HITHER AND YONT, topsy-turvy, in a state 

of disorder, S. Tont signifies beyond. Hither 
and yon, A. Bor., here and there. 

To HIVE, v. a. To swell, S.
u Christ htveth me a measured heap up, pressed 

down, and running over." Rutherford's Lett. P. U 
ep. 21.
To HIVE, or HIVE UP, v. n. To swell, S. B. 
HIVES, HYVES, s.pL Any eruptibn on the skin,

when the disorder is supposed to proceed from
an internal cause^ S.
Thus, bowel-hive is the name given to a disease in 

children, in which the groin is said to swell.
Hives is used to denote both the red and yellow 

gum; Loth, or the jtphthae.
Hi/vis, pi. occurs in Roull's Cursing»

—Ffluxis, hyvis, or huttis ill, 
Hoist, heidwark, or fa win ill.

GL CompL S. p. 330.
Perhaps from A. S. heaf-ian, Su.G. haefw-a, to 

rise up, because hives appear above the skin. Teut» 
heff-en, id. ; hence hef, heve, leaven, because it 
swells the mass.
To HO, v. n. To stop, to cease.

O my dere moder, of thy. weptng ho, 
I you beseik, do not, do not so.

Doug. Virgil, 48* 3&
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——Sweit hart, of harmis ho!

Maitland Poems ̂ p* 210* i. e.
u Cease to grieve; let all your sorrows be gone."

It is improperly explained by Rudd. Tyrwh. and
Sibb. as an inter j. For in one of the places refer.
red to by Rudd., it is the imper. of the v.

——The douchter of auld Saturn Juno 
Forbiddis Helenus to speik it, and crys ho. 

Doug. Virgil, 80. 50.
In the other it is the subj.

———Saturnus get Juno, 
That can of- wraith and malice neuer Ao,— 
Has send adoun vnto the Troiane nauy 
Iris.—— Ibid. 148. 2. V. HONE, Hoo.

Tyrwh. views it as of Fr. origin. Perhaps he re. 
fers to hoe) an " inter j» of reprehension, also of 
forbidding to touch a thing, 1 ' Cotgr. But here it is 
radically the same with the u. Hove^ How, q. v. It 
must be admitted, however, that Teut. /10/, houy is 
used as a sea-cheer, celeusma nauticum; Kilian. 
HOE, s. A stop, cessation.

u Vpon this earth there hath beene none hoe with 
my desires, which like the sore-crauing horse-leach 
culd say nothing but Giue^ giue." Z. Boyd's Last 
Battell, p. 898. 
HO,/>roa. She,

Al in gleterand golde gayly ho glides 
The gates, with Sir Gawayn, bi the grene welle. 
And that baroe, on his blonke, with the Qucne 

bides. , Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 3.
It frequently occurs in this poem, which is so 

much hi the stile of those written in England, when 
the A. S. was beginning to assume its more modern 

*form, that it seems doubtful, if it was written in S. 
Although ascribed to Clerk of Trancnt, it abounds 
much more with A. S. words and idioms than Ga 
wan and Gologras.

Ho is generally used by R. Glouc. for she. A. S. 
heo, ilia. Verstegarf observes, that in some places of 
E. heo, hoo, are used for she; Restitut. p. 148. 
" In the North-west parts of E.," according to 
Ray, /100, and he, are u most frequently used for 
she;" p. 38. Su.G. hon, anc. him; in some parts 
of Sweden; ho and hu 9 id., Ihre. 
HO, s. A stocking, 3.

This seems anomalous, as in other dialects the 
word is generally used in a pi. form; Germ, hosen, 
A. S. Isl. Franc, hosa; C. Br., id. Dan. hose, how 
ever, signifies " a stocking," Wolff; Belg. hoos, id 
HO AM, s. The dried grease of a cod, Ang. 
HO AM'D, HUMPH'D, fart. adj. An epithet ap 

plied to animal food, when its taste indicates
that it has been rather long kept, Clydes. 

HOARSGOUK, s. The snipe, a bird, Orkn.
" The Snipe (scolopax gallinago, Lin. Syst.) 

which is here named the hoarsgouk^ continues with 
us the whole year.* 1 Barry's Orkn. p. 307.

Sw. hursgjok, Faun. Suec. Cimbr, hossegiog, 
id. Dr Barry seems mistaken in spelling this word, 
as if it were formed from E. hoarse. The Sw. 
name has no relation to this; for hes signifies hoarse 
in that language. It must be the horse (equus) that 
is referred to; Sw. hors. Hossegiog may be allied 
to Su.G. Isl. haesty equus.

HOB
HOAS.

" The H. of C. [apparently, Heritors of CrmTesJ 
are ordained to desist from stenting of their nets 
from the one side of the water to the other coble or 
net, going pleat, hoas^ herrywaters, or any otheir 
way during the Saturday's sloop [slop]." Decreet, 
Lords of Session, 1693, State, Fraser of Fraserfield. 
p. 330. 
HOBBY.

Thair wes the herraldis fa the hobby but fable, 
Stanchellis, Steropis, scrycht to thair sterne 

lordis. Houlate, iii. 2.
This passage is quoted by Mr Pink, as not under 

stood. But a species of hawk, accipiter columba- 
rius, is evidently meant. It is known by this name 
in E.; and is called the herraldis fa, i. e. the foe of 
the swallow, formerly described in this poem, as Ae- 
rald.

Belg. huybe, huybeken, Fland. hobbye, C. B. he- 
bog, Fr, hobereau, id.
To HOBBIL, HOBBEL, v. a. To cobble, to 

mend in a clumsy manner, 
—All graith that gains to hobbill schone,

Bannatyne Poems ̂ p. 160. st. 9. 
Thir cur coffeis that sailis oure sone,— 
With bair. blue bonattis and hobbdd schone, 
And beir bonnokis with thame thay tak.

Ibid. p. 171. st. 4.
Perhaps from Germ, hobel-en, dolare, to cut 

smooth, to rough-hew; hobelj a carpenter's axe. 
To HOBBIL, v. a. To dance.

Menstrel, blaw up ane brawl of France;
Let se quha hobbils best.

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 201. Teut. hobbel-en, sal tare. 
HOBBY-TOBBY, adj. An epithet used to de- 

note the tout-ensemble of an awkward, tawdry- 
woman ; as including not only dress, out per 
sonal appearance and manners, S. 
Teut. hobbel-tobbel, tumultuarie, confuse, accr- 

vatim : Belg. hobben en tobben^ to toil and moil. 
HOBBLE, s. A state of perplexity or confu 

sion $ in a sad hobble, at a nonplus, S. habble9 
Loth. id. Teut. bvbbel-en9 inglomerare. V, 
preceding word.

HOBBLEDEHOY, s. A lad, or stripling, 
Loth.; Hobbety-hoy^ id. A. Bor. Hobberdehoy^ 
cant E.; sometimes, I am informed, hobbledehoy. 

HOBELERIS, s. pi. i. " A species of light- 
horsemen chiefly calculated for the purpose of 
reconnoitring, carrying intelligence, harrassing 
troops on a march, intercepting convoys, and 
pursuing a routed army; the smallness of their 
horses rendering them unfit to stand the shock 
of a charge." Grose, Hist. E. Arm. u 100. 

Ane hundre thowsand men, and ma; 
And XL thousand war of tha 
Armyt on hors, baith heid and hand.— • 
And L thousand off archeris 
He had, for owtyn hobeleris.

Barbour^ xi. 110. MS.
These, according to Spelman, were soldiers serv 

ing in France, under Edward III. of England, pro. 
irided with light armour, and horses of a middling
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size, capable of very quick motion. He brought 
over these troops for the war against R. Bruce.

Spelm. derives it from hobby, a small horse; or 
rather from Fr. hobille, a coat of quilted stuff which 
they wore instead of a coat of mail; vo. Hobel- 
larii.

" Some," says Grose, " have derived the term 
fiobiler from a> Dan. word signifying a mare, not 
considering that any number of mares could not 
have been suffered in an army where the men at 
arms were chiefly mounted on stoned horses, and 
that besides, in the days of chivalry, it was consi 
dered as a degradation for any knight, or man at 
arms, to be seen mounted on a mare.". Hist, ut 
sup. p. 107. He derives the word from hobby. V.
HOBYNYS.
2. The word is sometimes expl. as merely signi 

fying men lightly armed.
" Sometimes the word signifies those who used 

bows and arrows, viz. pro warda maris tempore 
guerrae pro hoberariis sagittariis inveniendis, £c» 
Thorn, A. 1364. Grose, ut sup. N.

Hence Bullet derives the term from C. B. hobel&n 
arrow.
HOBYNYS, s.pL "War or carriage horses, 

strong horses," Pink* But the word signifies 
light horses.

—Hobynys, that war stykyt thar, 
Relyt, and flang, and gret rowme mad, 
And kest thaim that apon thaim rad.

Barbouv, xiv. 68. MS.
Fr. hobin signifies a little ambling or pacing 

horse. It is in the history of the Irish wars that 
Barbour mentions hobynys. This seems to be 
claimed as a word of Irish origin. Maffeus, speak 
ing of Ireland, says; "The land produces excel 
lent horses, which the inhabitants call Ubinos, (Ho» 
linos) Hobbies." Ware's Antiq. p. 189. Accord 
ing to the testimony of John Major, indeed, the Fr. 
borrowed this term from the Irish, who, it is pre 
tended, brought this kind of horses with them from 
Spain. Equos quos haubinos vocant suauissime in- 
cedentes gignit. Asturcones antiquitus vocabantur: 
eo quod ex Asturibus Hispaniae venirent. Illos e^ 
quos de Hispania secum attulerunt. Hos equos hau~ 
binos seu hobinos de Anglia Galli vocant, eo quod 
ab Anglis in Galliam veniuut. De Gest. Scot. Lib. 
i. c. 9. F. 17, b,

u From this kind of horse," says Ware, u certain 
riders who wear light armour, are called Hobella- 
rii." Ut sup. p. 166. Two. thousand of these wece 
brought by Edw. II. out of Ireland to fight against 
the Scots. But the terms seem radically different. 
Bullet mentions hobin as an Ir. word denoting 
a horse whose motion is easy. H not being used 
in Ir., it may be from obann*, quick, nimble, o~ 
bainne, swiftness. It may be mentioned, however,, 
that Isl. Dan. hoppa, denotes a mare. 
HOBLESHEW, s. A confused noise, an up.

roar, S. V. HUBSLESHEW.
HOBURN SAUGH, the vulgar name of the La 

burnum, a, species of the Cytisus, S.
HOCKERTY-COCKERTY, ado. To ride 00 

one's shoulders with a leg on each, Aberd.

HOE
c< My side happen'd to be newmost, an.' the great 

hudderen carlen was riding hockerty-cockerty upo' 
my 'shoulders in a hand-clap." Journal from Lon 
don, p. 3.

This in Ang. is called Cockerty-hoy, q. v.

The schamon's dance I mon begin ;
I trow it sail not pane.
So hevelie he hockit about. ————

Peblis to the Play, st. 20.
Apparently for hotchit, moved clumsily by jerks. 

V. HOTCH.
HOCUS, s. A stupid fellow, a fool, a simple 

ton, S.
Isl. aukuise, homo nihili^ qui nihil potest susti- 

nere; Olai Lex. Run.
To HOD, HODE, v. a. To hide; pret. hod. 

S, B.
"What's i* your laps ye hod sae sair ? 
Lat's seey I'll wad its nae draff.

Morisotfs Poem$) p. 17. 
Belg. hoed-en, hued-en, Alem. hitod-en. 

HODDEN-GREY, adj. A term used with re 
spect to cloth worn by the peasantry, which has 
the natural colour of the wool, S.

But Meg, poor Meg. I man with the shepherds-
stay,

And tak what God will send in hodden-grey. 
Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 178. 

Hodden is also used as a s. 
u Of the wool —— is manufactured almost

kind of cloth worn in the parish ; hodden, which is. 
mostly used for herd's cloaks, and is sold at Is. 8d. 
the yard; plaidingj &c. P. Barrie, Forfars. Statist. 
Ace. iv. 242.

Perhaps from E. hoiden rustic, clownish; from 
Germ, heide heath.
HODDIE, s. A carrion-crow. V. HUDDY. 
HODDIN, part. A term expressive of the jog 

ging motion of one who rides a horse that
moves stiffly,, and who receives in his own bodjr
the impetus of every movement ; S. O. 

Here farmers gash, in ridin graith, 
Gaed hoddin by their cotters.

Burns ) iii. 31.
It seems radically the same with Houd, q^ v» 

To HODDLE, v. n. To waddle, Ang.
This seems originally the same with the E. word ;, 

of which no probable etymon has been given either 
by Skinner or J>wnius. That, which is most like- 
ely, has been overlooked, Sw. wed-ja^ mentioned 
by Seren. as corresponding to- E. wriggle. We 
may add, that Germ, watsch-eln^ to waddle, is 
probably derived from the Sw. term. 
HOE, HOE-FKH,.J. The Piked Dogfish, Squalus

acanthias, Linn. ^ but more frequently called!
dog) Orkney.
w The Piked Dog-fish, — here known- by the name 

of hoe, frequently visits our coasts ; and during the 
short time it continues,, generally drives off every. 
other kind of fishes.'^ Barry's Orkn. p. 296.

It has no other name than hoe, Shetl.
Sw. haj, Dan. hae^ pton. ho, Squalus acanthias, 

Wideg, Germ, haye^ the generic name for a shark ;



HOG
sper-haye, the piked dog fish; Schonevelde« V.
Penn. Zool. iii. 77.
HOE-MOTHER, HOMER, s. The Basking

Shark, Orkn.
" The basking shark (squalus maximus, Lin. 

Syst.)— has here got the name of the hoe-mother, 
or homer, that is, the mother of the dog-fish." Bar- 
ry's Orkney, p. 296.
HOESHINS, s. pi. Stockings without feet, Ayrs. 

Teut. huysken theca, q. a case for the leg; V. 
HOGGERS : or rather A. S. scin-hose, ocreae, greaves, 
inverted. V. MOGGANS.
HOG, s. " A young sheep, before it has lost its 

first fleece; termed harvest-hog, from being' 
smeared at the end of harvest, when it ceases to 
be called a lamb." Gl. Compl., S. A sheep 
of a year old, A. Bor. ; also Northampt. and 
Leicest. Hogrel, E. id.
u The names of sheep are———1st. Ewe, weddcr, 

tup, lambs, until ,they are smeared. 2d. Ewe, 
weddcr, tup, hags, until they are shorn." P, Lin- 
ton, Twcedd. Statist. Ace. i. 139.

" Than the laif of ther fat flokkis follouit on 
the fellis baytht youis and latnmis,— and mony 
herueist hog." Compl. S. p. 103.

—Ane calf, ane hog, ane fute-braid sawin.— 
Bannatyne Poems, p. 158. st. 3. 

It retains this name till it be a year old. Then it is 
called a dimmond, if a wedder; and a gimmer, if a ewe. 

Dr Ley den mentions Norm, hogetz as rendered 
young weddcr sheep; remarking that this may be a 
mistake, as the term ewe-hog and wedder-hog are 
current among the peasantry.

Bailey, under the designation O. L. (expl. Old 
Lat.,) by which he certainly means L. B., mentions 
hoggaeius, and hoggaster, as signifying " a young 
sheep of the second year.*'
HOG, s. Tn the diversion of curling, tbe name 

given to a stone whicb does not go over th^ 
distance score, S. It seems to be denominated 
from its laziness, and bence the distance-line is 
called tbe hog-score, SB. It is thrown aside, 
as of no account in the game.

———Say, canst thou paint the blush 
Impurpled deep, that veils the stripling's cheek, 
When, wand'ring wide, the stone neglects the

rank,
And stops mid-way?—His opponent is glad, 
Yet fears a sim'lar fate, while ev'ry mouth 
Cries u Off the hog,"—and Tinto joins the cry.

Gracme's Poems, jlndersotfs Poets, xi. 44. 
To HOG, HOGG, v. a. To sbog, Ang. 

You'll hogg your lunach in a skull.
Old Ball. i. c. shog your child in a bas 

ket used for a cradle.
Isl. hagg-a commoveo, quasso ; haggast or hoeg- 

gictn* parva commotio; G. Andr. p. 104. 
HOGERS, HOGGERS, s. pi. Coarse stockings 

without feet, S.
A pair of grey hoggers well clinked benew,
Of nae ither lit but the hue of the ewe,
\Vith n pair of rough rullions to scuff thro' the

HOG
Was the fee they sought at the beginning o't. 

Song, Ross's Helenore, p. 137.
" He observed one of the black man's feet to be 

cloven;—and that he had hogers on his legs without 
shoes." Glanville's Sadducismus, p. 393.

I know not if this be allied to O. E. cokers used 
by Langland.

I shal aparel me, quod Parken, in pilgrems wiscy 
And wend with you I wyl, tyl we finde truthe, 
And cast on my clothes clouted and hole, 
Mi cokers and mi cuffes, for cold on my nails. 

P. Ploughman, Fol. 31, b.
i. e. as would seem, coverings both for legs and 

arms. Skinner thus defines the term; Magnae ocreae 
rusticorum et Piscatorum, ab A.S. cocer, Belg. 
koker, tHeca, q. theca crurum; or a case for the 
legs. It must be observed, however, that our hog 
gers would be no safeguard to the nails. 
HOGMANAY, HOGMENAY, s. 1. The name

appropriated by the vulgar to tbe last day of
the year, S.
In Northumb. the month of December is called 

Hagmana. This designation Lambe derives from 
Gr. aytos, pwv, the holy moon. Notes to Battle of 
Floddon, p. 67.

This seems to be also the pron. of the South of S.
" It is ordinary among some plebeians in the 

South of Scotland, to go about from door to door 
on New-year's Eve, crying Hagmane." Scots 
Presb. Eloquence, p. 133. 
2. It is transferred to tbe entertainment given to

a visitor on this day ; or to a gift conferred on
those who apply for it, according to ancient
custom, S. 

The cotter weanies, glad an' gay,
Wi' pocks out owre their shouthcr, 

Sing at the doors for hogmanay.
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 27.

Sibb. thinks that the term may be connected with 
Teut. met heughe ende meugh eten, to eat with 
pleasure and appetite; or derived from A. S. hogen- 
hyne, one's own domestic servant; or allied to 
Scand. hoeg-tid, a a term applied to Christmas and 
various other festivals of the church." A very in 
genious essay appeared on this subject, in the Ca 
ledonian Mercury for January 2, 1792., with the 
signature Philologus. The work being fugitive, it 
may be proper to give a pretty large extract from it.

u The cry of Hogmanay Trololtiy, is of usage 
immemorial in this country. It is well known that 
the ancient Druids went into the woods with great 
solemnity on the last night of the year, where they 
cut the misletoe of the oak with a golden bill, and 
brought it into the towns and countryhouses of the 
great next morning, when it was distributed among 
the people, who wore it as an amulet, to preserve 
them from all harms, and particularly from the dan 
ger of battle.

u When Christianity was introduced among the 
barbarous Celtae and Gauls, it is probable that the 
clergy, when they could not completely abolish the 
Pagan rites, would endeavour to give them a Chris 
tian turn. We have abundant instances of this in 
the ceremonies of the Romish church. According. 
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ly, this seems to have been done in the present in 
stance, for about the middle of the 16th century, 
many complaints were made to the Gallic Synods, 
of great excesses wMch were committed on the last 
night of the year, and on the first of January, dur 
ing the Fete de Fous, by companies of both sexes, 
dressed in fantastic habits, who run about with their 
Christmas Boxes, called Tire Lire, begging for the 
lady in the straw, both money and wassels. These 
beggars were called Bachelettes, Guisards; and 
their chief Rollet Follet. They came into the 
churches, during the service of the vigils, and dis 
turbed the devotions by their cries of Au gui menez, 
Rollet Follet, Ait gui menez, tiri liri, mainte du 
Wane ef point du bis. Thiers, Hist, des Fetes et 
des Jeux.

u At last, in 1598, at the representation of the 
Bishop of Angres, a stop was put to their coming 
into the churches; but they became more licenti 
ous, running about the country, and frightening 
the people in their houses, so that the legislature was 
obliged to put a final stop to the Fete de Fous in 1668.

" The resemblance of the above cry to our Hog 
menay, Trololay, Give us your white bread, ami 
none of your grey; and the name Guisards given 
to our Bacchanals, are remarkable circumstances; 
and our former connexions with France render it 
not improbable that these festivities were taken from 
thence, and this seems to be confirmed by our name 
of Daft Days, which is nearly a translation of Fetes 
de Fous.

u It deserves aiso to be noticed, that the Bishop 
of Angres says, that the cry, Au gui menez, Rottet 
Follet, was derived from the ancient Druids, wha 
went out to cut the Gui or mistletoe, shouting and 
hollowing [hollaing] aril the way, and on bringing it 
from the woods, the cry of old was, Au Gui I9 an neuf, 
le Roivient. Now, although we must not suppose 
that the Druids spoke French, we may easily allow 
that cry to have been changed with the language, 
while the custom was continued. If the word Gui 
should be Celtic or even Scandinavian, it would 
add force to the above conjecture. Perhaps too, 
the word Rollet is a corruption of the ancient Nor 
man invocation of their bero Rollo."

In confirmation of this account, it may Be add 
ed, that according to Reysler, in some parts of 
France, particularly in Aquitaine, it is customary 
for boys and young men, on the last day of Decem 
ber, to go about the towns and villages, singing 
and begging money, as a kind of New-year's gift, 
and crying out, Au Guy I VAn Neuf! " To the 
Mistletoe! The New year is at hand!" Antiq. Sep. 
tent. p. 305.

In England, it is still a common custom among 
the vulgar, to hang up a branch of mistletoe on 
Christmas day. This, in the houses of the great, is 
done in the scrvant's-hall or kitchen. Under this, 
the young men salute their sweethearts. This is evi 
dently a relique of Druidism; as the mistletoe was 
believed to be peculiarly propitious. It is customa 
ry, I am informed, during the same season, to adorn 
even the churches with it. This may certainly be 
viewed as a traditionary vestige of its consecration 
in the worship of the ancient Britonjs.

M O G
Some give this cry a Christian origin. Supposing 

that it alludes to the time when our Saviour was 
born, they imagine that it immediately respects the 
arrival of the wise men from the East. It has been 
generally believed, in the church of Rome, that 
these were three in number, and that they wrere 
kings or reguli in their own country. Thus,, the 
language as borrowed from the Fr. has been render 
ed; Homme est ne, Trots rois allois; " A man 
is born, Three kings are come."

As many of the customs, in Popish countries, are 
merely a continuation, or slight alteration of those 
that have been used during-heathenism, it is only to 
carry the conjecture a little farther, to suppose, 
that after the introduction of Christianity, the drui- 
dical cry was changed to one of a similar sound, 
but of a different signification. The strong attach 
ment of a people to their ancient customs, has, in a 
variety of instances, been reckoned a sufficient ex 
cuse for this dangerous policy, which retained the 
superstition, while it merely changed the object, or 
the name.

The night preceding Yule was, by the Northern 
nations, called Hoggu-nott, or Hogenaf* This 
may be literally rendered, the slaughter-night, Th@ 
name is supposed to have originated from the great 
multitude of cattle, which were sacrificed on that 
night, or slaughtered in.preparation for the feast of 
the following day.

Although the origin of this term is quite uncer 
tain, one? eager to bring every thing to the Gothic 
standard, might find himself at no loss for an ety 
mon. One of the cups drunk at the feast of Yule, 
as celebrated1' in the times of heathenism, was called 
Minne. This was in honour of deceased relations, 
who had acquired renown. The word Minne or 
Minni simply denotes remembrance. V. Mind, v. 
As our Gothic ancestors worshipped the Sun under 
the name of Thor, and gave the name of Oel to 
any feast, and by way of eminence to this; the cry 
of Hogmenay Trololay might be conjecturally view 
ed as a call to the celebration of the Festival of their 
great god ; q. Hogg minne! Thor oel! oel! u Re» 
member your sacrifices: The Feast of Thor! The 
Feast t"

But so wide is the field of conjecture, that I 
should not wonder although some might be disposed 
to trace this term to Hercules. For we learn from 
Lucian (in Here.) that the Gauls called him Og- 
mius. V. Bochart. Chan. p. 737. This might for, 
once unite Gothic and Celtic etymologists. For a- 
mong the ancestors of the famous German warrior 
Arminius, Nennius mentions Ogomun, whom Keys- 
ler views as the same person with Hercules. Antiq. 
p. 40. O'^j Irish brethren could scarcely dissent; 
as this Ogmius, (whether Hercules or Mercury, as 
some say, signifies nothing) is supposed to have had 
his name from the Ogam, or ancient and sacred cha 
racters of their country. V. SIJ^GIN-E'EN. 
HOGRY-MOGRY, adj\ Slovenly, Loth, conv

from hugger-mugger, E. V. HuDGE-MUDGE.. 
HOG-SCORE, s. " A kind of distance-line, in

curling, drawn across tbe rink or course," S*
Gl. Burns.
It is used mctaph. in allusion to this sport^ 
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But now he lags on death's hog.score.

Burns, iii. 318.
This is called the coal or col/, S. B. As the stone 

which does not cross this mark is pushed aside, not 
being counted in the game, the name may allude to 
the laziness of a hog. V. HOG. 
HOG-SHOUTHER, s. " A game in which 

those who amuse themselves justle each other 
by the shoulders," S. Gl. Burns. 
Isl. hagg-a, to move, to shake, to jog; or hogg- 

a, to strike. It seems allied to the game in E. cal 
led hitch-buttock or level-coil. 
To HOGSHOUTHER, v. a. To justle with the 

shoulder, as in the game.
The warly race may drudge an* drive, 
Hog-shouther, jundie, stretch an' strive; 
Let me fair Nature's face descrive.

Burns, iii. 252»
This use of the word, I suspect, is from the liberty 

of a poet.
To HOY, i). a. 1. To urge on, to incite; a 

term generally used with respect to dogs, S. 
They hoy't out Will, wi y sair advice.

Burns, iii. 136.
2. To chase or drive away, in consequence of this 

incitation, or by means of hooting and halloo- 
ing.

Ladyes and lairds, gar hound your dogs, 
And hoy the queins away.

Maitland Poems, p. 189. 
Mr Pinkerton renders it hoot.

Bot quhen the King's Excellence 
Did knaw my falset and offence, 
And my pridefull presumptioun; 
I gat na vther recompence, 
Bot hoyit and houndit of the toun.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 303. 
Fr. hu-er, huy-er, to hoot at, to shout after, to 

raise the hue and cry. Isl. ho-a, to gather the 
flocks, or to drive them : Voce incondita, greges 
eonvocare, vel agere; G. Andr. p. 118. By the 
way, I may mention a curious specimen of etymo- 
Jogy. u These woords, Heu, and Crie, the first 
being a Latiiie woord, the other a French woord, 
are auncient woordes of vse in the Lawes of this 
realme, et verba enim sunt dolentis, they are al- 
waies woordes of weeping and lamenting:—As in 
the 10 chapter of Tobias, when old Tobias and his 
wife saw that their sonne returned not againe, fear- 
ing that there had chaunced some sodaine misfortune 
vnto him, the woman in her sodaine griefe vttered 
these woordes, Heu, heu me,Jili mi;——Alas, alas, 
wo is me my sonne, &c.—And according to that 

"sence, these woordcs have alwaies been in vse in this 
land, so that when any man hath receiued any sodain 
hurt or harme,—they haue vsed presently to follow 
and pursue the offenders with Heu and Crie, that is, 
with a sorrozofull and lamentable crie, for helpe to 
take such offenders." Man wood's Forrest Lawes, 
Fol. 126, a.
HO YES, j. 1. A term used in public procla 

mations, calling attention. It is thrice repeat 
ed, S. Oyes, E. ; Fr. oyez, hear ye. 
Skcne thus defines L. B. hucsium.

HOI
" Ane hoyes, or crie vsed in proclamations, 

quhairby ane officiar of armes, or messenger dois 
conveene the people, and foir-warnis them to hears 
him." Verb. Sign. vo. Huesium.
2. It is also used by Skene, although perhaps im 

properly, as equivalent to bue^ in the phrase bite 
and cry. 
" Gif the debtour or anie on his part corns to

the place quhare the poynds are driven away; and
violentlie, and be force takes and caries them away;
the Lord of the land or the creditour with schout,
and hoyes, may follow him," 2 Stat. Rob. I. c. 20.
§12.

In the latter sense it is allied to Fr. huer. V.
HOY.
HOIF, HOFF, HOVE, HOUFF, HUFE, s. i. A

hall.
Bellenden, in the account given of the expedition 

of Julius Cesar into Britain, says, that according 
to " our vulgare croniclis, Julius came to the Gal. 
lendare wod, and kest down Camelon the principall 
ciete of Pichtis, efter that the samyn was randerit 
to hym. Syne left behynd hym nocht far fra Car. 
ron, ane round hous of square stanis. xxiui. cu- 
bitis of hecht, and. xn. cubitis of breid, to be ane 
memory of his cumyng to the place. Otheris sayis 
he vsit this hous (as his tent) in al his viage, and 
had it ay tursit with him. And for that caus it was 
callit Julius hoif." Cron. Fol. 27, b. It is more 
fully expressed in the original. Hancque Julis Hoff9 
id est, Julis aulam seu curiam, quod notnen ad nos 
devenit ab incolis exinde appellatum. Boeth. L. iii. 
c. 4.

But Bellenden has not told that Boece discredits 
this account, and prefers that left by Veremund, 
who is said to have viewed this as a temple built by 
Vespasian in honour of Claudius Cesar, and the 
goddess Victory.

It is evident indeed, that those who explained the 
designation, Julius hoif, in relation to Julius Cesar, 
were entirely ignorant of the ancient history of Bri 
tain ; as he never penetrated into this part of the is 
land. They have confounded two illustrious per 
sons, who had the same praenomen. It had received 
this name, not from Julius Cesar, but from Julius 
Agricola, by whom this sacellum appears to have 
been built; although Stukeley ascribes it to Carau- 
sius. Medallic Hist, of Caraus. i. 132. Gordon's 
Itinerar. p. 26.

This is the primary sense of Su.G. hof, as given 
by Ihre; aula. He here uses aula as equivalent to 
templum, fanum. This building was in the vicinity 
of Camelon, which has been fabulously viewed as the 
capital of the Pictish kingdom; although undoubted 
ly a Roman station. But, as this was situated on the 
confines of the Pictish kingdom, and as the name, 
Julias'* hoif, has no affinity to the Celtic, it is highly 
probable that it was imposed by the Picts. Thus it 
affords no inconsiderable presumption that the lan 
guage of the Picts was Gothic.

This building has been more generally known by 
the name of Arthur's Don or Ove?i. But there is 
every reason to believe that the other was the more 
ancient designation. Usher speaks of both names.
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indeed, as used in his time; Arthur's Oven et Julius 
h°ff appellant hodie. De Brit. Eccles. Primord. c. 
15. p. 586.

In another part of his work, Boece as translated 
by Bellendcn, says with respect to Edw. I. u At- 
toure this tyrane had sic vane arrogance that he kest 
him to distroye all the antiquiteis of Scotland. And 
efter that he had passit throw siiulrie bound is of 
Scotland, he commandit the round tempill besyde 
Camelon to be cassin doun, quhilk was biggit, (as 
we haue schawin,) in the honoure of Claudius Impre- 
our and the goddes Victory; nocht suffering be his 
inuy sa mekill of the antiquiteis of oure eldaris to 
remane in mcmorie. No the les the inhabitantis saif. 
fit the samyn fra vttir euersioun; and put the Roman 
signes and superscriptionnis out of the wallis thare- 
off. Als thai put away the armes of Julius Cesar; 
and ingrauit the armis of King Arthour, commanding 
it to be callit Arthouris hoif." B. xiv. c. 7. MS. 
pen. Auct.

In the printed copy, instead of superscriptionnis, 
it is superstitionis.

Bellenden here, as in many other places, has used 
great liberty with the original. Boece says, " that 
this order being given for the destruction of the tern- 
pie, as the inhabitants, from their love to their anti 
quities, did not immediately execute it, Edward forth. 
with changed his mind, and saved the walls and roof 
of the temple." To him also he ascribes the deletion 
of the memorials of Cesar, and the change of the 
name. For he adds; "But it was his pleasure that 
all the remembrances of Cesar should be obliterated: 
and the stone, on which the names of Claudius and 
Victory were engraved, being taken away, he order 
ed that the name of Arthur, formerly king of the 
English, should be substituted, and that it should 
be called his hall; which name it retains even to our 
time^ being called Arthur's hof in the vernacular 
language of the Scots."

By the way I may observe, that it is a singular 
circumstance, that this very ancient monument of 
our country should survive the devastations of jErf- 
ward) and perish by the orders of one of the name 
of Bruce.

The account, given by Boece, has, at least, more 
credibility than many others that have proceeded 
from the pen of Boece. Fordun assigns a reason for 
the designation still less credible. While he ascribes 
the work to Juliu^ Cesar, he says that, as Arthur, 
king of the Britons, when he resided in Scotland, 
nsed often, as it \is reported^ to visit this place for 
the sake of recreation, it was thence by the vulgar 
called Arthur's Hove. Scotichr. Lib. ii. c. 16.

Many readers Will be disposed to prefer a hypo 
thesis different from either of these. It is unques 
tionable, that many Roman encampments in this 
country are by the vulgar ascribed to the Danes; 
for no other reason than because their invasions were 
of a later date than those of the Romans. In like 
manner, it appears that, after the romantic histories 
of Arthur came to be known in this country, his 
name was imposed on several places which Arthur 
himself never saw.

Douglas, in his translation of Virgil, calls the coiu 
stellation Arcturus Arthury's Hufe^ 85. 42. and in

HOI
this designation seems to allude to that building which 
had been so long famous in S. For hufe is evident, 
ly the same with hotf. Now Boece and Douglas 
were contemporaries, the History of Scotland being 
published only five years after the death of the 
Bishop of Dunkeld. Even previous to this era, 
the Scots seem to have begun to acquire a taste for 
these Romances well known in other countries. V. 
Barbour, iiL 73. 437.; Wallace, viii. 844. 885. 966. 
Arthur being so much celebrated in these works, the 
principle of imitation would induce them to feign 
some memorials of him in their own country. Hence 
we have got Arthur's Seat, Arthur's Round Table, 
and Arthur's Oon.

Barbour mentions the Round Table at Stirling. 
———Be newth the castell went thai sone, 
Rycht by the Round Table away ; 
And syne the Park enweround thai; 
And towart Lithkow held in hy.

B. xiii. 379. MS.
Nirnmo, in his History of Stirlingshire, mentions 

a round artificial mount still remaining in the gardens 
of Stirling Castle, called Arthur's Round Table; 
and, as Mr Pink, has observed, seems rightly to ima 
gine that it is this to which Barbour refers. Mr 
Pink, has also observed, in proof of the early diffu 
sion of the fame of Arthur through Scotland, that 
the royal palace at Stirling was called Snawdon; and 
that one of the Heralds of Scotland is termed Snow- 
dun Herald to this day. Barbour, i. 103. 104. N. 

Sir D. Lyndsay mentions both.
Adew fair Snadoun with thy towris hie, 
Thy Chapel royal, Park, and Tabill Round, 

WarkiS) 1592. p. 206.
It may be added, that, before the age of Barbour, 

the fame of Arthur was so much revived, that Edw. 
111. of England, in the year 1344, resolved to insti 
tute a new order of knights, who were to be deno 
minated knights of the Round Table. This was his 
original plan with respect to that order which after 
wards borrowed its name from the Garter. V. God* 
win's Life of Chaucer, I. 213. 214.

If Hardyng were worthy of the least credit, we 
would be under the necessity of assigning a very dif 
ferent reason for these designations. But it would 
appear that, as this writer during his travels through 
Scotland, found the name of Arthur attached to dif 
ferent places, he was determined to assign him a com 
plete sovereignty over this kingdom. He according 
ly gives a very particular account of the perambula 
tions of this prince; and sets up his Round Table in 
many parts of the country where there is not a ves 
tige of his name. This, doubtless, was one of the 
powerful arguments by which he meant to prove that 
Scotland was merely a fief of the crown of England. 

He helde his housholde, and the rounde table 
Some tyme at Edenburgh, sometyme at Striue-

line, *•
Of kings renomed, and most honourable; 
At Carleile somewhile, at Aldud his citee fine, 
Among all his knightes, and ladies full fema»

nine:———
And in Scotlande at Perth and Dumbrytain^ 
At Dun bar , Dumfrise and SainctJhon's towne f 
All of worthy knightes, mo than a legion; 
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At Donidoure also in Murith region; 
And in many other places, both citee and towne.

Chron. Fol. 65. a.
This zealous abettor of usurpation does not ap 

pear very well versed in the topography of the coun 
try he wished to subjugate to the E. crown, as he 
distinguishes Aldud from Dumbrytain^ and Perth 
from Sainct Jhori*s towne.

In addition to what has been said concerning Ar 
thur, it may be mentioned, that there are two places in 
the North of S. which contend for the honour of re- 
taining Guaynor, the wife of Arthur, as a prisoner. 
These are Barrie, a little to the N. E. of Alyth, 
where the remains of a vitrifled fort are still seen; 
and Dunbarrow in Angus, between Forfar and Ar. 
broath, where are the vestiges of an old fortification. 
The vulgar, in the vicinity of both places, resting on 
ancient tradition, severally give the palm to each of 
these places. The former, indeed, seems to have the 
preferable claim, as far as there can be any perfer- 
ence in such a legendary tale; as they still pretend 
to shew her grave in the church-yard of Meigle, 
which is at no great distance from Barrie. Her 
name is corr. pronounced Queen Waners / and the 
accounts given of her incontinence tally perfectly 
well with what is related in old Ballads and Ro 
mances.

As Arthur was so much celebrated in S. when Bp. 
Douglas wrote, and even before his time, it may be 
supposed that he so far complied with the humour of 
the age as to give him a place in the heavens. On 
the ground of ArthuVs celebrity, he might judge that 
the British hero had as good a claim to this distinc 
tion, as Cesar had to the celestial honour of the Ju- 
tium Sidus; especially as the name Arcturus was pri 
or to the other.

It may indeed be supposed, that, in this country, 
some of the monks, who were versant in the fables 
of Geoffry of Monmouth, had rendered the Lat. 
name of the constellation Arthur's hoif, out of com 
pliment to the memory of Arthur; and that when 
the designation came to be used among the vulgar, 
they finding that a place, celebrated in the history of 
their country, was called Julius'' hoif^ had at first 
conjoined the term hoif with that of Arthur. It 
may seem to favour this conjecture, that Douglas 
lises this as if it were a name equally well known 
with that of Gharlewaine, or the Elwand; as it oc 
curs in different parts of his translation, in connexion 
with other designations generally received. V. Ar- 
thury's Hufe, and Virgil, 239. b. 9. But the prin 
cipal objection to this idea is, that it is not easily 
conceivable how the constellation should be viewed 
as a /to?/, hall or temple, without an allusion to the 
building to which Arthur's name was latterly given.

Whether, therefore, it be supposed that the name 
Arthur's hoif was imposed by Edw. I., or borrow 
ed by the natives of our own country from books of 
chivalry; it ^seems most natural to think that it was 
primarily applied to this Roman structure, and after 
wards poetically transferred to the heavens. The 
designation, Arthur''s Oon, does not occur in any of 
our old writings. Hence, it is most probable that it 
was gradually substituted, in the mouths of the vul 
gar, for the former designation; either from the si-

H o L
milarity of sound, or from the resemblance of the 
building itself to an oven, as being of a circular form, 
or partly from both; especially as the term hoif had 
itself been gradually going into desuetude, it being 
now no longer used in its original and proper use.
2. A burial-place. The principal place of inter 

ment at Dundee is called the houff, 
Isl. ho/not only signifies fanum, delubrurn^ but 

atrium; G. Andr. This sense is retained in Germ., 
and evidently seems to be merely a secondary use of 
the term as originally denoting a hall or temple. 
Wachter renders Ao/area, locus ante domum, palati- 
um, templum, ambitu quodam cinctus:—impluvium, 
locus subdialis inter aedes; kirchhof^ area ante tern- 
ptura, a church-yard.
3. A place which one frequents, a haunt, S. 

Now sleekit frae the gowany field, 
Frae ilka fav'rite k-ouff and bield——

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 36.
« —The Globe Tavern here—for these many 

years has been my howff." Burns, IV. 258* 
N° 85.

A. S. hofe, Germ, hof, a house, L. B. hob-a, hov- 
a, hov-ia, villa, praedium. Wachter derives the 
term as used in this sense from A. S. hiw-an formare, 
fabricare. But this etymon is very questionable.
4. It seems occasionally used to denote a place 

where one wishes to be concealed. Thus the 
haunt of thieves is called their boujf, The term 
is also applied to any place in which one finds 
shelter from pursuit, S.
It may admit this sense in the following passage. 

——She grins [girns] an' glowrs sae dowr 
Frae Borean houff in angry show'r—

Fergusson's Poems^ ii. 33*
A. S. hofe is rendered not only domus, but spelun- 

ca, a den ; Somner.
HOISPEHOY, s. A game used in Banffshire, 

similar to Hide and Seek. The name is thought 
to be of Fr. extract; from Oye% hear, and espi- 
er to spy; q. Listen, I espy you. 

To HOIST, v. n. To cough. V. HOST. 
To HOIT, HOYTE, v. n. To move in an ambling 

but crazy manner; to move with expedition, 
but stiffly and clumsily, S. The term is often 
used to denote the attempt made by a corpulent 
person to move quickly.

ThoJ now ye dow but hoyte and hoblc, 
That day ye was a jinkcr noble, 

For heels an' win'.
Burns , iii. 142.

This is the very idea conveyed by Isl. haut-a: Salti- 
tare, cursitare more detentae volucris ; G. Andr. p. 
108.
HOIT, s. A hobbling motion. One to whom this 

motion is attributed, is said to be at the hoit^ 
S B

HOLYN, HOLENE, s. The holly; a tree, S. 
Ilex aquifolium, Linn-

The park thai tuk, Wallace a place has seyn 
Off gret holyns, that grew bathe heych and 

greyn. ' Wallace, xL 378. MS. 
I leive the maister of Sanct Anthane, 
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William Gray, sine gratia^— i 
Qui nunquam fabricat mendacia^ 
But quhen the holene tree growis grene. 

Dunbar) Bannatyne Poemsl p. 37. st. 8.
This Prov. is still retained.
" He never lies, but when the hollen is green;"

1. e. " he lies at all times." Kelly, p. 174.
A. S. holegn) holeri, id. Skinner deduces it from 

A. S. hoi all, and ecge point, q. all-pointed) because 
of its prickles.
To HOLK, HOUR, HOWK, v. a. i. To dig, to 

make hollow, S. pron. howk.
Younder vthir sum the new heuin holkisy 
And here also ane other end fast by 
Lay is the foundament of the theatry.

Doug. Virgil^ 26. 21.
—Geordie Girdwood, mony a lang spun day, 
Houkit for gentlest banes the humblest clay. 

Fergusson's PoemS) ii. 84.
2. Metaph., applied to the heart.

44 Thairfoir this heavenlie light, wherby we ar 
made heires of heaven, and the children of God, is 
purchased be the word & Spirit of God conjunctlie; 
by the worde striking & pearcing the eare outward- 
lie, and the Spirit howking the heart inwardlie." 
Bruce's Eleven Serm. 1591. Sign. R. 6. b.

This is merely Su.G. holk-a cavare, from hoi ca- 
vus. Ihre seems to think that this is the origin of 
Su.G. hoik) E. hulky the body of a ship; and that 
the term was originally applied to the trunk of a 
tree hollowed out; for such, he says, were the first 
Tessels of the Scythians. The term hoik is also us- 
ed in general as to any piece of wood that is excava 
ted.
HOLKIS, s. pi. A disease of the eye ; the samfc 

with heuck, S. B.
Quhat wenys thou, freynd, thy craw be worthin

quhite,
Suppois the holkis be all ouer growin thi face ? 

Doug. Virgil^ 66. 35.
Sibb. refers to Teut. hol-ooghe^ coelophthalmus. 

But this simply signifies, hollow-eyed, like Sw. hoi» 
oegd; without denoting any disease. V. HEUCK. 
To HOLL, v. a. To dig, to excavate, S. A. S«

hol-ian, Franc, hol-on^ Germ, hol-en, id. 
HOLL, HOWE, ad/, l. Hollow, deep; /bow, S. 

Skars sayd he thus, quhen of the holl graif law 
Ane great eddir slidand can furth thraw.

Doug. Virgil, 130. 14. 
Ane terribill sewch, birnand in flammis reid, 
Abhominabill, and how as hell to see— 
I saw————

Police of Honour) iii. 4.
—How cavernis or furnys of Ethna round 
Rummysit and lowit.——

Doug. Virgil, 91. 10.
2. Concave.

—As quhen the birnand sonnys bemes bricht 
The wattery cloud peirsand with his licht, 
Schynand on fer, forgane the skyes howe 
Schapis the figure of the qucnt rane bow.

Doug. Virgil^ 265. 38. 
Isl. hol-r) concavus.

3. Giving a hollow sound, S.

H O L
It spak right howe.

BurnS) iii. 43.
This is not a corr. of Eshollow, but the same with 

A. S. Germ. Belg. hoi, Isl. Ao/.wr, cavus. Sorm; 
have supposed that there is an affinity between these 
and Gr. ««A-OJ, cavus. 
HOLL, s. The hold of a ship.

Bathe schip maistfr, and the ster man also, 
In the holl, but baid, he g«rt thaim go.

Wallace^ ix. 122. MS. 
Out of the holl thai tuk skynnys gud speid,

Ibid. x. 836. MS.
Not from the v. hold) tenere, as Johns, seems to 

derive it, but from hoi) cavus. (Sw. holskepet) the 
hold of a ship ; Seren.) That this is the origin, ap 
pears farther from its being sometimes written HoW) 
q. v.
HOLME, HOWM, s. The level low ground on 

the banks of a river or stream, S. hoam, S. B» 
Thare wylde in wode has welth at wylle; 
Thare hyrdys hydys holme and hille.

Wyntowrt) Cron. i. 13. 16.
Holme and hill) or holme and hycht) seem to have 

been phrases in common use; as we now say, hill 
and dale.

In Scotland he send hys Tresorere,
—To sek bath holme and hycht) 
Thai men to get, gyve that thai mycht.

Wyntown) viii. 16. 85.
" Between the edge of the river Clyde, and the 

rising ground, or banks on each side of that river, 
there are generally valleys, or holmS) (as they arc 
here called) of different breadths." P. Dalserf, 
Lanarks. Statist. Ace. ii. 371.

Keep halyday on ilka howm.
Ramsay's Poems) i. 102.

Su.G. holme) which primarily has the same sense with. 
the E. word, is used also to denote an area separated 
by hedges from the surrounding soil, from its insu 
lated form. Hence, the Isl. name for a duel or single 
combat was hoolmganga) Su.G. holmgang) because 
the parties fought on a piece of ground inclosed OR 
all sides with stakes, that a coward might have no 
opportunity of flying: and the phrase, Ganga a holm 
vid anntiH) duello cum aliquo congredi. But it is 
questionable, whether the S. term be not radically 
different; as Isl. hwam-r signifies a little valley, a \ovr 
place between two hills; convalliciila, seu semivallis; 
Verel. G. Andr. while hoolm-r is rendered insula 
parva.
HOLT, s. A wood; as in E*
HOLT, s. 1. High ground, that which is at the 

same time hilly and barren. It seems to be 
used by Doug. as synon. with hirst.

——On thir wild holtis hars also
In faynt pastoure dois thare beistis go.

Doug. Virgil, 373. 17. V. HIRST. 
Makyne went hame blyth anewche 

Attoure the holtis hair.
Bannatyne PoemS) 102. st. 16. 

Ritson quotes the following passage from Tttrber- 
ville's Songs and Sonnets) 1567, in which it is evi 
dently used in the same sense.

Yee that frequent the hilles?
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And highest holies of all.

Gl. E. M. Rom.
Iludd. derives it-from Fr. hault, haut, Lat. alt-us, 

liigh. But it is certainly the same with Isl. hollty 
which signifies a rough and barren place, salebra, 
Verel. Glaretum, terra aspera et stcrilis, gleba inu- 
tills; G. Andr. V. HAIR, 2. 
2. u Holt or Haut is now diminished to a very

small hay cock, or a small quantity of manure
before it is spread.'* P. Hutton and Corrie,
Dumfr. Statist. Ace. xiii. 568. V. HUT, s. 2. 

HOMELTY- JOMELTY, adj. Clumsy and con-
fused in manner.

Then cam in the mai&ter Almaser, 
Ane homelty-jomelty juffler, 
Lyk a stirk stackarand in the ry.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 94.
Perhaps from Whummil, q. v. and E. jumble. 

Jitjfler, for shuffler, one who danced with a shuffling 
motion. This word, in its formation, nearly resem 
bles Sw. hummel och tu/nmel, topsy-turvy. 
HOMYLL, adj. Having no horns ; ^.

hummilt) synon. doddit, cowit.
u Quhen vncouth ky fechtis amang thaym self, 

gif ane of thaym happenis to be slane, and vncertane 
quhat kow maid the slauchter, the kow that is ho. 
myll sail beir the wyte, and the awnajr thairof sal re. 
com pens the dammage of the kow that is slane to his 
nychtboure." Bellend. Cron. B. x. c. 12. Incor- 
nuta, Boeth.

This certainly proceeds on the supposition, that 
the animal slain exhibits no marks of having been 
gored.

It is perhaps the same term that is applied to grain. 
V. HUMMIL, v.

This might at first view seem merely a corr. of E. 
humble. But it certainly has no affinity. It appears 
to be originally the same with Su.G. haml-a, a term 
used to denote mutilation of any kind. Ihre says 
that it properly signifies to hamstring. A. S. hamel- 
an, id. But perhaps this assertion is founded on the 
idea of its being a deriv. from ham suifrago; although 
he afterwards refers to ham mancus, which seems the 
true origin. From ham the Germans in like manner 
form hammeln castrare. Isl. hamlet, in legibus pas. 
sim est inembri alicujus laesione vel mutilatione ali- 
um impedire, quo minus facultatem habeat quod 
velit efnciendi; Verel. Ind. Hamla ad handum 
eda fotum, manibus pedibusve truncare; Ibid. 
Hamlad-ur, manibus pedibusque truncatus; CMai 
Lex. Run. 
To HOMOLOGATE, v. a. To give an indirect

approbation of any thing, S.
u They said, to accuse a minister before a Bishop, 

was an acknowledging his jurisdiction over his clergy, 
or, to use a hard word much in use among them, it 
was homologating his power." Burnet's own Times, 
I. 363. 
HONE, s. Delay. For owtyn hone and but bone,

are used adv. as signifying, without delay. 
With thai wordis, for owtyn hone, 
He tite the bow out off his hand ; 
For the tratouris, wer ner cummand.

Barbour^ v. 602. MS*

H .0 O
Drife thir chiftanys of this land but hone.

Doug. Virgil, 222. 9.
Rudd. thinks that hone is put for hoy metri causa, 

But this conjecture is not well founded. For Hol 
land uses the former, where the rhyme is not con. 
cerned.

The Paip commandit, but hone, to wryt in all 
landis. Houlate, i. 11. MS- 

It is also written Hunt, q. v. 
This seems formed from the v. Hove, How, q. v. 

By a strange mistake Ritsoa renders this shame, as 
allied to Fr. honte or honi, in the celebrated phrase 
Honi soit, &c. referring to the following passage* 

This honowr sal noght he myne, 
Bot sertes it aw wele at be thine 5 
I gif it the her, withowten hone, 
And grantes that I am undone. 

Ywaine and Gawin, E. M. Rom. i. 154. V. Hoo» 
* HONEST, adj. Honourable, becoming.

Oure lord the Kingis eldest sone, 
Suete, and wertuous, yong and fair,— 
Honest, habil, and avenand,— 
Yauld his saule til his Creatoure.

Wyntown, ix. 23. 15. V» CLAUCHAN. 
Hence, as Mr Macpherson observes, S. u honest- 

like, decent, respectable; and thief-like, ugly, un. 
seemly." Honest-like is indeed applied, 1. To the 
appearance of a man, as denoting that he looks well, 
both in face and person, that he is neither hard* 
visaged nor puny. 2. To the appearance, as re. 
specting dress. One is said to look very honefit-like , 
when dressed in a decent and proper manner, 3, 
To what has the appearance of liberality, as opposed 
to what indicates parsimony. An honest-tike bit is 
such a portion of any kind of food as implies the 
good will of the giver. It also often includes the 
idea of plenty. Every thing in the house was honest- 
like, i. e. There was no appearance either of pover« 
ty, or of parsimony. V. the s. 
HONESTY, s. 1* Respectability, honour. 

He sawfyd ill kyngis honeste, 
Swa to sclandyre a kynryk fre*

Wyntown, viii. 3. 141.
" Beggarly pride is devil's honesty, and blusheth 

to be in Christ's common." Rutherford's Lett P.
1. ep. 50.
2. Kindness, liberality, S. It is commonly said 

by one who has received a favour or gift from 
another; Pll bide nag rnatfs honesty. 
u Why should 1 smother my husbancTs honesty, or

s|n against his love, or be a niggard in giving out to
others what I get for nothing ?" Rutherford's Lett.
P. I. ep. 86.
3. Decency, what becomes one's station, S.

Honesty is no pride, S, Prov. u spoken to them, 
that go toa careless iu their dress ; intimating, that 
it is no sign of pride to go decently." Kelly, p. 
148.

Lat. honest us signifies both kind, and decent; Fr. 
honneste, honnete, gentle, courteous; seemly, hand 
some. 
HOO, s. Delay, stop.

Scho tuk him wp with owtyn wordis mo>—• 
Atour the wattir led him with gret woo,



HOP
Till hyr awn houss with outyn ony hoc.

Wallace, ii. 264. MS. V. HOVE, How, t>. 
&oo is used in the sense of truce, Berner's Froys. 

sart, II. 153. " There is no hoo between them as 
longe as speares, swords, axes, or daggers will en- 
dure, but lay oh eche upon other." V. Scott's Lay 
of the Last Minstrel, Note, p. 304. 
HOO, s. Cap. V. How. 
HOODED CROW, the Pewit Gull, Orkn.

" The Pewit Gull (Larus ridibundus, Lin. Syst.) 
here called the hooded crow, is frequently seen in 
Spring, and sometimes hi Summer." Barry's Ork 
ney, p. 303.

It has evidently received this name from its black 
head. Hence it is also called Black cap, E. 
To HOOL, it. a. To conceal, S. B.

I wadna care, but ye maun hool frae a', 
Whate'er I tell you now at wish us twa.

Shirrefs' Poems, p. 140.
This is radically the same with Heild, Heal, q. v. 

But it more nearly resembles Su.G. hoel-ja, velare, 
operire; MoesG. hul-jan, id. Alem. hul-en, Germ. 
hull-en, tegere. Isl. hcl-a has in the imperf. hulde, 
part. pa. hulen tectus. Hence hull, the husk or 
covering of any seed. 
HOOLIE, adj. Slow; also, slowly, softly. V.

HULY. 
To HOP, HAP, v. n. To dance.

Hop is used in this sense, according to the account
which Walsingham gives of what Wallace said to his
troops, when he had drawn them up in order of battle.

u Dicens eis patria lingua. I haif brocht you to
the King, hop gif you can."

Lord Hailes, with great probability, renders King, 
ring, adding; " The ring means the dance a la 
ronde." Doug., he observes, uses hap as signifying 
to dance. It is, however, written hop, according to 
Rudd. edit.

Syne younder mare was schappin in ane feild 
The dansand preistis, clepit Salii, 
Hoppand and singand wounder merely.

Virgil, 267. 21. V. Annals Scat. I. 259. 
Teut. hopp-en salire, saltare, Su.G. hopp-a, sal- 

titare.
HOP, HOPE, s. A sloping hollow between two 

hills, or the hollow that forms two ridges on 
one hill. The highest part of this is called the 
hope-head, Loth. Tweedd. Dumfr. Glack, slack, 
pynon.

—Fresche Flora hir floury mantill spreid, 
la euery waill, bath hop, hycht, hill, and meide. 

Wallace, ix. 25. MS. 
He has guided them o'er moss and muir, 

O'er hill and hope, and mony a down.
Minstrelsy Border, i. 188.

Hope occurs in the names of many places in the 
South of S.

Johns, mentions hope as used by Ainsworth; ren 
dering it, u any sloping plain between the ridges of 
mountains." But he gives no hint as to the etymon. 
If we can have any confidence in Bullet, hope was 
used in this sense in the language of the ancient Gauls: 
Petite vallee entre des montagnes, 
HOPE, s. A small bay.
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—Of fors, as wynd thame movyd, 
Come in the Fyrth thame behowyd, 
And in Saynt Margretis Hope be-lyve 
Of propyre nede than til arryve.

Wyntown, vi. 20. 10& 
It seems to be used in a_similar sense, Orkn. 
" To the north is St Margaret's Hope, a very safe 

harbour for ships.—Here are several good harbours, 
as Kirk-Aope, North-Ao^e, Ore-hope, and others." 
Wallace's Orkney, p. 8. 10.

Mi Macpherson observes, that Isl. hop signifies a 
large pond, or small sea. Hoop, stagnum ma jus, 
mare minus ; G. Andr.
HOR1E GOOSE, the brent goose, Anas berni- 

cla, Linn. Orkney; sometimes pron., and also 
written, horra.
" The birds of passage are pretty numerous. 

Among these the swans, the horie geese, or as they 
are called in England the brant geese, which take 
their departure from Orkney in the spring for the 
north, to obey the dictates of nature, &c. are the 
principal." P. Kirkwall, Statist. Acc^vii. 547.

u On the sand and shores of Deerness are seen 
myriads of plovers, curlews, sea-larks, sea-pies, and 
a large grey bird with a horse cry, called by the in 
habitants Horra Goose." P. St Andrew's, Orkn* 
Statist. Ace. xx. 263.

There is some similarity between the name of this 
bird and that of the velvet duck, in Norw. Huf~ 
orre, Penn. ZooL p. 583. The shieldrake in Norw. 
is ur-gaas. But we are informed, that " they are 
called in Shetland, Horra geese, from being found in 
that sound;" Encycl. Britann. vo. Anas, N° 15.
HORN, s. A vessel for holding liquor; figura 

tively used for its contents. Tak off your born, 
S. i. e. take your drink.

Then left about the bumper whirl, 
And toom the horn.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 349.
Isl. horn, poculum; hornungr, potus; L. B. cor» 

nu, vas quo bibitur; also, vinum cqrnu contentum.
Among the ancient Norwegians a King or Earl 

served himself heir to his father, by a remarkable ce 
remony, illustrative of the phrase mentioned above.

Sturleson, speaking of the ninth century, says; 
" At this time it was the received custom, that when 
the funeral feast of a King or Earl was celebrated, 
[Parentalia, Lat.] he who prepared the feast, and 
who was to succeed to the inheritance, seated him. 
self on the lowest steps of an exalted throne, until 
the cup called Braga-bcger was brought in. Then, 
rising to receive this, and having taken a vow, he 
emptied (he cup. This being done, he was to ascend 
the throne which his father had filled, and thus be 
come possessor of the whole inheritance." " In this 
very manner," he adds, u were things transacted on 
this occasion. For the cup being brought in, Ingi- 
aid the king, rising up, grasped in his hand, einu 
dyrshorni miklu, a large or meikle horn of a wild 
ox, which was reached to him ; and having made a 
solemn vow, that he would either increase his pater- ' 
rial dominions at least one half, by new-acquisitions, 
or die, if he failed in the attempt, h<^ drack af sithan 
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of horninO) then emptied the horn." Heimskr. 
Ynglinga S. c. 40.

We learn from Pliny, that the ancient Northern 
nations preferred the horns of the Urus or wild 
ox> for this purpose. Urorum cornibus Barbari 
Septentrionales, urnasque binas capitis unius cornua 
implent. Hist. Lib. ii. c. 37, This is admitted by 
Northern writers. V. Ol. Warm. Aur. Cornu, p. 
37. Saxo Grammaticals asserts the same thing con. 
cerning the ancient inhabitants of Britain. The 
Saxons used drinking vessels of the same kind. 
V. Du Cange, ubi sup.

That the custom of drinking out of the horns of 
animals prevailed among the early Greeks, appears 
from a variety of evidence. V. Potter's Antiq. ii. 
390. Rosin. Anttq. p. 378, V. BICKER andSKUL. 
HORN, s. An excrescence on the foot, a corn,

S. B,
Sw. likihorn, id. q. a body-horn, from lik the 

body, andAorn; likthorner, a corn-cutter.
HORN, s. To put to tie horn, to denounce as a 

rebel ; to outlaw a person for not appearing in 
the court to which he is summoned j a forensic 
phrase, much used in our courts, S. 
u Incontinent Makbeth entrit & slew Mak- 

duffis wyfe & hir barnis, with all other personis 
fhathefand in it, syne confiscat Makduffts guddis, 
& put him to the horn." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. 
6. 6. Reipublicae declaravit hostcm, Boeth.

The phraser originates from the manner in which a 
person is denounced an outlaw. A king's messen 
ger, legally empowered for this purpose, after other 
formalities, must give three blasts with a horn, by 
\vhich the person is understood to be proclaimed re 
bel to the king, for contempt of his authority, and 
his moveables to be escheated to the King's use. V. 
Erskine's Instit. B. ii. Tit. 5. Sect. 55, 56.

It appears that horns were used for trumpets, be 
fore those of metal were known. Prapertius in 
forms us, that the ancient Romans were summoned to 
eheir assemblies, by the sounding of the cornet or horn.

Buccina cogebat priscos ad verba Quirites. 
In the same manner was the alarm sounded. Clas- 

^(cum appellatur, quod Buccinatores per corrui di- 
cunt. Veget. Lib. ii. c. 22.

Jam nunc minaci murrnure cornttum 
Perstringis aures, jam litui sonant.

HOT. Carm. Lib. ii. O. 1.
The Israelites blew horns or cornets at their new 

moons, and at other solemnities; Num. x. 10. Psa, 
xcviii. 6. Horns were used as trumpets by the an- 
cient Northern nations; as Wormius shews, Aur. 
Cornu, p. 27.

The form used, in denouncing rebels, was most 
probably introduced into S. from the ancient mode 
©f raising the hue and cry. In this manner, at least, 
was the hue anciently raised.

u Gif ane man findes ane theif with the fang, do- 
and him skaith ; incontinent he sould raise the blast 
of ane home vpon him ; and gif he hcs nat ane 
home, he sould raise the shout with his mouth • and 
•ry lowdly that his neighbours may heare." Reg» 
Maj. B. iv. c. 23. § 2.

Du Cange supposes^ but, it would seem without
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sufficient authority, that the term hue properly de 
noted the sound of a horn. Hue vero videtur esse 
clamor cum cornu ; vo. Huesium.

That this mode of raising the hue was not confin* 
ed to S., appears from the phrase used by Knygh- 
ton, A. 1326. Omnes qui poterant cornu sufflare, 
vel vocem Hutesii emittere, &c. Du Cange also 
gives the phrase. Cum cornu clamorem levare; and 
quotes a passage from a charter dated A. 1262, in 
which the person, in whose favour it is made, is 
freed ab— Cornu, crito, &c. adding, that crito is, 
equivalent to clamor, from Fr. cri. V. vo. Cor- 
nu, 2.

Our mode of denunciation- is mentioned so earlv 
as the reign of William the Lion.

u And gif he vnjustlie withdrawis him from the 
attachment: the officers sail raise the kings horn 
vpon him, for that deforcement, vntill the king's 
castell." Stat. Will. c. 4» § 2. Debet levare cornw 
super ilium, Lat.

That the king's Maire or Serjand may he always 
in readiness for this part of his work, he is obliged^ 
under pain of being fined severely, still to carry his 
horn with him when he goes into the country; and 
the Baroune Serjand, when he enters into the Ba 
rony. V. Acts Ja. I. 1426. c. 99. 
HORNING, s. Or, Letter of Horning, a letter 

issued from his Majesty's Signet, and directed 
to a Messenger, who is required to charge a 
debtor to pay the debt for which he is prose 
cuted, or perform the obligation within a li 
mited time, under the pain of rebellion, S. 
u The Lords of Council and Session ordaine the 

relict and representatives of the said John Ramsay, 
to give up and deliver to the said George Robertson, 
all the registers of homings and inhibitions, which 
were in her husband's possession Ihe time of his 
decease." Act Seder1 . 4 March 1672.

If the debtor disobey the charge, the Messenger 
publishes the letters at the market-cross of the head 
borough of the shire where the debtor dwells, ojr 
of a regality or stewartry, if he resides in a sepa 
rate jurisdiction. There the messenger must, before 
witnesses, first make three several Oyesses with an 
audible voice. Next, he must read the letters, also, 
with an audible voice; and afterwards blow with his 
horn, as mentioned, vo. Horn^ 3. Y. Ersk. Instit. 
ubi sup..
HORNE/'J. A name given, by our ancestors^ to 

one of the constellations : but to which of 
them is uncertain, as there is no corresponding 
term in* Virg.

Of euery sterne the twynkling notis he, 
That in the stil heuin moue cours we-se, 
Arthurys hufe, and Hyades betaiknyng rane, 
Syne Watling strete, the Home and the Charle 

wane. Doug. Virgil, 85. 43. V. a4sa 
239, b. 3.
HORN-DAFT, adj. Outrageous,, quite mad ; per 

haps in allusion to an animal that is raised to 
fury, and pushes with the horn, S. B. 

HORRA GOOSE. V. HORIE. 
HORRING, s. Abhorrence,.
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" I am BOW passand to my fascfreous purpois. Ye 

gar me dissemble sa far that I half horring thairat; 
and ye caus me do almaist tbe.office of a traitores." 
Lett. Buchan. Det. Q. Mary. G. 8. a. b.

Lat. horr-co. 
HORSE, s. A faucet, a wooden instrument for

drawing off liquors, S. B.
HORSE-COUPER, j. A horse-dealer, one 

who buys and sells horses, S. 
Some turn'd horse-coopers, some pedlers.

Col-oil9 s Mock Poem, p. 37.
Instead of this, Ihre by mistake uses the term 

horsecoser, Gloss, vo. Kyta. V. COOPER, and 
COUP, 1. 
MORSE-GANG, s.

" As the farms are very small, it is common for 
four people to keep a plough between them, each 
furnishing a horse, and this is called a horse gang." 
Pennant's Tour in S. 1769, p. 105.

As this is in fact the description of a plough gang 
or plough-gate, I apprehend that a horse-gang ra 
ther denotes the fourth of this, or the possession of 
one of the four persons referred to. 
HORSEGOUK, s. The name given, In the Shet 

land Islands, to the Green Sand-piper, Tringa 
ochrapus^ Linn.
Dan. horse gioeg, Isl. hrossa-gaukr, Norw. roes 

jouke, Brunuich, 183. Pennant's Zool. 468. q. 
the horse-cuctow.
HORSE-KNOT, s. « Common Black Knap- 

weed, Ang.; Centaurea nigra, S. The Horse- 
Knot, Scotis Austr." Lightfoot, p. 498. 

HORSE-MUSCLE, s. The pearl oyster, found 
in rivers, S.
44 In deep still pool* are found a large bivalvular 

shell.fish, known here by the name of the horse- 
muscle. They are not used as food, but in some 
of them are found small pearls." P. Hamilton, La- 
narks. Statits. Ace. ii. 179.

44 The rivers in this parish produce also a number 
of horse or pearl mussels.—There is now in the cus 
tody of the Hon. Mrs Drummond of Perth, a pearl 
necklace, which has been in the possession of the 
ladies of that noble family for several generations, 
the pearls of which were found here in the Tay, and 
for size and shape, are not to be equalled by any of 
the kind in Britain." P. Cargill, Perths. Statist. 
Ace. xiii. 532.
HOSE-FISH, J». The Cuttle-fish, S. Sepia Lo- 

Hgo, Linn. O-Jisl, Loth.
Loligo Nostratibus, (a theca, in quam se red- 

pit) Hose-fish dicitur. Sibb. Scot. p. 2(5.
O-fish seems merely q. Hoe-fish; the singular of 

hose being often used, S.
HOSE-NET, s. i. A small net, affixed to a 

pole, reserrioling a stocking, used in rivulets, S. 
2. The term is also used metaph., S.

44 Sa bee your awin words, yee haue drawne your 
selfes in a hose-net, £ crucified your messe." 
Bruce's Serm. on the Sacr. M. 4, b. V. HERRY. 
WATER.
To HOST, HOIST, v. n. l. To cough, S* A. 

Bor.

H O S
His ene wes how, his voce wes hers hostand. 

Henry sone, Rannatyne Poems, p. 131. 
He's always compleenin frae morning to e'enin, 
He hosts and he hirples the weary day lang. 

Ritsotfs S. Songs, ii. 250,
2. Metaph. and actively, to belch up, to bring 

forth, applied to the effusions of grief or dis 
pleasure.

——The Latino pepill hale on raw 
Ane felloun murnyng maid and woful bere, 
And gan deuode and hoistit out ful clcre 
Depe from thare breistis the hard sorowb 

smert. Doug. Virgil, 453. 28. 
Host up, is said sarcastically in this sense to a 

child who is crying, and who from anger brings 
on a fit of coughing, S.
3. To hem, S.

A-S. hweost-an, Su.G. host-a, Isl. hoost-a, Belg. 
hoest-en, id, G. Andr. observes, that Isl. hoost 
denotes the breast towards the lungs; referring to 
Gr. or*, vox elata; Lex. p. 120. But he derives 
hoost frpm hues subraucus, hoarse, p. 103. 
HOST, HOAST, HOIST, s. i. A cough, a single 

act of coughing, S. A. Bor. 
And with that wourd he gave ane hoist anone. 
The gudman heird and speirit, " Quha is yon ?" 

Dunbar^ Maitland Poems, p. 75.
2. A settled cough, S.

Heidwerk, Hoist , and Perlasy, maid grit pay. 
King Hart, ii. 57.

a From the thirteenth of November,— he [J. 
Knox,] became so feeble with a hoast, that he 
could not continue his ordinar task of reading the 
Scriptures, which he had every day." Calder. 
wood's Hist. p. 60.
3. A hem, a vulgar mode of calling upon one to 

stop, S.
4. Used metaph. to express a thing that is attend~ 

ed with no difficulty ; or which either in itself, 
or in one's apprehension, requires no considera 
tion. It did na cost him a host, he made no he 
sitation about it, S.
44 He that can swallow a camel in the matters of 

God without an hoast; will straine a gnat in the 
circumstances of his own affaires, as though they 
were all substance. Course of Conformitie, p. 117. 

But, or without a host, id. 
Accordingly the lads were wiled and sent. 
The taiken shewn, that but a host was kent; 
And all the beasts in course of time camehame*

Ross's Helenore, p. 124.
A. S. hweostj Isl. hoost) Su.G. host-a, Belg, 

hoest^ Germ, huste.
HOST A, inter/. Used as an expression of sur 

prise, and perhaps of some degree of hesita* 
tion, Ang. Husto, busta, Aberd. expl. " See 
here, see to it," Shirr. Gl. p. 20.

—And belly-flaught, o'er the bed lap she,
And claught Hab wi7 might and wiy main • 

" Hech ! husto /" quo' Habbie^ " I chaps ye; 
44 1 thought whare your tantrums wad enV ? 

Jamieson's PopuL Ball. i. 
4 H
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" (Haves thou) There! take that!" Gl.
This is considered as a very old word, and may 

perhaps be equivalent to hear I hear! a mode of ex 
pressing eagerness of attention well known in our 
supreme council; MoesG. haus-jan audire; hausei, 
audi, hear, listen. Junius derives this v. from auso 
the ear. 
To HOSTAY, v. a. To besiege, Wyntown.

Fr. hostay-er, id., mentioned by Skinner, as ob 
solete, under Hostey. He derives it from host, ex- 
ercitus.
HOSTELER, HOSTELLAR, s. An inn-keeper. 

The blyth hosteler bad thaim gud ayle and
breid.———

The hostellar son apon a hasty wyss, 
Hynt fyr in hand, and till a grct houss yeid.

Wallace, ix. 1441. 1445. MS.
Upon complaint by Hostillares to Ja. I. a very 

singular law was made, prohibiting all travellers to 
lodge with their friends, and their friends to receive 
them, within boroughs or thoroughfairs, under the 
penalty of forty shillings to the King; that thus they 
might be under the necessity of lodging in the inns. 
A. 1425. c. 61. Edit. 1566. c. 56. Murray.

Fr. hosteller, hotelier, id. This word, like many 
ethers, has greatly sunk in its sense; being trans 
ferred from the landlord to the stable-servant, who 
is now called hostler. 
HOSTILLAR, HOSTILLARIE, s. An inn.

a The King—forbiddis, that ony leigeman of 
his realme, trawelland throw the countrie on hors 
or on fute, fra tyme that the commoun hostillaris 
be maid, herbrie or luge thame in ony vther place, 
bot in the hostillaris foirsaid." Acts Ja. I. ut sup. 
More properly, Hostillaries, Skene, Murray.

Fr. hostelerie, id. V. HOSTELER.
To HOTCH, v. n. To move the body by sud 

den jerks. Hot chin and lauchin, laughing with 
such violence as to agitate the whole body, S. 
Teut. huts-en, Belg. hots-en, to jog, to joult; 

whence probably Fr. hoch-er, id. Perhaps we may 
add Isl. hagg-a commovere, quassare; hik or hwik, 
parva commotio. V. HOCKIT. 
HOTCH-POTCH, s. A dish of broth, made 

with mutton or lamb, cut into small pieces, to 
gether with green peas, carrots, turnips, and 
sometimes parsley or celery, served up with 
the meat in it, S.
Teut. huts-pot, Fr. hochepot. Kilian derives the 

word from huts-en, to shake. Johns, conjectures 
concerning the Fr. word, that it is hachis en pot.

O. E. hotche potle, expl. haricot, also tripotaige; 
Palsgraue.
To HOTTER, v. a. To crowd together, con- 

veying the idea of individual motion, S. O. 
*Twas a muir-hen, an' monie a pout 
Was rinnin, hotterin round about.

Rev. J. Nicholas Poems, ii. 102. 
Perhaps a dimin. from Teut. hott-en, coalescere, 

concrcscere. This however, is especially use(| with 
respect to curdling.
HOU, s. A rooftree; Gl. Rams. V. How, s. 4. 
To HOUD, v. n. l. To wriggle; to move
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from side to side, whether walking or sit 
ting, S,

2. To move by succussatlon, Loth, synon. hotch. 
Belg. houtt-en signifies to halt, and Sw. ived-ja to 

wriggle. But it is doubtful if it has any affinity to 
either. V. HODDIN.
HOUD, s. The motion of the body from side to 

side ; the act of wriggling, S. B. V. the v.
To HOVE, How, HUFE, HUFF, v. n. To lodge, 

to remain.
——Men, that rycht weill horsyt wer 
And armyt, a gret cumpany, 
Behind the bataillis priuely 
He gert house, to bid thair cummytig.

Barbour, xix. 345. MS. 
A round place wallit have I found, 

in myddis quhare eftsone I have spide
Fortune, the goddesse, hiifing on the ground.

King*s Quair, v. 8.
2. To halt, to stay, to tarry j in the same sense 

in which hover is now used.
Eneas hovit stil the schot to byde, 
Hym schroudand vnder hys armour and his 

scheild. Doug. Virgil, 427. 39. 
Eftir thay had al circulit in ane ring,— 
All reddy huff and thare cursouris for to tak, 
Epytides on fer ane sing can mak— 
Than ran thay samyn in pans with ane quhid- 

der. Doug. Virgil, 146. 55. 
It is used in O. E. as signifying to remain.

Morond, erl of Gloucestre, myd ys ost by
syde, 

In ane valleye houede, the endyne vorto abyde*
R. Glouc. p. 218. 

Gloss. " hoved, hovered, lay.
Before Pilate and other people, in the place he 

houed. P. Ploughman, Fol. 98. a. 
This knight, which houed and abod 
Embuisshed vpon horsbake, 
All sodenlyche vpon hym brake.

Gowcr's Conf. Am. Fol. 44, a. 
This ward, which conveys the general idea of re 

maining or abiding, is probably from Germ, hof-en, 
do mo et hospitk) excipere; and may have been pri 
marily used to denote residence in a house; from hof 
domus, or hufe, fundus rusticus. I scarcely think 
that hove is allied to Isl. hey-a moror, commoror? 
tempus fallo; G. Andr. p. 108. 
To HOVE, v. n. 1. To swell, S. A. Bon 
2. To rise, to ascend.

Some said led a shee ape, all grathed into green, 
Some hobland on a hemp stalk, hovand to the 

hight.
Polwart, Wat sorts Coll. iii. p. 12. 

" Hove, swoln as cheeses;" Rural Econ. Glou- 
cest. GL

u Mr J. Hog says, that the whole body is hoved 
and swelled like a loaf."—Prize Essays Highl. Soc. 
iii. 368.

Dan. hov-er, Sw. foerhoef-a, id. from haefw-a, 
elevare. Alem. hob-on* levare. 
HOVE. ARTHURY'S HOVE. V. HOIF. 
HOUFF, s. A haunt. V. HOIF.
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To HOUFF, v. n. To take shelter; to go to 

some haunt ; often used merely to denote a 
short stay in a house. " Where did you gae /" 
" / was loiffid, S. V. HoiF. 

HOUFFIT, K. Hart, i. 22. V. BLONKS. 
HOUGH, adj. This seems to signify, having 

a hollow sound, as being the same with bow. 
" The black man's voice was hough and goustie." 

Confess. Scotch Witches, Glanville's Sadduc. p. 393. 
On this Glanville observes ; u Several words I pro. 
fcss I understand not, as for example concerning the 
black man's voice, that it was Jtough and goustie. 
But if the voice of this black man be like that of 
his who appeared to the Witches whom Mr Hunt 
examined, they may signify a big and low voice. 
Ibid. p. 396.

But as we still speak of one having a hozv voice, 
when it resembles the sound proceeding from an 
empty barrel, goustie is nearly synori. V. the word. 
HOUGH, adj. (gutt.) Low, mean ; pron. hogh. 

Now when thou tells how I was bred 
But hough enough to a mean trade; 
To ballance that, pray let them ken 
My saul to higjier pitch cou'd sten.

Ramsay's Poems, xi. 581.
a Very indifferently," N. The phrase hough 

enough^ is often used to denote that one is in a poor 
state of health^ S.

The sense in which it is-used in the following pas 
sage, is uncertain.

It's said he call'd one oft a side^ 
To ask of beatten buttons prices, 
Of silver work or strange divises : 
Tho' she be somewhat old and teugh, 
She's a Scots woman hough enough.

detanks Poems, p. 14.
It may have been originally applied to the mind; 

Su.G. hog-a, to be anxiousj from hog, animus: 
A. S. id.
To HOUK, v. a. " Expl. to heap j" Gl. Sibbv 
HOUK, s. A hulk, a large ship.

The meikle houk hym bare, was Triton callit.
Doug. Virgil, 321. 55.

Junius derives this from A. S. hide, tugurium, q. 
domus seu casa marina. But hulc in Gl; Aelfr. is 
rendered liburna, a light and swift ship, a galley. 
Alem. holech, Su.G. hoik navis oneraria, Belg. 
hulcke, Ital. hulca, Fr. hulque, L. B. hulcum, hul 
ca. The origin is probably Su.G. holk-a to exca 
vate, because the first vessels, known to barbarous 
nations, were mere canoes, dug out of trunks of trees. 
HOURIS, s. pi. I. Matins, morning prayers..

u In the tyme of King Malcotme was ane generall 
counsal haldyn at Clairmont, in the quhilk Urbane 
the secound of that name institut the houris & 
niatynis of the blissit virgyne Mary to be said dayly 
in hir louing." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. c. 12. 
2. Metaph. applied to the chanting of birds. 

—Lusty May, that muddir is of flouris, 
Had maid the birdis to begyn thair houris 
Amang the tendir odouris reid and quhyt.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 1. st. 1. 
This poet, making the same allusion^ calls them 

Venus chapell-darks. Ibid. p. 8, st. 3.
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Fr. heures, L. B. horae, a book of prayers ap 

propriated to certain hours in the morning.
HOURS. Ten hours, ten o' clock. IVhat hours, 

what o'clock, S.
" That na Upper folk,—enter na cum in a 

burgh of the realme, bot thryse in the oulk,—fra- 
ten houres to twa efter nune." Acts Ja. I. 1427. 
c. 118. Edit. 1566: c. 105. Murray. 

If he at Dover through them glance, 
He sees izhat hours it is in France.

Golvil's Mock Poem, p. 32. 
Fr. qifelle heure est il? what is it o'clock ? 
In S. they tell what it is o' clock by using the s. 

pi. with the numeral preceding ; a Fr. idiom. 
Retire, while noisy ten-hours drum 
Gars a' your trades gae dandring hame.

Fergusson's Poems, xi. 96. 
HOUSS, s. A castle, a fortified place. 

Off hoitssis part that is our heretage, 
Owt off this pees in playn Lmak thaim knawin, 
Thaim for to wyn, sen that thai ar our awin; 
Roxburch, Berweik, at ouris lang tym has beyn, 
In to the handis of you fals Sothrone keyn.

Wallace, viii. 1509, MS.
This seems the sense of houss, Ibid. ix. 1748. MS. 

Gif that the Sotheroun wald 
Houss to persew, or turn to Locbmabati. 

This use of hus I have not met with in A.S. It 
occurs, however, in Su.G., as rendered by Ihre, 
castellum, arx. Att han ej lati uthfoddan man hw» 
som aeller landom radha ; Ne rex sinat exteros arccs 
aut pro\7 incias in potestate habere; Leg. Christoph. 
ap. Ihre, vo. Hus. He adds^ that in the Dalic law 
Husabyman signifies the Governar of a castle ; and 
that in the Alemanic laws, hus is often- used in this 
sense; as in the following passage: Ob si fur ain- 
huse uarent; Si castellum aliquod obsideant; c. 250. 
HOW, adj. Hollow. V. HOLL. 
How, s. 1. Any hollow place, S.

He taks the gate and travels, as he dow, 
Hamewith, thro' mony a toilsome height and 

how. Ross's Helenore, p. 44.'
2. A plain, or tract of flat ground, S.

" It is —placed at the south extremity of an ex. 
tensive plain, generally known by the How, or hol 
low lands, of the Mearns." P. Mary.kirk, Kincard. 
Statist. Ace. xviii. 609.
3. The hold of a ship.

The hate fyre consumes fast the how, 
Ouer al the schip discendis the perrellus low. 

Doug. Virgil, 150. 41. 
Not hull, as Rudd. renders it.

Our caruellis hawi$ ladnis and pry my s he.
Ibid. 83. 46. V. HOLL.

4. Dung in the howes, overturned ; metaph.
u Thomas Goodwin, and his brethren, as their 

custom is to oppose all things that are1 good, car 
ried it so, that all was dung in the howes, and that 
matter clean laid by." Baillie's Lett. ii. 59. q. 
driven into the hollows.

Su.G. holl caverna. 
HOW, s. A mound, a tumulus, a knoll, Orkn.

u Close by the above mentioned circle of stones, 
are several tumuli evidently artificial; some of them 
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raised pratty high, of a conical form, and some, 
what hollow on the top. About half a mile from 
the semicircular range of stones, is another beautiful 
tumulus, considerably larger than the former, a- 
round which has been a large ditch. This last is 
distinguished by the name ofMesow, or Mese-hoz&."

" In this country, how is of the same import 
with knoll, or know, in other parts of Scotland, 
and is applied to elevated hillocks, whether artifici 
al or natural." P. Firth, Orkn. Statist. Ace. xir. 
135.

How is used in the very same sense, A. Bor. " a 
round hillock, artificial or natural; a tumulus;" 
Grose.

How is certainly no other than Isl. haug, Su.G. 
hoeg, the name given to those sepulchral mounds, 
which, in the time of heathenism, were erected in 
memory, and in honour, of the dead. Hence heigast 
signifies, to be interred according to the customs of 
heathenism ; and those who had not been initiated 
into a profession of the Christian faith, were called 
hoegemaen. Hence also, after the introduction of 
Christianity, it became customary to call an ancient 
village, i. e. one built during heathenism, hoegabyr. 
A mound, from which the kings distributed justice 
to their subjects, was denominated Tingshoeg, i. e. 
the mound or tumulus of convention; such as those 
in the neighbourhood of Upsal, exactly correspond 
ing to our Moot/nil of Scone. V. Ihre, vo. Hoeg. 
In many places of Sweden there are Tinghoegs, sur 
rounded with stones set on end, at which the judge 
and jury of the Hundred used to meet. In Isl. 
the name haug-buar was given to the spirits of the 
dead, or spectres, supposed to inhabit these tumuli, 
from haug and bua to inhabit. The ignes fatui, 
sometimes seen about the mansions of the dead, were 
also called haug-eldar, i. c. the fires of the tumulus. 
Verel. Ind.

Dr Barry, I find, forms the same idea with respect 
to the proper meaning of the term.

" He was buried iu Ronaldsay, under a tumulus ; 
which was then known by the name of Haugager- 
dtum; and is perhaps the same with what we now 
call the How of Hoogsay; Ihre, Hoeg, Cumulus." 
Hist, of Orkney, p. 115, 116.

The learned Ihre derives the word from hoeg, 
high ; and mentions O. E. ho, how, L. B. hoga, as 
synon. Spelman, vo. Hoga, observes that ho, how, 
signifies mons, collis. But from the examples which 
he gives, it seems doubtful if this be radically the 
same with the Northern terms. It must at any rate 
have been changed in its application. For it is used 
to denote a rocky hill, quendam—hogum pctrosum. 
It seems more allied to S. Heuch, a crag, q. v. For 
a further account of the use of Isl. haug, V. BAYLE* 
FYRE. 
HOW, s. 1. A coif, hood, or nightcap, Rudd.

It is still used in the latter sense, S. B. pron.
hoo.

To buck my hede, and syne put on a how,— 
It may wele ryme, bot it accordis nought.

Ball. Edin. 1508. Pink. S. P. R. iii. 124.
To the same purpose is the S. Prov. i; Break niy 

head, and draw on my hoo ;" Keily, p. 61.
Chuuc. kowve, id. Tyrvvh. derives it from Teut. 
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hoofd, caput, Note, v. 3909. But Rudd. properly 
refers to Belg. huyve, a coif, and huyv-en, to cover 
the head. We may add Su.G. hufwa, hwif, Dan. 
hue, Germ, haube, C. B. hwf, tegmen capitis mu- 
liebre. The Fr. changing h into c, have made coife, 
whence E. coif. Ihre supposes that MoesG. vaif, a 
fillet or headband, from vaib-an to bind, to sur 
round, is the radical term. Mr Tooke derives the 
term from hof, the part, pa. of A. S. heaf-an, to 
heave or lift up.
2. A garland, a chaplet.

Thare haris al war towkit vp on thare croun, 
That bayth with how and helme was thristit 

doun. Doug. Virgil, 146. 18. 
This seems the only sense in which A. S. hufe oc 

curs ; cidaris, tiara, Biscopes hufe, episcopi tiara, 
mitra. Teut. huyve is also rendered, vitta.
3. Sely hoiv, also happy how, a membrane on the

head, with which some children are born;
pron. hoo, S. B.
u In Scotland the women call a holy or sely how 

(i. e. holy or fortunate cap or hood) a film or 
membrane stretched over the heads of children new 
born, which is nothing else, but a part of that 
which covers the foetus in the womb; and they give 
out that children so born will be very fortunate." 
Rudd.

This superstition has extended to E. where, it 
would seem, the use of this coif was more particu 
larly known.

u That natural couer wherewith some children 
are borne, and is called by our women the sillie 
how, Midwiues were wont to sell to Aduocates and 
Lawyers, as an especial meanes to furnish them with 
eloquence and persuasive speech (Lamprid. in An- 
tonin. Diadum.) and to stoppe the mouthes of all, 
who should make any opposition against them : for 
which cause one Protus was accused by the Clergie 
of Constantinople to have offended in this matter 
(Balsamon. Comment, ad Concil. Constantinop. 
in Trullo) ; and Chrysostome often accuseth mid- 
wiues for reserving the same to magical uses." Ro 
berts' Treatise of Witchcraft, Lond. 1616. p. 66.

Johns., mentioning the word as used by Brown, in 
his Vulgar Errors, rightly derives silly from A. S. 
selig happy ; but how improperly from heoft head.

This superstition also prevails in Sweden. Hence 
this has received the name of segerhufwa, literally, 
the how or coif of victory; " because," says Ihre^ 
" from the simplicity of former times, it was believed, 
that this membrane had in it something of a happy 
omen^ and especially that it portended victory to 
thpsc who were born with it;" vo. Seger. Here 
we observe the characteristic spirit of the Goths. 
They had no idea of happiness paramount to that of 
success in war. In Dan. it is sejerslciorte, u a hood 
or coif," WoliF; literally, a skirt of victory.

From the quotation given above, it is evident that 
this, like many other superstitions, originated in the 
darkness of heathenism. I^ampridius refers to this 
circumstance as the reason of the name given to An to- 
ninus the son of Macrinus; and mentions the suppo 
sed efficacy of this membrane with advocates; although 
he had so much good sense as to laugh at the idea. 
Solent deinde pucri pilep insigniri naturali quod ob-
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stetrices rapiunt, et advocatis credulis vendunt, si. 
quidem causidici hoc juvari dicuntur: ut iste puer 
pileum non habuit, sed diadem a, sed ita forte ut 
rumpi non potuerit, venis intercedentibus specie rier- 
vi sagittarii. Ferunt denique Diadematum puerum 
appellatum, &c. Histor. August, p. 98.

Casaubon, in his Notes on this passage, refers to
a Fr. Prov. which shews that the same superstition
had existed in that country. Dicimus enim de eo
quern appellavit satyricus, gallinae albae filium, Na-
tus estpileatus. Not. p. 141. // le ne tout coiffe;
"Born riche, honourable, fortunate; borne with
his mother's kercher about his head;" Cotgr.
HOW, Hou, Hoo, s. A piece of wood, which

joins the couple-wings together at the top, on
which rests the roof-tree of a thatched house, S.

—Unlockt the barn, clam up the mow, 
Where was an opening near the kou, 
Throw which he saw a glent of light.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 523.
Su.G. huf, summitas tecti. Aer helt bade huu oc 

heller; si integrum fuit tarn tcctum quam fundamen. 
turn. Westm. L. ap. Ihre. This may be only an 
oblique sense of hvfwa, a coif or covering for the 
head; which Ihre also writes huv, (operculum, teg- 
men), vo. Haell, p. 808. But I have given this dis. 
tinctly, as he distinguishes hit/from hufwa. 
HOW, s. A hoe, an instrument for tearing up 

the surface of the ground, S. Fr. houe, id. 
Pikkys, howis, and with staf slyng 
To ilk lord, and his bataill, 
Wes ordanyt, quhar he suld assaill.

Barbour, xvii. 344. MS.
HOW, Hou, s. 1. A term used to denote the 

sound made by the owl. 
Scho soundis so with mony hiss and how, 
And in his scheild can with hyr wyngis smyte.

Doug. Virgil^ 444. 22.
Isl. hoo, the voice of shepherds, driving their flocks; 

or Fr. hu-er, to hoot, to shout. 
2. A sea cheer.

—Thare feris exhortyng with mony heys and 
how.

Doug. Virgil, 71. 39. V. KEYS. 
u Than ane of the marynalis begun to hail and to 

cry, and al the marynalis ansuert of that samyn 
hou, /low." Compl. S. p. 62.

It seems to be the same cry which is still used by 
• mariners in this country.
To HOWD, v. a. To act the part of a midwife, 

to deliver a woman in labour, S. 
Isl. iod, childbirth, also offspring, foetus, proles; 

iod sott, the pangs of childbirth, iodsiuk quinna, a 
woman in labour. Ihre has observed, that Su.G. 
iordgumma, a midwife, is properly iodgumma, from 
iod childbirth, and gumma woman ; as the vulgar in 
this country often express the name, houdy-wife. 
Alem. odau signifies pariendus. V. next word. 
HOWDY, s. A midwife, S. A. Bor.

When Mungo's mare stood still and swat wi*
fright,

When he brought east the howdy under night; 
You, Lucky, gat the wy te of a' fell out.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 98.
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The Ir. and Gael, designation cuidigh, chuidigh. 

might seem allied to the Goth, terms mentioned un 
der the v., were it not evidently formed from cuidigh- 
am to help, to assist. It is not improbable, that the 
Goth, and Gael, terms have had a common fountain, 
as they scarcely differ, except in the aspiration. 
Brand, with less judgment than he usually displays, 
when ridiculing those who derive Howdy from How 
do ye, views it as a diminutive from How, (the sely 
hoiv) because of the superstition of old women as to 
this natural coif. Popular Antiq. p. 367. 368. N. 
To HOWDER, v. n. To move by succussation, 

S. to botch) synon.
Menyies o' moths an' flaes are shook, 
An' in the floor they howder.

Fergussotfs Poems, ii. 60.
To HOWDER, v. a. To hide, to conceal, 

Loth.
Howder'd wi' hills a crystal burnie ran, 
Where twa young shepherds fand the good auld 

man.
Ramsay''s Poems, ii. 8. Hence, 

HOWDRAND, part. pa.
Off all great kindes [kindnes] may ye claim. 
The cruke backs, and the cripple, lame, 
Ay howdrand faults with your suplie; 
Tailyiors and Soutars blest be ye. 

Dunbar, Evergreen, i. 255. st. 8. V. HOWDER, a. 
Perhaps a deriv. from S. B. hode to hide; or alii* 

ed to Teut. hoeder receptaculum, retinaculum; 
Kill an. Wachter views MoesG. hethio, a closet. 
Mat. vi. t3. as the origin of Germ, hut-en to hide. 
HO WE, inter/. A call, S, and E. ho.

To thaym he callis; Stand, ying men, Howe! 
Doug. Virgil, 244. 10. 

Dan. hoi, hoo, Fr. ho. Lat. eho, id. 
HOWIE, CASTLE-HOWIE, s. The name given, 

in Orkney, to such of the Picts' houses as still 
appear like large tumuli or hillocks. 
This is evidently a dimin. from How, a tumulus, 

q. v.
HOWYN, part. pa. " Baptised," Gl. Wynt. 

Than at the fyrst of that cas 
The Kyng of Brettane howyn was; 
And all the barnage of his land 
Than baptyst wes, and welle trowand.

Wyntown, v. 8. 26. See also v. 46. 
HOWLLIS HALD, " a ruin; an owl's habita- 

'tion," Pink.
Schir, lat it neir in towne be tald, 
That I sould be ane hozsllis hald.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 112. 
I see no other sense the phrase can bear. V. 

HALD.
HOWPHYN, s. This seems to have been a term 

of endearment used by a mother towards her 
infant, equivalent to E.* darling.

— My new spaind howphyn frae the souk, 
And all the blythnes of my bouk.—

Evergreen, ii. 19.
C. B. hoffdyn, a friend, one who is beloved ; from 

/zo/dear, beloved, hojfi to love: hoyw, beautiful, 
corresponding to the Fr. term of endearment, mig~ 
non.
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HOW SA, adv. Although.

Bot, hoiD sa quhoyne deyt thar, 
liebufyt foulily thai war; 
And raid thair gait, with weill mar schame 
Be full for than thai come fra hame.

Barbour, xii. 83. MS.
Iloizsoever is used by Shakesp. in the same sense. 

V. Johns. Diet., although I have not observed any 
similar phraseology in A. S.
HOWTOWDY, s. A young hen, one that has 

never laid, S.
This is evidently Fr. hestaudcau, hustaudeait, 

hutaudeau, " a great cock chick; and sometimes 
any big or well.grown pullet;" Cotgr. 
HUBBILSCHOW, HOBBLESHOW, s. A hubbub, 

a tumult, a confused noise. It suggests the idea 
of a multitude running and crowding together 
in a tumultuous manner, (without necessarily- 
implying that there is any broil,) as, to see any 
object that excites curiosity ; hubbleshue^ S. 

Hiry, hary, hubbilschow, 
Se ye not quha is cum now, 
Bot yit wait I nevir how. 

With the quhirle-wind ? 
A sargeand out of Soudoun land, 
A gyane strang for to stand.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 173. st. 1. 
That gars me think this hobleshciv, that's past. 
Will end in naithing but a joke at last.

Ram say 9 s Poems, ii. 172. 
Yon hobbleshow is like some stour to raise; 
What think ye o't ? for, as we use to say, 
The web seems now all to be made of wae.

Ross's Hclenore, p. 89.
Teut. hobbel-en, inglomerare; hobbelen tobbelen, 

tumultuare; hobbel-tobbel, hobbcl-sobbel, tumultu- 
arie, permiste, acervatim ; KUian. The last sylla 
bic may be Teut. schowe spectacuhim, or from 
schouic-en videre; q. a crowd assembled to see some 
thing that excites attention. Schouzo-en also signi- 
ties to fly, whence E. eschezv.
To HUCK, v. n. Perhaps, to grudge, to hesitate 

as in a bargain, q. to play the huckster. 
66 O great Jehovah, who neuer hucketh to giue 

mercie,———let him finde more and more that thy 
bowels, ouerflowing with mercie, are readie to re- 
cciue him." Z. Boyd's Last Battell, p. 1172.

Perhaps allied to IsT. hwecke, decipio; celeriter 
.subtraho ; or to hwik inconstantia. 
HUCKIE-BUCKIE. V. HUNKERS. 
HUD, s. A term used by masons, for denoting 

the trough employed for carrying their mortar, 
Loth, mare, synon.

HUDDER1N, HuDERON,/>arf. adj\ 1. Sloven, 
ly. It is generally applied to a woman who 
is lusty and flabby in.her person, or wears her 
clothes loosely and aukwardly. Ang. pron. 
hutherin.
u A. morning-sleep is worth a fold-ful of sheep, 

to a huderon, dnderon Daw ;" S. Prov. Kelly, p. 
14. " a dirty, lazy drab," N. 
2. Ugly, hideous, Aberd.

u My side happen'd to be newmost, an' the great

HUD
huddcren carlen was riding hockerty-cockcrfy upo* 
my shoulders—" Journal from London, p. 3. 
3. Empty, ill-filled, Orkney.

In the first sense, which seems the proper one, it 
may be allied to Teut. huydcr-en, to swell in the ud. 
der, to have the udder distended, as a cow near calv 
ing. But perhaps it is merely a part, from the v. n. 
Hoioder, q. v. V. HUTHERIN. 
HUDDROUN, s. Belly-huddroun.

IVIony sweir bumbard belly-huddroun, 
Mony slute daw, and slepy duddroun, 

Him servit ay with sounyie.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 29. st. 7. 

a The word huddroun is still used for a slovenly 
disorderly person ;" Lord Hailes, Note, p. 237. 
HUDD Y CRAW, HODDIE, s. The carrion crow, 

S. B. hoddy craw, S. A. huddit crau, Compl. S. 
Corvus corone, Linn. i. e. the hooded crow. 
u The huddit crauis cryit, varrok, varrok." P. GO» 
" There are also carrion crows (hoddies, as they 

are called here), and hawks, but not very nume 
rous." P. Longforgan, Perths. Statist. Ace. xix. 4987, 
HUDDS, s.

u There is a species of clay, which the smiths use 
for fixing their bellows in their furnaces, and of 
which the country people make what they call, 
Hudds, to set in their chimnies behind their fires, 
which they say, does not calcine, or split with the 
heat; and which, after it has stood the fire for years, 
and become hard as a stone, upon being exposed to 
the common air for some time, it turns soft, and 
may be wrought and fashioned with the hand as be 
fore." P. Moftat, Statist. Ace. ii. 289. 290. 
HUDDUM, HUDDONE, s. A kind of whale. 

Bot hir hynd partis ar als grete wele nere 
As bene the hidduous huddum, or ane quhale. 

Doug. Virgil, 82. 25.
—The remanent straucht like ane fyschis tale, 
In similitude of huddone or ane quhale.

Ibid. 322. 9.
Pistrix, Virg. also, pistris; said to be a whale of 

great length, which cuts the water as he goes.
The Danes call a zc^/lzWi-coloured whale, hwid 

Jisk. But perhaps huddone may rather be the 
same kind of whale which Verel. calls hyding-ur, 
which, he says, is twenty yards long. He mentions 
another, called hross~va£ur, cetus praelongus, saevus 
et ferox ; literally, the horse of the deep. Ind. p. 
124. For the origin, assigned by some writers to 
the term whale, deserves to be mentioned. As in 
Germ, it is called walfische, it has been supposed that 
the meaning is, the fish of the abyss ; A. S. zoael, 
Aletii. wala, Germ, wal, signifying, abyssus. Hence 
S. wall a wave, zceal, wallee, a whirlpool. 
HUDGE-MUDGE, adj. In a clandestine way; 

applied to those who whisper together, or seem 
to do any thing secretly, S. B.

Bat fat use will they be to him,
Wha in hudge mudge w4' wiles, 

Without a gully in his hand. 
The smeerless fae beguiles ?

Poems in the Buchan Dialect^, p, 11. 
This is radically the same with E. hugger-mugger, 

secrecy; concerning which Dr Johns, after giving
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Several etymons, none^f which are satisfactory, con- 
fesses that he cannot determine the origin.

The basis of this compound term is certainly Su.G. 
miugg, secretly, which Ihre inclines to deduce from 
Germ, muck-en to mutter, to speak low. The first 
syllable may be allied to hog-a, hug-a, to meditate, 
to apply the mind to any object, from hog, hug, 
rnens ; to which O. Teut. huggli-en, observare, con- 
siderare, corresponds. lludgc-mudge may thus de 
note a secret deliberation or observation. Teut. 
huggher signifies observator, explorator. Hugger* 
mugger might therefore originally denote a secret 
s,py of the actions of others.

Ihre views E. smuggle as probably derived from 
Su.G. miugg, s being prefixed, which is common 
in Gctfh. Hence perhaps primarily Su.G. smyg-a, 
Isl. smiug-a, reptando se insinuare.
HUD-PYKE, s. A miser,

—Catyvis, wrechis, and ockeraris, 
Ilud-pykis, hurdars, and garderaris.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 28. 
Hud-pykis are here conjoined with penurious 

wretches, hoarders, and usurers. This may be 
Su.G. pick-hogad, qui avide aliquid desidcrat, inver 
ted and contr. ; from pick-a, which, according to 
Ihre, primarily signifies to beat with sharp strokes; 
but metaph. denotes that palpitation of the heart 
^hich is expressive of ardent desire; and hogad, 
hugad, studiosus, from hog-a meditari, q. to desire 
with palpitation. Or, from Teut. huyd, the hide, 
and pick-en, q. one who from covetousness would 
peck at the skin of another. 
To HUFE ; and HUFING. V. HOVE. 
HUFUD, s. A stroke on the head, a box on the 

ear, S. B. evidently from A. S. Su.G. hufwud, 
A. S. /beafod^ the head.

HUGGRIE-MUGGRIE, adv. Hugger-mug 
ger, Fife. V. HUDGE-MUDGE. 

HUICK, s. A small rick of corn, Banffs. 
To HUIK, #. a. To take care of, to consider, to 

regard.
The only author, as far as I have observed, who 

uses this term, is Montgomerie; although cognates 
eccur in all the Northern dialects. 

Fule haist ay, almaist ay, 
Owre-sails the sicht of sum, 
Quha huiks not, nor luiks not 
Quhat afterward may come.

Cherrie and Slae, st. 30. 
——Dum non curant quid sera reportet 
Vespera—— Lat. Vers. 

Promitting, unwitting, 
You* hechts you nevir huiked.

Ibid. st. 81.
i, e. " you never regarded your promises." 

It also occurs in his MS.
How sho suld hurt or help, sho nevir huiks, 
Luk as it lyks, sho laughis and nevir luiks, 
Bot wavers lyk the weddercok in wind.

C/iron. S. P. iil 499.
Teut. huggh-en, observare, considerare* Su.G. 

hug-a, hog-a, in animo habere, meditari; Alem. 
hug-en, id. A. S. hog-an, curare. Su.G. hog, 
hug, the mind, is evidently the root.
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HUKEBANE, s. The huckle-bone, S. B.

Thy handles hurklis with hukcbanes harsh a:sd 
haw.

Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 57. st. 17. 
Perhaps from Su.G. Isl. huk-a, inclinarc se.

To HUKE. V. BOLYN.
HULGIE-BACK, j. " Hump back," Gl. Ross. 

An odder hag cou'd not come in his way;— 
An ugly hidgic-backed cankered wasp, 
And like to die for breath at ilka gasp.

Ross's Helenore, p. 35.
Su.G. hulkig, convexus, hulka ut, excavare, hoik 

vas convexum. The phrase used in E., although 
not mentioned by Johns., seems synon. A hulch in 
the back. V. Sercn. in vo.
HULY, HOOLIE, adj. Slow, moderate, S. heelie^ 

Aberd.
Nane vthir wyse Turnus, at sic ane nede, 
Steppis abak with hull/ pays ful stil.

Doug. Virgil, 307. 6.
The same word is used adverbially in conjunction 

with fare fair, or fairly.
Huly and fare vnto the coist I swam.

Ibid. 175. 51. Paulatim, Virg. 
a Hooly and fairly men ride far journiesj" Fer- 

guson's S. Prov. p. 13.
Yet love is kittle and unruly.
And shou'd move ten til y and hooly.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 387.
The most probable etymon mentioned by Rudd. 

is hove to stay, to delay. Ho, delay, referred to by 
Sibb., is virtually the same.

But it is doubtful, if hooly primarily signifies slow. 
It seems more closely to correspond to soft, mode 
rate, as hooly signifies, tenderly, Northumb.; and 
may be allied to Isl. hoglifr tranquil, hoglift tran 
quillity, Verel. ; or Su.G. hojlig moderate, hojiigen 
moderately, from /io/modus, decentia. Hofsmadiir, 
vir moderatus. Seren. gives Ho as an obsolete E. 
word, corresponding to Sw.hof, measure, moderation. 
The Swedes have a Prov. phrase, nearly resembling 
our hooly and fairly ; lolig och toglig man trifs, 
Fair and softly goes far; Seren. I may add, that 
as Su.G. il-a signfies to delay, Ihre supposes that it 
is originally the same with hwil-a to rest; old Goth, 
words being found either with, or without, the aspi 
rate.
HULLION, s. A sloven, Fife. Hullen is used 

in Dumfr. as a contemptuous designation, most 
probably in the same sense. 

HULLCOCK, s. The Smooth hound, a fish;
Squalus galeus, Orkney. 

HULTER CORN. V. SHILLING. 
HUM, s. A sham, a foolish trick; often applied 

to a story told in jest, S.
Su.G. hum, an uncertain rumour, the origin of 

which is unknown; also, a slight suspicion.
To HUM, v. n. To feed,, as birds do their young 

by billing. Thus a nurse is said to hum to her 
child, when she gives it food from her mouth ; 
a custom, neither consistent with cleanliness, 
nor, it is most probable, with the health of the 
child.



H U M
HUMANITY, s. A term, in the academical 

phraseology of S., appropriated to the study of 
the Latin language. The class in Universities, 
in which this is taught, 'is called the Humanity 
Class, and the teacher, the Professor of Humani 
ty*
u In the year 1637, it appears, that a master or 

professor humaniorum liter arum, commonly called 
professor of humanity, had been founded." Uni- 
vers. Glasgow, Statist. Ace. xxi. 25.

The Lat. designation is as above, Literae humani- 
ores, from which the Fr. has been borrowed, al 
though used with greater latitude than ours. Au 
college, on appelle les lettres humaines, litterae hu- 
maniores, 1'etude des langues Grecque et Latine, la 
Grammaire, la Rhetorique, la Poesie, et P intelligence 
(Je Poetes, Orateurs et Historians. Diet. Trev.
HUMDRUM, s. Dejection, S. B.

Ralph does his bidden, and out Lindy comes; 
His father says, Lay by, man, thir humdrums, 
And look na mair like Watty to the worm.

Ross's Helenore, p. 91.
The adj. is used in E. Johns, derives it from hum 

and drone. Seren., with more propriety, from hum, 
Isl. imia, vocem edere querulam ; and Goth, drom- 
a, tarde et lente gradi.
HUMEST, adj. Uppermost.

Wallace gert tak in haist thar humest weid, 
And sic lik men thai waillyt weill gud speid. 

Wallace, rx. 705. MS. 
Perth edit, hlmest. V. UMAST.

HUMLY, adj. Humble.
u Aruiragus, seand na refuge, comperit in his

liumly maiier." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 34. a.
HUMLOIK, s. Hemlock, S. Conium macu- 

latum, Linn.
Reid heir your life at large, baith mair and min, 
With hypocritis, ay slyding as the sand, 
As humloik how, of wit and vertew thin. 

Charter is Adhort. Lyndsay's IVarkis, 1592. A. 6. b. 
Here the S. deviates from the original pron. A. S. 

hemleac, hemlic. The last syllable resembles Belg. 
look a leak,
HUMMEL, y. A drone; or perhaps what is 

called the humble-bee.
Stuffets, strokours, and stafische strummels, 
Vyld haschbalds, haggarbalds and hummels.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 109. 
Teut. hommel, Germ, hummel, fucus, from humm- 

en, bombilare, to hum^ to buzz. Su.G. humla, apis 
silvestris, Germ, imme apis, which Seren. derives 
from Isl. ym-a gemere, susurrare. E. humble-bee, 
the name given to the wild buzzing bee, although 
distinguished by an improper orthography, has evi 
dently the same origin.
To HUMMEL, v. a. To hummil bear, to sepa 

rate the grain of barley from the beards, S. B» 
Hence^

HUMMEL-CORN, s. That kind of grain which 
wants a beard, as pease, beans, &c. S. B. 
It is used, however, in a sense directly the reverse, 

in the following passage, in which there is probably 
some mistake.

HUN
" The farmer'B servants, vfho hare families, and 

engage by the year, are called hinds, and receive 
10 bolls oats, 2 bolls barley, and 1 boll peas, which 
two last articles are called hummel corn." P. Dunse, 
Berwicks. Statist. Ace. iv. 386.

Su.G. himmelskorn is the name given to that kind 
of barley which wants the hard skin that covers some 
other species of this grain.

Ihre thinks that this is more properly himlost /corn, 
from himt, or himin, the hull or covering, and loes 
laxus. V. HIMMEL. But perhaps it is rather q. 
hamlakorn, from hamla, to mutilate. V. HOMYLL. 
HUMMEL, adj. Wanting horns. V. HOMYLL. 
HUMSTRUM, s. " A pet," Gl. Shirr. S. B. 

This term may be from hum, as in hum-drum, and 
S. strum, a pettish humour. V. STRUE. 

HUND, s. i. Used as a generic name for a dog, S, 
I haitit him lyk ane hund, thoch I it hid previe^ 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 54. 
It would appear that hound had the same latitude 

of signification in O. E.
a It is not good to take the breed of children and 

gyve it to houndis ;" Wiclif, Mark vii.
MoesG. hunds canis, vox antiquiss., says Seren., 

ac propterea multis linguis et dialect, communis. 
A. S. hund is used in the same general sense; as al 
so Su.G. Isl. Germ, hund, Belg. hond, Alem. hunt. 
Gr. xvav, which is viewed as a cognate, is called by 
Plato (in Cratylo) a Phrygian word. For he con. 
fesses that they received this, and many other terms,, 
from the Barbarians. Although hund is originally 
a generic name, barbarous nations being much ad. 
dieted to the chace, and scarcely knowing any other 
use of dogs; the A. S. have thence formed hunt-ian 
venari.
2. A designation given in contempt to an avarici 

ous person, as being eager to seize every thing 
as his prey, S.
Teut. hond, homo sordidus, avarus, Kilian; Germ. 

hund, homo vilis, mancipium. In Isl. it is also used 
metaph. Thu hinn illi hundr, Apage pessime canis ; 
Verel. Ind. Su.G. hundheden, canis ethnicus ; like 
the compliment paid by Mussulmen, Christian dog. 
HUNE, s. Delay.

The gudman sayd unto his madin sone, 
Go pray thame bayth cum doun withoutin hune. 

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 76. V. HONE, 
To HUNE, v. n. To emit a querulous sound, as 

children do when in a pettish humour, Ang. 
There can be no doubt that this is radically the 

same with E. whine; MoesG. quain-on, lsLquein-ay 
Su.G. hwin-a, lugere.
HUNGRY GROUND. A curious superstition 

prevails in some parts of the West of S. Some 
tracts of country are believed to be so much under 
the power of enchantment, that he, who passes 
over any one of them, would infallibly faint, 
if he did not use something for the support of na 
ture. It is therefore customary to carry a piece 
of bread in one's pocket, to be eaten when one 
comes to what is called the hungry ground. 

To HUNKER, v. n. " To haunter down, to squat 
down," S. Gl. Shirr. V. the s. 
It occurs as a v. a.
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He hunkert him down like a clockm hen, 

An' flyret at me as I wad hae him.
Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. i. 348. 

HUNKERS, s. pi. To sit on one's hunkers, to sit 
with the hips hanging downwards, and the 
weight of the body depending on the knees, S. 
The Isl. v. is defined exactly according to the 

sense in which both t>» and s. are used with us. 
Huk-a^ incurvare se modo cacantis; Verel. Ind. 
He refers to hauk-ur incurvus. Avium more semi, 
scdens haereo,—vulgo pro reclinare se ad necessa- 
ria; G. Andr. He thus illustrates the term; Ut 
Haukr, accipiter, stat et sedet simul; Lex. p. 126. 
In p. 108, he expressly derives huka from haukr, a 
hawk. Su.G. huk~a, Teut. huck-en^ desidere, in ter- 
ram se submittere \ Kilian. Belg. id. to stoop down ; 
Sewel. Children in Loth, have a play, in which 
they slide down a hill, sitting on their hunkers. This 
is called Huckie-buckie down the brae. The first part 
of this alliterative term retains the radical form of the 
s. as used in Isl. and Teut.
HUPES (of a mill) s.pL The circular wooden 

frame, which surrounds the millstones, and pre 
serves the meal from being lost, Loth. 
This may be q. hoops. But the term is differently 

pron. from the latter, as applied to the iron hoops of 
the mill.
To HUR, v. n. To snarl, to growL 

Let poetaster parasites who feign, 
Who fawn and croutch, and coutch and creep.

for gain,
And, where no hope of gain is, huffe and hur, 
And bark against the moon, as doth a cur \— 
Wish thee disgrac'd——

Muses Threnodie, p. 72. 
Lat. hirr-ire^ Su.G. knorr-a, knurr-a, id. 

HURBLE, j. A term used to denote a lean or
meagre object; Apuir burble, S. B. 

HURCHAM. Hurcham skin may signify a 
skin like a hedgehog. V. Hurcheon. Ed. 
1508 hurtheon.
With hard hurcham skin sa heclis he my chekis, 
[That even lyk] ane glemand gleid glowis my 

chaftis.
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 48. 

HURCHEON, s. A hedgehog, S. urchin, E.
from Fr. herisson. ^ 

KURD, HURDE, s. A hoard, a treasure, S.
It seems to be merely the same word, used in a pe 

culiar sense, which is used by Wyntown. 
Than all the lawe in that ryot, 
That thai in-to schyppys fand, 
Thai lat rycht nane than pas to land: 
Na thai of thame made na hurde, 
Botin the se kest thame our the burde.

Cron. vii. 9. 103.
i. e. " They did not spare or save them;" as 

men do what they treasure up. Hurd is still the S. 
pronunciation. The root seems to be Isl. hird-a 
custodire.
HURDIES, s. pi. The hips, the buttocks, S. 

This term seems to occur in the following passage* 
Of Mr hurdes sche had na hauld.

HUR
Quhill sche had teimd hir monyfawld.

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 88.
The seuse of the passage corresponds. Perhap* 

the word was written hurdeis. Mr Chalmers gives 
hurdles, referring to A. S. hurdel, plectrum» But 
I do not perceive the connexion between this part 
of the body, and a hurdle or wattle.

Nae Dane, nor Dutch, wi' breeks three pair, 
Enough to make ane's hurdles sair, 
Can with our Highland dress compare.

R. Galloway's Poems, p. 25. 
HURDYS,j./>/, Hurdles.

Wrightis welterand doune treis, wit ye but
weir,

Ordanit hurdys full hie in holds sa haire ; 
For to greif thair gomys gramest that wer.

Gawan and Gol. ii. 13.
Germ, hurd, Belg. horde, Fr. hourde, an hurdle. 

To HURDLE, t/. n. " To crouch or bow toge 
ther like a cat, hedgehog, or hare ;" Shirr. Gl. 
If not an error of the press, for hurkle, it appears 

nearly allied. V. HukniLL. 
HURE, HORE, s. A whore, S.

It occurs in this form, in one of these Ballads, 
which were printed at the Reformation, and meant to 
lash the conduct of the Popish clergy; although 
often in language not of the most delicate kind. 

The Parson wald nocht haue-an hure, 
But twa and they were bony.

Spec. Godly Sangs, p. 37.
A. S. hure, Teut. hur, Belg. hoere, Dan. hore9 

Su.G. hora, Isl. hooru, id. A. S. horcwena, Su.G. 
horkona, meretrix. Hurequeyn is common in the 
same sense, S. B. Verel. observes, that Isl. hora 
anciently signified a handmaid, ancilla; and changed 
its sense like kona, a woman, olim uxor, hodie E» 
queane^ meretrix. Hervarar S. p. 119. 
HUREDOME, HOREDOME, s. Whoredom. 

Their huredome baited hee right sair.
Godly Sangs? p. 11. 

Thi fader thi moder gan hide, 
In horedom he hir band.

Sir Tristrem, p. 48» st 79. 
ToHURKILL, HURKLE, v.n. i. To crouch, 

to draw the body together, as a lion brooding 
over his prey, S.

Joy full he bradis tharon dispituusly, 
With gapeand goule, and vprysis in by 
The lokkeris lyand in his nek rouch, 
And al the beistis bowellis thrymlis throuch, 
Hurkilland thareon, quhare he remanit and 

stude. Doug. Virgil, 345. 30.
2. To be in a rickety or decrepit state.

Thy rig-bane rattles, and thy ribs on raw, 
The hanches hurklis with hukebanes harsh and

haw. 
—With hurkland banes, ay howkand throu thy

hyde.
Dunbar, Evergreen, ii. 57. st. 17. 18.

3. To be contracted into folds.
Do ye not see Rob, Jock, and Hab;

As they are girded gallantly, 
While I sit hurklen in the ase; 
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I ? ll have a new cloak about me.

Ritson's S. Songs, i. 221.
. One is said to be hurkle-backit^ who is crook, 
backed, S.

Of Agarens what tongue can tell the tryne, 
With hurklit htide ouer a weill nourisht necko? 

Spec. Godly Ball. p. 2.
Here, however, it may merely refer to the hood 

as extending downwards from the head over the 
Heck.

This word is also used in O. E. a A hare ii said 
to sit and not to ly,- because she always hurdys." 
Jul. Barns. V. Skinner.

Sibb. derives it from Sw. huk-a^ inclinatig cluni- 
bus hum! incubare. But although this is considera- 
bly allied in sense, yet, as hunker and kurkle are 
used quite distinctly, they seem radically different, 
being connected with terms distinguished from each 
other in various Northen dialects; Tcut. hurck-en^ 
inclinarese; Belg. hurk-en, to squat, to sit stoop 
ing. Fris. horde-en^ contrahere membra ut cale. 
fiant. Isl. hruka corrugatio, coarctatio, junctio 
genu calcibus sedentes ; At sitia eirne hruku^ attrac. 
tus popliti pedibus junction sedere; hrok, corrugor, 
coarctor; G. Andr. A. Bor. ruck^ a to squat or 
shrink down," (Grose) seems to claim the same origin. 
HURL, j. The act of scolding j sometimes ex 

pressed, a hurl of a fly te, S.
Either the E. word metaph. used, or from the 

same origin ; Isl. hwirl-ar, turbine versatur; hwerf- 
a circumagi, Su.G. hurr-a, cum impetu circumagi. 
HURLE BEHIND, a ludicrous designation for

the diarrhoea.
Thou sky land skarth, thou has the hurle behind. 

Dunbar^ Evergreen^ ii. 57. st. 19.
This phrase is formed from the E. v. used in this 

.sense, in the same manner as the Sw. use the term 
durch-lopp) id. from durch per, and loppa currere.
HURLEBARROW, s. A wheelbarrow, S. 

Then I knew no way how to fen, 
My guts rumbled like a hurle barrow. 
I din'd with Saints and Noble-men, 
Even sweet Saint Giles and Earl of Murray.

Banish. Poverty , Wat sorts Coll. L 13. 
« It is kittle for the cheeks, when the hurlbar- 

row gaes o'er the brig of the nose]" Ramsay's S. 
Prov. p. 46. 
HURLY, s. Expl. the « last."

An' sail this sleeth come farrer ben ? 
He scarce wou'd gae a fit frae hame, < 

An1 to us a' was hurly.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 5. 

If I was hurly , there was cause.
Believe me as ye like. Ibid. p. 30. 

HURLIE-HACKET, s. « Sliding down a pre 
cipice, a kind of childish sport," Sibb. 

Better go rev ell at the rackat. 
Or ellis go to the hurly-hackat. 

This it appears was a royal diversion. 
Ilk man efter thair qu all tie, 
Thay did solist his Males tie. 
Sum gart him rauell at the racket, 
Sum hurlit him to the hurlie-hakket.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 265.

H U S
The use of this diversion might be the reason of 

the name given to an eminence mentioned as in the 
vicinity of Stirling.

" It is highly probable that Hurly.Haaky was 
the mote hill of the castle of Stirling." Nimmo's 
Stirlingshire, p. 255.

The name wonld seem of Scandinavian origin j 
Su.G. hurr-a, whence E. hurl^ and halk-a to slide, 
per lubrica ferri; Ihre. A similar diversion, that 
of the ice-mountains, is well known in Russia. V. 
Coxe's Travels. 
HURLOCH, URLOCH, adj. Expl. « cloudy,

Gael, obherlacb."
And mony a cald hurloch eenin,
Through weet and throw snaw had he gane.

Jamieson's PopuL Ball. i. 295. 
HURRY-SCURRY, s. A tumult, an uproar,

Ang.
Su*G. hurra cum impetu circumagi; skorra so- 

num stridulum edere, or skura increpare, objurgare. 
I know not if Isl. orra, Martis impetus, be allied to 
hurra. 
HURSTIS, Sir Gawau and Sir Gal. i. 5. V.

HIRST.
HURTHY.

Than ilka foull of his flicht a fether has tane, 
And let the Houlat in haste, hurthy but hone.

HoulatC) iii. 20.
Leg. hurtly, as in MS., i. e. promptly, with ala 

crity; as further expressed by th& addition, but 
hone: Germ, hurtig^ expeditus, prompt us, agilis; 
hurt) impetus. This, both Junius and Wachter de 
rive from C. B. hwrdd, impetus; citus. Let is here. 
used as signifying left. V. LET.
HUSBAND, s. A farmer. The term is also 

used in E., although more commonly husband 
man.

In the contre thar wonnyt ane 
That husband wes, and with his fe 
Offtsyss hay to the peile led he.

Barbour, x. 151. MSL
——Ane, on the wall that lay, 
Besid him till his fere gan say,
** This man thinkis to mak gud cher," 
(And nemmyt ane husband tharby ner) 
" That has left all his oxyn owt."

Ibid. ver. 387., 
Thai gadryt in to full grethy 
Archeris, burges-, and yhumanry, 
Preystis, cierkys, monkis ? and freris, 
HusbandiS) and men of all rnaneris.

Ibid. xvii. 542.
This^ <Joes not generally occur in its compound 

form in other dialects; but either as formed by the 
first or last syllable. Teut. huys-man, agricola, co. 
lonus. Su.G. bonde, an inhabitant of the country, 
as opppsed to one who lives in town; also? one who 
farms hta own land. A. S. husbonda^ and Isl. hus- 
bondi^ both signify paterfamilias, herus; the mas 
ter of a family; hence the A. S. word has been 
transferred to a husband, in the modern sense of th« 
terra,, maritus. L.~B. husbandus, husbanda^ paterfa 
milias agriculturam ^screens; oeconomus, Gallis,
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Mesnager; Da Cange. Spelman says, that hits- 
ba/ida is used for agricola, in tha Laws of Ina, c. 
19. But I have not observed the term in any of his 
laws.

Mr Pinkerton renders the wonL as used by Bar. 
bour, by villani, men bound to a certain house 
and farm, and assignable at the will of their lords.— 
" Such," he adds, " existed in England, even to the 
reign of Elizabeth." N. Barbour, xvii. 542.

Ane husbandman, in our old Laws, is opposed to 
ane frie man. If a person accused decline singular 
combat, it is required that he purge himself u be the 
judgement of God, that is, be hote iron, gif he be 
ane frie man; or be water, gif he be ane husband- 
man, conforme to the condition and estate of the 
men." Reg. Maj. B. iv. c. 3. Liber homo and 
rusticus, are the terms used in the original.

Sibb. has justly observed, that u to this day, a 
farmer's cottar or cottager, who, instead of paying 
rent, engages to be a reaper in harvest, is said to be 
bund or bound for his house." This may be consid. 
ered as a remnant of the old system. Service of this 
kind, as well as that which some farmers themselves 
are bound by their leases to give to their landlords, 
is still called bondage, S.

When any freeman wished to renounce his liberty, 
and become a bond-servant to a great man, in order 
to have his protection, he made delivery of himself, 
in his court, by giving the other a grip of the hair 
of his forehead. If he attempted to regain his li 
berty, by running away, his master had a right to 
draw him back again to his service by the nose. 
Hence it is still accounted so great a disgrace, when 
one lays hold of another in this quarter. Or, as 
Skene expresses it, " Fra/ the quhilk the Scottish 
saying cummis, quhen ane boastis and menacis to 
take ane vther be the Nose." Skene, Verb. Sign. 
vo. Bondagium. V. TAPPIE-TOUSIE.

It must be observed, however, that the term 
bonde, as used by the Goths, did not originally im 
ply the idea of inferiority. It was indeed a de 
signation expressive of the respectable rank of the 
person to whom it was applied.

It has been generally understood from the lan 
guage of our laws, that husbands, or? what we now 
call farmers, were formerly all bond-men; and of 
consequence, that huspandt and rustici are synon. 
with natim, or adscripti glebae.

But there seems to be considerable ground of he 
sitation on this head. The subject, at any rate, 
merits a more minute investigation. From my very 
slender acquaintance with matters of this kind, I can 
only pretend to throw out a few hints, which may 
call the attention of others who are far better qua. 
lifted for such a discussion. , .

The passage quoted above, from Reg. Maj., can 
not perhaps be viewed as even determining the sense 
in which the term rusticus was understood in Scot 
land, when these laws were written. Because rus 
ticus is opposed to liber homo, we must not imme 
diately conclude that the former denoted a villain or 
bondman. For the phrase, liber homo, admitted of 
different senses. It was commonly opposed to vas- 
sus or vassallus; the former denoting an allodial
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proprietor, the latter one who held of a superior, 
V. Robertson's Charles V. Vol. I. 258.

Skene says, that a Bondi, natiui, and villani, 
signifies ane thing;" vo. Bondagium. He accord 
ingly explains bondagium, or villenagium, as denot 
ing u slaverie, or servitude." But here he is cer 
tainly mistaken. For the natim had no property 
of their own; this, as well as their persons, be 
longing to their masters. Hence it is said ; u Gif 
the defender failye in the probation of his libertie, 
and be found ane bond-man, he sail be adjudged to 
the psrsewer, as his natiue band-man, (tanquam 
nativus), without all recoverie, or remedie, with all 
his cattell and gudes quhatsomeuer." Reg. Maj. B. 
ii. c. 11. § 14. V. also c. xii. §5. But the A&$6awd had 
property of his own; otherwise there would have 
been no reason for the particular claim of the best 
aucht, by his master at his death. Quon. Attach, 
c. 23.

In Domesday Book, Bondmen, called Servi, are 
distinguished from Villani. V. Cowel, vo. Bond.

According to Reg. Maj. B. iv. c. 36. § 3, 4., 
all who were of a lower rank than the sons of 
Thanes, were rust let.

u The CFO of the son of an Than, is thriescore 
sax kye. Item, all quha are inferiour in parentage, 
are husbandmen (or yeomen). And the Cro of ane 
husbandman, is saxtene kye.

The term rustici is evidently used in a general 
sense, as including all who had not some kind of 
nobility. But it cannot be supposed, that all, ex 
cept nobles, were slaves ; or that the husbandi were 
bondi, as equivalent to nativi and mllani.

It seems difficult to determine the sense of one 
passage, in which both husbandi and bondi occur.

" Of the scheip of the king's husbandmen, and 
of his bondmen : the forester sail haue ane pennie, 
allanerlie." Forrest Lawes, c. 4. § 2. In the Lat. 
it is Husbondorum vet Bondorum Domini Regis. 
As expl. by Skene, husbandmen seem distinguished 
from bondmen. But, from the original, it is doubt 
ful, whether the conjunction be distinctive or ex 
pletive.

In A. S. that was called Bonde-land, for which a 
, certain rent was paid; although without any idea 

of servitude on the part of the tenant. For a certain. 
Abbot, named Beonna, with the advice of all the 
monks of the monastery, gave in lease to Cuthbriht 
a nobleman, bonde-land at Swines-heafde, (x tribu-- 
tariorum terram,) with the pastures and meadows, 
&c., on condition that he should annually pay to 
the Abbot fifty Pounds, and one night's lodging, or 
thirty shillings in money; and that the lands should 
return to the monastery after Cuthbriht's death. V. 
Chron. Sax. ap. A. 775.

As Dan. bonde signifies rusticus, colanus; Pon- 
tanus (Chorgoraph. Daniae) renders fribunder, li- 
beri coloni. Du Cange, vo. Bondus.

It is unquestionable, that some of those employed 
in agriculture were free men. " These are distin- 
tinguished by various names among the writers of 
the middle ages, Arirnanni [perhaps from ar-a ta 
ear, and man, q. tilling men] conditionals,- origi- 
nctrti, tributales* &c- These seem to have beea
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persons who possessed some small allodial pf operty 
of their own,.and besides that, cultivated some farm 
belonging to their more wealthy neighbours, for 
which they paid a fixed rent; and bound themselves 
likewise to perform several small services in prato, 
vel in messe, in aratura, vel in vinea, such as 
ploughing a certain quantity of their landlord's 
ground, assisting him in harvest and vintage work, 
&c." Robertson's Cha. V. Vol. I. p. 275, 276.

This obligation, although very different from ac 
tual slavery, may account for the continued use of 
the term bondage, as applied to certain services, 
which some tenants are still engaged to perform, ac 
cording to the tenor of their leases.

In a charter granted by John of Nevill, husbands 
are distinguished from bondmen. Condonetur om 
nibus tenentibus meis, videlicet Husbandis, Cotiers 
et Bond; nee volo quod legacio haec se extendat 
ad liberos tenentes meos aut ingenuos, qui habent 
terras de suo proprio vel aliorum, et tenent aliquid 
de me. Madox, Formul. Anglican, p. 428. ap. Du 
Cange, vo. Bondus.

Here we might suppose, that we found our far 
mers or husbandmen, onr cottars, and also the nati- 
vi or villains. It is probable that the term husban- 
di is he re-applied to those free men who had landsof 
their own property, as well as to such as cultivated 
the lands of others, but who in some respects held 
of them.

Nativus and bondus are used as synon.; Quon. 
Attach. c> 56. § 7. 2. Stat. Rob. I. c. 34. § c. 1.

There can be no doubt that nativus denotes onfc 
who was in a state of slavery. V. Quon. At 
tach, c. 56. § 1. 3. 5. 7. They are distinguished
—Robertson's Charters, p. 81. 162. 85. 201. 89. 
241. 91.266. 96. 307.

But I am much inclined to think, that from the 
resemblance of the term Husbondus to Bondus, the 
two have, in later times, been confounded; or that 
L. B. bondus, as formed from the part. pa. of A. S. 
bind-an to bind, has been viewed as entering into 
the composition of husband, i. e. husbandman. Sibb. 
has evidently fallen into this error.

Somner has supposed that A.S. bonda, paterfa 
milias, is of Dan. origin. And indeed, we receive 
much light as to the use of this term, by looking 
into the Northern dialects. It is not easy to deter 
mine its original meaning, because in these ancient 
languages, it admits of different senses. Isl. buandi 
denotes one who has a house and family; qui fami- 
liam et domum possidet. Bonde, which is certainly 
the same word, not only bears this sense, but sig 
nifies a husband, maritus* Su.G. bonde denotes 
the head of a family, as opposed to a servant; 
a husband, as opposed to a wife; a citizen or pri 
vate person, as opposed to a prince; an inhabitant 
of the country, as opposed to those who live in 
towns; and also one who possesses his own inheri 
tance, as distinguished from those who cultivate 
the property of others.

Isl. buandi, londi, and bonde, are merely the part, 
pr. of bo, hu-a, to dwell, to inhabit. The term 
is accordingly sometimes written boende, as in

-Heims Kring» i. 478. Here it exactly retains the 
form of the participle.

A.S. buend, buenda, colonus, agricola, is per 
fectly analogous; being the part. pr. of bu-an, co- 
lere, and intimately allied to by.*a, by-an, habita- 
re, possidere. They appear , indeed, to have been 
originally the same v. Alem. bu-en, pu-an, habi- 
tare. *

It may seem doubtful, whether we should view 
the v. as primarily signifying to cultivate, or to inha 
bit. The latter has perhaps the prior claim, this 
being the sense of MoesG. bau-an. Corresponding 
to this idea, is the sense given of A. S. land-buen- 
das; coloni, incolae; dwellers or inhabitants of, 
or on, the land; Somner. Thus as boende, bond, in 
its simple form, literally signified, u one inhabiting," 
the term hus seems to have been prefixed, as limiting 
the sense, and denoting that the person, thus designed, 
inhabited a house, or was a constant resident in the 
country, keeping a family there. Hence it would 
come to signify the master of a family; and, by an 
easy transition, a husband. In S. it also denotes 
the steward of a ship. This name is given to the 
master of a sloop, or smaller vessel. A. S. land- 
buenda seems to have been synon. with hus-bonda; 
although the one designation was borrowed from the 
dwelling, the other from the land surrounding it.

In Sweden, the term Bonde, about the time 
of the introduction of Christianity, was so ho 
nourable an appellation, that those who bore it 
were admitted into alliance with the royal fa 
mily ; and afterwards none might be elected & 
Bishop or a Lagman, but the son of a Bonde; be 
cause the children of those who attended on the 
court were not reckoned worthy of the same con 
fidence. Every Bonde, even so late as the reign of 
Gustavus Adolphus, might be formally admitted 
into the rank of nobles, if he appeared in full ar 
mour at the wapentake. It was only in consequence 
of the rank of nobility being more coveted in latter 
times, that the name of Bonde sunk in its signification.

The term became gradually less honourable, till 
at length all who resided in the country, whether 
they cultivated their own lands or those of others, 
came to be known by this name; with this limitation 
only, that they were distinguished according to the 
description of the lands they possessed. V. Ihre, 
vo. Bonde.

It may be observed, that E. boor acknowledges 
the same origin. It is merely Belg. bouwer, contr. 
boer, agricola, (Kilian) from bouw-en arare, colere 
agrum; Germ, bauer, indigena, incola civitatis, 
pagi, villae, vel alterius loci communis ; ge-bauer, 
colonus, from bau-en, to cultivate, also to inhabit; 
A. S. ge-bur, Alem. ge-bura, colonus, paganus, 
villanus, villicus. V. UDAL LANDS, ad. fin.
HUSBAND-LAND, s. A division commonly con- 

tain^pg twenty-six acres of soc and syith land, 
that is, of such land as may be tilled by a 
plough, or mowed by a scythe. 
Sibb. by mistake. renders this, " according to

Skene, six acres." The measurement was various.
Hence Skene says; u I finde na certaine rule pre.
scrived anent the quantity or valour of ane hus-
bandland." Verb. Sign, in voc.
HUSCHER, s. An usher.
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The huscher he gaf the gold, 

It semed to a king.
Sir Tristrem, p. 38. st. 59. 

Fr. huissier, id. from huis a door. Du Cange 
derives huis from Germ, huys a house. But it seems 
rather a corr. of Lat. ost-ium, a door. 
HUSE, Houlate, i. 24. Leg. bufe, as in MS.

Quhen thai consavit had the cas and the cre 
dence,

Be the herald in hall, hufe thai nocht ellis, 
Bot bownis out of Babilon with all obedience, 

i. e. They did not tarry on any account. V. 
HOVE, 1.
HUSH, s. The Lump, a fish, S. V. BAGATY, 

and COCK-PADDLE.
To HUSH, if. n. To rush. To bush in, to rush 

in, to make one's war with force and haste, 
Loth. . ,

HUSHEL, s. An auld bushel, any vessel or ma 
chine that is worn out, Ang.

HUSH1ON, s.' " A cushion." 
But Willie's" wife is nae sae trig,

She dights her grunyie wi* a hushion.
* Burns, iv. 327. 

I suspect that Or Currie has mistaken the sense ;
and that this is the same word with Hoeshin, a
stocking without a foot, Ayrs. V. HOESHINS.
HUSSYFSKAP, s. Housewifery. V. HISSIE-

SKIP,
HUSSILLING, s. A rattling or clashing noise. 

The hussilling of his armour did rebound, 
And kest ane terribil or ane fereful sound.

Doug. Virgil, 436. 55.
According to Rudd., vox ex sono ficta. But it 

seems rather softened from A. S. hristlung strepi- 
tus, hristl-an, strepere; which Seren. derives from 
Su.G. hrist-a, rist-a, quatere, as originally used, 
he says, to denote the noise made by armour when 
shaken; vo. Rustle. 
To HUSTLE, v. n. To emit such a sound as an

infant does, when highly pleased ; or a cat,
when said to purr, Ang.
Isl. hwisl-a, in aurum sussurrare. 

HUSTO, HUSTA, interj. V. HOSTA. 
HUT, s. A fat overgrown person; also, one who

is indolent and inactive ; as, a la%y but, Ang.
It may perhaps have some affinity to IsL hautt-a 

to go to bed; G. Andr. p. 108. 
HUT, /. Or hand-but; a small stack built in the

field, so low that he who builds it can do all
that is necessary, with his hand, while standing
on the ground, S.
Perhaps from Germ, hutte; Su.G. hydda, E. hut, 

a cottage, from its resemblance; or from^Crerm. 
hut-en to cover.
HUT, «r, A square basket formerly used in Gal 

loway for carrying out dung to the field; of
which the bottom opened to let the contents fall
out; Gallow.
It might receive this name, as allied to Germ.

H U Z
l, hide, being perhaps originally formed of the 

skin of an animal, or to hut»en servare, custodire. 
HUTHER, s. A slight shower, or wetting mist,

S. B. Hence the phrase,
Its hutherin; used when it does not rain con- 

stantly, but slight showers fall at intervals, S. B. 
synon. haggerin.

Su.G. hot-a, to threaten ? 
HUTHERIN, s. i. A beast between the state

of a cow and a calf, a young heifer, Ang. Loth»
Perhaps from Teut. huyder-en, turgescere uberi.. 

bus, sive mammis, ut vaccae foetui maturac, Kilian. 
This is from huyder, uber; dicitur tantum de besti- 
arum mammis. V. HUDDERIN. The term, as ap 
plied adj. to a person, may have been transferred 
from the appearance of a brute animal. 
2. A stupid fellow, Orkney. V. HUDDERIN, and

H0DDROUN.
HUTTIS ILL, some kind of disease. 

—Ffluxis, hyvis, huttis ill.
RouWs Cursing, Gl. CompL S. p. 330. 

HUTTIT, adj. " Hated, disdained, abominable, 
hideous, dreadful;" Rudd.

Vnto this huttit monstoure, this Cacus, 
The god of fyre was fader, Vulcanus.

Doug. Virgil, 247. 47.
Here there is no correspondent term in the origi. 

nal. But in p. 227. 47., where Alec to is called 
this huttit goddes, it is the version of invisum nu- 
men.

Su.G. hutta ut en, cum indignatione et contemtu 
instar canis ejicere, aec non probris aificere; hut, 
apage. 
HUTTOCK, /.

Of this natioun I knew also anone, 
Greit Kennedie and Dunbare yit undeid, 
And Quintine with ane huttock on his heid.

Palice of Honour, ii. 17.
This may perhaps signify a cowl, as intimating 

that he was a monk; A. S. hod, C. B. hotte. Germ. 
hut, however, denotes a hat; Belg. hoed. The lat. 
ter term also signifies a chaplet or garland. Might 
this be meant as the emblem of his eminence as a poet ? 

Or huttock may be two Fr. words a little disguis. 
ed, q. haute toque, high cap. Cotgr. describes 
toque as u a bonnet or cap, somewhat like our old 
courtier's velvet cap." Ellis Spec. E. P. I. 398. 
V. Tokie, which still denotes an antiquated female 
head-dress.
To HUVE. V. HOVE, i. 
HUVE. V. HOIF.
To HUZZH, v. a. To lull a child, S. pfon. 

with so strong a sibillation, that it cannot pro 
perly be expressed in writing. 
This at first view may appear to be the same with 

E. hush to still, O. E. huste. « / huste, I styll; 
Je repayse, je recoyse;" Palsgraue. But I suspect, 
it is rather allied to Isl. hos$-a, which conveys the 
same idea with the S. word. Molliter manibus jac- 
tito, ut nutrices infantes quassant, seu quassitant; 
Su.G. hyss-a^ Mod. Sax. husch-en; Isl. hos, quassa- 
tio mollis.
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I, J, Y.

IT may be proper to obserye that J, which as 
pron, both in £. and S. is a double consonant, is 
Tery nearly allied to SH. The former, it has been 
said, differs from the latter, u by no variation what. 
ever of articulation ; but singly by a certain unno 
ticed and almost imperceptible motion or compression 
of or near the larynx." Tooke's Div. Purl. i. 93.

Thus, it corresponds to Germ. Belg. sch\ Su.G. 
Isl. sk. Germ, writers, in giving the pron. ofj, E. 
indeed combine ds and sch ; as dschahd, jade, 
tfschah, jaw, &c, V. Klausingy Engl. Deutsches 
Wortcrbuch. The letter z also is nearly allied both 
to./ and *, being viewed as equivalent to ts.

Y, by ancient writers both in S. and E., is as 
Rudd. observes, prefixed to verbs, participles and 
verbal nouns. Our writers seem in this respect to 
have imitated the E., with whom y or * prefixed is 
merely the vestige of A. S. ge9 corresponding to 
MoesG. ga; as ybaik, baken, i. e. dried, hardened; 
ybe, be; yberied, buried, ybore^ born, begotten, 
y broken^ broken ; ydois^ closed, shut up ; ydrad9 
dreaded, yfere, together, in company, &c. V. 
Rudd. Gl. let. Y.

/e, as a termination, is much used, in vulgar lan. 
guage, for forming diminutives ; as bairnie, a little 
child, an infant, from bairn; burnie, from burn ; 
lammie^ from lamb, Sec. But such diminutives have 
scarcely any sanction from our old writers.

It needs not therefore seem surprising, although, 
in the lapse of ages, j should be substituted for 
those sounds which are admitted as analogous. Of 
this change we have accordingly, various examples. 
V. Jag) Jampk, Jawpe, Jeve, Jink, Joundie. 
JA, s. The jay ; a bird, Corvus Glandarius,

Linn.
Thejfl him skrippit with a skryke. 
And skornit him as it was lyk.

Bannatyne Poems > p. 22. st. 13.

JABB, ^. A kind of net used for catching the
fry of coal-fisb,
" The best and most expeditious way of catching 

the cuddie, when it is in greater plenty on the coast, 
is with a sort of creel, called jabb* The^Vi£$ com 
monly consists of three or four strong rods, from 8 
to 10 feet long, laid across each other in the middle, 
and gently bent upwards, till they are fixed at the 
ends to a large hoop, from four to six feet diameter, 
which forms its mouth : on the inside it is all lined 
with a narrow net, made for the purpose to retain 
the fish and let out the water , tightly tied to its ribs 
*nd mouth." P. Portree, Invern. Stat. Ace, xvi. 150.

JABBIT, adj. Fatigued, jaded; Shirr. GL S. B. 
JABBLE, s. Soup, Gl. Shirr., Aberd.

—Meg sair'd them first wi* som&jabble9 
To ground their wame.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. «11. 
JACINCTYNE, /. Hyacinth, a flower»

—>—rThay laid this Pallas ying, 
Ligging tharon, as semely for to-se, 
As is the fresche flouris schynand bewty, 
Newlie pullit up from his stalkis smal,— 
Or than the pUrpoure floure,Jbafojacinctyne* 

Doug. Virgil., 362. 21.
Fr.jacynthe) from Lat. hyacinth-us, id. Hence 

also L. B.jacinthtn-uS) blue. Jacinthina vestis est 
aerio colore resplendens; Isidor. 
JACKSTIO, s. A contemptous name ; equiva- 

lant perhaps to Jack-pudding, Jack sprattj &c. 
Pedlar, I pity thee a pin'd, 
To buckel him that beares the bell. 
JackstiQ, be better anes engynM, 
Or I shall flyte against my sell.

Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 7. 
Su.G. stoja signifies tumultuari; Isl. stygg-r9 in- 

solens.
To JAG, v. a. 1. To job, to prick, as with a 

needle or spur, S.
—————He bade her ride, 
And with a spur did jag her side.

Watson** Coll. i. 39. 
2. To pierce ; as with a dart or spear. '

Some jarris with ane ged staff to jag throw 
black jakkis. Doug. Virgil, 239. a, 1. 

Shall we view this as a figurative sense of Germ. 
jag-en^ to make haste, to pursue, especially in the 
chace; as prick is used to denote celerity of motion, 
on horseback, from the means employed, of spurr 
ing on the horse ? C. B. gagau^ is rendered iucisu- 
ra. But I prefer deriving it from Germ, zack cus* 
pis, which Wachter derives from Sw. stick-a, A. S. 
stic-anj pungere, by the common change of st into 
2, that is, ts; Germ, zeichnen, to prick. Jagy how» 
ever, has been traced to Heb. n&,jagah) doloxe af- 
fectus est.
JAG, s. " Jack or hunter fashion of boots; from 

Tis\&.jagh-en agitare feras." Gl. Sibb. 
His boots they were made of the^'^.

Ritsotfs S.. Songs, i. 271.
JAGGET, s. A full sack or pocket, hanging 

aukwardly, and dangling at every motion, S* B. 
To JAIP, JAPE, v. a. To mock, to deride; to 

speak or act in je&t.
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I jape not, for that I say weill I knaw.

Doug. Virgil^ 41. 34. Chauc. id.
——Bejaped with a mo we.

L e. exposed to derision with a trick. Gower's 
Conf. Am. Fol. 68, a.

It is strange that Sibb. should view this as a corr. 
of Teut. geck-en deridere, or derive it from Fr, 
javiol-er to gabble or prate. Various terms, both 
in the Celtic and Gothic languages, have much more 
affinity; as Arm. goap mockery, goap-at to mock, 
goap-aer^ goap-aus a mocker; whence perhaps our

f aapus a fool, q. an object of mockery or ridicule : 
si. geip-a, supervacanea loquor, fatua profero; 

geip fatua verba, geiplur prolocutiones jactabundae 
et frivolae ; gape fatuus, G. Andr. Germ, gapen, 
illudere, luditicari, decipere, sive dolose, sive per jo- 
cum. Wachter has observed, that the ancient Saxons 
adhere to the former sense, and the Isl. to the lat 
ter; A. S. geap, fraudulentus ; Isl. gabba, irridere. 
This observation, however, is not quite correct; as 
A. S. gabb-an signifies irridere. We may add Su.G. 
gabb-a, begabb-a, id., gabb, irrisio. It is to be 
observed, that g andjare often interchanged. E. 
gibe has undoubtedly a common origin.
JAIP, JAPE, s. l. A mock or jest.

Quhat wenys fulis this sexte buk be botjapis, 
All full of leisj or auld idolatry is ?

Doug. Virgil^ Prol. 158. 16. 
2. A deception, an imposition.

Hence the Trojan horse is thus designed. 
Turnand quhelis thay set in by and by, 
Vnder the feit of this ilk bysnyng jaip^ 
About the nek knyt mony bassin raip.

Doug. Virgil^ 46. 37. 
laip occurs in Burel's Pilgrim. 

Out come the Quhittret fur with, 
Ane litill beist of lim and lith,

And of ane sober schaip ; 
To hauc an hole he had grit hast, 
Yit in the wood thair wes nane wast, 

To harberie that iaip.
Watson*s Coll. n. 22.

This at first view, might seem to signify a fool or 
object of ridicule. But perhaps it is merely E. ape 
disfigured according to the pron. of the South of S., 
which often prefixes y to words beginning with a 
vowel. The weasel seems to receive this designation 
from its puny form. One of a diminutive size is 
still contemptuously called an ape.
JAIPER, TAPER, s. A buffoon, a jestert Gl. Sibb. 

It occurs in 0. E.
Harlots, for her harlotrye, maye haue of her

goodes,
Andjapcrsand judgelers, and jangelers of jestes, 
And he that hath holy wryte aye in his mouth.

P. Ploughman, Fol. 45, p. 2. 
JAY-PYET, s. A jay, Ang. Perths. 
To JAK, v. n. To trifle, to spend one's time id 

ly, S.jaut.
The term is probably used in this sense, in the fol 

lowing passage.
They lufit nocht with ladry, nor with lown,
-Nor with trumpours to tfavel throw the townj

JAM
Both [hot] with themself quhat they wald tcl

or crak, 
Umquhyle sadlie, umquhyle jangle andjafc.

Priests Peblis, Pink. S. P. R. i, 3. 
Mr Pink, renders the phrase jangle andjak, " at 

random." The idea- plainly is ; They sometimes 
talked seriously, and sometimes j ocularly ̂  or play* 
fully.

The term, as now used, does not imply the idea of 
absolute idleness, but is often applied to one, who, 
while engaged at work, is diverted from it by every 
trifle, 'fhu&jauking is opposed to h$n\$ ydaiit. 

Their master's a<nd their mistress's command
The younkers a' are warned to obey; 

An' mind their labours wi' an eydant hand, 
An' ne^er, tho' out of sight, tojauk or play* 

Burns, iii. 176. V. ITHAND. 
It may be allied to Isl. jack-a^ continue agitare. 

Hence,
JAUKIN, s. The act of dallying, S. 

An 3 ay she win't, an' ay she swat, 
I wat she made na&jaukm.

Burns) iii. 130.
JAKMENj s. pi. Men kept as retainers by 4 

landholder, for the purpose of fighting in his 
quarrels.

Thejakmen and the laird debaitis, 
Dishonourit is thair name.—
—Hunger now gois up and down, 
And na gud for thejakmen.

Maitland Poems, p. 189.
So denominated from Fr. ja^ue^ a short coat of 

mail worn by them. Germ.jacke, Su.G.^YicAra, sa- 
guni. It would appear that the term was given to 
horsemen. For a jqkman is distinguished from a 

footman. V. BLEAD, t?, 
JAM, s. A projection; applied to the aisle of a

church.
" It [the church] has a large jam, very commodi 

ous for dispensing the Sacrament of the Lord's Sup 
per, which, in some of the neighbouring parishes, for 
want of room in the churches, is dispensed in the 
fields." P. Applegirth, Dumfr. Statist, viii. 311.

The word is here used improperly; from Fr. 
jambC) a corbel or pier. 
To JAMPH, v. a. 1. To make game of, to sneer

at, to mock, S.
—I was bidding Jean e'en gee's a sang, 
That we amang the laeve might mix our mang: 
But she butjamphs me, telling me I'm fu', 
And gin't be sae, Sir, I'se be judg'd be you. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 117.
2. To shuffle, to make false pretences, S. 

Sh« pleads a promise, and 'tis very true, 
But he had naithing but njamphing view; 
But she in gnaping earnest taks it a'.

Ross's Helenore, p. 90.
3. To act the part of a male jilt.

—That Nory own afore you a', 
That on my side the bargain didna fa7 . 
For, for my coat, I wadna wish't were said, 
That I ofjamphing maidens made a trade.

Row's Heknore^ p. 11£,
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4. To trifle, to spend that time idly, which ought 

to be appropriated to work or business, S.
This word, a little varied, appears in most of the 

Northern dialects, and in a variety of forms. Su.G. 
skymf-a, beskimp-a, to jeer, to scoff, to taunt, to 
reproach, verbis aliquem dehohestare, Ihre; Belg, 
schirnp-en, beschimp-en, Germ, schimpf-en, be- 
schimpf-en, id. Schimpfund ernst, jest and earnest. 
Ihre marks the affinity of Gr. O-XOTTT-J/V, to scoff, and 
rxe^*, a scoff. But this seems merely apparent; as 
the origin undoubtedly is Isl. skam, short.

For as Su.G. skemt-a, as well as $kymp-a, signi 
fy to play, to sport, analogous to our term in sense 
4., the simple idea is, to shorten the time by amuse, 
ment. Hence the Su.G. phrase, skaemta tiden, tern- 
pus fallere; and simply, jocari, skaemt jocus; Isl. 
skaemt-a, tempus delectamentis fallo, skemtan de. 
lectatio; skemtun, temporis quasi decurtatio; G. 
Andr. p. 212. ($. jamphin) i also, skymp-a, ludifi- 
cari, skympe ludificatio, skympinn, ludificatorius, il~ 
lusorius, histrio; Ibid. p. 213. V. Observ. on letter/.

We have the term, whether in a more primitive 
form or not seems doubtful, in Isl. hymp-a, ludifi. 
fcare, hymp^ ludibrium ; Ibid. p. 113. By the way, 
might not our Hempie be traced to this; as perhaps 
primarily denoting a wag, one addicted to mischievous 
sport ?

As we have formerly seen that bourd, a jest, is 
radically from bohord, behord, a tourneament; we 
find this term, conjoined with that whence jamph is 
formed.

Sidan wart tker skemtan ok behord. 
Postea lusus erant et torneamenta.

Chron. Rhymthm. p. 37.
S. Syne war therjamphing and bourds. V. Z?o- 

liord, Ihre.
I shall add another passage, illustrative of the sense 

of this word, from a very ancient work.
Nu ber sua til, at laugunantur thinir vilia til 

skcmtunar ganga, edur dryckiu,fra Kongs herber- 
gi,—til skein tan urgongo, tha skalltthu thessa skem- 
tan clska. " If thy comrades wish that thou shouldest 
go to sport, go from the King's palace for thy sport; 
and there thou mayest amuse thyself as much as thou 
\vilt." Spec. Reg. p. 371.

Sham^ E.. .seems radically the same with jamph ; 
although Johns, derives it from C. B. shommi to 
cheat. Gympe, s. used by Doug., and Gymp, v. to 
which Rudd. refers, are merely the same radical 
words in another form. V. GYMP. 
JAMPHER, s. A scoffer, one who makes sport at

the expence of another, S. 
—O'er faes he, and tumbled down the brae. 
His neiper Icuch, and said it was well wair'd; 
Let \\eveTJamphers yet be better saird.

Rossys Helenore, p. 58.
Teut. schimper, schamper, contumeliosus, deri- 

sor; Isl. skimpinn, id. V. the v. 
To JANGIL, JANGLE, v. n. To prattle, to tat 

tle.
u The iargolyne. of the suallou gart the iay ian- 

giL" Compl. Si p. 60.
Jangle andjak. V. JAK. Sibb. expl. it, " to 

tattle and trifle away the time." If this be the mean.

JAR
ing, it is from Fr.jangl-er, id. Chaucer uses the 
word in the same sense. But as in the passage refer, 
red to, both the v. tel and crak precede, perhaps this 
may rather signify, to frolic, to amuse one's self with 
some kind of tricks; from Fr.jongl^er, to juggle; 
whence jo ngleur, a juggler. Ritson has shewn that 
this is a corr. orthography, instead of jougleur used 
in all ancient MSS. The origin, as he observes, is 
certainly Lat. joculator. Diss. on Rom. and Mins 
trelsy, E. M. Rom. I. CLIX.
JANGEALAR, s. A juggler, a sharper. The 

term is opposed to that of honest men.
Sum gevis to thame can ask. and plenyie;
Sum gevis to thattie can flattir and fenyie;
Sum gevis to men of hbnestie.
And haldis all jangealaris at disdenyie.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 49. st. 9. 
Elsewhere janglours. V. the t?.

JANGLOUR, s. A prater^ a tattler. 
. Thair ma n&janglour us espy, 

That is to lufe contrair^
f Bannatyne Poems, p. 101. st. 13. 

J?r. jongleur, a saucy prattler, a scurrilous jester. 
This sense approaches so near to that of jongleur, 
that one would conclude they had beeft originally the 
same word. Janglary, prating, especially of a ma 
licious kind, Gower's Conf. FoL 29. a. Jangeler, 
P. Ploughman. V. JAIPUR.
To TANK, v .. n. l. To trifle, Loth. synon. 

Its known he would have interdited, 
But he was forc'd with shame to quite it. 
Now he's rewarded for such pranks, 
When he would pass, it's told hejanks.

Gleland's Poems, p. 19. 
2. Tojank off, to run off, Lpth. 
JANKIT,/>#r£. adj. Fatigued, jaded, Loth. 
JANTY, adj. Cheerful, Fife.

To gar the lazy hours slide by, 
¥t\\janty jokes the shearers try.

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 124. 
If not allied to Su.G. gant-as, to be sportive like 

children, perhaps to skemt-a. V. JAMPH, z>. 
To JAPE, *. a. To mock. V. JAIP. 
To JARG, v. n. 1. To make a sharp shrill noise, 

as a door that moves harshly on its hinges. 
The doorjargs, i. e. it creaks. 

And tho at last with horribill soundis thrist 
Thay waryit portisjargand on the hirst 
Warpit vp brade.——

Doug. Virgil, 184. 27.
2. To flinch; a metaph. borrowed from a door 

moving on its hinges.
" Many such like has he heard, & far more re 

ported in more fearful! form; but for all never jarged 
a jot either from the substance of the cause, or form 
of proceeding therein."

" —All the councell and courts of the palace were 
filled with fear, noise, and bruits; Mr Andrew 
[Melvill] never jarging nor dashed a whitt, with 
magnanimous courage, mighty force of spirit & 
strength of evidence, of reason & language, plainly 
told the King & Councill, that they presumed over 
boldly in a constitute estate of a Christian kirk, the
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kingdom of Jesus Chrbt."—Mr James Mellvill's 
MS. Mem. p. 45. 97.

Jarg is used, in sense first. Border; Jirg, more 
generally in other patts of S.

Sibb. refers to Su.G, jerg-a, semper «adani ̂ gan- 
nire, ut solent ani,c.ulae iratac. ^ieren. defines it, 
cad cm oberrare chorda,; vo. Jargon. This is from 
1&\.jarg-r, avida et fervida cantentio. 
JARGOLYNE, s. Expl. byjargowng, another

popular word 5 Gl. Coinpi., i. e. chattering.
V. JANGIL.
The v. is still used. It is thus distinguished from 

jarg^ Gl. Compl. " To jarg, to make a single 
sharp shrill noise; tojargle, to produce a repetition 
of such sounds." V. ARGLE-BARGLE. 
To JARR, v. n. To make a harsh and grating

noise; same zsjarg.
The brasin duris iarris on the marbill hyrst. 

Doug. Virgil^ 27. 5.
Isl. gaur, strepitus, convitia; Teut. garr-en^

¥*ierr-en, vociferari, clamitare. 
o JARR, v. n. To poke, to stir with a staff in 
water»

Sumjarris with ane ged staff to jag throw blak 
jakkis. Doug. Virgil, 239. a. 1. 

Alem. girr-en, Germ, irr-en, turbare, irritare. 
JASPj J*. A jasper.

This jo\yjasp hes properteis sevin— 
The first, of collours it is marvellous. 

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 125. st. 1. 
Fr.ja&pe, LsLt.jasp-is^ id.

JAUDIE, s. Expl. " a pudding of oat-meal 
and hog's lard, with onions and pepper, inclosed 
in a sow's stomach ; formerly used as a supper- 
dish at entertainments given by the country 
people on Fastren's Even;" Gl. Sibb. This 
term seems generally used in Loth, and S. A.; 
often as equivalent to pudding; as, a bloody 

jaudie, ajpudding made of blood. 
Arm. guadegen fag minset, a haggis. Lhuyd, TO. 

Tucetum.
JAVEL. V. JEVEL. 
JAUELLOUR, JEVELLOUR, s. A jailor.

u The jauellouris (quhilkis kepit ,the presoun 
quhare he was) to put hyin haistely to deith be auyce 
of his sonne, pressit down ane heuy burd on his 
wambe." Bellend. Cron. B. xiv. c» 15. 

The fo is chasit, the battell is done ceis. 
The presone brokin, thejevellours fleit and flemit. 

Dunbar^ Bannatyne Poems, p. 86. 
JHsp.jaula,J?T.jaule, Bel^. gioole, C. B. geol^a 

jail.
To JAUK, v. n. To trifle, to dally. V. JAK. 
JAW, JAWE, j*. 1. A wave or billow, S. 

-Hie as ane hill the^'aoj of the watter brakj 
And in ane hepe come on them with an swak. 

Doug. Virgil, 16. 27.
2. A quantity of water thrown out with a jerk, a 

flash of water. Thus one is said to throw a jaw 
of water on .another, whether from accident or 
design, S.

3^. Coarse raillery ; or petulant language, S. 
For Paddie Burke, like ocy Turk,

JAW
Nae tnercy had at a% man; 

A»' Charlie JFox threw by the bo?9 
^n' lows'd his7tinkler^aa?.? ma*i.

Burns, iii. 269.
4. Used also in a general sense; in vulgar lan#» 

gjjage,, for loquacity, S.
Sibb. says; " Perhaps from Swed. hauf, mare.r* 

But there is no apparent affinity. Arm. gvager, sig 
nifies a wave. But Jaw seems to have a common 
origin with J&wpe, q. v.
To JAW, v. n. 1. To dash, as ,a wave on a rock 

or on the shore, rS. Jowytb part. pa. dashed, 
tossed.

—She saw the ̂ stately tow'r,
Shining sac clear and brigh-t, 

Whilk 5tood aboon ihejamng ware, 
Built on a rock of height.

Minstrelsy Border^ ii. 60.
Doug. uses this word in a curious comparison of 

his work with that of Caxtoun^ in which he plays on 
the rebus of his name.

His febill prois bene mank and mutulate; 
Bot my propyne come fra the pres fute hate, 
Unforlatit, uotjawyn fra tun to tun, 
In fresche sapoure new from the bery run.

Virgil, Prol. 12«. 8.
2* v. a. To spirt, to throw out in a jet; as, to jaw 

water, S.
Tempests may cease to jaw the rowan flood, 
Corbies and tods to grien for lambkins blood ; 
But I, opprest with never-ending grief, 
Maun ay despair of lighting on relief.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 65.
3. To jaw one, to assault one with coarse rail 

lery, to mock or rally, S.
Shejaw\d them, misca'd them.——

A. Douglas's Poems, p. 125. 
To JAWNER, v. n. To talk foolishly, Clydes. 

You teaze mejawnering ay o' faith!—
Falls of Clyde, p. 133.

This poem, although there are several beautiful 
passages in it, exhibits an unjust picture of the creed 
of the Scottish peasantry, and charges them with such 
ignorance as has never been examplified in any age 
since the Reformation.
JAWP, JAUP, JALP, s. 1. That portion of water 

which is separated from a wave, when it is 
broken by its own weight, or by dashing against 
a rock, ship, or any other body that resists its 
force, and causes part of it to fly off, a flash, S. 
Rudd. justly observes, that Jawpe differs from 

Jaw, as the former denotes the rebounding of water 
" from a rock or otherwise."

Wele fer from thens standis ane roche in the se, 
Forgane the fomy schore and coistis hie, 
Quhilk sum tyme with boldynand wallis quhite 
Is by thejawpe of iiudis couerit quite.

Doug. Virgil, 131. 40. V. also 157. 27. 
It is also applied to the action of the waters of a 

river on its banks*
I am god Tybris, wattry hewit and haw, 
Quhilk, as thou seis, with mony iawp and iaw 
Bettis thir brayis, chawing the bankis doun.

Ibid. 24U 48. 
4 K
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2. A spot of mud or dirty water ; properly, that 

which is thrown on one's.clothes, by the motion 
of the feet, or of a horse or carriage, when the 
road is wet or miry, S.

3. The dregs of any thing, S. A.
Come! whurl the drumlie dregs o't rown;— 
But wi' that fortune gif ye quarrel, 
Gie then ihejaups anither twiil.

Rev. J. Ntcol's Poems, ii. 60. 61. 
It is pron. jalp, both in the North and South of 

S.; in the Westjazvpe.
The learned Rudd. has a very whimsical conjec 

ture concerning this word. He thinks that it may 
be derived from Fr.japp-er, to bark or bawl as a 
dog; u like the rocks of Scylla, which were feigned 
by poets to have been metamorphosed into dogs, be 
cause of the barking noise made by the repercussion 
of the waves on these rocks." But our ancestors 
did not dip so deep into poetical allegory.

Sibb. refers to Jaw as the origin, which he conjec- 
turally deduces from Sw. hauf^ the sea.

We have the same word, in a more primitive form, 
in Isl. gialf-ur, a hissing or roaring wave, the boil 
ing of the sea ; Verel. Ind. Gialver, levior maris.. 
unda; Olai Lex. Rim. The learned Jonaeus, Gl. 
Orkneyinga S., observes concerning Isl. giaelf-r, 
that it is now confined to the noise made by waves 
broken by the rocks. Hodie vox haec, de sono tan- 
tum adhibetur quern allisae rupibus undae maris 
edunt. The word assumes a different form in other 
dialects; Teut. swalp, fluctus, unda, fluctuatio, 
Belg. zwalp, a flash of water, (Sewel.) Sw. watn- 
swalp^ (Stun.) Germ, ein schwall wasser^ id. Su.G. 
sqwalp-d) agitare humida, ita ut effuudantur vel tur- 
bentur, Ihre; to dash, Vatnet sqwalpar oefwer^ the 
water dashes over, Wideg.; Mod. Sax. schulp-en, 
Isl. skolp-a, id. Teut. szvalp-en, fluctuare, jactari 
iluctibus; Belg. zwalp-en, scholp-en, to flash as 
water.
To JAWP, v. n. To dash and rebound as water, 

S. V. the s.
—— Unmouyt as ane roik of^the se, 
Quham with grete brute of wattir smyte we se, 
Hymself sustenis by his huge wecht, 
Fra wallis fel in al thare bir and swecht 
Jazvpyng about his skyrtis with many ane bray, 

Doug. Virgil, 228. 28.
To JAWP, JAAP, JALP, v. a. To bespatter with 

mud, S. " Tojape, Ifr.japper, to bespatter." 
Sir J. Sinclair's Observ. p. 87. 
" Ride fair and jaap nane;" S. Prov. "Taken 

from riding through a puddle: but applied to too 
home jesting." Kelly, p. 283. 
JAWTHERS, s.pl. Idle, frivolous discourse, 

indicating a weak mind, S. 
If not derived from jaw, perhaps allied to Isl. 

gialfra, iucondita loqui. 
YBET, part. pa. Supplied.

Quhill vapours hote^richt fresche and weittybet, 
Dulce of odour, of fluour maist fragrant, 
The silver droppis on daseis distillant, &c.

Palice of Honour, Prol. st. 2. Edit. 1579. 
•A. S. gebctte^ emendatus. V. BETE, v. 

ICHONE, YCHONE, each one, every one.

Y D I
Ye Musis now, sueit godessis" ichone, 
Opin and vnschet your mont of Helicone.

Doug. Virgil^ 2JO. 5<fc 
ICHIE NOR OCHIE. V. EEGHIE. 
YCORN, part. pa.

Swete Ysonde hath sworn
Hir clene, that miri may; 

To hir thai had ycorn 
Hot yren, Y say.

Sir Tristrem, p. 126. st. 106. l 
cc Prepared: literally, carried out;" Gl. But it 

certainly signifies chosen, selected. They had fixed 
on the ordeal by fire, or chosen the ploughshares, 
that there might be no imposition. A. S. gecoren, 
electus,, selectus; from ge-cur-an, cur-an, Su.G. 
Aror-0, Isl. kior-a, Germ, kur-en, Teut. kier-en, 
keur-en. Mod. Sax. kor-en, eligere. Somner men 
tions A. S. cyre-ath, jusjurahdum electum ; referring 
to his Gl. to the Decem Scriptores Angliae.
ICKER, s. An ear of corn. V. ECHER. 
ICTERICK, adj. Of or belonging to jaundice.

u He dyed the 53 year of his age in the moneth of 
June an. 1575, in an icterick fever." Mr James 
Mellvill's MS. Mem. p. 8.

Fr. icterique, sick of the yellow jaundice. 
YD ANT, adj. Diligent. V. ITHAND. 
YDY, s. An eddj, a pool.

The Bard, smaddit lyke a smaik smokit in a
smiddie,

Ran fast to the dur, and gaif a gret raire; 
Socht watter to wesch him thairout in ane ydy. 

Houlate, iii. 15. Bannatyne MS. 
Isl. ida, vortex vel gurges aquae, synon. with Sw. 

wattnhwirfwel, a whirlpool; /(/.«, more fluentis 
aquae citus feror, vel circumcursito; Verel. G. 
Andr. This v. seems to be the same with Su.G. z'c/- 
«, agitare, from id opus.
IDLESET, s. The state of being idle, S.

u When they [the afFectiouns] appeare ta be most 
quiet, yea, wholly rooted out and extinguished, the 
stumpes of them sticke in the soule, and ane verie 
slight object or short idleset will enkindle them." 
Bruce's Eleven Serin, p. 1591. Sign. Y. 8. a.

Q. set or placed idle^ A. S. ydel, Su.G. idel, va- 
cuus, vanus, and sett-an^ saett-a, collocare. Jtmi- 
us decluces'the adj. from Gr. JdAe?, nugae, nugacitas. 
It would be far more natural to view it as compoun 
ded of two Su.G. words, id opus, and il-a morarij 
q. to delay or trifle at work, to while away one's 
time, for il-a and while have the same origin. Thus 
idle is the very reverse of ydant. V. ITHAND. 
YDILTETH, s. Idleness.

Bot sen that tyme is sic a precious thing,
I wald we sould bestow it into that
Quhilk were maist plesour to our heavenly

King. 
Flee ydilteth, quhilk is the greatest lat.

K. James VL Chron. S. P. iii. 489. 
" And first of all hee sheweth us, that wee maun 

be warkmen, not idle, for the ministerie is a worke 
and no idletelh." Bruce's Eleven Serm. Sign. A a. 
7. b. also, 8. a.

I hesitate as to the termination; perhaps from
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A. S. idel tid, tern pus vacuum, otiosum, as the phrase,
spare time, is used.
YDR AW, part, pa. Literally, drawn ; but me-

taph. used as signifying, advanced.
Eftir this at last Latyne thy fader in law, 
Wery of hys lyfe, and fer in age ydraw, 
Doun to the goistis in campe Elysee 
Sail wend.——

Doug. Virgil^ 478, 6. 
To JEALOUSE, v. a. To suspect, to have a

jealousy of, S.
4i The brethren and ministers, who in their senti 

ments could not approve of the Publick Resolutions, 
did very much fear and jealouse Mr James Sharp, 
now at London, by the allowance, and at the desire, 
of a good many of the brethren for the Resolutions." 
Wodrow, I. 7. 
JEBAT, s. A gibbet.

u Becaus thay contempnit his oifyciaris efter that 
thay war summond to compere to his justice, thay 
war all tane be his gard, and hyngit onjebatis." 
Bellend. Cron. B. xv. c. 1.

Fr. gibet. Seren. derives the E. word from Sw. 
gippa, sursum et raptim elevari, 
JEDDART JUSTICE, a legal trial after the in 

fliction of punishment, S.
u Numbers of Border riders were,executed with* 

out even the formality of a trial; and it is even said, 
that in mockery of justice, assizes were held upon 
them after that they had suffered." This refers to 
the period succeeding the union of the crowns.— 
u The memory of Dunbar's legal proceedings at Jed- 
burgh, is preserved in the proverbial phrase, Jeddart 
justice, which signifies trial after execution." Min 
strelsy Border, Pref. LVI. 
JEDBURGH STAFF, apparently a kind of spear, for

making which the artificers of Jedburgh were
formerly celebrated.
Rudd. (vo. Ged,) has observed that u Jedburgh 

staves are thus described by Jo. Major, F. 48. Fer. 
rum chalybeum 4 pedibus iongum in robusti ligui ex. 
tremo Jeduardienscs artifices ponunt."

They were used so late as the time of the civil 
wars.

u That the footmen be armed with musket and 
sword, or pikes and sword, and where these cannot 
be liad, that they be furnished with halberts, Loch, 
aber axes, or Jedburgh staves and swords." Spal- 
ding's Troubles, II. 101. 
JEDGE, s. A gauge or standard.

" —That the Provest and Baillies of Linlithgow 
who are keepers of the said Measure should produce 
before them the said Measure which hath been given 
out by them to the Burrowes & all others his Majes. 
ties Lieges these fiftie or threescore yeares bygone, 
with their jedges and warrands which they have for 
the same. Who—produced—their said Measure & 
Firlot with the Jedge which is their warrand there, 
of. And the same Measure and Firlot being found 
agreable with the said Jedge, &c." Acts Ja. VI. 
28th June 1617. Murray. 
To JEE, v.n. 1. To move, to stir, to alter one's

position; He wad nqjee. Also, as V. a* tojee the
body, &c. S.

J I L
With furious haste he soon skipt o'er the hight? 
She never jee'd, till he was out o' sight.

Ross's Helenore, 'p. 60. 
Our fancies Jee between you twa. —

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 225.
2. To move to one side. In this sense it is used 

with respect to horses or cattle in draught, S. 
Gee, E. a term used by waggoners to their 
horses, when they wish them to go faster, is 
probably from the same origin I 
Seren. gives Sw. gaa, as signifying both to budge, 

and to turn round.
To JEEG, v. n. To creak. The door jeegry it 

creaks on the hinges,
" Lick your loof, and lay't to mine, dry leather 

jeegs ay ; 7 ' Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 50. Kelly writes 
it gigs, p. 239.

A weaver, in vulgar phraseology, is said to jeeg 
awa at his loom, in reference to the sound made by 
the loom, S.

\$\.jag-a, jaga a sama, eadem obcrrare chorda, 
idem saepius iterare ; G. Andr. p. 128. But what 
ever be the origin, it is the same with GEIG, q. v. 
JEEGLER, s. An unfledged bird, Loth, perhaps

from the sound of its cry, as allied to Jeeg, v. 
JEFWEL. V. JEVEL.
JELLY, adj. 1. Upright, honest, worthy ; a jelly 

man, a man of integrity and honour, S. B. 
A jelly sum to carry on 

A fishery's design'd.
Ramsay's Poems, ii. 354. 

But tell me, man, how matters were agreed, 
Or by wha's interest ye gat Simon free'd. 
B. Ane's, wha well cud, the Provost o' the

tpwn, 
A jelly man, well worthy of a crown.

Shirrefs* Poems, p. 33, 
2. Good, excellent, in its kind, Moray. 

And he's doen him to a jelly hunt's ha'? 
Was far frae qny town.

Jamieson's Popular Ball. ii. 194. 
As this term has no connexion in signification, it 

seems to have as little in origin, with E. jolly. Be- 
ing a North-country word, it is most probably of 
Scandinavian extract. It seems allied to Su.G. gill, 
gild, which primarily signifies, able, powerful ; and 
in a secondary sense, respects the moral qualities. 
Thus, ord-gild man, vir fidus, cujus verba et pro- 
missa valida sunt; Ihre. Gill is also used in this 
sense, without composition. Jag haaller honomfor 
gill i den saken; I think he may be depended upon. 
in that affair; Wideg. The root is gell-a valere. 
It seems to have been originally used to express the 
character of one who was both able and willing to 
pay his debts, in the same sense in which it is now 
said of one, that he is a good man. 
JELLILY, adv. Merrily, Moray, jpttily, E. 

Andjellily dance the damsels, 
Blythe-blinkin in your ee.

Jamieson's Popular Ball. \. 189. 
JILLET, s. A giddy girl, S. probably corr. from

Ajillet brak his heart at last.
Burns, iii. 216, 
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JEMMIES, s. pi. A species of woollen cloth,

Aberd. V. SKAFTS. 
JENEPERE, s. Janiper, King's Quair. V.

HERBERE. This is still the pron. S. 
IILOPERD, s. A battle, an engagement»

" Thir Danis that fled to thair schippis gaif gret 
sowmes of gold to Makbeth to suffer thair freindis 
(that war slane at his ieoperd) to be buryit in Sanct 
Colmeslnche." Bellend. Cron. B. xii. c. 2. Pugna, 
Boeth. V. JUPARTY.
JEOPARTY TROT, s. 1. A quick motion be 

tween running and walking, when one from the 
influence of fear or weakness is not able to run 
at full speed, Dumfr.
The term seems to hate had its origin from the 

flight of those, who, living in a country subject to 
many inroads and ^depredations, were often obliged 
to escape from their enemies; while, in consequence 
of hot pursuit, their lives were in jeopardy every 
moment.
2. It is also used as a contemptuous designation 

for a person, Dumfr. perhaps as equivalent to 
coward^ poltroon.

IER-OE, s. A great grandchild, S. O. 
May health and peace, with mutual rays, 
Shine on the ev'ning o> his days ; 
Till his wee curlie John's ier-oe,— 
The last, sad, mournful rites bestow.

Burns, iii. 226.
Heir-oye was formerly used in the same sense. 
u There was also one Laurentius in the parish of 

Waes, whose heir-oyes do yet live there, who arriv 
ed at a great age." Brand's Descr* Shet. p. 71.

Perhaps, as oye is Celt., from Ir. tar after, and 
ua a grandchild, q. one who succeeds a grandchild. 
JEROFFLERIS, GERAFLOURIS, s. pi. Gilli- 

flowers.
This fair bird rycht in hir bill gan hold

Of redjerojfleris, with thair stalkis grene, 
A fair branche.——

King's Quairy vi. 6. 
And thou gerqfloure, mot I than kit be, 
All other flouris for the love of the.

Ibid. st. 18.
Teut. gheroffel, Fr. girojlee, Ital. garofolo; all 

from Gr. «^txxpvAAo^ Lat. caryophylla, id. Y. 
Skinner*
JESP, s. V. JISP. 
JEVE, s. A push or shove with the elbow, S.

This, I apprehend, has the same origin with E. 
shove; Germ, scheib-en, schieb-en, Su.G. skufw-a, 
skiw-a, trudere, propellere. 
To JEVEL, v. a. To joggle, to shake, Ang.

This is a deriv. either from the s. or the Germ. v. 
V. JEVE. 
To JEVEL, v. n. To move obliquely, Loth.

Germ, scbief, Teut. scbeef, tcheel, obliquus. 
JEVEL, JEFWELL, JAVELL, s. A contemptuous 

term, the proper meaning of which seems to be 
now lost.

Let be, quo' Jock, and caw'd him Jevel, 
And be the tajl him tuggit.

Chr. Kirk, st, 7. 
1

IMP
GaHand. Javell, edit. Tytler, and Sibb. Ga»ett9 

fink. Maitland Poems, p. 445.
This is one of the hard names used by Dunbac ia 

his Complaint.
—Fowl, jow-jourdane-hededjeaefo, 
Cowkins, henseis, and culroun kevels—*—

Maitland Poems, p. 109.
cc Whill that the Quein began to craft a zealous 

and a bald man, James Chalmeris of Gaithgyrth, 
said, ' Madame, we knaw that this is the malice and 
devyce of thai Jefwellis, and of that bastard,' mean, 
ing the Bischope of Sanct Androis, that standis by 
yow." Knox's Hist. p. 94.

This word occurs in the conference between the 
Lieutenant of the Tower, and Sir Thomas More, be 
fore his execution. Johns, renders it, "a wander- 
ing or dirty fellow."

In Prompt. Parv. it is expl. joppus, gerro, a trif. 
ler. Maitland Poems, Notef, p. 451.

Isl. gqflning, homo lascivus, gaflskap lascivia; 
or, geifl-a blaterare, geifla madr, oblocutor odiosus ? 
Bat the etymon, like the signification of the term 
must be left uncertain.
JEVELLOUR. V. JAVELLOUR.
YFERE, YFERIS, adv. In company, together.

V. FERE. 
JIFFIE, s. A moment, Loth, perhaps a corr. of

synon. q. v. Jiffin, S. A. 
Wecwen, expl. a moment or instant; also called

Gl. Sibb.
JIMP, s. Thin slips of leather, put between the 

outer and inner soles of a shoe, to give the ap 
pearance of thickness, S.
Perhaps from Su.G. Isl. skam, brevis, skaemt-a 

brevem reddere, as denoting that sort of leather 
which is so short as to be of no use. 
To JIMP, v. n. To leap, S. jump, E.

I mention this v. merely to take notice of a pro 
verbial phrase, used in S. to denote a transport of 
joy; He was like to jimp (or loup) out of his skin. 

There is a similar Su.G. expression, used precisely 
in the same sense; Krypa ur skinnet, dicitur de iis, 
qui praegaudio luxuriante sui quasi iinpotentes sunt; 
Ihre, vo. Krypa. This phraseology, he adds, is to 
be traced to the highest antiquity. For the Latins 
in like manner say, Intra suam se pelliculam conti- 
nere. V. Erasmi Adagia. 
JYMP, s. A quirk. V. GYMP, s. 
JIMP, adj. I. Neat, slender, S.

And wha will lace my middle jimp 
Wi> a lang linen band ?

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 58. 
12. Scanty, S. V. GYMP, adj. 
JIMPS, s.pl. A kind of easy stays, open before, 

worn by nurses, S. Jumps, E. 
This is probably, as Johns, supposes, a corr. of 

Fr.jupe, a shepherd's frock, corps dejupe, stays. 
JIM FEY. x. Seemingly the same with Jimps. 

We hae wealth o' yarn in clues, 
To mak me a Coat and a,jimpey.

Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 310. 
* IMPERTINENT, adj. Uncivil, indiscreet, S. 

" When Lorn was relating some circumstances of
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this business, he got a reply from the Bishop, which 
he called a lie.—$ or myself I think the Bishop 
could not be so impertinent." Baillie's Lett. i. 3. 
JINGLE, s. The smooth water at the back of a

stone in a river, Ang.
To JINK, v. n. I. To dodge, ta elude a person 

who is trying to lay hold of one, to escape from 
another by some sudden motion, S. jenkt S. B. 
It admits this sense most fully in that profane Ad 

dress to the Deil, in which the writer expresses that 
hope, by which many deceive themselves, tha<^ not. 
withstanding a wicked life, they may escape in the end. 

—He'll turn a corner jinkin 
An' cheat you yet.

Burns, iii. 75. 
The lammie llditjen&is and boundis.

Jamieson's Popular Ball» i. 286.
2. The term also signifies to give the slip in what- 

ever way ; to cheat, to trick, S.
For Jove Aid jink Arcesius;—— 

The gentles a' ken roun' about,
He was my lucky.deddy. 

Speech of Ulysses, Poems in the Buchan Dial. p. 15.
3. To make a quick turn; applied to the motion 

of liquids. In this sense it occurs in a Poem, in 
which the strength of genius is unhappily en 
listed in the service of intemperance. 

O thou my Muse! guid auld Scotch Drink! 
Whether thro' wimpling worms thou/m&, 
Or, richly brown, ream o'er the brink,

In glorious faem. 
Inspire me.————

Burns, iii. 13.
4. To escape, to avoid, in a general sense, S. 

—There the herds can jink the show'rs 
'Mang thriving vines an' myrtle bow'rs.

Fergusson's Poems, ii. 107.
5. To spend time idly, S. A.

It seems properly to include the idea of secreting 
one's self from the eye of a superior.

If stowenlins, whan thou was na thinkin, 
I'd been wi' bonnie lasses jinkin,— 
Soon, soon fund out, I had grit cause 
To rue I ever brak thy laws.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 53. 
Perhaps from Fr.jonch-cr, to gull, to cog, to de 

ceive; also to dally, jest, or toy with; Cotgr. But 
it rather seems radically the same with Su.G. 
swink-a, subterfugia quaerere, Germ, schwink-en, 
$chwank-en, celeriter movere, circumagcre, motitare. 
Wachter derives the Germ, word from schweng-en, 
id.; Ihre, the Su.G. v. from wik-ay cedere, whence 
swik-a decipere.
JINK, s. The act of eluding another, S. 

Our billie's gi'en us a' &jink, 
An' owre the sea.

Burns, iii. 214.
JlNKER, /. 1. M A-gay sprightly girl, a wag;" 

Gl. Burns.
Dwells she with matrimonial thunder,
Where mates, some greedy, some deep drinkers,
Contend with thriftless mates Qijinkers?

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 489. 
-2. Applied to a horse quick in its motions.

J I Z
That day ye was &jinkc# noble, 

For heels an' win'.
iii.

JIRGLE, s . Any very small quantity of liquor ;
what has been left in the bottom of a glass, or
has been emptied from one vessel to another, S.
Perhaps changed in form as well as signification 

from Su.G. gurgla, to gurgle. 
To JIRGLE, v. n. To empty any small quanti 

ty of liquor from one vessel to another, S.
scuttle •, synon* 

To JIRK one's teeth, to rub them one against
another, to gnash, £r.
This is the same with CHIRK, q. v. 

JIRT,.r. Expl. "jerk."
She's gi'en me mony a^Vrtfan' fleg, 
Sin I could striddle o'er a rig.

Burns, iii. 244. 
JISP, j. There's no a broken jup in it, a term used

with respect to clothes, as denoting that the ar 
ticle referred to is perfectly whole, or has no.
thing worn or rent about it, S.
The phrase seems^ borrowed from the weaving oc 

cupation. When, from any inequality in the yarn, 
there is a sort of gap in the woof, this is called a 
jesp, S.

Isl. geisp-a, hisco, oscito; geispe, oscitatio, q. a 
hole, a chink. If I mistake not, the S. word is al 
so applied to implements made of wood.
JIZZEN-BED, GIZZEN, s. Child-bed. To lie 

injizzen, to lie in, to be on the straw, S. B. 
Within years less than half a dozen, 
She made poor Maggy lie in gizzen, 
When little Jack broke out of prison

On good Yule-day. 
Forties's Dominie Deposed, p. 39. 

Thejizzen-bed wi' ran try leaves was sain'd, 
And sik like things as the auld grannies kend. 
Jean's paps wi' sa't and water washen clean, 
Reed that her milk get wrang, fan it was green.

Ross's Helenore, p. 13.
This word occurs in O. E. Jhon Hardyng, 

speaking of William the Conqueror, says, — with ra- 
th$r more spirit than is usual with him :

He then his lawe and peace atwaie proclaimed
Officers made in euery shire aboute, 

And so held on to London unreclaimed,
Where his justice he set the land throughout. 

The kyng of France thus scorned him out of
doubt,

That Kyng William in gesine had lien long, 
And tyme hym war been kyrked, with good

song. 
When he this hard, to Fraunce he went

anone,
There to be kirked, he offred hiscandell bright;

A thousand townes he brent, as he did gone,
At them he praied the king of Frauisceto light

His candle then, if that he goodly might, 
Whiche, at his kirkhale and purificacion, 
To Mars he thought the time to make his obla 

tion. Chron. Fol. 129, b. V. KIRK, v, 
This story is differently told by Ranulph Higden,
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but so as to determine the sense of the term used by 
Hardyng.

" This Kynge William laye a bedde at Roen 
(Rothomage) in the last end of his lyfe. The 
kynge of Fraunce scorned hym in this mauer. Kyng 
Wyllyam of Englonde lieth now as wymmen done a 
chyldbedd, and takyth hym to slouth. He bourded 
so. For the kynge hadd slaked his grete wombc 
Tvyth adrynke that he hadde dronke. The kynge was 
dyspleysed wyth this scorn; and sayd, I shall offer 
hym a thousande candels, whan I shal goo to chyrche 
of chyltte," &c. Polycron. Fol. 267, b.

IJardyng uses the same word elsewhere, when giv 
ing the character of Maude, Henry I.'s Queen, the 
worthy daughter of an excellent mother, Margaret 
Queen to Malcolm Canmore. s 

The prisoners also, and women eke with childe 
And in gesene lyuyng ay where aboute, 

, Clothes and mete, and beddyng new unfiled, 
Wyne also and ale, she gaue without doubt. 

Chron. Fol. 133, b.
O. Fr. gesine, a lying in childbed; en gesine, 

en couche, Diet. Trev. ges-ir, to be in childbed; 
gesante, a woman in childbed ; L. B. gesina, puer- 
perium. Promisit ut faceret concedere uxori suae, 
cum a sua gesina Icvaret. Inventar. Eccles. No- 
viom. A. 1419, ap. Du Cange.

Before observing that Fr. gesir simply signifies, to 
lie, I was inclined to trace the term to a Goth, origin, 
Isl.^W, foetus, offspring, whether son or daughter ; 
whence jodsott, the pangs of childbirth, jodsiuk 
quinna, a woman in labour. But the origin, I sus 
pect, is merely Lat. jac-erc, to lie. 
IK, 1C, pron. I.

The gud lord of Dowglas alsua 
Brought with him men, Ik wndreta, 
That weile war wsyt in fechting.

Barbour, xi. 221. MS. 
The Scottis men chassyt fast, Ic hycht, 
And in the chass has mony tane.

Ibid, xviii. 482. MS.
A.S. ic, MoesG. ik, Alem. ich, ih, Teut. ich, ick, 

Belg. ik. Dan. jeg, Sw. jag, Isl. eg, ig,jag, Gr. 
fy#, L'at. ego. 
IK, conj. Also.

The King saw that he sa wes failyt, 
. And that he ik wes fortrawaillyt.

Barbour, iii. 326, MS.
This is the same with eke; from A. S. ic-an, 

which, as well as ec-an, signifies to add.
ILD, v. imp.

The grettast Lordis of oure land
Til hym he gert thame be bowand :
lid thai, wald thai, all gert he
Bowsum til hys byddyng be.

IVyntown, viii. 13. 121.
Supposing ild to be the proper reading, Mr Mac- 

pherson refers to A. S. yld-an, Sw. ild-a, to delay. 
He asks however, if this be not erroneously for 
Nild would.not. But the phrase S. B. is similar, /// 
they-) uill they. The term may be rather allied to 
Su.G. ill-a moles turn esse, litem alicui movere; Isl. 
iU-tL controvertere; Verel.
ILK, ILKA, adj. pron. Each, every j ilkane, eve 

ry one, S.

ILK
He set ledaris till ilk bataile.
That knawin war of gud gouernaile.

Barbour, xi. 160. MS* 
Bot the gud Lord Dowglas, that ay 
Had spy is out on ilka sid, 
Had gud wittering that thai wald rid.

Barbour, xvi. 367. MS. 
On ilka nycht thai spoilyeid besyle.

Wallace, iv. 500. MS. V. also ver. 534. 
Ilka is also used, O. E.

The Englis kynges turned, thei mot do nomore, 
Bot soiourned tham a while in rest a Bangore, 
That ilk a kyng of reame suld mak him alle 

redie. R. Brunne, 3, 4. 
The dikes were full wide,

That closed the castle about; 
And deep on ilka side

With bankis high without.
Ibid. Ellis, Spec. E. P. I. 119. 120, 

Bot suddanly away they wisk ilkane 
Furth of our sicht.——— Doug. Virgil, 75. 50. 

A. S. aelc, elc, oinnis, singulus, unisquisque. 
ILK, ILKE, adj. The same.

———Thare men mycht the se, 
Invictand venemous schaftis the ilk tide.

Doug. Virgil, 318. 36.
Thylke and that ylke are very often used by 

Gower.
So harde me was that ylke throwe
That oft sythes ouerthrowe
To grounde I was withoute brethe.

Conf. Am. Fol. 8r a, 
A. S. ylc, ylca, id.
Of that ilk or ylk, of the same; A.S. lhaet ylca* 

This phrase is used to denote that the title of any 
one, to whom it is applied, is the same with his sur 
name; as, Grant of that ilk, i. c. Grant of Grant, 
Dundas of that ilk, fyc., S.

" In this battell war slane— Alexander Elphins- 
toun of that ylk with n c. gentylmen and com- 
monis of Scotland." Bellend. Cron. B. xvii. c. 7.

" This," as Rndd. observes, " is commonly rec 
koned a sign of the antiquity of the family, and 
that the person is chief of the family, though some 
times it is otherwise." This title, indeed, has in 
various instances been assumed by one who was not 
the chief; in consequence of the family seat coming 
into his possession ; or because the eldest branch 
had fallen into decay, and become unable to sup 
port the rank supposed to be necessary, or had lost 
the documents requisite for establishing the claim of 
superiority, or was unwilling to enter into conten 
tion with one who was more powerful.

Some have supposed, that where any family has 
this title, the family surname has originally been im 
posed on the estate. Camden clearly shews, that 
the reverse has been the case in England ; that fami 
lies of this description have had their surnames from 
their lands. This he proves incontestably from the* 
existence of the names of such places, before any 
surnames were used in England; as well as from 
the signification, structure, and termination of some 
of these names. Remains ; Surnames, p. 154, 155. 

It is highly probable that the same observation 
is ; in most instances, also applicable to S. Such de-
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signations as MacFarlane of MacFarlane^ MacNab 
of MacNab, and many others of the same kind, 
plainly declare that the lands have been denominated 
from the surnames of the families ; because, these are 
patronymics, and could not originally belong to 
possessions. This title, indeed, as used in the High 
lands, seems more generally to signify, that he to 
whom it belongs, is chief of the name, or clan dis. 
tinguished by this name, than to respect the lands 
possessed by him. But there are others, which af 
ford the highest degree of probable evidence, that 
the surname has been borrowed from the place ; as 
Ralxton of Ralston. This certainly signifies, Ra/f's 
or Ralph's town. Fallerton of that ilk, is another 
of the same kind. This name has undoubtedly ori 
ginated from a place. Had it been English, we 
might have rendered it, the Fuller's tozvn. But as 
the term Waulker is used in this sense in $., it may 
have been the Fowler's town. Many similar exam 
ples might be mentioned; as Spottiswodof Spottis- 
zvod, &c.

This corresponds to the accounts given by our 
historians, as to the introduction of surnames in this 
country. According to Boece, Malcolm Canmore, 
in a Parliament held at Forfar, rewarded the nobles 
who adhered to him, ordaining .that, after the cus 
tom of other nations, they should take their sur 
names from their lands, which had not been the case 
in former times; ut quod antea nonfuerat, aliarum 
more gentium, a praediis suis cognomina caperent. 
Hist. Lib. xii. c. 9. At this time, he adds, many 
new surnames were given to Scottish families, as 
Calder, Locart, Gordon, Setoun, &c., and many 
other names of possessions, from which those brave 
men, who had received them from the king as the 
reward of their valour, derived their names. This 
account is confirmed by Buchanan, from the extract 
he had received from the records of Icolmkill. V. 
Hume's Hist, of Doug. p. 11. 
ILKADAY, s. An ordinary day of the week, 

what is commonly called a lawful day, as dis 
tinguished from tbat which is appropriated to 
Christian worship, S. from ilk every, and day. 

Twa hours wi' pleasure I wad gi'e to heaven^ 
On ilka days) on Sundays sax or seven.

Falls of Clyde, p. 34.
Ilkadays claise^ the clothes worn on ordinary 

days, by the working classes, as distinguished from 
those reserved for Sabbath, S»

Ilk dayis ger, is used by Blind Harry, most pro 
bably as opposed to warlike accoutrements.

Wallace than said, We will nocht soiorne her, 
Nor change no weid, but our ilk dayis ger.

Wallace, iii. 80. MS.
Ger, gear, was anciently used in a very general 

sense. Some editor, wishing to make the language 
more plain, has obscured it, by substituting a phrase 
never used in this country. In edit. 1648, it is ;

Nor change no weed, but our each dayes gear. 
The Swedes have a phrase, which is perfectly analo 

gous ; Hwardags klader, every days clothes; from 
hwardag, a working day, hwar every, and dag day; 
hwardags ko^t, common fare. Su.G. yrkildag also 
signifies a working day; from yrka to work ; pron. 
ykildag.

ILL
ILL, «f. 1. The evil, or fatal effects ascribed to 

the influence of witchcraft. He's gotten ill, he 
has been fascinated ; S. 
Isl. illbragd, illbrygde, maleficium; from ill ma.

lum, and bragd factum.
2. Disease, malady.

And quhen the lordis, that thar war,
Saw that the ill ay mar and mar
Trawaillyt the King, thaim thoucht in hy
It war nocht spedfull thar to ly.

Barbour, ix. 54. MS.
The E. adj. and adv. are used in a similar sense, 

but not the s. A. S. yfel has merely the general sig 
nification of calamity ; adl being the term which 
denotes disease, whence E. ail, ailment. Teut. ebel, 
however, sometimes occurs in composition, in this 
sense; as, valtende evel, the falling sickness, lanck 
evel, an iliac passion. It appears to me, that this 
Gothic term has been primarily used in a moral 
sense; Moes.G. ubils occurring in no other. 
ILL-BEST,

—u Let Hobbes, and such wicked men, be put 
from about him, and the Highest there be taken into 
his service." Baillie's Lett. ii. 230. 
ILL-DEEDIE, adj. Mischievous, S.

——— u The little one who is making the feloni 
ous attempt on the cat's tail, is the most striking 
likeness of an ill-deedie,—— wee, rumble-gairie, 
urchin of mine, whom, from that propensity to wit 
ty wickedness and inanfu' mischief, which even at 
twa days auld I foresaw would form the striking 
features of his disposition, I named Willie Nicol."— 
Burns, iv. 235.

Then Cupid, that ill-deedy geat,
With a' his pith rapt at my yeat.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 145. V. EUILL-DEDY.
ILL-EASED, adj. Reduced to a state of incon 

venience, put to trouble, S. corresponding to 
Fr. mal-aise9 id.

ILL-GAISHONT), adj. Mischievous. V.
GAISHON.

ILL-GAITED, adj. Having bad habits ; per 
verse, froward, S.
From ill, and gate, gait, a way. Hence ill-gait- 

edness, frowardness, perverseness, S. B. 
To ILL-HEAR, v. a. To ill-hear one, to chide, 

to reprove, to scold one, S. B. q. to make 
one hear what is painful to the feelings. 

ILL-LESS, adj. Harmless, inoffensive, S. This 
seems to be the signification, in, the following 
passage.
u However his majesty, as a most gracious ill- 

less prince, having no mind of such plots, addresses 
himself to keep the Scottish parliament continued to 
the 15th of July." Spalding's Troubles, i. 317. 
ILL-MUGGENT, adj. Evil-disposed, having 

bad propensities, S. B.
Nor do I fear his ill chaft taak,

Nor his ill-muggent tricks ; 
There's nae a gentle o' you a' 

But he taks o'er the pricks.
Poems in tine Buchan Dialect', p. 30. 

4
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Su.tr. mogande signifies adult. It might there 

fore be rendered q. ill-trained, ill-educated. But I 
prefer Germ, mogen, moogen, to incline, to hare a 
mind to; sensus a potentra ad cupiditatem translatus; 
Wachter.
ILL-PRATTIE, adj. Roguish, waggish, ad 

dicted to tricks rather of a mischievous kind, 
S. B. V.PRATT.

ILL-SAR'D, adj. Til-savoured. V. SAUR, v. 
1LL-SCRAPIT, adj. Rude. An ill-xrapit 

tongue ; a tongue that utters rude language, S. 
V. SHAMBLE, v.

ILL-WILLIE, ILL-WILLIT, adj. l. Ill-natur 
ed, envious, spiteful, S.
" An ill-willy cow should have short horns." S. 

Prov. Kelly, p. 11.
2. Not generous, niggardly, S.

" Little wats the ill-willy wife what a dinner may 
had in ;" Ferguson's S. Prov. p. 23.
3. Backward, averse, S. B.

We canna want plenty o' gear, 
Then Maggie, bena sae ill-willy.

Jamie son's Popul. Ball. i. 310. 
A. S. yfel will-art) pravum velle; Su.G. Ulwilja, 

Isl. illmlie, malevolentia. 
YMAGE, s. Homage.

King Eduuard past and Corspatrik to Scwne, 
And thar he g&tymage of Scotland swne; 
For nane was left the realme to defend.

Wallace, I. 116. MS. 
YMAGERIS, s.pl. Images.

u Finaly be generall decreit was statute that the 
ymageris of sanctis (as the kirk of Rome vsis) sail 
be honorit & had in reuerence in al partis, not 
as ony deuinite war hid in thame, bot to represent 
the figoure of God and his sanctis." Bellend. Cron. 
B. x. c. 5.

Fr. imager,-ere, of or belonging-to images. 
1MB ASSET, s. Leg. iribassct. An embassa- 

dour.
Pardoun me than, for I wend ye had beyne 
An inbasset to bryng ane uncouth queyne.

Wallace, vi. 134. MS. 
Fr. embassade, an embassy, a message. 

IMMER GOOSE, The Greater Ducker of Ges- 
ner, Orkn. Ember Goose, Sibb. Scot. p. 21. 
u The Immer (colymbus immer, Lin. Syst.) 

which is the ember, or immer .goose of this country, 
is a species which may be seen in single birds, or 
at most two or three together, in many of our bays 
and sounds at all seasons." Barry's Orkn. p. 304. 

Immer seems to be the common name in the Nor 
thern languages. V. EMBER. 
IMMICK, s. An ant, S. This seems corrupt 

ed from E. emmet.
IMM1S, adj. Variable. V. EMMIS. 
To YMP, v. a. To ingraff, to insert. 

Fals titlaris now growis up full rank, 
Nocht ympit in the stok of cheritie. 
Howping at thair lord to get grit thank; 
Thay haif no drede on thair nybouris to lie.

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 136. 
A. S. A 1cm. imy-an, imp-tan, Germ. impf~en,

IMP
Su.G. ymp-a, id. E. imp, id., although not men 
tioned by Johns, hi this sense. 
To IMPESCHE, v. a. To hinder, to prevent. 

" Se not hir quhais fenyeit teiris suld not be sa mekte 
praisit nor estemit, as the trew and faithfull trauel- 
lis quhilk I sustene for to merite hir place. For 
obteining of the quhilk aganis my naturall, -I be* 
tray is thame that may impesche me." Lett. Detect. 
Q. Mary, K. ii. a. Ego eos prodo—— qui tV 
mento esse possent, Lat. Vers.

Fr. empescher, id. 
To IMFYRE,

Lat. imped-ire.
n. To bear sway, to exercise 

sovereign power.
————I find ane King, 

Quhilk intill Europe dois ring : 
That is the potent Pope of Rome, 
Impyrand ouir all Christindome.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 123. 
Lat. imper-are.

To IMPLEMENT, v. a. To fulfil or perform 
any engagement, S.; a forensic term. 
" This was an obligation incumbent upon him, 

which the petitioners were entitled to insist that he 
should implement, but which, with great submis 
sion, they were certainly not bound to assist him 
in implementing" Petit. T. Gillies of Balmakewan, 
&c. 1806, p. 23. 
YMPNE, s. A hymn.

And lo, ane vthir sorte ful blyth and glad 
«On athir hand behaldis Eneas,— 
Ympnis of pryce, tryumphe and -victory, 
,And singand glad togiddir in fallouschip.

Doug. Virgil, 188. 7.
In the dark ages, it was customary in MSS., as 

Rudd. observes, to omit the initial h, as ympnus,, 
yems, ortus, for hymnuz, hyems, hortus, and to in 
sert p betwixt m and n.

u Whenne theympne was seide thei wen ten out 
into the mount of Olyvete." Wiclif, Mat. 26. 
To IMPONE, v. a. To impose. 

.Adam did cr&fttYie impone 
Ane speciall name tojeuerie one.

Lyndsatfs Warkis, p. 20. 1592. 
To IMPRIEVE, v. a. To disprave; also to 

disallow, to impeach ; a forensic term. 
" Quhair ony person— taks on hand to impreive 

the execution of the precept, or ony vther title, or 
evident producit, it sail be neidfull," &c. Acts 
Sed'. 15th June, 1564.

Improve is used in the same sense, not only in S,, 
but commonly by those who wrote in E. two cen 
turies ago.

a Whereas he hath spoken it by his own mouth, 
that it is not good for man to be alone, they have 
improved that doctrine, and taught the contrary." 
Bale's Acts Eng. Votaries. V. Tooke's Div. Purl. 
I. 165.

Lat. improb-are, to disallow.
IMPRESTABLE, adj. What cannot be per 

formed.
" We have long and patiently groned under the 

intolerable yoke of oppression—through a tract of 
several years by past, particularly in the year 1678, 
by sending against us an armed host of barbarous
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savages upon free quarter, contrary to all law and 
humanity, for inforcing of a most unnatural bond, 
wholly illegal in itself, and imprestable by us." 
Wodrow's Hist. ii. 60.

From Lat. in neg. and praest-are, to perform. 
IN, prep. Into.

Than Wallace said, he wald go to the toun; 
Arayit him weill intill a preist lik gown. 
In Sanct Jhonstoun disgysyt can he fair.

Wallace, iv. 703. MS.
66 So he came hastily in Scotland, and landed the 

tenth day of May, in the year One thousand five 
hundred and fifteen years." Pitscottie, p. 124.

Pitscottie, as well as Bellenden, generally uses 
m for into. This indeed is common with all our old 
writers.

MoesG. in has the same signification: In gaian- 
nan, into hell, Mat. xxv. 22. 29, 30. In karkara, 
into prison, Mat, v, 25. Sw. in, id. Jag gick in i 
staden, I went into the town. A. S. in occurs in 
the same sense. 
IN, a termination denoting the feminine gender.

Ihre, vo. Kaering, Kaerling, seems at a loss to 
account for the termination, as he calls the word 
merely a dimin. from karL But in is used in this 
sense in Germ., u Annexed to substantives," says 
Wachter, u it forms a feminine from the mascu 
line ; as from mann, mannin virago, from koenig, 
a king, koenigin a queen." Proleg. § 6. Although 
overlooked by the learned Ihre, it seems to be used 
in the same manner in the Scandinavian dialects. 
For Sw. stotbraakin denotes the female brake ; Isl. 
karlinna, a woman, from karl. Thus kaerling may 
have been originally kaerlin • like S. carlin. V. 
BRACKEN. 
IN, INNYS, s. 1. A dwelling, a habitation of

any kind.
Than said he lowd upone loft, the lord of that in,
To al the beirnys about, of gre that wes grete.

Gawan and Gol. iv. 13. 
The Bruys went till his innys swyth ; 
Bot wyt ye weile he wes full blyth, 
That he had gottyn that respyt.

Barbour, ii. 1. MS.
Inns is used, in vulgar language, S. for a house of 

entertainment. Innys, I apprehend, is merely the 
pl. of in, according to the first declension of the 
s. in A.S. used in the same manner with the modern 
term lodgings.
2. The tents of an army on the field of battle» 

Than till thair innys went thai sone, 
And ordanyt thaim for the fechting.

Barbour, xii. 330. MS.
The sense, in which the word inn is now used, is 

comparatively modern.
A.S. Germ, inne, domus, domicilium ; Su.G. id. 

Kongs inne, domus regia, the king's house, Isl. 
inne, domus; from in, in, within, or Inn-en to enter.
IN ANE, adv. 1. Together, at the same time. 

The detcstabyl weris euer in ane 
Agane the fatis all thay cry and rane.

Doug. Virgil, 228. 16.
2. Uniformly, without cessation or interruption, 

always.

INC
On sic wyse is he quhelmyt and confoundit, 
That euer in ane his bos helme rang and soundit.

Ibid. 307. 27.
Rudd, in both places renders it anon • but impro 

perly.
In an is used in a similar sense in Sir Tristrem. 

To conseil he calleth neighe,
Rohand trewe so stan; 

And cuer he dede as the sleighe, 
And held his hert in an,

That wise. P. 21.
An^ own.—" Kept his mind to himself." Gl. 

But it seems rather to signify, u kept to his mind 
steadily." In ane still bears this sense in the vulgar 
language of S. I have not observed that an ever 
signifies own. 
3. Anon, quickly.

Nyrar that noyris in nest I nycht in ane, 
I saw a Houlat in haist, under ane holyng.

Houlate, i. 4.
Here, as Rudd. observes, " we discover the true 

origin of E. anon, q. in or on one, S. ane, i. e. 
uno fere eodemque supple momenta, preferable to 
Skinner's various conjectures;" he might have ad 
ded, to those of Junius also.

A. S. on an is used in all these senses; in unum, 
simul, jugiter, continue; " allwayes, continually, 
together, at once;" Somner. It is surprising, that 
Skinner and Junius should have been so puzzled 
with the word anon, as Teut. aeneen, simul, una, 
conjunctim, bears such resemblance.
INAMITIE, s. Enmity.

u This inamitie wes jugit mortal], and without all 
hope of reconciliatioun." Knox's Hist. p. 51.

From in neg. and Fr. amitie, friendship.
INBEARING, part. adj. Officious, prone to 

embrace every opportunity of ingratiating 
one's self, especially by intermeddling in the 
affairs of others, S. 
Belg. inbooring, intrusive. *

INBY, adv. 1. Towards, nearer to any object, S. 
Near to some dwelling she began to draw;— 
That gate she halds, and as she weer inby^ 
She does a lass among the trees espy.

Ross's Helenore, p. 66.
2. In the inner part of a house. To gae inby, is 

to go from the door towards the fire, S. 
A. S. in and bi, near, Teut. by, id. S. outbij sig 

nifies, at some distance from any object; also, out 
of doors.
To INBRING, -v. a. To import.

—" That na kynde of man nor woman,——be 
na maner of way, sould by, na inbring na kynde of 
poysoun in the realme, for ony maner of vse vnder 
the pane of tresoun." Acts Ja. II. 1450. c. 32. 
Edit. 1566.
To INCALL, v. a. To invoke, to call upon,

in the exercise of prayer.
u Now, as to the manor of the kyithing of this 

miracle, it is said in the 2 Kings, 20. that it was 
procured be the Prophet's praier: It is said there 
that the Prophete incalled, that the sun should be 
brought bak." Bruce's Eleven Serm. 1591. F. 4, b. 
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ic None can incall on him in whome they trust 

not." Ibid. I. 7.
This v. is formed like Lat. in-vocare, id.

INCH, INCHE, s. An island, generally one of a
small size, S.
44 Thir Danis that fled to thair schippis gaif gret 

sowmes of gold to Makbeth to suffer thair frehulis— 
to be buryit in Sauct Colmes Inche." Bellend. Cron. 
B. xii. c. 2.

• 4 After passing the ferry of Craig Ward, the ri- 
Ter becomes narrower; and there are some beauti 
ful islands, which are called Inches." P. Alloa, 
Stat. Ace. Tiii. 597.

C. B. yniS) Corn, ennis. Arm. enezen^ Ir. innshe^ 
Gael, fash, id.
INCOME, s. A term used with respect to any 

bodily infirmity, not apparently proceeding 
from an external cause, S.
44 How did he lose the power of his leg?" 44 It 

was by an income." The meaning plainly is, that the 
affection as it were came in, as not being caused 
by a sprain, a contusion, a fall, or any thing of this 
nature. 
INCOMIN, fart.fr. Ensuing, succeeding ; as

the incomin ook, the next week, S. 
INCONTINENT, adv. Forthwith, without

delay, Fr. id., also O. E.
INCOUNTREY, s. The interior part of a coun 

try.
44 In the Isles and Highlands were likewise great 

troubles; nor was the incountrey more quiet."— 
Spotswood's Hist. p. 411.
IND, used for in prep. To come ind, to come 

short, to alter one's method in the way of di 
minution.

Preif nevir thy pith so far in play, 
That thow forthink that thow come ind^ 
And murn quhen thow no mendis may.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 187. st. 5. 
i. e u Regret that thou art deficient." 

To come in, is still used in this sense, S. 
1NDILL1NG, Dunbar. V. ELDNYNG. 
INDING, adj. Unworthy.

———I was in service with the King,— 
Clerk of his compts, althocht I was inding. 

Bellenden, Evergreen, i. 33. st. 4. 
Fr. indigne, Lat. indign-us.

INDRAUGHT, s. A strong current, a sort of 
vortex.
44 The other part [of the flood tide] slips down 

by Sandwick shore, till it get in to the indraught of 
Hoy Sound, where it becomes very strong." P. 
liicsay, Orkney, Statist. Ace. xiv. 315.

Su.G. indrag-a, to draw in. 
INDULT, s. A papal indulgence, Fr. id.

u At this tyme mony indultis & priuilegis war 
granted be the Paip for the liberte of khaly kirk in 
Scotland." Bellend. Cron. B. xiii. c. 8. 
INEFFECTIONAT, adj. Candid, impartial.

44 Now wyl I appele the conscience of the mef~
fectionat & godlie redare diligentlie to consider:
quhilk of thir twa biggis maist trewlye and maist
godlye conforme to Goddis worde on this funda-

1

INF
ment ? quhair neuir twa of thir seditius men aggreis 
togidder, nor yit ane of thaim with hym self." Ken 
nedy of Crosraguell, p. 94.

From in neg. and affectionate, q. without parti, 
cular attachment. L. B» inaffectio, affectionisdefectus. 
INFAL, s. An attack made in a hostile man 

ner.
44 It is informed the rebels were at Drumclog the 

first of June being Sunday, upon Munday at the 
infal upon Glasgow, and at night they came to Ha- 
miltoun." Memorand. ap. Wodrow's Hist. ii. 54.

Tent, in-valj illapsus, ingressus, us; zn-vaell-en, 
incidere, irruere, illabi; Kilian. 
INFANGTHEFE, s. l. A thief apprehended, 

by any baronial proprietor, within the limits 
of his own domain.
44 Infangthefe dicitur latro captus de hominibus 

suis propriis, saisitus de latrocinio : and out-fang- 
thief is ane forain thiefe, quha cumis fra an vther 
mans lande or jurisdiction, and is taken and appre 
hended within the lands perteinand to him quha is 
infeft with the like liberty." Skene, Sign, in vo.

These terms have been borrowed by us from the 
O. E. laws, in which they are commonly used. The 
former occurs in the Sax. Chron. A. 963, where it is 
infangenthef. It is expl. by Lye, as both signifying 
the thief, and the right of judging him. It literally 
signifies, a thief taken within, i. e. within a man's 
jurisdiction; infangen being the part. pa. of fang- 
en, rapere, to take, to apprehend, comp. wz'th the 
prep, in; as outfangen literally signifies, taken with 
out one's bounds.
2. Used, in a secondary sense, to denote the pri 

vilege conferred on a landholder, of trying and 
pursuing a thief taken within his territories. 
Outfangthefe had a similar secondary significa 
tion.
It bore this sense, not only in the time of Edw. 

the Confessor, (V. Leg. c. 26.) but even before his 
time; as appears from the passage already referred 
to in the Sax. Chron., where it is mentioned as a 
privilege, in the same manner as Saca and Socne, 
Toll and Team ; Lambard. Hence in the laws of the 
Confessor it is thus expressed; Jastitla cognoscen- 
tis latronis sua est, de homine suo si captus fuerit 
super terram suam. Wheloc. p. 144.

Whether it was indispensably requisite, that the 
thief should be, in all cases, the proprietor's liege 
man, does not certainly appear.

From what Skene observes, it would seem that 
some have supposed, that the phrase, used in our 
law, taken with the fang, i. e. with the stolen 
goods, had some relation to the terms under consi 
deration. But they have no affinity, save that which 
arises from a common origin, both being from the 
same A. S. v. V. FANG.
INFAR, INFARE, s. l. An entertainment given 

to friends, upon newly entering a house. 
This word, as it occurs in The Bruce, in rela 

tion to Douglas, Mr Pink, has rendered inroad. 
But the passage will not admit of this sense. 

He gert set wrychtis that war sleye, 
And in the halche of Lyntaile 
He gert thaim mak a fayr maner.
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And quhen the houssis biggit wer, 
He gertpurway him rycht weill thar; 
For he thoucht to mak an infar, 
And to mak gud cher till his men. 
In Rychmound wes wonnand then 
The Erie that men callit Schyr Thomas. 
He had inwy at the Dowglas.—— 
He herd how Dowglas thoucht to be 
At Lyntailey, and/es£ to ma.

Rarbour, xvi. 340. MS.
2. The entertainment made for the reception of 

a bride in the bridegroom's house, S., as that 
given, before she leaves her father's, or her 
own, is called the forthgeng^ S. B. 
44 The Lord Gordon, &c. convoyed thir parties, 

with many other friends and townsmen to their wed 
ding. They got good cheer, and upon the 25th of 
October he brought over his wife to his own house 
in the Oldtown, where ihere was a goodly infare," 
Spalding's Troubles, ii. 54.

A. S. infare, infaere, entrance, ingress; infar- 
an, to enter; Belg. invaar-en, id. 
INFIELD, adj. Infield land, arable land which 

receives manure, and, according to the old mode 
of farming, is kept still under crop, S. It is 
distinguished from Outfield. Both these terms 
are also used subst. Infield corne, that which 
grows on infield land.
44 The ancient division of the land was into in» 

fold, outfield, and fauchs. The infield was dunged 
every three years, for bear; and the two crops that 
followed bear were oats invariably. The outfield 
was kept five years in natural grass ; and, after be- 
ing tathed by the farmer's cattle, who [which] were 
folded or penned in it, during the summer, it bore 
five successive crops of oats." P. Keith-hall, Aberd. 
Statist. Ace. ii. 533.

44 Since the introduction of turnips, the farmers 
make it a general rule, not to take more than one, 
and never more than two crops of oats in succession, 
in their infield grounds." Ibid.

—" In all teynding of corncs, that the same 
be teynded at three severall tymes everie yeare, if 
thQ owners of the cornes shall think it expedient: 
To wit, the croft infield come at ane tyme, the 
beere at ane uther tyme, and the outfield come at the 
thrid tyme." Acts Ja. VI. 1606. c. 8. Murray. 
INFORTUNE, s. Misfortune, calamity. 

What was the caus God did destroy 
All creature in the time of Noy ? 
Quod he, I trembill for to tell 
That infortune, how it befell.

Lyndsay's Warkis, p. 33. 1592. Fr. id. 
INGAN, s. Onion, S.

And if frae hame,
My pouch produc'd an ingan head, 

To please my wame.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 305.

INGER'S POCK, a quantity of all kinds of 
grain, as oats, barley, pease, &c. dried in a pot, 
and ground into meal, Loth. 
Inger is understood as signifying a gleaner ; per- 

haps allied to Teut. inghe, enghe, angustus, Su.G.

ING
aeng-a, premere; whence O. Tent* ingher, engher, 
exactio; as denoting one in necessitous circum. 
stances ; or, one who procured his sustenance by 
exaction, q. the Sorner's pock. 
INGYNE, ENGYNE, ENGENIE, s. 1. Ingenu 

ity, genius. A fine ingyne, a good genius, S. 
Maist rcuerend Virgil, of Latine poetis prince, 
Gem of ingyne, and flude of eloquence.

Doug. Virgil, Pref. 3. 7.
c * Some monuments of his engenie he [Gawan 

Douglas] left in Scottish meeter, which are greatly 
esteemed, especially his translation of Virgil his 
books of Aeneids." Spotswood's Hist. p. 101.
2. Disposition, habitual temper of mind.

u This he did, not so much to please James Dou. 
glas, as he did rejoice to foster mischief, cruelty and 
wikkitness, to which he was given allenarly, through 
the impiety of his own ingyne." Pitscottie, p. 55.
3. Mind in general.

66 Th& infinite favour of God, which hath been, 
ever ready to the just, has caused the victory to in- 
clyne to us by [i. e. beside, or beyond] the expec 
tation of man's mgyne." Pitscottie, p. 30.
4. Scientific knowledge.

———— I the behecht 
All manere thing with solist diligence,— 
Sa fer as fyre and wynd and hie engyne 
Into our art may com pas or deuyne.

Doug. Virgil^ 256. 27.
Fr. engin, esprit, Gl. Romm. Rose. Teut. en- 

gien, Kilian, Append. Lat. ingen-ium. 
To INGYRE, INGIRE, v. a. To ingratiate one's 

self into the favour of another, or to introduce 
one's self into any situation, by artful methods» 

Quhat maner man, or quhilk of goddis, lat se, 
To moue batale constrenit has Enee ? 
Or to ingire himself to Latyne King, 
As mortale fo, wythin his propir ring ?

Doug. Virgil, 315. 13.
Rudd. and Sibb. derive it from Fr. inger-er, to 

thrust in, to intrude, to insinuate. I am doubtful, 
if it be not rather from Lat. in and gyr-o^ to turn 
round, q. to wind one's self into favour.
INGLE, INGIL, s. Fire, S. A. Bor. Beet tie

ingle^ mend the fire, Perths.
Sum vtheris brocht the fontanis wattir fare, 
And sum the haly tngtl with thame bare.

Doug. Virgil, 410. 55.
" The word Ingle,—to this day, is very often used 

for a fire by the common people all over this coun 
try." P. Kirkpatrick-Irongray, Kirkcudb. Statist. 
Ace. iv. 532.

Some silly superstition is connected with the use 
of this term in relation to a kiln. For the fire kin. 
died in it is always called the ingle, in the southern 
parts of S. at least. The miller is offended, if it be 
called the fire. This resembles that of brewers as 
to the term burn, used for water.

A. Bor. ingle, ," fire or flame;" Grose. Hence 
it has been observed, that " Engle or Ingle-wood 
signifies wood for firing." Ritson's Ane. Popul. 
Poet. Introd. to Adam Bel. 
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Thy reason savours of reek, and nothing else,
Then sentences of suit sa sweetly smels;
Thou sat so near the chimney-nuik that made

'em, 
Fast by the ingle, amang the oyster shells.

Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 27. 
* c The derivation of the word is unknown, if it be 

not from Lat. ignis, which seems rather improbable;" 
Gl. Sibb. But Gael, aingeal is rendered fire; Shaw. 
INGLE-NOOK, s. The corner of the fireside, S. 

The ingle-nook supplies the simmer fields, 
An' aft as mony gleefu' maments yields.

Fergussorfs Poems, ii. 6. 
To INHABLEf, v. a. To render unfit.

" I speake not of they common faults quhilk are 
common to all: but of sik faults as inhables the per 
son of the giuer, to be a distributer of the sacrament, & 
taks the office fra him." Bruce's Serm. on the Sacr. 
E. 2. b.

Fr. inhabile, L. B. inhabil-is, id. inhabil-itare, 
inhabilem et incapacem declarare; Gall, declarer in- 
habile ; Du Cange.
INHADDIN, s. Frugality, S. B. q. folding in. 

V. HALD.
That kind of fuel is called inhaddin eldin, S. B. 

which must be constantly held in to the fire, because 
so quickly consumed; as furze, thorns, &c. 
INIQUE, adj. Unjust, Fr.

" I could not either be so inique to the honoura 
ble fame of the godlie author : either so ingrate to the 
louiug propiners."—Vautrollier. H. Balnaues's 
Conf. Ep. Ded. A. 4, a. 
INKIRLIE. V. ENKERLY. 
To INTAKE, v. a. To want.

" We inlake nothing but hardiment and courage; 
chance, and fortune, which we think to essay, will 
supply the rest." Pitscottie, p. 5.
To INLAKE, v. n. To be deficient in whatever 

way ; as in measure, weight, or number, S. 
Ye, that sumtym hes bene weil stakit, 
Thoch of your geir sum be inlakit,——— 
Of this fals world tak never thocht.

Maitland Poems, p. 310.
From in and Teut. laeck-en, diminuere; also, di- 

jninui, deficere, v 
2. To die. He inlakit this morning^ S.

" I was fley'd that she had taen the wytenon-fa, 
an' inlakit afore supper." Journal from London, 
p. 7.

Ihre informs us that Su.G. aendalykt is used in 
this very sense. He derives the term from ande, 
anda, breath. Whether our word has the same ori 
gin, or is merely referable to Teut. laeck-en, I leave 
the reader to determine for himself. 
INLAK, INLAIKE, INLACK, INLACKING, s. i. 

Want, deficiency, of whatever kind, S. u A 
peck ofinlak, a peck deficient;" Gl. Sibb. 
u The absence or inlaik of the justitiar annullis 

the perambulation." Stat. Dav. II. c. 20. § 5. 
Defectus is the only word used in the-Lat.

" Because the king was not sufficient to govern 
the realm for inlake of age; the nobles made a con-
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vention, to advise whom they thought most abler
both for manhood and wit, to take in hand the ad»
ministration of the common wealth." Pitscottie, p. 1. 

" Extreme Mack of money for all occasions, which
yet daily are many and great." Baillie's Lett. iu
10.

—" So great an inlacking was in the ministers
to come out with the regiments." Ibid. i. 448.
2. Death, S. V. the v.

" That all persones, feweris or heritabill tennents
of sik Frioures and Nunnes places, and their aires
after the decease, decay or inlaik of their said supe-
riours, hald, and sail hald their fewes, &c. of our
Soveraine Lorde." Acts Ja. VI. 1571. c. 38.
INLYING, s. Childbearing, S.
INMEATS, s.pl. Those parts of the intestines 

of an animal, which are used for food, as sweat- 
breads, kidneys, &tc. S. 
Sw. inmaete, intestines; Wideg. Seren.

To INN, <u. a. To bring in; especially applied 
to corn brought from the field into the barn 
yard, S. 
This is also O. E. " linne^ I put in to the berne;"

Palsgraue.
Teut. inn-en, colligere, recipere ; from m, in5 in-

tus.
INNYS, s. V. IN.
INOBEDIENT, adj. Disobedient. 

Richt sa of Nabuchodonosor king,. 
God maid of him ane furious instrument 
Jerusalem and the Jowis to doun thring: 
Quhen thay to God wer inobedient.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 120. 
Fr. id. Lat. inobediens.

INOBEDIENT^ s. A disobedient or rebellious per. 
son.

Behald how God ay sen the warld began, 
Hes maid of tyrane kingis iristrumentis, 
To scurge pepill, and to kill mony ane many 
Quhilkis to his law wer inobedientis.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 119» 
INOBEDIENCE, s. Disobedience.

——He wrocht on him vengence. 
And leit him fall throw inobedience.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592.p. 120» 
Fr. id. Lat. inobedient-ia. 

INNOUTH, adv. Within. V. IN WITH. 
YNOM,/>m. Took.

The seymen than walkand full besyly, 
Ankyrs wand in wysly on athir syd, 
Thair lynys kest and waytyt weyll the tyd; 
Leyt salys fall, and has thar courssynom: 
A gud gay wynd out off the rycht art com.

Wallace, ix. 53. MS. 
In edit. 1648, altered to,

Let sailes fall and took thar course anane. 
A. S. ge-nim-an, capere; genom, I took; genamf 

he took. Ynome, taken, R. Glouc. 
INORE, s.

Bright birdes, and bolde, 
Had more to beholde 
Of that frely to folde.
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And on tlie hende knight.

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. ii. 3.
The only idea I can form of this word is, that it 

is from Arm. enour, enor, henor^ honour, adoration. 
Bullet imagines that it is originally a Celt, term, and 
that Lat. honor is derived from it, its root hen, 
old, being Celt., and because in early times age re 
ceived the greatest respect. 
INORME, adj. Atrocious, heinous; from the

same origin with E. enormous. V. FECK. 
To INPUT, v. a. To put in.

" They meddle with the Cinque Ports, in put and 
out put governors at their pleasure." Spalding's 
Troubles, II. 4.
INPUT, s. i. Share or quota, when different 

persons contribute for any purpose, S.
2. Balance, in change of money, S.
3. Aid, contribution in the way of assistance, me- 

taph.
Gin that unhappy lad wad be so wise, 
As but ly to, and tak your gueed advice! 
Quo' he, Ye canna better do, than try, 
Ye's hae my input, to gar him comply.

Ross's He/cnore, p. 91. 
To IN-RIN, v. a. To incur.

" —All charge that they may in-rin" &c. Acts 
Ja. II.

Formed from in and rin to run, like Lat. incurro ; 
Germ, hinein rennen, id.
INSCALES, s. pL " The hecks or racks at the 

lower end of the cruive box," S. Petit. T. 
Gillies, Balmakewan, &cc. 1806, p. 3. 
u The Court—found—that the Saturday's slap, 

Y'IZ. an ell wide of a sluice in each cruive, from six 
o'clock on Saturday evening, till Monday at sun 
rising, was and ought to be observed, and that dur 
ing that space the inscales,—in all— the cruives^ 
ought to be taken out, and laid aside." Ibid.
INSIGHT, s. 1. The furniture of a house.

a Gif ane burges man or woman deceis,———his 
heire sail haue to his house this vtensell or insicht 
(plennissing) that is, the best burde," &c. Bur. 
raw Lawes, c. 125. § 1.

Sometimes the redundant phrase, insight plenish 
ing, is used.

" Dr Guild, principal, violently breaks down 
the insight plenishing within the bishop's house." 
Spalding's Troubles, II. 26.
2. It seems to denote all the implements of hus~

bandry on a farm.
u Thir spy is rcturnit with diligence and schew how 

the Romanis war cummyng baith in Mers and Ber- 
wyk, with mair awfull ordinance than euer was sene 
afore in Albioun; the bestyail dreuyn away, the 
cornis and imydit brynt." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 43. 
b. Vastata sata, rem omnem pecuarium occupatum; 
Boeth.

" They began—to rob and spulyie the earl's ten 
ants who laboured their possessions, of their haill 
goods, gear, insight plenishing," &c. Spald. T. 1 4.

One sense given of insight plenishing, Gl. Spald. 
is, u implements or utensils of husbandry kept with 
in doors."
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3. Substance, means of subsistence in general.

44 Sindry othir infinite pepill come with hym on 
thairauenturis; specially thay that had bot small in- 
sycht at hame; traisting to purches be his conques 
and victorie landis and riches sufficient to sustain 
thair estait in tymes cumyng." Bellend. Cron. xiv. 
c. 10. Quorum tenuis atque exigua domi res erat.

This might be derived from A. S. Su.G. in, and 
saett-an, saett-a, to place, q. the furniture placed 
within the house. But it is perhaps preferable to 
deduce the last syllable from the v. to see, not in the 
obvious sense indeed, as if it signified what is seen 
within doors; but as Belg. zi-en, to see, compounded 
with ver, signifies to furnish, to provide. Sw./oer^- 
se is used in the same sense; whence foeresedd, fur* 
nished; Germ. ver*eh-en, id. But the term, cor. 
responding to insicht, in Su.G. is inreda; inred-a, 
opere intestino domum instruere; from in, innan, in- 
tus, and rede instrumentum. This is exactly analo 
gous to S. t geir; and as this is from Isl. gior-a in 
struere, A. S. gear-wian, parare, rede is from Su.G. 
red-a, Isl. reid-a, parare. Tuet. reed-haave, huys~ 
raed, id. 
To INSYLE, v. a. To surround, to infold.

—Al the bewty of the fructuous feild
Was wyth the erthis vmbrage clene ouerheild:
Bayth man and beist, firth, nude, and woddis wylde
Inuoluit in the schaddois war insylde.

Doug. Virgil, 449. 46.
The origin is very doubtful. Hudd. views it q. 

incieled, from Ital. detb heaven; in a secondary 
sense, any high arch; Lat. coel-um. It is favour 
able to this idea, that Gervase uses the phrase, Coel- 
um inferius egregie depictum, in describing the repa 
rations of the Cathedral of Canterbury, £c. Du 
Cange. V. SYLE and OURSYLE. 
INSPRAICH, s. Furniture of a house, Loth.,

Gl. Sibb. Synon. insiclt, spraichrie. V.
SPRAICHRIE.

INSPRENT, pret. v. Sprung in. V. SPRENT. 
INSTRUMENT, s. A forensic term, used to

denote a written document, given in proof of any
deed of a court, or transaction of an individual
in that court, S.
This term, in ecclesiastical courts at least, is now 

generally used in an improper sense. In consequence 
of a decision, any one who has interest in the court, 
is said to take instruments, either when he means to 
declare that he claims the benefit of that decision } 
and views the business as finished^, or as confirming 
a protest entered against its validity. As it is custo 
mary, in either of these cases, to throw down a piece 
of money to the clerk of court, it is generally under» 
stood that he takes instruments, who gives this 
money. But the contradiction in terms plainly 
shews that the language is used improperly.

This mode of expression seems, however, to have 
been occasionally used in the reign of Charles I.

u —If the presbytery refuse them process, that 
they protest against thir refusers, and thereafter 
against the election of these members to be commis 
sioners, and thereupon to take instrument, and ex- 
tract the same." Spalding's Troubles, I. 83. 84.

The phrase formerly was, to ask an instrument^
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6k r instruments; i. e. a legal document from the 
^Jerk, by authority of the court, with respect to the 
deed. The money had been originally meant, either 
as a fee to the clerk for his trouble, or as an earnest 
that the party \vas willing to pay for the expence of 
extracting. In the trial of Bothwell for the murder 
of Darnley, we have various proofs that this is the 
proper use of the phrase.

" Upon the quhilk productioun of the foirsaid 
letteris execute, indorsit, and dittay, the said aduo- 
cate askit an act of Court and Instrumentis, and de- 
syrit of the Justice proces conform thairto.

——" The said Erie Both well askit ane note of 
Court and Instrument."

—" Upon the quhilk protestatioun I require ane 
document."

—" Upon the productioun of the quhilk wry ting 
and protestatioun, the said Robert askit actis and In- 
vtrumentis." Buchan. Detect. Q. Mary, F. ii. iii. iv.

The terms, act, act of Court, acts, document, and 
instruments, are used as synon.

" Rothes also required acts of his protestation, 
in name of the commissioners, that the refusal was 
just and necessary."———" Of this protestation he 
required an act from the new clerk's hand." Bail- 
lie's Lett. i. 100. 104.

" The Commissioners then required instruments, 
in my Lord Register's hands, of his protestation, 

nee the clerk refused." Ibid. p. 104.
Although the phrase, take instruments, is evident 

ly improper, it appears that it was used as early as 
the reign of Ja. V.

—* It is statute and ordained, that all instrumentes 
notes and actes be maid and tane in the handes of 
the Scribe, and Notar Ordinar of the Courte, or his 
deputes." Acts Ja. V. 1540. c. 81. Murray.

But here the phrase is evidently used in a different 
sense from that affixed to it in our time, as referring 
to the act of giving extracts. For it follows ;

" Gif the Notar and Scribe of courte refusis to 
giue instrumentes, actes, or notes to ony persones de- 
sirand the samin, he sail tine his office."

We find L. B. instrumentum used, not only to de 
note a writing of any kind, but as synon. with do- 
eumentum. Quia igitur fortunas et infortunia mea 
ad aliorum forsitan qualecumque instrumentum de- 
crevi contexere, &c. Guibert. Lib. 2. de Vita sua, 
c. 3. Cum instruments chartarum, quibus Mona- 
sterii possessio firmabatur, regionem Burgundiae 
adire non distulit. Gregor. Turon. de Miraculis S. 
Aridii. ap. Du Cange.
To INSWAKK, v. a. To throw in.

The blak fyre blesis of reik inswakkis he.
Doug. Virgil, 295. 44. 

Infert, Virg. V. SWAK. 
To INTAKE, v. a. To take a fortified place.

u ——I never having at once and together 2000 
foot, nor above 300 horsemen, before my last disas 
ter at Kilsyth, nor no artillery at all fit for intak- 
ing any strong house." Baillie's Lett. ii. 265.
INTAK, INTAKE, ^ 1. The bringing in of the

crop, S. 
2. A contraction; the place in a seam where the

dimensions are narrowed, S.
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3. A canal, or that part of a body of run 

ning water which is taken off from the principal 
stream, S.
u That the water for driving the machinery of said 

new work is taken from the river above, and dis 
charged into it below the cruive-dike; and the in» 
take of this water is within the bounds of the cruive- 
fishing property." State, Leslie of Powis, «fee. p. 157. 

66 These conditions were certain servitudes in fa 
vour of the cruive-heritors, particularly a bridge 
over said canal for the accommodation of the cruive- 
people ;—and a passage across the intake, to allow 
the fishers to go up the side of the river above it." 
Ibid. p. 158.
4. A fraud, a deception, a swindling trick, S.
5. Used as a personal designation for a swindler,

Aberd.
From in and take. Su.G. intag-a is used in a sense 

somewhat analogous to the two last-mentioned; to 
captivate; Hon intog mitthierta; she captivated 
my heart; Wideg. 
To INTEND, v. n. To go, to direct one's

course.
Vp throw the water schortly we intendit, 
Quhilk inuirounis the eirth withoutin dout, 
Sine throw the air schortly we ascendit, 
His regiounis throuch, behalding in and out. 

Lyndsay's Dreme, Warkis, 1592. p. 436.
L. B. intend-ere, tendere, ire, proficisci; Du 

Cange. 
To INTEND, v. a. To prosecute in a legal

manner, to litigate; a forensic term.
" By the same Act their are libertie grantit to all 

personis quho might be prejudgit be the saidis pre- 
scriptiouns of fourty yeirs already runn and expirit 
befoir the dait of the said Act, to intend their ac- 
tiouns within the space of thretten yeirs, efter the 
dait of the said act." Acts Sederunt, p. 3.

L. B. intend-ere, judicio contendere, litigare; in- 
tentio, controversia, lis; Du Cange.
To INTENT, v. a. Used in the same sense as 

the preceding v.
" The saidis Lordis declaris that the samen sal not 

prejudge ony persone whatsomever of thair lawful 
defences competent to th^me aganis ony actioun to 
be intentit heireftir at his Majesties instance and his 
successors." Acts Sederunt, p. 6.

" At the same diet of council, a process is intented 
against some very worthy Presbyterian ministers." 
Wodrow's Hist. II. 250.

L. B. intent-are actionem, litem intendere, in- 
ferre; Du Cange.
To INTERCOMMUNE, v. n. To hold con- 

verse in any way whatsoever with one denoun 
ced a rebel; used with much greater latitude 
than E. Inter common.
" These Letters of Intercommuning were the ut 

most our Managers would go upon non-appearance: 
and by our Scots law every person who harboured, 
entertained, or conversed with them, was to be habite 
and repute guilty of their crimes, and prosecute ac 
cordingly." Wodrow's Hist. I. 394. 
INTERCOMMUNER, INTERCOMMONER, s. i. One
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who holds intercourse with one proclaimed a
rebel. V. MEAT-GIVER. 

2. It also simply signifies one who treats between
parties at variance.
44 We agreed, on condition, that Haddington, 

Southesk, and Lorn, the inter communers, should 
engage their honour, as far as was possible, that in 
the mean time there should no munition at all, nei 
ther any victuals more than for daily use; be put in 
that house." Baillie's Lett. L 59.
INTERKAT, adj. Intricate.

O man of law ! lat be thy sutelte, 
With wys jympis, and frawdis inter/cat, 
And think that God, of his divinite. 
The wrang, the rycht of all thy workis wate. 

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 120. st. 18. 
To INTERMELL, v. n. To intermingle. V.

MELL.
To INTERPELL, ?. a. To importune, Lat. 

44 Interpell God continuallie, be importune suit 
ing, & thraw this grace out of him, that it may please 
him to open our hearts." Bruce's Eleven Serin. N. 
5. b.
To INSIST, v. n. To continue in a discourse. 

He insisted lang, he gave a long sermon, S. 
44 The person went out, and he insisted (went on), 

yet he saw him neither come in nor go out." Min 
strelsy Border, III. 405.
To INTERTRIK, v. a. To censure, to criticise. 

Bot laith me war, but vther offences or cryme, 
Ane rural body suld intertrik my ryme, 
Thocht sum wald swere, that I the text haue 

waryit.
Doug. Virgil, Pref. 11. 54. 

Rudd. derives it from Lat. inter, and Belg. treck- 
en, delineare; or Lat. intricare, to intangle. But 
more probably from Fr. entre and triquer, to sever, 
to cull out from the rest; as critics generally select 
the most exceptionable passages of a work. Triquer 
is also used as synon. with Meler, Diet. Trev. Thus 
it may be equivalent to intermeddle with. 
INSUCKEN, s. V. SUCKEN. 
INTEST.

I am defonnit, quoth the foul, with faltis full
fele,

Be nature nytjierit ane oule noyaus in nest;— 
(All this tretye lies he tald be times intest.) 
4 It nedis nocht to renew all my unhele, 
4 Sen it was menit to your mind, and maid mani 

fest.' Houlate, i. 20. 
The other words in Ital. are here corrected accor 

ding to the Bann. MS.
44 Untold," Pink. But the meaning probably is, 

troubled, pained, in anguish, O. Fr. ente$t-er, to 
trouble, literally to make the head heavy, from en 
and teste, tete, the head. This explanation is con 
firmed, not only by the whole strain of the passage, 
which exhibits the Owl as uttering the language of 
complaint and sorrow, but from the use of the term 
unhele in the following line, i. e. pain, or suffering. 
INTHRANG, pret. Pressed or thrust into.

\\rith that in haist to the hogc so hard f in* 
thrang*

I N T
That I was heildit with hawthorne, and with

heynd levels.
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 45. V. TURING. 

r>. 1. In. This is the sense in our
more ancient writers.

Thai wer in till sa gret effray,
That thai left place; ay mar and mar.

Barbour, xiii. 270. MS.
In MS. it is generally written as if forming two 

words.
2. Used by later writers for into, as denoting en 

trance into a place or state, S.
The modern sense of in, and into, is indeed a direct 

inversion of the ancient. V. IN, and TIL.
Into is used in the same sense.

I trow that worthyarthen he 
Mycht nocht in his tym fundyn be. 
Ovvtakyn his brodyr anerly, 
To quham in to chewalry 
Lyk wes nane, in his day.

Barbour, ix. 665. MS.
" His brother's sacrifice pleased God, because it 

was offered into faith." H. Balnaues's Conf. Faith, 
S. 6. b.

— Wynis birlis into grete plente.
Doug. Virgil, 247. 6, 

To INTROMIT, v. n. To intermeddle with
the goods that belonged to one deceased, S.
44 It was enacted by 1696, c. 20., that the con* 

firmation by an executor-creditor of a particular 
subject should not protect from a passive title those 
who might afterwards intromit with any part of the 
deceased's moveables." Erskine's Instit. B. iii. F, 
9. c. 52.

L. B. intromitt-ere ; entremettre, Gallice, quasi 
in rem se mittere, ut de aliquo tractet. Du Cange. 
INTROMISSION, s. The act of intermeddling with

the goods of one who is deceased ; a forensic-
term, S.
While the law admits various kinds of justifiable 

intromission, one kind is called vitious.
44 Vitious intromission — consists in apprehending 

the possession of, or using any moveable goods be 
longing to the deceased unwarrantably, or without 
the order of law," Erskine's Insit. p. 626. § 49.

In relation to this phrase. Lord Hailes, in his un 
published Spec, of a Glossary, tells the following 
story, as I find it corrected on the margin.

44 Charles I. subscribed a large sum of money for 
the rebuilding of the bridge at Perth. When Oliver 
Cromwell was in that town, one of the magistrates 
reminded him of the subscription remaining on hand. 
4 What is that to me ?' answered Cromwell, ' I am 
not Charles Stuart's heir.' 4 True,' replied the ma 
gistrate, 4 but you are ay a vitious intrometterS* 
P. 17. 
INTROMITTER, INTROME.TTER, s. One who inter-

meddles with the goods of one who is deceased.
44 An intromitter incurs no passive title, if one 

has been, previously to the intromission, confirmed 
executor to the deceased." Erskine's Instit, p. 627* 
§ 51. V. the s. 
To INTRUSS, v. a. To intrude,
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Ha, quoth the Wolf, wald thow intruss ressoun, 
Quhair wrang and reif suld dwell in properte?

Henry sone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 118. st. 12. 
Fr. intrus, intruse, intruded.

IN VAIRD, Leg. INVAIRT, adv. Inwardly. 
It synkis some in all pairt 
Off a trew Scottis hairt, 
Rewsand us invairt
To heir of Dowglas. Houlate, ii. 6. MS. 

Sw. inwartes, inward.
To INVAIRD, INWARD, v. a* To put in ward, 

to imprison ; Gl. Sibb.
INUAS1BIL, adj. Invading.

—— As'quhen about the awful wylde lyoun, 
With thare inuasibil wappinis schaip and square, 
Ane multitude of men belappit war.

Doug. Virgil, ZQQ. 51.

Thare men mycht the se,
Inmctand venemous shaftis the ilk tide.

Doug. Virgil, 318. 36. 
Calamos armare veneno. Virg. 

It is doubtful, whether this signifies, carrying, q. 
invectand, L. B. invectare ; or infecting. 
INUNTMENT, s. Ointment.

— Pretius inuntment, saufe, or fragrant pome.
Doug. Virgil, 401. 41. 

Lat. inungo.
INWITH, INNOUTH, adv. Within, in the in 

ner side, S.
a This priour was ane wise prelat, & decorit 

this kirk inwitli with mony riche ornamentis." Bel- 
lend. Cron. B. vi. c. 15. Interioribus ornamentis, 
Boeth.

Thomas Dikson —— nerrest was 
Till thaim that war off the castell, 
That war all innouth the chancell.

Barbour, v. 348. MS.
A. S. innothe denotes the inwards, the heart, what 

is within the body. The S. term, however, is far 
more probably allied to Sw. inuti, within. Twaet- 
ta kaerlet inuti och utanpaa, to wash the vessel 
within and without; Wideg. For a full account of 
the etymon, — V. OUTWITH; also DOUNWITH, 
HAMEWITH.
INWITH, adj. Inclining downwards, having a 

declivity, S. dounwith, synon.
— He the west and the east hand took, 
The inwith road by favour of the brook.

Ross's Helenore, p. 47. 
To INYET, v. a. To pour in, to infuse. 

Sone as the fyrst infectioun ane lityl we 
Of slymy venom inyct quently had sche ; 
Than sche begouth hyr wittis to assale.

Doug. Virgil, 219. 1. V. YET.
JO, JOE, s. 1. A sweetheart, whether male or 

female, S.
He was my jo and heart's delight, 

My handsome Gilderoy.
Hit son's S. Songs, ii. 25. 

Dear Roger, when your jo pits on her gloom, 
Do ye sae too, and n^ver fash your thumb. 

Ramsay's Poems, ii.. 71.
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2. A eompellation meant to express affection, and 

at the same time some degree of familiarity; 
even where there is no pretence of love ; being 
often used to a person of the same sex, S. 

Quhat wald thow, my deir dochter Jenny ? 
Jenny my joe , quhat dois thy daddy ?

Lyndsay, Pink. S. PR. ii. 51. 
^ He can say Jo, and think it no;" S. Prov. 
" That is, he can pretend kindness, where he has 

none." Kelly, p. 144.
It seems to be merely Fr. joye, joie, used in the 

same manner as mon joie$ as a term of endear 
ment, equivalent to darling, my love, &c.

It accordingly was anciently written joy; and had 
been used in S. so early as the reign of James I. 

Than spak hir fallowis that hir kend } 
Be still, my joy, and greit not.

Peblis to the Play, st. 3. 
You Carle (quod sho) my Joy, dois beinly

dwell, 
And all prouision hes within him sell.

Scotland's Lament. Fol. 5.
We find this term used by the Q. Regent, when 

she attempted to sooth the Gentlemen of the West 
of S. adhering to the Reformation, who were irrita. 
ted because they had been ordered to repair to the 
Border.

u Thair was hard nothing of the Queinis parte, 
but, ' My Joyis, my hairtis, what aillis yow ? Me 
nienis no evill to yow, nor to your Preicheours: 
The Bischoppis sail do yow no wrang? ye ar all my 
luifing subjects." Knox's Hist. p. 94. Joyes, 
MS. I.

I need scarcely observe, that the transition to joe 
was easy, the i being nearly lost in the Fr. mode of 
pronouncing joie.
JOCKEY-COAT, s. A great coat, properly, 

one made of broad-cloth with wide sleeves, S. 
corr. tojouk-coat ; A. Bor,, Grose. 
Evidently such a coat as jockeys were wont to 

wear ; as, for a similar reason, our fathers used to 
denominate a great coat, of a different form, a hus 
sar-coat.
JOCKY-LANDY, s. A nursery term, denot- 

ing a lighted stick, wisp, or any thing blazing; 
very improperly given as a plaything to chil 
dren, S. B.
It seems to be the same with E. Jack-a-lent, Fr. 

Boujfon de carneval; and to have its origin from 
the circumstance of people going about at that sea- 
son, in a Bacchanalian way, carrying lighted torches 
or wisps.
JOCKTELEG, s. A folding knife, S. 5 joctea- 

legs, A. Bor.
An' gif the custoc's sweet or sour, 

Wi' jocktelegs they taste them.
Burns, iii. 127.

Tradition ascribes to Ja. VI. a display of his ver 
nacular language, that, in all its circumstances, is 
not very credible. After he had gone to England, 
it is said, he boasted to some of his courtiers, that he 
would repeat a sentence which none of them could 
understand. Calling one of his stable-boys, he said 
to him; " Callan, hae? there's thrcttie pennies, gac
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•wa, and buy me a jockteleg ; and gin ye byde, I'll 
gang to the bougars of the house, and tak a caber, 
and reesle your riggin wi't."

u Jockteleg•, a folding knife. The etymology of 
this word remained unknown till not many years 
ago, that an old knife was found, having this in 
scription, Jacqugs de Liege, the name of the cut 
ler. Thus it is in exact analogy with Andrea di 
Ferrara." Spec, of a Glossary by Lord Hailcs.

I can say nothing as to the fact of such a knife 
being found ; but have always heard this inscription 
given as the reason of the name. 4C Liege," says 
Grose, ** formerly supplied Scotland with cutlery." 
ProY. GL
To JOGILL, v. a. To jog, to shake from one 

side to another, S.
—The ilk shaft stak in his corps anone; 
Pallas itjogillit, and furth drew in hye.

Doug. Virgil, 329. 45.
Joggle is sometimes used in the same sense, E. 

Tcut. sehockel-en^ yacillare, from schock-en to 
shake; Sn.G. $kak-a, id. Some demejoggle from 
Isl. jack-U) continue movere, Sw. juck-a^ agitari. 
V. Seren.
JOG-TROT, s. 1. A slow motion on horse 

back, S.; also corr. dog-trott. 
2. Metaph. used to denote that particular mode 

of operation to which one pertinaciously ad 
heres. " He'll no be driven aff his zinjogg- 
trott," S.
From Jog1 , u to move by suceussation ;" Johns. 

JOHN'S (St.) NUTT.
Among a list of articles necessary for incantation, 

mention is made of
Sanct Jhone's nutt^ and the for'e levit claver.

Legend Bp. St. Androis, Poems 16 Cent. p. 318.
Nutt is most probably by mistake for s0ur£,*and

the plant meant, that called both in S. and E. 5 St.
John's wort, Hypericum perforatum, Linn. Its
Sw. name is the same, Johannis-oert.

" The superstitious in Scotland carry this plant 
about them as a charm against the dire effects of 
witchcraft and enchantment. They also cure, or 
fancy they cure their ropy milk, which they sup. 
pose to be under some malignant influence, by put. 
ting this herb into it, and milking afresh upon it." 
Lightfoot's Flora Scot. p. 417, 
JOHNSTON'S (St.) RIBBAND. V. RIBBAND, 
IOYALL, adj. Pleasant, causing delight. 

This muldrie and buldrie 
Wes maist magnificat], 
Maist royall and ioyall, 
Trim and pontificall.

Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 3& 
From Fr. ,/0/0; or jovial, gay. 

JOYEUSITY, s. Jollity, mirth, fv.joyeusete. 
cc Such pastyme to thame is \wtjoyeusityi quhare- 

in our Quene was brocht up." Knox's Hist. p. 304. 
JOINT, s. A word out of joint, a word or ex 

pression that is improper in any respect, whe 
ther as approaching to profanity or to indeli 
cacy, S. 
The origin of this metaph. phrase is obvious.

J O R
To JOIS, JOYS, Ios? v. a. To enjoy, to possess.

———The outworne dait of mony yeris, 
Enuys that I sonldjois or bmke empire.

Doug. Virgil, 260. 43.
—The hellis Goddes losing at her will 
Hir promys, quhilk sho hecht for to fuliiL

Doug. Virgil^ 226. 40. 
Fr.JoM-i'r, id. 

JONETTE, j. A kind of lily.
————So pleasant to behold ; 

The plumys eke like to the ftourejoncttts. 
And other of schap, like to the floure jonettis.

K. Quair, ii. 28 f
" Fr.jauZnettv, caltha palustris ; Teut.jannette9 

jennette, narcissus, lychnis silvestris ;" Gl. Sibb. 
JORDELOO, a cry which servants in the higher 

stories in Edinburgh give, after ten o'clock at 
night, when they throw their dirty water, &c, 
from the v/indows; hence also used to denote^ 
the contents of the vessel.
Fr. gardez Peau^ q. save yourselves from the wa 

ter.
JORNEYE, JORNAT, JOWRNE', s. 1. Day's 

work, or part of work done in one day. 
cc This is my first jowiay, I sail end the same the 

morne." Lett Buchanan's Detect. G. 7. 
This Schyre Anton in batale qwyte 
Cesare August discumfyte: 
And for i\i&tjowrne dwne that day 
That moneth wes cald August ay.

Wyntoiori) ix. 12. 55.
2. Battle fought on an appointed day j or battle,, 

fight, in general.
I the beseik, thou mychty Hercules,—— 
Assist to me, cum in my help in hy, 
To performe this excellent first iorneye^ 
That Turnus in; the dede thraw may me se., 

Doug. Virgil, 333. 2S,
3. Single combat.

With the Lord of the Wellis he 
Thoucht til have dwne thare ^jowrne^ 
For bayth thai ware be certane taylyh& 
Oblyst to do thare that deide, sawf faylyhe.. 
Swa ewyn a-pon the sext day 
Of that moneth that we call May, 
Thai ilk forsayd Lordis tway,— 
On hors ane agane othir ran, 
As thare taylyhe had ordanyd than.

Wyntowriy ix. 11. 14.
4. Warlike enterprise or expedition.

Lang tyme eftir in Bruci» weris he baid, 
On Inglissmen mone gud iorne maid.

Wallace, iii. 50. MS, 
He trettit hym wyth faire prayere,— 
That he wald wyth his powere hale, 
Wyth hym in tli&tjourne be.

Wyntown, ix. 27. 279.
It is used in the same sense by O. E. writers. 

Adelwolf his fader saued at that ilk iorne, 
& Ethelbert in the fclde his fader lete he se? 
How Dardari for his lance doun to the crtb

went. R. Brunne, p., 18.. 
——Aucht tomes he wan. Ibid, 
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Fr. journee signifies both a day's work, and a 

battle, from jour, Ital. giorno, a day. As Lat. 
dies, id. is the root of these words, whence diurn- 
us, softened to giorn-o; Rudd. has properly ob- 
served, that they are used, like dies, for any cele 
brated battle fought on a particular day. 
JOT, s. A job, an occasional piece of work,

Shirr. GL, S. B. Isl. gaat, cura. 
To JOT, v. a. To take short notes on any sub 

ject, to be extended afterwards, S.
Most probably from E. jot, a point, a tittle; 

MoesG./ota, Gr. tear», Heb. jod, the name of the 
smallest letter in the alphabet. 
JOTTING, j-. A memorandum; more generally

in pi. jottings^ short notes, S. 
JOUCATTE, JOUCAT, s. A measure mentioned

in our old Laws. The term is now used as
synon. with gill, or the fourth part of an E.
pint, Loth.
" Decernis and ordanis the Firlot to be augment 

ed ;—and to conteine, nine-tene pintes and twajow- 
cattes." Acts Ja. VI. 1587. c. 114. Murray.

" Be just calculation and comptrolment, the sa- 
min extended to 19. pintes, and sijucat." Ibid.

Perhaps allied to ^-jugg, D&n.jugge, urna.
JOUGS. s. pi. An instrument of punishment.

V. JUGGS. 
JOUGS, s.pL Bad liquors, S. B. synon. Jute,

To JOUK, JOWK, JOOK, v. n. 1. To incline the 
body forwards with a quick motion, in order 
to avoid a stroke or any injury, S.

Syne hynt Eneas ane perrellus lance in hand, 
And it addressis fer furth on the land, 
To ane Magus, that subtell was and sle, 
An&jozzkit in vnder the spere as he, 
The schaft schakand flew furth about his hede. 

Doug. Virgil, 336. 11.
2. It is also applied to the bending or bowing of 

a tree, in consequence of a stroke.
Hercules it smytis with an mychty touk, 
Apoun the richt half for to mak itjouk, 
Inforsing him to welt it ouer the bra.

Doug. Virgil, 249. 24.
3. To bow, to make obeisance.

——Sayand, That we ar heretyckis, 
And false loud lying mastis tykes,— 
Huirklaud with huidis into our neck, 
With Judas mynd tojouk and beck, 
Seikand Christis pepill to devoir. 

Erie of Glencairne's Epistill, Knox's Hist. p. 25.
4. To shift, to act hypocritically or deceitfully, S.
5. To yield to any present evil, by making the 

best of it, S.
Hence the proverbial phrase borrowed from the 

situation of one exposed to a rough sea; u Jouk, and 
let the jaw gae oer." Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 43. 

Sae we had betterjoo^, until the ja\v 
Gang o'er our heads, than stand afor't and fa'.

Ross's Melenore, p. 90. 
Rudd. has given various etymological conjectures.

but has not hit on the origin, which is certainly 
Germ, zuck-en, to shrink or shrug, in order to 
ward off a blow. Su.G. duk-a, deprimere, seems ra 
dically allied; as well as Belg. duyk-en, to stoop ; 
Teut. duyck~en, verticem capitis demittcre; submit- 
tere se, suggredi, subsidere, abscondere se; Kilian. 
Perhaps we may add, Su.G. swig-a, loco cedere, 
swigt-a, vacillare, ut solent loco cessura; Isl. sweig- 
ia, incurvare.

It may be observed that this word in Ang. is ge 
nerally pronounced as if the initial letter were d, 
like duke E. V. JOWK. 
JOUK, JUIK, s. 1. An evasive motion of the

body, S.
In cirkillis wide sche draue hym on the bent, 
With mony ane cours andJowA; about, about; 
Quhare ever sche fled sche followis him in and 

out. Doug. Virgil, 389. 27.
Gyrus, Virgil.
Germ, zucken, a convulsive motion.

2. A bow, a genuflexion, used contemptuously, 
to denote the mummeries of the church of 
Rome.

For all yourjoukfs and your nods, 
Your harts is hard as any stone.

Spec. Godly Ball. p. 25.
3. A kind of slight curtsey, S. B.

To her she hies, and hailst her with ^jouk^ 
The lass paid hame her compliment, and buik. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 66.
4. Jouk also denotes a shelter of any kind, either 

from storm, or from a blow ; as the jouk of a 
dike,—of a tree,—of a hedge ̂  UV., Perth s.

JOUKING, JOWKING, s. 1. Shifting, change of 
place, S.

————Ennoyit of this deray,
*This irksum trasing, jowking, and delay,— 
Full mony thingis reuoluit he in thocht; 
Syne on that were man ruschit he in tene.

x Doug. Virgil, 352. 40. 
2. Artful conduct, dissimulation, S.

Hence the phrase, ajouking lown, a deceitful fel 
low ; also applied to one who is sycophantish and 
addicted to dissimulation, S. Germ, zucker, one 
who starts back.
JOUKRY-PAWKRY, J. Trick, deception, jug 

gling, S.
—The sin o' Nauplius,

Mair useless na himsell, 
Hisjouckry-pauckry finding out,

To weir did him compell.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 5. V. JOWK. 

To JOUNDIE, JUNDIE, v. a. To jog with the 
elbow, S. junnie^ S. B.

-——Your fump'ring waken'd me, 
And I youjoundy'd, that ye might be free. 
Rose's Helenore, p. 43. V. HOG-SIIOUTHER. 

Bailey mentions shunt as an E. word, signifying to 
shove. Phillips calls it " a country-word," as thus 
used. Both seem allied to Isl. skund-a, festinus eo 
praeceps5 med skynde praecipitanter. Sw. skynd-a 
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(pron. skunda) signifies not only to hasten, but to 
push forward. Jundie, indeed, often means, to 
jog one in consequence of quick motion in passing. 
It may have primarily denoted celerity of motion. 
V. letter J.
JOUNDIE, JUNDIE, s. A push with the elbow, S. 

" If a man's gaun down the brae, ilk ane gi'es 
him njundie ;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 41. 
JOURDAN, JORDAN, s. In ludicrous lan 

guage, a chamber-pot, S.
The word is used by Chaucer, in an address to a 

medical gentleman.
And eke thyn urinals, and thy jordanes, 
Thin ypocras, and eke thy galianes.

Pardoner's Prol. v. 12239.
Tyrwhitt has the following Note. " This word 

is in Walsingham, p. 288. Duae ollae, quas Jor- 
danes vocamus, ad ejus collum colligantur. This is 
part of the punishment of a pretended Phisicus et 
astrologus, who had deceived the people by a false 
prediction. Hollinshed calls them twojorden pots, 
p. 440."

We find the same Word used by Langland as a 
personal appellation. Describing a gluttonous 
priest, he says;

I shall iangle to thys Jurdan with hys iuste
wombe,

To tel me what penaunce is, of which he prech. 
ed rathe. P. Ploughman, F. 65. b. 

Both Skinner and Junius render it by matula, a 
chamberpot, deriving it from A.S. gor, stercus, fi- 
mus, and den cubile, q. a receptacle of filth. Lang 
land use& it metaph. as Plautus does matula, to de 
note a silly coxcomb.

Juste cannot be understood in its common signi* 
fication. For it conveys an idea Tery different. It 
is most probably allied to Isl. istur, Su.G. ister- 
buk, Dan. ister-bug, paunch, fat-guts. 
JOIJRNELLIE, adv. Daily, continually, pro- 

gressively.
All men beginnis for till die. 
The day of their natiuitie: 
And journellie they do proceid. 
Till Atropus cut the fatell threid.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 9. 
Fr.journalier, daily, continual. V. JORNEYE. 

To JOW, v. n. 1. To move from side to side $ 
to jow on, to jog on, to move forward in a slow 
and rocking way, S.

2. To toll. The bell jows9 or is jowin^ the bell 
tolls, S.; Sibb. writes it alsojowt. 

Now clinkumbell, wi' ratlin tow, 
Begins to jow and croon.

Burns, iii. 3S.
The storm was loud ; in Oran-kirk 

The bells they jow7 d and rang.
Jamieson's Popul. Ball. i. 232. 

Perhaps from Teut. schuyv~en, loco movere, pel- 
lere, volvere; as applied to a bell, originally de 
noting the motion of it. V. v. a. 
To Jow, v. a. To move, S. B.

Sae, hear me, lass, ye mauna think 
TQJOW me wi' the sight o' chink.—

Shirrefs' Poems^ p. 355.

JOW
2. <6 To ring or toll a large bell by the motion

of its tongue;" Gl. Sibb.
It has been said, that the word " includes both 

the swinging motion and the pealing sound of a 
large bell." But this is not the general acceptation. 
In a steeple or belfry, which has become crazy- 
through age, it is said, that they dare not ring the 
bells, lest they should bring down the steeple; they 
can only jow them ; i. e. they dare not give them, 
the full swing. Sometimes a bell is said to be jow* 
ed, when it receives only half the motion, so that 
the tongue is made to strike only on one side.

—u That all maneir of persouns—have reddy their 
fensabill geir and waponnis for weir, and compeir 
thairwith to the said Presidents, at jowyng of the 
common bell, for the keiping and defenss of the 
town aganis any that wald invaid the samyn." Ex- 
tract Council Rec. Edin. A. 1516.
3. To ring ; improperly used.

" The said Freir Alexander thane being in Dun. 
die, without delay he returned to St. Androiss, 
caussit immediatlie to jow the bell, and to give sig» 
nificatioun that he wald preiche." Knox's Hist. p. 
17.
Jow, s. A single stroke in the tolling of a bell, S. 

She had not gane a mile but twa.
When she heard the deid-bell knellan ; 

And everytjow the deid-bell geidj 
Cried, Wae to Barbara Allan. 

Sir John Grehme, Percy's Reliques, iii. 110. 
JOW, s. A juggler.

In Scotland than, the narrest way. 
He come, his cunning till assay;— 
The Jow was of a grit engyne,

And generit was of gyans. 
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 19. st. 4. 

Lord Hailes is certainly right in viewing the word 
in this sense; especially as it is said, with respect to 
his skill in alchemy;

In pottingry he wrocht grit pyne. 
u It would also seem, that Queue of Jowis, Bann. 

MS. p. 136., means Queen of magicians," or rather, 
c; of impostors." Kennedy, in his Flyting, close 
ly connects jow andjugglour.

Judas, Jow, Jugglour, Lollard lawreat.
St. 35. Edin. edit. 1508.

This seems formed from Fr./ow-er, to play; also, 
to counterfeit the gestures of another. Jouer de 
passe-passe, to juggle. The Fr. word is perhaps 
radically allied to Teut. guych, sanna, irrisio. 
JOW-JOWRDANE-HEDED, adj.

Bot fow\,jow-jordane-heded jevels.————
Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 109. 

Jow seems to refer to the jowl or side of the 
head, S. jow. The idea may be, that the persons 
described had heads formed like pots. V. JOUR- 
DAN. 
IOWIS, s.pL Jaws.

His hede couerit, to saif hym fra the dynt, 
Was with ane wolfis hidduous gapand iowis. 

Doug. Virgil, 388. 50.
Fr. joue, the cheek ; which seems radically the 

same with A. S. ceole, the jowl. 
To JOWK, v. n. To juggle, to play tricks.
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He could wirk windaris, quhat way that he

wald;
Mak a gray gus a gold garland, 
A lang spere of a bittill for a berne bald, 
Nobis of nutschcllis, and silver of sand, 
Thusjowkit with juxters the janglane Ja.

Houlate, iii. 12. MS.
Mr Pink, renders the term joked, and juxters, 

jokers. But according to the sense of the worAjoke 
in E., this is not the idea here expressed. Jowkit 
evidently signifies, " played such tricks as are com. 
mon to jugglers."

The word, as here nsed, may be radically the 
same with Jouk, q. v. But although there is a very 
near approximation in sense, I am rather inclined 
to view it, because of the peculiar signification, as 
formed from Germ, gauch, histrio, ludio, praesti. 
giator. Teut. guyc, sanna, irrisio ; Belg. guych, a 
wry mouth. For, as Wachter has observed, gauch- 
el-en undjocM-en are merely differences of dialects. 
Kalian, in like manner, gives jougleur and guycheler 
as synon. Juxter is evidently formed fromjowk, q. 
joyikster. I hesitate whether joukry-pawkry ought 
not to be immediately referred to this v. 
To IRK, ^. n. To tire, to become weary. 

The small futc folk began to irk ilkane, 
And horss, of forss, behuffyt for to faill.

Wallace, vii. 764. MS. 
—————— I wat neuer quhidder 

My spous Creusa remanit or we com bidder, 
Or by some fate of goddis was reft away, 
Or gif sche errit or irkit by the way.

Do'itg. Virgil, 63. 23. 
— Erravitne via seu lasta resedit 
Incertum— Virg. 

The E. v. is used in an active sense. Johns, de 
rives it from Isl. yrli, work, although the terms 
convey ideas diametrically opposite. V. the adj.
IRK, adj. Indolent, regardless.

In my yowthheid, ailace! I wes full irk^ 
Could not tak tent to gyd and governe me 
Ay gude to do, fra evill deids to fie.

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 135. 
A. S. earg, piger. V. ERGH. Or perhaps it has 

still a stronger meaning here, " bad, wicked," es 
pecially as it follows:

Fulfilland evir my sensualitie 
In deidly syn, &c.

Germ, arg, malus, pravus; Isl. crgi^ Sw. argheet, 
malitia. This corresponds to Alem. argangilustiy 
pravi cupiditates; Otfrid. ap' Wacht.
IRNE, YRN, AIRN, s. i. Iron., pron. ern, S. 

And had not bene at othir his wit was thyn, 
Or than the fatis of the goddis war contrary ; 
He had assayit but ony langare tary 
Hid Grekis couert with yrn to haue rent out. 

Doug. Virgil, 40. 25.
u It is statute—that alt Protiestis, Aldermen, 

Baillies and Officiaris of Burrovvis, serche ant» seik 
vpone all mercat day is and vthir tymes necessare, all 
persounis that can be apprehendit, hauand fals mo 
ney, or counterfatis (he King's Irnis of cuinyie." 
Acts Ja. V 154O. c. 106. Edit. 15G6. 

~2, In fl. fetters 5 sometimes written aims.

i s c
Then shoulder high with shout and cry,

We bore him down the ladder lang ; 
At every stride Red Rowan made,

I wot the Kinmont's aims played clang! 
Minstrelsy Border, i. 152.

3. New off the irnes, a phrase used with respect 
to one who has recently finished his studies, S. 
It had been originally applied to workman 
ship ; as synon. with Teut. brandnieuw, mer» 
niew, recens ab officina profectum, Kilian. Its 
determinate application seems to have been to 
money newly struck, which retained not only 
the impression but the lustre. 
" —The money new devised —sail bee deliuered 

to them agane, after the same be past the Irones, in 
maner foresaid." Acts Ja. VI. 1581. c. 106.

A. S. iren, irene; but more intimately allied to 
Isl. iarn, Su.G. iern, id. 
IRRESPONSAL, adj. Insolvent.

66 But they shall prove irresponsal debtors : and 
therefore it is best here, we look ere we leap."— 
Rutherford's Lett. p. 1. ep. 153. 
IRRITANT, adj. Rendering null or void; a 

forensic term.
" The Lordis declaire, that in all tyme cuming, 

thay will juge and decide upon clausis irritant, 
conteint in contractis, tak is, infeftmentis, bandis 
and obligationis, according to the wordis and mein- 
ing of the said clausis irritant, and efter the forme 
and tenor thairof." Acts Sedt. 27 Nov, 1592.

L. B. irritare, irritum facere ; irritatio, rescissio, 
abrogatio; from Lat. irritus, void, of no force. 
IRUS, IROWS, adj. Angry.

For caws that he past til Twlows, 
Agayne hym thai ware all irows.

IVyntown, vii. 7. 206.
Perhaps immediately from Lat. ira\ although this 

would seem radically allied to A. S. irra, angry, iVr- 
ian to be angry, yrsinga, angrily. 
IRUSLY, adv. Angrily, with ire.

The King, that hard his mcssynger, 
Had dispyt apon gret maner, 
That Schyr Aymerspak sa heyly; 
Tharfor he ansueryt irusly.

Barbour, viii. 141. MS.
IS, term. The mark of the genitive sing., as 

manis, of man, the kingis, of the king, &c. now 
written man's, king's.
It has been pretty generally supposed, that this 

term is put for his. Hence many writers have used 
this form, " the king his power," &c. But there is 
not the least reason to doubt, that this is the proper 
term, of the gen., and thus a vestige, among some 
others, of the ancient declinable form of our lan 
guage. It corresponds to A. S. es, used in the same 
manner, as Davtdes suna, filius Davidis. V. Lye, 
vo. Es. This is also the most common term, of 
Germ, nouns in gen. sing. The Belg. uses es and s1 , 
S\v. s; MoesG. s, ais and ins. There is an evident 
analogy in the frequent use of $ Gr. and is Lat.
To ISCH, ISCHE, v. n. To issue, to come out, 

And in bataill, in gud aray, 
Befor Sanct Jhonystoun' com thai,
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And bad Schyr Amery isch to fycht.

Barbour, ii. 248. MS. 
Q. Fr. yss-ir, id, V. ». a. 

To ISCHE, «y. «. To clear, to cause to issue.
" An maisser shall ische the council-house." Acts 

Ja. V. c. 50. i. e. clear it, by putting out all who 
Jiave no business." 

Seren. vo. Issue^ refers to Isl.^-a,-», expcllere,
trudere; which, he says, are derived from ut, 
foras, abroad, out of doors.
ISCHE', s. Issue, liberty and opportunity of going 

out.
—— The schyl riuer hait Ufens 

Sekis with narrow passage and discens, 
Amyd how valis, his renk and ische.

Doug. Virgil, 237, b. 10. 
ISE, I shall.

But she but jamphs me telling me I'm fu' ; 
And gin't be sae. Sir, Ise be judg'd by you. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 117.
ISECHOKILL, s. An icicle, S. iceshogle, S. A. 

synon. tangle.
Furth of the chyn of this ilk hasard auld 
Grete fludis ischis, and styf iseschokillis cald 
Doune from his sterne and grisly berd hyngis. 

Doug. Virgil, 108. 30. 
But wi' poortith, hearts, het as a cinder, 

Will cald as an iceshogle turn !
Rev. J. Nicol's Poems^ ii. 158. 

A. S. ice-gicel, Teut. yskekel, Belg. yskegel, Isl. 
is digull, id. jake, v\$o,ysejake, fragmentum glaciei; 
G. Andr. Gicel, kekel^ and kegel, seem to have the 
same signification with digull^ as denoting any thing 
that is hardened by cold, quod gelu concrassata est, 
from dyg-r crassus. The name given to the black 
hardened knot at a child's nose, S. B. may perhaps 
be a vestige of the same Isl. term. It is called a 
doolie. G. Andr. makes digull the same with din- 
gull. V. TANGLE.
ISILLIS, ISELS, pi. Embers; ashes. V.

ElZEL.
ISK, ISKIE, interj. The word used in calling a 

dog, S.
I cry'd, " Isk! isk! poor Ringwood, sairy

man :"
He wagg'd his tail, cour'd near, and lick'd my

han'. Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 9.
On this term Lambe has a very fanciful idea.

" When the shepherds call their dogs, it is usual
with them to cry, isca^ isca^ which is evidently an
abbreviation of Lycisca, the name of the Roman
shepherd's dog.

———— multum latrante Lycisca.
Virg. Eel. 3."

With far greater verisimilitude it has been said, that 
this is from Fr. icy, hither; the word which French. 
men use for the same purpose. It may be observed, 
however, that Teut. aes^ aeskcn, and Germ, ess^ sig 
nify a dog.
ITHAND, YTHEN, YTHAND, adj. i. Busy, di 

ligent, unremitting at work ; S. eident. As 
now used, it generally includes the idea of

I T H
greater industry than progress» Thus it is 
He has nae great throw-pit, but he's very eident.

————Euery rode and went 
Wox of ih&reythand werk hait, quhare they 

went. Doug. Virgil, 114. 4. 
" —The soules of the Sanctes departed ar mair 

ydant in this exercise, then when they wer aliue." 
Bruce's Eleven Serin. O. 3. b.

u I would hae written you lang ere now, but I 
hae been sae eident writing journals that I hae been 
quite forfoughten wi' them." Journal from Lon 
don, p. 1.
2. Steady, uniform in adhering to a purpose. 

Tharfor he said, that thai that wald 
Thair hartis undiscumfyt hald, 
Suld ay thynk ententely to bryng 
All thair enpress to gud ending. 
As quhile did Cesar the worthy, 
That traweillyt ay so besyly, 
With all his mycht, folowing to mak 
To end the purpose that he wald tak.— 
Men may se be his y then will, 
And it suld als accord to skill, 
That quha taiss purpos sekyrly, 
And followis it syne ententily,— 
Bot he the mar be wnhappy^ 
He sail eschew it in party.

Barbour^ iii. 285. MS.
3. Constant, uninterrupted, continual.

" In the tyme of peace, thay ar so accustomit 
with thift, that thay can nocht desist, but inuadis the 
cuntre ———— with ithand heirshippis." Bcllend. 
Descr. Alb. c. 5.

Wytht-in that yle is ythand nycht, 
Wytht-owtyn ony dayis lycht.

Wyntown, i. 13. 73.
R. Glouc. uses ytheny according to Ilearne, as 

signifying lusty.
That chyld wax so wel Stythen, as seyde fremde

& sybbe,
That he wolde be a noble mon, gyf he moste 

lybbe. P. 316.
It might seem to signify constantly, as signifying 

that his growth was without interruption. But as 
there is no evidence that this word was used in E., 
perhaps rather from A.S. gethogen^ qui crevit, adul- 
tus. V. the v.

This word implies that one is constant at work, 
while employed in it, as contrasted with one who 
trifles while pretending to work. Jauking is oppos* 
ed to it.

Rudd. derives it from A. S. eith, easy; or rather 
from gethean, Germ, gedeyen, Belg. gedyen, to 
grow, to flourish. But these terms seem to have 
no affinity. The origin is Su.G. Isl. idin, labori 
ous, industrious; idia, idue, employment, labour, 
industry ; whence idn-a^ to be assiduous: all from 
id, work, business, exercise.

Su.G. idkelig) from the same origin, immediately 
from idk-a to exercise, signifies not men ly diligent, 
but continual; as, idkeligapino, continual pain; Isl. 
ideliga bestvar, continual labours, idelik continually.

The v. in Su.G. is id-a, also id-as. Idin may be 
viewed as originally the part. pr. idand^ working.
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This expresses the very idea still attached to the term 
in our language. We say of an industrious person; 
He's ane idant creature. Isl. idnir men, homines in- 
dustrii.
ITHANDLY, YTHANLY, ITHINGLIE, adv. I. Busi 

ly, diligently; S. eide?itlie.
Thus journait gentilly thyr chevalrouse knichtis 
Ithandly ilk day, 
Throu mony fer contray.

Gawan and Gol. i. 18. 
—————— Ythandly syne he 

Driuis throw fludis of the stormy se.
^ Doug. Virgil^ 321. 17. 

2. Constantly, without interruption.
Thai said that he, sen yhystirday, 
Duelt in his chambyr ythanly, 
With a clerk with him anerly.

Harbour, ii. 57. MS. 
——The Eneadanis all of his menye 
Ithandly and vnirkit luffit haue I.

Doug. Virgil^ 479. 22. 
So dentit wer hir cheikis cruellie, 
By trimbling teires, distilling iihinglie 
Out from hir eis————

Maitland Poems, p. 246. 
YTHRANGIN,/ntf. v. Thrust upwards. V.

THRING, v. a.
JUCAT, s. A measure. V. JOUCATE. 
JUFFLER, s. Shuffler. V. HOMELTY-JOMELTY. 
JUGGS, JOUGS, JOGGES, s.pi. An instrument of 

punishment of the same kind with the pillory; 
the criminal being fastened to a wall or post, 
by an iron collar which surrounds his neck, S. 
" Of the same nature was a tall wooden post, 

with two cross arms affixed to it, and an iron collar, 
for encircling the necks of offenders, called the Jougs, 
suspended by a chain at the side of it, which stood 
on a stone pedestal in a public part of the present 
town. It was called the Trone, and goods sold in 
the public market were weighed at it." P. Hamil 
ton, Lanarks. Statist. Ace. ii. 210. V. also xiv. 
370. N.

This may be derived from Lat. jug-um , a yoke. 
But perhaps it is rather allied to Belg. kaak, Dan. 
kaag. V. COCKSTULE. 
IVIGAR, s. The Sea Urchin.

Orbes non habens, Echinus Marinus, Orcadensi- 
bus Ivigar. Sibb. Scot. p. 26.

" The common people reckon the meat of the Sea 
Urchin, or Ivegars, as they call them, a great rari 
ty, and use it oft instead of butter." Wallace's 
Orkney, p. 41.

The only conjecture I can form, as to this word, 
is that it is a corr. of the old Goth. name. Isl. igull 
denotes a hedge-hog; echinus, G. Andr. p. 131. 
Now, it may have been comp. with haf, the sea, q. 
haf-igu/l; like Germ, meer-igel, id. 
JUM, adj. Reserved, not affable, S. Humdrum

is nearly synon.
JUNCTLY, JUNTLY, adv. Compactly. 

On Settirday on to the bryg thai raid, 
Off gud playne burd was weill and junctly maid. 

Wallace, vii. 1147. MS.

JUS
v hundreth men in harnes ryditjuntly$
Thai wschet furth to mak a jeperty
At the south part, apon Scot and Dundass.

Wallace, xi. 857. MS. 
Q. conjunctly.

JUNDIE, JUNNIE, s. A push. V. JOUNDIE. 
To JUNE, v. a. To join. This is uniformly

used by Bellenden. 
JUNT, s. A large piece of meat, bread, or any

thing else, S. perhaps originally q. a joint of
meat.

—Twa goodjunts of beef,—— 
Drew whittles frae ilk sheath.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 267. 
Ajunt o* beef, baith fat an' fresh, 

Aft in your pat be todlin'!
Jf. Douglas's Poems, p. 67. 

L. B. juncta or junctum, however, is used for 
some kind of measure of salt; Monastic. Anglic, 
ap. Du Cange.
JUPE, s. 1. A kind of short mantle or cloak for 

a woman, S. The term in this sense is now 
nearly obsolete.

2. A wide or great coat, S. Gl. Sibb.
3. The term, if I mistake not, is used for a bed- 

gown, Clydes.
4. Jupes, pi. a piece of flannel, used instead of 

stays, Ang. nearly in the same sense with E. 
jumps. 
Fr.jupe, a shepherd's frock, a long coat; L. B.

jupp-a,jop-a, Ital. giubb-a, giub-one, Risp.jub-on;
Teut. juype, Isl. Su.G. hjup, tunica, from hyp~ia
involvere, which seems the radical term.
JUPPERTY, JEPERTY, s. 1. A warlike enter 

prise, which implies both art and danger.
—————Me think ye wald blythly 
That men fand yow sum jeperty, 
How ye mycht our the wallis wyn.

Barbour, x. 539. MS.
Thir manere of renkis and iuppertyis of batall 
Ascaneus hantit, and broucht first in Itale.

Doug. Virgil, 147. 32. 
2. A battle, or conflict; used in a general sense.

—All hale the wyctory
The Scottis had of this jupardy;
And few wcs slayne of Scottis men.

Wyntown, viii. 13. 166.
It has been Tiewed as formed from Fr. feu perdu, 

q. a lost game. Tyrwhitt derives jupartie, as used 
by Chaucer, from Fr.jeu parti, properly a game in 
which the chances are even. Hence it was used to 
denote any thing uncertain or hazardous. Se nous 
les voyons a jeu parti. Froissart, Vol. I. c. 234. 
V. Tyrwhitt in vo.
JUSTICOAT, s. A waistcoat with sleeves, 

S. B. 
Fr.just*au-corps, a close coat.

To JUSTIFIE, v. a. To punish with death, in
whatever way.
" He gart strik the heydis fra them of Capes that 

var in preson in Theane, and syne past to Calles to 
gar exsecut iustice on the remanent. He beand ther
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aryuit, he gart bryng furtht the presoners to be fas 
ti/let." Compl. S. p. 177. 178.

It seems to be used in the same sense by the 
Bishop of Dunkeld.

And thay war folk of knawledge as it semit; 
Als into Venus Court full fast thay demit; 
Sayand, Yone lustie Court will stop or meit 
To justice this bysning quhilk blasphemit.

Palice of Honour) ii. 7. Edin. edit. 1579. 
a Thir conspirators desired, at all times, to have 

this Duke [of Albany] put to death.—There came a 
French ship out of France hastily into Scotland with 
secret writings to the Duke, who was then in prison 
in the castle of Edinburgh, to advertise him that it 
was concluded by the King and counsel, that he 
should ^justified on a certain day, which was the 
day after the ship strake in the Road of Leith." 
Pitscottie, p. 83.

u On the morrow this child wes justifyit in pre 
sence of mony pepil." Bellend. Cron. Fol. 28. a. 
Multis conspicientibus furca postea est suspensus; 
Boeth.

This sense of the word, directly contrary to the 
modern meaning, is borrowed from L. B. justific- 
are, meritis pocnis aracere, debito supplicio plectere. 
Fr.justic-ier is used in the same sense.

In a letter from James IV. of Scotland to Charles 
VII. of France, we have these words : Principales* 
vero rebelles qui in eodem castro invenli fuerunt, 
poena suspendii justiftcavimus ; we have justified by 
hanging. V. Du Cange.

The use of this term is analogous to that of L. B. 
rectare, arrectare, rendered in our Laws, to do 
right) i. e. to make satisfaction by punishment. V. 
ARETTYT.
JUSTIFYING, s. Subjection to capital punish, 

ment.
" The Earl also shew himself familiar, at that 

time, with the Duke and King, and did what he 
could to save the Lords from justifying in the King's 
fury." Pitscottie, p. 82. 
JUSTRY, s. 1 / Justice, equity.

Than pray we all to the Makar abow, 
Quhilk has in hand offjustry the ballance, 
That he vs grant of his der lestand lowe.

Wallace, MI. 101. MS.

J U X
2. The justice eyre, court of justice.

This Alysandyr Kyng of Scotland
Wes throwcht the kynryk traveland,
Haldand Courtis and Justrys,
And chastyd in it all Reverys.

Wyntown, yii. 9. 249.
According to this sense, it may be a corr. of L. B. 

justitiarii, the name given to judges in criminal 
causes, or itinerant; or of Justitiare, officium justi- 
tiarii; Du Cangc.
To JUTE, v. a. To tipple. Jutting and drink 

ing is a phrase commonly used with respect to 
tipplers, S. 
The word has originally respected the act of pour»

ing out liquor, that it might be drunk; MoesG.
giut-an y Su.G. giut-a, A. S. geot-an, fundere. V.
YET, v.
JUTE, JOOT, j. A term expressive of sour or dead 

liquor, S.
She ne'er ran sour jute, because 

It gees the batts.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 229. 

Joot, Fergusson's Poems, ii. 42. 
This may have the same origin with the v. Belg. 

jucht, however, denotes slight beer; and Su.G. 
gyttia, mud, properly what is left after an inunda- 

' tion, from giut-a, fundere. 
JUTTIE, s. A tippler, Ang. 
To JUTTLE, v. n. To tipple. To juttle and 

drink, S.
JUTE, s. A term of reproach applied to a wo. 

man, nearly of the same import with jade, 
Clydes.
Langland uses the same term to denote persons of 

the lowest rank.
Sowters and shepeherds, & such lewedjuttes 
Percen wyth a Pater noster the palaice of

heauen,
And passen Purgatori penaunceles, at her hence 

parting.
P. Ploughman, Fol. 52. b. 

Perhaps it means, dregs, from giut-an, &c. men. 
tioned above. f
JUXTER, 9. A juggler. V. JOWK.
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K.

WORDS not found under this letter may be sought 
under C.

This letter is used in the formation of diminutives. 
Thus in Germ. ? funk scintilla, igniculus, is derived 
from/on ignis; mennike, maenki, homuncalus (E. 
mannikin) from man. In Sclav, synk filiolus, from 
syn filius, a son. V. Wacht. Prol. Sect. 6. vo. K. Kl. 

Similar examples occur in S.; as Stirk, q. T. In 
different counties, and especially in the West of S., 
oc or ock is used as a termination of names when given 
to children, as Jamock, from James, &c. also of 
nouns which have a similar application ; as lassock, 
a little girl or lass.

It has been observed, indeed, that the S. language 
possesses two, in some instances, three, degrees of di- , 
minution, expressive of difference of age, relation, size, 
&c. In Clydes. where the father is James, the son is 
Jamie, the grandson Jamock. From man are formed 
mannie, a little man^ mannock, one who is decrepit 
or very diminutive, and mannikin, as in E., a dwarf. 
While lad signifies a youth or stripling, laddie de 
notes one under the age of puberty, laddock a boy 
who has not yet gone to school, taddikin a boy in 
arms. Dr. Geddes mentions four diminutives; as 
from lass,— lassy, lassik, lassiky, and lassikin. Trans. 
Soc. Antiq. S. p. 418. Wife, wtfock, and wifockie 
are derivatives from E. wife. The latter is common, 
S.B.

It seems also occasionally used in forming ludi 
crous designations; as claggock, a woman who has 
her gown clogged with mire; play ok, a child's toy. 
KA, s. V. KAY.
KABBELOW, s. Cod-fish, which has been salt 

ed and hung for a few days, but not thorough 
ly dried, Ang.
Belg. kabbeliauw, Germ, kabbeliau, Sw* kabeljo, 

Dan. fcabel-jao, cod-fish.
KAY, KA, KAE, s. A jack-daw, monedula, S* 

Thik was the clud of kayis and crawls.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 21. st. 12« 

Sa fast declynys Cynthia the mone, 
And kayis keklys on the rufe abone.

Doug. Virgil, 202. 13. 
Bark like ane dog, and kekil like ane ka.

Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 187» 
Burns writes Kae, iii. 25.
Teut. kae, A. S. ceo, Alem. ka, Belg» ka, kauwe, 

Su.G. kaja, Norw. kaae, kaye, Hisp. gajo, Fr. gay, 
id.

This bird is also by the vulgar called ka wattie, 
kay wattie, S. B. This name would appear farmed

from Tent, kauwett-en, vociferan instar monedulae* 
garrire ; to cry, or chatter like a jackdaw. Hence,
KAY-WITTED, adj\ Hare-brained, half-witted,

S.; q. giddy as a jack-daw. 
KAIL, KALE, s. 1. The herb in E7 called cole- 

wort, S. It is used indeed as a sort of generic 
name, not only denoting all the species of 
colewort, but also cabbages, which are denomi 
nated low-kail.
u There is kail, potatoes, turnip, and every kind 

of garden roots." P. Golspy, Sutherl. Statist. Ace. 
ix. 29. V. GRAP, v.

Isl. Dan. kaal, id. Sw. kaal, cabbage. 
* The Isl. word kaal is used in a singular connex 
ion, in the answer made by Olafe^ Son of Harold, 
King of Norway, to Canute the Great. When the 
latter had conquered England, he sent messengers to 
Olafe, Fequiring that, if he wished to retain posses, 
sion of the crown of Norway, he should come and 
acknowledge himself to be his vassal, and hold his 
kingdom as a, feu from him. Harold replied; u Ca 
nute alone reigns over Denmark and England, having 
also subdued great part of Scotland. Now, he en 
joins me to deliver up the kingdom left in inheritance 
by my ancestors : but he must moderate his desires. 
Edr hvert mun hann einn aetla at eta kaal allt a Eng- 
landi? Fyrr mun hann tliui orka, enn ecfaera ho- 
nom hofot mitt, edr oc veita honom ne eina lotning." 
Literally; " Does he allane ettle to eat all the kail 
of England ? First mon he work this, ere I raise 
up my heid to him, or lout to him or any vthir." 
Sturl. Heims. Kr. Johns. Antiq. C. Scand. p. 276.
2. Broth made of greens, but especially of cole- 

worts, either with or without meat, S. 
The Monks of Melros made gude kaill 

On Friday when they fastit.
Spec. Godly Sangs, p. 37. 

On thee aft Scotland chows her cood, 
In souple scones, the wale o' food! 
Or tumblin in the boiling flood 

Wi5 kail an' beef.
Burns, iii. 15.

c * As many herlps were put into the Scotch kinds 
of broth, hence kail—came to signify broth. 91 Sir 
J. Sinclair's Observ. p. 147,
KAIL-BROSE, s. A sort of pottage made of meal

and the scum of broth, S. V. BROSE. 
KAIL-STOCK, s. A plant of colewort, S. 

They felled all our hens and cocks^
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And rooted out our kail-stocks.

Colvirs Mock Poem, P. I. p. 59. 
Then first and foremost, thro' the kail 

Their stocks maun a* be sought ance.
Halloween, Burns, iii. 126.

Sw. kaalstokj the stem or stalk of cabbage; Wideg. 
Dan. kaalstilk, id.
KAIL-GULLY, s. A large knife, used in the coun 

try, for cutting and shearing down coleworts, S. 
A lang kail-gully hang down by his side.

Jamieson's PopuL Ball. i. 302. 
KAIL-RUNT. V. RUNT.
KAIL-WIFE, s. A green-woman, S. a common 

figure for a scold.
Its folly with kail-wives to flyte; 
Some dogs bark best after they tyite.

Gleland's Poems, p. 112. 
Truth could not get 4 dish of fish,

For cooks and kail-wives baith refus'd him, 
Because he plainted of their dish.

Pennecuifcs Poems, p. 86.
a The queans was in sik a firry.farry, that they 

began to misca' ane anither like kail-wives." Jour 
nal from London, p. S.
KAIL-YARD, s* A kitchen-garden -, thus denomi 

nated, because colewort is the principal article 
in the gardens of the common people, S. 
" The Society schoolmaster has a salary of 101. 

with a dwelling-house and school-house,—a kail 
yard, with an acre of ground." P. Far, Sutherl. 
Statist. Ace. iii. 542.

Sw. kaalgard, a garden of cabbage; also, a gar 
den of herbs; Wideg.
To KAIM, KAME, KEME, v. a. To comb, S. 

part. pa. kemmyt, combed.
Oft plet scho garlandis for his tyndis hie, 
The dere also full oft tyme kerne wald sche; 
And fele syis wesche in till ane fontane clere. 

Doug. Virgil, 22 L 34. 
O wha will kame my yellow hair, ^* 

With a new made silver kame ?
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 58.

" Kame seenil, kame sair ;" Ramsay's S. Prov. 
p. 47.

Chaucer uses kembe.
Kembe thine head right jolily.

Rom. Rose.
To kame against the hair, to oppose, S. 

But when they see how I am guided here, 
They winna stand to reckon lang I fear. 
For tho' I say't mysell, they're nae to kame 
Against the hair, a-fieldward or at hame.

Ross's Helenore, p. 105. 
KAIM, s. A comb, S.

But she has stown the king's redding kaim,
Likewise the queen her wedding knife, 

And sent the tokens to Carmichael, 
To cause young Logie get his life.

Minstrelsy Border, i. 246.
Su.G. Dan. Belg. kam, A. S. camb, Alem. camf, 

Isl. camb-ur, id.
KAMESTER,, r. A wooleomber. V* KEME. 
KAIM, s. A low ridge,. Lanarks.

K A T
Su.G. kam, vertex, apex, used to denote the sum. 

mit of a house. In Mod. Sax. kam signifies the sum 
mit of a mound. Idiot. Hamb. p. 365. ap Ihre. 
Some suppose, that this is an oblique sense of kam, 
as signifying either a cock's comb, or the crest of a 
helmet. Ihre contends that it is radically a different 
word; and probably of the same family with Fr. 
time, the highest part of a mountain, of a house, of 
a tree, &c. This has been deduced from L. B. cim- 
a9 denoting the summit of trees and herbs; which, 
Isidor. says, is q. coma; Grig. 1260. 59. 
KAYME, KAME, s. A wax kayme, a honey 

comb, MS. cay me.
He gert men mony pottis ma, 
Off a fute breid, round; and all tha 
Wer dep wp till a mannys kne; 
Sa thyk, that thai raycht liknyt be 
Til a wax cay me, that beis mais.

Barbour, xi. 368. MS.
—Of thare kynd thame list swarmis out bryng, 
Or in kames incluse thare hony clene.

Doug. Virgil, 26. 32.
A. S. hunig-camb.

KAIN, KAIN-FOWLS, V. CANE. 
KAIR, s. A mire, a puddle, Fife, carre, A.

Bor. a hollow place where water stands; Ray.
Sw. kiaerr, Isl. kiarmyrar, paludes. Verel. Ind* 

KAIRD, s. A gipsey. V. CAJRD. 
KAIRS, s. pi. Rocks through which there is aa

opening, S.
A. S. carr, a rock. These are also called skairs. 

V. SKAIR. 
KAISART, s. A cheese-vat, or wooden vessel

in which the curds are pressed and formed into
cheese ; also called cH%^ard; S. B.
Teut. kaese-horde, id. fiscella, fiscina, casearia; 

Kilian. One might almost suppose that the Isl. re- 
tained the radical word, whence Lat. cas-eus, Teut. 
kaese, E. cheese, &c. are derived. For Isl. keys de 
notes the stomach or maw whence the rennet, S. 
earning, is formed: aqualiculus, quo lac coagulari 
et incaseari possit. Kaeser, condimentum lactis ad 
coagulandum ex visceribus vituli; kiaestr, incasea* 
tus; G. Andr.
KAY-WATTIE, s-. A jack-daw. V. KAY. 
KAY-WITTED, adj. Brainish, hot-headed,

hair-brained, S. V. KAY. 
KANNIE, adj. Prudent, &c. V. CANNY. 
KAR, adj. Left-handed. V. KER. 
KARL. V. CARL. 
KARRELYNG. V. CARALYNGIS and CAROL-

EWYN.
KARRIEWHITCHIT,.*. A fondling term for

a child, Ang.
Perhaps the first syllable is formed from Su.G. 

kaer, dear, Lat. car-us. 
KATABELLA, s. The Hen Harrier, Orkn.

u The Hen Harrier (Falco cyaneus, Lin. Syst.) 
here called the katabella, is a species very often met 
with." Barry's Orkney, p. 312.

As this species of hawk is extremely destructive to
young poultry, and the feathered game, (Penn. Zool.
p. 194.) it might seem to have got an ItaU
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Egli c un cativello, he is a little cunning rogue; 
Altieri.
KATHERANES, KETHARINES. V. CAT-

ERANES.

KATOGLE, s. The Eagle-owl, Orkn.
u The Eagle Owl (strix bubo, Lin. Syst.) our 

kat-ogle or stock owl, is but rarely met with, and on. 
ly on the hilly and retired parts of the country." 
Barry's Orkney, p. 312.

Sw. katuglj id. V. Penn. Zool. p. 202. Dan. 
kat ugle, a screech-owl. It seems to receive its 
name from its resemblance of a cat. Germ. 
kautz, however, which signifies an owl, while it is 
viewed by some as synon. with katz, felis, is by others 
rendered q. ka-ut, as expressive of the hooting noise 
made by this animal. V. Wachter.
KATOURIS, s.pl. Caters, providers.

The Pitill and the Pipe gled cryand pewe, 
Befoir thir princes ay past, as pairt of pur.

veyoris,——— 
To cleik fra the commonis, as Kingis katouris.

Houlate, iii. 1. MS. V. CATOUR. 
KAVEL, KEVEL, GAVEL, s. An opprobrious 

designation, denoting a mean fellow. 
—Cowkhis, henseis, and culroun kevels.—

Dunbar, Matt land Poems, p. 109. 
Ane cavcll, quhilk was never at the scule, 
Will rin to Rome, and keip ane bischops mule; 
And syne come hame with mony colorit crack, 
With ane buirdin of benefeices on his back.

Lyndsay, S. P. R. ii. 228. 
——A' the rout began to revel: 
The Bride about the King she skipped, 
Till out starts Carle and Cavcl.

Country Wedding, Watson's Coll. iii. 50. 
King, I suspect, is misprinted for ring. Carle 

and Gavel seems to have been a proverbial phrase 
for, honest man and rogue, or all without distinc 
tion. V. KEVEL, v.
KEADY, adj. Wanton. V. under CAIGE, v. 
KEAVIE, s. A species of crab.

" I have found these crabs, we call Keavies, eat- 
ing the Slieve-fish greedily." Sibb. Fife, p. 140. 
Sibb. describes this as the Cancer Maias. Ibid. p. 
132. V. SHEAR-KEAVIE, used in the same sense. 
To KEB, v. n. To cast a lamb immaturely; a 

term often used to express that a ewe has an 
abortion, or brings forth a dead lamb; Border. 

KEB, s. Kebbis, ewes " which have brought 
forth immaturely, or been prevented accident 
ally from rearing" their lambs; also kebbit 
ewes; Gl. Sibb.
" Than the laif of ther fat flokkis follouit on the 

fellis baytht youis and lammis, kebbis and dailis." 
Compl. S. p 103.

" A keb-lamb; a lamb, the mother of which dies 
when it is young;" Gl. Compl. O. E. kebber seems 
to have been used in a similar sense; rendered by 
Gouldman, Cooper, &c. ovis rejicula, as equivalent 
to Culler, q. drawn out of a flock of sheep. V. 
Cowel*s Law Diet. The origin of this word is buri 
ed in obscurity. It is, however, probably Goth. 
Teut. kabbe, kebbe, according to Kilian, signifies a 

1
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boar-pig, porcellus: and we know that a young 
sheep is called a hog, S.
To KEBBIE, v. a. To chide, to quarrel, Ang.

Su.G. kifw-a, Isl. kif-a, Belg. kyv-en, id. Su.G. 
kif, a quarrel. From kifwa is formed the frequen 
tative v. kaebbla, rixari, altercari. Hence, 
To KEBBIE-LEBBIE, v. n. To carry on alterca 

tion, Ang. 
KEBBRE, s. A piece of wood used in a thatched

roof. V. CABOR.
KEBBUCK, KEBUCK, CABBACK, s. A cheese ; 

properly one of a larger size, S. 
Let's part/it, else lang or the moon 
Be chang'd, the kebuck will be doon.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 278. V. WAITII. 
" This stone in the Gaelic language obtains the 

name of claoch na cabbac, in the English, or rather 
Scotch, " cabbac stone." Cabbac or cabback sig. 
nines a cheese. P. Andersier, Invern. Statist. Ace. 
iv. 91.

Gael, cabag, a cheese, Shaw. The term, how* 
ever, might be radically Gothic, or common to both 
languages. For Kilian mentions Holl. hobbe, case- 
HS major. 
KEBRACH, s. Very lean meat, Loth. V.

CABROCH, SKEEBROCH. 
KECKL1NG-PINS, s. pi. Wires for knitting

stockings, Aberd. 
KED, s. The louse of sheep, Tweedd. Vf

KID.
KEDGIE, adj. Cheerful, &c. V. CAIGIE. 
KEEK, j. Linen dress for the head and neck j 

generally pron. keck, Ang.
—Her head had been made up fu' sleek 
The day before, and weell prin'd on her keek. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 28.
A pearlin keek is a cap with an edging or border 

round it, Ang. This border must have been origi. 
nally of lace; as one kind of lace is still denominat 
ed pefcltn.
To KEEK, KEIK, v. n. 1. To look with a pry. 

ing eye, to spy narrowly, S.
Than suld I cast me to keik in kirk, and in

market, 
And all the cuntrie about, kyngis court, and

uther,
Quhair I ane gallaud micht get aganis the next

yeir. Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 47.
" Keek in the stoup was ne'er a good fellow ;"—

S. Prov. Kelly, p. 226.
2. To look by stealth, to take a stolen glance, S.

I sail anis mynt
Stand of far, and keik thaim to ; 
As I at hame was wont.

Peblis to the Play, st. 4.
« When the tod wins to the wood, ho cares not 

how many keek in his tail; Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 77. 
Te he, quoth Jynny, keik, keik, I se yow.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 158.
It seems to have been used in O. E. in the former 

sense.
By double way take kcpe^
Fyrste for thyn owne estate to keke^
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To be thy selfe so well be thought, 
That thou supplanted were nought,

Gower's-Conf. Am. Fol. 41. a, 
Su.G. £/!-«, intends oculis videre; Bclg. kyk-cn, 

Germ, kuck^en, Dan. fyg-cr, Ir. kigh-hn, id. Isl. 
giaeg-ast, speculari. It seems radically the same 
with the v. GOUK, q. v.
To KEEK THROUGH, v. a. 1. To prospiciate ; asta 

keek through a prospect, to look through a per 
spective-glass, S.

3. To kelk through, to examine with accurate scru 
tiny.

Conceal yoursel as weel's ye can 
• Frae critical dissection ;

But keek thro'1 ev'ry other man, 
Wi' sharpen'd sly inspection.

Burns, iii. 210.
KEEK, KEIK, s. A peep, a stolen glance, S. 
KEEKERS, s. pL A cant term for eyes, S. Sw. 

kikare, formed in the same manner, signifies a 
small perspective glass.

KEEK-BO, s. Bo-peep, S. Belg. klekeho, id. from 
kyck-en, kick-en, spectare, and perhaps bauw 
larva, q. take a peep at the goblin or bugbear. 

V. BOKEIK, and BU-MAN. 
KEEKING-GLASS, s. A looking-glass, S. 

Sweet Sir, for your courtesie,
When ye come by the Bass then, 

For the love ye bear to me, 
Buy me a keeking-glass then.

Rit son's S. Songs, i. 173.
STARK-KEEKER, s. A star-gazer, an astronomer. 

I give this word on the authority of Callander, 
in his MS. notes on Hire.
Su.G. stiernkikare, Belg. starre-kyker, id., also 

an astrologer.
KEEL, KEIL, s. Ruddle, a red argillaceous sub 

stance, used for marking, S. Sinopis. 
Bot at this tyme has Pallas, as I ges, 
Markit you swa with sic rude diference. 
That by his keil ye may be knawn from thens.

Doug. Virgil, 330. 17. 
With kauk and keil I'll win your bread.

Ja. V. Gaberlunyie Man.
This alludes to the practice of fortune-tellers, 

who usually pretend to be dumb, to gain more cre 
dit with the vulgar, as being deprived of the ordi 
nary means of knowledge, and therefore have re 
course to signs made with chalk or ruddle, in order 
to make known their meaning. The Gaberlunyie 
man promises to win his sweetheart's livelyhood by 
telling fortunes. V. Callander.

This is sometimes written Kyle stone. V. SKAIL- 
LIE.

Rudd. assigns to it the same origin with chalk. 
Addit. But chctille, in Franche Comte; signifies a 
rocky earth.
To KEEL, KEIL, v. a. To mark with ruddle, S. 

part. pa. ketid.
Thou has thy clam shells and thy burdouu 

keild. Kennedy) Evergreen^ ii. 70. 
st. 23. Y. CLAM-SHELL.
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KEELICK, J-. I. Anger, trouble, vexation,

Ang. Perhaps from Isl, keli, dolor. 
2. A blow, a stroke, Ang., pron. also keelup.
KEELING, KELING, KEILING, KILLING, KIL-

LIN, s. The name given to cod of a large
size, S. Gadus morhua, Linn.
u Asellus major vulgaris; our fishers call it Keel» 

ing, aud the young ones Codlings.'* Sibb. Fife, p. 
122.

u It is statute and ordairiit, that ane bind and 
mesure be maid for salmound, hering and kel- 
ing." Acts Ja. V. 1540. c. 90. Edit. 1566.; kill. 
ing) Skene; keiling, Murray, c. 109.

u In the same ile is verey good killing, lyng, and 
uther whyte fishes." Monroe's W, lies, p. 4.

" Fishes of divers sorts are taken in great plen 
ty, yet not so numerous as formerly; for now be. 
fore they catch their great fishes, as Keeling, Ling, 
&c. they must put far out into the sea with their lit 
tle boats." Brand's Orkney, p. 20.

" The fishes that do most abound are Killin, 
Ling," &c. Ibid. p. 129.

" Large cod, called Keilling, are also got in 
spring and summer." P. Nigg, Aberd. Statist. Ace. 
vii. 205.

Sw. kolja signifies a haddock. It would seem in. 
deed, that Cod, like Lat. Asellus, has formerly been 
used as a generic name, including a variety of the 
larger species of white fishes; and that the syste 
matic name Gad-us has been formed from it. Von 
Troil, Lett, on Iceland, p. 128, informs us, that the 
Icelanders reckon different kinds of cod, as thyrsk- 
liugur, lang-r, kerla, fyc. The former seem to be 
torsk and ling. Is our keeling from kerla ?
KEELIVINE, KEELIVINE-PEN, s. *A black lead

pencil, S.
" Black lead is called killow^ or collow in Cum 

berland ; and Siguillivine-penis probably a corruption, 
of a fine killow pencil. Sir J. Sinclair's Obs. p. 120.

Perhaps rather q. the vein of killow. The com 
mon pron. is keelivine^ although Grose gives gitit- 
vine as that of North-Britain. 
KEEPSAKE, s. A token of regard ; any thing

kept, or given to be kept, for the sake of the
giver, S. 

KEEST, pret. Threw, used to denote puking j
from the v. Cast.

But someway on her they fuish on a change, 
That gut and ga' she keest with braking strange.

Ross*s Helenore9 p. 56. 
KEETHING SIGHT, the view a fisher has of

the motion of a salmon, by marks in the water,
as distinguished from what they call a bodily
sight, S. B.
" When they expect to have bodily sight, the 

fishers commonly use the high sight on the Fraser~ 
field side above the bridge ; but below the bridge, at 
the Blue stone and Ram-hillock and Cottar Crofts^ 
and at the water-mouth, which are all the sights on 
the Fraserfield side below the bridge, they have 
keething and drawing sights." State, Leslie of 
Powis, &c. 1805, p. 126.

" That he knows of no such sight as the Ennct* 
4N2 . '
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and they wrought that shot by sinking their nets, 
when they saw fish in it, and they would have seen 
them by keethings, or shewing themselves above 
the water.'7 Ibid. p. 13»*

This is the same with KYTHE, q. v. 
To KEIR, i). a. To drive, S.B. pron. like E. 

care.
So lairdis upliftis mennis leifing ouir thy rewme, 
And ar rycht crabit quhen thay crave thame

ocht;
Be thay unpayit, thy pursevandis ar socht, 
To pund pure communis corne and catteli keir.

Scott, Eannatyne Poems, p. 199. st. 19. 
Lord Hailes makes no mention of this word, which 

I have not observed elsewhere. But it admits of no 
other sense than that given above; Isl. keir-a, Su.G. 
koer-a, to drive by force. One sense in which the 
Su.G. v. occurs is, to drive horses; whence koer- 
swen, a carter, a charioteer. Here it denotes the 
forcible driving away of cattle^ in the way ofpoind- 
ing or distraining.

The word is still used, as signifying to drive, al 
though not precisely in the same sense. One is said 
to hair things, when one drives them backwards and 
forwards, so as to put them in confusion. To hair 
porridge, to drive them through the vessel that con. 
tains them, with a spoon; as a child docs, when not 
disposed to eat, S. B.
KEIR, s+ The name given, in some parts of S., 

to an ancient fortification.
a There are several small heights in this parish 

to which the name Keir is applied, which bear the 
marks of some ancient military work, viz. Keir- 
hill of Glentirran, &c. On the summit of each of 
these is a plain of an oval figure, surrounded with 
a rampart, which in most of them still remains en 
tire.—The circumference of the rampart of the Keir- 
hill of Dasher, (which is neither the largest nor the 
smallest, and the only one that has been measured) 
does not exceed 130 yards.—The country people 
say that they were Pictish forts." P. Kippin, Stirl. 
Statist. Ace. xviii. 329.

It is added in a Note; " Keir, Caer, Chester, 
Castra, are said to be words of a like import. Gen. 
Campbell's Notes, p. 17."

Keir indeed seems to be the same with Caer, an 
old British word signifying a fort, and occurring in 
the names of many places in the kingdom of Strat- 
cluyd; as Carluke, Carstairs, Carmunnock, &c.— 
Although corresponding in sense to Chester, its ori 
gin is entirely different. V. CHESTER. 
To KEYRTH, v. a. To scratch.

Weil couth I keyrth his cruik bak, and kerne 
his cowit nodil.

Dunbar, Maitland Poems, p. 54. 
Keyrth is used edit. 1508, instead of claw in that 

published by Mr Pinkerton.
Su.G. kratt-a9 Belg. krats-en, id. Kreyt-en, ir- 

ritare, seems allied.
To KEYTCH, v. a. To toss, to drive back- 

wards and forwards, S.
Tho' orthodox, they'll error make it,
If party opposite has spake it.
Thus are we keytcftd between the twa,

K E L
Like to turn deists ane and a\

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 497. 
It seems the same with CACHE, q. v.

KEYTCH, KYTCH, s. A toss, S.
cc I have had better kail in my cogue, and ne'er 

gae them a keytch ;" Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 39.— 
Kelly expl. this as the reply " of a haughty maid to 
them who tell her of an unworthy suiter." It u al 
ludes to an act among the Scottish reapers, who, if 
their broth be too hot, can throw them up into the 
air, as they turn pancakes, without losing one drop 
of them." P. 184.
KEITH, /.

u A kind of bar, called a keith, laid across the 
river at Blairgowrie, by those who are concerned in 
the salmon fishery there, effectually prevents the 
salmon from coming up the rivers of Ardle and 
Shee." P. Kirkmichael, Perths. Statist. Ace. xvi. 
521.

Perhaps originally the same with Germ, kette, 
Su.G. ked, kedja, a chain. 
To KEKKIL, KEKIL, v. n. l. To cackle; as

denoting the noise made by a hen, after laying
her egg, or when disturbed or irritated, S.
" Than the suyne began to quhryne quhcn thai 

herd the asse tair, quhilk gart the hennis kekkyl 
quhen the cokkis creu." Compl. S. p. 60. 

Bark like ane dog, and kekil like ane ka,
Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592. p. 187. 

2. To laugh aloud, as E. cackle is also used, S. 
The Troianis lauchis fast seand him fall, 
And hym behaldand swym, thay keklit all.

Doug. Virgil, 133. 32.
According to Rudd. from Gr. ysA«*<y, ygyi>,«x««, ri- 

dere. But it is evidently the same with Teut. kackel- 
en, Su.G. kakl-a, id. Ihre derives the latter from 
Gr. KixKoq, a cock. I suspect that E. chuckle, al. 
though Johns, assigns a different origin, is radically 
the same with cackle.
KELCHYN, KELTEN, s. A mulct paid by one 

guilty of manslaughter, generally to the kin 
dred of the person killed.
u Kelchyn of ane Earle is thriescore sax kye, and 

halfeun kow." Reg. Maj. B. iv. c. 38. § 1.
The Kelchyn was not in every instance paid to 

the kindred of the deceased. For when the wife of 
an husbandman was slain, it belonged to u the lord 
of the land;" Ibid. § 6.

This fine, as Du Cange has observed, was less 
than the Cro. For the Cro of an Earl is fixed at 
more than double, or an hundred and forty cows.

Dr Macpherson views this word as Gael. ; observ 
ing that it signifies, " paid to one's kinsmen, from 
gial and cinnea, kindred." Crit. Diss. xiii. But it 
may as naturally be traced to the Gothic. Sibb. de 
duces it from u Theot. kelt-en, Teut. geld-en, com- 
pensare, solvere." It seems composed of A. S. geld, 
gild, compensatio, and cynn, cognatio ; as equiva 
lent to kinbot. Kelten, which occurs only in the 
Index to the translation of Reg. Maj., may have been 
the corr. and vulgar pronunciation. 
To KELE, v. a. To kill.

Thre of his seruandis, that fast by hym lay
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Full reklesly he kslit.-

Doug. Virgil, 287. 30. 
Teut. kel-en, keel-en, jugulare, to cut one's 

throat, is mentioned by Rudd. and Sibb. But it ra 
ther retains the more general sense of A. S. cwell-an, 
occidere.
KELL, s. 1. A dress for a woman's head,espe- 

pecially meant to cover the crown. 
Scho wes like a caldrone cruke, cler under kellys. 

Ballad, printed 1508. Pink. S. P. R. iii. 141. 
——The hare was of this damycell 
Knit with ane buttoun in ane goldyn kell.

Doug. Virgil, 237, b. 41* V. STICK, ^ 
2. The hinder part of a woman's cap; or what 

is now in E. denominated the caul; the kell of 
a mutch, S.
The word, as Rudd. observes, denoting a sort of 

network, seems primarily to have been applied to 
that in which the bowels are wrapped. He derives 
it from Belg. kovel a coif, hood, or veil. 
KELLACH, KELLACHY, s. A small cart, with 

a body formed of wicker, fixed to a square 
frame and tumbling shafts, or to an axletree 
that turns: sound with the wheels, Ang. 
* u Besides the carts now mentioned, there are 

about 300 small rung carts, as they are called, 
which are employed in leading home the fuel from 
the moss, and the corn to the barn-yard. These 
carts have, instead of wheels, small solid circles of 
wood, between 20 and 24 inches diameter, called 
tumbling wheels. It is also very common to place 
a coarse, strong basket, formed like a sugar loaf, a- 
cross these small carts, in which the manure is car- 
ried from the dung-hill to the field. These kinds of 
carts are called Kellachys; and are not only used in 
this district, but overall the north country." P. 
Kiltearn, Ross. Statist. Ace. i. 277. V. also iii. 
10. P. Dingwall, Ross.

" What manure was used was carried to their 
fields in KealUichs, a creel in the form of a cone, 
with the base turned upwards, placed upon a sledge. 
Many of these keallachs are still used ia the heights 
of the parish." P. Kiltarlity, Invern. Statist. Ace. 
xiii. 519.

This is evidently the same with Isl. Su.G. kaelke 
a dray or sledge, drawn without wheels, traha, 
Hire; whence haelkadraett, the right of conveying 
timber from a wood on such a dray; Fenn. kelcke. 
From the definition given by Verel., it would ap 
pear that this right was granted only to a poor man, 
and that the quantity was as much only as a weak 
man might himself draw in the sledge. Jus lig- 
nandi in sylva villatica, quantum pauperculus et de- 
bilis super parvula traha ad tiguriuni suum trahere 
potest.

Ihre has a carious idea; that as Isl. kialke denotes 
the cheeks, and the dray in its form resembles these, 
this similarity may have suggested the name. Ir. 
kal signifies a cart.
KELPIE, WATER-KELPIE, s. l. The spirit of 

the waters, who, as is vulgarly believed, gives 
previous intimation of the destruction of those 
who perish within his jurisdiction, by preter 
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natural lights and noises, and even assists in 
drowning them, S.

In pool or ford can nane be smur'd, 
Gin Kelpie be nae there.

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 361. 
O hie, O hie thee to thy bower;

Hie thee, sweet lady, hame; 
For the Kelpie brim is out, and fey 

Are some I darena name.
Jamieson's Popular Ball. i. 235. 

—The bonnie gray mare did sweat for fear, 
For she heard the Water-kelpie roaring. 

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 153.
I can form no idea of the origin of this term, 

unless it be originally the same with Alem. chalp, 
Germ, kalb, a calf; Kelpie being described as a 
quadruped, and as making a loud bellowing noise. 
This, however, it is said, rather resembles the neigh, 
ing of a horse.

The attributes of this spirit, in the North of S. 
at least, nearly correspond to those of Isl. Nikr, 
Dan. Nicken, Sw. Necken, Belg. Necker, Germ. 
Nicks, L. B. Nocca, whence the E. designation of 
the devil, Old Nick. This is described as an aquatic 
demon, who drowns, not only men, but ships. 
The ancient Northern nations believed that he had 
the form of a horse; and the same opinion is still 
held by the vulgar in Iceland. Hence the name 
has been traced to O. Germ, nack, a horse. Wachter 
deduces it from Dan. nock-a to suffocate. L. B. nee- 
are, signifies to drown, which Schilter derives from 
hneig-en submittere, inclinare; not, as Du Gauge 
says, a Celtic word, but A.S. and Alem. V. Ne- 
care, Du Cange.

Loccenius informs us, that in Sweden the vulgar 
are still afraid of his power, and that swimmers are 
on their guard against his attacks ; bein% persuaded 
that he suffocates and carries off those whom he 
catches under water. u Therefore," adds this writ- 
er, * it would seem that ferry.men warn those, 
who are crossing dangerous places in some rivers, 
not so much as to mention his name; le&t, as they 
say, they should meet with a storm, and be in dan. 
ger of losing their lives. Hence, doubtless, has this 
superstition originated; that, in these places, for 
merly, during the time of paganism, those, who sailed, 
worshipped their sea-deity Nckr, as it were with a 
sacred silence, for the reason already given." An- 
tiq. Sueo-Goth. p. 13. Wormius informs us, that 
it was usual to say of those who were drowned, that 
Nocka had carried them off; Nocken tog hannom 
bort. Liter. Danic. p. 17. It was even believed, 
that this spirit was so mischievous as to pull swim 
mers to him by the feet, and thus accomplish their 
destruction. Ihre, vo. Necken.

Wormius gravely tells a story, which bears the 
greatest resemblance to those that are still told in 
our own country, concerning the appearance of 
Kelpie. Speaking of Nicken or Nocca, he says ; 
u Whether that spectre was of this kind, which was 
seen at Marspurg, from the 13th to the 17th Oct. 
1615, near the Miln of St. Elizabeth, on the river 
Lahn, called by the people of that country Was» 
ser-nickt, I leave others to determine. Concerning
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it a song was published from the office of Kutvelker, 
which may be seen in Hornung's Cista Medica, p. 
191. This I certainly know, that while I was pro 
secuting my studies there, for several successive 
years, one person at least was drowned annually in 
that very place." Liter. Dan. p. 17. 18.

Wasser-nickts is by Wachter considered as the 
same with Nicks, daemon aquaticus. Although this 
spirit was supposed to appear as a horse, it was also 
believed that he assumed the form of a sea-monster, 
having a human head. Worm. Literat. ubi sup. He 
was sometimes seen as a serpent; and occasionally 
sat in a boat plowing the sea, and exercising his do. 
minion over the winds and waves. Keysl. Antiq. 
Septent p. 261, Not. 
2. This term is also used to denote a raw-boned

youth," Gl. Shirr. 
KELT, x. " Cloth with the freeze (or napj gene-

rally of native black wool," Shirr. GL, S.
used both as a s. and adj.

Na den tie geir this Doctor seikis ;— 
Ane hamelie hat, a cott of kelt 
Weill beltit in ane leth rone belt. 

Legend^ Bp. St Androis, Poems I6th Cent. p. 327.
" The alteration in dress since 1750, is also re 

markable. When the good man and his sons went 
to kirk, market, wedding or burial, they were 
clothed in a home spun suit of freezed cloth, called 
fcelt, pladden hose, with a blue or brown bonnet." 
P. Bathgate, Linlithg. Statist. Ace. i. 356. 

As for the man he wore a gnde kelt coat, 
Which wind, nor rain, nor sun, could scarcely 

blot. R. Galloway's Poems, p. 182.
This is probably from Isl. kult, tapestry, or any 

raised work. This Seren. mentions as a very ancient 
word, to which he views E. quilt as allied. 
KELT, s. A salmon that has been spawning, a

foul fish, S.
" Dighty has some pikes, but no salmon ; except 

at the end of the fishing season, when a few of what 
are called foul fish, or kelt, are caught.'* P. Dun 
dee, Forfars. Statist. Ace. viii. 204.

Belg. kuytvisch, id. is evidently from the samefoun. 
tain ; kuyt, Teut. kiete, kyte, spawn, ova piscium. 
To KELTER, v. n. To move in an undulating

manner. Eels are said to kelter in the water,
when they wamble. The stomach or belly is
also said to kelter, when there is a disagreeable
motion in either, S.
Allied perhaps to Germ, kelter vivarium^ a place 

where fishes are kept. 
KELTER, s. Money, Dumfr.

Germ, geld, gelt, Isl. gillde, id. . The cognate 
terms were anciently sometimes written with k or 
ch. Alem. kelt-an, gelt-an, reddere; far kelt-an, 
rependere. In the Salic Law, chalt is used in the 
sense of gelt; as rhannechalt, compensatio furti in 
porcello; and in Leg. Longobard. launechild sig 
nifies, donum reciprocum. 
KELTIE, s. A large glass or bumper, imposed

under the notion of punishment on those who,
as it is expressed, do not drink fair, S. some 
times called Keltie^s menck.

K E M
The origin of this phrase is given, in the account 

of a visit of one of the Jameses, at the castle of 
Tullibole, on his way from Stirling to Falkland.

" Amongst the King's attendants, was a trooper 
much celebrated for his ability in drinking intoxi 
cating liquors. Among the laird of Tulliebole's 
vassals, there was one named Keltic, (a name still 
common in the Barony,) equally renowned for the 
same kind of dangerous preeminence. The troop 
er and he had heard of each other ; and each was de 
sirous to try the strength of the other. They had 
no opportunity while the king was there ; but they 
Agreed to meet early on a Monday morning, soon 
after, on the same spot where the king had dined. 
It is not said what kind of liquor they made use 
of; but they drank it from what are here called 
quaffs, a small wooden vessel, which holds about 
half an English pint. They continued to drink till 
the Wednesday evening, when the trooper fell from 
his scat seemingly asleep. Keltic took another 
quaff, after the fall of his friend, to shew that he 
was conqueror, and this gave rise to a proverb, 
well known all over this country, Keltic's Mends, 
and nothing is more common, at this very day, when 
one refuses to take his glass, than to be threatened 
with Keltic's Mends. Keltic dropped from his seat 
afterwards, and fell asleep, but when he awaken 
ed, he found his companion dead. He was buried 
in the same place, and as it is near a small pool of 
water, it still retains the name of the 6 Trobper's 
Dubb.' The anecdote should serve as a warning 
against the criminal and preposterous folly which 
occasioned it." P. Fossaway, Perths. Statist. Ace. 
xviii. 474. V. MENDS. 
KELTIES, s.pl. Children, Ang.

Su.G. kidlt, a boy; kull, issue of the same mar 
riage ; Isl. kyll-a, to beget, also, to bring forth. 
This is the root of A. S. did, whence E. child. 
KEMB1T, s. The pith of hemp, used instead

of a small candle, Ayrs. Gael, cainab, Lat.
cannab-is, hemp.

To KEME, v. a. To comb. V. KAIM. 
KEMESTER, s. A wool-comber, S.

u Gif the kernesters (of wooll) passe forth of the 
burgh a landwart, there to worke, and to vse their 
offices, hauand sufficient worke to occupie them 
within burgh, they sould be taken and imprison 
ed." Burrow Lawes, c. 109. V. KAIM, v. 
To KEMP, v. n. To strive, to contend in what 

ever way, S.
And preualy we smyte the cabill in twane, 
Sine kempand with airis in all our mane, 
Vp welteris watir of the salt sey flude.

Doug. Virgil, 90. 54.
The term, as Rudd. observes, is now mostly used 

for the striving of reapers on the harvest field.
u The inhabitants— can now laugh at the super., 

stition and credulity of their ancestors, who, it is 
said, could swallow down the absurd nonsense of a 
boon of shearers, i. e. reapers, being turned into 
large gray stones, on account of their kemping, i. e. 
striving, P. Mouswald, Dumfr. Statist. Ace. vii. 303.

A. Sk. camp-ian, to strive; Teut. kamp-en, Germ. 
kampf-e,Ti) dimicare. For it has originally denoted
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the strife of battle. Su.G. kaemp-a, Alem. chemf- 
an, L. B. camp-ire, certare. Pezron mentions C. 13. 
campa as used in the same sense. 
KEMP, s. i. A champion, one who strives in 

fight, or wrestling.
Quhen this was said, he has but mare abade
Tua kempis burdouns brocht, and before thayme

laid. Doug. Virgil, 140. 55.
" It is written that Arthure tuke grete delectati.

oun in werslyng of strang kempis, ha,uand thame in
sic familiarite, that quhen he vsit to dyne or tak con-
sultatioun in his weris, he gart thaym sit down with
hym in maner of ane round crown that nane of thaym
suld be preferrit tyll otheris in dignite." Bellend.
Cron. B. ix. c. 11. Athletas, Boeth.

Syne he ca'd on him Ringan Red, 
A sturdy kemp was he.

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 366.
Hence the names of many old fortifications in S., 

as " Kemp's Hold, or the Soldier's Fastness." P. 
Caputh, Perths. Statist. Ace. ix. 504. Kemp's Cas 
tle, near Forfar, &c.

A. S. cempa, miles ; Su.G. kaempe, athleta, pug- 
nator. Concerning the latter term Ihre observes ; 
" As with our ancestors all excellence consisted in 
bravery, kaempe denotes one who excels in his own 
way ; as kaempa prest, an excellent priest." L. B. 
campio; whence O. E. campioun, mod. champion. 
2. Sometimes it includes the idea of strength and 

uncommon size.
Of the tua kempis schuld striue in the preis. 
The bastuous Entelius and Dares.

Doug. Virgil, 139.40. 
My fadcr, mekle Gow Macmorne, 
Owt of his moderis wame was schorne; 
For littilnes scho was forlorne,

Siche an a kemp to beir.
Interlude, Droichis, Bannatyne Poems, p. 175. 

Dan. kempe denotes a giant; Isl. miles robustus ; 
pi. kaemper. Rudd. has observed, that hence 
u probably the warlike people the old Cimbri took 
their name." Wormius, Rudbeck and G. Andr. have 
throv,r n out the same idea. But the writers of the 
Anc. Univ. Hist., with far greater probability, 
derive the name from Gomer the son of Japhet. 
Vol. i. 375. xix. 5.
KEMP, s. The act of striving for superiority, 

in what respect soever, S.
A kemp begude, sae fast they laepit, 

Stout chiels around it darnin.
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 154. 

KEMPER, s. 1. One who strives for mastery in 
any way. It is now generally applied to reap 
ers striving on the harvest-field, who shall first 
cut down the quantity of standing corn which 
falls to his share, S.

2. One who is supposed to excel in anj art, pro 
fession, or exercise, S.

They are no kempers a' that shear the corn.
Ross's Helenore, In trod.

Or, as it is expressed in the S. Prov. " A' the 
corn in the country is not shorn by kempers ." Fer- 
guson, p. 3.

The Prov, has a general application to those who
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may do well enough in any line, although not sap- 
posed to excel.

This is only another form of the s. Belg. kamp~ 
er, Germ, kaempfer, a champion; Ir. caimper, id. 
seems to have a Goth, origin.

Isl. kaemper, bellatores fortes. We have seen, 
that the name of the Cimbri, as given by the Ro 
mans, has been traced to this origin. G. Andr. in 
like manner, considers the Jutes as denominated 
from Jotun, i. e. giants, vo. Kempe. 
KEMPIN, s. The act of striving on the harvest- 

field, S.
I like nae kempin, for sic trade 
Spills muckle stuff, an' ye're no rede 

What ills by it I've seen.
A. Douglas's Poems, p. 123. 

To KEMPEL, if. a. To cut in pieces, to cut
into separate parts for a particular use j as
when wood is cut into billets, S. B.
Probably allied to Su.G. kappa, to amputate, 

Belg. kapp-en, L. B. kapul-are. 
KEMPLE, s. A quantity of straw, consisting

of forty wisps or bottles, S.
The price of straw, which was some time ago sold 

at 25s. the kemple, is now reduced to 4s." Edin, 
Even. Courant, Aug. 29, 1801.

" Drivers of straw and hay will take notice, that 
the Kemple of straw must consist of forty windlens; 
and that each windlen, at an average, must weigh six 
pounds trone, so that the kemple must weigh fifteen 
stones trone." Advert. Police, Ibid. July 18, 1805. 
To KEN, v. a. 1. To know, S. O. E. pret.

and part. pa. kent.
2. To teach, to make known.

Thir Papys war gud haly men,,
And oysyd the trowth to folk to ken.

WyntowH} vi. 2. 114. 
Gret curtasy he kend thame wyth. 
Hys dochteris he kend to wewe and spyn.

Ibid. vi. 3. 70.
3. To direct, in relation to the end, or termina 

tion of a course.
Haue don tharfore shortly and lat ws wend, 
Thidder quhare the Goddis orakill has vs kend. 

Doug. Virgil, 71. 11.
4. To direct with respect to the means ; to shew 

the way ; to ken to a place, to point out the 
road, S. B.

Ik wndertak, for my seruice, 
To ken yow to clymb to the wall; 
And I sail formast be of all.

Barbour, x. 544. MS.. 
Fra thyne to mont Tarpeya he him kend; 
And beiknyt to that stede fra end to end,. 
Quhare now standis the goldin Capitole.

Doug. Virgil, 254, 9.
It occurs rn 0. E. as signifying to instruct, to 

make to know.
—Also kenne me kindly on Christ to beleue,
That I might worke his wil that wrought me to

man. P. Ploughman, Fol. 5, b.
Isl* kenn-a, docere, instituere, erudire, Ve»el.

Su.G. kaenn-a, id. Kaenna barnom, to instruct
dren ; Han oss thet sielfwar kaende^ he himself taught
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it us; Ihre. It does not appear that A.S. cunn-an 
was used in this sense.
5. To be able. V. Gl. Wyntown.

Mr Macpherson justly remarks the analogy be- 
twixt this and Fr. scavoir, to know, to be able ; 
and A. S. craeft, art, strength.
6. Legally to acknowledge, to recognise as hav 

ing right to.
" A woman having right to a terce dies without 

being served or kenned to it; her second husband, 
or her nearest of kin, confirm themselves executors 
as to the merits and duties of these tercelands, and 
pursue the intremitters." Fountainhall's Decisions,
1. 94.

Su.G. /caenn-a, cognoscere, serisu forensi. Kaenna 
malit, caussam cognoscere; Ihre. 
To KEN, v. n. To be acquainted, or, to be fa 

miliar.
Gud Wallace sone throu a dyrk garth hym

hyit,
And till a houss, quhar he was wont to ken, 
A wedow duelt was frendfull till our men.

Wallace, ix. 1379. MS.
KENNIN, ^. 1. Knowledge, acquaintance, S. 

B., often kennins. Isl. kenning, institutio, dis- 
ciplina, Verel.

2. A taste or smack of any thing; so as to en 
able one to judge of its qualities, S.

3. A small portion, S.
Gif o' this warl, a kennin mair?

Some get than me,
I've got content, whose face sae fair 

They never see.
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems , i. 187.

4. Used as denoting a slight degree, S. 
They may gang a kennin wrang, 
To step aside is human. Burns, iii. 115. 

Su.G. kaenn-a^ among its various senses, signi 
fies, to discover by the senses, to feel; Isl. kenna ««, 
gustare; akienning^ gustatio, kendr, a small quanti 
ty of drink; Sw. kaenning ; Han har aennu kaen- 
ning of frossan; ,He has still a tauch of the ague ; 
Wideg.
KENSPECKLE, N adj. Having a singular appear 

ance, so as to be easily recognised or distin 
guished from others, S. ; kenspecked, Lincolns. 
kennspeck, A. Bor.

I grant ye, his face is kenspeckle, 
That the white o' his e'e is turn'd out.

Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, ii. 157. 
Skinner derives it from ken to know, and A. S. 

specce) a mark. Isl. kenispeki and SuG. kaennespak 
are used actively, as denoting a facility of knowing 
others; qui alios facile agnoscit;. kaennespakheet^ 
agnoscendi promptitude ; Verel., Ihre. The lat 
ter derives the last syllable from spak sapiens. 
KENE, KEYNE, adj. i. Daring, bold, 
u Ye ar welcum, cumly king,'' said the kene knJght.

Gawan and Gol. i. 15. 
2. Cruel.

For dont of Mogan kene> 
Mi sone y seyd thou wes.

Sir Tristrem) p. 43. 
A. S. cene, brave, warlike, magnanimous. He

KEP
waes cene and oft feaht an-wig ; magnanimus erat, 
et saepe certamen inivit singulare; Somn. Su.G. 
kyn, koen, audax, ferox; kyn oc klook, strenuus pru. 
densque; Chron. Rhythm, ap. Ihre. Germ, kun, Belg. 
koen. Wachter derives it from kenn-en, posse. 
KENER£D, fret.

Kenely that cruel kenered on hight, 
And with a seas of care in cautil he strik, 
And waynes at Schir Wawyn that worthely 

wight. Sir Gawan and Sir GoL ii. 22. 
Perhaps strained, exerted himself. But I observe 

no cognate term, unless we should suppose it formed 
from the adj. kene • or, from A. S. cene wer, vir 
acer, iracundus.
KENT, s. A long staff, properly such a one as 

shepherds use for leaping over ditches or brooks, 
S.

A better lad ne'er lean'd out o'er a kent, 
Or hounded coly o'er the mossy bent.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 4. 
At last he shaop himsell again to stand, 
WP help of a rough kent in till his hand.

Ross's Helenore, p. 44.
Our term is most probably allied to " quant , a 

walking-stick ; Kent." Gl. Grose.
A sanguine etymologist might view this as radical 

ly allied to Lat. cont-us, a pole ; or deduce it from 
Su.G. kan-a. Dicitur, quum quis junctis pedibus 
per lubrica fertur; Ihre.
To KEP, KEPP, KEIP, v. a. To catch, to inter 

cept, S.
To kep a stroke^ to receive a stroke in such a way 

as to prevent the designed effect, S.
He watis to spy, and strikis in all his micht, 
The tothir keppis him on his burdoun wicht. 

Doug. Virgil^ 14%. 7. 
Palynurus furth of his couche vpsprent, 
Lisnyng about, and harknyng ouer all quharer 
With eris prest to keip the wynd or air.

Doug. Virgil^ 85. 39. 
———Auribus aera captat. Virg.

2. To receive in the act of falling, to prevent 
from coming to the ground, S., A. Bor. Thus 
one is said to kepp any thing that is thrown ; 
also, to kepp water, to receive rain in a vessel^ 
when it is falling.

For as vnwar he stoupit, and deualit,——— 
Pallas him keppit sic wise on his brand, 
That all the blade vp to the hilt and hand 
Amyd his flaffand lungis hid has he.

Doug. Virgil^ 329. 51. Excepit, Virg., 
Bellenden, speaking of Salmon, says ; 
" Utheris quhilkis lepis nocht cleirlie ouir the 

lyn, brekis thaym self be thair fall, & growis mesall; 
vtheris ar keppit in cawdrounis." Descr. Alb. c. xL 

—Kep me in your arms twa, 
And latna me fa' down.

Jamiesotfs Popular Ball. xi. 45. 
Mourn, spring, thou darling of the year! 
Ilk cowslip cup shall kep a tear.

Burns, iii. 309.
3. To meet in a hostile way.

His bataillis he arayit then ;
And stud arayit in bataill,
To kep thaim gif they wald assaile.
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—Sone with thair fayis assembly! thai, 
Th&tkepyt thaira rycht hardily.

Barbour, xiv. 158. 197. MS. 
And eftyr that, qnhen he come hame, 
Thare kepyd hym the Kyng Willame.

Wyntown, viii. 6. 244. 
R» Glouc. uses the word in the same sense. 

Ac as he out of London wente in a tyde, 
A gret erl hym kepte ther in a wode syde, 
With an hundred knygtes y armed wel ynow. 
This prnce al vn ywar toward hem drow. 
Heo comen ageyn hym rn war, & slowe hym al

for nogt. P. 88. 
In like manner, R. Brunne.

Britrik had a stiward, his name was Herman : 
Kebriht he kept at Humber, & on him he ran. 
Hard was the bataile, als thei togider stynt; 
Herman was ther slayn, the duke gaf the dynt.

P. 10.
This sense seems to hare been unknown to 

Hearne, as it is overlooked in both Glossaries. 
4. To meet in an amicable way, in consequence 

of going fortb to receive another ; or to meet 
accidentally. In the first sense used S. B., in 
the second, S.

The knight kepit the King, cumly and cleir, 
With lordis and ladyis of estate, 
Met hym furth on the gate, 
Syne tuke hym in at yate, 
With ane bligh cheir. Gawan and GoL i. 14. 

Hastily that lady hende 
Cumand al her men to wende, 
And dight tham in thair best aray, 
To kepe the King that ilk day: 
Thai keped him in riche weid, 
Rydeand on mony a nobil steed.

Sir Ywain, or Owen, MS. Cotton, ap. 
Warton, iii. 108. tai.

Warton renders it waited on. But he has mis 
taken the meaning of this, as of several other words, 
in the same poem. He renders rope, ramp, instead of 
cry, p. 109. ; are air, instead of before, p. 113. 

The store windes blou ful loud, 
Sa kene cum never are of cloud. 

He also expl. say tied, viewed, instead of blcs. 
led; p. 117- ; mynt, minded or thought, for, at 
tempted, p. 121.

Thar was nane that anes mynt 
Unto the bed at srnyte a dynt. 

A. S. cep-an, as well as Lat, cap-tare, id. and 
cap-ere, seem to have the same general origin. Sibb. 
mentions feat, kepp-en, captare. 
KEPAR, s. One who catches at a thing ; Dunbar. 
KEPE, s. Care, heed, attention. To tak kepe, to 

observe, to take care -, O. E. id.
The Scottsmen tuk offthar cummyng gud kepe ; 
Vpon thaim set with strakis sad and sar; 
Yeid nane away off all that entrit thar.

Wallace, vi. 717. MS.
A. S. cep-an, curare, advertere. Seren. views E.

keep as allied to Isl. kippa vinculum.
KER, KAR, adj. Left, applied to the hand, sinister,

S. Car-hand, the left hand, A. Bor. Gl. Grose.
*' Vpon his richt hand was set the secund idoll, Odhen,

K E S
God of peace, weir, and battell.—Vpon the ker and 
wrang side, was placed the thridde idole, Frigga, the 
gods [godes] of pleasure of the bodie and lustes of 
the flesh, as Venus amongst the Gentiles and the 
Romaines." Skene, Verb. Sign. vo. Hebdomas.

u He resauit the vryting in his kar hand, and vald 
nocht apin it nor rcid it quhil the boreau had strikyn 
the heydis fra the presoneris of Calles quhilkis hed 
conspyrit contrar Capes." Compl. S. p. 178.

" You'll go the car gate yet;" S. Prov. Kelly 
gives this as synon. with, u You'll gang a gray gate 
yet;" adding, u Both these signify that you will 
come to an ill end; but I do not know the reason of 
the expression:" p. 380. The car gate is certainly 
the road to the left, i. e. a wrong way, or that lead 
ing to destruction.

Gael, caerr, id.; Shaw. It has been generally 
said by our historians that Kenneth I. was surnamed 
Keir or Kerr, as being left-handed. V. CAIR.
KER, s. Smor'd ker, the soft kernel, or small glu 

tinous parts of suet, which are carefully taken 
out, when it is meant for puddings, See. Ang. 

KERB, KIRB STONES, the large stones, often set 
on end, on the borders of a street or causeway; 
corr. from crib, q. as confining, or serving as a 
fence to the rest, S. B. Loth. 
" From 600 to 800 tons of kerb and carriage-way 

stones are annually sent to London, Lynn, and other 
places, and are generally sold here at 13s. per ton.— 
Kirb and carriage-way stones, 700 tons." P. Peter- 
head, Aberd. Statist. Ace. xvi. 614. 628. 
KER-CAIK. V. CARECAKE.
KERS, KERSS, s. Low land, adjacent to a river.

V. CARSE. 
KERSSES, s.pL The generic name for Cresses;

Nasturtium, S.
This is also the O. E. form of the word; corre 

sponding to A. S. caerse, Belg. kersse, Dan. karse, 
Sw. krasse, id.

The term was anciently used in sing, as an emblem 
of any thing of no value.

Wysedome and wytte nowe is not worthe a kerse, 
But if it be carded with couetis, as clothers 

kembe her woule.
P. Ploughman, Fol. 45. b.

What a feeble mode of expression, compared with 
that which is substituted in this enlightened age, by 
a slight change of the word ! 
REST, KEisT,/>rtf. v. 1. Threw.

u He gart delue vp al the banis of the detht pepil 
furtht of there sepulture, and keist ouer euyrye bane, 
ande contemplit euyry hardyn pan, ane be ane." 
Compl. S. p. 240.
2. Threw off in the chace, let loose.

And eftir thay ar cummin to the chace, 
Amang the montanis in the wyld forest, 
The rynnyng houndis of cupplis sone they test. 

Doug. Virgil, 105. 7.
3. Contrived, formed a plan.

To wesy it Wallace him selff sone went,
Fra he it saw, he kest in his entent;
To wyn that hauld he has chosyne a gait.

Wallace, vi. 807. MS. 
4 O
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K. ca^t is used in the same metaph. sense. The 

transition is founded on the act of the mind, in 
throwing its thoughts into every possible form, in 
order to devise the most proper plan of conducting 
any business. By a similar analogy, Lat. jac-ere to 
throw, joined with con, signifies to guess (conjicere) 
•whence the E. term conjecture. 
KEST,part.pa.

——Your hairt nobillest 
To me is closit and kest.

Houlate,V\. 11. MS.
i. e. cased, Your heart is entrusted to me, being 

closed in a case. V. GROUE, sense 3.
KET, KETT, j- Carrion, the flesh of animals, 

especially sheep, that have died of disease or 
from accident, Loth. Bord.; horse-flesh, A. Bor. 
Tent, kaet, eluvies, sordes, Isl. keita, urina vetus 

et foetida; G. Andr. Or, by an oblique use of 
Su.G. koett, Isl. kaet, caro, doed-koet, dead flesh? 
Isl. queida, vitiligo, tutivilitium; G. Andr. p. 155. 
To KET, v. a. To corrupt»

It is the riches that evir sail indure; 
Quhilk motht nor must may nocht rust nor ket. 

Henrysone, Bannatyne Poems, p. 125. st. 3. 
Lord Hailcs gives this word as not understood. 

It seems radically the same with the s.
KET, KETT, s. " A matted, hairy fleece of 

wool, S."
She was nae get o' moorland tups, 
Wi' tawtedytaf, an' hairy hips.

Burns, iii. 82. 
KETT, s. The weed called quick-grass, S. A.

Hence,
KETTY, adj. Matted; the soil being said to be 

ketty, when bound together with quickgrass, 
S. A. Ket, as used for a matted fleece, is per- 
haps only a secondary sense.

KETCHE-PILLARIS, s. pi.
Sa mony rackettis, sa mony ketche-pillaris, 
Sic ballis, sic nackettis, and sic tutivillaris,— 
Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

Dunbtir, Gen. Satyre, Bannatyne Poems,
p. 44. st. 14.

Lord Hailes renders it sharpers, supposing that it 
may have been corr. from Fr. gaspilleur, a spend 
thrift. At first view, one might imagine that it were 
compounded, either of ketch which Chaucer uses for 
catch, to lay hold of; or Fr. cache, concealed, and 
pillar, a pilferer, a purloiner, from pill-er, to rifle, 
to rob. But this does not agree with the connexion. 
Dunbar mentions ballis or balls; nackettis, which as 
Lord Hailes conjectures, may be from F"r. nacquet, 
a lad who marks at tennis; rackettis, which may de 
note the instruments with which players strike their 
balls. In conformity to this explanation, ketche- 
pillaris undoubtedly signifies players at ball; corr. 
from Teut. kaetse.vpel, ludus pilae; locus exercido 
pilae destinatus; Kilian. This is confirmed by hand, 
ball being called the caiche by Lyndsay. V. CAITCHE. 
KETHAT, T. A robe or cassock.

And round about him as a quheill, 
Hang all in rumpillis to the heill,

K I A
His kethat for the nanis.
Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 27. St. 2.

This word is naturally enough viewed by Lord
Hailes as a corr. of Fr. casaque, E. cassock. Sw.
kasiacka, id. Goth, kast, vestis muliebris plicata^
Seren.
KETRAIL, KYTRAL, J-. A term used to express 

the greatest contempt and abhorrence. 
Sibb. renders it heretick. But it is used in a more 

general sense, in consequence of the abhorrence in- 
spired, during the dark ages, by the term heretic. 
For this is its more determinate meaning; Teut. 
ketter, Germ, ketzer, haereticus. Ihre mentions this 
as only the secondary sense of Su.G. kaettare, giving 
as the first, qui contra naturam peccat. I am in 
clined, however, to think, that the other is indeed 
the primary signification; and that the term is merel 
ly a corr. of Cathari, the designation contemptuous 
ly conferred on the Albigenses. As it has still been 
customary with the church of Rome to charge all, 
whom she was pleased to dub heretics, with the 
most abominable impurities ; we perceive a satisfac 
tory reason for the double sense of this term. Ket- 
rail seems a dimin. from ketter, q. a little-heretic. 
V. the letter L, and KYTRAL. 
KETTRIN, s.pl. Highland cattle-stealers. V.

CATERANES. 
To KEVE, v. a. To toss. To teeve tie cart, to

overthrow it, A. Bor. V. CAVE. 
KEVEL. V. KAVEL.
To KEVEL, v. n. To scold, to wrangle, S. A, 

The tailors colour comes an' goes, 
While loud the wabster kavell'd; 

The tulyie soon to furie rose.——
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 153. 

KEVIE, s. A hen-coop. V. CAVIE. 
KEWIS, s. pi. Line of conduct.

Sum gevis gud men for thair gud kewis, 
Sum gevis to trumpouris and to schrewis.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 50. st. 11. 
Lord Hailes renders this " ready address, fit sea- 

son for address;" deriving it from Fr. cue, which i$ 
used behind the scenes for the concluding word of a 
speech. I would rather understand it of the conelu. 
sion of a business; as Fr. queue bears the same sense. 
Gud kewis, may thus denote proper conduct in 
general.

It is used in a ludicrous sense, Evergreen, i. 119. 
And he keips ay best his kews, 

Spouts in his nichbours nek.
KY, s. pi. Cows, kine, S. Kie, id. O. E. 

Tydy ky lowis, velis by thaym rynnis, 
And snod and slekit worth thir beistis skinnis. 

Doug. Virgil, 402. 25. 
—Allc Northwales he set to truage hie: 
Tuenti pounde of gold be yere, thre hundretk

of siluer clere,
& ther to fyue hundreth kie ilk yere to his 

lardere. R. Brunne, p. 28. 
Isl. kyr, vacca; O. Fris. kij, vaccae; Jun. Etym. 

vo. Cow.
To KIAUVE, v. a. " To work, to knead,'' 

Moray.
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Then ye do buy a leaf o' wax,
And kiauve it weel, and mould it fair.

Jamieson's Popular Ball. ii. 283. 
This seems a corr. of TAAVE, q. v. 

KIBBLE, KYBILL, adj. Strong, firm; when ap 
plied to an animal, including the idea of activi 
ty or agility, S. B. 
Kybill is used by Wyntown.

All provit gret proues wyth hym then, 
Quhare men mycht se than eudanly 
Kybill ga yon lichtly, 
Dusch for dusch, and dynt for dynt; 
Mycht na man myss, quhare he wald mynt.

Cron. ix. 27. 406* 
In another MS. it is,

Gabill ya yow lichtly.
Mr Macpherson seems to view the term as inex 

plicable. But as the passage is most probably corr., 
perhaps it should be,

Kybill men ga on lichtly. 
By this time Lindy is right well shot out;— 
Fu' o* good nature, sharp and snell witha', 
And kibble grown at shaking of a fa'.

Ross's Helenore, p. 16.
KICK, s. A novelty; or something discovering 

vanity or singularity, S. A new kick is often 
used in this sense.

KICKY, adj. 1. Showy, gaudy, S. perhaps im 
plying the idea of that vanity which one shews 
in valuing one's self on account of dress. 

Auld Meg he^sel began the play, 
Clad in a bran-nevw hudden gray, 
And iri*t, I wat, she look'd fu' gay, 

And spruce and kicky.
Shirrefs' Poems, p. 213.

2. High-minded, aiming at what is above one's 
station, S.
This may perhaps be allied to Isl. kiaek-r^ audax, 

animosus; Su.G. kaeck^ Germ, keck^ id.; unless ab 
breviated from E. kickshaw , derived from Fr. quel- 
que chose. V. the adj. 
To KID, v. n. To toy'; as, to kid amang the lasses,

Fife; Su.G. kaet-jas lascivire. V. GATE. 
KID, KAID, s. The louse of sheep.

Some seeking lyce in the crown of it keelcs; 
Some chops the kids into their cheeks.

Polwart, Watson's Coll. iii. 21. 
Their swarms of vermine, and sheep kaidsy 
Delights to lodge^ beneath the plaids.

Clelantfs Poems, p. 34.
KYDD, part. pa. Made known, manifested; 

from kythe, kyith.
In the tyme of Arthur an aunter bytydde,— 
Whan he to Carlele was comen, and conqueror 

kydd.
Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 1. 

Chaucer, kid, kidde, id. A. S. cyth-an ostendere, 
notum facere.
KIDDY, adj. Wanton. Ang. V. CAIGIE. 
KIDE, s.

Now am I caught out of kide to cares so colde: 
Into care am I caught, and couched in clay. 

Sir Gawan and Sir Gal. i. 12.

K I L
It seems doubtful, whether it signifies acquaint 

ance, kindred, or country. A. S. kyth, kyththe, no- 
titia; consanguine!; patria. It is still said, S. that 
one is far away/rae aw his kith and kin. V. KITH. 
KIGH, s. A kigh of a cough is a slight tickling

cough, S.
Germ, keich-en tussire, Belg. kich-en, anhelare, 

difficulter spirare. 
KIGHENHEARTED, KICKENHEARTED, adj.

Fainthearted, chickenhearted, S.
This, especially from the appearance which the 

word has assumed in E., might at first seem to be 
formed from chicken. But it is certainly from Isl. 
Sw. kikn-a, subsidere, spiritumamittere; Verel. Ind. 
To KIGHER, KICKER, v. n. To titter, to laugh

in a restrained way, S. The usual phrase is,
kigherin and lauchin, as opposed to gawfin and
lauchin. V. GAUF.
Germ, kicker-n, id. Tout, keker-en, however^ is^ 

rendered cachinnari, immoderate ridere; Kilian. 
KIL, a term entering into the formation of many

names of places in S.
u The word kil is the same with the Gaelic word 

till) (the consonant c, in the Gaelic, being sounded 
hard, like k in English,) signifying a church-yard. 
Some make this word to signify a burying-place; 
but the Gaelic word for this is cladh. The word till 
is, perhaps, the original of the English word cell, 
which signifies the cave, or little habitation of a reli 
gious person." P. Kilmadock5 Perths. Statist. Ace. 
xx. 40.

Gael, till is not only rendered^ the grave, but a 
a chapel, a cell; Shaw. 
KYLE, s. A sound, a strait, S*

u All the horses and cows sold at the fairj swim 
to the mainland over one of the ferries or sounds 
called Kyles ; one of which is on the East, the other 
on the South side of Skie." Martin's West. Islands, 
p. 205.

It is also expl. an arm of the sea, Gael, caolis, id. 
P. Edderachilis, Sutherl. Statist. Ace. vi. 278. C. B. 
til signifies a bay, a gulf. Both these may be allied 
to Isl. tyll) gurges, vorago; whence kyl-a, irigurgi. 
tare, deglutire5 Landnanu Gl.; kyll, aquae ductus^ 
G. Andr. 
KILE, KYI^S, s. A chance.

Quo' she, unto- the sheal step ye o'er by, 
And warm yoursell till I milk out my ky.— 
Content were they, at sic a lucky kile, 
And thought they hadna gotten a beguile.

Ross's Helenore, p. 77. 
Come, Colin, now and give me kyle about, 
I helped you, when nane else wad, I doubt.

Ibid. p. 84.
This might seem to be from keil, q. a lucky throw 

at nine pins ; but rather a corr. of Cavil) q. v» 
sometimes pron. keul. Cale, turn, Derbys. is cer 
tainly from this source. u It is his cale to go;" Gl. 
Grose.
KYLE STONE, Ruddle. V. KEEL. 
KILL* To fire the kill, or kiln, to raise a combus 

tion, to kindle a flame.
" They parted after the Bishop had desired the 

Earl [Argyle] to take care of an old and noble fami- 
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Jy, and told him, that his opposing the clause, ex 
cepting the King's Sons and Brothers, had fired the 
Kiln." Wodrow's Hist. II. 206.

" He was afterwards told by a Bishop, That that 
had downrightjtfred the Kiln." Sprat, Ibid. p. 216. 

The phrase contains an allusion to the suddenness 
with which a kiln, filled with dry grain, is kindled. 
KILL-SPENDIN, s. An old term for the fire of a 

kiln, Ang. from the great expenditure of fewel. 
KILL-SUMMERS. V. SUMMERS. 
To KILL, v. a. To kiln dry, S.

" That the clause, tholingjire und water, by the 
received opinion of Lawyers, was only to be under 
stood of corns which were imported ungrinded, and 
killed and milled within the bounds of the thirlage." 
Fountainhall, I. 25. 
KILLING, s. Cod. V. KEELLING. 
KILLOGIE, s. V. LOGIE. 
KILLYLEEPY, s. The Common Sandpiper,

Tringa hypoleucos, Linn. Loth. 
KILT, KELT, s. A loose dress, extending from 

the belly to the knee, in the form of a petti 
coat ; worn in the Highlands by men, and in 
the Lowlands by very young boys, S. The 
Highlanders call this piece of dress ihejilibeg. 
The following account is given of the dress of a 

Highland gentleman in the Isle of Sky.
u He wore a pair of brogues,—Tartan hose which 

came tip only near to his knees, and left them bare; 
—a purple camblet &7/,—a black waistcoat,—a short 
green cloth coat bound with gold cord,—a yellowish 
bushy wig,—a large blue bonnet with a gold thread 
button." Boswell's Journ. p. 183.

Aft have I wid thro' glens with chorking feet, 
When neither plaid nor kelt cou'd fend the w«et. 

Ramsay*s Poems, ii. 393.
Pennant seems to speak as if kelt were a Gael, 

term. V. Filibeg. But Gael, caelt is used only in 
a general sense for apparel. The term is undoubted 
ly Goth. Su.G. kilt) kiolt, is rendered sinus, de 
noting that part of the gown above the girdle which 
used to be very wide, and was employed for contain 
ing or carrying any thing : Isl. kellta, kiollta, sinus 
vestis anterior; G. Andr. p. 141. Kiolta occurs in 
deed in the sense of gremium. / kiolta bera, shall 
carry in his bosom; Isa. xl. 11. V. Verel. Ind. 
From the term, as used in the sense of sinus or lap, 
is formed Su.G. kolt, praetexta, vestis infantum; 
barn-kolt, a child's coat. Barn som gaar i kolt, a 
child in coats, i. e. as expressed in S. u He still wears 
a kilt)" or, " he has not got breeches."

The term, however, in Su.G. and Isl., as denot 
ing lap and bosom., seems to have had only a 
slight transition from its primitive signification; 
which, I apprehend, occurs in MoesG, kilthei, ven- 
ler, uterus. Ganimis in kilthein, concyries in utero; 
Luc. i. 31. This, as some have supposed, is the root 
of A. S. did, E. child.
To KILT, or KILT UP, v. a. i. To tuck up, to 

truss. A woman is said to kilt her coats, when 
she tucks them up, S.

For Venus efter the gys and maner thare, 
Ane actiue bow apoun hir schulder bare? —

KIN
With wind waffing hir haris lowsit of trace3 
Hir skirt kiltit till hir bare knee.

Doug. Virgil, 23. 3. 
Kilt up your clais abone your waist, 
And speid yow hame again in haist.

Lyndsay, Pink. S. P. R. ii. 50. 
Now she has kilted her robes of green,

A piece below her knee; 
And a' the live-lang winter night 

The dead corp followed she.
Ritson's S. Songs, ii. 203.

Dan. kflt-rer, to gird, kilt-er op, opkilt-er, Su.G. 
upkilt-a, to truss, to tuck up, tunicam succingere; 
Ihre. The girdle which fastens up the clothes is 
called kilter-band. Hence, as would seem, the E. 
phrase, to be in kelter, to be ready or prepared. On 
this word Seren. mentions O. Sw. upkilta kona, colli- 
gatis vestibus mulier, quo paratior officiis obeundis 
fiat; adding, Et hinc verisimile est hoc, Ang. kel 
ter, usurpari coepisse de eo, qui est in promtu. 
He renders upkilta, vestes supra ventrem colligare. 
The affinity of the v. to MoesG. kilthei, venter, is 
obvious. V. the s.
2. To elevate or lift up any thing quickly, Ang. 

It is applied ludicrously to tuckiug up by a had- 
ter.

———Their bare preaching now 
Makes the thrush-bush keep the cow. 
Better than Scots or English kings 
Could do by kilting them with strings.

ClelancTs Poems, p. 30.
KILTING, s. The lap, or part of a woman's pettk 

coat that is tucked up, S.
" She has got a kid in her kilting;" S. Prov. 

" That is, she has got a bastard about her.—Women, 
when they go to work, truss up their petticoats with 
a belt, and this they call their kilting." Kelly, 
p. 300. 
KILT-RACK, s. That which lifts up the rack

of a miln, Ang. V. Kilt9 v. 
KILTER, s. Apparently, cheer, entertainment. 

Right cozylie to ease was set my stumps, 
Well hap'd with bountith hose and twa-sol'd

pumps; 
Syne on my four-hours luncheon chew'd my

cood, 
Sic kilter pat me in a merry mood.

Starrat, Ramsay7 s Poems, ii. 389. 
Properly, preparation; evidently the same with E. 

kelter. V. KILT, v. 
KIN,j. Kind, S.

It is variously combined, as cdkin, all kind of, 
sometimes redundantly, alkin kynd, S. B. sik kin, such 
kind, na kin, no kind, quhat kin (S. corr. whattin, 
Rudd.) what kind of, &c.

The companie all haillelie, leist and best, 
Thrang to the well to drink, quhilk ran south

west.
Throw out ane meid quhair alkin flouris grew.. 

Palice of Honour, ii. 41. 
Thair was na hope of mercie till deuyis, 
Thair was na micht my friend be na kin wyis.

Ibid. i. 71. 
The races o'er, they hale the dools
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Wi' drink o' a' kin kind; 

Great feck gae hirplin hame like fools,, 
The cripple lead the blind.

Fergusson's Poems, ii 54« 
Ony tiny Wyntown, vi. 14. 118.; viii. 4. 23. 
A. S. cmne, IsL kin, Goth, kun, id. A. S. eall- 

cyn, omnigenus. Su.G. allkyns is used precisely in 
the same sense, being rendered, omnis generis; Ihre, 
vo. Koen.
KINBOT, s. The reparation to be made, for the 

sudden slaughter of a relative, by the payment 
of a sum to the survivors.
This was one of the privileges demanded by Mac- 

duff, in return for his noble exertions in behalf of 
Malcolm Canmore: Quod ipse, et omnes in poste- 
rum de sua cognatione, pro subitanea et improvisa 
occisione, gauderent privilegio legis McDuff, ubi ge- 
nerosus occidens solvendo argcnti quatuor marcas ad 
Kinbot, et vernaculus duodecim marcas, remissionem 
plenariam exinde feportaret. Fordun. Scotichron. 
Lib. v. c. 9.

Lord Hailcs has observed, that Fordun, by using 
the expression, u that they should have the benefit 
of McDuff's Law," plainly refers to an usage which 
existed in his own times: and that Buchanan, Lib. 
vii. p. 115., says that this law, usque ad aetatem pa- 
trum nostrorum, quamdiu scilicet ex ea familia super- 
fuit quisquam, duravit. Lord Hailes indeed conjec 
tures, that this could only have been a temporary 
privilege, continuing to the tenth generation; An 
nals, I. 4. Butjfchis conjecture is not supported by 
proof. If Macduff asked this privilege as the re 
ward of his services, it is more probable that he 
would ask it without hesitation, in perpetuam rei 
memoriam, than that he should restrict it to a cer 
tain number of generations» On the other hand, if 
Malcolm saw no absurdity in granting such a privilege 
for ten generations, he would perceive as little in 
making it coeval with the existence of Macduff's 
posterity. If he granted it at all, it would certainly 
be in the terms in which it was demanded.

The word is evidently from A, S. cm kindred, and 
bot compensation.
KYND, s. Nature. Of tynd, according to the 

course of nature, or by natural relation.
Oure liege lord and king he wes,— 
His air, that of kynd wes kyng, 
And of all rycht wyth-out demyng,

Wyntown, ix. 26. 41. 
" The word is radically the same with kyn;" Gl.

KYND, KYNDLY, adj. l. Natural, kindred, of or 
belonging to kind.

Than the knycht sayd, Now I se 
In-to the kynd rwte set the tre.—— 

This is resolved in another place.
Now gottyn has that tre the rwte 
Of kynd, oure confort and oure bute.

Wyntown, vii. 4. 140. 164. 
Of that rute the kynd flew oure, 
As flouris havand that sawowre, 
He had, and held.——*-

Ibid. ix. 26. 107, 
E. kindly is used in the same sense.

KIN
2« Native.

Wythin this place, in al plesour and thryfl 
Are hale the pissance quhilkis in iust battell 
Slane in defence of thare kynd cuntre fell.

Doug. Virgil^ 188. 15.
KINGERVIE, s. A name given to a species of 

Wrasse.
u Turdi alia species; it is called by our fishers, the 

Sea-tod or Kingervie." Sibb. Fife, p. 128. 
KING'S-HOOD, s. The second of the four 

stomachs in ruminating animals; the Reticulum, 
honey -comb or bonnet, S. from its supposed re 
semblance to some puckered head-dress former 
ly worn by persons of rank. 
The omentum in Teut. is called huyve; which has 

the same signification, a coif.
KINGS-WEATHER, s. A name given to the 

exhalations seen to arise from the earth in a 
warm day. V. SUMMER-COUTS. 

To KINK, i). n. 1. To labour for breath, in a 
severe fit of coughing; especially applied to a 
child in the chin-cough, who during the fit of 
coughing seems almost entirely deprived of re 
spiration, S. A. Bor.
Teut. kink-en, difficulter spirare; leviter atque 

inaniter ttissire; singultire; Kilian. 
2. " To laugh immoderately," Gl. Sibb. S. This 

properly conveys the idea of such a convulsive 
motion as threatens suffocation. V. KINK- 
HOST.

KINK, s. 1. A violent fit of coughing, attended 
with suspension of breathing, S. 

Let others combine, 
'Gainst the plum and the line. 

We value their frowns not a kink.
Morrisotfs Poems, p. 215.

This seems synon. with the S. phrase used in a si 
milar sense, not a host, or cough. 
2. A convulsive fit of laughter, S. A. Bor. V. 

the v.
A. S. cincung, cachinnatio.

KINKHOST, s. The hooping-cough, S. Lincolns. 
—Overganeall with Angleberries as thou grows

aid, 
The Kinkhost, the Charbucle, and worms in

the chieks.
Montgomerie, Watson's ColL iii. 13. V. CLEIKS. 
The change of this word into chin-cough, E. is 

quite absurd, as it obscures both the sense and the 
origin. It is evidently the same with Belg. kink-hoe st. 

This term contains a description of the disease; 
being com p. of Teut. kinck-en (Jifficulter spirare, and 
hoest tussis ; as the patient labours for breath in the 
fits of coughing. Kilian, with less judgment than he 
usually displays, derives the term from kinck-horen, 
a certain wreathed shell; it being said that it tends 
to mitigate the disease, if the patient drink out of a 
shell of this kind. The Su.G. term is kikhosta, from 
kikn-a used precisely as the i>. kink; quum quis prae 
nimio vel risu vel etiam tussi anhelitum perdit; Ihre. 
KINKEN, s. A small barrel, a cag, S. B., whe 

ther equal to ^jirkm, or the half of it, I cannot 
certainly learn. 
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" He comes down Deeside,—sets watches, goes to 

two ships lying in the harbour, plunders about 20 
barrels or kinkens of powder," Spalding's Troubles, 
II. 295.

E. kilderkin is used in the same sense. Johns, 
derives it from Belg. kindekin a baby, a little child. 
Our word has much more resemblance. But the idea 
is fanciful.
KINNEN, j. A rabbit, S. V. CUNING. 
KINRENT, KYN, s. Kindred.

On our kynrent) deyr God, quhen will thou 
rew ? Wallace, ii. 195. MS. 

Quidder ettil ye, or quhat kinrent.
Doug. Virgil^ 244. 13. 

A. S. cynrene^ cynryn^ id. 
KYNRIK, KINRYKE, s. i. Kingdom.

For Jhon the Balyoune to Munross than he
send,

And putt hyn? doune for euir of this kynrik. 
Wallace, \. 119. MS. 

. Reign, possession of a kingdom.
" —The yeir of God, ane thousand foure hun- 

dreth, xxiiii. yeiris; and of his kinryke the .xix. 
yeir." Tit. Acts Ja. I. Parl. 2.; also Parl. 3. 
and 4. id. Edit. 1566.

A.S. cynric regnum, from cyne, regius, regalis, and 
rice, which is used in the same sense; rica, princeps; 
Isl. ryk-a, regnare, MoesG. reikin-on, id. from 
reikS) princeps. Sw. kungrike, Teut. koningreich, 
regnum. 
KINSCH, s. Apparently, kindred.

The man may ablens tyne a stot, 
That cannot count his kinsch.

Cherrie and Slae, st. 79.
Instead of ablens Ramsay has eithly, Prov. p. 67. 
This was a proverbial phrase, probably containing 

an allusion to some ancient custom.
KINSCH, s. The twist or doubling given to a 

cord or rope, by means of a short stick passed 
through it, in order to draw it tighter; a term 
used in packing goods, S.
The origin is probably Isl. kinka, artuum nodus, 

seu extrema sphaera articuli; G. Andr. p. 145. as 
a kinsch bears considerable resemblance to a knuckle 
or joint. It may indeed be radically the same with 
Belg. kink, a bend, a turning. Daar is een kink in 
den kabel, There is an obstacle in the way; literal 
ly, a twist in the cable. I am at a loss to say, 
whether it be allied to Knitch, q. v.
To KINSCH, -y. a. To twist and fasten a rope, as 

above described, S. V. the s. To cast a Mnsch, 
id. S.

KIOW-OWS, s.pl. l. Silly tattles, trifling dis 
course, such as to indicate a weak understand 
ing, S. B* It nearly corresponds to Lat. nu- 
gae.

2. Things of a trivial nature, which become the 
subject of such discourse, S. B.
Hence a person who occupies his mind with such 

frivolous matters or conversation, is called a kiozs- 
owin bodie.

Com perhaps from E. gewgaws / which Skinner 
4

KIP
derives from A. S. gegaf, nugae, or heawgas, simu 
lacra, sculptura. 
To KIP, v. a. To take the property of another

by fraud or violence, Loth.
Su.G. kipp.a, C. B. cipp-io, to take any thing 

violently. 
To KIP, v. n. To play the truant; a term used

by scholars, Loth. This seems merely aa
oblique sense of the last <u. 

KIPPAGE, s. Disorder, confusion. One isr
to be in a sad kippage, when reduced to a disa 
greeable dilemma, Loth, 

KIPPER, s. l. This word originally denoted
salmon in the state of spawning ; the term be~
ing used as synon. with reid Jische. It retains
this sense, S. A. being applied to foul fish.
" Of slauchter of redde fish, or Kipper." Tit. 

Acts Ja. IV. 15Q3. c. 72., Skene, Murray. In 
the chapter itself redde Jish is the only phrase used.

Skinner thinks that the word denotes young sal. 
mon or fry; deriving it from Belg. kipp-en, to hatch. 
But although this is most probably the origin, the 
term is more nearly related, in the sense we have 
given, than in that assigned by Skinner. Teut. 
kipp-en, excludere ova; Kilian. Kipp-er is thus q. 
a spawner. V. REID FISCHE.

As salmon, in the foul state are unfit for use, while 
fresh ; they are usually cured and hung up. Hence 
the word, properly denoting a spawning fish, has 
been transferred to one that is salted and dried. In. 
deed, throughout Scotland, the greatest part of those 
formerly kippered, by the vulgar at least, were foul 
fish.

This sense is confirmed by the use of the word 
kepper in the O. E. Law.

u That no person—take and kyl any Salmon» or 
Trowtes, not beyng in season, being kepper Salmons, 
or kepper Trowtes, shedder Salmons, or shedder 
Trowtes." Acts Hen. VII. c. 21. Rastell's Sta 
tutes, Fol. 182. a.

The season in which it is forbidden to kill salmon, 
is called Kipper-time.

u That no salmon be taken between Gravesend 
and Henly upon Thames in Kipper-time , viz. be. 
tween the Invention of the Cross (3 May) and the 
Epiphany." Rot. Parl. 50 Edw. III. Cowel.

Whether shedder be synon* with kipper, from the 
v. shed as signifying the act of spawning, or the one 
respect the male, and the other the female, seems un 
certain. Kipper is the only one which seems to have 
been used in S. Kipper, however, is properly the 
name given to the male fish ; the female is calted a 
Roan or Raaner, Border.

Kipper is still u-sed in the same sense by E. writers.
u The salmon—after spawning——become very 

poor and thin, and then are called Kipper." Penn. 
Zool. III. 242. 
2. Salmon salted, hung and dried, S.

This is now the general sense of the term. Hence, 
To KIPPER fob, to cure them by means of salt

and pepper, and by hanging them up, in a split
form, in the sun, or near a fire, S.
" The kippering of salmon i$ successfully prac~
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tised in several parts of this parish.—It is an error 
to suppose, as some have ignorantly done, that kip 
pered salmon means corrupted salmon." P. Killearn, 
Stirl. Statist. Ace. xvi. 122. 123.

Although now salmon, in a proper state, are often 
kippered for domestic use or sale; the writer seems 
not to have known what was the former practice.
KIR, adj. Cheerful. To look kir, to have a

smile of satisfaction on the countenance, Ayrs.
IsL kiaer, carus, dear. 

KIRK, s. 1. The church or body of Christians
adhering to one doctrine, S.
u It is ane thing maist requisite, that the true Kirk 

be decerned fra the filthie synagogues, be cleare and 
pcrfite notes, least we being deceived, receive and 
imbrace, to our awin condemnatioun, the ane for the 
uther." Scots Confess. Faith, § 18. 
2. A house appropriated for public worship, S.

" The scales war apointed to be maid in Sanct 
Gyles Kirk, so that preicheing was neglected." 
Knox's Hist. p. 187.

A. S. C2/rce, o/rzc, ecclesia, templum, Su.G. kyrka^ 
Germ.kirche, id. The more general opinion is, that 
this has been formed from Gr. *t;g<«fc-ov. A variety 
of different etymons are mentioned by Ihre: some, of 
them whimsical enough. But none of them goes be. 
yond that of Sibb., that ca/rc, templum, is " from 
being shut up as in a prhon; Goth, karkar, Lat. 
earcer;"—an etymon, indeed, not a little suited to 
the feelings of many in this age. 
To KIRK, v. a. To carry a person to church j

as to kirk a bride, &c. S.
A bride is said to be kirkit, the first time she goes 

to church after she has been married; on which oc- 
easion she is usually attended by some of the marri 
age-company. She still retains the name of bride, 
among the vulgar, till she has been at church. The 
same language is used with respect to a woman who 
has been in child-bed. It is certainly highly proper, 
that she, who has been preserved in the hour of her 
sorrow, should, as soon as she can do it without 
danger, go to the house of God to give thanks for 
her deliverance. But, in the North of S. at le«ist, 
this is a matter of absolute superstition : and hence 
the custom, as is generally the effect of superstition, 
has dwindled down into a mere unmeaning form. 
She, who has been in childbed, it is believed, cannot 
with propriety, before she be kirkit^ enter into the 
house of her nearest neighbour or most intimate 
friend. Her unhallowed foot would expose the te 
nement to some mischance. Some carry this so far, 
that they would not taste any food that she had 
dressed. Hence it is evidenjt, that she is supposed to 
receive some sort of purification from the church. 
But it is not reckoned necessary, that she should be 
present at any part of divine service. If she set her 
foot within the walls, it is enough. She may then 
enter into any other house, with full assurance that 
the inhabitants can receive no injury; and without 
scruple return to her ordinary work in her own.

A family is also said to be kirkit^ the first time 
they go to church after there has been a funeral in 
it. Till then, it is deemed inauspicious for any 
of them to work at their ordinary employment.

K I R
Harry the Minstrel mentions a kyrkynfest^ Wal 

lace, xi. 352. MS.
Inglissmen thocht he tuk mar boundandly 
Than he was wont at ony tym befor: 
Thai haiff him tane, put him in presone sor, 
Quhat gestis he had, to tell thai mak request. 
He said, it was bot till a kyrkyn fest. 

When a bride goes to church the first time after 
marriage, as she is then said to be kirkit, among the 
lower classes there is generally a feast prepared for 
the company that attends her, which they partake 
of after their return. There is sometimes also an 
entertainment given to friends, when a woman has 
been at church for the first time after child-bearing. 
It is uncertain, to which of these Blind Harry al 
ludes; most probably to the latter.

This seems to have been called Kirkale, O. E. 
For Kirkhale^ as used by Hardyng, is certainly an 
erratum.

—At his kirkhale and purificacion, &c.
Chron. Fol. 129. b; 

V. the passage, vo. JIZZEN-BED. 
This is the same with Su.G. kyrkegaangsoel^ hila- 

ria ob benedictionem Sacerdotis acceptam a puerpe- 
ra, Ihre; q. the ale, \. e. feast or entertaiment given 
after ganging to the kirk.
KIRK THE GUSSIE, a sort of play. The gussie is 

a large ball, which one party endeavours to 
beat with clubs into a hole, while another drives 
it away. When the ball is lodged in the hole, 
the gussie is said to be kirkit, Ang. 
As gussie signifies a sow, S. the game may have 

had a Fr. origin. For Cotgr. informs us that Fr. 
truye> which properly signifies a sow, also denotes a 
kind of game.
KIRKINE, adj. Of, or belonging to the church ^ 

used subst.
Corrector of Kirkine was clepit the Clake.

Houlate^ i. 17.
A. S. cyricean-ealdor) a church-warden; cyricena 

stale , sacrilege. V. Somner.
KIRK-MAISTER, s. A deacon in the church, one 

who has the charge of ecclesiastical temporali 
ties. Kyrk-master> church-warden, A. Bor. 
" There was not Kirk-maitters or deacons, ap 

pointed in the Parochin to receiue the taxation ap 
pointed." Acts Ja. VI. 1572. c. 54.

They seem to have received this name of authori 
ty, as being chosen " to tax their nichtbouris,—for 
the bigging, mending and reparation of Paroche 
kirks/' Ibid.

Teut. kerk-maester^ aedituus, templi custos et tem- 
pli curam gerens, oeconomus templi, Kilian; a 
church-warden; Sewel. 
KIRKMAN, s. A churchman, an ecclesiastic.

u Mareover, it sail not be lefull to put the offices 
of Thesaurie, Controllerie, into the hands of ony 
Kirkman, or uthers quhilkis are not abell to exerces 
the saids offices." Knox's Hist. p. 231. 232. 
KIRK-TOWN, s. A village or hamlet in which the 

parish-church is erected, S. synon. with Cla- 
chap. 

To KIRN, v. a. 1. To churn milk, S.
For you nae mair the thrifty gudewife sees
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Her lasses kirn, or birze the dainty cheese.

Fergusson's Poems, p. 74. 
2. To toss hither and thither, to throw any thing

into a disorderly state, S.
A. S. cern-an, agitare butyrum, Teut. kern-en, 

Su.G. kern-a,
These verbs seem derived from others which have 

a more primitive form; A. S. cyr-an, Germ, kehr- 
en, vertere, Isl. keir-a, vi pellere. What is churn 
ing, but driving with force? 
KIRN, j. l. A churn, S. kern, A. Bor.

" Eith to learn the cat to the kirn;" S. Prov. 
" An ill custom is soon learn'd, but not so soon for 
gotten." Kelly, p. 93.

Teut. kerne, id. Su.G. kerna.
2. Metaph. applied to a mire, S. " The ground's

a mere kirn" 
KIRNEN, s. Familiarity, Gl. Shirr., S. B. q.

mixing together.
" I believe she was a leel maiden, an' I canna say 

bat I had a kirnen wi' her, an' a kine o' a harlin fa 
vour for her." Journal from London, p. 7. 
KIRN-MILK, s. Buttermilk, S. Yorks.

" —Thai maid grit cheir of euyrie sort of mylk 
baytht of ky mylk & youe mylk, sueit mylk & sour 
mylk,—grene eheis, kyrn mylk." Compl. S. p. 66.

Teut. kern-melck, id. V. KIRN, v.
KIRN-STAFF, j. The instrument employed for 

agitating the cream in churning, S. V. CHEESE- 
RACK.

KIRN, s. 1. The feast of harvest-home, S. 
synon. maiden-feast.

As bleak-fac'd Hallowmas returns, 
They get the jovial, ranting kirns, 
When rural life, o} ev'ry station, 
Unite in common recreation. Burns, iii. 6. 7. 

2. The name sometimes given to the last handful 
of grain cut down on the harvest-field, S. 
The person who carries off this, is said to win the 

kirn, Ang. It is formed into a little figure, dressed 
like a child's doll, called the Maiden; also the kirn- 
baby, Loth, and the Hare or Hair in Ayrsh.

In the North of E. kern.baby denotes u an image 
dressed up with corn, carried before the reapers to their 
mell-supper, or harvest home." Grose's Prov. Gl.

It may be supposed, that this use of the term refers 
to the kirn or churn being used on this occasion. 
For a churn-full of cream forms a principal part of 
the entertainment.

Ait-cakes, twa riddle-fu', in ranks
Pil'd up they gard appear; 

An', reamin owre, the Kirn down clanks, 
An' sets their chafts asteer, 

Fu' fast that night.
Rev. J. NicoVs Poems, i. 154. 

It is in favour of this as the origin, that as Kern" 
baby is used, A. Bor. to denote the maiden, churn 
is synon. For churn-gotting is expl. " a night 
ly feast after the corn is out ff. cut!. North." Gl.
& *" -* 

rose.
But neither the custom of introducing the churn, 

nor the orthography, are decisive proofs; because 
both might originate from an idea that the churn was 
the thing referred to.

K I S
It may respect the quern or hand-miln, as ancient. 

ly used at this time in preparing the first portion of 
the new grain. But the origin is quite uncertain» 
V. MAIDEN and RAPEGRYNE.

Brand views Kern Baby as " plainly a corrup. 
tion of Corn Baby or Image, as is the Kern or Churn 
Supper of Corn Supper." He derives the name Mell- 
supper from " Fr. mesl-er, to mingle or mix toge 
ther, the master and servant being promiscuously at 
one table, all being upon an equal footing. Popu 
lar Antiq. p. 307.

Towards the end of December, the Romans cele 
brated the Ludi Juvenales ; and the harvest being 
gathered in, the inhabitants of the country observed 
the feast of the goddess Vacuna, so named, as has 
been conjectured, because she presided over those 
who were released from labour, vacantibus et otiosis 
praeesset. V. Rosin. Antiq. Rom. p. 174. Some 
have supposed that this is the origin of our Harvest- 
home.

I am informed by a learned friend, that he has seen 
figures of the kind described above, in the houses 6f 
the peasantry in the vicinity of Petersburg; whence 
he is inclined to think that the same custom must be 
prevalent in Russia.

Durandus has observed, that " there was a custom 
among the heathens, much like this, at the gathering 
in of their harvest, when servants were indulged with 
liberty and being on an equality with their masters 
for a certain time." Rational, ap. Brand, ut sup. 
p. 303. Hospinian supposes that the heathen copied 
this custom from the Jews. It has been conjectured 
that it has been transmitted to us by the former. 
The Saxons, among their holidays, set apart a week 
at harvest. It has been already observed, that a- 
mong the Romans, Vacuna, also called Vacina, was 
the name of the goddess to whom the rustics sacrific 
ed at the conclusion of harvest. Ibid. p. 304—306.
KIRNEL, KYRNEILL, s. " One of the low in 

terstices of wall on the battlements," Pink. 
A cruk thai maid at thair diuiss, 
Off irnc, that wes styth and squar, 
That fra it in ane kyrneill war, 
And the leddre tharfra straitly 
Strckit, it suld stand sekyrly.

Barbour, x. 365. MS. 
Kyrnels, R. Brunne, Chaucer. 
L. B. kernellae, quarnelli, crenealx; Rom. Rose. 

V. Warton's Hist. I. 68. Fr. creneaux, the battle 
ments of a wall; crenele, embattled.
KISH, s. The name given by the iron-smelters, 

at Carron and Clyde Iron Works, to a shining 
powdery matter, which separates from pig-iron 
that has been long kept in a melted state. 
Kish, in its nature, is very analogous to Plum« 

bago or Black Lead, or, as it is more commonly 
called, Carburet of iron.
KISSING-STRINGS, s. pi. Strings tied under 

the chin, S.
The first time I to town or market gang,— 
A pair of kissing-strings, and gloves, fire-new, 
As gueed as I can wyle, shall be your due. 

Ross's Helenore^ p. 34.
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KIST, KYST, /. A chest, S., Yorks.

With dreidful hart thus speryt wicht Wallace,
At Schyr Ranald, for the chartir off pees.
Neuo, he said, thir wordis ar uocht les,
It is lewyt at Corsbe in the kyst
Quhar thou it laid, tharoff na othyr wist.

Wallace, vii. 161. MS. 
But a wcel-plenish'd mailin has Geordio, 
And routh o* guid goud i' his kist.

Rev. J. NlcoFs Poems^ ii. 158. 
,2. A coffin, S., sometimes a dead-kist.

4t The six gentlemen received his head with woe- 
ful hearts, which with the corps, was shortly put 
in a kist." Spalding's Troubles, ii. 220.

A. S. cest, Germ, kist, Su.G. kist-a, Lat. cist-a, 
a chest, in general. A. S. cysle, a coffin, Luk. vii. 
14. Belg. doodkist; Isl. leikistu, literallyfl a dead- 
kist, from leik a dead body, and kist a chest. Per 
haps the root is Heb. D^, kis, loctilus, crumena, 
marsupium, a little chest or bag for holding weights 
or money. Goth, kas, a vessel for containing wa 
ter, for measuring corn, £c. Pers. cadi, Goth. 
kista, Celt, kest, capsula. 
To KIST, v. a. To inclose in a coffin, S.

u John Logic's head was first kisted, and both to 
gether were conveyed to the Gray Friar kirk-yard, 
and buried." Spald'mg's Troubles, ii. 220. Hence, 
KISTING, s. The act of putting a corps into a 

coffin, with the entertainment given on this me 
lancholy occasion, S.

KIT, ,r. A' tie &£, or tie laltt kit, the whole 
assortment, all taken together ; applied both to 
persons and things, S.

'Twas whiskey made them a' sae crouse, 
And gart them rin their foes to souse; 
But now I wad na gi'e ae louse

For «' the kit i
For unco, unco dull and douse, 

And wae, they sit. 
R. Galloway's Poems, p. 170. 

Allied perhaps to Su.G. kyt-a, to exchange, to 
barter; as analogous to the phrase, the haill coup. 
Isl. barna kad, however, denotes a multitude of 
infants; infantum multitudinem, G. Andr. V. 
COUP.
KITCHEN, s. ,\. Any thing eaten with bread ;

corresponding to Lat. opsonium, S.
"The cottagers and poorer sort of the people 

have not always what is called kitchen, that is 
milk or beer, to their meals." P. Speymouth, Mo. 
rays.-Statist. Ace. xiv. 401. Here, however, the 
term is used in a very limited sense.

u Salt herrings too made great part of their kitch 
en (opsonium,) a word that here signifies whatever 
gives a relish to bread or porridge." P. Inveresk, 
M Loth. Statist. Ace. xvi. 39. 
2. " An allowance instead of milk, butter, small

beer, and some other articles of less valne."
* c There are about ane 100 ploughmen aud car 

ters, whose annual wages are from L. 4 to L. 5 in 
money, 20s. for kitchen, &c." Statist. Ace. Cra- 
mond; i. 218.

K Y T
There is no E. word which expresses the same 

idea. Meat is not nearly so extensive in its signifi 
cation. For kitchen not only denotes butcher-meat, 
but any thing that is used as a substitute for it, as 
fish, eggs, cheese, milk, &c.

This term may perhaps be allied to- Isl. kiot, 
Su.G. £0el/,-Dan. kod, flesh. In Isl. it is sometimes 
written kuett. En kaett tonnum, flesh for the teeth ; 
Alfs S. p. 12. It occurs in the compound term Ros- 
sa£/0/sat, the eating of horse flesh. This custom 
prevailed among the Icelanders, in common with the 
other Gothic nations, before their conversion to 
Christianity. Hence it is said ; En?i um barnautburd 
oc rossakiotsat skulu halldast en fornu log: u As 
for the exposing of infants, and eating of horse-flesh, 
they were ancient customs." Kristnisaga, p. 100.

It seems doubtful, however, whether this be 
not merely the original sense of the E. word kit* 
chen. There can be no doubt, that the apart 
ment thus denominated, receives its name be- 
cause the food used by the family is cooked 
there- as Tout, kokene, keuckene, culina, are 
from koken coquere. The same correspondence 
may be remarked in the cognate terms. Novr, 
kitchen seems primarily to have denoted what was 
cooked, and thence to have been transferred to the 
place where this work was performed. We have 
some vestiges of this in other languages. Thus 
Dan. kiokken, as it denotes a kitchen, also signifies 
food dressed ; kold kiokken, cold meat, or as it might 
be rendered, S., cauld kitchen. Fr. cuisine is also 
used in both senses; Leur vuisine ordinaire, their 
stated diet, or usual proportion of victuals.

We have an old Prov. in which this word occurs; 
" Hunger's gud kitchen.*' In Sw. there is one very 
similar: Hun grig mag ar baesta kuekn; A good 
stomach is the best sauce (or cookery) ; Wideg.

It is also said; u It is ill kitchen that keeps the 
bread away; Ramsay's S. Prov.' p. 45.
To KITCHEN, v. a. To serve as kitclen, S. 

For me I can be well content 
To eat my bannock on the bent. 

And kitchen*t wi'- fresh air.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 84. 

The poor man's wine, 
His wee drap parritch, or his bread, 

Thou kitchens fine.
Burns, iii. 14. 

KITCHEN, s. « A tea-urn or vase." Sir J.
Sinclair's Observ. p. 171.

KITCHEN-FEE, s. The drippings of meat 
roasted before the fire, S.
It seems to receive this name, because the kitch 

en-maids claim this as a perquisite, q. a reward for 
their service in dressing victuals; and seJl it for their 
own emolument.
KYTE, s. l. The belly. A muckle kyte, a big 

belly ; kite^ id. A. Bor.
Swa was confessioun ordanit at first, 
Thocht Codrus kyte suld cleif aud birst.

Kitteis Conf. Lyndsay's Warkis, p. 317. 
Think ye this youth's a gilly-gawpy, 
And that his gentle stamock's master 
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To worry up a pint of plaister, 
Like our mill-knaves that lift the lading, 
Whase kytes can streek out like raw plaiding ? 

Ramsay9 s Poems, ii. 525.
2. The stomach. Afow kyte, a full stomach, S.

" Jt is ill your kyte's common," i. e. I have de 
served better of you, because I have often filled 
your belly; S. Prov. Kelly, p. 199.

This is undoubtedly allied to Isl. kwid-r, quid-r, 
qucd, MoesG. quid, Su.G. qued, venter. Isl. st- 
gandi quidr, subsidicus venter, Verel. Ind. a seg- 
gin kyte, S. V. SEG. Quidar fylli, analogous to the 
vulgar phrase, a fow byte, occurs in the Isl. Prov. 
Seter er fogr fraede, enn quidar fylli ; Wisdom is 
better than a full belly, Verel. Ind, Both the Isl. 
and Su.G. terms signify also the womb; corres 
ponding to A. S. cwith matrix, and MoesG. quith-us 
uterus. Hafwa i knae oc annat i qwidi; to hare one 
child on the knees, and another in the womb; Leg. 
Westg. ap. VereJ. et Ihre. Kuidargirnd signifies 
gluttony, Spec. Reg. p. 609., from kuid belly, and 
girnd, earnest desire, or greediness.
KYTE-FOW, s. A vulgar term for a belly-full, S. 

This corresponds to Isl. quidar full. V. KYTE, 
etymon. Quidafull is used to denote a pregnant 
woman, quasi quae nterum plenum habet; Ihre, vo. 
Full. V. KYTE.
KITH, s. 1. Acquaintance, circle of acquain 

tance. It is said, that one is not near either to 
kith or kin, when removed to a distance from 
both friends and relations.

A gleib o' lan', a claut o' gear,
Was left me by [my] auntie, Tarn; 

At kith or kin I need na spier, 
An I saw ane and twenty, Tarn,

Burns, iv. 315. 
It occurs in this sense in O. E.

It is rnth to rede howe ryghtwyse men lyued, 
Howe they defowled her fleche, forsoke hyr

own will ;
Farre fro kj/thauH from kinne ill clothed yeden, 
Badly bedded, no book but Conscience ; 
Ne no ryches but the rode, to reioice hem 

therin. P. Ploughman, Fol. 85, a. 
2. Shew, appearance, marks by which one is 

known.
The King cumly in kith, coverit with croune, 
Callit knychtis sa kene.

Gawan and GoL ii. 1.
It is used by R. Brunne, as denoting country, al 

though this sense is overlooked by Hearne, 
We be comen alle of kynde of Germenie, 
That chaced has the Bretons here of ther kythe. 
Tfo-w ere thei comen to clayme it, & mykelle

force tham with. 
Other bihoues vs defend it, or yelde vp our

right. Chron. p. 2. 
Lan gland uses it in the same sense.

He should haue be Lord of the land, in lenth
& bredth,

And also king of that kyth, his kynne for to
helpe. P. Ploughman, F. 14, b.

A. S. cythe, cytkthe, notitia; cyth-an, to shew ;
Teut. kit) notus, synon. with Teut. kond, Kilian,

K I T
A.S. cyththe is also rendered, patria, vel consanguu 
nei in patria viventes ; Lye.
To KYTHE, KYITH, v. a. 1. To make known, 

to shew, S.
— In thy notis suete the treson telle, 

That to thy sister trewe and innocent, 
Was kythit by hir husband false and fell. 

K. Quatr, ii. 37.
Amang the rest (Schir) learne to be ane King : 
Kith on that craft that pregnant fresche iri-

Grantit to thee be influence diuyne.
Lyndsay's Warkis, 1592, p. 195. 

R. Brunne uses it in the same sense, p. 175. 
R. also suithe did set his pauilloun, 
His maistrie sone gan kithe^ he dight him to the

toun.
" He kythedhis kindness, S. i. e. gave proofs of 

it;" Rudd.
2. To practise.

His craftes gan he kithe, 
Ogaines hem when he wold.

Sir Tristrem, p. 22.
3. To cause, to produce.

Her raoder about was blithe, 
And tok a drink of might, 

That love wald kithe. Ibid. p. 97. 
The first seems the primary sense of the word ; 

from A. S. cyth-an, ostendere, notum facere. 
Chaucer, kithe9 id.
To KYTHE, KYITH, v. n. To appear, to be ma- 

nifest, S.
Wan weird', scho said, * Quhat have I wrocht, 

That on me kytht hes all this cair?' 
Murning Maidin, Maitland Poems, p. 205. 

This is improperly rendered cast, Ellis, Spec. ii. 32. 
a Cheatrie game will ay kythe," S. Prov. 

KYTRAL, s.
They know'd all the Kytral the face of it be 

fore, 
And nib'd it sae doon near, to see it was a

shame ;
They call'd it peiPd Powart, they puld it so 

sore.
Montgomerie, Watson's Coll. iii. 19. 

It seems synon, with worlin mentioned immedi 
ately before. This is evidently the same with Ket~ 
rail, q. v.
KITTIE, KITTOCK, s. 1. A loose woman, 

S. B., cuttie, S. A.
Samony ane Kittle, & rest up with golden chenyes, 
Within this land was nevir hard nor sene.

Dunbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 45. st. 1(5. 
Bot at the last throw filthy speich and counsel^, 
That scho did heir of some curst Kiltie unsell, 
Fro scho gaif eir to sic vyle bawderie, 
God, Schame, and Honour scho foryet all thrc.

Lament. L, Scotl. A. iiiL a. 
Such is the account given of the change of Queen 

Mary's conduct. The author, however, gives her 
a very favourable character, before she was misled 
by the fatal influence of wicked counsel.

I grant, I had ane Douchter was ane Queene,
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Baith gude and fair, gentill and liberall, 
Dotit with vertewis, and wit natural!, 
Prignantin spreit, in all things honourabill; 
Lusty gude lyke> to all men favourabill, 
Shamef ull to will, baath honest, meik and law ; 
Thir vertewis all schohad, quhils scho stood aw 
Of God Eterne, as of hir Governour, 
And quhen scho did regard hir hie honour* 

Kittock is used nearly in the same sense. It oc 
curs, in pL, as denoting persons engaged in dally 
ing, whether male or female.

Ha, ha, quha brocht thir Mttocks hither.
Philot. Pink. S. P. R. iri. 6. 

It occurs also in a very old Ballad, printed A, 
1508.

My gudame wes a gay wif, bot scho wes ryght
gend : ——

Thai callit [her] kynd Kittok, qnhasa hrr
weill kend. Pink. lu*d. p. 141.

2. A designation for a female, although aot ne 
cessarily implying lightness of carriage, yet al 
ways used as expressive of disrespect, and ge 
nerally conjoined with some epithet of this
import ; as, an idle kittie, a clawevin kittle^, &cc. S.
It had pretty early been used in this inter mediate

sort of sense.
Ther come our Kitteis, weschen clenct 

In new kirtillis of gray.
Chr. Kirk, st. i.

It is surprising that Callander should derive it 
" either from Kate, Katie, the commoa diminu 
tive of Catherine ; or from their playfulness as kit. 
tens, or young cats." The etymon given by Sibb. 
is not much better; u Sw. katig, sly, cunning; 
Goth, talkie, meretrices."

Lord Hailes renders sa inony ane Kittie, a so ma 
ny whores;" adding, Lewd Kitts are strumpets; 
Chaucer, p, 598." Bann. P. Note, p. 257.

The origin may be A.S. cicilh, Isl. kuid, Su.G. 
qued, uterus; one principal distinction of the sex. 

It seems more probable, however, that it is radi 
cally allied to Su.G. kaett, wanton. V. CAIGE, v. 
This latter etymon appears to derive confirmation 
from the apparent use of Kittie as an adj. V. UN-
SELE, S.

Bot kirk-meimis cursit substance semis sweit 
Till land-men, with that leud burd-lyme are 

kj/ttit.
Scott, Bannafyne Poems, p. 199. st. 20.

" Probably an error in MS. for knyttit, bound ;"
Lord Hailes. But there is no reason for suspecting
any error. For Sw. kitt, Dan. kit, both signify
putty, or the cement use<J bv glaziers ; whence Dan.
kiit-er to cement; Sw. ktyta* id. Thrs exactly cor 
responds to the idea of bird-lime , mentioned as that
by means of which they are kyttit.
KITTIWAKE, s. Lanis Rissa, Linn. The

same name is given to the Larus Tridactylus,
which is the young of the L. Rissa.
" The Tarrock, (larus tridactylus, Lin. Syst.)

which seems to be our kittywake, is by far the most
common of the kind iu this place." Barry's Ork 
ney, p. 303»
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Kittiwake^ Sibbald's Hist, Scot. p. 20.
u The young of these birds are a favourite dish in 

North Britain, being served up roasted, a little be* 
fore dinner, in order to provoke the appetite; but 
from their rank taste and smell, seem much more 
likely to produce a contrary effect*" Pennant's 
Zool. p. 539, 540.

In £., I am informed, this bird is called the Chit* 
terweek. It also receives the name of Kishiefaik, 
Grkn. Caithn. Cai* the terra wake or fait be allied 
to Faik, the name of a bird ? q. v. Pemi. says that 
it is " so called from its cry." Tour ia S. 1769, p. 
59. 
KITTY.WREN, s. The wren, S. Mota.

cilia troglodytes, Linn. 
To KITTLE, v. a. To bring forth kittens, S.

Thus, in a ludicrous song, which seems to bave 
been composed in derision of the Pretender,—it is 
said ;

The cat's kittled in Charlie's wig.
Su.G. kissla, kitsla, id. a dirain. from katt, a cat»
This V., however, seems to have been formerly 

used with greater latitude, as equivalent to the E, u. 
to litter.

The hare sail kittle on my hearth stane, 
And there will never be a laird Learmont again. 

Minstrelsy Border, ii. 285.
In a prophecy ascribed to Thomas the Rhymer, 

kendle occurs in the same sense.
—Hares kendles othe hers ton.

Maitland Poems, i. Ixxviii.
This is the O. E. word " A conny kyndylleth 

every moneth in the yere." Palsgraue. Kyttell 
was also used.

" Ikyttell as a catte dothe.—Gossype when your 
catte kytelleth, I pray you let me have a kytlynge ;" 
Palsgraue.

This may be traced to Teut. kind, offspring.
Isl. kad) foetus recens, foetum infantia prima; 

G. Andr.
KITTLING, s. A kitten, S.; kytlyng, O. E. Pals 

graue. V. the v. 
To KITTLE, KITILL, v. a. i. To tickle, in a

literal sense, S.
2. To excite a pleasant sensation in the mind, 

' Gladenes and confort than into sum parte 
Begouth to kittitt Eneas thochtful hart.

Doug. Virgil, 156. 10.
3. To kittle, to kittle up, to enliven, to excite in a 

vivid manner.
Tent me now, auld boy, 

I've gather'd news will kittle your mind with
joy. Ramsay's Poems, ii. 87. 

Thus Burns expressively describes the fancied ef. 
fects of strong drink on the braia that begins to feel 
its power.

Leeze me on Drink ! it gies us mair
Than either school or college: 

It kindles wit, it waukens lair,
It pangs us fow of knowledge. 

Be't whiskey gill, or penny wheep,
Or ony stronger potion ; 

It never fails, on drinking deep, 
To kittle up our notion. Poems, i 47 
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4. To puzzle, to perplex, S. an oblique sense, 

founded on the uneasy sensation, or restless 
ness, caused by tickling.
A.S. citel-an* Bt'lg, kittel-en, Teut. kitzel-n^ Isl. 

kitl-a, SuG. kitsl-d) Fr. chatouill-er. E. tickle, as 
Seren. observes, is generally supposed to be a corr. 
from this original form of the word. Rudd. de 
duces all these from Lat. titill-are. Junius, with 
more probability observes, that A. S. kitelung ap. 
proachcs nearly to Lat. catul-ire, to desire the 
male; adding, that the most of animals, in this 
state, are violently excited. It seems to confirm 
this idea, that Fr. chatouill-er is a deriv. from chat 
a cat. Seren. also mentions Ital. chizzo, canis salax. 
KITTLE, adj. l. Ticklish, easily tickled, S. 

Teut. keteligh, id.
2. Difficult, nice, S. ; as E. ticklish is also used. 

u O mony a time, my lord,' 1 he said,
I've stown a kiss frae a sleeping wench; 

But for you I'll do as kittle a deed,
For I'll steal an auld lurdane aff the bench."

Minstrelsy Border, iii. 114.
a Being interrogate, whether it be lawful to rise 

in arms against the king, refuses to answer, these 
being kittle questions, and he a poor prisoner."— 
Wodrow's Hist. xi. 266.

It is sometimes applied to a temper that cannot be 
easily managed ; also, to a skittish horse, S.

Teut. keteligh is used in a similar sense. A horse 
that is apt to throw his rider, is called keteligh peerd.
3. Nice, squeamish ; applied to the conscience, S. 

———u Resolve you either to satisfy the church,— 
or else, if your conscience be so kittle., as it cannot 
permit you, make for another land betwixt and 
that day, where ye may use freely your own con 
science." K. Ja. VI.'s Lett, to the Earl of Hunt- 
He, Spotswood, p. 438.
4. Trying, vexatious.

In kittle times, when faes are yarring,
We're no thought ergh. 

Beatlie^s Address ; V. Ross's Helenore^ p. vi.
—Let na on what's past 

'Tween you and me, else fear a kittle cast.
Ramsay''s Poems, ii. 100.

5. Used in a peculiar sense by Burns \ likely, apt.
————Put up your whittle, 

I'm no design'd to try its mettle; 
But if 1 did, I wad be kittle

To be mislear'd ; 
I wad na mind it, no that spittle 

Out-owre my beard.
Burns, iii. 4S.

KlTTLlE, adj. Itchy, S. B. 
KITTLE-THE-COUT,KITTLIE-COUT, a game among 

young people, in which a handkerchief being 
hid, one is employed to seek it, S. 
Coitt seems originally to have denoted the person 

employed to seek, denominated from the various 
proofs given of stupidity ; in the same sense as 
gowk, i. e. fool, is used in Hunt-the»goi£&. It is 
thus equivalent to Puzzle the colt. 
KIVE, s.

a The tub-hole is a hollow place in the ground,
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over which the kive (mashing-fat) stands." Kelly's 
S. Prov. p. 300.

I have not met with this word any where else.
KL1PPERT, f. A shorn sheep, S.

u I was fley'd that she had ta'en the wytenon-fa, 
an' inlakit afore sipper ; far she shudder'd like a 
klippert in a cauld day." Journ. from London,' p. 7.

From clip to sheer.
KNAB. s. 1. One who is wealthy in a mid 

dling line, who possesses a small independence; 
a term often applied to those otherwise called 
little lairds, S.

———If you chance for me to speer, 
u I'll fit you weel wi' doughty geer 
That cither knabbs, or lairds may weer.

Forbes's Shop Bill^ Journal, p. 11. 
2. It is used as equivalent to leader or general» 

Hence the Translation of Ajax's speech, from 
Ovid's Metamorphoses, is entitled, u Ajax's 
speech to the Grecian Knabbs" The term 
seems to correspond to Buces in Ovid, 

Consedere duces, &cc.
I wan the vogue, I Rhaesus fell'd, 

An' his knabbs in his tent.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 25. 

Germ, knab, pucr nobilis. Isl. knapar, vulgus 
nobilium. They are distinguished from husband 
men. Swa^knapa sum bonder; As well the lower 
order of nobility, as husbandmen ; Bygn. Leg. 
Verel. Ind. This is evidently a secondary sense of 
Isl. SuG. knape, famulus aulicus honoratior. From 
the rank of the persons whom they served, they 
had gradually claimed a sort of reflected nobility. 
This is the reason, perhaps, why the term came to 
signify nobles of an inferior degree, and at length, 
nobles in general.

Hoffman och knape war han i stad+ / 
Aulicus et Nobilis illico erat.

Chron. Rhythm, ap. Ihre, vo. Stad* 
KNABBY, KNABBISH, adj. Possessing indepen 

dence in a middling line, S. V. KNAB. 
To KNACK, KNACK, v. a. To taunt, to mock. 

Bot this kyng Edward all wyth gawdys, 
Knakkyd Robert the Brws wyth frawdis.

Wyntown, viii. 10. 174. 
Fast flokit about ane multitude of young

Troianis, 
Byssy to knack and pull the prisoner.

Doug. Virgil, 40. 45. 
Hald on thy wayis in haist, Ascaneus said, 
Thy self to loif knak now scornefully 
With proudc wordis al that standis the by.

Ibid. 300. 24.
a Isl. snaeg%-ia, Germ. schnak~en ,•" Gl. Wynt. 

Germ, schnak-en^ indeed, signifies, to. utter jests ; 
schnak, a droll; schnakish, merry, pleasant (festi- 
vus, Wachter;) Sw. snack^ a fable; snack-a, to 
chat \ snackare, a droll, &c.; and it must be ad. 
mitted, that s is sometimes prefixed, and at other 
times omitted, in words of Goth, derivation. But 
I am not satisfied that this is the origin. The term 
may be allied to Teut. knick-en^ nutare, nicta- 
re; as those who mock others, often nod and
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wink, in carrying on their sport. But perhaps the 
supposition made by Tyrwhitt, as to the $., is more 
natural, that—it u seems to have been formed from 
the knacking or snapping of the fingers, used by jug 
glers."
KNACK, KNAK, s. prort. nack. l. A taunt, a 

gibe, a sharp repartee, S.
Ye causit me, this volume to endite, 
Quarethrow I haue wrocht my self sic spite, 
Perpetualy be chydit with ilk knak, 
Full weill I knaw, and mokkit behynd my 

bak. Dottg. Virgil, 481. 34. 
2. A trick, S.

———Van Charon stood and raught 
His wither'd loof out for his fraught.— 
The Miser, lang being us'd to save, 
Fand this and wadna passage crave; 
But shaw'd the ferryman a knak, 
Jumpt in, swam o'er, and hain'd his plack.

Ramsay's PoemS, ii. 468.
a We use the word knack for a witty expression 

or action ;" Rudd. But it more generally includes 
the idea of something severe and satyrical; in which 
sense it is also used by Chaucer.

u Ryghte so comforteth the villainous wordes 
and knackes of japers hem, that travaile in the ser 
vice of the devil." Parson's T. p. 203, a. V. the v. 
KNACKY, adj. (pron. nacky^) 1. Sharp-witted, 

quick at repartee, S.
He was right naclcy in his way, 
And eydent baith by night and day.

Ramsay's Poems, i. 222.
2. It is often used with greater latitude, as de 

noting one who is not only acute, but at the 
same time facetious, S. 
cc A knacky man, witty and facetious;" Rudd.

3. It is applied to the fruits of ingenuity ; or to 
what is entertaining ; as, a nacky story. 

'Tis thy good genius., still alert,
That does inspire

Thee with ilk thing that's quick and smart;— 
E'en mony a bonny nakky tale, 
Bra to sit o'er a pint of ale.

Ram^ay^s Poems, ii. 335.
In Gl. Rams. expl. u active, clever in small af 

fairs." 
KNACKETY, adj. Self-conceited, S., pron. nack-

ety ; either from Knack , or Nacket, q. v. 
KNAKAT, NACKET. V. NACKET. 
KNAG, s. A knob, a pin on which any thing 

is hung, S.
The gudeman lap to his braid claymore. 

That hang on the knag aside the speir.
Jamie son's Popular Ball. ii. 173. 

The term is used in E., but in a difterent sense; 
as denoting a a hard knot in wood." This is the 
signification of Teut. knecht^ knai kc, knocks. The 
origin, however, may be Su.G. knoge, condylus, 
wht-nce knogligt, knobbed, Seren., knaglig, Wideg. 
Is!, knaka, nodi articulorum.
KNAGGIE, adj. l. Having protuberances ; 

pointed like a rock, of an unequal surface ; Gl.
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Shirr. Thus it is applied to a bare-boned ani 
mal.

—Thou's howe-backit, now, an' knaggie.
-Burns, iii. 140.

2. Tart and ill-humoured in conversation ; also 
knaggit, Fife ; q. having many knags or sharp 
points.

But now upstart the Cavalier, 
He could no longer speach forbear; 
Their knaggie talking did up barme him, 
Their sharp reflections did much warm him.

Cleland's Poems, p. 96. 
KNAGGIE, s. " A cag, a small cask," Shirr.

Gl. Aberd.
KNAGGIM, s. A disagreeable taste, S., knig- 

gum, id. Fife.
u It tasted sweet i' your mou, bat fan anes it 

was down your wizen, it had an ugly knaggim." 
Journal from London, p. 3..
KNAIVATICK, adj.

Knaifatica coff misknawis himsell, 
Quhen he rgettis in a furrit goun. 

Pedder Coffeis, Bannatyne Poems, p. 171. st. 5. 
Knavatick, Everg. ii. 220. denoting one of low 

origin, who has been in the station of a servant, 
from knaif, knave. Shall we suppose that the last 
part of the word is formed from Su.G. aett, atta^ 
family, race ; q. of a low-born race ? V. ETION, 
To KNAP, KNOP, v. n. 1* To speak after the 

English manner, S. ; sometimes as a v. a. To 
knap suddrone, i. e. to speak like the Southrons^ 
or those who live South from S.

Discharge Laird Isaac and Hog-yards,— 
And English Andrew, who has skill 
To knap at every word so well.

Watson*s Coll. i. 19. 20.
" Giff King James fhe Fyft was alyve, quha 

hering ane of his subjectis knap suddroune, declarit 
him ane trateur; quhidder valde he declare you 
triple traitoris, quha not only knappis suddrone in, 
your negative confession, bot also hes causit it be 
imprentit at London, in contempt of our native lan. 
guage?" Hamiltoun's Questionis to the Ministeris, 
No. 13.
2. Apparently to clip words by a false pronunci 

ation ; or, to speak with a brogue.
Like Highland lady's knoping speeches.—

Colvil's Mock Poem, i. 82.
Perhaps from Teut. knipp-en, to clip; as to a 

vulgar ear in S., one who speaks with the E. ac. 
cent seems to abbreviate the words; or a metaph. 
use of E. knap, to bite, to break short. 
KNAP. s. A slight stroke, S. 

When the lady lets a pap, 
The messan gets a knap.

Ramsay's S. Prov. p. 76.
Pap must signify wind from behind, as the Prov. 

is given more plainly by Kelly, p. 341. 
KNAPE, s. 1. A servant; especially a groom. 

The quhilk stedis schapin at all delite, 
Excedit fer the snaw in cullour quhite.— 
The bissy knapis and verlotis of his stabil
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About thaym stude, ful yape and seruiabil.

Doug. Virgil, 409. 19.
£. Used as a contemptuous term, as we now use 

valet.
And quhen he has ouirtane him at his wil, 
Thus did him chyde: O catyue witles knape, 
Quhat wenit thoa our haudis tyl eschape?

Doug. Virgil, 297. 20.
A.S. cnapa, Teut. knape, knab, parvulus, puer, 

servus; whence Germ, knapp, servus vel socius opi- 
ficis. This is the origin of E. knave, which origi 
nally signified merely a servant. Can this have any 
affinity to Teut. knap, alacer, agilis, celer ? Rudd. 
and others' derive knapsack from knape a servant,, q. 
" a sack to put a Souldier's or Traveller's provi 
sions in, which was probably carried by his servant 
or boy." But Kilian renders Teut. knapsack, pera 
in quam cibum, diurnum recondit viator, from 
knapp-en to eat; whence knapp-hoeck, crustulum. 
V. KNAW. 
KNAPPARE, s. A boor.

Quhat berne be thou in bed with hede full of
beis ? 

Graithit lyke sum knappare, and as thy grace
gurdis, 

Lurk and lyke ane longeoure ?————
Doug. Virgil, 239. a, 25. V. KNAPE. 

KNAPP ARTS, 9. pi. Wood, or heath pease, 
S. B. Caperaillie^ Carmylie^ or Killie^ S. A. 
Orobus tuberosus, Linn.
In the Highlands, the tubercles of the roots are 

greatly esteemed; in the Lowlands, children dig 
them, calling them liquorice, which they somewhat 
resemble in taste.

Perhaps frei» Te*it. knapp-en^ mandere, and 
VDorte radix, q. a root for chewing, an edible root; 
or Su.G. knapp, scarce, scanty, and oert herb, q. 
the root of scarcity. Su.G. ert, aert, however, 
signifies pease» Hence the name of this root; wild 
er ter. It is also called tran-erter, q. the pease fed 
on by cranes. This is evidently a name of Goth, 
origin: and seems to indicate that the Goths knew 
its use not less than the Celts. V. CARAMEILE. 
KNAPPEL, f. The name given to the staves of 

oak brought from Memel, Dantzick, or any 
place in what is called the. East country, S. 
" That the whole coupers within this kingdom 

make the said salmond barrels of good and suffici 
ent new knapptil, for which they shall be answer 
able, without wornaholes, and white-wood." Acts 
Cha. II. 1661. c. 33.

This is said to be its name in Norway. It is al 
lied perhaps to I si. knapp-r, rigidus, strictus, q. 
hard wood. 
KNAPPISH, adj. Tart, testy, snappish.

" Your spirit is so knappish and way-ward, that 
it will not admit the most solide comforts."—Z. 
Boyd's Last Battell, p. 169.

Perhaps from Teut. knapp-en, to bite.
KNAPSCHA, KNAPISHAY, KNAPSCHA w, KNAP- 

SKALL, s. A headpiece, a sort of helmet. 
It war full meit, gif it happinis be weir, 
That all this pryd of silk war quyt laid doun, 

1
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And chengit in jak, knapscha, and abirgoun, 

Bannatyne Poems, p. 142, st. 2. 
——Sic wer wont to ryde furth to the weir, 
With jak and sword, good horse, knapscall and 

speir.
L. Scotland's Lament. Fol. 5, b.

€C The Earl of Gowrie followed him within the 
said chamber, with ane drawn sword in every one 
of his hands and a knapschaw on his head." Gow- 
rie's Conspiracy, Hist. Perth, p. 236. This is 
otherwise expressed;—a a steele bonnet on his 
head;" p. 205.

u Quha hes not ane Aeton and basnet j he sail 
have ane gude habirgeon, and ane gude irn jak for 
his bodie; and ane irn knapiskay." 1. Stat. 
Rob. I. c. 26.

This in the Lat. is, unum capitium de ferro; and 
it is distinguished from a basnet. It would hence 
seem, that the knapskal was a headpiece generally 
worn by persons of inferior rank, perhaps origi 
nally by the servants of the men at arms. Thus it 
may be from A. S. cnapa, Isl. Su.G. knape a ser 
vant, a page, and Germ, schal, skiul, a covering, 
from skiul-a, tegere; or from skal putamen,. A.S.. 
sceala, q. a shell.

This is perhaps what in E. is called the scull, 
which according to Grose, is " a head-piece, without 
visor or bever, resembling a bowl OF bason, such 
as was worn by our cavalry, within twenty or thirty 
years." Hist. Ant. Armour, ii. 243.
To KNASH, v. a. To gnaw, to tear.

Nixt come the Gorgoull, and the Graip,
Twa feirfull fouls indeid, 

Quho usis oft to lick and laip
The blud of bodies deid : 

Thame druging and ruging,
With thair maist cruell clukis; 

Sick hashing, and knashing, 
Cums not of cleinlie cukis. 

Surel's Pilgr. Watson^ Coll. ii. 24. 25. 
Isl. knatsk-a, attero, arrodo, violenter traho; G. 

Andr.
To KNAW, KNAWE, v. a. To know,

——Bowsunes mays fredwme threlle 
And lykyng wndyr awe to dwelle; 
Noucht as bondage wndyr lawe, 
Bot that lykyng grace sulde knawe.

Wyntown, i. Prol. 78. 
A. S. cnaw-an, id.

KNAW, KNAWE, KNAIF, s. i. A male child. 
And thai wele sone gat of thair bed 
A knetw child, throw our Lordis grace, 
That eftre hys gud eldfadyr wes 
Callyt Robert; and syne wes king.

Earbour, xiii. 693. MS.
—We ar lyk na barne til hawe, 
Nothir Hiadyn child, na knawe.

Wyntown, vi. 13. 152.
2. A boy, a male under age.

——The constabill, and all the laiff 
That war tharin, bath man and knaiff, 
He tuk, and gaiff thaim dispending.

Barbour, viii. 508. In MS. knaw.
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3. A male servant; Wyntown.

Knave is still used in this sense in the S. Prov,; 
<c Early master, lang knave ;" Ferguson, p. 11., or 
" soon knave," as given by Kelly, who thus expl. 
the meaning; " When a youth is too soon his 
own master, he will squander his patrimony, and 
so must turn servant;" p. 95.
4. " A man in the lower ranks of life j" GL 

Wyntown.
Sons hes bene ay exilit out of sicht, 
Sen every knaif wes cled in silkin weid.

Bannatyne Poems, p. 142. st. 1. 
Germ, knab dicitur,—-de parvulis parentum,-.—— 

de omnibus masculis junioribus;—de servis; Wacht, 
V. KNAB and KNAPE.
KNAWSHIP, KNAVESHIP, of a mitt, the dues 

given, by those who have grain ground, for 
paying the servants employed about a mill, 
vulgarly kneeship, S.
" Ane free man or ane freehalder, sail gif for 

multure at the rnilne, the sextene veshell, or the 
tuentie or threttie, according to his infeftment. 
And mairouer of tuentie holies, ane firlot (as 
knawschip.) Stat. K. Will. c. 9. § 2.

" The multure is a quantity of grain, sometimes 
in kind,—and sometimes manufactured,——due to 
the proprietor of the mil], or his tacksman, the 
multurer, for manufacturing the corns. The se 
quels are the small parcels of corn or meal given as 
a fee to the servants, over and above what is paid 
to the multurer; and they pass by the name of 
knaveship (from knave) which in the old Saxon 
language signified a servant) and of bannock, and 
lock, or gowpen." Ersk. Jnstit. B. ii. T. 9. § 19.

Teut. knaep-schaep, servitus, servicium, ministe- 
rium ; Kilian. V. KNAW, s.
KNECHT, KNYCHT, s. i. A common soldier, 

a mercenary.
Quhat Mirmydone, or Gregioun, Dolopes, 
Or knycht wageour to cruell Ulixes, 
Sic matirs to rehers, or yit till here, 
Micht thaym contcne fra weping mony ane 

tere? Doug. Virgil, 38, 42. 
In the same sense, " it is always used in a MS. 

version of the New Testament, in the Advocate's 
Library.—Traveil thou as agoodknygte of Christ 
Jesu, 2. Tim. 2, 3. Archip oure euen knygte, Phi- 
lem. 2. J> Rudd. This version is supposed to be 
Wiclif's. 
2. A captain, a commander.

Als swith as the Rutulianis did se 
The yet opiii, thay ruschit to the entre; 
Quercens the firmest, and Equicolie 
Ane lusty knycht in armes richt semely.

Doug. Virgil, 302. 35.
The word as expressed in Franc, knecht, A. S, 

cneoht, cniht, primarily signified a boy, a male child, 
and was secondarily used for a servant. Wachter 
and Ihre view it as from the same stock with Knape. 
Perhaps the common origin is A. S. cneo, generatio, 
which cneoht nearly resembles. 
To KNEE, v. a. i» To press down anything 

•with the knees, Ang.

K N E
2. To make an angle in what was formerly 

straight. To knee irne, to bend iron into an 
angular form, Ang.

3. The wind is said to knee corn, when it breaks 
so that the corn bows down, and strikes root, 
by the stalk, Ang.
Tsl. kny-a, urgere, adigere; synon. with Sw. 

tmng-a, S. dwang; hneig-ia, flectere, Su.G. 
knig-a, genua flectere. This is the original idea, 
from Isl. Su.G. knae the knee.

The Su.G. s. knae is used in the same sense with 
the E. iidj. kneed, which is applied to corn, when it 
becomes articulated, or has joints. Seges apud nos 
dicatur gaa i knae, ubi geniculata fit, ct primo 
nodo firmatur calamus; Ihre, vo. Knae. 
KNEEF, KNEIF, adj. Active, alert, lively, S. 

And O ! the gathring that was on the green \ 
Of little foukies clad in green and blue, 
Kneefer and trigger never tred the dew.

Ross's Helenore, p. 62. 
An' sae he did beguile 

An' twin'd us o' our kneefest men 
By death and by exile.

Poems in the Buckan Dialect, p. 7^ 
And Jhone did wex als kneif, I gage, 

Als grome in May mocht be.
Jamiesori*s Popular Ball. i. 287.

Isl. knaef-r, Dan. knov, robustus : Su.G. knapp,
citus, velox. It might be supposed that Lat. gnav-
us, quick, active, whence Fr. naif, naive, has had
a common origin with the words already mentioned.
KNIEFLY, adv. With vivacity, S.

But she'll craw kniejly in his crap,
Whan wow ! he canna flit her 

Frac tame that day.
Fergusson\s Poems, ii. 50. 

KNEEF, adj. Difficult, arduous, Aberd.
Su.G. knapp, difficult, narrow, strait; kn&pptid, 

angustum et metaphorice difficile tempus; Ihre, This 
learned writer adds, that it is used with respect to 
any thing which hardly suffices. The Icelanders, 
who frequently change k into h, use hn$p-r in the 
same sense. Aetla baendur eigi sir a hneppt til Jo- 
laveitslo • Non adeo parce patres familiarum con. 
vivia instruunt; Heims Kr. Tom. I. p. 557. G. 
Andr. renders hnapp-r, rigidus, strictirs.
KNEE-ILL, KNEE-ILLS, j. A disease of cattle, 

affecting their joints, and especially their knees, 
so that they rest on them, not being able to 
stand, S., from knee, and /7/, a disease. 

KNEESHIP. V. KNAWSHIP. 
KNEEVICK, adj. Griping, avaritious, Fife,- 

allied perhaps to Jsl. hnyf-a, to grasp with the 
fist, or from the same fountain with Gni69 q. v. 

KNEWEL, KNOOL, s. A wooden pin fixed in 
the end of a halter, and notched, for folding 
by. To hadd the knewel, to hold the reins, to 
keep the grip> synon. Ang., kniel, Mearns. 
Belg. knevel, a knot; knevel-en, to pinion. 

Teut. knevel, lorum hastae missilis, as originally de 
noting the thong attached to a missile weapon. 
It bears another sense still more nearly allied ;
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stipes, furcula, bacillus. Isl. hnue^ nodus, glomus, 
globus, seems radically the same. It also signifies 
the whirl of a spindle, (verticillum fusi, G. Andr.) 
and is probably merely a secondary sense of hnue^ 
internodium digitorum, the knuckle. 
KNIBLE, adj. Nimble, clever, S. B.

The knible elves about her ate ding dang; 
Syne to the play they up, and dance and flang,

Ross's Hclenore, p. 63.
Su.G. Teut. knap, alacer, agilis, celcr. Thus it 

has apparently the same origin with Kneef, 1. q. v. 
KN1BLOCH, KNUBLACH, KNUBLOCK, s. i. A 

small round stone, or hardened clod, S.
— The fallow loot a rin, 

As gin he ween'd with speed to tak her in; 
But as luck was, a knibblach took his tae, 
And o'er faes he, and tumbled clown the brae. 

Ross's Helenore, p. 58. 
2; A knob of v/ood, S.

But a thrawn knublock hit his heelj 
And wives had him to haul up, 

Hatt fell'd that day.
Ramsay's Poems, i. 263.

3. u A knob, the swelling occasioned by a blow 
or fall," Shirr. Gl.
Su.G. Isl. ksiapp, globulus; Belg. knobbel, a 

knob, a knurl.
KNIBBLOCKIE, adj. Unequal, rough ; applied to 

a road in which many small stones rise up and 
render walking painful, S. B. Belg. knobbel- 
achtig, knobby, rugged. 

KNYFF, s. A hanger or dagger.
Na armour had Wallace men in to that place ; 
Bot suerd and knyff thai bur on thaim throw 

grace. Wallace, xi. 82. MS. 
O. T. knyf, culter, gladius, Kilian.

" Rocketis war rent, Tippetis war torne, croun- 
nis war knypsit, and syd Gounis michl have bein 
sein wantonelie wag frac the ae wall to the uther." 
Knox's Hist. p. 51. Sign. N, 2.

The true reading is knappit, as in MS. II. In 
MS. I., arrd Lond. edit, it is knapped. The v. knap 
is used in the same sense, E., u to strike so as to 
make a sharp noise like that of breaking;" Johns. 
Belg. knapp-en, to crack. 
KNITCH, s. A bundle, a truss, S. ; a bundle

of straw tied by a rope, S. B.
O. E. knycche, a bundle.

* " Gadcr ye togidre the tares and bynde hem to- 
gidre in knycches to be brent." Wiclif, Mat. 13.

Sw. knyte, a bundle, a fardle ; from knyt-a, to 
tie. A. S. cnyt-an, id. A.S. cnytty Su.G. knut,- 
a knot. 
KNITCHELL, s. A small bundle; a dimin. from

knltch.
Twa curis or thre hes upolandis Michell, 
With dispensatiouns bound in a knitchelL 

D unbar, Bannatyne Poems, p. 66. st. 15.
KNITTING, s. « Tape, S. ;" Sir L Sinclair's

Observ. p. 122. 
KNOCK, s. A clock • S.

You'l move the Duke our master's Grace, 
4
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To put a knock upon our steeple, 
To shew the hours to country people.

Watson's Coll. i. 19.
" The knock strikes • the clock strikes. Clocks 

are called knocks, in some parts of Scotland, from 
the noise they make." Sir J. Sinclair's Observ. 
p. 49.

This is evidently a corr. of clock. On this word 
Junius refers to C. B. cloch, A. S. clucga, Alem. 
c/oc, id. Lye, to Alem. clohhon, clochon^ pulsare. 
I am inclined to view it as allied to Isl. klok-na9 
to be struck suddenly or unexpectedly, esnecialiy as 
klokka has th^ sense of cam pan a. Klokk Josaphat^ 
Perculsus fuit Josaphat; Verel. Ind.
KNOCKIT BARLEY, or BEAR, barley strip- 

ped of th&.husk, by being beaten in a hollow 
stone with u maul, a small quantity of water 
being put into the cavity with the barley, S.

My laird ship can ytield me
As meikle a year, 

As had us in poUage,
And good knuekif beer.

Ramsay's Poems^ ii. 313.
In this manner barley was formerly prepared for 

the pot in Angus, and mo^t probably throughout 
S., before the use of Barley Mills. 
To KNOIT, KNITE, NOYT, v. a. 1. To strike 

with a sharp sound; to give a smart rap, S. 
An' nionie a bourdlie bandster lown

Made there an unco bletherin', 
Shoarin to knife ilk bodic's crown.

Rev. J. Nicol's Poems, i. 142. 
Thair durst na ten cum him to tak ? 

Sa noytit he thair nowis.
Chr. Kirk, st. 19. Sibb. edit. 

Be thy crown ay unclowr'd in quarrel^
When thou inclines

To knoit thrawn-gabbit sumphs, that snarl 
At our frank lines.

Ramsay'*s Poems, ii. 340.
The knees are said to knoit, when they strike one 

against another.
For they had gien him sik a fleg, 

He look'd as he'd been doited, 
For ilka limb an' lith o' him 

'Gainst ane anither knotted.
Poems in the Buchan Dialect, p. 8. 

Here it is used in a neut. sense. 
f. To amble or hobble in walking, in consequence 

of the stiffness of the joints, S. Stoit is used as 
nearly synon.
[hi. hniot-a, niot-a, ferire, Verel.; nuto, lapso; 

G. Andr. It is also rendered, pedem offendere. 
Hneit, impegit; Worm. Liter. Dan. A. S. hnit-an,y 
cornu petere, ferire, percutere; to note, Lancash. 
Belg. nieten, id. V. Somner. Perhaps, Isl. knylt. 
a, verberare, Verel. has a common origin. The root, 
I suspect, is Isl. hnue, internodium digitorum, whence 
hnut-a, knut-r, nodus artuum; q. to strike with the 
knuckle.
KNOIT, NOIT, s. A smart stroke, a stroke 

emitting* a sharp sound, S.
The carles did baith rant and roar.
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And delt some knoits between 

Hands.————
A. NicoPs Poems, 1739. p. 73. 

.2. The sound occasioned by a stroke, or fall on 
any hard body ; as when the head or any bony 
part strikes against a stone, S. V. the v. 
" She tumbled down upo' me wi' sik a reemis, 

that she gart my head cry knoit upo' the coach door." 
Journal from London, p. 3.
To KNOIT, v. a. To gnaw; a term expressive 

of the manner in which infants eat, who have 
not got teeth, Ang.
Isl. hnot-a, vellicare; or a frequentative from 

nag-a to gnaw, like hnat^ka, arroderc. 
KNOIT, s. A large piece of any thing, S. B,

knoost, S. A. synon.
Allied perhaps to Tsl, knott-nr globus. V. KNOOST. 

KNOOP, s. 1. A protuberance of any kind, S. 
knob, E.

2. A bit of wood projecting from a wall, on which 
any thing is hung, S.

3. The knoop of a #///, that part of a hill which 
towers above, or projects from, the rest, S. 
Isl. gnup-r, gnyp-r, used precisely as in sense 3., 

jugum montis, G. Andr.; Fialsgnipa, cacumen mon. 
tis: gnup-ar, montium altiora cacumina; Verel. 
To KNOOSE. V KNUSE. 
KNOOST, KNUIST, s. A large lump, Loth. 

Then liftin up the scales, he fand 
The tane bang up, the other stand : 
Syne out he took the heaviest haff? 
And eat a knoost o't quickly aff.

Ramsay's Poems, ii. 479.
Perhaps q. something bruised or broken off. V. 

KNUSE, v. Isl. hnaus, however, signifies a lump or 
clod of earth; tomus glebae excisus, vel dirutus; 
grumus. G. Andr. derives it from hnios-a nuto, 
lapso.
To KNOP, v. n. To knap; expressive of the 

noise made by drops of water falling on a hard 
body.

It wes ane wonder for to se 
So gret an multitude,— 

Eschewing the dewing 
Of ranie Orion, 
That dropit and knopit^ 
Baith upon tre and stone.

Burel, Watson's Coll. ii. 23.
To KNOP, if. n. To put forth buds ; or perhaps 

to burst, a term used as to flowers. 
———Some knoping, some droping 
Of balmy liquor sweit.

Cherrie and Sloe, st. 4. 
In the Lat. version, jam rupta aliis. 
Su.G. knopp-a, gemmas emitters; knopp^ gemma 

arbo^iim: Teut. knoppe, id. Knoppe van de bloeme, 
calyx, folliculus, sive involucrum floris priusquam 
dehiscat; Kilian.
KNORRY, adj. Knotty, knobby.

— His wappynnis and his armour hynt withal, 
His wechty burdoun, and his knorry mais. 

Doug. Virgil^ 248. 44.

K N U
Teut. knorre, tuber, nodus: E. knare, knurr. 

KNOT, s. A pretty large piece of any thing or .
a round or square form, as of butcher meat,
bread, &c. S, B.
The idea of a knot, in its different senses, has evi*. 

dcntly been borrowed from the form of the knuckles. 
This, indeed, seems to have been its primary significa 
tion. For Isl. hnud-r, hnod-a, hnut-r^ knui-r, nodus, 
are all from hnue, internodius digitonim. As knut-r 
signifies nodus, hnuta is expl. nodus artuum; G. 
Andr. The Lat. word itself seems to have had <t 
common origin.
KNOT-GRASS, s. Tall oatgrass; also called 

Swines Arnuts, S. Avena elatior, Linn* It re 
ceives its Scottish names from the tubercles of 
the roots. This seems the same with Teui. 
knoop-gras, gramen nodosum, Kilian ; denomi 
nated in like manner from knoop, a knot. 

KNOUL TAES, toes having swellings on the 
joints.

Ther is not in this fair a Flyrock 
That has upon his feit a wyrock, 
Knoul Taes, or mouls in nae degre, 
But ye can hyde them————

Evergreen^ i. 254. st. 5.
Teut. knevel, knovel^ nodus ; Su.G. knoel, knyl ; 

a bump ; probably a deriv. from Isl. hnue, id. 
To KNOW, v. a. To press down with the fists, 

or knees.
They know'd all the Kytral the face of it be»

fore;
And nib'd it sae doon near, to see it was a 

shame.
Montgomerie, Watson's Coll. iii. 19, 

Sw. knog-a^ pugnis genibusque eniti, necnon 
manibus traptare; Ihre, vo. Knae; Mo-esG. hneiw- 
an^ A. S. hnig-an, subjicere, deprimere.
KNOW, KNOWE, KNOUE, s. A little hill, S. 

corr. from knolL
And yit wele fer from ane hil or ane knowe 
To thaym he callis. ——

Doug Virgil, 244. 10. 
What's fairer than the lilye flower. 

On this wee know that grows ?
Minstrelsy Border, ii. 25.

Teut. knolle, a hillock; A. S. cnolle, the top of a 
hill or mountain.
KNUBLOCK, s. A knob. V. KNIBLOCK. * 
To KNUFF, KNUVE, -z/. n. To converse famili 

arly, to chat, S. pron. like Gr. v.
I know not if this word can have any affinity to 

Su.G. knaefzve, the fist; as the phrase, hand and 
glove, is used to denote familiar intercourse. Isl'. 
hnif-a and knif-a both signify to drink deep, evacu- 
arepoculum, usque ad funduniebibere; Verel. Hann 
knyfde afhorninu; evacuavit cornu ; Ol. Lex. Run. 
The term might perhaps have been transferred to that 
free conversation which men have over their cups. 
* KNURL, s. A dwarf, S. O.

The laird was a widdiefu', blearit knurl; 
4 Q
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She's left the glide-fellow and taen the churl.

Burns, iv. 54.
This is evidently a mctaph. use of E. knurle, " a 

knot (properly in wood), a hard substance," Johns.; 
a dimin. from Teut. kiwrre^ tuber. Hence, 
KNURLIN, s. The same as knurl, S. B,

Wee Pope, the knurlin, till him rives 
Horatian fame,

Burns, iv. 360.
To KNUSE, KNOOSE, NUSE, v. a. l. To bruise, 

to press down with the knees. He nus'd him 
with his knees, S. B.

2. To pommel, to beat with the knuckles or fists, 
S. B. ;

3. To knead; Nusing at a bannock, kneading a
cake, S. B. Whether this be the primary, or
only a secondary sense, seems doubtful.
Isl. hnos-a, knos-a, trudo, tero; G. Andr. p. 118.

Knosod-ur, Sw. Inosad-erf contuses ; Verel. Goth.
&nos-ctj contundere; Stadcn. ap. Ihre, vo. Knaada;
Belg. knues-en, to crush, Dan. knus-er, id. Verel.
defines Isl. hnusk-ast, as denoting the act of one who
seizes another by the hair of the head, that he may
pummel him with his fist; Dicitur quando unus alte-
rum capillo conscindit, atque pugnum impingit;
Ind. p. 120.

As the wbrds of this form, used in our language, 
are applied to the action both of the knees, and of 
the knuckles; it is singular, that the cognate verbs 
in the Scandinavian dialects may without violence be 
deduced from the terms which signify both. Thus, 
Isl. hnos-a may be derived either from hnue, hnufe, 
the knuckle, or hnae the knee. Sw. knog-a, pug- 
nis gcnibusque eniti, (Ihre,) to strive with fists and 
knees, may in like manner be traced to either of these 
nouns. This observation applies also to Gnidge k and 
Know, q. v. 
KOBBYD,/^,

Quhen the Kyng Edward of Ingland 
Had herd of this deid full tythand. 
All breme he belyd in-to berth, 
And wrythyd all in wedand werth, 
^\lsa kobbyd in his trope, 
As he had ettyn ane attyrcope.

Wyntown, viii. 11. 45,
Mr Macpherson views this as an adj. signifying 

peevish, waspish. Mod. S. kappit, and seems to think 
it allied to attyrcope. But it is undoubtedly a v. 
There may be an allusion to* one who still feels a 
nausea in his stomach, and frequently reaches, from 
the idea of his having swallowed something that ex. 
cites great disgust; Su.G. kof-na9 quaefw^a^ suflb- 
care.
KOBIL, s. A small boat. V. COBLE. 
KOY, adj. Secluded from view.

Hir self sche hid therfore, and held full koy, 
Besyde the altare sitting vnethis sene.

Doug. Virgil^ 58. 12.

K U T
Abdiderat sese, atquc aris invisa sedebat.

Virg.
Rudd. views this as the same with Coy, q. v. If 

so, this is rather a distinct sense. Could we suppose 
it to be a different word, it might be considered as 
allied to Teut. koye, a cave, or a place where cattle 
are inclosed and rest; Isl, tui, id. septum vel clau- 
strum ; Verel. 
To KOYT, v. a. To beat, to flog, S. B.

Perhaps only a metaph. sense of quit, solvere. 
Isl. kwitta; as the v. pay is also used. . 
To KOPPIE, v. a. To chide, to reprove, Mearnsi.

Su.G. kapp-as certare. 
KOW, s. A goblin. V. Cow, 2. 
KOW, s.

From this day furth se na ^ its pretend— 
At Prince or Palp to purchase ane commend, 
Againe the kow becaus it dois offence.,

Lyndsay, S. P. R+\\. 257.
Mr Pink, views this as synon. with -kew, usage, 

practice. V. KEWIS.
KOWSCHOT, CUSHAT, s. The ring-dove; Co- 

lumba palumbus, Linn, cowshot, .crucbet, A. 
Bor. cushie-dow, S.

The kowshot eroudis and pykkis on the ryse. 
Doug. Virgil, Prol. 403. 22. 

The Cushat eroudis, the Corbie tfrys.
Cherrie and Siae, st. 2,

A. S. cusceote, id. -", ,» 
KRANG, s. The body of a whale divested of4 

the blubber, and abandoned by the whale- 
fishers. « , ..;

KRINGLE, s. A kind of bread brought from.
Norway.
Sw. kringla, a kind of bread made in a particular 

form ; Wideg. Kringla signifies a circle.
KRTSP, s. Cobweb lawn. V. CRISP. 
To KRUYN, v. n. To murmur, to cry as a bull 

does, in a low and hollow tone.
The beist sail be full tydy, trig, and wiclit. 
With hede equale till his moder on hicht^ 
Can all reddy with homes kruyn and put5 
And scraip and skattir the soft sand wyth his 

fut.
Doug. Virgil, 300. 14. V. CROYN. 

To KUTER, CUTER, ^. a. 1. To cocker, to 
nurse delicately. It is used in reference to a per 
son who exercises the greatest care about his own 
health or that of another, and who is also at 
pains to have such meats and drinks prepared, 
as will be most grateful to the pal'dte; S« 

2. In some parts of S* it signifies to coa^:, ffk 
wheedle.
In the former sense, it might seem allied to 

koester-en, fovere, nutrire delicate; in tlx 
Germ, kutter^n^ Su.G. quittr^ garrire.

END OF THE FIRST VOLUME.
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